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PAUL VERONESE. 

N one’s peregrinations 
at Venice few things 
aiford a livelier plea¬ 
sure to the imagination 
than the suddenly light¬ 
ing upon — what has 
now become a some¬ 
what rare object there 

■—a magnificent picture by Paul 
Veronese, deep in the recesses of 
some solitary palace or silent church. 
Your wanderings throughout the 

morning have, very likely, been along 
lonely quays, which seem expecting the 

slow encroachments of the sandy shoals op- 
f posite, rather than any other visitors ; or you 
f have been winding and turning through a 

labyrinth of narrow canals, between mouldering 
palaces, which, in their desertion or degradation, 
remind you continually and mournfully of the f;reat ones of the past,—a race that seems gone 
or ever. You would fain summon up some 

most lively image of them; but no, it seems as 
if the worthies of ancient Greece and Pome 
had not passed away more utterly. Neverthe¬ 
less, your fancy still wanders in quest of them, 
as with eyes bent stedfastly on the ground, you 
proceed up some whitewashed nave or trum¬ 
pery-tarnished choir or other, when, all at 
once, looking up, you see them vividly before 
you, in breathing light and sunshine, fixed— 
firmly fixed — by the enchantments of Paul 
Veronese’s pencil. There they are, in lovely 
splendour-, lighting up that obscure and dull 
interior-, like the precious hues found deep in 
the cup of some exteriorly unattractive humble 
flower, or like its golden stamina themselves— 
genuine Vcnieros and Morosinis,most evidently! 
and the fair ladies of the lagune with them, in 
the very bloom and heyday of their life, and, 
moreover, richly adorned with the courtly 
pomp and quaint finery of their age, such as 
reminds one not a little here and there of 
similar things which their contemporary, our 
own Queen Elizabeth, was wont to look round 
upon, over her starched lace ruff. Titian’s 
comparatively temperate gravity is here suc¬ 
ceeded by far lighter and more lavish splendour. 
With Veronese the blooming and handsome 
blonde young Dogarcssa, who adores the 
Madonna, or personates St. Catherine, or 
Esther, wears more gorgeous brocade: she 
nets Mid par/odas up her flaxen curls with gold 
thread or yiearls; she bends her charms with a 
more courtly and self-conscious dignity, amidst 
the very handsome ecclesiastics, cavaliers, and 
senators, who dispose themselves around her 
with an equally stately and aristocratic port. 
And how brilliantly does this painter here com¬ 
memorate that love of show and pageantry 
which was so prominently characteristic of 
Venice during his days, and especially during 
that part of them when she enjoyed her thirty 

years of rest after the peace of Cambray, and 
shortly afterwards, her crowning jicriod of 
triumph and prolonged festivity after the great 
victory of Lepanto ! These w-cre her evening 
glories, illusti'iously attended by the radiant 
setting of her highest Art; for Paul Veronese 
was the last of her great triad of painters, and 
his school, notwithstanding its own intrinsic 
cheerfulness and festive splendour, derives 

_ something even of a deep and pathetic interest 
from its being the last true and really great 
one of Italy. Whilst all her other schools 
were sunk low in mannerism, and uncon¬ 
sciously caricaturing those mightiest painters 
who had recently passed away from her, the 
true, noble nature, and splendour, and lusty 
life in Paul Veronese, looked like a fresh new 
vernal dayspring of Art, rather than the last 
full glories of its setting, soon to fade for ever. 

Our theme is welcome to us, for Paul Vero¬ 
nese, one of the most magnificent of painters, 
is sometimes a truly delightful one. He had 
not, it is true, so powerful an imagination or 
such depth of insight and feeling as Titian, or 
such daring conceptions and versatility as 
Tintoretto; but confined himself more than 
even they did to painting the persons and the 
passing adornments around him. He did not, 
for instance, as Titian sometimes would, forget 
his ow’u times to realise the most glowing 
visions of Ovidian or CatuUian poetry, but 
remained especially the painter of that which 
was most handsome, stately, picturesque, and 
magnificent of his own age; grouping such 
objects, indeed, into splendid tableaux of 
mythological and sacred subjects; but chiefly 
urged to this, no doubt, by the expediency of 
ministering to that demand for immense alle¬ 
gorical and church pictures, which had become 
a leading fashion of the day. Keenly de¬ 
lighting in, and thoroughly satisfied w-ith, the 
things about him, Paulo Caliari troubled his 
head but little or not at all with the pecu¬ 
liarities of any former age, or with the reviving 
classicality of his own days. The substantial 
charms, and even the splendid brocaded far¬ 
thingales of the ladies Moncenigo and '^'en- 
draniini, were far more fascinating in his eyes 
than any thinly ideal notions, such as faintly 
glimmered through kis brain touching Europa, 
St. Catherine, or Pharaoh’s daughter; and, 
therefore, he very frankly and gallantly substi¬ 
tuted the former for the latter in his pictures 
of mythological and saintly subjects. And 
even with regard to the objects of his own 
time, he did not, it must be admitted, look 
with so close and refined a discrimination as 
Titian into the intellects of princes, senators, 
captains, and scholars, or upon the pensive yet 
luxurious tenderness of ripe sunset-tressed 
Venetian beauties. Yet had the cheerful 
Veronese a truly dignified and noble conception 
of life; nor, though his magnificent super¬ 
ficiality—that is to say, his fine appreciation of 
picturesque and imposing lines, and of every 
delical emodulation of light and colours—tempts 
him too often to neglect expression, and (his 
besetting fault) his stately grace frequently 
degenerates into self-conscious affectation and 
ponq)osity, are his noblest works by any means 
w-anting in pathetic, exalted, spirit-stirring- 
poetical conceptions; and in colouring and a 
glorious power of Ihe brush he can scarcely be 
said to be surpassed by any one. He excels 
pre-eminently in his owm true noontide bright¬ 
ness—his argentine, delicacy—suffusing and 
harmonising sometimes a whole garden-royal 
of beautifrd variegated hues; and he shines, 
also, in an aristocratic dignity and magnificence 
which render him, par excellence, the painter of 
the splendour and living nobleness and hand¬ 
someness of Venice in the times of Eamagosta 
and Lepanto, when noble blood yet mantled 
high in her veins, and before she sank far down 
into those depths of effeminate vice and pro¬ 

fligacy which made her, in the w'ords of the 
sympathetic poet,— 

“ The revel of the earth—the masque of Il.ily.” 

With this painter the true greatness of 
Italian Art finally set at Venice.® It threw a 
gleam, in its dying hour, of a rare cheerfulness 
and delicacy of splendour on the terraces of 
the wonderful City of the Sea, such as were 
built by Sansovino, and his friend Sammichieli, 
wliere her stately nobles were assembled in all 
their wealthy pomp and keen lusty enjoyment 
of life, yet assuredly condescending to no un¬ 
seemly mirth or levity the while ; nihaling the 
Adriatic breeze in their hour of calm relaxa¬ 
tion,—or celebrating with festivity some great 
triumph of the Republic,—or bending in pious 
thankfulness before the IMadonna. What a 
flood of silvery radiance, bright as at noon-day, 
or anon of fair golden warmth—like an April 
sunset, when the sky emulates the primroses 
and the cowslips in hue, as the autumnal 
heavens in the evening vie harmoniously with 
the roseate leafage—lighted up that multitu¬ 
dinous bravery of brocaded robes and broidered 
doublets, and turbans of barbarian guests— 
the holiday array of Portia and all her suitors 
brought to sup forgivingly together at Bas- 
sanio’s wedding feast.f It suffused stateliest 
porticoes and loggias, soaring and shining 
in the background aerially, like sunny ivory, 
adorned with flowery trees from Nicosia 
and Alexandretta, from Ormuz and from Ind, 
and companies of handsome, noble, and yet 
brighter faces—an assembly and a pageant, 
indeed, such as was soon afterwards to vanish 
away from the earth, and leave no other record 
of itself excejjt these invaluable ones, which 
this magnificent painter has bequeathed us. 

Of course I have my eye now chiefly on one 
of Paul’s “Suppers;” especially I have it on 
his “Marriage at Cana,” at Dresden—a picture 
far finer, by the bye, in colour and execution 
than the vast composition on the same subject 
in the Paris Louvre. You there encounter 
a numerous company of bright and handsome 
faces with keen, intelligent looks, sparkling with 
life and health, and a cheerful consciousness of 
existence. But if haply a stranger to such 
works, you are very much surprised, by and 
bye, to discover all at once the Saviour seated 
ill the midst of them, scarcely distinguished 
from the rest, and to find out that these pompous 

* It is true that Tintoretto survived him six years, and 
died at the ag'e of eighty-two; but Paul Veronese, wlio 
was the younger man by sixteen years, caine after Tinto¬ 
retto, and consequently may be called ihe last of the great 
Venetians. After him there-were many painters in Italy 
of eminent talents, at the head of whom may be placed 
Donienichino, Guido, and the Caracci, but even thise 
eclectics, admirable as their works sometimes are, cannot 
be called great painters in the high sense in which the 
religious idealists were, or those noble poetical “natu¬ 
ralists,” the Venetians, of whom P. Veronese was the 
last great representative. 

t A captivating subject for a picture I One would like 
very much to see it painted, something on P. Veronese’s 
principles, on a scale of about 14 feet wide by 8 high. 
■\Vhat a goodly assemblage of Venetian faces there ought 
to be at the supper table !—Antonio standing up conspicu¬ 
ously to pledge Shylock, on whose finger Jessica is 
tenderly replacing his “tourquoise,” which Lorenzo has 
recovered for her. The Prince of Aragon and his suite, 
though guests, retain something of their Spanish stiffness 
and pride ; but the Prince of Morocco, howbeit also a 
disappointed suitor, is generously bent on laying at 
Portia’s feet all the wedding presents he intended for her 
in tlie event of his success; and, consequently, his swarthy 
attendants are bearing along the terrace in procession the 
stuffs, the gems, the tropical animals, the gazelles, the 
monkeys, and the beauteous birds be had brought across 
tlic seas for the Princess-elect of Morocco. Other men 
are landing more such treasures from the barque on the 
Grand Canal below', beyond which rise several of the 
finest Venetian palaces in a line, all tender in the softly 
luminous air. But who have we amongst us to paint all 
this with the requisite nobleness of beauty and temperate 
harmony of splendid colouring? Suri risingly clever bits 
of accessories we might have; picturesque costumes, not 
altogether unworthy of Mabuse or Van Eyck in force and 
particularity, however inferior in purity of painting. 
Unimpeachable silks, and satins, and parrots, and mon¬ 
keys, -we might revel in; but where, for the present, could 
we hope to find Bassanio, and Portia, and the iloroccesc 
Prince, and the warm transparent Venetian air that unites 
and blends the whole in marriage ties (or rather tones, 1 
ought to say) of genial harmony? 
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I Graclenigos and Grimanis are miaisteving to no 
! less than Him, aad bein"- the personal observers 
I of His first miracle, ■which it mast be coatessed 

they contemjfiate with imbeading composure, 
as if miracles were too much a matter ol dail_y 
occurrence to excite any undignified degree ot 
surprise. This discovery of sacred circum¬ 
stances involves an anachronism ■which used to 
disconcert the more matter-of-lact observers 
exceedingly, and iu former days I have seen 

I them turn away almost immediately with evident 
signs of slight esteem for ]u-oductions_ so pre¬ 
posterously ineruditc. And, indeed, it might 

' perhaps be wished that Veronese had confined 
himself entirely to the representation of his own 
times, instead of thus just coasting and touching 

; only, as it were, at Scripture events. But then, 
I as ■we have said, his subjects -u'cre prescribed 
i for him by the general fashion of the age, and 
I others too would have been at variance with its 
' tastes and purposes. And if we have not here 
I religious works of the most imaginative and 

ideal kind, ■we have at all events an invaluable 
thing—very noble and genuine authentic earth. 
And however startling at first Veronese’s ana- 

: chronisins, “n'lio woidd willingly spare these 
genuine illustrations of a bygone time, so 
remarkable for historical interest, magnificence, 
picturesgueness, and, as it here seems, also for 

jl living beauty itself? dVlio woidd part with 
h these aristocratic sea-captains, who lost Cyprus, 

it is true, but heroically, and revenged them¬ 
selves on the Ottomite, at Lepanto, divinely ? 

li dVho would dispense wdth these grave and 
I' venerable senators, and these sivarthy tnrbaucd 

strollers of the Piav.zetta, freshly arrived from 
' the ports of Mahomet or Selim, and invited, as 

no doubt important business connections of the 
I i noble merchant-host, to share his great marriage 
■' festival. They must be genuine saints indeed 

for whom one would readily exchange or barter 
them, nothing much short of Haphael’s—cer- 

, tainly not those cold reminiscences of statues 
of Greek philosophers and Boman orators which 
■were so long accepted as the orthodox kind of 
sanctities in the works of the later Italians, and 
of the very great, but too often erroneously 

j antique Poussin. iViid how beautiful iu this 
I and other pictures are Paul’s wide range and 
I tuneful variety of colours ! Sometimes he gives 
1 you, as it were, quite a dance of them, iu which 
i they recur at intervals like the same notes in a 
i melody; and such is the noble manner and high 
I consummate mastery of this painter that iu his 
i hands the mere accessories and finery become 
! really quite grand aud poetical objects, vehicles 
! for exquisite hues and lines, and for the freest, 
'I lightest, and most graceful precision of touch 
I that ever animated canvas, 
t And still finer than that “Marriage at Cana,” 
b —I think even finer,—is the companion pic¬ 

ture, at Hresden, of ihe “Adoration by the 
i Magi.” The venerable Magus kneeling, iu 

his long gold brocade robe (on which Vero- 
ji nese’s pencil has jfiayed with such easy and 
j; graceful precision), supported by kneeling pages, 
I looks like some doge of Venice in liis mantle of 
j state. But oh! the barbaric picturesqueness 
j and grave dignity of those two swarthy turbaned 
j figurcs^ who, seen iu profile, are solemnly ap- 
I preaching after them in this long processional 

picture^having journeyed across their far deserts 
with offerings tor the Infant Saviour! Caliari, 
perhaps—at least I cannot help fancying so— 
copied them from the emissaries, or agas, of 
Sultan Selim, or of some Moorish bey who 
came in ins time with precious olferiugs from 

j the east, or south for Venice, and, landing at the 
1 Molo, proceeded along the Piazzetta amidst 
i acclamations from cro'wuled quays and balconies, 
I beauty-embellished. Their presence is even as 

a fine chapter in old Marco Polo, -wdiicli tells ns 
of the far-off glories of Kublai Ivhan. Magni¬ 
ficent as Venice herself, and every way ■wmrthy 
of adorning the Sala del Maggior Consiglio of 

the conquerors aud explorers of so n'.uch of the 
magnificent East—the devout pilgrims to the 
remotest shriues of IMammon, far within the 
golden gates of Sunrise. One imagines this 
picture as in ils original place, in a hall of 
sombrcly-superb ornate Cinque-ceiito, traversed 
by Hitting waves of golden light, reflected from 
the sunshine on the Grand Canal outside, ad¬ 
mitted down a wiiidow-divaii, or platform, be- 
tweeu the richest old Byzantine capitals, or 
Arab-Gothic traceries. 

And beside ibis is yet another Veronese, iu 
wliich my lady the Dogaressa, taking her recre¬ 
ation on the shady banks of the Brenta, or 
Tagliaraeuto, with her ])et dw-arf and guard of 
halberdiers, is being ])resented by the ladies of 
her suite with a little foundling, w'hich they 
have just picked up amongst the j^ceds of the 
river. The only irrationality wdth regard to 
this picture is the startling name—“The Dis¬ 
covery of jMoscs ! ” 

Such were our ante-Vcnicc notions concern¬ 
ing Paul Veronese, inspired first aud most 
warmly by those two pictures at Hresdeu 
(which I still thiuk he very rarely equalled), 
and coufirmed by one or fico amongst his injured 
and faded works at Paris, and still more 
strengthened by several very beauteous ar¬ 
gentine visions of courtly elegance and hand¬ 
someness, seen but too hastily in that scarcely- 
rivalled collection of Venetian pictures iu the 
A^ienua Belvidere. But at A’cnice, until we went 
to St. Sebastian’s and the Ducal Palace, most of 
his works which we met with there disappointed 
us, and tended somewhat to chill our adiuiratiou 
for his genius. Iu many of them, without 
making sufficient amends by any very remark¬ 
able display of technical power, he is cold and 
ostentatious iu expression to a degree that 
renders him altogether unattractive; aud iu not 
a few other instances, even his colour is strangely 
didl aud disagreeable—heavy greys aud dull 
opaque reds unpleasantly prevailiug, especially 
in those works which he executed towards 
the close of his career, when the splendour aud 
delicacy of his feeling seem to have become 
considerably impaired. Few amongst his nume¬ 
rous works iu the Academy are highly inte- 
restiug; by far the finest being his grand osten¬ 
tatious altar-piece from San Zaccaria,—the 
vigorously animated aud somewhat attitudi¬ 
nizing figures iu which must have originally 
presented a very notalfie contrast to the Bellini 
there. The jMadonna standing on an altar is 
some beautiful and majestic higli-bred lady of 
Venice, aud the handsome riclily-attired priest 
(some prelatic saint or other) who bends 
forward at her feet, and looks round iu an 
effective posture, seems oue well fitted for the 
stateliest church business. The freedom and 
fuU Ijroad manner of tlie picture, aud the bril¬ 
liant, thongli most tender colour, are altogetlier 
superb. In these respects it is surely one of 
the finest of pictures. Another work of Vero¬ 
nese, which especially sliould not be missed, is 
a “ilarriage of St. Catlierine,” the chief altar- 
piece of the cliurch of the same name, in which, 
notwitlistanding the coldness and insipidity of 
the expression, the exquisite liglitiiess and ten¬ 
derness of the handliug, and delicate brilliancy 
of tlie hues, lend a peculiar interest. But ex¬ 
cepting tliese two pictures, aud the one at the 
Palace of tlic Pisani a S. Polo, we did not 
find in our Venetian rambles any pictures by 
Paul Veronese worth running much out of our 
way to see, until we came to St. Sebastian’s, 
and the halls of tlie Ducal Palace, to the first 
of which places we wiU now without further 
delay rejiair. 

It is just by the south-west comer of the 
city, in a dull aud thinly popidated quarter, 
Avhere the general shabbiuess of the buildings, 
as well as of the outside of the church itself, is 
strikingly contrasted by the magnificence c.f 
that which follows, xkt the same lime the pre¬ 

vious year I happened (o be iu our own Lake 
District; and 1 well recollect a discovery of 
similarly secluded splendour, then made in the 
midst of a somewhat rude aud humble land¬ 
scape, which, even at the moment, reminded 
me of the impressiou entertained on entering 
this very Church of San ’Bastiauo on a former 
visit, when comparing the richness of the gilded 
roofs, and sumptuous paintings by Paul Vero¬ 
nese with the meanness of the exterior, and the 
neglect and duluess of the neighbourhood 
through which we had just threaded our way. 
Aud now, oil a second visit to Venice, and a 
renewed acquaintance ivitli the same spot, the 
self-same comparison occurred again; and the 
inside of tlie A^cnetian cliurch reminded mo 
with a reciprocal and equal force of tlie splendid 
and luminous hues which we saw tliat bright 
and liappy day tlie year before, gleaming and 
flitting along in (lie deptlis of tlie Westmore¬ 
land brook, and appearing far inore lieauteous 
and more rfi/ri/fif I inayiisc sucliaword),because 
contrasted with tlie barren, stony, and some¬ 
what impoverislied character of that little 
lirancli of the moniitaiu valley through which it 
takes its course. How well I reineiiiber it— 
how well! Immediately hencatli us, where ihe 
suii shone on the stream, its stony bed was 
alone dispilaycd, brightened, not. hidden, by the 
invisible water, wliicli heightened its hue to a 
rich warm uniliery sjilendour, travelled over by 
a wavering network of light reflected from the 
viewless flitting crystalline current above. A 
little aloof, and where the shadow's fell, there 
the blue of the sky, and the cool reflections of 
the trenililing boughs prevailed ; and the suowy 
light of passing clouds glimmered away in a 
silvery aerial contrast, aud blending with the 
warm trans])arent richness nearer. Will it be 
deemed strange that this should remind me of 
the great silvery colourist, Paul Veronese, and, 
especially (having regard to the humble land¬ 
scape) of the Ci^st rich shining of the interior of 
San ’Bastiauo, as contrasted with the shabbiness 
outside ? Indeed, such was the beauty of the 
colours and of the light in the nameless little 
brook, that they might really, I think, have set 
Veronese sighing for an hour on the feebleness 
of the resources of Art, and have made him 
for the moment believe that his own proces¬ 
sions, and long-flowing streams of festal aud 
triumphant splendour were, after aU, but 
flimsily maguiliccnt, but coarsely gay. And 
a little below, this same stream, after suddenly 
leaping down a few feet with a bright silver 
laugh, and then soon becoming as quiet and 
lilacid as ever, displayed a more luxuriant 
beauty in the vegetation which appeared within 
her clear glassy seclusion. Long subaqueous 
grasses of various greens (bright and olive) 
here lay prone under the swift smootli-ilowing 
current, waving with its wave, like fish who 
hesitate iu their course; and there was one 
rich train of them, of tawny crimson, with 
yellow flowers on it, like a stealthy imper¬ 
fect gleaming of a Naiad’s tresses ilorally 
wreathed ; just such colours and ornameuts as 
one of those great AVnetian painters would 
have liked to give to the hair of a Lombardy 
water nym])h introduced by him into some fine 
patriotic public-spirited allegory. Indeed his 
magnificent powers might have been well em¬ 
ployed for a week at least in striving to give 
some true notion of the nmltitudinous graceful 
wavy forms aud harmoniously splendid hues 
which appeared that brilliant morning within 
the humble confines of tlie mountain rivulet. 

Aud now, hoping to be pardoned this little 
excursion up the Westmoreland vale, let us 
return to the A^cnctiau church, only stopping 
bnefly at Verona on our way, iu order that we 
may there contemplate for a few momeuts the 
youthfid Caliari at the outset of his career, 
before accompanying him to the spot where first 
victorious over neglect aud poverty he obtained 
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his earliest considerable cmploj'meut. He was 
but little encouraged in his native city on the 
first manifestations of his genius. A school of 
numerous artists already existed around him 
deriving much of their knowledge from the 
study of the Venetians, but not without their 

j separate and independent characteristics, since 
they adopted livelier expressions, and a lighter 
manner of painting, and evinced a still greater 
fondness for classical mythology and poetical 
pomp and pageantry, which they introduced in 
rich and fanciful abundance in the decoration 
of villas and palaces—tastes derived in con¬ 
siderable measure from the influence of Andrea 

1 Mantegna, and, no doubt, in their turn com- 
! municating themselves to Paul, and thus in no 
1 slight degree accounting for some of his pre- 
: dilections. At the time of his first appear¬ 

ance, Batista del Moro, 11 Brusasorci, and 
j Paolo Farinato, the three most distinguished 

; of the Veronese artists were invited by the 
; Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga to exhibit each of 
1 them an altar-piece as competitors in the Ca- 
! tliedral at Mantua. But with them came an 

unknown young aspirant, and, according to 
Bidolfi, his picture was the best. Fashion, how- 

j ever, thought otherwise. As ever, enamoured 
1 of fame, not excellence, she adliered exclusively 
i to the three established artists, and young 
1 Caliari, notwithstanding his utmost endeavours, 
I found himself rapidly sinking to penury. So 

he packed up his colours and went off to 
^ Vicenza, and thence after a while proceeded to 
i Venice. There, applying himself to the im¬ 

provement of his colouring by studying Titian 
: and Tintoretto, and to the development of some 

of his other powers by working from the engrav¬ 
ings of Parmigiano and of Durer, and from casts 
after the antique, he made such progress as soon 

j drew general attention, and procured him the 
commission to paint the Sacristy of this church. 
Here, accordingly, on the ceiling, he executed 
fine recumbent figures of the four Evangelists, 
with the Coronation of the Virgin iu the middle 

: between them. They are not like his subse¬ 
quent works, and of course have not that con- 

1 summate freedom which he could only gain by 
1 practice; but they are noble and beautiful 

figures; in their refined and more ideal dignity 
and grace reminding one of the Parma lunettes, 

; of Parmigiano and Correggio, rather than of 
Veronese ; and in this showing the germs of a 
power which it was perhaps a pity not to culti- 

[ vate further. The ceiling of the church itself, 
painted some tune after, though stiU early in his 

i career, displays, on the other hand, his own pe¬ 
culiar characteristics in almost their full perfec¬ 
tion. The arches of the nave, too, once glowed 
with his frescoes ; but, alas! they are now nearly 
obliterated. Amidst dingy obscurity and white 
spots of naked plaster, only a few vestiges of 
some very noble heads remain, as if time and 
decay themselves respected them. But his 
several altar-pieces, and paintings on the wings 
of the organ, and magnificent pictures hanging 
on the walls, stiU retain much of their bright¬ 
ness ; so that what with their lively beauty, 
and the splendour of the roof, the whole interior 
seems but his precious though much-decaying 
mausoleum; and his bust seems indeed to 
repeat the old epitaph:—“My ashes are be¬ 
neath ; but my spirit yet breathes and shines 
everywhere around you.” 

To whose declarations it might be also added, 
that his works are often memorials of pious 
liberality, since in dealing with religious frater¬ 
nities he was wont to adorn their altars and 
refectories with pictures, for a price little more 
than the cost of materials—a fact which might 
well be remembered by an epithet in his epitaph. 

His most delicate production here is a small 
Jladonna and Child, exquisitely painted, in a 
tender silvery gray tone. In a Crucifixion near 
it, Paul’s naturalistic tendencies descend some¬ 
what lower than is common with him. The 

Madonna, though verilally fainting, is evidently 
some coarse low-born Italian woman, and so 
also is the female who uncovers her head and 
opens her drapery for air. The Magdalen 
standing above them with upturned glistening 
eye, and profuse dishevelled golden auburn hair, 
is a vivid remembrance of Titian’s well-known 
Magdalen. As commonly in Venetian “Cru¬ 
cifixions,” the Saviour is entirely weak in ex¬ 
pression and character; neither patience nor 
suffering, nor death being depicted, but mere 
ordinary composure. One of the painter’s most 
considerable works is his large picture in the 
choir, of Saint Sebastian encouraging his con¬ 
verts Marcus and Marcellianus, who, as they 
are being led forth to martyrdom, hold back 
from fear and momentary doubt. It is a crowded 
composition of many figures, full of Rubens- 
inspiring splendour, vigour, and life. Saint 
Sebastian, a manly cavalier in the armour of 
Veronese’s times, with a somewhat stern and 
careworn expression, rebukes his two disciples 
as he hurries forward, pointing to heaven, and 
exhorting them to follow him. Of those whom 
he thus addresses, one already recovering him¬ 
self, gazes at him with tenderness, and reviving 
faith; but the other, with an irresolute troubled 
look (admirably expressed) turns towards his 
dumb mother, who is imploring him with ges¬ 
tures to remain. A blind and venerable father 
seconds her entreaties, supported by other re¬ 
latives of the different sexes and ages, who 
throng, for the purpose, an elevated terrace on 
which the event is taking place; whilst num¬ 
bers of by-standers, clinging to pillars and 
crowding the balustrades above, look on more 
calmly. Ladies, however, arc not wanting in 
the principal group, who kneeliug around, do 
not forget in that exciting moment, to assume a 
conspicuous elegance of posture, and to bear in 
mind that amongst the spectators, some may 
have leisure enough to admire them, and the 
tasteful adjustments of their drapery; and even 
the little gaily doubleted boys they hold, seem 
to have quite a precocious turn for the same 
courtly gracefulness. Thus we have here again 
something of that affectation and self-conscious 
display, a fondness for which was the besetting 
bane of this great victor of the brush; but in 
other respects the picture is very admirable. 
It has more vehemence and action than is usual 
with the painter; and the colouring and paint¬ 
ing are extremely vigorous and brilliant; perhaps 
the former in parts is somewhat gaudy, too 
parrot-like variegated, too much lilce a society 
or conversazione of macaws, in its sudden and 
numerous contrasts; but the restorer has evi¬ 
dently been here so hard at work, his thick 
coarse paint so manifestly bestreaks the trans¬ 
parent purities of the original in almost every 
part, that we should pause before attributing 
any defect of this kind to Paul Veronese him¬ 
self. 

The companion picture opposite, “ St. Sebas¬ 
tian on the Rack,” is opposed iu other respects, 
being one of the feeblest shadowings forth of 
the painter’s hand; a collection of )igly inani¬ 
mate figures, tricked out in the most unsightly 
of those eccentricities of costume in which he 
was but too prone to indulge; a poor caricature 
of his manner by himself. Several of his other 
pictures here, abounding iu very high merit, 
we must for want of space reluctantly pass 
over, but urn may not leave the church without 
pausing for a few moments to call the most 
marked attention to the paintings on the ceiling 
of the nave, since they are the most delightful 
things here—and to be numbered amongst the 
most precious ornaments that the Adriatic 
Queen still retains in her broken, half-un- 
jewelled diadem. They are small pictures illus¬ 
trative of the story of Esther, in which Caliari’s 
own peculiar romantic magnificence and grace 
of fancy are displayed with charming effect. 
In one, Ahasuerus is represented as crowning 

the chosen maiden, who kneels before him with 
courtly grace—her green dress contrasting 
splendidly with the shadowy glow of red colour 
all about the king and his royal state. He 
bends over her like a shadowy iigcr-lily over a 
verdurous plat of lawn; and dusky knights are 
gleaming around them. The simple and most 
pictures(|uc composition, and light and sliade, 
are excellent; and t he soilo in su, or ascending 
perspective, intliis and the companion pictures, 
by means of wliich the figures seem to stand 
vertically away from the s]iectator who eyes 
them from beneath, is managed with consum¬ 
mate skill. In the next gilded oval two horses, 
represented in this way, are boldly pacing and ' 
trampling forth over you, one with a serene 
king, and the other with a darkly-shining war¬ 
rior on his back; the royal barb being held 
with muscular stateliness by a vigorous man 
who comes before on foot. Two tiers of bal¬ 
conies, one over the other, overhang them, as¬ 
cending into the soft blue sky, and crowded 
with ladies and other animated spectators, w ho 
hail the procession below, and are seen quite 
from beneath with the utmost boldness and 
truth ot perspective. In these fine inventions 
Paul has shown liiinself the very Ariosto of the 
brush ; and his pencil, like the enchanted lance 
of the Knight of the Silver Panoply (in a cer¬ 
tain fiction of my own, which has not yet issued 
forth from my brain), opens for us some de¬ 
lightful visions of the halls and castle-coui-ts of 
old Romance. 

Precious vestiges 1 yet shining amidst damp 
and decay, like the last flowers of some lonely 
spot which rvas formerly a king’s plaisaunce, 
but is now a neglected wilderness, choked with 
rank grass and weeds! even as were those 
gardens of the Peruvian Incas, when closed up 
and left to perpetual sohtude after their deaths. | 
Beautiful as these pictures still are, very few ; 
of the tourists seem to think them worth a 
steady glance. Whilst wm were there, they ; 
just came and went again in frequent succes¬ 
sion, as if it were a relief to have done with : 
so much more of the burdensome obligation of 
sight-seeing. 

Our next object must be to repair to the 
Palace of the Pisaui a San Polo, to see that 
most celebrated picture by Paul Veronese, 
which has acquired much additional interest 
since the time of oru visit, from the circumstance 
of our Government having given something 
more than £14,000 for it. Our course through 
the labyrinth or net-work of narrow courts took j 
us, on the first occasion, I weU remember, across 1 ] 
the Exchange by the Rialto, where our atten¬ 
tion was arrested for a moment by a pawn- ;j 
broker’s auction going on in that old scene of l| 
the bargainings of princely merchants and dis- || 
posals of wealth-laden argosies. Old women, ^ i 
seated on chans in a row, were handing from | 
one to another the articles under the hammer— i 
linen-irons, kettles, blankets, and pipkins, 
utensils from the kitchen, and sometimes, also, | 
from the upper apartments, with countenances 
grave and deliberate as those of judges—sic 
transit gloria Venetire, truly! The ratings 1 
which Shylock bore on this spot are wmll 
avenged. The Pisani Palace, on which we at 
length issued forth, looked almost hke one of 
the deserted ones, as if left very much iu the 
hands of the sullen domestic who had to open j 
the shutters, and show us what was inside. |i 
We were admitted into two handsome saloons, j 
in the Louis Quatorze style, with painted m 
ceilings and mirrors in flowery gilt panellings. ,| 
The first of these apartments has no less i 
than nine glass chandeliers to illumine it; 
the second, oiir picture — the “Alexander , 
receiving the supjrliant family of Darius,” 
one of the painter’s most characteristic and 
important works. On one side, a group of 
handsome and noble cavaliers stands in pro¬ 
file on a terrace; and on the other, several 
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miclerstand A^ liy a daughter of Darius should 
pay homage to any one. Her little brother, 
on the other hand, has, far less royally, 
sought security in his grandain’s arms, and 
seems to feel that he has found it there; but 
his yet younger sister, the youngest of the 
family here seen, still lives unmoved and all 
apart, in the simplicity of childhood. She 
seems, instinctively, to liav^c mucli of the family 
pride too, but not enough experience to a))pre- 
ciate her present position; and so she looks 
with animation towards her ])ct sjiauiels, rather 
angrily, it would seem, for Donto and Dash, 
brought to add obsequiously their homage to 
that of the rest, are refractory in the hands of 
the slaves, and she is evidenlly not pleased 
with their management of them. 

Goethe alludes witli warm approbation to 
this truthful and happy gradation of ex¬ 
pression. Mr. lluskin, I lind, in a letter 
to the Times, considers this the finest of 
all Veronese’s w'orks.® It is undoubtedly, 
in general conception, an admirable speci¬ 
men of his talents; but to the best of my 
judgment, decidedly inferior in brilliant beauty 
and delicacy of colour and execution, to many 
of his productions. Compared with many of 
them, the colour is somewhat rusty and coarse; 
and the execution, though solid and forcible, 
is for the most part hard and heavy for Vero¬ 
nese, if indeed the whole is by his hand, which 
may well be doubted. I'he heads especially 
are not well painted. In the w'orks wrought in 
happier moments, wliat a beautiful—what a 
peerless, light, crisp touch he has!—light as 
the fall of a rose-leaf, or the momentary settling 
of a butterfly, but, withal, of the most perfect 
precision, and showing consummate intelligence 
with regard to the form and character of the 
thing portrayed. 

A delightful tradition is there respecting this 
picture, to the effect that Paul Veronese, hav¬ 
ing received much hospitality and kindness 
during a long iUness while,; on a visit to the 
Pisani family, at their country seat, secretly 
painted it after his recovery, in a space of eight 
and thhty days, and left it rolled up under 
his bed, as a jjresent to his host,—an act of 
his heart (if the fact be so, which one would 
willingly believe) scarcely less splendid than 
the picture itself is of his head. 

THE EOYAL PICTUEES. 

THE UISAEMING OF CUPID. 

VV. E. Frost, A.E.A., Painter. P. Lightfoot, Engraver. 

Size of tlie Picture, 6 ft. by 4 ft. 

Allegory is a valuable ally of the painter who 
knows how to employ it discreetly: to all else it is 
but an iffvis fatuus which tempts into absurdities or 
puerilities. To the ancients allegory was a truth— 
a fact—an integral portion of their life and faith; 
and being such, tlie artists of Greece and Home 
treated it as they would treat any subject of religious 
belief or of ordinary occurrence. TTieir cities, their 
temples, their houses, courts, and groves, were 
haunted with spirits wliose exisfeuce liad no other 
foundation tliau that laid for them in the imagina¬ 
tions of ])riests and poets; but it was through this 
ideal medium that Art found its expression, and the 
very highest of which it is susceptible. Indifferent 
to, or incapable of appreciating those other elements 
which are included in the subject-matter of more 
modern Art, the pagan painters and sculptors glori¬ 
fied their deities and fabulous heroes by rendering to 
them the homage of their genius. 

Modern artists and modern poets, since the 
revival of Art and Literature, have frecpceutly done 
the same : the field of classic allegory is so vast, 
oftentimes so beautiful, and so well calculated to 
develop the imaginative faculties of the mind, and 
the powers of the pen, the pencil, and the chisel, 
that it must always attract many within its ample 
boundaries in search of what they require; while 
tiie abundance and variety of what it has to olfer is 
a sure guarantee against disappointment or ex¬ 
haustion. Of our own school of painters none have 
resorted to it more frequently and more successfully 
than Etty and liis young friend and follower, Erost; 
while of all the allegorical pictures jiainted by the 
latter, the “ Disarming of Cupid” must take pre¬ 
cedence ; w'ith one exception, however, that of 
“ Una,” also in the Royal Collection, and which is 
now in the hands of the engraver. 

The “■ Disarming of Cupid” is the property of 
the Prince Consort, who gave the artist a com¬ 
mission for the w'oi’k: it was exhibited at the 
Academy in 18,50. Frost found his subject in one 
of Sliakspere’s sonnets :— 

“ Tbe little lovc-gnd lying onco asleep. 
Laid hy bis side bis lieait-inllaming brand. 
Whilst many nymphs that vowed chaste life to keep 
Came ti'ipi)iug by ; but in her maiden band 
The fairest votary tool; up that fire 
■Vl'liicli many legions of true liearts liad warmed: 
And so tlie general of soft desire 
Was, sleeping, by a virgin hand disarmed.” 

4 

ladies are kneeling to llieiu on llie steps. 
Eut it is not Sisygamhis and Statira, Alex¬ 
ander and llepliDEstion—no, not a bit of it. 
Some noble Venetian ladies and gentlemen 
(the Signor Pisani, for whom tlie jiicturc was 
painted, and his family and personal Iriends) 
are here disposing themselves into a grand 
and most picturesque tableau ol a great 
event in ancient history, the greatness of 
xvhicli they look as if they could themselves 
rival on occasion, they seem so noble and so 
dignified. Tliere is, as usual, very little indeed 
in the costume, and notliiug in the faces to 
carry yoiu' ftincy away from Venice; but the 
result is not a whit the less interesting for tliat; 
tlie conquerors not the less look like conqiierors, 
indeed, benign and stately; and the ladies, witli 
their fair hair braidedwith pearls, their brocaded 
farthingales and somewhat broad boddice-dis- 

, dainiug Venetian charms (scarcely less stately 
though suppliants), are pretty much, no donlit, 

■ like those whom the Dalmatian pirates ran 
' away with in Venice’s romantic morning hour, 
! but very soon lost again, with all their own 
; lives, wlien tlie Doge Candiano and tlie fierce 
i and fell bridegrooms swiftly overtook tlieni 
i in the lagune of Caorlo, and made them, every 
I man, pay the fatid penalty of the astound¬ 

ing outrage. In the picture, these members 
II of tlie aristocracy, not merely of A'enice, 
: j but of human nature, have their dignity, as is 

usual with the painter, enhanced hy contrast 
with swarthy barbaric figures of inferior race, 
and lap-dogs, a dirarf, and a monkey: indeed, no 
large work of his seems altogetlier complete 

I without some such specimens of his favourite 
foils. The arrangement of the colours, and 
light and shade, is also according to his favou¬ 
rite and highly cliaracteristic plan, consisting 

I of powerful and widely-varied hues overspread- 
‘ iug the large groups in the foreground, which 

are disposed in broad masses of liighly-studicd 
noble form before a pompous, architectural 
background, suffused altogether witli aerial 
tenderness and light. It is, verily and indeed, 
a strikingly similar composition of chiar’oscuro 
and colour to one which we admired in nature, 
the morning before, wliilst looking towards the 
Ducal Palace from the Canal Orfaiio—with 
this chief difference, that instead of “Dieci- 
otto,” our glowing gondolier, we have x\lex- 
ander ; instead of my somewliat gaily-colourcd 
wife, Statira; in lieu of the shadowy orange 
and green of the lazy fishing licet in the middle 
distance, some obscurer figures of very similar 
tints ; and, finally, in place of the distant light- 
suffused arcades and piazzas of the Signory, 
we have liere some stately arches and colon¬ 
nades of ancient Eoman architecture, not 
much less tender and bright of hue and tone. 
Thus, in gliding about in a gondola, it is not 
difficult to conceive whence tlie Venetian pain¬ 
ters must have derived some of their favourite 
ideas; and certainly, on hearing in mind to 
w bat perpetual picturesqnencss, splendour, and 
beauty they were habituated—in what a very 
atmosphere of them they lived, and breathed, 
and had their being, one’s W'ouder at their 
triumphs, if not one’s admii-ation, is a good 
deal lessened. 

AVith regard to the expression of the figures 
in this picture, it wiU not be overlooked tliat 
the suppliants exliihit nice varieties and grada¬ 
tions of it, such as are highly suitable to their 
different ages and characters. Sisygambis, 
despoiled ot confidence in fortune and in the 

II generosity of man, seeks pity with anxious, 
I' distrustful eyes ; hut Statira, less shaken hy 
;i thoughtful experiences, looks forward more 
11 gently and hopefully. To ascend in this 

interesting scale of youthfuluess, the eldest 
daughter, a courtly young lady of fourteen, 
still holds in her hand the crown which she 
may wear no longer. She kneels, indeed, 

I but with a stiff, proud air. She does not yet 

* Hesaysitis more highly fiuislied tliaii the “Marriage 
at Cana” in the Louvre. Fmm tliis reference, ami 
from his saying, in another place, that the painter is 
“ gloriously represented by tlie tAvo great pictures in the 
Louvre,” itis clear he has a very high opinion of tlie Louvre 
“ Marriage at Cana.” Yet it certainly by no means 
gloriously represents Paul Veronese’s powers of execution, 
or, in its present ^tate, liis colour. Highly to be respectetl 
as are tlie artistic resources and energy exhibited in that 
A’ast picture, it Avere a great injustice to the painter to 
accept it as a specimen of Ids best Avork ; and tins undis- 
tingiiishing allusion to it 1 cannot help considering as 
another instance of Mr. Piuskiii’s careless, flyaway man¬ 
ner of settling things, or else as a judgment furnishing an 
additional reason for suspecting that he does notin rea¬ 
lity know Avhat good painting is; for, otlierwise, would lie 
not rather have been anxious to guard his readers against 
forming an estimate of one of his most favourite painters 
by sucli a comparatively stiff, feeble, and heavy specimen 
of his handicraft as this? No doubt tlie )iictLire has 
suffered deploraldy from the destructive damps of the 
Seine, and still more from the periodic redaubings to 
which tlie Louvre pictures have unhappily been subjected 
so long. The faces, especially, abound with coarse touches 
of dirty grey and bricky red, as if the wine, by-lho-by, 
Avere taking effect. These, of course, are not of Veronese’s 
laying on, any more than the ciulliness and heaviness of 
so much of the rest are his; hut it must be added, 
that a general stiffness and constraint are observable 
both in the design and execution, and that many of the 
heads are absolutely poor in character, and Avooden in 
look and posture. These remarks (humbly offered) may 
be of some slight use in tending to prevent the dis¬ 
paragement of the painter by those who end their 
knoAvledgo of him in the Louvre. The Veroneses there 
are, indeed, for the most part, uninteresting on general 
grounds, and noAv, furthermore, faded and Hat. Put one 
most vigorous, brilliant, and admirable AA'ork by him there 
is in that collection, at all events—the little picture (Iso, 
100) of the Madonna and Child witli St. Benedict, &c. 
Look Avell at that, and compare it with the “ Marriage of 
Cana,” and then you Avill see that the latter, now, at any 
rate, “gloriously represents” Veronese iu notliing but 
compositiou and general arrangement. 

No one, it must be presumed, can look at tliis 
work without being at once arrested in bis attention 
by the exceeding elegance of the compositiou as a 
whole, and the study and care bestoAved upon the 
arrangement of the several jiarts, so as to produce 
such a balance of lines in the respective groups as 
render the whole most a!.i;reeable to the eye: the 
centre group, where the lines lake a circular form, is 
supported by a group on eilber side, each of which 

. shows a similarity of curved line.s, though the figures 
iu cacli are variously disposed and occupied. Again, 
if Ave study the forms and attitudes of this bevy of 
fair women,’’ there is not one of the figures but is 
characterised by trutliful drawing, graceful form, 
and delicacy of feeling. Hut far above these excel¬ 
lences, considering the nature of the subject as one 
admitting of some license, is the purity of expression 
exliibited in the face of each figure; not an idea is 
suggested that need offend the most scnqiulous; nor 
can the most enthusiastic admirer of female loveli¬ 
ness point out one whose beauty Avould fail to make 
him a champion in a cause that demanded the ser¬ 
vices of a brave and chivalrous knight errant. These 
nymphs are not all of “Attic groAvth they seem 
to have been reared in various climes, and to have 
congregated together, as if Avith one intent — to 
rid themselves of a tyrant—from the shores of 
the northern seas to the islands of the AAXsteru 

Archipelago. 
In colour this picture is very rich ; the fiesh tints 

are most delicate and reliued: where the draperies 
admit of it, the colouring is bright aud powerful, 
and carefully studied Avith regard to harmony. The 
picture is iu the Collection at Osborne. 







SEA-WEEDS, 
AS OBJECTS OF DESIGN. 

BY S. J. WACKIE, F.G.S., F.S.A. 

As in the world of human life, so in the world of 
Nature—from the humblest and meehest the greatest 
lessons may he learned; and there is often as mud) 
worthy of admiration and study in the neglected as 
in the known and appreciated. The pure metal lies 
not on the siu’face, but the gold is extracted from 
the solid rock, or picked up, after much labour, 
among the common sands; and many things lie out 
of the beaten path from which the artist and tlie 
student might gather fresh fancies. Twice a day 
rises and falls the gi'cat tide of ocean, and its hcav- 
ings were not less constant when the trilobite and 
astrolepis were inhabitants of primordial depths; 
still twice a day it ebbs and flows, and the stony 
mountains have treasured the fragments of the weeds 
it plucked from pre-adamie shores in memory of its 
ancient toil. 

Bright are the flowers of the earth, the first and 
choicest of ornaments. Pui'e, simple, and holy, their 
charms can never decay, though familiarity and in¬ 
consistency may vulgarise, and innumerable misap¬ 
propriations make us sometimes wish for the con¬ 
trasts that other less showy objects would afl'ord. 
"While the fields are radiant with their beauty, and 
the gentle zephyrs fragrant with their scented 
odours, the great tide ebbs and flows over the 
flowerless plants of the sea. Around the huge 
rooks the perennial fringes of olive fuci undulate in 
gi'aceful folds among the swelling waves, and the 
tall tangle bows its pliant stem as— 

“ Tlie ocean old,— 
Centui’ies old,— 
Strong' as youth, and as uncontrolled. 
Paces restless to and fro. 
Up and down the sands of gold.” 

For ages have the weeds of the sea been heedlessly 
disregarded or despised. The vilest epithet the 
polished Roman knew W'as ah/a projeda vilior. 
Horace, too, wrote alga imiiilis; and there may 
yet be many to exclaim with the Scotch professor of 
the last ceutmy, “ Pooh, pooh. Sir ! only a bundle of 
sea-weeds! ” But when the apostle Peter slept at 
the house of Simon the fanner, he dreamt a great 
dream—a dream memorable to the end of time—a 
dream that was a waking truth to be set in golden 
letters, and engraven on the hearts of rich and 
poor, wise and unwise—“ There is nothing common 
nor unclean.” 

The Chinese believe there is one word expressive 
of all excellence, so exquisite that no one can pro¬ 
nounce it, although it can be written and perceived 
by the eyes. That word is stamped alike on “the 
vile sea-weed” and on the lovely flower. I do not 
claim for both an equal rank,—the cottage may be 
charming, and not vie with the palace; and “the 
pi'ide of the village” may want the grace of “the 
ladye of high degree,”—but I do claim for the 
neglected vegetation of the sea-side an elegance of 
form and structure, a suggestiveness of matheinatical 
designs, a poetry of association and typical expres¬ 
sion, a simplicity and modest gracefulness, which 
well entitle them to the best cliorts of the designer. 

"World-wide in their distribution, they are acces¬ 
sible to every one; and it is not the rarest that are, 
for ornamental purposes, the most valuable. The 
beauty of a manuscript tempted England’s greatest 
monarch to the acquirement of letters, and the com¬ 
monest weed may be the incentive to the perusal of 
one of Nature’s choicest books. Wherever the 
briny waters wash the coasts, in marshes even where 
the salt sea penetrates but seldom in the year, on 
rocks and stones, and piers and piles, winter or 
summer, from the land of gold to the Canaries, from 
the soil of the Hottentot and Caffre to the ice-bound 
country of the Lapp, from the floating meadows of 
the tropics to the suowj’’ regions of the poles—there 
grow the crisp sea-weeds—there may be gathered in 
endless variety the chastest patterns of simplicity. 
All the associations of the sea ai'e grand and glo¬ 
rious, and the goddess of beauty came from the 
foam of its waves. In the sublime language of 
ancient mythology, the Ocean was the lirst-born of 
Heaven and Earth, that was wedded to the child of 
the Land and the Sky. Are there no gems of classic 
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imageiy in the bronzed belt that girdles its giant form? 
Have the thousand daughters of Atlas and Tethys 
all taken to gj-oves and cities, and have the Nereides 
become the attendants of Flora ? Are the tears of 
Calypso and the loves of Amphitrite forgotten, and 
has the memory of Sappho passed for ever away, 
and have the green and olive nurslings of the 
surge no affinity with the ci’ystal phccnix that arose 
from their ashes in the Phoenicians’ fire? 

There is a point whence life and vegetation seem 
to dive)’ge—the simple cell; where the alga; meet the 
monads, and most mysterious processes and elabo¬ 
rations ai-e carried on by means the simplest but 
most astounding. Of cell upon cell are the sea¬ 
weeds built, and by cells or spores cast loose from 
their substance ai'c their species reproduced, as cci’- 
taiiily and as surely as plants by the marriage of the 
flowers. Of cellular tissue entirely does the sea¬ 
weed consist; of cell upon cell alone is woven all 
the varied drapery of the deep. A mere sac, empty, 
or containing a fluid or granular substance, absorbs 
the surrounding fluids, as.similates them in its mem¬ 
braneous walls, consolidates their carbon and nutri¬ 
tious substances, grows, divides, each portion swells 
again to its parent size, each again divides, and thus 
the splitting cells increase and multiply. The rapi¬ 
dity with which some of the common conferva; of 
our ponds are thus developed is well known; and it 
is not unusual to find loathsome pools, that were 
black at dawn with decomposive filth, covered at eve 
with a floating verdure rapidly and energetically ex¬ 
tracting its nutriment out of the pollution, and 
liberating the gas of life—oxygen-—into the atmo¬ 
sphere, in lieu of pestilential effluvia. The snow- 
plant, the Froiococciis nivalis, is perhaps the best 
known instance of the rapid development of cell plants 
properly so-called. In a few hours whole tracts of 
the white snow of northern lands will assume the 
h!ie of the battle-field; and from another species 
the waters of the Arabian Gulf have acquired their 
memorable name of Red Sea. 

Above the limits of the lichen encrusting the 
peaks of mountains, and in the miplumbed abysses 
of the deep below the region of the nullipore, there 
the cell plants swarm by myriads,—and even the air 
powders the ropes of ships at sea with the atomic 
dust that had vegetated among the clouds. 

I have claimed for the sea-weeds the attractions 
of simplicity, and I claim beauty of outlines and 
gracefulness of forms even for the simplest of the 
simple—the cell plants. Forms! o)itlines of cell 
plants! would not a single species content the natu¬ 
ralist ? The ever-varying Hand that is traced in all 
around has touched these lowly objects with charais 
and wonders in the most exquisite modifications of 
form, and the most delicate sculpture. The invisible 
is not the less beautiful that it is unseen ; the phy¬ 
sician owes much to these little things—why not the 
artist ? Are there no laws of symmetry in natural 
objects a»there are of mechanics and of force? no 
sympathetic principles of harmony of colour with 
form as of structure with locomotion or fixity ? Even 
in these humble plants thei'e a]-e traces of that divine 
delicacy which may be observed and appreciated—an 
expression of that one word which cannot be spoken. 

For the present our remarks are coutiiied to those 
forms of alga; which exhibit the second stage in the 
development of vegetation—the linking of these 
cells, or cell plants, together, which is naturally 
etfected by their self-division and growth, without 
actual separation of the parts. And here the tran¬ 
sitions exhibit those almost insensible gradations 
which have led some powerful minds to view the 
highest structures, and even intellectual man, as the 
consummation only of previous states and changes. 
But whatever ideas may be entertained of the manner 
by which the creative energy has worked, the results 
and the power, the ends and the means, are alike 
astounding, whether the monad or the cell were 
elaborated into the animal or the plant, or both 
were produced by a thought to fulfil their purposes 
in the economy of life. The globular membraneous 
sacs or cells divide in a Rnear di]-ection, and a string 
of the tiniest beads results. In the cylindrical cell— 
for the forms of the cells are in themselves various, 
both naturally as well as by the exercise of mutual 
pressure and other influences—a transverse partition 
is formed, the two ends are produced; in each of 
these again the same process is repeated, and a 
thread-like species is formed. Other globules ad¬ 
here side by side, developing the membraneous 
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expansions of celhdar tissue, in which we recognise 
the fii’st appearance of the leaf. In the clinging 
together of the cylindrical fibres we perceive like¬ 
wise the first rudiments of the branch and stem; 
in such cases when the elongated cells of the fibres 
are of an unequal length a eontinuons stem or cord 
is produced, varied only as it is enlarged or swollen 
by the methodical aggregation of greater numbers, 
or tapering by the prolongation of the central threads 
beyond the rest, or by the less robust condition of 
the young cells. 

If the cell cylinders arc of equal length, nodes 
and internodes, like the joints of a reed, are pro¬ 
duced, and by the bifurcation.of the cells of the ex- 
ti-emilics branching fronds and ratnuli result. Thus, 
by this cell-splitting, are formed the delicate branch¬ 
ing forms of the rhodosperms (red sea-weeds), the 
paper-like membraneous expansions of the ulvaceae, 
the jagged fronds of the fuci, and the stout trunk of 
the gigantic lessonia. Thus the progress of the gene¬ 
ral plan, from the conception within the ovule, is 
traced, species by species, and genus by genus, until 
we pass ashore with the zostera, and a few other 
similar plants, and ascend through the mosses, ferns, 
and grasses, to the flowering plants and trees, and 
reach the summit of the second organic kingdom, 
where mind alone seems wanting to comjjlete the 
conditions of life. Indeed, were it not for the per¬ 
fection of all things around us, we might regard the 
formation of beautiful flowers and massive trees as 
arising from an imperfection—namely, the incom¬ 
plete separation of the primitive cells in their self¬ 
division, and that Nature had turned the hint to 
most admirable and wonderful account—that she 
had improved upon it, and not only joined firmly 
together the sides of the connected cells, but in many 
of the thread-like species had inclosed them for their 
better protection from disjunction in gelatinous or 
mucous cylindrical sheaths, which may be fancifully, 
if not really, regarded as the first symptoms of the 
cuticle or bark. Most of the filiform species are 
fresh-water, but many of them are marine; and 
among the filaments of the conferva; in brackish 
pools, or floating on the surface of poUnted water,— 
along the muddy sides of ditclies, as vvell as coating 

Fig. 1.-OSCILLATORIA SIGKO-ViaiDIS. 

damp rocks and spray-splashed cliffs,—)ipon decay¬ 
ing heaps of sea-wrack,— on floating planks, drifting 
asliore in fleecy masses, or bearding with sillry hair-s 
the fronds of the sea-weeds themselves,—we shaU 
find abundant illustrations of such primitive types 
for our pi'esent purpose—that of slightly tracing 
some of the variations and adaptations of particular 
parts and organs by which Natm'e effects the beau¬ 
tification of the objects themselves. Nor as we 
regard these objects under the microscope,—for it 
will require the high powers of that instrument to 
develop their minute structure,—can we avoid being 
struck with the elegance of the twistings and con¬ 
tortions, the lacings and interlaciugs, of even the 
most simple threads, as they congregate and com¬ 
bine to form those dense masses, velvety tults, or 

Fig. 2. —OSCILLATORIA SPIRALIS. 

hazy films, by which their myriads are made evident 
to the human eye. The development of certain cells 
into spores, and the wonderful generative processes 
by which tlie alga; are propagated, belong, however 
interesting, more to the domains of natural history 
than to our present inquiry. Suffice it to say that, 
by the impregnation of the endochrome of one cell 
by that of another, the spores—or seeds, as for ex¬ 
pressiveness they may here be termed are produced 
by the granulation of the mixed matter. Now, in 
the different aspects and conditions of these spore- 
cells, arises that first divergence from the mere tlmead 
of beads, by which Nature, while she retains the 
principle and object of the organ itself in its adapta- 

c 
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tiou to special conditions, seems to vary in every 
possible manner and way, not only in form and 
sculpture, but often in colour, her most primitive 

Fkj. 3.—SPEEJIOSIKA UARVEVANA. 

organisations. Even the contraction of the endo- 
ehrome itself, in the granulating process, by the 
production of intermittent vacant spaces, adds a 

Fig. -1.—CALOTIIUIX SEMirLENA. 

pleasing valuation to many of these moiiilifurin fila¬ 

ments. 
In some species of this class the continuity of the 

congregated cells is interrupted, besides by the spore 
cells, b}' a connecting cell, or heterocyst, ditleiing in 

Fig. 5.—srn.EKoziGA bekkelevana. 

form from either, and not unusually of an entirely 
opposite and contrasting colour. Such is the case 
with the Sjie/mosira lliirveyana, a very minute 
species of nostoc, found on dead leaves in the 
summer month of .June. The rudimentary cells 
of its exquisite curved filaments are small cylin¬ 
ders, the spore capsules completely spherical, and 

Fig. G.—SPn.EEOZYGA cakmicuaelii. 

the heterocysts subcjuadrate, inclining to oval. The 
colours, which we arc of course unable to express 
in our woodcut, vary in each, and are in the first 
of a translucent bliiish green,—of course, there¬ 
fore, the prevailing hue,—which is charmingly re¬ 
lieved by the deep brown of the second, and the 
pale pink of the last. 

Fig. 7.—sruaiEozTGA tuwaitesii. 

These constitutional forms, in their varieties and 
adaptations, their manner of growth and develop¬ 
ment, constitute the entire structure of the whole 
tribe of sea-weeds; and therefore we ought to find 
the chief features of any elegance these humble 
forms possess, continued and elaborated, as they really 
are, in the more complex conditions of the higher 
fuci. In the sections of the sea-weeds, therefore, 
even as made for the scientific elucidation of their 
structure, we may expect to find, as we undoubtedly 
shall do, many hints and lessons. 

The true form of the cell is perhaps the globe, 
hut it is more commonly presented to us as the 
cylinder, the conditions and outlines of which are 
varied almost ad infinitum, as by the various elFects 
of growth and pressure the cells are forced into hexa¬ 
gons, pentagons, and other mathematical shapes, or 
their lines of junction are disposed in undulating 
tracer}' of the most elegant and intricate patterns. 

Of the few sections we have engraved as illustra¬ 
tions, the first is that of a pretty knotted sea-weed, 
rather rare, but still not uncommon on the southern 
coasts of our island in the summer and autumn 
seasons the Arthrocladia villosa. Around the 
tubular axis the larger cells are disposed,—to which 

circle upon circle of the smaller succeed to the verge 
of the periphery, yielding to the forms of the inter¬ 
mediate cavities in nnmeroiis appropriate shapes. 

Fig. 8.—MAGNIFIED TRANSVERSE SECTION OF AKTIIRO- 

CLADIA VILLOSA. 

Ill the second we have given a cross section of the 
coiniiressed frond of the liesmarestia Uynluta, an 
inhabitant of the tidal pools at extreme low-water on 
most parts of our coasts. An internal jointed tube 
passes up the centre of the frond, and gives rise to 

Fig. 9.—MAGNIFIED TRANSVERSE SECTION OF FROND OF 

DESMAKESTIA LIGULATA. 

the obsciu'c midrib perceptible on the surfaces of the 
sides; oil either side the larger cells are disposed 
in two opposing flat arcs, and compressed into 
shapes more or less hexagonal, outside of which, in 
the second row, the pentagonal form prevails, and 
then the intcriiicdiate exterior and interior spaces are 
filled by smaller cellules of more irregular outlines. 

The third section is made across one of the spore¬ 
bearing receptacles which tip—as yellow warty ex¬ 
crescences—the flat olive fronds of the conimon 
bladder-weed, Fucus vesicidostis, so coiiiiiiou in 

dense meadows everywhere on our shores. The 
interior, tilled with mucus, is traversed b}' a net¬ 
work of jointed fibres, which communicate with 
the spherical conceptacles immersed in the outer 
substance, and containing the spores and the anthe- 
ridia. That there are other, and many sections, far 
more intricate and beautiful, any one can testify who 
has ever turned over the fine plates of Professor 
Harvey’s “ Phycologia Britannica,” his admirable 
papers in the publications of the Smithsonian Society, 
or the noble folio volume of Postel and Kiiprecht: 
but in these simple ones we have chosen—and we 
have selected them on that very account—we find 
Nature contriving elegant and pleasing devices by 
the mere repetition and combination of the circle, 
the hexagon, or the pentagon, and producing by 
such means a pleasing unity and richness of effect 
instead of a sameness or a poverty. At any rate, 
whenever Nature does produce a beautiful object, tve 
shall never be the worse for examining the principles 
by which she has worked, and it is in the least com¬ 
plicated that we must first hope to find the rudi¬ 
mentary laws of her beauty-building. With rule 
and compass we can excel her in accuracy—with 
reason, experience, and remembrance, we can im¬ 
prove upon her labours in our artificial pro¬ 
ductions , but, notwithstanding the many exquisite 
objects of Art produced by our modern jewellers, 
there is by far too much conventionality and routine 
in the more ordinary bijouterie of everyday wear; 
and we might from these sections alone acquire 
many novelties in the setting of gems, pearls, and 
pebbles, as well as gain many advantages over the 
arbitrary whims of an unguided, although it may be 
a cultivated, mind. Not only might the real be thus 
improved by adopting the mathematical solids or 

tracery thus suggested, but there are numerous 
articles of mock jewellery in which shells, fictitious 
agates, and inferior cameos, are largely used, the de¬ 
signers for which might be advantageously employed 
for a season by the sea-side, where their eyes would 
become accustomed to the sober olive of the weeds; 
and it might be found that a bronze setting would not 
only be more truthful, but more usefid and chaste 
than the hypocritical gilt surface, that reveals at 
every touch the baser metal beneath. And here, 
with these few words of explanation and suggestion, 
for the present we leave this unworked vein,—merely 
adding that the longitudinal sections are as fanciful 
as the transverse, and in viewing the latter W'e may 
oftentimes imagine we are examining fairy ribands 
and laces of the most delicate texture. 

Blit however complicated the combinations of the 
cellular and vascular tissues become as we ascend in 
the scale of creation, the development of forms and 
tints in every natural object are as dependent upon 
fixed laws as the beauty and colouring of a picture 
on the skill and innate genius of the artist. Few 
artists, however, if any, work by rule; in their 
studies they attain instinctively, as it were, a con- 
ceptive knowledge of the beautifid; they find Nature 
ever varying, and they find variety the source of 
beauty; they find that an object composed of lines 
contrasts pleasantly with circles ; that the upraised 
hands of a speaker should be opposed by the folded 
arms of the listeners,—the energetic by the prostrate; 
and so they go on, acquiring a science by percep¬ 
tion, of which the more ethereal portion has never yet 
been reduced to written rules, and is so subtle, that 
perhaps it never will be. That designers work more 
usually by their innate taste and manual skill is 
evinced hy the many elegant absurdities that one 
constantly meets. And now I would arrest the 
first objection that coiJd be raised against the sea¬ 
weeds as objects of design—their inapplicability on 
the ground of appropiiateness. There is an appro¬ 
priateness, the world will say, about flowers; they 
have a language of their own, in which they speak 
the rarest poetry; the saints of aU the days of the year 
have their dedications of these gems of the fields; 
the nymphs of the forest and dell, the Naiades and 
mythological celestials, without end, have patronised 
them; besides, it is so natural to paper our w'alls 
with roses, to have garlands woven in our dresses; ■ 
and oiu' maidens only deck their hair with the arti- ' 
iicial because the real will fade. IVhat more proper | 
than a iilate of leaves for fruit, or a decanter orna- i 
mented with grapes ? True ! but what more absurd 
than a vase of cabbage-leaves, supported on the 
flourishing tails of twisted dolphins ! or a jug com- I 

posed of a gigantic egg, from which we pour the 
contents through the perforated body of a swan, w'ith 
its neck immersed in a sturdy flag, and of such re- , 
versed proportions and of such diminutive size, that 
a whole flock might roost in the interior of the egg, 
without any of them experiencing that unpleasant 
inconvenience wdiicli nursery rhymes attribute to the 
old lady wdio lived in the shoe! These are broad 
absurdities, although the objects themselves are ele- | 
gant, and of costly ware, thus showing at once that 
the grace of natural objects is dependent upon the 
laws of mathematical form, for there is nothing in 
the subjects we have noticed to interest—no hidden 
allusion—and all that is pleasing arises from the 
lines of contour. But there are more subtle misap¬ 
plications, which ordinarily escape detection. Is it 
quite correct to bind the tendrils of the vine round 
the unpretending jugs wdiich are dedicated to the 
pure fluid of the teetotaller, or those that are charged 
with foaming ale? to defend our butter with a belt 
of hissing snakes, or pass jets of sweet w'ater 
through fountains of gigantic cockle-shells and 
marine monsters ? And yet many of these things 
W'e constantly forgive; then surely we might extend 
some of tliat mercy, if they required it, to the sea- 
w'eeds, which we do not w'ithhold from reptiles, 
especially if it can be shown that they are available 
for more artistic purposes than for pretty ]nctm:e- 
making in albums and herbaria, or for fancy baskets, 
with a hackneyed apologetic legend, in bazaars. It 
cannot be expected that the designer should carry 
on the laborious researches of the man of science, 
or make the delicate sections which the naturalist , 
finds necessary for the determination of species, and 
the comprehension of the phenomena of structure [ 
and vitality; that he should have one eye for the I 
microscope, and the other for his pencil; nor that ' 

I 
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the philosopher should have aU the accomplishments 
of the artist; hut as the boundless universe is de¬ 
pendent upon everything that exists for its unity 

and harmony, so Art cannot neglect even natural 
sciences with impunity, or at least every branch is 
capable of adding an expression or a charm. Pardon, 

Fig. 11.—FOCUS KoDosi's. 

therefore, the simple belief that even the rudiments or a plaut, are not unworthy of inspection for ar¬ 
tistic purpose, and that they may suggest, if not 
actually exhibit, exijuisite combinations of mathe¬ 
matical figures which are not inappropriate decora¬ 
tive ornaments for most varied purposes. 

Along high-water mark, as high as the spray 

Fig. 12.—ULVA LINZA. 

of vegetable structure, and the section of a sea-weed 

Fig. 1.1.—FUCU3 SEEKATUS. 

bedews the rugged beds of stone, grow the green 
conferva;; within the tidal zone is the territory of 
the olive fuci; and the deep is the home of the red 
weeds, sometimes to be found at dead low'-water, 
and even higher on the shore, in like manner as algm 
of vivid green are traced to depths of thirty, forty, 
and even fifty fathoms ; for although the rules hold 

Fig. 14.—HALIDETS StLIQUOSA. 

generally good, there are exceptions—as it is said I ing axioms. Such, too, of olive, red, and green, is 
there must be to all rules, to prevent their becom- 1 the artificial arrangement by which botanists have 

classified the alga;, the colours and characters being 
sufficiently associated and distinctive for even 
scientific grouping. 

We have glanced already at the species of lowest 
organieation, and as we cannot in this paper get 
by any possibility through a proper review of the 
three classes, and the ornamental forms they pre¬ 
sent, we will apply the remainder of our allotted 
space in giving one other instance of the applica¬ 
bility of sea-weeds as objects of design. A dozen 
collected at random, in our walk from the edge of 
the beach to the rim of the tide, W'ould more than 
suffice fur many different applications and manufac¬ 
tures ; and the very commonest are equally valuable, 
and often better, than the rarest. Take, then, the 
first handful you can collect. Among the gather¬ 
ings of such a pacing are sure to be found some 
very applicable forms, such as the Viva linza, 
Fucus nodosus, F. vesiculosiis, F. serratus, llalidnjs 
siliqunsa, Bicfgota diclioioma. Laminaria FhgUHis, 
L. digitata, L. saccharina, &c. 

It is not in the herbarium, not in drawings, not 
when dried and shrivelled, and black and con¬ 
torted, that we can see the beauty of sea-weeds; 
such are no more than the bleared and withered 
mummies of Egyptian men to the fresh vigour of 
youth: it is while free and w'aving in the waters 
that we must search for the best elucidations of 
their habits and gracefrdness. Years ago Hay wrote 
in his earnest and noble manner :—“ Let us then 
consider the w'orks of God, and observe the opera¬ 
tions of his hands. Let us take notice of, and 
admire, his infinite wisdom and goodness in the 
formation of them: no creature in this sublunary 
w'orld is capable of so doing besides man, and yet 
we are deficient herein; we content ourselves with 
the knowledge of the tongues, or a little skill in 
philology, or history perhaps, and antiquity, and 
neglect that which to me seems more material—I 
mean natural history, and the vvorks of creation. 
I do not discommend or derogate from those other 
studies; I should betray mine owm ignorance and 
weakness should I do so; I only wish that this 
might be brought into fashion among us. I wish 
men would be so equal and civil as not to disparage, 
deride, and villify those studies which themselves 
skill not of, or are not conversant in; no knowledge 
can be more pleasant than this, none that doth so 
satisfie and feed the soul, in comparison w'hereto 
that of w'ords and phrases seem to me insipid and 
jejune.” How he w'ould have rejoiced at the 
popular movement introduced by Mr. Mitchell at 
the Zoological Gardens, and so powerfully backed 
up by the other naturalists of the day; and what 
results would he not have predicted when, in walk¬ 
ing through the mammon-tainted streets of the 
great metropolis, he passed dozens of shops for the 
sale of aquaria, vivaria, glass jars, syphons, prawns, 
mussels, anemonies, efts, and sticklebacks ? All these, 
and man}^ more living things, cannot be kept and 
nourished, watched aud fed, without the spread of 
that knowledge which is known, and the acquire¬ 
ment of a vast deal that is new. Naturalists will 
no longer be able to write books on things they 
have never seen; and hasty jumpings to conclu¬ 
sions, and closet speerdations, will be rarer as the 
chance of detection becomes the greater, and the 
spirit in which all true men of science do labour, 
and ever have done, is the more rightly appreciated. 
'The Merry Monarch’s little spaniel has its collar of 
red morocco, with its silver plate, and the im¬ 
prisoned songster of a warmer clime is confined in 
a pretty cage. 'The love of natural history is not 

the cherished taste of the poor—it is not 
bounded by the circumscribed limits of the 
middle ranks, w'ho find in a glass jar of 
living objects from the pond or sea a re¬ 
freshing pastime from the heavy cares of 
daily bread, and a cooling relief of the 
feverish anxieties of money-making; but 
the love of natural history lives in high 
places—delicate minds, whose susceptibili¬ 
ties have been heightened by every kind of ! 
culture, gaze with delight on the glittei-ing 
armour of the scaly fish, and watch with 
interest the actions, motions, and habits of 
the thousand charming objects to be col¬ 
lected at any time in a single tide. Could 
not we give a little elegance to the trans¬ 

parent homes to which we consign our new-made 
pets ? Need we confine ourselves to bad glass and 
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tin fountains ? Could not we use a little white 
marhle and bronze with good ell'ect, and bring our 
favoiu'ites into the drawing-room ? Look at the 
festoons of fuci on the rugged rocks; have not 
worse things been chiselled and cast? and at that 
tall bundle of crisp Laminaria riii/lhth, as it stands 
erect in the transparent water. How charmingly a 
crystal vase would rest upon its slightly diverging 
crests, like the abacus on the leaves of a Coriii- 
tbian pillar ! how delicate the slight frillings of the 

margins of its translucent fronds ! 
Aharious other applications arc at once suggested 

by the little group we have figured : such are 
mouldings, headings, tracery, and cornices, and for 
the sculpture of mahogany and other dark woods; 
and in our progress through the more elaborate 
forms of sea-weeds, we shall find very much to 
admire as elegant and as applicable to manufactures 
and to the ornamentation of various objects,-—often 

of opposite purposes. 

AllT-TREASURES 
IN GREAT BRITAIN.* 

However incredulous foreigners may have been, 
previously to the recent gathering at Manchester, 
as to the position of Art in this country, and the 
amount of Art-wealth it contains, that exhibition 
must have cancelled, in the mind of every enlightened 
and unprejudiced person who examined it, all 
doubtful feelings; it could not possibly have failed 
to satisfy them that England, great as she is con¬ 
fessedly in arms, science, industry, and intelligence, 
is also great in her appreciation, and liberal in the 
accpiisitiou, of those productions of genius which it 
is the glory of nations to possess, and the pride of 
individuals to consider their own. But if no such 
exhibition as that at Alanchester had been placed 
before us and them,—if jnctures and scul[>tures, 
bronzes and carvings, had been suffered to remain 
hidden in their respective homes, scattered over 
the length and breadth of the islands, instead of 
being collected in imposing array under one roof,— 
still the appearance of four thick octavo volumes as 
a kind of cataloqne rahonnee of the works of Art 
found in Great Britain, would prove an unanswer¬ 
able argument to all objectors. No higher comirli- 
meut could be offered to our Art-treasures than that 
a distinguished foreign connoisseur, one who is an 
authority throughout Europe on such matters, 
should—as Dr. Waagen has done—devote a consi. 
derable part of several summers to examine and make 
his report of the pictorial and sculptured wealth 
that generation after generation has accumulated 
from abroad, and the monetary wealth of the 
country has created and fostered among us. 

It was in 1838 that Dr. Waagen first ap|)cared as 
a writer on this subject, in a wmrk published in 
three small volumes, entitled “ Works of Art and 
Artists in Great Britain;” it was chielly founded on 
letters addressed to bis wife, in 1833, when visiting 
this country, and with these letters w'ere incorporated 
the contents of his journal. In 1854 he published 
his three larger volumes; yet, as he now remarks, 
“No sooner had these tlmee somewhat bulky volumes 
appeared, than 1 was invited to visit collections and 
inspect pictures, of the existence of which I had 
previously been unawares.” Hence the need of a 
fourth, or supplemental volume—to permit him to 
record what had hitherto been left unnoticed, and to 
perfect a work which, so far as it w-as carried, had 
been most satisfactorily accomplished. “ My visit 
to England in 1854, followed up by one in 1850, 
and another in 1857, enabled me to collect fresh 
materials, the abundance of which will astonish all 
who have hitherto taken interest in my researches.” 
We can readily believe that none have been more 
astonished than Dr. Waagen himself with the abun¬ 
dance and value of our “Art-treasures.” “ In truth,” 
he says, “though I may justly lay claim to have 
done all in my power to make inysclf acquainted 
with the treasures of Art in this country, yet I am 

* Gali.eries and Cabinets of Art of Great Britain: 

Doing an Account of more tlian Forty Collections of Paint¬ 
ings, Drawings, Sculptures, &c., visited in ls54 and 1856, 
and now for tlie first time described. By Ur. Waagen, 

Director of the Royal Galleries of Pictures, Berlin. Being 
a supplemental volume to the Treasures of Art in Great 
Britain, 3 volumes. Published by John Murray, London. 
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well aware how far 1 am, even now', from liaving 
had cognizance of much tiiat is worthy of notice; so 
that a follower in the same path, w lio may bring 
more knowledge and equal love to the task, will still 
rea]) a considci'able harvest.” 

Tills fourth volume consists partly of critical 
remarks on the additions to collections previously 
described, and partly is descriptive of collections Dr. 
AVaagen had not seen on former occasions. It opens 
with some comments on the new arrangement of the 
sculpture in the British Museum, and on those works 
which he had omitted in his jircceding volumes; 
many of the ivory carvings acquired by the exertions 
of IMr. Franks; the addition to the Collection of 
Miniatures, csjiecially the Byzantine MS. in quarto, 
purchased, in 1853, at the sale of hir. Burell’s col¬ 
lection—to this work several pages are devoted; the 
Italian, German, and Netherlandish drawings, and 
the German and Italian engravings, are all noticed. 
He then jiasses on to the more recent acquisitions 
made by the trustees of the National Gallery, in¬ 
cluding the legacies of Lord Colboriie and Mr. Rogers, 
and the purchases of the “ admirable works of tlie 
great Italian masters of the 15tli ceuturj'—I’erngino, 
iMautegua, G. Bellini, &e. The author shows his 
appreciation of these pictures by his designation of 
them; of the Berngino altar-jiiece, purchased in 
1850, of Duke Melzi, at Milan, he says:—“These 
jiietiires possess in the highest degree the feeling for 
beauty, purity, and earnestness, in w hieh the essence 
of I’erngiuo’s nrt may be said to consist—combined 
at the same time with a depth and warmth of colour¬ 
ing, a delicacy of modelling, and a carrying out of 
detail, such as is rarely met with in the works of 
this master. In both the side compartments, es¬ 
pecially, the forms of tlie school ])eculiar to this 
master are developed with an animation which led 
both Rumlior and Bassavant to believe that the band 
of the youthful Raiihael had been engaged upon 
them. I agree with them as to the co-operation of 
the great master, tliongb inclined to assign to it a 
more definite limit,” &c. &c. ITom the National 
Gallery, Dr. Waagen jiroceeds to notice some new 
acquisitions of the Sjianisli and Italian Schools made 
by Lord Elelio ; I.ord Yarborongb’s town collection; 
the additions to Jlr. xV. Barker’s Gallery; a large 
number of pictures in the possession of the Marquis 
of Herlford, Stime of them not noticed in the |jrc- 
vions volumes, others recently acquired; the im- 
jiortant additions made by Mr. T. Baring to his 
gallery, by the late !Mr. IMorrisoii, ami by several 
other collectors. 

Lord Overstone’s gallery in London having been 
omitted in the former work, the foreign pictures in 
it are described at considerable length ; a few' only 
of the numerous English works which it contains 
are alluded to: this is follow'ed by Iiord Caledon’s 
gallery, Mr. H. St. John Alildmay’s, Mr. A. Ro- 
barts’s. Lord Wensleydale’s, IMr. E. Cheney’s, the 
Rev. C. H. Towiisheud’s, Air. A. J. Beresford 
Hope’s, Air. J. Tulloch’s, and Air. Henderson’s, rich 
in water-colour drawings by Catterraole. 

The collection of pictures in Kensington Palace, 
formed by Prince Wallenstein, and purchased by the 
Prince Consort, come next under Dr. Waagen’s criti¬ 
cisms : our readers may remember that we described 
these works at some length two or three years ago. 

There are few maiisions within an hour’s ride by 
rail of the metropolis, which would so well repay 
the lover |of art or of natm'c. to visit, as Belvedere, 
near Erith, in Kent, the seat of Sir Culling Eardley. 
Dr. AVaagen says no more than it deserves, when he 
writes,—“ This is one of the most pleasing country- 
seats 1 have seen in England, wliieli is no small 
praise in a laud which surpasses all others in the 
number and beauty of its ccmilry residences.” 
Tile collection of pictures rvas formed iirincipally 
towards the end of the last century, liy Lord Eard- 
Icy, father of the late baron, from whom Sir Culling 
iulierited the property. The most notable painting 
in the gallery is a magnificent Alurillo, “ The 
Assumption of the Virgin.” Often, when a boy, has 
the writer of this brief article stood before this fine 
picture, gazing on it witli admiration, though unable 
to define a single point of the beauty it possesses, or 
to tell why it made so marvellous an impression on 
his mind. Dr. Waagen speaks of it in the highest 
terms. The “ Plight into Egypt,” by the same 
artist, and two portrait groups, by Vaudyck, are 
among the gems of this comparatively small, hut 
well-chosen, eolleclion. 

The pictures at Longford Cfistle, the seat of Lord 
Eolkestonc; at Soinerley, the residence of fhc Earl 
of Nonnanton ; at Kingston Lacy, the mansion of 
Air. E. G. Bankes, of whose collection the author 
says, that he knows “ no other in England con¬ 
taining so many valuable pictures of the Spanish 
school,”—are among the other principal collections 
visited and described, by him in this volume. But 
there is also a very considerable number of which 
he writes that w'e have not space even to point out; 
in fact, the aggregate is so large, that did we not 
know to the contrary, it might he supposed he had 
exhausted the whole Art-treasury of the United 
Kingdom: certainly, the contents of this single volume 
will siilllce to show, w'erc w'e without other ])roof, 
that England is abundantly rich in pictorial wealth. 

As we have already stated, this and the former 
volumes contain little else than a nmning comment 
upon the works brought under notice, except in 
some cases of very remarkable pictures; to w'rite a 
lengthened critical examination appears never to 
have been the author’s intention, and, moreover, it 
must have extended his publication tenfold or twenty- 
fold. It would be unfair towards him to scan too 
closely the style in which it is written, the fre¬ 
quent repetition of terms, and the foreign idioms, 
almost untranslatable, which in their anglicised 
version are not very clear; the difllculty of de¬ 
scribing a single gallery of paintings, without em- 
jiloying the same words and phrases again and 
again can only he known to those who have at- 
temjitcd; how far more dillicnlt then is it to avoid 
repetition, when thousands of pictures are spoken of? 
As a matter of course, every educated or ignorant 
coimoissenr will have his own opinion of whatever 
work of Art he examines; hut there are. few, it may 
be presumed, who would be disposed to differ, in the 
main, from the judgment pronounced by Dr. Waa¬ 
gen, or would refuse to consult his work for informa¬ 
tion on a subject which generally he has most 
faithfully executed. These volumes must, we think, 
prove indispcnsalile to all who are interested in 
England’s “ Art-Treasures,” to w hich it forms a 
valuable introduction. 

ART IN THE PROAINCES. 

Cheltenham,—A conversazione, to which the 
friends and pupils of the Cheltenham School of xkrt, 
and the members of the Litei:u'y Institution, lent 
their joint assistance, was held in the rooms of the 
latter society on the evening of the 24lh of Novem¬ 
ber. The president of the evening w'as the Rev. C. 
II. Bromley, Principal of the Cheltenham Church of 
England Training School. The large room of the 
Institution was decorated with a number of paint¬ 
ings and drawings by the School of Art pupils, with 
engravings, photograplis, &c.; and on the tables 
were stereoscopes, microscopes, with a mass of sub¬ 
jects and objects applicable to them, ivory carvings, 
scientific apparatus, &c., i&c. During the evening, 
Mr. J. P. Kiiiglit, master of the School, read a 
paper on “ Schools of Art; ” and another, on “ Pho¬ 
tograph}' in coiinexiou w'ith the Fine Arts,” was 
read by Afr. Pottinger. 

Manchester.—It is proposed to undertake a 
complete restoration of the Cathedral of this city, 
which, though not to be compared with some of the 
chief ecclesiastical edifices in many other bishoprics, 
is not without interest as a specimen of architecture. 
The sum required for the purpose is about £20,000, 
the whole of which there are a score of men in 
Alanchester who might singly contribute, without 
causing him to feel much the poorer for his gift. 

Warrington,—Air. G. AVylde, Government In¬ 
spector to tlie School of Art, paid his annual visit to 
the Warrington School during the last week in 
November. Since his last visit, the old and incon¬ 
venient premises in Academy Place liave been ex¬ 
changed for others in every way more commodious, 
nnd better adapted for the'purposes of the institu¬ 
tion. Air. Wylde testified his sense of the attention 
of the pupils to their studies, and of their progress, 
by awnrding twenty-six medals to them, thirty being 
the largest number that can be given to one school. 
Of the thirteen medals given to the male class, 
eleven were presented to working men and school 
apprentices; thus showing that the advantages of¬ 
fered by the school are received by those for whom 
they are more especially intended. 

Dudley.—Air. Wylde also visited the Dudley 
School in the month of November, and awarded nine 
medals to the students whom ho considered worthy 
of such distinction. 
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BRITISH ARTISTS: 
THEIR STYLE AND CHARACTER, 

■WITH ENGIIAVED ILLUSTRATIONS. 

No. XXXI.—■\VILLIAJI LINTON. 

ii.LTAM Linton is one of those landscape- 
painters to whom we are so greatly in¬ 

debted for adding to our stock of information 
respecting foreign scenery, and especially of 
a land in which ages ago the Arts nourished 
in their highest perfection. He was born at 
Liverpool, towards the close of the last cen¬ 
tury, but,when yet an infant, w'as removed to 
Lancaster, in the more immediate vicinity of 
his maternal relatives, whose domains were 
situated in the picturesque valley which, 
ascends from the foot of 'VVindcrmere Lake. 
After the usual schooling of childhood, he 

was, at eight years of age, plaeed in a large academy near Roch¬ 
dale, where he remained upwards of six years under the surveil¬ 
lance of classical and mathematical “ Dominies,” relieved hy the 
frequent visits of the drawing-master, whose days of attendance 
were always hailed with no common anticipation. Half-yearly 
vacations invariahiy found him at the old domicile in Lancaster, 
and it -was a very rare occurrence for him not to secure a few' 

V ' days’ ramble among the mountains of Windermere. Here was 
^ fostered his innate love of drawing; his pencil was in constant 

requisition on these excursions, as may be supposed, for the beau¬ 
tiful scenery of this locality could scarcely fail to call forth the imitative efforts 
of the most incompetent tyro in landscape art. 

At this ])eriod, how'ever, no idea w'as entertained by the friends of the boy 
that his fondness for painting would grow into a life-ruling passion, or it would 
have been crushed at its commencement; for even at that distance of time, and 
among a community whose especial end and aim seem to be the accumulation 
of wealth, trade and commerce turned, as they do now' still more frequently, 

the scale against all other arts w'hose object is to satisfy the mind and please 
the imagination, rather than fill tlie purse. 

Having completed his term at Rochdale, an additional course of instruction 
in mathematics was deemed needlul, in order to complete his education ; so he 
was dispatched into Westmoreland for six mouths, where a system of meagre 
diet and quadratic equations combined to give a more exquisite relish than 
ever he had before experienced to a study of tlie great volume of Nature, as it 
lay opened out in the lakes and mountains around. On his return to Lancaster 
his love for the Arts was stimulated by making the acquaintance of three 
resident artists: one a portrait-painter, who had been a schoolmaster, a worthy 
man, for whom young Linton entertained much respect, and whose great delight 
it was to talk about “ Sir Joshua,” tliat “ paragon of painters” having allowed him 
the range of his studio in his youthful days; the second was a lidgetty, self-satis¬ 
fied drawing-master, expert with both tongue and pencil, hnt of small artistic 
power; the third w'as a landscape-painter and cobbler, who, to considerable 
talent as an artist, added social qualities, united with intelligence, which gained 
him many friends among the more educated and wealthy of the community. 
From the two latter individuals Linton gained some useful knowledge in Art- 
matters. A year and a half having expired from the time ho quitted school 
without anything having been determined upon relative to his future career, he 
W'as at length urged to decide upon some profession or business, and, moreover, 
with no very gentle hint that commerce was the field in which he was expected to 
labour. Finding all opposition to the wishes of his friends useless, he gave an 
unwilling assent to their desire, and submitted to be articled for five years to a 
mercantile house in Liverpool; hut as the engagement offered no pecuniary 
advantage to the youth, he took the liberty of absenting liimself, as often 
as he could make his escape, from the desk, and running to his easel, till at last 
he fairly broke away, leaving shipping and commerce behind, and returned, after 
losing four years of precious time, to Windermei'e valley, heartily weary of a 
calling for which certainly he w'as not fitted. During his residence in Liverpool, 
Linton was a frequent visitor at Ince, then the seat of Henry Blundell, Esq,, 
but now the residence of Blundell Weld, Esq. In this capacious and beautiful 
mansion, besides a fine collection of sculptures, is a numerous assemblage 
of paintings,' and among the latter very many examples of Richard Wilson. 
Some of these Linton carefully copied; their simplicity and breadth of style, 
combined with their truth and richness of colour, made a strong impression 
on Ills mind, and convinced him that to rival such works, Art must be pur¬ 
sued as a profession, and not as a mere amusement. The large Claudes at Holkar 
Hall, near Windermere, now the seat of the Earl of Burlington, contributed 

En4,-aYed iyj VENICE: L’ISOLA BURANO. [ButLerv7orth anl Heath. 

no less to confirm his enthusiasm for painting ; -while frequent sketching tours 
in North Wales, and among the scenery of the English lakes, tended still further 
to excite his love of Art. Once again at home in the Windermere valley, his 
old and more severe school studies were resumed and persevered in; neverthe¬ 
less, the pencil ruled supreme, and had abundant materials for exercise in the 
vicinity of his abode. 

Finding that no change of occupation, or of place, could overcome his attach¬ 
ment to painting, his friends permitted him to come up to London, and try his 

fortune among his contemporaries. He commenced liis career as an artist,— 
reaping, of course, the usual harvest of disappointments for a considerable 
period. The ground tilled by most painters requires many seasons ot careful, 
wearisome husbandry ere it becomes productive, and it not unfreqviently 
happens that the labourer gathers little of its fruits until he is himself almost 
ripe for the sickle of the last great reaper. Not very long after Linton’s arrival 
in the metropolis, his new artistic acquaintances enforced on him the 
necessity of curbing his imaginative spirit by sketching from nature in oils. 
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This jiractice soon foniul in him an ardent lover, so that lie never went out 
into the country, or explored the suburhau beauties ol Hampstead Heath, witli- 
out his palette and millboards. At the latter favourite place ot resort with the 
artists of those days, several well-know u jiainters were accustomed to assemble ; 
and the *' Bull and Bush,” at North Bud, could boast for many a summer of 
eaterim; for coteries, iu which nut only landscape students, but ilyurc painters 
and sculptors, barristers and men of letters, with others interested iu the Arts,^ 
were to be found in search of fresh air and relaxation. Hastings, the Isle of 
^Vis;ht, and the southern coast of England I'uruishcd the earlier years of Linton’s 
real jirofessioual study with Art-materials ; but Devonshire, iu the rocky shore 
of a place whose name is similar to his own, was the scene of the first large 
picture which obtained notice,—“The ilorning ,after a Storm” had an 
honourable position assigned to it iu the north room of the British Institution : 
and was purchased by Mr. S. Berry, of Bolton-lc-Sauds. The date ot its exhibi¬ 

tion was the year 1820, or 1821. 
One of the most active originators of the Society of British Artists was 

Mr. Linton. This institution was supported in its infancy by many of the pro¬ 
mising young artists of the day—lloberts, Stanfield, and others. To the 
first exidbition of the society, in 1824, Linton sent a large picture of 
“ The Vale of Lonsdale,” wiiich vvas purchased by Sir M'illiam Fieldcu; 
and in 1825, the “ Vale and I.ake of Kesw ick,” bought by Mr. .1. Hargreaves, 
of Accrington, and “Delos,” bought by Mr. Broadhurst, of St. dohn’s 
Wood, at the instigation of our great Turner, as flic purchaser told the 

artist. This picture was the means of obtaining fur Linton a commis¬ 
sion tor an “Italian Scene” Irom the Duke of Bedford, which is fixed, as a 
panel, over the fireplace in flic room at M'oburii Abbey dedicated to British 
artists; the “ Delos” subject was repeated, with some dilfercuce in the com- 
])ositiou, for the gallery of the painter’s friend, Mr. .1. Muspratt, of Seaforth 
Hall, Liverpool. About this time he was engaged by Lord Northwick to paint 
several views of scenery iu his lordship’s estates, Northwick Dark and Harrow' 
on the Hill: the subjects are not of a high |uctorial character; the most 
eltcctive jiicture is the view of Harrow, Lord Northwick’s manor, from the 
fir-trees on Hampstead Heath. In 1 82() he jirodueed his large picture, “An 
ancient Greek City, with the Ivcturn of a Victorious Armament,” a fine jioetical 
composition, the details of which show a tborongh knowledge of Grecian customs, 
Kc. : it was bought b_v Mr. Hick, ot Bolton-lc-AIoors, and was engraved fur 
“ Biuden’s Gallery of British Art.” Another picture, somewhat similar iu 
character, “ Venus and jEucas in sight of Carthage,” was exhibited in 1828 ; it is 
file lu'operty of Mr. Dobson, of Bath. The Earl of Egremout purchased a third, 
planted about the same lime, “ .V Grecian Sca|iort—Evening,” very beautifully 
engraved by E. Goodall for the “ Anniversary.” 

1 laving familiarised himself with much of the most interesting scenery of 
his native country, Linton started on a continental tour, which included 
Erance, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, and Italy ; iu the last country he 
remained fifteen mouths, working diligently, and filling his portfolio with a 
variety of sketches of its most remarkable scenery. There, too, he met dailv, 

for some time, a large parly of distinguished artists, his fellow-countrymen, 
whose company helped to cheer the otherwise dreary nights of a short w inter : 
among these artists was Turner, who, for once at least in his lil'ctime, threw 
aside his usual taciturn and reclusive habits, and became a social being. In 
fhe summer of 182'.) Linton returned to England, and exhibited the following 
season A View of Naples and Vesuvius from fhe vicinity of Virgil’s Tomb ;” 
it was succeeded in the next year by “Civita Castellana.” Then followed 

Manus at Carthage, a picture that deservedly attracted great attention ; it 
was the first^ work engraved, by J. '1'. VVill.uorc, for “Linden’s Gallery of 
British Art. “Jerusalem at the Time of the Crucifixion” appeared soon 
after; this was finely engraved, by Lupton, in mezzotinto; singularly enough, 
the jirint was especially honoured by the heads of the Anglican and the Romish 
churches respectively, the first name ou the list of subscribers being that of the 
late Archbishop of Canterbury, while Dope Gregory XVI. jircseiited the jiaiiiter 
with a case of silver medals. In 183'.) he exhibited “The Exibaukation of 

rnE Greeks for the Trojan War,” a very large picture, so truly classic 
in feeling that one can almost imagine the artist was an cye-wutiicss of the 
imposing siicctacle. ^ T'he painting, with many others by this artist, is in the 
possession of iMrs. I'earenside, of Lancaster ; we have introduced an engraving 
fiom it as an example of his ideal “Grecian compositions.” 

I he compositions painted by Linton were not denied the advantages which a 
long course of sketching from nature enabled him to infuse into them, for 
till! colomang was most anxiously built upon natural truth. It must be 
rcmembeied that almost all the works of Claude, Doiissin, and Salvator, w hich 

we possess, arc comiiosil ions, or rcarraiigcmeuts, from sketches to suit some histo¬ 
rical or poetical theme, united to colour strictly true and natural, otherwise the 
landscape student would only be throwing away his time in using them as models. 
Having formed his style on the study of these still jire-eniinent painters, it was 
natural that he should desire to visit the countries wherein they had Hourished, 
and wherein he bad laid the scenes of his classical subjects. Accordingly 
be set out, iu 1840, on a tour through Greece, Sicily, and Calabria, taking 
Italy i . his route. I'ifteen months were occupied on this journey, and between 
two and three hundred sketches, many of a large size, were the result of it. On 
his return to England, he opened a private exhibition of all his foreign sketches at 
the gallery of the New Society of Daiuters in Water Colours, in Dali Mall; the 
exhibition attracted a large number of visitors, and was considered highly honour¬ 
able to the artist. A third visit to Italy, in which he explored and sketched very 
many of the picturesque scenes between Nice and Spezzia, engaged him for 
nearly twelve months iu the years of 1843-4. When the exhibition of 
pictures wuis opened in WTstmiuster Hall, in 1847, Linton sent his “Greek 
Embarkation,” together with a new large painting of the “ Temple of Dacstum.” 
To the exhibition of the Royal Academy, the same year, he contributed the 
“Lake of Orta,” and “ Bellinzona;” the latter picture was purchased by 
Mr. Arden, of Cavendish Square, and is referred to in onr notice of this 
gentleman’s collection, imblishcd iu the October number of last year. Turner, 
when visiting Mr. Arden, was accustomed to speak in very complimentary 
terms of this work, and it may not be out of place to remark hero that what¬ 
ever failings or peculiarities Turner showed, the love of his art was so sincere 
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lie would never seek to Jepreciiite the merits of a brother landscape-painter 
under any circumstances, while he has been known to use, when on the hanging 
committee, every effort to secure to their works favourable positions. 

It has already been stated that Linton took an active part in the establish¬ 
ment of the Society of British Artists, and in their gallery, in Suffolk Street, 
the larger number of his early pictures were e,\hibited, including his famous 
imaginary Greek compositions. The first ]iicture, we believe, he e.’ihibitcd at 
the Academy after his return from his Italian tour was a view of “ Zagarolo, in 
the Campagna of Rome—Mount Soractein the distance.” An interval of seven 
years then elapsed, when he contributed “ The Valley of Aosfa, with Mont Blanc 
and Great St. Bernard.” The first picture exhibited from his sketches in Greece 
was in 1841, a “ View of Corinth.” The year following he sent “ The Temple and 
Acropolis of Corinth,” and in 1843, six pictures, the largest number be ever 
cxbibitcd at one time : they were, with one exception, Italian views. From this 
period only one year (1854) has passed over without some contribution to the 
atuiual exhibitions in Trafalgar Scpiare, by far the larger majority of the land¬ 
scapes being taken from his Italian sketches: now and then be has produced a 
picture of English scenery. At the British Institution, too, he has also been a 
regular exhibitor for very many years past:—“ The 'Femple of Jupiter Olympus 
at Athens“ Gioruico, in the St. Gothard Pass,” bought by a gentleman at 
Stourbridge; “Town and Rocks of Scilla, in Calabria,” a picture with a wild 
evening effect,—it was painted for Mr. H. Bradley, a geutleman resident in 
Worcestershire; “ Positano, on the Sorrentine promontory, in the Bay of 

Salerno,” a commission from the late Earl of Ellesmere ; “ Venice,” jiaiiited 
for Mr. R. Stephenson, !M.P.; “jEtna and Taormina, from the Theatre,” a 
large picture commissioned by Mr. R. Ellison, of Sudhrooke, Lincolnshire ; 
“The Temple of Minerva Medina;” “ Temi)!e of Eeniale Fortune, with the 
Acqua Felice,” purchased by the late Sir Robert Peel, and the last work he 

f selected from the Aeadciuy exhibilions; “Venice,” a large picture, bought as 
an Art-Union prize by Mr. Alderman Wire ; “Mentone, in the Cornice Pass,” 
a commission from Colonel Pennant, of Peiirhynu Castle; all these paintings 
bear date prior to the year 1851. “ Venice on a Gala Day-—the Grand Canal,” 
exhibited in the last-mentioned year, is a tine picture, full of life and incident, 
with the architectural beauties of the old “ city of the sea-kings,” most skil¬ 
fully brought out: the prize of f,50 was awarded to this woi k, when exliibited, 
after its appearance at the Academy, at the iManehester Royal Institution. In 
1852 his contributions to the Academy were “Ruins near Em]mlum in the 
Apennines,” and “ The Foscari Palace, Veniceiii the following year a 
“ Mountain Town in Calabria, with Brigands driving away a Herd of Bul¬ 
locks ;” in 1855, “Ruins of the Castellum of the Julian Aqueduct, Rome,” 
and a “ Scene near the IMoulh of the Po, on the Adriatic ;” in 1856, “ The 
liber, with the Church of St. Andrew the Apostle, and the Vatican and last 
year, a large view of “ Berwentwater.” There wci'e tvvo English subjects 
exhibited by this artist at the British Institution in 1856, wbieli ought not to 
be omitted from this list ; the one, “An old Slo(q) on the Sands of the Dee,” 
the other, “ Maryport, Cumberland;” each of these works, as well as the 

“ Derwentwater” picture just mentioned, shows that Linton’s familiarity with, 
and love of, the scenery of Greece and Italy, have not incapacitated him from 
feeling and appreciating the picturesque beauty of his native landscapes. 

In consequence, it may be presumed, of the attention which, as was gene¬ 
rally known, Mr. Linton had paid to the chemistry of colours, he was appointed 
an Associate Juror of the Chemical Class in the Great Exhibition of 1851, for 
the examination of the colours exhibited there : and in 1853 he published a 
small work on “ Ancient and Modern Colours, from the earliest periods to the 
present time, with their Chemical and Artistical Properties.” The book 
received most favourable notices from the periodical publications of the time, 
our own among the number: we are glad of the opportunity to refer to it 
again, and to recommend it to any artist who may not have seen and studied 
it: it should he in the hands of every Art-student, more especially w'hen, as 
now is the case, too many artists seem to paint as if they cared little what 
may be the fate of their pictures after the lapse of a few years: they appear 
to forget that their fame can only be coeval with their works, and that if these 
perish, so will the reputation of the men who produced them. 

In 1856, Mr. Linton brought out a very beautiful illustrated book, “The 
Scenery of Greece and its Islands,” containing fifty views, e.xecuted on steel 
by himself: a volume of singular interest and beauty in regard to its illustra¬ 
tions, and exhibiting in the accompanying letter-press a very considerable 
amount of classic knowledge : the author both writes and paints well. 

The great charm of Linton’s pictures is their unaffected truthfulness,—vve 
are speaking now of his subjects from nalure,—and the picturesque character 
wliich he gives to the most simple subject that invites his attention. When 
his pencil is busy with mountain scenery, it can assume a grandeur worthy of 
the occasion, without “o’erstepping the modesty of nature;” it never aims at 
producing those extraordinary effects that are so apt to gain the applause of the 
many w'ho consider such a style of painting as “ fine Art.” His touch is firm 
and decided where such qualities are necessaiy, while his distances are repre¬ 
sented with an aerial delicacy that few of his contemporaries can, or do, attain. 

Were we in a position to form a picture-gallery of our own, we should 
undoubtedly select, as examples of this artist, his Grecian views in preference 
to others; not, however, because we consider them superior as works of Art, 
but because we feel more pleasure in contemplating those scenes of past glory 
and magnificence. Moreover, the painter seems most at home in these 
subjects; his mind is imbued with the immortal memories that cling 
to every foot of ground on which the Atlienian, Spartan, and Theban 
have trodden; and he invests these pictures with tlic grandeur and dignity 
befitting the histories they recall. The large painting of the “Temple of 
Pacstum,” in the Westminster Hall Exhibition, is a fine specimen of this class 
of Linton’s works. In his ideal compositions, such as the “ Greek .Armament,” 
the “ Caius Marius,” the “ A’enus and lErieas,” he shows a poetical imagina¬ 
tion, in harmony with the heroic verse of Homer and Virgil. 

Ec^raved EMBARKATION OF THE GREEKS FOR THE TROJAN "WAR. [B-utbervrortb and Heath. 
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THE TOMBS OF ENGLISH ABTISTS. 

No. I.—WILLLV3I ETTY, It.A. 

js an imlciiiiablo cliuriii about true g^ieatiiess that associates itselt 
even with the inanmiate olijeets by which it was snrroundeil in life. Hence 
wc make ])ihj;rimagcs to the homes, and liauuts, and tombs of those who liave 
o-one before ns, and Iiave left enduring monuments of their undying mental 
powers for our behoof, gratification, or improvement. There is no more 
touching homage jiaid to genius than this desire to recall its existence, as well j 
as the iinaginatioii can do it wlicn assisted by such menieiitoes. iMaiiy weary 
miles have Teen travelled for this gratification; and that it is a great one few 

can doubt, who have visited in a loving spirit the birth-place or grave of a 
Shakspere or a Itatfaelle. But minor men share in a minor degree this Art- 
worship, and few Englishmen will fail to take an interest in the memorials that 
the time-honoured city of York aJford of our English Titian—Wh.iaaji Eity. 

Etty published in the Aut-.Touknai,, in the year 184',), a charming piece of 
autohi’ography, having all the simplicity and freshness that such biography only 
retains." He notes there his great regard for his native city. He says,— 
“Like my favourite hero, Robinson Crusoe, I was horn in tlie city of York— 
so he says, so say 1 , only lie was born in 1632, 1 in 1787, March 10, ot an 
honest and induTrious family. Like Rembrandt and Constalde, my fatlier also 
was a miller, and liis mill was standing, till tliis year, on the old York road to 
London, about half a mile from York. My first )iauels on wliicli I drew 
were the boards of my father’s shop-tioor, my first crayon a farlliing’s wortli 
of wliite chalk.’’- Tliis he wrote in the liouse dejiieted in our engraving. During 
all liis vvanderings his heart was in Yorksliire, and lie went back to live and 
die in the historic city he loved so well. 

It truly deserves the name of an liistoric city, inasmuch as tlie records of 
York carry us back to tlie earliest jicriod of autlicntie lii.story—tlie written 

tTTy's HOUSE, YOKK. 

history of the Roman Invasion. AYhen Suetonius Baulinus had the command 
of the Britannic army of occupation at the beginning of tlie reign of Nero, the 
ninth legion of troops was stationed at Y''ork. This legion, in accordance with 
the policy of the Roman government, was composed of Spaniards, for it was 
considered wisest to have no native soldiers in the cohort placed in a conquered 
province. It is most interesting to see in the Y’ork Museum the simple tombs, 
constructed of tiles, and laid over the bodies of some of tliese soldiers by their 
companions. The ashes of tlie deceased soldier had been placed in its urn, and 
over all these tiles were laid, edge to edge, like the sloping roof of a house, and 
each tile has been stamped with the title of this cohort thus—leg. ix. msf.— 
for Legio iwna llispcuilca. The same museum contains the records of many 
Romans who have died here young, alfectcd no doubt by the severe climate of 
Britain. Among them is the stone sarcophagus of Theodorianns, who died here 
at the age of thirty, and who is stated, in the inscription upon it, to have been a 
native of Nomentnm, a small city of Ancient Latium. Agricola rested here with 
his victorious army, which had subjugated the whole of the rebellious tribes 
of Britain in one summer’s campaign. Severus again marched through the 
land, and died at York, a.d. 210, worn out by anxiety, fatigue, and disease. 
At the early part of the succeeding century, Constantine Chlorus fixed his resi¬ 
dence at York, and also died there; but the greatest event enacted here in 
connection with the old masters of the world, was the proclamation of Con¬ 
stantine the Great, as Emperor, by the army at Y'ork, where ho was at the 
time of his father’s death, and where he is said by some to nave been born. 
Altogether no city in England possesses more attraction for the scholar and tlie 
antiquary than the ancient city of York, whicli is still surrounded by its nicdimval 
walls, with their gates and barbicans, indicative of a state of warfare long gone 
by. Etty might lie proud of his native city. 

The visitor to York who would desire a ready clue through its labyrinthine 
streets to the retired nook where the last home of Etty still stands, should pass 
the ferry from the railway station, and take the road opposite the gate of the 
jMuscum gardens ; it leads direct to Coney Street : a short distance down this 
street there stands, on the right hand, the Church of St. Martin, a decorative 
piece of architecture, to which the attention is at once directed by one of 

those jirojcctiiig clocks, a reigning favourite with our great grandfathers. Tliis 
is supported by massive iron-work, formed into foliage and flowers, and possessing 
more claim to attention on tlie score of artistic excellence than is usual in such 
works. It is surmounted by a quaint figure of a naval officer, in the costume 
of Q.iiceu Anne’s era, using an astrolabe. Turning into the small square 
wliicli is beside this church, w'c sec in front a modest mansion, with heavy 
carved door, solid window' frames, and a deeply-pitched roof. It may have 
been the parsonage house at one period, it seems fitted for the Dr. Primrose 
of Goldsmitli’s immortal story. It is, however, the house in wliicli Etty lived 
and died. Siiortly befoi-e his deatli he had attended the funeral of a friend in 
the chiircli-yard of St. Olave, and lie then desired to be buried in that spot 
provided he died in York ; botli events happened, and w'e will retrace our steps 
to visit the last resting-place of the painter: few lie in a more picturesque 
locality. 

Tiie cliurcli-yard of St. Olave adjoins tlie beautiful grounds of the York¬ 
shire Pliiloso[ihical Society, w’hcre one of the most interesting local museums 
in tlic kingdom is situated, as well as fragments of antique building, including a 
portion of tlie Roman wall of the city of Y'ork ; the noble multangular tower, 
one of its defences, and the elegant ruins of the Benedictine Abbey of St. 
Ylary. T’he original foundation of this once large and opulent establishment 
was prior to tlie Norman Conquest; the ruins we now look upon are tlie remains 
of the work of the Abbot Simon de Warw'ick, completed in the latter half of 
tiie 13tli century, the Augustan age of Gothic architecture in England, when 
it exliiliited tlie cliastest proportion and the most elegant conception, combined 
witli an amount of decorative cnriclimeiit controlled by the truest taste. These 
walls, beautiful in decay, bound the chnreh-yard of St. Olave, the church being 
|iartly coustiaictcd of its stones; a series of arcades occupy the lower portion of 

KTTV’S Tll.MB, TOHK. 

the walls, and about their centre is a pointed arch, once acting as the northern 
entrance to the choir. 'This arch was closed until recently; it has now been 
opened, that the tomb of Etty may be seen from the grounds. It stands exactly 
opposite the arch, and is slightly ornamented with Gothic panels and quatrefoils, 
forming a frame to the simple inscription— 

“ WILI.IAW ETTY, IlOYAL ACADEMICIAN.” 

Trees wave over it and peep beneath the arch ; no fitter “ frame-work” could 
have been desired for a painter’s tomb ; few have one in a more picturesque 
locality, fewer si ill have been thus publicly honoured by their fellow-tovviismeu 
as Etty has been by the men of York. They are “ honoured in honouring 
him,” and it is jileasant that this true aphorism is now more generally felt in 
England than it used to be. The arts of peace do most for us in an era when 
happili the art of war is less generally called into action, and never willingly. 

Etty had that wisdom which few men possess, the wisdom of a contented 
mind. He loved his quiet homo, in his own provincial birth-place, better than 
the bustle of London, or the notoriety he might obtain by a residence there. 
His character and his talent would ensure him attention and deference any¬ 
where, but ho preferred his own nook by the old ctiiu’ch in York. He probably 
felt with the old poet, that 

“ Tlie winil is strongest on the highest liills, 
Tiie quiet life is in Ihe vale below.” 

This would be no place to criticise the art of 'William Etty, its merits or its 
defects—suffice to say, it achieved its own peculiar place in the English school, 
and rivalled the glories of that of Venice. Bold and brilliant in style, it pos¬ 
sessed graces of conception and beauty of composition in an eminent degree; 
and we have no living painter, except iMulready, who so perfectly understands 
the management of vivid colour. This was Etty’s great forte—he was the 
Turner of figure painters. F. 'W. Faikholt. 
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VISITS TO PEIVATE GALLERIES 

OE THE BRITISH SCHOOL. 

THE COLLECTION OF W. A. JOYCE, Es(j., 

TULSE HILL. 

This collection—whicli consists entirely of works of 
the British school—has been formed of late years, 
and contains examples of the feeling and manner of 
a numerous catalogue of our most eminent painters. 
The pictures are, for the most part, small in size; 
hut they have been selected with sound judgment 
hy Mr. Bates, the landscape and marine-painter. 

‘ Drawing for the Militia,’ J. Philip.—This is 
the finished sketch for the pictm-e which Mr. Philip 
exhibited now some years ago—before he remodelled 
his style accordiug to the spirit of foreign subject- 
matter. It will be remembered as a humorous sub¬ 
ject, similar in its point to another, ‘ A Country 
Pair,’ painted about the same time. 

‘England,’ T. Creswick, R.A., andR. Ansdell. 

—This is the composition which was exhibited under 
this title in 1850. It is essentially rural, presenting 
a wide expanse of cultivated country, painted in part 
as if from the sunny fields of Surrey. Mr. Ansdell’s 
portion of the labour is a team of well-conditioned 
plough-horses, with figures on which perhaps the 
brushes of both painters have met. The landscape 
is grey and airy, deriving mellowness and harmony 
from the opposition of these horses, a black collie, 
and a smaU society of very tame crows. It is most 
carefully worked throughout. 

‘ Prom the Bourgeois Gentilliomme,’ W. P. Prith, 

R.A.-—The sketch for the picture painted by Prith 
from that scene in which Madame Jourdain sur¬ 
prises her husband at the petit diner, which he 
gives to the heUe Marquise aud the Count Dorante. 
It is small, and as an essay in colour perhaps more 
striking than any other production of the painter. 

‘ Boy watching Butterflies,’ H. Le Jeune.—This 
little work must be remembered by all who have 
seen it. The subject is a simple, every-day incident 
—a boy seated under a hedge, for the purpose of 
scaring the birds from the corn, has his attention 
attracted by the playful sallies of a couple of butter¬ 
flies, at which he is just upon the point of throwing 
his hat. It is most captivating in colour. 

‘ Penelope awaiting the return of Ulysses,’ W. 
Etty.—A nude study, presenting the figure in pro¬ 
file seated on a rock on the sea-shore. The flesh- 
tints—in the management of which Etty was equal 
to the best of the elder or younger masters—are 
broad, clear, natural, and therefore simple; and the 
figure altogether, round and substantial. 

‘Lago di Garda by Moonlight,’ J. Holland.— 
A small piotm-e, and of course low in tone, but 
infinitely rich in colour, strongly reminding the 
observer of Titian and the most luxurious of the 
Venetian masters. The existence of the locate is 
forgotten in the enchanting sweetness of a repre¬ 
sentation which seems to be a remembrance of the 
unreal scenery of a poet’s dream. 

‘Labom',’ G. Smith.—A single figure, that of a 

boy studying his lesson. It is one of a pair, of 
which the other is called ‘ Rest,” wherein we find 
the same boy, who has fallen asleep. Both pietures 
are interesting from their truth and the perfection of 
their manipulation. 

‘ Griselda,’ R. Redgrave, R.A.—The sketch for 
the large work now in the possession of Mr. Mann, 
and showing Griselda being attired for her marriage 
with the Marquis. 

‘ Italian Lovers,’ A. Elmore, R.A.—Two half 
figures in costume which may be referred to the 
14th or 15 th century. Both figiu’es are remarkable 
for pointed aud earnest expression. 

‘ Cromwell discovers his Daughter receiving the 
Addresses of his Chaplain,’ A. L. Egg, A.E.A.—The 
hero of the story is Jerry White, who is discovered 
by the Protector on his knees, kissing the hand of 
Lady Anne Cromwell. The story is pointedly told. 

‘ The Lace-maker,’ D. W. Deane.—A dark, hut 
effective picture. 

‘ The Rose, Shamrock, and Thistle,’ C. Baxter.— 

A composition of three figures painted with the artist’s 
usual excellence. 

‘ Ehrenbreitstein,’ H. Bright.—Painted in 1842. 
‘ The Fern-cutter’s Daughter,’ E. Tayler. — 

A study in oil, very much more carefully wrought 
than the water-colour works of the artist. A pen¬ 

dant to this is entitled ‘ The Gamekeeper’s Daugh¬ 
ter,’ by the same hand. 

‘ The Brook,’ J. Linnell.—This picture, which 
has never been exhibited, was painted in 1851, from 
material somewhere near Bayswater, and in the best 
manner of the artist. 

‘ The Student,’ J. Sant.—A study of the head 
and bust of a girl reading; very earnest in ex¬ 
pression. 

‘Roveredo,’ C. Stanfield, R.A.—This is the 
small version of a subject painted and exhibited 
about six years ago. 

‘ All Pours,’ W. Hunt.—The subject consists of 
two boys playing cards: the group is treated with 
all the artist’s accustomed humour. 

‘Isola Bella, Lago Maggiore,’ C. Stanfield, R.A. 
—A subject most congenial to the taste and feeling 
of this painter, next to his marine material. The 
buildings are picturesque, and very effectively placed 
on the left of the composition, which on the right 
opens to the mountainous scenery by which the lake 
is encompassed. The picture, which is small, W'as 
painted in 1854. 

‘ Sion, Canton Valais,’ G. Stanfield.—This pic¬ 
ture is minutely finished, with a prevalence of grey 
and sober tints. The subject is one which is in¬ 
debted for the attraction of its rendering to the 
earnestness with which it has been brought forward. 

‘ On Hampstead Heath,’ A. Clint.—This locality 
—the essay-ground of all London landscape-painters 
—affords an endless variety of combination, and 
should it ever be inclosed, the loss will be irreparable 
to artists residing in the metropolis. 

‘ A Fresh Breeze on the Maes,’ J. J. Wilson.— 
A small pictm'e exemplifying satisfactorily the facile 
handling and simple treatment resorted to for effect. 
The proposition of the title is well sustained. 

‘ Entrance to Sunderland Harbour,’ G. Chambers. 
—This picture is dark, insomuch that but little of 
the known circumstance of the place is presented. 
The principal object is a collier brig, which is going 
out, or, it may be, in. The work is very freely 
painted,—so much so, that it has probably been 
either sketched on the spot, or recorded on canvas 
immediately after having witnessed the effect. 

‘ The course of the Adige between Trent and 
Verona,’ J. V. De Eleuey.—A small version of the 
subject, grey and full of atmosphere. The scene is 
extremely attractive, and the artist has brought it 
forward with much sweetness and natural truth. 

‘ Nant Mill, North Wales,’ J. B. Pyne.—This is 
the pendant to the preceding picture. It was 
painted in 1847, and is, consequently, more substan¬ 
tive in character than the more recent works of 
Mr. Pyne. 

‘ The Holy Well,’ J. Topham.—This is one of the 
few oil pictures we have seen by this artist. Some¬ 
times the transition from water-colour execution to 
oil-painting extinguishes those little individualities 
by which we recognise the painter in the thinner 
material; hut here there is the same breadth and 
personal point which occur in Mr. Topham’s water¬ 
colour works. 

‘ The Young Maiden’s Reverie,’ H. O’Neil.—A 
small figure presented in profile; she is seated at 
the foot of a tree, in an open landscape composition. 

‘ The Lesson,’ G. Smith.—This was, we believe, 
one of the earlier works which assisted in founding 
the reputation of the painter. The scene is a humble 
interior, in which appears a girl who, while tending 
the cradle of a sleeping child, instructs her little sister. 
Every object in the composition is rendered with the 
most scrupulous fidelity. 

‘ On Wimbledon Common,’ J. V. De Eleuey.— 
A smaU picture, characterised by a reality of definition 
which suggests that it has been painted on the spot. 

‘The Balcony,’ A. E. Chalon, R.A.—This is the 
best of the oil pictures we have ever seen by Mr. 
Chalon. The figures are carefully drawn aud har¬ 
moniously colom’ed. 

‘ Gipsies,’ 0. Oakley.—Substantial,characteristic, 
and well drawn. 

‘Fruit,’ G. Lance.—This is a water-colour draw¬ 
ing, powerful and very solid in manner—the only 
work of this class we have seen by the painter. 

‘ The Howdah,’ F. Wybued.-—Two female figures, 
remarkable for delicacy of colour and finesse of 
exeeution. 

‘ Scheveling Beach,’ E. W. Cooke, A.R.A.—The 
subject is so weU known that we need not describe 
it. The interest centres in the boats and figures. 

‘ The Lesson,’ G. B. O’Neil.—An interior with 
small figures. 

‘The Secret,’ A. Solomon.—This is an episode 
from the picture painted some years since by this 
artist, entitled ‘The Discipline of the Fau,’—a sub¬ 
ject derived from the “ Spectator.” 

‘ The Procession to Church,’ G. Cattermole.— 

This drawing was made about 1830 ; it is full of 
skilful manipulation, and is distinguished by more of 
veritable locality than more recent works. 

‘ South Transept of Melrose Abbey,’ D. Roberts, 

R.A.—A drawing made in 1830 for engraving: 
very simple in colour. 

‘ The Discipline of the Fan,’ A. Solomon.—This 
is a small version of the subject—perhaps that which 
the artist painted to prove his composition. 

‘ The Lesson,’ T. Webster, R.A.—This work 
is in treatment very like a Dutch picture: the 
figures are au old woman and a child, who do not 
entirely harmonise; but the picture generally is of 
high merit. 

‘La Filatrice,’ M. Anthony.—A study of a single 

figure : freely painted, with a fine feeling for colour. 

‘ The Woodman’s Return,’ F. Goodall, A.R.A.— 
A passage of cottage life painted in 1853 ; it remains 
as brilliant as when in the exhibition. 

‘Hark!’ W. II. Knight. — Another highly 
finished episode of humble life—the title being the 
exclamation of the cottager, who holds his watch to 
the ear of his wondering child. 

‘ The Rustic Artist,’ W. Hemsley.—The subject 
of study is a dog, which is sitting up in a chair. 
The artist has succeeded in representing most accu¬ 
rately what he has seen. 

‘ Cattle,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R.A.—These are two 
sheep, a goat, and a cow, more carel'ully painted 
than more recent pictures. 

‘ Court-yard, near Naples,’ T. Uwins, R.A.—An 
interesting example of the earlier manner of our 
school. 

‘ Three different effects on the Thames,’ G. Wil¬ 

liams.—These are, moonlight, sunset, and a winter 
subject, all rendered with striking truth. 

‘ The Rose of Grenada,’ C. Baxter.—A lady 
singing, accompanied by her guitar: sweet in ex¬ 
pression, and beautiful in colour. 

‘ The Bridal Wreath,’ E. M. Ward, R.A.—This 
pictm’e has not been exhibited ; the subject is a figure 
removing the bridal wreath from her hair. 

‘ By the doubtful Breeze alarmed,’ W. E. Frost, 
A.R.A.—A small nude study, wrought with aU the 
nicety of miniature. 

‘ Near the Undercliff, Isle of Wight,’ S. R. Percy. 

—The subject is a gentle upland, rough with weeds 
and ferns, and closed by trees. 

‘A bit of Fun,’ P. F. Poole, A.R.A. — The 
agroupmeut consists of a girl with a pail of milk, 
accompanied by a child, and a kid which playfully 
rises on its hind legs : this was painted in 1841. 

‘Welsh Scenery,’ F. Hulme and H. B. Villis. 

—An extremely bright and effective passage of land¬ 
scape art, containing a herd of cows, each individual 
of which is drawn with much accuracy. 

‘Wayside Gossip,’ E. J. Cobbett.—This is a dis¬ 
course between two Welsh girls, who have casually 
met in the course of their wayfaring. It was ex¬ 
hibited in the British Institution in 1852. 

‘Dover,’ G. Chambers.—A spirited view of this 

place from the sea. 
‘ The Rejn-ieve,’ J. R. Herbert, R.A.—An eai’ly 

picture, dated 1835. 
‘ The Refectory,’ S. A. Hart, R.A.—This was 

exhibited in 1848 : it is one of the artist’s best 
productions. 

‘ Shiplake Mill,’ A. Willi.ams.—The locality is 
at once determinable; the aspect of the sky is dark 

and menacing. 
‘A^'enice,’ J. Holland.—Much of the reputation 

of this painter is based upon his transcendently 

coloured Venetian essays. 
‘The Larder Invaded,’ T. Faed.—This small 

picture, which is chai’acterised by much of the feeling 

of AVilkie, was painted in 1849. 
‘ Interior, Brittany,’ E. A. Goodall.—Alost har¬ 

monious in colour. 
‘Spaniel,’ Sir E. Landseer, R.A.—This is an 

early picture, having been executed when Sir E. 
Landseer was about nineteen years of age. 

‘ AViltshire Interior,’ A. Provis.—One of a series 
of studies distinguished by much originality of 

feeling. 
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‘Near Hastings,’ C. Staj«field, K.A.—This was 
painted about fifteen years ago : the subject, which 
declares itself at once, is assisted by boats, and a 

heaving sea. It has been engraved. 
‘ The Tet Lamb,’ AV. Collins, R.A.—This is one 

of Collins’s best works—deep in tone, but very care¬ 
fully worked throughout. It is an early picture, and 
is well known from the engravings which have been 

executed from it. 
‘ Nant Mill,’ H. Boddington.—Painted in 1817. 
‘ AVindsor Forest,’ A. Gilbert.—'I’liere is much 

in this study to remiud us of the earlier efforts of 

our school. 
‘ Bettws-y-Coed,’ J. AV. Allen.—A^ery like the 

place in its freshest aspect. 
‘Don Quixote and Saucho Panza,’ G. Cole.—A 

dai'k picture of vvhimsical conception. 
‘ Hardwick Hall, Derbyshire,’ J. D. AA^ingeield. 

—This is apparently a very faithfid representation : 
the details are at least circimistantial. 

‘ St. Valery-sur-Mer,’ AV. E. Bates.—The view 
comprehends a breadth of coast and cliff on the 
left, with boats and other incidents brought foi’ward 

under an afternoon effect. 
‘ Reigate Heath,’ C. Sims. 
‘ A ilorse, Cows, Poultry, &c., the property of 

Air. Joyce,’ G. Cole.—These animals arc effectively 
grouped, and very carefully drawn. 

‘Lavinia,’ J. Martin.—A water-colour, exem¬ 
plifying the feeUiig of the artist. 

‘ On the Coast of Normandy,’ S. Prout.—A 
drawing in the best manner of the master. 

‘Lane near Streatham,’ AV. Bennett.—A study 
of trees, extremelj^ full and lich. 

‘ The Fruit-Bearer,’ D. AIaclise, R.A.—A study 
of a girl carrying a dish of fruit: an early picture. 

‘ Mouth of the Bother,’ J. AAAlson.—This was 
painted about twenty years ago: the subject is 
treated for a high and broad effect. 

‘ The Letter,’ F. Stone, A.R.A.—This water¬ 
colour di'awing was made when Air. Stone was a 
member of the Society of Painters in AVater-Colours, 
and was purchased from the Bernal Collection. 

‘ Lago Lugano,’ G. Herring.—A bright and har¬ 
monious pictui’e, coinciding in feeling with the ‘ Bay 
of Laricci,’ by the same hand. 

‘Avenue in Alarden Park, Kent,’ J. AATlson.—■ 
A work full of that natural freshness which can only 
be communicated to pictimes executed on the spot 
represented. 

‘ On the Rhine,’ H. Bright.—A crayon sketch 
of great power, accompanied by another, ‘ On the 
AloseUe.’ 

‘ Ha3anaking near Reigate,’ C. Davidson.—A 
water-coloiu’ drawing, accompanied by another, en¬ 
titled ‘ Hay-field near Reigate.’ 

‘Diirham, from the South Side,’ T. AI. Richard¬ 
son.—Another water-colour drawing, presenting a 
view of the cathedi'al and the most striking featiu’es 
of the cit}^. 

‘ The Aleal,’ J. F. Herring.—The subject is a 
horse, feeding on turnips, some pigeons, a lantern, 
&:c.; and forming a pendant to this there is another 
by the same hand, of which ‘ sheep’ are the subject. 

‘ Coast Scene, Sussex,’ AV. Shayer. 
‘ AbbeviUe,’ L. J. AVood.—This is a richly- 

coloured version of the well-known cathedral; and 
a companion to this is formed by another subject 
from Abbeville, showing the Rue de la PoissonniH'e. 

‘The Minstrel,’ J. AVoolmer.—A favourable ex¬ 
ample of the manner of this painter. 

‘ Sheep and Donkeys,’ AV. F. Keyl.—The animals 
are most accm'ately drawn, and the whole composi¬ 
tion is elaborately finished. 

‘ On the Alaes near Dort,’ A. AIontague. 
‘ AVallensteiu’s Camp; The Thirty Years’AVar,’ 

J. Zeitter.—Full of picturesque forms; the best 
work we have seen by the artist. 

‘ Old Bridge near Godaiming, Surrey,’ J. C. 
Bentley. 

‘ Homeward Bound—off Dover,’ G. Chambers. 
In this work is seen the rapid and decided manner 

of the artist, much of it having been apparently 
painted at once. 

‘ Pegwell Bay,’ A\‘. E. Bates.—This view has 
been taken from a point immediately under the 
well-known shrimp-house, representing the place 
with perfect fidelity. 

‘ Contentment,’ A. Rankley.—The scene is a 
cottage, which contains an assembly rather nume- 
lous, a principal figmn being what may he assumed 
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an Oxford gownsman—as an edifice, seen from the 
window, very much resembles Christ Chm'cli. It 
was painted in 1850, and is as careful as the best 
of Air. Rauldey’s works. 

‘ AVhitby,’ J. C. Bentley.—This is a wntcr- 
cohnu' drawing, forming a pendant to another, 
‘ Near AVhitby.’ 

‘ Spring,’ G. Doegson.—This has been engraved 
in some current publication; it is a composition of 

elegant taste. 
‘ Near AVindsor,’ J. Stark.—A river subject, with 

pollards and other trees ; eel-pots are also added to 
tliG auxiliary forms, the whole exhibiting unmis¬ 
takable features of English river-side scenery. 

‘ The Gipsy Alother,’ C. Dukes.—A substan¬ 
tially painted and well-coloured picture, to which 
there is also a pendant by the same hand, entitled 
‘ Courtship.’ 

‘ Old Alills near Antwerp,’ J. P. Pettit.—This 
is forcible iii effect, and reminds us much of Bright. 

‘ Cattle,’ J. AVilson.—A class of subject which 
the artist has forsaken for marine scenery ; although 
ho paints these rural themes with more substantive 
reality than coast subjects. 

‘ Evening—North AA'ales,’ T. Danby.—AVarra, 
luminous, and silvery—equalling many of the best 
qualities of Callcott. 

‘ AA’atering Place,’ J. AVilson.—The materiali of 
tiffs composition are a cottage, a stream, with cattle 
and trees on the left, and a glimpse of upland, all 
brought together in a harmony of low tones. 

‘ The Sound of the Shell,’ E. H. Baily, R.A.— 
This is a piece of sculpture, of which the subject is 
a child seated, and holding a sea-shell to his ear. 
The figure is elegant and classic, yet well qualified 
with tlie every-day nature which is familiar to us. 
To this there is a pendant by Papworth, a ‘ Boy 
with a Bird’s Nest.’ These figures are of small life- 
size, a dimension by no means too large fur a 
drawing-room : and we cannot help thinking that 
if the sculptors of our school would occupy them¬ 
selves more with smaller works, they would serve 
themselves by promoting a taste for the art. AA'^e 
have given them on former occasions similar hints, 
feeling assured that, if acted upon. Art and ai'tists 
woidd be benefited thereby. 

NEW IRON FOOT-BRIDGE 
IN ST. JAMES’S PARK. 

The influence of official tradition is a very 
curious thing. In practice, it may be defined to be 
the science of perpetuating abuses ; or, perhaps, by 
some persons it would be described as successful 
perseverance in doing things badly under difficulties, 
—the difficulties arising solely and exclusively from 
the superabundance of facilities for doing the said 
things well. This influence is exercised in various 
methods, and in every direction, so that it has 
become one of those recognised eutities that we are 
in the habit of regarding as national institutions. 
Thus we are so habituated to the established system 
of producing public works “ by authority,” that it 
requires some ])erformance of unusual enormity to 
excite our attention. Hence it is only on particular 
occasions that the operations of one by no means 
unimportant department of the public service obtain 
any share of public regard. 

This department—the “Department of AVorks” 
-—has been particidarly active of late; but, as its 
energies have chiefly been expended upon certain 
competitions, with which it dealt after its own most 
approved fashion, and which have as yet resulted 
only in a useless and absurd expenditure of public 
money, why, as a matter of com'se, the excitement 
OTonsed by these competitions in due time died 
away, and so that matter rests. It is true, indeed, 
that certain rumoui's of AVelliugtou Alonuments in 
actual progress, and of Government Offices in some 
degree of preparation, have been floating about: aU 
such rumours, however, are too vague at present to 
do more, as regards ourselves, than stimulate a 
watchfid thoughtfulness respecting these subjects to 
still more anxious vigilance. One thing is certain— 
the department has not yet professedly and openly 
set to work, either to build the required offices, or to 
produce the expected monument. Had these great 

works been actually in hand, it is probable that so 
comparatively tritliiig an affair as a new foot-bridge 
thrown across the ornamental water in St. James’s 
Park would not have elicited more than a few words 
of passing notice. But, in the absence of works of 
greater magnitude, this bridge assumes an important 
character as being new government production 
of the day, and our thoughts are not diverted from 
it into otlier channels. 

AVo rejoice to he able to do full justice to this 
truly remarkable structure—that is to say, it is a 
matter for congratulation to us that notlffiig inter¬ 
feres with an attempt on our part to do it full justice 
—tiiough we confess that we have misgivings as to 
our success. AVho, for example, can adequately esti¬ 
mate the struggles which were necessary to prevent 
this bridge from being that light, elegant, and con¬ 
sistent specimen of our present skill in the working 
of iron, which every one would naturally have ex¬ 
pected it to be? Or, who can trace out the succes¬ 
sive transmutations by which an unknown number 
of bundles of red-tape were developed into the pon¬ 
derous and unsightly mass of plain iron bars, that 
seem to have been put together for tlie express pur¬ 
pose of showing how badly a government work may 
be executed ? A bridge at tlie spot where this 
unlucky blunder lias been perpetrated has long been 
needed, and it now proves a great convenience to be 
able to cross the water at this point. Yet, when a 
bridge was in the first instance seriously proposed, 
the idea was by no means favourably received, be¬ 
cause it was apprehended that even the lightest 
structiu’c would have tlie effect of cutting in halves 
the ornamental water, and so causing a very serious 
injury to the beauty of the park. The objection was 
over-ruled on the plea of public convenience; and it 
was also ai’gued that a bridge intended solely for 
foot-passengers, and not for the passage of artillery, 
might bo almost a fairy fabric, and thus the conti¬ 
nuity of the sheet of water would remain unbroken, 
and a bcautifid (as well as eminently useful) object 
would be added to the scene. Any intimation of a 
doubt as to the Art-character of the proposed new 
bridge was silenced at once by a significant reference 
to Alarlborough House and its “ Department of 
Science and Art,” which had not then been trans¬ 
ferred to South Kensington. 

The bridge was made accordingly. No expense 
was spared—it never is spared. The preparations 
were great, and the construction of the actual fabric 
occupied a considerable time. But, what has been the 
result ? AVhat has the “ Science and Art” done for 
the “ Public AA'orks ? ” Air. Skidmore, of Coventry, 
is showing in the new museum at Oxford with ivhat 
admirable skill irou may be wrought after the most 
exquisite designs by a private individual,—to what 
higher degree of excellence has the Government 
attained in the iron bridge in the meti opolitau park ? 
In reply to such questions we are compelled to 
declare that, without any exception, this bridge is 
the most outrageous affair lliat even a department 
has ever succeeded in accomplishing. Ridiculously 
heavy, devoid alike of all taste and any pretension to 
design, exactly effecting, too, what ought to have been 
judiciously avoided, this bridge is formed of massive 
iron bars, which are flat and quite plain, and are set 
very closely together, crossing each other diagonally. 
The framework is equally ponderous, out of cha¬ 
racter, and—there is no other word—ugly. A stone 
wall would not have divided the water, or destroyed 
the view more effeetualljq and an object more un¬ 
sightly in itself it would have been difiicidt indeed to 
have devised. 

In sober sadness, we ask why is this ? AAffth such 
works as this bridge before our eyes, what are vve to 
expect from the Government when it takes in hand 
operations of far greater importance ? On the part 
of the public the inquiry is inevitable—“ How could 
such a bridge have been built by a government which 
has at its command a special department of Science 
and Art?” A few more such “ public works,” and 
the inquiries of the public will be concerning the use 
of “ departments ” in general, and of the “ Science 
and Art ” department in pai’ticular. 

It is humiliating enouglx to see a wi'ctched in¬ 
truder such as this bridge spoiling a beautiful park 
in the metropolis, hut it is still worse to know that 
it has been produced at a great cost, and with what 
would seem to have been a resolute determination to 
set Art and propriety equally at defiance. 



NIEPCE DE SAINT VICTOR’S 

DISCOVERY OF NEW AND REMARKABLE 

PHOTOGRAPHIC PHENOMENA. 

The recently published discoveries of M. Niepce de 
St. Victor are certainly the most important which 
have been made sinee the discovery of photograjihy 
itself. To the philosopher they are of the utmost 
importance; they will lead him to seek yet fur¬ 
ther into the conditions of radiant force, and they 
may probably compel him to adopt new views as to 
the actual state of light itself. To the artist and 
photographer they offer new and beautiful results, by 
which he may be enabled eventually to reproduce in 
darkness the images of objects ivhich have once been 
exposed to the light. The importance, therefore, and 
the extreme novelty of the communication made by 
M. Chevreul to the Academy of Sciences, on the 
16th of November, induces us to present, with as 
little delay as possible, the subject in full before the 
readers of the Art-Journal. 

The conditions now determined are—that any 
body, after having been exposed to light, retains in 
darkness some impression of this light. M. Niepce 
remarks—“ The phosphorescence and the fluores¬ 
cence of bodies are weU known, but I am not aware 
that any experiments have ever been made on the 
subject which I am about to describe.” 

Expose to the direct rays of the sun, during a 
quarter of an hour at least, an engraving which has 
been kept many days in obscurity, and of which 
one-half has been covered by an opaque screen ; then 
apply this engraving upon a very sensitive photo¬ 
graphic paper, and, after twenty-four hours contact 
in darkness, we shall obtain, in black, a reproduc¬ 
tion of the white parts of the engraving, which, in 
the process of insulation, has not been sheltered by 
the screen. 

If the engraving has been kept for many days in 
profound darkness, and we then apply it upon sensi¬ 
tive paper, without having previously exposed it to 
light, it is not reproduced. Certain engravings 
which have been exposed to light are reproduced 
better than others, according to the natui’e of the 
paper ; but all kinds of paper, even the filtering 
paper of Berzelius and the papier de soie, wdth or 
w ithout a photographic design, and others, are repro¬ 
duced more or less perfectly after exposure to light. 
Wood, ivory, parchment, and the living skin, are re¬ 
produced perfectly under the same circumstances; 
but metals, glass, and enamels, are not reproduced. If 
an engraving is exposed to the rays of the sun for a 
very long time, it is saturated with light: and the 
intensity of the impressions obtained by contact in 
darkness is so great, that M. Niepce hopes to arrive 
at a process by which, operating upon very sensitive 
papers,—as paper prepared with the iodide of silver, 
for example, or upon the dry collodion or albumen 
tablets, and developing the image with gallic or the 
pyrogallic acid,—to obtain proofs sufficiently vigorous 
to form an original, from which impressions may be 
taken. A new means for reproducing engravings 
will thus be secured. 

It may be satisfactory to our photographic friends 
to give some of M. Niepce’s experiments, as described 
by M. Chevreul. 

If we interpose a plate of glass between the en¬ 
graving and the sensitive paper, the whites of the 
engraving are no longer impressed upon it. The 
same interruption of the radiations takes place if 
we interpose a plate of mica, or a plate of rock- 
crystal, or of yellow glass stained with the oxide of 
uranium. We discover further that these substances 
arrest equally the impression of the phosphorescent 
rays when placed directly in front of the sensitive 
paper. 

An engraving covered with a film of collodion or 
of gelatine is reproduced; but an engraving covered 
with a layer of varnish or of gum is not reproduced. 
An engraving placed at three millimetres distance 
from the sensitive paper is very well reproduced; 
and if the design is of a bold character, it will be 
reproduced at the distance of a centimetre.* The 
impression is not, then, the result of action of con¬ 
tact, or of chemical action. A coloured engraving of 
many colours is reproduced very unequaUy; that is 

* The millimetre is 0-03937 of an English inch. The 
centimetre is 0-39371 of an English inch. 
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to say, the colours imprint their image with dif¬ 
ferent intensities, varying with their chemical nature; 
some producing an impression which is very visible, 
whilst others scarcely tint the sensitive paper. 

It is similar with characters printed with different 
inks. Printer’s ink, whether it be such as is used 
with type or for copper-plate printing, and the ordi¬ 
nary writing ink, formed of a solution of nutgalls and 
sulphate of iron, do not give images ; while certain 
“ English inks give impressions sufficiently strong.” 
Vitrified characters, traced upon a plate of varnished 
porcelain, or covered with enamel, are imprinted 
upon the sensitive paper without the porcelain itself 
leaving any trace of its presence; but a porcelain 
not covered with varnish or enamel, such as biscuit 
china or “la pdte d.e kaolinf' produces a slight 
impression. 

If, after having exposed an engraving to the light 
during one hour, we apply it upon a white card 
which has remained in darkness during some days, 
and if, after having left the engraving in contact 
with the card during twenty-four hours at least, we 
put the card in its turn in contact with a leaf of sen¬ 
sitive paper, we shall have, after twenty-four hours 
of this new contact, a reproduction of the engraving; 
a little less visible, it is true, than if the engraving 
had been applied directly upon the sensitive paper, 
but yet distinct. 

When a tablet of black marble, lightly strewn 
with white spots, after having been exposed to the 
light, is applied at once to a sensitive paper, the 
white parts of the marble only are imprinted upon 
the paper. Under the same conditions, a tablet of 
white chalk will produce a sensible impression, 
while a tablet of charcoal will produce no such effect. 
When a black and white feather has been exposed to 
the sun, and applied in darkness to a sensitive sur¬ 
face, the white parts alone imprint their image. The 
feather of a parrot—red, green, blue and black— 
has given scarcely any impression, acting as if the 
feather had been black. Certain colours, however, 
have left traces of a very feeble action. 

Experiments have been made with textile fabrics 
of different natures and of various colours. The fol¬ 
lowing are a few of the results:-—- 

Cotton— White impressed the sensitive paper. 
„ Brown (by madder and alumina). No¬ 

thing given. 
,, Violet (by madder, alumina, and iron). 

Scarcely anything. 
„ (by cochineal). Nothing. 
„ Turkey Bed (hy madder and alum). 

Nothing. 
„ Prussian Blue, upon white ground, is the 

blue which produces the best im¬ 
pression. 

„ (by indigo). Nothing. 
„ Chamois (by peroxide of iron). No 

impression. 
Linen, silk, and woollen cloths give equally dif¬ 

ferent impressions, according to the chemical nature 
of the colours. 

M. Niepce calls particular attention to the foUow- 
ing experiment, which is, as he says, curious and 
important:— 

We take a tube of metal—-of tin-plate, for example, 
or of any other opaque substance—closed atone of its 
extremities, and cover the interior w-ith paper or 
white card : the open end of the tube is exposed for 
about an hour to the direct rays of the sun. Then 
apply this open end to a sheet of sensitive paper, and 
preserve it in this state for twenty-four hom-s, when 
the circumference of the tube will have designed its 
image. More than this. If an engraving upon 
china paper is interposed betioeen the tube and the 
sensitive paper loe dnd the same reproduced. Re¬ 
produced, be it remembered, by the radiations which 
have been absorbed and re-developed from the interior 
of the tube. “ If we close the tube hermetically as 
soon as we cease to expose it to the light, we shaU 
preserve, dm-ing an indefinite time, the faculty of 
radiation, which the insulation has communicated, 
and we shall see that this is manifested by the im¬ 
pression produced yfhen we apply the tube upon a 
sensitive paper, after having removed the cover by 
w'hich the tube was closed.” 

Niepce then informs us, that he has repeated upon 
images formed in the camera-obscura, similar experi¬ 
ments to those which he has made with the direct 
light. A piece of card which had been kept in dark¬ 
ness was placed in the camera-obscura for about 
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three hours, and on it was projected an image bril¬ 
liantly illuminated by the sun. Then the card, was 
applied to sensitive paper, and after twenty-four 
hours there was obtained a reproduction of the pri¬ 
mitive image of the camera-obscura. There must 
be a long exposure to obtain an appreciable result. 

It will be remembered that some few years since 
Professor Stokes drew attention to some peculiar 
conditions of light, to which he gave the name of 
fluorescence. M. Nidpee has made several experi¬ 
ments with substances which possess this peculiar 
property. A design was traced upon a sheet of white 
paper with a solution of sulphate of quinine, one of the 
most fluorescent bodies: the paper was then exposed 
to the sun, and subsequently applied to the sensitive 
paper. The fluorescent parts were reproduced in 
black, much more intense than that of the paper 
upon which the design was formed. A plate of 
glass interposed between the design and the sensitive 
paper prevented any impression. A plate of glass, 
coloured yellow by the oxide of uranium, produced 
the same effect. If the design in sulphate of quinine 
has not been exposed to light, nothing is produced 
upon the sensitive paper. M. Niepce then tells us 
that a design traced with phosphorus upon paper 
will, without being exposed to light, impress very 
rapidly the sensitive pai)cr. This impression is, 
beyond all doubt, due to the formation of phosphide 
of silver—it is a chemical change quite independent 
of the luminous effect, and has nothing in common 
with the other phenomena. He says, however, that 
the same effects are produced by lluate of lime, ren¬ 
dered phosphorescent by heat. 

Such are the principal matters to which M. Niepce 
now directs attention; and if his results are con¬ 
firmed by further experiments, they must materially 
change our views of luminous variations. 

klany readers may possibly remember the experi¬ 
ments of M. Moser, which excited much attention at 
the time of their publication (1842), and to those it 
may appear that the results above described are of a 
similar character. It is important that the agree¬ 
ment and the differences between them should be 
pointed out. M. Ludwdg Moser stated that light of 
a peculiar degree of refrayigibility is absorbed by 
all bodies, and that they radiate it again in dark¬ 
ness. This expresses nearly the same facts as those 
now discovered by M. Niepce, but a second state¬ 
ment by the Konigsberg pi-ofessor separates the two 
sets of experiments wddely from each other. Moser 
says—“ If a surface has been touched in any par¬ 
ticular parts by any body, it acquires the property 
of precipitating all vapours which adhere to it, or 
which combine chemically with it, on those spots, 
differently to what it does on the other untouched, 
parts.” 

These facts, and the experiments upon which they 
were founded, were published in two memoirs in 
Poggendorff’s Annalen, luider the titles of “ Some 
Remarks on Invisible Light,” and “On the Power 
which Light possesses of becoming Latent.” These 
memoirs were afterwards translated, and published 
in the Scientific Memoirs, vol. iii.. Part xi., February, 
1843. 

Having first stated the peculiar phenomena of the 
Daguerreotype process—in which the vapom- of mer- 
cm-y is deposited on the silver along defined lines— 
he proceeds to show “ that contact is capable of 
imitating the action of light.” Placing upon a plate 
of silver, stones, horn, glass, wood, and other similar 
bodies, Moser found, after contact for a short time, 
that they had all left traces of themselves on the 
metal, and that the images could be developed by 
the vapour of mercury. It was also shown by Moser 
that a mezzotint engraving would, if placed very 
near, but not touching an iodised silver plate, in the 
dark, produce eventually a copy of itself, w-hich 
might be developed by the vapom- of mercm-3^ 
The author of this paper had, however, previously 
published in the Philosophical Magazine, for No¬ 
vember and December, 1841, another process which 
appeai-ed to explain the causes of the singular result: 
the following w-as the author’s process ;—A weU- 
polished plate of copper is rubbed over with the 
nitrate of merem-y, and then well washed, to remove 
any nitrate of copper which may be formed; w-hen 
quite dry, a little mercury, taken up on soft leather 
or linen," is rubbed over it, and the surface worked 
to a perfect mirror. The engraving to be copied is 
to be placed smoothly over the merem-ial surface, 
and a sheet or two of soft, clean paper being placed 
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THE EOYAL PICTUEES. upon it, it is pressed into equal contact with the 
metal by a plate of glass or a Hat board; and in this 
condition the arrangement is allowed to remain for 
some time. Then the plate of metal—the print 
being removed—is qdaced in a closed box prepared 
for generating the vapoiu' of inerenry. The vapoim 
is to be slowly evolved, and in a tew seconds the 
pietm-e will begin to aiipcar : the vapour of mercury 
attacks those parts which correspond to the white 
parts of the printed page or engraving, and gives a 
very faithfid but a somewhat indistinct image. 'I’he 
])late is now removed from the mercurial box, and 
placed in one containing iodine, to the vapour of 
which it is exposed for a short time; it will soon 
be very evident that the iodine vapour attacks 
those parts which are free from mercurial vapour, 
blackening them : hence there residts a perfectly 
black picture, contrasted with the grey ground 
formed by the mercurial vapour. (See “ Kesearches 
on Light,” second edition, p. 261.) To this pro¬ 
cess, being at that time convinced that the result 
svas due to heat radiations, the author gave the 
name of Thermography. Though still convinced 
that a very large number of the results obtained by 
hloser were due to the power of the bodies em¬ 
ployed to absorb and radiate heat, the author thinks 
it is not improbable that some of the phenomena 
observed may have been due to the conditions now 
developed by M. Niepce. However this may be, it 
is clear that the French photographer has ojiened 
out a most important line of investigation, and, 
without doubt, many of our younger philosophers 
will seize upon this new ground, and determine the 
problem as it relates to the Imnlnous, the calorific 
or the chemical principles of the solar radiations. 

One of the earliest investigators of the chemical 
solar radiations was (M. Nicephore Niepce, who was 
the uncle of the present investigator, M. Niepce 
de vSt. Victor. An exile from his country, hi. N. 
Niepce continued his investigations at Kevv; and, 
judging from the brief records which he has left 
behind him, he appears to have made some im¬ 
portant additions to the sum of human knowledge. 
Amongst other statements which have been recorded, 
we find that M. Niepce said,—“ The sunlight cannot 
fall upon any body without producing either a 
chemical or a molecular change; and that, during 
the hours of night and darkness, all bodies possessed 
the power of restoring themselves to the same con¬ 
dition in which they were previously to the de¬ 
structive action of the sunshine.” The results ob¬ 
tained by the nephew fully confirm the views of the 
uncle, and prove him to have been one of those far- 
seeing philosophers by whom the knowledge of 
natiu'al truths are greatly advanced. 

There has been, from the earliest period of che¬ 
mical research, an impression that light was absorbed, 
and that important changes were due to that absorp¬ 
tion. The alchemists taught that “gold onli) dfi'ers 
from silver in beinrj interpenetrated and pierced 
through with the sulphureous principle of the sun’s 
rags. Consequently, following out this hypothesis, 
they exposed everything to solar action, and hence 
discovered the peculiar blackening of horn-silver 
{hum cornea), chloride of silver, and some other 
similar facts. Step by step we are advancing to¬ 
wards a correct knowledge of the influences of solar 
radiations on matter, and the researches of AI. 
Niepce^ de St. Victor appear to teach us that the 
alchemical speculation was more philosophical than 
we have thought it to be. Here we have tiie evidence 
that certain bodies possess in a remarkable manner 
the property of absorbing the solar rays, and of emit¬ 
ting them again in darkness. 

Now we must entertain one of two considerations, 
in which we must be graded by our preconceived 
notions of the nature of light. On the one hand, it 
may he supposed that a material element, lumini¬ 
ferous ether, has been absorbed, and that it is asaiii 
radiated in darkness ; on the other hand, it will be 
conceived that the luminous undulations establish 
in the bodies exposed to the sunshine motions, which, 
so far from retiuming to a state of rest when re¬ 
moved from the e.xciting cause, continue in this state 
of disturbance, and become now soimces of radiant 
force. 

Ihe researches of M. Niepce clearly show that 
the three phenomena united in the sunbeam—heat, 
light and chemical power, actinum—are absorbed 
and radiated differently according to the physical 
condition of the surfaces upon which the solar radia¬ 

tions fall. The laws regulating these absorptions 
and reflections have yet to be determined. 

AVithin a few years, we have learnt that the 
moment a solar ray falls upon a chemically prepared 
tablet, a chemical change is set up ; and hence we 
have the Daguerreotype, the calotype, the collodion, 
and all the other photographic processes. Pictures 
of the utmost beauty and unerring truth are pro¬ 
duced in an exceedingly short time. Not only are 
we enabled to catch the play of the human counten¬ 
ance, and the varying aspects of light and shadow in 
a landscape, but the ever-changing and fleeting 
cloud is made to impress its own image ; and ere 
the wave breaks in billows on the shore, its reflect¬ 
ing surface may be made to jniint it on the tablet 
within the camera-obscura. 

We have now advanced beyond this: engravings 
may be exposed for a short time to the sunshine, 
and become saturated with that principle which 
produces chemical (|>hotographic) change. We have 
seen that this principle may be hermetically sealed 
up—that we may indeed bottle the solar rays, and 
employ them at some convenient time to produce 
pictures in actual darkness. We appear, indeed, to be 
advancing towards a proof of the correctness of the 
remarkable words of Dr. Taylor, who in his “ Scheme 
of Scripture Divinity,” in 1762, wrote that “ light 
was a substance distinct from all other, e.xisting in 
darkness, expanded through all things at all times (in 
a latent and invisible state), and rendered visible by 
being properly excited.” 

Robekt Hunt. 

AET m CONTINENTAL STATES. 

Pauis.—A statue is being executed by M. Jules 
Cordiex, for the principal square of Algiers; it 
represents “Prance—Christian, Civilized, and War¬ 
like.”—-Among the paintings purchased at the 
last salon, by order of the Emperor, were, “ C®sar 
passing the Rubicon,” by R. Boulanger, for the 
museum of Amiens ; the “ Salutation of the JMuse,” 
by P’rille, for the museum of Aix ; the “ Banks 
of the Rhone,” by P. Plandrin, for the museum 
of Lyons; and the “Battle of the Tchernaya,” 
by Charpentier, for the museum of Versailles.— 
The Academy of Fine Arts has elected M. Achille 
Fould an honorary member.—A picture by Mu¬ 
rillo, representing the “Prodigal Son,” has been 
presented by the Queen of Spain to the Pope, 
who has sent in return a superb mosaic.—Mr. Louis 
i'ould has presented the Academy of Inscriptions 
and Belles Lettres with 20,000 francs, which is to be 
given as a prize to the author or authors of a work 
entitled “History of the Arts of Design; their 
Origin, Progress, and Transmission to the various 
people of Antiquity, up to the Period of Pericles.” 
The award to be made in the seance of 1860; 
foreign authors are adrrritted as candidates. The 
essays are to be delivered to the secretary of the 
Institute before the 1st of January, 1860, they must 
be written in French or Latin.—The colossal statue 
of “ Ceres,” found in the campagna of Ostia, is des¬ 
tined for the Louvre.—A new medal by il. Depaulis, 
on the capture of Sebastopol, has just been issued. 

Moscow.—M. Ramazonoff, a Russi.an sculptor of 
celebrity, is engaged upon a monument to be erected 
in this city, to the memory of the late Emperor 
Nicholas. It will be ornamented with four bas- 
reliefs, representing important epochs in the history 
of the monarch ; one, a scene in the revolt of 1830, 
when, rushing into the midst of a band of infuriated 
peasants, he frightened them into submission, by 
exclaiming, in a loud voice, “On your knees!” 
another bas-relief also represents an incident in the 
same outbreak; the third, Georgejq the Hungarian 
leader, capitulating to the Russians ; and the fourth, 
the first arrival of the imperial family, by railway, 
in Moscow. 

Beiilin.—Professor Kiss has been commissioned 
to execute six statues of Prussian generals, to re¬ 
place the old figures which stand on the Wilhelms- 
platz, at Berlin. These statues are portraits of 
Keith, Schwerin, Winterfeldt, Dessauor, Seidlitz, 
and Ziethen, who commanded in the Seven Years’ 
AVar. Those of our readers who have visited Berlin 
will recollect that three of these figures appeared in 
Roman costume, but the whole will hereafter be 
seen in the military uniform of the period of their 
time. — Wredow’s group of “Nike carrying the 
Dying Warrior to Heaven,” in marble, has been 
placed on the Sohloss Bridge : it is the eighth and 
last group intended for this structure. 

Jena.—A statue of the Elector John Frederick of 
Saxony, will be erected here next summer ; it lias 
been cast at the iron-foundry of Lauchhammer. 

THE OPENING OF NEW LONDON BRIDGE. 

C. Stanfield, R.A., Painter. T. A. Prior, Engraver. 
Size of tile Picture, 8 ft. or in. by 5 ft. 

London of fifty years ago, and London of the 
present day, are almost two different and distinct 
cities ; so dissimilar are they that the staid citizen 
who, in close-curled wig, deep-lapelled vest, and 
grey worsted stockings, perambulated the metropolis 
at the commencement of the century, would now, if 
alive and desirous of going “ on ’Change,” be 
scarcely able to find his way there, or indeed to know 
in what jilace he was at all. Improvements or 
accidents have removed all his old landmarks—high¬ 
ways have expanded, by-ways disappeared, churches 
been levelled with the ground, others, heretofore 
more than half concealed, are laid open to the gaze 
of the passenger ; warehouses, e-xternally gorgeous 
as palaces, have risen up everywhere; and shops, 
glittering with wealth exceeding a prince’s ransom, 
would meet his astonished eyes at every turn he 
took, in lieu of the old, dark, and dingy edifices over 
whose doorways hung a golden lamb, or grasshopper, 
or “sign” of some sort, denoting the business 
carried on by the tenant. Bow Church and the 
Monument he would find much as he knew^ them at 
first, except that the former looks sprucer and more 
cleanly, and the latter has lost the inscription con¬ 
cerning which Pope wrote— 

“ London’s huge column, pointing to the skies. 
Like a tali bully, lifts its head—and lies." 

Yet the church and the column would only be recog¬ 
nisable in themselves; around each all is changed. 
“ But where,” asks the old citizen, “ is the Exchange, 
and the newsvendors’ shops, that seemed as if hewn 
out of the arches that formed the colonnade ? vvhere 
all the old inns at which I used to take coach for 
business or pleasure—the ‘ Saracen’s Head,’ ‘ Belle 
Sauvage,’ ‘ Gerard’s Hall,’ ‘ Cross Keys,’ ‘ Golden 
Cross ? ’ what has become of them all ? Where is 
St. Stephen’s Chapel, in which I once heard Pitt and 
Fox in animated debate? What have you been 
doing to the Tower ? I don’t see tlie old An-moury : 
and where is Loudon Bridge?” Such, and a score 
other similar remarks, would naturally be made by 
some octogeuai'ian wflio had not visited the metropolis 
for half a century, or even less : he would find “ old 
things have passed away, all things have become 
new:” the London of his youth is old London to us; 
and there is no surer sign of the restless, innovating, 
changing spirit of our times—restless for evil as well 
as for good, though not in matters to w'hich reference 
is now especially made —than is exhibited by the 
w'orks that the engineer, the architect, and the 
builder, are erecting everywhere around us. 

Old London Bridge was not taken down till its 
removal became a necessity: independent of its con¬ 
dition through age (the foundations were laid in 
1176), and the peculiarity of its structure as an im¬ 
pediment to navigation, its dimensions were too 
contracted for the living stream that, in the latter 
years of its existence, in annually increasing floods 
passed over it, and which the erection of other 
bridges scarcely tended to diminish. The foundation- 
stone of New London Bridge w'as laid on June 15, 
1825 ; it was opened to the public August 1, 1831. 
The late Mr. Rennie designed, and partly canned 
out the strnctiu'e, but it was completed by his sons 
George and Sir John, at the cost, including ap- 
qiroaches, of £1,458,311 8j. llf(f. ! these odd far¬ 
things have the ap))earance of very close calculation 
in a work of such a nature. 

Mr. Stanfield’s picture of the opening ceremony 
was a commission from-the king, AVilliam IV., who 
ordered a boat to be at the service of the artist 
during the day: the view seems to have been 
sketched from the centre of the river, “above 
bridge,” and on the Siu’rey side. There is quite a 
pageant on the bosom of the Thames; royal state 
barges, and civic state barges, and barges of all sorts 
and all colooi'S, float around and beneath the new 
bridge, over which the procession of royal, noble, 
and official personages makes its first passage : it is 
an animated scene, skilfuUy placed by the artist on 
his canvas. 

The picture is in the Royal Collection at Windsor 
Castle. 
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SECULAE AND DOMESTIC 
AllCHITECTDRE.* 

The revival of Gothic architecture at the present 
day has been distinguished by several circumstances, 
all of which demand thoughtful consideration. Of 
these circumstances, not the least remarkable or the 
least characteristic are, on the one side, the efforts 
by which the movement has been sustained and 
carried foinvard, and the resistance, on the other side, 
that has striven to check, and, if possible, to put a 
stop to all farther advance. Of the efforts, it may 
be sufficient to remark that they have uaiformly 
been earnest, quiet, serious, the result of deep 
thought—determined also, persevering, and not to be 
diverted from their purpose. Very different from 
this has been the resistance. Continually over¬ 
thrown, it has continually sought for fresh ground 
upon which to form its plans and carry out its 
operations. At the first, the Eevival w'as met with 
a comprehensive attack upon the entire range of 
Gothic Art. Signal failure, however, in this grand 
scheme for the complete discomfiture of the hostile 
style (as a style now living and at work), has since 
led to an altered order of battle, and one which has 
appeared to give promise of success. The Gothic 
has been admitted to be a good ecclesiastical style, 
perhaps the best style for erecting churches, with 
their adjuncts of schools and parsonage-houses; but 
for all secular and domestic purposes (except in the 
instances Just specified), Gothic architecture has been 
pronounced absolutely unfit, and every proposition 
for adopting it, in the case of buildings of these 
two classes, has been ridiculed as nothing short of 
being absurd. 

To those persons who w'ould take only a super¬ 
ficial view of the subject of controversy, this might 
perhaps appear to be a plausible theory. There is 
something specious in the idea of a style of Art 
being devoted exclusively to ecclesiastical purposes; 
and it is easy to set forth certain essential distinc¬ 
tions between churches and all other public edifices, 
together with every variety of domestic buildings; 
nor does it require any peculiar brilliancy of genius 
to draw telling pictures of extreme instances in 
W’hich it would appear a desecration to use the 
church-building style of architecture. And such views 
attract attention, and they exercise a certain amount 
of influence. It is, indeed, but very recently that any 
decided steps have been taken to counteract this 
systeni of reasoning. The Gothic, as it has risen up 
into energetic life amongst us, has been principally 
employed in the restoration of old churches and the 
erection of new ones. The greater number of the 
medisevai examples, which have remained to our own 
day, are churches; and hence the opinion has gained 
ground that the Gothic must be only an ecclesiastical 
style. But the true character of this great style is 
gradually becoming better appreciated through being 
gradually better understood. Men are beginning to 
see that Gothic architecture possesses qualities which 
enable it to adapt itself, as well to the special re¬ 
quirements of one class of buildings, as to those of 
any other: they are beginning to understand that a 
Gothic house, and a Gothic town-hall, and a Gothic 
clmrct are three distinct creations of the same art, 
“-all of them, being alike true to the style, and yet 
each one characterised by an individuality and pecu¬ 
liar fitness of its own. And, moreover, the use of 
a separate style of architecture for ecclesiastical 
edifices alone, is found to be an absolute innovation 
ia Art, and without any precedent in History. It 
is felt also to admit of a Just comparison with that 
species of Chi'istianity which is restricted by its 
professors to their Sundays, and left out altogether 
from the greater proportion of their lives. In these 
days men are but too much led to sever their religion 
from their ordinary occupations ; and it would be, 
indeed, a practical recognition of such a severance, 
W'ere it to become the rule that there should be no 
community of style even in the architecture of our 
houses of business and habitation and our houses of 
prayer. It is singular, however, to observe the 
tenacity with which the anti-Gothic party adhere to 
their position, as to the exclusively ecclesiastical 
cliaracter of the Gothic style. At the same time, it 

* Remarks on Secci-ar and Domestic Arcsiitectdre, 

Present and Fdthre. By George Gilbert Scott, A.E.A. 
London: John Murray, Albemarle Street. 185?. 

must be confessed that in this, their favourite posi¬ 
tion, they have not hitherto experienced any very 
serious opposition. Little has been done, and less 
has been either said or written, in support of the 
uaiversai applicability of the Gothic ; and so the 
theory has gained strength that, in our own hands 
and in onr own times, this great Art must be con¬ 
secrated for the production of churches alone. 

But, at length, a powerful blow has been de¬ 
livered, upon this very point, from the front rank of 
the men. of the movement. Mr. Scott has pub¬ 
lished a volume devoted to the subject of “ Secular 
and Domestic Architectiu’e, Present and Putm-e,” in 
which he deals with the entire question without 
reserve or hesitation, and, meeting his opponents at 
every turn in their own argument, he fairly inflicts 
upon them a complete and conclusive overthrow. 
Mr. Scott’s book posse.sses these two important 
elements of success, in an eminent degree,—it is 
thoroughly w'ell executed, and it appears at the very 
time in which such a book was urgently required. 
In a word, it is the right book at the right oppor¬ 
tunity. 

It is alw'ays a pleasant thing to find a professional 
man dealing with the practical details of his pro¬ 
fession in a manner which is at once scientific and 
popular, which descends into technical details, and 
yet is both simple and attractive. This is by no 
means a process easily to be accomplished; but that 
it is practicable, Mr. Scott has given ample proof 
in the volume before us. The great value of the 
book consists in its strictly practical character; and 
it is equally true that its attractiveness results from 
the same quality. Mr. Scott takes into consideration 
the existing condition of what during the last 
century has passed for architecture in our secular 
and domestic buildings ; he gives a masterly sketch 
of the Gothic revival, viewed in its bearing upon 
buildings of these classes; he enters fully into 
])articnlars respecting the materials of these build¬ 
ings, with their leading features and characteristics, 
both external and internal, and their decorations; 
he distinguishes the peculiar requirements of build¬ 
ings erected in the country from those of the same 
class in towns; he classifies public and commercial 
buildings and discusses their several specialities; and 
then having carefully and Judiciously investigated 
the necessarily difficult subject of restorations, he 
sums np his work with a clear, earnest, and explicit 
consideration of the architecture of the future. 
As every person is ia some degree interested in the 
general architecture of both the present and the 
future, we would urge upon our readers of all 
classes the careful perusal of Mr. Scott’s volume. 
They may not be predisposed in favour of the 
style of which he is the able and consistent advo¬ 
cate; still, let them observe what he has to say in sup¬ 
port of his own view's. It is more than probable that 
they have never before heard the subject of secular 
and. domestic architecture fully discussed—discussed, 
that is, as well in favour of the Gothic as a style for 
general adoption, as in opposition to it. In Mr. 
Scott’s book they will find what there is on tlie side 
of Gothic art; and we are convinced that they will 
find more on that side than they had expected. 
They probably never have entertained any real 
affection or any genuine admiration for the domestic 
houses and public buildings commonly erected around 
them, nor have they felt that these buildings were 
calculated to convey any impressive illustration of 
the Art-knowledge and Art-feeling of the day ; and, 
consequently, they may not be altogether indisposed 
to discover that in Gothic architecture there is 
something more worthy of our present state of 
civilisation and our pi’esent condition of knowledge. 
At all events, the most prejudiced opponent of the 
Gothic w’ill find it difficult to maintain the ecclesias¬ 
tical theory of the style, now that Mr. Scott has so 
thoroughly disposed of that fallacy. Nor will 
another favourite allegation of the anti-Gothic party 
be able to stand before the explicit and candid de¬ 
clarations of Mr. Scott,—that the revival of Gothic 
architecture is not (as has been objected to it) 
simply an antiquarian movement, that seeks to repro¬ 
duce the obsolete edifices of ages long passed away. 
On the contrary, the fundamental principles on which 
the revival is based and carried on, have reference 
only to the noble and comprehensive spirit of early 
Art, and they require that the old style in its 
renewed capacity should be ever ready “to adapt 
itself to every change in the habits of society, to 

embrace every new material or system of con¬ 
struction, and to adopt implicitly and naturally, 
and with hearty good-will, every invention or im¬ 
provement, whether artistic, constructional, or di¬ 
rected to the increase of comfort and convenience.” 

To many persons who have been in doubt both as 
to the secular and domestic capabilities of Gothic 
architecture, and also as to the real sentiments on 
these points of the promoters of the Gothic revival, 
this book will be no less welcome than to those 
who will receive it in the fulness of the spirit in 
which it has been written. They will see in it a 
plain statement of facts, coupled with a clear 
development of principles. They may not adopt 
all its views, but they cannot fail to sympathise 
with Mr. Scott’s wannest friends in admiring the 
ability and honesty of the book itself, and the 
manly candour and thorough earnestness of the 
writer. 

THE HOUSES OE PARLIAMENT. 

It is now some time since we noticed the progress of 
the Decorations ; but although a considerable interval 
has elapsed, little has been effected in Fine Art; 
this, however, results from patent causes. It is 
understood that limited votes of money would be 
applied, not to the decorative, but to the substantial 
parts of the edifice. All the pedestals, however, in 
St. Stephen’s Hall are filled, with one exception; 
the statue of William Pitt was placed about the 
end of November. And now that these are finished, 
we may say how much we rejoice that, one and all, 
they are as nearly personal identities as the sculptors 
could make them—allowing for certain refinements 
which the artists effect more in honour of them¬ 
selves than as attributive to their subjects. There 
was a time, and that not very remote, when the 
sculpture of our school might have set before us 
some of these famous statesmen—■ 

“ Scant of attyre—less than Mercury yclacl, ” 

like the Johnsonian Hercules in St. Paul’s ; but we 
live in a time when the common-sense version pre¬ 
vails. It satisfied the sculptors of the 17th century 
to represent their subjects as Roman emperors, but 
artists of a later period placed their sitters among 
the nudities of the classic mythology. It would be 
an insult to the intelligence of the times to have 
represented John Hampden as a Roman patriot, and 
to make Lord Brougham a Solon or Cicero when his 
time comes for the immortality of marble. When 
the long-coatcd statue was placed on the column in 
the Place Vendome, it was pronounced by the artists 
of that day a contemptible impertinence; bnt the 
principle has prevailed, and ive wonder that even as 
late as the latter days of Chantrey, that such a w'ork 
as the equestrian statue of George the Fourth, at 
Charing Cross, notwithstanding its many beauties, 
should have been accepted by any public commission. 
There is in aU works of this order a dignity and 
earnestness, showing that, at least, the intention of 
the sculptor was personal resemblance. Many of 
us remember the series of national statues which, 
some years since, were placed on the bridge that leads 
across the Seine to the Chamber of Deputies in 
Paris, but w'hich are nmv, we believe, removed to 
Versailles ; in these statues generally, but in some 
particularly—as the Dugay Trouin—the dramatic 
sentiment was carried to excess, insomuch as to give 
to the statue rather the colouring of romantic fiction 
than the semblance of a man who had been busy in 
the grave realities of life. When those ivorks ivere 
commenced, now twcnty-si.x years ago, the French 
school of history was but slowly recovering from the 
exhaustion of its classic orgasm, in the most extrava¬ 
gant theatrical essays of a more modern kind, not¬ 
withstanding the grave admonitions of the statue in 
the Place Vendome. In comparing the first statues 
that ivere placed in St. Stephen’s Hall with those of 
the more recent execution,—we mean those of Hamp¬ 
den, Lord Falkland, and a few others, with the 
figures of Fox, Grattan, and Pitt,—it is found that 
the sculptors have approached the impersonations 
of the earlier statesmen with a certain degree of 
timidity which is not apparent in the last statues. 
It would have been better that this were not felt, 
although the men of the 17th century were not so 
well painted as those of the 18th. 
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The peculiar features of William Tilt are never to 
he mistaken; they are here very truthfully pro¬ 
nounced, although much refined by a delicacy of treat¬ 
ment rvhich has been carried into the di-ess, perhaps 
inconsistently with the character of the man, for Pitt 
was not a beau. This minister lived at a time when 
the maxim of Chesterfield was in full force That 
every gentleman should dress in the morning for the 
day.” We find him, therefore, wearing the ordinary 
coat of the period, for there was then no variety; the 
choice being that ofthe famous Cambridge horse-dealer, 

to whose narrow proposition there rvas no alternative. 
In the right hand is placed a scroll, and over the 
left arm is thrown a cloak, which, passing behind the 
figure, is ingeniously settled into a support for the 
statue. In a portrait-statue of Pitt we look for a 
firm status; we think that more resolution might 
have been given to the attitude with advantage, as 
allusive to the character of the man, and benefit to 
the statue as a work of Art; hut witlial, the identity 
at once impresses any, even idle, observer, who may 
at any time have seen in portraiture these remarkable 
features. The impression sought to he conveyed by 
Baily in his statue of Fox is the very reverse of that 
which wcrcceive in contemplatingIMacDowell’s work. 
The figure is heavy, hut yet the head looks too large. 
The action—that is, the uplifted right arm—is cuer- 
getic and resolute; hut the feeling is lost as soon as 
the eye passes down to the lower limbs, which are to 
a degree ponderous. Wo live in days not so remote 
from the time in which Charles James Fox flourished, 
hut that persons of ordinary inquiry know his personal 
points; but the statue will occupy its present site for 
a long hereafter, and the sculptor should have ad¬ 
dressed himself to those who, without inquiry, will, 
now' from this statue, conceive Fox to have been a 
coarse and vulgai'-minded man. Wr. JlacDow'cll has 
attributed to Pitt too much exterioi' refinement: Mr. 
Baily allows Fox too little, although a man of emi¬ 
nently refined seutiment. The statue of Grattan, by 
Carew, is a felicitous effort. The relief communi¬ 
cated to the figure, the pose and expression, place him 
at once en rcqijwrt with the spectator, with whom 
ho seems rather to converse than to be in the act of 
addressing the House. The dress is a successful 
study; it is judiciously broken by lines, and all these 
lines are probabilities, and mean something. A most 
impracticable thing is a new coat to deal with, either 
in painting or sculpture. Grattan was not, in the 
simplest sense, siudiosus rerum novarum, and yet 
his dress is that of a gentleman. A few of the 
first of these works may be too pictorial, and it is 
extremely difficult to avoid such a result, as the 
materials from which the sculptors have worked have 
been but meagre and unsatisfactory. But the last 
works generally ofthe series must he considered as the 
men themselves, allow'ing for that increase of stature 
necessary to sculptural effect. When the twelve 
in St. Stephen’s Hall are complete, w'e cannot stop 
here, there is yet much to be done. 

To the frescoes we turn with pain, though not 
rntli disappointment; for as soon as even these cor¬ 
ridors were built it w'as obvious that they were not 
suited to show' pictures. For the Commons’ corri¬ 
dor hlr. Ward has painted two subjects; one is the 
execution of Montrose in Edinburgh, the other 
“Alice Lisle sheltering the Fugitives after the 
Battle of Sedgemoor.” "We w'iU not do these w'orks 
the injustice to attempt to describe them, for the 
light is so insufficient that they are very indis¬ 
tinctly seen, especially the “Alice Lisle” subject. 
The execution of the latter is less obscured, biet 
still the light is by no means that whereby works 
of Fine Art can he examined. We observe, how¬ 
ever, that the pictures are movable; that is, they are 
executed upon frames prepared n't!!! mortar, and 
fitted into the spaces left for their reception; and we 
trust that their location here is only experimental, 
unless the w'indows of the corridor be enlarged, and 
the stained glass removed. In the Lords’ corridor 
is placed Mr. Cope’s picture—“ The Embarkation of 
the Early Emigrants for New England.” The com¬ 
position of this is seen, perhaps, as well as Mr. 
Ward s Execution of Montrose; hut w'e repeat that, 
in their present state, these corridors are not suited 
for pictures, they are worse than the Poets’ Hall. 
Lnder the very intense colour of the stained-glass 
windows any picture w'ould look feeble ; indeed, it 
cannot be gainsaid that wherever, as yet, pictorial 
decoration has been tried in the Houses of Parlia¬ 
ment, the light has signally failed. 

COLOUlimG STATUES. 

This question, as usually discussed, is a double one, 
of which the first consideration is “ Hid the Greeks 
colour their statues?” the second “If they did, 
should we?” These, how'ovci', run so naturally into 
each other, that 1 shall make no effort to keep 
them distinct. In conclusion I piu'pose to submit 
a few remarks as to some modes iu w'hich I con¬ 
ceive that colour may, at the present day, ho advan¬ 
tageously associated w'ith statues. 

In 1836, a eommittee w'as appointed to examine 
whether any cHdences of colour remained on the 
Parthcnaic marbles in the British Museum. The 
committee consisted of Mr. Hamilton, Sir Richard 
W’^estmacott, Sir Charles Eastlakc, Dr. Earaday, 
Mr. Cockerell, hlr. Angell, Mr. Donaldson, and 
Mr. Sales. Before them the following evidence was 
adduced by Mr. Bracebridge, iu a letter ;—“ In the 
winter of 1835-6, an excavation was made to the 
depth of tw'enty-fivo feet at the soutli-east angle of the 
Parthenon.” There was discovered a great mass of 
architectural and sculptural refuse, ami “ many pieces 
of marble,” and among these, fragments of triglyphs, 
of fluted columns,' and of statues, particularly a 
female head. “These 'ast-mentioned fragments 
were painted w'ith the brightest red, blue, and 
yellow', or rather, vcrmillion, ultramarine, and straw- 
colour, which last may have faded in the earth.” 
“ These curious specimens are carefully preserved in 
the Acropolis, hut much doubt is entertained of their 
retaining the brightness of their highly contrasted 
colours for any length of time.” “The colours are 
laid on in thick coats.’’ “ The female face had the 
eyes and eyebrows painted.” No mention, however, 
is made of any colour, or remains of colour, on the 
flesh. 

As regards those sculptural remains from the same 
spot possessed by our Museum, the Report sums up 
in the following words:—“ Upon consideration of all 
the facts in the preceding minutes, it appears to the 
committee that there remain no indications of colour 
artificially applied upon the surface of the statues 
and bas-reliefs—that is, upon the historical soidp- 
ture: that according to Dr. Faraday’s opinion, 
those portions of the marbles, which from the tone 
and surface might be supposed to he the result of 
colour applied thereon, are the original surface of 
the mai'hle, stained by the atmosphere, the presence 
of iron in the marble, or by some such natural 
cause.” 

It W'as stated, however, by Mr. Sarti, w'ho was 
then engaged in taking moulds of the whole series of 
the Parthcnaic marbles, “ that the w'hole surface of 
the marbles had been twice washed over with soap 
leys, subsequently to their having been moulded on 
former occasions, as that or some other strong acid 
is necessary for the purpose of removing the soap 
which is originally put on the surface, in order to 
facilitate the removal of the plaster mould from the 
original. Dr. Faraday was of opinion that this cir¬ 
cumstance W'as of itself sufficient to have removed 
every vestige of colour which might have existed 
originally on the surface of the marble.” 

The Report thus had left the question of colouring 
statnes—as far as regards the Parthenaic remains 
in our possession—as it was, w'ere it not for this 
appended note of the committee, relating to a frag¬ 
ment of the upper part of the head of Slinerva, of 
which it thus s])eaks :—“ This fragment alone may 
j]erhaps he considered as an exception to the previous 
statements, inasmuch as the hair appears to have 
a red tint, w'hich becomes distinctly apparent on the 
application of water.” In speaking of the Apollo in 
the Louvre, Quatremere de Quincey makes the same 
remark, only that in that case the tint extended 
almost all over the surface of the flesh, instead of 
the hair. 

Now it is W'ell know'n to sculptors that in the 
application of soap leys or soda to marble, which are 
efficacious in removing grease or any foreign sub¬ 
stance or tint from the surface, that they sometimes 
leave a colouring effect of their owu, and that after 
their use a faint ruddy tint is apt to arise on the 
surface of the marble, analogous to what would be 
produced by the use of a coat of vermillion, and then 
not thoroughly cleaning it off afterwards. As these 
preparations have been long used for cleaning marble, 
it therefore appears probable that their effect may 
occasionally have led to false conclusions. Tliis 

effect of these preparations is not, however, of con¬ 
stant occurrence. The cause of this irregularity of 
action is a question for the chemist. 

The Report on the Parthenaic marbles goes on to 
say—“ But although the statues and bas-reliefs of the 
Parthenon—at least those portions of them preserved 
in the Elgin collection—do not afford any evidence of 
the use of colour, yet there is a constant repetition 
of small circular holes in the horses’ heads and 
manes, and in one hand of each rider, showing that 
there had been originally bridles to the horses, ‘pro¬ 
bably of metal.’ ” Similar holes for the purpose of 
affixing bracelets, buttons for the draperies, &c., are 
also to be observed iu the fragments attributed to re¬ 
presentations of Proserpine and the Hours, and one of 
the Fates. In the hack of the Victoiy are holes for 
affixing her wings (probably of bronze gilt), and also 
in the head of Minerva, for attaching the helmet; and, 
what is still more obnoxious to our ideas, the sockets 
of the eyes are hollow, for the reception of enamel or 
gems, which have fallen out or been removed. The 
aegis of the goddess in this pediment had also appa¬ 
rently some metal serpents attached to it by rivets. 
The above shows that although there may exist now 
no remains of colour on the surface of these marbles, 
that their effect in their original condition was by no 
means monoehrom. 

It appears strange that w'e should have so little 
direct information, nay, even so little collateral lite¬ 
rary illustration in regard to tlie practice of the 
Greeks in this respect, with whose life Art—especially 
Art connected with the temples—w'as so intimately 
entwined. Tliat there w'ere at the time explicit 
treatises on a subject of so much interest as the 
modes in w'hich colour w'as united to sculpture there 
can he no doubt; hut unfortunately they are not 
among those which have come dow'n to us. It the 
more behoves ns to he careful of those remnants of 
information which w'e still possess. 

The subject of paiuting statues is thus incident¬ 
ally iutroduced (Plato de Repuh. lib. iv.) in the 
following rejoinder of Socrates:—“Just as if,” he 
says, “ when painting statues, a person should blame 
ns for not placing the most beautiful colours on the 
most beautiful parts of the figure—inasmuch as the 
eyes, the most beautiful parts, are not painted piu’ple 
but black ; we should answ'er him by saying. Clever 
fellow, do not suppose we are to paint eyes so beau¬ 
tifully that they should not appear to be eyes.” 
Socrates w'as the sou of a sculptor, and practised 
the art as a profession until he withdi'ew himself 
wholly to the subject of philosophy; and Plato 
lived in Athens, probably in intimacy with its great 
sculptors; and the w'ord in the original, “ andrias’’ 
without douijt signifles a statue, and not a picture 
on a flat surface, as has been suggested by some to 
w'liom the idea of painting statues was especially 
abhorrent. The pas.sage evidently alludes to statues 
and the paiuting of them, and this about the time 
of Phidias, but it does not designate the class of 
statues, nor does it mention colouring the flesh. 
It is, how'cvcr, the more to be remarked as it adverts 
to the imitation of nature in such works, in prefer¬ 
ence to mere decorative treatment, which there is 
good reason to believe extensively prevailed at that 
time, even, as w'e have seen, to the extent of put¬ 
ting gems and precious stones into the eyes. 
Taken in connection with other data on the subject 
of Greek Art, it would induce us to beware of the 
idea of Greek taste being absolutely fixed at any time 
on this subject, and would rather lead to the belief 
that various styles were followed in the association of 
coloiu' with sculpture. 

It is evident that at this period there w'as a great 
demand for statues for various purposes and situa¬ 
tions, and it is probable that they w'ere finished in a 
great variety of ways ; some, probably, fully painted, 
ill imitation of natiue, some half painted, and some 
not painted at all. Besides these modes there w'as 
one that evidently w'idely prevailed, in which variety 
of material, not hidden by paint, did the part of 
colour. Such w'as indeed the activity of sculptm'e 
among the Greeks that all kinds of possible mate¬ 
rials W'ere pressed into the service. Besides marble, 
not only white hut coloured, they used aU the metals 
with which they w'ere acquainted ; also the more 
durable w'oods; also amber, and all the gems of a 
manageable nature. These were sometimes nsed in 
combination and sometimes separately, and it is 
hut natural to suppose, in cases where valuable 
material w'as used, that the true sm-faces were not 
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hidden by paint, where paint could not mal<e them 
more beautiful or more precious; while we may 
well fancy that coarse stone or wood might be 
painted over even with a full opaque colour, without 
detriment, in as far as such materials would not lose 
by such treatment: but it is difficult to conceive 
that a Greek, especially a Greek artist, thrillingly 
sensitive to everything beautiful in creation, w'ould 
ever wholly conceal the poetry of Pariau marble by 
any artificial covering. 

Pausauias, in his time, speaks of statues made of 
gypsum as being painted, or at any rate as being 
“ornamented with paint;” and the fEginretaii statues, 
which are crude and archaic in character, had evi¬ 
dences of strong colour when discovered. The habit 
also prevailed of dressing in highly decorated gar¬ 
ments the figures of divinities, as is done occasionally 
now' with images on the continent. Altogether the 
association of colour w'ith statues among the ancient 
Greeks is certain; but there appears fo be no evi¬ 
dence whatever in any of the passages that have 
come down to us, of the flesh of any first-class statue, 
in marble, of ancient Greek art having been coloured, 
although Pausauias expressly describes a statue, of 
Bacchus, made of wood, which had all those por¬ 
tions not hidden by drapery painted Vermillion. 

Virgil, in the seventh eclogue, speaking of the 
statue of Diana, describes it as of marble with scarlet 
sandals; and, in an epigram, offers Venus a marble 
statue of Amor, the wings of which, he promises, 
shall be many-coloured, and the quiver painted: 
but there is no mention made of the flesh. This, 
however, alludes to works either made at Rome or 
for Romans, and docs not bear direct reference to 

the purest style of Greek art. 
But the most remarkable of all the quotations 

brought to bear on this subject is a passage from 
Pliny (lib. xxxv. cap. 2), in which he says, speaking 
of Nicias, that Praxiteles, when asked which of his 
marble works best satisfied him, replied, “ Those 
which Nicias has had under his hands “so much,” 
adds Pliny, “ did he prize the finishing of Nicias ”— 
“Tantum circumlitioni ejus tribuebat.” 

Nicias was an encaustic painter, and the finishing 
he gave w'as probably therefore only in wax, and the 
word “ circumlitio ” by no means necessarily implies 
the going all over the surface, although it fre¬ 
quently signifies polishing. It might also, however, 
allude to decoi’ations about the principal jiarts of 
the statue, as the borders of the draperies, adjuncts, 
ornaments, base, &e.; for let it be remarked that, in 
this case as well as others, no reference is made 
directly to the flesh, which is the chief charm of 
both sculpture and painting, and to the adjustment 
of the various tints of which, had Nicias performed 
this office, Praxiteles would probably have speciallj' 
alluded. 

It is wellJcnown that the Greeks delighted in oil¬ 
ing their bodies at times of festivity ; and it is pos¬ 
sible that in this case, as well as in others, alluded to 
by Plutarch, the marble might have had a similar 
shining surface given it by the means of wax ; but it 
would not require an accomplished painter to do this. 
As regards, indeed, the whole of this celebraied 
passage, on which so much stress is laid by the 
advocates of colouring statues, it seems very possible 
that it is only the record of a chance graceful ex¬ 
pression fi’om the lips of Praxiteles in regard to his 
friend Nicias, addressed to a third person, evidencing 
the sculptor’s kind-hearteduess and modesty of cha¬ 
racter in praising his friend at expense of himself. 
"When a phrase is ad caqduiidum, down it often 
goes in the record of time, however false may be 
the general impression it may convey, especially 
after the lapse of years. Even in cases when 
truthful in itself, it may be stretched far beyond 
the original intention, and lead to eventual conclu¬ 
sions quite erroneous. 

The most ardent advocate of colouring statues 
could not, one would think, extend his faith to the 
fiQlest extent of the words of Praxiteles, or conceive 
that the excellence of his work really depended on 
the “ circumlitio” of encaustic paint, however 
much or however little it may have been applied. 
No doubt if any adjuncts of colour had been put on 
in bad taste, they would have had a very evil 
effect; and harm might by this method have been 
done much more easily thau good could have been 
effected. Doubtless, also, whatever it was that 
was done by Nicias was well done, but that the 
intrinsic value of the work much dejieuded on such 

additions, is a very different matter. The stoiy 
thus appears to me to have arisen from a graceful 
and amiable expression of the sculptor, and to be 
valuable not so much in throwing any real light 
on the colouring of Greek statues, as in evidencing 
the friendly feeling existing betw'oen the artists. 

Difference of treatment in statues would naturally 
arise from the difference of the situation in which 
they were to be placed. When they were to stand 
aloue, the sculptor wovJd be comparatively left to 
himself, but iu other cases, where his productions 
were but to form part of a whole, and especially 
where they were closely connected w'ith architecture, 
it was requisite that the treatment of the statue 
should harmonise with the art with which it was 
combined. This may be well conceived, and led, 
doubtless, in connection with architectoe, to the 
frequent introduction of variety of materials in one 
w'ork, or of tinting parts of the material itself if 
uniform, even when the sculptor, as regarded his 
own art, would have preferred a simple surface. 
It is especially recorded of Phidias, that, although 
eventually overruled, he wished to have made his 
colossal iMiuerva, in the Parthenon, of marble, in¬ 
stead of in ivory and gold. 

Temple Art, which formed the major portion of 
Art among the Greeks, was of course subservient to 
their creed ; in this architecture and sculpture W'ere 
usually reciprocal. Architecture subserved the pre¬ 
cious statue of the divinity within, and sculpture in 
turn subserved the architecture in exterior decora¬ 
tions especiatly. Painting w'as applied to the sur¬ 
faces of the work of both arts, either in spaces 
left free and flat on portions of the architecture 
for the purpose, or uniting together in one harmony 
the productions of the two sister muses. Architec¬ 
ture and Sculpture. 

We are, I think, bound to admit this, as it is 
indicated not only by the evidences that remain, 
but by the principle of harmonious unity existing 
m Greek Art, viz., that, w'hen colour was introduced 
on the columns, capitals, mouldings, cornices, and 
other parts of the buildings, the same style was 
in degree carried into the sculptural decorations. 
This, however, offers no precedent for the intro¬ 
duction of colour into the sculpture, when the asso¬ 
ciated members of architectm’e are left untouched, 
as has most strangely been done in some modern 
instances. Indeed, as may be remarked, such treat¬ 
ment is wholly at variance with the spirit of Greek 
Art, which aimed at unity. 

Possessing in this country the inestimable relics 
of the sculpture of the Parthenon, one naturally 
recurs to the evidence, so near at hand, which they 
afford, that at any rate a monochrom effect in such 
enhancement of a building was not always adhered 
to; on which point the report of the committee on 
the Partbenaic marbles in the British Museum 
directly bears, inasmuch as it shows that metallic 
bridles and straps were affixed to the horses in the 
frieze, and that buttons, necklaces, and w'ings, were 
also affixed iu metal, and by rivets, as also the helmet 
of Minerva; and even that the eyes of this figure 
had some foreign, probably brilliant, material in¬ 
troduced. 

In accordance with this, that the architecture of 
the Pai'theuon was partly coloured—as it were picked 
out with colour in portions—there can be no doubt; 
but that it was more than so enhanced, and that 
the whole surface w'as coated over—which has been 
advanced by the most ultra of the polychromists, 
and which w'ould point to a similar treatment in 
respect to the statues associated—w'e have every 
reason to disbelieve; indeed, there is no evidence 
on which to found such a supposition. 

The subject, how'ever, of the colouring of Greek 
sculpture—so much of it having been closely asso¬ 
ciated with architectiu'e—is so closely connected 
with the colouring of the architecture, as not to be 
compreheuded without it. Mr. Penrose’s disserta¬ 
tions on the more delicate contours of Greek archi¬ 
tecture, especially of the Parthenon, are w'eU know'n; 
aud there is a passage by this author, apropos of 
the discussion on the subject that took place in the 
Crystal Palace, so clear on this point that I can¬ 
not do better than quote it. “I have seen,” he 
says, in speaking of the Parthenon, “no reason to alter 
my opinion that the surface of the marble played a 
considerable part iu the general effect, and that it 
was not concealed with paint.” “An extensive and 
careful examination of the Pentelic quarries by the 

order of King Olho has shown that large blocks, 
such as were used in Athens, were very rare indeed. 
The distance also from the city is considerable; 
whereas there are quarries on Mount Ilymettus, at 
little more thau one-third of the distance (and most j 
convenient for carriage), which furnish immense 
masses of dove-coloured marble (much prized, it 
would seem, by the Romans, Ilor. ii. 18), and in¬ 
ferior in no respect but that of colour to the Pentelic. 
It could therefore only have been the intrinsic beauty 
of the latter material that led to its employment by 
so practical a pco])le as the Athenians. With respect 
to the use of outline traced with a sharp point as a 
provision for re-paintings, its absence from the Doric 
echinus [at the summit of the shaft] is at least con¬ 
clusive that there w'as no ornament painted on that 
member; for on no part of the architecture would 
the difficulty of reproducing the pattern have been 
greater. But since these outlines are found indif¬ 
ferently both on small and large mouldings, it seems 
a sound conclusion which limits the jiainted orna¬ 
ments to the parts so outlined.” Mi. Penrose 
further states that he thinks that the surfaces which 
W'ere unpainted and unornamented, were yet “tinged 
or stained in some manner to the proper tone.” 
He merely, how'ever, gives this as his opinion: he i 
adds—“ It is unreasonable to suppose that the j 
ancients entirely concealed, or even materially altered | 
in appearance, the general surface of the white 
marble, which they made a great point of obtaining 
whenever possible ; but that no one who has wit¬ 
nessed the painfully dazzling effect of fresh Pentelic 
marble, under the Athenian sun, will deny the 
artistic value of toning down the almost pure white 
of its polished surface, aud the more so when con¬ 
siderable portions of the architecture w'ere painted in 
the most positive colours.” 

This ojiinion of Mr. Penrose, from observations on 
the spot, has much weight, and appears to point not 
only to certain enhancements of colour throughout j i 
the building and its decorations, but also to the : j 
w'hole surface of the marble itself, w'here not coloured, 
being yet in some degree toned. Still, in the latter , 
respeet, it suggests no more than that the Athe¬ 
nians probably anticipated, by some slight stain or 
wash, that did not lessen the transparency of the 
material, the effect of time on the marble of their ' 
structm-es and of the sculptm-e—an idea in no degree 
abhorrent to modern view's. Canova used to do the 
same thing, and tea, coffee, and rust w'ater, and 
various other simple preparations, were tried by him 
and others for the same purpose. 

Prom all the above, liowever, it does not appear i 
probable that the Athenian could have done more \ 
than tone dow'u in some degree the over-glittering 
effect of the fresh-hewn marble of his many temples, 
or more thau pick out and enhance portions with 
positive colour. These temples were chiefly on the 
height of the Acropolis, and, had they been covered 
with paint, would have lost that shining, celestial 
appearance which they must have had from the plain 
below, aud to the returning mariner. The glistening 
of the marble in the sun must have made them look 
like true abodes of the gods,—an idea so in accord¬ 
ance with the fancy of the Athenian, that we may be 
sure the toning and painting of the exterior of the 
temples w'as not carried out to a degree to de¬ 
stroy this effect, but only to mellow it. j 

In the interior of the temples a larger portion of 
colom' was probably used, although the clear portion 
of the marble might not have been so much tinged. ; 
Brighter contrasts were allowable w'here the direct I 
light of day was absent. That is, the more the light 
was lessened by situation, and by other artificial 
means, the more painting was admissible as an I 
adjunct to the architectmie; aud this is borne out by 
what scanty data on this point we possess w'ith i 
respect to the Parthenon. Thus it appears that there 
is no sign, as stated above, of any enhancement of 
paint on the echinus of the range of Doric columns 
that went all round the outside of the building, but 
that there is on the analogous caps and on the mould¬ 
ings beneath the colonnade ; and evidences remain of 
ornamental colour to a still greater degree on the 
compartments of the ceiling within the building, 1 
where the light was still further modified. 

In following this view as regaids the sculptm-e 
connected with these several portions, w'e are led 
to the impressiou that, firstly, those sculptm-es which 
were on the outside, as those iu the tj-mpana and the j 
metopes, were very little treated with colom- (which i 
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[ was probably coiifiiicil to the poly chromic ctlect 
^ obtaiucd in portions by the variety of materials, a 

little gilding here and there, and the backgrounds 
being of a faint blue); that, secondly, the fiicze 
might be so somewhat more so, although the smaller 
scale of the parts, compared to the outside statues, 
would cause their aiipeariug more decorated, even if 
they were done in a similar manner; and that, 
thirdly, the greatest degree of enhancement was re¬ 
served for the statues in tlic interior. The cruseo- 
elephantiue statue of the Jlinerva, in the ^penetralia, 
was, as its name informs us, and as accounts specify, 
covered with ivory,—a material not superior to 
marble in imitation of flesh in itself, but far superior 
as a substance for receiving the enhancements of the 
most delicate colour. Vie know that both the 
Jupiter at Elis, aud the Jliuerva of the rarthenon, 
and various other cruseo-clephantiue representations 
of divinities in temples, were elaborately decorated 
with painting on the robes and accessories, and 
although there may be no distinct evidence of the 
llcsh being painted to imitate nature, even in these 
cases, yet I am inclined to think that such a practice, 
carried out at least in degree, affords the sole satis¬ 
factory explanation of the use of ivory at all in such 
works; and this, notwithstanding my belief that 
the masterpieces of ancient Greek sculpture in 
marhle were not in general coloured at all, for 
which I shall submit my reasons when considering 
the accounts we have of the Venus of Cnidos by 
Praxiteles. 

Ve may not like the idea, and nothing can be 
more unworthy than to bow dowji to precedent, but 
there is no absurdity or presumption iu believing the 
Greeks to have been wrong iu this point, as there is 
more than one way of accounting for such treatment 
of the statues of their divinities, besides that cf its 
being the pure result of their artistic taste ; but both 
the data extaut, and the principle perceptible in the 
gradations of their colouring reached in the building, 
from the exterior to the interior, lead to the idea 
that the divinity itself would be elaborated to the 
highest acme. 

Ivory is certainly not a more beautifid material 
for the imitation of flesh than marble,—less so, pro¬ 
bably it will be admitted, than Parian marble; aud 
the mere idea of greater expense, as showing more 
respect to the gods, cannot be received as a sufficient 
reason for its adoption, especially as it was a most 

' jierisbable substance in the way it was applied. But 
marble is not a suitable material for tinting, and 
ivory is. Surely the latter must have been adojited 
by the Greeks for some especial and substantive 
reason. All the relations of the questions appear to 
me to lead to the conclusion that these vast ivory 
idols, when covered with ivory, were so covered for 
the purpose of being tinted at least very nearly up 
to the hues of nature. 

But even supposing that the natural tint of ivory 
were considered superior to that of marble for (he 
representation of flesh, at any time it must have been 
to a very small degree preferred—not sufficient to 
counterbalance its perishing nature, and the extreme 
trouble and intricacy of its employment. That these 
were very great, is shown by Mul'lerin Division 313 
of his well-known work on Ancient Art. “ In tlie 
studios of the ancients,” he says, “ with the tosentic 
art was also conueeted working in ivory, which it 
was a favourite practice throughout antiquity to 
combine with gold in statues, as well as in all sorts 
of furniture. The ancients received from India, but 
especially from Africa, elephants’ teeth of consider¬ 
able size, by the splitting aud bending of which—a 
lost art, but which certainly existed in antiquity— 
they could obtain plates of from 12 to 20 inches in 
breadlh. In executing a statue, then, after the 
surface of the model was distributed in such a way 
as it could best be reproduced in these plates, the 
individual portions were accurately represented by 
sawing, planing, and tiling the ivory (this material is 
too elastic to be wu’ought with the chisel), and after¬ 
wards joined together especially by the aid of isiu- 
glass over a kernel of wood and metal rods. The 
holding together of the pieces of ivory, however, 

j required incessant care; moistening with oil contri- 
j buted most to their preservation. The gold which 

represented hair and drapery was embossed aud fixed 
on iu thin plates.” John Bell. 

* To be continued. 

THE LECTURES AT THE SOUTH 
KENSINGTON MUSEUM. 

The very clear, comprehensive, and well-considered 
Introductory Lecture on (he “ Euuctions of the De¬ 
partment of Science aud Art,” by Jlr. Cole, w'as 
followed, on the evening of the succeeding Monday 
(Nov. 23rd) by an equally able and a])propriate address, 
by Mr. Itedgrave, 11. A., upon the “ Gift of the 
Sheepshanks Collection, with a view to the Forma¬ 
tion of a National Gallery of British Art.” Mr. 
llcdgravc gave an explicit statement of the views of 
the munificent donor of (his most interesting collec¬ 
tion of j)ictnres and drawings; he pointed out the 
peculiar facilities with which the collection is avail¬ 
able by the [rnblic for the ])urposes of examination 
and study ; and he associated with graphic and elo¬ 
quent encomiums upon various groups of the pictures 
given to the miliou by IMr. Sheepshanks, some sound 
remarks upon the value of Art as a public teacher. 
The tone of Mr. lledgrave’s lecture was eminently 
calcrdatcd to conciliate popular good-will to the 
South Kciisington establishment; indeed, if Mr. 
lledgrave could but demonstrate that it is only half 
a mile from Charing Cross to South Kensington, he 
wotdd not leave a single inch of gi'ound upon w'hich 
any adversary to the Kensington site for a Natioi.al 
Gallery could take up a position. The want of a suitable 
hahiiut for tlie Turner aud Vernon national bequests 
of pictures was touched upon with much effect; as 
was the absurdity of the existing system of admis- 
siou to another national Art-gallery, that at Dulwich. 
Jlr. Redgrave illustrated very hap))ily the excellent 
qualities of the Kensington Gallery for showing the 
piclures, aud he very judiciously did not claim any 
admiration fur the architectural features of the 
building. 

The next lectm'c of this opening course was by 
Dr. Lyon Flayfair, and it was delivered on Nov. 30th. 
The subject, one of the utmost ])raetical importance, 
was, “ Scientific Institutions in Connexion with the 
De})artment of Science and Art.” Popular Scientific 
institutions, without any sort of connexion with any 
“Department ” whatever, have, been tried again and 
again, and but too generally they have Ijeeii found 
wanting. Dr. Playfair entered manfully into the 
subject befoi'e him, dealing with it iu its own most 
com])rchonsive range, analysing the great question of 
l>opular education of a superior quality, aud setting 
forth with equal candour and earnestness his views 
with regard botli to the value of such education to 
all classes of society, ajid to the duty of the State to 
aid in providing it. This lecture cannot fail to be 
read with interest, and it will assuredly excite much 
of thoughtful and also of hopeful reflection. 

The next Monday evening (Dec. 7th) was devoted 
to the fourth lecture, on “The Central Training- 
School of Art,” which was very appropriately de¬ 
livered by Mr. Burchett, the head master of the 
school. Like those who had preceded him, Mr. 
Burchett spoke out strongly', without reserve, and 
to (he purpose. He demonstrated the universal 
value of drawing, as well as its universal appli¬ 
cability ; he showed how this faculty is capable of 
exercising both a direct aud an indirect inllueucc for 
good upon all who possess it: and then he entered 
at length upon the means which the Government 
has adopted for establishing Art-teaching as an ele¬ 
ment of all sound aud complete popular education. 

'J'he fifth lecture of this first series was delivered 
on the evening of Monday, Dec. 14th, by Mr. J. C. 
Robinson; the subject was, “ The Museum of Or¬ 
namental Art,” of which Mr. Robinson is the keeper. 
The lecture was cast in the same mould with its pre¬ 
decessors, being earnest aud practical. The ralueoi 
ornament iu all productions of the hands of man was 
well demonstrated, and the advantage of bringing the 
mind of the workman to bear upon his works w'as 
illustrated in a manner at once convincing and 
agreeable. Mr. Robinson, however, had a difficulty 
to contend with, which necessarily rendered his lec¬ 
ture but a comparative success; and this difficulty 
arose from the constitution of his Museum of Orna¬ 
mental Art. It is very well as far as it goes, though 
even wilhin its narrow range of Art it contains many 
objects which must be regarded rather as warnings 
than as models. Ornamental Art, or, as the more 
popular jdirase is. Art-Manufacture, docs not mean 
merely Renaissance productions: but the South 

Kensiugtou Museum is almost exclusively restricted 
to this ])eriod ot Art. We do not now give any 
opinion upon the merits of this period as a model and 
au authority, though we have an opinion of our own 

on that subject: what we do urge is, that in claim¬ 
ing for a Museum of Art-Manufacture that deference 
which ought to be rendered to a National Institu¬ 
tion, it is absolutely necessary that the museum in 
question should exemplify and illustrate various 
l)eriods and styles of Art, should thus afford scope 
for a wide comparison between the productions of 
different eras and dissimilar systems, and shoidd 
build up its own teaching upon the concentration of 
all that the past has transmitted of the noble, the 
hcautiful, and the true. 

The series of lectures will be concluded by Mr. 
Fergusson, who will treat of a “ National Collectiou 
of Architectural Art.” 

'I’hese lectures, we tnrst, will be printed as a 
volume, adapted for general circulation, iu addition 
to the able reports of them which appear periodic¬ 
ally in the columns of our contemporaries, thei?«f/«/e)' 
and the Bidldiny Neivs. In the latter publication 
the lectures are ]irintcd in e.rlenso. 

PICTURE SALES. 

As a kind of prelude to the great performances of 
the season, hlessrs. Foster sold at their rooms, in 
PaU-Mall, in the early part of last month, two 
small coUectious of English pictures. The first sale 
consisted of water-colour drawings only, by' many 
artists favourably known in this branch of Art, as 
well as by several of our distinguished oil-painters. 
The highest prices realised were—‘ The Harbour at 
Rhodes,’ by Mullek, 40 gs.; ‘Plums,’ &c., W. 
Hunt, 34 gs.; ‘Apricots,’ &c., W. Hunt, 4'J gs.; 
‘Fruit,’ G. L.vnce, 61 gs.; ‘Sheep in a Landscape,’ 
T. S. CoopEK, 58 gs.; ‘College of Stonyhiu’st,’ 
and ‘ The Chateau of La Belle Gabriclle,’ by Turner, 

130 gs. each. 

The second sale, on December 9th, iucluded pic¬ 
tures by IMaclise, Creswick, Herbert, Webster, Mul- 
ready, Uwins, Frith, Sydney Cooper, F. GoodaU, 
Etty, Hurlstone, Poole, Roberts, Cooke, Lance, 
hluller, Pync, F. Dauby, Linnell, T. Faed, J. Philip, 
Ansdell, Hering, Grdenland, &c. There were in all 
eighty lots, which realised a little under £5000. 
Whether the present state of monetary affairs influ¬ 
enced purchasers, or whether the dealers in modern 
Art are taking a more rational view' than they have 
recently dune of the fair value of such works, it is 
certain that the price of pictures is declining, unless 
they are of a very high order of meiit. The paint¬ 
ings just sold by Messrs. Foster were, with a few 
exceptions, compai'atively inferior examples of the 
ai'tists whose names were appended to them, and 
w'ere generally small in size. The principal lots 
were the following;—‘The Cynnhal-playcr,’ Etty, 

58 gs.; ‘Dead Stag and Eagles,’ Ansdell, 50 gs.; 
‘ London from Greenwich Park,’ Pvne, a beautiful 
picture, 1 35 gs.; ‘ Grouj) of Sheep in a Shed,’ T. S. 
Cooper, 54 gs.; ‘The Amazon,’ Etty, 75 gs.; 
‘ Fisherman’s Dog iu a Landscape,’ Sir E. Land¬ 

seer, 72 gs.; ‘Ariadne,’ IMaclise, 140 gs,; “The 
Sunbeam,’ J. Philip, the Dog painted by Ansdell, 

115 gs.; ‘Rebecca,’ Herbert, 56 gs.; ‘Highland 
Drovers, with Cattle, Sheep, &c., emerging from a 
Mountain Pass,’ T. S. Cooper, 135 gs.; ‘ Twilight,’ 
Muller, 03 gs.; ‘ Fruit, a Wild Duck, Ivory Tan¬ 
kard,’ &c., Lance, 125 gs.; ‘Twilight,’ Anthony, 

77 gs.; ‘The Early Lesson,’ T. Faed, 84 gs.; 
‘Dutch Pilots warping their Craft out of Harbour,’ 
E. IV. Cooke, 152 gs.; ‘The Village Choir,’ the 
original sketch for the Sheepshanks picture, T. 
Webster, 86 gs.; ‘Hampton Court in the Time of 
Charles I.,’ F. Goodall, 270 gs.; ‘ Group of Cattle 
in a Meadow',’ a fine com]iosition, 'T. S. Cooper, 

250 gs.; ‘Ruins of Elgin Cathedral,’ D. Roberts, 

117 gs.; ‘Fruit and Flowers,’ Groenland, 150gs.; 
‘Gulf of Spezzia,’ Pvne, 150 gs.; ‘Rest by the 
AVay,’ Poole, 135 gs.; ‘ Cottage Piety',’ a very 
charming sjiecimen of the pencil of an artist, T. 
I'aed, whose works have now placed him iu the 
highest ranks of modern genre-painters, 440 gs.; 
‘Woodland,’ J. Linnell, 220 gs.; ‘A Brawling 
Stream,’ Creswick, 100 gs. 



BURNS’S POEMS AND SONGS.* 

A BRIEF allusion was made last mouth to this pub¬ 
lication : we are now enabled to go more into its 
details, and to offer examples of the illustrations. 
A complete edition of all Burns’s poetry would not 
be such a book as one would desire to see on the 
drawing-room table of a well-regulated family; the 
publishers, feeling this, have very judiciously sup¬ 
pressed in this edition whatever they deem objec¬ 
tionable, so that it may now be opened and perused 
without any hazard of the eye lighting on some 
passage offensive to propriety. It is much to be 
regretted that one who could write so sweetly, so 
natiu'ally, and often under an inspiration that seems 
to belong to a higher and holier sphere than our 
own, should, at the same time, so frequently have 
mai'red the beauty of his verse with unhallowed 
and pernicious thoughts, and still more frequently 
with vulgai'ities. However, we have here the “re¬ 
fined juice of the grapes,” without the dregs. But 
it is our chief business to speak about the illustra¬ 
tions, fifty in number, drawn by C. W. Cope, E.A., 
Harrison Weir, Birket Foster, J. C. Horsley, A.ll.A., 
J. Archer, R.S.A., S. Edmonston, G. Thomas, A. 
Johnston, J. Drummond, R.S.A., F. W. Topham; 
the ornaments and tail-pieces are designed by W. 

Harry Rogers. 
Mr. Cope’s four designs to the “ Cotter’s Satur¬ 

day Night” are the least interesting in the book; 
they are in the hard, crude style of the German 
school: there is considerable feeling in them, but 
it is not agreeably expressed. Mr. Weir also con¬ 
tributes four subjects; the “ Auld Farmer’s New 
Year’s Salutation to his auld mare Maggie” is 
capital; the farmer and his horse perfectly under¬ 
stand each other : the “Twa Dogs” is a gem of its 
class, admirable in drawing; this cut is exquisitely 
engraved by Mr. Greenaway. The “Water-fowl” are 
scared from a delicious little bit of reedy landscape; 
and the lines to a “Mountain Daisy” are preceded 
by a prettily arranged view, in w'hich the poet’s 
plough and pair of horses form prominent features. 

Mr. Birket Foster contributes lai'gely; there are 
eighteen designs from his pencil, each one of which 
is characterised by the usual taste of this poet- 
painter : our favourites are, “ As 1 gacd down the 
water-side,” a bit of moonlight scenery, calm and 
soft as a summer night; a “ Winter night,” dark 
and gloomy ; “ Now, westlin’ winds “ The Rigs 
o’ Barley,” another moonlight; “ Cassilis Banks 
“ Bonnie Jean,” introduced in this page; and “ Flow 
gently, sweet Avon.” hlr. Horsley has added four 
designs, the “ Lament of Mary Queen of Scots,” 
the “Lass o’ Ballochmyle,” “What can a young 
lassie,” and “ Phillis the Fair;” all are very clever, 
but we should select the last two in ])reference to 
the others. There are seven subjects by hlr. 
Edmonston, of w'hich we single out as especially 
worthy of commendation, “ Man was made to 
mourn,” and “Duncan Grey:” his two illustrations 
of “ Hallow^e’en” are full of honest, racy humour 
without vulgarity. Air. Thomas has two; one of 
these, “ Tam o’ Shauter,” appears on this page; the 
other is from the same poem, and shows how 

“ Tam was glorious. 
O’er a' the ills of life victorious 

both are sketched with a vigorous, ready pencil, 
and with a just appreciation of the character of the 
poet’s fancy. Of Mr. Drummond’s two designs, 
“ Highland Mary,” and “ Bannockburn,” the former 
is the more pleasing composition, looked at only 
as a work of Art: the latter is spirited and W'ell 
drawn, but the lights are so scattered as to render the 
engraving comparatively ineffective. Mr. Archer’s 
four contributions are good, but rather too bold 
and heavy for a work of this class: his illustrations 
are “ Captain Grose’s Peregrinations,” “ Death and 
Dr. Hornhoock,” “ To Alary in Heaven,” and “ Lord 
Gregory:” the first and the last claim especial 
attention. 

The four figure subjects by Air. Johnston please 
us better than any others of a similar class in the 
volume; they are excellent in composition, very 
delicate in pencilling, and are treated altogether- 
most artistically and effectively; they illustrate 
“When w'ild war’s deadly blast was blown,” 

* Poems and Songs, by Robert Burns. Illustrated with 
numerous engravings. Published by Bell and Daldy, 
London ; J. Menzies, Edinburgh. 
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“Whistle, and I’U come to you, my lad,” “The volume among the figure-subjects, exquisitely pa- 
Higliland Widow’s Lament,”—the gem of the thetic in feeling, and heautifully engraved by II. J. 

Linton,—and “Last Alay a hraw wooer.” Air. 1 charming Chloe,” and a very “ charming ” lassie she 
Topham has but a single design, “The youthfid, [is; it is admirably engraved,by J. Cooper. The 

other engravers to whom the designs have been ■ Harral, and IV. Thomas ; all have done full justice 
committed are E. Evans, Bolton, Ilammoud, Wright, | to themselves and the subjects of the artists. 

G 
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The two engravings which occupy this page are ' tral school at South Kensington. They are simply 
from the designs of Mr. Vernon TIoward (5, Earl . adaptations of natural llowcrs, and are not designed 
Street, Blaekfriars}, one of the students in the cen- [ with any special view, although it is obvious they 

OllIGIXAL DESIGNS, 
AS SUGGESTIONS TO M.A.XUI'ACTURERS, ETC. 

M'e have announced our intention to give, as often 
as circumstances enable ns to do so usefully and 
with effect, a series of original designs, such as may 
he suggestive to manufacturers and producers in 
several departments of Art. Onr renders will re¬ 
collect that some years ago—so far back, indeed, as 
the vcarl848—we acted on this princi]de; and we 
have’ reason to know that the subjects we then 
engraved were made largely and profitably available 
by many,— less in reference to the actual designs 
published than as a means of introducing the manu¬ 
facturer to the designer, and so assisting the one to 
supply his requirements by the taste and ingenuity 
of the other. It is obvious that any design 
published in this Journal is common jiroperty; 
but, as may often happen, where it appears to 
meet the want of the producer, he may consider 
it desirable to apply to the artist, in order that it 
undergo such alterations as may render it exclusively 
his: with this view, we lu'int the name and address 
of the designer with each design, so that the manu¬ 
facturer will know where to make application for 
such subjects as he directly needs. In course of 
time we shall thus furnish him with examples of 
the skill and ability of several persons, from whom 
he may select those who seem best suited to his 

purpose. 
It is probable that a considerable proportion of 

these designs will be derived either from students 
in the several schools of Art, of which between 
forty and fifty are now scattered throughout Eng¬ 
land, Scotland, and Ireland, nr from persons who, 
having been educated in these schools, are de¬ 
riving the benefit of their studies in the establish¬ 
ments where they are cmidoyed. We may, and do, 
however, anticipate also assi.stance from the masters, 
who will rightly and properly consider it an especial 
part of their duty to circulate the knowledge they 
have acquired. 

It remains to be seen wbether we can effectually 
accomplish our purpose by supplying suggestions of 
practical utility. There can be no doubt of our suc¬ 
cess to some extent. IVe shall do onr utmost to 
render that success largely and generally beneficial, 
but we must depend in a great degree on the aid 
we receive. If the schools are, as we believe they 
are, really training scholars who will give to the 
produce of onr factories the character they have 
hitherto mainly derived from foreign auxiliaries, 
we shall do much by the co-operation of the Depart¬ 
ment of Science and Art, and its several branches 
in England, Ireland, and Scotland. 

It is scarcely necessary to say that our scope is al¬ 
most without limit. Any subject, in any way treated, 
that may be suggestive to any branch of Art- 
manufacture, will be suitable for introduction into 
these pages. We may furnish examples not only for 
the fabricant to follow, the artizan to study, and the 
ornamentalist to consider, but such as may convey 
ideas to the amateur—to those who, in the pursuit 
of elegance and taste, are often at a loss to obtain 
models, so to speak, which may be accepted as 
instructors. We consider it by no means apart from 
onr duty to engrave even such “patterns” for what 
is termed “ladies’ work” as may substitute that 
which is pure and good, and derived from “autho¬ 
rity,” for that which is paltry or base, and which is 
adopted frequently less from ignorance of what is 
excellent than from inability to resort to sources 
where excellence is to be obtained. 

We desire, therefore, to address these pages not 
only to those who labour in the vvorkshop and the 
factory, but to those who, in the parlour and the 
drawing-room, seek and study good and true models, 
and who are prepared to accept as a solemn truth 
the sentence we have long laboured to render 
an aphorism—that “ beauty is cheaper than de¬ 
formity,”-—in other words, that a larger amount of 
labour and cost is very frequently expended to 
render objects ugly and repidsive than is required 
to obtain purity and taste. 

We shall, then, do onr utmost to render this 
portion of the Aet-Jouknal generally attractive 
and practically useful. As we have intimated, the 
result is not entirely with us; much of the issue 
will depend upon the response we receive from the 
many to whom this invitation is addressed. 

are suggestive for several branches of Art-manufacture. 
The first, Mr. Howard considered perhaps applicable 
to wall paper; it is borrowed, we believe, from the 
hcllibore. The second is tak .m from the primrose, 

the natural growth of the plant being somewhat 
strictly adhered to, a leaf having been skilfully 
turned down to hide the root from which the tlow'ers 
and petals spring. Frequently, in cases such as 

this, the design must be left to make its own way, 
the artist having no direct purpose in producing it 
—no other, that is to saj', than a general idea of 

service to those who require suggestions for orna¬ 
mentation to which studies of this description are 

more or less especially applicable. 
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On this column we print eight designs for letter- 
headings, designed by Mr. W. Harry Kogers 

fV\’'imhledon). The practice of engraving addresses, 
accompanied by crests or monograms, or both, on 

note paper, has of late become general, and seems to be 
increasing. We have therefore considered it desirable 

to supply a few suggestions, in order to assist in ren- 
do’ing these headings as far as possible au.xiliaries 

to Art, which considers nothing, however trifling 
and evanescent, beyond or below its reach. It i? 

unnecessary to observe that frequently the}' are 
either very commonplace in character, or outrageous 

departures from elegance and taste ; it will be seen, 
however, that they may be rendered graceful and 

interesting, while accomplishing the object of con¬ 
veying information. These designs are introduced 

as examples of what may be done in Art-matters 
of comparatively minor importance. 

Mr. John William Coleman (No. 8, Harper 
Street, Lamb’s Conduit Street), to whom we are 
indebted for the two designs which occupy this 
page, although an artist whose abilities have not 

beneficially employed by those whose requirements 
are such as he can supply. The first object be 
designs for a looking-glass; it is somewhat too 

the ornamentation of a table plaque—a compara¬ 
tively recent introduction, but now extensively used 
for drawing-room tables, as stands on which to rest 
llower-pots, urn-stands, and so forth. Although 

been generally addressed to the requirements of 
the manufacturer, has produced several drawings 
which have been adopted and worked out by ])ro- 
ducers of Art-objects. His skill and taste may be 

elaborate for general use, hut is calculated chiefly 
for the w'orker in “compo” or papier-mache. The 
second object is intended mainly as suggestive of 

Mr. Coleman has broken his design by the intro¬ 
duction of miniature groups, to give variety to the 
ornamentation, it is obvious that the floral design 
may be continuous as a border. 
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OBriUAllY. 

CHRISTIAN RAUCH. 

This venerable nnd distinjiuished German sculptor 
died at Dresden on the 3rd of December last, having 
attained to witliiu a few weeks of the eighty-first 

year of his age. 
In the Art-Journal for August, 1855, appeared an 

engraving from his statue ot “Fame,” in the pos¬ 
session of the Queen ; it was preceded by a brief 
bioii-raphical sketch of the sculptor, to which we 
woidd refer those of our readers who may be desirous 
of learning the career of this great artist. His 
])riucipal works are—“ Phiedrus and Ilippolytus 
“ jMars and Venus wounded by Diomed;” the 
monument to the late Queen of Itussia, erected in 
1813 at C'harlottenberg; statues of Sehoruhorst and 
of Dulow, at Berlin ; of the late Emperor Alexander, 
e.vecuted for Count Ostermann Tolstoi; two statues 
of Marshal Elucher, one erected at Breslau, the other 
at Berlin ; statues commemorative of the “ Battle 
of La Belle Alliance,” and of the occupation of Paris 
by the Allies; a statue of Albert Durer, at Nurem¬ 
berg; of Dr. ITauk, at Berlin; of Maximilian, King 
of Bavaria, at iluuich; si.x allegorical figures, each 
representing “ Victory,” in the interior of the M'al- 
halla, Jlunich; the group of “ Duke Micenylas, and 
of his Son Boleslaus, King of Poland,” in the cathe¬ 
dral of Posen ; a “ Dauaid,” for the late Emperor of 
Itussia; a “Girl holding a Cup in her Hand,” for 
the iMarquis of Lansdowne ; and a grand colossal 
statue of Frederick the Great, which is generally 
regarded as his finest work—it is at Berliu. His 
latest sculptures are statues of the Geuerals Giieis- 
enau and Yorck, and a group of Moses supported 
by Aaron and Hur. 

Itauch long filled the office of professor of sculp¬ 
ture ot the Academy of Berliu; among his numerous 
pupils were Kiss, the author of the “ Amazon attacked 
by a Tiger,” exhibited in Hyde Park in 1851, IVrc- 
dow, IVollf, E. llietschel, and F. Blake. 

All interesting memoir of this great and excellent 
man has been published in the Times; we should 
have transferred it to our columns, but that we 
have so lately treated the subject fidly. He lived 
to “ a good old age,” enjoying for half a century 
fame and fortune, honoured, respected, and be¬ 
loved; his destiny was therefore auspicious, and his 
memory will be honoured by his country and man¬ 
kind. He was liberal in all ways, and especially in 
his judgment of foreign contemporaiies in sculp¬ 
ture; no little-minded jealousies ever influenced his 
thoughts. M'e have pdaced on record his high esti¬ 
mate of British scidptors; he considered them above 
all the world iu that class of Art which derives ex¬ 
cellence from the study of nature, jiurity, and truth. 

M. AMBROISE LOUIS GARNERAY. 

Under the head of Paris news iu our November 
number we announced the death of this artist, per¬ 
haps the most distinguished marine-jiainter of the 
modern F’reuch school. We find iu a recent number 
of the lievue des Beaux Arts the following jiarti- 
culars of his life and works. 

M. Ganieray was born in Paris in 1783. Like 
oiu' own Stanfield, he possessed considerable advan¬ 
tages in his art over his rivals, fi’om having entered 
the naval service of his country before engaging in 
the profession of an ai'tist. 

At the age of thirteen, Ganieray entered with 
ardour into the study of design, under the direction 
of his father, .1. F. Ganieray, a pupil of David, and 
who has left many good works behind him in por¬ 
traiture and genre. Soon, however, he was actuated 
by a spirit ot adventure to go to sea, and accordingly 
embarked on board a vessel commanded by a relative, 
and sailed for India. Between the years 1790 and 
1800, he had served in more than a dozen different 
ships, had been in several engagements, had suffered 
shipwreck more than once, and at length was taken 
pirisoner in the frigate BeUe-Poule, near the Azores, 
by a British squadi'on under the command of Sir 
J. B. Warren, on March 13, 1806, and was brought 
to Portsmouth: here he remained till the peace of 
181-1. During liis long captivity of eight years he 
resumed his pencil, working assiduously ; and we are 
told by his biographer that many of his early pictures 
are in this country, especially at Portsmouth and its 

vicinity. On bis retmm to France, he felt strongly 
disposed to pass the necessary examinations for 
advancement in the naval service, but he gave up 
the idea and resumed his pencil, Louis XVHl. and 
his family being among his earliest and most liberal 
patrons. He made his first appearance in the exhi¬ 
bition of the Academie des Beaux Arts, iu 1810, by 
contributing a “View of the Port of Loudon,” which 
was bought by the “ Society of the Friends of Art.” 

In 1817, Ganieray was appointed painter to the 
Duke d’Angoidcme, and, in 1833, was nominated to 
the directorship of the Museum of llouen ; wliich 
post he relinquished at a subsequent period to enter 
the porcelain manufactory at Sevres, where he con¬ 
tinued six years painting pictures, to be copied by 
other artists on the manufactured works. In 1819, 
at the close of the exhibition of that year, a gold 
medal was awarded to him, and iu 1852, he received 
the decoration of a Chevalier of the Legion of 
Honour. An annual pension was also granted to 
him by the government for the discovery of a new 
kind of canvas for painting, which received the 
approbation of the Frcuch Academy, and for which, 
at the Universal Exposition of 1855, a medal was 
awarded to him: the “ Society of Encouragement ” 
also voted him a silver medal. 

The piotm-es of this artist are found in many of 
the public galleries of France, especially those in the 
maritime towns : Nantes possesses an “ Incident iu 
the Battle of Navarino ;” the Museum of La BocheUe 
contains “The Capture of the Kent by La Coiijiance 
Marseilles has a “ View of the Straits of Fumes 
Rochefort, “The frigate Virginie attacking an Eng¬ 
lish squadron;” Rouen, “Cod-fishing on the Banks 
of Newfoundland;” at Versailles is the “Combat de 
Duquesnes.” A very short time only before his 
death he had completed for the French Government 
a picture of considerable dimensions, representing 
“ Napoleon I. and his companions quitting the Isle 
of Elba, and steering their course towards France.” 

Many of Garneray’s pictures are engraved; Jazet 
has engraved more than twenty-five. The painter 
himself studied the art of aqua-tinting in the studio 
of Debucourt; he designed and engraved sixty-four 
views of the principal ports of France, and forty 
views of foreign ports, whicl were published in a 
volume, with descriptive letter-press by AI. .louy. 

During the latter years of his life-time, Garneray 
wrote an account of his adventures during the period 
of his naval service, especially of the expeditions 
and actions iu which he was engaged when under 
the command of Captain Surcouff, iu the Conjiunce, 
at Aladagascar and on the coast of Jlalabar. This 
history, which originally appeared in the columns of 
the Baris journal La Patrie, has since been published 
in separate volumes, with the title of “Voyages of 
Louis Garneray”—“The Captivity of Louis Gar¬ 
neray,” with numerous engravings from drawings by 
the author. 

MR. ARTHUR HOLME. 

The Liverpool papers announce the death iu the 
early part of last mouth of Air. A. Holme, an archi¬ 
tect of good repute, and of considerable practice in 
Liverpool. His principal works are stated to be 
St. Paul’s Clnu'ch, St. Alatthias’s Church, All Souls 
Church and Schools, St. xVidan’s Church and Schools, 
All Saints Church, all in Liverpool; St. Alary's 
Church, Grassendale; the Alusic Hall, Bold Street, 
Liverpool; a ehm'ch at Crosby ; the mansion of Air. 
Jonatlian Peel, at Knowlmerc ; and other buildings 
of lesser importance. Air. Hohue died in the prime 
of life, his age being forty-three. 

MR. -VVILLIAM DEANE BUTLER. 

This gentleman, also an architect of high standing, 
in Ireland, died suddenly at Dublin on the 28th ot 
November. His chief jmblic works, according to 
our co-temporaiy, the Builder, are the “ Roman 
Catholic Churches of lloscrea and Alonastevcren, 
both important edifices, in the Gothic style ; the 
terminal buildings at Dublin, of the Dublin and Dro¬ 
gheda Railway, iu the Italian style; the nevv cathedral 
at Kilkenny, recently consecrated, and the facade of 
the Palatial Alart, Sackville Street, Dublin. 
The profession iu Ireland may reasonably be consi¬ 
dered to have lost its ‘ father,’ as we believe Air. 
Butler was its oldest member.” 

THE LAST DREAM. 

fllOM THE MONUMENT BY J. EDWARDS. 

There is a class of sculptured works to which the 

term “pictorial sculpture” may not inappropriately 

be applied; for it assumes the character of a picture, 

and conveys to the spectator the idea that he is con¬ 

templating something which stands in the same 

relation to his thoughts as would a jiaiuting: all the 

altribules of the latter are in it except colour, and 

colour is not absolutely necessary to the constitution 

of a picture. 

To this class of scidptnre would we assign Air. 
Edwards’s very beautiful monumental group erected 
to the memory of Aliss Hutton, of Sowber Hill, 
Northallerton. It is a picture carved, indeed, out 
of the coldest and hardest material, but glowing with 
the warmth of devotional feeling, and speaking with an 
irresistible eloquence of the victory over death. Such 
Art is not mute; it has “ a thousand living tongues ” 
to make itself heard and felt. The nature of the 
design is not original; it is one frequently adopted 
in sepulchral commemorations, though under various 
forms or types. Poets, from Homer to the present 
day, have often described the separation of the soul 
from its earthly tenement with watching spirits hover¬ 
ing over, and its flight to the unknown world under 
their safe guardianship ; and if such descriptions, 
and such representations should be nothing more 
than the fancies of jioets and artists, there is that in 
them which is soothing and pleasant to the feelings, 
and not inconsistent with the doctrinesof Christianity. 
Shakspere’s dream of Katherine, in “ Henry AHIL,” 
may probably have suggested to Air. Edwards the 
idea he has so successfully carried out in the monu¬ 
ment to Aliss Hutton, though he has referred to fai- 
nobler writings than those of our immortal bard for 
the essential spirit of his w'ork. In preparing the 
design his purpose was, as he explained it to us, to 
give a high and fine tone to the subject, so as to 
keep it in harmony with the mind of the deceased 
lady, and to “make it interesting, in its way, both 
to the philosopher and the believer among the ad¬ 
mirers of the mute language of sculpture.” These 
combined objects he hoped to attain by treating the 
subject as a dream only, but yet such a di'eam as might 
to some extent embody one of the most beautiful 
and possible revelations, both of Imagination and of 
Faith, at a moment when the eyes of the departing 
spirit can pierce through the heavy shadows of 
death, and, seeing light In-yond, can say, “ Let me 
go, for the day brcaketli.” AVith this view of the 
subject, he has supposed the lady to have fallen 
asleep, dining her last illness, with the sacred volume 
she has just perused resting on her bosom : while 
sleeping she dreams that clouds “dark as death” are 
approaching her. These quickly disperse, and light 
streams dowm from above, in the midst of which 
two angelic forms appear, and, with words of hope 
and comfort, invite her heavenwards ;— 

“Hark, tliey wliispcr, .angels say, 
‘ Sister spirit, come away.’ " 

It must be evident to any who examine this com¬ 
position, that the religious feeling it is intended to 
convey is w'ell maintained throughout; and those 
who look at it only as a work of Art, without refer¬ 
ence to its especial purpose,—though neither painting, 
sculpture, nor any other Art-design should ever be 
considered^distinct from its object,—must acknow¬ 
ledge its claims to approbation. The repose of the 
recumbent figure is perfect; it is sleep, but not 
death, for as yet not a muscle has relaxed, nor 
a limb assumed rigidity ; the entire arrangement 
of the figure, with its costume and the accessories, 
is elegant; the drapery is especially worthy of 
notice from the delicacy of the lines, and the 
natural, easy sweep of the folds; the only disturbing 
point is at the knee, where the lines require more 
softening down. The two celestial messengers, or 
visitants—a part of the composition most difficult to 
represent—are gracefully designed, and their mis¬ 
sion is well shown by their action. 

It would be unjust to Air. Artlett not to draw' 
attention to his very exquisite engraving of the sub¬ 
ject ; he has, indeed, made a picture of it by bring¬ 
ing to his work the true feeling of an artist. 
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THE BOOK OF THE THAMES, 
FROM ITS RISE TO ITS FAI.I,. 

BY MR. AND iMRS. S. C. HALL. 

Part XIII. 

JCAA'ING the bridge that connects M'iiidsor with Eton,—the 
Castle to the right, iii Berksliire, and the College to the left, 
in Hiicldnghainshire,—we pass a long and narrow and 
prettily wooded ait, Romney Island, so well known to 
Etonians, and dear also to brethren of the angle,-—for here 
good old Izaak passed many pleasant days of spring and 
summer with his beloved friends, Colton, Donne, and that 

great and excellent man. Sir Henry Wotton, ap¬ 
pointed by James I. Provost of Eton, “as the 
littest place to nourish holy thoughts, and 
afford rest to his body and mind,” afler his 
busy life as an ambassador. We may fancy the 
four high and pure souls lu.'ciirialing under the 

shadows of refreshing trees, their simple enjoyments augmented 
by rare converse concerning Nature and lier works : kindly, and 
loving, and gentle hearts; all in their decline (for Sir Henry 
was sixty when he took orders and office there), yet fresh and 
green, and yoiwy in age; each illustrating that passage which he 
who was “ chiefest” among them so sweetly and so truly wrote :— 

“ This man is free from servile baiids, 
Of ho))e to rise or fear to fall ; 

Lord of himself, tliougli not of lard-’— 
And liaving nothing, yet hath all.” 

We soon pass through Windsou Lock, still lonely and retired although so much 
of business and bustle is close at hand.’’' 

WINDSOR LOCK. 

Under the railway hridge of the Great Western vve then row, between another 
ait—“Blackpott’s”—and “the Home Park,” until we arrive at Victoria 
Bridge, a new and exceedingly graceful structure, which connects Windsor 
with the pretty and picturesque village of Datchet. 

VICTORIA BRIDGE. 

The hridge, which has its companion a mile or so lower down the stream—the 
Albert Bridge—was built in 1851, from the design of Thomas Page, Esq., civil 

* For the sketch we engrave we are indebted to Commander King, the gallant son of 
one of “the military knights," who, by the gracious kindness of his sovereign, 
“ reposes ” here in happy tranquillity, after a long life of honourable and active labour. 
Captain King is well known to, and higlily respected by, all artists and lovers of Art. 
He was for many years a reguiar contributor to the walls of the Royal Academy ; and 
his copies of Claude are among the best that have been made from the pictures of that 
great master. 

engineer, the ncling engineer of the Thames Tunnel, and the engineer for 
Westminster Biidge. Passing other pleasant places, and some graceful islets, 
which give their charms to the river scenery, we ari'ive at Old Windsor. 

Old Windsor—as the village is still called, although Windsor proper has 
gradually lost its prefix of “New,” by which it is distinguished in ail earlier 
documents, and by which it is indeed even now “ officially ” described—was 
formerly a place “ of consequence.” At the Conquest it contained a hundred 
hon.scs, “twenty-two of which were exempt from taxes—out of the rest there 
went thirty shillings.” It was a manor belonging to the Saxon kings, and 
they are conjectured to have had a Palace here from a veiy early period. It is 
certain that Edward the Confessor sometime kept liis eoni t hei'e, and it was 
that sovereign who presented the manor to the Abbot of Westminster, to 
increase the w ealth of the monastery he had there founded. When the Conqueror 
was firmly fixed upon the throne, he obtained tlic land from the monastery in 
exchange, and “set about” building the Castle of Windsor on the elevation in'the 
vicinity so peculiarly adapted for the site of a castle, according to the established 
rule of these defences. But the palace at Cld Windsor was not deserted by royalty 
until long after the castle was built. The probability is, that this castle w'as a 
simjile military defence, and had no conveniency fur residence until Henry I. 
completed, in 1110, additional buildings, and royally opened his liom'c at 
Whitsuntide ; after which we hear little of Cld Windsor, except tliat the 
manor passed into a variety of hands, by whom it was held from the king bv 
the service of finding a man with lance and dart to attend the royal army. 
Since the fourteenth century it has been lield on lease under the crown. 

Perhaps there are not so many dwellings in Cld Windsor now as there were 
when the Norman took possession of England: and naturally and rationally 
preferring the height to the dell—to overlook the Thames rather than submit 
to its occasional inundations—commenced the fortress that has endured for 
eight centuries and a half, without having encountered any of those “ battles, 
sieges, fortunes,” to which so many other “strong places” have succumbed. 
Yet in Cld Windsor there is nothing old; we seareli in vain for any indications 
of antiquity; there is no “bit of I'uin” to carry association hack: a new 
road from Windsor leads partly through the Long Walk, beside the model farm 
of his Royal Highness tlie Prince Consort, and a turn to the left conducts to 
the venerable church. It is a by-road, rarely trodden except by those who 
worship; a group of noble trees, and some yews of great age, completely 

OLD WINDSOR OIIURCH. 

surroimd and almost hide the saered edifice. It is not, however, ot very early 
date, and is rather jiicturesque than beautiful. 

In the church-yard was buried that unhappy lady—fair and frail—who, as 
an actress and an author, obtained some share of notoriety at the close of the 
past century, and who was celebrated by the wits of her time under the name 
of “ Perdita.” A tomb covers her remains, but it is overgrown with nettles ; 
there have been none, for half a century and more, to care for the last resting- 
place of unhappy “ Mary Robinson.” An unpretending grave-stone, near at 
hand, honours the memory of another 'who is there buried—one who was 
neither more nor less than a simple shepherd. 

A sensation, difficult to describe, oppressed us when, after a lapse of many 
years, we found ourselves in the ever green church-yard of Old "Windsor ; 
*we felt a loneliness that was not tranquillity—an undefined longing it was 
for perpetual repose : all around us was so still that even the song of the 
robin, and the footfall of the little wren upon the crisped leaves, disturbed our 
musing. It was a bright, glowing, autumn day : there was no wind, no breeze, 
not enough to send another brown leaf from the oak: hardly any air to 
breathe ; a very bright day for England, for the soft vapours, so thin and 
gauze-like, which here and there veiled the azm’e tirraameut, could hardly be 
called “clouds”-—a cloudless autumn day ; yet no shine of sun could penetrate 
the matted branches of the grand outspread yews. It flooded them with light; 
their luscious berries were of more than coral brightness. It was wonderful to 
stand oft' at a little distance from these resolute, unyielding trees, presenting 
the same outline, the same tone of colour, to one century after another, and 
note how their uppermost platforms—tier after tier of firm-set boughs re¬ 
joiced in that great sunlight, while bemath reposed the dark ground, carpeted 
by accumulated spines of countless years. “ Old W indsor ! ” fallen from its 
ancient state, and but a suhiu'h to the glorious pile beyond it! So “ old it is, 

II 
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lluit evci’v''cstiiXG of its aiititjuity lins niouhlerctl into dust the sacicd dust that 
cdierishes'tlie roots of grand old’trces, and yields nourislmient to the very grass 

wlieieon wc tread ! 
Tliere was a change: tlie fitful autumn had called np a dark, heavy sweep ol 

clouds, so suddcnly,'that we knew not whence they came : yet thci-e they were, 
han!>-ing like a mighty pall across the hemisphere, ohseuring the full-faced 
tfloiy ot' mid-day, and casting a grey, tilmy hue over all the laudsca])e. lint 
we were compensated tor tlie loss ot light by the variety ot shadows that 
passed over the church and trees, and we sat on a tombstone to watch their 
proa-ress. -VIl the tombs in this quiet field of graves liave a green-grey tone of 
colour, caused, iierhajis, by age or damp, or a mingling of both ; they are in 
wonderful harmony. Upon some of lliem are time-honoured names ; some are 
railed in, but the iron has lost its hard and exclusive character—it is eitlier 
enwrealhed by ivy or overgrown by moss. You would rather nut believe that 
tliose who desired to preserve those jiarticular graves were cold, diJicnU peo]de, 
who wished to protect what belonged to them from the contaminntion of 
vulgar dust and ashes, but hiving, tender folk, who “ honoured their dead” 
with fervour in simplicity. How we cling to the desire of being remembered 
//cre, as if we doubted how we should he recognised hereafter! yet how few 
are the bright names that endure even ten years after their owners have 
removed into the narrow house—how few' of the many swept away by the 
surges of “Time,” obtain an immortality derived from Heaven ! 

“ It be a goiu’ to rain,” said an old labourer, who had wheeled a harrow, 
heavily laden with anlumn ]irunings, u]) the broad gravel walk, close to where 
we sate: until he spoke we were unconscious of his [itcsencc. YVe looked up, 
nut knowing whether the words were addressed to us or muttered to himself. 
-Vlthough he had that neglected look we too often observe in aged peasants, 
as if circumstance ignored the ]ioct’s notion of “ a brave jicasantry, their 
country’s ;nvV/c,” his wrinkled skin was fair, and the red tint of the winter 
apple was on his cheek; there was unextinguished lire in his light blue eye; 
the face and form were alike Saxon. In his yoiilh the old man must have 
been conspicuous for strength and hcantv. He had withdrawn his hands from 
the barrow, and wiped his furrowed brow with the lemnant of a spotted hand¬ 
kerchief. “ It be a goin’ to rain,” he rc])eated, in answer to our look of 
in(|uiry, “ though the clouds are drifting towards the Castle, and may break 
over there : but there’s no telling at this time o’ vear—they’re here one minute, 
and gone the next. There’s not much in the chnreh-yard to please you, only 
maybe, like the rest of the gentry, yon want to see what we used to call the 
tomb of the fair shepherdess. Lor! when that tomb was put up first, what 
numbers came to see it! but there’s nothing changes its object so much as 
enrosily—what people think so much of to-day, they don’t care ahonl 
to-morrow. I've seen such loads of lords and gentlemen gazin’ at that tomb— 
but not so many ladies. She was a ))lay-actor once, and they called her the 
Lair Perdita, which is shejiherdess, you understand, the fair shepherdess—but 
to see how one may go from bad to worse! They say a king’s love fell upon 
her like a mildew, and, for all her beauty, withered her up ; and then she died, 
poor thing,—had enough oil too. And her daughter,—she has been to see her 
mother’s tomb often, as I know well, for I have been on the spot, and ojiencd 
the gate to her: and she'd bow and smile like a real lady: but always— 
and I minded it well—always she came either at early morning or in 
the gloom before night. .She'd hang over the railing, even in winter, like 
a wreath of snow; it always seemed as though she loved, yet was ashamed 
of her; and she died just eighteen years after her mother. She could 
not have been more than five years old when the poor foolish mother died. 
I can tell over the inscription to you—I learnt it all by heart years and years 
ago, to repeat to the poor who could not read, and the rich who could not sec; 
but, lor!” he added iu a somewhat jieevish tone, “everybody reads and sees 
now.—‘ itlrs. Mary Robinson,’—that’s the Perdita,—‘ Mrs. iMary Robinson, 
author of poems, and other literary works : died on the 20th of December, ISOO, 
at Englefield Cottage, in Surrey, aged 43 years.’ And then the daughter—not 
married, yon understand—‘ Maria Elizabeth Robinson, daughter of Mary 
Robinson, of literary tame, who died at Engletield Cottage, .lanuary the 4th, 
1818, in the 23rd year of her age.’ —Two young deaths, and tliat’s the end on’t. 
M hy, you’ll hardly believe it, now, when the gentry come and ask which is 
‘ .Perdita’s ’ tomb, and I tell ’em, maybe they’ll hardly damp their shoes to look 
at it; and ask each other what poems ’twas she wrote, and no one knows—not 
one can tell! But, some fifty years ago. I’ve seen some, and from the Castle 
too, who would tell them all over plain enough.” 

We sought to divert the old man’s attention from a painful theme by remark¬ 
ing that there was another tomb iu the church-yard of such natural and simple 
interest that we should be glad to know if “Thomas Pope,” whose grave was 
close to the church door, had been one of his friends. 

The expression of his face changed in a moment: we felt at once that we 
had fallen in his esteem. “Tom Po]ie,” he said, in an indignant tone, “was 
only a common shepherd—just as he himself was; only a day labourer— 
nothing more than that ! Those who put up the stone needn’t have faced it 
right by the church door, in the very eyes of the congregation : for his part, he 
didu t know what the gentry could see in such a headstone, to stand gazing at 
it, as they olten did, on the Sabbath—exalting one poor man above another.” 

We told him we thought he ought to feel jiroud of such a distinction for one 
of his own class, and tliat we honoured the memory of the real shepherd far 
more highly than that of the make-believe shepherdess : the one had left an 
unsullied name, and an example worthy of imitation ; the other—poor, tlntter- 
ing hutterlly !—no woman could look on her grave without a blush and a tear. 
Could he repeat the ejiitajih on 'riiomas Pope? 

‘Ah, ah, ah 1 ”—what a cackling, bitter laugh it was 1 so contemptuous— 
No ah, ah ! the gentry who liked might read ihai for themselves, lie had 

nothing to say against Tom Pope 1—Tom never had a coat on his back in all his 
life; nothing but a smock-frock,—and, ah, ah! to jmt a tomb over him! 

1‘aithful and honest,’—why, to be sure, many as ‘ faithful ’ were left under 
smooth grass: to think of his being exalted on a tombstone 1 ” 

We were so foolish as to persist—though the old man had resumed his 
barrow—iu the attcmiit to reason him out of his nature,—a nature by no 
means peculiar to a Berkshire labourer. “ Surely he ought to feel proud of a 
distinction conferred upon one of his own jieople.” 

Alas, alas 1 T'om Pope was none of his people : his father died at ninety-two 
—no one put a tomb over him. He himself would he ciahty come Easter; 
and full sure he was no one would put a tomb over him. It was evident lie 
considered the record of Thomas Pope’s virtues an insult. He found no fault 
with the homage rendered to the gaudy imitation ; the mock shepherdess had 
his symiiathy,—she did not belong to his race: the real shejiherd had his cou- 
tem|)t. “ Why should he have a tomb, when, no one would jnd a lomh over 
him ?” T'he old jieasant wheeled away his load without further parley. 

This is the touching inscription on the headstone to the memory of a real 
shepherd, conferring distinction andhonouron the church-vard of Old Windsor— 

TIIO.M.VS POPE, 

SntPIIEUD, 

WHO DIED JULY THE 'ZIITU, 1.32, 

AGED tlG YEAHS. 

rilEEllFCLLY LAllOIllOUS TO A.\ ADVANCED AGE. 

HE WAS MCeil ESTEEMED BY AI.l, CLA-SSES OF Ills NEIGIlBOUnS, 

SOME OF HTlo.M HAVE PAID THIS TlUllUTE: OF IIFSPECI To THE MEMORY 

UF A FAirjIFUL, IMirsTIClol'S, AM> CONIEM’tU 

I’EASAAT. 

ALSO, 

PliatllE, WIFE OF THE AP.OVE, 

WHO DIED MAUCll 2ND, 1.S43, 

AGED UO VEAlis. 

A jiassage through the church-yard leads to the Thames, and just at the 
corner is a quaint old house, which the artist thought it worth his while to 
co]iy, less for the mansion, however, than for the scenery about it. 

AT 0;.D WIND on. 

A mile or so from Old Windsor and we enter the county ot Surrey, on the 
right hank—Buckinehamshire remaining with us some w'ay further on its left; 
the two great mefro)iolitan counties then continuing on cither side until, east of 
London, they meet the shires of Essex and Kent. The first object that arrests 
the eye of the tourist is the spire of the church at Egham; but his attention is 
soon directed to an object of even greater interest—Cooi'Hr’s Hill. The hill 
is indebted for much of its fame to the poem of “majestic Denham;” it has 
other, and earlier, claims to distinction: although little more than “a steep,” 
its slopes arc gradual and ever green ; it is heautifiilly jilantcd—perhaps was 
always so—in parts; and is now crowned by charming villas, lawns, and 
gardens : it was, however, altogether a poetical fancy which thus pictured it— 

“Ills slionldcrs anil Ills sides 
A sliady mantle clotlies ; his curled brows 
Frown on the gentle stream, wliicli calmly flows; 
XVIdle winds and storms his lofty forehead lieat— 
The common fate of alt tliat's liigti and ;rreat.” 

Denham, although born in Dublin, where his father was some time Chief 
Baron of th? Exchequer, w'as “ native ” to this neighhonrhood : here his ances¬ 
tors lived and w'cre buried. At Egham Church there are several monuments to 
their memory : his owm dust reposes iu Westminster xYbhey. If he hestovved 
celebrity on Cooper’s Hill, he derived hence the greater portion of his fame: 
the poem was published at Oxford in 1043, during the war between the King 
and the Parliament; its popularity w,as rapid, and has endured to our own 
time. Dryden described it as “the exact standard of good writing;” and 
“ Denham’s strength” was lauded by Pojie. 

But Cooper’s Hill has an advantage greater even than that it derives from 
the poem— 

“ The eye, ilescerding tVom the Iiill, survey.? 
tVliere TIuTines among tJie wanton valleys strays ;" 
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for at its foot is immortal Kimiiyincde, and midway in its stream is the little 
island on which, it is said, John, the king, yielded to the haroas, who there 
dictated to the tyrant terms that asserted and secured the liberties of their 
coniitry. Euunymedc is still a plain level held, unbroken by either house or 
barn, or wall or hedge. We know not if by any tenure it has the right to be 
ever green ; but we have always seen it during many years as a fair pasture— 
upon which to-day, as seven centuries ago, an army might assemble. 

'I'he small ait or island—Magna Charta Island—is situate midway between 
Rumiymede and Ankerwyke—now a modern mansion of the Harcourts, but 
once a nunnery, founded by Sir Gilbert deMontfiehet and his son, in the reign of 
Henry 11. Even the walls are all gone; but some ancient trees remain, under 
one of which tradition states the Eighth Henry met and wooed the beautiful 
and unfortunate Anna Boleyn. 

It is a mooted point whether the barons held the island, or the king selected 
it as the place where tlie eventful meeting was to take place. It is certain that 
John “ took refuge in Windsor Castle in 1215, as a place of security against 
tile growing power of the barons nor did he quit the protection its walls 
afforded him, until after the signing of Magna Charta, which took place on 
the 15th of June of that year. The barons had refused to obey the king’s 
summons to attend him in his own castle; and a convenient jdacc, sufficiently 
distant from, yet near to, Windsor, was appointed as the spot on which to hold 
a meeting, the result of which is one of tiie events in the world’s history. 
Hence, as Hume but coldly writes, “ very important liberties and privileges 
were either granted or secured to every order of men in the kingdom : to the 
clergy, to the barons, and to the jicople.” 

Magna Charta may be considered as a general conden.sation of the laws 
for the proper guidance of the kingdom, and the liberty of its subjects, which 
liad descended from the time of Edward the Confessor, and had been confirmed 
by other kings, particularly the Conqueror. The severe forest laws, and other 
obnoxious introductions of Norman usage, were always distasteful to English- 

V!KW FKO.M COOPEllS HILL. 

men ; and on the accession of Henry I. the celebrated Charter of liberties 
abolished many vexatious enactments, and placed the right of the subject on a 
clearer basis. Stephen and Henry II. both confirmed tliese laws; but the 
troublesome days which succeeded supplied excuses for their infringement, 
and the gradual encroachment of the crown on the general privileges of the 
subject, induced the barons and people to demand from John a clear and full 
declaration of their rights, to be solemnly confirmed for ever. 

There has long been preserved in our British Museum, an ancient Charter 
which purports to be that which John signed at Runnymede. It is part of the 
manuscript treasures so industriously collected by Sir Robert Cotton ; there is 
a somewhat curious history of its discovery by Sir Robert at his tailor’s, just 
when he was about to cut it into strips for measures. The story is I'elated by 
Paul Colomies, who long resided in England ; but the indefatigable historian 
of Magna Charta, Mr. Richard Thomson, inclines to doubt the truth of the 
anecdote, and prints a letter from Sir Edw'ard Dering, at Dover Castle, in 1630, 
to Sir Robert Cotton, in which he states that he possesses the document, and is 
about to send it to him. This famous parchment was much injured by tlie 
fire tliat took place at IVestminster in 1731, and destroyed the building con¬ 
taining the Cottonian Library; it is greatly shrivelled and mutilated, and 
the seal reduced to a shapeless mass. Mr. Thomson is of opinion, that though 
this famous copy “ has been considered of inferior authority to some others 
brought forward by the Record Commission, on account of its deficiency in 
certain words and sentences, which are added for insertion beneath the instru¬ 
ment, yet the same circumstance may very probably he a proof of its superior 
antiquity, as having been the first which was actually drawn into form and sealed 
at Runnymede; the original whence all the most perfect copies were taken.” * It 
was fortunately engraved in facsimile by Pine, before the fire had injured it; 
and one of the most important clauses is given in our woodcut; it is that 
which provides for the free and immediate dispensation of justice to all, in the 
words:—“ No freeman shall he seized or imprisoned, or dispossessed, or out- 

* The Charter purports to be given “ under our hand at Runingmede between Windsor 
and Staines.” The signature of the king was in ail probability “ his mark," as was 
usual with the uneducated nobles of his era. It is a curious fact that no sign-manual of 
a British sovereign is known to exist before that of King Richard 11. The usual sign- 
manual was a rude cross placed before the name UTitten by some “ learned clerk." 

lawed, or in any way destroyed; nor will we condemn him, nor will w'e commit 
him to prison, exce])tihg by the legal judgment of his peers, or by the laws of 
the laud.”* By this important clause the liberty and property of the subject 
were preserved until after ojien trial. 

There is another fair copy of this document in the Cotton Library. The 
Record Commissioners, however, seem to attach most importance to that pre¬ 
served in Lincoln Cathedral, which is supposed to be the one sent by Hugh, tlien 
Bishop of Lincoln, to be placed among the archives there. This is very care¬ 
fully written, and contains all the words and sentences noted for insertion in 
the body of that preserved in the Brilish Museum. There is another among 
the archives of Salisbury Cathedral, which is thought to be the one entrusted to 
Herbert Poore, the Bishop, or William Loiigespee, the Earl, of Salisbury, for 
preservation there, in accordance with tlie old custom of placing copies of such 
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A CLAUSE OF MAGNA CIIAUTA, 

important documents in the great clerical depositories. These are the only 
ancient examples of this great grant; hut there are many early entries of it in 
old legal collections, reciting the whole of its clauses, and verifying their accu¬ 
racy. These were confirmed by other English sovereigns; and the Great 
Charter was thus the Ibundalion of English liberty. 

It is to be regretted that no monument marks the spot, at Runnymede, 
where the rights and liberties of the people of England were maintained and 
secured, although several attempts have been made to raise one here. The 
very name, however, is a memory imperisliable : the ait and meadow are places 

MAGNA CIIAUTA ISLAND. 

of pilgrimage to all who boast the Anglo-Saxon blood; and few are they who 
cross the Atlantic to visit Fatherland, without offering liomage to their great 
ancestors in this meadow of eternal fame—repeating, with raised and hearty 
voice, the lines of the poet:— 

“ This is the place 
Wliere Englard's ancient barons, clad in arms, 
And stern with conquest, from their tyrant king, 
(Then render'd tame), did challenge and secure 
The Charter of thy freedom. Pass not on 
Till thou hast bless'd their memory, and paid 
Those thanks which God appointed the reward 
Of public virtue.” 

* The original abbreviated Latin w’ould read in full thus:—Nullus liber homo capiatur, 
vel imprisonetur, aut dissaUiatur, aut utlagt-tur, aut exuletur, aut aliquo modo destruatur, 
nec super earn ibimus, nec super earn mittimus, nisi per legale judicium, parium suorum, 

vel per legem terree.” 
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In the island whicli forms so charming a feature in the landscape, the Ilar- 
courts have built a small Gotliic cottage—an altar-house so to call it. It con¬ 
tains a large rough stone, which tradition, or lancy, desciibes as that on v\hich 
the parchment rested when the king and the barons allixcd their signatures to 
“ the Charter.” It has the following inscription : “ lie it )■cmembcred that on 
this island, in June, 121.5, King John of Kngland signed the Magna Charta, 
and in the year 183-1, this Iniilding was erected in commemoration of that 
great event bv George Simon llarcourt. Esq., Lord of the Manor, and then 

iligh Slieritf of the County.” 
A little below Aidcerwyke, the Coin, which divides the counties of lliicking- 

ham and .Middlesex, joins the Thames. The river rises near tlic small market 
to\ni of Chesham, li'ucks, and passing by Cherreys, waters the town of Kiek- 
mansworth, Herts, readies Uxbridge, flows by the once famous village of Iver, 
refreshes the villages of Drayton and Itarmondsworfh, and, gathering strength, 
“ goeth,” to borrow from old Leland, “ through goodly meadows to Colnbrook, 

and so to the Thames.” 
There is little to interest the voyager after he leaves this interesting neigh¬ 

bourhood, gradually losing sight of Cooper’s Hill, until he approaches Staines ; 
we have leisure, therefore, once again to admire the rich foliage of the river— 
that which ornaments its surface or decorates its banks. \Ve direct the reader’s 
attention to some of the objects that here gratify and instruct. 

A pretty little weed that decks the still recesses of the river is the amphi¬ 
bious I’ersicaria (Pohjijonam urn- 
jihi/j'uiiii), a plant that seems to 
thrive equally well on land or 
water; in the former situation 
being one of the most troublesome 
of weeds to the river-side farmer, 
but when it takes to the water 
forming one of its greatest orna¬ 
ments ; the green and red shaded 
leaves tloating on the surface, 
above which rise the bright pink 
tlower-sjiikes in groui)S, that wave 

and dance with every ripple of the water, are always pleasant and cliecrfid. 
In no jdace do we remember to have met with that most elegant of [dants, 

the ]'’orget-me-not (2fi/osoti.s jia/zistrii-), in such beauty and luxuriance as in 
some of the fresh grassy nooks that we 
every now and then come upon in the 
course of our voyage, 'i'his is the /rue 
Forget-me-not, the Verriiss-mehi-nirlit 
of the Germans, with whom originated, 
if we mistake not, the romantic knight 
and lady story to which it owes its name 
—a name that is often given erroneously 
to other commoner and less beautiful 
species witli small bine flowers. The 
glossy green foliage and thick waxen 
flowers of the true flower sullicienfly 
distinguish it from others, independent 
of the scientitic distinctions. In all 
European countries, but more especially 
in this country, the forget-me-not has 
been a favoured theme of the poets. 
There is hardly one of them who has 
not made it a subject upon which to 
build some sweet theory of remembered 
friendship or love. It is attractive, not 
alone for its own peculiar grace and 

delicacy, but because it is found everywhere iii England; there is no flower 
more “ common, yet there are tew more beautiful and none more suggestive. 

The tall, rosy-flowered plant that makes such a show among the river-side 
herbage, is the Large-flowered WiUow 
Herb {EpUohium hirsutum), called by 
the country folks “ Codlings and Cream,” 
from a s\ipposed resemblance to those 
luxuries in the smell of the young 
foliage of this herb. As cattle are fond 
of eating it, it has been recommended 
for cultivation as fodder in wet jilaces 
where other useful plants will not grow, 
and where the willow herb flourishes 
luxuriantly. 

This is one of those conspicuous plants 
for form and colour that tell with such 
charming effect when introduced in the 
foreground of river pictures, in com¬ 
pany with the dock-reeds, loosestrife, 
meadow-sweet, the yellow' flag, and other 
water-nymphs so dear to the landscape- 
painter of the school of nature. Happily 
that school is increasing in numbers and 
in strength : happily too, there is a grow¬ 
ing disposition to avoid those evils which 
arise from a willingness to copy de- 
fornrities rather than to seek and find 

We cannot too frequently impress on the 
artist the exceeding value of the charming and graceful “bits” he will con¬ 
tinually encounter on the banks of the Thames. 

While revelling among historic sites, and enjoying the rare banquet of foliage, 
of 'which Father Thames is so profusely lavish “ hereabouts,” we may not. 

beauty in combination w'ith truth. 

however, forget that we have yet imudi to say of the lish that abound in his 
waters. The Carp and Tench are of his produce, although they are not found 
in quantities sntticient to tempt the angler, and do not often come to his bait. 
We describe them nevertheless, for they belong to our river. The common 
Carp {fiyprinus carpio) inhabits most of the ponds, lakes, and rivers of England, 
always preferring muddy to clear bottoms ; it is very tenacious of life, and 
grows to an enormous size, sometimes weighing between fifteen and twenty 
pounds. The mouth is small, and has “no apparent teeth;” the body is 
covered with large scales; the general colour is a golden-olive brown, “head 
darkest;” the fins dark brown; the belly a yellowish white. In the “ Boke 
of St. Abans,” by Dame Juliana Berners, ])rinted by Wynkyn de Worde in 
1490, the car|) is mentioned as a “ deyntous fisshe;” and in the privy purse 
expenses of Henry VIII., in 1582, various entries are made of rewards to 
persons for bringing “ car])es to tlie king.” Is is, however, not a native, 
althougli the |>eriod of its introduction to England is not ascertained. The 

cxne. 

Prussian carp is much smaller than the common carp. The carp with which 
we are most familiar is the “golden carp;” of late years it has become, 
so to speak, domesticated, and adds essentially to our home enjoyments in 
vases and drawing-room tanks, where it is usually associated with minnow's 
and other “small fry” of the river, being kept in health by water plants, 
which grow' freely in comparative confinement. 'I'lie date of the first intro¬ 
duction of “gold and silver fish” into England is “dilferently stated hy 
authors,” as IGIl, 1091, and 1728. Yarrell does not attempt to fix the period. 
There is no doubt that they w'crc first imported from China. In Portugal, 
and, indeed, elsewhere, they are completely' naturalised, inhabiting many of the 
streams and rivers; it is probable they will be so ere long in England, for they 
breed freely in many of our ponds, and seem to require no especial care, either 
ir winter or summer. “The e.xtreme elegance of the form of the golden carp, 
the splendour of their scaly covering, the ease and agility' of their movements, 
and the facility with which they are kept alive in small vessels, place them 
among the most pleasing and desirable of our pets.” They become exceedingly 
tame, frequently taking food from the hand, and appearing to distinguish 
clearly between an acquaintance and a stranger. 

TENCH. 

The Tench {Tinea vulgaris) differs essentially in character from the carp, 
although its habits are similar, frequenting the same localities, and delighting 
in muddy bottoms; its origin is also foreign; and it is exceedingly tenacious 
of life. The scales of the tench are exceedingly small; the head is rather 
large and “blunt;” the general colour of the body is a greenish-olive gold, 
“lightest along the whole line of the under surface; the tins darker brow'n ;” 
it grows sometimes to a large size, not nnfrcquently w'cighing from five to 
seven pounds. The angler finds it very difficult to make prey of this fish; they 
are usually shy, and “take to the mud” when alarmed; occasionally they bite 
freely. We have ourselves taken out of a pond five or six dozen in a day, each 
of the average weight of three pounds; finding on that occasion a small pellet 
of new bread the most effective bait. Yarrell, how'ever, states that “the best 
bait for them is the dark red meadow worm,” and that the time w'hen they are 
most readily taken is “ early morning.” They are not numerous in the 
Thames, and are there never fished for expressly, although every' now' and then 
one will make acquaintance with an angler’s hook. The Thames, how'ever, as 
w'e have often said, has other fish besides the carp and tench to tempt the 

brethren of the gentle craft. 
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MINOE TOPICS OF THE MONTH. 

Eoyal Acadeiiy.—On Thursday, December 10th, 
being the eighty-ninth anniversary of the foundation 
of the Royal Academy of Arts, at a general assembly 
of the Aeademicians, the following gold medals were 
awarded;— 

To Philip Eichard Morris, for the best Historical 
Painting. 

To George James Miller, for the best Historical Group 
in Sculpture. 

To Francis Trimmer Gompertz, for the best Architectural 
Design. 

To Neil Oliver Lupton, for the best English Landscape, 
The Tdkner Gold Medal. 

Silver medals were likewise awarded— 

To James Waite, for the best Painting from the Life. 
To Henry Garland, for the best Drawing from the Life. 
To Joseph Mosely Barber, for the next best Drawing 

from the Life. 
To Samuel Lynn, for the best Model from the Life. 
To Ebeuezer Bennet, for the next best Model from the 

Life. 
To Thomas Vaughan, for the best Architectural Drawing. 
To Henry M. Eyton, for the next best Architectural 

Drawing. 
To Alexander Glasgow, for the best Painting from the 

Living Draped Model. 
To William Holyoake, for the best Drawing from the 

Antique. 
To Frederick Percy Graves, for the next best Drawing 

from the Antique. 
To John Constant Worman, for the best Model from the 

Antique. 
To Thomas Vaughan, for a Perspective Drawing in 

Outline. 
To George M. Atkinson, for a Perspective Drawing in 

Outline. 
To Thomas Vaughan, for a Specimen of Sciography. 

In the above list we find three silver medals 
awarded to Mr. Vaughan, student in the architec- 
tm’al classes. Mr. Morris, who has this time re¬ 
ceived the gold medal for the best historical jiainling, 
had the good fortune to gain, in the competition of 
1856, silver medals for the best painting from the 
life, and also for the best painting from the living 
draped model. Although experience has too often 
mocked our expectations with regard to the futiwe of 
successful academy-students, we will not anticipate 
such a result in the case of Mr. Morris, whose career 
we shall now watch with some interest. Mr. G. J. 
Miller, another gold medallist, for sculpture, had 
awarded to him in the preceding year, a silver medal 
for the best model from the life. The third gold 
medallist, Mr. Gompertz, gained a silver medal in 
1855. Mr. Worman and Mr. Atkinson, silver 
medallists in the above list, had the same honours 
awarded them on the last occasion of distributing 
prizes. Mr. Lupton may be congratulated on re¬ 
ceiving the first “Turner” gold medal for the best 
English landscape. 

The Distinguished Sculptok, MacDowell, 

R.A., has recently executed a statue of young Lord 
Fitzgibbon, the eldest son of the Earl of Clare. The 
gallant youth was one of those who fell dmlng the 
memorable charge of Balaklava; and the statue is to 
be erected to his memory in his native city, the city 
of Limerick. The dress is that of the Hussars, and 
he is represented in the act of charging, sabre in 
hand. Consequently this work is a bold effort, and 
assuredly it is a most successful one, to combine the 
heroic with the common-place. It is strictly a por¬ 
trait—nothing exaggerated in attitude, costume, or 
character: yet the sculptor was fortunate in finding 
all three more than usually favourable. A tall, slight, 
handsome youth, in a picturesque dress, at the 
moment of daring excitement, supplied excellent 
materials,—better could scarcely have been found if 
all had been left to the imagination, or the pages 
of Greek and Roman history had been searched for 
a becoming theme. 

The Prize Designs for the Government Offices 
are removed to Edinburgh, to afford our country¬ 
men north of the Tweed the opportunity of deciding 
upon their merits. Apropos of this, there is a 
rumour afloat that Mr. Pennethorne, the govern¬ 
ment architect, is, by order of the authorities, pre- 
paring designs for these public edifices, which will 
he carried into execution. 

The Soulages Collection.—It is understood 
that this collection has been again submitted to Go¬ 
vernment, with a view to its becoming the purchased 
property of the country. We cannot readily com¬ 
prehend the motive of this new “move.” It was 
certainly sold to Manchester—that is to say, to the 
committee of the late Exliibition. They may pos¬ 

sibly now dislike a bargain which was made jirobahly 
when they had no reason to expect the wealth they 
obtained in gratuitous contributions : hut they have 
a surplus fund sufficient for its purchase. It will be 
a fitting monument to remain in the great city of 
cotton-lords,—and that whether the people value, or 
do not value it, as they would a bale of raw produce. 
It is not unlikely the committee liave found out that 
in the rich and intellectual city of Manchester sucli 
“goods” are as “caviare to the generalbut they 
must keep what they have got, even though they see 
no ready market by which it may be reissued at a 
profit. At all events, there is little chance of their 
being relieved of the “incumbrance” by an appeal 
to Government to take it off their hands, in order 
that tlie country at large may pay for it. 

Sir William Ross.—We lament to learn the 
very serious illness of this estimable gentleman and 
accomplished artist: there are few men living wliose 
loss will be more severely felt by a large circle of 
friends, who respect and regard him with feelings 
more than commonly warm and strong. 

The British IMuseum has recently undergone 
a transformation of a most curious kind. The grand 
portico has been filled in with a sort of glazed frame¬ 
work, reaching half-way up the pillars, and utterly 
destroying the appearance of the whole bnilding. It 
resembles a series of cheap photographic establish¬ 
ments, and the visitor may be excused some fears 
lest the officials rush forward and annoy him with 
offers of “ 3mur portrait for a sliilling,” so complete 
is the rivalry of appearances. Surely the fragments 
under this hot-house are not delicate exotics that 
the open air could injure. Nothing can excuse the 
tasteless and vulgar character of this excrescence, and 
it is most marvellous that we cannot allow a public 
building to remain many years without injurious 
meddling for the worse. We have too few already to 
allow us to wantonly injure what we have. It is as 
bad as the old plan of cutting names on sculpture. 

Wood Carving Company.—We have reason for 
believing that a powerful company, under thoroughly 
able direction, is being formed, for the purpose of 
carrying out the capabilities of improved machinery 
for carving in wood. It is probable that we shall 
shortly have more to say upon this subject. 

The Liverpool Architectural Society in¬ 
augurated their present session with an address from 
Mr. Huggins, their president, which was of unusual 
excellence. In the most eloquent language Mr. 
Huggins took a comprehensive survey of the true 
character of Architecture as an art, and a practical 
art; and he delighted his numerous audience no less 
with the soundness of his views than with the 
earnest and able manner in which they were set 
forth. 

Pre-RaffAELLISM.—The friends and professors 
of this, the most forbidding mechanism of the art, 
have always been most tenderly sensitive. It has 
been asserted that the Liverpool Academy is too 
favourable to pre-Raftaellite art; whereou Mr. Rosetti 
writes iu defence of his injured order to the journal 
in which such a denouncement was hazarded, that it 
is true that last year, to Mr. MiUais’s “ Blind Girl ” 
was awarded the prize of £50; and that, in some 
previous years also, prizes have been so awarded. 
To go no farther, this is an admission that the 
Liverpool Academy has bestowed a very liberal share 
of patronage on the pre-Raffaellite section of the 
profession; and, while making such statement, Mr. 
Rosetti [splendide jocosus) shows how few works of 
the natiu’al school the Liverpool artists have selected. 
If the pre-Raffaellites have held a petit comite on this 
subject, their decision, as evidenced by thus thrusting 
their champion into the arena, is wrong—they should 
be satisfied with the notoriety which they achieve by 
their works; and if the Liverpool Academy award all 
their prizes to the pre-Ratfaellites, they have an 
unquestionable right to do so, but as to whether they 
are right in doing so or not, is another question. 
We have aU yet much to learn, and that experience 
which serves us the most faithfully is that we acquire 
at the highest cost. 

Lectures on the Art-Treasures Exhibition. 

—A course of three lectures has been delivered 
dm-ing the last month at the London Institution, 
Pinsbury Circus, upon the Art-Treasures Exhibition, 
at Manchester, by the Rev. Charles Boutell. It was 
the object of the lecturer to give a brief descriptive 
notice of the aim, contents, and general arrangements 
of the collections which formed this remarkable 

assemblage of Art-treasures, and then to discuss tlic 
results which might have been and ought to have 
been thus produced, together witli those which were 
actually realised. In the opinion of the lecturer, 
the e.\hibition failed signally to accomplish what was 
well within its grasp, through it being at ^Manchester 
instead of London, and because of the absolute in¬ 
ability of the “ authorities ” to deal practically with 
the collections tliey liad been so successful in form¬ 
ing,—an opinion in which via fully coincide. The 
formation of another collection of Art-treasures iu 
London, which should contain no single thing that is 
not a treasure, and wliich should he ably aud effici¬ 
ently handled, as well as judiciously arranged, was 
strongly urged, as a thing to be auiicipated as well 
as desired. The Art-feeling of tlie day woiJd require 
it, aud public opinion would confirm the sentiment. 
The lectures, which were received with marked 
attention and approbation by large audiences, were 
interspersed with critical notices of pictures and 
other works of Art, and tliey earnestly advocated the 
sound study of Art as a most valuable means for 
advancing the cause of public cdueatiou. Haviug 
spoken in terms of high admiration of the collections 
of etchings aud engravings at Manchester, and m-ged 
the formation of such collections, which might he 
always available for public instruction (all the ex¬ 
amples being framed aud hung up), the lecturer 
exhibited, on the occasion of the concluding lecture, 
a highly interesting series of specimens illustrative 
of the various processes of engraving, from the time 
of Albert Durer to tlie present day, together with 
the series of photographs from the Art-treasures 
published by Messrs. Coluaghi, and a selection from 
the engravings after the Royal pictimes, which have 
appeared in this Journal. We would specially re¬ 
mark upon two observations made by Mr. Boutell, 
both of which were very cordially approved by his 
audience,—the one that the national collection of 
portraits now in the act of formation should inclnde 
fine engraved portraits, and the other that in all 
exliibitions of pictures, every work should he plainly 
labelled with the name of the artist, the subject of 
the picture, and the’ collection of which it forms a 
component. Lectm-es of this kiud might he given 
with great advantage in all om' cities and more im¬ 
portant towns. 

Street Architecture.—A step in the right 
direction is being taken in this matter on the eastern 
side of Bridge Street, Blackfriars, by the Crown 
Life Assurance Company, in the new building for 
their offices. The windows are of the same height 
and width, and the same relative positions that they 
occupied iu the old buildings; and thus they will in 
these respects range with the windows to the right 
and left of them as heretofore. But here all sym¬ 
pathy between this edifice and its neighbours will 
cease, and a very decided contrast will become appa¬ 
rent. Architecture, in the worthy and appropriate 
sense of the term, has devised and executed this new 
structure: granite and various marbles form its 
external decorations, and the sculptor has been at 
work upon it with a powerful chisel. Thus, at last, 
the stucco system and the old style of street brick¬ 
building has in the midst of it a specimen of genuine 
street-architecture. We shall look forward with much 
interest to the practical influence of this work, the 
production of Messrs. Deane & Woodward. We 
should like to know what the designers of the pre¬ 
tentious monstrosities which have very recently dis¬ 
played themselves in some of our metropolitan 
streets will think of this new insurance otfice. We 
can anticipate what they will he ready to say,—but 
that is altogether a difl'ereut matter. 

The Picture Dealers at the Old Bailey.— 

Gloss, who was convicted at the Old Bailej', has 
been released from “ durance vile” in consequence 
of a legal quibble, which determines that forgery is 
not always forgery. For all valuable purposes, 
however, the conviction is as good as if the con¬ 
victed had endured an imprisonment of three j’ears 
instead of three weeks. ITe have little or nothing 
to say further than we have said on this subject. 
Buyers of pictures, and dealers in piictui'es, have 
both had theii- “ warning,”—that is enough. 

Mr. William Havell, the landscape-painter, 
died on the 16th of December, at the advanced age of 
seventy-five; his pictm-es—of Italian scenery chiefly 
—were for many years regularly exhibited at the 
Royal Academy and British Institution : his style 
was peculiar, aud, at one time, had many admirers. 

I 
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An Experiment in riiOTOGRAPiiY is about to 

be made by Jlr. Virtue: it successful (and we can 
scarcely doubt its being so) it will pave the way to 
other ])ublications on a scale not bitlierlo attcmj)tcd. 
The work referred to is descriptive of Egypt and 
Palestine; aud the illustrations consist ot the very 
large number of sccenty-Jice views—all in jdioto- 
graphy ! “ The Holy Land ” is, perhaps, the tlieme 
of all others best calculated for treatment by this 
art: it is especially requisite that here facts should 
be strictly adhered to,— any object found in this 
deeply interesting locality woidd lose by being sub¬ 
jected to fancy; and we should deny to the artist 
even an atom of his ordinary privilege—introductions 
for effect. This series will consequenlly be of sur¬ 
passing value; for we shall loioio that wc see things 
exactly as they are. Ve content ourselves with 
merely noticing this work as among the valuable 
Art-novelties of the coming year : it will be our 
duty eie long to describe it at length. 

Me. Albert Smith has resumed his entertain¬ 
ments at the Egyptian Hall, and with as much at¬ 
tractive power as he possessed three or four years 
ago. Every evening of performance nearly as many 
go away disappointed as are received aud amused. 
The novelties consist of some beantifid views— 
striking aud true—of Vesuvius, quiescent aud active, 
and some new routes. 

-V New Weekly Illuste.vted Newsp.vpek is 
about to appear; preparations on a very large scale 
have been made for its jiropcr sustainment; and we 
are given to understand that a fully competent staff 
has been engaged, so as to render as perfect as pos¬ 
sible each of its several departments—those more 
especially which have reference to its Art-illustra¬ 
tions. Success can be achieved only' by exceeding 
excellence: it is not likely that the rival with whom 
it is sought to share public favour will be content to 
stand still. Competition suggests activity ; and even 
the sluggard, if excited by no other call, is aroused 
by a cry of danger. The only true way to defy com¬ 
petition is to do that which cannot be surpassed. 
Those are much mistaken who think that, “ having 
gained a name they may go to sleep it is often 
easier to obtain a position than to maintain it; and 
there is always jieril in cherishing a notion that, 
having surmounted the hill Difficulty, we may take 
rest on its height. The only motto which ought to 
be accepted by those who woidd secure the siiccess 
they have achieved is, “ Letter—still better ! ” t)ur 
business is not to deal w ith the circumstances out of 
which this new illustrated newspaper has arisen ; 
it is unquestionable that the old will receive—ns it 
ought to receive—a wholesome stimulus from the 
new. 

New Stained Gl.vss IVindows in Westmin¬ 

ster Abbey.—Five new windows, forming the 
commencement of a grand series illustrative of the 
Te Dev.m, have been recently fixed at the eastern¬ 
most end of the clerestory of the nave of Westmin¬ 
ster Abbey, on its southern side : they arc the pro¬ 
duction of Messrs. Bell & Clayton, under the general 
direction of the Abbey architect, IMr. G. G. Scott. 
These very fine works, notwithstanding the great 
height at which they are placed, are seen to great 
advantage in this noblest aud most venerable of’ our 
English churches. In themselves, these windows 
are distinguished by the highest qualities of that 
peculiar expression of Art which is consistent wilh 
painting on glass; and in their most ha])py combi¬ 
nation of high qualities, they are equal (if not 
superior) to the most admired early examples. They 
possess all the lustrous depth of hues, and all the 
rich hamiony of colouring which characterise the 
glass of the 13th century; and at the same time 
they show that truthful drawing and genuine artistic 
feeling arc not to bo sacrificed to an imaginary con¬ 
ventionalism, because the jiainting is on glass. 
Glass-painting has—and to be noble and vvorthy 

j glass-painting must always have—a system of treat- 
ment peculiar to itself; but this system is not 

] incompratible with excellence in its broadest accepta- 
! tion. Messrs. Clayton & Bell have here shown that 

I they know how to deal with glass, and that they arc 
real artists. "We shall expect much from these gen¬ 
tlemen : and indeed it is full time that really lirst- 
rate glass should be produced amongst us. 

Foreign Art at the Crystal Palace.—Since 
our last notice of the Fine Art at the Crystal Palace, 
Biere have been many accessions, especially to the 

j French pictures. Those of the other schools remain 
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generally as (hey were. It may be that certain dis¬ 
tinguished painters of the French school have not 
contributed; there are, nevertheless, among the 
smaller works, many productions very nearly ap- 
proaching the highest excellence. No living scliool 
is more liberal in its tutelage than the French—even 
among these additions we find German, Russian, 
Polish, Italian — nay, names bespeaking cvei-y 
European nationality. Among the prominent pic¬ 
tures are those especially of Pecrus, Ballburien, 
Fiehel, llalphen, Leman, Do St. Franqois, St. Marcel 
(landscape), Jacquard, Deveria, Joseph Beaumc, 
JjunisG Guizard, Flandin, Eugene Sniits, Garein, 
Gambogi, Foirestier, &c. ; and besides the works of 
these artists, which arc principally figure compo- 
sifioiis, there arc numei'ons landscape, marine, aud 
other subjects of various interest. 

Shaksi'Ere’s BiRTm'LACE, at Stratford-on-Avon, 
is now under-going the isolation supposed to he 
I'equisite for its due in-eservation. The houses on 
one side have been levelled, and it is ])roposed to do 
so on tire ollrcr. The effect at present is not parti¬ 
cularly good, nor do we feel qrrite sure of the wisdom 
of depriving srtclr walls of extraneous support. There 
is an idea of covering the whole after the fashion of 
Peter the Great’s house abroad ; the policy of this 
is vei-y questionable. The house certainly seems 
to “age” more rapidly under the “care-taking” of 
tire last few' years. 

The 'Warrington St.vte Bedste.ad, that at¬ 
tracted so much attention at the recent Manchester 
Exhibilioir, is, w'o sec by advertisement, about to be 
disposed of by shares, o'-, in otlrcr w'ords, by lottery, 
we presume,— under the patronage of the mayors of 
Dlanclrester and 'Warrington, some mcmbei-s of Par¬ 
liament, and other intlueutial persons, who have, no 
doubt, so arranged the scheme as to keep wittiiu tire 
limits allow-ed by law' in nratters of this kind. The 
bedstead is the work of a skilful and ingenious me- 
elianic, of lire name of Charles, residing at ^Varring- 
ton. It is a most elaborate specimen of decorative 
furrritrrre, in the Renaissance style, of oak and other 
woods, scidptured with great taste and boldness in 
designs of ligirres, fruit, and llowers, to which orna¬ 
ments approjrriate mottoes or inscriptions are added. 
The exterior of the cornice hears tw'elve fine carvings 
of the signs of the zodiac, and the inside displays a 
nuitrher of carved bells and cmblenratical designs. 
Altogether Ibis bedstead is a grand specitrren of 
modern Art-manufacture, and a rironument of the 
indrrstr'y, talent, and skill of its producer. The value 
set upoir it is £300, and lire purelraser of a one- 
pound share will have the chance of securing such a 
couch for his weary body as a monarch might repose 
on right royally. 

JIr. Samuel Lover, who enjoys the threefold 
honours of artist, lyric poet, and coitrposer, has anew' 
work in the press, upon the Iiyrics of Ireland, upon 
which he has been occupied a considerable tiirrc. 

The New Museum at Oxford.—This equally 
interesting and important edifice is advancing to¬ 
wards completion itr the most satisfactory manner, 
under the able direction of the architects, ^Messrs. 
Deane & Woodward. When in a slill more com¬ 
plete condition, we hope to describe and illustrate it 
fully. Meanwhile we desire to express onr cordial 
congratulations to Jlr. Skidmore, of Coventry, on the 
success with which he has executed the iron-work 
that performs so important a part in the construction 
of the building, and at the same time adds so much 
to its beauty. The main buildings of the museum 
enclose a large quadrangle, and this has been covered 
over with a vauliinf/ of iron and glass. The jiillars, 
ribs, and constructive members arc all admirably 
executed in iron, the capitals of the clustered shafts 
being formed of lead; the shafts and ribs are tubes. 
The large spandrels formed by the iron arches are all 
filled with rich foliage, fruit, and flowers in the same 
material, which show how completely the artists 
employed have realised the capabilities of the metal 
when applied for arehiteclural purposes. The Crystal 
Palace show's what iron can do in building, without 
Art: the Oxford Museum initiates the application 
of true Art to this metal, and demonstrates the fact 
that its decorative qualities are fully equal to its 
conslructive. It is most gratifying to observe the 
minute carefulness with which every detail has been 
carried out in this iron-work, of which it is not too 
much to say that it constitutes a new era in con¬ 

structive art. 

IlEVIEWS. 

Oriental and Western Siberia ; A Narrative 

OF Seven TTears’ Exploration.s and Ad¬ 

ventures IN Siberia, Mongolia, 'itib 

Kirghis Steppes, Chinese Tartary, and 

Part of Central Asia. By Tiioxi.is W. 
Atkinson. With a Map and numerous Illus¬ 

trations. Published by Hurst & Blackett, 

London. 

Some (ime in the autumn of 1856 there was ex¬ 
hibited, at Messrs. Colnaglus, a considerable number 
of paintings and drawings, of which we gave a 
short notice. These pictures were the fruits of the 
journey whicli the artist, Mr. Atkinson, describes in 
this volume, and a most entertaining narrative it is. 
Seven years did the author spend in exploring, and 
making sketches of, a country through which very 
few Europeans have penetrated; this was his solo 
object, and to effect it no little amount of courage, 
perseverance, and entluisiastic effort was needful. 
We wonder whei'C there is a region throughout the 
globe—civilised or savage, fertile or barren—that 
can by any means be reached, whose soil lias not 
been pressed by the foot of English travellers ; some 
from the love of adventure, some from their devotion 
to art or science, and some from mere amusement 
and pleasure ; but whatever motive has tempted the 
wanderer from his home, the narratives of these 
far-and-wide tourists have added considerably to 
our literary and artistic wealth, and filled the mind 
with national pride at the energy, boldness, and 
daring of our fellow-countrymen. Mr. Atkinson 
may fairly' be classed among these dauntless 
travellers, for he says that, during his journey of 
nearly forty thousand miles, “ I suffered much both 
from hunger and thirst, have run many risks, and 
on several occasions have been placed in most 
critical situations with the tribes of Central Asia, 
more particularly when among the convicts escaped 
from the Chinese penal settlements—desperate cha¬ 
racters, who hold the lives of men cheap. I have 
several times looked upon what appeared inevitable 
death, and have had a fair allowance of hair-breadth 
escapes when riding and sketching on the brinks of 
precipices, with a perpendicular depth of 1500 feet 
below me.” A single glance at the map -which 
accompanies the volume, will suffice to show the 
erratio character of the author’s journeyings: he 
appears to have entirely traversed the region lying 
eastward between Lake Tengiz and Lake Baikal, 
and between the gold mines north of Krasnoiarsk 
and Khamil, or from 43 degrees of latitude to 60, 
and 79 to 108 degrees of longitude ; but to reach 
the nearest of these points to St. Petersburg, be 
must have travelled several hundred miles after- 
passing the Ural Mountains, which separate Russia 
Proper from Siberia. One may possibly imagine 
bow full of adventure sui-li a journey would prove, 
but to realise it with any approach to reality, we 
must hear Mr. Atkinson tell his own story, which 
he does in a plain, unvarnished, but most agreeable 
and pleasant manner, so much so, that we found it 
not an easy matter to lay the book down when 
we had once opened it. We cannot doubt others 
feeling as much interest in it as ourselves, and 
cordially'recomraend the volume as one that will 
instruct, while it will tend to enliven the evening 
hours of a fireside party. A large number of well- 
executed coloured lithographs, and of wood en¬ 
gravings, are of sufficient excellence to bring the 
book witliin the class of “ illustrated gift-books.” 

The Departure (Second Class).—The Return 

(First Class). Engraved by W. II. Simmons, 

from the Pictures by A. Soloxion. Published 
by Gambart & Co., London. 

Sir. Solomon tells a story well, but we wish he 
would choose subjects less common-place than such 
as these, and others of a similar character which 
he frequently paints; he might surely find many 
that would show his powers of description in a more 
pleasing light; for he has powers both of observation 
and of execution far above the average, but he is 
not just to himself. The “Depart>u-e” represents 
the interior of a second-class railway-carriage, in 
which are seated a widowed mother, accompanying 
her young son to a sea-port, whither he is bound, 
to enter the service ; a sister of the lad accompanies 
them. In the adjoining compartment are seated a 
thorougli-going man-o’-wars sailor, and a buxom 
female, who may be bis wife; the characters and the 
incident are plain enough, and well represented. 
In “The Return,” we see a first-class carriage, in 
which is seated the sailor-lad, now grown into a 
young man, in the undress naval uniform of an 
officer; he is conversing with an old gentleman, 
whose daughter is seated by his side, apparently 
eng:igcd with her needle and fancy-work, but in 
reality “taking observations”—and very agreeable 
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they seem' to be—of the liandsome young officer, 
so it is not difficult to surmise yAiat will be the 
result of this cruise on land. The prints are large, 
and the subjects scarcely worthy of the labour 
bestowed upon them by the engraver; however, 
they may suit some tastes, and painters and en¬ 
gravers must, we suppose, work for the pleasure of 
all; neither llaffaelle, nor Titian, nor Leonardo, will 
satisfy everybody. 

Cosius: A. Mask. By John Milton. Illustrated 
by PiCKEssGiLL, Foster, Harmson Weir, 

&e. The Engravings by the Brothers Dalziel. 

Published by Eoutledge, London. 

This is another of the charming books of the season, 
and one that will find many admirers, not'alone 
because there is no more exquisite “poem” in the 
language, nor any better as a gift-book, but because 
Art has here worthily represented the sublime or 
beautiful conceptions of the poet. It is in. truth a 
volume of pictures. The illustrations are thirty in 
number, while the pages are but eighty. The 
artistic gems are therefore in proportion to the 
immortal passages with which all readers are 
familiar wherever the Anglo-Saxon tongue is 
spoken; or the translator has made known the 
imperishable name of theauthorof “Paradise Lost.” 

We have reviewed this year many of these books of 
beautiful illustrations, drawn by competent artists, 
and engraved by accomplished engravers, and we 
have done justice to both ; rejoicing to find excellent 
and x*ure art thus lavishly supplied in association 
with the rare and valuable in literature ; but there 
is one part of our duty 'we have neglected. ■ Those 
•who know the nature of wood-cut embellishments, 
know well how much of the result must depend on 
the printer. No matter what skill the engraver may 
display in. treating the artist’s work, his labour will 
be thrown away if the printing be careless; it is 
better, indeed, to have a bad cut well printed than 
a good cut badly printed. All the books we have 
noticed are in this respect admirable, and it is only 
commonly just that we should express public obli¬ 
gation to Mr. Clay, the printer by whom the greater 
number of these “ illustrated books” have been pro¬ 
duced. On such occasions the name of “ the printer” 
should never be overlooked. 

Winged Words on Chantrey’s Woodcocks. 

Edited by James Patrick Muiehead, M.A. 
With Etchings. Published by J. Murray, 

London. 

A few words will suffice to explain the origin of this 
book. Cliantrey, being, in November, 1829, on a 
visit at Holkham, the seat of Mr. Coke (afterwards 
created Earl of Leicester), and having joined a 
shooting party, had the good fortune, at the com¬ 
mencement of the day’s sport, to kill two woodcocks 
at one shot. A tablet commemorating this feat of 
arms was placed in the hall at Iloikham, and on it 
Chantrey sculptured representations of Hs feathered 
victims with singular beauty and fidelity. The 
subject has at various times given rise to a large 
number of poetical epitaphs Knd. jeux-cVeeprit, from 
many distinguished and, learned scholars, among 
them Wrangham, Maltby, Selwyn, Tenterden, 
Williams, Alderson, Wilberforce, Scott, Wellesley; 
these compositions, some in Greek, others in Latin, 
are now collected and published; and the book is 
illustrated with several clever etchings of the birds, 
living and dead. We extract three moreeaux from 
this amusing volume. The first is Archdeacon 
Wrangham’s translation of one written by him in 
Latin. 

“ By tli3 same hand vre fell, and -we revive; 
He, who destroyed us, bade us henceforth live. 
Twice happy hand ! ■wl'.ich, while it bids us die, 
Bids us in marble live immortally.” 

The next is Lord Jeffrey’s :— 
“ The sculptor killed them by one shot. 

And, ivhen the deed was done. 
He carv’d them,—first, upon one toast, 

And then, upon one stone ! ” 

The following is by the present Bishop of Oxford:— 
“ Life in death, a mystic lot, 

Dealt thou to the winged band: 
Death—from thine unerring shot. 

Life—from thine undying hand.” 

Kavanagh : A Tale. By Henry Wadsworth 

Longfellow. Illustrated -with Original De¬ 
signs by Bihket Foster. Published by Kent 

& Co., London. 

It may be considered that Longfellow’s prose is 
poetry, but it cannot be said that_his poetry is prose: 
his prose tales are remarkable for a delicate strain of 
feeling which does not diminish their strength, 
while the language is so original, and at the same 
time so quaint, that the rhyme is looked for as an 
accompaniment, and you wonder for a moment 

where it is gone ! its absence is, however, amply 
atoned for by the sudden depth and richness of a 
sentiment, or the upstarting of some giant thought. 
He is, it is believed, more esteemed in England 
than in America ; we marvel that any one can fail 
to appreciate the greatest poet of the age we live in : 
to us a volume of Longfellow’s poems is a com¬ 
panion, and often a counsellor of whom we are never 
weary. 

Kavanagh is a tala rather of thought than of 
action, and we admire it the more because it gives 
forth more of the poet’s inner man : this book is 
exquisitely “brought out” and illustrated, and we 
know nothing more suited to the drawing-room or 
library of a person of taste and feeling. We con¬ 
fess the most superb house in town or country would 
be cheerless to us without the “poets.” We rank 
Longfellow as greatest among those who still wander 
about this "tvork-a-day world; and we have placed 
him on our shelves close to the greatest of the past 
half centur)'—Wordsworth ! Even when we would 
write of Longfellow as a writer of prose, "ive are 
drawn onwards to believe in him only as a Poet. 

A History op the British Empire in India. 

By E. H. Nolan, Ph.D., LL.D., Author of the 
“ History of the War against llussia.” Part I. 
Published by J. S. Virtue, London. 

The history of British rule in India is, without a 
single exception, the most extraordinary in the 
history of the nations of the earth; and yet how 
little of it, or of the country itself, is known by the 
people of England generally. The prevailing idea 
entertained by most persons amounts to little more 
than this, that our East Indian possessions occupy 
a vast territory, over -which a company of merchants 
in London exercise supreme control, having large 
native armies in their pay ; that numerous young 
men go out from England to take service in those 
armies, and to fill various civil offices, and that in. 
due time they return to their own country -ivith 
enormous fortunes and debilitated constitutions, and 
retire to Bath or Cheltenham to spend the remainder 
of their lives. We believe this to be no overdrawn 
statement of the amount of information which, till 
very recently at least, was current among us. The 
events of the last six months have, however, 
awakened a spirit of inquiry regarding a land de¬ 
luged with the blood of some of England’s bravest 
and best; and Delhi, Cawnpore, Lucknow, and a 
score other places, have become familiar words in 
the lips of tens of thousands who had never heard 
the names half a year ago. For our own sakes, as 
■iveil as for the future interest of the people over 
whom we are destined, as -n-e firmly believe, even 
yet to hold dominion, we must become far better 
acquainted than w'e have hitherto been, with India 
and its past history ; we must, as a nation, learn the 
nature of the disorders that have caused such a fearful 
disruption of the social elements, before wo can, as 
a nation, apply suitable remedies. Under such a con- 
stit-ational government as that with which England is 
blessed, it is the duty of every man to acquire this 
information, because every man is more or less a 
portion of the governing body ; through his repre¬ 
sentative in parliament he becomes a maker of the 
laws to which India must, hereafter, be subjected. 
Dr. Nolan’s introduction to his “ History of the 
British Empire in India ” places this matter in a 
clear and intelligible light, and is of itself -(veil 
■svorth perusal; the remainder of this first part is 
devoted to a statistical account of the country. As 
the work proceeds, ■ive shall fin.d opportunity for 
referring to it; all that now is needful to say, is,that 
it promises well, and as the subject is of interest 
to us all, it cannot fail to be widely acceptable. 
Judging from the little the author has yet written, he 
appears to have entered upon his task with every desire 
to write impartially. The Ifcok is published in the 
same style as Dr. Nolan’s “ Bussiaii War,” and is 
embellished ■with views and portraits engraved on 
steel. 

Nine-veh a-nd its Palaces. By Joseph Bonomi. 

Published by II. G. Bohn, London. 

A third edition of this interesting book has been 
included in the illustrated library issued from the 
multifarious store of Mr. Bohn, to whom the reading 
■fi'orld is indebted for a large series of very cheap 
and very good books. Mr. Bonomi, with that con¬ 
scientiousness which characterised his labours from 
their eomnieneement, has added to his present 
edition, a full account of all discoveries made since 
the last one was printed, and has corrected and 
revised the whole. We thus possess accurate ac¬ 
counts and engravings of the important researches 
made in Ancient Nineveh within the last few years, 
as well as their results, now placed in our National 
Museum. To the galleries of that building the 
present -ivork is a most useful handbook, and its 

pages abound with knowledge essential to all who 
would properly understand what is there exhibited, 
and ponder over it in their own homes. Five hun¬ 
dred pages, and nearly three hundred wood-outs are 
thus brought to the library shelves for a few shillings. 

Many Thoughts on Many Things. Compiled 
and arranged by Henry Southgate. Pub¬ 
lished by ilouTLEDGE & Co., London. 

This is a large and somewhat costly book, but must 
be considered cheap by those who examine the 700 
pages, of double columns, so beautifully printed as 
to supply an admirable example of typography—the 
best example, perhaps, we have had since the Chis¬ 
wick press obtained fame and lost it. The idea of 
Mr. Southgate is by no means new ; a commonplace 
book of choice passages from great authors is no 
novel thing; but a long period has passed since any 
publication of the kind was issued, and there is no 
other source to which we can apply in reference to 
writers comparatively modern. Such a work was 
therefore needed ; and assuredly an immense amount 
of labour, thought, and persevering industry has 
been brought to bear in the compilation of this book. 
It is only requisite to explain, that under various 
leading heads, arranged alphabetically—beginning 
with “abdication” and ending with “zoology”— 
extracts are given from an immense mass of authors, 
British and foreign. There are no doubt many 
omissions, and it is quite as certain several intro¬ 
ductions that might have been advantageously 
omitted ; but as a whole, the collection is of value, 
and will prove a mine rich and inexhaustible to 
those who are in search of quotations. We by no 
means think it might not have been done better; 
na)', perhaps the work is ev'en yet to do, for a very 
slight consideration will show how many authors 
are left unnoticed—how many illustrative passages 
have been omitted, while their places are filled from 
sources which no one can accept as “authorities.” 

The Fables of uEsop and Others translated 

into Human Nature by C. H. Bennet. 

Published by Kent & Co., London. 

Those who are acquainted with a previous work, 
entitled “Shadows,” by the author, will be glad 
to meet him again, and in a very fertile field. The 
volume we are compelled to notice thus brie£l3', 
affords ample enjoyment for a long winter’s evening. 
The illustrations cannot be put aside as ephemeral, 
they are akin to the fables, and are for time, not 
fashion. The fable of “The Lion and the Gnat,” 
comes particularly home to our sympathies. A 
literary lion, evidently busy in his studio with pens 
and ink, has become enraged to the verge of in¬ 
sanity by the buzzing of a gnat’s barrel organ ! The 
story is quaintly carried out by an admirably drawn 
spider, whose head and hat are unraistakeably 
those of a policeman, quite ready and willing to 
take the gnat into custody; but we should be glad 
to know where, in Kirby or Spence, the author 
found a “ blue-bottle spider.” Many of the engrav¬ 
ings are irresistibly grotesque, yet they are scarcely 
caricatures, adhering, as they so continually do, to 
truth and nature. 

Pilgrimage in Paris. By Miss Paedoe. Pub¬ 
lished by William Ley, Loudon. 

The animated likeness prefixed to this brilliant little 
volume was very ■iveleome to our table, even at 
this full and busy season, when books are more like 
butterflies than bees; it brought before us many- 
pleasant memories of the young and fairy-like girl 
when, hesitating whether to recede or advance, she 
stood upon the threshold of literature—then, as now, 
earnest, eager, industrious, and steeped in sunshine. 
Since then there have been many changes in the 
world of letters. - Miss Pardoe has bravely won a 
high place, not only as a novelist, .but as a traveller 
and biographer." Essentially feminine in her tastes 
and feelings, she feathered her oar through many 
breakers, where a,heavier craft might have foun¬ 
dered ; and if she has been severely criticised for the 
more than necessary sparkle 'S'hich sometimes con¬ 
founds the real with the ideal, it is only when the 
critic has been unable to sympathise with her bright 
and buoyant nature. She sees things through a 
different medium to the generality of observers ; her 
mind not only imbibes, but retains sunshine, and 
even elicits it from shado'w. This temperament has 
rendered her what may be truly called a cheerful 
writer; she always desires to make her heroines and 
her readers happy, and it costs her a great deal of 
pain, when “ poetical justice,” or a still more stub¬ 
born “yhrf,’ compels her to confess that shadows 
sometimes darken into night. 

Many of the tales in this welcome volume have 
been published in '■^Fraser.” Miss Pardoe says that, 
“If the aphorism of our grandmothers’ be true that 
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a thing laid away for seven years is as good as new 
when it is reproduced, I may be permitted to hope 
that the sketches in question will be ‘ better than 
new,’ as they have not seen the light for twice that 
period !” Indeed, out of the eight tales, we only 
recognise two as old acquaintances, and those it 
gave us infinite pleasure to meet again. \ve hope 
these “Pilgrimages in Paris” are but heralds of 
something more important: ^liss Paidoe has been 
a long time silent,—idle, she never is; so we have 
a right to conjecture that ere long she will prove 
that we have not waited and watched in vain. 

The Di.vry of Three Children ; or. Fifty-two 

Saturdays. Edited by C.vruERiNE 1). Pell. 

Published by Edmon'd.stone & Douglas, 

Edinburgh. 

“A. Stein” is well known and loved in the great 
“Father-land” as a writer for children': this apt 
and naive translation will teach us to value him 
nearly as much here as he is valued there. German 
is now almost as universally taught in England as 
French ; its literature, in many respects, is akin to 
our own : we have also a great deal of the same 
German home-lovingness,—we used to have a great 
deal of the same simplicity, but that has become 
somewhat traditional. The English and the Ger¬ 
man wmmen are about the best wives and mothers 
in the world; but the woman in Germany is a far 
greater home-slave than the wom:in in England. 
If the German husband of the lower class does not 
beat his wife, he expects, and custom enforces, a 
more continuous and unremitting slavery than would 
be tolerated in England. In Germany, even the 
passing traveller knows who are the hewers of 
wood, tillers of the earth, and drawers of water. In 
Bavaria we have ourselves seen, more than once, a 
cow and a woman yoked to the same plough ! Put 
this memory is not, perhaps, in harmony with the 
Diary of Three Children, which has been some- 
w’hat modified, and altered to suit the tastes and 
feelings of the English. We consider the volume, 
which is peculiarly fresh and original, as a most 
interesting and valuable addition to our juvenile 
literature. 

If our younglings could be induced by' the example 
of William, Mary, and Harry, to keep diaries, it 
would create a habit of looking back, which is of 
great advantage to old and young. But a diary, to 
be useful or interesting, must be faithful; it must 
not be a record of a convenient half, but of the 
whole ; in a word, it must be transparently true, or 
it becomes almost a falsehood. Very few faithful 
diaries have been given to the world ; Moore’s is the 
most faithful of these latter days ; and the result of 
its truth and sincerity is, that those who desired to 
be amused, have slandered the man because he did 
not invent instead of record. 

We must say one word more about the book which 
suggested these thoughts, and it is to recommend it 
very earnestly at this gift-season to all who wish to 
give pleasure to the young. 

Pastoral Poems. By William Wordsivorth. 

Illustrated with Numerous Engravings. Samp¬ 
son Low, London. 

In this delicious volume, which contains the most 
exquisite of all the poems of the great master, Mr. 
Birket Foster is entirely “at home :” perhaps there 
is no living artist better suited to illustrate a poet 
whose pictures are as numerous as his thoughts. 
We desire always to see Wordsworth in the hands 
of the landscape painter; it is very difficult to 
realise any of his “ characters,” but the Nature he 
reverenced and loved, is as free to the pencil as to 
the pen; and it may receive from the one artist 
almost as much justice as it received from the other. 
The poet would have delighted in these pictorial 
accompaniments to his poems. He knew compara¬ 
tively little of art,—in his day it had not been made 
“common;” but no writer of any' age would have 
more keenly appreciated the advantage he obtains 
when the offspring of his fancy are made palpable 
realities, as they are here, in this charming book. 
Our debt to Mr. Sampson Low is thus augmented; 
he has issued so many beautiful volumes as to have 
largely influenced public taste. We trust they have 
all been—as they all ought to be—“ successful,” in 
the commercial sense; and that his resources for 
the future are not impaired by evils on the other side 
of the Atlantic. 

The bliLLER’s Daughter. By Alfred Ten¬ 

nyson. Illustrated by A. L. Bond. Published 
by Kent & Co,, London. 

This collection of illustrative etchings is the pro¬ 
duction of an accomplished lady ; they are graceful 
and agreeable, and as fanciful as the famous poem 
with which they are happily associated. Some of 
them manifest considerable power; and in all there 

is evidence of thought and careful study as well as 
matured ohservation ; the landscapes are, however, 
so much better than the figure subjects, that we 
may wish the fair artist had only resorted to the 
hills and meadows and river sides, selecting her 
themes from the weeds and flowers she found there, 
and whicli she well knows how to “appropriate” 
to the purposes of Art. 

The Loves of the Poets ; or. Portraits of 

Ideal Beauty. Engraved by W. H. J\Iote, 

from Drawings by various Artists. Published 
by Kent & Co., London. 

There is more of the real than the ideal in this 
series of portraits; although pictures of fair girls 
or beautiful women, they are not rightly named : 
assuredly no one of them confirms our preconceived 
notions of “'The Loves of the Poets.” Yet the 
book is a most pleas:int one ; such pretty faces are 
rarely found even in Art now-a-days, for the photo¬ 
graphist has far too generally taken the place of 
the miniature painter—and “ the fair portion” of 
creation has little cause to rejoice at the change. 
The book is charmingly “got up;” the arrange¬ 
ments are in keeping with the subject, and the 
engraver has admirably performed his part of the 
allotted task. 

Merry Pictures ey Comic Hands. Published 

by Kent & Co., London. 

It is enough to say that this merry Christmas book 
contains niaiiy hundred woodcuts—from the designs 
of Doyle, Leech, Crowquill, Browne, Meadows, and 
nine—artists, all of whom are “famous;” and 
any one of whom can at any time “ set a table in a 
roar.” There is here, consequently, an inexhausti¬ 
ble mine of humour; yet there is no atom of coarse¬ 
ness mixed therewith. The book will delight young 
and old ; it is so full that an evening may be spent 
over it, while, from its nature, it may be taken up 
for “a look through” at any time. A more com¬ 
plete cure for winter “blue devils” has not been 
devised since the most eminent of the many eminent 
w’its who form it, issued his marvellous Journey up 
the Ivhiue. 

The Year Nine. A Tale rf the Tyrol. By the 
Author of “ Mary Powell.” Bublished by 
Hall, Virtue & Co., Loudon. 

It will be borne in mind, that the “Tear Nine” 
was the year wlien the mountain men of the Tyrol, 
nothing daunted by the number and power of their 
foes, made one of those glorious struggles for liberty 
enshrined in history : their brave leader, “ Hofer,” 
is spoken of as the 

“ Tell of the Tyrol.” 

Now that the w'ar-trunipets of the world bray forth 
“ From sultry Indus to the pole,” 

some of our instruments, which heretofore have 
only discouised sweet home-music, have caught the 
popular feeling and discourse of battles, forays, and 
their fruits ; even sweet “ Mary Powell” exchanges 
her lute for a cymbal, clanging with her white 
fingers upon the sounding brass. The subject is 
well chosen, and the theme-ins[)iriting “Hofer” is 
the hero of her lute, and no novelist could desire a 
better : the accessories are well made out, and the 
interest never flags; the fuels of the Tyrolean 
revolt are given, with the necessary accompaniment 
of fiction. 

Maud Summers the Sightless, with Illustrations 
^ by John Ahsolon. — Historical Acting 

Charades.—Clara Hope ; or, the Blade 

AND the Ear.—Fred Markham in Bussia. 

—Jack Frost and Betty Snow.—Biddy 

Dorking.—Jack and the Giants, illustrated 
with thirty-four Drawings by Bichard Doyle. 

—Home Pastime. {The Ji jenile Publications 
of Jlessrs. Griffith P'arran, London.) 

If any of the old firm of “Newberry” are still 
in the land of the living, we can imagine their 
astonishment at the manner in which “children’s 
books ” of the present time are decked, adorned, 
and issued to the public, from the dear old corner 
of “St. Paul’s Churchyard.” Mrs. Trimmer’s, Mrs. 
Barbauld’s, Mrs. Hofland’s, and iliss Edgeworth’s 
works, all came forth as what “ our children” would 
call “ little shabby volumes.” Small and unorna¬ 
mented were those unrivalled stories by Maria Edge- 
worth—compiled as “The Parent’s Assistant”—a 
little formal vignette, perhaps, facing the title-page, 
which was considered on the part of the publisher 
as a very liberal sacrifice to the fine arts. AVe 
have certainly greatly improved in illustration—the 
best of our modern artists do not disdain to illustrate 
tales much inferior to those written by any of the 
authors we have named; and the youthful eye is 

certainly better educated than when “ Master New¬ 
berry ” dispensed literature to the good children of 
the United Kingdom; for ourselves, wo confess a 
decided affection for the dear old corner—in our 
childhood, the promise of a book from “ St. Paul’s 
Churchyard,” would have kept us on our best be¬ 
haviour for a mouth. 

AVhen we say that the he.st of our modern artists 
do not disdain to illustrate tales much inferior to 
those written by any of the authors we have named, 
we do not mean that the books now before us would 
not compete fairly with the tales of any of “ the 
lights of our own youth,”—e.xceptiiig always “,Maria 
Edgeworth.” There have not been published, in 
these our modern days, more than half a dozen 
books worthy of being placed on the same shelf 
with “ The Parent’s Assistant.” However, we have 
good cause to be thankful on the part of our young 
friends for the selection issued from the “ old 
corner;” and many a young heart will beat quickly, 
and many a soft cheek flush, if mamma chooses for 
her eldest girl the charming story of 

“ Maud Summers the Sightless,” which fully 
works out its somewhat prosaic motto— 

“ No life falls fruitless : none can tell 
How vast its power may be ! 

Nor wliat results unfuklec.1 lie 
Within it—silently.” 

Historical Acting Charades, by the ingenious 
author of “ Cat and Dog,” having arrived at the 
dignity of a new edition, does not need any recom¬ 
mendation from us, but of all the juvenile books of 
the season, this aflbrds the greatest scope for illus¬ 
tration : we hope the popularity of this vivacious 
companion in the hall, or the cottage, will induce 
Messrs. Griffith and Earran to publish an illustrated 
edition, attending strictly to the costumes, both of 
individual character and of the period represented— 
this would render the volume of permanent value. 

Clara Hope; or, the Blade and the E.ar, 
is by Elizabeth Milner, who has contributed to 
juvenile literature the interesting tale of “Home 
Scenes.” There is a deep undercurrent of religious 
feeling in all this lady writes—she has felt as well 
as thouf/ht, and perhaps the highest praise we can 
give this story, is to say that it may be safely read 
on the Sabbath; all who really desire to keep that 
day holy, and yet feel how dangerous it is to make 
it a day of gloom instead of a day of rejoicing, to 
children, who cannot fix their minds for any length 
of time on the most iniportarrt of all subjects, and 
yet who ought to have it turned into a different 
channel from that in which it has run during the 
week, know how difiioiilt it is to find tales imbued 
with the religious feeling, without the semblance 
of teaching or preaching. 

Fred Markham in Bussia.—lu these days of 
“ testimonials,” wo almost wonder that there has 
not been a combination among boys to “get up” a 
“testimonial” to Mr. Kingston. A\’hat English 
boy has not regretted that he could not go to sea 
with “Peter the AVhaler,” or plough the “salt 
water” which his narrative has invested with so 
much interest, or shake “Mark Seaworth” by the 
hand. “ Fred Markham in Bussia” is in every re¬ 
spect worthy of his predecessors, and though “ Fred 
Markham in India” would just now strike in more 
with the popular vein, the adventures in Bussia are 
possessed of more than an ephemeral interest, and 
we shall look forward with as much pleasure to Mr. 
Kingston’s next book, as if we had not yet achieved 
the dignity of “tails” or “ stiokups.” 'The illus¬ 
trations by Landells add to the value of the volume. 

Jack Frost and Betty Snow.—The dedication 
of these pretty little tales to “ Kingsley Chanter,” 
prove by whom they are written ; they are indelibly 
stamped with that natural and practical method of 
amusing while instructing, which only persons of 
very high genius possess. It is a great gift to be 
able to turn trifles to account; we congratulate our 
young fiiends who are so fortunate as to possess this 
pretty volume. 

Biddy Dorking has the advantage of being 
illustrated by Harrison ''Yeir, and edited by Mrs. 
S. C. Hall. The book contains two stories, both 
tending to illustrate the dangers which attend vanity 
and love of display. The second tale, “ The Yellow 
Frog,” is founded on a popular nursery poem. 

It is surely sufficient to say that “Jack and the 

Giant.s” is illustrated by thirty-five drawings bj' 
Bichard Doyle, engraved by G. and E, Dalziel. 

Home Pastime ; or, the Child’s own Toy- 

maker, is one of the very best gifts it is possible to 
give a boy; it is in fact a miniature portfolio in acase, 
containing practical instructions and illustrations by 
Mr. Landells. By this very novel and ingenious 
pastime twelve models can be made from cardboard 
by ten active little fingers. What a blessing!— 
we believe the most restless boy in the world might 
be kept quiet during a whole day by this “home 
pastime.” 
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THE AllTJOURNAL. 

London, February 1, 1858. 

PAUL YEEOIirESE.* 

Part II. 

WITH HIS STJCCESSOSS IN THE DUCAL PALACE. 

HAT sliallwe do to-day? 
wliither betake our- 
selves ? Why, since 
v/e have been recently 
moving about almost 
incessantly, and it 
promises to be too 
hot for slight exer¬ 
tion, even in this 

dustiess and water-paved city of la 
Itella Venezia, I think vre can do no 
better than pass the morning quietly 
in the halls of the Ducal Palace, 

^ 'which are not only magnificently inte- 
resting, but shady and cool,—not only 

decorated with the Ml splendour of the six¬ 
teenth century, in the shape of Palladio’s and 
Scamozzi’s massy gilded ceilings and marble 
portals, and the superb allegorical and mytlio- 
logical canvases of Tintoretto, Yeroiiese, and 
Zelotti, but free from everything that tends xo 
hurry you along, and interfere with youi- de¬ 
liberate enjoyment of these treasures. For 
here, liberally allo-wed to dispense with a guide, 
you may tarry as long as you please. You 
may take out your book, and, establishing your- 
seli on the abandoned seats of “ the Ten ” and 
“the Forty,” read and enjoy it; and ever and 
anon, raising your eyes from the record of some 
great embassage or council in Venetian history, 
you may feast them on the veritable scene of 
its occurrence, or on some vast and magnificent 
picture in commemoration of it, painted by 
order of the Doge and the Senate. The only 
interruption, in all probability, will be an occa¬ 
sional troop of tourists, silent phlegmatic En¬ 
glish, or rougher and more noisy Germans; but 
they will scarcely disturb you, since, in almost 
every instance, they stay only long enough just 
to enable the guide to bawl out the names of 
a few of the principal pictures, and of their 
painters. Those names—“Jacopo Tintoretto, 
Paolo Veronese” (what a howl they make of 
the Faolo, to be sure !)—resound through the 
hall, not unfrequently accompanied by a pro¬ 
fusion of the harshest avchs and ichts of the 
Teutonic dialect, roared in the most boisterous 
tones. But a momentary stare at the object 
thus euphoniously indicated is almost always 
evidently deemed quite enough; and the party 
troops on in orderly subservience to the pom¬ 
pous guide, not much wiser than before, one 
would think; and you are left once more alone 
with the spirit of the illustrious past, to receive 
as much from it as your powers of observation, 
guided by your previous reading and reflection, 
will enable you. 

Having adopted tliis recommendation, we 
were soon in the interior court, from which 

* CoRlinr.ed from p. 4. 

is the entrance to these state halls of the 
Signory by the Giant’s Staircase. The archi¬ 
tecture around, reared after a fire, in a Renais¬ 
sance style (which, however, frequentiy retains 
the pointed arch), is wholly different from the 
noble Gothic of the exterior fapades, and wholly 
inferior, though stately and magnificent, from 
that ricliiiess, solidity, and fine finish of details 
which are so eminently characteristic of the 
Venetian structures. The steps of the Giant’s 
Stairs, for instance, are faced with beautiful 
arabesques in metal; and the marble balustrades 
and panellings abound with delicately cut gro¬ 
tesques, in that pseudo-classical style which the 
Maestri Lombardi cultivated at Venice in the 
sixteenth century, v/ith remarkable grace, and 
minute Lilliputian, vivacity of fancy. T!ie pre- 
sent Giant’s Staircase, though associated with 
Marino Faliero’s execution, as much as White¬ 
hall with the fate of Charles I., was not con¬ 
structed until nearly 150 years after that catas¬ 
trophe. Nevertheless, as we ascended, it was, 
of course, bestreaked with sanguine shades; 
and, at the top, we saw a half-stripped figure 
of much anatomical magnificence waving a 
reddened scimitar, and holding up alioary head, 
and crying out, “Justice has been done upon 
the traitor!” Yet, bnt for the grateful com¬ 
passionate treason of one of the Doge’s minor 
accomplices, he would even now perhaps be 
crying aloud, “Justice has been done upon 
the herd of tyrants ”—on the very dignitaries 
who now stand around with looks of i.mmov- 
able composure, suppressing every symptom of 
the revengeful triumph that is running riot in 
their hearts. Not that Faiiero by any means 
merits the sympathy which Lord Bjron, with 
his magnificent, but most undramatic rhetoric 
and special pleading, has laboured so hard to 
awaken for him. He was not, it is true, a 
hoary madman, who would have drowned in 
blood the government of which he was chief, in 
mere revenge for a petty insult; but there is 
nothing to show that he was actuated by better 
motives than selfish ambition and the greed of 
power; and had that revolution been acco'ai- 
plished which he intended to secure by the 
indiscriminate massacre of the entire aristo¬ 
cracy, it is most probable that Venice vfould 
have gained nothing in exchange for her wise 
and prudent, though arbitrary oligarchy, but 
a single lord, or tyrant, altogether too much of 
the Visconti or Malatesta breed. After ascend¬ 
ing the Giant’s Stairs, before the place of the 
lions’ terrible accusation-receiving months, you 
next pass along the upper arcade—a favourite 
promenade, no doubt, in the olden time, of the 
members of the Ten, when bent on quietly dis¬ 
posing of their victims in the dumgeons a little 
beyond; or, if the secret code discovered by 
Count Daru was not a forgery, as there seems 
some reason to suspect, a lounging-piace of the 
still more terrible and iinkno'wn. Three Inquisi¬ 
tors of State themselves. Here they may have 
confabulated sometimes. Here they may have 
discussed that delicate point, occasionally, 
whether, by virtue of their legalised preroga¬ 
tive of assassination, they shoi3d dispatch one 
of tlieir trusty bravos after some troublesome 
person who might fondly conceive he had found 
a safe resting-place in some remote country, far 
up the Nile, or down the Tigris. Fancies of this 
kind have, no doubt, been scandalously multi¬ 
plied to answer the purposes of coarsely-horrible 
romance; but even the darkest reports of the 
Ten and the Three, it should be remembered, 
make them no worse than our own murderous 
parliaments in the times of the earlier Tudors, 
who, by their eager acts of attainder, so often 
hurried illustrious innocence to the scaffold, in 
basest and most slavish subservience to the 
will of the English Shah. From this whispering- 
gaUery of the Ten, a second staircase, an inte¬ 
rior one, ascer.ds "to the Halls of the Signory. 
Its slanting coved roof is very rich and striking, 

being massively banded ■with gilded garlands of 
fruit, enclosing white bas-reliefs by Vittoria, 
and little paintings by II Semolei, of much 
merit, with something rather Michael Au- 
gelesque in them. The panels and pilasters 
beueatli, too, are cinque-centoed with stems or 
trees, rvliich bear—as the thyrsus of Bacchus 
may be supposed to liave done, obedient to liis 
wish, on some given occasion—not simply pine- 
cones or ivy, but fruits of dragons’ heads, dol¬ 
phins, harpies, sat^jrs, and nymphs in teeming 
abundance, with frightful masks, and urns, and 
arms, and musical instruments. Ho'w such as 
these, swiftly bursting and rolling forth from 
the Wine God’s wand, would have scared away 
the hinds who had stolen it, thinking to ivork 
with its power such wonders, but first of all, 
having set it in the ground, were dancing round 
it in a ring, in giggling triumph! The view 
down this sloping arcade, looking into 1 he court 
far beneath, where a group of the female water- 
carriers was assembled in bright sunshine, round 
one of the bronze wells, was one which “ gave us 
pause.” The steps ascend in the opposite direc¬ 
tion to the great Sala del Maggior Consiglio, the 
first of that very long and stately series of halls 
which are all ceilinged with such massy gilded 
magnificence, and are resplendent overhead and 
on every side witli the immense canvases of the 
most powerful and brilliant Venetian painters, 
and their numerous followers. The plain and 
sombre pamielling beneath in some of these 
halls, seems precisely suited for grave magisterial 
assemblies. But many of them are magmficeutly 
fitted up in every respect, and where not only 
Tritons and Nereids mounted on sea-horses hold 
across the ceilings the flowery wreaths enclosing 
the pictures of Tintoretto and Paul Veronese, 
but around you ascend pompous portals and 
eliinmey-pieces of costly marble, designed by 
Palladio and Scamozzi: there you will recognise 
a scene equally appropriate for the most superb 
state ceremonials—for the feasting-tables on 
the marriage of a young Dogaressa, such as we 
are told filled several of these chambers on the 
nuptials of Ziiia Dandolo with Lorenzo PriuU, 
or for the reception of embassies from the 
OttoKiite, or the Kings of France and Spain. 

The Sala del Maggior Co-Qsiglio (and, indeed, 
most of the other halls are so) is covered with 
large pictures of the most famous achievements, 
some of them ima.ginary ones, in the romance of 
history of Venice: the supposititious victory off 
Pirano, the reception of Pope Alexander HI., 
the assault of Constantinople, the taking of 
Tyre, being conspicuous amongst the rest, with 
the strange old machines and •weapons of w'ar, 
—the mangonels, catapults,’and perrieres,—the 
crowded galleys, the quaint habits, and the 
carpeted and tapestried semi-oriental pageantry 
on land. They are quite a rich and valuable 
storehouse of such romantic antiquarian ima¬ 
gery ; only that, for the most part, it belongs 
to the times of the painters, and not of the 
events represented. They are the principal 
examples existing of that showy, though some¬ 
what mechanical style ■which ■was common to 
the immediate successors of Tintoretto and 
Veronese, when, partly from taking in a low 
sense the example but too often set by those 
great men, the art of Venice declined too much 
to what is merely decorative or ornaniental, 
neglecting still more and more such things as 
tend to soften the heart, and raise and refine 
the imagination, for superficial pomps, ■which 
only flatter the eye, and touch not inward. Of 
this degenerate and waning period, the younger 
Palma, Leandro Bassaiio, AJiense, and Conta- 
rini are the most distinguished ornaments; and 
sometimes they rise above the le'^el of the rest 
into a remarkable vigour and brilliancy of effect, 
and a fine execution of parts which is not un¬ 
worthy of their great predecessors. The look¬ 
out from this superbly rich, but sombre old hall 
is, I should not forget to ,say, charming ; and 

K 
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it was especially so wlicu we were there,^ from 
its lively exhilarating brightness. _ The island 
of San Giorgio, just opposite, lay in the most 

' brilliant sunshine beyond tlie calm pale blue 
; water, whicli was bordered below by long lines 

of idle barques, each with its white awning or 
1 black cabin, like lines of dazzling s]n-ay and 
I little dark rocks intermingled. Vivid green 
' promontories of foliage, and little islands, with 
' cliurches and other siiarkling buildings, scattered 
1 the broad lagunc beyond; and over the distant 

narrow line of Lido, we could see just the clear 
horizon of the open sea deepening like a sapphire 
against the silvery azure of that cloudless 
sky. The usual hum of life, the not unusual 
cry of men keeping time musically as tliey 
tugged at tlieir cables, the wonted call, or bel¬ 
lowing, of the gondolieri, gave animation to 
tliis delightful view. And whilst we were there, 
St. Mark’s pigeons jiroved to us that they con¬ 
sider themselves perfectly free of this hall, as 
well as of the vestibule of the adjoining ca¬ 
thedral, for they came ilying in at the window, 
and rested themselves very composedly on the 
cornice, wliere are tlie portraits of all the earlier 
Doges, except Marino halicro, “decapitated for 
his crimes.” 

A painter worth attention, of the dec! hung 
decorative period, Aliense, a Greek of the 
island of Milo, was banished the studio of Paul 
Veronese from jealousy—a high honour, which, 

' however, we would rather had not been paid 
him by one who seems to have been usually of 
a noble and generous disposition. Aliense’s 
picture here, of a certain city surrendering its 
keys to some Venetian general or other, is rich 

1 in pleasing figures, and conspicuously brilliant 
[ and vigorous in colour. In the same apartment 
j a Doge adoring the Madomia, by Marco Ve- 
1 cellio, the intimate nephew of Titian, and his 

companion in his travels, is highly remarkable 
1 for its very clear and fine silvery tone. The 

1 Sala of the Council of Ten contains a strikingly 
' splendid painting liy Leandro, the sou of Jacopo 

Bassaiio, of Pope -klexauder III. meeting Doge 
, Ziani after the victory over Prederick Barba- 
j rossa. The magnificent martial and ceremonial 

personages meeting together arc well contrasted 
by the humbler figui-es lustily bustling ashore 
the spoils; and t he painting is exceedingly 
briUiaut and forcible, containing passages, here 
and there, which for beauty of colour and 
splendour of execution, would have done credit 
to any Venetian. Leandro Bassauo, though 
seldom thought of now-a-days, enjoyed, it seems, 
a brihiant reputation in his own time. The 

; Emperor Budolph II., a liberal patron of Art, 
1 wished to appoint him his court painter, and 

Doge Grimani made him his Cavalier. And we 
1 are told that Leandro supported Ids dignity in 

a sufficiently imposing manner. He appeared 
in public, nobly attired, decorated with the 
insignia of St. Mark, and accompanied l)y a 
retinue of scholars, one of whom bore his gold 
cane, and another the book in which was noted 
his very numerous and truly important engage¬ 
ments. His pupils attended him also at table, 
which was maintained in a very handsome and 
costly manner; and,_ as he was ever suspicious 
of poison, he had his tasters, like the greater 
personages; though they were ordered, it is 
said, to taste with moderation and reserve, for 
fear of exciting too much attent ion and lidicule. 
M liether from these apprehensions or irot, he 
was subject to fits of melancholy; but it is 
added, for our consolation, that they were apt 
to give rise to comic ratlier than tragical scenes. 

But here, in this hall of the Council of Ten, 
are some precious paintings, far superior to 
those of Leandro Bassano and his compeers—a 
few precious relics of that very rare painter 
Batista Zelotti, of Verona, a friend and fellow- 
worker of Paul Veronese, and one W'ho alone 
seems to have succeeded at times in catcliing 
the delicacy and refinement of his excellences. 

some of which he has followed so closely in 
these ])icturcs that they have been engraved as 
Veronese’s own. They are in the ceiling, and 
consist, in each instance, of one or two alle¬ 
gorical figures of a truly captivating beauty and 
dignity. In these respects, and hi delicate 
brightness of colour, they vie w'itli the very 
exquisite A^’eronese beside them ; the conspi¬ 
cuous difference being that A^eronese’s picture 
has a most brilliant silrery tone, whilst Zclotti’s 
tender colouring (as is said to have been usual 
with him) is warmer, more cowslip-like, more 
rosy, if w'e may so express it. Of absolute 
inferiority there is but little. The lovely 
frieze round this room is also Zelotti’s. It 
represents naked little children ainnsing them¬ 
selves in various ways with books and musical 
instruments, or tumbling about and caressing 
each other, and suddenly affrighted by lions. It 
rivals cur own most innocent and lovely Stot- 
hard in such subjects; and one cannot easily 
pay it a higher compliment than by saying so. 
It was well—wms it not admirably ?—thought 
of to decorate the council-chamber of the severe 
and gloomy “Ten” with representations of 
cheerful loveliness and softening innocence, 
such as these. Eor wlio shall say that ten¬ 
derly sliding into the upturned eyes of the 
doubtful thinker now and then, at the right 
moment, they may not have exercised a subtle 
influence over his heart, and so been powerfully 
instrumental to the defeat of the harsh decree, 
and the substitution of a gentler one. The 
seldom-thought-of painter of these sweet things, 
though undoubtedly one of the first artists of 
his time, was not, it appears, even then knowm 
and esteemed according to his merits, from his 
having wmrked chiefly in fresco (in wliich he is 
said to have been more dextrous than A^cro- 
nese), away from considerable cities, in villages, 
and country-seats, and palaces, where his pro¬ 
ductions were most likely to moulder away in 
solitude, neglect, and oblivion. 

Having thus, by mounting higher, approached 
the very kibe of Veronese and Titian them¬ 
selves, wm will proceed by saying that Titian 
has in the Ducal Palace only one picture on 
canvas, and one fresco—his only fresco in 
Venice ; the former Ducal Palace, wliich was 
rich in his works, having been gutted by fire 
the year after his death. The oil picture is 
certainly one of the grandest here. It is of 
immense dimensions, and represents the Doge 
Antonio Grimani in armour, with an odd sort of 
wliite mob-cap on his head, kneehng, with his 
arms uplifted, apart, with an expression of won¬ 
dering admiration, before Faith, impersonated 
by a grandly handsome wmman, who holds a 
cup and a crucifix, which latter is further sup- 
]iorted by two very pretty little winged chil¬ 
dren, or converted Cupids. St. Mark, with his 
lion, stands beside her, regarding the incident. 
The picture is one of great power, painted with 
a grand lai'geness, soudity, and force, melting 
in parts, most appropriately, into the true 
Titianesqne softness and subdued richness of 
tone; and the two pruicipal figures have a 
majestic and solemn air. This is the picture to 
wliich Mr. Huskin specially refei's as an evi¬ 
dence of Titian’s utter want of religious feeling. 
Assuredly, it displays nothing of the monkish 
or ascpticcdlij religious fechug; yet, whilst 
moved by the grand emotion of Grimani, and 
the demure majesty of the noble figure of 
Faith, to wliom he lifts his reverent eyes, I 
could not help thinking that it must be a rather 
fastidious and exceptions piety of the mere 
fancy w'hich could pronounce them to be de¬ 
cidedly and absolutely of a non-religious cha¬ 
racter. It must be admitted candidly, never¬ 
theless, that Titian has not given the warlike 
Doge the cloistral or seraphic expression of a 
St. Francis or a St. Dominick. The fresco, a 
St. Christopher with the Infant Saviour, is at 
the bottom of a mean, white-washed staircase— 

a robust figure, with a fine, handsome, manly 
head, colom-ed with a vigour not common in 
fresco. It has been copied in mosaic in the 
southern fafade of St. Mark’s Chnrch. 

To the works here by Tintoretto wm have 
endeavoured to do justice in another paper; 
l)ut, after all, Paul Veronese bears the bell in 
the Palace of the Doges; and in the superb 
guard-room—where the Sclavonian halberdiers, 
pages, and officers were wmnt to w'ait wPilst the 
Doge and the Gramli (his privy-conucil) re¬ 
ceived ambassadors within—is the Europa, one 
of his most celebrated master-wmrks. A fiiie- 
growm Venetian lady, in an interesting dis¬ 
order of rich brocade, and crowned with flowers, 
and Avith a pensive melancholy in her coun- ' 
tenance, is seated on a beauteous, couehant, 
milk-white bull, who licks her foot, with lan¬ 
guishing and love-softened eyes ; whilst other 
handsome, full-blown madams are supporting 
her with much animation and couilly grace. 
A sylvan glade, leading downwards to tlie sea, 
forms the background, where some of the after 
circumstances of the story are anticipated. Of 
course there is nothing of classical antiouity— 
one does not expect it in Veronese; and but 
for a few stray Cupids fluttering in the air, but 
for Ihe pensive melancholy of the principal 
figure, and the perfect seriousness of her at¬ 
tendants, one might very well fancy that the 
Lady Morosini and her waitmg-women, had, in 
a rather frolicsome mood, taken it into tbeir 
heads to ride on some beauteous pet brute, of 
wonderful docility and tameness, round the 
paddock of her rural sea-side villa. The picture 
is magnificently painted ; and though much lui- 
tuned—disharmonised by restorations—rich 
and brilliaut in efl'ect, without one gorgeous 
colour in it. A notable lesson is it of the 
splendour which may be produced by temperate 
means. 

But now, before we proceed to the hall within, 
which is the very sanctum sanctorum of Paid 
A^eronese, it Avill be advisable not altogether to 
overlook one of his most considerable works 
here—to go back for a moment to the Sala del 
Alaggior Consiglio, whence we were somewhat 
precipitately led away by Zelotti, Leandro 
Bassano, and the others we have briefly noticed. 
This important work of Caliari’s in the ceiling 
of the great hall, represents Venice crowned by 
Fame. Impersonated by a fine lady, in gold 
brocade, of the fashion of the painter’s times, 
she sits at the top of the picture, between most 
superbly-ornate twisted columns, several very 
serviceable goddesses being grouped around 
her. Beneath runs a balustrade, crowded with 
ladies and their children gazing up admiringly 
at Veiietia and her heavenly court; and under 
them are knights and cavaliers prancing on 
horseback amongst an animated crowd of the 
commoner sort—a splendid composition, most 
rich in picturesque incident; but now, lament¬ 
able to relate, spoilt by the restorations recently 
perpetrated. AVhen I was here five years ago, 
this picture was absent for the purpose of being 
repaired ; and Mr. Ruskui describes himself as 
having been “ present at the re-illumination of 
the breast of a white horse in one of Veronese’s 
pictiwes, in this palace, with a brush at the end 
of a stick five feet long, luxuriously dipped in a 
common house-painter’s vessel of paint.” Now 
as here is a horse, and, moreover, a horse 
with a very painty chest, I suppose _ we may 
pretty safely infer that this is the picture to 
which he alludes. At any rate a dull bad gi-ey, 
a muddy brown, a leathery smoothness, are 
now in the work, as mnch as possible the 
reverse of Veronese’s manner, and so much in 
the raw and crude style commonly cultivated 
now-a-days, that it can scarcely be rash to_ de¬ 
scribe them as the slimy track of that organized 
body of picture-destroyers, the Venetian Aca¬ 
demy. Restorations, ever of all things to be 
deprecated, are in the case of such a colourist 
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as Paul Veronese, likely in an especial manner 
to be utterly fatal; wbere, as with him, every 
tint., up to its most delicate modifications, is 
suggested by the most refined consideration of 
the harmony and effect of the whole picture, 
colours superimposed by any less gifted hand, 
may, even in the first touches, mar the entire 
scheme hopelessly. You might just as well try 
to restore some highly-wrought poem, of which 
the most delicate passages have been all lost, 
as seek to repair the damage in any great work 
of Veronese’s, such as this.* 

However vapid and common-place the inci¬ 
dents of these allegorical works, it will not be 
supposed that the pictures resemble in general 
insipidity those of similar subjects by the lower 
order of artists. The noble truthfulness of the 
objects of which these fanciful compositions are 
built up, the excellent portraiture with which 
they are enriched—taken fresh from nature— 
the admirable grouping, colouring, and execu¬ 
tion, give them high interest and value, and 
raise them infinitely above aU productions of 
the Verrio and Thornhill class, for instance. 
As an example of the Venetians’ matter-of- 
fact way of filling up their allegories, their 
personifications of Venice itself may be cited. 
They do not, turning up their eyes to the 
clouds, ask them to lend a hazy lady for the 
purpose; but, looking around, choose some 
comely maid or dame at hand, very probably in 
part from courtier-like motives. Her they en¬ 
throne in the very di-ess then worn on state 
occasions ; and really it is not quite easy to see 
how, in the absence of that higher imaginative 
power which these painters did not possess, 
Venice could be more satisfactorily personified. 
It is to be wished, we think, that our own 
artists, until they can bring to the task more 
poetical invention, would modestly content 
themselves with representing Britannia on the 
same principle; for who ever looks a second 
time on the impostor they have hitherto substi¬ 
tuted for her ?—a dull, cold, lifeless maid, with 
nothing British about her—a hybrid creature of 
illegitimate Athenian descent, who, having no 
wit or art to equip herself in any way honestly, 
has disgracefully, most derogatoriiy to the 
nation, stolen Minerva’s helmet and Neptune’s 
trident. Shame on her; fye ! Britannia surely 
should be not only honest, and original, but 
most emphatically English in features, physiog¬ 
nomy, dress, and every ornament and accessory; 
and therefore, no doubt, it is highly desirable 
that the felonious false Minerva should be 
summarily and contemptuously banished on 
the first convenient opportunity. And until 
some imaginative figure thoroughly charac¬ 
teristic of the heart, intellect, and beauty of 
England descends from the high heaven of 
invention to succeed her, v/hy, it were surely 
better, on occasions where Britannia cannot by 
any means be dispensed with, that the artist 
should faithfully copy for the purpose, the 
damsel v/hom for her riglit good English face 
he admires the most; and if his subject v^ill 
not admit of his seating her in a green field 
amongst the primroses and forget-me-nots, or 
where the free eglantine, of its own sweet will, 
wreathes itself into a beauteous orderly canopy, 
or crowning wreathe for her fair head, he m% 
(as Paul Veronese would assuredly have done) 
promote her to a velvet state-chair, arrayed in 

the most tasteful and liarmoniously-tinted mil¬ 
linery tliat was seen at the last drawing-room 
of our sovereign lady the Queen. At any 
rate, this would surely be far better than equip¬ 
ping her, as we have hitherto done, in the cast¬ 
off things of a cold and superannuated antiquity. 
There is not much doubt, we think, of her 
proving sufficiently interesting, enthroned side 
by side with a Parisian grisette, her Erench 
national counterpart, decked in the Empress 
Eugenie’s most delicate lace and jewellery; the 
two together receiving the homage of Russians, 
Cossacks, Tartars, and a rich variety of other 
barbarian figures, on the occasion of the fall of 
Sebastopol; tlie news of which, arriving here 
on the very day when we last contemplated 
these pictures, manifestly excited no unpleasant 
sensation amongst the loiterers at St. Mark’s, 
Austrians as well as Italians. With something 
of invention and true poetry dedicated to the 
purpose, it is scarcely to be questioned that the 
too much depreciated allegorical style might be 
employed with much pictorial advantage, in 
commemorating the events of the recent war, 
ill the halls of our new Houses of Parliament, 
or in the vast dome of the new Reading-room 
of the British Museum. Eor (as Mr. Ruskin, 1 
think, somewhere observes) no other mode of 
treatment admits of grouping together such 
magnificent varieties and contrasts of pictu¬ 
resque objects—ideal beings; of course, we do 
not mean the trite ones; but novel creations 
conceived with witty sapience and sagacious 
fancy, human portraiture, animals—the sym¬ 
bolical ones, as well as others—and for back¬ 
grounds, glimpses of any events, or landscapes, 
which, however remote in place, are associated 
in idea with the principal part of the subject, 
or may be supposed as present to the minds of 
the persons introduced. Thus might be pre¬ 
sented lovely visions of home, for instance, 
nerving Crimean heroes; or as an antithetical 
background to the indomitable heroism of that 
humbler rank and file, on whose few bayonets 
the reputation, and perhaps the lasting weal, 
of Britain, depended for some hours at Inker- 
man, some of our most accomplished senators 
at home, blinded by Eaction, or lost in the 
mazes of their own sophistries; and one or 
two not the least shrewd of their body led 
floundering into the mud by Mammon: or cer¬ 
tain of our lordliest captains, under the general¬ 
ship of Pride, galloping blindfold up and down 
a long lane of blood, and death, and horror. 
Or there might be di-awn elsewhere, in some 
quiet corner or other, a heaven-sent Nightin¬ 
gale, singing in “the perplexed shades” of 
the very Wood of Error, and charming away 
Pain and Grief with her clear melodies; or 
better far than any such light conceit, we might, 
minown to her, snatch a veritable portrait of 
the noble Lady herself, and show her, even as 
she was, led on by Eaith and Charity, with 
healing power, into appalling places; whilst 
cold, formal, calculating Duty stops far behind 
her. And might not Humour itself, in which, 
by-the-bye, in Ai’t the British—of coui’se includ¬ 
ing the Irish—are unequalled, be introduced with 
capital advantage in these allegories, embodying 
with refined skill such incidents as we some¬ 
times admire in the cartoons of Punch, which 
display, doubtless, a shrewd and lively inven¬ 
tion not often seen in the works of our finish¬ 
ing painters ? If wholesomely satiiical humour, 
equal to that of Leach, were set forth with 
highly-wrought Art having one tithe the skill 
of Veronese, why then, indeed, might the 
ceilings of oui’ new senate-house be adorned 
with something so interesting as very desirably 
to draw attention away from the cramped, 
stiff, pettily-ornate architecture, which from 
certain points of view, at least—in the opinion 
of a certain cynical friend of mine, which, 
however, I could not myself venture wholly 
to indorse—seems more suitable for a vast 

bazaar for aU the milliners and l)ijouterie 
in London, than for tlie Parliament House of 
certainly one of the most manly and energetic 
nations the world lias ever seen. 

And now let us retium from this light alle¬ 
gorical digression to the YVnetian Hall of the 
Ambassadors, the door of which is ajar, and 
the space within most happily custodeless. A 
sumptuous chamber ! But, first of all, look out 
of its windows, and see the cupolas of St. Mark’s 
clustering close opposite, above the fantastic 
spiral roof and statuary of the Porta della Carta; 
and beyond them the Campanile soaring into 
the cloudless azure, its shadows aerially and 
tenderly reflecting it. Look on this picture, 
window-enframed, and painted by the brightest 
hand of Noonday all with azure, and silvery 
white, and grey, and then contrast it with the 
warm, deep glow of the shadowy haU within— 
the Doge and Council’s vacant seats of cedar 
hue, touched delicately with gold, the portal 
and the mantelpieces of costly marble, and, 
over them all, the sumptuous ceiling by Da 
Ponte (the architect of the Rialto), of wreaths 
of fruit and flowers, studded with masks and 
other grotesques; these the frames of Paul 
Veronese’s most cheerfully charming works. 
Here let me sit by the hour, or rather by the 
morning, and read, in the simple and lively 
language of some old historian, such as Knolles 
or Contarini, the narrative of that great war 
with the Turks, which, beginning with the loss 
of Cyprus, but ending in the victory of Le- 
panto, is especially commemorated by Vero¬ 
nese’s paintings in this haU. Let me read of 
the Nicosian matron, who slew her child to 
save him from the Turks, and of the noble 
captive maid who blew up the galeass which 
was conveying herself and her companions (a 
supercargo of Cypriote loveliness) to the Sultan’s 
harem. Let me familiarise myself thoroughly 
with the glorious though unsuccessful defence 
of Eamagosta; and between whiles, now and 
then raising my head from the book, let me 
gaze around the very room where the Doge 
and his Council received with calm firmness 
that fierce and haughty challenge of Sultan. 
Selim’s chaoosh, or envoy, which led to the 
war, and v/here, after the mighty victory at its 
close, the last great Venetian painter wrought 
on the ceiling those three lovely wmrks of 
“Justice,” and “Faith,”—the main pillars of 
the Signoria during the frightful struggle,-— 
and “Peace,” the ultimate reward of its self- 
devotion and heroism. They are amongst 
Caliaii’s most beautiful productions — some¬ 
what small pictui-es, with not more than 
three or four figures in each, grouped in his 
exquisitely picturesque way, and coloui-ed to 
the height of that delicate brilliancy in which 
lie is supreme. Romantic designs are they, 
conceived in a highly graceful and cheerful 
miirit, and set off with a right royal splendour. 
In the centre oval some magnificently-clad 
figures kneel round an altar, with white-robed 
Eaith above them in the heavens. In the 
second picture Justice and Peace, kneeling too, 
most courtly, offer respectively their sword and 
olive-branch to a young lady (Veniero or Mon- 
ceiiigo, who can tell which ?) in white satin, 
brocaded with gold and ermine, seated on a 
throne under a canopy, and impersonating la 

Bella Venezia quite satisfactorily, one cannot 
help thinking. But the third painting—though 
one has the same difficulty in choosing between 
them that the Knight experiences in selecting 
from the three lovely Sisters who, arm-in-arm, 
greet him in the lonely castle-hall—is, I do 
verily believe, my favoui’ite. Here a shaggy 
Neptune and a cavalier in armoiu’, repre¬ 
senting Mars—the two, of course, signify¬ 
ing the strength and spiiit of Venice—-nith 
her winged lion between them, recline most 
leisurely under a soft and balmy blue sky, 
where the Venetian Campanile rises with au 

* It may tie as -n-ell here to s.ay a word or two’ on the 
other Veroneses in our own National Gallery. “ The Offer¬ 
ing of the Magi ” is, in all likelihood, his composition, but 
so poor in character, colour, and execution, as to betray, 
in almost every part surely, the hands of assistants. Onr 
old picture — “ The Consecration of St. Nicholas "—is, 
on the contrary, very fine and genuine, and in the bean- 
tifiil composition of light and shade, play of delicate 
colour, and light freedom of execution, most characteristic 
of the master—in these respects preferable to the Pisani 
picture. Much in his delightful manner is the variegated 
brightness of colour (fresh greens and rosy hues especially), 
touching uispersedly, or as it were tipping the transparent 
greys on which the picture is based, like emerald moss and 
pinky flowers glancing about some shadowy fall of waters. 
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aerial tenderness rivalling' that of the real 
I building- which appears through the window; 
j whilst two lovely children are flying through 
I the air, one carrying away Mars’s liehnet, and 

the other bringing him a pretty veined shell 
j to play with ni that sweet resting-time of 
I peace. This is surely one of tlie most beautilul 

pieces of bright but delicate colour that ever 
gladdened the sight, vying, if I mistake not, 
with slopes of roses descending through the 
tenderest silver air down to the bosom of some 

! becalmed blue mere, which mirrors softly the 
purity of the resting heavens. 

' Here one would willingly believe the ilars 
to be a portrait of one of the heroes of Lc- 

I panto : at all events the whole picture, painted 
i shortly after that victory, commemorates in a 
j delightful manner the peace which followed 

it; but the enthusiasm and glory of tlie ex¬ 
ploit itself arc Illustrated on a far more mag¬ 
nificent scale by one of "Wu'Diiese’s chief 
masterpieces above the throne at the cud of 
the hall. 

In this picture Venice, personified in the 
usual way, is conducting the leading Instru¬ 
ments of the victory, her generals, to the 
Saviour, who, having descended, is seated witli 
a globe in His hand, amidst a most jubilant 
spreading ami profusion of angels and cherubs 

i bearing palm branches; u hite-robed Faith, 
kneeling below, with her cup in her hand, 
being represented as the successfid suppliant 
to the Real Vanquisher—as the link between 
the earthly and tiie heavenly beings. The 
admiral, Sebastian Veniero, afterwards Doge, 
and the Frocedifore, Agostino Barbarigo (who, 
though slain in the light, is finely, not the less, 
introduced here as sharing in the triumpli), are 
habited in martial state, their mantles su])- 
ported by graceful pages in white and gold. 
Speaking portraits ! AVniero, a wrinkled, white- 
bearded, but fervent-looking old man, and Bar¬ 
barigo (who was mortally y)ierced by an arrow 
whilst cheering his men during an unequal 
conflict with six Turkish galleys), handsome 
and in the prime of life—a noble example of 
a Venetian liigh-born and higli-thoughted cava¬ 
lier. Behind Veniero significantly foUow's a 
beautiful and dignified female, bearing that 
ducal bomiet which rewarded his deserts five 
years after the victory. And, lastly, the nature 
of that victory is shown by a crowd of galleys 
covering an horizon of sea extending across tire 
foot of the picture. 

Of the composition, colouring, and execution 
of this work, it would be difficult to speak too 
highly; the colouring has Paolo’s characteristic 
wide range of brilliant, lovely hues, j^ervaded 
by much of his delicate silvery tone. It has 
all his melodious magnificence, as it may with 
but a slight figure of speech be called; and 
the effect, before it w'as somewhat faded and 
deadened by time, must liave been something 
superlative indeed. Kugler says of some of 
these pictures, that “ they touch the heart of the 
spectator like heroic musica kind of com¬ 
parison which may here, perhaps, without de¬ 
viating into wliat is fantastical, be dwelt upon 
a little, with characteristic variations. Some 
of the pictures we had been recently enjoying, 
such as Giorgione’s “ Bassauio at the Caskets” 
(as we ever call it), and Titian’s “Gentle Shep¬ 
herd,” both in the Manfriui Gallery, may be 
hkened to some simple, deeply tender air- 
played on one instrument, a pipe or violin; 
but this ^ is like a fine animated overture (one 
of Rossini’s best, for instance), with many 
melodies rumiiug through it, played grandly 
by a fuU-toued orchestra, consisting of many 
instruments of various kinds and powers, not 
any of them lost to the ear, yet all consentiug 
to one brilliant and magnificent tone. T'his 
^ not a^ single flower, eidled for the tender- 
bosom of some thoughtful maid, but a trium¬ 
phal wreath of many, exquisitely matched, and 

gathered for the festive brows of ATctory and 
Joy. 

It is indeed every way wmrihy—as the re- 
preseutation of the Saviour descended amidst 
His adorers is strikingly significant—of the ple¬ 
nitude of enthusiastic faith which inspired the 
Christian combatants on the occasion; wlien 
tire vessels ■were decorated gaily for the fight 
as for a jubilee, or rather as if the victory were 
already gained, and all the galley slaves w'ere 
freed and armed, and all animosities melted 
away in magnanimous tears, like delusions of 
night before a divine dawning; and not only 
the priests, but many of the captains, hurried 
from stem to stern, with crucifixes in their 
hands, exhorting the multitude to look above 
all to the Saviour,—to fight fearlessly and with 
joyful confidence for Him who had died for 
them, and who, as He had more than once in 
former times descended visibly to confound his 
enemies, was now, no doubt, mightily present in 
the spirit amidst them. What could be looked 
for after this but the frequent boardings and 
re-boardings which ensued, and the prodigies 
of valour, aud the sea discoloured with blood, 
tossing slioals of corpses, and covered for 
miles with the wrecks of the Turkish navy, 
almost entirely destroyed; and such trepida¬ 
tion at Constantinople that the Turks already 
meditated the abandonment of the city, and 
traversed their streets in despair, asking the 
Christians whether the victors, on taking pos¬ 
session of the ca])ital, would permit them to 
remain and live there according to their own 
laws, on payment of a tribute ? The Chris¬ 
tians, however, were too much weakened by 
their losses at the time, and too much divided 
by their petty jealousies afterwards, to follow 
up their glorious and complete success ; and in 
a few mouths the Capitan Pasha sailed forth 
again with a powerful fleet to menace and 
insult the Christian seas, just as if no defeat 
had been experienced. “ In this vain exploit,” 
observed a captive pasha, smartly, “ you Chris¬ 
tians only shaved away the Sultan’s beard, 
which has speedily grown again quite as thick, 
bushy, aud handsome as before; but in Cy¬ 
prus the Venetians have irretrievably lost an 
arm, and so become crijipled for ever.” 

The only addition one cannot help wisliing 
for in this splendid monumental picture is, in 
some corner of it, a portrait of Miguel Cer¬ 
vantes, who, though he lost an arm at Lepanto, 
gained there, it may be, new power to his soul, 
in the glorious heightening of those generous 
and heroic feelings which so often glow through 
his satire on the follies of knight-errantry, like 
brilliant sunrays streaming through rents in 
fantastic clouds. But this is an irregular ex¬ 
cursion of my fancy, and it is enough that 
Venice alone sliould be honoured here. 

This Chamber is as the inmost heart of 
the Cue old city, where its heroic emotions 
seem most to linger. These memorials of her 
last grand achievemciit, painted liy her last 
grand painter—aud they are amongst his raaster- 
jueces—compose, surely, one of the most digni¬ 
fied aud deeply interesting national mouuments 
existing; to be fitly ranked, I think, not very 
far beneath those others in which Art still 
jfleads in honour of extinct lieroic races of men 
and powers, from the Rock of Pericles and the 
Seven Hills of the Caesars. But the fidl 
majesty, the national sanctity (if I may use 
such an expression), of this Venetian Hall of 
the Ambassadors, has not, perhaps, been suf¬ 
ficiently apprehended by us. My fancy often 
retiu-ns, often dwells there, to contemplate 
those many-coloiu-ed glories, which bring home 
to us the greatness of the past; enriching our 
imaginations with noble aud fervid thoughts, 
here emblazoned for the instruction and delight 
of after ages also, not perishing, not sinking 
into the grave with the great aud gifted hand 
that traced them. 

THE ROYAL PICTURES. 

THE SrANISII LETTER-WT.ITER. 

J. riullip, A.R.A., Fainter. L. Stocks, Eii;;'ravci', 

Size of the Picture, 3 ft. 2J in. hy 2 ft. 63 in. 

Of the number of comparatively young artists wlio 
seem destined to succeed to the positions now occu¬ 
pied by the members of the Royal Academy, when 
these shall have fultilled their mission and shall rest 
from their labours, we know of no one to whom we 
should point with more conlidcnce to uphold the 
character of the British School of Art than the 
painter of this picture. Mr. Phillip is an artist of 
no ordinary capacity ; he is original in conception, 
vigorous in his treatment, aud an excellent colourist 
—three notable qualilications for a good artist; a 
close observer of human nature, and an aceurate 
delineator of its varied types and characters. 

Slowly but surely he has for a few years past 
been gaining on the public attention : within the 
last four or five seasons he has fully secured it; 
and has very recently been elected “ Associate ” of 
the Royal Academy. 

Alany of Phillip's earlier pictures have been bor¬ 
rowed from Scottish life; such, for example, as his 
“ Presbyterian Catechising,” a subject containing a 
large assemblage of figures, each of whom appears 
a reality rather than the painter’s fancy; a “Scotch 
Pair,” a composition as humorous as one of 
Hogarth’s, but without his vulgarity ; “ Baptism in 
Scotland,” a high-class work in feeling and execu¬ 
tion ; “ Scotch AVashing,” engraved under the title 
of “ Heather Belles” for the Art-Union of Glasgow; 
the “ Spaewife of the Claehan.” Another excellent 
work by this artist is called “ Drawing for the 
Militia ;” it is full of diverting incident and striking 
character: the treatment of this subject displays 
great depth of thought and command of the descrip¬ 
tive means employed by the painter. All these 
pictures were exhibited in successive years at the 
Ac.adcmy prior to 1852, when Phillip departed for 
the continent in search of new material, Sjiain being 
the country towards which his desires tended. 

It is a matter of surj)rise that Spain should be 
so rarely visited by artists, for it is rich in all those 
treasures which the painter seeks after: historical 
associations of a high jiictorial character, natural 
scenery of the finest description, edifices unsurpassed 
by any on the continent for magnificence aud 
beauty, and a people whose habits, customs, man¬ 
ners, and personal appearance, render them most 
interesting models for picturesque study. And yet 
out of the numerous class of artists who travel, or 
have travelled abroad, we can only recall to mind 
AVilkie, Roberts, Lewis, and Phillip, who have 
traversed this part of Europe on a “ sketching 
tour,” and have given to the world some records of 
their travels. To this list, however, should be 
added the name of Captain Vivian, a clever amateur- 
artist, and of the late W. Oliver, who reached the 
Pyrenees, aud published a volume of sketches made 
among the mountains and the neighbourhood. 

On the return of Phillip to England he exhibited, 
in 1853, a “ Spanish Gipsy Mother,” at the British 
Institution,and at the Royal Academy “life among 
the Gipsies at Seville,”—the latter picture, like 
some of his earlier works, distinginshed by much 
humour and infinite variety of character, all bear¬ 
ing the strongest impi'ess of truth aud nationality. 
In the following year he exhibited, at the Academy, 
(he picture here engraved, which, we presume, was 
a commission from the Queen, as to its title in the 
catalogue were appended the words,—“ The properti/ 
of Her Majesty the Qneen and quite worthy is 
it of a place in any Royal collection. Juan Morales, 
mcnwrialisia y escrihano, is, it may be presumed, 
writing a love-letter, dictated by a young and hand- 
so)nc Spanish lady ; she speaks low, that she may 
not be ovcrhcai'd—so low that her amanuensis is 
obliged to quit his hand to his ear to catch her 
words. On the right is a poor woman with a 
letter iu her hand, waiting till Juan is at leisure to 
read it to her. It is an open air scene, of ordinary 
occurrence in the towns aud cities of Spain, rendered 
with consummate skill by the painter, both in detail 

and as a whole. 
The picture is in the Collection at Osborne. 
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EOTANY, 

AS ADAPTED TO THE ARTS AND AET-SIANUEACTURE. 

BY CHRISTOPHER DRESSER, 
LECTDREB ON AUTISTIC BOTANY IN TUB DEPARTJiENT OF 

SCIENCE AND ART. 

Part VII. 

We have now to glance at the flower, the most 
attractive part of the vegetable organism—hence it 
has gained the oruamentist’s special attention. 

The flower is usually made up of four distinct 
whorls or rings of parts, the outer of which is most 
frequently green, and constitutes the calyx; the 
second whorl is usually of a more intense colour, 
and constitutes the corolla; the third constitutes the 
andrmcium, and the fourth or central the pistil. 
The parts of the outer whorl or calyx are called 
sepals; the component members of the coroWa., petals ; 
of the audroccium, stamens; and of the pistil, carpels. 

(Pig. 70.) 

Vig. 70. 

The sepals are usually leaf-like, as are the petals, 
but the stamens are generally awl-shaped bodies 
surmounted by knobs, the knob being the anther, 
and its stalk or support the filament; the carpels, 
which are usually green, are often far removed from 
the leafy form, but of them we shall have to speak 
more definitely hereafter. 

It is not within our province to enter into the 
various modifications of these organs and their parts, 
but have merely to point out a few of their leading 
characters. The sepals usually assume the natiu’e 
of a whorl of simple rudimentary leaves, which may 
either stand up, so as to form a somewhat tubular 
calyx, or be spread flat, so as to give rise to a star- 
like composition. 

Extremely diversified effects are produced by the 
varied arrangements of this organ, as well as by the 
numbers of the parts entering into its composition. 
Thus the calyx may be formed of one sepal, though 
rarely; or of two, three, four, or more. The most 
remarkable effects, however, are brought about by 
unions or adhesions ; thus sepals often become so 
completely united as to form a calyx which may 
appear as one funnel or bell-shaped leaf, yet in 
reality it is formed of several, the margins of which 
cohere ; this adhesion may take place to a variable 
extent. In the Pimpernell the adhesion is only 
contracted at the base ; in the Centaury {Erytkrcea) 
the sepals ai'e united about half-way ; in the Campion 
(Lychnis) about two-thirds, giving it the appear¬ 
ance of a tubular, toothed calyx, -while in the Correa 
the adhesion is entire. The number of sepals (when 
they cohere) entering into the composition of the 
calyx is sometimes of importance, and therefore 
the means of ascertaining this question may be of 
interest. The number of sepals usually coincides 
with the number of the lobes or points of the margin 
of the calyx; thus if it has five lobes or points, as in 
the Dead Nettle (Laniium), it is composed of five 
sepals ; if four, of four sepals, and so on. The calyx 
is not only often formed of adhering segments, but 
it also often contracts an adhesiou thi’oughout a 
considerable portion of its length with the other 
floral whorls, as in the Apple and Plumb, where 
the entire series of floral whorls become consolidated 
throughout their bases into one thick fleshy cup. 

The calyx, instead of being equal, that is composed 
of equal sized members, is often unequal or irregidar. 
This may occur in the calyx formed of a series of 
separate sepals, as well as in that formed of adhering 
members. This irregularity not only results from 
the unequal sizes of the component sepals, but also 
from the unequal adhesions of equal sepals; the 
former, however, is the most common mode of its 
formation. The texture of sepals varies, but we shall 
notice the variable texture of leaves, kc., separately. 
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The duration of the calyx deserves notice : it is some¬ 
times very fugitive, as in the Fumaria, in which it 
falls off before the flower expands ; at other times it 
is expelled by the e.xpansion of the flower, as in the 
Escholtzia and Poppy; it remains till the death of 
the flow'd' in the Fuchsia, and till the maturation of 
the seed in Henbane, when it appears as a cup 
surrounding the ripe fruit. 

Tire corolla is usually the most attractive part of 
the iloral organism, owing to its bright colours ; it 
is generally of a much more delicate nature than the 
calyx, and of finer texture. Its constituent members, 
petals, are like leaves of diverse forms. Petals are 
either free or united; in the latter case this adliesion 
takes place just as with sepals, giving rise to various 
characteristic corollas. Of these one or two, formed 
of cohering petals, are so characteristic of certain 
families of plants, that they deserve a passing notice: 
thus, the peculiar funnel-shaped corolla of the Con¬ 
volvulus is characteristic of the Bindweed family; 
the bell-shaped corolla of the Campanulas, or the 
Campanulate order ; and the irregular lipped co¬ 
rolla, formed of five petals, which are irregularly 
united, two forming the upper lip and three the 
lower, is characteristic of the great Dead Nettle 
family. These characters are almost sufficient of 
themselves to mark great natural groups of plants, 
but care must be taken, as other characters are 
always attendant upon these. There are also one or 
two corollas formed of disunited petals, which are 
equally characteristic of natm-al groups: one of these 
is that which is formed of four petals, each of which 
has a long narrow claw' or base; the claw is inclosed 
in the calyx, the petals being arranged in the form 
of a cross, as in the Wall-flower; this is characteristic 
of the order of Cressw'orts. One or two varieties of 
the irregular corolla, which is composed of disunited 
members, also deserve passing notice. The most 
prominent of these corollas is the papilionaceous or 
butterfly-shaped. It is found in the Pea order, and 
is composed of five petals, one of which is large and 
overshadows the rest; two are alike, one of which 
is placed on each side like wings; the other two 
often cohere, and form a scoop-like basal member. 
Another characteristic corolla is that of the Violet, 
w'hich is almost the reverse of that of the Pea; thus 
it has tw'o petals at the top, tw'o at the sides, and 
one at the base. 

One or tw o other particulars relative to the corolla 
w'e must here notice. It has often at the bases of its 
segments glandular appendages or concavities, as in 
the Buttercup and Crown Imperial. In some cases 

the petals and sepals so nearly resemble each other 
that they are distinguishable only by position, as in 

the Narcissus and Lily. The duration of the corolla 
varies like that of the calyx, being in some cases 
very fugitive, as in Azotus ; while at other times it 
remains in a withered state, crowning the fruit, as in 

the Campanula. The mode in which flow'crs wither 
is in some instances extremely interesting, one or two 
varieties of which we here figure (Figs. 71 and 72). 

The object of both the calyx and corolla is to pro¬ 
tect the inner and more delicate organs; and the 
special duty of the corolla is to attract insects, which 
it accomplishes by means of its gay colours and its 
nectarous deposits. The object of this will be 
alluded to hereafter. The corolla has also, of course, 
to play an important part in the general duty of 
plants, viz., to cheer and inHgorate man. Extremely 
diverse characters are given to flowers by the direc¬ 
tions of the petals. In the Geum they always 
•stand more or less erect, while in the Borage (Fig. 73; 

they are spreading, and in the Asclepias (Fig. 7 
reflexed or bent back; these various directions 
the parts act very pow'erfully upon the 
general etfect of the flower. 

Peculiar characters are in some 
cases given to flowers by the petals 
becoming much hollowed, and thus 
assuming the form of a hood or horn, 
as in the Columbine (Aqidleyia). 

Without dwelling longer on tlie co¬ 
rolla, we proceed to notice the an- 
driEcium, or whorl of stamens. The 
stamina! whorl, though one of high interest when 
considering the composition of the flow'er, does 
not rank with the corolla in importance in an 
ornamental point of view. In many flowers it is 
not externally visible, though in others it plays a 
prominent part in the general etfect; and in a few 
is much more conspicuous than the corolla or calyx. 

IVe have before said that the audi'mcium, or sta- 
minal whorl, is composed of members caUed stamens, 
and that these stamens are divisible into two parts 
—namely, the filament and anther. Sometimes, 
however, the filament is absent, as in the Birthwort 
(Aristolochid). At otber times, though rarely, one 
or more of the anthers are undeveloped, as in Scru- 
phnlai'ia. 

Stamens not only vary in form, but also, like 
petals and sepals, are often united together; thus, 
in the Mallow and Hollyhock the filaments are 
completely consolidated, and form a tube, while the 
anthers are free or disunited; and in the Nightshade 
(Solamim) the anthers are united, while the fila¬ 
ments are free. It sometimes happens that all the 
filaments do not adhere together, but are aggregated 
in bundles; thus, in the Orange the stamens, which 
are numerous, are aggregated into about five groups 
or parcels, and in this case the filaments adhere 
throughout their entire length. In the Pea we 
find nine stamens in a group, and one solitary. In 
this case the adhesion of the filaments of the nine 
stamens is contracted through about tw'o-thirds of 
their length; while in the St. John’s Wort (Ilype- 
ricum) the stamens, which are aggregated into three 
parcels, unite only at the basis of the filaments. 

In some cases the filaments, 
instead of actually adhering, are 
united by a membraneous expan¬ 
sion, thus giving rise to a beau¬ 
tiful cup-shaped organ in the 
centre of the flow'er, as in the 
Pancratium. 

Again, in other instances the 
stamens are not all of equal 
length, and yet adhere; thus, in 
Oxils we have ten, five of whicli 
ai'e long, and five short, the ad¬ 
hesion taking place throughout 
the lower halves of the long stamens (Fig. 75). 

The attachment of the anther to the filament is a 

Fig. 75.—Wood 
SoRKEi..—Oja^is. 

1 
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point 'vorthy of notice; thus, some anthers are 
firmly fixed on the apex of the filaments; others are 
so slightly attached by their centres that they rotate; 
some are so situated as to be on the side of the 
filament nearest the centre of tlie llower, as in the 
Vine, or near the exterior, as in the Iris and hlca- 

dow-satfron. 
Before leaving the stamen, we must notice the 

follen, which is a powdery matter, generated by the 
anther, by which it is ultimately shed on the jiistil 
in the form of fine powder, usually of a yellow 
colour. These pollen grains are so extremely small 
that they are (]uite microscopic objects, and arc 
therefore beyond the reach of common observation, 
yet they, nevertheless, deserve notice—not only on 
account of the general beauty of their forms, but 
also for the geometric character of tlieir structure, 
which approaches more closely to the crystalline, 
as regards form, than any otlier part of the organised 
vegetable: one or two figures we here delineate 

(Figs. 76 and 77). 

Fig. VC.—roLLEX. Fig. VV.—Pollen. 

We now proceed to notice the central floral organ, 
which, although it has many things in common with 
the other tloral whorls, has nevertheless a decided 
individual character. It, like the preceding tloral 

organs, may be formed of disunited, or of 
cohering members, but as these parts do 
not present, in external appearance, the 
characters of the preceding, we think that 
it will be desirable for our purposes to 
consider this central organ as simple or 
compound,— considering it as simple when 
there is but one central organ, regardless of 
the number of parts entering into its com¬ 
position, and the extent of their union; 
and as compound when composed of more 
than one disunited member. Before we 
proceed to notice the forms which this 
organ assumes, it is necessary for us to 
notice three parts vvhich botanists dis¬ 
tinguish in it, as well as their formation. 
If we take the pistil of the Orange, or 
AVliite Lily (Fig. 7S), we perceive that a 
green portion exists at its base about three 
quarters of an inch in length, which is of 
larger diameter than the remaining portion 
of this organ, and is tinted ; this is named 
the ocanj (egg-hag), as in it the seeds are 
generated. From this ovary extends a 
long coluinu called the .s'/y/c, which, spread¬ 
ing more or less at the apex in a triangular 
manner, forms the stigma. Now, the style, 
or columual portion of the pistil, is the 
non-essential organ; therefore, it is often 

—Lilv. extremely short or undeveloped, in which 
case the stigma sits immcdiatcl}’ on the ovary, as in 
the Tulip, llespecting the formation of the pistil, it 
is only necessary for us to notice that it is usually 
formed of a whorl of leaves, called carpels, and that 
the sides of these leaves are rolled inwards to the 
centre of the flower, where the two margins of each 
leaf unite, and thus form a hollow body. AVhen the 
piistil is composed of a series of carpels, and the 
two jnargins of each individual carpel cohere, the 
pistil is compound ; but when not only the margins 
of individual carpels cohere, but the sides of 
contiguous carpels become united, the pistil is 
simple. Now this adhesion of contiguous carpels 
may take place to a variable extent: thus in the 
Poppy they are consolidated completely into one 
organ, while in the flax the ovaries only adlrere, 
while the styles and stigmas remain free. The 
sections of ovaries, or the basal portions of pistils, 
are extremely interesting, varying materially with 
the diverse formations of this organ, whether formed 
ovit of one carpel, as in the Plum; two, as in the 
Centaury; three, as in the Crown Imperial; four, 
as in the Syringa; five, as in the Lychnis ; and so 
on also with the modifications which take place as 
the pistil approaches maturity. 

The fruit is the lower portion of the pistil (the 
ovary) matured. Thus the rudiraentarv seeds found 

in the pistil are matured seeds in the fruit. Hence 
the chief ditfercnce between the pistil and the fruit 
is, that in the pistil the stigma and style are present, 
whereas the fruit only bears their remains; therefore, 
in giving sections of pistils we give the structure of 
the fruit. Pistils of the Nigellas (Love in a Mist) 
we here subjoin (Figs. 79, 80, 81, 83, 83, and 84). 

Fig. 84.—Nigella. 

Having now noticed the various parts w'hich 
usually exist in a floral development, we must notice 
certain organs which arc. found only in some par¬ 
ticular flowers. One of the principal of these 
developtnents is what has been named the coronet, 

Fig. 85.—Passion Flower. 

which exists as a series of rays, situated between the 
petals and stamens in the Passion-flower (Pig. 85); 

and in the various varieties of the Narcissus, it 
appears in the character of a membraneous cup, 
projecting from the orifice of the tubidar portion of 
the flower. 

Another part which exists in certain other flowers 
only, and which is situated between the pistil and 
the stamens, occurs in the Orange as a He,shy circular 
disk, surrounding the base of the ovaiy : in the Rue 
it almost envelops the seed-vessel; while in the 
Mountain Peony it appears as a large red mem¬ 
braneous expansion, which almost envelops the pistil. 

We have enumerated the parts which are discover¬ 
able in the perfect flower; but it now behoves ns to 
notice those flowers which do not exhibit all these 
parts. It has been said that there is nothing sudden 
or abrupt in nature; but a gradual blending of king¬ 
dom into kingdom, of member into member, and a 
gradual transition from simplicity to complexity. It is 
to this gradation that w'e would now direct attention. 
We must, however, first notice the perfect flower, and 
then the decline: thusw'e commence with a flower com¬ 
posed of four whorls of parts which we have enumer¬ 
ated, as in the Buttercup; from which proceed to the 
Lily (white or orange), in which, although we have 
these four whoids, yet the calyx and corolla here so 
closely resemble each other that they are distinguish¬ 
able almost exclusively by position, while in tlie Lily 
of the Valley they are united into a little, white, 
bell-shaped cup, and in the Anemone, one of these 
exterior whorls is missing. In some flowers of the 
Bryony we have both a calyx and corolla; hut the 
stamens are missing : the pistil, or central organ, is 
however present. In other flowers the central oi-gan 
is missing, and the stamens, corolla, and calyx exist. 
In certain flowers of the Oak we have a calyx and 
andra-cium only, while in others we have a calyx 
and pistil; and in the Arum some flowers are formed 
of a stamen only, while others are formed of a 
pistil, all other parts being here undeveloped. 

Having now' noticed the varied parts of the flower, 
we proceed to notice that they, like the seed, leaves, 
&c., are divisible into two great classes, the dis¬ 
tinctive characteristics of which are found in the 
numher of the parts of the or¬ 
ganism. Thus certain flowers /i \ !') 
are characterised by being con¬ 
structed of a repetition in their 
parts of the number three. 
Thus the flower of the Spidcr- 
w'ort (Fig. 86) has three sepals, 
three petals, six (twice three) 

stamens, and a three-lobcd s6.—Spiderwort. 

pi.stil, indicating its formation 
of three cai'pels. This regular threefold repetition of 
parts in the structure of the flower is characteristic of 
endogens, and therefore is produced by those plants 
whose seeds have only one seed-lobe, the stem of 
W'hich is cylindrical and endogenous, and the veins 
of the leaves parallel. The flowers produced by 
exogens are usually constructed on the principle of 
a four or five-fold repetition of parts. Thus the 
Flax has five sepals, five petals, ten stamens, and 
five carpels. The flowers formed on this principle 
correspond with the seed, which has two seed-lobes, 
an exogenous stem, and leaves with a reticulated 
venation. Acrogeus produce no flowers. 

Although these diversities just enumerated are 
characteristic, nevertheless there are exceptions to 
these rules : thus one or tw'o endogenous plants have 
branched veins in their leaves, and a few' exogenous 
flowers are constructed on the three-repeating 
principle ; in these cases the majority of signs only 
can decide as to which class the individual belongs. 
As, therefore, these exceptions exist, it at once 
warrants the combination, in certain instances, of 
these diversified characters, for the ornamentist 
has a right to exceptional cases; yet, as a rule, 
nature Joes not appear to consider this a beautiful 
combination, owing to its rare occurrence ; but we 
w'ould in no w'ay limit the ornamentist, our object 
being to aid him to produce like beauty with 
Nature, by revealing as fully as possible the prin¬ 
ciples on which she constructs her beautiful com¬ 
positions. 

It now behoves us to notice the grouping of these 
members, which enter into the composition of 
flowers. We have just said that the numbers of 
the parts entering into the composition of the 
flovver places it at once in a certain class (with cer¬ 
tain exceptions); this, though a distinctive character 
of the primary groups, does not mark the lesser 
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aggregations, their characters being found in the 
grouping of the parts. Three general principles 
of aggregation are found, the first of which is 
that in which the parts arc consecutively ai-ranged 

upon the apex of the flower-stalk (Fig. 87); the 
second is that in w'hich only the calyx appears to 
spring from the stem, the petals and stamens 
appearing to spring from the calyx (Fig. 88); tlie 

third is that in which the corolla and stamens 
appear to rise from the top of the seed-vessel, to 
the sides of which the calyx appears to adhere 
(Fig. 89). These are the principles on which the 

parts are grouped; and it is needless to say that 
these diversified effects are merely the result of 
certain adhesions of a given number of parts. Did 
space permit, we might here construct a pleasing 
variety of beautiful ornaments by giving diagrams 
of other natural combinations of parts, but this we 
must leave for individual pursuit. 

Having now noticed the manner in which the 
parts are aggregated in the flower, we proceed to 
notice the principle on wdiich flowers ai'e grouped; 
however, before entering into this consideration we 
must notice the nature of the flower and its parts. 
The flower may be regarded as a branch with leaves, 
the stalk of which is the axis, and the varied floral 
parts are leaves in a more or less metamorphosed 
condition. Having ascertained this fact, not only 
is the arrangement of the individual members of 
the flower upon their stalk more perfectly under¬ 
stood, but a branch being the result of the evolution 
of a bud, which is generated in, and developed 
from, the axil of a leaf, the arrangement of these 
metamorphosed branches, which proceed from the 
axils of leaves (bracts), can be readily perceived. 
Thus, w'hatever is the arrangement of the leaves, 
such is the disposition of the flowers on their axis 

or stalk ; but some flowers are developed solitary, 
that is, one only on the axis, as in the Pimpcrncll; 
in others two appear on the one axis, while by 
otlier axes many are generated. The chief diversities 
iu the effect of the flower-head, which are so ob¬ 
vious as to be at once characteristic of the individual 
or species, are the result of the length of the axis, 
as well as whether it is branched or entire; if it is 
branched, it has usually a more or less loose efliect; 
if not, the flowers arc usually densely set. The 
length of the floral axis, however, acts very promi¬ 
nently ; thus in the A'cronica the flowers are 
arranged round an elongated axis, while in the 
Thistle and Marigold the axis is shortened. 

THE AGGREGATE WEIGHT OE BLOWS 

IN THE PRODUCTION OF A MARBLE STATUE. 

It has been often observed of a block of marble 
under a scidptor’s hands, “The figure is there, 
all that has to be done is to cut it out.” AVithout 
considering the head-work necessary to make a 
statue, it will be acknowledged that it is likely to 
require some handwork to cleave it out of its native 
beL It may not so readily occur, however, to 
think of the whole weight of blows, each after- 
each, from first to last, necessary to deliver it 
from its primeval imprisonment. That this is 
something considerable may be easily conceived, 
and a little calculation will enable us to arrive at it, 
at least, in a degree. AVewill leave out of the ques¬ 
tion how many tons of force by gunpowder first 
reft the fragment from its mother bed in the moun¬ 
tains of Carrara, or how many tens of thousands 
of pounds of bumps it got in rolling, and slipping, 
and bounding down its rough slide from the summit 
to the base of the cliffs, where the teams of bufialoes 
took it in tow, and conveyed it to Leghorn. AiVe will 
only consider the weight of blows it receives after it 
arrives in the sculptor’s studio iu the course of 
being made into a statue. The reader may, or may 
not know, that the preparation for making a figure 
in marble is to make a full-sized one first in clay, 
which is destroyed in being translated into its copy 
in plaster of Paris. This done, the plaster model 
and the marble block are set up side by side on 
two similar stones, and by means of a very inge¬ 
nious measuring instrument which moves from one 
to the other, the exact contour of the model is re¬ 
ferred to the marble by means of such a multitude 
of dots on each, answering to each other, as to make 
the figures look, when the process is complete, as if 
they had been shot with small shot! On a life- 
sized figure, for instance, there will be two thousand 
or so. But all this is not done in a day—on the 
contrary, in such a figure the pointing, as it is 
called, win take some three months; for in the pro¬ 
cess of setting these exact measurements, all the 
rough marble has to be cut away, and the blows 
requisite for this purpose begin with “setting,” 
as it is called, the first point, and continue through¬ 
out the operation. Huge lumps and “gallots” 
now begin to fly about the studio, the workman 
using a heavy iron mallet and a point, or a piece 
of steel from six to eight inches long, not with an 
edge like a chisel, but ground to a point, which is 
much the most efficient instrument for knocking off 
great pieces. This instrument, driven with a strong 
arm and heavy mallet, soon makes an impression on 
the block. Now the theory of the weight of their 
blows is this:—Each blow given by the mallet 
driving the point against the marble represents that 
weight which, by a dead pressure, without momen¬ 
tum or velocity, but in other respects similarly ap¬ 
plied, would have produced the same effect on the 
surface of the block, and in the case of a blow 
separating a large fragment it would answer to that 
weight which, applied to the instrument, would, 
without striking, have forced off the same piece. 
Considered in this way, the ordinary blow of the 
pointer’s mallet cannot be rated at less than some 
three hundredweight, for a less weight would not 
force off the pieces it detaches. It is true that the 
weight communicated to the surface of the marble 
by the action of the workman’s arm, the weight of the 
mallet, and its momentum from moving from above 
some two feet through the air, exists but for a 
moment, but it does its mission, as for that moment 
an extreme pressure is applied. By a succession of 

these pressures the block is reduced and rudely 
shaped. In this part of the ])rocess the workman 
would strike about a blow in every two seconds, or 
some thirty in a minute. This average, however, is 
reduced to about half throughout his labom-, by the 
measuring that is going on in the meantime. 
Thus we may allow for some fifteen such blows per , 
minute, each blow having the force of 336 lbs. or j| 
thereabout, or, as we have said, three hundred ' 
weight; the aggregate of weight applied to the block i 
per minute thus being 45 cwt. This per horn- I; 
amounts to 2700 cwt., and through a working 1! 
day of eight hours to 21,600 cwt., or 1080 tons | 
per diem. The operation of pointing a life-sized ^ 
figm-e takes about tw'clve weeks; we must first 
then multiply the above for the six working days, I 
bringing the calculation to 6480 tons for the week, 
and by twelve for the whole time, reaching thus 
the amount of 77,760 tons for the pointing. The 
carving after this, and finishing, would be a 
longer operation, perhaps reaching to twice the 
time, or twenty-four weeks; but as the blows 
(though not decreased in number as in pointing 
by the time occupied in the measuiiug by the i 
pointing-machine) would be less in force, fining 
off at last to a gentle tap, their amount of w-eight 
would not probably more than equal that of the pre¬ 
ceding work, which W'c may thus double for an ap¬ 
proximation to the whole w-eight of blows thrown 
on the block from first to last, from the time when 
it was but a rude splinter from the quarry, to that 
when it has received the artist’s last touches. AA'^e 
thus arrive at a somewhat startling fact, w-hen taken 
in conjunction with the care required in the whole 
process, viz., that the aggregate of weight throw-n 
on the production of a life-sized statue in marble, 
of the most delicate w-orkmanship, is not less than 
165,520 tons, or 17,318,240 lbs. avoirdupois. To 
look at a delicate female statue, in w-hite marble, 
who w-ould judge her to have been produced by 
such means ? 

VISITS TO PRIVATE GALLERIES 
OF MODERN ART. i 

THE PICTURES OF JOHN CHAPMAN, EsQ., 

OF HILL-END, NEAR MOTTRAM, 

CHESHIRE. 

This collection contains many remarkable works, 
especially AVilkie’s ‘ Bent-Day,’ the most suitable 
abiding place for which is the National Gallery. 
It is half a century since this picture was finished, 
but it is now- in condition as perfect as when fiually 
removed from the easel. Besides this, there are 
valuable and beautiful works by Sir Edwin Landseer, 
Mulready, Herbert, Linnell, Maclise, Turner, AA’eb- 
ster, Collins, Creswick, &c. The collection is not 
very extensive, but it contains productions of the 
highest class of modern cabinet art, and has been 
formed by its proprietor without regard to cost. 

‘ Flushing,’ C. Stanfield, R.A.—This is a very 
favom-ite morceau with Dutch as well as English 
painters, though it were nothing without the tran¬ 
sient incident w-hich gives it interest—the rough 
sea, the clouded sky, the variety of craft in the near 
section of the composition, and the guard-ship 
pitching in the distance,—here are the breadth and 
definition which characterise all the w-orks of the 
painter. 

‘Venice,’ J. B. Pyne.—Notwithstanding the end¬ 
less variety of material that A’^enice presents, there 
are yet always certain features which are never else 
than A’^eiietian. There are in Ghent, Bruges, and 
others of the cities of the Low- Countries, canals 
shut iu by lines of houses, but no fragment of these 
in any wise resembles A'enice. The subject of this 
work is a canal crossed by a wooden bridge—mate¬ 
rial enough, in hands so skilful as those of Mr. Pyne, 
for a pow-erful and sparkling picture. 

‘ Irene,’ Sir E. L. Eastlake, P.R.A.—This is 
one of the latest productions exhibited by the presi¬ 
dent. Although a single figure, it is not by a cur¬ 
sory examination that the labom- by which it has 
been w-orked out is understood. It remains as 
brilliant as when on the walls of the Academy, and 
w-ill become -/cry Titianesque as it acquires age. 

‘The Travelling Druggist,’ W. Mulready, R.A. 
—The earlier examples of the practice of eminent 



painters are most interesting, as showing their 
inany-hued transitions before the appreliension ot, 
and the power to work npon, those princiides nnder 
the gnidance of which they liave risen to distinction. 
This pictiu'e was painted in the year ] 825, for the 
late Sir JI. AV. Ilidlcy, Bart. “The travelling 
druggist*’ wears the Turkish costume, and weighs 
out his medicaments to a woman who bears in her 
arms a sick child. The itinerant drug vendor 
reminds us of an aged Turk who, years ago, sold 
rhubarb near the Bauk : if the figure has not been 
painted from this man, it is at least the semblance 
of another very like him. This composition ivas 
exhibited with Mulready’s works in the rooms of the 
Society of -Arts some years since. 

‘ The Rent-Day,’ David AAalkie, R.A.—This 
famous picture w'as painted in 1807 for the late 
Earl hlulgrave, by wliom it was bequeathed to his 
two sisters; but, as it could not be determined which 
of the ladies had the better claim, it was sold, and thus 
became the property of Air. Chapman. AVilkie was 
twenty-three when he painted it, and it is certainly 
one of the most remarkable of that early series on 
which his fame principally rests. It was a striking 
featm'e of the Ai't-colleetion at the Dublin Exhibition, 
and attracted the attention of her Alajesty, to whom 
the different persona, as far as they were represent¬ 
ative of living persons, w'ere pointed out by Colonel 
Phipps, who referred especially to his own portrait, 
in the child seated on the lap of the old lady, and 
playing with a key. But, besides this, there are, w’e 
believe, other portraits of the IMulgrave family—a 
fact which renders it a matter of surprise that a gem 
of such jirice should have passed from those with 
whom its history is so intimately connected. 

‘Cattle,’ T. S. Cooper, A.il.A.—Presenting a 
cow, sheep, and goat, placed on a knoll, so as to be 
relieved by the sky. 

‘A Earm-yard,’ J. Linnell.—A dark picture, 
reminding us of the deep tones of the early schools. 
The material is of coiu’se homely, and suitable to 
the title,—such as a milk-maid, a man milking and 
au other leading a calf. The composition opens 
towards the centre. This work was executed in 
1829, and although less brilliant than recent works, 
it is distinguished by merits which may be attrilmted 
only to Linnell. 

‘ The Ahgilant Sentinel,’ Sir E. Landseer, R..A.-— 
This, it is said, is the picture whereby Sir E. Land¬ 
seer’s election to the Academy was determined. It 
shows a dog, of the retriever species, lying watching 
his master's luggage, which has been left near an 
inn-yard for the convenience of being placed on the 
stage coach that is seen approaching in the distance, 
and for which the horses are waiting in harness. 
The dog is characterised by that vivacious expression 
which, from first to last, has animated all the canine 
creations of the painter. 

‘ AA’aiting for the Countess,’ Sir E. Landseer, 

R.A.—This will be remembered as the title under 
which the engraving from the picture was published. 
It is the portrait of a large and handsome dog, 
which w'as presented by the King of Naples to the 
late Countess of Blessington. 'I'he animal is lying 
and looking upwards ; his whereabouts is supposed 
to he the steps of the entrance to Gore House. 

‘ Rat-catching,’ Sir E. Landseer, R.A.—An 
early composition, containing portraits of three 
terriers, the property of the painter. The animals 
seem to have been of memorable reputation—their 
names were Brutus, Boxer, and A’ixen ; and we find 
them in the most animated enjoyment of what certain 
newspapers call “ratting sports.’’ The head of one 
of the vermin is protruded from a chink in the 
flooring, hard pressed by another sportsman—a 
ferret—which joins actively in the chase even in the 
citadel of the enemy. 

‘ The Village Fair,’ T. AVebster, R.A.—The 
subject of this early work is necessarily exem-sive in 
its description of character, and is the largest com¬ 
position we have ever seen under this name. The 
scene is a village green, with all the prominent 
features dwelt upon by Crabbe or Goldsmith—the 
church, the patriarchal elms, the principal ale-house, 
the quaint and venerable dwellings of the viUagei's, 
with innumerable episodes, personal and local. The 
landlord is said to be a portrait of the artist’s father, 
and the reality of representation suggests that there 
are many very literal translations from rustic life. 

Ihc Alill,’ T. Creswick, R.A.—xApparently an 
early study made on the spot, and rejiresenting the 
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subject relieved by trees, and closed in by rocks, 
with a stream flowing down to the base of the 
pi(dure. 

‘ Near Hastings,’ AAL Coelins, R.A.—A light 
and sunny coast view', with foreground rocks, a boat, 
and fisherman—prompt and decided in execution. 

‘ An Attack on China,’ R. Barrier.—The title is 
applied to a composition in which a little boy has 
eipiipped a china jar with arms and a quasi helmet, 
and, as he is about to commence hostilities with this 
opponent, his grandmother rushes into the room to 
save the relic. 

‘ Beeches in AA’indsor Bark,’ T. Creswick, R.A.; 
and ‘ Cattle,’ T. S. Cooi'Er, A.R.A.—The spreading 
tree oiu'upies the whole of the upper sections of the 
composition : its trunk may be described as con¬ 
sisting of many boles, and its knotted and gnarled 
roots penetrate the ground in every direction. Over¬ 
head the branches, relieved by the foliage, form a 

remarkable reticulation, and every branch, with its 
S])rays, is followed out with an earnestness w'hich 
shows that the tree has been assiduously studied on 
the spot. 

‘A Study,’ R. Redgraa'e, R.A.-—Tlie subject is 
a red brick house, viewed in profile, and relieved by 
a dense mass of trees, clearly worked out on the spot 
as a faithful memorandum of some favourite locality; 
for, pictorially, the material has little that is at¬ 
tractive. 

‘ A Study,’ Bristow.—A small picture, present¬ 
ing a crypt of Roman arches, judicious in its dis¬ 
positions of light and shade, and very carefully 
executed. 

‘The Frozen Alill,’ C. Fryar.—This subject is 
worked out from a very careful observation of 
nature; it is not marked by the legerdemain of 
conventional practice, but it has more of natural 
sm-face than pictures painted in the studio from 
outline sketches. 

‘The Gamekeeper,’ F. R. Lee, R.A.—The scene 
is a road passing a pheasant cover, near a gate 
beside which a gamekeeper and his attendant 
are resting, and contemplating the result of the 
day’s sport, which exemplifies every kind of ordinary 
game. This picture was painted in 1839. 

‘Arcadian Shepherds,’ A. AV. CALi.corr, R.A.— 
The sunny luxuries and extremely precise dis¬ 
positions of this work jirouounce it at once a com¬ 
position. It is a large jiicture, presenting a view of 
the site of au extensive city in ruins, and suffi¬ 
ciently imposing to be fabled as the ruin of Car¬ 
thage. The work has emanated from impressions of 
the feeling of Claude and a sympathy with Richard 
AATlson, but difl'ering from the latter as being a 
composition of many small and weR graduated 
quantities. On the left are seen the fragments of a 
temple, aud beyond these a terrace shaded by majestic 
pines, and near these a square pillar, like the pedestal 
of the proud statue of a conqueror. This leads the 
eye to the shores of a distant estuary, the strand of 
which is studded with ruins. A broken bridge is 
also a favourite point in a composition of ancient 
remains—such an object assists the story here—and 
also a Temple ot the AAfiuds and a Pharos ; and the 
tale of desolation is completed by the presence in the, 
foreground of the shepherds and their flock. 

‘ AVaterhead, AA’indermere,’ J. B. Pyne. — This 
large picture, which was painted in 1850, exem¬ 
plifies very successfully the scenery of the lakes ; 
and that which vvill be recognised as most grateful, 
—the version is not Italianized, nor bears any trace 
of Swiss impressions, which are too often carried 
into modern descriptions of English lake scenery, 
only serving to show that an artist w'ho has yielded 
himself entirely to Italy or Sw'itzerland cannot feel 
the freshness and natm-al beauties of our home land¬ 
scape. The spot whence the view has been taken is 
a space behind the turnpike on the road from 
Ambleside to the lake. The mountains principally 
shown are Loughrigg Fell, Langdale Pikes, and 
Oxen Fell, the Cross-Lake stretching away to the 
left is broken by the intervention of the foreground. 
In dealing with his material, the artist has amply 
succeeded in communicating to it space and import¬ 
ance ; and the local truth of the view is much 
assisted by' the romance and holiday zest given to 
the whole by the busy landing-place and the yachts 
on the lake. 

‘ Fitting iloses out for the Fair,’ D. AIaclise, 

R.A.—The hero of the episode is seated, and Olivia 
endeavours to secure with pins a more piquant angu¬ 

larity to his cocked hat, which is of that form 
knovvn a hundred years ago as the“Egham, Staines, 
and AAfindsor.’’ 'The whole household is interested 
in the event—Sophia brightens his shoes and 
buckles, Airs. Primrose introduces a rump-steak pie, 
and the Doctor sits at the end of the table, teaching 
the younger children. 'Phis picture was painted in 
1837, and retouched in 1850, on which occasion 
some important changes were made —the most 
effectiv'e being the change of the table-cloth from 
a dark hue to white. 

‘ The Return of Moses from the Fair,’ D. AIaclise, 

R.A.— In both of these pictures Goldsmith is admi¬ 
rably seconded by Alaclise: the buoyant activity of 
Olivia and Maria, with all the ancillary aids which 
they call into requisition, leaves nothing of the letter- 
press narrative uninterpreted ; but the complacent 
self-justification of Aloses, as he pleads the advantages 
of his negotiation, is much the most impressive 
passage in the entire story. The doctor’s vexation 
while examining the green spectacles is most vividly 
painted, and disappointment and reproach charac¬ 
terise the features of the entire party. Moses |)re- 
sents a contrast to himself of the morning, when 
every effort was put forth in order that his appear¬ 
ance might be creditable to the family—he is now 
dusty and travel-stained, and there is an ahandon in 
his air happily consonant with the spirit of the 
incident. 'I’he finish of these pictures is tran¬ 
scendent, even in these days of elaboration. 

‘'The Sick Boy,’ 'T. AVebster, R.A.—'The patient 
is seated, and wears one of those superfluities of our 
grandfathers—a nightcap. He holds a pot of jam, 
which, while he refuses to share with his brother and 
sister, another boy behind him liberally helps him¬ 
self to. 'Fhe querulous, selfish expression of the boy 
is most felicitous. 'The picture is dark, rich, aud 
transparent. 

‘Lear disinheriting Cordelia,’ J. R. Herbert, 

R. A.—This is a replica of the fresco in the Poet’s 
Hall, in the Houses of Parliament, which is so weU 
known as not to require description here. It was 
painted in 1850, and has all the spirit and excellence 
of the large picture. 

‘The Peep-show',’ T. AA'^ebster, R.A.—The scene 
of this incident is a cottage interior somewhat ob¬ 
scure, w'herein is seen a boy on his knees having his 
eye applied to the peep-hole, wliile a boy and a girl 
stand by anxiously waiting their turn, with interest 
intensified by the tale of the wonders seen by the 
spectator. 'The reflected lights are painted with a 

masterly truth. 
‘ Fish-AIarket on the Sands—Early Aloruing,’ J. 

AI. AAL 'fuRNER, R.A.—The title of this picture 
shows that it is an essay in effect, and in carefully 
examining it the reasons for every gradation of tone, 
from the lightest to the darkest, with the complicated 
distribution of the objects, are sutficientl)' jiatent. 
The fish are cast on the beach; and on the right the 
composition is closed by numerous boats aud figures, 
and beyond these are ships at anchor. Near the sun 
the sky is darkened, and the full force of the sunny 
lustre is thrown with great effect on the water. 

‘ The Rape of Proserpine,’ J. AI. AV. 'Turner, 

R.A.—AVhen Turner painted this, and employed 
other heathen myths to give title to landscape com¬ 
position, he had undoubtedly Claude paramount in 
ids thoughts. But in such works he yields only to 
a suggestion, never proceeding to the spirit of con¬ 
troversy exhibited in the Carthage picture. 'The 
action of the composition occurs on the left, where 
w'e sec Pluto bearing off Proserpine, to receive vvhom, 
his car with a teem of dragons is in w'aiting. Pro¬ 
serpine struggles and screams for help, and the sud¬ 
denness of her capture is alluded to by the surprise 
and alarm expressed by those of her attendants that 
are within hearing. In the centre of the composition 
a hill rises, having a castle at its summit, and dow'ii 
the sides of which flow' torrents, that unite on the 
right, aud disappear in that direction. 'The time is 
evening; the clouds are lighted by the light of the 
setting sun, and lightning flashes from the clouds 
on the right; aud, w'ith a dash of the mystic allusion 
of which 'Tnruer was especially fond, there is in the 
lower section of the picture a serpent in pursuit of 

a butterfly. 
AVith this picture the collection terminates; 

and it will be understood that it has been formed 
W'ith taste and discrimination when vve say that all 
are noticed, and none have been found unworthy of 

description. 



Eagravedty] ZUJIALACAKREGUI AND THE CIIRISTINO SPY. [Masoc Ja^kscn. 

altogetlier peculiar apprehension of, the most sublime characters of animals them¬ 
selves. Eubens, Rembrandt, Snyders, Tintoret, and Titian, have all, in various 
ways, drawn wild beasts magnificently; but they have in some sort humauised 
or demonised them ; making them either ravenous fiends, or educated beasts, 
that would draw' cars, and had respect for hermits. The sullen isolation of the 
brutal nature; the dignity and quietness of the mighty limbs; the shaggy. 

mountainous power, mingled with grace as of a flowing stream; the stealthy 
restraint of strength and wrath in every soundless motion of the gigantic frame,— 
all this seems never to have been seen, much less drawn, until Lewis drew, and 
himself conceived, a series of animal subjects, now many years ago. Since then 
he has devoted himself to the portraiture of those European and Asiatic races, 
among whom the refinements of civilisation e.vist without its laws or its energies ; 
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procuring from the latter a promise, that if he painted a picture, and sold it in 
any London e.vhibition, he should be at liberty to follow his own inclination. 
This assurance pnt the boy—he was not yet fifteen—on his mettle: a picture 
was finished, sent to the British Institution, hung, and, as fortune has always 
been said to favour the brave, was bought by the late George Garrard, A.R.A., 
a clever painter of animals and landscapes, and also a sculptor of consider¬ 
able ability. Young Lewis, having thus fulfilled the conditions required of 
him, had now his own way: whether he and his first patron entered into a 
harmless and pardonable conspiracy together to attain a certain end we do not 
care to inquire; for the compact, if made, gave to us one of our most brilliant 
and original artists ; and we are quite justified in assuming, from what has 
followed it, that the picture in question was not unworthy of passing into the 
hands of one capable of appreciating its merits. 

At this time there were no Zoological Gardens to which an artist could resort 
for the purpose of study : a collection of wild beasts was kept in the Tower, 
and a much more varied and extensive menagerie existed at Exeter ’Change, in 
the Strand, near to the spot on which Exeter Hall is now built. The young 
artist made the “ ’Change ” his sketching-ground; here he w'as frequently to be 
seen drawing with the utmost assiduity the wild beasts that formed so attractive 
a portion of the zoological collection to every visitor. Several of these sketches 
he sold to Northcote, then one of the oldest members of the Academy. Sir 
Thomas Lawrence, the president, an intimate and valued friend of the Lewis 
family, having heard of these drawings, expressed a wish to see them : when 
they were submitted to him he was so pleased that he desired young Lewis, now' 
at the age of fifteen, to draw for him for an entire year; he did so, and many of 
the sketches then made were etched by the artist, and published by W. B. Cooke, 
of Soho Square. 

Mr. Ruskin, with his pecirliar powers of analysing artistic character, 
and in his usual forrible and expressive language, writes thus of Lewis, in 
his pamphlet on “ Pre-Raphaelitisni:”—“I believe John Lewis to have done 
more entire justice to all his powers (and they are magnificent ones) than any 
other man amongst us. Ilis mission was evidently to portray the comparativ'ely 
animal life of the southern and eastern families of mankind. For this he was 
prepared, in a somewhat singular way, by being led to study, and endowed with 

BEITISH AETISTS: 

THEIR STYLE AND CHARACTER, 

WITH ENGRAVED ILLUSTRATIONS. 

No. xxxn.—JOHN Frederick lewis. 

month w'e offered to our readers a brief biographical sketch 
xs-t V II ^ nno enterprising artist-traveller whose chief pilgrimages were 

,de to the shrines of old Greece—“ the land of the bold 
free ;” we have now to introduce another traveller 
their notice, whose feet have also been turned east- 

ard, but they have left their imprint on a soil where 
liberty is almost an unknown word, and mind 
and body have become enervated by ignorance, 
indolence, superstition, and despotism. Other 
countries also he has sojourned in, whose annals 
are rich in historic memories of surpassing 
interest; and from all he has brought away 
subject-matter which he has used in a way that 

led his name to a high place among “ British Artists.” 
John Frederick Lewis, President of the Society of Water- 

Colour Painters, was born in London, July 14th, 1805, and in 
the same house in which Sir Edwin Landseer was horn, two years 
earlier: both are sons of eminent engravers. Lewis’s father w'as 
the late Mr. F. C. Lewis, who is also W'ell known as an excellent 
landscape-painter. This gentleman w'as most desirous that his son 
should follow his own profession, but the work of engraving offered 

little charms to a hoy whose greatest delight w'as to pass his time in sketching 
from nature, especially animals,—a taste he most probably imbibed from his 
early intimacy with the Landseer family. At the age of fourteen he had made up 
his own mind to he a painter, but it was not an easy task to persuade his father 
to accede to his wish. How'ever, after considerable discussion, he succeeded iu 

M 
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and in whom the ilereeness, indolence, and subtlety ot animal nature are asso¬ 
ciated with brilliant imagination and strong aliections. To this task he has 
brought, not only intense perception of the kind oi character, but powers of 
artisfical skill like tliose of the great Venetians, displaying, at the same time, a 
refinement of drawing almost miraculous, and appreciable only, as tlie minutiae 
of nature itself are appreciable, by the help of the microscope. The value, 
therefore, of his works, as records of the aspect of the scenery and inhabitants 
of the south of Spain, and of the East, in the earlier part of the nineteenth cen¬ 
tury, is c]uite above all estimate.” The latter portion of this e.vtraet must 
appear to anticipate what remains to be told of the history of the artist; but 
it would not admit of separation from the context, which refers esjiecially to 
Ids earlier works—those that had their origin in l\lr. Cross’s menagerie at Exeter 
’Change. 

It is, indeed, a rare occurrence to hear of so young an artist meeting with 
such success as followed the labours of young Lewis : both at the Academy and at 
the British Institution he 
had become a regular ex¬ 
hibitor, and all he jiainted 
found ready purchasers. 
His iirst large j)ietnre, 
“Deer Shooting at Bd- 
hus, Essex,” painted when 
lie was only seventeen 
years of age, was sold to 
Hurst and Robinson, at 
that time one of the most 
eminent publishing firms 
in London. Two years 
after (his he was residing 
in 'Windsor Forest, paint¬ 
ing for George IV. One 
of his pictures—“ Dcer- 
Shooting in W’indsor 
Forest, with Portraits of 
His Majesty's Head- 
Keepers,” was exhibifed 
at the Royal Aeadcinv 
iul826; but, becoming 
weary of a certain mono¬ 
tony of life, and of Bic 
restraint which royal jja- 
tronage placed upon his 
artistic labours, he le!t 
the precincts of the court, 
and went abroad, visiting 
Germany and the north 
of Italy. Hitherto the 
pictures which Lewis 

painted were executed in 
oils, but, on his return 
from the coutiiieiit, he 
was tempted to try water¬ 
colours, which the late 
George Robson, the land¬ 

scape-painter, iiiduceil him 
to continue. One of the 
earliest fruits of his foreign 
travels was a drawing, 
exhibited at the Academy 
in 1828, of “The Cha¬ 
mois, sketched in the 
Tyrol.” But his most 
important work of this 
period was “ Highland 
Hospitality,” exhibited at 
the gallery of the Society 
of Painters in Water- 
Colours, into which he 
had been elected. In the 
summer of 1832, he set 
out for Spain, and made 

Madrid his temporary 
residence, to study the 
fine works of the Spanish 
painters, which are con¬ 
tained in the museum of EnftrareU ty] 

the city. From Jladrid 

skpmbJoGrenada, where he made a number of 

he Tiaoool iv, ^ .*• fi'om Grenada to Cordova, then to Seville, where 
from ril-,!- U-^ spring of 1833, he crossed over 
-mtiimri I m i'*’.?'ei's, returned to Grenada for the sunimev, passed (he 
autumnm Madrid finishing his copies, and retm-ned to England in January, 

mnet '-il ojseive here that the copies referred to, sixty-four in number, 
and ^ executed in water-colours from the ])ictures of the old Spanish 

council rf tu "’ei'c purchased in 1853 for a considerable sum by the 
amnlps fm- Scottish Academy, in whose schools they serve as ex- 
sketches ms T d scarcely inferior to the original works. Of the various 
folio volim,<, ^ tour, a number were selected and published in a larue 
of the smnp’ as “Lewis’s Siiaiiish Sketches;” and another volume 

executed in litt^^ from his drawings of the Alhambra; both are 
executed m lithography, and are very beautiful works. 

A SrUlAN SCHEIK: KGYPl'. 

Ibis Spanish tour was the means of W’orking a complete revolution in the 
mind of the artist—dogs, huntsmen, and gamekeepers, the animals of the chase 
aud wild beasts in captivity, were almost, if not quite, forgotten after all he had 
seen during his long wanderings ; new thoughts had been summoned into 
existence, and new- scenes opened up before his contemplation. Some of the 
huits of this Peninsular visit, besides those already mentioned, were recognisable 
in the following pictures, executed after he w-as once more settled in London :— 
“ The Interior of a Mosque at Cordova,” “ Monks preaching at Seville,” 
“ Beggars at a Convent Door,” three pictures of “ Spanish Bull Fights,” “ The 

CiiKisriNO Spy before Zumalacakkegui.” A large engraving, executed 
jointly by the father and brother of the painter, of this last picture, was 
published a few years after its aiipearanee: our reduced copy of the engraving 
will give to the reader who has not seen either the larger print or the orimnal 
paintinsc, a good idea of this remarkable composition. 

In 1837, Sir. Lewis again quitted England. He remained in Paris during 

the ensuing winter, and 
painted there two pic¬ 
tures—“The Sacking of 
a Convent by Christino 
Guerillas,” and “ IMurillo 
painting the Virgin.” In 
the sjiring of 1838 he set 
off for Florence, thence to 
Naples, and after visiting 
Calabria, returned to Na¬ 
ples, aud hiring a felucca 
to carry him to Malta, 
was wrecked on his pas¬ 
sage, but succeeded in 
reaching Mola di Gaeta, 
and thence got to Rome, 
where lie sojourned two 
years. "While residing 
there he jiainted “ Easter- 
Day at Rome—Pilgrims 
and Peasants of the Nea¬ 
politan States waiting for 
the Benediction of the 
Pope, in St. Peter’s;” it 
was exhibited at the gal¬ 
lery of the Society of 
Water-Colour Painters in 
1841, and was, with the 
“ Murillo ” just mention¬ 
ed, and otliers, in the re¬ 
cent gathering of “ Art- 
treasures” in IManchester. 
The “ Easter-Day ” is a 
fine examjde of the artist’s 
skill ill grouping large 
masses of figures, and is 
gorgeously coloured. In 
1840 he at last started 
upon an expedition to the 
East,—a journey he for 
a long time had proposed 
to himself, yet without 
being able to accomplish 
it till this period. He 
travelled by way of Corfu 
to Albania, made a num¬ 
ber of sketches in -Janiiia, 
or Yanina, and the Pin- 
dus; and proceeding on¬ 
wards, was attacked in 
the Gulf of Corinth with 
fever so violently as to 
endanger his life, but at 
length reached Athens, 
and thence, w-ithout much 
further hindrance or dis¬ 
quietude, Constantinople. 
Here he met and parted 
from, for the last time, 
his friend Wilkie, who 
died a few months after 
in the Bay of Gibraltar, 

on board the ship in which he was returning from the East. 
In the spring of 1841, but not till then, Lewis had so far recovered from his 

illness as to be able to resume his pencil; he employed it chiefly in sketching 
the principal mosques in Constantinople. During the summer months he made 
a tour through a considerable portion of Asia Itlinor, and iu November of the 
same year sailed for Egypt, the country which, of all others, he desired to visit. 
The stay of l\lr. Lewis in Egypt was of veiy long duration, for he took up his 
abode in Cairo from the winter of 1841-2 till the spring of 1851, a period of 
nearly ten years. During this term, in 1843, he made excursions to Mount Sinai, 

and np the Nile into Nubia, &c., &c. 
After an absence of thirteen years, he returned to his native country, much 

to the satisfaction of his old friends and admirers; but he had been so long away 
that a generation of Art-lovers luid sprung up “who knew- not Joseph.” When, 
therefore, Lewis reappeared on the old walls in Pall Mail, hundreds wlio visited 

[Mason Jackson. 
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the gallery regarded his work as that of some newly-discovered star in the 
horizon of Art, and even those who were most familiar with his pictures of the 
olden time scarcely recognised his hand in what they now saw. But before 
leaving the land in which he had so long sojourned, he sent over to the gallery 
of the Society of Water-Colour Painters, where it was exhibited in 1850, a 
picture entitled “The Hhareem,” which indicated to the Art-world in what 
school of nature he had been studying during his absence, and what kind of 
work might be hereafter expected from him. It took every one by surprise; the 
subject, the manipulation, the peculiar colouring, were alike novel and singular : 
and few came away from examining it without acknowledging that “ The 
Hhareem ” w'as the most extraordinary production ever executed in w'ater- 
colours. We may remark here that in all Lewis’s recent drawings he makes 
very free use of body-colour. 

He returned to England with a vast amount of material in the shape of 
careful sketches and studies, and also with many unlinished pictures ; some of 
these latter the public have, we believe, seen in a complete state. In 1853, he 
exhibited the “Arab Scribe,” from which the engraving on this page is taken: 
the personages introduced are the scribe, seated on his divan, and writing; a 
female of the better class of Orientals, who dictates to him; and her com¬ 
panion, a female Nubian slave. In this picture, as in the preceding, the most 

marvellous finish is apparent, yet there is no saerilice of what is artistically 
called “ breadththe heads are most successful studies; and even the butter- 
113% at which one of the eats is meditating a spring, will bear the test of 
microscopic examination. In 1853 he exhibited nothing, but in the following 
season ho sent—“ The Halt in the Desert—Egypt“ Camels and Bedouins, 
Desert of the Red Sea;” and “Roman Pilgrims at the Entrance to a Shrine;” 
each of them distinguished by the utmost delicacy of pencilling. 

On the death of Copley Fielding, in 1855, Mr. Lewis was elected President 
of the Society of Painters in Water-Colours: a position to which his merits 
as an artist, combiued with many other suitable qualifications, entitle him to 
occup3', and enable him to fill worthily. He exliibited two pictures in the 
gallery that year—“The Well in the Desert,” and “The Halt in the Desert.” 
Of these works we can only repeat what we have said of others of the same 
class by him—that such is the extreme delicacy of finish in texture and lines 
apparent in every object, that the unassisted eye cannot appreciate its exquisite 
nicety; the aid of a powerful magnifying glass is needed to discover the amount 
and the beauty of the manipulation. 

But a yet more remarkable production than any he had hitherto produced, 
was exhibited in 1856—“A Frank Encampment in the Desert of Mount Sinai,” 
will not be soon forgotten by any who saw it in the exhibition-room ; and, by 

ffcirfeTstl ty I THE ARAB SCETBE. TUiSon Ja'.kroQ. 
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the way, it was no easy matter, as we well remember, to get even a peep at the 
picture, much less to examine it closely, for the mass of visitors gathered before 
it. Of ten pages, which Mr. Ruskin devotes to a notice of the Society’s 
gallery, seven are occupied with comments on this single work. He says— 
“ I have no hesitation in ranking it among the most tvonderful pictures in the 
world; nor do I believe that, since the death of Paul Veronese, anything has 
been painted comparable to it in its owm way.” 

Latterly Mr. Lewis has resumed oil-painting, which he had relinquished for 
so long a period; but the works he now executes in this medium are of a 
different quality from his earlier productions: hitherto he has not attempted 
any subjects so complex in composition as the water-colour pictures of which 
we have just spoken; yet, in what he has done, he has brought to bear the 
same powers of intense observation, unwearying toil, and unrivalled execution. 
We must go back two or three years just to glance at these oil-pictures. 

The first was exhibited at the Royal Academy, in 1855 : it was a portrait, 
entitled, “An Armenian Iiady, Cairo,—The Love Missive:” for truth and 
delicacy of drawing this work is unsurpassable. In the following year he con¬ 
tributed two pictures, “ The Greeting in the Desert, Egypt,”—a group of tw'o 
travelling merchants, apparently, with a servant and camels; and a “ Street 

Scene in Cairo, near the Babel Luk.” Last yrar he sent “ The Syrian Sciieik,” 

engraved on the opposite page, and which we selected because it is an oil- 
painting. We thus introduce an example of the artist’s first style of water¬ 
colours in the “ Spanish Scene;” of his L-.ter style in the “Arab Scribe ;” and 
of his oil-pictm’es in the “ Syrian Scheik.” 

They who have been fortunate enough to get possession of the works exe¬ 
cuted % Mr. Lewis, especially of the later drawings, should feel that they hold 
“ priceless pearls,” for we much doubt whether the painter, in justice to him¬ 
self alone, will feel disposed to continue to labour after such fashion. Even 
Mr. Ruskin, with all his intense love of elaboration, questions the utility or 
necessity of bestowing so much time and thought upon “a little piece of white 
linen film, fifteen inches square ; ” it seems to him a “ mere waste of intellect ” 
to do so, with the chances that, “ within a very short series of years, mildew 
and sunshine, smoke and frost, are alike sure to do injury to w'orks executed in 
such delicate materials.” This is scarcely an exaggerated statement, or an 
extreme opinion; and, therefore, with such a contingency likely to arise, we 
are glad to find IMr. Lewis employing a medium for his art of more enduring 
natm-e, and adopting also a style of manipulation rather less highly w'rought, 
yet retaining, in all its beauty and power, the magic charm of his pencil. 
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THE 

TOMBS OF ENGLISH AETISTS. 

No. 2.—R. J. WYATT. 

The Germans have a loviiiir designation for tlie 
bnrial-irrounds ot their own land, they term eaeh 
of them “ God's-acre indicating the small spot 
sacred to heaven, and holding all they loved on 
earth. It is not gloomy to this affectionate pco])le 
to contemplate the last resting-place of friends, 
where they desire to rest also, and where they plant 
shrubs and fresh llowers to record a love that death 
has no power to extinguish. With somewhat similar 
feeling of relationship with the dead an Englishman 
treads the burial-ground sacred to Protestants at 
Rome. The departed were your own peojde,—men 
who thought and pondered as yon now do in this 
“ Niobe of nations,”—men whose poetic inspira¬ 
tions may have warmed your heart in your English 
home, and induced your visit to this classic ground,— 
men whose Art-works will also live and vindicate the 
somewhat despised taste of the northern races from 
the full condemnation of their southern brethren. 
IMany and varied will be the feelings with which these 
gravestones will be read, and mnch solemn and holy 
thought be elicited in a lonely walk among them. 

There is a native grandeur in this locality that 
cannot fail to impress its poetry on every visitor 
blest with an appi'eciation of the solemnly beautiful. 
The thoughts that arise here are ably expressed by 
the poet Rogers. He says ;—“ When I am inclined 
to be serious, I love to wander up and down before 
the tomb of Cains Cestius. The Protestant burial- 
ground is there ; and most of the little monuments 
arc erected to the young; young men of promise, 
cut off when on their travels, full of enthusiasm, 
full of enjoyment; brides in the bloom of their 
beauty, on their first journey ; or children borne 
from home in search of health. This stone was 
placed by his fellow-travellers, young as himself, 
who vvill return to the house of his parents without 
him; that, by a husband or a father, now in his 
native country—his heart is buried in that grave.” 

“ It is a quiet and sheltered nook, covered in the 
winter with violets; and the pyramid that over- 
shadoivs it gives it a classical and singularly solemn 
air. You feel an interest there, a sympathy you 
were not prepared for. Yon are yourself in a foreign 
land, and they are for the most part your country¬ 
men. They call upon you in your mother tongue— 
in English—in words unknown to a native, known 
only to yourselves : and the tomb of Cestius, that 
old majestic pile, has this also in common with 
them,—it is itself a stranger among strangers; it 
has stood there till the language spoken round 
about it has changed ; and the shepherd, born at 
the foot, can read its inscription no longer.” 

The pyramidal sepulchre of Cains Cestius is the 
only monument of that form in Rome. It is be¬ 
lieved to be of the age of Augustus, and may com¬ 
memorate the person named by Cicero in his oration 
fur Placens. We know from the inscription cut 
upon its face that he was a Tribune, and one of the 
seven Epulones—an office of high sacerdotal dignity. 

The old cemetery, represented in our largest cut, 
I had become too small for its uses some years since, 

and an additional piece of ground has been granted 
beside it. At present it lias a sunken dry ditch 
all round it; the new one is walled, and the corner 
of that wall is seen on the right of our view. It 

! is in this new cemetery that Wyatt lies, lie died 
j at Rome, in May, 18.50, at the age of fifty-live— 
I suddenly, in the midst of his Art-labours, with no 
j note of illness, tor he was apparently well until his 

servant found him struggling with death when she 
^ entered his bedroom in the morning. Thus was 
i snatched from amid his fellow-artists one who was 
^ an ornameut to his pi’ofession, and a man of whom 

his country might be proud, for he was a gentleman. 
I in every sense of the word, and his devotion to 

Art was earnest and high-minded. It is pleasant 
to record the love his fellows bore tovvards him, 

' and to see that the simple and graceful stone which 
marks his last resting-place is erected there by his 
countryman, friend, and fellow-sculptor in Rome— 
John Gibson. Surely there is a mystic bond of 
brotherhood in all great minds, and Art should 
hallow and strengthen it. 

Wyatt’s career was more than usually retired. 

he laboured incessantly on his works, and allowed 
nothing to interfere nith his continuous devotion 
to Art, for which alone he seemed to live. Rome 
was the home of his ado|ition ; the Italian sculptor 
Rossi was his instructor; Canova was the artist 
who first invited him to “ the Eternal City,” giving 
the young sculptor the offer of a place in his studio, 
together with the benefit of his advice aiid assist¬ 
ance. Thither Wyatt travelled in 1821, and never 
revisited England except fur a few' months in 1811; 

close to the old Roman defences of the city. On 
the sloping hank is a plain heavy slab ; the simple 
inscription upon it was placed there by Ryron; all 
that remains of Shelley lies beneath. His body 
was burnt in the Gulf of Spezzia, near which he 
was drowned ; the burning was conducted after the 
manner of the ancients; the body was consumed, 
but the heart was found entire, and with the ashes 
was placed beneath this stone. Two words only 
record the fact,—Cor conlinni—“ I'lie heart of 

TO.MB OF SnEI.LEV. 

slanderous tongues;” it is the gravestone of John 
Keats, thus inscribed :—“ This grave contains all 
that vvas mortal of a young English poet, who, on 
his death-bed, in the bitterness of his heart at the 
malicious pow'er of his enemies, desired these w’ords 
to be engraved on bis tombstone—‘ Here lies one 
whose name was writ in water.’” The harsh and 

I inhuman character of the comments on this unfor¬ 
tunate son of the Muses undoubtedly hastened his 
death, and can only be excused by minds as coarsely 

for thirty years did he assiduously labour in Rome, 
rising before day had dawned, and working after 
lamp-light. He was an unmarried man, and his 
devotion to Art was conqdete : in fact, he appears to 
have felt no other pleasure than in the employment 
which has made his name and memory faniorrs. 

Let us not dejiart fronr this small and sacred 
enclosure without a visit to two other graves of 
great and well-beloved Englishmen. Records cou- 
neeted with two great poetic names hnay be seen 

hearts”—follows the simple name of Percy Bysshe 
Shelle_y, with the dates of his birth and death,"and 
Shakspere’s fine lines : — 

“ Nothing: of him that doth fade. 
Bat doth sutler a sea chang-e 
Into something' rich and strarg'.*.” 

It is in front of the tree in onr cut; that on the 
other side of the tree commemorates the grave of 
his daughter. In the old cemetery is a still more 
melancholy memorial of genius “ done to death by 

TO.MB OF KEATS. 

unfeeling; for no rightly constituted judgment can 
reflect with anything but sorrow and shame at the 
bndalitv which squeezed the bitterest gall of criticism 
in the 'dying cup of sorrow fate proffered to this 
unfortunate young man. Surely the poetic mind, 
clouded bv no other sin than errors of judgment, 
should deserve, better treatment tban is awarded to 
a criminal at the bar. There is but slight diffei- 
cnce between that reviewer’s pen and the assassin’s 

jagger. L- W- F.urhoi.t. 

THE PUOTESTANT CEMETEUV, HOME. 



AllT IN SCOTLAND AND THE 
PllOYINCES. 

Glasgow.—Classes luive been formoil in the 
Glasgow School of Art, on the plan of those in 
existence at the Central School, London, and they 
have been found to work exceedingly well during 
the past session. Mr. Wilson, the director, h.as been 
assisted in the management by Mr. Edwin Lyne, 
of the Department of Science and Art, who also con¬ 
ducts the Art-instruction in the two training colleges 
of Glasgow. At the last examination, forty-four 
prizes were awarded to these institutions. 

Manchesteii.—A number of paintings in oil and 
in water-colours, by Mr. J. C. ilaramcrsley. Prin¬ 
cipal of the School of Art in Manchester, have 
recently been exhibited at the gallery of Messrs. 
Agnew. The subjects are chiefly views on the 
Ehine and its vicinity ; Mr. llammersley having 
passed a considerable portion of the last autumn 
months in that locality, principally with the object 
of studying the scenery at Bonn, for a picture which 
the Prince Consort gave him a commission to paint; 
this work is among those exhibited. Of all, tbe 
local papers speak in very favourable terms: the 
“Eoyal” picture is a view of the Drachenfels, 
from near Bonn ; we have obtained permission to 
engrave this work, when we shall have the oppor¬ 
tunity of commenting upon it. 

Taunton.—At the close, for the Christmas vaca¬ 
tion, of the Taunton School of Art, which has only- 
been established about eighteen months, the pnpils 
presented the master, Mr. Williamson, with a hand¬ 
somely-bound volume of Moore’s poetical works, 
illustrated by Mae.lise, “ as a small tokeu of the 
esteem and regard in which he is held by them for 
his unremitting kindness, and indefatigable exer¬ 
tions to develop and impi'ove their artistic ability,” 
—so ran the presentation inscription. It is pleasant 
to see services thus recognised by those who derive 
benefit from them. 

Worcester.—The annual distribution of prizes 
to tbe pupils of the Worcester School of Art took 
place at the latter end of December. The number 
of students in the school during the past year was 
296, the average monthly attendance being 192. 
Independent of the instruction given in this insti¬ 
tution, Mr. Bowen, the second master, teaches 
elementary drawing in four of the public schools of 
the city to upwards of 400 children, who are said 
to be making satisfactory progress. With regard 
to finance, there was a considerable balance against 
the school, one cause of which deficiency was the 
decrease of annual subscriptions. Alluding to this, 
and in reference to the e.xhibition of the productions 
of the students at the meeting, a local paper re¬ 
marks ;—“ On the whole we were gratified with the 
exhibition, and cannot bring ourselves to believe 
that if the heads of the principal firms in the city 
would only take the trouble occasionally to visit the 
school, they' would allow the subscription list to 
remain so unproductive as at present. As it is, 
however, the fallacy of the government proposition 
to render these schools self-supporting is obvious.” 
This is not an unnatural conclusion to arrive at, 
but one scarcely based on reason and justice; for if 
assistance is withheld by those who ought to be 
most interested in the success of such institutions, 
and are presumed to derive some, if not much, 
benefit from them, with what grace can they appeal 
to the Government for aid out of the national funds.i* 
It is only when all in the locality have done their 
utmost, and this utmost is insufficient for their 
purposes, that they can put in a substantial claim 
for extraneous assistance. 

Dunfermline.—A correspondent of the Builder 
made the following remarks, a short time since, in 
allusion to the closing of the School of Art in this 
town;—“In 1854, efforts were made by the local 
committee, and a sufficient sum collected to justify 
their building, and getting all the etceteras required 
—at a cost of nearly £700 or £800 ; a school-house, 
and examples, &o., were obtained. The department 
appointed a master (Mr. Leonard Baker) to open the 
school. The committee obtained everything that 
could be wished ; there was, then, no cause of com¬ 
plaint on thisliead. Unfortunately, though a good 
cause for complaint did exist, no one on the com¬ 
mittee understood anything about the management 
of an Art-school; and what was even worse, the 
fact of a school being connected with Government 
does not seem to be any recommendation in Scot¬ 
land.” Mr. Baker, the late master of the Dun- 
fermline school, hut who is now at Stirling, recently- 
delivered a lecture in that town on the subject of 
Art; at its close he said:—“ Since I have been in 
Scotland I have not found that interest taken in Art 
which I could have wished. Art-education is not 
yet appreciated anywhere in Britain, and it is only 
among a few that we observe any progress.” If Mr. 
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Baker’s remarks liave reference, as we judge from 
bis other observations that tliey do, to Art-education 
among the higher and middle classes, they arc, 
unhappily, but too true ; our own daily experience 
testifies to the fact. 

Wolverhampton.—'fbe pupils of tbe School of 
Art ill this town recently presented Mr. Chittenden, 
the liead master, with an elegant silver inkstand, to 
testify their sense of tbe benefit derived from his 
instruction, and of his uniform kindness to them. 

Dundf.e.—An Art-exliibition was opened in this 
place in the month of December, and was continued 
for three weeks, during wliich time it was visited 
by nearly 7000 persons, a large majority of whom 
belonged to the working classes. 

COLOUIIS OBTAINED EIIOM THE 
ANIMAL KINGDOM. 

K E U f.t E S — C A R MIN E — L A C. 

We regard the vegetable world as Nature’s great 
laboratory for the production of dyes; and we 
scarcely ever think of looking to tbe animal king¬ 
dom for a colour which can be employed in Art. 
Flowers of every hue are spread in wild luxui’iance 
over the surface of the eartli. Their petals are so 
constituted, that they send back to the eye the 
liquid light from which they steal their tintings and 
their odours—so modified, that it is almost impossi¬ 
ble to name the infinite variety of tints which are 
thus produced. Some flowers are so purely, so 
brilliantly white, that we know tliey must reflect to 
the eye all the light which falls upon them; there 
is no decomposition of the rays, no absorption of a 
part. Others, again, are so dark, that they give us 
evidence of the absorbent power of the surface of 
their leaves—realising, almost, an absolute negation 
of colour, or blackness. Between those two ends of 
our scale, we have, by virtue of the physical struc¬ 
ture of the surface, not merely fine examples of the 
primary colours, but these iuterblended in a mar¬ 
vellous manner ; aud hence, beyond yellow, blue, and 
red, we have endless shades of orauge, green, violet 
and grey. 

It is true that some of the animal races, especially 
the feathered tribes, are rich in colour. Nothing 
presented to us in the vegetable world can equal 
the metallic brilliancy of the feathers of the hum¬ 
ming-birds ; the deep and intense colouring of the 
parrot tribes, or the wonderful iridescence of the 
pigeon’s breast. 

There is, however, this remarkable difference 
between the colours of a feather, and tbe colours of 
a flower. The painted feather owes all its beauty to 
a mechanical arrangement of the surface only; the 
flower owes its coloui- to the circulation of coloured 
juices beneath the thin films of its delicate leaves ; 
and although the peculiar surface-colour is fre¬ 
quently modified by the jihysical condition of the 
surface, it is always dependent upon the circulating 
juices of the plant. We are enabled by infusion, 
and by pressure, to obtain tbe colouring matters of 
flow-ers; and in many cases employ them for the 
purpose of Art and ornament. Wc cannot do this 
with the colours of a feather. 

From the peculiar action of light and oxygen, it is 
only in a few instances that those line vegetable dyes 
can be long preserved. In some cases, a very brief 
exposure to sunshine, entirely destroys their deep 
tints, bleaching them to a dirty white ; and in others, 
a darkening process is almost as readily established, 
which is equally fatal to the original colour. By 
combining, however, with the colours of tlie vegeta¬ 
ble kingdom certain chemical compounds, we have 
at our command an extensive series of dyes and 
colours, varying from black to yellow-. In the 
animal kingdom, on the contrary, we find only a red 
colour which we can use, with the exception of the 
sheU-fish purple, which it is not, in any way, ad¬ 
vantageous' for the artist or the manufacturer to 
employ. In our article on indigo we alluded to, 
and indeed gave some description of, the animal 
from w-hich the famed Tyrian purple of antiquity 
was obtained.* At present, attention will therefore 
be confined to the three sources of colour which 
belong to the animal kingdom, and which are em¬ 
ployed in the Arts in this country. 

* See Art-Journal for 1851, p. 346. 
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Kennes, have been supposed to have been well 
known to the ancients, even so early as the days of 
Moses, and to have been employed by the Hebrews, 
Egyptians, and Greeks, as a dye. Beckmann informs 
us that the kennes arc mentioned by the ancient 
Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and Arabian writers; that 
they were called by the Latin writers coccum, and 
also coccus; though sometimes they are found desig¬ 
nated as granuM. Dioscorides informs us that the 
kennes w-ere collected ra. Asia proconsularis, Galatia, 
Armenia, and Spain. Pliny says they w-ere ob¬ 
tained from Attica, Galatia, Cilicia, Lusitania, and 
Sardinia. Several other writers who have treated 
of natural productions inform us that kennes, a red 
dye, was known at a very early period. 

The celebrated Arabic and classic scholar. Pro¬ 
fessor Tychsen, says, “ 'Ibis dye w-as undoubtedly 
known to the Hebrews, the Pliocnicians, and the 
Egyptians, long before the epoch of the Arabians in 
the East. Among the Hebrew-s the dye occurs, 
though not clearly, under other names, tulfi schani, 
or simply tola, in their oldest w-riter, Moses. Tola 
is properly the worm ; and according to the analog}' 
of kermes, scarlet worm dye. The additional word 
schani, signifies either double-dyed, or according to 
another derivation, bright, deep, red dye.” The 
same w-riter thinks that the great trade in the worm 
dye was carried on by the Phoenicians, who traded 
between Spain, Palestine, and Egypt. That the 
kermes must have been know-ii in Egypt, appears 
proved by the fact that Moses required it to orna¬ 
ment, in scarlet, the tabernacle in the vvilderness. 
The general conclusions of this author, arrived at 
after a very close examination of all the available 
anthorities, are as follows :— 

1st. Scarlet, or the kermes dye, was known in 
the East iit the earliest ages, before Moses, and w-as 
a discov'ery of the Phceniciaus in Palestine ; but 
certainly not of tbe small wandering Hebrew tribes. 

2nd. Tola was the ancient Phceniciau name used 
by the Hebrews, and even by the Syrians, for it is 
employed by the Syrian translator, Isaiah i. 18. 
Among the Jew-s, after their captivity, the Aramscau 
word, zehori, was more common. 

3rd. This dye w'as known also to the Egyptians 
in the time of Moses ; for the Israelites must have 
cai-ried it along w-ith them from Egypt. 

4th. The Arabs received the name kermes with 
the dye from Armenia and Persia, w-here it was in¬ 
digenous, and had long been known; and that name 
banished the old name in the East, as the name, 
scarlet, has done in the West. 

5th. Kermes were, perhaps, not known in Arabia, 
at least they w-ere not indigenous, as the Arabs 
appear to have had no name for them. 

6th. Kermes signifies always red dye; and w'beii 
pronounced short it becomes deep red. 

This species of the cochineal insect {Coccus illicis) 
is found upon one or more of the oak trees. Kerhy 
and Spence say it is confined to the Quercus coccifera, 
a low evergreen oak, with prickly leaves. Some 
authors inform us that the ancients had plantations 
of the kermes oak—hvA this is by uo means estab¬ 
lished—for rearing those insects. 

Through all time, until the discovery of the true 
cochineal insect of America, the kermes were 
used for dyeing scarlet. In the middle ages, the 
kermes were known as the worm dye, vermiculus 
or vermiculum, and the cloth dyed w-ith them was 
called vermiculata: hence vermeil w'as employed 
to signify any red dye, and thus the modern name 
of Vermillion, which is a compound of mercury and 
sulphur, has been derived from the kermes of an¬ 
tiquity. 

In 1518, the Spaniards in Mexico saw the 
cochineal insect employed by the natives of that 
country in colouring some parts of their habitations 
and ornaments. The Mexicans must therefore have 
been w'ell acquainted with the use of the Coccus 
cacti. Dr. Pereira thus describes this insect:—“ Tbe 
wings of the male are heautifidly snow'-white. The 
females fix themselves firmly on the plant, w-hich 
serves them as a habitation, and never quit this 
spot; here they couple, and inci-ease considerably in 
size. Each insect lays several thousand eggs, w-bicb 
proceed from tbe body tlmougb an aperture placed 
at the extremity of the abdomen, and pass under 
tbe belly to be there hatched. Death then ensues; 
the body of the mother dries up; its two membranes 
become flat, and form a sort of shell or cocoon, in 
which the eggs are enclosed, and from whence the 
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little cochineals soon proceed. The female only is 
of commercial value.” The cochineal insects feed 
on the {Opuntia cochinillifera). The cultiva¬ 
tion of this plant, and of the cochineal insect, is 
confined to the district of La Misteca, in the state 

of Oaxaca, in iMexico. 
AVhen the insects are in a proper state, they are 

brushed ofi' the cactus plants with a squirrel’s tail, 
and killed by immersing them in hot water; they 
are afterwai'ds dried in the heat ot the sun, or in 
the warmth of a stove. It is stated that the finest 
coehineals ai-e killed by being exposed to dry heat, 
and not by immersion. Three harvests are made 
annually ; the first being the best, since the impreg¬ 
nated females alone are taken ; in the second the 
young females also are collected, and in the third 
both old and young ones and skins arc collected 
indiscriminately. Before the rainy season commences, 
branches of the nopal plant, loaded with infant 
insects, are cut oft' and preserved in the houses of 
the Mexicans, to prevent the animals being destroyed 
by the weather. It has been estimated that 70,000 
dried insects are required on the average to form 
a pound weight of cochineal. 

Two sorts of cochineal are gathered and sent into 
the market-—the wild from the woods, which is 
called by the Spanish name yraiia sUvesira, and the 
cultivated, or the graaa fina, called also Mesteque, 
from the province in which it is produced. 

The wild cochineal is inferior to the cultivated 
varieties, yielding far less colouring matter. Line 
cochineal, when well dried and preserved, should 
have a grey colour, bordering on purple. The grey 
is owing to the powder which naturally covers it, 
and to a little waxy fat. The purple shade arises 
from the colour extracted by the water in which the 
insects have been killed. Cochineal is wrinkled with 
parallel furrow's across its back, which arc inter¬ 
sected in the middle by a longitudinal one—by this 
the true cochineal is distinguished from any fictitious 
preparation. In some cases smooth black grains, 
called East India cochineal, are mixed with the 
genuine article, but the experienced eye readily 
detects the fraud. The genuine cochineal has the 
shape of an egg bisected through its long axis, or of 
a tortoise, being rounded like a shield upon the back, 
llat upon the belly, and without wings. 

One fraud has been named—another is recorded 
by Dr. Ure:—“ The oflicers of her Majesty’s Cus¬ 
toms detected some time since a system of adul¬ 
terating cochineal, which had been jiractised to a 
)irodigious extent by a mercantile house in London. 
I have analysed about one hundred samples of such 
cochineal, from which it appears that the genuine 
article is moistened with gum-water, agitated in a 
box, or leather bag, first with sulphate of baryta in 
fine powder, afterwards with bone, or ivory black, to 
give it the appearance of iieyra cochineal, and then 
dried. By this means about twelve per cent, of 
worthless, heavy spar is sold at the price of cochi¬ 
neal, to the enrichment of the sophisticators, and the 
dkfjrace and injury of British trade and rnanifac- 
fures. The specific gravity of genuine cochineal is 
1'25, that of the cochineal loaded with the barytic 
sulphate 1'35.” 

The colouring matter of cochineal has been closely 
studied by several chemists, among others by PeUe- 
tier, Caventou, John, and Chevreul. 

A fatty wax, of a golden yellow colour, is separated 
from it by sulphm-ic ether, and then being treated 
with alcohol, heat being apjilied, reddish solutions, 
verging on yellow, are obtained. By the spontaneous 
evaporation of these alcoholic solutions, a granular 
matter is deposited of a fine red colour, to which the 
name of carminiiim has been given. 

This colouring matter is very soluble in w'ater, 
and by evaporation the liquid assumes the appearance 
of a syrup—but never yields crystals. This carmi- 
nium appears to be precipitated by all the acids, 
when it is accompanied by some of the animal 
matter of the cochineal. The aftinity of alumina 
for the colouring matter is very remarkable; when 
that earth, newdy precipitated, is put into a watery 
solution of the colouring principle, this is immediately 
seized by the alumina. The water becomes colour¬ 
less, and a fine red Jake is obtained, if we have 
operated at the ordinary atmospheric temperature; 
but if the liquor has been hot, the colour passes to 
crimson, and the shade becomes more and more 
violet, according to the elevation of the temperature, 
and the continuance of the ebullition. The salts of 

tin exercise a powerful action upon this colouring 

matter. 
The most successfid investigator into the colouring 

matter of cochineal has been i\lr. Warren De la Hue. 
This chemist had the opportunity of submitting the 
living insect to microscopical examination, lie found 
it to be covered with a white dust, which was like¬ 
wise observed on the adjacent parts of the cactus 
leaves on which the animal feeds. This dust, which 
he considered to be the excrement of the animal, 
lias, under the microscope, the appearance of white 
curved cylinders, of a very uniform diameter. On 
removing the powder with ether, and piercing the 
side of the insect, a purplish-red iluid exudes, which 
contains the red colouring matter in minute granules, 
assembled round a colourless nucleus. These groups 
seem to float in a colourless iluid, which appears to 
prove that, whatever may be the function of the 
colouring matter, it has a distinct and marked form, 
and does not pervade as a mere tint the fluid portion 
of the insect. 

'I'hc colouring matter, or carniinic acid, as iMr. 
])e la Rue calls it, is thus obtained in a slate of 
purity. Ground cochineal is boiled for about twenty 
minutes with fifty times its weight of water; the 
strained decoction, after being allowed to subside for 
a quarter of an hour, is decanted oft' and precipitated 
with a solution of acetate of protoxide of lead, acidu- 

I lated with acetic acid (one acid to six of salt). The 
washed precipitate is decomposed by hydrosulphuric 
acid ; the colouring matter being again dissolved, is 
precipitated a second time and decomposed as before. 
The solution of carminic acid thus obtained is eva¬ 
porated to dryness, dissolved in boiling absolute 
alcohol, digested with a portion of carmiuate of pro¬ 
toxide of lead, and then mixed with ether to preci¬ 
pitate a small portion of nitrogenous matter. The 
colouring matter, separated by the filter, yields, upon 
evaporation in vacuo, pure carminic acid. When 
thus prepared, it is a purple-brown friable mass, 
transparent when viewed by the microscope, and 
pulverizable to a fine red powder, soluble in alcohol 
and water in all proportions, and very slightly 
soluble in ether. It decomposes at temperatures 
above 136°. The aqueous solution has a feebly acid 
reaction, and does not absorb oxygen from the air; 
alkalies change its colour to purple—in the alcoholic 
tincture they produce purple precipitates; and the 
alkaline earths give precipitates of a similar colour. 
Alum gives, with carminic acid, a beautiful crimson 
lake upon the addition of a little ammonia, and 
similar results are obtained with metallic precipitates. 

There are several methods employed in the prepa¬ 
ration of carmine ; that described by Dr. Pereira is, 
perhaps, the most approved. Carmine is prepared 
from the black cochineal. A decoction of the insect 
is rrrade in water; the residue, called carmine 
(jrounds, is used by the paper-stainers. To the 
decoction is added a precipitant, generally bichloride 
of tin. The decoction to which the bichloride has 
been added is put into a large shallow vessel, and 
allowed to rest. Slowly a deposit takes place, which 
adlieres to the sides of the vessel, and the liquid 
being poured off, it is dried. This precipitate, when 
dried, is carmine. 3’he liquid, when concentrated, is 
called liqu.id rouge. 

The Gerirrau method of preparing carmine con¬ 
sists in pouring a certain quantity of a solution of 
alum into a decoction of cochineal. Another pro¬ 
cess, known as that of jMadarae Cenette, of Amster¬ 
dam, consists in adding a solution of the binoxalate 
of ])otash to the cochineal decoction. Pelletier and 
Caventou state that the finest colour is produced by 
the oxide of tin. 

There are some remarkable peculiarities about 
the production of carmine : the shade and character 
of colour is altered by slight, very slight, differences 
in the temperature at which it is prepared ; and with 
every variation in the circumstances of illumination, 
a change is discovered in the colour. Sir Humphrey 
Davy relates the following anecdote in illustration 
of this:—“A manufacturer of carmine, who was 
aw'are of the superiority of the Drench coloiu', went 
to Lyons for the purpose of improving his process, 
and bargained with the most celebrated manufacturer 
in that city for the acquisition of his secret, for 
which he was to pay £1000. He saw all the process, 
and a beautiful colour was jiroduced, but he found 
not the least difference in the lAench method and 
that which had been adopted by himself. He 
appealed to his instructor, and insisted that he must 

have kept something concealed. The man assured 
him that he had not, and invited him to inspect the 
process a second time. He very minutely examined 
the water and the materials, which were in every 
respect similar to his own, and then, very much 
surprised, he said, ‘ I have lost both my labour and 
my money, for the air of England docs not admit us 
to make good carmine ’—‘ Stay,’ said the French¬ 
man; ‘ don’t deceive yourself. M'hat kind of weather 
is it now?’—‘A bright sunny day,’ replied the 
Englishman.—‘ And snch are the days,’ said the 
Frenchman, ‘ upon which I make my colour : were 
I to attempt to manufacture it on a dark and cloudy 
day, my results would be the same as yours. Let me 
advise you to make your carmine on sunny days.’ ” 

Some years since, I made an extensive series of 
experiments on this colouring matter, and the 
actions of light upon it. When precipitated in sun¬ 
shine the colour was brilliant and beautiful; in 
cloudy weather the carmine was very dull in colour, 
—there was none of that sparkling brilliancy about 
it which the colour-maker well expresses by the term 
“ lively.” When precipitated in the dark, the red 
lost many degrees of intensity, and the general cha¬ 
racter was still more gloomy. This very remarkable 
condition applies to other colour's than carmine. 
Even Prussian blue precipitated in sunshine is far 
more brilliant than the same salt precipitated in 
darkness. 

Six drachms of carmine may be obtained from 
one pound of cochineal. Rouge for the face is made 
by mixing half a pound of levigated French chalk 
with two ounces of freshly-prepared carmine. 

A jiractical dyer gives the following directions 
for using cochineal to dye silk crimson:—“ FiU 
your alum-tub with clean cold water, and for every 
fifteen yards of silk dissolve in it eight ounces of 
alnni; when that is done, open out yoiu' silks, 
and handle them in the alum-tub for five minutes, 
then take them up on a peg, and put them back 
again, and leave them for twelve or foiu'teen 
hours,—much longer if you like, but they must 
be taken up and returned every six hours. Clean 
out a co])])er and fill it with water, and for every 
fifteen yards of silk put in four ounces of cochineal. 
Make it boil before you put in the cochineal. Con¬ 
tinue to boil well lor ten minutes, aud leave. Then 
get up your silks out of the alum, and give them one 
clean water, fold them np, and put them on a peg 
to drain. Now stop the cochineal copper from 
boiling by gently daminng the fire, so as to keep the 
copper to a scald ; open out your silks, and handle 
them in the cochineal copper with a clean stick for 
half or three quarters of an hour at the utmost, then 
get them up, and rinse them in two clean waters, 
wring them up with a clean sheet, and hang them 
up in a dry room. When dry, damp and brush— 
then frame them, and they are done.” 

I’or woollen goods crude tartar and grain sjririts ” 
—that is, grain tin dissolved in hydrochloric acid 
(muriatic acid)—are employed. 

Kermes.—For red, with tin, it requires about 
twelve times the quantity of kermes as of cochineal, 
aud the colour then produced is not equal to it. 

Lac is a concrete juice, ■which was thought to 
exude from several kinds of plants, but it appears 
now to have been determined that it is caused by an 
insect named Coccus ficus, or Coccus loco. There are 
several varieties of this product, known in com¬ 
merce under the names of stick-lac, seed-lac, and 
shell-lac. There is also brought from India two 
other products, distinguished as lac-lac and lac-dye, 
which are the kinds mostly used in dyeing. Dr. 
Bancroft discovered that acids destroyed the resinous 
matter of lac-dye, and rendered the colouring matter 
soluble,—aud this is the mode generally adopted in 
working with this substance. The French dyers 
generally take thirty-two parts of lac-dye rubbed 
down with twelve parts of hydrochloric acid; when 
well mixed, it is diluted with above an equal quantity 
of water, aud set aside for twenty-four hours, after 
which it is ready for use. Lacs are employed as 
substitutes for cochineal, and most of the colours 
obtained by one are producible by the other; but for 

fine reds the lac is much inferior. 
A certain affinity exists between the fibres of silk 

and wool for the colouring matters of kermes, cochi¬ 
neal, and lac; but no such affinity exists between 
the vegetable fibre of the cotton-plant and these 

animal colouring matters. 
Robekt Hunt. 



AllClIITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHIC 

ASSOCIATION. 

The photogrciplis selected by the committee for dis¬ 
tribution amongst the subscribers to this most 
excellent association, arc now exhibited in the 
Suffolk Street Galleries, with the Architectural 
Exhibition. This is a judicious arrangement in 
itself, and its good effect is considerably enhanced 
by the high character of the photographs. On the 
occasion of the opening conversazione of the Archi¬ 
tectural Exhibition, the screens and portfolios, upori 
and within which the photographs are either dis- 
jjlayed or placed for examination, were covered and 
closed, with the view to a special conversazione of 
the Architectural Photographic Association, which 
took place under the always agreeable and effective 
jiresidency of Professor Cockerell, R.A., on the 
evening of Thursday, January 7th. The rooms 
were well filled, and great interest was shown in the 
photographs, which then for the first time were 
submitted to the general body of the subscribers. 
So careful have the committee been to vary the 
subjects that they have chosen, as well as to pro¬ 
cure photographs of different sizes, that every sub¬ 
scriber must be able, with the utmost facility, to 
select for himself such specimens as will ])rove 
peculiarly acceptable to him. The committee have 
also faithfully redeemed their pledge, that none hut 
works of the highest excellence would be placed by 
them before the subscribers. The special adapta¬ 
bility of photography to the production of archi¬ 
tectural pictures is demonstrated in a remarkable 
manner by this collection ; and, at the same time, 
the skilful handling of the artists employed, is no 
less satisfactorily made known. The only want is 
interior views. Groups of details, also, to a large 
scale, will, we trust, in future collections be found to 
occupy prominent positions. 

The present coUeetion comprises views from 
Constantinople, Athens, Florence, Pisa, Sienna, 
Lucca, and the Roman States ; from Burgos, Seville, 
and other plaees in Spain; from Paris, Strashurg, 
Rouen, Chartres, Rheims, Louvain, Bonrges, Hei¬ 
delberg, and Ghent; from the cathedrals of Lincoln, 
Canterbury, Ely, York, and Peterborough; with 
some miscellaneous views from Malta, Switzerland, 
North Wales, Scotland, Yorkshire, and other places. 
Amongst the finest specimens are (Nos. 171 and 173 
in the catalogue) small views of the Baptistry at 
Canterbury; No. 146, the central western doorway 
of Lincoln, which shows with truly graphic exact¬ 
ness the two eras of the Norman work of Bishops 
Remigius and Alexander; Nos. 141 and 144, 
which severally represent parts of the west fronts of 
the cathedrals of Ely and York ; No. 104, the prin¬ 
cipal doorway of Rheims, with No. 97, the statues 
in the north door of the same cathedral; No. 93, 
doorway of Berne Cathedral, a photograph distin¬ 
guished by the most exqiiisite treatment of light and 
shade; No. 95, the fine old Hotel de Ville at Ghent, 
and No. 38*, the principal doorway of the Cathedral 
of Orvieto. All the works of the Florentine photo¬ 
graphers, the brothers Alinari, are indeed worthy of 
high commendation; these works include many fine 
examples of sculpture. 

There is one point connected with these photo¬ 
graphs that demands particular notice, which is the 
generally judicious selection of the points of view 
from which the pictures have been taken. Too 
much thought and carefulness cannot be bestowed 
on determining the spot,upon which the photographer 
is to conduct his operations; and it is evident that 
theeommitteeofthe association havethought seriously 
upon this subject. We hope to find that in their 
future productions the committee may be even more 
successful than they have been already in this most 
important particular. We venture also to repeat 
the expression of our conviction that, in future col¬ 
lections, it will tend in a great measure to promote 
the best interests of architecture, if each more im¬ 
portant general view of any great building, or of 
any part of a great building, be attended by a series 
of views of details, given on a scale sufficiently large 
to exhibit their details with all that wonderful 
minuteness and precision which are the character¬ 
istics of photography. 

It must not be forgotten that, in addition to sup¬ 
plying their subscribers with copies of certain pho¬ 
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tographs to be selected by themselves, the committee 
of this association are forming a grand collection 
of architectural photographs, which must speedily 
exercise a powerful influence upon the Art-education 
of all persons, who either practise architecture as 
a profession, or take an interest in it as a great 
and noble art. The photographs for each year’s 
distribution, are also each year’s contribution to 
national collections of works of this class. A few 
years may be expected to produce a really magnifi¬ 
cent assemblage of (hose most beautiful, most in¬ 
teresting and instructive pictures. And every fresh 
subscriber strengthens the hands of the committee 
for carrying on their work of thus forming, through¬ 
out the empire, national galleries of architectural 
art. It is to be hoped that this consideration, iaken 
in connection with the great advantages offered to 
subscribers in the matter of their own collections, 
will very speedily cause the list of subscribers to 
swell to as many thousands as it now numbers 
hundreds : and that it will comprehend the names 
of the architects and lovers of architecture of 
America, and the continent of Europe, as well as 
those of our own country and her colonies. 

LECTURES OF THE “DEPARTMENT” 
AT THE 

SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM. 

The concluding lecture of the opening course pre¬ 
pared by the “ Department of Science and Art,” and 
delivered either by their own officers, or under their 
special sanction, was giveu on the evening of De¬ 
cember 81st, in the lecture-theatre of the museum, 
by Mr. Fergusson, the late manager of the Crystal 
Palace. 

The subject, one of equal interest and importance, 
was the formation of “ a National Collection of Archi¬ 
tectural Art.” The lecture, however, dealt with its 
professed subject only in an indirect and suggestive 
manner, leaving the contemplated “national collec¬ 
tion ” pretty nearly where it found it. It brought 
the audience to the general conclu.sion that the 
materials for forming this collection are both abun¬ 
dant and readily available, and that “ all that is now 
wanted is a well-digested scheme, and the exorcise of 
a sound discretion in regard to what should be, 
admitted and what rejected.” Mr. Eergussou did 
not attempt any definition of what should be ad¬ 
mitted, or what rejected ; neither did he tell us to 
what quarter we are to look for the exercise of the 
“ sound discretion,” or for the “ well-digested 
scheme,” which unquestionably are so essential for 
producing the desired “ national collection of archi- 
teotui'al art.” We have watched both the “Arcliitee- 
tural Museum ” and the “ national ” architectural 
collections since their establishment at South Ken¬ 
sington with careful and expectant eyes, hut we 
have not yet found in them any promise of realising 
Mr. Eergusson’s requirements. The heterogeneous 
contents of the so-called “Architectural Museum” 
have at present been only distinguished by a con¬ 
fusion in their arrangements (?), which has been 
continually becoming worse confounded. And the 
neat and orderly “ national ” casts, with the pretty 
little models under glass covers, look very well and 
teach very little. We hardly venture to look for the 
“well-digested scheme” and the “ sound discretion” 
in matters architectural from the powers already in 
existence and in operation at South Kensington. 
Mr. Cole has yet to find his own counterpart iu this 
department of his “ department.” Mr. Eergussou 
does not appear to desire to undertake the task him¬ 
self, or he would scarcely, in his lecture, have exhi¬ 
bited the had taste of sneering at what he was 
pleased to call “ correct Gothic;” nor would he have 
led his audience through so wild a hunt, from Athens 
to the Crystal Palace, after "what is” architecture; 
nor would he, when at length touching upon the 
real subject of his lecture, have been content to 
generalise upon the recognised components of an 
architectural museum which might be worthy of its 
title, and then wind up with the assurance that if 
the proposed museum be judiciously planned, and if 
it he appropriately constituted, and f it be well 
managed, and f it be liberally supported, it “ must 
in a few years be worthy of the nation,” and would be 
calculated to “ do more to improve and elevate the 
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tasic of the people of England than any other means 
which are at present available for that purpose.” 

We entirely agree in the sentiment of the im|iroving 
and elevating influence, which a worthy national archi¬ 
tectural museum would assuredly exercise upon the 
public taste: we arc amongst those who are most 
anxious to see such an institution formed by tlic 
Government, and made available with all the power 
of “authority,” and all the energy of a “depart¬ 
ment,” for the most perfect realisation of its noble 
object. This, however, is not he effected after the 
fashion that has hitherto prevailed in dealing with 
architecture at either Sydenham or South Kensing¬ 
ton ; neither can it be done without excluding alike 
professional prejudices and amateur extravagances, in 
order to secure what is sound in principles, compre¬ 
hensive in range, graphic in illustration, and at once 
clear, impressive, and attractive in the capacity of 
teacliing. 

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES. 

Paris.—A project has been presented to tbe 
Emperor by MM. Roze, father and son, architects, 
proposing to decorate the places puhlique, boule¬ 
vards, &c., with statues of men eminent in history. 
—The minister of state lias just purchased M. 
Claudius Jacquard’s painting representing “ Ban¬ 
ditti of the Abruzzi.”—The minister of public in¬ 
struction has given a sum of money to be expended 
in the complete restoration of a small pavilion at 
Meaux, the studio of Bossuet.—It is said that the 
Castle of St. Germain is to be put in thorough 
repair for the reception of the arms and armour 
now in the Musee d’Artillcrie, at Paris, this last 
locale being too small to contain the collection.— 
The annual distribution of medals has taken place 
at the Ecole des Beaux Arts : M. A. Fould, minister 
of state, presided on the occasion.—The year 1857 
has witnessed the growth of much architectural 
splendour in Paris: the Louvre, the “Halles 
Centrales,” the Church of St. Clotilde, have been 
renovated and embellished, and new squares, boule¬ 
vards, &c., have risen up. These last are not 
finished, but sufficiently advanced to judge of their 
general aspect, which is really splendid. Paris, 
thirty years ago, was a city of mud and narrow 
streets, it is now the city of boulevards par excel¬ 
lence : the will of one man has accomplished much 
of this extraordinary change in five years.—During 
the last days of December, 1857, a number of 
waggons was seen on the road to the Falais d'In¬ 
dustrie, Champs Elysees, laden with statues, groups, 
busts, &c. The solution of the enigma is as fol¬ 
lows :—An immense quantity of various objects of 
Fine Art was in danger of perishing in the various 
garrets, warehouses, dark galleries, cellars, &c., 
belonging to the Government. These are to be 
examined by a competent jury, and an exhibition 
made in tbe unoccupied building, or else distributed 
amongst the various museums, palaces, &c.; no 
doubt many chefs d'ceunre will be brought to light, 
when we reflect that the Louvre contains nearly' as 
much hidden Art as is already exposed to public 
view.—The different niches in the square of the 
Louvre are being filled with statues.—M. Ingres 
has presented the Theatre Franqais with a painting 
representing “ Moliere dining with Louis XIV.”— 
kl. Achille Deveria, celebrated for numerous litho¬ 
graphic genre subjects, and keeper of the prints in 
the Imperial Library, died recently, at the age of 
fifty-seven. 

Vienna.—It is remarkable that the exhibition of 
the Austrian Art-Union of this year indicates the 
increasing prevalence of Pre-Raifaellism in land¬ 
scape art, while in respect of figui-e pictures, there 
is less of dry severity than there has been in former 
yeai’s. Still all the minute elaboration practised 
by younger Germany falls short of the intensity of 
English Pre-Raffaellism. The number of prizes 
was ninety-two, which represented an amount of 
nearly 20,000 florins. Among the figure-painters 
whose works were selected, were Friedliiudcr, 
L’Allemand, Fischbaoh, Koller, and Bewer; and 
among those of the successful landscape-painters, 
were Bosoher, Brieschi, Brunner, Hierschl, Hoger, 
Liohtenfels, Swobada, &o. 

It is considered a reproach to Vienna that such a 
capital has yet no monument to the memory of the 
famous composers, Gluck, Haydn, Mozart, and Bee¬ 
thoven, although the subject has been long before the 
public. The e.xecution of such a memorial, or such a 
series of monuments, having been left to tbe Govern- | 
ment, it has not been carried out, but as the public arc ' 
now stirring in the matter, it is proposed that the | 
principal amateurs of Vienna should perform i 
selection of the works of these great men in further- I 
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ance of an object so patriotic.—According; to the 
new constitution of the Imperial Academy of Fine 
Arts, this body have again the right of instituting 
yearly exhibitions under regulations determinable 
by their own members. Artists of all countries, 
but especially those of Austria, are invited to 
contribute; and for the encouragement of talent 
for the next three years, 10,000 florins is granted 
by the Government for the purchase of works ot 
merit, without preference to the nationality of the 
painters. The exhibition will be held in the apart¬ 
ments of the Academy, but the accommodation has 
been found so limited that a more commodious 
arrangement is contemplated, by which means the 
schools will be conducted in the upper rooms of the 
building, while to the exhibition the lower rooms 
will be assigned. These are but a part of the re¬ 
organisation to which the painters of Vienna look 
forward with new hope. 

Berlin.—At the close of the year some of the 
most eminent painters of the German schools were 
occupied, according to long established custom, in 
the execution of transparencies of subjects suitable 
to the time. Among those whose works are most 
distinguished, are Amberg, Ascar Begas, Karl 
Arnold, Adolph Menzel, and Gustro Kichter. 

The residence of the late director Schorn, to w hom 
was confided the management of the cabinet of en¬ 
gravings, has, since the death of its proprietor, been a 
point of attraction to all lovers of Art and vertu. 
Kvery article of furniture in his house had recom¬ 
mended itself to Schorn for its antiquity, elegance, 
or originality of design, and this taste was observ¬ 
able in the commonest household objects. But that 
which would interest the artist especially were the 
works suspended on the walls, consisting of oil- 
pictures, water-colour drawings, cartoons, and 
various kinds of studies, all for the most part by 
living artists, especially by Kaulbaeh, Magnus, 
Menzel, Cretins, Jacobi, Trippel, Berg, &c., &v., 
constituting in the whole, furniture and works of 
Art, a collection of extraordinary interest. 

Hanover.—The monument about to be erected 
at Worms, in memory of Luther, finds favour 
among the Protestants, not only of Germany, but 
of others of the northern states. The King of 
Hanover has contributed 500 florins to the fund, 
which has received also considerable augmentation 
from Sweden, as many of the must distinguished of 
the clergy of that nation are warm advocates of the 
project. 

Venice.—The picture by Paul Veronese, which 
in 1849 was so much damaged at Monte Verioo, has 
been for some time in this city, with a view to its 
restoration—which has been commissioned by the 
Emperor of Austria; but from some unknown cause 
the picture has never yet re-appeared in public, 
although ample time has been allowed for the 
emendation of what injuries soever it may have 
received. 

THE WOIJHDED AT SCUTARI. 
I’KOJI TIIL GROUP BV T. PIlyFFERS. 

Though the title given to this group of sculpture 
tells its own meaning, additional interest will be ac¬ 
corded to it w'hen our readers are told that in the face 
of the female figure they see an excellent portrait of 
the lady whose noble, self-denying, and unwearying 
exertions on behalf of our gallant soldiers in the 
Crimea, have made her name immortal in the ann.als of 
her country. Florence Nightingale is a “ house¬ 
hold word ” wherever the history of the Russian w'ar 
has penetrated, and millions “ have risen up to call 

I her blessed.” When the heart of England was 
wrung with anguish at the cry of misery and dis¬ 
tress which seemed to reach us with every breath of 
air wafted from the shores of the Black Sea, and 
when at the same moment every feeling of indig¬ 
nation w'as roused against those who, either through 

. carelessness or mismanagement, were legitimately 
responsible for so many sufferings, the deeds of 
1 lorence Nightingale, and her band of devoted sisters, 
shed their hallowing and consolatory influence over 
the homes of her native land, from the palace to the 
most humble cottage; and the thanksgiving of a 

i nation went up from every household to heaven for 
such a “ministering angel,” and its pray'ers that a 
life so manifestly valuable might be prolonged to 
complete the work on which it was engaged." Her 

I name requires no sculptured stone, or graven brass, 
, to eulogise her actions, though she has richly earned 

the proudest monument that Art can rear as a testi- 
I moiiial to her heroic virtues. 

I ITorence Nightingale was born at Florence, in 
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1823, and received her Christian name from the 
place of her birth : she is the younger daughter and 
coheiress of W.S. Nightingale, Esip, of Embley Park, 
Hampshire, and Leigli-Ilnrst, lierbyshire, a gen¬ 
tleman of considerable intellectual acquirements. 
“ Fnder the guidance of her father, she gradually 
attained proficiency in classics and mathematics, as 
well as a general acquaintance with science, litera¬ 
ture, and Art. Nor was the ordinary range of 
feminine accomplishments omitted from her educa¬ 
tion, as she is a good musician, and can'boastof some 
knowledge of almost all the modern languages— 
sj)eaking those of France, Italy, and Germany, with 
scarcely less facility than her native tongue. . . . 
From a very early age she evinced a strong sym¬ 
pathy and ailection for her kind; as a child she was 
accustomed to minister to the necessities of the poor 
and needy around her father’s estates, purchasing 
the privilege by frequent acts of self-denial; and in 
her youth she became still farther their teacher, 
consoler, and friend. As Miss NighIingale advanced 
to ail age w'hicli admitted of independent action, she 
frequented and studied the schools, hospitals, and 
reformatory institutions of Loudon, Edinburgh, and 
the coutiueut, gathering up knowledge wherever it 
might be found.” In 1851 she w'ent to Germany, 
and resided for three mouths among the Protestant 
Sisters of Mercy at Kaiserwerth, on the Rhine, an 
institution for training nurses; and on her re¬ 
turn home took up her abode in the “ Sanatorium 
for Gentlewomen,” in Harley Street, wdiich at that 
time was languishing for want of systematic manage¬ 
ment and effectual support; under her able direc¬ 
tion, and liberal pecuniary assistance, this excellent 
institution rapidly recovered from its low and sink¬ 
ing estate. Thus surely, and almost silently—for 
few comparatively knew of her acts of generosity 
and Christian love—was this admirable woman a 
female Howard, preparing herself for the great 
work she was destined to perform when the news 
of the Crimean disasters reached England. 'What 
she did to mitigate the horrors of the Russian war 
it is totally unnecessary to refer to: her deeds form 
no iusigiiilicant part of the history of the cam- 
])aign, from which they can never be separated. 
Her fitness for the task she had undertaken called 
forth the following remark, made by an oliicer 
of high standing, whose duty called him to be in 
frequent communication with her:—“ No one,” he 
said, “ ever entertains the slightest idea of question¬ 
ing the jiropriety of anything Miss Nightingale does 
or suggests: we all feel it is the right thing, and 
the right time for doing it.” Such was the appre¬ 
ciation of those who per.sonally witnessed her 
labours; the nation testified its feelings by the 
noble subscription, amounting to about £45,000, 
now' waiting the disposal of the lady; and the 
Queen’s approval was expressed by a present of a 
rich ornament of diamonds, accompanied h}'" an 
autograph letter such as few subjects have received 
from their Sovereign : yet wdio is there that considers 
Florence Nightingale’s services too highly estimated ? 

For many months past Miss Nightingale has 
been engaged upon, and she is still laboriously 
occupied with, the prepai’atiou of a report for the 
Government of an inquiry into the condition of the 
military hospitals of the country. We have heard 
that this vvork is taxing her mental and bodily 
strength severely: we earnestly ])ray, and are sm'e 
that onr desires wdll he echoed by every man and 
woman throughout the British dominions, that she 
may he spared many years to witness the fruits of 
all her well-directed and devoted energies in the 
cause of suft’criiig humanity, whose friend aud ser¬ 
vant she is. 

Among the many tributes paid to her, one has 
recently come into our hands from across the 
Atlantic, so true in its expressive recognition of 
her w'ortli, and so poetically beautiful, that we are 
tempted to introduce it here; and tlie more, because 
wc believe it has not been made public in England, 
though widely circulated iu America ;— 

SANTA FILOMENA.t 

“ Whene’er a noble deed is wrouglit, 
Whene’er is spoken a noble thought, 

Our hearts, in glad surprise, 
To higher levels rise. 

* “ Men and Women of the Time." Published by Kent 
and Co., London, 1858. 

t Saint Nighting.alo ; a tribute to Florence, the s.aint of 
Hie Crimea. 

“ Tlie tidal wave of deeper souls 
Into our inmost being rolls, 

Aud lifts us unawares 
Out of all meaner cares. 

‘‘ Honour to tiiose wliose words or deeds 
Thus help us in our daily needs. 

And Ijy their overflow 
liaise us from wliat is low ! 

“ Tims thought I, as by niglit I re.ad 
Of the great army of tlie dead, 

Tlie trenches cold and damp, 
Tlie starved and frozen camp— 

“ Tlie wounded from tlie battle plain, 
Ill dreary linspitals of pain— 

Tlie clieerless corridors, 
The cold and stony floors. 

“ Lo .' in that house of misery, 
A lady with a lamp I see 

Pass through the glimmering gloom, 
And flit from room to room. 

“ And slow, as in a dream of bliss, 
Tlic speechless sufferer turns to kiss 

tier sliadow, as it falls 
Upon the darkening walls. 

“ As if a door in heaven should be 
Opened, and then closed suddenly, 

Tlie vision came and went— 
Tlie liglit shone and was spent. 

“ On England's annals, tlirough the long 
Hereafter of Iier speecli and song, 

Tliat light its rays shall cast 
From portals of the past. 

“ A l.ady with a lamp shall stand 
In the great liistory of the land, 

A noble type of good, 
Heroic womanhood. 

“ Nor even shall he wanting here 
The palm, the lily, and the spear. 

The symbols that of yore 
Saint Filomena bore."* 

H. W. Longfellow. 

Tlie mailt incident of this beautiful poem is founded 
on a passage in a letter read by the Eight Honour¬ 
able Sidney Herbert, at the public meeting presided 
over by His Royal Highness the Huke of Cambridge, 
iu order to raise a sum of money that should not 
only testify the national gratitude to Miss Nightin¬ 
gale, but enable her to found “ an institution for the 
training, sustenance, and protection of nurses aud 
hospital attendants.” The fund thus raised (as we 
have stated) amounted to about £45,000 ; the money 
was invested iu exchequer bills, placed in the bauds 
of live trustees “ named” by IMiss Nightingale ; it is 
of coiu'se bearing interest, aud will, by God’s blessing, 
produce its fruits when the health of the honoured 
and estimable lady is sufficiently restored to enable 
her to execute tlie mighty work she has undertaken. 

The little group of sculpture—the figures are of 
small statuette size—which has called forth the 
preceding remarks, is the work of a Belgian sculptor, 
resident iu London, Theodore Phyft'ers, a native of 
Louvain, aud a pupil of the late Charles Geerts, 
whom lie assisted to model the sculpture now in 
the Byzantine Court of tlie Crystal Palace. He 
was invited.to England by Sir Charles Barry, to 
execute some carvings in wood for the Houses of 
Parliament; and since the completion of the latter 
works he has been engaged iu many of the eccle¬ 
siastical sculptures in the Crystal Palace, on the 
restorations of Carlisle Cathedral, aud the picture- 
gallery of Lord Howe at GopsaU Hall, Leicester¬ 
shire. He is an artist of very considerable ability; 
aud there is no doubt he will establish a high repu¬ 

tation in England. 
Tlie work we have engraved was executed for 

Mrs. Bracebridge, the intimate friend of Miss Night¬ 
ingale, aud for a considerable time her companion 
and fellow-worker iu the Crimea. Miss Night- 
ing.ale could not be prevailed upon to sit to the 
sculptor,—she has no desire to lie immortalised by 
the hand of any artist,—but he had several oppor¬ 
tunities of seciug the lady, and marking the outlines 
and expression of lier fcatiu’es: the likeness is 
satisfactory to those who know her well. He 
has treated tlic figure iu a conventional but very 
pictm-esque manner, aud in the act of addressing 
a veteran soldier apparently just risen from his bed 
of suffering: it is a touching subject, that cannot 
fail to excite feelings of sympathy and admiration 
in all who look at it. The original vvork was ex¬ 
hibited at the Royal Academy last year. 

* [The name by which the poet has chosen to designate 
Miss Nightingale would seem to favour an idea prevailing 
when slie was in the Crimea, and wliicli probably many 
entertain now, that tlie religious opinions of this lady 
tend towards the Church of Rome: Init all who are 
acquainted with lier know her to be a sincere and zealous 
member of the Protestant Church of England.—Eu. A. J.J 
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THE BOOK OP THE THAMES, 
FEOM ITS KISE TO ITS FALL. 

BY ME. AND MES. S. C. HALL. 

Past XIV. 

f.re now approaching the ancient town 
of Staines; its bridge and its church- 
steeple are in sight; but before we reach 
llicin there is an object standing on one 
of the aits that claims our especial atten¬ 
tion. We must step ashore to examine 
it, for it is the boundary stone of the 
City of London; and here its jurisdiction 
ends—or did end, we should rather say, 
for by a recent enactment all its rights and 
privileges, as regard the river Thames, 
were transferred to “a commission.” 

The conservancy of the river Thames 
was vested in the Lord Mayor and Cor¬ 

poration of the City of London by long prescription, 
confirmed by various charters and acts of paiiiameut. Apart from the Courts 
of Conservancy, which were held by the Lord Mayor in person, attended by 
the Keoorder'and other officers, with much state, most of the administrative 
duties of Conservator of the Thames have long been performed by a committee 
of the corporation, known as the “ Navigation and Port of London Committee,” 
consisting of twelve Aldermen and tweiity-iime Common Councilmen. Their 
Jurisdiction extended from Staines, in Middlesex, to Yantlet, in Kent. Their 
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duties were to prevent encroachments on the bed and soil ot the river, or 
anything being done on its banks to impede navigation ; to regulate the moor¬ 
ings of vessels in the port, deepen the channel, erect and maintain public 
stairs, keep in repair the locks, weirs, and towing-paths, regulate the fisheries, 
and seize unlawful nets, &c. In the performance of these duties they were 
aided by four harbour-masters, an engineer, water-bailiff, and other officials 
appointed by the corporation. 

The revenue arose principally from two sources, viz., the tonnage dues on 
ships frequenting the port, and the toils paid by vessels passing through the 
locks, or using the landing-piers.. The corporation also received, not as con¬ 
servators of the river, but as owners of its bed and soil, rents for wharfs, jiiers, 
and landing-places, which they granted licenses to erect. The produce of the 
tonnage dues was about £18,000 per annum, a sum more than snfficient to 
cover the expenses charged upon them, as the corporation were in possession 
of a surplus of about £90,000 ; but as the application of these dues was, by 
act of parliament, strictly limited to the river below London Bridge, no benefit 
could be derived from the possession of such surplus to the upper portion 
of the river, where the amount received from tolls was small, and, in conse¬ 
quence of the great competition of the railways with the carrying trade of the 
river, had latterly become so much diminished, as to fall far short of the 
annual expense. 

Notwithstanding the difficulty in which the corporation were placed, with a 
surplus below bridge, which they w'ere unable to appropriate, and a deficiency 
above bridge, which they had no means of making good but by pledging their 
corporate estates—they have shown no hesitation in the performance of the duty 
east upon them. Meanwhile circumstances had arisen to prevent that efficient 
management of the Thames w'hioli it has ever been the constant object of the 
corporation to secure. A claim was set up by the crown to the hed and 
soil of the river. The right to the conservancy of the Thames had been 
contested in the time of Queen Elizabeth, by the then. Lord High Admiral, 
and decided in favour of the city; but the right to the bed and soil of 
the sea-shore, and of navigable rivers, between high and low-water mark, is 
comparatively a recent claim on the part of the crown. A bill w'as filed 
against the corporation to enforce this claim, and requiring them to show their 

title; and after protracted proceedings, extending over a period of thirteen 
years, a eoiiipromise was effected. The city, with a view to the interests of the 
public, consented to acknowledge the title of the crown to the bed and soil of 
the river, and the crown consented to grant a title to the corporation, stipu¬ 
lating, at the same time, that a scheme, suggested by Government for the 
future management of the river, should be adopted and embodied in an act of 
Parliament, which act has recently come into operation. 

The Thames Conservancy Act, 1857, places the authority over the river 
Thames—within the limits of the ancient jurisdiction of the city—in a board 
consisting of twelve persons, viz., the Lord Mayor for the time being, two 
Aldermen, and four Common Councilmen, elected by the Court of Common 
Council, the Deputy-master of the Trinity House, two persons chosen by the 
Admiralty, one by the Board of Trade, and one by the Trinity House. The 
members are severally to I'eniaiu in office for five years, unless otherwise 
removed, and will be eligible for re-cloction. The revenue arising from the 
tonnage dues below oridge, and the tolls and other receipts above bridge, are, 
together, to form one lund for the managemeHt and improvement of the 
navigation of the river; and of the receipts arising from embankments, or 
other appropriation of the bed and soil, one-third is to he paid to the crown, 
and the remaining two-thirds to be added to the general fund above mentioned. 

Thus has an almost regal authority, enjoyed for ages by the citizens of London, 
and exercised by their chief magistrate and corporation in a spirit of munifi¬ 
cent liberality that did honour to their administration, been quietly supplanted 
and absorbed by the greater power of the crown. Our hope is, that public 
interest may not suffer by the change. Those who have visited the Thames 
above “ the city stone,” cannot fail to lament that the whole of the river 
has not been under their jurisdiction : between Staines and London all matters 
have been admirably and liberally managed; from Staines upwards they have 
been shamefully neglected. There are numerous “Boards of Conservancy” from 
Cricklade downwards, not one of which seems to have the least idea of cleansing 
the river, repairing its banks, or facilitating its navigation and traffic. If we 
are to judge of other “reforms” which the corporation of the metropolis is 
doomed to undergo, by this reformation of the conservancy of the Thames, we 
fear we may not anticipate a change that will be advantageous. 

It is to be hoped that the “ improving ” spirit of the age will not proceed 
so far as to remove this ancient boundary mark; but that the inscription it 
still retains—“ God preserve the City of London —will be uttered as a fervent 
prayer by generations yet to come: for, of a truth, upon the prosperity of the 
metropolis of England, depends the w'elfare of the kingdom. 

Staines—or, as it is written in old records, Stanes—is on the Middlesex side 
of the river,—a busy and populous town, with a venerable and picturesque 

STAINES BKIDGE. 

cburcii. A handsome bridge connects it with the county of Surrey, from whence 
there are direct roads to Windsor, Egham, and Chertsey. This bridge was 
erected in 1832, George Kennie being the engineer. It was opened in state by 
His Majesty King William IV. and Queen Adelaide. “ The bridge consists 
principally of three extremely flat, segmental arches of granite, the middle 
arch being of seventy-four feet span, and the lateral ones sixty-six feet each : 
there are also two adjoining semi-circular arches, each ten feet in the span, for 
towing paths. Besides these, there are six brick arches of twenty feet in the 
spaa, two on the Surrey side and four in Middlesex, to admit the water to flow 
off during land-floods.” Our engraving is taken from “ above bridge,” and 
underneath, one of the arches is seen the comfortable little inn, “The Sw'an,” 
w'eil known to all brethren of the craft, and especially those who frequent 
“ Staines Deep,” * where, during the autumn months, abundance of large roach 
will usually reward the pleasant toil of the punt-fisher. 

* “ Deeps ” are portions of the river staked and otherwise protected, in order to prevent 
tlie use of nets, and so to facilitate the sport of the angler, for whose especial benefit they 
are formed. Usually, old boats are sunk in these deeps ; the fish collect about them, 
and cannot be removed by any “ coarse ” process. The deeps between Staines and Ricli- 
mond have all been formed at the expense of the Corporation of London: to them, there- 
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The river proceeds hence hetwecii low htiiiks, which ore frequeiilly inundated 
dnrinec winter, until we reach the loch at “Pcnty-llook leutou-IIook an 
artilicial passae;e hv which boats are enabled to avoid a “ loug round ot a mile 
or so. But he who voyages I'or pleasure will lind this ancient passage very 
desirable : it is generally an entire solitude ; water-birds revel here ; butterllies 
are always numerous; the Tliames trout is seldom absent from its tiny breaks 
and waterfalls ; and the Abbey river is one of its tributaries, suggestive of 
memories when the monks of Chertsey had here their productive fisheries, ivhich 
kept their ponds and preserves continually full. This retired and tranquil 
branch of oiu- dear river is in high favour with the angler ; and perhaps there 
is no single nook of the 'J’hames, from its rise to its fall, where he can receive 
so large a recomiiense of i[uiet pleasure. Does he “ scrape ” for gudgeon ?—hei c 
he will lind a do/.en “ pitches,” each of which yields enough fur a day. Will 
he try his skill among tlie roach and dace, baiting with a single gentle a No. 12 
hook mounted on a single hair and a somewhat heavy float—for the stream 
hereabouts is deep and rapid ?—he is either a poor craftsman or will be singu¬ 
larly unfortunate, if he do not basket his ten dozen before he issues from the 
bend into the main curieut. Does he covet the ‘'big” chub?—let him 
throw his mimic grub under any one of those overhanging willows, and the 
chances are he will hook one of more than three pounds’ weight. But, espe¬ 
cially—is he a barbel fisher, and has tlie luck to have Galloway aiding and 
assisting his sport?—he is sure to catch more than he vvill like to carry home, 
if he has to walk from the bank to the railway. Galloway, who lives close to 
Chertsey—or, as he will tell you, “Chersy”—bridge, is one of the best 
lishermeii on the Thames, and if any day in his company be not a good day, the 
fault will not be his ; for he knows not only every pitch, but every stone of the 
river between his own immediate locality and a few miles above it and below it. 
Ite is not only an experienced and intelligent, but a most obliging and pains¬ 
taking ” guide and counsellor; and seems always to consider that ample sport 
is ever a part of his contract,—so, as we have said, if the evening bring dis¬ 
appointment, the cause has been beyond his control. But if a neophyte visit 
the Thames in search of sport, whose line is strong enough, and hook big 
enough, to snare and land a Severn salmon,—if his shot are swan-shot, and his 
float a pretty toy, and his rod bends like a reed in a storm, or is as stiff and 
straight as a “ popilar tree ”—what then can Galloway do ?—what but shrug his 
shoulders, gently hint that the water is too clear or too thick for sport, and 
grumble ‘''under breath ” a w'ish that such brutal tackle were in “Norroway.” 
Aud to this heavy attlictiou he is often doomed; while the “angler” seeks the 
train with a light load, aud growls his discontent agaiust the liberality of the 
bountiful Bather, who has only refused reward to a bungler iu the art. 

Let the true angler, who know's his art aud loves it, spend a day with 
Galloway at Peuty-Ilook, aud w'c assure him of a day’s enjoyment such as he 
w'ill rarely findelsew'here, or iu other comiiany ; for Gallow'ay is full of anecdote 
such as the fisherman likes to hear aud tell. The barbel loves quiet; in this 
locality he always finds it, aud Galloway knows his haimts and his habits well. 

T'he Barbel (Barhtts vnhjaris) is said to be so called from the barbs or w'attles 
attached to its mouth. It feeds on slugs, w'orms, aud small fish, aud is there¬ 
fore ahvays found at the bottom. It is a poor fish “ for the table,” aud no 
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mode of “ dressing ” that we have ever heard of can make it tolerable as a dish; 
yet large quantities are sold in the London markets, principally (why w'e could 
never ascertain) to the Jews. Iu the Thames, and also in other rivers, they 
grow to a large size, sometimes weighing as much as fifteen or sixteen pounds ; 
and vvhen they are “ on the feed,” which is usually during the autumn months, 
when the weed begins to rot, it is no uncommon thing for the angler to catch 
upwards of a hundredweight in the course of a day. AVc have ourselves 
achieved this feat several times ; and once, under Teddingtun Weir, killed two 
fish, each of which weighed ten pounds aud a half; for confirmation of this fact 
we refer any sceptic to Janies Kemp—one of the Kemps of Teddiugton, to 
whom we shall make reference in due course. 

The usual practice is to fish for barbel with “the ledger;” it is, however, “a 
custom more honoured iu the breach than the observance,”—for it gives the 
angler nothing to do except to watch the running out of his reel, aud to “haul 
in,” as if a stone were fastened to his line. By this mode, a large piece of lead 
is attached to the line wfithin about tw'o feet from the hook ; the hook being 
baited with a lai>ge lob-w'orm, it is then throwm in, and the barbel “ runs away ” 
with it, literally hooking himself, for the weight acts as a check. This is, how'- 

fore, Thames anglers have long been, and will long be, largely indebted. To the angler, 
at all events, the transfer of iiower from the I.ord Mayor to the Commission is a subject 
of regret; and he is a recreant brotlier, wlio, obtaining a day's sport in any of the “ deeps,” 
'n ill fail to repeat the prayer of the boundary stone—“ God preserve the City of London.” 

ever, coarse and clumsy fishing, for a fish worth little or nothing when it is 
caught. Far otherwise is it when the barbel is hooked with a very small hook, 
mounted on fine gut, or it may be the single hair of roach tackle : then the 
strong fellow gives ample “ play,” and probably half an hour will necessarily 
pass before the landing-net is iu requisition, and he is safely deposited in the 
well of the punt—esiiecially w'hcu the water is deep and the current strong. 

To us, our days of barbel fishing are pleasant and very healthful memories— 
the truest luxuries of an active and busy life; and although we have killed 
trout in the rivers and lochs of Ireland and of Scotland, and salmon under 
the beautiful fall of Doouas, on the mighly Shannon, we recur with greater 
pleasure to those hours of repose aud relaxation we have passed at Penty-Hook, 
when winding up and letting out a line, to the end of which was attached a 
stout and strong barbel of some seven pounds—our assured property from the 
moment the hook entered his leathern mouth. 

From Penty-Hook there is nothing to interest the voyager until he reaches 
the pretty Feuky at Lai.eiiaji. lie may, if he pleases, step ashore at the 
clean and neat ferry-house here jiicturcd, aud either dine on the bank, or 
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in one of the small rooms, to which access is readily obtained. In any case, 
he W’ill do w'cll to look about him. The steeple of a church adds its eloquent 
grace to a pleasing although flat landscape: it is the church at Laleliam. 
On the opposite side is the square tower of Chertsey Church. Cattle are feed¬ 
ing on the luxuriant grass in Chertsey mead, or cooling themselves iu the 
shallow stream; the ferry-boat is conveying foot passengers only, for the 
river here is not deep, and a mounted traveller may cross it, swimming 
merely the small “ bit ” that forms the channel of the barges, llising just 
above him is St. Anne’s Hill—so long the happy and quiet home of Charles 
James Fox, and now the property of his descendant, Lord Holland. Looking 
eastward, he has in view the wooded rise of Woburn, and farther on that of 
Oallands. Iminediatcly bes’de the banks, however, there is nothing to claim 
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attention until he arrives at Chertsey Lock, right under which, apparently, (for 
there is here a fall of some magnitude) is Chertsey Bridge. 

Jjet us step ashore, and, having refreshed ourselves at “ The Chequers,”— 
the inn pictured in our print,—walk a mile or so to visit Chertsey' town. 

We are arriving at Chertsey, in the evening, after a pleasant day at Penty- 
Hook ; it is eight o’clock; we hear the chimes of the curfew, heard vci-y rarely 
in England now'-a-days, but in the quiet little tovvn, of small traffic -and no 
maunfacture, the ancient custom is still maintained, the curfew tolling so many 
limes to denote the day of the month—once for the first, and thirty times for 
the thirtieth.* AVe pass the church, part ancient, and part new: if we enter 

* The ringing of the curfew is one of the oldest of English customs ; though popularly 
believed to have been introduced by William the Conqueror, it was more probably an 
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it, it will be to see a beautiful bas-relief by Plaxmau of the raising of Jairus’s 
daughter. It is behind the church—between it and the river—we shall 
find the remains of once and long-famous Chertsey Abbey. These remains 
consist of a few stone walls, the grave-yard, now a rich garden, and the fish¬ 
ponds, which even to-day hold water, by which cattle of the adjacent farm arc 
refreshed. The abbey was founded a.d. CGfi, and held almost imperial rule 

GATEWAY TO FOX’S llUCbE. 

over numerous villages, extending its “paternal sway” into Middlesex, and 
even so far as London, where its mitred abbot had a “ fair lodging.” It was of 
the Benedictine order, its foundation being almost coeval with the conversion of the 
Saxons by Erchenwald, first abbot of Chertsey, and afterw'ards Bishop of London, 
(iradualiy it grew to be one of the wealthiest and most powerful abbeys of the 
kingdom, fostered and endowed by nearly all English monarchs, from the Con¬ 
queror down, until the eighth Henry dissolved it, and gave its rich possessions 
to the Abbey of Bisham, which, having enjoyed them for a time, relinquished 

ST. ANNE'S WELL. 

them in turn to various “ civilians and laymen.” Chertsey Abbey received the 
remains of the pious but unhappy Henry VI.— 

“ Poor key-cold figure of a holy king, 
Pale ashes of the house of Lancaster”— 

ancient usage as a precaution against fire, in remote days of defective local rule, when 
houses were chiefly built of wood, and fires were frequent. The curfew or couvre-feu 
itself was a metal case, which closed over the wood ashes and extinguished them. 
Eight o’clock was the hour at wliich all persons svere enjoined to put out fires and lights, 
and retire to bed: upon the continent the custom was general. 

subsequently interred at M'indsor. Its glory extended far and near; its juris- 
1 diction in Smrey was almost unlimited; its wealth was prodigious; its abbot 
] ranked with princes—and ruled them. It is now dillieult to trace its site; of 
I the enormous and very beautiful pile, scarcely one stone remains upon another. 

Those who delve the adjacent ground rarely do so without disinterring long- 
buried bones; indications of its ancient glories nowand then present them¬ 
selves—broken capitals, stone eotlins, encaustic tiles, and fragments of painted 
glass ; hut Chertsey Abbey is little more than an historic memoiy. 

If the visitor has time, lie will stroll through the town to visit St. Anne’s 
Hill; and do pilgrimage to tiie home, and lawns, and gardens, and quaint 
summer-houses, and lonely walks so closely associated with the memory of 
Charles James I'ox. On his way ho will pass “the Golden Grove,” where lives 
one to whom many owe a debt for large enjoyment and much instruction—Sir 
George Smart. Lircetly fronting his plain and simple house is the famous oak- 
tree, which no doubt the monks planted near to one of their out-dwellings, 
which still hears the name of Monk’s Grove. Let him pause awhile at the 
gate of wrought iron, at the entrance to the dwelling of Charles James Eox, 
and walk to the summit of the hill, from which, on a clear day, he may obtain 
a view of St. Paul’s—although distant twenty miles and more. The view is 
indeed glorious and beautiful from (his charming height—tVindsor on the one 
side, Loudon on the other. A slight descent leads him into a close and thick 
wood, at the bottom of which is a picturesque “ bit”—St. Anne’s Well, a relic 
of the clnipel tliat once existed here, and was probably erected when the abbey 
was founded, twelve centuries ago. 

We return to Chertsey, and passing up its main street, stand before a quaint 
old building, where a good and benevolent clergyman now resides: it is the 
Porch House, in which the poet Cowley lived and died— 

“ Here tlie last accents flow’d from Cowley’s tongue.” 

He died on the 2Sth July, 1GG7. He was interred in Westminster Abbey ; his 
body having been conveyed along the side of the Thames he loved so well— 

“ What tears the river shed, 
When the sad pomp along his banks wj.s led ! ” 

A throng of nobles followed him to his grave ; and the worthless king he had 
sei'ved, and by whom he had been deserted, is reported to have said that he had 
not left a better man behind him in England. Although “ the Porch ”-—from 
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■vhence it receix'ed its name—“ the Porch House ”—was long ago removed. Cow- 
lev’s house retains much of its original character. The room in which he died 
is stiU intact, and a group of trees—Cowley’s seat—flourish in vigorous age. 

We may not extend our visit, although a drive through the pretty village 
)f Addlestone—joining the railroad there—would he a worthy finish to a 
long summer’s day of pleasure we I’ctnrn to Chertsey Bridge, and resume 

* The whole of this district has been fully described by Mrs. S. C. Hall, in “ Pilgriru- 
ao-es to English Shrines;” and the reader who desires to know more concerning it, is 
referred to the for 1851. We have introduced two of the prints from that 
volume as essential to us on this occasion, in order to make more clear our details con- 
levning St. Anne’s Hill and the residence of Cliarles James Fox. 
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onr voyage downward, admiring, as we pass, the pleasant woods and wooded 
lieiglits of AVoburn, and welcoming another of the river’s many tributaries—tlie 
'Wey, which joins the Thames a mile or so below the bridge at Chertsey. Let us 
iirst, however, glance at Chertsey mead, where it is said grows the best hay 
in England; and where, during a large part of the year, there is right of 
commonage, of which the neighbouring farmers avail themselves to fatten cows 
that supply London witli pure milk. 

The Wey enters the Thames at a mill in a curve of the stream, but the 
ordinary way for boats is to the lock at Shepperton. The woody grounds of 
Oatlauds now begin to rise on the right, and a sliort distance to the left is 
Sheppekto-N Chukoh and village. Close to the river are the house and grounds 
of W. S. Lindsay, Esq., i\LP.: some tine trees hang over his boat-house. These 
grounds are, perhaps, the most beautiful to be met with all along the river- 
banks ; those who have taste as well as riches, have always the power to give 
to others a large share of the luxuries they themselves obtain from wealth. 
The distance to Shepperton by water from Chertsey Lridgc is about four 
miles; but the direct way by land is not more than a mile and a quarter. 
Another turn of the river brings us to Lower Halliford. The liver is now free 
of any striking feature until we approach the long bridge at Walton; the 
village is half a mile inland, and hidden from view. At a sharp turn of the 
river before we reach the bridge is Cow.vy Simkes. Our view is sketched 

COWAY STAKES. 

from the bridge, looking back tow'nrd Weybridge Church, its tall spire and the 
high land of Oatlauds Park being the chief features of the view. The small 
arch in the foreground is a waterway; between this point and the two dark 
trees of the middle distance, still lie under the 'rhames all that remain of 
the stakes which, tradition says, arc those that impeded Cicsar. 'When the 
water is low and clear, some of the fragments, it is said, may still be seen 
imbedded in the clay; others have been taken from the river, black with age, 
but still sound. 

Ctesar has left a circumstantial account of his battle here with the British 
tribes. It occurred u.c. C4, on his second visit to onr island, when, satisfied of 
the insincerity of submission of the natives to Itoman rule, he resolved to 
penetrate farther than he had hitherto done, and quell opponents under tlie 
command of Cassivellauuus. lie narrates the sort of guerilla warfare the 
Britons carried on against his forces, by continually harassing them in small 
parties, “ so that one squadron relieved another,” he says, “and our men, who 
had been contending against those w'ho were exhausted, suddenly found them¬ 
selves engaged with a fresh body who had taken their place.” He accordingly 
determined to come to a general engagement, and invade tlie territory of Cassi- 
vellaunus. He describes leading lus army towards the Thames to ford the 
river, which he says could only be passed on foot in one place, and that with 
difficulty. He had gained intelligence from prisoners and deserters that his 
passage was here to be disputed; when he arrived at the river, he perceived a 
large force on the opposite bank drawn up to oppose him; “ the bank more¬ 
over, was jilantcd with sharp stakes, and others of the same kind were fixed 
in the bed of the river, beneath the w'ater.” But nothing could restrain the 
impetuosity of his legionaries, who dashed into the river, and drove off the 
Britons. 

The venerable Bede notes that these stakes “ are seen to this day, about tlie 
thickness of a man’s thigh, stuck immoveable, being driven hard into the 
bottom of the river;” and Camden, in his “Britannia,” says of Oatlauds, “ It 
is a proper house of the king’s, and ott'reth itself to be scene within a park ; 
neer unto which Caesar passed over Thames.” He then narrates the event, con¬ 
cluding by saying, “ In this thing I cannot be deceived, considering that the 
river here is scarce six foot deep ; the place at this day of these stakes is called 
Coway Stakes, and Cmsar maketh the borders of Cassivellaunus, where he settetli 
down his passage over the river, to be about fourscore Italian miles from the 
sea which beateth upon the east coast of Kent, where he landed, and at the very 
same distance is this passage of ours.” 

In the time of Cfcsar there can be no doubt that the whole of the low land 
about here was a swamp, and the Britons secured themselves iu the rude earth¬ 
works they had constructed in the woody land which overlooked the river. 
There are intrenchments of this sort on St. George’s Hill at Weybridge, and 
also on St. Anne’s Hill, Chertsey. There are traces of others at Wimbledon, 
proving that this range of elevations was made use of for defence. We have 
mentioned the old hill camp which formed one of the defeni.es of the Cotswold 
Hills ; and here w'e may properly devote a brief space'to a consideration of the 
early inhabitants of the banks of the Thames. 

When Ccesar visited Britain the old Celtic population w'as considerably inter¬ 
mixed with the Belgm, who had taken possession of the richest parts of South 
Britain, and kept np a close alliance with the Gaulish traders, to whom the 
people of the Kentish coast greatly assimilated. Strabo slightly describes the 
personal appearance of the old Britains, iu their long dark garments fastened 
round the waist, and long hair and beards. Herodotus and Pliny speak of their 
punctm-ing and staining their bodies with the juice of herbs, as a mark of 

noble descent. Cicsar notes that they were “clad with skins; all the Britons 
stain themselves wilh woad, which gives a blue colour, and imparts a ferocious 
aspect iu battle ; they have long llowing hair, and do not shave the upper 
lip.”* 

I ho river Iliames has preserved, as if in a museum, some relics of its ancient 
masteis. ()ur engraving exhibits a group of antiquities found in the stream, 
and upon its banks. Ot these the early British shield of bronze, with its great 
central boss, and double row ot smaller ones, was dredged up from the river 
between Little Wittenheim and Dorchester, a neighbourhood that formed the 
site ot several hostile engagcnicnts.f The leaf-shaped, bronze sword w'as 
tound also in the I’ivcr near Vauxhall, and is remarkable for its similarity 
to the early Greek weapons found at Pompeii. The otlier antiquities of the 
group belong to the Saxon period, and the banks of the Thames are rich in 
such memorials. 

ihe other objects in our group were discovered iu tumuli on tlie high land 
at Long Whittenham, in Oxfordshire. 'I'lie umbo or boss at the right cornier 
ol the group, vvas originally lixcd on the large wooden shield adopted by the 
Saxons. At Dorchester, many remarkable antiquities have been found, among 
the tost a large brooch, richly decorated. The more ordinary decorations 

antiquities FlIOM TUE THAMES. 

for the person usually found in Saxon tumuli are exhibited in our second 
group, consisting of broodies and hair-pins found at Fairford and Long Whit- 
tenham.^Tliree varieties of the former have been selected; they are all of 
bronze, the central one being of the most ordinary form. That to the left 
is cup-shaped, the surface decorated with raised ornament, which has been 
strongly gilt. That to the right is formed of white metal, decorated with 
incised ornament, and washed with silver; a pin behind assisted iu securing 
them to the dress. The hair-pins crossed at the back of the central brooch 
are also of bronze, having pendent rings attached to the upper part of 
each, one being slightly ornamented. With them were found finger-i'ings, con¬ 
sisting of a Hat coil of bronze, beads of clay in variegated colours, and a variety 
of smaller articles for personal decoration, showing some considerable amount of 
refinement iu the wearers. 'I'he inhabitants of jMiddlesex and Kent appear, 
however, to have been always in advance of the Saxons of the inland counties, 
which may be ascribed to their connection with the continental traders and their 
superior wealth. The contents of their tumuli indicate a higher refinement. 

SAXON PERSONAL ORNA.MENTS. 

and a different taste in decoration. Antiquaries are now beginning to classify 
the Saxon tribes in England with much certainty, by the data afforded by these 
relic from fheir last resting-places. 

Such were the people—destined progenitors of a race which should establish 
the name and customs of .Inglo-Saxons over the whole world. In thus tracing 
them to their source, we find much that is worlliy of study in their life ou the 
banks of the Thames “ in the old time before u«.” Scattered in their graves are 
instructive points iu their history not to be found in the pages of the chronicler, 
but worthy of note ; and in our descent of the stream we shall yet harm to 
note the relics of their brethren, vvhich also testify to their history as clearly 
as do the more enduring monuments of stone to the hi.stories of classic nations. 

* Of the various native tribes noted by Ptoiemy, the Dolmni occupied Gioucestersbire 
and Oxfordshire ; the Beigce, AViltsiiire and Hanipshiie ; the Attrebales, Berkshire ; and 
the Triiiobantes, the greater part of Jliddlese.x and Essex. Kent was held by the Cantii, 
a large and influential tribe which, as early as tlie time of Ctesar, was subdivided among 
four ruling chieftains. 

t At the junction of the rivers liere, still remain the intrenchments of the early 
Britons. 
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THE CERAMIC COURT, CRYSTAL 
PALACE. 

UNDER THE DIEECTION OF THOMAS BATTAM, F.S.A. 

The costly and beautiful collection of fictile art, 
which has for some time past formed so successful 
and creditable a feature of the Crystal Palace attrac¬ 
tions, has just received many valuable additions, both 
in old and modem examples; and now ranks 
amongst its varied and interesting contents, loans 
from the Duke of Devonshire, Earl Granville, 
Marquis d’Azeglio, Lady Koile, General the Honour¬ 
able E. Lygon, Baroness de Goldsmidt, H.Danby 
Seymour, Esq., M.P., W. P. Thornhill, Esq., M.P., 
Samuel Addington, Esq., Isaac Ealcke, Esq., &c. &c., 
together with examples of the modern manufac¬ 
tures of Minton, Copeland, Kerr and Biuns, Ridg- 
way, Bates, and Co., Rose and Co., Wedgwood, &c. 

The liberality which prompts collectors of w'orks 
so valuable, to lend them for public exhibition, is a 
most honourable and conclusive evidence of the 
interest felt in the advancement of national taste, 
which such enlightened conduct must necessarily 
tend to facilitate. 

The Oriental and Japanese porcelain of the Duke 
of Devonshire, and the Baroness de Goldsmidt, 
presents remarkably rare and important examples of 
the perfection of these peculiar maniifactares. The 
despatch-box, presented to Earl Granville by the 
Emperor of the French, a short time since, and 
executed expressly for that purpose at Sevres, evi¬ 
dences the highest qualities of that imperial manu¬ 
facture. The panels, of porcelain, are admirably 
painted with subjects illustrative of incidents in the 
life of Reubens, mounted in ebony and gold. The 
whole design is in the most exquisite taste, and both 
the modelling and manipulatory details of the metal¬ 
work, are deserving of the highest commendation. 

Amongst the recent additions to the examples 
from the famed collection of General the Hon. E. 
Lygon, are two very remarkable plates with battle 
subjects—“ Death of Gaston de Foix,” and “ The 
Chevalier Bayard wounded at the siege of Brescia 
and a dSjeiijier service of historical subjects, relieved 
by a diapered ground, executed in imitative jewels. 
Both painting and decoration are of high order. 

The magnificent vases of St. Petersburg manu¬ 
facture, presented by the Grand Duchess Helena to 
Lady Rolle, form prominent objects in the Court. 

Mr. H. Danby Seymour, M. P., has lent some 
very fine specimens of the examples of Limoges, as 
w'ell as examples of French enamel-painting on 
porcelain, of extreme beauty and delicacy. 

Messrs. Rittemer and Saxby have a selection of 
1 remarkably fine examples of old Dresden, Copen¬ 

hagen, Berlin, and French porcelain. The group of 
“ The Resurrection,” of the early Dresden manu¬ 
facture, is a very important and interesting w'ork. 

Mr. Isaac Faleke’s Wedgwood examples rank 
amongst the finest of these costly and coveted works. 

The examples from the collection of His Excel¬ 
lency the Marquis d’Azeglio illustrate most conclu¬ 
sively the excellence attained by the early Italian 
potters. The specimens of majolica, or Raphael 
ware, are very important in size, and of rare merit 
in design and execution. The chief objects are 
three very large vases of Urbino manufacture; one 
of which, painted from an engraving by Marco di 
Ravonna, after Raphael, the subject being the 
Judgment of Pai-is, is a very remarkable and valu- 

1 able work. An inkstand, also, of Urbino manufac¬ 
ture, made on the occasion of the marriage of 
Guidobaldo, Duke of Urbino, with Elizabetta Gon- 
zaga, in 1480, whose portraits are painted upon 
the top, is a singularly interesting work; as are 
also many of the plateaus in the same class of art. 
The Capo di Monte porcelain groups, from the same 
collection, are the finest specimens of the manufac¬ 
ture that we have met with; and in classic feeling, 
as well as in artistic merit, certainly rival, if they 
do not excel, the best works of Dresden. The large 
group of Apollo and Daphne, is an extraordinary 
production, and would rank as a triumph over the 
technical difficulties which beset this hazardous 
manufacture even in the present day, independently 
of its high claims to consideration for its extraordi- 

1 nary perfection as a work of Art. The colouring of 
! the figures is exquisitely toned, especially the flesh- 
j tints, and altogether it is a most remarkable work. 

The groups of Ganymede, Leda, and Venus and 
Cupid, although less important in size, are nearly 
of equal excellence. The Marquis d’Azeglio may 
be justly proud of the possession of examples which 
so successfully evidence his country’s pre-eminence 
in Ceramic Art-manufacture. 

Some very remarkable examples are contributed by 
Samuel Addington, Esq., from his magnificent col¬ 
lection, which includes rare and costly works, for¬ 
merly the gems of the Bernal and Stowe cabinets. 
We draw attention to the three Dresden vases of the 
Marcolini period, for the exquisite figure-painting 
with which they are decorated. In drawing and 
colouring, as well as in manipulatory details they evi¬ 
dence artistic qualities of the highest class. The 
dejeuner services of Dresden and Berlin are also works 
w'ell deserving the examination of all interested in this 
beautiful art. A ewer and bowl, composed of imita¬ 
tive shells and corals of the famous Spanish manu¬ 
facture, at li Buen Retiro, are very interesting and 
tasteful conceptions. A Palissy dish, important in 
size as well as for its meritorious execution, together 
with a statuette of the same manufacture, exhibit to 
great advantage the successful iabonrs of the “ glori¬ 
ous potter.” Mr. Addington has also enriched the 
collection by the addition of the famous Limoges ewers 
from the Bernal and Strawberry Hill collections; 

and a tazza by Jean Courtois, a most brilliant ex¬ 
ample; together with a triptych, with painting of 
“the Crucifixion” by Monocarni (about 1450), 
formerly belonging to the Baron Rothschild. 

Madame Temple has some fine examples of Dres¬ 
den, Berlin, and Sevres. The large vases painted 
by Kaulbach, at the Royal Dresden Manufactory, 
for exhibition in Paris, 1855, are amongst the finest 
examples of porcelain decoration. 

la modern works of English manufacture, Messrs. 
Minton exhibit some very fine examples. The re¬ 
vival of the majolica ware by this firm has been, and 
deservedly, most successful. They exhibit also vases, 
and other articles in porcelain, of great excellence 
both inform and decoration. 

Messrs. Copeland, amongst a varied assortment 
of their beautiful productions, have added specimens 
of a colossal size of a very fine kind of terra-cotta. 
Two busts, Minerva and Juno, from the antique, 
are admirably copied. 

Messrs. Ridgway, Bates and Co., seem to have 
struck out in a higher field of action than that to 
which they have hitherto restricted their manufacture, 
and we congratulate them upon the satisfactory evi¬ 
dence their examples offer of their full capability to 
tread it worthily and successfully. The life-size 
busts of her Majesty and the Prince Consort, from 
the original marbles by Durham and the Baron 
Marochetti, may safely challenge comparison with 
the best productions of ceramic art. The statuettes, 
porcelain vases, &c., &c., exhibit qualities of design 
and execution which merit iiiore detailed notice than 
we can devote at the present time; but we may take 
a future opportunity of referring to them when 
drawing attention to the marked advance in English 
pottery during the last few years, of which the 
recent works of. this enterprising firm afford addi¬ 
tional and the most recent evidence. 

Messrs. Kerr and Binns’s manufactory (Royal 
Works, Worce.ster) is very efficiently represented; 

the new works just placed in the collection more 
than maintain their established reputation. We can 
but briefly mention a few of these examples to which 
we w'ould draw special attention. The plaque, with 
subject from Ary Scheffer’s picture of Francesca da 
Rimini—the Venus Plateau—the Dante and Ariosto 
vases—tlie plateaus, with subjects of Ganymede and 
Sarpedon—are all e.xecuted in the style of the 
Limoges enamels, and are wonderful productions. 
The artistic feeling and manipulatory perfection 
evidenced in these paintings we have never seen 
equalled in this country. 

We may, therefore, congratulate Mr. Battam on 
the very great success by which his labour has been 
attended : immense benefit has resulted, not only to 
the manufacturer and the student, but to the public. 
Assuredly a higher and better taste has thus been 
inculcated : excellence will be the aim, and not the 
accident, in onr manufactories of porcelain and earth¬ 
enware. Mr. Battam has achieved an amount of 
good incalculable, while he has largely served the 
Crystal Palace, by proving what may be done—in 
showing what has been done—to render it a great 
public instructor. 

COPYRIGHT IH PICTURES, 
AND OTHER WORKS OF ART. 

A COMMITTEE has at length been formed to consider 
and deal with this subject; it is a national reproach 
that, while Art has been making its way into every 
household of the United Kingdom, and its professors 
are counted by thousands, we have reached the year 
1858, before anything like an adequate “ move” has 
been made for tlie protection of either. We cannot 
take blame to ourselves because of any indifference 
hitherto manifested; the readers of the Akt-Journal 

know that during the last twenty years we have 
frequently and earnestly laboured to bring under 
public consideration this topic, of vital interest to 
so many of all classes. We heartily rejoice at the 
probability that long existing evils are about to be 
removed; and that the law is to become a protector 
of artists, as well as of all other orders of the com¬ 
munity. At present, they are not only without such 
protection—their rights may be infringed with entire 
impunity; nay, temptations to defraud tliem are so 
numerous, and escape from consequences so easy, 
that it is scarcely strange to find them continual 
victims of unprincipled copyists and dealers. So 
vague and w'eak, indeed, have been all the acts of i 
parliament concerning Art, that if an artist has any 
rights, he is ignorant of their amount and value, 
and has generally preferred submitting to palpa¬ 
ble wrong, than trusting to that “ glorious uncer¬ 
tainty ” which is always costly as well as perilous. 

The committee consists of about thirty gentlemen 
—a large portion are artists; but fortunately they are 
associated with men of business—men who are 
familiar with the course necessary for the removal 
of evils by legislation. There can be little doubt, 
therefore, that during the present session of Parlia¬ 
ment such steps will be taken as shall go far to 
provide a remedy for a disease that has been per¬ 
nicious to British Art, since Art became a profes¬ 
sion in Great Britain. 

The first meeting of the committee was held on 
the 7tli of January in the council room of the 
Society of Arts—that society having, we believe, 
commenced the movement, and thus added another 
to the many services they have rendered the state. 

A report was read by Mr. Robertson Blaine, a 
barrister ; it was chiefly a digest of the existing laws 
concerning Art—a document of the deepest interest 
and importance, and the foundation of the much 
that is to result hereafter. He very properly ab¬ 
stained from considering remedies; his purpose 
being merely lo show the present defective state of 
sncli laws as are on the statute book, or to explain 
cases in reference to which no law existed. The 
document is long and minute; and although it is to 
be printed and circulated, the circulation is for the 
present limited to those from whom information for 
guidance may be expected; a copy will be trans¬ 
mitted to the several Art societies, as well as to 
many private individuals ; and at no distant period 
the statement will be so augmented and “ im¬ 
proved ” as to be fitted for publication. We, there¬ 
fore, ill compliance with the wish of the committee, 
publish merely a circular, which recites the several 
heads under which information is sought:— 

“ Society of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, 
“ Adelphi, London, W. C. 

“ 2nd January, 1858. 

“ Sir,—A Committee has been formed by this 
Society for the purpose of considering and reporting 
on the state of the law relating to copyright in 
works of Fine Art, with a view to obtaining an 
amendment of it, and I am instructed to lay before 
you the following resolution, which has been 

passed;— 

“ Resolved—That the inquiries of this Committee 

be directed— 

“1st. To ascertain the existing laws of British 
artistic copyright, and the chief defects of those 

laws. 
" 2nd. How those defects affect the interests of 

producers of works of Art. 
“ 3rd. How they affect the interests of purchasers 

of works of modern Art. 
“ 4th. How they affect the interests of the public 

and the promotion of the Fine Arts. 
“ 6th. Ho V they affect the subjects of those 

Foreign States with whom Her Majesty has entered 
into international copyright conventions ; and what 

V 
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the laws of those States are as affecting artistic 

copyright. 
“ 6111. To ohtaiii instances of fraudulent or 

wrongful acts relating to works of modern Art. 
“ ?th. And lastly, to suggest such remedies as 

appear best calculated to amend the delects of our 

artistic copyright laws. 
“ The Committee direct me to call your attention 

specially to No. 6, in the hope that they may be fa¬ 
voured with the details of such instances as have 
come within your own experience. The Committee 
will he glad to receive full and distinct answers on 
this point. The other points are made known to 
you solely with a view of showing to what objects 
the Committee are directing their attention. 

“ In any instance which you may be able to send 
to the Committee, the names of individuals may be 
omitted, if so desired. 

“ I am. Sir, 
“ Your obedient servant, 

“ P. Le Neve Posteu, 

“ iSecre/ai'i/.” 

It vvould be premature, in the present stage, to 
offer any counsel to the committee; except that 
which it will be our duty to do at their several 
meetings. We are aware, and so are they, that the 
subject of copyright in pictures is to be approached 
xvith extreme caution; there is undoubtedly the 
danger of substituting a greater for a lesser evil; 
and it will be an inlinitely gi’eater evil, if by re¬ 
stricting a possessor in his power over a pietm’c, 
we place him in a position of not knowing how 
far that is his own which he has purchased and 
paid for. We arc quite sure there are many col¬ 
lectors who would cease to collect pictimes, if they 
were not the entire masters of what they had 
bought—to lend, copy, transfer freely, and even to 
engrave, if it ])lea3ed them so to do. There may be 
artists—such, for example, as Sir Edwin Landseer— 
wliose works are so universally coveted that he 
may make what terms he likes, reasonable or un¬ 
reasonable, according to his wiU and pleasure; but 
the great mass of artists can do nothing of the 
kind; and to them it might be fatal so to restrict 
the purchaser with reference to his property, as to 
make him consider it no more his than it would be 
if it were in the National Gallery. We do not say 
that we may not so legislate as to seciu-e to an 
artist a right over his creation, under every and all 
circumstances; but we do say, there must be ex¬ 
ceeding caution to prevent the danger that a greater 
evil may take the place of a lesser. 

So in reference to the copying of pictures, it will 
he hard to say what law cau meet the case; we may 
go too far as well as stop too short; there cau be no 
difficulty in so legislating as to reach culprits such 
as ilr. Gloss ; but any attempt to prevent by law pic¬ 
tures from being copied at all, would be simply absurd. 

The subject is, indeed, environed by difficulties 
that must be treated with exceeding care, with a 
view, certainly, to protect and increase the interests 
of artists by every possible means; but not to pre¬ 
judice or to ruin them by such restrictions as may 
alarm collectors—especially such collectors as, being 
merchants, manufacturers, and dealers, are very 
sensitive of any interference with a right to “do 
what they like with their own.” 

Several eminent collectors are now, however, 
members of the committee, and no doubt their 
opinions will have due weight—so much weight, 
indeed, as probably materially to influence the views 
of those to wdiom the preparation of “ a measure ” 
will be entrusted. 

W'e especially ask their grave consideration of 
the whole matter ; for, after all, the ultimate issue 
will rest mainly with them. It will be our duly, 
therefore, to gather the opinions of collectors, and 
to publish them for public guidance. 

As we have intimated, however, this subject is 
not yet in a condition to receive safe and satisfactory 
treatment; it may be so at no very distant period, 
when we shall necessarily bring it, with all its 
several and varied details, under review. 

Meanwhile w'e have only to hope that the invitation 
of the committee will receive many rejdies; and 
that a mass of information may be obtained, so 
clear and conclusive, as well as ample, that their 
appeal to Parliament cannot fail in obtaining at all 
events right aud just, and therefore wise, pro 
tection. 

THE AET-JOUKNAL. 

THE 

AECHITECTURAL EXHIBITIOA^. 

Extensive and important improvements in the 
Suffolk Street Galleries have caused the opening of 
the Architectural E.xhibition to be delayed until 
the second week in the new year, instead of taking 
place a mouth earlier, iu accordance with the prac¬ 
tice in previous years. Tlie only evil resulting from 
this delay is the shortening of the period during 
which the exhibition will remain open; this, how¬ 
ever, is in itself by no means a trivial matter, since 
the exhibition is emineutly calculated to attract 
visitors, vvhile its sterling character cannot fail to 
sustain its powers of attraction. 

This exhibition of architectural drawings, con¬ 
sisting of designs for new edifices, and reprc.senta. 
tions of others already in existence, has now assumed 
a definite position amongst the Fine-Art collections 
which annually invite public attention in the me¬ 
tropolis; and its position has become recognised as 
well by the members of the profession, as by all 
who feel an interest in architecture, aud who sym¬ 
pathise with architects. It is, accordingly, a subject 
for general cougratulat’on to find the two great 
elements of vvorthiuess combiued in this exhibition, 
•—to find, that is, that the collections are thoroughly 
good, and that they are managed with ability and 
on sound princijilcs. So much of positive evil has 
been of late brought about, and so much of precious 
advantage has been lost to the cause of Art amongst 
us, through administrative incapacity and blunder¬ 
ing, that judicious arrangements in connection with 
a Fine-.\rt exhibition may most justly claim warm 
expressions of grateful acknowledgment. In the 
instance of the Architectural Exhibition, the ar¬ 
rangements have provided a satisfactory classifica¬ 
tion of the drawings and other works exhibited; 
they have so adjusted the charges for admission 
that all classes of persons will be induced not only 
to pay one visit, but to frequent the galleries; and 
with the exhibition itself they have associated 
lectures upon architecture. Had they gone a step 
furtlier in advance, and h'beUed every object, iu 
addition to the good catalogue that has been pre¬ 
pared, the arrangements of the committee of 
management would have been deficient in no im¬ 
portant particidar. Tiie gratuitous admission, on 
certain evenings, of workmen connected with Art, 
has not indeed been announced ; but this, we trust, 
is au oversight that will be remedied forthwith. 
We would also suggest that on the occasion of 
these visits there should be brief and simple 
lectures, or addresses, upon the contents of the 
exhibition itself, specially adapted to the require¬ 
ments of the visitors. We are inclined to believe, 
indeed, that an address upon the exhibition might 
have found a place with advantage in the pro¬ 
gramme of the lectures that has been issued by the 
committee: but, upon this point, we may have 
some further observations to make on another 
occasion. 

The chief feature iu the present exhibition is the 
presence of several groups of competition drawings, 
including a series from the great competition for 
the Government Offices, with others for the Con- 
stantinojile Church, Bowden Church in Cheshire, 
the Sheffield and Salford Memorials, the Islington 
Vestry Hall, the Ulster Bank at Belfast, the Black¬ 
burn Infirmary, and the Brighton Pavilion im- 
jirovcments. The first prize drawings from the 
Lille Cathedral competition, by Messrs. Glutton 
and Burges, are also exhibited for the first time in 
London. These very remarkable drawings do not 
include any perspective views of the proposed cathe¬ 
dral in their number ; they consist of a plan, w'est 
and nortli elevations, sections longitudinal and 
transverse, with a nninerous series of details. They 
claim a careful examination and attentive study. 
The thoroughly continental, aud the no less essen¬ 
tially Roman Catholic feeling of the authors in this 
xvork will not fail to strike every observer; and 
the peculiar excellence of the drawings themselves 
will command a warm and general expression of 
admiration. The selection from the Government 
Buildings Competition Designs is not the happiest 
that might have been made. Mr. Allom’s design 
is by far the best, aud Mr. Tarring’s (the design 
with the Pelion-on-Ossa tower) by far the worst— 

unless, indeed, some persons should feel disjiosed to 
consider that hir. Fergus.son has stepped out of his 
way to dispute the palm with the author of Nos. 
169—171 with his Nos. 192—194. Of the de¬ 
signs for the Constantino])le Memorial Chui'ch 
repeated examinations confirm our former ojiinion 
that "Mr. Street’s design ought to have received the 
first ])remium, and that tlie designs of Mr. Truefitt, 
hlr. Bodley, and hlr. C. Gray, are all of them 
preferable to the prize-design of Mr. Burges. From 
the other competition groups we select for special 
commendation iMr. J. Edraeston’s Nos. 314—316, 
for Islington Vestry Hall; Mr. Johnson’s No. 256, 
for the Ulster Bank ; and No. 114, by Messrs. Oliver 
aud Lamb, for Blackburn Infirmary. The com¬ 
petitors iu the Brighton Pavilion Competition have 
evidently started upon the principle that what they . 
had to do W'as beat the original building in its 
own style; and verily they have accomplished the 
task thus prescribed by them to themselves, and 
have fairly di-iveu it out of the field. 

Amongst the other drawings the following are 
distinguished for their superior w'orthiness: Nos. 
16,17, and 18, three view's of No. 114, Piccadilly, as 
rebuilt under the direction of Mr. J. Edmeston, jun.; 
No. 27, by Mr. J. James, a design for a new chapel 
at the Cheltenham Proprietary College; No. 29, 
sketches of “ sundry churches,” by Messrs. Haber- 
shon ; No. 32, Mr. R. Hesketh’s design for some 
city dwelling-houses; Jlr. Street’s new church at 
Hagley, No. 46 ; hlr. Slater’s proposed restoration 
of the Church of St. Bartholomew the Great, in the 
City of London, No. 48 ; No. 92, Mr. Ashpitel’s 
new church near Cardigan; Nos. 96 aud 149, tw'o 
small churches by Mr. IVhite ; ilr. J. D. Wyatt’s 
elevation of the tower of St. hlary’s, Taunton; 
No. 98, iMessrs. Pritchard an Seddon’s marine 
villa, near Milford Haven; Nos- 102 and 103, tw'o 
di’awings by Mr. Truefitt; Nos. 106 and 109, Mr. 
Digby IVyatt’s iron church for India; Nos. 23, 
127, and 389, designs for stained glass, by Messrs. 
Clayton aud Bell; IMr. J. Edineston’s, No. 141, 
“ premises at Chipping Norton ;” Mr. W. Slater’s 
restoration of Highara Ferrers Chui'ch, No. 142 ; 
jMr. Street’s “sketches of schools,” No. 149; 
Mr. F. P. Cockerell’s “studies in Magna Grajcia,” 
No. 346; and Nos. 105 and 301, two sketches of 
the very beautiful little chapel at Broughton, near 
Pershore, lately built by hir. W. J. Hopkins, of 
'Worcester. There are a few drawings that have 
apparently been admitted as loarnings; but these 
speak for themselves, and do not need to be indi¬ 
vidually noticed. 

We miss the names of many leading members of 
the profession from tlie catalogue; this, how'ever, 
may, iu some instances, have resulted from their 
time having been so much occupied with the govern¬ 
ment competition. It is to be regretted that any 
engagements should deprive the Architectural Exhi¬ 
bition of the support and co-operation of those, 
W'ho ought always to be found, if not taking the 
lead, at least affording practical encom'agement to 
their younger brethren. 

On the whole, the present exhibition is altogether 
satisfactory. It indicates with much truthfulness 
the condition of anxious thoughtfulness which the 
subject of architecture now occupies ; and it also 
speaks well both of past progress, and for future 
advance. One other thing this exhibition also very 
clearly sets forth, namely, that photography will 
speedily save architects the trouble of making 
sketches of existing edifices. This is a benefit of a 
dubious character; for, while it enables the archi¬ 
tect and the student of architecture to obtain 
actual fac-similes of buildings without drawing 
them, it is but too much calculated to beguile them 
from that strictly practical study which careful 
drawing alone can thoroughly realize. Gladly do 
we acce])t the aid of photography to save trouble 
and to economise time ; but we must also entertain 
the hope that drawing, as an element of study, will 
still retain its position. 

The departments of metal-works and of building 
materials and fittings, which ai'e so consistently 
associated with the drawings and photographs in 
this exhibition, exhibit a mai'ked and most gratifying 
improvement in their several productions. Messrs. 
Hardman, of Birmingham, still retain their pre¬ 
eminence in the delicacy with w’hich their w'orks in 
metal are executed. Mr. Hart, of London, how¬ 
ever, approaches very closely to the same high 



standard; he exhibits a large collection of highly 
interesting specimens. Mr. Cox of Southampton 
Street, Strand, has also some admirable works of 
the same class, with some good specimens of eccle¬ 
siastical wood-carving. And Messrs. Johnston’s iron 
and brass works are worthy of special commenda¬ 
tion. Our space will not admit of our entering so 
fully as we should have desired upon the various 
objects exhibited in parquetry, moulded bricks, &c. 

On the evening of 'I'uesday, January 12th, the 
first lecture of the present course was delivered, 
with his customary carnestnest and eloquence, by 
Professor Donaldson, in the great room of the 
exhibition. The subject, “ The origin and progress 
of expression in the Monuments of Architecture,” 
enabled the learned professor to pass in review 
before his audience a skilfully arranged sketch of 
the history of architecture itself. Perhaps a more 
practical subject might have been better suited to 
the occasion ; but the actual lecture was of sterling 
value. The attendance was by no means so good as 
we had expected to have seen, and as it certainly 
ought to have been; the lecturer, however, must 
have been gratified with the attention with which 
his address was received, and the cordiality with 
which it w'as acknowledged. The chair was occu¬ 
pied by Henry Hope, Esq., of the Deepdene, near 
Dorking. 

THE 

NATIONAL POETllAIT GALLERY. 

The portraits that have been already brought toge¬ 
ther as the commencement of this branch of the 
national collections, are temporarily located in the 
first floor of the house No. 29, George Street, West¬ 
minster. We know of no other similar institution; 
save the Mitratii dei Pittori, at Florence, we do not 
remember any such assemblage of worthies in any of 
the Art-capitals of Europe. The Florentines are in 
this respect much in advance. They commenced 
their collection of the portraits of painters when such 
relics were comparatively of little value; and, indeed, 
now, a long list of the more obscure artists, though 
necessary to the completeness of such a collection, 
would elsewhere, and individually, be all but value¬ 
less. 

In the famous Florentine collection all other 
portraits are secondary to those of the painters. For 
those of Galileo, Macchiavelli, and even for that 
of Giovanni dei Medici, we must look through the 
galleries. Be it so: such an agroupment of portraiture 
as that containing the semblances of Kembrandt, 
Rubens, the cavalier-like Diego Velasquez, “ that 
Antonio Vandyke,” and Jordaens, has never any¬ 
where been equalled, and never can it be hoped to 
form another similar assemblage. We may, how¬ 
ever, possess a highly creditable series of national 
portraits; but its progress is hitherto very slow: 
two thousand a-year is allowed for this branch, and 
with such funds more might have been done. The 
offers of portraits by purchase will be very numerous, 
and we may hope that presentations and bequests 
will not be few. Portraiture without pictorial 
excellence has no marketable value, yet many por¬ 
traits of little intrinsic worth might be of great con¬ 
sideration in a national collection ; and as any family 
would desire to see an ancestor among England’s 
worthies, every condition is favourable to the rapid 
growth of the catalogue under efficient adminis¬ 
tration. 

The portrait of Sir Walter Raleigh appears to be 
that from which the most common engraving has 
been taken. The painter is uuknowm, but it has the 
appearance of being the work of an Italian artist. 
The figure is habited in an exceedingly tight white 
satin doublet, with a striped cloak depending from 
the left shoulder. It was an heirloom at Downtou 
House, whence it was purchased for the collection. 
It is thus described in “Aubrey’s Letters;”—“In 
the great parlour at Downton, at Mr. Raleigh’s, is a 
grand piece—an original of Sir Walter, in a white 
satin doublet, with rich pearles, and a mighty rich 
chaine of great pearles about his neck. The old 
servants have told me that the pearles wxre near as 
big as the painted ones. He had a most remarkable 
aspect—an exceeding high forehead, long-faced, and 
sour-eielided, a kind of pig eie.” 
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The next portrait is that of Lenthall, who was 
Speaker in the Long Parliament. It is a half-length, 
in which that person is presented in his chair in the 
House, and wearing the Speaker’s robe. The painter 
is unknown, but there are evidences of his having 
studied in the best siliool of his time ; the hands 
arc not perfectly drawn, but they arc displayed and 
refined like those of Vandyke, whom, in this part of 
his work, the painter has especially follow'cd. Lent¬ 
hall died in 1662. 

The portrait of Dr. Mead was painted by Ramsay 
in 1754. It is not one of the best examples of tlie 
painter, who was a gentleman and a scholar, inso¬ 
much that even Dr. Johnson said of him—“ You 
will not lind a man in whose conversation there is 
more instruction, more information, and more ele¬ 
gance than in Ramsay’s.” 

Hardy’s portrait of Horne Took was painted 
towards the end of the last century, when the 
manner and colour of Reynolds had revolutionized 
the traditions of Vandyke, Lely, and Kneller. It 
presents simply the bust and head of the figure, the 
latter a three-quarter face, with an expression of 
querulous narrowness : it is freely painted,—perhaps 
too sketchily; but no breadth of treatment would 
give openness to such features. 

Hudson has intended his portrait of Handel to be 
that of a great man, but it is heavy and expression¬ 
less, and the painter has fallen into the too common 
error of glazing the face down—a mistake into which 
his pupil. Sir .Joshua, never fell even in his early 
career, and hence the superior brilliancy of the 
features of all his works. 

In another portrait we have an opportunity of 
exemplifying this mistake in its results. In that of 
Dr. Parr, painted by Dawe in 1747, the natural tone 
of the colours is subdued by a glaze, which has par¬ 
tially blackened and destroyed all the fine grada¬ 
tions. There is an incomplete portrait of Dr. Parr, 
by Reynolds, which remains as brilliant as when it 
was last touched by the painter. The glaze with 
which Reynolds would have toned it w'ould have 
been so judiciously transparent as to reduce any 
rawness which may now' be apparent. 

The portrait of Thomson, the poet, is a head and 
bust; the person being enveloped in a drapery, and the 
head surmounted by one of the fanciful head-dresses 
or caps worn by the poets and authors of the earlier 
part of the last century. 

The collection must contain portraits of female 
celebrities; but the selection in this direction is at 
least extraordinary as a beginning, being that of 
Elizabeth Hamilton, Comtesse de Grammont, a copy 
by Eckhardt of the Lely picture. This work was in 
the Strawberry Hill Collection, and at the sale 
realised £73 i6j. 

Dance’s portrait of Arthur Murphy w'as painted 
for some member of the Thrale family; it is a half- 
length, presenting the figure seated, but turning 
round from some papers which lie before him on a 
table. 

The Chandos portrait of Shakspere is entirely a 
work which should belong to the nation. On the 
distribution of the effects at Stowe, it was purchased 
by the late Lord Ellesmere for £.373 12j., and by 
him presented to this collection. We know not 
the intentions of the authorities in reference to this 
picture; but it is obscured by a coat of smoke 
and dust, w'hich w'e presume to suggest should be 
removed, and the picture, after a very careful deter- 
sion, should be placed in a hermetically-sealed frame, 
w'ith a glass before it. 

I'he portrait of the first Lord Torrington, by 
Kneller, presents that nobleman in his peei'’s robes. 
The draperies are well drawn and jjainted, appa¬ 
rently by the same hand as those of his best w’orks. 

The portrait of the first Earl Stanhope, also by 
Kneller, introduces the subject in peer’s robes. 

Gibson’s portrait of Dr. Wake, Archbishop of 
Canterbury, is by no means an agreeable production. 
Dr. Wake succeeded Archbishop Tenison as primate, 
in 1716, and died in 1737. 

Bishop Warburton is represented in a portrait by 
Charles Phillips. The figure is lualf-length, and 
seated, and the subject may be considered as engaged 
in the composition of his work, “ The Divine Lega¬ 
tion of Moses.” 

Sir William 'Wyndham, painted by Highmore, was 
Chancellor of the Exchequer under Queen Anne, and 
the friend of Pope and Bolingbroke. The figure is 
half-length, seated, and wears the robes of the office. 
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and the features arc animated by a very benevolent 
expression. 

Another portrait by Kneller represents Harley, 
first Earl of Oxford, who was speaker of the House 
of Commons, and Lord High Treasurer under Queen 
Anne, and the last that held that office. 

The portrait of William, first Earl of Cadogan, by 
Lagnerre, is perhaps the best work in the collection, 
as far as it has gone. The figure is presented stand¬ 
ing, equipped in a demi-suit of armour, at half-length, 
and relieved by a dark background. In this portrait 
there is, notwithstanding its perfect simplicity, more 
of pictorial quality than in any other work on the 
w'alls. It may, perhaps, be one of his very best 
productions; for they were not much esteemed in 
his life-time, although he was extensively employed 
in interior decorations, where, says Pope— 

“—Sprawl tlie saints of Verrio and Lagnerre.” 

This Earl of Cadogan was the friend of John, Duke 
of Marlborough, whom he succeeded in the office of 
Commander-in-Chief. This portrait was procured 
from Shotover. 

Romney’s portrait of Richard Cumberland pre¬ 
sents the subject in a suit of chcrry-colourcd satin, 
seated, and looking upwards for an idea—the face 
being in profile. It is said never to have been 
finished. We cannot, however, see that anything 
is wanting to the head, which seems to have been 
worked with much care. 

The portrait of Mr. Iluskisson, by Rothwell, re¬ 
calls to memory the melancholy death of that gentle¬ 
man, in 1830, when present at the opening of flic 
Alanchestcr and Liverpool Railway. The portrait 
is the size called Kitcat, showing the three-quarter 
face. 

The portrait of the Right Hon. Spencer Perceval 
is a bequest of the late Sir R. H. Inglis, and another 
bequeathed by the same gentleman is an unfinished 
portrait of Wilberforce by Sir Thomas Lawrence. 
In this work nothing but the face is as yet touched, 
but the features and their engaging expression are 
so well known that this must have been the picture 
from which the engraved portrait of Wilberforce 
has been taken. The work will be interesting to 
painters, as showing Lawrence’s habit of using raw 
canvas, pressed smooth, and primed only with some 
slight preparation, as size, or wax and oil. 

A portrait of Thomas Stothard, by James Green, 
and a small full-length, in water colour, of Lord 
Sidmo)ith, by Richmond, conclude the catalogue. 

EVENING MEETING 
AT 

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM. 

On Wednesday, January the 13th, the committee of 
the Architectural Museum invited their subscribers 
to the first public meeting which has been held at 
the museum since its removal from Cannon Row to 
tlie government buildings at South Kensington. 
This meeting was to introduce the first course of 
lectures in the new locale of the museum; and its 
special attraction was to consist of au address by 
Mr. Ruskin, on the occasion of his presenting the 
prize, given by himself, for the best specimen of 
carving in stone designed and executed by a work¬ 
man-student of the museum. This prize was an¬ 
nounced last winter ; the subject was to be a Gothic 
quatrefoil panel filled with a group of figures, the 
motive of the composition being some incident 
characteristic of the late campaigns in the Crimea. 
The amount of the prize was ten guineas ; and with 
the prize would be associated a memorandmn, which 
should serve to commemorate the circumstances 
under which it was gained, and which accordingly 
might be regarded as a diploma of merit awarded to 
the prizeman. 

Professor Cockerell, R.A., presided at the meet¬ 
ing. Whoever has been present on any similar occa¬ 
sion when this amiable and accomplished gentleman 
has discharged the duties of chairman, will be glad 
to have another opportunity for witnessing the 
gratifying spectacle of the chair being occupied by 
the veteran professor. And, in like manner, who¬ 
soever has cnce heard Mr. Ruskin speak upon Art 
to Art-workmen, will not readily neglect any chance 
which may enable him again to listen to the fell- 
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citous eloquence of tliat remarl;able personage. 
Tlio gallery of the Architectural hluscuin was, as 
might have been anticipated, tilled on the present 
occasion with a most attentive assemblage, who 
showed that they did not then consider tlie distance 

I of the museum from Trafalgar Square to bo any 
!■ serious difficulty. The chairman was courteous, 
!, agreeable, and impressive, as it is his wont to be; 

Hr. Ruskin spoke well and to the purpose ; aud so 
the affair proved a success. The only difficulty that 

j lay ill Mr. Ruskin’s way, aud that also alfcctcd iu 
i! a painful manner the entire proceedings, arose from 

' circumstances connected with the presentation of 
the prize. There proved to be but two competitors 
for the prize ; and both the works sent in for com- 
jietitiou, though certainly very well meant, were 
ludicrously unworthy of cither prize or ccrtilicatc of 
merit. Recent occurrences invested with painful 
associations one of the groups, in which Redau 

' fVindham figured as the hero. Unfortunately, the 
prize was jiromised unconditionally, and conse- 
(|ueutly it could not be withheld. "We do not 
desire to enter any farther into particulars ^vith 
reference to this prize, neither is it our purpose to 
discuss iu detail any of the speeches of the evening, 
but wo must seriously endeavour to impress upon 
the present authorities of the Architectural Museum 
the importance of their taking prompt aud effective 
measures for doing something that ma)' really prove 
of value to architecture as that art is now practised 
amongst us. The forthcoming lectures promise 
well, and we anticipate from them highly beneficial 

‘ results. tVe presume, however, that the museum is 
to accomplish more than may be expected from 

i these lectures, however excellent they may prove. 
' If so, it is time for the committee to make some 

sign of both their capacity for action, aud their in¬ 
tention to act. It is time for them to show that 

; their testimonials and prizes arc held in some esti- 
I mation amongst architectural students and work- 
:' men. It will not do again to bring Mr. Ruskin 

i forward to determine betiveeu the pretensions of two 
I such candidates, and then to induce him to throw 

II over the museum the shield of his eloquence. The 
ji treasurer of the museum, Air. G. G. Scott, has 

recently issued a circular, in which he appeals for a 
largely increased measure of public support for this 
institution. Mr. Scott must feel that the museum 
has not shown of late any claims to such support. 
His own earnestness and energy have saved it from 

I sinking to nothing ; but this prize competition has 
I proved that the great object of the museum—the 

instruction of architectural irorlnuen—has yet to be 
achieved, and, consequently, it must be evident to 
every person interested in the subject, that the 

i sympathy of the public has yet to be won. It is 
! no less palpable that the museum has failed to 
I secure the recognition of the architectural workmen 
1 of the metropolis, as their Art-school. This must 
I be done before these men will even seek to derive 
; instruction from the museum; it must be done 
j before the prizes, which may' be oiiered eilher by' 
1 Air. Ruskin or by the committee, w-ill awaken that 
I. spirit of emulation, or will kindle those ennobling 
; sentiments which alone have power to distinguish 
j one man above his fellows. 

AVe shall most gladly record any tokens of prac- 
\ tie-ally beneficial results that the present administra- 
; tion of the Architectural Aluseum may produce. 
I Af hile in its quaint aud inconvenient old quarters 
I ill Canon Row-, the museum was quietly working 
j its way, and bringing to bear a silent but powerfid 
i influence; since its removal this influence has la- 
j mentably declined, and the whole affair has been 

at a standstill. AA’hat are the causes of this ? AVe 
1' expected great things from the establishment of the 
I museum at South Kensington, and our disap])oint- 
! mont is proportionately great at finding rctrogres- 
I sion instead of progress. The committee jirofess to 
I retain the absolute control and direction of the in- 
j; stifution : is this really the case, and if it is the 
I case, how is it that they have permitted the existing 
I state of things? AVe are far from being alone 
I eilher in asking such questions, or in looking 
|l anxiously for a practical reply to them in the shape 
jl of decided improvements promptly effected. It is 
I! not impossible to retrieve what has been lost, and 
1| to advance with even accelerated speed; but we 
i ' must wait awhile before we can promise these things 
Ij to be not improbable. 

THE 

KOYAL rOLITECIINIC INSTITUTION. 

Popular science requires to be dealt with after a po- 
pularfashion. This does not imply that popular science 
is merely a scientific species of amusement, iu which 
the amusement is the chief object, aud the seience 
rather a Action than a reality. Far from this,—popu¬ 
lar science must be very genuine and sound science; 
but, being such, it must be applied iu an attractive 
form, aud througli the instrumentality of agreeable 
agencies. AVe have repeatedly had occasion to con- 
gratidate the public on the happy method which 
distinguishes the administration of the Royal Poly¬ 
technic Institution, aud we, at the same time, have 
felt it to be but an act of justice gratefully to ac¬ 
knowledge the high character of this most deservedly 
popular establishment. The Christmas novelties 
which, according to yearly custom, have at the 
present time been produced, demonstrate in the most 
satislhctory' manner the ability of Air. Pepper, the 
lessee, to make one step in advance the prelude 
to another. Last year, the Polytechnic surpassed 
itself iu former years; now, the success of last year 
is eclipsed altogether. As usual, the events of the 
time are seized upon aud made the most of. It is 
also to be observed that the established system re¬ 
mains the same. The improvements are something 
better that mere changes—their characteristic is 
genuine superiority. In nothing are these improve¬ 
ments more satisfactorily displayed than iu the Art- 
character of the dissolving views. The more am¬ 
bitious of these views are now really beautiful pic¬ 
tures, and the simpler diagrams are in their capacity 
absolutely incapable of further improvement. AA'hen- 
ever experiments are introduced, they are brilliantly 
performed, and the various lectures are carefully 
prepared aud well delivered. All-. Pepper’s own 
admii-able lecture on coals, in which he describes 
the phenomena of the coal formations, gives graphic 
pictures of mines and miners, and brings the precious 
fuel to the flresides of both town and country, 
stands at the head of the varied programme in 
intrinsic merit aiid in universal popularity. It is 
indeed a first-rate lecture, and illustrated by dissolving 
views in first-rate style. Then there is a numerous 
series of views in India, which bring vividly before 
the public scenes and localities that may not be 
permitted to lose one particle of their strong claim 
for wakeful remembrance. These pictures are ex¬ 
cellent, and the changes iu most cases arc made to 
tell with the happiest effect. Not the least striking 
amongst these changes arethose inw-hieh the portraits 
of some of our Indian heroes are developed from the 
dissolving elements of the scenes of their magnificent 
exploits. Thus, the portraits of the lamented Have¬ 
lock and Nicholson succeed to views of Lucknow 
and Delhi, and gallant old Sir Coliu closes the series, 
as if presiding over the whole. A powerful pencil has 
furnished sketches, drawn on the spot, of some 
places and incidents of undying interest. A useful 
and effective narrative accompanies the views. Illu¬ 
minated stereoscopic pictui’cs ; brilliant experiments, 
with a clever and lucid lecture on electricity; some 
descrijitive illustrations of the “Leviathan a mu¬ 
sical entertainment, accompanied with another series 
of dissolving views ; a conjuror, who conjures skil¬ 
fully, and who also very pleasantly explains the 
manner of his conjuring, with a host of other attrac¬ 
tions, will be found by visitors to provide for them 
ample means for spending, with their families, a 
most delightful day. Always a favourite with the 
public, the Polytechnic has this season attained to a 
higher degree of public favour than it enjoyed in 
times past. It is truly pleasant to see that such a 
man as Air. Pepper is appreciated, and that the 
public are prepared to reward with their warm 
support that which is most worthy of patronage. 
AVe must not omit to notice the formation of a class 
for teaching drawing, amongst the educational 
classes connected with the Polytechnic Institution. 
AAe shall watch the proceedings of this class with 
much interest. It is in contemplation to form 
another drawing class, for pupils in comparatively 
higher stations iu life, who should meet during the 
day-time for their lesson in the same class-room as 
is occupied by the evening classes. Such a class 
our/hi to be attended with the most complete success. 

THE EOTAL PICTURES. 

KILCHURN CASTLE. 

G. II. Fi-ipp, Fainter. i;. Wallis, Engraver. 

Size of tlie Picture, 3 ft. Sj in. by 1 ft. 9| in. 

CoLCHURN, Kolchurn, or Kilchurn Castle—for the 
orthography of the w-ord has been thus varied by 
different writers, though the last is novv generally 
adopted—is in one of the most romantic and pic¬ 
turesque parts of Scotland. It is situated at the 
eastern end of Loch Awe, in Argyleshire, and stands 
on a small promontory of low rock, which, when 
the W'ater is high, becomes insulated. The loch is 
among the largest inland lakes in the country, its 
length being about twenty-four miles, and its breadth 
varying from half a mile to two miles and a half: 
it is thickly studded w-ith small green islets, and 
surrounded with truly beautiful scenery, woods and 
mountains, Ben Cruachan rising majestically over 
all to the height of nearly 3700 feet. 

The castle, diminutive as it appears in the picture 
by comparison with the lofty mountains that over¬ 
look it, is of considerable magnitude, and of a most 
pi(-turesque character, recalhng to mind the strong¬ 
holds of feudal times : “ the exterior walls are still 
nearly entire; the circular towers which project on 
the south and cast prevent the monotonous effect 
of a too regular line,” and give to it, when regarded 
pictorially, what Air. Ruskin would call the “lamp 
of power.” 'The entrance is by a small doorway, 
bearing the date 1633; but the principal building 
was erected early in the fifteenth century by the 
lady of Sir Colin Camphell, the black knight of 
Rhodes, diu-iug the absence of her husband in 
foreign wars. The castle, from its almost insular 
position, and from the little shelter which the 
country immediately surrounding it could afford to 
an enemy, must have proved a stronghold to those 
in possession before the introduction into warfare of 
artillery. 

The whole of this locality is associated with the 
romances and the realities of Scottish history : at 
the Pass of Awe Bruce discomforted the men of 
Argyle under John of Lorn, w'hich Scott refers to 
in his “ Lord of the Isles ;” while the pow'erful 
clan of the Clampbells, for centuries the possessors 
of this part of the country, was frequently com¬ 
pelled to arm in its defence against the attacks of 
other chieftains. One of our])oets, T. CampbeU, as¬ 
sumes it to have belonged at some period to the clan 
Alaegregor, whose chieftain thus laments its loss, 
and calls upon his people and vassals to avenge 
themselves on their oppressors -— 

“ Glenorchy’s proud mountain, Colchurn and her to-wers, 
Glenstrae and Glenlyon no longer are our-s ; 

We're landless, landles.s, Gregalach : 
Through the depths of Loch Katrine the steed shall 

career. 
O’er the peak of Ben Lomond the galley shall steer. 
And the rocks of Craig Koyston like icicles melt. 
Ere our rvrongs be forgot or our vengeance unfelt: 

Then haloo, haloo, Gregalach 
If they rob us of name, and pursue ns with beagles. 
Give their roofs to the flame, and their flesh to the 

eagles,”* 

At the present time the chief landed proprietor of 
Argyleshire is the Duke of Aj-gyle, whose ancestors, 
the Campbells of Luchow-,—the original name, as 
we presume, of Loch Awe,—possessed such influ¬ 
ence and extensive possessions that they could sum¬ 
mon from 3000 to 4000 men to their standard. 

Air. Fripp, who has obtained high rank in our 
school of w'ater-colour painters, has given to this 
passage of Highland scenery a solemn and impres¬ 
sive character in harmony with the subject, and the 
romantic history connected with the locality: the 
sky is overcast with dark tempestuous clouds, except 
in one jiart, through which the sun breaks, lighting 
up the distant mountain and the tract of flat pasture 
ground immediately below. Ben Cruachan is in 
shadow of a deep purple grey; not so grej', however, 
as to conceal the silvery stream that rushes down 
the gorge towards the loch. The foreground, rich 
w-ith the tints of the red and purple heather, diver¬ 
sified in strength of colour by the alternations of 
light and shade, is redeemed from utter solitude by 
a few figures judiciously scattered over it. 

The picture is iu the Collection at Osborne. 

* The “ jM.vcgrcgor's Gathe)-ing.” 
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SOUTH KEHSINGTOH MUSEUM, 

OBJECTS OF DECORATIVE ART SUGGESTIVE TO 
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS. 

Some time ago we gave a series of illustrations of 
works of- decorative Art, selected from the museum 
at Marlborough House; that collection has since 
been augmented liberally by daily additions, and has 
now acquired the status of a great national museum. 
The public are aware that these acquisitions now con¬ 
stitute the Art Collections at South Kensington: and 
in proposing to resume the series, we feel assured of 
rendering an’ acceptable service to, at any rate, a 
very considerable section of our readers. In making 
our selection from the great mass of objects,—all 
valuable either as historical records of the progress of 
Art, or for their intrinsic beauty and excellence,—our 
intention will be more especially to choose such as 
are calculated to be of direct utility as models for the 
designer and manufacturer; and we must, at the 
outset, state that by the liberality of Government we 
have been allowed to avail ourselves of copies of 
some of the engravings exeented for the excellent 
official catalogue of the collection. These have been 
engraved with great accuracy by the lady pupils of 
the class for wood engraving, supported by the De¬ 
partment of Science and Art; and although the work 
of students only, some of them will, in respect of the 
truthful rendering of the details of the original objects, 
lose nothing by comparison with the best productions 
of their class by established engravers of the sterner 
sex. We shall accompany each subject by an ex¬ 
tract from the catalogue referring to it, appending- 
such remarks, in addition to the information respect¬ 
ing the date, origin, and technical characteristics of 
the several works therein contained, as may seem 
desirable to illustrate our special object. It is not, 
however, to be understood that we hold out these 
examples as models for literal reproduction; very 
few objects of ancient decorative or industrial art 
exist which would admit of such direct imitation ; 
and, moreover, in the interest of Art the servile 
resuscitation of by-gone work is by no means de¬ 
sirable. If collections of the fine works of former 
days served no other purpose than this, their forma¬ 
tion would be a great evil,—a result, indeed, so 
inimical to the healthy progress of industrial design, 
would be in no way counterbalanced by the learned 
or arclueological pm-suits, which such collections, 
nevertheless, also subserve, and the spending of 
public funds in the acquisition of rare and costly 
specimens would be unjustifiable. Happily, how¬ 
ever, we are convinced that no such evil will ensue: 
servile minds will always resort to copying, and it is 
clearly better that they should copy good models 
than bad ones; but, on the other hand, the designer 
or manufactm-er who is endowed with inventive 
power, or even with that taste or judgment which is 
often almost tantamount in value to inventive genius 
itself, will know how to make beneficial use of such 
works as we now illustrate. To him they will con¬ 
vey an infinity of suggestions, which, when elaborated 
and worked out, will be no mere copies of preceding 
types; but, on the contrary, truly original works, 
replete with that true artistic style, which is the in¬ 
vention of no one person alone, but which has been 
always handed down in the very way here indicated. 
Viewed in this light, collections such as that at 
South Kensington are of the highest national im¬ 
portance ; and in aiding to give increased publicity to 
the treasures of Art there preserved, we feel convinced 
we are working in the direction of uumixed good. 

Our first illustration represents a cabinet in carved 
chestnut wood, of French Renaissance work, date 
about 1570. Cabinets of this description were 
generally placed in the “ sallc a manger,” or dining¬ 
room of the old French chateaux, and were generally 
the chief pieces of the scanty furnitme of the room: 
they held the more costly articles of the table—the 
salt-ceUars, silver flagons, hanaps, “nefs,” &c., then 
so much in vogue. Many of these objects were dis- ^ 
played dui-ing the repast on the tops of these 
cabinets, as likewise the dishes—“ plats de parade”— 
of Palissy or Briot. The underpart of the cabinet 
served to contain the large flasks or pilgrim’s bottles, 
tall flagons, &c., so often met with, and which were 
clearly rather for show than use. There is much 
in this piece of a suggestive character both in design 
and execution. The base or plinth, and the square 
columnar supports, are in excellent taste, rich and 

effective, and yet by no means of costly work. The 
carving at this period, like our own Elizabethan 
work, is of a bold and expeditious character; its 
sharp and decisive execution giving rise to striking 
contrasts of light and shade, which induce a great 
appearance of richness with little labour; every 

nate and purposeless oveidoading so often seen in 
modern decorative furniture, in -which costly carving 
is made to look like putty-work, and, instead of rich¬ 
ness of ensemble, results in a mere aggregation of 
frittered details, alike without meaning or effect. 

commesse,” although, of course, entirely different in 
design. It seems to have been long in use in the 
neighbourhoods of Delhi and Agra: the blood-stained 
palace of the former city is richly decorated -with this 
costly work. A singular tradition exists in India, 
that the process was indeed introduced by Italian 
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touch, in fact, is made to tell, and there is never any 
work thrown away. How much preferable is the 
regular architectonic elevation of this piece, in which 
every moulding is well designed and contrasted, and 
where the plain surfaces are designedly arranged to 
set off the richness of other parts, to that iudiscrimi- 

Picce of marble frieze, inlaid with mosaic-woik 
of precious stones; Hindoo work of the seventeenth 
century, brought from the “ I’aj Alehal,” or tomb 
of Akbar, near Agra. The species of mosaic here 
represented is analogous to the Florentine “ Pietre 

artists, patronised by the great Sultan Akbar, in the 
seventeenth centm-y; however this may he, the art 
is still cai-ried on in the same locality as a recognised 
branch of industry; but it has quitted the domain of 
architecture, and is now chiefly displayed in articles 
of use, such as table-tops, ink-stands, &c. 
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Oiu- next illuali’;itiin] is a jiaiiel iu carved oak, of 
n.’ini'll licnais-'ancp novk, dating about 1530. llie 

ornament nf lliis beoutifid jiiece is almost equal to 
the tine.'t Italian arabesque ; it displays, indeed, very 
strona’ly the inllnenee of nltramontaue design, which 

about this jieriod had invaded the old Gothic manner 
of the Low <'ountries. We have, indeed, indirect 
historiral evidence of the causes of this revolution 

in taste, in the well known fact of the commence- school of Art, which soon became general with the 
ment of that system of resorting to Italy as the great | Flemish artists of the sixteenth century. 

Bolt iu cliisellcd-iron : i'rench lleuaissance w ork, 
date about 1550. The vigorous design is entirely 
executed by hand, and is a eharaeteristic specimen of 

the care and labour bestowed on the slightest details 
even at this remarkable period; proving that even 
the hard-handed smith was an artist. 

for improvement than in this. The three glasses at j the Venetian wares, but still by no means deficient in 
the bottom of the page are interesting as showing a ^ merit. They are of old Dutch and Bohemian origin, 
decidedly different style, less pure and graceful than j and are of the latter part of the seventeenth century. 
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The cai'vcd-oak panel is of English origin, and 
illustrates in a most interesting manner an early 
phase of the revival, or Renaissance in this country. 

It is not known whence the panel was originally ob¬ 
tained ; it probably dates about 1540. 

Cover of an oblong box in wood, inlaid with ivory 

marquetry; German, dated 156G; purchased from 
the Rernal Collection. The decorative process 
exemplilicd in this specimen was extensively em¬ 

ployed in the sixteenth and first half of the seven¬ 
teenth centuries, especially in the stocks and mount¬ 
ings of fire-arms, cross-bows, &c. It consists of an 
inlay of thin plates of ivory, cut to the shape of the 

scroll ornaments, figures. See., the shading and details 
of the same being engraved or incised, and filled in with 
a dark substance. This process, like most other natural 
and consistent applications of decorative materials, is 

of extreme antiquity. It is probable that this box 
may originally have been intended to contain a costly 
manuscript. The cover is decorated with an oval 
compartment, surrounded with elaborate cartouche 

strap-work, interspersed with grotesque figures, gar¬ 
lands of fruit and flowers, and minute arabesque 
ornament; within the compartment is a shield of 
arms, surrounded with the collar of the Golden 

Fleece, and surmounted with an electoral crown. 
The inner side of the cover is likewise inlaid with 
arabesque ornament of a different character, and has 
the initials W. E. (probably those of the artist), and 

the date 1566. The sides of the box have elabo¬ 
rately ornamented cartouche compartments, con¬ 
taining mythological and battle subjects of small 
figures. 
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ILLUSTEATED LITEEATUEE.* 

So large has been the issue of illustrated gift-books 
this season, that we have been compelled to postpone 
to this time our notice of some which reached us 
early in the year. Two of these we have especially 
kept hack to afford aii opportunity for introducing 
examples of the engravings which embellish them, 
though there is little doubt of the books themselves 
—“ i’he Proverbs of Solomon,” and “ I.ays of the 
Holy Land”—being already familiar to many of our 
readers, as they deserve to be. 

As the instructive lessons taught by the wise king 
of Israel are, in general, not of a strictly pictorial 
character, or not calculated to form jiictures, iMr. 
Gilbert has selected his materials “from the regions 
not of fancy, but of fact, and the design has been to 
enforce some of the lessons of Heavenly Wisdom by 
the occurrcuces of actual history, so that the series 
might almost have been entitled ‘ Texts from the 
Book of Proverbs, illustrated by Incidents from the 
Book of Providence.’ ” The subjects are taken prin¬ 
cipally from sacred history, others are borrowed 
from the annals of our country, and from those of 
foreign lands, but all elucidating some themes in the 
Proverbs. The frontispiece represents the visit of 
the Queen of Sheba to Solomon ; it is followed by 
“ David’s Charge to Solomon,” a composition of 
much interest, and very poetically rendered. “Abra¬ 
ham’s Servant and Rcbekah ” is the subject of the 
next engraving, not so much to our liking as its 
successor—“ Samson in Captivity,” original in treat¬ 
ment and fidl of dee[> pathos, obviously the work of 
a master in Art. “ The Prodigal Sou,” tending the 
swine, illustrates the passage—“ I perceived a youth 
void of understanding ” in a most impressive manner, 
both morally and pictorially. “ The fear of the Lord 
is the beginning of wisdom,” is illustrated by the 
young Timothy instructed by his grandmother Lois; 
and “A wise son maketh a glad father,” by the 
“ ^Meeting of Joseph and his father Isaac ”—two sub¬ 
jects of very opposite natures, but each very skilfully 
rendered. “ He that tilleth his land shall be satisfied 
with bread,” by the “ Harvest-field of Boaz,” 

one of the most charming pictures iu the volume, 
and introduced here. “ Iu the fear of the Lord 
is strong confidence,” is illustrated by an incident in 
the life of a distinguished divine, the Rev. J. AV. 
Fletcher, of Madeley, whom a profligate nephew 
threatened with death for retaining a sum of money 
which the latter had dishonestly acquired, and placed 
in his uncle’s hands. “ Better is a little with 
righteousness than great revenues without right,” 
by a story in the history of Napoleon after his defeat 
at Waterloo: in treating this subject Mr. Gilbert 
obviously had in his mind Delaroche’s well-known 
picture of “ Napoleon at Fontainebleau.” F'ox’s 
“ Book of Martyr’s” has supplied a subject for “The 
hoary head is a crown of glory when it is found in 
the way of righteousness,” in the arrest of Dr. Row¬ 
land Taylor. Following this we have, in succession, 
“ Luther before the Empei’or; ” “ George III. visiting 
a Destitute Family;” “George Buchanan and his 
Last Pupil;” “Benjamin Franklin at the Court of 
Versailles ;” “ The Death of Wllicrs, Duke of Buck¬ 
ingham ”—a solemn arid affecting picture, appalling 
in the intense wretchedness of the scene; it illus¬ 
trates the passage—“ The caudle of the wicked shall 
be put out.” “ David sparing Saul;” “Achan con¬ 
cealing the Spoil taken from Ai;” “Peter in 
Prison ;” and “ Dorcas,” complete the list. 

Taking this series of illustrations as a whole, they 
seem to us to surpass anything of a similar kind 
which Mr. Gilbert has hitherto done; as compo¬ 
sitions, they are of a very high order—historical in 
the true meaning of the term as applied to Art; 
many of them, if jiainted on a large scale, would 
make fine pictures, that would do honour to any 
school. The mind of the artist has evidently risen 
with the subjects he has selected. Messrs. Dalziel, 
Afhymper, Thomas, and Jackson respectively, have 
engraved the designs in a most superior style. 

Lays of the Holy Land is a collection of short 

poems, and extracts from longer poems, with which 

* rROVERiiS OF S01.OMON. Illustrated by Ilistor 
I arallels from Drawings by John Gilbert. Published 
Uisbet & Co., London. 

Lays of ■tue Holt Land, from Ancient and Mod 
Doet^ With Illustrations from Original Pliotogra 
and Drawings. Published by Nisbet & Co., London 

the reading public is tolerably familiar ; they have and the events which the pages of Scriptnre describe 
been judiciously selected from the writings of almost as taking jdace iu (he East. The illustrations are 
every poet who has sung of the scenery of Palestine, | upwards of sixty in number, by nearly a score of 

VCLTUlieS : FfiOM LAYS OF TUE HOLY LA.ND.’’ 

artists, the majority of whom are extensively known in I subjects, and animal subjects, and marine views, hut 
works of this kind. There are landscapes, and figure | we can only speak of them thus collectively; nor 

THE IIAEVEST-FIELD OF BOAZ: FEOM “THE FROVERBS OF SOLOMON.” 

from their general character does there seem the 
necessity for particularizing, as in the case of the 
hook just noticed. We can, however, commend it 

as one of the most elegant volumes the season 
has produced. The typograjiliy and printing, by 
Alessrs. Clark, of Edinburgh, are unexceptionable. 

i 



MINOll TOPICS OF THE MONTH. 

The Rotal Academy has done honour to itself 
while conferring honour upon John Henry I'oj.ey, 

Esq., who was elected R.A. on the 13th January. 
Mr. Eoley has long held a high position—perhaps it 
is not too much (o say the highest—in Europe as a 
sculptor, not only with reference to the gentler 
delicacies and graces of the Art, but wilh regard to 
those more palpable realities with which sculpture is 
so continually called upon to deal; while his group 
of “ Bacchus and Ino,” his most beautiful statue of 
“Egeria,” and many others, are unsurpassed, his 
equestrian statue of Lord llardinge, aud the several 
works which adorn the entrance-corridor of the 
Houses of Parliament establish his claim to equality, 
at least, with the greatest artists of the continent. 
His election into the Academy was, therefore, an 
unquestionable right: we rejoice to know it has been 
acknowledged. Mr. Eoley is (as his name indicates) 
an Irishman; but he has been nearly all his lil'e a 
resident in England, and his Art-education was 
obtained in the schools of the Royal Academy. He 
is one of the many of w'hom Ireland may he justly 
proud; and it is not a little singular that another 
accomplished sculptor—MacDowell—is also Irish ; 
so also are Behnes, Kirk, Lawlor, Jones, Doherty, 
and, we believe, others settled in Loudon. 

The Royal Academy, it is understood, arc 
engaged in a very significant discussion, out of 
which will probably arise a law' that shall provide 
honourably for such members as, having laboured 
enough, and being consequently released from profes ¬ 
sional toil, can in no w'ay contribute to the honour 
or prosperity of the institution, hut who, wdiile re¬ 
maining among “ the forty,” keep out of it men who 
could be both honom-able and useful, not only as 
exhibitors, but as legislators. We earnestly hope 
this purpose w'iU be achieved; it can in no w'ay pre¬ 
judice retiring members, who will continue to 
receive all " the honours ” to which they are en¬ 
titled, while it may render unnecessary, for a time, 
any augmentation of the body. 

The National Gallery.—The Atlienaum an¬ 
nounces, on iutelligeace received from Elorence, 
“ that the choicest pictures of the Lombardi and 
Baldi Collection, recently offered for sale, have been 
acquired for our National Gallery.” They are 
said to be twenty-two in number, and were obtained 
for the comparatively smaU sum of £7000. These 
pictures are examples of the early Elorentine mas¬ 
ters : a few of them are enumerated:—An altar- 
piece, by Jacopo di Casentiua, or Cassentino, horn 
about 1270, a pupil of Taddeo Gaddi, and supposed 
to have been one of the first founders of the Eloren¬ 
tine Academy; an altar-piece, with three pyramidal 
heads, by Taddeo Gaddi; another altar-piece by 
Andrea Orcagna, born 1329 ; an altar-front picture, 
by Alargaritone, horn in 1198, about forty years 
before the birth of Cimahue (Mr. Stanley, in his 
edition of Bryan’s “ Dictionary of Painters,” says all 
the pictures by Margaritone are lost, w'ith the excep¬ 
tion of one, engraved in Lastri’s “ Etruria; Pittrice); ” 
“ a curious Greek jiicture,” by Emanuel, an artist 
whose name does not appear in any w'ork to which 
we have access, “ w'hich represents,” according to 
our contemjiorary, “the Almighty blessing the saints 
Cosmo and Damian, according to the Greek ritual,” 
is a fair example of the connection between the 
Byzantine School and the Early Italian of the thir¬ 
teenth century; a triptych, “ Virgin and Child,” 
by Duccio, of Sienna, who died about the year 1340; 
“ The Coronation of the Virgin,” Giotto ; a large 
altar-piece of three saints, by Aretino Spincllo, who 
died in 1400; “The Adoration of the Magi,” and 
“ The Martyrdom of Saints Cosmo aud Damian,” by 
E’ra Angelico, born 1387 ; “The Brides of Venice,” 
by Gentile Eabriano, contemporary with Angelico ; 
“ Portrait of the famous poetess Isotta da Rimini,” 
and “ Poppea sending Presents to St. Peter,” by 
Pietro della Eransesca, born 1398; a large altar- 
piece, representing “ The Virgin and Child en¬ 
throned, surrounded by Saints and Angels,” by Era 
Eilippo Lippi, born in 1400 ; “ Adoration of the 
Magi,” by Eilippino Lippi, son of the preceding; 
“ St. John and Joseph of Arimathea lifting the 
Crown of Thorns from the Head of the Saviour,” 
by Andrea Mantegna, born 1431. With these there 
are said to be three pictures respectively by Cimahue 
(1240), Paolo Uccello (1349), and Masolino da 
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Panicale (1378). We have given the above dates 
that sucli of our readers as arc unacquainted with 
ancient Art may have an idea of the period to which 
these national acquisitions—if they really have been 
acquired, and there is no reason to doubt the fact— 
belong. Until they are made accessible to us we 
cannot, of course, have anything to say of their 
merits, but thus much may even now be said, that, ex¬ 
cept as curiosities of Art, because elucidating the ear¬ 
liest steps in its revival, aud as aids in the formation 
of a historic gallery of Art, they will prove utterly 
valueless, unless to our Pre-Ralfaellite school, who 
will, perhaps, take new courage from these Elo- 
rentiiie importations, and show us hereafter hovv 
w'ell they have studied these specimens of Gothic 
painters. But where will Sir Charles Eastlake and 
Air. Wornum find room in the present building 
for twenty-tw'o new pictures, of which several are 
large altar-pieces ? w'e must have a new gallery. 

The Crystal Palace.—Mr. E'ergusson has re¬ 
signed the management of the Crystal Palace. Eour 
new' members have been added to the body of the 
Directors, in the persons of Captain Walter, Air. 
BickneU, Air. England, and Air. Horsley. Punch, 
a conjuror, some dancing (not dolls, but) girls, with 
blacked singers, round-abouts, rocking-boats, and 
other “national institutions” of the same class, have 
been introduced, in order to produce a “ Crystal 
Palace Christmas Revel.” AVe do not propose to 
deal critically with the said “ Revel;” nor, indeed, 
do we contemplate any further notice of it than 
simply to record the fact that it has been produced, 
and produced by the concurrence of such elements 
as W'e have enumerated. Neither do we desire to be 
supposed to associate this particidar “novelty of the 
season” at the Crystal Palace with either the retire¬ 
ment of Air. Eergusson, or the appointment of the 
new directors. What we do desire, and that very 
anxiously, is to express our hopes that this infusion 
of fresh blood into the directory of the Crystal 
Palace, may lead to some energetic measures for 
placing the realty noble establishment at Sydenham 
in a proper position ; that a new manager may be 
appointed, who will prove competent to deal with the 
Crystal Palace under its manifold capabilities, and to 
treat the whole on one high principle which shall be 
found to be all-comprehensive, and also ever-con- 
sistent; and fui’ther, that the late “ Christmas 
Revel,” as it was designated, may not throw away 
the tw'o-fold lesson, that the attractions of the Crystal 
Palace must be made to declare and impress their 
own attractiveness, while anything approaching low 
and vulgar buffoonery must be resolutely kept at a 
distance. AVe have uniformly anticipated success 
for the Crystal Palace—success as w'ell as an invest¬ 
ment for the capital of the proprietors, as in its 
capacity of an unrivalled claimant for public support 
aud attention. But our anticipations have neces¬ 
sarily been based upon the condition, that the palace 
should be well handled—that the administrative 
ability displayed in the management of the institu¬ 
tion should he fully equal to the high character of 
the Courts and other components of the establish¬ 
ment itself. It w'as the w'ant of administrative 
ability that has made the Alanchester Exhibition so 
complete a failure, when it is brought to the test of 
results. We might easily look much higher, and 
find the same lamentable short-coming producing a 
corresponding issue. In the Crystal Palace much 
has been w'ell done ; but much has been omitted, 
aud more than a little has showed an inability to 
comprehend the true system for working the institu¬ 
tion successfully. The right mau has not yet been 
in the right place. Shall he find that he is soon to 
be placed there ? Or must we again await the warn¬ 
ing of another failiu'e ? 

The E’irst Conversazione of the “ Artists aud 
Amateurs ” is fixed to take place at Willis’s Rooms 
on the 4th of the month: the future meetings for 
the season will be held on the first Thiu'sday in the 
three succeeding mouths respectively. 

The Princess Royal.—The several “ ceremo¬ 
nials ” associated with the marriage of the Princess 
Royal of England with the Prince of Prussia took 
place at a period of the month too late for notice in 
om' pages. Art, however, had little to do with the 
auspicious event. Her Alajesty’s Theatre was deco¬ 
rated with orange blossoms; the upholsterers were 
industriously occupied in the Chapel Royal and else¬ 
where ; and the consequeut festivities at Euekiugliam 
Palace were, no doubt, brilliant in dresses and deco • 
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rations : but we may be permitted to regret that Art 
has been comparatively unemployed in honour of 
the occasion, although it is understood that Air. J. 
PhiOip, A. ILA., is painting a picture of the ceremony. 
At all events, we may share in the universal feeling 
of joy that is felt throughout the kingdom. The 
alliance is one that promises sure happiness, based as 
it is on mutual affection, the growth of long and 
intimate acquaintance ; while to establish closer rela¬ 
tions between this country and Prussia is political 
wisdom. AVe fervently hope and pray that God will 
bless this marriage, and that it may be another cause 
to render Inqipy the Queen and her illustrious Con¬ 
sort. The Princess Royal is beloved by all who 
approach her; and report speaks quite as highly 
of the Prince of Prussia. 

Several of the AIunicipal Bodies of Eng¬ 
land are, we find, arranging to present to the Princess 
Royal various articles, the produce of the manufac¬ 
turing towns in which they are interested. Thus, 
in Prussia they will be able to estimate our Art- 
manufactiu’e, and great good may be the result. It 
would be a graceful act if the Artists were to 
associate for a like purpose; and then Her Royal 
Highness might take with her an album of ex¬ 
amples of our school in water-colour Art. 

Present to the Princess Royal.—It is un¬ 
derstood that Air. Alessenger, of Birmingham, has 
obtained permission to present to Her Royal 
Highness a group, in bronze, of Her Alajesty and 
the Prince of AVales, from the model by John Bell. 
It is to be accompanied by a pair of candelabra 
from Air. Alessenger’s famous factory. The group 
is admirably executed ; the sculptor has done his 
work well; and the manufacturer has produced an 
example of his skill, second to nothing that has 
been achieved in bronze in this country. 

The Raphael Plateau—which was described 
some months ago—the admirable chef-cVoeuvre of 
the now famous manufactory of Alessrs. Kerr and 
Binns, at AVorcester, has been purchased by the 
Mayor aud Corporation of the city, and presented 
to the Princess Royal. AVe heartily rejoice at this, 
for it is one of our ceramic excellences of which 
England may he proud; and we feel assured it will 
he accepted in Berlin as unequivocal proof that we 
may rival the produce of the best manufactm’ers of 
Saxony and Prussia. 

AIr. John Ridgway, Alayor of Hanley, potter to 
the Queen, has also presented to the Princess Royal 
a vei'y beautiful dejeuner service, produced at his 
manufactory : it is an exceUeut example of the Art 
of Staffordshire. 

The Sketching Society.—A series of drawings, 
executed by the members of this society, which was 
established so far back as the year 1808, is pre¬ 
paring for publication. The club has had enrolled 
on its list of members dm-ing the fifty years of its 
existence, the names of many of our most distin¬ 
guished painters in oil and water-colours. 

AIr. Ottley’s Lectures.—A course of lectures 
has been delivered by this gentleman, “ On Painting 
and Painters, Ancient and Alodern,” comprehending 
a review of the Italian schools, of the German, 
Flemish, and Dutch schools, and the Spanish, French, 
and English schools. The course was delivered, at 
weekly intervals, at the Alarylebone Literary Insti¬ 
tution, commencing on AVediiesday, November 11th. 
It may be supposed that each school could be but 
briefly considered in four lectures, wherein the Art- 
history of at least the last five hundred years must 
be epitomized. Notwithstanding, however, the 
difficulties of the subject, Air. Ottley’s discourses 
were eomprehensive and discriminating, and the 
characteristic features of each school were judiciously 
dwelt upon, insomuch as to communicate to the 
audience a correct impression of periods, schools, 

and individual celebrities. 
Hampstead Conversazione.—The first meeting 

of this society was held on the evening of January 
20th, after our sheets were in the press; our notice 
must therefore stand over till next month. The 
successive meetings will be held on February 24th, 

Alarch 17th, and April 21st. 
Statue of the late Lord AIelville.—A 

colossal bronze statue of the late Lord AIelville, by 
the Scottish sculptor, John Steell, R.S.A., has been 
erected in AIelville Square, Edinburgh. The attitude 
of the figm-e is easy and unaffected ; the drapm-y 
flowing and massive ; the countenance indicating 
great sagacity and kindness; altogether recalling 
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vividly to memory the excellent county gentleman, 
^Yllo always took sucli a lively interest in promoting 
the public weal of his native county. His Lordship 
leans with his riii'ht arm on a truncated column; 
his left arm falls easily by his side, the hand holding 
a scroll, resting on his thigh; the head is bent 
forward, and altogether the work is of high excel¬ 
lence. The cost, including pedestal, is about £2000, 
and has been dcfray^cd by general suljscription. 

i\lu. IvUSKiN, in a letter to a Mr. Hunt, of Liver¬ 
pool, referring to the recent “ Art-sipiabblc ” there, 
thus expresses himself:—“ Since Turner’s death, I 
consider that any aoerage work from the hand of 
any of the four leaders of pre-Raffacllism (Rosetti, 
Millais, Hunt, John Lewis) is, singly, u-orih at 
least three of any other pictures whatever by living 
painters.” This is mere insanity: the writer will find 
no one person in all England, capable of judging, to 
adopt so grossly absurd an opinion—if, indeed, an 
opinion it really be. "We protest, however, against 
the compulsory enlistment of John Leu is into the 
pre-Ralfaellite baud. 

The jMuseum at South Kensington has been 
presented by Prince Napoleon with a line specimen 
of Gobelin tapestry, the value of which is estimated 
at upwards of £2000. The subject represented on 
it is “Arria presenting the dagger with which she 
has just stabbed herself to her husband Ptrtus.” 
The work was commenced in the reign of Louis XVI., 
and was completed during the lirst republic; Hie 
border was added under the tirst empire. Napoleon, 
the emperor, gave it to his brother Jerome, King of 
'Westphalia, who presented it to his son. Prince 
Napoleon, Ihat he might give it to the museum, 
as a proof of the interest which both take in the 
institution to whose contents it forms a valuable 
addition. 

Exhibition of Engravings.—Wo have reason 
to believe that arranu'ements are under consideration 
which may be expected to result in the formation, 
during the spring, of an Exhibition of Engravings. 
The object is to illustrate, historically, the produc¬ 
tions of the biu'iu and the etching-needle, and also 
to combine with the works of the earlier engravers 
some of the finest specimens of this gieat and im¬ 
portant art, as it is practised at the present dayu 
The different styles of engraving will also be charac¬ 
teristically illustrated by groups of examples. The 
project is a good one, and, if ably carried out, must 
prove both attractive and instructive in the highest 
degree. We hope to be able in our next issue to 
enter fully into the subject of this exhibition. 

Mr. Sviitiiie-S, the excellent conductor of two 
most admirable and valuable works, “ The British 
Workman,” and “ The Baud of Hope Review,” 
has obtained a portion of the reward to which ho is 
eminently entitled. He received a graceful “ testi¬ 
monial” at a large assembly of his “friends and 
admirers,” held during the month, at the London 
Coffee-house. These publications, although so 
cheap as to be issued, the one at a halfpenny, the 
other at a pennyg are so ably conducted in reference 
to their Art, as well as their literature, as to be 
boons of immense magnitude to the “ masses.” 
Their circulation is very large, about 250,000 
monthly, yet they cannot be described as profitable; 
but they are among the most remarkable publica¬ 
tions of the age, and are rendering incalculable ser¬ 
vice to morals, social progress, and true religion. 

Pke-Raffaellite Art in Oxford.—Mr. Rus- 
kin, the “ Oxford Graduate,” seems to have just 
cause to rejoice in the triumph of his Art-doc¬ 
trines in his Alma Maler, for we learn from the 
Builder that—“ The new debating room for the 
Union at Oxford has been completed from the de¬ 
signs of Mr. 'Woodvxard; and several artists of the 
pre-Raffaellite school have undertaken 'to adorn its 
walls with paintings in distemper, on subjects from 
Arthurean romance. Some are already finished ; 
others only begun. There arc:—King Arthur re¬ 
ceiving the Sw'ord Excalibur from the Lady of the 
Lake, by .1. H. Pollen; Sir Palomides’s jealousy of 
Sir Tristram and the Pair Isrdte, by W. Jlorris ; 
Merlin allured into the Pit by the Lady of the 
Lake, by E. Jones; Nimiie bringing Sir Peleas to 
Ettarde after their quarrel, by V. Prinsep; Sir 
Lauucelot asleep before the shrine of the Sangreal, 
by D. G. Rosetti; and the Corpse of Arthur con¬ 
veyed by weeping Queens to Avalon, by Arthur 
Hughes. Mr. Pollen is, w'c believe, an amateur; 
but every one who has seen Oxford will recollect 
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with jileasurc his jiaintings on the roof of Merton 
C'hapcl. It is proposed to adorn the new' Museum 
with similar decorations.” 

Draw ing Pencils.—An improvement in drawing 
pencils is a matter that at once claims the attention 
of the world of Art. A new' description of drawing 
pencil has just been jiroduccd by Messrs. Mhiisor & 
Newlon, combining some very novel and valuable 
qualities, and therefore requiring special notice at 
our hands. The name of these new drawing pencils 
—“ Ever-pointed Tubvdar ”—at once suggests one 
of their most important features, viz., that of being 
erer-poinied, and therefore requiring no cutting. 
AVe must all of us have been more or less martyrs 
to the simple, yet great annoyance of cutting a draw¬ 
ing pencil, and resuming operations with soiled 
hands. Drawing masters especially suffer much 
inconvenience from this cause. AVe therefore place as 
of lirst importance the fact of these new' drawing 
pencils being cver-pointfd, and thereby obviating 
the trouble of requiring the use of a knife. The 
application of the “ever-pointed” system to these 
drawing pencils is extremely simple and ingenious. 
The holder is tubular, or hollow', and the lead is 
inserted at the point. A gentle propellatory pres¬ 
sure of the thumb brings dow'n the lead as required. 
There is no turning, screwing, nor unscrewing, as 
with the ordinary' ever-pointed pencils, and conse¬ 
quently these new' draw'ing pencils are firm in the 
hand, and free from looseness or vibration. The Ever- 
pointed Tubular Drawing Pencils arc composed of 
pure Cumberland lead, said to be selected with great 
care, and to be graduated to a nicety. It certainly 
is very line. The pencils work with great freedom, 
and yet are extremely firm. AVe find that the most 
powerful effects are ready to the touch, while at the 
same time the most delicate tones can be produced 
with equal facility. The lead being movable 
within the holder, of course no glue is required to 
fix it, as in ordinary di'awing pencils ; this pe¬ 
culiarity must assist the w'orking of these new 
pencils. AA'^e are glad to sec so much attention 
paid to the qmdity of the lead of w'hich they 
are composed, since the sphere of their utility 
will thereby be considerably enlarged. The fact 
of always using the same hclder (using the same 
pencil as it were) would appear to ourselves to be 
an important advantage. At present a favourite 
pencil, however hoarded, is at last consumed; but 
with these new pencils one’s favourite holders will 
be constant companions. The Tubular Drawing 
Pencils are made of ebony, with silvered points; 
they are smooth and pleasant to the hand, and very 
neat. AA'^e observe that economy has been consulted 
as well as quality, and that after the first expense of 
holders these new pencils cost a comparative tritle: 
this is an advantage, for it is essential to bring good 
Art materials within the reach of all classes. The 
Ever-pointed Tubular Drawing Pencil will doubtless 
soon be in universal use; for the combination of 
good lead, cleanliness and great facility in its use, 
and economy, offers the nearest approach to a per¬ 

fect drawing pencil that can be conceived. 
Perfumery as an Art.—Perfumes are sup- 

])oscd by many to be simply distilled from the 
flowers they' represent. Such, however, is not the 
case: there are but very few flowers possessing 
sufficient aroma to yield an extract. The others are 
a more or less skilful combination of various materials. 
The principal ilow'ers used to produce extracts are 
the rose, the jessamine, the orange-flower, the tube¬ 
rose, the cassie (acacia farnesiana—a pretty yellow 
flower peculiar to the south of Prance and Italy), 
and the violet: the latter, however, is used in small 
quantities, the aroma being very delicate, and re¬ 
quiring others to support it. They are chiefly 
obtained at Grasse and Cannes, in Provence, and at 
Nice, Menton, Monaco, and other minor places on 
the Gulf of Genoa. The process is as follows :— 
Prcshly-gathered flow'ers are strewn on glass frames, 
over which a layer of very pure grease has been 
spread ; these ffow'crs arc renewed every morning 
w'hilst they are in bloom—the grease absorbs aU the 
perfume of the flower, and by treating it afterwards 
with alcohol, a spirituous extract is produced. These 
extracts form the groundwork of all fine perfumes, 
but the perfumer calls to his aid besides fragrant 
materials from all parts of the world—otto of rose 
from Turkey, essence of bergamot, orange, and 
lemon-peel from Sicily, neroly, or essence of orange- 
flowers, from France and Italy, vanilla from Mexico, 

balsam of Peru from South America, wiutergreeii 
and sassafras from the United States, benzoin from 
Java, verbena from Ceylon, cloves from the Moluccas, 
saiidalw'ood and vetivert from India, patchouly from 
China, and last, not least, lavender from our own 
sw'ect fields at Mitcham. To these we may add three 
perfumes belonging to the animal kingdom—musk 
from the musk-deer, and civet from the civet-cat, 
both from the East, and ambergris, found on the sea- 
coast in various parts, and supposed to be tlmown 
up by some species of whale. AVith these com¬ 
paratively limited materials the perfumer strives to 
imitate the aroma of all the different flowers, as an 
artist by combining the colours on his palette pro¬ 
duces all the shades in iiatime. [For these interest¬ 
ing details we are indebted to Mr. E. Rimmel, the 
eminent dealer in perfumery, whose thorough ac¬ 
quaintance with his “Art” has enabled him to 
occupy the high position he holds.] 

Black-Pafeii Pictures.—A young German, 
George Schmidt, of Dusseldorf, who has recently 
come over to London, is undoubtedly the most inge¬ 
nious artist with scissors and paper of any we have 
met with. His landscapes are really marvellous 
productions, with trees beautiful in form, graceful in 
pose, and so graduated in tint as to take their 
proper places in the perspective of the picture; 
figures and animals are life-like, and perfectly true in 
drawing. He works entirely without any previous 
sketch ; with a small sheet of black paper in one 
hand, and his scissors in the other, he wiU, in the 
space of half an hour, hand you a hunting-scene 
that would delight any modern Nimrod; or a quiet, 
umbrageous nook, that would tempt us as a covert 
from a July sun. AVe hear that this ingenious 
artist attracted great attention in the aristocratic 
circles of Paris. 

Proposed Memorial of the Great Exhibi¬ 
tion.—The committee have announced that the 
designs, models, and drawings of competitors shall 
bo exhibited at the South Kensington Museum, and 
that all such drawings and models must be sent in 
on or before Tuesday', the 2nd February. It was 
found that the room at the Society of Arts would 
not be spacious enough for the purpose, several of 
the models being of large size. The committee sought 
and obtained the consent of Daniel Maclise, Esq., 
R.A., Richard AVestmacott, Esq., R.A., and AVilliam 
Tite, Esq., M.P., to co-operate with them in selecting 
a design for the premium, which design it is under¬ 
stood will be adopted for execution, unless there 
shall appear objections that are insuperable. AA^e can 
scarcely imagine that any such will occur, for 
obviously the duty of the committee will be to 
consider “ fitness ” as well as merit. AVe shall 
publish the names of the committee in due course. 
The sum at their disposal is about £6000 ; but it will 
perhaps be much augmented if the design meet with 
approval, for there is a strong and general opinion 
that the great event of 1851 ought not to be with¬ 
out a record more palpable and inijiressive than 
memory. But even that amount w'ill do much to 
produce a work of Art that shall be w'orthy of the 
occasion and of the country. AVe shall have more to 
say on this subject next month. 

AAA.STMINSTER Abbey.—Gas has been introduced 
into the nave, which, on the occasion of the Sunday- 
evening services, is now lighted up by two rows of 
plain but effective standards. The result of this 
illumination is singularly fine : the grand old abbey 
assumes an aspect of peculiar solemnity; and as¬ 
suredly, if any combination of external ch-cumstances 
can have power to enhance the impressiveness of the 
public worship of a vast assemblage, AA'estminster 
Abbey, on these winter Sunday evenings, cannot fail 
to exercise a powerful influence for good upon the 
crowded congregations who iveekly gather beneath 
its venerable roof. 

hiR. Samuel Owen, a marine-painter, whose 
works are still valued by collectors, died at Suu- 
bury on the 8th of December, in the eighty-ninth 
year of his age. For a very considerable time past, 
Mr. Owen’s name has disappeared from the cata¬ 
logues of our annual exhibitions. 

A VERY CHARMING BusT of the Princess Royal 
of England has been executed by' Mrs. Thorneycroft: 
it is admirable as a likeness, with the happiest ex¬ 
pression, and is moreover an excellent work of Aid. 
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IlEYIEWS. 

The Political Economy of Art. By John 

Buskin. Published by S.mith, Elder, & Co., 
London. 

The Manchester gathering of Art-treasures last 
5'ear, drew forth from their secluded habitations 
things new and old: objects which the dust of 
ages had covered, and works that had not yet lost 
the brilliancy of their early daj's, were alike exposed 
to the gaze of the multitude of visitors who thronged 
the city of the cotton magnates. Among the novel¬ 
ties produced by the exhibition was the appearance 
of Mr. Buskin as a lecturer on political economy : 
one can scarcely fancy this imaginative and eloquent 
writer discoursing to the men of Manchester on 
such a matter, for though Art is the special subject 
of his discourses, his remarks frequently toolc a 
wider range, comprehending general principles of 
social, if not political, economy. (/Two lectures were 
delivered by him in the month of July; they are 
now published, with additions, in a small volume. 

Political economy he considers to mean nothing 
more or less than “citizens’ economy,” or the art 
of managing labour, either that of an individual or 
of a community ; if either be misapplied, or insuf¬ 
ficient, suffering and want result exactly in propor¬ 
tion to the indolence and improvidence which are 
the causes. After a few remarks upon this as a 
general question, he enters upon the speciality of 
his subject, that is, labour as applied to Art, by 
a fourfold inquiry : “ first, how to get your man 
of genius; then, how to employ your man of 
genius; then, how to accumulate and preserve his 
work in the greatest quantity ; and lastly, how to 
distribute his work to the best national advantages.” 

In all Mr. Buskin’s previous writings upon Art- 
matters, he takes, generally, a retrospective view, 
and would lead the country back a few centuries ; 
now he would carry us to a period of such peaceful 
communisms and pure enjoyment of Art as we can 
only expect to reach when “ the leopard shall lie 
down with the kid,” and the “ lion shall eat straw 
like the ox.” We are much afraid that his well- 
grounded arguments, enforced as they are by 
eloquence of language which it is delightful to 
reaA will never urge the people to impress upon 
Government the necessity of establishing “ schools 
of trial in every important town, in which those 
idle farmer’s lads whom their masters can never 
keep out of mischief, and those stupid tailor’s’pren¬ 
tices who are always stitching the sleeves in wrong 
way upwards, may have a try at this other trade” 
(Art); “ only this school of trial must not be en¬ 
tirely regulated by formal laws of Art-education, 
but must ultimately be the workshop of a great 
master-painter, who will try the lads with one kind 
of Art and another, till he finds out what they 
are fit for.” Neither is it very probable that we 
shall live to see one of the representatives of the 
people rising in his place in Parliament to advocate 
the establishment, by the Government, of “ a 
paper manufactory, under the superintendence of 
any of our leading chemists, who should be answer- 
able for the safety and completeness of all the pro¬ 
cesses of the manufacture,” in order that the pur¬ 
chaser of a fine water-colour drawing may be 
assured that he had bought something that would 
stand the test of time, and not “ a coloured rag.” 
In the notes now added to the lectures, Mr. Buskin 
carries his principle of government interference 
with education into every branch of manual and 
mechanical labour : he is of opinion that all youths, 
of whatever rank, ought to learn some manual 
trade thoroughly ; “ in order that men may be able 
to support themselves when they are grown, their 
strength must be properly developed while they are 
young; and the state should always see to this, 
not allowing their health to be broken by too early 
labour, nor their powers to be crushed for want of 
knowledge.” When they have grow'n up, and have 
thus been made “ practically serviceable,” and are 
ready to begin life, an “ entrance should always be 
ready for them, in cases where their private cir¬ 
cumstances present no opening. There ought to 
be government establishments for every trade, in 
which all youths who desired it should be received 
as apprentices on their leaving school, and men 
thrown out of work received at all times.” 

We feel some curiosity to know what the people 
of Manchester have thought about Mr. Buskin’s 
visionary and Utopian schemes: it can scarcely be 
supposed he could win the suffrages of a class whose 
ideas of political economy are so thoroughly and 
entirely practical as theirs have ever been. To 
speak of what he advocates as “ visionary and 
Utopian,” is not calling in question the soundness 
of his views or the propriety of a nation’s adoption 
of them : the terms are used because he argues for 
what, in the present state of the popular feeling, 
taste, and inclination, is simply impossible. Not¬ 

withstanding all that is doing to ameliorate the 
condition of the lower classes, both socially and 
morally, the tendency of the age is confessedly to¬ 
wards a separation of ranks and positions, instead 
of uniting them together in a bond of mutual 
obligation. What the lapse of another century 
may produce no one would venture to predict: but 
it is just possible that the bread Mr. Buskin has 
“ cast upon the waters may be seen after many 
days%ue will not charge him with speaking 
unwisely, and certainly he has spoken well. 

There are many passages in these lectures we 
should be heartily pleased to transfer to our columns, 
either for the truths they contain, or the beauty 
and eloquence of the language in which they are 
expressed; but we ean only direct the attention of 
collectors of modern pictures to the advice given 
them respecting the purchase of paintings—will 
artists and collectors forgive him for what he says ^ 
—and advise every one, whether or no he feels 
much interest in Art, to possess himself of a little 
book that none but a mind of the highest intel¬ 
lectual order could have produced. If Mr. Buskin 
does not convince, he will assuredly charm the 
reader. 

Venice ; Bellini’s Pictures conveyed to the 

Church of the Bedentore. Engraved by 
J. T. Willmore, A.B.A., from the Picture by 
J. M. W. Turner. Published by the Art- 
Union of London. 

This is one of the very few good engravings, on a large 
scale, which have been published since the death of 
Turner; we scarcely seem to miss those wonderful 
touches and tonings that the great painter was 
wont to put on the unfinished proofs submitted to 
him by the engravers of his works, which ultimately 
gave to the prints such force and magical beauty. 
Turner cared not for what was in the painting if it 
did not satisfy him as to what should be in the en¬ 
graving ; and hence he applied his black and white 
chalks over the engraver’s work, with an almost 
merciless disregard of the transformation he was 
effecting from the original, and of the extra labour 
it entailed upon the copyist; but what “ things of 
beauty” were the result! We have no right to 
expect such again, for no engraver would dare to 
take such liberties as the painter took with his own 
work. 

The picture which the Art-Union of London 
purposes to present to the subscribers of the 
current year, was exhibited at the Boyal Academy 
in 1841. From what source Turner had his authority 
for the incident he introduced into this view of Venice 
we know not; neither Vasari nor Lanzi mentions 
the circumstance : Bidolfi may, perhaps, but we 
have not his work at hand to refer to. It is certain, 
however, that this ovation to the genius of one of 
the greatest Venetian painters must have taken 
place some considerable time after his death : Gio¬ 
vanni Bellini died in 1516 or 1517 ; the church of 11 
Santissimo Redentore, which stands upon the canal 
of the Guidecca, was not erected till 1576; it was 
built by Palladio, at the command of the republic, 
to commemorate the staying of the plague which 
had a short time before desolated the city. Neither 
can we learn what were the pictures thus honoured; 
the church at present contains several paintings by 
Bellini, an “ Ecce Homo,” the “ Ascension,” and 
three of the “ Holy Family;” these last are placed 
in the sacristy : Sir C. L. Eastlake, in his “Hand¬ 
book of the Italian Schools,” says they “merit special 
study, as presenting the same subject treated by this 
great master at three periods of a life in which every 
step—and they were many—was a step nearer per¬ 
fection.” Bellini lived to the age of ninety, yet 
was able to employ his talents to the last; there 
are pictures by him in existence bearing the date 
of 1516. 

We have wandered away from the picture itself 
into its subject, because many of our readers will 
doubtless become possessed of the print—it is one 
really worth having—and would consequently feel 
interested in knowing something of what is repre¬ 
sented, though the information we afford is sufii- 
ciently meagre. It is a gorgeous composition, a 
scene which Venice alone, of all the cities in the 
world, could supply, and, moreover, when she was 
in the height of her prosperity and grandeur. 
Towering above the gondolas of the nobles and the 
citizens, is the Bucentaur with the banners of the 
republic flaunting in the golden sunshine; on either 
side of the church a vast multitude is assembled 
to witness the ceremony of conveying the three 
pictures, seen in the centre, into the sacred edifice ; 
the whole scene, except that the attributes of war 
are absent, is more like the triumphal advent of a 
conqueror than a demonstration in honour of one 
whose victories were achieved in the seclusion of a 
studio. 

The picture belongs to Turner’s latter period, and 
has all the peculiarities, and all the glorious colour¬ 

ing of that epoch; it is a dream of Venice in the 
days of her magnificence, seen with the eye of a 
poet-painter, whose vision appears to have absorbed 
all the tints of the rainbow, and his hand to have 
flung them back on tlie canvas before him. Mr. 
Willmore must have had almost insuperable diffi¬ 
culties to overcome in translating the subject, 
especially in putting the masses of undefined figures 
—mere dots and patches, but expressing much— 
into form and shape, yet still retaining the character 
and feeling of the composition. It is a brilliant 
print, and ought to procure for the society which 
publishes it a large accession of subscribers. 

The Beautiful in Nature, Art, and Life. By 
Andrew James Symington. 2 Vols. Pub¬ 
lished by Longman, Brown, & Co., London. 

“All the world worships Beauty,” writes Mr. Sy¬ 
mington in the opening passage of his book. The 
remark amounts to a truism, yet it is not the less 
true that the homage paid so universally is offered 
to an infinity of idols which men have set up and 
known by the name of Beauty. Every individual 
forms his own idea of the goddess, and will recog¬ 
nise no other ; while amidst the multitude of these 
idols, outnumbering the longest catalogue of heathen 
mythology, there is the widest dift'erence of shape 
and feature, attractive to some, indifferent or repul¬ 
sive to others. But there are laws and principles by 
which the really Beautiful in Nature, Art, and Life, 
may be defined and known, and much has been 
written to show the world what these are. Mr. 
Symington’s is less a statement of his own theories 
than a gathering together of the thoughts and feel¬ 
ings of others ; his volumes consist mainly of quo¬ 
tations from the highest literary sources, arranged 
systematically, and linked together so as to be¬ 
come something of a “harmonious whole” by the 
author’s own experience and thoughts. “ We have 
sought,” he says, “to enter the great temple of 
the universe by ‘ the gate which is called Beautiful,’ 
and endeavoured to show that it is built according 
to one mighty plan, its combinations and diver¬ 
sities ever being referable to higher unities, and 
those again to laws yet more general; our finite 
minds, we deem, alone preventing us from assign¬ 
ing all things whatever to an absolute unity.” 

The weakest portion of the work is the chapter 
on painting. Mr. Symington is evidently not quite 
at home on this subject, and handles it as if half con¬ 
scious of the fact. Among those whom he classifies 
as “our most distinguished artists” are some with 
whose works he cannot be very well acquainted, or 
he would not have so designated their authors; at 
least we think not. He evinces a strong leaning 
towards Pre-Baffaellitism, but this is a matter of 
taste—certainly not a question of Beauty. We ean, 
however, overlook such shortcomings as we have 
pointed out in the high moral and intellectual tone 
exemplified throughout these volumes. 

Chromo-lithographic Imitations of Pictures 
BY J. M. W. Turner, in the National Col¬ 
lection. Published by E. Gambart & Co., 
London and Paris. j 

Every attempt, by any mechanical or scientific pro¬ 
cess, to imitate the pictures Turner painted must 
only be regarded as a humble tribute to his genius, 
and an instalment—a very small one too—of what 
that genius really accomplished; the best of such 
attempts is but “ a poor epitome of his greatness;” 
the delicacy and marvellous variety of his tints, 
the almost imperceptible gradation and blending by 
which he eflected his magical aerial perspective, 
defy the powers of the most skilful copyist to repro¬ 
duce ; no wonder, then, that mere mechanical 
labour should fail to realise what the pencil cannot 
accomplish. But it is something for the public to 
be able to procure what at least will remind them of 
what Turner has done, and of what he has left 
them. The series of chromo-lithographs published 
by Mr. Gambart will just serve this purpose, but 
nothing more : we have a few of these colour-prints 
before us just now. First, and most ambitious, is 
a copy of that noble pictui-e, “ The Fighting Teme- 
raire ;” here the sky has been imitated with toler¬ 
able success, but it is so gaily coloured as to “ kill” 
the rest of the composition, and put everything else 
out of its place in the perspective. “Bacchus and 
Ariadne,” the celebrated circular picture, is heavy 
and opaque; the “ Approach to Venice” is better, 
oerhaps we should say good, for a print. “ Ihe 
Ducal Palace, Venice,” is thin and poor, especially 
in the architectural portions. “ Stangate Creek” 
is a sunny little bit, very sketchily produced; 
“Kirkstall AHey,” another small subject, is not 
so successful as “ Norham Castle,” its companion 
in size and one of the best in the series. The last 
is “ Hastings,” which is better still—bold, effective, 
and good in colour. 
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The Sunbeam, a TiioxoGitArnic Magazine. 
Edited bv P. H- Eelamotie, F.S.A. Part 3. 
Published by Chapman & Hall, London. 

This is by far the best number of the “ Sunbeam’’ 
that has appeared; it opens with “The Country 
Bridge,” photographed by J. E. Llewellyn, one ot 
those rustic bridges of which little is seen but the 
outlines of their forms, bricli and stone worlc being 
more than half-concealed by the creeping ivy and 
tangled briars springing up at its base : it is a 
winter scene, the trees leafless, or nearly' so, and 
showing their tiniest sprigs with the utmost clear¬ 
ness ; a beautiful picture, with nothing in it that 
“comes” ni'tistkalh/ wrong. The next is a circular 
subject, “St. Paul’s” froin the Surrey side of the 
river, photographed by “ Phabus,” as we are told, 
who has certainly adjusted his apparatus with much 
skill; the block of houses and warehouses between 
the cathedral and the river is brought out with 
wonderful distinctness,—“ St. Paul’s high dome” 
and the western towers exalting themselves above 
all, but keeping at a respectful distance, with due 
regard to aerial perspective. In contrast to this 
city scene, w ith its noisy and busy associations is 
“The Thames at Ittley Mill,” photographed by J. 
Cundall; here everything seems at rest; not a 
breath of air ruttles the surface of the water to 
break the deep shadow'ed reflections cast from taper¬ 
ing poplars, and wide-spreading elms, and thick 
bushes which cluster round the old mill; there does 
not seem to be a leaf nor a line which the camera 
has not transferred to the paper. The last subject 
is, “The River-side at Streatley,” photographed by 
L. Colls, a sunny picture, perfect in detail and beau¬ 
tiful in eft’ect. 

H.R. H. Victoria, Princess Royal. Erawn from 
Life by E. M. lYard, R.A. ; Lithographed by 
E. Eesmaisons. Published by Gambarx & 

Co., London. 

A sweet, unpretending portrait of the young royal 
lady, who has just been taken under the fostering 
care of “ our royal cousin of Prussia,” with the 
earnest wishes of every true-hearted Englishman and 
Englishwoman for her prosperity and happiness. 
Mr. IVard has sketched her placid intelligent face— 
almost too child-like it looks, in its simplicity, for 
the cares and duties of princely womanhood—with 
a firm and delicate pencil; it is a true picture of a 
high-born English girl, without any of the artificial 
trappings and dressings of royalty. 

Men of the Time. Biographical Sketches of 

eminent Living Characters. Published by 
Kent & Co,, London. 

'Phe scope of this book is wide, for it includes 
biographical notices of distinguished characters of 
all countries—men of all creeds and of all profes¬ 
sions. Such a work cannot fail to be both in¬ 
structive and amusing,—very useful too, as a book 
of reference, for most of us like to know something 
of the histories of those who, to a certain extent, 

"have become the property of the public. The editor 
has performed his difficult and delicate task with 
much tact and judgment; the biographies are as 
ample as the nature of the work would permit 
without swelling it into a bulky volume; and 
though, perhaps, it would have been more judicious 
to enlarge some, and curtail others, an average 
fairness of space seems to be allotted to each subject. 
There are also some “good men and true” that 
have escaped the attention of the writer, such as 
Sir Henry Ellis and Mr. Linton, the artist, who 
certainly deserve, quite as much as several who 
are mentioned, to have their names enrolled 
among the “ Men of the 'Time.” As, however, the 
publishers invite suggestions and information, we 
shall probably see in a future edition such omissions 
supplied. Though the title of the book infers that 
the notices are limited to the male se.x, the ladies 
have not been forgotten; about two hundred pages 
at the end of the volume tell us of their genius and 
their virtues in language as truthful as it is com¬ 
plimentary—if truth may be accepted as a compli¬ 
ment. 

The Bridal Souvenir. Illuminated by Samuel 
SxANESBY. Published by Grant & Gitir- 
FiTHS, London. 

This book is well-timed : the nation has been busy 
with an exciting theme, and from the highest to 
the lowest there has been a fervent prayer, through¬ 
out the kingdom and its dependencies, that God 
will bless the marriage of a daughter of our Q,ueen. 
The volume, very beautiful as it is, cannot fail to 
W an acceptable gift even to a princess—her Royal 
Highness will, we have no doubt, receive a copy ; 
but it will^ be a welcome guest in every English 
home that is gladdened by the presence of a bride, 
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not only for its graceful and attractive aspect, but 
for the many charming passages it contains from 
the poets who have written immortal verse on the 
subject of “ marriage.” Each page is illuminated, 
chiefly by flowers—the flowers being emblematic— 
designed to speak the language of love. 'The book 
is altogether one of the most attractive of modern 
publications. 

Leonilda : A Roman Romance of the Sixteenth 

Centura'. By Felix Meldreu. Published 
by John Mitchell, London. 

We are not often called upon to review poetry ; we 
do not often find it, as it is here, in close associa¬ 
tion with Art. The age of Leo X. is the Augustan 
age of Christian—or, to write more correctly. 
Catholic—Rome. 'Then flourished the greatest of its 
great men—Ariosto, Ruflaelle, Michael Angelo; then, 
too, were rampant the worst of the luxurious vices, 
the practice of which in high places led to the 
reform of a debased and degraded church. The 
author of this very beautifully written poem—in 
what is styled by us the Spenserian stanza—has 
treated Rome during the period of its extremest 
wickedness and its greatest glory, in a story of 
exceeding interest, partly made up from hitherto 
hidden sources, and partly from the narrative of 
Gibbon : he has dealt with a time when, notwith¬ 
standing almost universal crime, 

“ Art was a religion;” 

and he has treated his subject much as an artist 
would treat a picture—bringing palpably before us 
the persons, things, customs, and characteristics 
of an epoch of crime and glory. We imagine the 
author is an artist; at all events he is a poet. His 
work may not find its way into general circulation, 
but it will exceedingly gratify all who read it. 

The Last of the Brave; or. Resting-places 

or OUR Fallen Heroes i.n the Crimea and 

Scutari. By Captain the Hon. John Col- 

borne, and F. Brine. Published by Acker- 

AiANN & Co., London. 

There is a mournful interest in this, the last of the 
pictorial works devoted to the war in the Crimea; 
it is devoted to the tombs of those who died there, 
the last earthly tenements of those gallant men 
who, while they lived, were their country’s noblest 
pride, and now that they can fight her victories no 
more, assert a just claim to uer undying remem¬ 
brance. The engravings are beautifully executed 
views, in tinted lithography, of all the localities 
thus devoted to the dead ; the letter-press consists 
chiefly of a literal copy of the inscriptions placed 
over each grave. All was the work of their fellow- 
soldiers, and some few of the records were written 
in pencil. A few years hence and this little volume 
may be the only e.xisting record of the noble hearts 
who died for us. Severely stricken as England has 
been in its home afiectious by this war,—undertaken 
solely from a high sense of honour,—there are few 
families who will not look upon such a record as 
this with absorbing interest. The view of the 
hospital at Scutari will call to thejmind of many a 
convalescent the deeds of Elorenco Nightingale,— 
she who left home, and all its comforts and ties, to 
minister to the dying and the wounded. Never did 
war before bring out such noble traits of English 
right-heartedness; and the labours of the gallant 
officers over the present volume are greatly honour¬ 
able to them, and will outlast the frailer marble 
of their companions’ tombs. 

A Treatise on Perspective, Explanatory of 

A System for Simplifying a Knowledge 

thereof. By H. H. Hadfield, Teacher of 
the General Drawing Classes at the Jlanchester 
Mechanics’ Institute. Published by Winsor 

... & Newton, London; Agnew & Sons, Man¬ 
chester. 

Perspective stands in the same relation to Art as 
grammar does to language, and both are studies 
equally unpalateable to most learners, because of 
their comparative dryness and the difficulty of 
mastering them. AVhoever, therefore, is able, by a 
plan of simplification and condensation, to render 
either branch of education less wearisome, and of 
more irterest to the young mind than books and 
treatises on such subjects generally are, must be 
considered a great benefactor to those for whom he 
writes. Now we think Mr. Hadfield’s small work, 
with its accompanying large sheet of coloured 
diagrams, has accomplished this object with regard 
to perspective. Into about forty pages he has com¬ 
pressed almost the whole A B C of the science; 
and in so simple and untcchnioal a form, as to 
render himself intelligible to any youth of ordinary 
capacity. As an elementary book for drawing- 
schools it is invaluable. 

The Building News. A AVeekly Illustrated Re¬ 
cord of the Progress of Architecture, Metro¬ 
politan Improvements, Sanitary Reform, &c. 
Vol. III. 1857. Published at 20, Old Bos¬ 
well Court, Strand. 

A large quarto volume has been forwarded to us 
from the office of the Building News: it is the 
last year’s issue of that weekly “ periodical,” the 
object of which is indicated on the title-page. It 
is, generallj', a well-conducted publication: the 
principal papers are very ably written, whether as 
essays or criticisms, but in the latter case with an 
occasional tone of severity. A careful revision of the 
“ correspondents’ ” contributions appears also to be 
sometimes necessary ; several of these writers ap¬ 
pear to have forgotten, if they ever learned, that 
“ lugenuas dicUcisse fidelitcr artes." &o. &o. M’e 
point out these “ errors in judgment” with a desire 
to see them amended, in order to make this serial 
truly valuable to the profession, to wlioin it is 
especially addressed. 'Phe volume contains a large 
amount of very varied information on subjects with 
wliich the, at least, personal comforts of the com¬ 
munity are more or less associated; and the illus¬ 
trations are engraved in a most superior manner. 

The Children’s Bible Picture-Book. Illus¬ 
trated witli Eighty Engravings. Published by 
Bell & Haldy', London. 

Tills “ Picture-book” will be a treasure in the hands 
of teachers, and intelligent nurses; the Bible inci¬ 
dents and stories are told with simplicity and reve¬ 
rence, and many of the engravings are copied from 
designs by Steinlo, Overbeck, Veit, and from the 
Bible pictures by Julius Schnorr. Ne may wish 
they had been engraved in a better style of Art; 
they are sometimes coarsely rendered, and the ex¬ 
pression of the groups frequently injured by careless 
cutting : the little readers and lookers-on may not 
discover this, but we are none the less bound to pro¬ 
test against it. 

An Account or Church Bells ; with some 

Notices op Wiltshire Bells and Bell- 

Founders, &o., &o. By the Rev. AV. C. 

Lukis, M.A., F.S.A. Published by J. H. 
Parker, London. 

Everything connected with ecclesiastical architec¬ 
ture is just now exciting very diligent, and, as we 
think, very laudable, inquiry. The history of church 
bells— 

“ Those cliimc.s that tell a thousand tales. 
Sweet tales of olden times, 

And ring a thousand memories ”— 

is perhaps as curious, and scarcely less interesting 
than the histories of the churches themselves. Mr. 
Lukis’s inquisition into, and descriptions of, these 
ancient objects, ought at least to be in the hands of 
every heneficed clergyman, and every church.wardeu; 
whilst others to whom the care of the sacred fabric 
and its appointments does not pertain, but who, 
nevertheless, desire to maintain all in their integrity 
and usefulness, will find much in his pages that is 
worth reading. 

An Elementary Treatise on Orthcgrafhic 

PRO.IECTION. AA’’ith numerous Illustrations on 
AVood and Steel. By W. Binns, C.E. Pub¬ 
lished by E. and E. N. SroN, Loudon. 

This is a comprehensive and practical book of in¬ 
struction on mechanical and engineering drawing,^ 
by one who, having tilled the post of Professor of 
applied Mechanics at Putney College of Civil 
Engineers, and who, being at the present time master 
of the mechanical drawing classes at the Hepartnient 
of Science and Art, and at the Government School 
of Mines, has had much experience in teaching, and 
consequently must have a considerable knowledge of 
what scientific students require. The design of this 
work is, he says, “ 'To lay before the reader a simple 
and condensed course, forming the groundwork of 
mechanical and engineering drawing, so as to place 
within his reach the means of acquiring a know¬ 
ledge of such delineations when laid before him to 
work from; and also to give him the power, if only 
with a piece of chalk and a board, of expressing his 
ideas of any mechanical or engineering structure 
which he may have occasion to carrj' out in prac¬ 
tice.” The autlior appears to have worked out his 
geometrical problems—for the term “orthographic” 
is little else than a substitute for “geometrical”—• 
by as simple a method as possible, and this has given 
facilities to the pupil in mastering what must be 
considered, under the most favourable circumstances, 
a difficult and abstruse branch of science. 
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GIOYANNI BELLINI. 

HE rise of the art of 
painting at Venice, about 
tlie rnid'dle of the fifteenth 
century, it is remarkable, 
was not until more than 
a century and a half after 
its rise at Elorence ; and 
at the time when the 

painters of north Italy were 
making their earliest efforts to 

break through the mediseval tram¬ 
mels, the Tuscans had advanced 

almost to their highest excellence. Era 
Angelico, so much revered as the 

master of seraphic expression, and hla- 
saccio, who, enlightened by the Eiorentine 
sculptors, at length introduced well-shaped, 
ably-limbed humanity into pictures—a most 
tardy improvement—both died about the time 
when the painters of the lagune were only just 
beginning to infuse some life and bloom into 
the old traditionary Byzantine forms, with aid 
derived, not from the Elorentines and Siennese, 
but first from the ruder and more homely early 
schools of Germany, and secondly from certain 
hard and crabbed notions of the antique which 
were beginning to be taught in the neighbour¬ 
ing city of Padua. At an age when Giotto 
had long before adorned almost every quarter 
of Italy with his most vigorous and pathetic 
conceptions full of dramatic expression, and 
with allegories replete with beautiful serious wit 
and sapient fancy, and his successors had pro¬ 
duced many a long poem of the pencil, deeply 
imbued with the favourite mystical theology 
of the age, or awful with Dantesque power, 
the Vivariui of Murano—as if Venice had 
meanwhile, in her island seclusion, been wholly 
ignorant of these grand and most intellectual 
works, or rather as if, with her characteristic 
jealousy, she had turned her back wilfully and 
resolvedly on the example and teaching of the 
Italian terra firma—commenced with mono¬ 
tonous single figures of saints, standing apart 
from each other in Gothic panels, such as are 
characteristic of the earliest period of Art. 
And in their more ambitious efforts they 
contented themselves with an occasional Coro¬ 
nation of the Virgin, in an antiquated half- 
German and somewhat rustic style, or some 
very quaint and feeble representation of more 
active events, painted on a diminutive scale, 
and inlaid in the gorgeous frames of their more 
important works, like illuminations in the 
border of some old missal. The chief interest 
in their works, so soon as they show any— 
although religious tenderness of expression is 
not altogether wanting in them—derives itself, 
not from any tendency to ideal grace and 
unearthly sanctity,—-such as characterises the 
similar subjects painted ages before by the 
Tuscans,—but from a portrait-like individuality 
of character, leaning towards ordinary life; and. 

above all, a soft, delicate, and rosy dawning 
of that beautiful and magnificent colouring 
which became the distinguishing glory of 
Venetian Art. 

A succession of the Vivarini extended to the 
close of flic fifteenth century; and the works 
of the latest of them, Bartolommeo and Luigi, 
display a rapid advance in this soft and splendid 
colouring, and in the liveliness of their saints; 
but their progress seems to have been derived 
in a considerable degree through the example 
of a second independent school of painters 
which had meanwhile arisen in Venice—that of 
the Bellini. The founder of this second school, 
Jacopo, chiefly known by his studies of the 
antique at Padua, under Squarcione, was not 
a ])ainter whose abilities call for extended 
notice : but his second son, Giovanni Bellini, 
is one of the most venerated names Art has to 
boast of; for he it was who raised the devo¬ 
tional spirit of Venetian painting to the utmost 
height it ever attained, and also carried forward 
many of its more purely technical merits to an 
excellence so appropriate to his class of sub¬ 
jects that his scholai’, Titian himself, could not, 
in that respect, have equalled him. Not only 
have his saints more tenderness and pious 
fervour than those of any other Venetian, but 
the colours in which they shine forth are un¬ 
rivalled in clear strength by those of any 
previous Italian painter; owing in some degree, 
perhaps, to a study of the Van Eycks, but far 
more, I believe, from Van Eyck’s medium of 
oil, which he Avas the first Venetian to adopt, 
enabling him to produce richer and more trans¬ 
parent tones than the former method of tem¬ 
pera, and so more fully express his own notions 
and feelings with regard to colour. In group¬ 
ing and composition likewise, Bellini intro¬ 
duced the fii'st essential improvements. He 
led the way in breaking down those Gothic 
partitions between the solitary saints ; by that 
means enabling them to meet and look ten¬ 
derly on one another, and, by-and-by, assemble 
round the throne of the Madonna in those 
orderly but dignified groups called Sanli Con¬ 
versazioni, which constitute the chief charm 
and attraction of the purely devotional painting 
of Venice. 

These groups supply, assuredly, some of the 
Venetian recollections on which you are apt to 
linger with the most delight, for ever after¬ 
wards. The prow of your gondola strikes 
against the weedy steps of some church, which 
is shabby enough in all conscience exteriorly, 
—an unfinished rubbishy brick fafade, perhaps; 
and the dingy black veil hanging across the 
portal is lifted up by some equally shabby and 
sometimes almost idiotic-looking, neglected 
youth; but within, even in the midst of mean¬ 
ness and obscurity, a picture of a most rare 
splendour and preciousness may dawn and 
brighten before you, such as you will never 
forget, if you have any heart or memory for such 
things. A group of saints of a dignified and 
holy aspect, standing around the enthroned 
Madonna, Avithin a niche of some resplendent 
temple, or surrounded by some landscape 
serene and heaveuly-peacefnl as themselves, is 
before you, making “a sunshine in a shady 
place,” with glorious hues of crystaline, spiri¬ 
tual purity, gloAA'ing Avith an internal light, and 
therefore admirably suited to the beatified con¬ 
dition of the sacred personages whom they 
irradiate; and still more movingly are the 
shady tribunes lighted uj) with the gentle looks 
of just and reverend men made perfect, and 
there fascinating you with the loveliness of 
a calm religious peace. Defects the Avork 
perhaps has, for it was produced at an early 
period, Avhen drawing had been but imperfectly 
cultivated; yet it is undeniably a holy vision 
for all that. They could not—those early 
painters—draw feet and hands by any means 
adequately; but some of the purest and most 

sacred emotions of the soul they could draw, in 
their liappiest moments, profoundly and quite 
marvellously. The architectural backgrounds 
(usually an apse or magnificent altar-niche, 
where these gentle-eyed personages, as in the 
intermediate Paradise, seem calmly awaiting 
their final glorification) are painted in a con¬ 
summate manner, amounting almost to the 
appearance of clearest yet deep-toned reality : 
and they are esjiecially fond—these devout, 
tender-hearted old masters, Gian Bellini, Vit¬ 
tore Carpaccio, ♦iirolamo Sante Croce, and 
others—of introducing infant angels playing 
on musical instruments with naive assiduity, at 
the feet of the enthroned iladonna, or Avith an 
artless serious simplicity which is inexpressibly 
beautiful and touching. Their harmony is 
evidently ministering to the sweet and solemn 
thoughts of the saints Avho stand above; and 
its tones are not unheard by the soul of him 
who gazes at the picture, although unrecog¬ 
nised by his mortal ear. Those little earnest 
Bellini-musicians vv'ill often revisit the me¬ 
mory, always piping some persuasive strain 
in honour of innocence, and gentleness, and 
peace: and at the feet of the Infant Redeemer 
are sometimes placed a few fruits or flowers,— 
beautiful simple things which had conciliated the 
affections of the painter, and seemed to him not 
unworthy of being ofi'ered in that holy place. 

The first picture of this class by Bellini I 
met Avith at Venice is in the Academy, in tlie 
same room Avith one of the freest and most 
brilliant triumphs of his great scholar—“The 
Assumption of the Virgin.” The fastidious¬ 
ness of critical Avriters of an ascetic turn, has 
been prone to hint slightingly of that glorious 
work of Titian’s, AV'hose liberal heaven, fuU of 
blooming joy and sweet healthy human tender¬ 
ness and innocence, there honoured and exalted, 
it is nevertheless truly refreshing to contem¬ 
plate, even as a relief, after reading their 
mongrel compositions, made up of sour bad 
theology and rambling fancy. I cordially 
admire that work of Titian’s. It is a delight¬ 
fully humane and cheering conception. Yet we 
can admire Bellini’s melancholy tone of piety 
in this picture too, as an amiable weakness; 
or rather as a feeliug of short duration, justi¬ 
fied by some real intelligible sin or affliction, 
and not by any means a mood to be encouraged 
or permitted long. Nay, we think it is ren¬ 
dered even more striking by the contrast with 
Titian’s blooming heaven, from which every 
trace of ascetic care is so properly, judiciously, 
and amiably banished. The Avork we are noAV 
approaching wms formerly an altar-piece of the 
Church of St. Job in Venice. The Madonna, 
with the Bambino on her knees, is enthroned 
under a superb golden semi-dome or alcove; 
“ San Giobbe,” St. Sebastian, and two sainted 
monks, standing in sorrowful and indeed some¬ 
what lachrymose piety about her; whilst at her 
feet are seated three of those draped girl¬ 
like angels, playing on lutes and a viol. The 
present picture is an admh-able one, though not 
quite a first-rate Bellini. On approaching it, 
you are at once hushed into a deep respect by 
the very atmosphere of contemplative, clois¬ 
tered religious feeliug Avhich you are breathing; 
and it is some time before you descend to think 
of the vnagnificent but reverential elaborateness 
of the painting. Considerable remains of the 
old feebleness and meagre stiffness there are, 
it is true, in the drawing; but otherwise the 
painting is generally soft and delicate, the 
colouring especially meritorious, of a tender 
subdued warmth, beautifully clear and harmo¬ 
nious, animated throughout by a mild glow. 
The niche around the throne, Avith its golden 
semi-dome, mosaiced with Byzantine cherubim, 
exactly like some in St. Mark’s, is, characteris¬ 
tically of Bellini, quite magnificent in its ap¬ 
parent solidity and Avarm trans])arent tone. 
The attendant saints—as frequently with the 

s 
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painter—are, it must candidly be admitted, 
somewliat monkisli and ma-wkisli in their 
melancholy devoutness; but for this it looks 
as if truth and nature, or rather the _ inis- 
tempered piety \mder the eye of the painter, 
were jnstly responsible; lor the faces and 
expressions have all the air of real and truth¬ 
ful ])ortraits. The pity is that Bellini had 
not better models, aud that he liad not here 
learnt—as in his last and greatest works, ac¬ 
complished at a marvellously advanced age— 
to represent through combined imitation and 
feeling, a more manly, noble, and beautifid ex- | 
pression of devoutness. But be this as it 
may, no one can doubt his perfect sincerity^ 
and tenderness of feeling, up to the measure of 
Ids light; and these it is which give a deep 
aud edifying charm and fascination to the 
present work, notwithstanding its shoitcomings. 
Bellini’s pictures do not often display any very 
intense appreciation of physical beauty. The 
Madonna here, one of his most ))leasing, is a 
somewhat interesting woman, not much above 
the ordinary kind, rather heavy in her form aud 
languid in her looks. Yet a sweet feeling 
mildly animates her; and she is very softly and 
beautifully toned aud painted. Une of the 
girl-like angels beneath her, playing on a lute, 
has, perhaps, the prettiest face to be found in 
the painter’s works; but that of another tends 
too much to the reverse. Lovely nevertheless 
in feeling are for the most part these iuiioceut 
young beings, seated at the feet of the vener¬ 
able Sanctities, and soothing you, both at first 
aud whenever afterwards you think of them, 
with their looks and with the spiiit-heard airs 
of their viols aud mandolins. 

Eventually it came to pass that one of our 
favourite jnirsuits at Venice was Belliui- 
fmding. Yet, in the first instance, I am 
bound to say, the works of this painter dis¬ 
appointed ns. The picture just described is 
by no means healthy-minded in expression; 
and his other productions in the same collec¬ 
tion (small ones of subjects similar, with half- 
length figures) are likewise disagreeable, from 
the same monotonous defect of a morbid me¬ 
lancholy devoteeism, expressed not nnfre- 
quently in visages so ill-favoured as to be 
altogether the reverse of pleasing, llaugiity 
or sickly-looking Madonnas, sometimes with 
weak eyes aud disagreeable countenances, 
Bellini evidently passed lamentably too much 
of his Ion" life in painting, holding up before 
them Bamoiuos, now and then extremely ugly, 
for the adoration of lackadaisical old saints, 
whose piety seems to be of the most vapidly 
sentimental kind, and younger sanctities quite 
dully wqe-begone; these pictures being chiefly 
distinguished from those around them of the 
same period by the greater force of the colour¬ 
ing, wLich is commonly tempered by fine sober 
greenish tones. But with regard to subject 
aud expression, religion here seems to have 
but one idea, and that idea, like even the very 
liighcst and best when entertained too long, 
becomes deadened and diseased from constant 
repetition. Madonnas aud Bambinos con¬ 
tinually required by the priesthood, aud con¬ 
tinually limned by the painters, become at 
length—it is here abumlantly evident—very 
incubi on the imaginations of lire latter; op¬ 
pressing them most drearUy, till all freshness 
and healthiness of feeling and conception being 
worn out, the lugubrious inane result becomes 
most cloying aud wearisome to the beholder. 
These were tire inferences which, with much 
unwelcome violence to our predilections, we 
could not escape from, after passing througli 
long galleries in the Academy, abounding in 
the minor devotional jiictures of that “ se¬ 
rious and loving man,” Gian Bellino—as Mr. 
Buskin calls him—and his followers; aud 
indeed we went away (absolutely we could not 
help it) with a mor'tifyingly prevalent disincli¬ 

nation for Ids works. But soon a change came 
over us, and this feeling was utterly reversed. 
To account for so sudden an alteration in our 
views, we must now explain that we liad not yet 
seen those three pictures of his which dis])lay 
conceptions so incomparably more beautiful, 
elevated, and touching than any of the others, 
that, on first seeing them, you wmuld perhaps 
be tempted, in the true spirit of some graceful 
sentimental lady-critic, to entertain for a few 
moments the fancy that the painter’s guardian 
angel, pleased with his good and devout inten¬ 
tions, and compassionating his partial defi¬ 
ciencies of power, had here verily and indeed 
guided his hand, and so done the best part of 
his work for him. 

The first which we saw of this matchless 
triad was the picture in the Church of 11 San- 
tissiino Bedeutore, on that long narrow island 
to the south of the Canale clella Giudecca. 
The morning before we first went there w'as 
cold, wet, aud gloomy. No ; by no means is 
it always sunshine and warmth in this soft 
Italy. The rain-drift threw quite a dim grey 
veil before the domed Church of Our Lady of 
Safety, close opposite; and the mouth of the 
Grantl Canal was roughened with waves, brown, 
tuiLid and stormy, which required a far longer 
stroke, aud far more vehement forward move¬ 
ment than usual on the part of the gondoliers, 
whose craft continued to shoot along extra¬ 
ordinarily fast, considering the impediments 
with which they hud to contend. But what 
most struck me was the entirely altered appear¬ 
ance of the men themselves, all erpupped for 
the weather, in high-crowned hats and long 
dark coats, which, reaching to the ankles, 
reminded me at once of my old acquaintances, 
the tall dismal-looking j)easants of Tipperary: 
indeed nothing could correspond less with 
one’s usual notions of a Y^enetian gondolier. 
The whole scene, in point of gloom aud chilli¬ 
ness, was not unworthy England, not un¬ 
worthy of the Thames itself—&o Jong as it 
lasted; but how different in its short dura¬ 
tion, aud in the comjilete oblivion of it which 
smiled througli all the serene air within an 
hour or two afterwards! That which with us 
at home commonly remains so long, and at 
last quits us as slowly and gradually as care 
itself, lingering for days in heavy sullen shades 
and damps, here rolled off at once in clouds 
bright and solid as the silvery domes beneath 
them, huger than accumulated piles of snowy 
alps, yet swift as victorious bannered hosts 
hastening away with joy and glory to receive 
the gratulations of their friends, their queen, 
aud country. Luring our stay at Y^cnice, at 
any rate, tlius it wms the very little wet aud 
gloomy w^eather came and w^ent; coming as if 
simply for tlie benign purpose of giving Venice 
a thorough right good wmshiug; and havmg 
accomplished that object in an hour or tw’O— 
and in so doing no cloubt subdued in the nar¬ 
rower canals aud purlieus a thousand smells, a 
thousand germs of epidemic malady—departing 
magnificently, cheerfully, utterly; Icavin" no 
sign of its visit excejff a yet purer softer blue 
in the heavens, a delightful lightness and fresh¬ 
ness in the air, aud sometimes (we have seen 
it once) an apparent lalce in the ])iazza or grand 
square in front of St. Ylark’s Church, in which 
the cupolas and glistening mosaics, aud the 
groves of variegated columns of that Oriental 
Pageant of a building, are reflected for a brief 
space, smoothly and vividly as in a burnished 
mirror. This beautiful effect, it is said, some¬ 
times occurs in the most complete perfection 
during the fidl flow of the s])ring-tides, when 
the gondolas glide about freely in the square, 
and deposit tlieir inmates at the porch of the 
mirrored basilica itself. But I am forgetting 
the Bellini. The Church of II Santissimo 
Bedeutore, which contains it, is a thank-ofi'ering 
for the remission of the plague which carried 

off Titian; and its notable inferiority in size 
aud costliness to the opposite one dedicated to 
the Madonna on a similar occasion, is alluded 
to by Mr. Buskin as illustrating neatly aud 
appositely enough, the comparative estimation 
in which the Bedeemer and his Ylother are 
usually held in this part of the w'orld. Never¬ 
theless, II Bedeutore w'as pronounced by Palla¬ 
dio’s admirers of the by-gone days to be his 
finest church; and even such men as Beckford 
and Goethe, carried away by the fashion of 
their age, praise it ridiculously, hailing it with 
rapture as an object most conducive to graceful 
classical impressions. But it really seems 
marvellous that it wms so admired; for what 
can be more unmeaning and awLward than a 
pediment supported by pilasters, with lowmr 
down, the ends of another pediment sticking 
out on each side. It is as if two faqades had 
been shuffled, or inlaid, into each other. The 
composition, on the whole, reminds one much 
of the houses which children build with cards. 
The interior with its handsome Corinthian 
columns, and cold and bare jrroprieties of pro¬ 
portion, might perhaps have formed a tolerably 
appropriate rotunda for some Bonian praetor to 
dispense justice in; and the niches around are, 
it maybe, not altogether unw’orthy of receiving 
statues of some of the philosophers and rheto¬ 
ricians of the declining empire; but certainly 
any figure more graceful and poetical would be 
ignobly placed in them, whatever Goethe and 
Beckford may have fancied and eloquently 
advanced to the contrary. Christian sanctities 
arc, of course, wliolly out of place there. 

In the sacristy is the first we met with 
of the three first-rate Bellinis now' remain¬ 
ing in Y^enice, a somewhat small very simple 
picture of a half-length Virgin with the in¬ 
fant Saviour lying in her lap, and tw'o infant 
angels sitting beneath, playing on lutes. It is 
indeed an exquisite work. The Madonna, with 
something of the old Byzantine stiffness, is 
nevertheless highly impressive, as she sits 
solemnly with downcast eyes and palms toge¬ 
ther ; but the two little cherub lute-players, 
for a truly touching infantine simplicity, are 
absolutely, aud without any exaggeration at 
all, little wonders. Yes, it is quite evident 
here at once that old “Zuanbelin” w'as, in 
his liappiest moments, one of those wizards of 
the brush who could stir up from their sleepy 
beds some of our very deepest and sweetest 
feelings. It is, I verily believe, to these iden¬ 
tical little cherubims that those in Baphael’s 
Yladouna di San Sisto are so thoughtfully 
listening, as they lean on the threshold of 
heaven’s coiu't; but these, I think, in their 
simple, serious, artless childishness are even 
lovelier aud more affecting. I do not remem¬ 
ber in Art any figures of the kind more 
thoroughly exquisite. The one who sits to 
your left, looking before him, and seriously 
touching his mandolin, is more like a simply 
human child; the other, throwing up his eyes 
rapturously, is more cherubic aud heavenly. 
Their lovely strains (lovely no doubt) have 
draw'll thither a goldfinch, wdio quietly perches 
on the top of a green curtain hanging behind 
the Madonna; and to complete this most 
simple composition in that exquisite way so 
characteristic of these tender-tlioughted early 
masters, three cherries, tw'o peaches, and tw'o 
pears, painted with the most affectionate deli¬ 
cacy, lie scattered on the sill at the foot of the 
picture. Some innocent child has left them 
there for a loving gift or offering. I should 
humbly imagine little “San Giovanni Bat¬ 
tista.” 

There is in tlie same sacristy another un¬ 
usually captivating BeUini, of four half-length 
saints standing side by side, in which a female 
saint and a St. John look w'itli a beautiful 
expression of serene aud thoughtful tender¬ 
ness. It may be observed of these pictures. 
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generally, that the eyes are often exquisite for 
calm gentleness and depth of love, but that the 
mouths are usually weakly drawn, too small, 
and defective in expression, and therefore apt 
to leave something wanting to the moral and 
intellectual strength of the physiognomy. 
There is also a Paul Veronese of the Baptism 
of Christ, in which the silvery painting is 
admirable; but then Bellini’s little lute-players 
would not let us escape from tlie conviction 
that there is something, as usual with the 
painter, much too cold and pompous in the 
expression, and in the conscious stateliness of 
the attitudes ; and there are two dignified little 
compositions by Bassano, which make us regret 
that he should eventually have confined his 
thoughts so much to farm-yards and poultry- 
coops. All these pictures are highly interest¬ 
ing; but those children drew us away from 
them, and kept us ever so long fascinated, en¬ 
chanted, with their sweet and innocent “ spirit 
ditties of no tone.” Por so fine a work, being 
no flat and gilded negress of an uncouth By¬ 
zantine Madonna, this picture seems more than 
usually an object of religious veneration. Not 
simply is it protected by doors, but several odd 
little trumpery scraps of things, votive offerings, 
some of them like babies’ toys, are preserved 
in a glass case, forming a sort of base or pre- 
della to the picture. Whilst we were yet 
tliere, one of the Capuchin monks—whose 
establishment is attached to the church—came 
right between us, and knelt down before it. 
“ Now I should not wonder,” said my com¬ 
panion pulling my sleeve, “ from his looking so 
seriously at us for the last few minutes, if it 
has entered into his head to pray for us, and for 
our redemption from the awful pains and penal¬ 
ties of heresy.”—“Do you think it likely?” 
thought I; “ then let us away on tip-toe, lest 
we disturb him; beseeching heaven to reward 
him for his kindness; and above everything, 
resisting all such temptations to coarse and 
hackneyed sneering at ‘benighted ignorance 
and superstition,’ as are apt to get the better 
of us on such occasions.” Besides, let us look 
at home. Do we not there often meet, now-a- 
days, with subtle metaphysical superstitions as 
erroneous, and a thousand times more dreary 
and melancholy? misrepresenting as they do, 
most grossly, the nature and the requirements 
of the Supreme Being himself, through mis¬ 
taken fanatical interpretations of Scripture. 
When we are freed from the wide growth of 
duU and incongruous superstitions such as 
these, we shall be in far better condition for 
plucking the mote out of our brother’s eye, 
without the risk of bringing down on ourselves 
triumphant recriminations. But, meanwhile, 
what are these reverent little lute-players now 
singing?—nothing but this, “Oh be thankful 
for the good wishes which are sincerely 
breathed, whether by bonze or imaum, by 
priest of Buddha, or of Mahomed’s Allah, or 
of an imaginary Queen of Heaven, named after 
the Blessed amongst Women who sits above 
us, adoring with deep awe her Maker, now rest¬ 
ing on her knees. As for ye. Strangers, simply 
consider whether the errors of this man may 
not, peradventure, share his breast with truer 
and more gentle love than Truth has yet in¬ 
stilled in yours. Believe us, dear and respect¬ 
able Signori, that with regard to him, this is 
the chief matter you have to consider.” 

Fronr this time forward, when the little 
lutists first played to us in the sacristy of 11 
Hedeutore, we sought the remainder of Bellmi’s 
works with greatly heightened interest; and 
in gliding about to the churches which contain 
them, it was one of our pleasures to find out 
and communicate to each other such informa¬ 
tion respecting their author as our means 
afforded. Whilst in the garden of the Viva- 
rini of Murano, the Byzantine grub of Art was 
first putting forth the butterfly wings of Vene- 

tian life and splendour, a rival school, as we 
have said, sprung up in tlic city of the lagune, 
under Jacopo Bellini. Both his sons, Gentile 
and Giovanni Bellini (the latter born in the 
days of Doge Foscari), were brought up by 
him to the art to which he was himself so 
devotedly attached; and we are told of the 
pure unenvious spirit of emulation in which 
the two brothers were reared by their father 
and teacher; how he longed that Giovanni 
should surpass himself, and Gentile them both, 
and any children they might be blessed withal, 
rise yet higher in excellence and reputation: and 
w^ell and reverently through life did his sons 
remember his wishes and exhortations, vying 
with each other in their aid, but still more in 
affection; each praising the other and attri¬ 
buting less merit to himself,—a custom which 
in Gentile was truth, and in Giovanni may 
have been modest sincerity, though it is not 
easy to think so, unless he alluded merely to 
some particular kinds of merit. In his own 
age his fame, which has come forth again in our 
days, after being thrust back to the wall for 
nearly three centuries, must have been widely 
known indeed, since we hear that the Grand 
Signor Mahomet II. sent for liim, and that 
Louis XI., of France, urgently begged of the 
Barefooted Friars of San Francisco della Vigna, 
one of Ills pictures, a Pieta, the reputation of 
wLich had reached him. Cardinal Bembo 
commends him in a sonnet, for a beautiful 
portrait of his mistress; and Ariosto wreathes 
his name in the sweet immortal garland of a 
rhyme, with those of his brother-in-law An¬ 
drea Mantegna, and Leonardo da Vinci, as one 
of the most celebrated painters of the age. 
In Germany, too, his fame was extended by 
Albert Durer, wdiose testimony is especially 
gratifying, since it bears record also of his 
moral worth. It was in Bellini’s eightieth 
year that the unhappy Durer, slipping for 
a while his conjugal tether, quite ran away, 
and paid a second visit to Venice; where, by 
way of an inspiriting contrast to his recent 
privations and humiliating miseries, he speedily 
found himself an object of general interest. 
Indeed his house was soon so besieged by 
nobles, musicians, and learned men, that he 
was sometimes obliged to hide himself for a 
few hours unmolested, quiet. “ One would 
take them for most charming men,” he writes: 
“They well know that one is not ignorant 
of their follies; bat they only laugh at it.” 
Except of Bellini, who warmly praised and 
encouraged him, Durer had much cause to 
complain of the painters here; for no less 
than thrice did they summon him vex- 
atiously before the magistrates, because with¬ 
out paying the dues of their Companies, he 
had ventured to paint in Venice. “I have 
many friends here,” he writes to his friend 
Willibald Pecklieimer, “ who have warned me 
neither to eat nor drink with their painters; 
among whom I have many enemies. They 
exhibit copies of my works in their churches, 
and other buildings, and afterwards disparage 
them because they are not antique. However, 
Bellini praised me in the presence of many 
gentlemen, and paid me a visit, and asked 
me to paint him something, for which he 
promised to pay me well. Everybody tells me 
he is yran yalantuomo, and my best wishes 
are his. He is very old, but still the best 
painter we have.” This preference, at a time 
when Giorgone and Titian had accomplished 
many an exquisite triumph in their bold and 
easy new manner, is remarkable, and highly 
characteristic of Durer. Bellini wished for 
the pencil with which he painted hair so mi¬ 
nutely; when Durer held out a number of 
every size, and invited him to take whichever 
he liked, observing that he could do his finer 
work with any one of them,—such was his 
facility of hand. 

The excellence of Bellini’s portraits is saia • 
by Vasari, to have first led to the custom 
which soon became general in Venice, amongst 
the upper classes, of having their likenesses 
preserved in their palaces, as family memorials 
of ancestral worth, oeauty and distinction. Few i 
of Bellini’s now remain; the finest existing ' 
is probably the Lionardo Loredano in our own 
National Gallery; and thoroughly well it 
realises one’s ideas of a Doge of Venice of the 1 
better sort. The firm but mild mouth, the ■ 
calm sagacious eyes, the flesh thin and rigid, 
not merely with age but with honourable toil, - 
the plain upright port—all these are worthy j 
the prince who upheld the fortunes of the 
republie in a most trying hour, and by his 
wisdom and magnanimity, averted the ruin 
threatened by the League of Cambray. How 
much this picture* makes one regret the loss of 
the numerous portraits of distinguished Vene¬ 
tians with which Giovanni enriched those large 
historical paintings of his in the ducal palace, 
which employed so much of his life, and were 
so soon afterwards destroyed by fire. Some 
of his portraits were, on a certain embassy, pre¬ 
sented by the Signory to Mahomet II., and 
though such works are forbidden by the 
Koran, the Sultan was so fascinated with their 
life-like appearance, that when, soon after, he 
dispatched his messenger, “a Jewish orator,” 
to invite the Doge to his son’s marriage, he 
requested that marvellous limner (whose bandy- 
work seemed to show that he had some Afrit of 
peculiar powers at his beck) might be imme¬ 
diately sent to him. The senate, however, 
reluctant to part with their favourite painter, 
especially as he was then employed in deco¬ 
rating the public palace with the paintings 
just alluded to, sent his elder brother Gentile 
instead, though Gentile was then an old man. 
Vasari, with that simple amiable feeling which 
renders many a page of his work delightful, 
and which is lamentably contrasted by the 
slavish unfeeling pseudo-Michael Angelisni of 
his paintings, draws a very pleasing picture of 
the affection which ever subsisted between 
these two brothers, Zuan and Zentil Belin (as 
they were called in the old Venetian dialect), 
of the high esteem in which they were held, 
and of the long and prosperous career which 
rewarded their uprightness, modesty, kindness, 
and general moral worth. Giovanni lived to 
the age of ninety, having survived his brotlier 
nine years. They were both buried in SS. 
Giovanni e Paolo, or Zanzenopolo, as it is 
called in Sanuto’s diary, in which a few very 
slight but characteristic allusions to them may 
be met with. 

In the church which shelters their grave, 
there is a large picture by Giovanni—an altar- 
piece of the enthroned Madonna and Child, ' i 
with several saints beneath, and a group of 
infant angels singing. It is painted in tern- j 
pera, and not in his best time; and now, 
having been restored—that is to say, grossly I 
overdaubed—twice, is so disagreeable and vyly 
as to be likely to nauseate hasty visitors alto¬ 
gether with the venerable Bellini—though in 
its present state it may be that there is scarcely 
a line in it which does not debase and caricatui'e 
his work. Our next Bellini was the Christ at 
Emmaus, in the Church of San Salvatore, which 
Kugler styles one of the finest works of the 
painter and of the period ; w'hilst ilr. Iluskiu, ' 
on the other hand, considers it as of little value, 
and so unlike Bellini’s manner as to be in aU 
probability wrongly ascribed to him. The last 

* The Doge’s dress is the very perfection of painting. 
The drawing of the face, though rigid, is grand; theexpres- 
sion of the eyes and mouth wonderfully fine and character¬ 
istic. Altogether it is one of the most admirabie and valu- 
abie of portraits. Our “ lladonna and Child,” by Bellini, 
is highly characteristic in its soiemn greenish harmonies 
of tone, and in expression more interesting and beautifui 
than any of the painter's smaiier works of the same class 
in Venice. 
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of these contrary opinions appears to be the 
correct one. Speaking of tlie Saviour’s face, 
Kngler says, “ Divinity is stamped on liis niar- 

I vellous features.” Surely, when he beheld the 
picture, his fancy must have superseded the 

I use of his eyes, for the countenance in question 
i is wholly inexpressive, with a hard cold un¬ 

meaning stare, altogether devoid of intellectual 
and moral beauty. “Divinity!”—I feel sure 

i the reader would say that this stilF cold figure 
! is that of a very ordinary and somewhat dis- 

agreeable person. These two works might be 
' ])assed over, but not so Giovanni’s picture in 
![ the Church of the Frari, perhaps the fourth 
I most excellent of his paintings now remaining, 

! executed late in his iirtistic forenoon at sixty- 
two years of age, and scarcely equalled by any of 
his other productions for delicacy of finish and 

1 tender richness of clfect. In the centre of its 
j three compartments the Madonna, azure-robed 

and hooded, is seated with the iSaered Child 
under a goldeu semidome. She has a somewhat 
full round face, with a very gentle but languid 
expression in her soft eyes : the child stands on 
her lap with a sturdy stilfness whieli is deci¬ 
dedly awkward and unpleasing. Dclow them 
are two little infant angels crowned with 
ilowers, and seriously engaged with their mu¬ 
sical instruments—one blowing a jiipe, and tlie 
other inclining his ear to ascertain whether his 
lute is ill tune. You might take them for two 
little elves, or fairies, rather than cherubs. In 
each of the side compartments stands a pair of 
priest-saints, not prepossessing individuals— 
one looking harsh and arrogant, and another 
with an untenderly whining expression; both of 
them being peculiarly and intensely like Itomish 
ecclesiastics of somewhat sinister and equivocal 
kind. The second, one cannot help fancying 
such as would not mind telling a little ephe¬ 
meral lie now and then, for the sake of the 
eternal truths of the church, or arguing with a 
sufficiently bland and oily tongue in favour of 
the divine and beuignaut “ theory of perse¬ 
cution.” These heads look like living ])ortraits ; 
and as illustrations of character they are very 
precious; but such expressions, when, c/iven to 
saints, indicate that tlie perception of moral 
and intellectual beauty on the jiart of the 
painter is still imperfect. The warm rich 
colouring (of the central compartment espe¬ 
cially), and the solidity, purity, softness, and 
finish of the painting, however, arc superb, and 
certainly temjrt one not a little to fancy that 
Bellini had near his palette, or at all events 
lirightly in his heart’s memory the while, some 
wondrous, dear old work by Hubert or John 
Van Eyck,—tiberto or Giovanni da Bruggia, 
as the Italians called tliem. In those days, 
when treasures from the remotest countries 

, kept pouring into Venice, it is well known that 
the somewhat liomely, yet truly devout, and 
marvellously coloured ancl finished early pictures 
of Bruges were not unfrequently to be'met with 
there. Indeed, it has been ascertained that 
Hans Memling, or Giovanni Memelliuo, as the 
Italians called him, resided for some time in 
Venice. Yet I think Lord Lindsay much 
over-rates the obligations of the early Venetian 
to the early Flemish jiainters, when lie says that 
the former derived their excellence in colour 
chiefly througli the example of the latter. His 
impression that the Venetians did not display 
that power previous to aii intimate, connection 
between the two schools, is more than question¬ 
able, but at all events, they could not develop 
it fully until they became acc[uainted with a 
more powerful medium, such as Van Eyck’s 
technical ingenuity supplied them with: so soon 
as that was introduced amongst them, their 
tints deepened, brightened, and softened at 
once to a beau1,y and magnificence which fully 
rivalled the Flemings, if they did not surpass 
them. Especially remarkable here, is the 
never-surpassed proficiency in Van Eyck’s new 
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medium, shown by one of the vei’y first Italians 
who used it, in this gentle azure-robed Ma¬ 
donna of the Golden Dome, in the memory- 
haunting sacristy of Santa Maria Gloriosa de’ 
Frari. 

It was one of our excursions in search of the 
works of this painter that took us to the Church 
of Gli Scalzi, in the north ])art of the city,—a 
structure which, from the rare costliness of its 
materials, has become one of the prime favour¬ 
ites of the Venetians of the present days. Tlie 
interior is of that kind of architecture which 
the Church of Borne has deliglited to produce 
since it was left to itself: tlic principal details 
rscudo-classical, but so broken up, betwisted, 
leflourished, and bellounced, and so further 
encumbered by a variegated confusion and 
waste of most costly marbles, that the first 
impression of the whole is as of some immense 
clumsy fabric, reared all of smart Dresden 
china. Let us add the theatrical statues of 
saints, attitudinizing in the mawkish alfectation 
of ])aiu and pious rapture, amidst sculptured 
feather-bed clouds, sunbeams, disorderly windy 
drapery, and a variety of other such things, 
which Sculpture, in her decrepitude, took it into 
her head to represent in vainest emulation of 
painling, and then it will assuredly be suffi¬ 
ciently manifest that nothing could be more 
purely abominable in taste. lYe should our¬ 
selves liave retreated precipitately, even as 
from some offensive odour or sound, had not the 
exquisite beauty of many of the separate 
pieces of marble detained us with its fascina¬ 
tion—the rich blood-jasper, the cipollino, the 
la])is-lazuli, the black jMntqonia, as our cicerone 
called it. These precious materials line the 
little side chapels throughout, panel door after 
door, and seem to hang out of the windows in 
imitation of tapestry; they cover the floors in 
simulation of carpets, and the walls in Florcu- 
tine inlaying of trees, and fruits, and flowers, 
and birds, and soar in huge lustrous columns 
to the ceilings; but only, alas! to lead the eye 
to Saints, and Virgins, and cupid-like cherubs 
painted there, reeling and tumbling in the 
clouds, like the nymphs and goddesses on the 
ceiling of an opera. 

The monk who conducted us through the 
building, was so contrasted in tlie boorisimess 
of his manners and most neglected person with 
all this material sjilendour, that he reminded us 
immediately of Savonarola’s complaint that, 
whereas in the best ages of the church her 
vessels were of wood, and her priests of gold, 
in modern times, t he reverse was unhappily the 
case. He was civil enough, and not uncommu¬ 
nicative in bis way, certainly ; but St. Francis 
himself, in the exalted exercise of one of bis 
favourite vows,—that is to say, in the fulness 
of his purely spiritual disregard of soaji and 
water,—could scarcely have worn a more darkly 
ingrained complexion; and few uncultivated 
tillers of the earth ever had a ruder physi¬ 
ognomy tlian resulted from his thick blubber lips 
and flat broad features. Another monk, no less 
dirty, but of a more meagre and emasculated 
ajjpearance, ])assed through the chapels as we 
were examining them, simpering most seraphi- 
cally, wagging his head from side to side 
att'ectedly, and curtseying right and left at the 
altars as he silently w'ent along. A piteous 
sj)ectacle! the contrast supplied by which made 
all the heartless care and cost bestowed on the 
inanimate fhiiigs around him seem ten times 
worse ohan they had seemed before. The Bel¬ 
lini, to which we fled for relief from this painful 
subject, is a disagreeable picture—an ugly 
Madonna with an ugly child. It seems to 
have been produced in a state of somewhat 
sour aud dreary pseudo-spirituality, in which 
the painter had risen to the height of lightly 
esteeming personal beauty, but bad there stuck, 
and got no further. 

THE EOYAL PICTHBES. 

THE KING AT IIOLYROOD. 

Sir D. Wilkio, Painter. W. Greatbach, Engraver. 

Size of tlie Picture, 6 ft. 3J in. by 3 ft. Ilf in. 

Since the downfall of the Stuart djmasty, Scotland 
had not welcomed her sovereign king till George IV. 
visited the country in the autumn of 1822, not 
very long after his accession to the British throne. 
Though recent events of a political nature had con- 
trilmted to render the monarch unpopular with a 
large number of his people, his northern subjects 
gave him a hearty and loyal reception : the visit 
was an epoch in their later history, and whatever 
opinion they generally entertained upon the ques¬ 
tions which had agitated the public mind, the only 
exhibition of their feelings was the manifestation of 
a generous and kindly welcome that was most 
gratifying to the royal rccijiieut. As a memorial 
of the event, he gave commissions to Wilkie, who 
held the office of “ King’s Limner for Scotland,” 
(o paint two pictures, one the “ Reception of his 
Jlajesty at the Palace of ilolyrood, on the 15th of 
August, 1822;” tlie other, a “Portrait of the 
King in the dress of tlie Royal Tartan, in which he 
held his Court at Ilolyrood, on the 17th of August.” 
It is the former of these which is the subject of the 
annexed engraving : the following key to the picture 
appeared in the catalogue of the Royal Academy, 
wliere both works were exhibited in 1830;— 

“ ‘ tVe’ll sliow liini wit, v. c'l) sliow him lair, 
VVitb gallant lads and lasses fair: 
And what wad kind lieart wisli for mair 
Carle now tlie king’s come ? ’—Siu t\'. Scott. 

“ In the principal station of the picture is repre¬ 
sented the King, accompanied by a page and the 
e.xon of the yeoman of the guard, with horsemen 
behind, aunonucing by sound of trumpet, to all 
ranks of his expecting subjects, the arrival of the 
royal visitor to the palace of his ancestors. 

“ In front of his Majesty the Duke of Hamilton, 
first peer of Scotland, in the plaid of the Earls of 
Arran, is presenting the keys of the palace, of 
wliicli he is hereditary keeper. On the right of the 
King is the Duke of Montrose, Lord Chamberlain, 
pointing towards the entrance of the palace, where 
is stationed the Duke of Argyll, in his family tartan, 
as hereditary Keeper of the Household. Behind 
him is the crown of Robert the Bruce, supported 
by Sir Alexander Keith, liereditary Kiiiglit Marshal, 
attended by his squires witli the sceptre and sword 
of state. Near him is carried the mace of the 
exchequer, aiieiciitly the chancellor’s mace, wdieu 
Scotland was a separate kingdom. On the left of 
the picture, in the dress of the royal archers, who 
served as the king’s body-guard, is the late Earl of 
llopetoun, and close by him, in the character of 
historian or bard, is Sir Walter Scott. These are 
accompanied by a varied crowd, among whom are 
some females and children, jiressing forward vvith 
eagerness to see and to welcome their Sovereign 
upon this joyous aud memorable occasiou.” 

Wilkie, as it has already been stated, received the 
commission for the picture, aud commenced it soon 
after the King’s visit to Scotland, in 1822; but it 
was not completed aud exhibited till eight years 
after. In the intermediate time the artist had 
journeyed into Spain, and had returned wdth his 
eyes and his mind filled with the prevailing cha¬ 
racteristics of the colouring of the Spanish school 
of painting, in which browns predominate; in most 
of the pictiu'es painted by Wilkie after his visit— 
and in none more so than in this—we find him 
adopting the free use of browu pigments, oftentimes 
without reference to their ajiplicability toj the 
objects represented. Hence, as in the picture en¬ 
graved here, the colouring is heavy, and iu certain 
portions of the work untrue to nature. The genius 
of the artist did not accord altogether with subjects 
of this class; moreover, the pictm-e was composed, 
iu a considerable degree, almost under the direction 
of the royal patron, so that Wilkie was scarcely left 
to follow the dictates of his own taste, experience, 
and judgment; had it been otherwise, we should 
doubtless have seen such alterations in the compo¬ 
sition as would leave it less open to objection than 
it now is. It woidd be absurd to deny that the 
picture is marred by formality and affectation. 

'I'he painting is at Windsor Castle. 
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COLOURING STATUES.* 

In a former number, I staled my view that the 
marble statues of tlic Greeks were not painted, 
but that the vast ivory idols of the divinities of the 
temples usually were ; and I purpose to continue 
the subject with a few more remarks. I called 
attention to ivory not being in itself a truer imita¬ 
tion of flesh than the finest kinds of marble, or 
at least that opinions would differ on this subject, 
or at any rate, even if some might prefer the tint 
of ivory, that it was not preferable to marble to 
that degree as to counterbalauoe its perishable quality 
when laid on in thin plates, as was the case with 
the cruseo-elephantiiie statues. In these instances 
the joinings could never have been perfectly hidden, 
and there must have been a world of trouble con¬ 
nected with such a surface even after it w'as 
jjerfectly adjusted. In some cases we are told it 
was moistened by means of oil, at others of water. 
The mannfactui’e of these idols is elaborately set 
forth in the magnificent work on the Olympian 
Jove by Quatremere de Quincey, and seems to have 
been of the most tronblesoine and intricate character 
—1 had almost said undignified—being put together 
on wood cores, being hollow within, and strengthened 
in the interior with rods of metal and various ap¬ 
pliances ; which hollowness was requisite probably 
not only for strengthening the structure, but for 
adjusting and fixing the ivory and gold plates of the 
surface from within. 

The scul))tor prides himself on his art for its last¬ 
ing qualities; but these cruseo-elephantine idols 
had not this dignity, and must have required the 
utmost attention to keep them in good repair. lYc 
are inclined to call sculpture par excellence the 
lasting, the imperishable art, and yet here were the 
highest subjects of the time executed in materials 
so little calculated to last, that not only not a vestige 
of any of them have come down to the present time, 
but they must have been about the first things in 
the temple to decay. The marble statues of the 
Parthenon are not very much more destroyed than 
the columns, but not a “jiinch of dust” is left of 
the daughter of Jove. 

How just is the retribution that the idols should 
have perished, while other works of the same art, less 
closely connected with the grossness of superstition, 
have remained. How mucdi have we to thank the 
Providence, which, while it crumbled these Greek 
Dagons, garnered >ip for us in less perishable mate¬ 
rials so many triumphs of Greek art. 

We have no definite accounts how the crnseo-ele- 
phautine style of art first grew up in Greece. It 
was not borrowed from the Egyptians, from whom 
the Greeks borrowed so much, for not only have we 
no records of such works having been ever executed 
in Egypt, but it is wholly opposed to the spirit of Art 
in that ancient country, vvhich emulated eternity in 
the steadfastness of her productions; and if it w'as 
heralded in by the Phoenicians, we have no account 
of any works on a similar scale being executed in that 
country, or by any other Asiatic race. It appears, 
at least to at all the degree in which it prevailed 
among the Greeks, to have been an indigenous 
growth, although for their ivory they wmre of course 
indebted to other lands. It does not seem, however, 
to have been universally adopted. 

On the authority of a passage in Valerins Max¬ 
imus, we understand that Phidias desired to execute 
the Minerva in the Parthenon not in ivory and 
gold, but in marble, but that he was overruled; and | 
this reason is given,—that marble was not thought | 
a material sufiiciently expensive and precious to do j 

sufficient honour to the goddess. But it is evident j 

that this could not have been the true cause, for 
the quantity of ivory requisite for a cruseo-elephan- 
tine statue would not have been more expensive 
than to have obtained huge blocks of sufficient scant¬ 
ling to have executed the colossus satisfactorily ; and 
the gold and other precious enhancements could as 
well have been applied to a statue in marble as iu 
any other material. 

The difficulties of the manufacture of such vast 
statues of ivory and gold as the Jupiter at Elis, the 
Minerva at Athens by Phidias, and the Juno and 
jEsculapius by Polycletus, are perhaps sufficiently 
illustrated by the quotation in the last article from 

* Continued from pnge 20, 
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j Muller on the subject; but they are mentioned also 
by Elaxman, and arc elaborately detailed by Qua¬ 
tremere de Quincey. It is furfher illustrated by 
these authors that the trouble of keeping them in 
repair was also very great, the veneers of ivory 
which formed the surface of the flesh being liable 
to curl, unless very securely fixed, and to gape and 
display the joinings from time to time, ivory being 
a material that swells and contracts according to the 
stale of the atmosphere. In addition to this, the 
pcrishablencss of statues constructed in this manner 
requires no illustration; and when we consider how 
opposed such pcrishablcness was to the spirit of 
anything consecrated to the gods, especially their 
images, and that ivory in itself is not superior to 
fine marble in the imitation of flesh, indeed, when 
left to itself, it is apt to become very yellow and 
somewhat ghastly in effect, it seems forced on us 
that there must have been some other substantial 
reason for the employment of ivory instead of 
marble. 

I repeat that I consider this was that these great 
idols were desired to be coloured, and were so, if 
not quite up to the hues of human flesh, yet to a 
pretty close simulation of it; and that ivory, instead 
of marble, was employed as more suitable for colour¬ 
ing. Ivory is a material still selected for the most 
delicate of all painting, miniature painting, and is 
also capable of being indelibly and beautifully stained; 
and iu one of these two methods, I believe, the flesh- 
surfaces of these great statues to have been tinted. 
And, let it be observed, that this view of the sub¬ 
ject, if allowed, affords a double light; not only does 
it elucidate why ivory was used for these works, but 
also shows why marble was not—viz., because it was 
not thought suitable for receiving colour, and more¬ 
over illustrates that it was not the practice of the 
Greeks so to treat the latter material ; for if they 
were in the habit of colouring marble, why, par 
excellence, was it not used in this manner in these 
cases ? 

It may be suggested that Phidias’s objection did 
not probably stop short at not wishing the statue 
to be made of ivory and wood, &c., but extended to 
the wish that it should not be coloured; and that, 
if his idea had been carried out, the whole treat¬ 
ment of the Parthenon might have been modified 
by such adoption of a simpler style for the figure 
which, forming the acme of the whole, would have 
given the key to the whole decoration of the 
building. 

I conceive, as I have said before, that the style 
of temple sculpture among the Greeks was by no 
means uniform, but, on the contrary, various. The 
simple style in which Phidias desired to execute 
the colossal Minerva was not without precedent; 
but the more elaborate and decorated style vvas pre¬ 
ferred by the priests and the people. Phidias, no 
doubt, viewed the future statue more as a work of 
Art; the priests more as an engine of state religion: 
and the priests prevailed, the consequence of which 
is that their idol utterly perished long ago ; whereas, 
had the artist had his way, some lordly fragments 
would probably have remained to the present time 
to give us a still higher veneration than we even now 
have for the triumphant sculpture of that period. 

In entertaining the view, however, that these 
great statues of the presiding divinities of the 
temple W'ere thus done in ivory for the pnrposc of 
being coloured, so as nearly to imitate the hues of 
flesh, we must not suppose that they had a common 
vulgar effect bke wax figures, to which W'e seem 
to have an instinctive repugnance. This, indeed, 
would have defeated the very object for which the 
priests were so anxious. No doubt the exquisite 
artistic taste that characterises nearly everything 
that has come down to us from the Greeks iu 
anything like perfection, was also exerted to the 
utmost degree upon these works. The Minerva 
of the Parthenon was no sham of an actual being 
(even the mere scale of the work would have pre¬ 
vented this), but a bold attempt to realise the celes¬ 
tial idea of a being solemn, impassive, far above the 
human level, and through whose veins coursed not 
blood, but celestial ichor. 

I conceive, then, that in these works the Art- 
craft (so to speak) was overruled by the Priestcraft ; 
and, iu considering this branch of the sculptures 
of the Greeks, w'e must hold in view that they 
were not only works of Art, but that the native 
truth of Art in its inherent principles was bent to 

bo the instrument of a false religion, in creating 
images which were to be the objects of worship. 
These were created at vast expense to be the means 
iu the hands of the priestcraft to rule the people 
and impose upon the public. In the temples that 
contained them a “ dim, mysterious light ” reigned 
around, produced in part by the overlapping of the 
centre roof over the side roof, for the protection of 
the interior, affording but a modified triforiuin-like 
light, and in part by the sacred veils, which pro- , 
bably were also coloured, so as to produce an effect ' 
analogous to that of the painted windows iu our 
cathedrals. All was shadowy; the dimness that i 
reigned around increased the apparent proportions ! 
of the divine occupant, and harmonised the general j 

effect of the colours. I ^ 
Dramatic effect iu their worship was ever sought 

by the Greeks, and it has been supposed that it was ; ^ 
only at certain times that the divinities were un- ' 
veiled at all. Doubtless, on these occasions of unfold- ; ^ 
ing them to the eyes of enthusiastic worshippers, i 
every means were taken to work upon their senses. i: 
Ceremony lent its impression, and music and the j 
chant their charm, and sacrificial incense waved before i; 
the god in curling clouds, like those of his imaginary i; 
heaven, from behind which moving veil the votary [ i 
might deem he saw his divinity frown or smile. jl 
To effect impressions like this naturally led to these ' i 

statues being very nearly fully jraiuted, so as the | j 

more to awe and terrify; and whatever might have j 

been the taste of the artist, he had to bend to these 
rerjuirements. 

It appears, however, probable that just as Mr. 
Penrose observes with respect to the marble surface 
of the architecture—viz., “that it played a consider¬ 
able part in the appearance of the temple,” it is also 
probable that tbe ivory statues were not ever 
heavily painted, but rather that the translucent i 
quality of the ivory was taken advantage of by the 
most delicate colours that would enter into the 
material, like a stain rather than by body colour 
applied over the surface. I have alluded to both 
methods as probable, but quite incline to the view 
that staining colours were probably used, not only 
as more beautitid, but as more durable. Still, 
however, as we have no positive evidence on the 
subject, it is safest to suppose that no constant 
identity existed in the treatment of these statues, 
still keeping iu view that the actual material— 
as this was always precious in cherished works i 
to a more or less degree—pla)'ed a considerable j 
part in the variety of tint produced. This was I 
probably more especially the case as regarded the . 
outer decorations, as such treatment was more 
adapted to withstand the elements than any adjuncts 
of paint, the repair of which, too, would be attended 
with great trouble, as it would have of course to 
be done in an exquisite manner, not unworthy of the 
other parts of the structure. 

It appears, indeed, probable that what W’as effected 
in the way of variety and relief of tint on the out- ! 
side sculpture, was chiefly carried out by means ■ 
of variety of material and not by paint. If actual 
paint, for instance, had been used on the statues in the ! 
tympana of the Parthenon, Minerva might just as j 
well have had a marble helmet painted or gilt as a 
bronze one, the holes for affixing which are still I 
remaining; and the same as regards the buttons and 
other adjuncts. If any general slight stain, however, 
was applied to the broad surfaces of the architecture, 
it is probable that the outer statues received the 
same treatment to harmonise them with the 
architecture; for the same reason that caused in 
them a distribution of coloured material to carry 
off that similarly introduced on the outside architec¬ 
ture, as the shields which w'ere hung round the en¬ 
tablature, &c. Also, it is highly ])robable that a 
faint blue stain was introduced at the back of the 
tympana, to increase the relief of the figm'es they 
contained. 

As regards the frieze under the colonnade being 
protected from the weather, it would bear, if re¬ 
quisite, a higher degree of decoration: but as the 
forms in it are so small in comparison with those 
on the outside, a similar treatment with that in the 
tympana would give the effect of being more de¬ 
corated. They were probably relieved by a faint 
blue background of an atmospheric character, and 
the bridles, helmets, buttons, and even the hoofs 
of the horset might have been gilt. These relievi 
of men and horses in this frieze had no light from 
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above, but were lit from below by reflection from 
the marble pavement, in the same way as the 
faces and forms of performers are at the tlieatre 
when thev advance to the footlights. A somewliat 
similar effect may be perceived where dust has been 
allowed to accumulate ou casts of such works, pro¬ 
ducing much such dark tints on the upper siirlaces as 
would be caused by light from below. These Parthe- 
naic relievi, iu especial, are remarkably well displayed 
under such circumstances, whence it is evident this 
effect on them was studied. It does not appear pro¬ 
bable that the colouring in these works was carried 
much further than I have meutioued above, as any 
distinguishing of the horses by colour wholly 
destroys the beauty of the groups as a continnous 
piece of ornament, which is the great feature of their 
decorative effect; and their relief being very flat, 
and their effects of light and shade most delicately 
studied, points decisively to their distinctness not 
having been destroyed by any addition of various 
and full colour. If, however, more of their surface 
was treated with colour than that of the tympanum 
statues, I conceive it was by means of sub-tintiiig 

with the most delicate stains. 
Having thus, in some measure,considered that class 

of statues which were probably tinged, or painted, 
or coloured by difference of material in various 
degrees, we come to those which I conceive there is 
sutEcient evidence to show' were monochrom, their 
surface being left pure. Among these I submit 
were the superior marble statues—not specially 
used as idols, and not secondary to architectural 
effect. 

The Venus of Cnidos, by Praxiteles, was doubt¬ 
less, on the whole, the most celebrated statue of 
antiquity. So great was the admiration of this 
work, that Nicomedes, King of Bithynia, offered to 
remit the whole public debt of the city if they would 
allow him to be the possessor of it; but so highly 
was it prized by the Ciiidiaus that they rejected the 
offer. They built a small eircnlar temi)le expressly 
for it, open on all sides, so that it could be seen iu 
all views, and surrounded the spot where it stood 
with every beauty of trees and flowers that their 
climate could supply. 

Neither was the admiration of this statue con¬ 
fined to the King of Bithynia and the Cuidians them¬ 
selves. “.Many persons,” Pliny states, “sailed to 
Cnidos with no other object but to gaze on this 
statue.” “ It was,” he adds, “not only the finest 
statue of Praxiteles, but the finest statue in the 
world. Every point of view' was beautiful,” and 
visitors remarked that, “ w'hichevcr way they aj)- 
proached her the goddess smiled benignantly on 
thembut not a word about colouring does there 
appear in the whole account. Now' is it probable 
that if colouring was really considered an essential 
enhancement to the highest class of marble statues, 
that it would have been omitted on this great occa¬ 
sion V 01% if the eyes had been painted blue, and the 
hair blonde, or any other colour, and the flesh 
tinted, would Pliny’s account have been completed 
without any allusion to it ? 

But Lucian enters still more into particulars as re¬ 
gards this statue. Ill the “ Araores,” (13, vol. v.), he 
tells us that the mouth was a little open,and somewhat 
smiling. In another ])art of his works, he goes on 
to expatiate on the beauty of the hair and forehead, 
and admires the precise yet delicate eyebrows ; but 
not a word of the colour of the hair and eyebrow's ! 
He then makes especial mention of the sw'imming 
softness of the eyes, but not a hint of their hue, 
which surely he would have mentioned had they 
been painted, or even tinged ever so slightly. 

The statue w’as nude, the position of one hand 
like one of the Venus de IMedici; the other holding 
a pendant of drapery that fell over a vase ; but there 
is no mention of colour even on these. 

But the part of the evidence ou this marvel 
of ancient Art yet to come is the most important, 
as it has direct reference to the surface of the 
nude portions of the figure having been left un¬ 
touched. The statue, Lucian says, was made of 
Parian marble (Ilapiai; de Xi9ov), and a blemish 
or a slain on the left ihicjli, he says, loas the 
more remarkable on account of the eo'traordinary 
brilliancy (KayTTporyjg) of the marble. Now 
whatever fancied foil such a stain might be in 
the idea of the loving possessors of this statue, 
this remark can be considered but an ingenious 
defence of a blemish in that they loved. The 

artist, w'e may be sure, w'as not of this way of 
thinking. Solicitous as sculptors are to obtain the ' 
most beautiful and unblemished marble, especially 
for nude figures, there is no doubt that Praxiteles 
w'ould have done all he could to conceal the blemish 
iu question. And if his friend Nicias had been in 
the habit of finishing the fesli of the sculptor’s w'orks 
by painting, it w'ould have been on ihis occasion that 
his services xvoiild have been jparticularly in requi¬ 
sition. 

Painted, it appears to me, as regards the flesh, 
certaiul}' this statue w'as not, or the stain in ques¬ 
tion would have been assuredly the first thing to 
have been concealed. Neither conld it have been 
even stained,—the word XapTTporpQ is conclusive 
on this point. The sparkle and brilliancy of marble 
is at once destroyed by any foreign substance applied, 
as it hinders the lambency produced by the reflection 
of light from its innumerable crystals far down iu 
the material. One might as well attempt to varnish 
a diamond 1 

That the ancient Greeks did their best to obtain 
fur their highest class of works the most precious 
quality of marble is evidenced by every bit having 
been scooped out of Paros,-—the ]mre quality of 
which, when untampered with, is perfectly expressed 
by Lucian’s word—XcxpTrpbrti£. Any one who, 
having the opportunity of examining a fine speci¬ 
men of Parian marble perceives the jmrely brilliant, 
lightsome character it possesses, like that of the 
milky-way, wilt acknowledge how descriptive is the 
epithet apjdied to it by Lucian as existing iu the 
surface of the statue he describes, and how certainly 
any application over it would mar the quality he 
mentions. 

Thus wc have seen that there was no marble 
statue of ancient time, that was prized or honoured 
as this statue of Venus was; and yet we have 
evidence of the strongest nature that, iu her case, 
not only the flesh was neither painted nor stained, 
but that neither the eyes nor hair were tinged. No 
impartial judge can have any doubt (iu consulting 
the above passages from Pliny and Lucian) that 
if these parts were coloured, it w'ould have been 
mentioned iu so detailed a description. It is im¬ 
possible to deny the above c .nclusiou as regards 
this work, and further in respect to the general 
practice of painting marble statues of the same class, 
the evidence is the stronger from the very fact of 
its being negative. Had Pliny or Lucian felt called 
on to specify that the Venus of Cnidos was not 
painted or stained, it might have been argued that 
she was an exception in this respect to the general 
rule ; but not a word is said on the subject. In fact 
these writers both treat the subject just as we should 
now, or at any time when the painting of statues is 
ignored. 

Among the meagre and vague details that we 
have in the way of evidence on the painting of 
statues by the ancients, it appears most fortunate 
for the interests of pure Art that the above most 
important evidence should remain to'us that this 
chef-d'iciivre of ancient Art was decidedly not painted 
or stained as regards the flesh. Further, it is 
valuable inasmuch as it conveys the strongest pre¬ 
sumption also that neither the eyes nor hair were 
coloured in any degree, hlorcover, it is to be re¬ 
marked that it contains no allusion whatever to 
such additions even on the secondary parts, as the 
drapery or the base. In addition to this, the pas¬ 
sages in question contain no hint that the above 
purity of surface was any way unusual; and iu the 
absence of all positive evidence whatever that the 
highest class of marble statues of ancient time were 
coloured, the silence of Pliny and Lucian iu this 
case must be taken as proving that the colouring 
of statues was by no means universal with the 
Greeks, but that it was common for them to leave 
the marble surface of their best works wholly un¬ 
touched, as has been the recoguised mode iu the 
best mod ern times. 

In regarding therefore this whole section of the 
subject, it appears from the preceding considerations 
that the question of the colouring of their statues by 
the Greeks is not a simple one, and that not only is 
there no reason to sup])ose that the same mode pre¬ 
vailed with respect to all statues, but the. evidence of 
the contrary is direct and plain. The Venus of Cnidos 
was not coloured. Some of the other statues of 
Praxiteles appear to have gone under the hands of 
an encaustic painter, and may have had some of 

the adjuncts tinted; but there is no mention at all 
with regard to his works of the flesh, eyes, eyebrows, 
or hair being coloured, although he probably exe¬ 
cuted works in various ways. There appear, how'- 
ever, to have been other works of the greatest im¬ 
portance connected with architecture that had 
coloured adjuncts by means of different materials. 
There were also those colossal occupants of temples, 
that wore covered ^vith ivory, probably for the pur¬ 
pose of being tinted, at least to a subdued imitation 
of natural colours. And there were the Archaic 
statues, and those connected with licentious rites, 
in which their crudity of form and exaggeration of 
character were probably carried out in the colour 
that was added. 

The chief passages in the ancient writers bearing 
on this subject of colouring statues exist in the works 
of Plato, Pausanias, Pliny, Lucian, Virgil, and Plu¬ 
tarch. But the array of all these would be out of 
place iu these brief remarks; and also what infor¬ 
mation they really afford, is confined to a few pas¬ 
sages. I have detailed those which appeared to me 
the most important. The most valuable of them 
all, being, I conceive, those from Pliny and Lucian 
just quoted, which evidence that no colour was used 
on the pure Parian surface of the far-famed Venus 
of Cnidos.’^ John Bell. 

YEGETABLE COLOURS USED IN 
THE ARTS. 

MADDER. 

xVs a dye drug, madder is of equal importance with 
indigo, and in some respects superior to it. It 
yields, by different modes of treatment, several very 
beautiful and permanent colours. Madder is the 
root of the Itubia tinctorurn, a plant which is grown 
extensively in the Levant, in France, and iu Holland. 
This plant was certainly known both to the Greeks 
and the Romans, and appears to have been used by 
them as a dye drug, liioscorides describes a plant 
ereulhodanon, which is no doubt our madder, and 
he says, “ The thin long roots, which are red, serve 
for dyeing, and are cultivated in Galilee and in Italy.” 

It was a belief among the Romans, that sheep 
which were fed on madder had red wool; and the 
poets IMartial and Virgil describe in their verses 
flocks which were fhus coloured, and from whose 
wool, coloured garments were woven. It is a fact 
that madder has the property of colouring the solid 
parts, as the bones, of animals which have been for 
some time fed upon the plant, but we are not aware 
that any modern experiments have been made upon 
the wool. Beckmann states that the discovery of 
the fact that madder colours the bones of animals 
red, dates no further back than 173G. His words 
are—“In the above year, how'ever, a property of it 
was discovered by accident, as usualf which rendered 
it an object of more attention. John Belchicr, an 
Euglish surgeon, having dined with a cotton-printer, 
observed that the bones of the pork which were 
brought to the table w'ere red. As he seemed sur¬ 
prised at the circumstance, his host assured him 
that the redness was occasioned, by the swine feeding 
on the water mixed with bran, in which the cotton 
cloth was boiled, and which was coloui'ed by the 
madder used iu printing it. Belchier, to whom this 
effect was new, convinced himself by experiments, 
that the red colour of the bones had arisen from 
the madder emjdoyed in printing the cotton, and 
from no other cause.” He communicated his ob¬ 
servations to the Royal Society, and they arc printed 
iu their transactions. 

This paper drew the attention of naturalists to 
the subject, and numerous experiments were made, 
which fully confirmed Belchier’s statements. Pliny 

* To be continued. 
t 'riicre are lew more absurd errors committed by- 

writers, than that desire which tliey show to bring all 
discoveries within tlie lists of accidents. By observation, 
all discoveries are made, but the mind must have been 
duly prepared beforehand to derive any benefit from the 
thing observed, and which had, without doubt, been noticed 
hundreds, or even thousands of times previously. In the 
above example quoted by Beckmann, the coloured bones 
h,ad been known to men through all time; and it is only 
when one mind more educated than others remark the 
phenomenon, that man derives any benefit in the way of 
useful application—that, indeed, what we call a discovery is 
made. 
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states, ill liis 24th Book, that the ereidliodanon was, 
in his native tongue, called rulia, and that its red 
roots were used to dye wool and leather red. The 
cotton dyers, through the middle ages, evidently 
employed madder as a dye. 

The best madder roots are about the size of a 
goose-quill, they are semi-transparent and reddish, 
with a strong odour and a smooth hark. There 
are several madders known in commerce, as Dutch 
madder, madder of Avignon, Levant madder, and 
Alsace madder. 

Dutch Madder.—The Flemish refugees are said 
to have instructed the Dutch in the use of, and the 
mode of preparing these roots. These madder 
roots are coarsely ground by the Dutch cidtivators; 
they have a greasy feel and a nauseous odour. The 
powdered root varies much in colour, exhibiting 
almost every variety of shade between a brown and 
an orange red. Much of this is due to the quantity 
of moisture which the powder contains; for if good 
brown madder is placed in a damp spot, it passes 
from this brown tint, gradually through orange to a 
fine red. By this mode the quality of madder may 
be determined. Dutch madder is never employed 
fresh, it is always kept one year, and it is said to be 
improved by keeping for three years. The madder 
root being gathered and powdered is kept in casks, 
and in the first year or two, it undergoes some peculiar 
internal change; it becomes much brighter in colour, 
and coheres firmly together, often swelling so much 
that the bottom of the cask assumes a convex form. 
Dutch madder is known as cropped and uncropped— 
signifying, that in one case the bark has been re¬ 
moved, whereas in the other case it has nof. It is 
also known as mull, and superfine. 

The IMadder of Avignon differs in many 
respects from the Dutch. Its odour is very agree¬ 
able; the taste a bitter-sweet, and the colour 
varying from a pink or rose hue to a reddish brown. 
The finest madders are those which have growm in 
marshy places, and especially in soils which have 
been greatly enriched by an admixture of animal 
and vegetable matters: such soils are called by 
distinction yiato, and hence the name has been em¬ 
ployed to indicate the quality of madder sent into 
the market. The varieties in commerce of the 
madders of central France, are indicated by the 
following table of the marks by which this dye drug 
is known:— 

2. In^sorts } "'‘•■■mut any distinctive marks. 

3. I'F, signifying fine. 
4. SF, superfine. 
5. SFF, ditto superior. 
C. SFFF, ditto very superior. 
7. EXTF, extra fine. 
8. EXTSF, extra superfine. 
9. EXTSFF, very extra superfine; 

and to these marks are added— 

P to signify (marshy). 
li „ roseate. 
PP ,, pure palus. 
EPP „ for pure red palus: 

and thus we may sometimes see parcels marked 

EXTSFFKPP, 

signifying extra-superfine pure red palus (or 
marshy) madder, which contains the heart or centre 
of the roots, and the internal part of the oily ring 
which surrounds it. It is also twice sifted, so as to 
separate the fine parts completely from the mull. 
Avignon and the adjoining districts prepare annually 
4,200,000 killogrammes (the killogramme being 
rather more than 2 pounds avoirdupoise). 

Alsace Madder is not unlike the Dutch; it is, 
however, almost always barked or cropped, but it 
is not considered to be equal to the production of 
Holland as a colouring matter. 

Levant Madder is the roots merely cleaned and 
scraped: it is in slender fibres, brown externally, 
and red internally. We receive it from Smyrna and 
from Cyprus. 

The preparation of madders is carried onto a very 
large extent in the department of the Rhone; the 
following is the process of preparation to which it is 
ordinarily submitted:—The roots are di'ied in a 
stove, heated by a furnace, from which the air is 
allowed to issue only at intervals, at the moment 
when it is judged to be saturated with moistiu’e. 
The furnace-flue usually occupies a considerable por¬ 
tion of the floor; and above it are arranged three 
close gratings, on which the roots are distributed in 
layers of about eight inches deep. At the end of 

twenty-four hours, those which are on the first 
grated floor directly above the stove are dry, when 
they are removed, and replaced by those of the 
superior floors. This operation is repeated whenever 
the roots over the stove are dry. The roots are 
thrashed with a flail, passed through fanners, similar 
to those employed in winnowing corn, and then 
shaken upon a very coarse sieve. What passes 
through is subjected to a second sifting; the opera¬ 
tion of winnowing and sifting is repeated five times, 
what passes through the fifth sieve being rejected as 
sand and dust. After these operations the whole 
fibrous matters remaining on the sieve are cleaned 
with common fanners, and all the foreign matters not 
previously removed, are picked out by women. The 
roots are now divided into different qualities, by 
means of a brass sieve, whose meshes are from one 
quarter to one eighth of an inch in diameter. What 
passes through the finest is rejected, and what passes 
through the coarsest is regarded as of the best 
quality. These roots thus separated are removed to 
another stove of a different construction from the 
first, where they are spread out in layers, about four 
inches deep, on lattice-work frames. When on 
taking up a handful and squeezing it, the root breaks 
easily, it is known to be sufficiently dry. On being 
removed from the stove, the madder is carried still 
hot into a machine, where it is minced small, and a 
sieve separates the bark which has been reduced to 
jjowder. This operation is repeated three or four 
times, and then the boulter is had recoiu'se to. 
What passes through the sieve, or the brass meshes 
of the boulter, is regarded as common madder, and 
that which issues from the extremity of the boulter 
is called the flour. Lastly, the madder which passes 
through the boulter is ground in a mill with vertical 
stones, and then passed through sieves of diflereut 
sizes. That which remains in the sieve is always 
better than that which passes through.* 

This useful dyeing material is frequently adul¬ 
terated by mixing with it brick-dust, red and yellow 
ochres, sand and clay, and by adding to it the 
saw-dust of mahogany, logwood, sandalwood, or the 
like. The adulterations first named may be detected 
by putting the suspected madder into water; the 
mineral substances sink to the bottom, while the 
madder floats on the smTace : or the madder may 
be burnt, while the mineral matter will remain 
behind as incombustible ash. The adulterations 
with woods are not so easily detected : the method 
usually adopted is that of testing, by what the 
French call their colorimeter, the colouring power of 
the sample. Madder has been carefully examined 
by many French and English chemists, and from its 
importance to the calico-printer, men of science 
have been tempted to search diligently for the true 
colouring agent of this root. Bucholz gives the 
following as the constituents of madder root:— 

Resinous red colourins matter, . . .1-2 
Extractive ditto.39 0 
Eeddisli-brown substance soluble in alcohol 1-9 
Pungent extractive.0-6 
Gummy matter.9-0 
Woody fibre.22-5 
Matter soluble in potash . . . .4-6 
Salts of lime with colouring matter . . 1-8 
Water.. .12-0 
Loss.7-4 

100-0 

Koechlin informs us that dry and ground madder 
contains— 

Matter soluble in cold water . . . So'O 
Ditto in boiling water . . . 3-0 
Ditto in alcohol .... 1-5 

Woody fibre.40-5 

100 0 

Madder {garance in French) is often called alizari, 
which is a name given on the continent to all kinds 
of unground madder. Garene madder (garance 
robee) is the name of madder from which the outer 
pelicle has not been removed. At a very early 
period in the chemical investigation of madder, two 
distinct colouring matters were discovered—one 
yellovj, and very soluble in water, called xanlldn; 
the other red, and moderately soluble in hot water, 
called alizarin. To Dr. Schunck w'e are especially 
indebted for the investigation of the several prin¬ 
ciples upon which the colouring power of madder 
depends. Alizarin may be obtained by different 
methods, the following is, however, usually em- 

ployed:—One pound by weight of madder is mixed 
up with an equal weight of concentrated sulphuric 
acid ; the vessel is so closed up that no heat is 
evolved; it is allowed to stand in a cool place for 
three or four days ; by this process all the con¬ 
stituents of the madder are converted into charcoal, 
excejit the alizarin. When this carbonizing process is 
completed, the mixture is carefidly dried, and then 
digested in alcohol, which dissolves alizarin, and 
leaves the carbon. The solution may now be 
diluted with water, put into a retort, aud kept at a 
heat of 170° I’ahr.; the beak of the retort being 
connected with a receiver, the alcohol distils over 
and is recovered. Water aud alizarin remain in 
the retort, which, being poured out and filtered, i 
the alizarin remains upon the filter in a state of [ 
great purity. Alizarin is of a beautiful red colour, 
and it gives the same colour to boiling water. 
It was at one time supposed that alizarin was the 
true colouring matter of the madder, but it was 
eventually found that pure alizarin would not pro¬ 
duce a fixed dye; something, therefore, was wanting, 
and further investigations were made, which led to 
the discovery that madder had five different colour¬ 
ing matters, the preparation of which must now be 
described. 

Madder Purple.—If madder is washed in water | 
at about the temperature of 70° Fahr., and then 
boiled in a strong solution of alum for an hour, 
and—the clear liquor being decanted—sulphuric 
acid is added, the madder purple is precipitated in 
an impure state. By washing it with boiling water, ' 
then with muriatic acid, and by dissolving it in 
alcohol, the purple is obtained in great purity. If 
cotton be saturated with the acetate of alumina, I 

and dipped in the solution of madder purple, it 
is dyed a bright red. A boiling solution of alum 
forms, with madder purple, a cherry-red solution ; 
caustic potash forms with it a fine yellowish-red 
colour ; carbonate of pota.sh and soda have a similar 
effect; and srdphuric acid produces a bright red or 
rose colour. 

Madder Red may be separated from the madder 
purple in consequence of its not being soluble in a 
strong solution of alum. It is obtained by boiling 
madder in a weak solution of alum, by which a 
reddish-brown precipitate is obtained. This preci¬ 
pitate is boiled in pure muriatic acid, washed with 
water, and boiled iu alcohol. The alcohol dissolves 
both madder red and madder purple; but by gently 
evaporating the alcoholic solution until it is very 
much concentrated, and then allowing it to cool, an 
orange-coloured precipitate is formed, which is col¬ 
lected and repeatedly boiled in a strong solution of 
alum, which comes off coloured so long as there 
is any madder purple to dissolve. The insoluble 
part is madder red. Madder red is a yellowish- 
brown powder, which gives to cotton, mordanted 
with acetate of alumina, a dark red colour. 

Madder Orange is distinguished from the red 
or purple, by its slight solubility in alcohol. It is 
prepared by macerating madder for twenty-four 
hours in distilled water. This infusion being 
strained off, is allowed to repose a few hours; it is 
then filtered, and upon the paper the madder orange 
remains. It is a yellow powder, soluble in boiling 
w'ater, and imparts to cotton, impregnated with an 
aluminous mordant, a bright orange colour when in 
excess. 

Madder Yellow is distinguished by its great 
solubility in water. It communicates to mordanted 
cotton a pale nankeen colom'. 

Madder Brown is a brownish black, di-y mass, 
obtained in the preparation of the other colouring 
matters. It is neither soluble in water nor alcohol, 

and is of no importance. 
Such are the products which arc obtained from this 

important root. For the special information given 
in this article, the following authorities have been 
used : —“ Encyclopmdia Teclmologique,” Dr. Ure’s 
“ Dictionary of Arts and Manufactures,” Beckmaun’s 
“ History of Inventions,” and Napier’s “ Manual 
of the Art of Dyeing.” Dr. Schunck and Jlr. AValter 
Crum have published some valuable papers ou the 
colouring matters of madder; and there are some 
patent processes for employing the madder colours. 
These cannot, however, be embraced within the 
present article. They are, indeed, so extensive and 
so interesting, that it is pm-posed to devote an entire 
article to their consideration. 

Robert Hunt. * Dr. Ure. 
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THE PROPOSITION POR PURCIIxiSING 
: “ TEE SOULAGES COLLECTION ” 

EOR THE NxEITON. 

It proves to be by no means an easy matter to 
provide a permanent resting-place tor the riiiscel- 

' j laneous assemblage of Renaissance works, known as 
11 the Soulages Collection. Purchased from M. Sonlages 
|j himself, under certain conditions, by the subscribers 
1 to a fund raised for that particular purpose, tliis 
1 collection has been publicly exhibited in London at 
j jMarlborough House; and having been otfered to 

1 the Government for the National Art-Museum, the 
purchase of it (after very mature consideration) was 

1 declined. Then came the Manchester xU't-Treasures 
j Exhibition, and forthwith the cotton lords of the 
1 north determined to secure for themselves the inuch- 
1 praised collection. To Manchester, accordingly, 
1 the museum of the old advocate of Toulouse was 

dispatched; amidst the other “ Art-Treasures” its 
choicest spcciiueus were to be found ; and, when 
the general dispersion took place, we awaited with 
some anxiety the arrangements we naturally ex¬ 
pected would be made for the dual establishment of 
this collection at Jlanehester. Manchester was 
supposed to have learned the practical value of Art 
in manufactures. The Soulages Collection was 
declared to be a great practical Art-teacher, whose 
lessons were speci;dly addressed to manufacturers. 

' At Manchester, therefore, this collection was the 
j “ thing wantedand Manchester would be, in 

every sense, a titling home for it. Here it would 
be the right thing iu the right place. 

But a chauge came over the sentiments of the 
Manchester proprietors of the Soulages Collection ; 

they desired to send away their purchase with the 
, Art-treasures that had been entrusted to their care, 

and so a second appeal has been made to Govern¬ 
ment. on the subject. No other purchaser coidd be 
expected to appear, and, in accordance with esta¬ 
blished precedent iu such cases, the colleetious were 
generously offered once more to the nation. The 
otfer would probably have elicited a prompt refusal, 
had not certain active agencies been set in motion to 
urge the purchase upon the “ authorities,” under the 
pretext that the acquisition of this collection is 
really a matter of grave importance to the com¬ 
pleteness and utility of the National Art-JIuseum. 
The Society of Arts has put itself at the head of 
the movement; and thus the Government finds itself 
called upon to relieve the men of Manchester of 
their purchase, and in so doing, to act in defiance 
of its own deliberate decision. 

On a former occasion we declared our entire 
concurrence with the views that had led the Govern¬ 
ment not to become the purchasers of the Soulages 
Collection, and now we are prepared to maiulaiu 
that those views were based upon a sound discretion, 
and we must consequently deprecate, in the most 
decided maimer, the adoption of the present proposal. 

1 Since the first half of this nineteenth century was 
completed, we have been living in an era of “ great 
exhibitions.” And the residt, here in England, of 
all these unusual Art-gatherings has been to impress 
upon the national mind the fact, that Akt is a grand, 
a powerful, a comprehensive, and most important 
element in national education. With the many, 
accordingly. Art has lately become the fashion, while 
the more thoughtful few have laboured to secure 
for Art both a just appreciation and a consistent 
range of action. Each year that passes witnesses 
some important step in advance; every such step 
being an independent testimony to the combined 
zeal and intelligence with which the true lovers of 
Art are devoting themselves to the cause. Thus, 
we have schools of Art established and supported at 
the public cost; and we have a National Museum 
of Art; and our manufacturers are beginning to 
seek for the co-operation of genuine Art in their 
productions of every class; and besides, what is of 
the utmost moment, the great mass of the com¬ 
munity are showing signs of expeetbuj to find Art 
as well as good workmanship iu the various objects 
in use in every-day life. It is more than probable 

J that, before the Great Exhibition of 1851, but few 
persons were conscious of the painful inferiority of the 
position occupied by Art, when brought into com¬ 
parison with manipulative skill and that dexterity 

j which ensures what we designate good workmauship. 
1 The 1851 collections declared, iu a manner not to 

be misunderstood, that in our manufactures the 
intellect and the hand were both at work iu false 
positions. Since 1851 we have been striving, or, 
at least, we have been desiring and beginning to 
strive, to assign their own true and natural position 
to e;ich of tliem. While even seeking to raise still 
higher the faculty of hand-power, we have studied 
by what means the pre-eminent supremacy might 
be secured for the mind-power: in other vvords, we 
have cultivated Art, and have laboured to a])ply xVrt 
to all manufactured i>roduetions in ck'sit/n, and/IW- 

Ay, and expression, that thus the skilled workman 
may produce works worthy of his skill. With this 
view, the formation of a most eompreheusive 
IMuseum of Art-manufactures has engaged the at¬ 
tention, and employed the energies of the govern¬ 
ment “ Department of Science and Art.” And it 
is for this museum that the Government is a 
second time urged to purchase, at a considerably 
increased rate, the Soulages Collection. It is evi¬ 
dent that the propriety of such a purchase must be 
determined by the character of the Soulages Col¬ 
lection itself, and by its quality and capacity as 
an Art-teacher. These points arc matters of fact, 
and not of opinion. But, before we touch upon 
them, it ajipears to be desirable briefly to notice 
the two-fold character which ought to distinguish 
a National Art-iluscum. In the tirst ])lace it ought 
to contain historical collections—illustrations of the 
history of Art in various countries, and ;it different 
epochs, as well as under diversified conditions and 
modes of application and expression ; and, in the 
second place, it should comprise numerous series of 
examjdes, which may be regarded as models for 
study, as authorities in practical Art, as exponents 
of the principles upon which the Art-student is to 
dcvelope the resources of his owm intellect. Now, 
in the former group—the historical—all that is 
necessary is, that every object should furnish, or 
assist to furnish, a truthful, expressive, aud complete 
illustration, either of some period, some country, 
some artist, or some class of productions. Iu these 
historical collections many objects would appear 
that are simply curious, while others could oidy 
teach as warnings. Not so, however, with the col¬ 
lections of the second division: nothing should be 
admitted here, upon any ground, excepting that of 
excellence; here also it would not be enough, that 
any class of works be fairly' exemplified and fully 
illustrated, but every noble and worthy specimen 
would be sought for, because each would possess its 
own facidty of conveying precious teaching. The 
most zealous advocate for the purchase of the 
Soulages Collection by the nation, we presume, will 
scarcely venture to assert that its contents are in¬ 
dividually important as Art-teachers,—authorities 
and examjiles for the study, the guidance, and the 
practical improvement of our own manufacturers. 
The collection belongs rather to the former than to 
the Latter of the two classes into which we have 
divided the National Art-Museum. It illustrates a 
period in the history of Art, in several departments 
of its jiractical application; birt it by no means 
furnishes a series of noble works, each one of special 
value and interest in itself: consequently, if the 
nation did not already possess good and characteristic 
specimens of the several classes of works that make 
up the Soulages Collection, in such a case here 
would be an advantageous op|)ortutnty for securing 
such historical specimens. Even iu this case, 
however, we shordd deprecate the purchase of the 
entire collection. It contains by far too mirch of 
the same thing in each of its divisions for the 
purpose of illustration. Does it contain in any of 
its divisions, we confidently ask, any specimens that 
can teach, and will teach, lessons in practical Art, 
which the national collections are not already fully 
competent to teach iu the most satisfactory manner ? 

If so, then, wherefore make the purchase ? Con¬ 
sider for a moment of what this Soulages Collection 
is composed. It is composed exclusively of Renais¬ 
sance works in pottery, glass, bronze, aud miscel¬ 
laneous furniture. Have we not had enough of the 
Renaissance already, and to spare ? Do we propose 
to reproduce majolica ware, or the faycuce of Ber¬ 
nard Palissy, for use amongst ourselves ? Do we 
contemplate Victorian Della Robbia sculpture, or 
the fantastic glass of the Venetians of the seventeenth 
century, or the Soulages bronzes, weapons, furni¬ 
ture, aud domestic implements ? Most certainly 
we hope that we do not. IVliat we are struggling 

to achieve is, to secure the practical influence of 
Art in our manufactures,—such Art as is pure, and j 

truthfid, aud ennobling, and, at the same time, 1 

consistent with the usages, sentiments, aud require- j 

ments of the present day. And we refer our 1 

manufacturers to the productions of past times, not 1 

tor them to reproduce—in other vvords io copy— j 

what was done two or more centuries ago; but that ' 

they may learn to acquire that Art-feelivy which 1 

characterises iu so remarkable a manner the majority i 

of early works. In skill of hand aud in scientific ! 

appliances, our manufacturers need but little aid 
from the artists and Art-workmen of the llenais- 1 

sauce: but they will do well to sympathise with 1 

them in sentiment and feeling as artists and Art- i 

workmen. The South Kensington Museum already 
possesses abundant materials for conveying both the 
teaching and the impulse that can be conveyed by 
the Soulages Collection. This collection might do 
some good at Edinburgh, or at Dublin, or at Man- i 

Chester; but at South Kensington its office is dis¬ 
charged by other means. | 

But little has been said respecting the circum- ! 

stances that have brought the Sordages Collection | 

again so unexpectedly into the market. The hlan- 
chester purchasers not very long ago professed i 

themselves to be delighted with their purchase, ! 

and proud of such an acquisition for their city. 
What cau have caused so complete a change m 
their sentiments? When brought into contact 
with other works of the same class in their “Art- 
Treasures Exhibition,” did the Soulages works lose 
their assumed pre-eminence? Or, now' that the 
“Art-treasures” are goue from Manchester, is the 
Art-feeling gone also, and has the Ai't-euthusiasm 
altogether subsided? Their exhibition has not left 
behind it much iu the way of results at Mauchester ; 

so that the acquisition of this Soulages Collection, 
such as it is, would seem to be precisely what the 
men of ^Manchester would have treasured up in 
metnoriam of thei]' remarkable enterprise. Perhaps \ 
they may assert that the coliectiou is more precious 
than ever in their eyes, but yet that they are willing 
to forego for tlie national good their own feelings 
in the matter—for a consideration. Let them not 
contemplate any such act of self-sacrifice. The 
nation is quite content to leave the Soulages works 
with them. If, on the other hand, the Alanchester | 

motive must be admitted to be simply an anxious 
wish to dispose of what the meu of Manchester 
neither esteem nor desire to retain, by all means let 
the collection be sold, only' spare John Bull from 
becoming the purchaser in his national capacity. 
Ill serious earnest, the dispersion of this cullcetiou 1 

is the only course that we could cordially approve i 

for determining its ultimate destination. It ought 
uot to be kept together iu any place, as a museum 
of Art for practical study. A very large proportion 
of its contents are antiquarian curiosities, and 
nothing more : let them go to eurich, or to take 
their part in forming, antiquarian collections. Some 
few specimens are very admirable; the nation will 
be ready to purchase them if they prove obtainable 
upon anything like adequate terms, but even these 
choicest specimens we can spare, shoidd it be neces¬ 
sary. There will remain more than a little for 
which we are not prepared to suggest a fitting 
depository'. In the national collections these speci¬ 
mens are not needed, since there may be found 
there enough, in the way of without them. 

'There is one circumstance to which, before we 
close these remarks, w'e would invite the attention 
of the “authorities.” There prevails at the present 
time a very strong impression in favour of the earlier 
periods in the history of Art than that to which the 
Soulages Collection belongs, and these are periods 
scarcely represented at present in the National Art- 
Jluseum. Would it not be well, instead of applying 
upwards of £17,000 for the purchase of another 
Renaissance collection, to devote from time to time 
much smaller sums to the acquisition of works that 
will extend the range of the National Art-Museum, 
aud will open before its students fresh fields for 
study, and familiarise them with additional sources 
of information ? 'The time is come in which the j 

nation expects from the “ Science and Art Depart¬ 
ment” of the Government a system of action based 
upon broad and comprehensive princijrles, aud ad- j 

ministered with a liberality that shall be just as well 
as generous, and no less impartial than judicious 
aud discriminating. 
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BRITISH ARTISTS: 

THEIR STYLE AND CHARACTER, 

■WITH ENGRAVED ILLUSTRATIONS. 

No. XXXIII.—GEORGE HARVEY, R.S.A. 

EORGE IIarvev was born in February, 180G, 
at St. Niiiian’s, a small village iu the neigh- 
bourliood of Stirling, but in the same year bis 
father removed to Stirling, where the future 
artist remained till his eighteenth year. Though 
evidencing at an early age a very decided taste 
for drawing and painting, his father had marked 
out another career for his son than the pre¬ 
carious pursuit of Art; he articled him, at a 
suitable age, to a bookseller. Notwithstanding 
the ungenial nature of the business to his taste, 
he shrunk not from the labours it imposed upon 
him, while he found ojiportuuily to follow 

his predilections, by “rising up early, and late taking rest;” the 
summer mornings found him in the fields, almost ere the sun had 
risen, with his sketch-book in hand, and the long wintry evening 
hours frequently flowed on to midnight ere the pencil was laid down. 
By such persevering studies, young Harvey qualified himself to enter 
the “Trustees Academy,” in Ediubnrgli, wliich, in liis eighteenth 
year, his friends permitted him to do; he remained there two years, 
that is, till the time of the establishment of the Scottish Academy. 

His first picture, however, was exhibited, in 1820, at tiie Edinburgh Insti¬ 
tution,—the subject, a “Village School;” it was purchased by Lord Succoth. 
To this class of subject, and to history, jiartakiiig in some degree of the nature 
of yenre, Mr. Harvey has always em])lc)yed his pencil, and iu a way that 
entitles him to a very distinguished position among his British—not Scottish 
only—contemporaries. 

As he had been an active agent in the formation of the Academy, it was 
natural to expect that he would make great exertions for the first exhibition 
of the society, of which, by the way, he was elected an Associate, although at 
the early age of twenty; such a compliment would never have been paid for 

his services only ; lie had ali-cady shown suiiieient talent as an aiTist lo justify 
; the election. AVhen, in 1827, llie Academy opened its doors for the lirst time 
, to the public, Mr. Harvey’s contribnlions to the exhiliition were seven in 
' iinmber: tlie principal of these were,—“ Tlie Leisure Hour,” “Disputing the 
' Billet,” “Tlie Small Debt Court,” and “Harrying Hie Bykc,” or, as we 

Soutlirons would say, “ Stripping the Cowshed:” the “Small Debt Court” is 
' a good picture, full of ligurcs, so trulhfully presented that there is little doubt 
: all were sketched from nature. In 1828 he exhibited “The Consultation,” 
I and five smaller uorks: the funner is not a pleasant picture as to subject,—a 

pliysieian visiting a sick lady, around whose eoucli a numher of anxious friends 
; are gathered,—but it is good in composition, and very carefully painted : it 

was sold to Mr. Stewart, of Glenorniistoii, Peeblesliire. In tlie following year 
I Harvey was cleeted Academician of tlie Edinburgii Academy, and exliihited “ The 
1 Lost Child restored,” and two otliers; hut they were not quite equal to his 

former jirodnctious. 
In ] 830 appeared the first of a scries of pictures—for they must he con¬ 

sidered as a series, thougli probably not intended by the artist as such—which 
refer to tlic history of Scotland during tlie latter part of tlie seventeenth 
century, when the Covenanters suli’ered persecution for tlicir religious and 
political faith. The picture was called “Covenanters Preaching;” it 
created considerable sensation iu the Art-world of Scotland, and when a large 
engraving from it was publislicd in London, tlie novelty of the subject, and the 
excellence of the composition, I'endered the work as attractive here as it had 
been iu the north. The “ Covenanters Preaching,” which forms the illnslration 
on the next page, was purchased by Mr. Eagle Henderson for 100 guineas : it is 
now in the possession of Mr. Iloldsworth, of Glasgow, who recently purchased 
it for 300 guineas. 

“ The Covenanter’s Baptism,” and three siballcr works, were exhibited in 
1831: the former we believe to be one of the painter’s favourite pictures; it 

' was sold to Dr. Slack, of Macclesfield, and has been engraved in mezzotiuto. 
In 1832, he exhibited “Tlie Examination of a Village Scliool,” “The Found¬ 
ling,” and “An Old Shepherd tlie first named has been engraved in mezzo- 

; tint by Bromley, but not well: it was sold to Mr. MeConnel, of Manchester; 
the second to Mr. T. Henderson, of Edinburgh. “ Saturday Afternoon,” and 
“TheVill.ige Schoolmaster,” were exhibited in 1833; the former is a rather 
large ])icture—the subject is composed of two groups of children at play outside 

; the village school: we have not been able to get any tidings of the owner, past 
' or present, of this picture; the “ Schoolmaster,” a capital little bit of painting, 
j belongs to Mr. A. S. Logan, of Edinburgh. In the following year he exhibited 
: “The Collection-Plate,” “Boys with a Burning-Glass,” and “Dr. Franklin— 

Ei-^:a-ed ryj SHAKSPEKE BROUGHT BEFORE SIR T. LUCY. 

‘ lie paid too much for his Whistle,’ ”—three pictures of a right good order: 
we know not wliat has become of them. Two small subjects and one of large 
dimensions—-“The Curlers ”—were exhibited in 1833 ; it is an amusing rejire- 
sentalion of the favourite Scottish game of “culling,” and is painted with a 
firm, careful pencil: it has been engraved in line, and was bought by Sir Gilbert 
Stirling, of Laibert House, Stirlingshire, where it still remains. 

Walter Scott’s account of the “ Battle of Drumclog,” another of the “ Cove¬ 
nanters” series, was exhibited at Edinburgh in 1836: it was sold for 400 

J. acd G. P. Ilicholle. 

guineas, a sum which included the copyright, to IMessrs. Graves & Co., who 
engaged Wagstalf to engrave it iu mezzotint; a large engraving was executed 
and published ; hut the bold and dramatic conception of the painter is but 
feebly represented iu the print. The picture is now the properly of Jlr. klus- 
pratt, of Mancliester. In the year following he exhibited “Tlie Minnow Pool,” 
and “Shakspere defore Sir T. Lucv on a Charge of Deer-Steal¬ 
ing the latter 've liave engraved on tliis page: the picture was sold to the 
“Edinburgh Association for the Promotion of the Fine Arts” for £300; and 
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an admirable engraving from it in line, b}' E, Graves, A.R.A., was publislicd by 
the Association." Tlie"original is now in the possession of Jlr. Gordon, Sherill- 
Clerk of Kirkcudbright, "in 1838 he produced “John Bunyaii imagining his 
‘ Pilgrim’s Progress",’ in Bedford Jail,” and a subject from Bunyan’s noble 
allegory, “A Scene in the Interpreter’s House; ” the funner, which was purchased 
bv Alderman IMoon for 400 guineas, and is still in his possession, is, wo have 
reason to know, one of the artist’s favourite pictures—that is, oiic which he 
considers among his best paintings ; the other is an excellent work. 

About 1830 a circuinstauce occurred which, for many snbsecpient years, made 
IMr. Harvey the subject of much mental and bodily suffering; and at one time 
caused hini to fear that his career as an artist was rapidly terminating. He 
was proceeding from Edinburgh into the country with a friend, in a gig, when 
the horse stumbled and fell, pitching him out of the vehicle full on his head. 
His hat saved him from any apparent serious injury, and at the time he did 
not feci much to cause uneasiness ; but not very lung after, and at considerable 
intervals, he experienced severe headaches and frequent depression of spirits. 
These continued augmenting and concentrating until work became a burden, 
from the dull, weary, chronic pains that settled down in the head, overpowering 
every faculty ; his sight also began to fail, and yet his general health was good. 
He tried every remedy suggested by his medical adviser, then homnepathy, then 

I 

hydropathy, and subsequently a journey of some months into Italy; but all 
without success. Alattcrs were going on in this way with increasing hopeless¬ 
ness, until they were brought to a climax while painting the picture of 
“ Columbus,” in 1848 or 1849 ; he gradually found that his pencil seemed to 
disappear from the point of work, and after some moments every thing before 
tlie eye became a dim mass. No amelioration taking place at the end of a few 
days, he took down the half-liuished picture from the easel, turned its face to 
the wall of his studio, sadly saying to himself, “ Jly work is done—1 shall 
never paint more! ” But he had not yet accomplished his destiny: at the 
deepest moment of this dark time, his friend and brother-artist, Mr. J. Noel 
Baton, R.S.A., entreated him to consult his friend Mr. Beveridge. Harvey 
declined the kind advice for a long time, but at length yielded to his entreaties, 
and ])laced himself under the care of iMr. Beveridge, by whose marvellous 
and peculiar skill in the treatment of such complaints Mr. Harvey was, after 
l)rolunged attendance at his establishment, rendered com])letely free of the cuKie 
of all those distressing symptoms which had weighed so heavily upon his health 
and spirits for several years previously, and he is now quite well. The disorder 
which had caused liim so much suffering was incipient congestion of the brain. 

A subject of a totally different nature from any Harvey had hitherto painted, 
was represented in the solitary picture he exhibited in 1839, under the title of 

Engraved by] COVENANTERS PREACHING. [-J. and G. P. Mwnolls. 

“ A Cast-away,” a shijnvrecked sailor floating on a raft: it was sold to the 
Edinburgh Association, who had it engraved, inline, for their subscribers; it is 
now in the possession of Sir Robert .-Vbercrumby, of Birkenbog. Another of the 
“ Covenanters ” series appeared in 1840, “ The Communionit is the property 
of the Rev. G. D. Cullen, Edinburgh ; and has been engraved in line, but not 
satisfactorily. “ Robbers meltiug Plate,” exhibited at the. same time, is a 
powerfully painted picture, with a fine Rembraudtish effect. “ Sabbath 
Evening,” exhibited in 1841, was sold to the Edinburgh Association, and was 
four or five years ago in the hands of Mr. Gambart. “ Argyle an hour before 
his Execution,” was also bought by the Association for one of ineir prizes; we 
have heard Mr. Harvey speak of this and other of his pictures as being almost 
ruined by injudicious varnishing after leaving his hands. In 1843 he painted 
“The Minister’s Visit;” and in 1844, “A Highland Funeral,”—a subject 
treated with the skill of a true artist, and the feeling of a true poet; it is a 
solemn and most impressive picture, and has been engraved in line. It was 
bought by klr. Clow, of Liverpool, for £200, and is now in the possession of 
Mr. Holt, of the same place. 

All the ])ictures hitherto enumerated were exhibited in Edinburgh, but in 
1843 Mr. Harvey made his first appearance as an exhibitor in London, by 
sending to the Royal Academy a painting representing “ An Incident in the 

Life of Napoleon;” the scene, a field of battle by moonlight, after the 
engagement; Napoleon with some of his staff ]iassing over the plain, comes to 
a dead body, beside which a dog keeps watch. It was bought by Air. W. 
Aliller,' the distinguished engraver of Edinburgh, whose name is associated 
witli several of the landscape ])lates which have appeared in the Art-Journal, 
and who has just completed a large line engraving from this picture, which 
has somewhat recently passed into the hands of Air. AY. Wilson, of Banknock. 
The following year Air. Harvey sent nothing to London, but in 1845 he 
exhibited in Edinburgh—“ Alungo Pai k and the Little Flower,” bought by 
Air. Clow, and now the property of Air. H. Carstairs, Liverpool; and in 1840, 
“A Schnle Skailin,” “ The Enterkin, Lead Hills, Lanarkshire,” and a “Portrait 
of a Lady the “ Schnle ” was purchased by Air. D. Carstairs, and has been 
engraved in line: the “ Enterkin ” is in the possession of Air. Campbell, of 
Blythewood. The “ First Reading of the Bible in the Crypt of Old St. Paul’s,” 
exhibited in London the same year, made a most favourable im])ression upon the 
minds of the English public who take an interest in British Art, and who, till 
this year, knew but little of his works except througli the engravings from them. 
It was sold to Air. Clow for £400, the copyright to Graves and Co. for £300 ; it 
is now the property of Air. J. Torr, of Liverpool. The engraving, in line, from 
this picture has caused it to be so widely known that any description of the 
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composition is superfluous. “ Quitting the Mausc,” another picture familiar to 
the public through the engraving from it, was also exhibited at the Academy 
in 1847; it belongs to Mr. W. Wilson, of Banknock, who paid the artist GOO 
guineas for it, and Messrs. Graves gave him 300 guineas for the copyright. 

In 1848, he contributed to the Royal Academy Exhibition a painting which 
we have always regarded as his most poetical conception, and one as charmingly 
rendered as it is beautiful in idea; and yet “ Blowing Bubbles—the Past and 
Present,” a group of children playing in the grave-yard of the old Grey Friars’ 
Church, Edinburgh, vms placed in the Octacjon Room,—an act of injustice for 
which the “ hangers ” of that year deserve the strongest condemnation, for the 
w'hole gallery did not contain a work of finer feeling. The picture has recently 
become the property of Mr. R. Platt, of Staley Bridge, at the price of £365. 

Between this year and 18.51, Mr. Harvey was, as we have already intimated, 
laid aside from his labours ; but by the time the Royal Academy was ready to 
receive its annual contributions for the latter year, he had completed and sent 
up “The Wise and Foolish Builders,” which ivas placed high up over one of 
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the doorways, a position where its merits were as much concealed as those of 
the preceding picture were in the Octagon Room. However, it was bought for 
£300 by IMr. Clow, of Liverpool, and now hangs with the “Bubbles” in the 
gallery of Mr. Platt. The principal work painted in 1852 was “ Dawm revealing 
the New World to Columbus,” purchased by the Edinburgh Association for 
300 guineas, and placed by them in the Edinburgh National Gallery, where it 
now is. Messrs. Graves bought the copyright of the picture, and had it 
engraved in mezzotint. “ The Bowlers,” another painting which has also been 
engraved in mezzotint, was exhibited at the Royal Academy in the following 
year, but ivas hung out of sight. Mr. Gambart, the publisher, bought it for 
£400; it is now the property of Mr. J. Miller, of Liverpool. 

Whether the treatment Air. Harvey’s pictures have received from the Royal 
Academy has induced him to discontinue his contributions to the annual 
exhibitions in Trafalgar Square, w'e will not presume to say, but he has sent 
nothing since “ The Bowlers.” He has, however, exhibited in Edinburgh, in 
1854, two landscapes—“The Head of the Burn,” aud “Sundown,” which were 

sold for £100 each; in 1855, “The Night Mail”—a railway-train whirling 
through an open country amid darkness, and “ Pompeii,” a view taking in the 
line of pillars in the Forum, with Vesuvius in the distance: the former was 
bought by the Edinburgh Association for £120; the latter by Mr. J. Beveridge, 
of Edinburgh, for £130. In 1856 he produced two views of “Loch Lee,” 
one of which he sold for £250 to Mr. John Rankin, of Edinburgh; a view 
of “Loch Skene,” and a portrait of Dr. i John Brown, treated historically; 
and in 1857, “John Bunyan and his Blind Daughter selling Staylaces 

AT THE Door of Bedford Jail,” engraved on this page, and sold to Air. R. 
Horn, of Edinburgh, for £400 ; and a landscape—•“ Ferregan ”—sold to the 
same gentleman for £150. 

If we could afford to extend our remarks over another page or two, we should 
stiU leave much unsaid of what might be written of the list of pictures we have 
enumerated; we can, however, only generalise our remarks, and that very 
briefly. Had Air. Harvey been a less skilful artist than he has proved himself 
to be, he would yet be a popular one. In the subjects selected from the history 

of the Covenanters, he made what is commonly called a “ successful hit 
though specifically national and sectarian, they are of universal interest. In his 
other representations of Scottish life he shows himself a close observer of human 
nature, and a faithful and poetical delineator of what passes before his eyes, or 
is suggested to his imagination : he is serious or humorous, as befits the occa¬ 
sion, and either to a degree that few artists attain to. There is an extraordinary 
individuality in his characters which makes each its own interpreter of what it 
is, and what is its business on the scene of action ; and also an earnestness of 
purpose and feeling which indicates that the mind of the painter has deeply 
entered into his work: it is quite impossible to analyse one of these Scottish 
scenes without arriving at this conclusion; and to it Air. Harvey owes much of 

j the popularity he most deservedly enjoys. The pictures which are not so entirely 
^ national have exceUences of their own not less notable than his other works. 
■ His style of painting is bold and firm, neither too loose in manipulation, nor too 
j precise in matters of detail; his arrangement of light and shade is, generally, 

most striking and powerful in effect, aud his colouring w'arm and luminous. 

JOHN BUNYAN AND HIS BLIND DAUGHTER AT THE DOOR OF BEDFORD JAIL. EcAraced Ly J ^J- aod G. P. Nicbolls. 
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TOMBS OT EXGLISir AllTISTS. 

No. 3.—JOHN FLAXMAN, E.A. 

If the woiIJ of Art be eimobleil by men of high 
geniuSj whose walk through liie is directed by high- 
mindeduess, how much more is “that smaller world” 
which claims to be their birthplace raised among 
the nations Avhen she may say, “ these are my sons !” 
England has few greater men to boast of than John 
I'laxraan; and among aU her artists there is not one 
to whom other nations will more willingly accord 
the place of honour. It ma}^ indeed, be doubted 
whether Flaxman is not more honoured and better 
understood abroad than at home. 

If there ever was an honest man who, by earnest 
application and devoted study, achieved glory—and 
w ho, by simplicity of life and purity of thought and 
action,"left us a "lesson how that glory should be 
borne, it was he. Fuseli, in one of his satiric moods, 
called him “ the Tiei'erend John Flaxman.” Let us 
accept the term (born of a sedateness which Fuseli 
disliked)—he was reverend; if all that claims reve¬ 
rence can win it. For seventy-two years had he 
lived on earth—as a sickly boy, a poor struggling 
student, a young man battling against poverty, a 
husband with no iudependence but the w'ealth of his 

own and his young wife’s love, lie emerges from 
the thraldom of early fate; he is employed and 
honoured ; ho has more than enough for his own 
hands’labour; he is the prosperous rider of other 
and humbler Art-labourers;—is he changed? have 
“ bettered” circumstances made him w'orse—the 
contradiction vve too often see ? No ; he is still the 
same simple man, with the same jilain habits; aud 
“ never too old to grow wise and good,” as he once 
declared. His life was passed in the study of Art 
and “goodness;” his workmen loved him; he was 
to them as a father, and in sickness or sorrow his 
heart was ever open to counsel, and his purse to 
aid, them. If such a life is not reverend, there is 
no sense in using the term. 

Allan Cunningham—a man of a honest aud poetic 
mind—has w'lltteu a memoir of Flaxman which does 
the heart good to read. It is like a grand strain of 
music, tinged with only enough of sadness to make 
it the more solemn; it I'olls on over slight discord¬ 
ances by the force of its own power ; and glorious 
and beautiful are the closing notes of the theme. 
“ His life was simple and blameless ; be was mild 
and gentle; and a more perfect exemplar of the good 
man was to be found in his conduct than in all the 
theories of the learned.” 

Our first record of the cjuiet little sickly boy, wlio 
afterwards became the great academician, is very 

touching. Fropped on his crutches, in a chair 
behind the counter of his father (a moulder of 
figures), the child studied aud read, and a sickly 
cough was the only announcement of his presence, 
when one who was destined to be an important 
friend—the Kev. hlr. Mathew’—discovered him try¬ 
ing to master a Latin book. In a few years he 
became stronger, studied harder, aud vvas admitted 
as a pupil to the Royal Academy at the age of fifteen. 
He still lived with his father at his house in the 
Strand, opposite Durham Yard, and so continued 
till 1783 ; he was then twenty-seven years of age, 
wlien be hired a small liouse in Wardour Street, 
and married Ann Denman. The remark made by 
Sir Joshua Reynolds, that this last proceeding hail 
“ ruined him for an artist,” really stimulated him to 
higher exertion and greater aspiration. He had 
been for many years connected with the Wedg¬ 
woods, aud had furnished them with innumerable 
designs. They w’cre all at low rates; yet his con¬ 
tinuous exertion, and small requirements, made them 
sufficiently remunerative to content Flaxman; and 
the careful savings of five years enabled himself and 
wife to visit Rome. The writer of these notes has 
seen several of these bills to Wedgwood, in which 
many small items of ten to fifteen shillings each for 
modelling, go toward swelling a long bill for only a 
few pounds ; he has also seen a list of what he re- 

TUE KESIDEXCE OF FLAXMAN IN BCCEINGHAM STREET. FLAXMAN S TOMB IN THE GKAVE-TAKD OF ST. GILES S IN TUE FIELDS. 

quired as an outfit for Rome, and it almost rivals in ' 
simplicity the late General Napier’s notion of all ’ 
that was “necessarj-” for a field-officer. In Rome 
he had to w’ork as well as study, and here he com¬ 
posed his noble designs to Homer, iEschylus, and 
Dante. For seven years he stayed in Italy, and a 
better apprenticeship no man served to Art in her 
chosen land. He returned to England experienced 
and famed. The statue of the Earl of Mansfield, for 
which he had received a commission in Rome, was 
the first work completed on his return. 

He fixed his residence at No. 7, Buckingham Street, 
Fitzroy Square, and he never left it during the rest 
of his life. Cunningham calls it “ a modest house;” 
it is unpretending enough, as the reader may see 
from our cut; it is of the laonotonoiis cast that 
London builders rejoice in erecting by the thousand, 
until the great capital has become a tiresome heap 
of inanity. To it he added a small studio, and 
larger workshops for his assistants. Cunningham 
speaks of his visit, in 1825, to his little studio filled 
with models and sketches. “ There w'as but one 
chair,” he says, “ and a small barrel, which held 
coals, with a board laid over it: on the former he 
seated me, and occupied the latter himself, after 
having removed a favourite black cat, who seemed 
to consider the act ungracious.” The studio has 
been enlarged of late, and the premises behind re¬ 

built ; the front of the house lias been altered also, 
and a gateway built beside it, on which is painted 
“ Trinity IRstrict Schools.” The pure aud child¬ 
like genius of Flaxman would approve the change 
that converted his deserted studio to a home of in¬ 
struction for the children of the poor. In this house 
died Mrs. Flaxman, on Feb. 7, 1820, in the sixtieth 
year of her age ; her husband died here also, on the 
7th of December, 182G : he had prepared her grave 
in the burial-ground belonging to the Parish of St. 
Giles’s in the Fields, adjoining the Old Church of 
St. Pancras, and he was afterwrrds laid in the same 
resting-place. Let us make a pilgrimage to this 
once subui’ban spot. 

Flaxman’s tomb is a solid simple monument—no 
unfit type of the man himself; it stands in the 
midst of the grave-yard, but is not easy to find, inas¬ 
much as it has no distinctive mark ; it is as if the 
great man had desired this unpretending quietude, 
which enveloped him in life, to be with him in his 
last rest. So little is the spot known or asked after, 
that the grave-digger himself could not point it out, 
and when it was found, passed away with no other 
comment than “ he supposed I had come to see after 
it a little,” as the moss had grown thick in the 
hollows of the letters. The inscription is a long 
one, and first narrates the burial of his wife ; then 
follow the words—“ under the same stone is interred 

her husband, John Flaxman, R..4.P.S., whose mortal 
life was a constant preparation for a blessed immor¬ 
tality ; his angelic spirit returned to the Divine Giver 
ontbe7th of December, 183G,in the seventy-second 
year of his age.” This is followed by another to the 
memory of his sister, who died, 1833, in the sixty- 
fifth year of her age. Length of days, and honoim, 
had fallen on all, in accordance with the great 
promise. 

We have said that the sculptor’s works are best 
know'n on the Continent, and most highly valued 
there. This is because the higher aspirations of Art 
are more familiarly studied there than among our¬ 
selves. To a large nuinber of Englishmen Flax- 
man’s outlines are as a sealed book: the art we 
chiefly value is that which presents simple transcripts 
of nature. It needs mental training to fully com¬ 
prehend his wondrous designs, and their extraordi¬ 
nary embodiment of grandeur, poetry, and sim¬ 
plicity. The higher we educate ourselves in Art, 
the more we shall understand and appreciate them : 
and not only them, but all else in Art that is worthy 
of regard. Flaxmaii’s admirers among his own 
countrymen are “fit, though few'.” His works ap¬ 
peal to the highest feelings of the refined Art-studeut; 
but combined therewith we also find the simplicity 
of true greatness. 

F. W. Faiiiholt. 
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THE BEITISH INSTITUTION, 

FOR PROMOTING THE FINE ARTS IN THE 
UNITED KINGDOM. 

The Exhibition of 1858 is unquestionably in ad- 
x'ance of its predecessors of the last ten years. It 
is, in all respects save one, encouraging; showing a 
manifest improvement on the part of younger 
aspirants to fame, while several Art-veterans have 
contributed to augment its store of Art-w'ealth. 
These latter have not indeed done their best, but 
their aid is notwithstanding valuable, and it is 
especially welcome, as evidence that there exists a 
disposition in high quarters to render this “ spring 
show” of Art one of the attractions of the metropolis. 
It will be the fault of the Directors, if the Institution 
does not proceed from good to better. 

The Exhibition consists of B8S worts, of which 
fourteen are in sculpture: hut as usual, the sculpture 
resembles table ornaments rather than productions 
of Art. It w'as opened to the public on Monday, 
the 8th of February; and the private view, on the 
Saturday preceding, was, as heretofore, attended by 
many of the artists, amateurs, and collectors of the 
metropolis. They must have been gratified by the 
“ showbut must have seen with sorrow and shame 
that honours were withheld from the deserving. 

The British Institution was established “ for 
the Promotion of Artit is, above all other “ helps 
and outlets ” to Art, that from which the younger 
artist expects, and reasonably expects, to derive im¬ 
mediate advantage. Here his advanced competitors 
are few; here examinatioa becomes easy, inasmuch 
as he is not lost in a crowd; and to this exhibition 
collectors resort in order to extend “ patronage ” to 
neophytes in the profession. Many are they who 
obtained here their earliest substantial encourage¬ 
ments to labour and study. 

Here then, especially, care should be taken that 
contributors may consider justice assured ; yet here 
notoriously, year after year, we find evidence of the 
grossest “ favouritismwhile “ bad places,” or re¬ 
jections altogether, may be foretold with as much 
certainty as that the day of opening will be early in 
February. There is a mystery in the management 
here that, notwithstanding our experience of twenty 
years, we could never fathom; there are so many 
persons responsible—or apparently so—that we 
know not on whom responsibility rests; whether 
on the whole of the Directors or a part; or whether 
each and all deny that any duty of any kind is im¬ 
plied by the annual appearance of their names in 
the catalogue. We verily believe that no one of 
them sees the collection before the private view, and 
that the selecting, hanging, arranging, and rejecting, 
ai'e left altogether to the keeper, his clerk, and the 
carpenters; while even these we cannot hold ac • 
countable, inasmuch as they are merely the hands of 
the heads, in whom the public are taught to have 
trust, and to whom artists are compelled to confide 
their hopes of honour and recompense. 

We have repeatedly entered our protest against 
this shamefid dereliction of a solemn duty; we have 
done so in vain; there is not, we believe, one of the 
Directors who gives himself a moment’s thought, or 
an hour’s work, to the hanging of pictures—still 
less to the acceptance or rejection of pictm-es—at 
the British Institution. The natural consequence is, 
that let an artist who deserves honour, but has not 
yet attained it, send in a work, the cliances are 
against its being accepted at all; or if accepted, 
that it will be so placed as to act as a stumbling- 
block, rather than a staff on his way to fame. We 
appeal to the experience of all who have watched 
the progress of this Institution, to say if there be any 
exaggeration in these assertions. 

We cannot indeed call into court the witnesses 
who are excluded from it; but our readers may be 
assured that we are confiding in no light testimony 
when we say that among the hundreds “rejected,” 
there are works that would do credit to the most 
ambitious exhibition of the Metropolis; nay, it is 
more than probable that we shall point attention to 
some of them when hung—on the line—on the walls 
of the Koyal Academy in May. 

But of the pictures that are hung, all visitors 
may judge; and in reference to these, we assert 
there are proofs of error so gross as not to be 
defended by the plea of ignorance. Ignorance there 
no doubt is : it is very manifest; but that is not the 

worst of the evils to be encountered by contributors 
to the Institution—by such contributors, that is to 
say, as are unknown, ignored, or tabooed. We will 
give the carpenters and their instructors who hung 
the painting by Noel Paton the credit of know¬ 
ing nothing about that gentleman, and of being 
utterly unconscious of the nserits of his work; we 
doubt very much if they ever heard the name until 
they saw it on the slip of paper that accomjranied 
his offering; but, we ask, are such persons to be en¬ 
trusted with a task that demands a large amount of 
acquaintance with artists and Art—to say nothing of 
critical acumen and the power of separating excel¬ 
lence from mediocrity ? Mr. Patou has reached a 
position iu which he can sustain little injury from 
the ignorance of his judges ; but it is not so with 
others, to whom repniation is life. 

Again, we implore the directors of the British 
Institution, if they are themselves unwilling or 
unable to discharge a duty which the public believe, 
and are taught to believe, they do discharge—to call 
to their aid assistants capable of undertaking it for 
them, and who shall be made openly responsible for 
the issue. The mystery that now prevails there is 
a deplorable fact; vi'e know not of whom to com¬ 
plain, whom to accuse, against whom to appeal— 
“thou canst not say I did it” is the answer to 
every suspicion; and it is utterly impossible to 
fight with the shadows who do the work. 

These remarks—and they are by no means new 
to readers of the Art-Journal—seem to us abso¬ 
lutely and painfully necessary as a commencement 
of our notice of the exhibition; we repeat that, 
notwithstanding, it is very encouraging, and unques¬ 
tionably an advance on all its predecessors, since 
the abrogation of that rule which permitted the 
hanging of pictures that had been exhibited else¬ 
where. 

No. 1. ‘A Yarn,’ F. Stone, A.R.A. The yarn 
is spun by an old fisherman to a youth, who may be 
his grandson. They are small half-figures, inge¬ 
niously relieved by a dark background, in which ap¬ 
pears suspended a portion of a herring-net. The artist 
having w'orked for textures, the picture does not show 
the remai’kable tenderness of surface which has dis¬ 
tinguished Mr. Stone’s productions. It is, ho^wever, 
palpably substantial; the head of the youth is a very 
characteristic study. 

No. 2. ‘A Pond in the Meadows,’ T. S. Cooper, 
A.K.A. A small agronpment of cows, very like 
preceding pictures. 

No. 3. ‘ On the Eden, near Carlisle,’ E. J. Nie¬ 
mann. This view, which presents the river in the 
nearest section, is taken at some distance below Car¬ 
lisle, and shows in the distance the Cumberland hills. 

No. 4. ‘ Extract from my Journal whilst at 
Abbotsford,’ Sir B. Landseer, R.A. The extract 
is this :—“ Found the great poet in his study, laugh¬ 
ing at a coliey puppy playing with ‘ Maida,’ his fa- 
voui’ite old deer-hound, given him. by Glengarry; 
and quoting Shakspere, ‘ Crabbed age and youth 
cannot live together.’ On the floor was a cover of 
a proof sheet, sent for correction by Constable, of 
the novel then in progress. N.B. This took place 
before he was the acknowledged author of the 
Waverley Novels.” The picture is small; and the 
dog suggests rather a puny lurcher than a noble 
deer-hound. We know not whether this famous 
dog were blind of the left eye, but he appears so 
here, and Ms left leg has the appearance of being 
broken. The puppy is biting Maida’s tail, to which 
he has turned from the above-mentioned paper 
cover, that yet bears legibly Sir Walter’s name and 
address. This picture is as freely painted as any that 
Sir E. Landseer has ever executed—a sustained pro¬ 
test against Pre-Kaffaellism. The accessories are 
few, hut they are rendered of the utmost value. 

No. 6. ‘Sand-pit, near Chilwortb, Surrey,’ W. 
S. Hose. A small picture—in truth, a miniature 
landscape—sparkling in the fulness of the animation 
of nature. 

No. 6. ‘ Cross Purposes,’ T. M. Joy. We meet 
here a lady with two lovers, each of whom is de¬ 
sirous of slipping a note into her hand. The incident 
is pointedly told, and the picture is carefully and 
well paiuteA 

No. 13. ‘ Camelias,’Mrs. Rimer. These flowers 
are red and white, fresh and brilliant, and they are 
accompanied by a scrap of matting—a simple, but 
effective auxiliary. 

No. 22. ‘The Leviathan,’ E. J. Niemann. This 

may serve as a memorandum of the vast mass; but 
the subject is not interesting for a picture. It is a 
large painting, in wliicli the huge vessel is presented 
as seen from the water at night: there is a fine 
touch of poetry in the background ; but the subject 
is scarcely worthy of tlie labour it has received. 

No. 2A ‘Dutch Fishing-boats — Tide flowing. 
Wind off-shore,’ E. W. Cooke, A.R.A. The inci¬ 
dent has been already frequently painted by Mr. 
Cooke, and perhaps more faithfully than in this 
composition. The principal boat is a “ pink,” which 
appears to be just come in, as the crew unship the 
rudder and liaul down the foresail. The boat is 
painted iu all her detail with the utmost precision— 
a nicety of linish which contrasts singularly with 
the water, the forms of which not only do not 
satisfy the eye, but they are made out with a laxity 
of execution which would seem to be the work of a 
hand less experienced than that of the autlior of the 
work. 

No. 27. ‘ A Hard Word,’ W. Hemsley. A small 
picture, in which are introduced a country school- 
dame with a few of her pupils; but, promiueutly, a 
boy who is stopped by the hard word. It is worked 
out with great care, and is a production of rare merit. 

No. 28. ‘The Twa Dogs,’ Sir E. Landseer, 

R.A. This is the second time that Sir E. Landseer 
has treated this subject. Years ago, in the very 
youth of his reputation, he painted “ Tlie Twa 
Dogs,” that version which became the property of 
Mr. Sheepshanks, and which now, through the pa¬ 
triotism of that gentleman is placed in the'j public 
collection at Kensington. That work, more than 
this, is entitled to be considered a suggestion from 
the verse of Burns, from the landscape and the co¬ 
relative poses of the animals, which are unmistake- 
ably conversational. In this picture we have only 
the heads—one of a w’ell-conditioned Newfound¬ 
land— 

“ His hair, his size, his mouth, his lugs, 
Show he is nane o’ Scotland's dogs; 
His lockit, letter’d braw brass collar. 
Show him the gentleman and scholar.’’ 

The other is that of a collie, with an expression 
anything bat attractive. Of the two heads but little 
that is new can be said; they seem to have been 
painted with even more than the artist’s usual 
facility. These two pictures have been painted, we 
presume, at Penshurst, whither the great cynographer 
retired for the benefit of his health, which it may 
be hoped is so far restored as to ensure a conti¬ 

nuation of his works. 
No. 36. ‘The Heath at Alhnry, Surrey,’ Vicat 

Cole, The road here is a little too high in tone; 
but for this, the picture, as far as we can see it, is 
unexceptionable. The trees and the lower herbage 
have been studied with close reference to nature.^ 

No. 37. ‘ Fountain di San Giorgio, Port of Genoa,’ 
J. Holland. This fountain, with its detail, con¬ 
stitutes the principal foreground quantity of the 
composition, and beyond this we see, in the sun¬ 
shine, an array of the superb palaces of Genova la 
ricea, overtopped by remoter hills. The subject is 
difficult to dispose, perhaps more so than the similar 
subject, which we think Mr. Holland has also 
treated, ‘ The Slave Fountain at Leghorn; ’ it is, 
however, a sparkling and most graceful composition. 

No. 39. ‘ Fruit, painted from Nature,’ Miss E. H. 
Stannakd. The grapes and other fruits are very 
skilfully rendered, but the background is an unfor¬ 
tunate section of the picture. 

No. 40. ‘II Ventaglio,’ R. Rothwell. It is now- 
some years since we have seen a work by this 
painter. This is a study of a maiden with the fan, 
which gives the title to the picture. Like aU simi¬ 
lar studies of Mr. Rothwell, tlie colour is singularly 
hriUiant, but the eyes are so large as to be natm'ally 
impossible in such a face; it is, however, graceful 
as a composition, and excellent as a “fancy portrait” 
of much interest and beauty. 

No. 47. ‘Caernarvon Castle—approaching Storm,’ 
J. B. Pyne. This is the view usually given of 
Caernarvon—that is, we see it from the water’s edge, 
closing in middle distance the right section of the 
picture. The eye is led to it on the light by a line 
of buildings, and a variety of objects distributed in 
an order as picturesquely broken as possible. But 
this is not palpably felt, because immediately before 
the castle lies a boat and a large buoy, so red as to 
excite astonishment at the daring winch could ven¬ 
ture such a disposition. It is, however, very jndi- 

X 
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' ciously supported, and derives great value from the 
j greys, of wliicli really the entire picture all but 
: consists. Vfe look with admiratiou on a result so 

rich from the general subjugation of tint and tone. 
No. 48. ‘ Net-niakiiig,’ E. J. Cobbett. A single 

figure, that of a fisherman’s daughter, occupied 
according to the title ; it is substantially and care¬ 

fully painted. 
No. 49. ‘Langdale Pikes, Windermere,’ G.Pettit. 

I The lustrous reflection of the water in this picture is 

i perfectly successful. 
No. 51. ‘ Morning,’L. W. Des.vnges. A charm¬ 

ing picture ; the work of an artist who always excels 
when he paints a fair woman. 

No. 52. ‘The Voice of Mercy,’ G. D. Leslie. 

This is a work of strong Pre-Raffaellite tendencies, 
i and, like many of the pictures of that school, is so 
^ obsciu'e and indefinite in its narrative, as to be open 
j to several interpretations. There are hvu figures : 
' that of .Justice holds a sword in her right hand, and 

a greyhound by a chain iu the left; whether she 
threatens the dog, or any person or animal not iu 
the picture, is not clear, but Mercy, a second figure, 
by her side interposes. Here the narrative termi- 

! nates. 
i No. 55. ‘Gleaners’ Pastime,’ J.T. Hart. The 
I gleaners are tw'o children, who are rubbing the com 
j out of the ears and blowing away the chaff; but the 

merit of the picture is iu the landscape portion, 
which is wrought with the utmost nicety. 

No. 50. ‘Peter Boel Arranging his Model,’ L. 
Hague. John Van Huysnm we know, and Rachel 
Ruysch, also David de Heem and Maria Van Oster- 
wyk, but who art thou, Peter Boel, that art worthy 
to be painted by Louis Haghe? No matter, he is a 
flower-painter, and he caresses those children of the 
sun as lovingly as did the gentle Herrick. An 
excellent composition ; his model is a vase of floivers, 
which he is arranging with a dainty touch, while 
nearer the window is his canvas ready for work. 
All the items of the picture are most suitable to the 
subject, and the lighting is very skilful; and as a 
background to the figure, the artist has adopted the 
rich tapestry pattern of the Brewers’ Council-room 
at Antwerp. The features may be those of Peter 
Boel, but we seem to have had a nodding acquaint¬ 
ance with them for the la.st half century ; it is in 
short a head that will fit any shoulders whose name 
begins with Fan. But if Mr. Haghe be about to 
forsake water-colour for oil-painting, we fear that he 
will find the dereliction of water-colom- the great 
error of his life. 

No. 02. ‘'Tsur, or Tyre, Coast of Phoenicia,’ 
D. Roberts, R..A.. Here is the fulfilment of the 
prophecy of Ezekiel (chaps, xxvi. and xxvii.), “And 
I will make thee like the top of a rock. Thou 
shalt he a place to spread nets upon. Thou 
shalt be built no more, for I have spoken it, saith 
the Lord.” We view these monumental ruins as on 
a peninsida, passing to the right into the sea, above 
the level of which, and extending towards the spec¬ 
tator, a long line of ruined foundations appears, and 
between which the water rushes with a sullen heave, 
which the painter must have seen, as it is so em¬ 
phatic here. Beyond the ruins of the devoted city 
a chain of mountains traverses the composition, 
passing to remote distance. The whole is generally 
low in tone, very unassuming in colour, and brought 
forwmrd with au execution perhaps unusually free. 

No. 63. ‘Repose,’H. Britt AN Willis. A herd 
of cattle grouped by the side of a stream; they .ire 
drawn with knowledge and perfect accuracy, but the 
charm of the picture are the dispositions of colour 
and light. 

No. 66. ‘A Vale near Beddgelert, North Wales,’ 
A. Williams. A small picture, pictimesque as to 
subject, and as to colour infinitely richer than any^- 
thing that has ever been exhibited under this name. 

No. 67- ‘ The JVounded Trooper,’ A. Cooper, 

R.A. This is a very ancient subject—the horse 
standing by his prostrate master. The animal is 
well drawn, but there is too much refinement for a 
troop-horse. 

No. 70. ‘ The Campbells are Coming—Lucknow, 
Jessie Brown, September, J857,’E. Goodall, A.R.A. 
This is the story of the corporal’s wife, whose High¬ 
land ear distinguished afar the sound of the bagpipe 
before the shrill war-march was heard by English 
ears. Like another maid of Saragossa, she listens in 
an exposed situation on the rampart, and the men who 
have been working the mortar have ceased from their 

toil to listen also. The woman’s earnestness induces 
the officer to suspend for a moment his orders, and 
essay to catch the sounds which he would so gladly 
hear. He is a tine manly figure, calm and reso¬ 
lute, though worn with anxiety—whose cares are not 
so much for his own life as for those of all ai'ound 
him, and especially for the safety of his wife aud 
child who are near him. The style of this picture, 
it may be observed, is very different from that of 
antecedent works ; the story is, however, most cir¬ 
cumstantially narrated, aud the subject is very 
pointedly indicated. 

No. 75. ‘ Pio della Camp.agna,’ R. Buckner. 

Had this subject been Pio della Citta, we should 
have understood its point better than the allusion 
in this composition, in which we find principally a 
boy leading a dog of the Spitz breed. 

No. 76. ‘Tsaida, or Sidon, Capital of ancient 
Phamicia, looking towards Mount Lebanon,’ D. 
Roberts, R A. The elder sister of Tyre, aud, like 
her, fallen for like crimes under the curse of heaven. 
Here we have the sea on oui- left, and the Lebanon 
range closing the distance. So much alike arc 
these remains—that is, of both cities—in site, quan¬ 
tity, and general form, that both pictm'es seem to 
give views of the same place, but from opposite 
points. These two works form pendarfts, which ought 
to be inseparable. 

No. 80. ‘ Harrowing,’ \V. H. Hopkins. A team 
of two horses, tended by a boy. The animals, and 
the ground they are working, are well painted, but 
the gi'ey horse does all the work. 

No. 82. ‘ Castle of Chillon, Lake of Geneva,’ 
J. Danby. This famous castle looks smaller here 
than it has ever before appeared; but the view 
has been studied as a glowing evening effect, as 
which it is successful. 

No. 83. ‘ The Visit to the Studio,’ L. Hague. 

The visitors are an old gentleman and a young lady', 
and perhaps a friend, viho, with the painter, is 
behind them. The figures are attired in dresses of 
the seventeenth centmy, a period to which, as to 
costume, Mr. Haghe is especially attached. The 
lower tones of the picture are broad, deep, and little 
broken, so that they fully sustain the principal 
light, the dress of the young lady. The work is 
wrought out much in the feeling of certain of the 
elder Dutch painters, especially of Terburg, whom 
biographers love to call “ the mther of the conver¬ 
sation school.” 

No. 84. ‘ Waiting for the Barge,’ G. Cole. 

This is a study of three horses on the bank of a 
river; the animals are carefully drawn and judi¬ 
ciously grouped. 

No. 89. ‘Varenna.’ G. E. Hering. One of those 
lake subjects which the painter renders with incom¬ 
parable sweetness. The town lies on the right, aud 
the lake extends to distance between hills covered 
with verdure, until the distance melts into the sun¬ 
light. The picture is everywhere most patiently 
elaborateel, and the sunny tranquillity—wliich is 
evidently the sentiment proposed—is satisfactorily 
realised. 

No. 90. ‘ The Pride of the Moors,’ G. W. 
Horlor. The material consists of a sheltie and a 

brace of dogs ; the pony is a characteristic type of 
his race. 

No. 91. ‘The Cathedral at Sens,’ L. J. Wood. 
Jjike many Ereuch cathedi'als, that of Sens is lost 
amid the buddings by^ which it is surrounded; we 
have, consequently, only a partial view of the 
edifice. The subject is not so judiciously selected 
as others which the artist has recently painted. 

No. 93. ‘ The Turn of a Straw,’ H. C. Selous. 

The story is a rustic pair, youth and maiden, whom 
we see in confidential discourse at a stile. She 
bears on her head the produce of her day’s glean¬ 
ing, and plays wdth a straw between her fingers. 
He, however, is earnest and pressing, but she listens 
soraevvhat indifferently to the momentous propo¬ 
sition. Both figures are full of expression, and in 
that expression lies the tale of the two hearts. 

No. 102. ‘The Cottage Window,’ G. Wells. 

That is, a study of a female figure at the window', well 
drawn, and painted with much freshness of feeling, 
but as to quality, far short of the excellence of this 
painter’s miniature works. 

No. 107. ‘Venice from the Riva Schiavoni — 
Early Morning,’ E. A. Goodall. The point from 
which this view has been studied is the quay near 
the Doge’s palace looking tow'ards the Grand Canal, i 

and thus comprehending as pi'incipal features the 
Salute, Dogana, and adjacent edifices, to which the 
eye is led by the lines of buildings on the quays. 
We look into this picture with much satisfaction, 
and marvel at the unbaflled resolution with which 
every item of the long and intricate account is set 
aud maintained in its place. The river is crowded 
w'ith little figures admirably drawn and studiously 
national ; aud the subdued tints of the morning 
are sufficiently real to show that the painter has 
been at his sketch as early as the yet spare light 
would enable him to distinguish objects. 

No. 113. ‘ Hopes aud Fears,’ T. M. Joy. A 
group of a mother and her child, the former clasp- 
iug the latter to her bosom as if in apprehension of 
some imminent evil. The figures are large, and 
the feeUug of the work is that of an earlier time : it 
is, however, an agreeable composition, effectively 
studied. 

No. 120. ‘ Knuckle Down,’ W. H. Knight. 

The tiile were enough to declare the subject; three 
or four boys are playing at marbles, and he who is 
about to shoot is ordered to “ knuckle down.” 
'These figures display a great amount of profitable 
study; every object and every line has its office iu 
the composition, and the remotest section of the 
picture has been as anxiously realised as the nearest 
passage. 

No. 121. ‘A Dutch Shore—A Still Day after 
Stormy Weather,’ E. W. Cooke, A.R..A. Of this 
identical subject Mr. Cooke executes a continued 
series of versions—-fishing-boats just come iu or 
just going out, beached on a low level shore, with 
the wave line on the sand running transversely into 
the pictiu'e. The remarks made on No. 23 apply 
in a great measure to this work. 

No. 124. ‘Immortelles,’ F. Wyburd. 

“ Those whom she loved so long: and sees no more, 
Loved and still loves—not dead—hut gone before.” 

The title is given to a girl seated in a window, 
making a crown of those yellow flowers. She is pre¬ 
sented iu profile, and the figure is the conception of 
a refined and cultivated taste, with an expression of 
feature inexpressibly sweet. The extreme purity 
of the flesh tints is not more admirable than the 
simple elegance of the dress. 

No. 125. ‘ On the Coast, Hastings,’ P. W. Elen. 

The cliffs, although distant, are sufficiently true to 
indicate Hastings. The subject is full of appro¬ 
priate material, and very successful in effect. 

No. 127. ‘ A Coast Scene from Nature,’ W. 
Hemsley. The locale is a grassy cliff overhanging 
the sea-shore, on ivhich lie two boys, one in charge 
of a child, for the amusement of whom the other 
beats a tambourine. We submit that the subject had i 

been better and more natural if the figure charged with |- 
the care of the child had been a girl instead of a boy; ' 

' be that as it may, the figures are exquisitely wrought 
out, the colour and chiaroscuro are in the finest 
taste, and the grassy bank ou which this most 
simple agroupment is cast, is iu itself au essay of 
great merit. 

No. 139. ‘Disappointment.’ A. J. 'W^oolhek. A 
female figure standing at a window iu a pose of 
deep dejection. 'The grey hues of the dress con¬ 
trast strongly with the expression of the features. 
As a study of colour it is exceedingly brilliant. 

No. 142. ‘An Evening after Bad Weather,’ A. 
W. Knell. The scene is an anchorage, which may 
be anywhere; and the shades of evening have, fallen 
on the sea, but the yellow sun-light yet lingers in 
the lower sky. The principal object is a dismasted 
ship riding at anchor, which without other indi¬ 
cation evidences the kind of weather that has pre¬ 
vailed. The artist has frequently painted this effect. 

No. 144. ‘ Far Away,’ P. H. Calderon. A 
study of a girl standing at a window immersed iu 
melancholy thoughts. She wears the costume pe- 
cidiar to the lower class of German women, aud 
every fold of that dress, as to form and tone, has 
been most conscientiously painted. 'The pictm’e is 
a success, but it is less ambitious than others we 
have seen exhibited under this name. 

No. 143. ‘ Schnabserthal,’ F. Dillon. This f/raf 
is in fact a rocky ravine, the highway of a headlong 
foaming w'inter torrent, but now dry, save, where 
intersected by the stream, shrunk to its usual 
summer dimensions: a study of rocks and stones, 
painted in a low-toned breadth, as seen at twi¬ 
light, for the sun is low, aud its rays light only a 
distant mountain peak. The subject has been 
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chosen with much feeling for pictorial quality, and 
worked out with a becoming sentiment, but the 
scene would have been better as a rocky solitude, 
without the presence of figures. 

No. 152. ‘The Peacock at Home,’ G. L.vnce. 
A quaint association, but not more so than the col¬ 
lective onuilum gatherum compositions of some of 
the Dutch painters. It is a large picture, gorgeous 
in colour and elegant in arrangement. We have a 
heap of fruit lying on a sculptured marble garden 
bench, and above this is placed a peacock, the tail 
of which passes over to the left. The upper part is 
landscape. It is an attractive picture—the fruit is 
painted with the artist’s accustomed cunning, and 
the whole is most carefully brought forward. 

No. 155. ‘The Old Soldier and the Young 
Recruit,’ G. Land.seek. An excellent picture, full 
of point and character, which undoubtedly carries on 
the honours of the great name. 

No. 159. ‘ The Hay-harvest,’ H. Jutsum. The 
subject is not, as it might be expected, a hay-field, 
but the outskirts of a farm-yard, into which the hay 
is being carted for stacking. A chief feature in the 
picture is a group of magnificently-spreading trees. 
On the left the scene is most skilfully closed with 
indications of the comfortable abode of a w-ealthy 
farmer, while on the right it opens to distance, 
showing passages of wooded scenery common to 
our own land, but such as no other country can 
boast. Every incident in the composition evidences 
the best accomplishments of the art. 

No. 167. J. Gilbert. To this picture there is 
no title, but the subject is an incident in the life 
of Teniers, who, when about fifteen years of age, 
and painting in his father’s studio, was sur¬ 
prised by Rubens, who proceeded at once to touch 
upon his picture. We find, therefore, the great 
master seated before a piece of canvas roughly 
mounted, on wliich the boy has been working. 
Young Teniers, bis father, and mother are behind 
the chair of Rubens, w'atching attentively the progress 
of the picture. The work is rich and harmonious 
in its hues : to colour, the artist has chiefly addressed 
himself. A facility of sketching may have rendered 
Mr. Gilbert more or less careless of the realities of 
form, and those niceties of execution which are 
insisted on in academical education. But the 
picture is a production of striking brilliancy—the 
black and yellow, with the highly-glazed flesh tints, 
are powerfully eflective. It establishes the character 
of the artist as a man of the highest genius. 

No. 171. ‘ Pike and Perch,’ H. L. Rolfe. There 
are but the two fish lying at the water’s edge. The 
glistening freshness of their scales is a most happy 
imitation of the appearance of fish but just removed 
from the stream. 

No. 173. ‘ Mill near Trefriew, North Wales,’ E. J. 
Niemann. This is a large picture, presenting a stream 
flowing over a rocky bed enclosed by masses of foli¬ 
age, between which appears the mill. The chief 
feature of the composition—the trees, are painted 
with a free and a full brush, in tints mellow and 
harmonious, and affording a strong opposition to 
the lighter passages. 

No. 183. ‘ The Road to Seville,’ R. Ansdell. 

The title affords no key to the subject of the com¬ 
position, which is essentially a cattle-pictoi’e. It is 
large, and contains principally a team of bullocks 
drawing a cart in which are twm or three country- 
people. The eye rests instantly on the driver, who, 
standing in a position which the painter must have 
seen, with a thin w'and resting on the horn of one of 
the animals, guides his course, and is evidently 
about to turn the vehicle. This is one of the most 
picturesque figui-es we have of late seen—his pose, 
his cuislets of cowskin with the hair on, his entire 
mise is striking, and of course genuine. The 
animals, it must be supposed, are characteristic 
studies. It is an admirable production, and excels 
everything that Mr. Ansdell has hitherto produced. 

No. 189. ‘ Beatrice di Dante,’ H. Weigall. A 

study of a female head with the features presented 
ftdl to the spectator. The hair is not in colour the 
national deep black of Italy, but it is auburn, the 
hue that Titian, and other of the Italian painters, 
loved so much. The features are qualified with an 
expression of divine benignity. 

MIDDLE ROOM. 

No. 197. ‘ The Rescue,’ J. Danby. The story 
is of a shipwreck. The smwivors, who are on a 

raft, arc about to be removed from tbeir peril by 
the approaching boat of a brig, which is hove to to 
rescue the sufferers. The sea is perfectly calm, and 
the sun is scltiiig. The materials are slightly 
treated—too much so for so largo a canvas, but the 
effect is felicitously made out. 

No. 206. ‘ The Companions,’ C. Dukes. This 
fellowship exists between a child and a dog, both of 
vvhich are in the lap of the mother of the former. 
The group is painted with great firmness. 

No. 211. ‘The After-Dinner Nap,’ E. Weekes. 

A study of a man sleeping. The head is admirably 
realised. 

No. 219. ‘The Lake of Como,’ T. Danby. This 
is the first foreign subject of its class that we 
remember by this painter, w'ho has been hitherto 
painting Welsh and Scottish scenery, which, in the 
manner of the art, this picture is made very much to 
resemble. The breadth of the canvas is, with little 
exception, water and sky, certainly beautiful in colour, 
to which all form is sacrificed. There arc here and 
there points to force the effect, but the mellow colour 
and cunning manipulation would have derived 
greater value from forms more definite and sub¬ 
stantial. 

No. 221. ‘The Drove,’ E. W. Keyl. The scene 
is an extensive and gloomy moor, carefully rendered, 
with well preserved distances; and the drove con¬ 
sists of a few horned cattle and a flock of sheep, 
drawn with the knowledge which this painter always 
show's in his w'orks. 

No. 223. ‘An Ancient Roman Tomb,’ W. Lin¬ 

ton. A small picture, showing a yet substantial ruin 
on the left of the composition, the excellent palpa¬ 
bility of which approaches reality as nearly as Art 
can approach its model. There is a fine taste and 
classic zest in the picture, and these qualities would 
be more appreciable if the wmrk were left without 
the final glaze which sullies its surface generally. 

No. 224. ‘ Sunlight in a Shady Place,’ R. 
Rothwell. This sunlight falls on the cheek of 
a child—a little boy—a life-sized study of great 
beauty, for in this class of subject the painter has 
always excelled; the colour is tender and life-like, 
and the character graceful and winning. 

No. 225. ‘A Puritan in his Cups,’ A. H. 
Toueriek. a soldier of the seventeenth century, 
in buff coat and boots, sleeping in his chair. The 
figure has been most carefully studied, and the 
costume is accurate and circumstantially detailed. 

No. 231. ‘Remains of the Roman Baths at 
Treves,’ G. C. Stanfield. Whether this picture 
be or be not unimpeachably true as to the locality, 
it impresses the mind with a conviction of fruth. 
These graceful arches, even in ruin, give a charming 
lightness to the mass which thus alone were enough 
for a picture, but in addition to the beautiful colour 
in which it is brought forward, it is accompanied 

j and relieved by minutely painted gradations of land¬ 
scape, that have been made out by a succession 
of infinitely nice processes of Art. 

I No. 233. ‘Happy Times,’ G. Sitrrii. A group 
j of three children playing on the greensward, wlio, 
I together with the landscape scene, have been most 
' conscientiously studied. 
j No. 244. ‘ Hook my Frock,’ W. Hemsley. A 

small picture of two cottage children, admirablj' 
drawn, and exhibiting the most perfect command of 
the expression of high and reflected lights. 

No. 247. ‘ The River Teign, near Chagford, 
Devon,’ T. J. Soper. Qualified by more of the 
freshness of nature, and disqualified by less of the 
reliance on manner, than we have seen in antecedent 
w'orks. 

No. 249. ‘November Moonlight on the Thames, 
Windsor,’ Captain J. D. King. A most pleasant 
picture by a veteran artist w'ho always docs well. 

No. 251. ‘Medora,’ H. O’Neil. A head in 
profile, of which the skin surface is slightly waxy, 
but otherw'ise a graceful study. 

No. 259. ‘ L’lucognita,’L. W. Desanges. The 
incognita is but indifferently preserved; that is, 
although the lady be veiled, she would be readily 
recognised by those who knew her. This figure is 
a study of the size of Mfe, elegantly attired in modern 
costume; the veil over the face is a most perfect 
representation. 

No. 264. ‘ The Forge,’ W. Pkovis. The painter 
must have experienced some difficulty before finding 
a place so pictm'esqucly rustic as this. The infinity 
of material represented here so conscientiously— 

such a museum of painlable valuables—must have 
been half a century in course of collection. 

No 264. ‘Interior of St. Jaques Church, Antwerp,’ 
C. 11. Stanley. Every peripatetic artist sketches 
or draw's some part of this interior, but it is here in 
full, and has never been more faithfully described. 

No. 273. ‘ I’cggy Itlaclure waiting for Morton’s 
return from visiting Quintiu Mackcll, of Irongray,’ 
E. U. Eudis. a full-length figure, with a head of 
much sweetness—but faulty as to the drawing of ' 
the limbs. 

No. 276. ‘Early Morning on the Thames near 
Putney,’ E. C. Williams. Certainly the most has 

been made of the subject; it would be difficult of 
belief that anything near Putney could be made so I 
interesting. 

No. 292. ‘ The Domestic,’ .1. M. Atkinson. A 

very successful imitation of the Dutch; the subject 
is a w'otnan scraping carrots at a window', the balance 
of light and shade is managed so as to render it 
powerful and substantial. 

No. 294. ‘ A River Scene,’ C. Smith. A small 
composition of water, and all the waterside greenery 
—wiUow's, sedges, and rushes—made out with much 
spirit. 

No. 298. ‘ Tantallou Castle,’ J. .1. Wilson. In 
this large picture the view' of the ruin is taken from 
the beach, with the sea opening on the right, so as 
to comprehend a view' of the Bass Rock. The near 
rocks on the left lie in three successive, and about 
equal, quantities—a repetition of uniformity which 
must have escaped the observation of the painter. 
This picturesque remnant is a standard subject with 
northern artists. 

No. 306. ‘A Fresh Daj',’A. Montague. There 
is much good feeling in the manner in w'hich the 
proposed subject is sustained. 

No. 307. ‘ The Winter Bed of an Alpine Torrent,’ 
Harry Johnson. The w'ater-com-se winds upwards 
bctw'een the rugged sides of the mountains, until it 
leads the eye to a distance w'here a mountain peak 
rises lighted by the rays of the setting sun. The 
place is a desolation of rocks and stones; a solitary 
goat is picking the scant herbage, and a dead tree 
evidences the force of the vvinter torrent. The senti¬ 
ment is deeply impressive. 

No. 323. ‘ Fruit, &c,,’ W. Duffield. The sub¬ 
ject is a large basket of fruit—grapes, plums, pines, 
and a cockatoo. The grapes are charming in trans¬ 
parent and luscious coloiu'. 

No. 330. ‘ Saarburg on the Saar, Rhenish Prussia,’ 
G. C. Stanfield. This subject is new—w'e make 
the observation because it composes so well. The 
view is taken from the level of the river, whence 
the quaint old houses rise, and above them the 
cathedral, the lines of which are carried on by those 
of the retiring cliffs. The finish and texture of the 
work are admirable. 

No. 338. ‘Short Change,’ J. Collinson. The 
subject is scarcely w'orth a thought from an artist 
with such a pow'er of execution as we see here, but the 
principles of the composition are worthy of Teniers. i 

No. 342. ‘Good Night,’ J. Morgan. This is 

the valediction of a young lady who is about retiring 
within her chamber. As to colour and light the 
face is really a beautiful passage. 

No. 844. ‘ Peep-Bo ! ’ H. Vanseben. The study 
of the Dutch masters is at once obvious here. The 
point of the picture is a female figm'e opposed to a 
light wall; a child is playing at hide-and-seek in the 
ample folds of her dress. 

No. 345. ‘Mountain Road, near Ai'ona, Lago 
Maggiore,’ G. E. Hehing. This road passes 
obliquely upw'ards from the right of the composi¬ 
tion, and beyond it is seen the lake encompassed by 
the vast mountains of the district. The broken 
foreground affords an opportunity of employing a 
mass of shade to force the higher tones, and the 
result is most successful. This is one of the very 
best efforts of the painter. 

No. 349. ‘On the Shore,’ T. Dalziel. A 
pleasant picture, exhibiting considerable ability. 

No. 351. ‘Harvest Time,’ A. J. Stark. The 
field is closed by trees, over which w'e have a glimpse 
of a beautifully diversified distance. The subject is 
full of material,—the whole very carefully brought 

forward. 
No. 359. ‘A Tributary to the Greta,’ J. Stark. 

We are sm-prised to meet, so far north as the 
Greta, this painter, who rarely ventm-es beyond the 
home circuit. The trees, w'ater, and general circum- 
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stance of this pictui'c are full of the fresh reality of 

nature. 
No. 360. ‘ 'Wind against Tide, Ostcnd Pier,’ E. 

j PI.iYES, A.R.ll.A. From about the centre of the 
' pier we look to sea, to which it has been the purpose 
: of the painter to communicate the effect proposed in 

the title, in which he has succeeded. Ererythiug in 
tlie picture looks very wet, and the wind is so mueli 

i 1 a reahty, that we feel it. 
li No. 303. ‘ Interior of St. Mark’s, Venice—Chapel 

of St. James,’ W. Telbin. This chapel may strike 
i the spectator as being somewhat larger than the 

reality; the mind is impressed with the grandeur 
and space of the building, and everything that could 
detract from these impressions is suppressed. 

SOUTH ROOM. 

No. 374. ‘Evening on the Teign,’ W. WTlli.vms. 
We can scarcely believe the Teign to be so broad 
and lake-like as we see it here: be that as it may, it 
is a most agreeable view. The artist has been 
looking at Turner. 

No. 375. ‘ Vale of the Dee from above Pont-y- 
Sylltau,’ J. W. 0.\KES. The object of the artist in 
this picture—to give distance by the iudctiuition of 
objects, and mixing the horizon with the clouds— 

'' fails, we think, of the intended purpose. It is an 
ambitious work, but too broad, too atmospheric, 
yet with great experience and exquisite feeling. One 
or two sharp lines and dcliuite quantities would 
awaken the whole from its dreamy listlessness. 

No. 383. ‘ The Robber’s Cave,’ J. A. Fitzgerald. 
'This is a fairy tale, in which vve read of the heroes 
—or heroines—■ 

(“■Which are ye, dark and dread Bceotians?") 

—reposing in a nest-like retreat all but embosomed 
j in summer foliage, and garlanded by gnomes and 

sprites and elves of every possible colour; and forms 
which professors of comparative anatomy might 

j pertinaciously dispute. The little picture is full of 
I the most quaint conceptions worked out by the 

nicest elaboration. 
No. 395. ‘A Glimpse of the Marshes of Essex,’ 

J. S. Raven. The broken foreground and airy 
distance of this view arc coloured with exquisite 
taste. 

No. 401. ‘Cattle—Shower passing off,’ 11. 
Mooke. 'The cattle are most carefully drawn, and 
the proposed effect it is quite unnecessary to add to 
the title. 

No. 411. ‘Fruit, Flowers, and Bird’s Nest,’ FI. 
W. Ward. AVe do frequently see subjects of this 
class worked out with a patience so exemplary as to 
become even proverbial. 'This is a small pictiu'e, in 
which is a bird’s nest with eggs, some grapes, and 
vine foliage, a flower or two, and other scraps of 
colour—a microscopic surface. But the bird’s nest 
is the triumph of the pictm’e,—the moss, cow-hair, 
the infinitesimal lichens, the minute and tender 
twigs of which it is composed, are drawn with a 

finesse so distressingly minute that we wonder by 
what cunning the brushes have been made with 
which such things have been wrought out: but if 
we knew the painter, our only question would be, 

' “ Flow long did this production occupy you ?” 
No. 419. ‘Honeysuckle,’ Miss A. F. jMuteie. 

Painted with the usual skill; a combination of force 
and delicacy which characterises all the works of 
this accomplished lady. 

No. 420. F’kank Wybued. 

II “ Ryes not down dropt, nor over bright, but fed 
1 i With the clear pointed tlame of cliastity.” 

j This is a profile study of the head of a girl, costumed 
in elegant taste, charming in colour, and impressive 

1 in sentiment. 

i No. 421. ‘Loch Lomond,’ J. Peel. But little 
of the loch is seen indeed—only a nook beyond cer¬ 
tain sections of rough and broken ground, and rocks, 
wherein lies the force of the picture. 'The materials 
come well together, and are successfully realised. 

No. 426. ‘ Gate-Crags and Village of Grange, 
Borrowdale,’ G. PETTixr The subject, with its most 
striking features, the towering crags, is brought for- 
"ward with extraordinary truth. 

No. 427. ‘ A Woman of the Roman Campagna,’ 
H. AVeigall. She is in holiday costume, and beai-s 
a cruse on her head: the impersonation is charac¬ 
teristic, and the dress strictly national. 

No. 433. ‘ Sunrise—'Topsham on the Exe,’ AV. 

AA'ilijams. This subject has been well chosen, and 
worked out with a charming feeling. 

No. 435. ‘ Hauling in Nets—Evening,’ J. ]\IoG- 
FOKi). A coast scene, with figures occn])ied accord¬ 
ing to the title. Evening effect is happily imitated. 

No. 442. ‘An Autumnal Evening—North AVales,’ 
H. J. BoDDiNGfON. A composition of very attrac¬ 
tive material; a lake shut in by mountains, with 
a broken foreground, on which are trees and un¬ 
dergrowth. 'The whole of the lower jiart of the 
scene is in twilight, but the mountain peaks are 
brilliantly illuiniiied by the setting sun. 

No. 448. ‘ On the Severn, North AATdes,’ E. T. 
Parkt.s. The river here is very narrow, and but 
little of it is seen, the view being interrupted by a 
group of lofty trees, which, in the force of their 
shade, are opposed to the sunshine, that lights up 
the left of the picture—the result being a very 
attractive production. 

No. 458. AV. Brojiley. 
“ Jlore light ami light—more ilark and d.ark our woes. 

Farewell, my love; one kiss, and I'll begone.” 

These, we need not say, are the parting words of 
Romeo. The time is of course night, and the scene 
the garden. 'The two figures are grouped standing, 
and the moonlight falls upon them—defining espe¬ 
cially the outline—with the most agreeable result. 
AA'e cannot see the work well, but it appears to be a 
production of great merit. 

No. 459. ‘ Gharcoal Burning on the Tyrolese 
Alps,’ Harry Johnson. Salvator would have been 
enchanted with the scene. AA'e see just enough of 
the charcoal-burners to believe them robbers, smug¬ 
glers—anything desperate; and the tone of the 
picture being generally sombre, and the locality as 
wild as can be well conceived, -we have a pietme in¬ 
tensely romantic. 

No. 463. ‘Venice,’ AA'. N. Hardwick. The 
subject is a couple of ornamented facades, on one of 
the smaller canals, rendered with much taste and 
excellent colour. 

No. 465. ‘ Daughters of Eve,’ E. J. Cobbett. 
A couple of girls gathering apples : both figures and 
trees are palpable realities. 

No. 466. ‘ Vessels off F’lamborough Head, coast 
of Yorkshire,’ 1. AA'. Carmichael. The coast line 
in this view passes into the composition on the 
right, wherein in distance appears the lighthouse. 
At high water vessels apprcach very closely this 
part of the coast, and as the tide is at the fidl, there 
is a brig sailing close in shore, under a stiff breeze 
and on a rolling sea. The forms of the water arc 
strikingly natural, hquid, and transparent, and most 
carefully modelled. The brig is most accurately 
drawm, and her rigging described with a technical 
knowledge which we see in the works of no other 
marine painter. 

No. 481. ‘Loch Ridden, Kyles of Bute, taken 
from Burntisland,’ G. Sant. Thougli with certain 
evidences of having been painted on tlie spot, we 
cannot receive as true the extremely cutting lines of 
the mountain opposed to the sky, while the outlines 
of less distant objects are much less severe. 

No. 482. ‘ Flawthorn Gathering,’ J. C. Lewis. 
Amid the full and luxm-iant bloom of the thorn, we 
find here a girl plucking the wliite boughs, from 
whicli she shakes abundantly the tender flowers. It 
is a spirited essay. 

No. 492. ‘ The Triumph of Vanity—an Allegory,’ 
Noel Baton, R.S.A. This really magnificent 
work demands at the hands of all whose office it is 
to write of it, a detailed description ; at least a 
notice evincing an appreciation of the tliought and 
labour which have been expended in its production; 
but it is unfortunately placed, iiisomucli that the 
finer passages cannot be seen. AVe know that Mr. 
Raton finishes his pictures very highly, and it is 
probable that this is not an exception to his usual 
practice. The subject is the infatuation of the 
w'orld in its pursuit of vanity ; we confess freely 
that allegory is not to our taste—so difficult of pro- 
duclion is the strain of allegory in its didactic pui'ity, 
that it is more difficult to succeed in it than in any 
other Class of subject. Of twenty allegorical essays 
that may jiass under our notice, nineteen, indepen¬ 
dently of all absm'dities and imbecilities, are tainted 
with vulgarity and caricature. 'The “ A'auity ” of this 
pictm'e is a woman personally most alluring, but with, 
as well as can be seen, a most sinister expression of 
countenance. She is followed by a crowd in which 
every estate of mankind is represented, and before 

these she flits on filmy wings almost within reach, 
hut is never caught; in her train are the poet, the 
soldier, the statesman, the philosopher; and fore¬ 
most in the race are the habitual pleasure-seekers 
of the cvery-day world. And, as we read on the 
frame, “ the end of these things is death”—a form 
like the angel of Death hovers over the whole, and 
many are already stricken and cast on the ground. 
The narrative is so perspicuous as to require no 
desci'iptive title. AVe are struck by but one anomaly, 
which, as the whole is based upon human passion, 
is not a small one; it is intelligible that men should 
pursue a beauteous phantom in the shape of a 
woman, hut we find women among the foremost in 
the race—they cannot be allured by female beauty, 
and yet we can discern nothing else to attract 
them. There is mucdi more to be said about this 
surpassing production, but we must wait another 
opportunity, for in truth it is impossible to judge of 
it here. AVe know it has passed the ordeal of criti¬ 
cism iu Edinburgh, and we know there are few if 
any better painters living than this artist. His 
genius is not a matter of question, neither are his 
powers to execute. AA'e must take this work iu trust; 
and so must the Directors of the British Institution. 

No. 495. ‘Tile Island of Philie, Nubia, from the 
North,’ Frank Dillon. 'This view of the temples 
shows them almost enclosed by a variety of mounds 
and masses of sand, with but a small section of that 
part of the Nile which separates the island from the 
main-land. The sun lights the temples with much 
lustre, and the picture has the merit of looking a 
probability. 

No. 501. “The Young Pretender,’!’. F. Dicksee. 
An incident very likely to occur in childhood—a 
little girl about to give her doll the breast—very 
naturally described. 

No. 502. ‘ Roman Cathedral, from Place de la 
Calende,’ L. J. AA'ood. A small picture, but a very 
meritorious representation. 

No. 503. ‘Boy and Parrot,’ J. H. S. Mann and 
G. Lance. The child has a quantity of fruit which 
he is anxious evidently to preserve; but a cockatoo 
looks fixedly at the tempting morceaux, much to 
the apprehension of their possessor. Beautifid in 
colour and natural truth. \ 

No. 517. ‘ The Sister’s Grave,’ 'T. Brooks. Im¬ 
pressively treated: a female figure, iu mourning, 
seated contemplating a recently closed grave. | 

No. 539. ‘ The New Houses of l^aiiiament, i 

AA'estininster,’ H. Dawson. A most daring enter- i 
prise this same subject—very few of greater dif- j 
liculty could have been chosen—and to say that it 
has received justice, is to admit nothing in respect 
of its merit; it must be said that it is one of the 
most remarkable works of this class that have of 
late years been produced. Tlie view is taken from 
the Surrey side, a little below AVestminster Bridge, 
so as to bring the towers of the Houses of Parliament 
and AA'estminster Abbey as the dominant quantities 
in the picture. They rise near the centre, cut by 
the lines of the lower architecture, to which a 
repetition occurs in Ihe bridge. 'The left is occupied i 
by a multitude of river craft, and on the right is a 
part of a barge, which would have been better left out, 
with its buoy. How few artists are there who leave 
reflected sunlight to itself! the trick of forcing is 
too transparent. It is evening, and a mellow- 
hazy light prevails in the upper part, the sun being- 
near the clock-tower. 'The water is overdone with 
w-ork, it alone looks like paint. In the great 
scramble for 'Turner’s mantle, this painter seems to 
have obtained tlie best share of the garment. 

Among the remaining works we observe: No. 
549. ‘ Rosalind and Celia,’ by J. Archer, A.R.S.A.; 
No. 530. "The 'Towing Path, near Early, Berks,’ 
G. A. AVilliams; No. 552. ‘ An Alarm in India,’ 
E. FIopley ; No. 556. ‘Un Cercle un 18me Siecle, 
Yves,’ G. DE St. Martin, a picture full of figures, 
each fiuished like a miniature—a most beautiful pro¬ 
duction, but we cannot see it; No. 557. ‘On the 
Banks of a River near Bromley,’ E. Gill ; No. 538. 
‘ French Lugger coming into Salcombe Harbour for 
Crabs,’ &c., 'T. S. Robins ; and of sculpture there 
are fomtecn pieces, some of distinguished merit, 
by Malcmpre, Alex. Muuro, J. S. AA'estmacott, Airs. 
Tliornycroft, P. A'aii Linden, Flamilton AIcCarthy, 
and others. In conclusion, w-e do not doubt that 
it will be admitted on all sides, that the present 
exhibition is the most satisfactory that has for years 
been seen on these walls. 
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THE BOOK OF THE THAMES, 
FKOM ITS RISK TO ITS FALK. 

BY MR. AND MRS. S. C. HALL. 

Part XV. 

EFORE we pass under the bridge at Walton, wc are 
called upon to leave the boat, and walk a brief 
distance to visit the village and the church; both 
are full of interest. In the village is the house 
of the President Bradshaw; at Ashley Park, not 
far distant, the Protector is said to have some 
time resided ; at Hersham, in the vicinity, lived 
William Lilly, the astrologer,—• 

“A dinning man, iiyght Sidrophel, 
That deals in Destiny’s dark counsel.s, 
And sago opinions of the moon sells,”— 

and his remains lie in Walton Church. On 
St. George’s Hill is an ancient encampment of considerable 

) size, which, although of date anterior to the Romans, w'as 
probably occupied by Ctesar when preparing for his struggle 
with the Britons, under Cassivellaunus ; and it may safely be 

(V conjectured that his legions passed from this height into the valley 
' '-J' lo cross the Thames at Coway Stakes—“ ea celeritate atque impetu.” 

Prom the summit of this hill is obtained one of the most striking 
' ' and maguificeiit view's to be found anywhere in England, extending 

not only over Sliddlesex and Surrey, but into Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, 
Essex, Kent, and even Sussex. 

Bradshaw’s house is now' in a dilapidated state, inhabited by poor persons, 
but it retains several indications of its ancient grandeur; a cliimuey-piece is 
shown in the appended engraving; it is one of the remaining ornaments of a 

INTERIOIt OF BKADSUAlV’S HOUSE. 

wainscoted chamber, in which, no doubt, “ the regicides ” often sate in council; 
indeed, there is a tradition that here the signatures were affixed to the death- 
w'arrant of the king. 

We must enter the church, and—having examined a gorgeously-sculptured 
tomb, of much artistic value, from the chisel of Roubiliac, to the memory of 
Viscount Shannon—“ the fair black marble stone ” that records the name of “ the 
astrologer ”—the white tablet that marks the grave of Henry Skene, the tourist— 
the singular monument to John Selwyn, whose heroic achievement of killing a 
stag after having leaped upon his back, in the presence of Queen Elizabeth, is 
commemorated in “a brass,” now let into the wall—Chantrey’s beautiful statue of 
a mourner leaning on a sarcophagus, to the memory of “ Christopher D’Oyley”— 
we may criticise an object no less interesting as a record of the olden time— 

flat piece of iron projects into the mouth, and effectually keeps down the 
“ unruly member.” T’he venerable church has, therefore, several objects of 
interest,—we can name hut few of them ; yet we may not forget tliat in the 
adjacent grave-yard was interred, some eighteen or twenty years ago, one 

“ Who hlazed 
I Tlie comet of a season,” 

: an eloquent writer, a brilliant wit, a man of large knowledge and extensive 
I learning ; liis grave is without a mark ; we had difficulty to find the secluded 

spot ill which lie lies : yet tliere are many who remember “ William Magin,” 

r 

WALTON CllOllt'U. 

perhaps witli more of admiration than respect, and wlio will grieve that no stone 
distinguishes the place in which he rests “ after life’s fever.” 

We again make our way to the Thames, and join our boat, passing under 
the long, narrow, and picturesque bridge here pictured, from a sketch by au 
excellent artist, Mr. W. E. Bales. “It is, in fact, a sort of double bridge, a 
second set of arches being carried over a low tract of ground, south of the 
principal bridge which crosses the river.” PT'oin this bridge there is a plea- 

walton bridge. 

it is “ the scold’s bridle,” one of the few “ examples” yet remaining in England. 
It bears the date 1633, and the following iuscription,— 

“ Chester presents Walton with a bridle. 
To curb women’s tongues when they are idle,”— 

and was presented to the parish by the person whose name it hears, because he had 
lost an estate “through the instrumentality of a gossipping, lying woman.” Its 
construction and mode of fastening are shown in the engraving; when locked, a 

sant view' of the Thames, above and below. Coway Stakes being immediately 
beneath us, and the new “villa-planted” demesne of “ Oatlands ” rising 
gracefully from its banks.* We must pause awhile in “the deep” imme¬ 
diately under it, for it is famous Ashing ground; aud here, perhaps more than 
in any other part of the Thames, the angler finds the Bream abundant. 

* Oatlands is now “a village” of handsome houses, many of them with charming 
gardens and grounds. A large hotel is in process of erection, and the place yields in 
attraction to none, distant fifteen miles by raihvay (tlie Sontli tVestei’n) from London. 
'Tlie palace at Oatlands, in wliicii dwelt Henry VIII., Queen Elizabetli, tiie Consort of 
.Tames I., the Queen of Cliarles I., and the Queen (>f Cliarles II., lias long since disappeared; 
its site being occupied liy a modern mansion, wliich became the property of the Duke of 
York, was at his death jnircliased by Jlr. Ball Hughes, known as “ tiie_ Goldcn^Ball.” 
and, having passed tlirougli “ various hands,” has been divided into “ building lots.” 'The 
famous grotto still remains ; it was constructed at great cost for the Duke of Newcastle, 
by tliree persons—a fatlier and two sons—wiio were employed in the work during several 
years. It consists of five cliamliers, tlie sides and roofs of whicli are encrusted with spars, 
ores, shells, and crystals. In a little dell adjacentare several stones, numbering, perhaps, 
sixty or seventy : tliey are flie grave-stones of pet dogs,—tlie pets of Iier Royal Highness 
tlie bncliess of York,—and many of tliem have appropriate inscriptions. Tlie Duchess 
died at Oatlands, in 1820, and was interred at Weybridge Cliurch, wliere a monument 
was erected to her memory, witli a beautifully sculptured figure by Cliantrey. That old 
cliurch lias been taken down, and a new and very graceful structure built a few yards 
from its site. Cliantrey’s monument lias been re-erected in tlie new' church;^ but the 
vault originally in the transept, is now in tlie churcli-yard. 'llie tali spire of V eyhridge 
Churcli is seen from all parts of tlie adjacent country. 

y 
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The Bream {ahramis Brama) inhabits most of the lakes and rivers ot Liiglaiid, 
hut apiiears to be found in the Thames only in special localities : often as ive 
have Ahcd ill the glorious river, we have never yet caught one except in that 
part of it which we are now describing. The bream is often killed in large 
numbers, and freipientlv of weight between two and four pounds; soinetiiiies 

ranch heavier. It is, however, a poor lish—a degree worse than the barbel, as 
food • although Izaak quotes, iii reference to it, a 1-Teiich proverb, to the etlVct 

that “ he who hath bream in his pond is able to bid his friend welcome and 
Chaucer considers it worthy of note, as among the preparations for a feast :— 

“ Full many a fair partricli liailde he in niewc, 
Anti many a bream and many a luce in btewe.” 

The fish is flat and broad; the tail being long and “ deeply forked.” The 

colour is of yellowish white.* 
Passing between low lands for the distance of about two miles, we arrive at 

Sunburvt—a pretty village on the iSliddlesex side. There is a wear of consider¬ 
able length, and lower down a lock : the lock has been recently constructed on 
“ scientitic principles”—the water being raised and lowered by machinery, 
but the effect of the “ iraproveiiient” is to embarrass and delay the voyager. 

SC.NBCllV 

Plat and uninteresting are the meadows that stretch away from the Surrey 
bank of the Thames, as we voyage below Sunbury. 'Tall osiers, for the most 
]iart, shut out all distant views from the water. The villages of West and East 
Jloulsey succeed in their turn. Between the former village and the river lies 
the low open tract, or common, known as Moulscy Hurst, and memorable 
chiefly in the annals of pugilistic encounters and horse-racing. East Uloulsey 
has very rapidly increased during the last few years. Eine trees have dis¬ 
appeared, and rows of genuine suburban residences have s))rimg up in their 
places. A new church of an agreeable aspect has been added to the group, near 
the Hurst; and opposite to the Palace of Hampton Court, the terminus of the 
railway and a cluster of hotels have established themselves. The old church of 
East IMoiilsey is small, and belongs altogether to a period in which ilonlsey 
itself was simjdy a country village, and had not yet risen to the dignity of *a 
metropolitan railway station. 

Situated on the Jliddlesex side of the Thames, the village of Hampton rises 
from the river’s edge, and its long series of villas, with their orderly looking- 
trees and well-kept gardens, with here and there a fishing cottage peering from 

* Tliere is a good and experienced, as well as a very civil and ever-roady fisherman 
here—J. IIogersox—vhose cottage adjoins the liridge, and wiiose punts are moored at 
the adjacent bank. Besides the bream whieh abound in this locality, there is a good barbei 
pitch close at hand, and tlie rnacli and dace are plentiful enough to give assurance of a 
day's sport. Tlie inns at Walton are “ comfortable " for anglers; and the distance is not 
more than fifteen miles from London. 

t “In .ancient records, this place is called Siinnabyri, Sunneberie, Suneberie, &c. 
Sunnabyri is composed of two Sa.xon -words—suntia, tlie sun, and bi/ri, a town—and may 
be supposed to denote a place exposed to the sun, or w-lth a southern aspect.”—Lysons, 

beneath thick masses of overhanging foliage, skirt the stream. At the entrance 
into Hampton from Sunbury there are several good houses, that stand back at 
some little distance from the Thames; and in front of them the water-towers 
and other buildings of the London and Hampton works for the supply of the 
metropolis with water, have been recently erected. An attempt has been made 
to impart an ari-hitectiiral character to these edifices, but they present a very 
questionable appearance after all. The jiassage across the water from Moulsey 
Hurst is effected by means of a truly primitive ferry-boat. Immediately 
adjoining the landing-place stands Hainptou Church, occupying a eonmianding 
position oil rising ground. To the edifice, however, unhaiipily may be assigned 
a “bad |n-e-eniincncc,” as being among the very worst examples of the church- 
building of thirty years since. At that jieriod the old cluircli w-as pulled down, 
and the present wretched affair w-as erected at great cost. The village e-xtends 
for some distance from the river towards the north; and at about a mile from 
the church in that direction it has very recently expanded into a second village, 
which bears the name of New Hampton. Erom the New Hanqiton road 
Bushy Bark extends to Kingston and Teddington, and for the space of half a 
mile it reaches almost to the river’s side, below the Hampton Villas. Of these 
residences the must striking is “ Garrick’s Villa,” once the jiroperty and the 
favourite residence of the great master of histrionic art. The garden, like its 
neighboiii-s, abuts upon the river ; but the house stands beyond the road, and, 
consequently, it is separated from the water-side part of its grounds ; a coni- 
niniiication, however, suggested by Hr. dohnson, exists in the form of a very 
|iicturesque short tunnel under the road. Here, beneath a weeping willow that 
droops gracefully into the water, stands “the Grecian rctimda, with an Ionic 
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portico” (it is really a little octagonal water-side siimnier-hoiise), w-’nich in 
Garrick’s time g.ave shelter to llonhiliac's statue of Shakspere, that has been 
since promoted to the Hall of the British Muscnni.* 

The river bends slightly towards the south as it flows eastward, before 
it changes its course below Hampton Court for a northerly direction, hlore 
than one small island divides the stream at Hampton, and many are the fishing- 
rods that may be here seen patiently extended over the beautiful forget-me-nots, 
and other tlowcriiig plants which are grouped with the thick rushes and bending- 
willows. As we advance, we approach a second series of water-side residences, 
—the murmuring sound of the “overshot,” or weir, of the lock, becomes more 
distinct,—and our boat enters and passes through “ Aloulsey Lock,” the last 
but one on the T'haincs. The ])rcscut lock has been newly built within the last 

I three years. Hampton Court has the iiienioiable fame of possessing the ugliest 
, and the most iiiconveuient bridge on the Thames, although a toll is still 

demanded from p.asseiigers. It is of wood, and was built in 1778, “ by 
! a builder at Weybridge.” Close to it, in Surrey, is the tcrmiiiiis of the Soiitii 
I Western Railway; and near it is a neat little country inn, “the Castle,” with 
I small but comfortable rooms overlooking the river. We float under this bridge, 

and ill another niinnto we have landed close to the principal entrance to the 
Palace of Hampton Court. Eroni the bridge itself, the view both up and down 
the stream exhibits English scenery in its highest perfection. But w-e hasten on 
to the Palace, passing a row of shops, hotels, and dwelling-houses. “ Elamptou 
Green” opens out before us, stretching away to our left, where it is bounded 
by a small cavalry barr.ack. In front of us are more houses, and immediately 
beyond them appear the noble hawthorns and horse-cliestniits of Bushy Park. 
This “ Green” in the olden time was the tilting ground ; it is now the scene of 
much holiday merry-making during summer months. The palace stables stand 
between the Gieen and the river. Here also are a few tolerable houses, of 
which more than one promises the best of “entertainment,” “provided at the 
shortest notice ” for visitors of all classes and of every taste. 

* Tlie “Tcmiile of Slinks]K‘rp,” .as G.an-ick called tliis building, -n-as constructed 
expressly for Koubiliac's statue, a commission from the actor to the artist, wlio did his 
utmost to produce a good work—to bis own loss; for Garrick, witli liis usual tact atklriving 
a b.argain, gave little more than rvouid pay for the model and ihe m.arb!e. The artist 
was also sulijected to tlie meddlesome taste ot the actor, rvhose vanity was unbounded, 
and who threw himself into the alfected posture of poetic inspir.ation, w-hich he insisted 
the statue should exhibit. When the work w-as finished, the sculptor executed a new 
he.ad, as Garrick demurred at a faint vein of colour in the m,arble. The only portrait of 
Koubiliac we [lossess, represents liim working enthusiastically on tills statue, w-tiicli lie 
certainly desired to make ids rlief-J'ceuvre. It passed to the National Museum, by 
G.arrick’s desire, on the death of ins w idow. 
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The “ Toy,” so long tlie recognised chief of the Hampton Court hotels, has 
ceased to exist in its former capacity, the building having been altered to form a 
group of private residences. A rapid “decline” preceded this “fall” of the 
“Toy.”* In the days of Huteh William, who spent much lime at Hampton 
Court, many were the rump-steak dinners given by the monarch himself at 
tlie “ Toy” to his courtiers : and on these occasions, dense without doubt were 
the clouds of tobacco-smoke that enveloped both the guests and their royal 
host. 'I'he present “ Toy,” however, is an excellent hotel. 

The palace itself is shut off from the green by a long and massive w'all of 
dark-red bricks, having in front of it a broad walk, now deeply shadowed with 
noble elms and chestnuts, leading from the river to Bushy Park. This was a 
favourite promenade with Mary, the consort of William HI.; and here, also, 
the Low Country maids of honour and other ladies, who in those days graced 
with their presenee the English court, might continually be seen. Hence the 
place obtained the popular name of tlie “Frau Walk,” which has since dege¬ 
nerated into tlie “ Frog Walk,” by w'hicli it is now known. 

ENTUANCE TO HAMPTON CODHT. 

^ At the entrance to the palace precincts, on either side, a lion and a unicorn 
discharge their patriotic duty of “ supporting” the royal arms. We enter. On 
our right are some porter’s-lodge-looking buildings, with a single good red¬ 
brick house—a family residence. On the opposite side, stretching away 
towards Wolsey’s noble gateway-tower, is a long range of cavalry barracks 
with their guard-house, stables, canteen, and other accessories. Our barracks 
are generally successful specimens of the art of unsightly and inconvenient 
building ; and here, where something better might have been expected, this 
unworthy art has achieved its climax. The associations of “ Royal Hampton’s 
pile,” however, which throng thickly upon our minds, are not interwoven with 
deeds of chivalrous valour or of military renmvn,—except, indeed, such as are 
inseparable from the present purposes to which the palace is so happily applied. 
“ The o’er-great cardinal” and his unscrupulous master rise before us ; then 
come visious of the unfortunate Charles, of phlegmatic William, of decorous 
“ Anne,” and of the first George with his broken English. Rich, indeed, is the 
palace of Hampton Court in materials for a domestic history of almost 
unparalleled interest. We can but glance at the more salient points in the 
sketch for such a history. 

In the time of Henry III. the manor of Hampton (“Hamntone” it is 
written in the Domesday Survey) was held by the Knights Hospitallers of St. 
John of Jerusalem, and from them Wolsey obtained a lease for the purpose of 
building on the site of the old manor-house his stately palace. The works 
were commenced about the year 1515, and they were urged on with such 
rapidity that the cardinal shortly after made Hampton his residence, or, as 
Skelton would have it, he held his “ court” there. The splendours of Hampton 
Court when in the hands of Wolsey speedily produced that dangerous “ envy” 
which in 1526 induced him to present his palace with all its sumptuous 
furniture to the king. Henry VIII. accepted the gift without hesitation ; and, 
in return, graciously “ licensed the lord cardinal to lie in his royal manor at 
Richmond at his pleasure;” also permitting him occasionally to occupy Hamp¬ 
ton Court itself. In 1527 Montmorency, the French ambassador, was received 
at Hampton Court in such a style that the Frenehmen did “ not only wonder 
at it here, but also make a glorious report of it in their own country.’'’ 

The great hall was built by Henry VIII., after the palace had come into his 
possession, and he added other buildings to the pile, “ till it became more like 
a small city than a house.” With his characteristic selfishness, he also affo¬ 
rested the country around, converting a wide tract of the adjoining lauds into 
a chase, which he stocked with deer. Henry spent much of his time at 
Hampton Court. There Edward VI. was born, and there Jane Seymour died. 
With Edward himself Hampton Coimt was a favourite residence, and so it 
continued to be during several succeeding reigns. James I. held there the 
“conference” of 1604. Many of both his happier and his most anxious days 
were spent there by Charles I. In 1656 Cromwell purchased it, and made it 

* Much speculation has arisen with reference to the singular title—the “ Toyit may, 
however, he derived from the tois or (Oi?s—movable fences of net-work that were used as 
barriers in many of the games, once played daily on the adjoining green—the tilting- 
ground, or (as it is styled in a survey of the year 1653) the toying-place of the Tudors 
and Stuarts. 

his principal abode. It was in equal favour with Charles II. after the Res¬ 
toration; James II. resided there less habitually; William III. and Anne 
may be said to have made it their home. The first and second Georges 
followed in the steps of their predecessors in so far as Hampton Court is coii- 

! cerned. But since their time a change has come upon what Lord Hervey 
(Pope’s “Lord Fanny”) was pleased to call the “unchanging circle of Hamp¬ 
ton Court.” The state apartments and the hall are thrown open freely to the 
public daily, with the exception of Fridays only ; and the rest of the jialacc is 
arranged to form a series of residences for families who may be considered to 
have claims upon their Sovereign and their country. Her Majesly the Queen 
is known to feel a warm interest in Hampton Court, and the appointments to 
the residences in the palace are made expressly by the royal command. 
Recent circumstances have greatly enhanced the interest which attaches to this 
royal house, thus converted into a palace of the people. In place of jiersons 
of high rank but narrow means, Hampton Court now' has become, for the 
most part, the residence of the widows and orphan families of officers who 
have fallen in the Sikh war, and in the Crimea; and we may feel assured that 
many of those families who mourn the lost heroes of the present fierce struggle 
in India—our Havelocks and Neills—will here find an honourable and a 
honoured home. 

The palace originally consisted of five principal quadrangular courts, but of 
these three only now’ remain. To these, however, must be added a variety of 
offices, and many ranges of subordinate buildings. The first and second courts 
are for the most part remains of the original palace, with the exception of very 
questionable classic additions in the second court and the great hall of 
Henry VIII. The third court is the work of Sir Christopher WTen, and is 
a dull and heavy affair. The hall has lately undergone a complete restoration, 
which has been thoroughly well done : the grand open-timber roof, the finely- 
proportioned windows with their brilliant new heraldic glazing by 'VVillement, 
the showy array of banners, the groups of armour, and the quaint and still 
bright-hued tapestry, all combine to realise the most romantic vision of a palatial 
hall. Adjoining the hall is a truely appropriate withdraxving room. 

To the state apartments we ascend by the “ king’s staircase ” at an angle of 
the second court. A series of wretched allegories cover the walls and ceilings 
of this staircase; they are the work of Verrio.* We first enter the “guard- 
chamber,” where there are some curious weapons of by-gone days. Here 
commences the miscellaneous collection of pictui'es, some originals, others 
copies, many curious and valuable, and more equally uninteresting and 
worthless, which cover the walls of the long range of noble rooms. There are 
a few relics of the state furniture also here, and a considerable quantity of flue 
china. The cartoons demand a far more detailed notice than our space will 

THE MAZE. 

admit; xve content ourselves, therefore, with a few brief words of ardent ad¬ 
miration, and a strong expression of hope that these most precious of our 
national “Art-treasures” may be removed from the sombreg allery to which 

* Verrio was one of the most famed of a school of artists, who, in accordance uitli a 
taste generated at the court of Louis XIV., covered the walls and ceilings of Ei'gli'li 
mansions with enormous allegorical pictures. He has been immortalised by Pope iu ihe 
lines descriptive of “ Timoii Villa ”;— 

“ On painted ceilings you devoutly stare, 
"Where sprawl the saints of Verrio and Laguerre." 
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tliey are now consigned, in order to their taking their rightful place in a worthy 

“National Gallery” in London.* 
The garden is well worthy a visit. It aft'ords some tine views of the palace, 

and it also contains the famed “vine,” which fills its amjile hot-house, and dis¬ 
plays such a collection of clusters as it is probable never elsewhere hung upon a 
sinde tree.! IVe return to (he open gardens, and walk past the palace. Leaving 
behind us a iiewlv-built tower, we enter the “wilderness,” a thickly planted space 
to the north of the main edilice, where some of the finest trees in England arc 
srouped to2cther.| At the extremity of this wilderness is the “ jMaze.”§ We 
need no guide to lead us to the entrance that tempts all visitors to explore the 
intricacies within ; for more than one of the pleasure-seekers of the day is 
tlicrc before us, and their laughter is by no means kept within the hedges of 
the maze, thougli it does not transgress beyond the bounds of moderation. 
And this remark leads us to observe that the great boon of free public access to 
Hampton Court Palace and Gardens, is thoroughly appreciated by the public. 
Itarelv, indeed, is an individual to he seen, who needs to be reminded that he is 
acting with impropriety. Thousands and tens of thousands of persons of all 
classes avail themselves of the op])ortuuity so liberally afforded them of enjoying 
this beautiful [dace; and yet the few police who are on duty find their office 
almost a sinecure. This is as it should be. 

Tbe reader will permit ns to vary these comparatively dry details of facts, 
by introducing a sketch of one of those “characters” so frequently encountered 
on or about the river. 

During our later visits to Hampton Court, we have felt disappointment that 
we did not meet at the old landing a man who had been long associated with 
onr memories of the neighbourhood. He was known by the souh'iqtiet of 
“ Presh-Water Jack.” We missed the blithe rosy face, the bright cy'es, the 
broad joyous smile of the young Irishman, who was accustomed to assure us 
he knew of our approaching visit to “the Coort ” by a “drame” he had. He 
was lame; and we remember once endeavouring to obtain for him a situation 
where he might earn his “crust” on dry land, believing he might lose alto¬ 
gether the use of his limbs, from being so continually in and about the water; 
but Jack said he couldn’t bear the thought of quitting the beautiful “ould 
river ” that he knew, and that knew him : besides, so many would miss him,— 
his friends— God bless them !—who called to see him and the “ Coort ” anyway 
once a-year. “ A. fresh-water Jack,” he would say, “ is all as one as a king—he 
never dies.” So there'd be another in his place before he’d been a mile away 
from Hampton : and sure some of his owm beautiful ladies and gentlemen might 
be murdered by them thieving “jacks,” “and the sin o’ that would bo on his 
soul to the end of his days, and may be afther.” No; as long as he had one 
leg to stand on, and two hands to help, he’d keep his ground in the “walher.” 

Poor Jack! when he declared his tongue was loosely hung he said the truth; 
he told us the first day of our acquaintance all he had, or rather all he chose, to 
tell—for Irishmen, however voluble, have their reserves. Ho professed great 
love and admiration for the Thames ; but it was evident that, no matter what 
his worldly interests might be, his heart was in a perpetual state of transit 
between Cork ami Kerry. He had plenty of information about the river, 
and was an excellent fisherman “ when not on duty;” knew wdiere to get 
gudgeons, and where the barbel lay, and would keep a keen eye and a steady 
hand to his work; but say a word of “the Lee” or “the Shannon”—^,just name 
Killarney—down would go the rod, the pole might float where it pleased, in an 
ecstasy he would pitch all the ground-bait over at once, and, with sparkling eyes 
and tliient tongue—if he had not done so previously—inform you that “ in troth” 
he was an Irishman himself, and what was bether still, a Cork man —and what 
was twice as good as that, a boy from Clouakilty ! “ Sure, then, 1 ’ll never turn 
the back of my hand on ould Ireland. People says to me ‘ IVhy do you say 
you’re Irish, Jack, when you have such beautiful English on the top of yer 
tongue?’ but 1 ’d scorn to be an imposture. No, if Ireland hadn’t a rag to 
her back, or a string to her harp, every blade of her grass w'ould be dearer to 
Jack O’Conner than all the timber on the Thames,—and that’s a bould word, 
for well I know the forests it floats all over the world, and I’ve nothin’ to 
say aginst them; but for all that, I'd rather this minute have a blade of tbe 
grass that grows on my mother’s grave than the whole of ’em.” 

We remember inquiring, if Jack loved his country so tenderly, why he had 
left it. Jack twisted his shoulders and said “the rason?” Why, betwixt 
the famine and the sickness, there was nothing left for him to love but the bare 
sod; but he added, “Even with all the sickness and the hunger, I’d have stuck 
to that sod if it wasn’t for the hurt 1 got in mee knee (saving yer presence); 
but if boys with the use of their four bones couldn't get more than the wet 
potatoe and the sup of wather, how' could such a hocher |1 as meeself get through P 
—and all mee people either dead or gone to the Far West! If I had the luck to 
take the pledge, and keep it, it’s not here I’d be, anyway. I got my wound 
through being overtahen during the full of the IMay moon, at the corner, as 
you turn from the Lake to go up to the blessed Church of Aghadoe. 1 thought 
I wasn't quite right in meeself, and I knew my neighbours—the good i>eoi>le’'* 

■—from the skirl of the pipes coming through the air, just like the song of a bird 
through the leaves of a forest; and 1 felt the drowsiness coming over me,— 
‘ Keep up, John Conner,’ I says, ‘and don’t be taking the breadth of the road 
instead of the length of it; but go on.’ Well, I tried hard, but I couldn’t foot 
a straight line ; and I heerd them coming closer and closer; and 1 had sense 
enough to be ashamed of meeself one minute, and glad the next because the only 

* Somestraiige caprice has brought flown to Hampton Court, anfl placed in the principal 
state room, the wretcliefl paraphernalia which was consiilercfl to have done honour to the 
“ Great Duke " on the occasion of his remains lying in state. 

t Tliis vine produces tlie grape called the Black Hamburg ; it spreads over a surface of 
no feet, and in some seasons it lias yielded more than 2500 bunches of grapes. 

% Tills wilderness was planted by King William IIL, with a view to hide the irregu¬ 
larities of the north side of the [lalace, where the old domestic offices were situated. 

I This is a curious relic of the ancient taste in gardening, anfl was planted in the reign 
of VV'illiaiu III. It consists of narrow walks between tall clipped bushes, which wind 
intricately to the open space in the centre; there is only one way by which it may be 
reached, and any deviation leads to a stoppage and a necessity for retracing the path. 

I Lame man. Tipsy. ** Fairies. 

gill 1 cared for wasn’t there to see. ‘And it’s a purty pass I’m come to,’ I 
says, ‘ when I don’t wisli you—darliiit of my heart!—to be near me!’ and yet 
I wasn’t so overtaken iiitirely but I knew where I was ; and I saw the leaves 
dancing in circles on the road, and the dust vvheeliiig, and every now and agin a 
buz in my ear, and 1 tuk off'my hat, nut to be wantin’ in manners, as tbey passed, 
though 1 wished meeself far enough away ; and then of a suddent I minded there 
was a slip of a rowan-tree growing over the gripe of the ditch, and I knew if I 
could catch a hoult of one of its dawshy boughs, or even get under its shade, 
I’d be as safe as if I was in the holy cardinal’s hall up there, and his holiness 
himself to the fore:* so here goes, 1 says, and I made a sjulng, thinking to 
clear the gripe—for in them times I w'as free and firm of foot as the finest deer 
on Glena; but as ill luck would have it, mee head w'as light, and mee feet heavy 
wid the brogues,— for it was a holiday, so I had ’em on,—and into the gripe I 
went; if there was wather in it, I'd have been drownded like a blind puppy, 
but as it was, I lay like a turtle, and the moon looking mee full in the face like 
a Christian. 1 roared and cried ; but sure 1 knew no one could hear me that 
would give me a taste of help ; and I wanted to think of mee prayers, and if I 
could have got at one, I’d ha’ been safe enough; but 1 was bothered between the 
goiiT and the coinin’ of the good people’s pipes, and the song she had 
sung for me, and me onljq not two hours gone,—the song vvarbled round 
mee heart, and the pipes, as I said, bothered mee ears, and I knew by the 
prayers keepin’ their distance that there was somethin’ goin’ to happen beyant 
the common; and sure enough, it wasn’t long ’till they gathered round me, like 
a swarm of bees round a MayLush, tirst peepin’ and pryin’ at me, as if I was a 
grate curosity, and not one of ’em the length of mee hand, and titberin’ and 
sniggerin’, all ns one as the young girls of llesh and blood are so fond of doing 
when they set their comethers on some unfortunate boy without sense, or, indeed, 
with sense—for one sort is just as ’asy made nothin’ of as the other. 'Then they 
made a ball-room of mee chest, footin’ and patherin’ over me ; and the youug 
ones made a horse of mee nose, and the king and queen had high tea on mee 
forehead, and a game of hide-and-seek through mee hair. 1 knew that as long 
as the good people liked to divart themselves that way, I should say nothin’ 
against it, though if I could have thought of a prayer, they’d have had it; 
so I lay as still as a dead Iamb until one, all over in a shine of silver, cried 
out they must have some shooting, and then there was grate scriraigin’ and 
racing, and trying their bows and arras, and they' set to pulling the hair 
out of mee head for bow-strings, and I bearing it all like a Christian, and yet 
couldn’t think of a Christian prayer ! Oh ! my grief! Well, though they w'ar 
little, the high heels of their daw'shv shoes ran like iron into mee flesh, and I 
desired to ax them to go ’asy', particular those on mee nose, who kickt it 
crooked, and left it so—as yer honor may see, if you pay me tbe compliment to 
look straight in mee face.” And certainly Jack’s nose leaned considerably 
more to one side than to the other—this gave him a quaint, roguish ex¬ 
pression. He continued, “ Well, I dun know how' it was, but I began to 
think of mee poor mother; and tliough she wasn’t a prayer, she w'as the next 
thing to it,—she taught me all she knew that w'ay, as well as every other way ; 
and surely, the more 1 thought of her, the lighter grew the little iron heels, and 
somehow', the dawshy craythiirs themselves seemed as if the light shone through 
them ; but still they kep’ on at their new play', shootiu’ their little arras, 
which sparkled for all the world like stivers of diamonds, so bright and swift— 
made out of dew and moonlight, and the w'cbs that glitter on the hedges of a 
summer morning—so that I was fairly bothered watching them, now thinkin’ 
this and now thinkin’ that; and my mother seemed a grate ould picture in 
the thick of it. At last I spied up at the sky, and sure enough I thought 
I saw the first strake of day, like an angel’s smile in the heavens, and with 
that I said asy to myself, ‘Oh, Holy Mary'!’ That done it—and me too! 
Skirl—whirl—wish—e !—all round me. But one, a little spiteful devil, with 
a hooked nose, and a red feather in his cap, came out of the mob, and taking 
his stand on the top of a bouchlaw'ii, draws his bow, and looking at me as a 
judge looks at a prisoner, ‘Take that, John O’Conner,’ he says, ‘for findin’ 
fault with the heels of mee boots, that w'ar made before tbe I'lood,’ he says, 
‘ and are better than new now!’ and w'ith that he lets fly at me, and the arta 
hot me in the knee. I thought the life w'ould lave me that very minute; but 
life is tough, aud hearts are tougher. I sat up, and sure enough when I did 
the heavens w'ere all in a glow o’ i)ink like a bride’s blushes, and an innocent 
rabbit was staring me full in the face. I might have taken the priest’s word for 
it, and believed it nothin’ but a drame, only for the lameness and the arra, w'hich 
1 drew out w'ith this hand {that’s so honoured as to hand ye safe ashore, mee 
noble lady); and mee poor mother kep it for a corker* for many a day to 
fasten her shawl. One Sunday she forgot a warnin’ she had, and took it to 

Mass, and she never saw it afther.” 
Poor .lack ! his place, to our fancy, can never be eflicicntly filled. AVe inquired 

for him, and, to our astonishment, heard that, fascinated by the blandishments of 
a recruiting sergeant, he had exchanged the'Thamcs for the “Connaught Bangers.” 

“ But his knee—his lameness !” w'e exclaimed. 
“Please, my lady',” said the new “Jack,” “his knee was bosh, and his 

lameness bosh. He made a good thing of it here—all blarney: he got shil¬ 
lings where 1 get pence. He was born with a silver spoon in his mouth.” 

“ How ? has any one heard of him lately ?” 
“ Oh, yes ; he was in the Crimea, and distinguished himself, they said ; led 

a something, which 1 don’t believe—all bosh!—lost a leg and an arm (I 
should not w'onder if they grew' again, like the lobster’s)—w'as made a sergeant, 
and got a pension, and a lot of medals at his button-hole, and a Queen’s 
handkerchief in his pocket. Pity he doesn’t come back to his old place—he 

should have it cheap.” 
What a grumbling water-rat! We were more than proud of our old 

acquaintance; but w'e hoped he had not fooled us so entirely, and are more 
than willing to believe his lameness was real, and that lime had removed the 
impediment to preferment. 

* I'resent. t A corkei—strong pin. 
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SEA-WEEDS, 
AS OBJECTS OF DESIGN/^- 

BY S. J. MACKIE, F.G.S., F.S.A. 

As one coming in a strange land, for the first lime, 
on ajuuction of many roads, finds himself bewildered, 
and hesitating in his ehoice which to take, being 
ignorant which leads to the fairest places, and not 
knowing what beauties he may miss by selecting 
the one or the other, so in displaying the attractions 
of sea-weeds for artistic purposes—a field where so 
little has been attempted—it is not easy to decide, 
where so many courses appear to be open. It is not 
the difficulty of a beginning, for the start has been 
made; nor of the end, for a precipitate retreat has 
happened to more than one illustrious character; 
and if our pages should prove as entertaining as the 
immortal Sam’s valentine, even “a sudden pull up” 
might only make the reader “wish there w’as more.” 
But the difficulty is in adopting that order of narra¬ 
tion which shall be most attractive in securing for 
the neglected sea-weeds their due mead of recog¬ 
nition and rew’ard. 

That I am treading in a new field, is, perhaps, 
after all, only a fancy—the wisest man had strange 
notions about novelties—and I may find, as one of 
our most popular naturalists has humorously com¬ 
plained, that some plodding German has been 
among the rocks before me. But an old play has 
often a good rim, and an old notion—especially if 
it has got rusty—may be as good as new% if it be 
well polished up again. We are prepared, therefore, 
gentle reader, that as 

“ Fashions which are now called new. 
Have been worn by more than you; 
Elder times have worn the same. 
Though the new ones get the name." 

So some malicious critic or learned book-worm may 
inform us, in a week or two, of some ponderous 
volume, or of some coincident phrases gleaned 
from antiquated or obscure books, by which all our 
ideas of newness or invention shall be S(!attered to 
that wind that “ tosses about in ev’ry bare tree ;” 
and it wall then be said of us, as Xenarchus did of 
the poets,— 

“ They never say 
A single thing that’s new. But all they do 
Is to clothe old ideas in language new; 
Turning the same things o’er and o’er again. 
And ui)side down.” 

We have, however, made up our minds—not with¬ 
out reflection indeed—to follow out the tliree natural 
divisions of Melanosperms, Ehodosperms, and Chlo- 
rosperms, or olive, red, and green weeds. The choice 
of order, of course, lay chiefly between that of the 
natural history series, and that of the manufactures 
themselves,—whether, in fact, to make art and work¬ 
manship the primary or the secondary consideration 
in our remarks. As it is in the sea-weeds them¬ 
selves, as worthy objects of study, that we wish the 
chief interest to centre, we at once determined to 
give them every prominence. 

In om’ first paper we figured some of those 2)re- 
valent species which no one could fail to find in a 
walk along the shore: in this, which is devoted to 
the olive weeds or true fuci, we shall continue to 
draw oui’ illustrations chiefly from among others of 
those common forms which are accessible to every¬ 
body, about which there are no considerations of 
rarity, pains, or price, and which indeed are always 
to be had for the trouble of picking them up. 

The Melanosfermece are characterised by natural¬ 
ists as plants of an olive green or brown coloui’, 
and as being in their fructification either monoecious 
or dioecious, that is, having the distinctive organs 
on the same or on different plants. They are 
propagated by spores, either developed externally, 
or singly, or in groups in proper conceptacles, 
each spore being enveloped in a peUucid skin, 
called a perispore, and being in some cases simple, 
and in others ultimately dividing into two, four-, 
or eight sporules. Aniheridia—a term admitted 
as indicative only, and by courtesy in the case of 
the algae, the actual propriety of the term being 
still contested—appear in some; in others are trans¬ 
parent cells filled with orange-coloured vivacious 
corpuscles, possessed of free motion by means of 

* Continued from page 8. 

vibratile cilia. The whole group is marine. If any 
lake objection to the word “ plants,” the botanist 
will tell them that algic have a double res]jiration, 
like their higher sisters of the land,—that by day 
they absorb carbonic-acid gas, and give out the life- 
supporting oxygen, and that in the silent hours of 
the night they reverse the process, and emit carbonic- 
acid gas. 

To point out their relations and concordances with 
terrestrial vegetation, is, however, a very easy task, 
but not so is it to draw the line between animality 
and vegetation. Some authors, indeed, and those 
not despicable ones, have gone so far as to assert 
that the germs of some sea-weeds, in their first ^ 
conditions, are actually endowed with life. Be 
this as it may, no line has yet been drawn which ^ 

the surging waves, for ever singing “ their unrhymed 
lyric lays”—from infancy to manhood living on the 
margin of the briny deep—how fresh and dear to 
me these much neglected things ! “ What pleasant 
visions haunt me” of childish hopes and fears; and 
as again I seem to 

“ Gaze upon the .sea, 
All the old romantic legends. 
All my dreams come hack to me.” 

And in Fancy’s realms my trooping thoughts pass 
on to those homeless wanderers over the face of 
the earth, for whom never more the scenes of 
their first homes will wear a charm,—who, torn 
from aU familiar ties, and tossed and buffeted on the 
sea of life, may perish um’egarded in some far 
distant land. The surging crests of the great 
ocean’s waves oft cast, to moulder on our shores, 
the w'eeds and plants of other climes. We have 
figured one of these fragments, which, after its long 
and boisterous wanderings from the Azores to the 
eastern shores of the new world, across the wide 
Atlantic to oiu’ owm boreal coasts of the old, has 
lost but little of its beauty. In the days of old 
adventure the matted cords of this charming species 
stopped the famous Spaniard’s ships; and still the 
long and narrow floating isles of gidf-weeds— 

separates either distinctly or decisively the animal 
from the plant; and, as Dr. Bindley truly observes, 
“ whatever errors of observation may have occurred, 
those very errors, to say nothing of the true ones, 
show the extreme difficulty, not to say impossi¬ 
bility, of pointing out the exact frontier of either 
kingdom.” We commence our present division— 
and shall follow the like course with the others— 
with its higher forms, and, proceeding in descend¬ 
ing order, shall in each conclude with those humble 
rudimentary forms in which the rigid divisions of 
classification are obliterated, and the only differences 
which can bo assigned are, at best, but little more 
than arbitrary. 

To me how welcome and how dear are the olive 
algals of the rocky shores! Born within sound of 

shunned by the sailor—arc the resting-places of 
myriads of crabs, and other hosts of ocean’s progeny 
hide and nestle in its watery bowers. 

But charming as the Sargassiim iacciferum is in 
its gracefulness, and attractive as it may be in its 
historic associations, naturalists would not of course 
admit either itself or its congener, the Sargassum 
vidgare, as a truly British kind, but would properly 
regard them as the stray waifs of tropical climes. 
The generic name is a latinization of the term 
“ sargazo,” given to the gulf-weeds by the com¬ 
panions of Columbus, and wiU for ever preserve 
the memory of its first discoverer; while the ancient 
specific additimentum of “natans,” or sw’imming, 
was highly characteristic of the habits of the 

species. 
Next in the ranks, and foremost of the really 

British weeds, stands the common, but elegant, 
Halidrgs siliqnosa^ which w'e have already figured 
in our first jiaper, distinguished from all other fuci 
by the compound structure of its air-vessels,—a 
character peculiar to it, and to the beautiful Tucus 
osmundaceus, of the western shores of North 
America. In the last the structui’e is slightly 
different, the vesicles being constricted at the joints 
like strings of beads. The air-vessels of the Eali- 

z 
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might he expected, a detericralioii and loss of colour 
more or less, takes place ia each successive instance. 
The ordinary method of presei'ving sea-weeds for 
natural history purposes is, as is familiarly known, 
to compress them between folds of linen and blot¬ 
ting-paper, on stout drawing-paper, to which, by 
their glutinous nature, they iirmly adhere, forming, 
under tlie skilfulncss of the manipulator, the most 
exquisite natural pictm-es. In all these, however, 
tlie very act of compression, and the spreading out 
ot the object on a Hat surface, gives an unnatural 
aspect, very different from the natural one; it may 
be well, tlierefore, that 1 should state that iii some 
few experiments I have made, 1 have found that 
pure glycerine will jn'cserve even the tnore pulpy 
and plump sorts,—if 1 may use that expressive adjec¬ 
tive,—without even the slightest change for at least 
considerable periods. Some of my specimens have 
been kept in glycerine fur more than eiglit mouths, 

dri/s siliqi'.osa, are those pca-pod-like expansions ol 
the frond, divided into chambers, which seem almost 
to take the place of leaves in our lignograph. 

Intermediate between Ilalidrys and the true fuci, 
is placed the genus Cijstoceira. One of the most 
elegant of thi's charming genus is the heath-like 
species, Ci/sioceira ericoides. On the shores ot the 
south of England especially, and over a very consider¬ 

able geographical range, extending even to the north 
of Africa, it may be gathered at almost any period of 
the Slimmer or autumn. Under the water it glows 
with jirisniatic colours, and as each twig waves to 
and fro, tlie hues vary as the light glances on its 
fronds; and while some “seem covered with sky- 
blue llowcrs, others remain dimk.” In the air it 
presents only a glossy yellow', and in the herbarium 

Fiij. 18.—roiiTioN or l,K^MA;;^;sTIA ligulata. 

and arc as fresh in substance and in colour as when 
they were first collected. Choice samples seem 
thus capable of being indetinitely preserved in proper 
glass or earthen vessels for use at any time by tlie 
designer. 

In a recent visit to the Art-museums at South 
Kensington, I observed tw'o instances of the intro¬ 
duction of sea weeds. One in Mr. II. Weekes’s 
noble statue of a “ Young Naturalist,” where, though 

Fig. IG. — MAGNIFIED VIEW OF RECEPTACLE AND VESICLE AT APEX OF BIIASCII OF CYSTOCEIItA ERICOIDES. 

all its enchanting beauties of colour are gone, and 
unless very great pains and skill have been exercised 
in the manipidaliou, it wiU have shrunk in drying, 

and turned black. 
One might, in passing, point out some attractions 

in even the rather stiff and cylindrical Pijciioplnjcns 
tuberculafiis; and standing alone as it dues, sui 
generis, it seems hard to pass it by; but unless wc 
had a thick folio volume devoted to our subject, 
it were hopeless to attempt to dwell on half the 
pretty things which might well arrest us in our 
butterfly passage, in which, like the Irisli poet’s 
“ child at a feast,” we can hut “ sip of a sweet and 

ily on to the rest.” 
Of the true fuci we have already figured the 

knotted one, of which Scotch boys make whistles 
(Feeiis nodosHs), and that with the saw-like edges 
{Fnci/s serrahts), hnt the ordinary bladder-bearing 
sort, the Fnens vesietdosns, and the more translucent 

Fig. 17.—cnoNDECs crispcs. 

and hladderless or smuolh kind, the Fitcus ceruuuldes, 
and indeed the whole genus, though common in the 
extreme, have high claims to the attention of de¬ 
signers, not alone in the elegance of their outlines 
and the disposition of their fronds, hut as the very 
types and models of sea-weeds. 

The Fucks vesietdosns was at one time, jiarti- 
cularly in the Orkney Isles, regularly cropped fur 
the manufacture of kelp, and if is also known to 
contain a valuable portion of the sweet principle 
called mannitc. In tlie cold and inhospitable regions 
of the polar lands, wlieu the thick snow has buried 
the scanty herbage of the fields, the rocks furnish 
in their meadows of fuci, abundant, fodder for the 
hungry kine, which regularly, at the retreat of the 

tide, conic down to graze ; and if our pages were 
not devoted (o other arts (ban the culinary, we 
might, not uuentcrlaiiiingly, finish our chapter with 
a disquisition on eatable sea-weeds, and on the 
various means by which they might be made sub¬ 
servient to the luxuries or necessities of the “cooking- 
animal”—man. 

Tile Irchindcrs, rireenlaiidcrs, the Chinese, and 
the East Indians, have already made some progress 
in this dcpartincnt; and nearer home, the “carra¬ 
geen,” or Irish moss, was long ago placed on the 
table. Or, if the natural history of the class were 
our object, w'c might with cipial pleasure dwell on 
the marvellous exhibition of tlie strange animal-like 
motions of the troops of zoo-spores w'liich issue 
from the thick yellow slime exuded from the ripe 
receptacles of the Fnrns serratns,—motions ajipa- 
rently so voluntary, tliat it is difficult to consider 
them as concordant with mere vegetation. 

Wc have already hinted at the 
capabilities of these weeds as sug¬ 
gestive models for the carver in 
wood. Now' few' modern struc¬ 
tures are fitted up with more 
elegance than our first-class ships, 
and in them no one will contend 
there is not a great and appro- 
qiriatc field for file display of the 
urnaraenlal or decorative capa¬ 
bilities of sea-wceds. Here they 
are at once appropriate and re¬ 
miniscent of those shores we 
have left behind us,—speaking to 

us of that sea over which we are gliding, of those 
lands whence we have departed, and of those other 

j lands which w'c are seeking. Around and beneath 
[ tigurc-licads, as scrolls upon the hows or stern, 

bordering the panels of the cabin, and modelled to 
suit the various machinery on deck, the designer 

I might create a mai'iiie ornamentation as character¬ 
istic and as pleasing, and as elaborate, if he chose, 
as Corinthian skill developed tVom the tile-covered 
jilant for the architecture of tlie land. 

In bronze or in iron, indeed in all dark metal¬ 
work, the fuci could not fail to he elegant objects, 
and rich in their grouping and in the effect pro¬ 
duced. In many of those objects, too, which the 
gilder prepares, (lie cockle-shells, or cockle-like 
scrolls and cups so prominently displayed, might 
be as elegantly and more appropriately supported 
by well devised groups of algic than by lilies, fleurs- 
de-lys, or scrolls of meaningless design. 

One very pretty diminutive species of Fuchs (F. 
catudicnltxlns) grow's on the very edge of the tide, 
and often where the waves wet the rocks only with 
their spray. The chief crop grows certainly above the 
level of half-tide, and these plants show a preference 
for droughty situations ; nut uni'requeutly in the hot 
days of the summer we find them quite crisp and dry, 
but on the return of the tide they again absorb the 
aqueous fluid, and recover life and .lexibility. So sea¬ 
weeds, which have long been shrivelled up in the 
house, will recover in appearance all their freshness 
and verdancy on being merely immersed in a glass 
of spring or salt water; and we make this allusion 
because it is important that the artist, living per¬ 
haps in some inland town or city, should know' 
that the natural models he may bring from the sea¬ 
side on his holiday trip may be in reality, though 
not apparently, usefully retained for future studies. 
Many of the more leathery kinds will submit to 
several resuscitations of this kind, althougli, as 



sparingly made use of, iliey can but be regarded as 
suecessful iunovatious ; tlie other iu the collection o( 
imitation majolica ware, where a large vase has in 
relief some fronds of the Fucus serratas, which, from 
their unnaturally briglit green, and the want of strict 
attention to the natural model, are not so attractive 
as one could have desired. That sea-weeds, both 
painted or impressed upon china and earthenware, 
arc capable of j)roducing fine results can scarcely be 
doubted; and although it cannot be written of me, 
as it was of an eminent statesman,— 

“ China’s the passion of liis soul— 
A cup, a plate, a dish, a bowl, 
C.aii kindle wishes iu his breast, 
Inllame with joy, or break ins rest,”— 

I shall not willingly give up the potter’s art as 
intractable to my purpose. 

The genus Desmarestia, wliicli follows the fuel in 
natural order, offers some neat patterns for the 
painting of pottery and chinaware, especially in the 
long oval fronds of the, Desmarestia ligulata, a mi¬ 
croscopic section of which we have already given for 
another purpose. Its branching fronds, so leaf-like 
in their development, and yet so unleaf-like in 
reality, have tempted us to figure a single branch of 
one of these plants, as an example of its peculiar 
characters, which, in their pale olive-green and 
purple hues, could scarcely fail of showing to ad¬ 
vantage on the white translucent ground of alumi¬ 
nous materials. We have plates of a particularly 
small size dedicated to the curdled produce of the 
dairy,—in plain English, we have cheese-plates, we 
have soup-tureens and vegetable-dishes, meat-plates 
and dessert-plates,—and why might we not have 
articles appropriated to the service of fish, and 
decorated with sea-weeds ? I have frequently seen, 
in drying these objects, their forms impressed 
through the thick blotting-paper, and forming very 
beautiful tracery in low relief on the opposite side. 
Such impressions have always suggested the idea of 
a similarly simple, chaste, and elegant ornamentation 
of the plainer and commoner wares. The impres¬ 
sions left by the Chondnis crispas, Dicti/ota dicho- 
toma, and other flat and interlacing forms, are most 
admirable for such a process. Simple accidents 
may often lead to unexpected results; and Grecian 
legends even attribute the discovery of modelling in 
relief to the tracing upon the wall, by a potter’s 
daughter, of the shadow of her departing lover’s face, 
which her father modelled afterwards in clay. 

Passing by the genera Arthrocladia, SporocJmus, 
and Carpomitra,^\i\e\i all, in agreater or lesser degree, 
offer pleasing running patterns for the painting of 
porcelain or earthenware, and of flat surfaces in 
general, we come to the noble family of the Lanti- 
narice, so well and ordinarily knowm under the 
names of sea-girdles and tangle. The size and 
expanse of the fronds of the various species of 
Laminaria, as well as the bleak and unprotected 
situations in whi(;h they grow, exposed to the full 
fury of the waves, is provided for in their leathery 
toughness, the rope-like stem, and the numerous 
scutate attachments of the branching root. The 
root of the sea-weed differs very materially from the 
root of a plant,—through it no nutritious susten¬ 
ance is conveyed to the algal, it draws nothing 

crevices of the rocks, but merely adheres to the 
surface. How far their peculiar characters could be 
elegantly made use of in the handles of vases, cover¬ 
lids, and other objects and jmrts of articles which 
require to be lifled or raised, must remain to be 
develo|)cd by the ])rdctical designer and manufac¬ 
turer, and does not lay with the naturalist who 
writes these papers, and who merely throws out the 
hint and suggestion. 

The mussels and shell-fish which attach them¬ 
selves to the firm rootlets of the tangle, or which 
spin together or nestle in the meandering fronds of 
the smaller kinds, often produce groupings worthy 
of much admiration, and which would form material 
aids in the elaboration of practical patterns. 

As there is much difficulty in expressing in a 
greatly reduced drawing a long and narrow form 
like that of the common tangle, we have contented 
om'selves with giving a figure of one of the roots, 
to show how applicable they are for Art-purposes. 

The North American and Kamschatkan species— 
the Laminaria longicrucis—has a frond as large as 
a table-cloth, and a stem of proportionate length. 
The English species attain very frequently to six 
or eight feet, although in their native habitats they 
may be gathered of every size, and in every stage of 
growth ; and to reduce such giants to the scale of a 
few inches, would give no idea of their grandeur or 
beauty. 

Of those immensely long and slender sea-weeds, 
placed by a'gologists in a distinct genus, with the 
expressive name of Chorda, little use I think can be 
made in the way of design. The mere collector has 
to wind them assiduously into a coil in his herba¬ 
rium ; and in their native element, the only purpose 
they seem to serve is to stop the passage of boats, or 
to drown unfortunate swimmers by entangling round 
their legs : for, although often thirty or forty feet in 
length even on British shores, and not thicker at 
their base than a whipcord, they are extremely tough 
and tenacious. 

The case is very different with the beautiful Dic- 
tgotacea, in which family is included the splendid 
Pudina pavonia, with hues nearly as bright and as 
rich as the “ eye-spots ” on the tail of the glorious 
bird from which its specific name is taken. Such a 

Pig. 19.—aooT of laminaria. 

from the soil, it is furnished with no organs, it is 
merely an adhesive holdfast, similar in principle to 
the sucker by which street-boys lift bricks and 
stones; it sends down no ramifying fibres into 

Fig 20.—nici'VOTA ato.maria. 

marine beauty was not likely to escape the 
attention of even early natm'alists, and we 
accordingly find it mentioned in the writings 
of Bauchin and others. Ellis, although he 
has no business with it, cannot resist the 
temptation to figure it in his famous book 

on Corallines. 
In the genus Cutleria we are presented with some 

attractive novelties, but the typical genus Dictgota 
merits special attention. 

If the number and variety of names by which an 
algal was known had any connection with its charms 

/ 

or its rarity, one member at least of the characteristic 
gronp, the Dictgota atomaria ought to be—as it really 
is—both rare and beautiful. The ancient nomen 
trioiale of phasiana, expresses well, in its allusion to 
the plumage of that handsome bird, the barred and 
zig-zag markings caused by the scattering iu the 
substance of the frond—almost as one would cast 
grains of sand or seeds by the hand—of the dark- 
coloured spores or germs. The whole plant, too, 
exhibits those most delicate gradations of the primi¬ 
tive tinge which is not the least remarkable charac¬ 
teristic of all sea-weeds. And in what are o'jr 
designers more delicient—especially those emiiloytd 
in the decoration of 
our houses—than in 
simple and delicate 
contrasts, or more 
especially in those al¬ 
most insensible gra¬ 
dations of colours 
which are so admi¬ 
rable in their effect, 
and which are so in¬ 
variably presented to 
us alike in the sombre 
olive and in the bright 
greens and reds of the 
sea-weeds ? We have 
no power to express 
these natural grada¬ 
tions in our woodcuts, 
but there is certainly 
much ill the way wor¬ 
thy of patient study. 
In this large and ex¬ 
tensive family, there 
are yet more instances 
of how various sections 
and magnificent por¬ 
tions may possess ar¬ 
tistic value. The section of a sorus of Stilophora 
BIdzodes seems, for example, so like the representa¬ 
tion of a fragment of 
jewellery, that it can¬ 
not fail to excite 
wonder that a source 
so prolific should have 
been neglected by our 
workers in gold and 
silver, and our setters 
of pearls and precious stones. 

The Ilesogloia vermieidaris, one of the gelatinous 
Chordariacea, is an ugly weed, but the filaments of 
the frond are worthy, notwithstanding, of being 
placed under the power of the microscope and 
viewed by an artist. 

Fig. 21.—STILOPHORA 

BHIZODES. 

Fig. 22.—SECTION OF A SOROS OF 

STILOPHORA RHIZODE3. 

Fig. 23.—PORTION OF FILAMENTS, AXIAL AND PERU HE- 

RICAL, OF MESOGLOIA VERMICCLARIS. 

So, too, with the hollow cottony Leathesia, look¬ 
ing like a macerated walnut tufting the smTace of 
the rock; only peer into it with microscopic vision, 
and a forest of crystal fibres, composed of divided 
cells, the lower ones long and slender, the upper 
shorter, and supporting little hyaline half-moons on 
their cusps, springs into existence. The tiny tufts of 
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the THachista and ^lyyioiienta^ abound iu bcad-cliain 
fibres, ^Yllile the genera Cladostephiis and SpJtace- 
lavicii offer more visible patterns of a hind at once 

CLADOSTErnCS 

Fig. ^ ^.— 'Portion of a 
branch. 

VERTICILLATUS. 

Fig. 2j.—One of the 
ramnU. 

imleaf-like and novel. The Sphacelaria phmosa, so 
wiry and feathei-y, resembles those curious members 
of the animal kingdom, the Sertuhoia, as which it 

is almost as rigid and as elegant ; while the small 
tufts of the rare Sphacehiria ramosa arc again 
charming microscopic objects. 

The family Ectocarpacece contains a fund of mar¬ 
vellous ideas, which it would be hopeless to attempt 
to introduce in this paper, in which one more genus 
of British olive w'ecds alone remains to be men¬ 
tioned, consisting of two little parasitic species not 
uncommon on the fronds of Chorda loweyitaria: but 
though curious and singular iu construction, they 
offer nothing so tempting as many of those wc 
have been compelled to pass over in silence. 
Our ne.xt paper will deal with w'eeds of still 
more fanciful devices and brighter hues. Some¬ 
thing, as it were, less real and plant-like—with bril¬ 
liant reds and emerald greens, with forms and 
colours fit for fairy w'orhl ; and yet it is almost 
with a sigh I part company with my old bronzed 
and sombre favourites. 

Oft beneath the warm and brilliant rays of sum¬ 
mer’s sun, in shallow skiff, 1 have glided on the calm 
and ])olishcd surface of the sea—the mirror of the 
glowing sky and heavens beyond—over the dark 
forests of tangle waving in the tide, and plucked the 
pellucid limpets browsing on their stems; and, peer¬ 
ing dowm into the rugged dells below% have seen the 
star-fish crawl with sucker-arms along the rocks. 

FUj. 2G.—PORTION OF SPUACELARTA PLUMOSA. 

where whelks drill holes in shells of stone-clad mol¬ 
luscs, to feed upon their soft and luscious flesh— 
where sea-anemones, with outspread tentacles, make 
gardens of living flow'ers ; and aw'kward crabs peep 
out from darksome nooks at glittering lish, then 
scramble side-long back again into their holes. 

In winter, by the raging waves—when skaters 
swift o’er slippery ice with rapid pace were gliding ; 
when ears were tingling with the biting cold, and 
tender people roasting over blazing fires—I have paced 
along the congealed sands to see the shell-fish frozen 
hard and fast, glued to the rocks; and sea-w'eeds, 
crisp and rigid, recover life and elasticity in the 
flowing tide. 

In time of spring I have hunted over the slippery 
meadows of our shores for the instinct-led tra¬ 
vellers from the deep, coming to the shallow tidal 
zone fo propagate their tribes. And in the golden 
season I have watched the sportive play, in rocky 
pools o’ershadowed by these graceful weeds, of 
iridescent annelide and ciiia-paddled beroe—have 
tracked the skipping shrimiis along the silvery 
sands, or have patiently followed the Patella viil- 
ffaris in its solemn march to graze upon the verdant 
iilvfe, and again returning at the change of tide 
to adjust its conical house with stately nicety on 

its proper site. 

TTIOMAS CAMPBELL. 
VROII THE STATUE BY W. CALDER JIARSHALL, R.A. 

PosTlluirous honours to eminent individuals, in 
this country, almost always result from private 
personal feeling and admiration; the Government 
of England is too poor, or too penurious, to erect 
statues to any save the great warrior, the distin¬ 
guished statesman, or some other “man of mark,” 
whose claims to such i-ecognition arc of a nature 
not to be jiassed over without the probability of the 
public voice being raised against legislative neglect; 
and even the sums voted fur these purposes are too 
often extorted from the public treasuiyr, instead of 
being granted freely and liberally, as the last instal¬ 
ment of a debt due for services rendered. How 
then can it be expected that men whose only merit 
is that their genius has added to the literary great¬ 
ness of the nation, has multiplied its intellectual 
enjoyments, and has helped to mould its tastes and 
purify its thoughts and actions, should have honours 
rendered to them which are in very many in¬ 
stances grudgingly bestow'ed on those who have 
perhaps saved the empire from dismemberment, 
conducted it through a perilous crisis, brought 
wealth into its treasury, or aided in elevating it 
among the kingdoms of the earth? llow’ can poets, 
painters, and literary men of all kinds, however 
liigh the distinction they may reach, expect—if 
such an idea ever comes athwart the mind—to be 
enshrined iu seulpturcd marble, or immortalised by 
the sculptor’s art, unless the hands of friendship 
and respect rear the monument, or place on its 
pedestal 

“ The very form and features of the man ?” 

Pei'haps, however, it is well that such honours 
should be the free-will oll'ering of the people,—the 
voluntary tribute of the homage due to genius 
that has worked its way laboriously and inde¬ 
pendently into the esteem of thousands, who delight 
to “ do it reverence” when the casket that contained 
the brilliant gem is mouldering into dust. 

I IVho that has read “ Lochiel’s Warning,” or 
those fine and exquisitely pathetic verses entitled 
“ lloheiilinden,” or has joined in the chorus of “ Ye 
Mariners of England,” would say that their author, 
Thomas Campbell, has no claim to a memorial in 
the ‘’Poets’ Corner” of Westminster Abbey, where 
his body lies, near the tomb of Addison ? The 
portrait-statue, hero engraved, was placed there 
about three years ago ; it w'as erected by public 
subscription, and is the work of Mr. W. Calder 
Marshall, who has represented the poet in his robes 
as Lord Rector of the University of Glasgow'. The 
statue does amjde justice to the open, intelligent 
countenance of the original. 

Campbell was born at Glasgow in 1777 ; he was 
educated iu the university of that city, and greatly 
distinguished himself there by his translations from 
the Greek' poets. At the age of twenty-two he 
produced his “ Pleasures of Hopethe profits 
derived from the sale of this poem enabled him, 
it is said, to visit the continent towards the end 
of the year 1800. Passing throngh Bavaria, then 
the seat of the w'ar between Ihe French and the 
Austrians, he witnessed, from the monastery of St. 
.Jacob, the batlle of Hohenliuden, fought on the 
3rd of December, 1800, when the French, under 
Moreau, gained a victory over the Austrians : the 
sight di-evv forth what has been termed, and not un¬ 
truly, “ one of the grandest battle-pieces that ever 
was drawn.” In 180G, the administration of which 
Fo.x was chief conferred on Camjibcll an annuity of 
£200, which he enjoyed till his death. 

In 1809, his second piincipal poem, “ Gertrude 
of Wyoming,” appeared; and in 1827, “Theodoric, 
and other Poems.” In 1820 he undertook the 
editorship of the “ New' Monthly Magazine,” which 
he retained till 1830; in the follow'ing year he 
established the “ Metropolitan Magazine,” but re¬ 
linquished his connection with it after a short period. 
Among his latest literal'}'productions wxre a “ Life 

of Mrs. Siddons,” a “ Life of Petrarch,” and “ Life 
and Times of Frederick the Great;” of this last, 
we believe, he iirofesscd to be only the editor. 

Campbell died at Boulogne, where he was then 
residing, in June, 1844. His remains were brought 
to England, and interred, as wc have already said, in 

Westminster Abbey. 
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CAMPBELL 

ENGRAVED BY VT. H.MOTE, FROM THE STATUE 
BY W. CALDE-R MAR SHALL. R. A . 

LOUDON, JAMES S.VIBTTJE. 





AllT IN THE PllOYINCES. 

Liveupool.—The exhibition of the Liverpool 
Academy, recently closed, produced the following- 
results with respect to the sale of the pictures con- 
tiilniled :— 

‘ The Lone Church by the Sca-shoro,’ M. An¬ 
thony, 126/.; ‘ The Bridge of the Rialto, Venice,’ 
W. H. Burnett, 100/.; ‘ Crossing the Stream,’ l‘\ 
Underhill, 80/.; ‘ Crossing the Sands,’ W. Under¬ 
hill, 80/. ; ‘ Sunset on the Atlantic,’ F. L. Bridell, 
73/. 10s.; ‘ Moliere reading his Comedies,’ T. P. 
Hall, 54/. 10s.; ‘A A'illage Schoolmaster of the 
Olden Time,’ John Gilbert, 52/. 10s.; ‘ A Game 
of Cribbage,’ T. Clater, 52/. 10s. ; ‘ The Old White 
Horse Inn, Edinburgh,’ S. Rayner, 52/. 10s. ; 
‘ The Cotter’s Saturday Night,’ Edwin Cockburn, 
47/. 5s.; ‘ Spring-time on the River Bure,’ J. W. 
Oakes, 42/.; ‘ La Pensee,’ J. E. Collins, 42/.; ‘ Book¬ 
worm and Grub,’ J. Hayllar, 40/.; ‘ On the River 
Llugwy,’ J. P. Pettitt, 40/.; ‘ Lady Griseld Baillie,’ 
Karl Hartman, 36/. 15s.; ‘ The Unexpected Hinner- 

’ party,’ J. F. Pasmore, 35/.; ‘ Landscape and Cattle,’ 
L. Coignard, 31/. 10s. ; ‘ Waiting for the Shoe,’ 

i J. G. Forbes, 30/.; ‘A Surrey AVoodland,’W. S. 
I Rose, 30/.; ‘The Truants,’ Elijah Walton, 30/.; 
I ‘ Stepping-stones, Bettws-y-Coed,’ F. W. Hulrae, 
I 30/.; ‘ Une Reunion Champetre,’ F. Besson, 30/.; 

‘ A Farm near Twyford,’ G. A. Williams,’ 30/.; 
I ‘ Gowbarrow Park, Ulleswater,’ H. Moore, 30/.; 

‘ Cottage Interior,’ J. B. Burgess, 26/. 5s.; ‘ A 
j Sister of Charity,’ H. Weigall, 26/. 5s.; ‘ Dozing,’ 
■ Edward Davis, 26/. 5s.; ‘ Cattle on the Coast,’ 

Aster R. C. Corbould, 26/.; ‘ The Prophecy of the 
Flower,’ Bell Smith, 25/.; ‘ Dead Game,’ J. Hardy, 
jun., 25/. ; ‘ The First Lesson,’ J. Hardy, jun., 25/.; 
‘In the Vale of Murdoch,’ Walter Williams, 25/.; 
‘ Hay-time,’ J. Bouvier, 25/.; ‘ View from the 
Grand Canal, Venice,’ W. Henry, 25/.; ‘Domestic 
Peace,’ R. Collinson, 25/.; ‘ Entrance to Portsmouth 
Harbour,’ Charles Taylor, 21/.; ‘ Reading the Smoke 
Controvers)',’ J. B. Burgess, 21/. ; ‘ Tong Church,’ 
W. J. J. C. Boird, 21/.; ‘ Entrance to Portsmouth 
Harbour,’ James Danby, 21/.; ‘ Magdalena,’ M. 
Cregan, P.R.H.A., 21/.; ‘ Sunset on the Medw-ay,’ 
G. S. Walters, 21/.; ‘ Approach to Cullercoats,’ 
H. Williams, 21/. ; ‘ Torre de las Infantas,’ Carl 
Werner, 21/.; ‘ The Barbarigo Palace,’ W. Callow, 
21/.; ‘Grass,’J. Brett, 21/.; ‘Landscape,’G. Picron, 
20/.; ‘ The Road Home,’ J. Heuzell, 20/. ; ‘ A View 
in Lausanne, Switzerland,’ H. C. Selous, 20/. ; 
‘The Trap,’ Elijah Walton, 20/.; ‘'Phe Siesta,’ E. 
Havell, 20/.; ‘ Street in Berne,’ H. C. Selous, 20/.; 
‘ On the Aldershot Hills,’ W. S. Rose, 20/.; ‘ Rustic 
Scene,’ Edmund Havell, 17/. ; ‘ A Summer’s Even¬ 
ing, North AVales,’ H. J. Boddington, 16/. 16.s.; 
‘ The Doubtful Moment,’ J. Absolon, 16/. 16s.; 
‘Near Bettws-y-Coed,’ A. Fraser, 16/. 16s.; ‘On 
the River Sooint,’ W. J. J. C. Bond, 15/. 15s. ; ‘ The 

I Highland Widow,’ Alexander Johnson, 15/. 15s.; 
j ‘ Sketch on the French Coast,’ G. Stubbs, 1.5/. 15s.; 
j ‘The Sunday Question—Morning,’E.Nieol,A.R.S.A., 
i 15/. 15s.; ‘The Sunday Question—Evening,’ E. 
! Nicol, A.R.S.A., 15/. 1.5s. ; ‘ Garden of the Gene- 
i ralift'e,’ Carl Werner, 15/. 15s.; ‘ 'Phe Fair Oriental,’ 

A. F. Patten, 15/. 15s.; ‘ The Shallow Stream,’ 
B. C. Watkins, 15/. 15s.; ‘ 'Phe Drawing-room at 

( Baddesley,’ A. E. Everitt, 15/. 1.5s.; ‘ The Village 
I Blacksmith,’ J. G. Forbes, 15/. 1.5s.; ‘ The Old 

Church, Manchester,’ Harry Williams, 15/. 1.5s.; . 
! ‘ Abergelly Bay, North Wales,’ B. Callow, 15/. 15s.; 
I ‘ Rue do la Chaussee,’ L. J. Wood, 15/. 15s.; ‘ 'Phe 

Loiterers,’ E. N. Downard, 15/. ; ‘ Margaret Ram¬ 
say,’ R. Fox, 15/. ; ‘Study from Nature,’ William 
Davis, 15/.; ‘ Sunday Afternoon,’ J. Morgan, 1.5/ ; 
‘ The Herd-girl, Isle of Arran,’ B. Leader, 15/.; 
‘ Palm my Hand,’ 0. Oakley, 14/. 14s.; ‘ Jar of 
Flowers,’ Mrs. Harrison, 13/. 5s.; ‘ The Fisher’s 
Return,’ J. L. Lomas, 12/. 12s.; ‘ Near Clifton, Not¬ 
tinghamshire,’ B. Shipham, 12/.; ‘ On the River 
Melguin,’ G. L. Beetholme, 11/. 11s. ; ‘ Melon and 
Grapes,’ H. Chaplin, 10/. 10s.; ‘ The Wayside Cross,’ 
Miss E. Brownlow, 10/. 10s. ; ‘ The Latest Intelli¬ 
gence,’ Matthias Robinson, 10/. 10s.; ‘ 'Phe German 
Student,’ G. E. Tuson, 10/. 10s.; ‘ 'Phe Terrace, 
Haddon Hall,’ J. D. Watson, 10/. 10s.; ‘The Lake 
Chiemsee, Bavaria,’ F. L. Bridell, 10/. 10s.; ‘ The 
Gurmain Palace, Venice,’ E. Pritchett, 10/. 10s.; 
‘A Valley near Dolgelly,’ A. Vickers, 10/. 10s.; ‘ A 
Sketch from Life,’ Karl Hartman, 10/. 10s.; ‘ At 
the Fountain, Italy,’ G. Stubbs, 10/. 10s.; ‘ On 

I the Llugwy, North Wales,’ A. Hunt, 10/. 10s. ; ‘ At 
I Eastham, Cheshire,’ A. Hunt, 10/. 10s.; ‘ Odd or 
I Even.?’ J. Buchanan, 10/. 10s.; ‘City of Rio de 

Janeiro,’ G. L. Hall, 10/. 10s.; ‘Helping Granny,’ 
Miss E. Brownlow, 10/. 10s.; ‘ Gathering Cherries,’ 
F. Besson, 10/. 10s.; ‘Stepping-stones,’ E. Piette, 
10/. lO.s.; ‘ Church of St. Peter,’ J. Dobbin, 10/. 10s.; 
‘ Menai Bridge, North Wales,’ H. Hughes, 10/. 10s.; 
‘ At Capel Curig,’ A. Hunt, 10/. 10s.; ‘ Venice, 
from the Rialto,’ E. Pritchett, 10/. 10s.; ‘ Samoens 
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Sixt, Switzerland,’ E. 'Pagan, 10/. 10s.; ‘ A Bit on 
a Welsh Burn,’ A. Fraser, 10/. 10s. ; ‘ Primroses,’ 
&o., 'P. Worsey, 10/. ; ‘ Neapolitan Peasant,’ W. W. 
Watkins, 10/. ; ‘ Preparing the Dinner,’ A. Ever- 
shed, 10/. ; ‘ Eveningin a Welsh Valley,’ P. Deakin, 
10/.; ‘Biddy,’ A. D. Cooper, 10/.; ‘'Pired Out,’ J. 
Morgan, 10/. ; ‘ Underwood—Spring,’ J. Hayllar, 
10/. ; ‘'I'he Chalk Seller,’ Henry Vauseben, 10/. 

A number of |iictures found purchasers at sums 
below those we have noticed, but it is scarcely 
necessary to point tliem out; the total amount of 
the sales reached about 2860/. 

'Phe rupture in the Liverpool Academy, arising 
out of the alleged preference given to the works of 
the Pre-Raffaelites, has led to the formation of 
another institution, which has assumed the name 
of the “ Liverpool Society of Fine Arts : ” its objects 
include an annual exliibition, schools for painting, 
sculpture, and architecture, with prizes for pro¬ 
ficiency in these branches of Art respectively’; the 
foundation of a permanent gallery of Art, to consist 
of paintings, sculpture, and water-colour drawings, 
and a collection of Liverpool Art, to be purc’nased 
out of the annual exhibition with the surplus funds 
of the society. It is proposed also to offer-, annually, 
prizes for the best exhibited work in each of the 
following departments :—Historical painting in oil, 
100/.; landscape painting in oil, 50/. ; water-colour- 
drawing, 25/.; sculpture or model, not a porti-ait 
or medallion, 25/.; architectural design, 25/. 'Phe 
projectors of this rrew society appear to commence 
its proceeditrgs liberally; but we think that, with 
reference to the proposed prizes, a mistake has been 
made. Why have they placed sculpture—without 
a question, we think, the highest embodiment of 
Ar-t—in the lowest category of rewards ? The town 
which fostered the rising genius of Gibson, and 
which may boast of possessing some of his noblest 
works, ought not thus, if for no other reason, to 
have depreciated his art. Even among artists and 
Art-patrons sculpture seems yet to be regarded as 
quite a secondary subject of importance ; we admire 
fine historical pictures, and we revel in the beauties 
of a noble landscape, but we would place a fine 
sculptured figure quite on a par with the former, 
and far above the latter, in all the attributes essen¬ 
tial to a great work of Art. We trust the Liverpool 
Society will reconsider this “ clause in their act.” 

Birmingham.—'Phe annual exhibition of the 
Birmingham Society of Artists closed on January 
23rd ; considering the commercial depression that 
has existed in this manufacturing district, as in 
others, the season has not been unsuccessful. 
During the last three weeks of the exhibition, it 
was open for the working- classes at the reduced 
charge of itropoice, a benefit of which a very- 
large number of persons availed themselves. The 
four pictures kindly lent by the Emperor of the 
Fi-ench, namely, Delaroche’s ‘ Princess in the 
Tower,’ Horace Vernet’s ‘ Paris in 1815,’ Ingres’s 
‘Charge to Peter,’ and Delacroix’s ‘Wedding in 
Morocco,’ were among the most attractive features 
of the gallery. 'Phe pictures sold realised the sum 
of 1122/. 'Phe principal works that found purchasers 
-ft'ere :—‘Otter Hunting at Pont-y-Pare, Bettws-y- 
Coed,’ J. Pettitt, 110/.; ‘Soheveling—Pink landing 
Fish,’ E. W. Cooke, A.R.A., 63/.; ‘Vintage Time,’ 
J. S. Houston, R.S.A., 62/. 10s. ; ‘ Under the Valley 
of Rocks, near Devon,’ W. West, 40/. ; ‘ 'Phe Fisher¬ 
man’s 'Preasures,’ F. P. Parker, 40/.; ‘ St. Michael’s 
Mount, Cornwall,’ W. Pitt, 35/.; ‘ Building a Guy,’ 
E J. Barnes, 30/.; ‘Near Exmouth, Devonshire,’ 
W. Hallett, 30/. ; ‘ Sea-side Downs,’ H. Moore, 
25/.; ‘'Phe Cobbler,’ J. G. Forbes, 25/.; ‘Squally 
Weather,’ E. Hayes, A.R.H.A., 20/.; ‘On the 
Moors, near Killin,’ "VV. Luker, IS/. ; ‘ Harrop 'Parn, 
Cumberland,’ A. Perigal, A.R.S.A., 16/. 16s. ; ‘Fal¬ 
mouth Evening,’ W. Pitt, 15/. 15s. ; ‘Deerhounds,’ 
C. Hancock, 15/. ; ‘ The Source of the Llugwy,’ 
J. P. Pettitt, 1.5/.; ‘ Pont-y-Pare, on the Llugwy,’ 
W. Hall, 14/. 14s.; ‘Young Jeannie,’ W. Luker, 
12/. 12s.; ‘ Heath Scene,’ E. J. Niemann, 12/. 12s.; 
‘ On the New Mown Hay,’ J. Bouvier, 12/. ; ‘ Caen, 
Normandy,’ H. Valter, 10/. 10s. ; ‘ Going for Peat,’ 
W. S. P. Henderson, 10/. 10s. ; ‘ The Alarm Bell 
Tower, Bar, France,’ H. Valter, 10/. 10s.; ‘ Farm 
House and Cattle,’ A. H. Green, 10/.; ‘Apple Blos¬ 
soms,’ 'P. Worsey, 10/. 

'Phe following selections vfere made by prize- 
holders in the Art-Union of Birmingham :—‘ Among 
the Crags, Devonshire,’ F. H. Henshaw, 80/.; ‘A 
Passing Storm,’ H. Barnes, 50/.; ‘'Phe Ballad,’ 
W. Underhill, 40/. ; ‘ Bob-cherry,’ C. Dukes, 35/. ; 
‘The Spanish Girl,’ H. Pickersgill, jun., 31/. 10s. ; 
‘An Old Mill, Caernarvonshire,’ W. Hall, 25/.; 
‘ Troutbeok, Westuioreland,’ C. Pettitt, 25/. ; ‘'Phe 
Bird’s Nest,’ E. J. Cobbett, 2-5/. ; ‘ AVhere the Robin 
builds,’ 'P. Worsey, 17/. 17s.; ‘Hotel de Ville, 
Brussels,’ A. E. Everitt, 15/. 15s. ; ‘ A Bye-road,’ 
E. A. Pettitt, 15/. ; ‘ Nant Mill,’ J. J. Hughes, 15/.; 
‘ Fishing Boats in a Gale,’ J. S. IMeadows, 15/.; 
‘ The 'I'estof Affection,’ Miss E. Brownlow, 10/. 10s.; 
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‘On Guard,’ B. Leader, 10/. ; ‘In Sight of Dover,’ 
E. Hayes, A.R.H.A., 10/. ; &c. &c. 

SHKFrini.i).^—'Phe local pajiers |jublish a length¬ 
ened account of the conversazione of the School of 
Art in this town, held on the 2nd of February. 
'1 here seems to have been a good collection of works 
of Art displayed for the gratification of the nume¬ 
rous visitors. 'Powards the close of the evening’s 
entertainments the company mustered in the “ele¬ 
mentary-room,” when Mr. R. Monckton Jlilnes, 
M.P., delivered a most interesting and eloquent 
address to the supporters of the school and the 
pupils. Mr. Henry Cole, C.B., followed, and cha¬ 
racterised the Sheffield school—which is under the 
direction of Mr. Y'oung klitchcll, assisted by Mr. 
Godfrey Sykes and Mr. Lomas—as “ one of the 
largest and most successful in the kingdom.” Mr. 
Millies afterwards presented the successful com¬ 
petitors with the prizes awarded to them, the prin¬ 
cipal being the “ Mayor’s Prize” of ten guineas to 
Reuben 'Pownroe, for the “ best design for a tea-ser¬ 
vice, suitable for manufacture either in silver or 
plated ware;”—Brooks’s design fora similar work 
received honourable mention:—the “Master Cutler’s 
Prize” of five guineas to Walter Nicholson for the 
best design for “fish-knife and fork and butter- 
knife ; ”—the designs of R. G. Smith and R. 'Purner 
for similar objects of manufacture were pronounced 
“ very satisfactory —and the “Montgomery Me¬ 
dal,” contributed by the ladies of Sheffield, to R. 
’Purner for the best drawing of flowers from nature. 

Brighton.-—'Phe annual conversazione of the 
Brighton and Sussex Society of Arts took place at 
the Pavilion, on 'Puesday, January 12th. The 
rooms were richly furnished with paintings and 
works of Art. The music-room was devoted prin¬ 
cipally to the exhibition of water-colour drawings; 
and in the saloon and drawing-rooms oil-pictures 
were hung. In the banqueting-room, among various 
attractive objects, was exhibited a fine collection of 
photographs by Lake Price. We have a catalogue 
of the principal contributions before us, but have 
not space to speak of them in detail. The conver¬ 
sazione was attended by a large number of the most 
influential residents of Brighton. 

Sunderland.—'Phe inhabitants of this town, in 
the neighbourhood of which the late General Have¬ 
lock was born, have determined to raise a monument 
to his memory on the sea-coast, and subscriptions 
for this purpose are already being collected. We 
only trust that the memorial will be worthy of the 
hero whose noble deeds it is intended to comme¬ 
morate. 

PICTURE SALES. 

Mu. Henry Wallis, the well-known dealer in, and 
collector of, modern English pictures, has disposed 
of a considerable number of his paintings by auction. 
One hundred and twenty were sold at the gallery 
of Messrs. Leggatt, Hayward & Co., in Cornhill, 
on the 3rd and 4th of last month. A picture 
sale of any importance is a rarity in the city of 
London ; why Mr. Wallis should have choseu that 
locality, rather than the neighbourhood of St. 
James’s, for the dispersion of his collection, we are 
at a loss to guess: certainly the prices realised on 
this occasion were, generally, below the average 
mark, though the “city men” have credit for 
liberality in their dealings with Art. The principal 
works, and the sums at wliich they were knocked 
dow'u, are appended; the whole 128 realised 7740/. 

‘ Summer Evening on the Thames,’ II. J. Boddington, 
41 gs.; ‘Diana and her Nymphs disturbed by the Ap¬ 
proach of Actaeon,'W. B. Frost, A.R.A., 66 gs.; ‘Tlie 
Forest Flowers,’ W. Gale, 55 gs.; ‘ The Captured Run¬ 
away Slave,' W. Gale, 57 gs.; ‘ Clifton, looking down the 
Avon,' J. B. Pyne, 53 gs.; ‘ Bellinzona,’ C. Stanfield, R.A., 
86 gs.; ‘ South Downs,’ T. Creswick, R.A., and R. Ansdell, I 
96 gs.; ‘ Italian Scenery,’ J. B. Fyiie, 57 gs.; ‘ The Cattle i 
Slied,’ T. S. Cooper, A.K.A., 160 gs.; ‘Hampstead,’ J. 
Liimell, 75 gs.; ‘ From our own Correspondent,’ W. . 
Helmsley, 66 gs.; ‘ Llyn Cwm Flyiinon,’ S. R. Percy, i 
60 gs.; ‘ The Death of Robert the Good,’ A. Elmore, R.A., 
720 gs.; ‘ 'The Weald of Kent,’ T. Creswick, R..A., 110 gs.; 
‘ The Flight into Egypt,’ Dobson, 86 gs.; ‘ Circe and the I 
Sirens tliree,’ W. Etty, R.A., 510 gs.; ‘Presbyterian 
Catecliising,’ John Phillip, A.R.A., 370 gs.; ‘ Interior of j 
a Welsh Cottage,’ F. Goodall, A.R.A., 81 gs.; ‘ La Rose,’ ! 
C. Baxter, 59 gs.; ‘ The Lovers,’ H. O'Niel, 70 gs.; | 
‘Sheep in a Landscape,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 81 gs.; 
‘The Wolf-Slayer,’ R. Ansdell, 285 gs.; ‘David Slaying i 
the Lion,’ J. Linncll, 555 gs.; ‘ The Goths ill Italy,’ P. F. | 
Poole, A.R.A., 425 gs.; ‘The Opening of Waterloo 
Bridge,’ J. Constable, R.A., 555 gs.; ‘ Boys in Search of 
Wild Fowl,’Collins, R.A., 64 gs.: Kilgarnn Castle, on 
the Twyvey,’ J. M. W. Turner, R.A., 425 gs.; ‘ The 
Rubicon,’ C. Stanfield, R.A., 92 gs.; ‘ 'The Poodle Dog,’ 
Sir E. Landseer, R.A., 74 gs.; ‘View in Dort, with 
Figures,’ D. Roberts, R.A., 70 gs. 
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is for a toasting-fork, intended to be executed in silver 
or plated metal; the princij)le of the handle to he 
that which is called a “telescope,” which aflbrds an 
opportunity of curtailing or elongating its length. 
It is perhaps somewhat too elaborate to suit the 
purpose of the ordinary manufacturer, but there are 
parts of it that he may adopt, and the whole is 
suggestive. 

Mr. Kogers furnishes three designs for playing- 
cards. The first is enriched with a style of orna- 

OKIGIN.^L DESIG^^S, 
AS SUGGESTIONS TO JIANUFACTUKERS, ETC. 

This page contains four engravings from designs by 
!Mr. \V. n.vERY Rogers (Winibledouj. The artisl 
has established a reputation for large acquaintance 
with a special class of Art; and perhaps he is sur¬ 
passed by no one in thorough knowledge of “the 
Italian:” it is very general in its applicability, and 
his information thus conveyed may bo useful to 
many orders of manufacturers. Me shall not do 
justice to Air. Rogers, however, if w’c thus limit hi.s 
powers: he is familiar with nearly every branch 
of Art, a resort to which may be serviceable to 
the fabricaut; and, moreover, he is acquainted 
with the capabilities of the ])roducer to avail himself 
of the “ teaching” of the designer. Tl:e first design 

mentation which was largely employed for the covers j binding. The second has a rich border of Indian 
ot books in I'rance at the time ot Irancis the First, i decoration with a native plant in the centre. The 
and which is known as “ Grolier” work, after tiie ; third is composed solely of Italian foliage." It is 
name of the most celebrated patron of ornamental manifest that either of these designs, although drawn 

for an express purpose, could be readily employed 
by any manufacturer requiring a fiat siu'face to be 
elegantly tilled. Until of late years the backs of 

playing-cards were invariably plain,, and we imagine 
we are indebted to Alessrs. De La Rue for an intro¬ 
duction that br ings Art in a iioyel form on our tables. 

But the designs they furnish are, for the most part, 
nnsuited to the object, consisting often of lai’ge 
flow'ers which cover only portions of the surface, 

and ai'e by no means either appropriate or refined. 
Certainly, as Mr. Rogers has shown, there is no 
reason why^ they should not be both. It is true that 

the fifty-two cards must contain, all of them, the 
same design, without the shadow of a diflercnce ; but 
this we do not regard as an evil: to familiarise the 
eye and mind with bcanly is a task of which every 

producer should be ambitious ; the one is refreshed 
and gladdened, while the other—• 

“ By this harmonious action on her iiowers. 
Becomes herself harmonious." 



With regard to tliis department of the Akt- 
JouRNAL, we have again to invite the co-operation 
of all Art-designers—those more especially who are 
edncating, or have been educated, at the various 

Art-schools of the provinces. Onr hopes from 
these sources have not been as yet realised; we 
obtain few communications of value, although many 
designs are transmitted to us, the publication of which 

could do no good to either designer or producer. 
Still we have encouraging evidence of progress, and 
of an increased desire to labour in a right direction 
for the acquirement of beauty, grace, and truth. 
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The two designs on this page are by Mr. Godfrey 
Sykes—second master of the School of Art at Slief- 
ficld—a gentleman who has been a very valuable 
auxiliary to manufacturers of the great town of 
“ plated goods.” “ They are,” vvrites 
the artist, “ fifteenth century in style, 
and of architectural construction; and 
although, at present, such a style tinds 
comparatively little favour with the 
public (since the modern lavish intro¬ 
duction of heaps of flowers called ‘ orna¬ 
ment’), it is that on which all our good 
ornamental works are constructed, and 
which the verdict of many generations 
declares to be true.” The upright Ink- 
stand is designed for silver (if o-xydised 
it would be well); the figure in front, 
with extended arms, forms the pen-rest, 
while the smaller figure above holds the 
taper. The object is obviously more 
suitable for a presentation or drawing¬ 
room ornament than for ordinary use. 
The other inkstand is designed for bronze, 
—the centre vase for ink and the side 
vases for stamps, &c.: provision being, 
of course, made on the stand for pens. 
The artist has in each case given only 
one receptacle for ink, as for all purposes 
of correspondence it is enough. We 
desire to repeat our expectation, that 
the designs we thus furnish, from time 
to time, will be accepted rather as sug¬ 
gestions than as models; aiid that, 
although they may be given as for 
special and expressed purposes, they 
may supply “hints” to other fabricants 
than those for whom they are more 
particularly intended. “ Authorities ” 
upon all points are now sufficiently 
abundant. At the School of Art in 
South Xensington, there is not only a 
valuable and very useful collection of 
treasiires, ancient and modern—works 
actually executed — freely offered for 
study, from which the producer or the 
artizan may borrow as little or as much as he pleases ; 
but the rich library of illustrated books, many of 
them rare and seldom procurable elsewhere, are as 
liberally submitted to any student who desires to 

consult them. Those who issue jjroductions of Art- 
industry are therefore without excuse, when they 
“achieve” mediocrity instead of aiming at excel¬ 
lence. Yet in furnishing lliese designs, and in thus. 

as it were, compellinr/ thought, we are accomplish¬ 
ing an important part of our allotted task, com¬ 
paratively little needed, indeed, by those who will 
resort to the mass of “works” at their command. 

but instructive because suggestive to those who 
either cannot or will not—and certainly do not— 
Ihink, before they commence an Art-production, 
how best it may be cxeculed. 

At all the Art-meetings now so con¬ 
tinually held, not alone in Ijondon but 
in the leading cities and towns of the 
provinces, speakers invariably comment 
on the superiority of Trench artizans, 
as arising from their abundant oppor¬ 
tunities of studying the works of great 
masters of various epochs. This disad¬ 
vantage to England is rapidly disappear¬ 
ing ; collections of suggestive objects are 
ill progress in many places, under the 
auspices of corporate bodies, and main¬ 
tained at the public cost; being there¬ 
fore public property; other collections, 
those more especially which are under the 
charge of the Department of Science and 
Art, have appointed circuits, to which 
they periodically travel; and at South 
Kensington, as we have observed, there 
is an absolute treasure-house of manipu¬ 
lative study and intellectual wealth : it is 
impossible to walk through the various 
rooms and avenues without a conviction 
that immense results must arise from 
the resources there supplied freely and 
most liberally. If our sons are not 
better educated than our fathers, the fault 
will surely be their own—“upon their 
heads be it! ” 

These remarks will not be considered 
out of place in association with “ Ori¬ 
ginal Designs as Suggestions to Mauu- 
factm-ers; ” we are fully aware that we but 
repeat here the simple truths we have 
for many years endeavoured to impi’ess 
on the public—those who “ demand ” 
as well as those who “ supply.” It is 
certain that an extensive and manifest 
change has been WTOUght in the “ plans” 
of nearly all British Art-producers within 
a comparatively short period ; but there 

is yet much to do before we can, in every one of 
its departments, rival those we have been accus¬ 
tomed to consider as authorities for our guidance in 
modern productions of Art-manufacture. 
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COEllESrOJs^DENCE. 

To {he Editor (7/“Tiie AiiT-JorRNAL.” 

AJIEKICAN ART IN (JERJIAXY. 

In the exhibition now opened is a painting of pre¬ 
tentious size and subject. It represeids an inci¬ 
dent in the life of Frederick tlie Great, and is painted 
by Leutze, the American artist,—I say American 
because although lie is now, and has been for some 
fifteen years, living here, he claims the States for 
his coiiutiT, and is always spoken of as an Atucrieaii. 
It appears that after the rclcaseinent of Frederick 
from conlincmcut, he was presented to his mother 
at a ball: the picture represents this incident and 
instant of time. A little on one side of the centre 
is young Frederick on his knees, before his mother, 
who bends over him. In the centre, and just behind 
these two figures, stands the father, with a daughter 
on eacli arm ; tlie two sides of the canvas are filled 
by attending and well known courtiers of the time, 
while the distance shows the heads of figures dancing. 
The whole scene is splendidly illuminated by chan¬ 
deliers. The most noticeable feature of the picture 
is its colour: the canvas is literally one blaze of 
warm, glowing tints; but they are so opposed and 
softened into each other as to produce the most 
perfect harmony. The execution of the picture 
is very artistic ; it has the ajipearance of having 
been done with care, is detailed, and has the effect 
intended without being over-worked. The heads 
are sufiiciently expressive, and the actions of the 
figures appropriate and good. Mr. Leutze has shown 
great skill in managing the light and shade; it was 
necessarily much cut up, on account of tlie con¬ 
flicting lights from so many different sources; and 
to harmonise them in a picture is a task requiring 
a master's skill: it has been accomplished perfectly, 
so that this picture will look os well engraved ns in 
the original. The interior of the room in which 
the ball took place was hung with paintings, and 
the ceiling elaborated with carvings ; all of these, as 
well as the other accessories of furniture, dresses, 
A'c., are rendered from realities. The picture is, 
therefore, historically correct. You have now a 
general idea of Leutze’s last picture, on which he 
is said to have expended nearly a year. The ques¬ 
tion naturally arises, For what did he paint it ? As 
it was not a commission, he executed it of his in¬ 
dependent will. He could not have painted it with 
the intention of making it an apjjcal to those most 
likely to feel interest in the subject, because he 
is a man of intellect, and conid perceive that 
there was nothing in it calculated to have this 

effect. Neither could he have painted it as a picture 
for mankind; because it is destitute of anything 
interesting to them : it expresses no sentiment, and 
therelore appeals to none ; it illustrates no principle, 
and condemns no vice; it flatters no particular set 
of men, nor is it fitted to reform a folly ; it satirises 
nothing, praises nothing;—it is simply a painting 
that illustrates an incident in the life of Frederick 
the Great. Leutze is too great a man to admit of 
even the supposition that he chose this subject be¬ 
cause he saw it w'as adapted to exhibit colour— 
because it afforded an opportunity to display his 
masterly execution—his knovvledgc of perspective, 
of light and shade. Nor is it reasonable to assume 
tnat he so far lost sight of the dignity of Art as 
deliberately to create a picture whose chief excel¬ 
lence should be colour, and of which the highest 
thing that could be said is, “ It is wonderfnll}^ 
executed. ’ But if he-did not paint it because he 
thought it peculiarly adapted for sale, nor because 
he fancied at least some part of the world would 
appreciate it, nor for the purpose of displaying his 
execution, w'hy did he paint it? We all kuow 
Leutze for a man of more than ordinary steadiness 
and depth of intellect,—one capable of thinking; 
who has his reasons for whatever he undertakes : so 
it is to be suqrposed that he had reasons for painting 
this picture, and, though not myself enabled to see 
them, it wmuld be w'eak to doubt that they were 
good ones. But whatever they may have been, the 
painting itself must stand on its own merits. It 
may be compared to a woman who, dressed in the 
extieme of fashion, has some traces of beauty in her 
face and person, but whose mind is a dead blank— 
who is sinall in intellect, and utterly destitute of 
feeling. She would attract attention wherever she 

goes; she would elicit admiration for her beautiful 
dress and graceful ajipearance; and, it is possible, at 
first sight, one miglit be touched by the trace of 
beauty in her face; but, upon becoming acquainted 
with her, the novelty of her apjiearaucc would soon 
wear ollj and, as is generally the case with things 
that please us most at first, would finally become 
contemptible, if not absolutely disgusting. So it is 
with this painting; its colouring will attract atten¬ 
tion, and procure it admirers in any gallery, and he 
who takes only a sujierficial glance at it, will pre- 
sentlj' set it down as a splendid wmrk of real Art ; 
but he who will give it a due consideration, who will 
pay it repeated visits until the colouring has ceased 

! to dazzle liis eye, will find that he has already saw' 
I all there is in it to be seen, and that he has alicady 

experienced all the jdeasure it is capable of imparting. 
Ho will find that, like the lady just mentioned, its 
chief beauty is mere outside show'; and that if it 
proves anything deeper—any qualities of mind w'orthy 
of admiration—they are exceedingly slight, found 
only by jiersevering search, and when found serving 
only to disapj)oint. Yet those who demand nothing 
more than appearance, who are satisfied with sur¬ 
face—and there are many such—will find in this 
picture their ideal of Art. Such, how'over, it would 
seem, are not worth the trouble of satisfying ; and if 
IMr. Leutze has painted this work for them, the least 
that can be said of it is, that he has done a vciy 
small thing : a giant has throW'u himself into con¬ 
vulsions to crush a pigmy. 

Eiisscldurf, Januanj H, 1858. P. 

AET m CONTINENTAL STATES. 

Paris.—The Fine Arts seem to be entirely for¬ 
gotten in Paris for the present; the only conversa¬ 
tion in all circles is about the talents, death, and 
burial of Mademoiselle Ilaobel, and the horrible 
drama of the Hue le Pelletier.—Among artists and 
connoisseurs the following strange story is creating 
a sensation :—A clause in the will of a M. Armand 
Mahe ordains that a room in his house shall not be 
opened till twenty years after his burial; the day 
has arrived, and the apartment has been opened. 
The w'alls were found covered with paintings, in 
ordinary frames, but all wer“ covered with paper, 
fastened over them. A note by the testator was 
found on a table, in which it was stated that, find¬ 
ing himself ill for some time, and unable to enjoy 
his pictures, he had pasted paper on them to pre¬ 
serve them ; that they were his delight; and, not¬ 
withstanding the jeers and remonstrances of his 
friends, he had persevered in collecting them, and 
that the whole had cost him about two thousand five 
hundred francs. On removing the coverings there 
were found to be eleven paintings by F. Boucher, 
signed and dated from 1750 to 1758, the finest 
period of the painter; seven by Watteau, and of the 
highest qualit)'—one a reproduction of the “Nooe 
du Village,” now at Madrid, and a sketch of the 
“ Embarquement pour Cythere,” now in the Louvre; 
four by Pater; five by Lancret; two heads by 
Greuze'; tw'o sketches by Prudhon ; and others by 
Nattier, Natoire, and Chardin : in short, a most 
splendid collection of the kind of pictures so much 
in vogue at present.*—M. Lechene, of Caen, has 
just finished a group of “Animals vanquished by 
Cupid” for the Bois de Boulogne.—The Prince 
Jerome has ordered of M. Cavelier a statue of the 
Emperor Napoleon I.—The Gallery of the Luxem¬ 
bourg is now open. The paintings recently pur¬ 
chased, and hung here, are by MM. Baudr}', liau- 
bigny, and Breton.—M. Yvon is busy on several 
large pictures for Versailles.—The Gallery of the 
Louvre is only partially open. Several alterations 
have been made, paintings cleaned,' and some re¬ 
touched. When the whole of the apartments are 
again open we shall return to the subject. 

* We have no doubt our Paris correspondent has good 
autliority for the information he sends us, but we must 
express our disbelief in the authenticity of the pictures 
referred to, if not in tlie entire story. Thirty or forty 
paintings by sucli masters could scarcely liave been concealed 
from public, knowledge, altliough they may liave been from 
public .iew; there must be many persons living-nho had 
seen tliem, wlio knew they w-ere still in the Iiouse tenanted 
only twenty years ago by M. MahiS, and wlio consequently 
conid testify to their genuincnc-s; bow then can the dis¬ 
covery take the connoisseurs of I’aris liy surprise ? More¬ 
over, we cannot credit tlie fact tinat sucli a collection more 
than thirty in number, could ever have been purchased for 
the sum named, about seven pounds each, even at the period 
■when it might be supposed they fell into the possession of 
their late owner.—A'J. A. J. 

THE EOYAL PICTIJEES. 

THE NOON-DAY WALK. 

II. Jutsum, Painter. R. Rrandard, Engraver. 

Size of the Picture, 12 in. by 8 in. 

How comparatively few jiersons are there, we will 
venture to say, who, as they walk through a gallery 
of pictures, or turn over the leaves of some richly- 
illustrated volume, ever bestow' even a passing 
thought upon the men whose genius and labours 
have so largely ministered to their enjoyment. The 
work engrosses so much of our admiration and 
sympathy that the w'orkman is too often lost sight 
of. Who, as he stands before a fine picture, 
or any other work of Art, reflects what it has cost 
the artist to produce it ? how many anxious and 
w'eary days have been spent over it, from the first 
thought which he roughly sketched out on the 
paper till the last touch was placed on the canvas, 
or the last faint stroke of the mallet left the sculp¬ 
tured marble a “ thing of life how many mis¬ 
givings as to the result, in the mind of even the 
most experienced jiainter or sculptor; and when the 
work is sent forth from the studio to stand the test 
of unsympathising criticism, what apprehension lest 
an unfavourable verdict be recorded against it, and 
the voice of condemnation should consign the labour 
of months to oblivion, and the labourer to despair'. 
We have frequently heard artists designated as an 
extremely sensitive class: they are so, no doubt, 
but they have abundant reason for the possession 
of such a mental peculiarity; the nature of their 
occupation induces it, vvhile the uncertainty of the 
reception their works may receive—to which the 
imjiortauce, to them, of the public judgment gives 
additional disquietude—tends to promote this sensi¬ 
tiveness, and renders them susceptible of impres¬ 
sions wliicli a more active intercourse with the busy 
world w'ould most assuredly dispel. 

But, all honour to the men who, for some brief 
moments of our lives at least, cause us to forget 
what we are, and where w'e are; who roll back the 
chariot-wheels of time to our mental vision by 
making us familiar with the great actors in the 
drama of life-long ages jiast, and w'ith what they 
did ; who annihilate all distance by transporting us 
to lands which our feet have never trodden, and oiu' 
eyes never seen, except as they show them to us. 
By their aid we are spectators of events that stand 
conspicuous in the annals of empires; statesmen 
and warriors, patriots and courtiers, reappear on the 
stage, and we become witnesses of their triumphs 
and their failures. They summon us into the pre¬ 
sence of those whose lives and characters have 
through successive generations allied their names 
with the title of saint or martyr. With the artist 
as our companion, w'e w'aiider through “ the long- 
drawn aisle and fretted roof” of church and cathe¬ 
dral, through streets of ancient houses, and past 
mouldering, deserted castles, from the north to the 
south of Europe. With him we go forth into the 
deserts of Arabia, tbe jungles of India, the bound¬ 
less forest tracks of America, and the ice-regions of 
tbe jtolar circles. Willi him, too, W'o “ lie down 
beside the still waters,” and inhale the perfumed 
breath of the green meadows; we stand upon some 
lofty eminence, and our eyes look abroad upon a 
vast amphitheatre of cornfield, pasture, villages, and 
all those pleasant and picturesque objects that are 
included in rural life. In brief, there is nothing, 
either of (he past or present, of reality or fiction, 
with w'hich the versatile pencil of the painter does 
not make us acquainted, and which we know only 
through the medium of his art. 

Mr. Jntsum holds a distiugnished place among 
our landscape-painters: some of his pictures have 
rarely been surjiassed, by any of his contemporaries, 
in truth and poetical feeling. Lie is a close student 
of nature, and treasures up, for his canvas, her 
sweetest and kindliest looks—loving her sunshine 
rather than her tears. His little picture of the 
“Noon-day Walk” is an example of this preference: 
it is, however, a comparatively early performance, 
painted in 1845, was not exhibited, and must not 
be taken as a true e.xponent of his powers. Still 
the composition is agreeable, and the colour has all 

the freshness of summer-time. 
The picture is at Osborne. 
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THE HOON^BAT WALK. 

FROM THE PICTUER IN THE E'.YA_L COLLECTION 





THE rilOPOSED MEMOIIIAL 
OF THE 

EXHIBITION OF 1851. 

The models and drawings wliieli liavc been designed 
and made in competition for the erection of the 
monument proposed to be placed in Hyde Park, as 
commemorative of the Exhibition of 1851, arc now 
publicly exhibited at the Museum, South Ken¬ 
sington. The models arc twenty-two in number ; 
of drawings there are twenty-eight. Some of the 
drawings are sulliciently ingenious in their proposi¬ 
tions, some are feeble and commonplace in every¬ 
thing, and others are so unsatisfactory, that we cau 
scarcely think the artists were in earnest in their 
efforts. An affectation of eccentricity and an as¬ 
sumption of extravagance can never be mistaken 
for genius; the reasoning observer marvels at the 
little knowledge with which some of these works 
have been composed. According to the terms of 
the invitation issued, it might have been supposed 
that many hopeful and able men would approach 
the uttermost limit of the scope allowed them by 
sending in carefully-composed and laboriously-fin¬ 
ished models—realities in design, which must super¬ 
sede in interest ground-plans and elevations on 
paper. A thought on this subject would have saved 
those artists who have sent drawings only, much 
labour and anxiety, for in a mixed exhibition like 
this a drawing, unless it proposed a design of tran- 
seendent exeellenoe, has very little chance. These 
competitors on paper have either too much or too 
little to do. Those who are too fully occupied 
should not have forgotten that the subject of com¬ 
petition is a memorial of material interest, and 
that the committee would not be justified in con¬ 
sidering favourably any slight and sketchy proposi¬ 
tion. And those whose measure of occupation is far 
from full, yet who could not afford time and pecu¬ 
niary expenditure with an uncertain prospect of 
reward, must, had they reflected sensibly, have con¬ 
cluded that nothing short of a considerable investment 
of time and money could secure success. 

Of the twenty-two models not less than fifteen 
are described as “ architectural.” Having a re¬ 
putation in pure Art to vindicate, no occasion of 
asserting it should be lost, and therefore deeply 
should we deplore a resolution on the part of the 
committee, whereby any model should be selected 
wherein architecture should preponderate over sculp¬ 
ture. What legend or narrative soever the artist 
may set forth, the force of the argument will reside 
in sculptm-e—the poetic eloquence of the story can 
be enunciated by the “ Rhodian art” alone. At this 
commemoration, however, architecture must be con¬ 
tent to assist, without being ambitious to predomi¬ 
nate; for we submit the cause is so clearly that 
of sculpture, that anything but sculptm’e would be 
regarded by foreign schools as a declaration of iu- 
competency; and yet a statue, or a mere group of 
statues, were not sufficient; and hence must archi¬ 
tecture, in some form, be made an important but a 
secondary contributive. There are some of the 
models in which the principal quantity is a pillar 
or an obelisk. Of these there are five or six; but 
if the decision of the committee fall upon a memento 
of this kind, the work commemorates less the Great 
Exhibition of 1851, than it celebrates the labour of 
the quarryman. Of columns with statues thereon 
we have enough—nay, more than enough, for the 
last of our choice is not yet finished. We cannot 
afford an obelisk, because we are yet poor in public 
works of Fine Art. There is but one model simply 
sculptured in the entire collection—that is No. 16 
—“ The Genius of Civilization proclaiming the Great 
Exhibition. The statue is seated on a rock, to admit 
of the introduction of plants and water.” This were 
not enough, nor could there in our opinion be sug¬ 
gested in simple sculpture anything sufficiently com¬ 
prehensive. It was much to be apprehended that in 
these designs there would be a redundancy of portraits 
and statues of the Queen and the Prince ; and these 
apprehensions are realised, for both Her Majesty 
and the Prince-Consort are represented in a variety 
of characters. 

No. 1 is an “ architectural composition,” with em¬ 
blematical impersonations of the four quarters of the 
globe and other figm'es, the whole surmounted by a 
figure of Britannia, and within the temple a statue 
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of Prince Albert. No. 2 has a statue of the Queen 
as a principal—another gives a column supporting a 
globe, &c. No. 4 has a statue of the Queen and a 
bust of the Prince. No. 0 consists ])roraiuently of 
two athletes, one exhausted giving the torch of life 
to a younger and a stronger man. Another presents 
a very strange emblematical assemblage,—“ In¬ 
dustry, Commerce, Fleiily, and Art.” Again, a 
statue of the Queen and a medallion of the Prince. 
Nos. 9, 10, and 11 arc by the same artist, a sculptor 
of much taste and power. No. 9 is a composition 
of an obelisk with a fountain, proposed to be of 
one block on a base, with a figure in front holding 
an open book, with the inscription, “The earth is 
the Lord’s, and the fulness thereof.” No. 10 is 
“not a design in itself, but a group of illustrative 
elements suggested to be used in conjunction with 
the obelisk.” The four figures are illustrative of the 
four divisions of the Exhibition, and the third 
number combines an obelisk, sculpture, and a foun¬ 
tain. No. 15—one of three models by one artist 
—is “ an architectural composition, which has re¬ 
liefs in the pedestal symbolizing the four depart¬ 
ments into which the Exhibition was divided, the 
w'hole surmounted by a statue of Civilization.” The 
statue is on a granite pedestal, with four bas-reliefs 
representing “ Fine Art,” “ Raw Material,” “ Manu¬ 
facture,” and “Machinery.” The names of the four 
quarters of the globe are inscribed on globes in 
bas-relief, surrounded by foliage and vegetation pecu¬ 
liar to each quarter. The figure is a grand con¬ 
ception. No. 20 is “ an architectural composition, 
with bas-reliefs round the base, emblematical of the 
Fine Arts, Machinery, Raw Material, and Manu¬ 
facture, with inscriptions. On the summit is a 
statue representing Industrial Science. Nos. 17 
and 19 have both statues of the Prince-Consort; 
the former presents his Royal Highness “as the 
instructor of youth.” No. 22 is called an “ archi¬ 
tectural” composition, but in it the sculptural 
element predominates. It presents Britannia on a 
massive pedestal, distributing to the victors, it may 
be supposed, crowns of laurel. On her shield is 
a medallion of the Prince-Consort. The four 
quarters of the world are represented by four im¬ 
personations : Europe, like another Cybele crowned 
with cities, as we were then at peace, has sheathed 
her sw'ord, and enwreathed it with laurel. Asia 
is a woman richly attired, and given up to volup¬ 
tuous ease. Africa is a woman with the charac¬ 
teristics of the negro, and personally and morally in 
the same state in which her ancestors were a thou¬ 
sand years ago—of civilization she gives no sign. 
America is represented, most fittingly, as a daughter 
of Britannia, but instead of the helmet she wears a 
cap of liberty, and has by her side the flag with the 
stars and stripes,—the most suitable impersonation 
of America we have ever seen. AU these figures are 
elegant and expressive in conception, and the model 
is otherwise graceful in all its parts. It will be im¬ 
possible to meet with a faultless design : it becomes, 
therefore, the duty of the committee to select that 
to which may attach the least numerous objections. 
We have scrupulously considered the whole of these 
models. Many are altogether out of the field ; others 
are vitiated by some gross error : against others very 
grave objections may be urged. If, therefore, the Art 
of the country is to be represented in a graceful work 
commemorative of the Great Exhibition, we can see 
none to fulfil the conditions, except No. 22. 

The decision of the committee will be declared, 
and the award made, at too late a period of the 
month to enable us to report the result of the com¬ 
petition ; be it as it will, it is obvious that our own 
opinion is formed; we may be called upon to sup¬ 
port it by argument. At present any further obser¬ 
vations might be erroneous. We cannot, however, 
let pass this opportunity of joining oiu contemporary. 
The Critic, in protesting against the absurdity of 
requiring competitors, on such occasions as this, to 
send in mottoes and sealed envelopes, and all the 
other “ signs of secrecy,” when it is notorious that 
every competitor is just as weU known as he will be 
when his “ closed letter” has been opened. In this 
instance, especially, every sculptor placed his own 
work in the presence of his brother artist. It is 
high time to do away with so shallow a substitute 
for plain-deahng. We strongly object also to placing 
more than one work by one artist; and so giving to 
the rich and prosperous an enormous advantage over 
those who struggle through adversity for fame. 
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MINOIl TOPICS OE THE MONTH. 

The National Gallery.—The motion of the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer for another Committee 
of the House of Commons, to consider the (jnestion 
of a new National Gallery, which motion was placed 
on the “notices” for the 261 h of last month, will 
be, we ])rcsume, discussed and settled before our 
Journal is in the hands of the ))ublic, but after our 
sheets are in the press. Had the debate, however, 
occmT'cd earlier in the month—for a debate there 
will be, we suppose, as some honourable member, 
whose name we do not at this moment recollect, 
gave notice of a counter-resolution—we should 
merely have reported the decision of the house, as 
we have so frequently expressed our opinion on the 
subject. The Royal Commissioners have already 
decided against the removal of the gallery ; and it is 
with a view of setting aside this verdict that the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer has moved for a new 
commission. 

The Water-Colour Society. — In our bio¬ 
graphical sketch of Mr. J. F. Lewis, published last 
month, it was stated that he had latterly resumed 
the practice of oil-painting ; and we novv learn that 
he has just resigned the presidency of the Water- 
Colour Society—a position which it may be pre¬ 
sumed he felt could no longer be retained by him 
consistently with the intentions he has formed. At 
a meeting of the members of the society, held on the 
8th of February, Mr. E. A. Goodall, and Mr. S. 
Evans, were elected associates. Mr. E. Goodall is 
a brother of Mr. F. Goodall, A.R.A., and of Mr. 
W. Goodall; the latter was elected associate of the 
Water-Colour Society two or three years since. 

The Artists’ and Amatexirs’ opening Con¬ 
versazione for the season, held in the large room at 
Willis’s the 4th of last month, was a very spirited 
and brilliant affair,—a crowd of company, an abun¬ 
dance of Art-works for their entertainment, and a 
blaze of light from the chandeliers and lamps, that 
enabled every one to see aU that was to be seen. 
The works that principally attracted the attention of 
the visitors were — a number j of large mounted 
Sketches of Scottish Scenery, by T. M. Richardson, 
very bold and effective; Views in Oriental and 
Western Siberia, by T. A. Atkinson, whose book of 
travels in those distant regions we lately noticed ; 
a portfolio of Sketches by H. Pilleau; one by 
D. Cox, jun.; others by G. L. Hall and H. Jut- 
sum ; J'. D. Harding’s fine view of Venice, hung, 
but not seen, in the Academy last year; oil pic- 
tmes by F. W. Hulme, and H. Bright; a very beau¬ 
tiful drawing by Absolon, of a young girl asleep, 
entitled “The First Night in a Convent;” some 
landscapes and marine views, in oil, by Oakes; 
“ Boppart, on the Rhine,” a clever picture by E. 
Richardson. Mr. Alderman Spiers, of Oxford, con¬ 
tributed several drawings by D. Cox and other 
water-colour painters; Miss Mutrie three or four 
of her own charming flower-groups; and Mr. E. H. 
Corboidd, two very clever sketches of figures by his 
late royal pupil, the Princess Frederick William of 
Prussia, drawn and presented to her preceptor only 
in the month of January last. We anticipate for 
this society a most successful season, and a large ac¬ 
cession of members; it deserves the latter, because 
it makes the greatest efforts to seem-e the former. 

Hahipstead Conversazione.—These agreeable 
reunions have again commenced for the usual series. 
The first w'as held in January, on which occasion 
the principal feature was a selection of the drawings 
and sketches of Mr. Atkinson, the Siberian tra¬ 
veller, sufficiently numerous to cover three-fourths 
of the space allotted to exhibition. The subjects 
are new to the world of Art, as having been made 
in Siberia and Chinese Tartary. There were also 
folios of drawings by Walter Goodall, Jutsum, and 
Soper ; twenty-four English di’awings, framed, and 
about twelve small French pictures from the collec¬ 
tion of Mr. Rose, of Wandsworth Common. Two 
marble busts, and some bronzes, contributed by 
Foley, the new Academician, and others by Mrs. 

Thornycroft. 
Mr. Frith, R.A., having already given to the 

public one phase of English society, as developed on 
the sandy shore of Ramsgate in the height of “ the 
season,” is hard at work upon the representation of 
another notable incident in our “ manners and 
customs,”—a Derby-day at Epsom. The artist hopes 
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to have the picture ready for the ensuing; exliibition 
at the Academy ; but doubts are entertained by some, 
who are presumed to have penetrated into the studio 
of the painter, as to whether he will be able to 
complete his work in time. It has, we hear, already 
found a purchaser at the cost of £3000, including 
the original sketch and the copyright. Of course 
this implies that it is intended to have the painting 

engraved. 
Aeteii Paul Rubens.—Some important docu¬ 

ments relating to this painter have lately been dis¬ 
covered by i\Ir. AV. N. Sauisbury, in the State Paper 
Office. They are to be published. 

A Statue of the late General Havelock is 
to be ])laced in Trafalgar Square, at the angle nearest 
to Morley’s Hotel, Government having granted the 
site for this pm-pose. It will be rather a singular 
coincidence that the two warriors, wliose effigies 
will stand almost in justa-position, should be men 
who won their laurels ou Indian ground. Napier, 
the hero of Sciude, and Havelock, the hero of Cawn- 
pore and Lucknow, though not companious-in-arms, 
so far as our recollectiou of their respective careers 
serves, wiU at least be companions iu the homage of 
their countrymen. The sculptor of the proposed 
statue has not yet been named. 

Mr. Burford’s Panorama of the City of 
Delhi, recently opened in Leicester Square, will be 
viewed with deep and melancholy interest by those 
who visit it. The picture represents the interior of 
the city, into which the British troops have pene¬ 
trated, and are taking ample vengeance for the foul 
deeds committed by their savage enemies. The 
scene is far too painful to be agreeable—how indeed 
could it be otherwise ?—but it is a picture that can¬ 
not fail to attract, because the subject has, for mouths 
past, wrought itself into our thoughts and feelings. 
It is painted with considerable skill and effect, con¬ 
sidering the difficulties the artists, Mr. Burford and 
Mr. Selous, have had to encounter. Euglish soldiers, 
Sikhs, Ghoorkas, Sepoys, native men, women, and 
children; elephants, artillery, in largo masses or in 
small groups, are seen fighting or fleeing along the 
esplanade on the south-west of the palace, looking 
towards the city: this extensive spot forms the 
whole foreground of the picture, and offers “ room 
and verge enough” for the introduction of large 
bodies of combatants, and fignres of aU kinds. The 
panorama is painted from drawings made by Captain 
R. Smith of the Royal Engineers. 

The Light CAViVLRY Charge at Balaklava. 
—AVe have had an opportunity of seeing a large and 
very clever picture of this celebrated “ passage of 
arms,” painted by Mr. E. R. Smythe, of Bury 
St. Edmunds, an artist whose name is not familiar 
to us. He has treated a most difficult subject with 
great skill and considerable artistic power; we pay 
him no undeserved compliment in saying that his 
work will bear favourable comparison with the 
battle-scenes of the late Sir AVilliam Allan. The 
composition is distinguished by vast energy in the 
combatants : the “ gallant eight hundred,” or at 
least so many of them as had escaped the fire of 
their enemies on the first sweep through the valley, 
have reached the guns of the Russians, and are 
cutting their way through formidable barriers of 
iron. The tone of the picture is somewhat low in 
colom', but the work is very carefully painted, and 
must give the artist a good reputation. It has been 
purchased, we have heard, by the Earl of Cardigan. 

The Art-Union of London. — Our readers 
shoidd be reminded that the list for the year will be 
closed during the present month. The inducements 
to subscribe are more than usually strong, and we 
trust there will be a more than usually large volume 
of subscribers’ names. 

The Soulages Collection may now be seen 
and examined at the Museum, South Kensington, 
where a place has been fitted up for its display. It 
appears, therefore, that the Manchester Art-lovers 
ignore their Art-treasures ; and, consequently, if the 
Government does not purchase, it will be submitted 
to the hammer of Mr. Christie. 

Lord Suffolk’s Stolen Pictures.—It will 
doubtless be in the recollection of many of our readers 
that, so far back as October, 1856, a number of 
valuable pictures—ten or twelve—by ancient Italian 
and Pleraish painters, were stolen from the mansion 
of the Earl of Suffolk, Charlton Park, near Malmes¬ 
bury, AViltshire. Advertisements appeared in the 
2)ublic papers at the time of the robbery, describing 

the pictures and offering a reward for their recovery, 
and for the ajiprehension of the thief or thieves, but 
no clue could be found that might lead to either 
result, and all hope of discovery seems to have been 
lost. However, when Lord Suffolk’s family came 
to town, in the early part of last month, instructions 
were given for the advertisement to be again in¬ 
serted. It was seen by a Air. Luff, of Elizabeth 
Street, Pimlico, wlio at once communicated to the 
police authorities that he had in his possession two 
of the pictures described in the advertised list, a 
“ Virgin and Child,” by Leonardo da Vinci, and 
a “ Landscape,” by Gaspar Poussin, which ho had 
purchased of a person named John Durbin, a 
messenger at the AVar-Office, but living in Ebury 
Street, Pimlico. Durbin was of course apprehended, 
ultimately admitted his guilt, and gave such in¬ 
formation as led to the discovery of the remainder 
of the stolen pictures, all of wliich were cut out 
of their frames when abstracted, rolled up in paper, 
and brought to London ; none were of very large size. 
Two were found at the AVar-Office, concealed beliiud 
a large press; one at the prisoner’s house, hid 
between the roof and the ceiling, and the remainder 
at different pawnbrokers, whose “ tickets ” Durbin 
had in his possession, and gave up to the police. 
He has been sent into AViltshire to take his trial 
for the offence: but is it possible that the pawn¬ 
brokers who received the property knew not that it 
was stolen ? The pietiu'e^ were fully described, if 
we remember rightly, in the early announcements 
of the robbery. 

St. James’s Hall.— Like the new Covent Garden 
Theatre, this building has risen from the ground 
with a rapidity of growth which cannot fail to com¬ 
mand admiration as well as to excite surprise. Ou 
the 25th of the present mouth it is to be opened to 
the public, and consequently, in all the more im¬ 
portant particulars it must be completed before that 
day. As we write, much remains to be accom¬ 
plished, especially in the matter of internal decora¬ 
tions and fittings ; so very decided, however, is the 
progress made in a single day that we are prepared 
to expect the realisation of Mr. Owen Jones’s under¬ 
taking at the time which has been specified. The 
building stands betw'een Piccadilly and the Regent 
Quadrant. It is constructed of red and buff bricks, 
not in any definite style of architeeture, but with 
just so much of architectural character about it as 
will occasion regret that the aim of the archi¬ 
tect has not been higher and more decided. The 
oniamentation is all in stucco, and though not 
Saracenic in style, in feeling it assimilates closely to 
the well-known decorations of the Alhambra. AVe 
should have been glad to have seen the Alhambresque 
system of ornamentation more fully adapted to 
English sentiments, and also to the special purposes 
for wliich the St. James’s Hall has been erected. 
In tbe galleries iron-work has been introduced, but 
too much after the manner of the Crystal Palace. A 
little more Art ought, iu such a building, to have 
been brought to bear upon the great constructive 
material of the day. AATien completed, the interior 
of the hall will glow with colour and rich gilding, 
and it is clearly evident that the effect thus pro¬ 
duced may be expected to prove very striking. 
AVith a view to obtain the greatest possible amount 
of space under the same roof, the edifice has been 
carried up to a great height. The principal hall, 
accordingly, is supported by two very noble rooms 
of ample dimensions, which are placed side by side 
beneath it. These will be made available for all 
the various purposes for which large public rooms 
are so much wanted iu the metropolis. Associated 
with the halls is a spacious restaurant, which has 
been placed in the hands of Mr. Donald, of the Art- 
Treasures’ Exhibition reputation. There are en¬ 
trances in both Piccadilly and the Quadrant, and all 
the arrangements of staircases, lobbies, &c., are such 
as will command unqualified approbation. It is 
highly satisfactory to observe the care that now is 
bestowed upon the accessories of public buildings, 
and more particularly those which have refei'ence to 
the means of entrance and departure. St. James’s 
HaU will serve as a model in this respect. The 
acoustic fitness of the great hall for musical per¬ 
formances, of course yet remains to be determined; 
the proportions of the hall, however, are so satisfac¬ 
tory to the eye that they give the fairest promise of 
being no less in harmony with the requirements of 
the car—so far, at least, as any inference may be 

drawn from an assumed sympathy between those two 
organs. AVe shall not fail to notice this really fine 
building when it shall have attained to a comiilete 
condition : as it now appears, its aspect is most 
promising, and without doubt it will prove a most 
attractive addition to the popular institutions of the 
western districts of London. 

Album for the Princess Frederick AATlli.vm 
OF Prussia.—The artists of Germany have already, 
we hear, carried out a suggestion we last month 
ventui'ed to offer to those of our own couniry. A 
deputation from nineteen of the principal Prussian 
towns on the banks of the Rhine, presented to the 
Princess and her royal consort a congratulatory 
address, and a large album splendidly bound, in 
which were a number of beautiful water-colour 
drawings. AVe could wish, for the credit of the 
British scliool, that it had been the first to offer a 
complimeut of this kind to the royal bride—their 
own countrywoman. 

Home for Gentlewomen.—AVe are again de¬ 
sirous of bringing to the notice of our readers the 
claims of this excellent institution upon those who 
have the desire and the ability to give it aid—this 
is much needed at the present time. Each year’s 
experience demonsti-ates more and more the utility 
and value of this institution, vjhich is emphaii- 
cally the only Home for decayed yentleivoinen in 
London, therefore the committee confidently rely on 
the sympathy and support of all those who are 
blessed with the power to aid in so interesting a 
work. Contributions are also solicited for the special 
purpose of providing a suitable building, so as to 
afford, at the same time, better accommodation, and 
for a larger number of inmates. 

The Sculptures of the Chevalier Petteick. 
— There is now c.xhibitiug in the great room of the 
new Society of Painters in AAffiter-colom's, a series of 
bas-reliefs, the subject of which is new to sculptm-e 
—that is, the national customs of the North-Ameri- 
cau Indians. The Chevalier Pettrick, the author of 
these works, is a pupil of Thorwaldsen, in whose 
studio he worked seventeen years, after which, iu 
1835, he proceeded to North America, to make him¬ 
self acquainted with the habits and manners of the 
Indians. M. Pettrick is the first artist who has 
made these people the subjeet of any considerable 
work in sculjiture; and he shows them in hunting, 
the council, the war-dance, and in battle; and the 
attitudes are w'eU selected for the display of that 
muscular development which is promoted by the 
habits of these nations, perhaps more than by the 
mode of life followed by any other race of mankind. 
The particular tribes that have furnished the models, 
are the Sacs, the Foxes, and the Sioux. These 
works are in terra-cotta, in a frieze-like composition, 
and have been commissioned, w'e believe, by the 
Roman government. Besides these there are some 
productions of merit in marble. 

The Evacuation of Kars.—Air. T. J. Barker’s 
last “war-picture” is a represeutation of General 
Sir F. AATlliains, with the remnant of his staff, of his 
heroic companions-in-arms, and a mass of the native 
population, marching out of Kars, on the surrender 
of the city to the Russian forces. It is an effective 
composition, and the incident is described with much 
feeling. AA^e presume the picture will be engraved 
as a companion to “The Allied Generals befoie 
Sebastopol,” by the same artist. 

The Photographic Society Club has just pub¬ 
lished a series of portraits of the members, for theii’ 
own use and interest. AVe notice this publieation 
because of its intimate connection with Art; each 
page of the rules is elegantly decorated with colom-- 
printing until they rival the glories of an enriched 
manuscri])t of the olden time, but the novel feature 
is the addition of portraits of all its members, 
executed in jihotography. They are all “ men of 
mark,” and include the able ])hotographers Bedford, 
Delamotte, Diamand, and Fenton; Drs. Ferny and 
Hardwick, Durham the sculptor, and Thoms, the 
editor of Notes and Queries, are among the number. 
The Lord Chief Baron Pollock, as the president, ap¬ 
propriately heads the series, and tw'O of his sons are 
among the members, who have also executed some 
of the best portraits in the series. Out of the twenty 
which are here. Dr. Diamand has compileted thirteen, 
and for clearness and beauty of composition in 
effect we have never seen his works surpassed. It 
would be well if many other of our societies would 
thus seem'e portraits of their members; it might 
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readily be done on the plan adopted here, which is, 
that each member gives the twenty reqnired of his 
own portrait, and receives twenty in return, being 
one of each member. The passages from the poets, 
which appear in these pages, are singularly happy, 
particularly that from Milton, which describes this 
photographic volume as well as if the poet lived 
since the art was discovered— 

“-What with one virtuous toucli 
The arcii-ciiemick sun, so far from us remote, 
Produces." 

Messrs. Elkington and Co. have for some 
months past been engaged on the execution of a 
magnificent dinner and dessert service for the Duke 
of Brabant, who, during his recent sojourn in 
London, on the occasion of the marriage of the 
Princess Frederick 'William, visited the establish¬ 
ment of the manufacturers in Kegent Street, to 
inspect such portions of the work as were sufficiently 
advanced to be submitted to him. His royal high¬ 
ness, we hear, expressed himself most unequivocally 
upon the taste and beauty of the various designs, 
and the delicate finish of the execution, and further 
testified his approval by ordering other ornamental 
Art-manufactures. The dinner and dessert service, 
which will cost many thousand pounds, will, in all 
probability, be the most splendid work of its kind 
ever produced in this country, and will show how 
great an advance we have made within the last few 
years in the industrial arts of a high class. 

Among the many souvenirs the Princess Frederick 
William of Prussia will possess to remind her of 
the home she has left, is to be a large picture of 
Windsor Castle, which the Prince has given a com¬ 
mission to Mr. Ernest Rieck to paint. 

Messes. Christie and Manson have com¬ 
menced their “ season” early this year, although we 
do not at present see that any celebrated collection 
of pictures is advertised for sale. During the past 
month they disposed of the residue of the pictures 
and sketches made by the late Mr. Havell; a col¬ 
lection of pictures, ancient porcelain, glass, &c., 
belonging to the late Mr. J. H. Tm-ner; and of some 
modern paintings by many of our best English 
artists, the “ property of a gentleman.” They 
announce for sde during the present and the next 
following months, a collection of drawings, engrav¬ 
ings, pictures, and works of vertu, collected by the 
late Baron de Hochschild; a collection of cm-ious 
Chinese enamels and bronzes; a small eabinet of 
ancient pictures, framed by the late Mr. C. A. Mae- 
keazie; another of Dutch and English paintings; 
the collection of the late Dr. Freckleton, of Chelten¬ 
ham, chiefly Dutch and English pictures also; the 
pictures left by Mr. Uwins, R.A.; the stock of 
works of Art and vertu of Mr. Falcke, of New Bond 
Street; and a collection of ancient paintings of a 
high character. Particulars of these respective sales 
have already been announced in our advertising 
columns. 

The Wounded at Scutari.— The group of 
which we supplied an engraving in the February Part 
of the Art-Journal, has been produced in statuary- 
porcelain, by !Mr. Alderman Copeland, and pub¬ 
lished by him. It is exceedingly well executed, 
preserving with fidelity the skilful manipulation of 
the original model. It is, therefore, in this form 
an acquisition of considerable value—a charming 
and effective work of Art, rendered doubly valuable 
as a record of the terrible Crimea; but not painful, 
inasmuch as it exhibits the convalescence of a 
wounded soldier. Moreover, it may be accepted as 
containing a good resemblance of that true woman 
who gave to a frightful war almost its only 
character of heroism; whose name is ever men¬ 
tioned with gratitude and affection by a whole 
people, and with respect and admiration even by 
those who were the enemies of England. The group 
is therefore a reminiscence of the war, at once 
agreeable and instructive. It is also a tribute to the 
virtues of its heroine, and may be regarded as a 
national memorial of both. To the thousands who 
were subscribers to the Nightingale Fund it will be 
an acquisition of interest and of value, and they will 
thank their good and energetic fellow-labourer, Mrs. 
Bracebridge (the cherished friend and companion 
of Miss Nightingale), for having placed so desirable 
a work within their reach. 

The London Stereoscope Company have re¬ 
cently issued a series of views of charming scenery 
in Ireland; they wiU be classed among the most 

interesting of those productions, in which this com¬ 
pany continues to lead, by constantly producing 
“ novelties,” and these of the best order. Tiie 
Irish views are chiefly taken in Wicklow, and at 
aU-beautiful Killarncy. One of the Dargle, and 
another of the Powcrsconrt Waterfall (introducing 
a picnic group of “ celebrities”), are especially 
effective, while those of “ the lake” are in the 
highest degree attractive. The scenery of Ireland 
is now much better knovvn than it was a few 
years ago ; happily, the country has attracted many 
toui’ists, and they have been largely repaid for their 
visit. That visit is now made without any of the 
“old” inconveniences—a voyage of four hours lands 
the traveller at Kingstown: railways, admirably 
conducted, are now plentiful; and those capital 
characters, the “car boys,” are as abundant as ever. 
This series of stereoscopic views will aid materially 
to draw visitors thither : they will behold scenery 
unsurpassed in the world for beauty and sublimity, 
and especially the blending of both. They have 
examples, though but few, in this attractive selec¬ 
tion : we hope it will be largely augmented. 

Busts oe Havelock and Campbell.—Minia¬ 
ture busts have been produced by Mr. Alderman 
Copeland of these two great men—one of whom 
lives to enjoy his honours and his triumphs ; the 
other, alas ! is mourned over by a whole nation as 
one whom the voice of praise and grateful homage 
can reach no more. The busts are well executed, 
and are described as good likenesses, the sculptor 
(Morrison) having been aided by the families of the 
heroes. 

Mr. E. V. Eippingille is again exhibiting a 
collection of his drawings and engravings at Marl¬ 
borough Chambers. We described them last year; 
they are of a highly interesting character, and of 
great merit; the most remarkable of them being 
scenery and character in the Abruzzi, the homes of 
the bandits, among whom the artist spent a con¬ 
siderable time—painting. 

The Artist Copyright Committee. — The 
committee continue their labours at the Society of 
Arts; they have extensively issued circulars, re¬ 
questing information; and when that information 
has been sufficiently gathered, they will publish a 
detaUed report, preparatory to an appeal to parlia¬ 
ment. We shall then be in a condition to consider 
the whole subject. 

The Aet-Manueacture Association.—This 
society flourishes: the prospectuses just issued 
enumerate seventy-seven works of Art-industry for 
distribution to subscribers; among them are pro¬ 
ductions by nearly all the leading manufacturers of 
England. 

Messes. Sard’s New Establishment in Corn- 

hill.—-A foremost place amongst the many re¬ 
markable new buildings which have lately sprung- 
up for business purposes in tbe streets of London 
must be accorded to the establishment in Cornhill 
of the eminent silversmiths, the Messrs. Sari. We 
are not prepared to express any high commenda¬ 
tion of the architectural design of this edifice. It is 
another example of the aiming at individual pecu¬ 
liarity, which so many of our architects are now in 
the habit of mistaking (or, at least, substituting) 
for a style of architecture. StiU the faqade has some 
decidely good points in it, and it also possesses this 
general quality of excellence, that it is consistent 
both in itself, and with the purpose for which the 
entire building is used. The workmanship and the 
general execution of the details, all of them con¬ 
ducted under the immediate superintendence of 
Mr. Henry Crace, command the most unqualified 
admiration. The building, so far as its construction 
goes, is well worthy of the Roman foundation upon 
which it stands; and the fittings, in their turn, are 
equally worthy of the scientific acquirements of the 
present age. The arrangements of the interior 
correspond with the leading featui-es of the archi¬ 
tect’s design ; and the varied stock of the proprietors 
is thus displayed to the utmost advantage, while the 
convenience of visitors to the establishment is 
suitably consulted. As a matter of course, on 
every side there are examples of skilful workman¬ 
ship ; let these enterprising and spirited manu¬ 
facturers take another step in advance, and bring 
into their service tbe co-operation of genuine Art 
in the matter of design, and they will have good 
reason to be proud of the loftiest house in the City, 
and perhaps in the metropolis. 

llEVIE\yS. 

A Catalogue of the Portrait.s painted by 
Sir Joshua Reynolds, Knt., IMl.A. Compiled 
from bis Autograph Memorandum Books, and 
from printed catalogues. By William Cotton, 
Esq. Published by Longman & Co., London. 

This catalogue is supplemental to the “Life of 
Reynolds” by Mr. Cotton, published last year : it 
is, as be informs us, compiled chiefly from tbe 
memorandum books of the painter, in which he 
entered the names of the persons who sat to him in 
the order in which they came : these pocket-books 
are nineteen in number, commencing with the year 
1755, and terminating in 1790, two years only 
before his death. Many of our readers will probably 
recollect that we introduced an engraved fac-simile 
of a page of one of these books, three or four years 
ago. Mr. Cotton does not vouch for the accuracy of 
the whole list he has given, inasmuch as a few 
names appear among the “sitters”—for example, 
those of the late Lord Abingdon and Mr. Coutts—of 
whom no portraits by Reynolds arc known to exist. 

But, allowing for some errors, what evidence is 
still left in this catalogue of the great artist’s per¬ 
severing industry ! The list contains upwards of 
1300 portraits, presumed to be painted within about 
thirty-five years, an average of nearly thirty-eight 
pictures annually, many of them groups of figures : 
and what a gallery of the high born and the gifted 
do they furnish !—wai-riors, statesmen, savans, phi¬ 
losophers, beauty, and fashion, compose the long 
muster-roll of those whom the pencil of Reynolds 
delineated. Many of these portraits are now not to 
be found ; but wherever Mr. Cotton has been able 
to discover the present owner, he has stated it, and 
also the name of the engraver, if any, who executed 
a plate from the picture. 

Mr. Cotton’s task has been a laborious one : we 
know he has worked upon it lovingly ; and, con¬ 
sidering the difficulties to contend with, it is very 
satisfactorily performed. The catalogue will always 
remain a valuable book of reference for the portrait 
works of the founder of the English School of Paint¬ 
ing. Sir Joshua’s ideal pictures are not mentioned. 

The ANTiauiTiES of Kertch ; and Researches 
in the Cimmerian Bosphorus. By Duncan 
McPherson, M.D. Published by Smith &Elder, 
London. 

When the first Napoleon went on his Egyptian 
campaign, he took many savans with his army, for 
which he was much laughed at, and even carica¬ 
tured, in England ; but when the results appeared 
in the noble volumes published at the cost of the 
French nation,—results which advanced the cause of 
science genei-ally,—it was at once felt that he was 
more than a mere soldier, and that this work would 
endure longer than that he had effected at the 
sword’s point for the subjugation of Egypt. 'When 
we look at the pi-esent volume, the result of the 
labour of one individual in the Crimea, and lie only 
enabled to carry it on during intervals of severe 
medical toil, we cannot help grieving with him that 
his opportunities were not greater; it is to his 
honour that he has done so much, but it would have 
been to the honour of the country if he had been 
better aided. 

Dr. McPherson’s researches were necessarily 
limited ; and we cannot help feeling that “ there is 
a tide in the affairs ” of books, as well as men, when 
we see so much expense devoted to a volume, the 
staple of which might afford a few papers for a 
society of antiquaries, but does not carry weight 
enough for so much display. The engi-avings are 
extremely elaborate, and very beautifully executed, 
but they exhibit no new forms unfamiliar to the 
antiquary or scholar; they only show that here 
were found objects abundantly found elsewhere, and 
they only exhibit a very small portion of such as 
were discovered at Kertch; for, according to our 
author’s showing, the most important are still in 
Russia. “'Phe Antiquities of Kertch” have, there¬ 
fore, yet to be detailed ; the present is the result of 
limited researches during the turmoil of military 
occupation there. Still, in the absence of a greater 
work, we must accept the present as a record of a 
most interesting district; and we feel sure, from 
its author’s avowal, that he would have been most 
pleased to have made it more complete. 'We sin- 
sincerely congratulate him on what he has done, 
surrounded as it was with difficulty and danger; 
and it is to his honour that he threw himself so 
nobly into tbe work, unaided, at a time when every 
moment of rest must have been almost priceless, 
amid the labours inseparable from his position. 

The best part of the present volume is that in 
which the doctor narrates his own explorations in 
the tombs. 'The sepulchral chambers are beneath 
the soil, and the dead lie in full dress, surroimded 
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by vases and other funereal deposits. The warrior 
has his arms, and sometimes liis war steed beside 
him ; the lady her trinkets and jewellery, and very 
beautiful are some of the personal ornaments thus 
exhumed. Among them are some tibulm so ex¬ 
actly like those found in Anglo-Sa.xon graves that 
tlu'V appear to have puzzled those who do not carry 
tiieir experiences beyond the verge of the English 
sliore. To call these things Anglo-Saxon because 
they resemble others found in Saxon tumuli in 
England, is just as reasonable as it would be to 
Cl 11 Homan coins British because they are found in 
liiitain. The Varangian guard of the Greek empe¬ 
rors are instanced as a body of Anglo-Saxons, who 
may have been the persons who owned them ; but 
this overlooks the great fact that they are found 
with objects of far higher antiquity, before the 
Varangians were even in existence. To call these 
“ ornaments of AiiffloSaxon origin ” is too narrow 
an absurdity ; they belong to the great Saxon tribe 
generally, and are found in native graves of the 
Germanic races abroad, who, no doubt, obtained the 
style from Byzantium, where it originated. It was 
the tide of progress northward by these races that 
brought such things to ancient England, and it was 
the innate stability of the Saxon character that 
kept the national fashion unchanged when once 
adopted, so that the graves of the south of France, 
of Bohemia, and Germany, afford examples of per¬ 
sonal ornament quite similar to such as are exhumed 
in Saxon tumnli in England. They are evidences 
of the connection of the whole great tribe in Europe, 
and Ur. SlcPherson’s researches adds another link 
to the chain, for here we find the same decoration 
at “the fountain head,” so to speak. 

We must not dismiss the volume without praising 
the excellent manner in which it is brought out. 
It is unexceptionable. Ur. McPherson has laboured 
successfully in bringing his researches before the 
world in the most attractive form. 

The Revelky Cni.LECTinx of Uravvings at 
Brynygwin, Nurth Wares. Photographed 
bv P. II. Ueeamotie, F.S.A., and T. F. 
IIardwjck. Part 1. Published by Bell & 
Ualdy, London. 

Each day of our lives serves to teach us that “ there 
are more things in heaven and earth than are 
dreamt of in our philosophy.” Thus, for example, 
until this work came before us, we must confess to 
have been ignorant of the existence of any collec¬ 
tion of ancient drawings in some remote, and, to us, 
unpronounceable place in North Wales; nor do we 
find any reference to them in Ur. Waagen’s com¬ 
prehensive volumes of “ Art-Treasures in Great 
Britain;” Moreover, the conductors of the pub¬ 
lication give us no information .about their history, 
we know not where they came from, nor by whom 
they were collected ; this is a pity, such information 
is desirable, and would enhance the value of these 
photographic copies. All there is to guide us to an 
understanding of the drawings and the masters is 
the list of contents, which we shall follow in our 
notice, premising only that the photographs appear 
to ho fac-siiniles of the originals, even to the stains 
which time has printed on the paper. 

The first is a “ Portrait of Leonardo da Venice,” 
by himself, and in chalk; little remains of the 
original work but the outlines of the features and 
his cap; the long flowing beard is scarcely dis¬ 
tinguishable ; the expression of the face is highly 
intellectual, and with an approach towards severity. 
A “ Sketch for a Painting,” Itaffaelle, is an outline, 
in pen and ink; we can find no key to the subject, 
unless it be an idea for the portion of a picture of 
“ Susannah and the Elders,” but the supposition is 
vague after all. The “Mocking of Christ,” Albert 
Durer, is a grand composition, having the appear¬ 
ance of a boldly executed, and somewhat coarse, 
woodcut ; it is a perfect picture, powerfully 
imagined, but so terrible is the mocking and 
scourging, as to appal the spectator by its intensity. 
A “ Holy Family,” by Cargiasi, as he is here called, 
but who is better known as Cambiaso, or Cangiagio; 
the drawing is a sketch in pen and ink, with a slight 
tinting in some parts ; the composition is vigorous 
and pleasing, and it shows an advanced state of the 
art of design : Cambiaso died about 1585 ; his works 
are little known in England. “ The Wife of Guido,” 
by the painter, is a loosely executed chalk sketch, 
life-size, the face is fine; behind the left shoulder 
of the lady appears a portion of another face. 
“The AVife and Child of llubens,” by himself, 
shows what a skilful hand may accomplish with a 
few scratches of the camel’s hair pencil dipped in 
sepia, for this is nothing more ; yet the figures are 
as personally evident to the sense as if wrought up 
into the most delicate miniature ■ Rubens must have 
made his stalwart and round-limbed child the model 
of the Cupids and the Bacohuses we see in his pic¬ 
tures. “ The Prisoner,” by Guercino, a drawing 

in bistre, with a pen, llie effects put in with a brush; 
it is a fine composition of three figures, the prisoner, 
a male, whose head is buried in liis hands, and two 
females, probably liis wife and daughter, visiting 
him ; tiie light and sliade of this design is wonder¬ 
fully managed. “ The Agony in the Garden,” 
A’an Uyi'k, is also a sketcli in bistre or more 
probably Van-Uyck brown: one angel is offering 
a cup to the sufferer in Gethsemane, another sup¬ 
ports him, and other figures are indistinctly seen 
in tlie distance ; in the foreground are tlie sleeping 
disciples. A “ Head of the A'irgin,” Cailo Uolci, 
is a slight chalk sketch, similar in character to tlie 
heads with which wo are so familiar. “ Tohit bless¬ 
ing Tobias,” Rembrandt, is a rough sketcli in bistre ; 
Rembraiidtisli in effect and treatment; the incident 
is represented in the room of a Uutch cottage ; it is 
a strange, ludicrous composition. This Reveley 
Collection will tind admirers among a certain cla^:s 
of amateurs only,—those who value the first ideas of 
great xVrt-minds. 

Lyrics of Ireland. Edited ami Annotated by 
Samuel Lover, Author of “ Legends of Ire¬ 
land,” “ Rory O’More,” “Handy Andy,” &c. 
Published by Houlston & AA’right, London. 

Who may claim so great a title to edit a hook upon 
Irish lyric poetry, as he wlio has done much, in liis 
own writings, to extend its popularity, and to give 
it an honourable place in the literature of Great 
Britain Next after Moore, and after him only of 
all the lyric bards of Ireland, comes Lover, whose 
songs have found a welcome amidst every domestic 
heartii in his own land and in England, and, we 
doubt not, also among many north of the Tweed, 
wherever the least love of vocal music exists. That 
Ireland is iibimdantly rich in compositions of this 
kind—even without including the ballads of Moore, 
which he was prohibited, by the proprietors of the 
“ IMelodies,” from publishing even in part—Air. 
Lover’s collection affords ample testimony. Follow¬ 
ing the examples of the editors of similar works in 
the hands of the public—songs of England and songs 
of Scotland—he has classified the Irish lyrics into 
“Songs of the Affections,” “Convivial and Comic 
Songs,” “ iloral. Sentimental, and Satirical,” 
“ Patriotic and Political,” &c., &c., and has sought 
far and near through the records of time for the 
materials that form the volume, whose pages are 
bright with the genius of true poetry. Air. Lover’s 
notes are few, but much to the purpose ; had he 
enlarged them, we believe his readers would have 
been well pleased. Though strictly a national work, 
it is entirely free from partizanship, the curse of the 
country from which it springs. This absence of par¬ 
tiality will, perhaps, tend to make it more welcome out 
of the Emerald Isle than in ; if so, the editor will 
have no cause to regret the course he has adopted. A 
large number of woodcuts are scattered over the 
pages; but they are so indifferently printed that we 
can offer no opinion on their merits. Such a col¬ 
lection of the writings of the Irish bards deserves 
far more attention than this has had from the hands 
of the printer. Text, illustrations, and paper, are 
all very mediocre ; we much regret they are so. 

Historical Df.scription of the Altar-piece 

AT Holyrood. By Uavid Laing, F.S..A. 
Printed by W. U. Lizaks, Edinburgh. 

A gracious act of courtesy on the part of her Alajesty 
towards her Scottish subjects, has restored to the 
old palace of Holyrood two paintings, forming the 
wings of an altar-piece, which had long been 
kept in the royal palaces in England, and latterly 
were exhibited in Hampton Court: thence they 
were sent to the Alanchester Exhibition, and at the 
urgent solicitation of several influential Scotch¬ 
men, sent to the palace at Holyrood, as the most 
appropriate place for preserving so curious a picture 
of the ancient royal family of Scotland. Air. Laing 
at once commenced researches into their history ; 
and the result is the excellent little essay before us, 
in which he satisfactorily proves that the figures 
represent James III., of Scotland, his Queen, 
Alargaret of Uenmark, and members of their family, 
with the portrait of Sir John Boncle, provost of 
Trinity College Church, Edinburgh (for which edi¬ 
fice this picture was designed), at his devotions 
before the Trinity, to whom it was dedicated. It is 
somewhat curious that the shields of arms upon 
the picture, which substantiate their appropriation, 
and the costume and style of the figures, should have 
been so long overlooked; and the portraits con¬ 
stantly appropriated to King James IV., and his 
Queen, Alargaret Tudor, the sister of Henry VIII. 
The royal personages are represented at their devo¬ 
tion, attended by their patron saints, and the picture 
is conjectured to have been painted about 1484. As 
a work of early Art it is singularly good, and Air. 
Laing’s estimation of it is just, when he says that, 

independently of its national interest, it displays so 
much skill in the composition, and such masterly 
execution, as to entitle it to a liigh place among the 
w'orks of Art produced during the latter half of the 
15th century. The minute and beautiful manner 
in which all the details are given, and the richness 
and power of its execution, rank it as liigh as any 
picture of its age. The artist is unknown, but it 
hears traces of the direct influence of the Flemish 
school, to which we should he inclined to assign it. 
Air. Laing is inclined to consider the angels who 
play the organ, as intended to figure Alary of 
GuelJres and her daughter—a conclusion we con¬ 
sider more fanciful than just: he also says that the 
“ornament” behind the figure called St. George, 
“ is singular, and has not been explained ;” it is, 
he says, “ apparently of oak leaves,” and hangs from 
the shoulder : it is, however, capable of easy expla¬ 
nation, being the ends of the lambrequin, or scarf, 
wliich is frequently depicted on old seals floating 
from the slioiilders of a knight, and was cut in the 
edges into the form of leaves,—a fasliion condemned 
by Chaucer and other old satirists. 

A Three Weeks’ Scamper through the Spas 

OP Germany and Belgium, with an Appendix 
on the Nature aud Uses of Alineral Waters. 
By Erasmus Wilson, E.R.S. Published by 
J. Churchill, London. 

“ An autumn holiday is one of the institutions of 
Great Britain,” writes Air. Wilson : this may be 
theoretically, though it is not practically, true, as 
he immediately afterwards acknowledges as his own 
experience. However, for the first time since lie has 
been in practice as a medical man, “ the Uoctor gives 
himself three weeks of change,” and takes a scamper 
through the spas of Germany and Belgium, jotting 
down his observations as he hurries along; and if 
he describes little but what a score preceding “ tra¬ 
velled writers” have given to the world, we can go 
over tlie ground again with such a lively, easily- 
pleased, and pleasant companion as the Uoctor. 

As Air. AVilson travelled for a double purpose, in 
the hope of deriving benefit himself, and of con¬ 
ferring the same advantages on his future patients, 
or at least of offering to them advice gained from his 
own inquiries and experience, a considerable part of 
his volume refers to the medicinal qualities of tho 
mineral springs in the countries he visited. 'There 
is nothing, how'ever, in his remarks of a hyper¬ 
professional nature; and, moreover, he mingles sul¬ 
phates, carbonates, silicas, &c., &c,, with so much 
that is amusing concerning the people who drink 
them, and the places where they are found, that he 
offers his patients—we beg pardon, his readers—a 
very agreeable mixture. 

The Prince and Princess Frederick William 

of Prussia. Lithographed by Sussnap. Pub¬ 
lished by Verlug u Uruck, Berlin ; Uroosten, 

Allen, & Co., London. 

Of the numerous portraits of the young royal pair 
which have appeared in the printseller’s windows of 
late, this gives the most accurate idea of the ori¬ 
ginals. The lithograph is rather coarse and woolly 
in texture, and the head of the Prince, copied from 
a picture by Professor Kiigler, of Berlin, seems to 
sit uneasily above his epauletted shoulders and the 
thickly embroidered collar of his uniform. The 
figure of the Princess is elegant; her face all sweet¬ 
ness and amiability : it was not copied from any 
individual portrait, but made up, so to speak, from 
several; nevertheless, it is the best likeness of the 
royal lady we have hitherto had in print. 

The Theory and Practice of Landscape-Paint¬ 

ing in Water Colours. By George Bar¬ 

nard. Published by Hamilton, Adams, & 

Co., London. 

Having noticed this work on more than one occa¬ 
sion, as it appeared in separate numbers, we need 
do little else than announce its completion. The 
volume is full of valuable information, the result 
of long study and experience ; neither this, how¬ 
ever, nor any other similar treatise, will ever make 
an artist, but it will prove a most efficient aid to 
the acquisition of such knowledge as one who 
aspires to bean artist must acquire. Air. Barnard 
has shown that he is a safe and pains-taking guide 
into the art and mystery of water-colour painting. 

History of Ancient Pottery. By Samuel 

Birch, F.S.A. 2 Vols. Published by J. 
AIurray, London. 

We now merely announce the publication of this 
book : the importance of the subject, and the full 
and detailed manner in which the author has 
treated it, demand a more lengthened notice than 
we can afford to give to it this month. 
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GIOVAI^NI BELLINI.* 

Part II. 

UENBellinipaiiitedliis 
exquisitely - wrouglit 
]>icture in tlie “Era- 
ri,” in all probability 
the latest work Ave 
liaTeliitherto noticed, 
he was only of the un- 

% ripe age of sixty-two 
—a boy, a youth in 

Art, so to speak (rather hypcrboli- 
cally, it is to be confessed), compared 
to what he was in his full maturity 

at seventy-nine, when he produced the 
earliest of those two works which show 
brighter and more elevated powers than 

any of his former ones in Venice, or indeed 
anywhere else, so far as we have been able to 
ascertain—enabling him to rise above their de¬ 
fects, and embody even a more tender and more 
exalted feeling, in forms not simply free from 
what is distasteful, but highly pleasing and 
beautiful; whilst his colouring and his very 
mastery of execution are improved, propor¬ 
tionately, to a degree which, considering his 
age, is absolutely marvellous. His own pupils, 
Giorgione and Titian, must have taught him 
much; and time had, by this, carried him far 
into another age of Art—the most fully-deve¬ 
loped and refined period of devotional paint¬ 
ing. Fra Bartolommeo, Perugino, Francia, 
and Raphael himself, were now putting forth 
its most enchanting masterpieces ; and graces 
high as theirs, tempered in his case by a 
peculiarly calm and manly dignity, were at 
the same time extended to the latest visions 
of Bellini’s mind, extinguishing all that is 
harsh and ungainly, and giving them more of 
the emphatically Italian beauty and ideality, 
and this without any compromise of his origi¬ 
nality. 

One of the pictures now alluded to is in the 
Church of San Zaccaria, not far from the 
Bridge of Sighs, in the direction of the Ar¬ 
senal; and when you visit Venice, reader, we 
would heartily recommend you to resign your¬ 
self to it for at least one quiet hour, even 
though your stay in the city should not be 
prolonged more than a day or two; and this 
especially, if, having arrived at a certain time 
of life, you should be apt to meet decline 
half way by imagining that, because forsooth 
you are not quite so brisk and lively as you 
have been, the brightness and the joys of life 
for you are necessarily over,—for then, in 
that case, this glorious proof of the stiU in¬ 
creasing vigour and tenderness of the painter’s 
mind, even in his eightieth year,—this shining 
evidence of a most blessedly serene and calm, 
loving and loveliness-enjoying, state of being, at 
tliat very advanced age,—may cheer and comfort 

* Conlinuecl from p. G8. 

you, may do you good ; and hajdy you may go 
away less disposed to lay upon time and inevi¬ 
table natural decay, that llatncss and deadness 
of feeling which very ))robably arise rather 
from a blamablc and easily curable mental 
dulncss and inactivity. You will be reminded 
that your soul being immortal, it docs not 
unavoidably follow that your mind and spirit 
should grow old with your body : them you 
may, perhaps, succeed in keeping youthful, 
fresh, fragrant, and bright, if you have a suf¬ 
ficient reverence for their nature and their 
powers. Consider how many admirable, glo¬ 
rious works have been done by human beings 
at a late period of life; how many heroic deeds, 
what works produced in all the arts, and 
especially so many of the best poems, that one 
sees age is the very period for beautiful and 
noble imaginations, and for the sweetest and 
tenderest feelings and sentiments. The more 
active passions and duties which commonly 
engross the middle part of life are then over; 
and memory, in the ensuing calm, throws an 
endearing grace over the objects and scenes of 
the past, raising them into poetry; even as in 
youth the forward glance of hope has the same 
power. But age enriches this beauty with 
the hoarded treasures of knowledge and expe¬ 
rience, and animates it with a soul of wisdom, 
such as is necessarily altogether beyond the 
compass of untried, unlearned, iinmellowed 
youth. 

Tlie church which is the shrine of this highly 
instructive treasure, stands in a retired and 
humble grassy square—a spot not unfavourable 
to meditation on the lowly and single-hearted 
spirits of the past, such as the ])ainter is said 
to have been. And the building itself is inte¬ 
resting as a specimen of the transition in style 
which took place in the fifteenth century, from 
the nature-loving grace of the Gothic to the 
stiffer and clumsier magnificence of the pseudo- 
classical ; the medium here being a short-lived 
recurrence to some of the Byzantine general 
forms. Thus the choir is Gothic, with much 
that is beautiful in it; only its pointed arches 
are improperly embraced by round ones; and 
in the fapade you have the Byzantine tier 
upon tier of round-headed niches and semi¬ 
circular pediments. But the portals and lower 
parts, on the other hand, are lavishly adorned 
with would-be classical arabesques, panels of 
artificial curly foliage, orderly, like Messalina’s 
wig, or frontlet of hair. And wands run up 
the pilasters, budding not merely with leaves 
and flowers, but symbolically bringing forth 
much fruit, and a copious crop of regenerated 
phoenixes, together with a variety of other 
grotesque and animated objects;—ornaments, 
these last, not by any means gravely appro¬ 
priate to their situation; still sometimes so 
rich are they in a certain petty kind of fancy 
and beauty, and so exquisitely wrought, that 
one is content to be decidedly pleased with 
them once or twice in a way. One is so, most 
especially, at Santa Maria de’ Miracoli, which 
their delicate marble parasites and creepers, 
flowering every panel, pilaster, and balustrade, 
make the most interesting church in Venice 
(small as it is) next to St. Mark’s. 

On entering San Zaccaria you feel yourself 
immediately drawn towardsa large altar-piece on 
the left, and that before you can well see what it 
is, for it is much hidden by the tall candles of 
the altar, placed so close to it, that one would 
think their flames, and certainly their sullying 
smoke, must be blown against it most injuri¬ 
ously by every puff of wind; and, furthermore, 
it is concealed by lacquered canisters, and vases, 
and tall spires of pink roses, handsomely cut 
in tissue-paper, and by the obscuring gloss of a 
side-light. By dint of manoeuvring about, 
however, we obtained a glimpse of first one 
most venerable saint, and then another, and 
finally of the whole group ; but just as we were 
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settling ourselves quietly down at their feet, : 
for cditication and delight, comes tlic acolyte, j 

and, with his long flame-tipped wand, lights 
the candles just before them, on which they 
all immediately vanish in utter darkness. : 
Their absence leaving us at leisure, however, 
we were enabled to observe what followed, j 

which otherwise most likely would have j 

escaped our notice. A lady with her atten- i 
dants came forward, and placed on the loAvcst 
step of the altar a little glass case, or rather j 
litter, curtained with muslin and pink calico, ' 
and festooned with flowers, which almost vied 
with those on the altar. What can it be, we 
immediately speculated with each other in our 
innocence ? It is some pretty little offering to 
the Madonna, surely—a model of a leg or a 
silver heart, perhaps. Alas ! nothing of the 
kind. How utterly were we mistaken! To our 
surprise a living child—a living child is brought 
out of the little ambulance—and to be chris¬ 
tened !—a little red thing only a fcAv hours 
born, as tightly swathed as an Egyptian 
mummy; its poor little flat, squeezed-up rudi¬ 
ments of features all distorted and awry with 
the misery of those bands, which are but a 
type of the others, spiritual and temporal, 
religious as well as political, to follow in their 
turn through life. 

It is taken to the font imm.ediately, where 
an old priest and his white-surpliced lad await 
it, and the ceremony begins. The formulary 
is read, or rather I must really say, gabbled, by 
the aged clergyman, with toothless inarticula¬ 
tion, and yet as quickly as possible, as if the 
good man felt all the wbile that his dinner was 
as rapidly cooling. His tones resembled just j 
the quick and angry bubbliugs of an old woman’s i 
potato kettle; and not one word could my in¬ 
quisitive, exceedingly attentive ear detect. 
As for feeling, I suppose he was too much 
a man of business to indulge in a weakness 
which consumes valuable time. Moreover, no 
doubt a rite in itself of divine and complete 
efficacy may well dispense with it. One im¬ 
portant mistake he was very near committing- 
in his precipitate haste ncA'crtheless. He all 
but christened the child Elizabetta Lucrezia 
Maria, instead of Isabella Lucrezia Maria. At 
the proper stage of the ceremonial, the poor 
little child’s head and back are bared, and it is 
bent forward; the chrism, or sacred oil, is 
energetically rubbed in, and the painful mewl- 
ings are painfully increased; and finally, the 
infirm priest, holding on by the shoulder of one 
of the sponsors, and as he hobbles along, again 
reads in the same harsh and seething tones 
from the book still borne before him by the 
acolyte, the whole party makes off rapidly to the 
altar, where the rest of the ceremony is speedily ; 
dispatched. The pleasing parts of the picture j 
were the two aunts of the child, fine lady-like \ 
young women, whose composed and perfectly 
serene smile contrasted most effectively with 
the anxious solicitude of the more elderly ' 
female, representing the, of course, still cou- 
chant mother on the occasion. She, good 
creature, looked a strange mixture of reveren¬ 
tial awe and fearful pity, when the man of 
God threw the child forward and manipulated 
on its naked back so hard and vehemently. 
Indeed her feeling much beautified the scene, 
and converted the glass case itself, in the eyes 
of the imagination, into a lovely litter attended | 
by the meek graces of tenderness, prudence, , 
and patience, and watched afar by the languid 
yearning eyes of maternal affection. 

The ceremony altogether over, the church 
is cleared, the acolyte extinguishes the candles ■ 
on the altar, and lo, the enthroned Madonna ' 
with her Child, San Zaccaria below on her 
left, and St. Peter on her right, with two 
female saints between them, appear to us again j 
in beautifully venerable vision. It is very true; j 

the Madonna, compared with Bellini’s former 



ones, lias less of that portrait-llke individuality 
■which seems taken from actual life; but she 
is certainly more graceful and delicate, resem¬ 
bling more the refined ideal of the more southern 
Italian schools. It seems, indeed, as if soft 
and tender rays from Elorence, Perugia, Po- 
logna, came witli tlie heavenlier light, to this 
blessed evening of Bellini’s mind. The Virgin 
sits 111111 downcast eyes and head slightly on 
one side, holding the Child, who stands upright 
on her knee, her hand under his foot. He is 
a lovely, simply dignified babe, looking down 
with divinely precocious benignity on his 
adorers. The San Zaccaria standing below on 
one side in scarlet robe and hood, reading in a 
book, is surely one of the most venerable 
figures ill Art, conceived in a pure and elevated 
feeling, which would have done honour to Fra 
Bartolommeo or Perugiuo, and without that 
exaggeration of sentiment (ostentatious in the 
first of those painters, and efi’eniinate in the 
second) which so often detracts from the high 
merit of their works. The two female saints 

; also (refined and noble personages) there stand 
sanctuarized in a most thoughtful repose; and 

I a youthful robed angel, seated at the feet of the 
Madonna, and suspending for tlie nioment the 

, tones of his viol, looks up at you witina serious 
impressive air. He is listening, I imagine, to 
the responsive aria of some brother seraph, 
who has established himself not far away. 

Indeed, they seem listening, raised to “a 
sober certainty of waking bliss ” by some im¬ 
mortal strains, an exquisite peace and calm 
pervading tliem; something of which is com¬ 
municated to the very soul of the rapt ob¬ 
server whilst he gazes on them. The colour¬ 
ing of this work is truly admirable—rich, 
yet tenderly warm, and most clear and har¬ 
monious; in these respects, rarely or never 
rivalled by any other Italian devotional painter, 
any more than are the perfect purity and 
magnificent finish and solidity of the execu¬ 
tion. The drapery falls in grand and easy 
folds, and is painted with consummate deli¬ 
cacy and beauty; former defects in drawing- 
are here happily remedied, and no more of 
the old severity and restraint remain than are 
perhaps needful to express the symmetrical 
concord and ordered repose of the saintly beings 
delineated. The glorious' old man here nearly 
reached the perfection of his art. But in feel¬ 
ing and sentiment his picture surely is perfect. 
Kever have I seen elsewhere so beautiful and 
interesting a representation of thoughtfirl calm; 
very rarely a picture of the class in which the 
dignity is so simple and unpretending, and the 
sensibility of the painter so happily restrained 
within the limits of manly good sense and 
moderation. Nor sliould we turn away, as we 
now do reluctantly, without noticing the cha- 

j racteristic and admirable manner in which the 
architecture in the picture is connected with 
that of the church wherein it is placed. The 
rich Cinque-cento arabesqued pilasters and 

I arches around are repeated in the background 
^ with a rival force and appearance of reality, so 

that the sacred personages certainly do seem 
descended and present m a splendid apse, or 

* tribune, of this Church of San Zaccaria. 
_ Yet this is not quite BeUini’s masterpiece; 

his supreme work, as proving still finer 
powers of expression, being his altar-piece of 
St. Jpome, painted eight years later, and, con¬ 
sidering his age at the time,—no less than 
eighty-seven,—one of the most marvellous pro¬ 
ductions of the human mind, surely. You 
will find it in the trumpery little Church of 
San Giovanni Grisostomo, amidst a dense net¬ 
work of narrow canals and alleys in the very 
heart of the city, but a little north-east of the 
Ilialto. Ten to one you will find this church 
shut, for it seems to have got into idle, irre¬ 
ligious habits now-a-days; but though the 
doors are locked, and nobody is at hand, be 
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not discouraged, go not away; vociferate at 
the neighbouring houses, ring hard at any or 
all of their bells, and probably crones will 
appear at various windows at various heights, 
and parley with you and with each other, and 
through tlieir intervention, in not much more 
than half-an-hour or so the custode may l)e 
discovered, and he will admit you to that which 
is the brightest and fullest shining of the 
morning star of Venetian art. Turn not your 
back till you have seen it. 

On our earliest visit to San Zaccaria, we 
beheld a christening, and now, on our first 
approach to San Giovanni Grisostomo, we saw 
something of a funeral not less worthy of 
attention. A gondola appeared gliding along 
with some scarlet object in the middle, and 
ihree men in long scarlet gowns and caps. 
Its suddenness came upon me like a tlasli of 
the old romantic times; but it was simply, 
alas! a funeral gondola. The red velvet 
covered a colfin, and a cross was laid upon it; 
l)ut no mourner was there, only those hired 
attendants, sprawling and lounging about in 
the boat, and with boisterous, careless, loqua¬ 
cious merriment beguiling the time as tliey 
hurried quickly along. Seeing us eye them 
with a surprised steadiness, they loudly and 
jocularly inquired whether they should have 
the pleasure of conducting us also to the ceme¬ 
tery. The first object that struck us in San 
Giovanni Grisostoiiro was an undraped single 
figure of Job, painted in fresco on the wall 
by Bellini—the very same feeble-spirited, whiu- 
ing, lachrymose figure, which he repeated iu 
his altar-piece for Sail Giobbe, now in the 
Academy. But just beyond this is a highly 
precious picture, not surpassed in a peculiar 
kind of interest by any iu Venice, being by far 
the most important production known of Sebas¬ 
tian del Piombo’s early Y'enetian time, -udieu 
he had not yet deserted the native, congenial, 
happy influence of his master Giorgione, and of 
Titian, in pursuit of the unattainable grandeur 
and colossal force of Michael Angelo. This 
picture, which is thoroughly Venetian, makes 
one lament over so weak an apostacy, so sui¬ 
cidal an extinction of delightful powers of mind. 
It is a “ Conversation of Saints,” composed in 
the most elegant and uuformal manner, with 
heads full of beauty and tender expressiveness, 
and a soft, warm, harmonious colouring, a deli¬ 
cate fulness in tlie style of painting which would 
have done high honour to Giorgione or Titian. 
The Magdalen looking at you placidly and 
pleasantly out of the picture is a very beautiful 
and elegant dark-eyed lady—one of the fore¬ 
most of those inamoratas of the old masters, 
whose lovely visages often enrich and charm 
your memory afterwards ; but I think and be¬ 
lieve she has far more of the impassioned 
poetess, or heroine of the highest Italian 
romance dormant in her than of the saint—far 
more. 

But w'here is the Bellini all this time—the 
St. Jerome? Here, in a cramped and wretchedly- 
lighted altar-recess on the other side of this 
same shabby little out-of-the-way church. It 
is a Santa Conversazione of a fresh and some¬ 
what novel arrangement with regard to the 
subject. The ascetic St. Jerome, a wPite- 
bearded old man iu a scarlet mantle, sits in 
profile on a rock, high in the middle of the 
picture, reading a book suppe rted by a branch 
of a wild fig-tree, which Mr. Buskin thinks has 
bowed itself miraculously for the purpose. 
Beliind him is that noble background of moun¬ 
tains, partly shadowed by the long narrow line 
of umbery rain-cloud, which the same writer 
so warmly praises as a most admirable early 
instance of refined and perfect truth in land¬ 
scape-painting. Beneath, on your right, stands 
St. Augustine, in mitre and rich episcopal cope, 
and on your left St. Christopher, a figure of 
somewhat rustical simplicity, bearing the Infant 

Saviour on his shoulders. He gazes up at him 1 
with a truly beautiful expression of love and j 

veneration, and the Cliild itself, who holds ; 
by his curly liair, is a lovely little being. The 
opposite figure, St. Augustine, looks straight 
forward out of the picture with a serene 
thoughtfulness, having more of intellectual 
keenness and ealm observance of the things 
before him; thus forming a fine distinction 
of character compared with the more sensi¬ 
tive and enthusiastic St. Christopher. Both 
these heads are of a marvellous depth and 
refinement of expression. The picture is the 
most venerable one in Venice; the colouring 
admirably clear and vigorous, and the execution, 
if anything, more powerfid than any of Bellini’s 
other productions, though this is his last work 
of the kind but one now known, painted, as 
already remarked, when he w'as eighty-seven 
years old. Oh, incident pleasing to contem¬ 
plate ! as he grew still older, this upright and 
amiable man, (as there is biographical evidence, 
not merely his own painted testimony for be¬ 
lieving him to have been,) became brighter and 
more tender in his conceptions, and even 
stronger iu the more technical requisites of his 
art. Certainly (so far as I have seen or lieard), 
iu beauty and refined intensity of expression, 
he had never equalled this, his last but one re¬ 
ligious picture known.* 

It reminded me of the CEdipus Coloneus of 
Sophocles,—like this a woi-k of tenderness, sere¬ 
nity, and pious depth, produced iu a green old 
age, in which some of the fairest graces of 
younger minds seem, even already, on this side 
the grave, born anew. It reminded me of it 
frequently, asserting its claim to be considered 
in some sort as a pictorial parallel. 

The Beauty of Holiness is here seen movingly 
—the sweet peace and calm tender exaltation 
of s[)irit that awmit it. TVe may here (even 
•wlieu untouched by less sensuous pleadings) 
be made for the while to long for them; and 
that is the moral of this extraordinary picture. 
It is a painted homily full of the spirit of St. 
Jerome and St. Augustine (the saints repre¬ 
sented), imparting for the moment feelings 
such as ihey would have delighted to impart. 
Those calm faces, so full of Christian tender¬ 
ness, that blessed quietness and peace, raised 
above all evil passions and base appetites, are 
as some shining example- which will surely 
sometimes revisit the thoughts afterw-ards, en¬ 
riching and raising the imagination not a 
little, and gently but firmly reproving pride, 
and anger, and harshness, 'with a lovely capti¬ 
vating vision of the opposite virtues. Such 
recollections as these make Art indeed sacred. 
They are like the recurrence of heavenly-touch¬ 
ing melodies, heard frequently in earlier, hap¬ 
pier, and more innocent days. They arc like 
memories of the wise and kind w'ords, and admo¬ 
nitory looks of departed friends, and such other 
things as are most reverend and dear to the 
aifeciions. IIow strange that travellers of the 
most gifted and cultivated minds iu former 
days should have wholly overlooked tliese works 
of Belliiri’s; and that those who did aUude 
to his name should mention it as if he were 
a mere rude and feeble handler of the brush, 
at best! But happily such errors now have 
had their day. 

IVe made our pilgrimage thrice to this pic¬ 
ture ; but to San Zaccaria, which is more open 
to tire ])ublic, and far less out of the way, 
we resorted several times; and in Bellini’s 
picture, and the retirement and quiet of the 
church itself, we found that contemplative 
rest, which was most grateful as a relief after 
hurried pursuits and widely different objects 

♦ Ilis la^t work is an altar-piece of the Eiithronetl 
Madonna and Saints, in Santa Giustina, at Padua, dated 
1516, his ninetieth year. It is a beautiful, vigorous, 
brightly devout picture, and wonderful to relate, exhibits 
no falling off of his powers. 



elsewhere. There we were wont to sit, in a 
sainted solitude, unshared on most occasions, 
except by an old woman or two, who having, 
as we trust, cleaned up their pans and pip¬ 
kins, and left their domiciles in cleanly and 
creditable order, had come to sit a while in that 
bellissima sake—that most beautiful drawing¬ 
room of San Zaccaria, or of the Madonna, and 
enjoy such expansion of their fancies, and re¬ 
finement of their feelings, as all those handsome 
calico flowers, and glittering vases, and lace 
altar-coverings, and that sweet Madonna and 
prettiest Bambino, can bring them,—a valuable 
privilege, such as must tend much to orna¬ 
ment and bearrtify their lives; and indeed one 
cannot help wishing heartily that our own 
poor possessed something of the same kind. 
One is, at the moment, even temjited to feel 
reconciled to the more tawdry and trivial em¬ 
bellishments of the church, inasmuch as they 
seem like a charitable concession to the un¬ 
cultivated tastes of the poor, which can scarcely 
be supposed to have the power of entering into 
and appreciating the finer things; but, no, this 
over lenient view is wrong, since it is not 
necessary that the imagery should be childish, 
or such as in any way to render frivolous the 
holy fancy. Nor was there wanting (by-the- 
by) music now and then, of the most popular 
vivacity and gracefulness, administered in a 
similarly gracious, liberal, and conciliatory 
spirit. The organ, in strains more brisk and 
jerking than I ever met with from that instru¬ 
ment, except indeed in similar places, like some 
florid drawing-room piano, began to play airs 
running off into roulades and flourishes, which 
had certainly much more of the gay and giddy 
dance than of the anthem or voluntary in them. 
Any beings whomsoever, would, I feel con¬ 
vinced, in moving to tliat highly ornamented 
melody, find it very difficult to abstain long 
from those motions which are proper and pecu¬ 
liar to the polka. Indeed, the strain drove our 
own weak thoughts into so flighty a dance, tliat 
we could not, for the life and gravity of us, 
help thinking of it as Santa Rosalia’s, or Santa 
Lucia’s, or Sant’ Agata’s Polka. Nevertheless, 
in common candour it should be admitted, that 
the harmonies at San Zaccaria were not always 
of this skittish, jerking, and operatic kind; for 
on the last occasion a_ pure and delicately 
streaming hymn to the Virgin suddenly rose in 
our ears, sung by a number of tender infantine 
voices; and, on turning to discover from whom 
these sounds proceeded, we saw a procession of 
very little girls demurely ushered round and 
round the church, and offering up these deputed 
strains to their imaginary heavenly “ mamma.” 
Their hymn, in small fine notes, penetrated 
even into an inner and very sacred chamber 
of the heart, and woke the sluggish sleepers 
there, and stirred them into some sweet move¬ 
ments, with a sacred, a divine, indeed a mighty 
power. Bellini’s holiest Infant (I clearly saw 
it) looked down on them with a yet gentler 
and more benign air, as they passed beneath 
him. San Zaccaria should then have lifted up 
his eyes from his too absorbing book; for the 
sight was a living moving text, preaching with 
celestial persuasiveness the beauty of tender 
iimocence and unestranged humanity. I marvel 
he did not. 

Had Dante lived much later, he would, per¬ 
haps, in his “Vision” have encountered a certain 
group of four figures, standing together on the 
second eminence from the summit of a heavenly 
Parnassus of the Painters, enjoying visions 
beatific, in an atmosphere intensely pure, and 
on a station of lovely skyey prospect, though 
not disclosing much of the earth spread be¬ 
neath them, or of those sublimities to be 
seen in limitless variety from the highest 
sapphire-crowned terrace of all, where some 
few of their brethren are exalted more loftily. 
The four would have proclaimed themselves to 
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be Pra Bartolommeo, Perugino, Prancia, and 
Gian Bellini; if, ratlicr, Perugiiio had not 
already been ])assed l)y the poet in the fifth 
circle of purgatory, lying, perforce grovelling, 
at length upon the ground with Pope Adrian V., 
to expiate the sin of avarice, witli which lie has 
been accused. These four were contemporary 
congenial spirits, each so gifted with the de¬ 
voutly contemplative graces of their art, tiiat 
it is perhaps not so easy to assign an absolute 
pre-eminence to any one of them. Pra Barto¬ 
lommeo excels the others in artistic freedom, 
and has produced much of calm holy dignity, 
refined beauty and grace ; but a besetting fault 
with him is attitudinizing affectation and flutter, 
in which he betrays a weakness of mind, sliown 
in his actions also, especially in that want of 
manly confidence in his art, which he exhibited 
in first insulting, and then deserting her, for the 
austere foolishness of Savonarola. Perugino, 
in his few best works, displays a pure seraphic 
fancy, a raptui’e of devout recluse tenderness, 
and a quiet depth of holy sorrow, which are in 
their kind far above anything that Bellini, or 
Bartolommeo has left us; but then he often 
sinks from his angelic heights into an inane 
flatness, a lackadaisical insipidity, a mawkish 
effeminacy, which sometimes even tempt one 
to think that Michael Angelo’s impatience was 
not far from right when it dubbed him a dolt, 
a baby in his art. Prancia, something between 
Perugino and Bellini, is more temperate than 
Perugino, with less unearthly ideality, but more 
of that warm and gentle stamp of true humanity 
with which we all sympathise in our wakeful 
moments, and far more of feminine grace and 
pathos than Bellini. His shade would have 
lamented to his visitor, in musical tones sweeter 
than those of Tibullus, the erroneous nature of 
the attempt to revive Art, which took place 
long after his own day in his own Bologna, too 
much with anomalous, academic receipts, and 
far too little with the due cultivation of tender¬ 
ness of feeling, and true imaginative sympathies. 
Bellini for his part, seems in his later works, 
as we have said, to excel in the more sensible 
and sober piety of his saints, in their more 
truly human reality, and in the deep clear har¬ 
monies of his superb and solid painting, in 
which he comes as a bright link between the 
glories of old Bruges and the full Titian splen¬ 
dours of Venice. He, too, very likely, would 
have breathed regrets, and perhaps regrets of 
a kind which would rather disconcert some of 
the most eloquent of his present admirers. We 
think it highly probable that, first and fore¬ 
most, he would iiave lamented that erroneous 
and most narrow religious training, wliich, in 
his own case, had bound so much into one 
narrow class of ideas an imagination that else 
might have enriched his art with a large variety 
of beautiful and noble visions; and that next 
he would have sighed to think that many of his 
works would be ever likely to exercise an in¬ 
jurious effect on the weakly sentimental, and 
on those already deficient in healthy human 
affections and sympathies, by giving a fasci¬ 
nating aspect to that ascetic devotional feel¬ 
ing to which such persons are already too 
fancifully or fearfully inclined. That feeling, 
fair and sweet in theory, but sickly woful 
and tyrannical in practice, was imaged forth 
truly in the sickliness, dull monotony, and fre¬ 
quent ugliness of the works produced under 
its influence. Notwithstanding ail that, accord¬ 
ing to new-comers from the earth, his admirers 
were now saying in liis behalf, he looked back 
with sincere horror on the narrow cloistered 
imprisonment in which his mind had lived for 
years; but the example of his own scholar 
Giorgione (that noble youth whose early fate 
he lamented so long), and of Titian, taught him 
more to respect first the beauty, and next the 
rights of our tenement of clay, the human body, 
and in some degree to free himself. Neverthe¬ 
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less, he had to expiate the sin of Asceticism 
—for sin it was found to be, arising from a 
subtler kind of selfishness, a moral cowardice, 
and a want of natural affections. He had to 
expiate it l)y some very long and very humili¬ 
ating kinds of penances in ))urgatory, sucli as 
most trivial bustling services, and compulsory 
gambols, frolics, and jestings, of a kind which 
in the world below w’ould certainly have filled 
his conscience with the liveliest fears and anx¬ 
ieties. And now, if there was anything that in 
the realms of peace caused him and his brethren 
still to hang their heads on one side pensively, 
it w'as the knowledge that through the efforts 
of certain kinds of priests, and restless philo¬ 
sophers, and other frigid pedants with many 
thoughts and W'ords, but meagre shrunken 
hearts, the world should still be grievously 
tormented by the great Ascetic Fallacy in 
many ditferent forms, some open and some 
covert; extravagant notions as to the extent of 
the direct service by thought required by the 
Deity; preposterous ideas of the duty of self- 
abnegation, and of such pairrfid sacrifices as 
would wholly dishonour- those who accepted 
them—as indeed could not be accepted by any 
person capable of generosity—or remorse. 
Alas (Bellini would continue) the divine wish, 
w'e hear on high authority, is the happiness of 
the human race; and this object woidd be far- 
better promoted by each individual Jirst and 
chiefly endeavouring to make himself happy by 
such various, lenient, and healthful means as 
his comiround nature of body and spirit renders 
indispensable for that purpose, than by his 
troubling himself over much about the happi¬ 
ness of others; since in promoting his owm 
happiness, he has by the irse of just reasonable 
means, much powmr, and in advancing the 
happiness of others so little, that in most in¬ 
stances he entirely fails of his object. If this 
were done - (proceeds the painter), how vastly 
—how delightfully would the sura of human 
happiness be increased! Man would then, in¬ 
deed, in a fine sense, be minding his own busi¬ 
ness, and with most fruitful consequences. 
But your moralists even yet (new'-comers tell 
us) have scarcely risen to this. Tyranny and 
cruelty to others seem understood, exposed, and 
restrained, much better than in our earthly 
days ; but tyranny and cruelty to self are not 
yet understood. They are, on the contrary, 
recommended, heartlessly and dully, as I am 
told, by woiMrous numbers of your- teachers; 
and arbitrary self-judgments, from which every 
shade of moral discrimination is absent, arc 
taught under the abused name of humility. 
Now we are told here that all self-injustice, 
self-tyranny, and self-cruelty are as much ab¬ 
horred above, as the same vices exercised on 
others, nay, with more of the angels’ tears 
lamented, for the victim being ever withui the 
power, the misery resulting is infinitely greater. 
But of all the proud ridiculous vanities yet 
lingering below, that we most deplore is the 
one which teaches the soul to despise or 
slightly esteem, and mortify, or even neglect 
the body, and to dream of becoming as boddess 
essences are ; whereas the union between body 
and soul is, as holy Marriage itself, purposed 
to be full of just, loving, and even bounteous 
mutual concessions. And oh, (I continue here 
with a deep twinge of remorse for my own 
ascetic follies. Signor), these wdiom God hath 
joined together let no man think to sunder 
from just and generous ties; otherw-ise, out¬ 
raged nature, in the form of the poor persecuted 
body, will inevitably have its dire revenge, will 
drag down the mind to its owm level, fearfully; 
and the result will assuredly be, disease, foUy, 
and death; a mental suicide, a destruction 
perhaps of liberal and most happy gifts, the 
cultivation, and the sweet and free enjoyment 
of which were the true objects of that person’s 
existence. 
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THE HOYAL SCOTTISH ACADEHY. 
EXIIIBtTIOX, 

The Tliii'ty-second Annual Exhibition of this Aca¬ 
demy was opened to the public on Saturday, the 13th 
of Tebrnary. It contains 781 paintings and sculp¬ 
tured works; and, upon the whole, may be considered 
as affording a favourable indication of the progress 
of the Scottish school of Art. The old and esta¬ 
blished favourites of former years successfully main¬ 
tain their claims to public favour, while the works 
of many of the younger artists exhibit a marked 
improvement. A number of pictures of acknowledged 
merit, which have already stood the test of public 
criticism, adorn the walls of the present exhibition,— 
such are,—‘ Rome—Sunset, taken from the Convent 
of San Ouofrio, on iMouut Janicidum,’ by David 
Roberts, presented by him for permanent preserva¬ 
tion in the collection of the Royal Scottish Academy; 
‘ Interior of the Duorao, at Milan,’ by the same 
great artist; ‘A Syrian Seheik,’ by .T. F. Lewis ; 
‘Autumn Leaves,’ and ‘The Blind Girl,’ by 
AIiii.ais; ‘Bind Helen,’ by W. L. Wixdeis ; 
‘ I’ort na Spania,’ by C. Stanfield ; and Dvce’s 
‘ Titian preparing to make his First Essay in 
Colouring.’ 

Passing, however, from those which have already 
stood the ordeal, and found their places in public 
favour, we shall now ])roceed to examine the paint¬ 
ings and sculptures exhibited this year by the artists 
of Scotland. In portraiture the respected President 
of the Academy, Sir J. \V. Gordon, .still takes the 
lead. No. 87, ‘His own Portrait,’ presented by him 
to the Academy, tow'ards the formation by them of an 
artistic portrait gallery, is an admirable likeness, full 
of character, and of a line rich tone of colour. His 
best work, however, in the jireseut exhibition is 
perhaps, No. 151, ‘ The late Miss Hutton, of Lauark.’ 
This is the portrait of an aged lady, standing up¬ 
right, and clothed in a black bonnet and dress. The 
face is most carefully painted, the flesh tints are 
very good, and the pose of the flgure is natural 
and easy. No. 2-38, ‘ Portrait of the Hon. Lord 
iMurray,’ is another favourable specimen of the 
President’s powers. 

Jlr. J. R. SwiNTON, a young Scotchman, resident 
in London, contributes two admirable pictures: 
No. 175, ‘ Portrait of tlie Viscount Malden.’ The 
face and ueck (which are bare) are beautifully painted, 
and more highly finished than is common with 
Mr. Swinton. Tlicre is a pleasing landscape back¬ 
ground to this picture, the whole evincing consider¬ 
able breadth and freedom of handling, as well as 
rich and agreeable colouring. Mr. Swinton’s other 
contribution is a portrait of the Marchioness of 
Slafford,— a full-length, distinguished by its air of 
gracefulness and high-breeding, ilr. Svvinton is 
still a young man, and bids fair to acquire a high 
rank among the portrait-painters of Great Britain. 

jMr. Colvin Smith exhibits six or seven portraits, 
many of them characterised by great depth of tone, 
and boldness of handling, sometimes almost ap¬ 
proaching coarseness ; hut the best of them deserve 
tlie highest praise. His most successful picture is 
No. 288, ‘Portrait of R. Macfarla ne. Esq.,’ a very 
spirited and characteristic likeness. 

Mr. Daniel Macnee, of Glasgow', has some 
good portraits, marked by those qualities w hich have 
long rendered him a favourite with the public ; 
among these w-e may mention No. 7-3, ‘ A Family 
Group,’ in which the formality almost inseparable 
from such a subject is entirely overcome by the 
admirable arraiigeraent of the figures. The" lines 
of the composition are exceedingly line. 

In landscape, Horatio APCullocii, E. Cuaav- 
foi!D,T.I'aed,Houston, and Perig.al,sustain their 
well-merited reputation; but among the younger 
artists several are treading closely upon their steps. 
Among these by far the most successful is Mr. 
Samuel Bough, who, like Stanfield and Roberts, 
commenced his career as a scene-painter. His 
versatility is amazing, and so is his productiveness. 
He has no less than nine pictures in the present 
exhibition, some of them of large size. Of these 
the principal are No. .349, ‘ Tlie Thames from Hun- 
gerford,’ and No. 514, ‘ The Weald of Kent.’ The 
foreground of the former is occupied by a quay, a 
mass of boats and shipping, and a number of figures ; 
the river fills up the middle distance, and in the 

extreme distance arc seen the halls and towers of 
the Houses of Parliament.' The foreground is full 
of force and animation, and admirably composed ; 
tlic distance I'ccedes most naturally, and tlie water 
and sky are successfully rendered. ‘ The 'Weald of 
Kent ’ is a larger and more carefully-finished paint¬ 
ing, full of a great variety of incident and detail; 
hut, by some oversight of the hanging Committee, 
it is placed so much above the lino, as almost to 
require an opera-glass to study it aright. The 
whole is most carefully painted, the only fault being 
a slight want of force in the group of sheep on the 
right of the road in the foreground. Besides these, 
hlr. Bough has No. 42, ‘A Border Raid,’ full of 
life and movement, and with great breadth of treat¬ 
ment ; a very clever Moonlight, No. 180; and 
‘ Naworth Castle,’ a perfect little gem. We risk 
hut little in predicting a brilliant future for this 
industrious and v'ersatile young ariist. 

Mr. Alexander Fraser is another young painter 
of great promise. No. 243 ‘ Salmon-trap on a 
Welsh River,’ is good both in drawing and colour ; as 
are also No. 54, ‘ Pamly Mill, North Wales,’ and 
No. 252, ‘Welsh River, in Summer-time.’ 

Jlr. J. A. Houston has a very poetical jiielure 
called ‘ Will-o’-the-Wisp.’ The evening sky and 
twilight landscape, with the mischievous imp whose 
gleaming light is decoying an unw'ary traveller into 
a ])ool half concealed by long rushes, are well con¬ 
ceived and most ably rendered. 

We have seen Air. M'Cjlloch better represented 
than in the present e.xhibition. One of his best 
pieces is No. 157, ‘Aloon rising in a Highland Glen:’ 
a picture of great breadth and power. No. 265, 
‘ jNlorniug,’ is a small, hut fresh and charming land¬ 
scape, and its companion, ‘Evening,’ is vvorthy of it. 

Sir. Edmund Crawford exhibits several pleasing- 
sea-pieces full of light and atmosphere, and charao- 
terised by much warmth and softness of colouring. 
Of these the best are No. 174, ‘ Bellevue, Dort,’ and 
No. 390, ‘ Dort.’ 

The Brothers Lauder display this year great ex¬ 
cellence as landscape-painters; and, for our ow-n 
part, wo greatly prefer Mr. R. S. Lauder’s land¬ 
scapes to his scri})tnral paintings. Of the latter 
description is No. 59, ‘ Christ denied by Peter,’ in 
which the figure of the Saviour is noble and dignified, 
as he turns in mute reproach to the recreant dis¬ 
ciple; hut the rest of the iiiclure is inferior. No. 
95, ‘ Hawk’s Craig, Aberdoi.r,’ by tlie same artist, 
is a landscape of a very high class, harmonious in 
colouring, and with all its parts remarkably well- 
balanced. Among the contributions of Mr. James 
E. Lauder, we may particularise No. 119, a pretty 
little bit of nature, entitled ‘Scene on (he Tweed,’ 
and No. 297, ‘ Scene in Epicurus’s Garden,’ in illus¬ 
tration of the lines from Moore’s “Alciphroii ”— 

“ There sits some fair Athenian maid," etc. 

Tlie figure of the Athenian maid, though grace.hil, is 
rather chalky in colouring; but the youthful sage, 
who performs the office of an animated comb or hair¬ 
pin, is much more successful. Upon tlie whole, the 
picture is cleverly conceived, and well executed. 

Mr. Erskine Nicol, w-hose sketches of Irish life 
and character are even more popular in the United 
States and Canada, than in his own country, lias 
several clever figure pieces, and one or two good 
landscapes in the present exhibition. In No. 20, 
‘The Ryans and Dwyers—calumniated men,’ we 
have a graphic delineation of sonic amiable Irishmen 
belonging to those clans. No. 147, also by Ibis 
popular artist, ‘ Gleudalough, County Wicklow,’ is 
an effective landscape, vvith a strong impasto. The 
figure in the foreground is, however, badly drawn. 
Wo also are pleased with No. 439, ‘The Way to 
the Village, County Westmeaththe foliage in the 
foreground might be improved ; but the idea of 
distance is most successfully conveyed. 

Mr. AVilltam Douglas, one of the most rising 
artists of the Scotch school, who has now settled in 
London, has a capital picture of ‘ St. Dunstau and 
the Devil,’ founded upon the old tradition. The 
painter depicts St. Dunstan as a sagacious-looking, 
well fed monk, employed in study, while the evil one, 
standing close to his right ear, is whispering tempta¬ 
tions. The face of St. Dunstan is admirably painted; 
there is great breadth of effect and depth of tone, 
and all the accessories are most carefully finished. 

Air. Robert Gavin, though hut a very young 
artist, distinguishes himself by tlio glow and splen¬ 

dour of his colouring. His best work is No. 412, 
‘ Children in tlie Wood ;’ the limbs of the children 
are beautifully rounded, the flesh tints transparent 
and life-like, and tlie drawing of the foreground 
foliage accurate and careful. 

Air. R. Herdman is another young artist whose 
progress is most satisfactory: his studies in Italy 
liave produced good fruit. His most ambitions 
work is No. 472, ‘ Hannah and Samuel.’ In tliis 
picture the figure of Hannah, iii point of concep¬ 
tion, drawing, colour, and masterly disposition of 
drapery, is one of the finest we have seen by any 
modern artist; hut, unfortunately, the flgure of 
Samuel is far inferior to it. The head is tolerably 
good, hut the drawing of the hands, especially of 
the fingers of the right hand, is had and careless. 

The Association for the Promotion of the Fine 
Arts ill Scotland lately issued to their subscribers 
a very beautiful folio volume, containing Burns’ 
beautiful poem of “ The Soldier’s Return,” illus¬ 
trated by six engravings after the paintings of Air. 
John Faed. Three of these original paintings are 
sent by Mr. F'aed to the present exhibition; of 
these wc jirefer No. 266, illustrating the beautiful 
verse commencing—- 

“ XVlien wild war’s deadly blast was blawn,” &c. 

It is a simple and touching illustration of the horrors 
of war. 

Air. Thomas Faed exhibits perhaps the most 
]ileasing and perfect landscape on the walls, entitled 
‘ Reapers going out;’ it is a rare comhination of 
happy conception, and perfect technical skill in 
carrying out that conception. In the distance a 
church and some buildings are seen embowered 
amid trees; and, in the foreground, a charming 
peasant group is issuing through a gate to the 
laliours of the day. The composition of this 
group, the arrangement and colour of their dresses, 
and the treatment of the weeds and wild-flowers, 
and masses of foliage on each side of the road in 
the foreground, are highly creditable to Air. Faed’s 
taste and skill. 

Air. Waller H. Paton has some landscapes, for 
example, ‘ The Aloutli of the Wild Water, Inveru- 
glass. Loch Lomond,’ painted with infinite care and 
marvellous finish; hut tliey are disagreeable in 
colour—too green—and, at a little distance, look 
spotty, the different parts wanting unity and breadth. 

The same remarks apply to the water-colour 
drawings of ATr. Noel Paton, No. 626, ‘ Study 
from Nature, luveruglass ; and No. 641, with the 
same title. Indeed, there is a wonderful i-esem- 
blance both in the excellences and defects of the 
landscapes of these two very clever brothers. 

Among Air. D. 0. Hill’s landscapes the most 
pleasing is a moonlight scene, ‘ The Castle and Caves 
of Colzean.’ 

Air. A. Peuigal contributes several paintings of 
the beautiful scenery in tlie neighbourhood of the 
romantic Loch Goil, the best of which is No. 283, 
‘ Dreiusyuie, Argylesliire;’ it is fresh, sparkling, 
and full of atmosphere. 

The Scottish school, unlike that of England, has 
always been deficient in the department of water¬ 
colour painting ; and the present exhibition shows 
no improvement in this respect, for, with the excep¬ 
tion of ‘ Knock Castle, in Skye,’ by Air. Houston, 
—one of the few Scottish artists who really excels 
in water-colour drawing,—one or two clever bits 
by Air. K. AIacleay, and some carefully painted 
interiors by G. AI. Greig, there is scarcely any¬ 
thing worthy of notice. In sculpture it is far 
otherwise. The works of Air. W. Brodie would 
command admiration in any exhibition in Europe. 
His marble statue of ‘ Heeamede, the Greek Nurse,’ 
is a beautiful piece of sculpture; and that of 
‘ iEuoue,’ the nymph of Alouut Ida, the first wife 
of the fair and fickle Paris, is one of the finest pro¬ 
ductions of modern statuary we have ever seen. 
The noble but melancholy countenance, the exqui¬ 
site grace of the rounded arms and beautifully pro¬ 
portioned limbs, and the air of ideal beauty, so 
seldom seen hut in the remains of the best era of 
Greek Art, all combine to form a work which bears 
the undoubted impress of high genius. 

We have thus examined at some length this very 
interesting exhibition, which affords satisfactory 
proofs that the Scottish School of Art is likely to 
maintain and increase the higli character it has 
succeeded in acquiring. 
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BRITISH ARTISTS: 
THEIU STYLE AND CHARACTEE, 

WITH ENGRAVED ILLUSTRATIONS. 

No. XXXIV.—FUKDERICK WILLIAM IIULME. 

HERE is a fasliioii in matters pertaining to Art, 
as well as in everything else : wc speak not so 
much with reference to the patronage bestowed 
upon particular artists, as to the apparent neces¬ 
sity that every one, who would not be considered 

as living out of the great world, feels for visiting—at 
least once in the season —the collection of modern 
Art which annually, in the month of May, is opened 
to the public in Trafalgar Square. But it is not the 
love of Art that attracis a large proportion of the 

multitude tliither, but simply because it has become a 
fashion to see what is to be seen there; the exhibition 
is one of the events of the season, and not to have 
visited it is almost to proclaim oneself as out of the 
])ale of society. Now no one can, with any show of 

justice, dispute the claims of the Royal Academy to the liomage thus paid 
to it: such homage is due both to the position it occupies and to the merits of 
the works which are collected within its walls : its exhibitions represent, or are 
assumed to rejireseiit, the present state of British Art in its highest phases ; 
the members of the Academy are assumed to be the great men of the profes¬ 
sion, the high priests of the sacred temple of Art, and their works, as a 
consequence, those which are most deserving of the attention they receive. 
But while we candidly admit that the exhibitions of the Academy are pre¬ 
eminently entitled to public favour, there are otlier galleries open every year 
w’hich deserve more notice than is generally given to them. We do not 
allude to the two Societies of Painters in Water-Colours—neither of which has 
reason to complain of neglect, while the older society, in proportion to the 
size of its gallery, draws as many visitors as congregate in the national building 
a few yards distant—hut to the galleries which arc known respectively as the 

British Institution, tlie ISiitish Artists’, and the National Insfitutiim: in c.ach 
of these the real lover of .Art will never fail to sec some pictures (piite as well 
wortliy of his attention as any he will lind in another place hacked by the 
approval of the academical censors of icstlietical merit. 

Tlic majority of artists send what they consider their best works to the 
Academy, others send none at all ; if yon wish to see wliat these do, you must 
go elsewhere; even in the ajiartmenls in Trafalgar Square there arc oftentimes 
pictures of great excellence (bat arc nearly invisible from the |)osition in whieli 
tliey are placed : we may almost say— 

“ Fult many a gem of purest ray serene" 

is hung in some dark corner, or eclipsed by some lingc canvas wliicli forces 
itself into observation, or sheds its radiance upon the feet of the visitor ratlicr 
than upon liis vision. Painters have so multiplied that the cxliiliition-rooms of 
the Academy have become intinitely too limited for the ])icturcs that are 
annually produced throughout the country: hence the numerous Art-societies 
which have arisen, whose existence cannot but be considered as an evil pro¬ 
ductive of such results as these 

First, they evidence that the whole Art-body is divided into sections—we 
had almost said rival institutions—each seeking its own interest, instead of 
having one common platform on which all might meet for the common henetit 
of Art; and notwithstanding what individual members may feel and say, this 
disunion is the source of much heart-burning, jealousy, and party-spirit. It 
was the real or fancied injustice shown by the Royal Academy to a number 
of clever painters that led to the formation of the Society of Bi’itish Artists; 
and the National Institution was founded by a number of other artists, because 
they could not get their works fairly before the public, as they thought, either 
ill Trafalgar Square or in the Suffolk Street gallery. Again, ihc New AValer- 
Colour Societjf was created heeanse the “ Old” did not choose to enlarge its 
territories—too small even for their own members—and admit their brethren 
within the walls. How can any community of feeling or action be expected 
among such discordant elements ? The idea is preposterous. 

The second evil resulting from these separate institutions is, that the public, 
as we have already observ'ed, show especial favour to some and almost discard 
others; they are allured liy the prestige of some, and scarcely condescend to 
cuter the doorways of others : we have passed from the apartments of one 
society where it was almost impossible to see anything hut the pictures 

Enjrated cyj MILL ON THE 'JLEKT. . P. incholls. 

hanging above the heads of the assembled company, into the rooms of another 
society, where there was scarcely an individual to look at the works they con¬ 
tained. “ Very likely,” we think we hear some one replying to this remark; 
“but it W'ould not be so if there was anything in the rooms worth going to 
see.” This, however, is not the true solution of the question ; granted that 
the attractions of the one are much greater than those of the other, and 
therefore draw a larger concourse of visitors, yet there must be another 
powerful motive to cause so great a difference; and this motive can only be 

found in the prestige of a name and the influence of fashion. In every one 
of the established Art-societies of the metropolis, there is always much to be 
seen that ought to bring together all real lovers of Art; all excellence is not 
centred in one particular locality; it flows through several channels, tlicugh 
some are wider and deeper than the rest. 

Nowhere among the continental cities do wc find a parallel case to fhat 
which exists in our own. AVhy cannot we have here one universal Art-exhibi¬ 
tion, as in Baris ? why, if a stranger in London, or a foreigner, desires to see 

2 D 
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must open wide its doors; it must be no iiiagard in llic bestowment of the 
Imuours at its disposal; it must bold out a friendly baud to eveiy artisl, 
w'batever braucli of tbe profession he practises : why should not a areat jiaiuter 
ill water-colours, such as John Lewis, or Cattcrmole, or llaghe, or half a score 
others, be as worthy of a seat among the academicians as a great painter in 
oils? 'I’be honours awarded to genius ought not to be measured by the 
materials it chooses to employ ; why should oil aud canvas receive the homage 
that water and paper can never, under existing circumstances, hojie to reach? 

AVe arc not so much arguing for what we exiiect to sec done, as for what 
ought to be dune. It is very problematical wbetlier such a communism of Art 
would be acceptable universally ; but w'c should like the experiment to be tided 
whenever the proper time arrives for making it,— that is, when such a building 
is at the service of artists as wdll sutliee for their needs. AVe want to sec the 
various sections of the Art-body united into a whole, working together for tbe 
common weal. The interests of Art, and the interests of artists, are too often 
sacrificed because they are divided: there is, as we said before, no stage on 
which all may meet to urge their complaints, and try to jirocure redress for 
their grievances. The artists of this country are not, like those of other lands, 
gregarious: they separate themselves from each other, or are separated by 
position ; and hence weakness, irresolution of action, aud (piiescencc under evils 

augra^edb-] I.A.NK ICK.XE NK.Xlt !■ V11 Fill: 1), SUllllEV. [Mason Jacis;n. 

the st.ite of modern Art in this country during any season, should he be 
compelled to traverse Pall-.Alall from one eml to the othci-, enter four or live ! 
ditfereiit exhibition-rooms, and tlieii have to trace his way, a mile or so further, 
to the extreme end of I’circnt .Sirect, in order to sec the contents of another 
suite of exhibition-rooms? “Union is strength,” is an adage the truth of 
which is senerallv acknowledged : is it altogether a visionary idea to suppose i 
the practicability of uniting all these fraclioiud parts into one great body, that | 
shall show its combined and concentrated ]iowcr under one roof? AVc are quite : 
aware that to ettcct so desirable an object—there are few, it may be supposed, 
who would i-efusc to admit its desirableness—much must be sacriliced on the 
part of some of the existing institutions; but tbe benefits whiidi .Art uuiver- : 
sally would derive from the sacrilice, should prevail over every other consider- j 
atioii. The first step towards such a result as we are contemplating must be 
made by the Government, whose business it would bo to jirovide a building 
snit.dile for, and large enough to contain, all the .-Art-productions of the season, j 
If it be ultimately determined, as it jiossibly may be, to remove the national : 
pictures to another locality, then the cditice in Trafalgar Square might suffice ^ 
for such a purpose, with some alterations and additions. But to induce j 

members of other institutions, especially of long-standing and flourishing ; 
societies, to anndgamate and cast in their lots together, the Uoyal Academy ; 

that ought not to exist, and which would not e.xijt with unaiiiinily of feeling 
and exerliou. 

'fhough these observations may not apjiear |)erlincut to the subject immedi¬ 
ately before ns, they are not altogether irrelevant to it, and have been suggested 
by our recollection of the exhibited works of the artist whose name stands at 
the head of this notice. He is one of those jiainters whose best works arc 
rarely seen at the gallery where critics of rank and fashion “most do con¬ 
gregate.” Air. Hulme’s pictures, those at least which are the best evidence of 
his talent, must be sought fur elsewhere,—in the rooms of the “National In¬ 
stitution,” Poi'tland Place, or, as they are now called, “'I'hc Portland Gallery.” 

I'Vederick William llnlme was born on the 22nd of October, ISIG, at the 
little village of Swinton, in Yorkshire, where bis first four years were passed : 
1 is father (Air. Jesse llulme, a provincial artist of considerable talent, to 
wlmm the sou was indebted for all the direct iiistruetioii in Art be at any time 
received) then removed with his family to the neighbouring village of Newhill. 
’J’lu' desire to become an artist grew with tlie boy’s growth, and “strengthened 
with his strength;” and altliough from the first bis father did not appear to 
have any definite object in view with regard lo his son, the earliest studies of 
the youth were directed to the figure, and for some lime bis davs and even i 
nights were devoted to anatomy, and other kindred pursuits. But the beautiful I 

1 scenery of the neighbourhood of his residence, was, in the mcanwliile, gradually 
I drawing away his altentioii from the study of the liumaii frame and the cos- 

Imned lay figure ; he became a wanderer in the green lanes, and by the tangled 
hedgerows : the forms be most delighted in were those of the fantastic clouds 
and s])roading trees, and rugged bushes ; and the draperies most welcome to bis 
eye were the rich grass, the green leaves, and the wild-llower blossoms. AVlien 
be bad reached the age of nine, his father found it desirable to remove into tbe 
district of tbe Slatl'ordsbire Potteries, xvbere he bad determined to establish 
himself as a [lorcelaiii manufacturer. After some little trial, finding tbe busi¬ 
ness uncongenial with his taste, and induced by other reasons also, be withdrew 
from it, and returned to the practice of Art, applying himself to the artisl ic 
part of pottery-work, for wbieli be bad a peculiar aptitude: in this tbe son 
w'as called upon to assist, with such skill as he had acipared. For some 
years this occupation engaged much of bis lime, yet be found opportunity to 
pursue tbe study of laiidscape-paiiiting, to which ho bad long before resolved 
to direct bis chief attculiou, ami in which be found the encouragement and 
instruction of his father most valuable. 

In 1841, Iliilme made bis first venture as an exhibitor by sending a jiieture 
to the Birmingham Academy ; it was bung, but not sold. Not disheartened, 
he sent another in the following year : it found a purchaser at the artist’s owu 
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price—pounds, frame included; but he was satislled, and encouraged. Ills 
thoughts now turned towards Loudon, which as yet he only knew by report: 
after much doubt and hesitation he resolved to travel u]) and sec wliat prospects 
it afforded liim for ultimately establishing himself among the vast crowds eagerly 
seeking after reputation or existence. He arrived in the metropolis in the 
early part of 1844, and after passing a week here, returned home movtilied and 
dispirited. But the visit had altogether unsettled his mind, and to remain 
in the Potteries he found impossible. In the month of April of the same 
year, he was again in London, utterly unknown, and without an introduction 
in his pocket, lie had, however, fully determined to succeed, if industry and 

perseverance could ensure success; and, finding that lie had much to learn ere 
lie could make himself known as a painter, he first gave his attention to book 
illustrations. AVith reference to this part of Jlr. Hulme’s career, we have per¬ 
mission to extract a passage from a letter written by him to a friend ;—“ It 
gratifies me much,” he remarks, “ to say tliat some of my earliest efl'orts in 
tliat way appeared in Mrs. S. C. Hall’s ‘Tales of AVomau’s Trials,’ which were 
followed soon after by a more extended series of subjects, in part illustrative of 
Mrs. Hall’s ‘Midsummer Eve,’ published originally in the Arl-Journal. I 
shall always remember with pleasure that my first introduction to the London 
public was made in the pages of this work; and that my first exhibited ))ictures. 

in the metropolis, fotind purchasers through the kind appreciation of the 
Council of the Art-Union of London.” 

AVhen, a few years since, the society of artists who now exhibit at the 
Portland Gallery was formed, Air. lluline joined it: the largest number of his 
])ietures, and most of his best, have, as we have already said, been hung there; 
but his works are also to be seen at the Royal Academy and the British Insti¬ 
tution. Ilis scenery is thoroughly rural—English lanes and English heaths. 
Now and then he travels into AVales, and shows us a bit of mountain land- 
seape, or “ a rippling brook, that turns a mill,” or a picturesque pathway among 
the hills, such as the subject engraved, and very beautifully too, on this page. 

Ilis colouring is very truthful, bright, and clear; and we know of few living 
landscape-painters who so completely have the art of giving light and air to the 
distances of their pictures. One failing—it is only of recent growth—we mnst 
take the liberty of pointing out to him: it is that his trees, whatever be their 
place in the picture, have generally one uniform manipulation ; those in the 
distance are represented as much in detail—foliage and branches—as those in 
the foreground. This is not truth of nature, as visible to the eye. A little 
more boldness of touch in foreground foliage would also be desirable ; there is 
a tendency to Pre-Ralfaellitism in some of his later paintings, which has 
probably led to that peculiarity of painting distant foliage we have noticed. 
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TOMBS OF ENGLISH AETISTS. 

No. 4.—WILLIAM IIOGAKTII. 

No artist ever deserved the name of a “national 
painter’* more trutlitnlly than A\ illiam Hogarth. 
The qneeu in whose reign lie began liis career liad 
declared to one of her earliest parliaments that her 
heart was entirely English,” and her saying was 
commemorated on a medal. Hogarth’s heart was 
equally English; his works are his medals, and will 
he as enduring as the metal of his sovereign. As 
time passes, and criticism expands, he is valued the 
more as the honest exponent of the manners of liis 
own era, and as an artist who, less than any other, 
was indebted to foreign influences. His style was 
essentially his own, the fruit of his own observa¬ 
tion ; his works were the transcripts of what he saw 

the close of it he had prospered sufficiently to 
become the master of a town and conntry-honse; 
the latter a bequest to his wife from her father, 
Sir James Thornhill, serjeant-pahiter to the king, 
wiio, though originally objecting to his daughter’s 
clandestine marriage with Hogarth, ultimately 
learned to value his great talent and unilinchiug 
integrity. Hogarth, for a long |)eriod before his 
death, lived in a good house in Leicester Square, 
then one of the best localities in London, and 
inhabited by Frederick, Prince of Wales, son of 
George 11. There exists a very curious print of 
the square at that period, showing the prince borne 
in his sedan towards St. James’s, attended by hal¬ 

berdiers and his suite. In one corner of the view 
Hogarth’s house is distinguishable by the sign of 
“the Golden Head” over the door. We engrave 
thus much of the print. The “ head” was cut by 
Hogarth himself in cork; and all who are famili.a'r 
with his later engravings, will remember the imprint, 
“ Published at the Golden Head in Leicester 
Fields.” Mrs. Hogarth sold his works here after 
his decease.’’'’ 

The house at Chiswick was that in which Sir 
James Thornhill resided at the time of his daiighlei’s 
elopement with Hogarth. It is gloomy with high 
walls; long walls of brick bound the way to it 
from the main street of the village. In the days 

ilOGARTUS HOUSE, LEICESTER SQUARE. 

raised as to his ability as designer, painter, or en¬ 
graver. Even in the latter art the originality of 
his powerful genius is visible; they are painter’s 

I engravings, not j)ossessing the mere accurate line of 
mechanical art, hut abounding in vigour and effect. 
His manly independence of thought accompanied 
him in all his works; and the nation generally was 

I taught wisdom by his truth-telling histories on 
li canvas of the follies and vices of the last century': 

] “ His (lictured morals charm tlie minil, 
I And tliro’ the eye correct the lieart.” 
I 
II Let this page be devoted to a few memoranda of 
j his last residences : critical disquisitions oii himself 
( and his career are abundant elsewhere. Toward 

ment; a slab against the wall near it records the 
name of James Filtlcr, the engraver; and William 
Sharpe, another of our best English engravers, was 
buried, by his desire, near Hogarth. The tomb of 
the latter artist is a not ungraceful structure, ex¬ 
hibiting on one side Garrick’s well-known rhyming 
epitaph : a simple record on the east side notes the 
death of Hogarth, in October, 1704, at the age of 
sixty-seven, and his wife in November, 1789, at the 
age of eighty. His sister’s death is recorded on 
the South side, in August, 1771, at the age of 
seventy; and that of Mary Lewis, his niece, who 

* The imlette of the |iainter is still religiously preserved 
by the Royal Academicians of London. It is peculiar in 
its form, and we engrave it as a curious relic of the artist. 

acted as saleswoman at his house in Leicester 
Square, and who died iu 1808, at tlie age of eiglity- 
ciglit. The other face of the monument has an 
inscription to his mothcr-in-law, the widow of Sir 
.lames Thornhill, who was first buried iu this grave, 
in 1757- This monument had fallen into much de¬ 
cay, and had become the theme of public comment; 
but it has been admirably restored, and on a small 
piece of granite at its base is inscribed,—“Rebuilt 
by William Hogarth, of Aberdeen, in 1856.” .411 
honour to his northern namesake’s liberality and 
taste ! F. W. Fairholt. 

* Tlie house lias been greatly altered since Ilogartli'i 
daj's, and is now incorporated witli the S.ablonihre Hotel, 
of whicli it forms the nortliern half. 

around him. He is entirely original; and although 
his originality was both strongly defined and popular, 
it was so singularly excellent that he left no imitators 
who deserve to be remembered. He “ founded no 
school,” so to speak, fur none but he could be its 
master. Wilkie made the nearest ajiproach, hut, 
like Hogarth, he was too much of an original to be a 
copyist; his works have touches of Hogarthian 
humour, hut they possess the dilferent qualities of 
a diti'erent mind. None but themselves cau he 
their ]iarallel. 

The ability of Hogarth as a painter was ques¬ 
tioned in his own day: there is no question now 

UOGARTU's TOMB, CHISWICK. 

UOGAKTU'S HOUSE, CHISWICK. 

of Anne it was far from the metropolis, but now it 
is as much a London suburb as Islington was then. 
Large as the house appears, it is really somewhat 
small, for it is all frontage, and only one room 
deep, without any hack windows. The garden is 
not larger than such a house would require, and the 
small stable at its further extremity has over it a 
room Hogarth used as a studio.’^ Against the 
garden wall are two narrow upright slabs of stone, 
commemorating the graves of his dog and bird. 

The words upon the former—“Life to the last 
enjoyed, here Pompey lies,” are a satirical para- 
]dirasc on the epitaph to Churchill, the satirist, in 
Dover church, with whom he had passed some years 
of friendship, but who had bitterly attacked Hogarth 
at the close of his career; not, however, without 
provocation on the part of the latter. 

In Chiswick church-yard the painter reposes, and 
he is not the only artist buried there. Louther- 
bourg rests under a most heavy and ambitious mo:iu- 



ADDEESS TO THE STUDENTS OE 
THE KOYAL ACADEHY.^^ 

BY SIR CHARLES L. EASTLAKE, P.R.A. 

Gentlemen,—x\3 the occasions when it has been 
niy duty to offer to you some observations in the 
form of a discourse, have recurred at considerable 
intervals, the subjects which I have selected, forming 
no part of a series, have been, almost unavoidably, 
of a general nature. In again addressing you under 
such circumstances, I remind you that a single lec¬ 
ture, comprised within short limits and embracing 
various topics, is privileged to he, in some sense, 
desultory. 

The remarks I have now to offer relate to some 
of the distinguishing characteristics on which the 
theory and practice of Art, and especially of Paint¬ 
ing, are founded. 

The term character, in the language of the forma¬ 
tive Arts and in reference to Nature, denotes that 
visible quality, or that assemblage of qualities, which 
is proper to a given object, and which distinguishes 
it from all others. The term is also employed, 
irrespective of visible attributes, to denote those 
essential qualities which are proper to sitbjects of 
which the mind alone takes cognisance. Thus, in 
the one case, we may speak of the distinctive cha¬ 
racter of a visible object; in the other, of the dis¬ 
tinctive character of the Fine Arts, or of any one 
of them, considered theoretically. The term, in its 
application to Art, has, however, no reference to 
moral qualities, except in so far as moral associations 
may be the accompaniments of visible attributes. 

As the visible character of an object is emphati- 
caDy that which is its own, so character always 
implies relative distinctness. Further, whatever 
degree of beauty can be justly said to be proper to 
any object, that beauty must depend on its character, 
fw’, otherwise, beauty can consist in nothing that 
strictly belongs to it. 

Considered in relation to the sense of sight, the 
use of character in Nature seems to be to inform. 
It is by means of appreciable visible distinctions, 
and by the habitual exercise of comparison, that we 
become acquainted with the external w'orld. The 
greater distinctness which Art may require, in order 
to present an equivalent to Nature, is still to be 
tried by the same criterion : the first office of repre¬ 
sentation is to speak clearly to the eye. But as we 
find that long acquaintance with Nature enables us 
to recognise her appearances, even when they border 
on ambiguity, so, it is not desirable to narrow the 
language of imitation, provided its free exercise can 
be easily comprehended. The general purpose com¬ 
mon to all the I'^ne Arts —such as a pleasing im¬ 
pression and moral propriety—being assumed to be 
kept in view, the principle of selection is limited 
only by the condition that the representation should 
be intelligible. 

If Art were not thus to keep pace with experience, 
or if the principle of selecting the most normal 
appearances only were rigidly adhered to, we should 
have every figure a type of its class, every object 
would be required to be free from accidents, and the 
sphere of imitation wmuld be circumscribed accord¬ 
ingly. 'When the Art or its means are restricted, 
such an emphatic and condensed mode of representa¬ 
tion is indeed, to a certain extent, necessary : as in 
Sculpture, intended to be seen under certain con¬ 
ditions; and in works of Art which—from their 
minuteness, like engraved gems, or from their limited 
means of expression, like the outlines and mono- 
chroms on Greek vases—can deal only with the 
most essential attributes and qualities. But the 
ampler resources of Painting invite a far greater 
latitude of expression consistently with the condition 
of perspicuity, and the very fact that the other 
formative Arts are necessarily confined in their 
means of representation, is a reason for taking the 
widest possible range in Painting: thus asserting 
the character and independence of that Art. 

* A copy of this address, delivered to the Students of 
the Royal Academy at the last meeting for the distribu¬ 
tion of prizes, and printed for private circulation only 
among the members of the Academy, was lent to us for 
perusal. Feeling satisfied that the information and advice 
contained in it will be acceptable to a large class of our 
readers, and ought, at least, to have a much wider circu¬ 
lation than the audience to whom it was read, we obtained 
permission to give it the publicity to which the address is 
entitled.—fd. A. J. 
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And if essential forms and normal appearances arc 
not always necessary in Painting with a view to dis- 
tinetness, still less is habitual exaggeration necessary. 
It is not to be inferred because ordinary appearances 
and forms are familiar, that they are therefore ])re- 
seribed. The constant search for novel effects may 
be carried to excess, and this occurs when it induces 
a distaste for simpler truths, or when practical skill 
does not keep pace with the more ambitious treat¬ 
ment. This caution is to be observed also in the 
study of the figure. Young Artists are in the habit of 
considering that what is called character, resides only 
in very peculiar conformations. In Italian technical 
language a marked physiognomy is called a “ Testa 
di Carattere;” in the language of the stage, “a 
jiart of character” always meant a part of strong 
character; but this conventional restriction of the 
term does not imply a negation of the quality in 
less pronounced instances. If character always sup¬ 
poses relative distinctness, if it reside in those attri¬ 
butes which are proper to each object, accurate 
comparison may see it in everything: and if it could 
be as faithfully arrested, there would be as little 
insipidity in Art as in Nature. Character is opposed 
to equality, and in order to shun equality and 
uniformity, it is not always necessary to resort to 
the startling and singular. Indeed, experience shows 
that an exclusive love of the extraordinary may end 
in the very defect of triteness and sameness which 
it was first intended to avoid. 

The same remark is applicable to colour. A 
vigorous treatment of colour, or of chiaroscuro, or 
of both, is generally indispensable to distinctness, 
but this is quite compatible with the observation of 
those more delicate varieties which constitute the 
refinements of imitation. A French painter of the 
early part of the last century, Jean Baptiste Oudry,* 
recommends young painters, in studying colour, to 
copy various kinds of white objects—such as silver, 
linen, paper, satin, porcelain—grouped together. 
The purpose of such practice is to educate the eye 
to see differences where none are at first, or to com¬ 
mon observation, apparent. The author referred to 
might have added, that the student should be careful, 
while so exercising the faculty of comparison, to 
preserve those larger varieties which first impress 

the eye. 
The characteristic attributes of objects in form 

and colour are differences of kind, and are not to be 
confounded with the varieties of light and of abstract 
magnitude, which are only differences of degree. 
Though each may sometimes assume the character 
of the other, the diversities of the first order more 
frequently amount to contrast; while those of the 
second constitute gradation: and both are necessary 
to define the true relations of objects. You are 
aware that it is a recognised principle in Art to 
repeat a principal colour, for instance, by another, 
or by others, which, while duly subordinate and 
duly different, shall have the effect of supporting 
the leading mass. The same principle is applicable 
to forms, and obviously, to light: for as light is 
common to all objects, it is of necessity repeated, 
and must always comprehend the fullest scale of 
gradations, which is not necessarily the case with 
regard to form and colour. 

But, besides the purpose of supporting a prin¬ 
cipal mass, thus promoting a general harmony and 
completeness, the qualified repetition referred to 
answers another and a very important end. A form 
or colour opposed to others altogether unlike it, has 
character; but the comparison with inferior examples 
of the same kind can alone confer the attribute of 
pre-eminence. The distinctness of the object is 
more directly associated with the idea of excellence 
when, in addition to mere contrast, in addition to a 
difference of kind, it exlubits a manifest superiority 
to other objects which in any wmy resemble it: as 
the supremacy of the nobler animals in the scale of 
creation is indicated by their inferior types. The 
same means of comparison are presented to us 
throughout the visible world, and we thus learn 
that Nature distinguishes by contrast, but elevates 
by gradation. 

Various useful elements of the theory of the Fine 
Arts may result from the comparison of their 
respective means and capabilities, but by far the 

* “Rfiflexions sur la manifere d’^tufiier la couleur, en 
comparant les objets les uns aux autres.” Par M. Oudry, 
Professeur. — See “ Watetel’s Dictionnaire des Arts de 
Peinture,” &c., Vol. i., p. 306. 
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most important of those elements, are arrived at by 
considering the relation of Art to Nature. 

Whatever may he the excellence which Painting 
aims at, it never, in its highest efforts, professes to 
be literally mistaken for Nature: by its highest 
efforts, I do not now mean its loftiest couccjitions, 
but its most successful achievements as an Art. I 
need not sjjcak of the limited instances in which 
absolute illusion is, for a time, possible ; for such 
effects, as you have often been told, may bo pro¬ 
duced by performances which have no pretension to 
be called works of Art. When Painters speak of 
the illusion of the Arts, they mean that result of a 
voluntary exercise of the imagination which, aided 
by vivid and truthful representation, can cheat us 
into emotion or delight. The imagination thus 
excited by fine works of Art is nothing more or less 
than the power of deceiving ourselves; but when 
we are deceived by others, or by the senses without 
the aid of the imagination—in which case the only 
difference is that things deceive us instead of persons 
—the effect is merely mortifying. 

But there is an approach to absolnte reality, as 
distinguished from the illusion of imitation, which 
is to be guarded against, as it may be subversive of 
genuine illusion. The external and material con¬ 
ditions of Painting preclude, in most cases, the 
possibility of any confusion between reality and 
its representation: occasionally, however, surfaces 
parallel with the plane of the picture have been so 
treated as to create this confusion. Natural objects 
can rarely be so literally transferred to Painting; 
but there are many artificial forms and appearances 
which, as subjects of the pencil, may be injudiciously 
copied. When they are minute, their partial reality 
is of little consequence: for example, printed and 
written characters literally copied on a surface 
parallel with the plane of the picture, are as real as 
the original print or writing, but it is only when 
they are very conspicuous from their size that they 
can distm'b the conditions of imitation and the sense 
of legitimate illusion: examples may be sometimes 
seen in photographs. On a larger scale, the imitated 
patterns or stripes on stuffs, painted decorations, 
and similar stereotyped forms or colours may be 
identical, or nearly so, with the original objects, 
and if introduced (for they may he sometimes re¬ 
quired from the nature of the subject), should be so 
modified by perspective, and light and shade, as to 
harmonise with what may be emphatically called 
the picture. It is fortunate that the painter’s imi¬ 
tative power should require to be restrained in few, 
and those unimportant, particulars; w’hile, on the 
other hand, he is invited to aim at perfections, every 
variety of which wiU he found xvorthy of his best 
efforts. 

Those perfections, and the direction of those 
efforts, will be, in a great measure, defined by the 
material conditions of his Art. It is not the re¬ 
semblance of his means to those of Nature, but 
precisely the absence of such resemblance, that will 
guide him in his selection of the fittest qualities for 
representation. The paucity and poverty of his 
means (and little is gained by multiplying them) 
dictate an attention to the fidness and variety of 
every natural appearance. His flat surface points 
to depth, space, and atmosphere, and to that relief 
and roundness which express the relative perspective 
position of different objects and of their component 
parts. His inert materials invite him to arrest the 
life, expression, and movement of human beings and 
animals, and the mutable appearances of sea and 
land: while his dull pigments lead him to the 
irhenomena of light, the brilliancy of carnations, 
the charms of transparency, and the mysteries of 
tone. 

It will be remarked that in all these instances 
the means, far from being identical with those of 
Nature, are as opposite to them as they can possibly 
he ; and it is no less evident that they are, appa¬ 
rently, altogether inadequate for the proposed pur¬ 
pose. The characteristic of apparent inadequacy 
being defined. Sir Joshua Eeynolds goes further, 
showing that the excellence of Art is greater when 
the end is attained apparently without labour.* In 
the instances I have given, the Painter’s means are, 
to appearance, especially unfit in themselves to 
express the qualities at which he aims, and, in 
accordance with that principle, the achievement 

* Eleventh Discourse. 



itself of his diffinult uiidcrtahing is required to 
appear easy. This is the last triumph ot hiiie Ait. 

tVe caniiDt hut admit the consistency of such a 
conclusion, and it can hardlj' be necessary to warn 
you against its misapplication. When wo hear of 
indifferent works being executed with bad materials, 
with ill-adapted instruments, iu an incredibly short 
time, or under other similar difficulties, such par¬ 
ticulars may sometimes amount to excuses tor 
imperfections; but they can only increase our 
admiration when the result is altogether satistactory. 
This being understood, I believe it will be useful 
to keep the grace of facility, as well as the perfec¬ 
tions it is to embody, steadily iu view. But the 
foundation must be first secure; instances might 
be adduced of Painters gifted witli a most attr.active 
facility of execution who have failed to acquire a 
name; and of others who, not daring, even in ap¬ 
pearance, to play with their art, rank high among 
distinguished masters. But the general opinion of 
competent judges is, in this case, as I believe it 
always will be, in accordance with sound theory. 
Painters have decided this question: it may bo 
remarked that whatever may be their individual 
varieties of practice, whether their execution be 
carelessly facile, or scrupulous even to constraint; 
whether it be broad and varied, or uniformly minute; 
whether their surface be loaded and graiudatcd, or 
smoothly delicate;—all agree in admiring successful 
facility ; all are charmed (as aU true artists must be) 
to see the end really accomplished by seemingly 

inadequate means. 
Arbitrary rules would he misapplied in such 

particulars. The characteristics of Art are finally 
modilied by the character of the individual; but if 
labour cannot be transformed into seeming freedom, 
it must, at all events, be concealed; and if the 
conditions of any technical process be such as to 
render the evidence of toil unavoidable, that process 
cannot be of much value. As Paiuting is dis¬ 
tinguished from the other Arts, so Oil-Painting is 
distinguished from oBier methods. Vasari, iu his 
“ Life of Antonello da Messina,” says, “ that before 
the metliod of Oil-Painting was introduced, the 
Tempera Painters were always in the habit of exe¬ 
cuting their works by hatching with the point only 
of the brush.” It is remarkable that the earliest 
Oil-Painters in Plunders, and those who at a later 
period first practised Oil-Painting in Italy, at once 
comprehended and adopted the peculiar advantages 
of the new method. Their execution was imme¬ 
diately dictated, as it were, by the more flowing 
vehicle; and while employing it, they seem to have 
forgotten their previous habits. 

I have, on a former occasion, touched ou this 
subject, and it is not without reason that I press it 
upon your attention. Even assuming that it is 
desirable to return to the jmre feeling and simple 
earnestness of the Italian Tempera Painters, there 
can he no reason for imitating, in any method, their 
often timid and painful execution, but least of all 
in a method not requiring it, and in first practising 
which the Italians themselves instinctively threw olf 
the dryer manner to which they had been accustomed. 

I take occasion here to remark, that while it is 
desirable that a hluseum of Pictures should, in its 
completeness, contain examples of every school and 
period, it by no means follows that all such examples 
are fit objects of study for young artists. A Museum 
of Sculpture, if worthy of the name, comprehends 
specimens of every school and age of antiquity ; but 
it is not expected that students in scidptm'e should 
imitate Archaic Greek bas-reliefs, Etruscan drapery, 
or Egyptian compositions. 

Mhth reference to the concealment of toil, I remind 
you that minuteness of size does not, in Oil-Paiuting, 
necessarily involve a mechanically minute execution. 
The works of no Painters, (I speak now' of their 
mere handling,) are more refined and more complete 
than those of Metzn, or more precise than those 
of Teniers. In the instance of the last named, the 
touch is visible; in IMetzu, the surface is united and 
fused. These Painters represent many, in none of 
whose w’orks is there any trace of painful and uniform 
manipulation. Either the labour is concealed by 
freedom—which (certain conditions being fulfilled) 
is the best practice—or it is concealed altogether. 

The characteristics of the picturesque may be said 
to be included in the attributes before adverted to, 
but as the quality itself is justly prominent among 
the requisites of imitative art, it will be convenient 

to consider it separately. The practised Painter 
will hardly admit the doctrine of some of our earlier 
writers on taste, that decay and ruin are essential 
elements of the picturesque. Its characteristics arc 
more comprehensive, and might be more fitly said 
to consist in a pleasing variety, and iu the absence 
of formality and monotony; and such variety is, 
with the aid of perspective and chiaroscuro, quite 
compatible with forms that exhibit no appearance 
of decaj'; such, for example, as au unbroken peristyle 
or colonnade diversified with the accidents of light: 
or the interior of a cathedral, charming the eye 
with its intricate perspective, though in good repair. 

It will bo observed that the question respecting 
the picturesqueness of objects or appearances has 
chiefly reference to works of human creation, such 
as architectiu'e, or the humbler inventions of furni¬ 
ture and costume; for, in the w'orks of Nature, the 
absence of variety and freedom is the rare exception 
rather than the rule. 

Although there can be no doubt that artificial 
forms, unimpaired by time, can always be made 
agreeable by means of linear gradation and light and 
shade, it must be admitted that age often improves 
their colour; and the question arises, how, as regards 
colours, can new objects—whether buildings, furni¬ 
ture, or articles of attire—be rendered picturesque. 
It is not possible to dress aristocratic beauties in 
discoloured stuffs; a newly constructed edifice can¬ 
not be covered with the w'eather-staius of ages ; and 
the articles of household use which surround the 
wealthy may not always exhibit the traces of neglect. 
Nor are the visible indications of the modern or the 
magnificent necessarily disagreeable even to the 
Painter’s eye, in reality ; on the contrary, they may, 
under certain conditions, be strikingly picturesque. 
Pet W'c know that they may be so imitated as to be 
totally devoid of that quality. We know that nothing 
is more offensive iu a pictui'e than unvaryingly crude 
colours, especially as they are often accompanied 
by stiffness iu the arrangement of artificial forms. 
Instances might be found in certain jrortraits not 
uncommon iu Continental Art in the early part of 
this century. Iu works of the description alluded 
to, the accessories are of course more conspicuous 
than the head ; silk and velvet are fresh from the 
counter, while gold trimmings and embroidery, 
scrupulously formal and uniformly bright, appear 
intended to recommend the mauufactured articles. 

The remarks, before offer .;d, on the necessity of 
altogether concealing the real conditions of Art in 
the refinements of imitation, are here applicable; in 
the works now referred to, the requisite change can 
hardly be said to have taken place; tlie poverty and 
crudeness of the literal materials remain unaltered : 
the palette, in short, is stiU present. 

If w'e now turn to the masters of this branch of 
Art, we find that Titian, lluhens, Vandyck, and 
Velasquez, painted many of the sovereigns and 
dignitaries of their times, sometimes surrounded 
with accessories becoming exalted rank. In their 
works of this kind all is harmouions and unobtru¬ 
sive ; the mere portrait of the individual being still 
fitly paramount. Again (and this is the point which 
more directly bears on the question before proposed), 
the rich objects and accompaniments represented, 
though in colour the reverse of crudeness, convey no 
impression of being midnly time-worn or tarnished: 
they are picturesque, in the truest sense of the term, 
without looking old. 

To tmm to a different department of Art, we find 
that certain Dutch masters—such as De Mitt, Van 
Vlict, and others—often represented interiors of 
churche.s, apparently newly white-waslied, yet such 
works are eminently picturcscpie; and our admi¬ 
ration is heightened when we find such painters as 
Do Hooghe and Van der Meer, of Delft, (I wish the 
works of the latter wxre more common in this 
country,) conferring the refinements of Art on the 
clean courtlet of a Dutch house, w'ith a brick wall, 
not even dilapidated, as a prominent object. 

Keeping in view the characteristics before dwelt 
ou, the following resources may be suggested to the 
younger students. The undue regularity even of 
unchaugeable forms may be agreeably disturbed by 
perspective and light and shade; while, in the 
arrangement of flexible substances, such as drapery, 
the picturesque is still more within the Painter’s 
power. With regard to colours, besides the direct 
operation of shade in reducing the mass of a positive 
hue, the student will find that the changes which 

depend ou gradations of light (which may be regu¬ 
lated by artificial contrivances) may effectually vary 
the unpleasant integrity of colour iu new substances, 
without necessarily imparting to them the look of 
age. lie will by degrees see that a variety of cool 
and warm tones is compatible with what in a picture 
w'oulcl still he called an entire colour. Indeed it is 
difficult to assign a limit to this picturesque treat¬ 
ment, since any amount of such variety is allowable 
which is compatible with the quality of the colour 
intended, and with the impression which tire subject 
requires. Thus, if the character of splendour and 
vivacity he desirable, that impression may he better 
conveyed (as w'e find in the works of the Venetians) 
by the judicious introduction of neutral tones into 
positive colours, than by a violent monotony. The 
contrasts which giVe value to a colour being always 
more or less present, by means of the operation of 
light, iu the colour itself. 

Freedom of execution in painting, and tone im¬ 
parted by glazing, being peculiarly adapted to coun¬ 
teract uniformity in lines, surfaces, or colours, are 
undoubtedly to he regarded as elements of the 
picturesque. They suppose, however, a peculiar 
practice; and it is but jnst to remark that the 
essentials of the picturesque have been sometimes 
attained without them. Before quitting the con¬ 
sideration of free execution, I remind you that if it 
is to he recommended as a grace, it is to be con¬ 
demned as an afl’ectation. It is a mistake to suppose 
that it is necessary to execute things badly in order 
to prevent their being prominent. The careless 
system, carried to excess, sometimes tends to make 
the objectionable object apparent,—not, indeed, that 
it thus approaches the prosaic reality too closely, but 
that it renders conspicuous the Painter’s inability. 

One class of resources remains to be noticed. 
The most effectual and at the same time the worthiest 
mode of rendering unpromising or ordinary appear- 
airoes picturesque, is to take advantage of Nature’s 
fortunate moments. These, arrested and reproduced, 
have the effect of aggrandizing and elevating the 
character of objects, consistently with the condition 
of their being easily recognised. Under this influ¬ 
ence the stately accessories of the representations 
before noticed, assume a harmony and subdued 
splendour suggestive of a more poetic magnificence 
than the glaring realities possess. With inferior 
nraterials this is still more remarkable: the golden 
sparkle of Hemhrandt is often elicited from wood 
and stone; the silvery tones of Teniers are found to 
he compatible with the most homely circumstances ; 
and it is curious to connect tliat epithet —silvery— 
W'ith some of the objects represented by him, hut to 

which it is justly applicable. 
While considering the difficulty ot rendering 

certain forms and colours picturesque, it seems 
unaccountable that there should ever have been a 
disposition to exaggerate the opposite quality, yet 
such has been tlie case. It w'as the practice with 
some historical painters, of a school now perhaps 
extinct, to represent artificial objects, especially 
draperies, as if they were perfectly new, thmigh the 
subject might often permit and even require a dif¬ 
ferent treatment. As regards colours, this mistaken 
view may be sometimes attribufahle to tlie undue 
influence of poetry; for tlie colours which can be 
best conveyed to the imagination by words arc of 
the most positive kind; and unbroken purity of 
tint is quite in accordance with ideas of beauty that 
are subjected to no ocular test. This is one ot many 
errors which have been the consequence of assuming 
that what is adapted to an Art which addresses the 
imagination only, must be agreeable when presented 
to the eye. Tlie reverse of this—the principle that 
the excellence of any one of the Aids must consist 
chiefly in qualities that are unattainable by the rest 
—would lead to far better results. 

One inference to be drawn from the arguments I 
have submitted to you is, that there is no sufficient 
ground for inveighing indiscriminately against the 
unpicturesqueness of modern habits and circum¬ 
stances. Whatever may be recommended for be¬ 
ginners, the occasional treatment of apparently 
unpromising materials is, I am persuaded, liighly 
useful to more advanced painters, since it must lead 
them to study the picturesque in arrangement, the 
modes of suppressing intractable details, the refine¬ 
ments of colour, and the uses of light and shade in 

creating and varying them. 
It is in encountering difficulties of this kind, that 
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the study of fine works of Art will bo most prolit- 
iible; for, in such cases, direct iiiiitation is impos¬ 
sible. In examining the i)rodiictious of great masters 
in this spirit, you will occasionally discover that 
they too had their dilliculties, and not uiifrcqucntly 
converted them into tidumphs. By degrees yon will 
forget the common fallacy that former ages and 
other countries had special advantages which we 
have not; and you will finally acknowledge that 
none need complain of the outward conditions which 
sufficed for a Reynolds, a M'ilkic, and a Turner. 

OBITUAllY. 

1 MR. THOMAS CAMPBELL. 

■ On the 12tli of Pehruary a few personal friends 
accompanied to the Kensal Green Cemetery the 
remains of the late Thomas Campbell, sculptor, an 
artist who, although not known to the flutter of 
general admiration, W'as deeply appreciated by a 
select circle of patrons and friends. lie was born 
on the 1st of May, 1790, and consequently was in 
his sixty-eighth year. His parents, like those of 
Canova, w'ere in very humble circumstances : they 
resided at Edinburgh, and at an early age Campbell 
w’as apprenticed to a marble-cutter named John 
Marshall, and afterw'ards to James Dalzell, who 
succeeded to the business upon IMarshaH’s death. 
He soon displaj^ed so much intelligence and taste, 
that it was evident he would not long continue the 
mere mechanic. His education had been neglected, 
but he had great quickness, of which the following 
incident affords an illustration. He was engaged 
cutting an inscription for a gentleman near Edin¬ 
burgh, and was tolerably far advanced in the wmrk, 
when his employer remarked that one of the letters 

( was not rightly cut. The young mechanic con¬ 
fidently asserted that it was, and the owner went 
away. No sooner was he gone, and Campbell left 
to his own reflections, than he thought the criticism 

1 might he just, as he was uo scholar; so he rushed 
off to a neighbouring cottage, asked for a sight of 
the Bible, w'herein he found his mistake. He then 
returned with the utmost speed, took his drill and 
chisel, corrected the error, and all was in due order. 
The employer, in the meantime, had been to his 
own house, had satisfied his mind upon the point, 
and returned to set Campbell right, when, to his 
amazement, he supposed that he must have been 
mistaken, as the letter w'as quite correct, so he 

1 good-naturedly said to the young carver, “ Ah, 
1 Campbell, I see you are right; I cannot conceive 

how I could have imagined the letter was wrongly 
cut.” 

As a marble-carver he was of course chiefly 
occupied on ornamental and tasteful subjects, and 
by observation and study he made rapid progi'ess. 

j He was first noticed by the late Gilbert Innes, 
; Esq., of Stowe, who was attracted by the iutel- 
1 ligence he evinced when assisting to put up a 
: chimney-piece at his house in St. Andrew’s Square, 
' Edinburgh; and by him he was provided with 

means to go up to London to pursue his studies at 
the Royal Academy in Somerset House, where he 

[ made some successful copies from the antique. 
He proceeded to Rome in 1818, the same kind 
friend advancing the means; but so independent 
was Campbell in principle and feeling, that as soon 
as he had earned a little money by his own exer¬ 
tions, he repaid every shilling he had borrowed, 
principal and interest, to hlr. Innes, who during the 
period had kept a debtor and creditor account, 
charging the interest annually. On Campbell’s 
return from Rome, Mr. Innes again lent him £100, 
and as soon as Campbell got an order for some 
work with the usual advance, Mr. Innes sent him 
his account for the same, charging five per cent, 
interest as before. Mr. Innes always prided himself 
upon being the great patron of Cam])hell: when 
he died he left above a million sterling! At Rome 
onr artist zealously and devotedly pursued his art, 
studying chiefly from life models, for which so 
many facilities are there afforded. His talent and 

. continual strivings for progress in his pursuit 
attracted great attention, and excited much interest 
among English travellers, more especially his northern 
fellow'-countrymen. He had several commissions, 
particularly for busts, as he possessed the peculiar 

felicity of seizing the individual likeness of his silters, 1 
and of giving them a sentiment and expression highly 
characteristic. He had not a ready imagination, 
which affords to many tliat treacherous facility of 
composition which despises careful elaboration, is 
satisfied with crude ideas, and neglects the pains¬ 
taking elforts so necessary to the perfection of the 
work. In fact, he was slow in creation: but when 
he had conceived an idea, he studied with patience 
every detail, and having a certain mistrust of his 
own judgment upon his work, he willingly listened 
to advice and comment, and spared no pains to give 
it the utmost perfection of finish. One of his 
earliest patrons was the munificent encourager of the 
young artists then at Rome, the late Duke of Devon¬ 
shire, by whom he was commissioned to execute a 
sedent statue of the Princess Pauline Borghese, 
sister of Napoleon I. She was celebrated for the 
exquisite proportions of her figure, and the refined 
form of her hands and feet, upon which she parti¬ 
cularly piqued herself. Campbell was allowed the 
privilege of the fullest opportunity of studying his 
model, and permitted to take casts of the hands and 
feet, of which he made special studies, and had 
afterwards copies executed in bronze and silver. The 
original statue, representing the princess seated in a 
chair looking at a medallion portrait of the Emperor 
her brother, is now atChatsworth; as is also a colossal 
bronze bust of the Duke, which he subsequently 
modelled and cast. In his studio in the Piazza 
Mignauelli, adjoining the Piazza di Spagna, he 
quietly but perseveringly laboured on for several 
years, executing many works, and receiving com¬ 
missions for several more. He did not mix much 
in the society of his brother artists, for though fully 
conscious of a power within him capable of great 
works, yet he was most sensitively susceptible; and 
his was not a mind to take its stand upon the indepen¬ 
dent basis of his own innate ability, and thus to set 
at nought the conventional estimate of society. He, 
however, associated much with Thorwaldsen, and the 
German artists, and occasionally with the French, 
by whom he was highly esteemed. Prom this varied 
intercourse, and a lengthened residence in Rome, 
he acquired a ready facility of conversation in 
Italian, German, and French; heedless, however, of 
grammatical accuracy, his w’as merely a conver¬ 
sational facility. 

Having commissions to the amount of about 
£30,000, he made arrangements for returning to 
England ; but he still retained his Roman studio 
for years, and frequently returned to Italy to pur¬ 
chase marble, and to make arrangements for the 
execution there of preparatory parts of his large 
works, w'hich were subsequently transmitted to 
England, to he completed under his own imme¬ 
diate inspection, and to receive the last touches of 
his chisel, for he was most indefatigable and con¬ 
scientious in working upon the marble himself, and 
in making any improvements of which the sculpture 
might be capable, even in that state w'hen it is 
ordinarily considered impracticable. In fact, his 
was no impatient haste of execution, hut a careful 
elaboration of every detail, that would render his 
productions not merely satisfactory for the passing 
moment, hut worthy of being handed down to 
posterity. He at first resided in Leicester Square, 
and afterwards took a house and studio in Great 
Marlborough Street; the studio he occupied till 
his death. Plere, surrounded by casts from some 
of the finest masterpieces of antique art—by the 
constant presence of which he sought to maintain 
a correct and elevated taste—and in possession of 
fine illustrations of the works of Canova, Thor¬ 
waldsen, and other great masters, whom he desired 
to emulate, he perseveringly carried out his great 
conceptions. 

The most important work that Campbell executed 
w'as a monumental group of the Dow'ager Duchess 
of Buccleuch, erected by the present duke, his constant 
and generous benefactor and friend, to the memory of 
his mother in the sepulchral church at Boughton, 
Northampton. This edifice already possessed several 
monumental groups of the first class by Roubiliac 
and other most eminent artists, in memory of the 
heads of the same family. The duchess, seated on 
a chair, occupies the centre, raised upon a lofty 
pedestal; on each side, on a lower level, is a female 
figure representing Faith and Charity, the prominent 
virtues in her grace’s character. He also executed 
for Lord Courtown a recumbent statue of his lady. 

a member of the Buccleuch family, and which was 
pul u]) in a memorial chapel on his lordsliiji’s estate in 
Ireland. He executed a monumental sedent bas-relief ' 
figure of Ijady Whichcotc, now in Lincolnshire, and a 
recumbent statue of the son of the present Lord Kin- 
naird, which was one of his latest works. He was 
employed by a comniiltec of the admirers of the late 
Duke of York, to design and cast in bronze a statue 
of the duke in his robes as Knight of the Garter, 
which was cast at Woolwich, and now stands on | 
the Castle Hill at Edinburgh. In the same capital 
is also his admirable equestrian bronze group of 
General Lord Hopetown, opposite the Royal Bank in 
St. Andrew’s Square, and in w liich the artist adopted 
the novel and eirectivc composition of placing the 
warrior by the side of his war-horse, with his arm 
restirig on its neck. A marble statue of the Duke 
of York was exeeulcd for the Senior Liiited .Service 
Club House, in Pall Mall, and occupies a niche on 
the staircase. The monumental statue of Sir W. 
Iloste, in St. Paul’s Calliedral, is by Campbell; 
and the statue of Lord George Bentinck, in Caven¬ 
dish Square, one of the finest that we have in 
London. In quality of sculpture it is the very best 
in the modern dress : the attitude is imposing and 
easy, and it stands firm on the feet, without any 
extraordinary attempt at effect. The admirers of 
Mrs. Siddons engaged Campbell to execute a statue, 
of the heroic size, of this eminent tragedian, which 
W'as placed in Westminster Abbey, and is peculiarly 
striking from its simplicity and dignity, and from 
the elevated expression and character given to her 
noble features. At Dalkeith, the seat of the Duke 
of Buccleuch, is his colossal statue of the late [ 
Duke of Wellington, in marble. He was commis¬ 
sioned by the admirers of the late Lord Grey, in 
the county of Durham, to execute a statue of his 
lordship, wdiich was presented to her ladyship, and 
is now at Howick. He also modelled a colossal 
statue of the late Duke of Gordon, which was carved 
in granite by M’Donald and Leslie, and erected at 
Aberdeen ; and he himself cut in marble medallion 
busts of the duke and duchess, which were put up 
at their seat. He executed in marble a statue of 
Lady Harrowby, when Lady Sandon, which is at 
Sandon Hall; and a sedent one of Lady Mary 
Christopher, now Nisbett Hamilton; and a half- 
length monument in marble of Admiral Sir Frederick 
Maitland, which is at Portsmouth. 

His works of fancy were few, but they are admir¬ 
able for their chaste simplicity. Among these may : 
be quoted a graceful portrait statue of Lord Dal¬ 
keith, son of tlie Duke of Buccleuch, as a young 
hunter-hoy with his greyhound; a “Psyche” 
opening the vase, for R. Christopher Nisbett 
Hamilton, Esq.; a portrait statue of the present 
Hon. A. Kinnaird, M.P., when a youth, in the cha¬ 
racter of Ascanius ; and a “ Ganymede ” with the 
eagle, the plaster cast of which is now in the gallery 
of the South Kensington Museum. His busts were 
masterpieces of conception and invention, and re¬ 
flected the character and expression of the individual 
with striking force. In looking at a range of i 

them, one is struck by the idea that Campbell was | 
peculiarly fortunate in his subjects. One cannot 
however hut feel, that his main superiority rested 
in the conception, which he realised in his own 
mind, of the distinctive impress of each countenance, 
and of the peculiar mode of treatment best adapted 
to hi’ing out the intellectual as well as physical 
qualities of his sitters. 

Heexecuted for Her Majesty the Queen, at Windsor 
Castle, the speaking busts of the Duke of Wellington 
and Earl Grey ; and he frequently alluded to the time 
when he and other artists went to Walmer for the 
purpose of making studies for portraits, statues, and 
pictures of the Duke, for which they had commis¬ 
sions. He mentioned the patience with which the 
Duke sat in the attitudes wherein he was placed 
by the artists, and that he eveu allowed casts to he 
taken of his hands and features. He also noticed 
the punctuality enforced by the Duke upon the 
artists to attend at the precise hours he fixed for 
sitting. Campbell made busts of the late Mar¬ 
chioness of Tweedale, and of her daughter, the 
Duchess of AYelliugton, vvhen Marchioness of Douro, 
both of them most exquisite and graceful produc¬ 
tions. And he executed a colossal bust in bronze 
of the late Duke of Hamiltou ; others, of the size of 
life, of the Duke of Buccleuch; the late Earl of 
Lauderdale, one of his most attached friends; the 
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late Lord Lonsdale; Lord Dudley Stuart; Lord 
Coiu’town, and his father ; Lord and Lady Kinnaird ; 
Lord de Jlauley; Lady Charlotte Stopiord ; Sir H. 
Pottinger; the late'Sir Henry Lawrence, the 
Indian hero and administrator; Sir Ldinund An- 
trobus ; General Gi'cy, brother ot the late carl; 
General Sir Alexander'llope, of Lufuess, and his son ; 
John Hope, Esq.; Gilbert limes. Esq., of Stowe, his 
early friend; Home Drummond, Esq.; Sir James 
Gibson Craig, Bart.; lYilliam Burn, Esq., architect, 
and jMrs. Burn; Bobert Liston, Esq., the eminent 
surgeon, and his lamented pupil, J. P. Potter, Esq., 
both at Huiversity College; John Macvicar,Esip, of 
xlrdarrock; 11. Christopher Nisbett Hamilton, Esq.; 
John Dalrymple, Esq.; John Cam Hobhouse, Esq., 
now I.ord Bronghtou; the late Peter Frazer 'I'ytler, 
Esq., the eminent historian, and one of his most 
valued friends, for whom he also made a portrait 
statue of his little daughter, and very many others. 

He constantly exhibited at the Iloyal Academy, 
and his name appears in the catalogue of 1857, as 
contributing a bust of a lady, and one of Lord 
George Bentinck. In person he was of middle 
stature, and of a robust frame; lively in tempera¬ 
ment, although occasionally subject to depression of 
spirits. He was never very sanguine, and naturally 
reserved aud shy, which he habitually tried to con¬ 
ceal and carry oil by a brisk aud somewhat boister¬ 
ous manner. No appeal was unsuccessfully made 
to him in any case of distress, for he was always 
liberal with ids purse, and ready to assist any 
friend or deserving object in need. Generous and 
hospitable in his disposition, he especially cultivated 
the friendship and society of his own countrymen, 
many of whom, distinguished in letters, science, 
and the arts, were deeply attached to him for his 
genius as an artist, aud his many qualities as a man. 

T. L. Donaldsox. 

COEllESPON^DEl^CE. 

To the Editor o/“Tiie Art-Jouhnal.” 

WHAT IS “ TASTE FOK THE FINE ARTS ? ” 

Sir,—I very much wish you to answer this question. 
Knowing you must have large demands upon your 
time, and knowing, also, that the space of the Art- 
Journal is very valuable, I should not trench upon 
either but for the immediate importance of my 
query. 

I reside in llanchester, aud have shared the 
opinion of yourself and of many others likely to 
understand the subject, upon the fact that this city 
was a peculiarly valuable mine to the artists of 
England. This was essentially, and is essentially, 
a picture-purchasing place. lAverpool had its gal¬ 
leries ; Manchester had its collectors ; Preston had 
its munificent assemblages of Art, in other places 
were also forming accumulations of articles of Art 
and rer-tu ; and are not all these in the county of 
Lancaster ? Although last, is it not notorious 
that we have had our “ Art-treasures” Exhibition ? 
thereby establishing the grand, or perhaps I should 
say “great,” fact, that all private evidences of taste 
in this region culminated in a public demonstration, 
that we were of all people alive to the poetic decla¬ 
ration that a “ thing of beauty is a joy for ever.” 

It may not be generally known to your readers, 
but I think I am quite correct in stating that no 
district in the whole kingdom can boast (and it is 
something to boast of, apart from its trading cha¬ 
racter) of such caterers to Art-sympathy. TYe 
have, sir, some half-dozen dealers in works of Art 
aud taste of unquestionable integrity, whose esta¬ 
blishments have no parallel in Europe. 

The mention of these establishments has nothing 
to do with the question with which I set out, only 
so far as it may tend to prove the claims of this 
locality to the possession of taste for beauty, and 
sympathy with objects of refinement; and I think 
I may now venture to suggest to your readers that 
this is a very fortunate neighbourhood, in so far as 
it relates to these questions. Such has been my 
opinion for a long period, though, I must say, 
shaken at times by untoward circumstances, and 
now, I declare with great sadness, utterly broken 
down. I must explain this to you, sir, and again 
ask, “ What is taste for the Fine Arts ” To 
begin at the beginning: I get fearfully puzzled 
when I find models sent in for a statue to Wellington 
to the number of some thirty-seven—of various de¬ 
grees of merit and demerit certainly—and find that 
unquestionably the worst is chosen. I think my 
faith in Manchester taste gets a shake here ; but I 
conclude it an accident. I am puzzled again when 

I find other statues required to be executed in 
bronze, and instead of bronze Art being employed, 
I find a learned committee determining to have 
bronze figures repeated from existing marbles— 
marble notoriously failing in all the conditions ap¬ 
propriate for bronze. Keposing in the notorious 
taste of Manchester, I venture to conclude that this 
is accident number two. 

1 come to the “ Art-treasures Exhibition,” and 
think now I shall arrive at firm standing ground ; 
something here will altogether establish Manchester 
acumen ; and what do I find. An idea of Mr. 
Dean (not of hlanchoster), accepted by Manchester 
gentlemen, who give to the thought just money 
enough to work the project, and no more! Every 
soul employed on the great work who was required to 
biing brains and intellect above a common porter, 
was a stranger to J.Iau eh ester, although there were 
intellect enough, and knowledge enough in the 
place, to have produced a result equal, and in some 
respects better than that achieved. I make one 
exception here, and one I am proud to make, and 
that is in favour of the architect, Mr. Solomons ; 
and I make it all the more emphatically, because 
for a time, by some inexplicable mischance, he was, 
in public recognition, sunk almost to the level of an 
office clerk. 

This may seem an inordinately long introduction 
to the question wherewith 1 set out. 

Within the last twelve or fourteen years we have 
had some ten or more collectors of pictures, who 
have, by their ventures in this way, achieved for 
themselves the enviable character of “ men of 
taste.” These gentlemen have become known to 
the leading artists of the kingdom, have visited 
them in their studios, have had entree wherever 
refinement has enthroned herself. They have 
attended the “Academy dinners” and “private 
views,” solely on the supposition that they had 
entered the ranks of connoisseurship. Their galle¬ 
ries have obtained a European celebrity, and they 
themselves have been exalted as being within the 
magic circle of Art. Well; this was all that could 
be wished, and we obtained a character as a district 
thereby. Of course gentlemen so exalted, gentle¬ 
men fully recognised as above the “common-deal¬ 
ing herd,” gentlemen already rich in “filthy lucre,” 
wanting no further addition to “ this world’s 
riches,” would gladly repose in the sunshine of the 
fame they had attained. No ; sad as it may seem, 
all this show of taste is a mere pinchbeck of the 
genuine article—it is only the clever trader lacquered 
over for a brief space, to come out in his genuine 
character as a “chapman and "■eneral hucksler.” 
One after the other of these “men of taste” have 
sunk their proud prerogati’'e, and sold their col¬ 
lections, of course, at a considerable profit over the 
original cost; and now of all these refined (?) and 
perfect examples of taste we have not more than 
three left, whose property in Art will, I suppose, 
also “ go to the hammer.” 

I thought, sir, that taste was an abiding love of 
beauty. I am clearly rvrong, and ask }'ou as a man 
of experience, “ What is taste for Fine Art?” 

Manchester, March 1.5. “ Lov'e that Lasts.” 

[We cannot answer the question our correspondent 
puts ; but assuredly we can say what it is not. It 
surely is not displayed by the mere purchase of 
pictures to sell again at a profit, regarding them as 
so many bales of cotton. And it is, we fear, only 
in this light we can regard the liberal and munificent 
Art-patronage of Manchester. We have, for a long 
period, been apprehensive as to the “rottenness” of 
the foundation on which so many grand galleries 
and “ collections ” were built in this—the wealthiest 
and most suddenly prosperous city of modern times : 
and the letter of our correspondent—a gentleman 
thoroughly well informed on the subject—is calcu¬ 
lated to remove all doubts from our minds. If it be 
a “ great,” it is assuredly a deplorable, “ fact,” that, 
one after another, the Art-stores gathered there are 
dispersed ; not from misfortune, or any of the occur¬ 
rences to which trade is always liable, but simply 
because a time has arrived when profit may be made 
on the acquisitions that have given celebrity, honour, 
and a position in society which could never have 
been derived merely from the produce of the mill. 
'There has ever been much“taht” in Jlanchester 
concerning Art: we have frequently hoped, and in 
vain, for evidence that it was the sound and hearty 
proof of power to estimate, and genuine love for, the 
creations of intellect and industry. We are un¬ 
happily now compelled to the belief that in Man¬ 
chester the collector is a mere dealer,—the patron 
neither more nor less than one who in Art, as in 
other things, buys cheap that he may sell dear, and 
who has as little idea of promoting any of the great 
objects which Art fosters and advances, as of sup¬ 
plying cotton goods free of cost to the ragged schools 
of England.] 

THE EOYAL PICTURES. 

THE SPRING-HEAD. 

F. Zucclierelli, Painter. E. Brandarcl, Engraver. 

Size of the Picture, 7 ft. 5f in. by 4 ft. 5^ in. 

Visitors to Windsor Castle will doubtless recollect 
that in one of the apartments—the Queen’s State 
Drawing-room—usually throivn open to the public, 
are several large pictures by Zucclierelli, which ivere 
placed there during the reign of George III. The 
painter, Francesco Ziiechcrelli, on the authority of 
Lanzi, was born at Pitigliano, in Tuscany, in 1702; 
he studied' first under Paolo Auesi, and at subse¬ 
quent periods under G. Mario Morandi, and Pietro 
Nelli. In the early part of his career he applied 
himself to historical painting ; but his natural taste 
led him away from this branch of art to landscapes, 
and in these he acquired considerable reputation 
both here and on the continent. 

In 1752, Zucclierelli came over to England, and, 
meeting with much encouragement, remained here 
till 1773, when he retvuTied to Italy, and settled at 
Florence. His residence in England had proved 
so far successful that he earned back with him a 
goodly sum of money, the produce of his talents, 
which he placed in the keeping of one of the mo¬ 
nastic establishments that the Emperor Joseph II. 
suppressed a few years afterwards. By this un¬ 
fortunate circumstance the aged painter was reduced 
almost to penury ; aud thus, at a time of life that 
had e.xtcnded far beyond the threescore years and 
ten allotted to man, he was compelled to resume his 
labours in order to keep himself from actual want. 
Zuccherelli died at Florence, in 1788. 

At the time of ZucchereUi’s residence in England 
Art was just beginning to raise her head among us, 
and this perhaps was the chief reason why he, as 
well as many other foreigners, came over to seek 
patronage here. In the list of artists composing 
the first body of Koyal Academicians, w'e find the 
names of several of these strangers, Zuccherelli 
among them, as the following statement will show'; 
and it slwws too, how small a number of artists, 
then deemed W'orthy of academical honours, have 
left a reputation behind them : their very names 
are almost forgotten, even by those who are ac¬ 
quainted with the Art-history of the country. 

The artists who signed the memorial to George III., 
in 17G8, praying his Majesty to give his assent to 
the plan of a constitution for an “ Academy of Arts 
ill Loudon, for the purpose of cultivating and im¬ 
proving the arts of Painting, Sculpture, and Archi¬ 
tecture,” were—Benjamin AVest, Francesco Zucche¬ 
relli, Nathaniel Dance, llichard Wilson, George 
Michael Moser, Samuel Wale, J. Baptist Cijiriani, 
Jeremiah Meyer, Angelica Kautfmaun, Charles 
Cotton, Francesco Bartolozzi, Francis Cotes, Ed- 
w'ard Penny, George Barret, Paul Sandby, llichard 
Yeo, Mary Moser, Agostino Carliiii, William Cham¬ 
bers, Joseph AVilton, F\ Milner Newtou, Francis 
Hayman. These, with John Baker, Mason Cham¬ 
berlain, John Gynn, Thomas Gainsborough, Dominic 
Serres, Peter Toms, Nathaniel Hone, Joshua Rey¬ 
nolds, John Richards, ’Thomas Sandby, George 
Dance, Francis Hayman, AVilliam Hoare, and John 
Zolfani, composed the original thirty-six Academi¬ 
cians : the number was not raised to forty till 
twelve years after, wdien were added Edward Burch, 
Richard Cosway, Joseph Nollekeiis, and James 
Barry. The names of nine foreigners appear in 
this list, exclusive of the American West, and of 
Nollekens, whom, however, w'e suppose we have a 
right to claim as oim own, as he was born in 
London ; but his parents were natives of Autw'erp. 
There were two ladies, also, among the Royal 
Academicians of that day: now, neither foreigners 
nor ladies arc considered eligible for election. 

AVhat has become of all the pictures painted by 
Zuccherelli while in England, w'e know not: with 
the exception of the nine in AVindsor Castle, and 
one mentioned by Dr. AVaagen, in the possession 
of Sir Charles Coote, “ Europa and the Bull,”— 
which the German critic speaks of as “ one of the 
richest and most careful specimens of this master 
I have ever seen,”—we have never met with or 
heard of any. Those which are among the heir¬ 
looms of the Crown are of a very pleasing character, 
hut show more of the decorative than of a high 

class of Art. 
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THE NATIOKAL INSTITUTION * 

The exhibition of this Society of Painters was 
opened on tlie Idth of March with a collection 
of 577 works of A.rt, of which a small propor¬ 
tion are water-colour drawings; and there is one 
sculptural composition. In all the notices that 
we see of this exhibition there is ever one 
remark, and it is always made in a tone of re¬ 
proach,—that this collection is but an exhi¬ 
bition of landscape art. Wc have, indeed, 
ourselves observed that an increase of larger 
figiu’e-pictures would afford an acceptable vari¬ 
orum ; but these Myalls have never been with¬ 
out landscapes that would be high-class pro¬ 
ductions in any collection. We may believe 
ourselves unfortunate that our power of ex¬ 
pression is so much more limited than our 
apprehension of the beautiful. If we feel the 
grandeur of mountains and lakes, we may 
also feel the sublimest fury of the ever-toiling 
sea; but we cannot divide ourselves between 
the two, and attain to the highest eminence 
in describing both. The artist who paints 
mountains and lakes alone, will paint them 
better than he who paints mountains and lakes 
and seas also; and it is only because we see, 
year after year, certain productions bearing the 
impress of minds similarly constituted, that we 
are disposed to challenge what we call their 
monotony. He who feels intensely, and ex¬ 
presses satisfactorily, the noontide splendours 
of a summer’s day, does not, with the same 
enthusiasm and truth, describe the snowy 
landscape of mid-winter. Were we to see 
but one of these works which are consi¬ 
dered monotonous, we should pronounce it en¬ 
chanting ; but we become indifferent to beauties 
the redundancy of which paUs upon our taste. 
There is one feature in this society which 
ought to endear it to the memory of many 
rismg painters, who may now have ungrate¬ 
fully forsaken it. We see there most brilliant 
examples of the well-directed labours of young 
painters—works that would be gems in any 
exhibition. Here they find their first abiding- 
place; but we observe with pain that when 
their authors have been helped well forward 
in their way, they look back on this institu¬ 
tion, exclaiming boastfully— 

“ Venimus ad summum fortunse; pinpfimus, atqiie 
Psallimus, et luctamur Achivis doctius unctis.” 

But to proceed to a consideration of certain of 
these works individually. 

No. 2. ‘Waiting for Fish,’ W.Undeehill. 
The works of this painter present usually two 
estimable qualities—these are substance and 
effect. The composition shows a company of 
fish-girls, of whom one—seated, having a child 
with her—is a pleasing conception. The 
handling is less hasty than is usual with this 
artist, but it will yet admit of refinement. 

No. 4. ‘ The Welsh Bridge,’ C. Dukes. 
We make here the acquaintance of a jaunty 
Welsh peasant girl, whose unobjectionable 
personal points argue her a well-selected ex¬ 
ample of her countrywomen. The figure is well 
rounded, and full of buoyant vitality. She 
has just crossed a small stream by the rude 
wooden convenience, considerately called in the 
title a “ bridge.” 

No. 23. ‘An Old Dutch Toum,’ A. Mon¬ 
tague. The material of jthis composition is 
very similar to that frequently selected by this 
painter—a canal running into the picture, 
flanked by two lines of those ancient, dirty, 
and interesting buildings which we find abun¬ 
dantly in the Low Countries. 

No. 30. ‘ The Cite from the Pont du Louvre,’ 

* We understand the council of this society has come 
to the resolution of having an evening exhibition during 
the present month, April, to allow those to visit it who 
have not the opportunity in the day-time. 
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W. Paurott. This were an identity, even 
without the foreground limonadih-c. We look, 
on the side of the court quarter, from a point 
near the bridge, which brings the lofty block 
of buildings on the citi into the centre of 
the picture, dominated by flic twin towers of 
Notre Dame. The artist has preserved, with 
the exception of the iron bridge, the aspect of 
this part of Paris as it might have appeared 
half a century since, and brought it forward as 
in a bright summer day. It is not necessary 
to speak of the amount of labour required for 
the realization of such a work. 

No. 35. ‘An English Landscape,’ H. B. 
Gray. The scene is entirely English, and 
bears the impress of veritable locality. The 
harvest-field, which constitutes the near section, 
is an upland, whence is obtained a view termi¬ 
nating only in a remote and airy distance 
beyond a richly-wooded plain, such as we see 
nowhere save at home. 

No. 39. ‘A Song of Praise,’ J. E. Lauder. 
The conception is a half-length female figure, of 

■ the size of life, holding before her a book, and 
a lily which rests on her left shoulder. She 
is in some degree embo?ipoiiitee, which vitiates 
the proposed sentiment. The manner of the 
drawing and painting is vigorous and firm. 

No. 54. ‘ A Study of Beeches,’ A. Pekigal. 
The beeches and other forest-trees in this pic¬ 
ture appear to have been painted on the sjiot. 
It is extremely difficult to paint trees so that 
the foliage of each individual can be defined. 
Here, however, this has been essayed with 
some success, and each tree is well maintained 
in its place. 

No. 63. ‘A Summer Shower,’ C. Leslie. 
A moorland scene, with a dark and menacing 
sky, which accords well with the aspect of the 
place. 

No. 64. ‘ Easdale Tarn,’ G. Pettitt. A com¬ 
position of lake and mountain, rendered with 
tints perhaps too uniformly grey. There is, 
however, much beautiful feeling in many pas¬ 
sages of the work, but particularly in the water 
and the description of the mountain sides. 

No. 68. ‘ A Quiet Evening near Rye, Sussex,’ 
G. A. Williams. The material subject occu¬ 
pies the left of the canvas, the shore on which 
the objects are distributed rmining to distance, 
and showing that the painter has taken his 
subject in flank. The forms are boats, houses, 
a windmill, and other incidents, all lying in 
shade, while in the sky yet lingers the light 
of departing day. 

No. 73. ‘Farm-Yard,’ A. F. Rolee. A 
composition of horses, poultry, and pigs, with 
out-buildings common to farm-houses. The 
animals are very carefully drawn. 

No. 72. ‘A Woodland Post-Olfice,’ C. J. 
Lewis. In this case of contraband correspon¬ 
dence, the lady, wlnle dropping her letter into 
the fissure in the tree, turns round smiling, as 
if to court the observation of the visitor. This 
is scarcely as it should be; she cannot rely on 
the secrecy of so many confidants. Her arm is 
cut off by the foliage, so that it is with diffi¬ 
culty that we see what she is doing. 

No. 78. ‘ Chart Lane, Dorking,’ H. B. Gray. 
A passage of green-lane scenery, in which the 
road is admirably laid down, and the trees keep 
their places most satisfactorily. There is an 
ample show of branch and foliage drawing, 
strongly characterised by natural truth. 

No. 88. ‘The Homestead,’ J. F. Herring 
and A. I'. Rolee. A study of horses in a 
straw-yard, which are drawn with Mr. Herring’s 
usual accuracy; and not less carefully made out 
are the accessories. 

No. 93. ‘ In the Highlands,’ B. W. Leader. 
The eye shrinks from the intense and unqnali- 
fied green hue of the near vegetation in this sub¬ 
ject, and recoils even from the importunate 
verdure of the sides of the mountain which 
rises in the centre of the view. The greens of 
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the foreground and that of the distance are 
of similar tone and hue—an assertion whicli 
cannot be maintained. But the near rocks and 
stones arc described with marvellous reality, 
as are also the more distant cliffs. We cannot \ 
eulogise too highly the patient assiduity with 
which the whole is realised. 

No. 99. ‘West End of the Old Collegiate 
Church of St. John, Chester,’ J. Swarbreck. 
This subject seems to have been chosen rather 
for its quaintness than its pictorial quality. It 
has been most conscientiously studied, but it is 
too warm throughout. 

No. 104. ‘A Coast Woodland, North Devon,’ 
II. Moore. The subject consists of a mere 
strip of foreground, shut in by an immediate 
screen of tangled greenery, sunnounted appa¬ 
rently by a full-blown coronal of wild honey- | 
suckle. There are also prominently the uprooted 
and barked bole of a large tree, two ponies 
driven by a boy, and a third figure. The manner 
of this work is severe- and uncompromising— 
the sky even being worked in stipple; but it 
would appear that it has been the study of the | 
artist to avoid hardness. j 

No. 117. ‘Charity,’ W. Underhill. The j 

three figures here are disposed into a very | 
effective agroupment. A mother is directing j 

her child to give alms to an Italian boy who 
sits at the bottom of the garden-steps, on which 
the mother and child stand. There is but 
little show of colour, but it is masterly in 
chiaroscuro and firm execution. 

No. 126. ‘The Baron’s Favourites,’ J. W. 
Horlor. These animals—two dogs—are well 
drawn, painted with breadth, and brought for¬ 
ward in a composition of much taste. 

No. 129. ‘Ffoss Noddyn, a Ravine on the 
Conway, North Wales,’ F. W. Hulme. The 
river flows between two all but upright walls 
of rock, crowned with masses of luxuriant 
foliage, constituting’an attractive, but a difficult 
subject. The pool is dark and deep—^just the 
spot for a well-grown trout. The incidental 
truths of the composition declare the locale to j 

have been carefully studied. 
No. 123. ‘In the Highlands,’ C. Leslie. 

This picture presents a dark mountainous mass, 
with an equally deep foreground, in dfiect 
opposition to a twilight sky. The details in 
the principal quantity are so low in tone, that 
it may be apprehended they will be lost as I 
the picture acquires age. 

No. 133. ‘Near the Head of Loch Lomond,’ 
J. Peel. The eye, in resting on any individual 
section of herbage or foliage, may see colour as 
green as this, but, as a whole, we have never 
seen in nature anything so resolutely verdant. 
It is a composition of lake and mountain, 
a large and elaborately painted picture, and 
with every appearance of being like the place; 
although the dominant coloui-, with an equal 
strength in foreground and distance, is a ques¬ 
tionable assertion. 

No. 140. ‘Autumn,’A. W. Williams. The 
theme is illustrated by a harvest-field, whence 
the farmer and his assistants are hastening to 
cart off some portion of the crop before the 
black thunder-cloud overhead sheds its unwel- i 
come largesse on the earth. The picture is 
broad and low in tone, broken only by a portion 
of light cloud towards the left. 

No. 146. ‘The Fisherman,’ F. Underhill. 
A large sea-side composition, containing many 
figures, and executed on a principle negative of 
colour. The very limited introductions of red are 
toned almost out of sight, allowing the greys 
and browns to relieve and support each other. i 
It is very firmly painted throughout. 

No. 150. ‘ Blea Tarn and Langdale Pikes,’ 
G. Pettitt. The objects here are very judi¬ 
ciously brought together, and the whole is 
coloured in a manner brilliant, harmonious, and 
airy. The Tarn, with its light and dark reflec¬ 
tions, comes well up to the foreground, and 
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stretches across to tlie base of the Pikes, the 
rocky and broken sides of whicli are described 
in all their characteristic infinity of detail. 
It is the best work that has been exliibitcd 
under this name. 

No. 150. ‘The Receded Tide, Port du 
l\Ioidin, Sark,’ J. G. Naish. This is a large 
picture—a study of sea-side rocks, made out 
with a patient elaboration which seems- to have 
overlooked no crack nor crevice. But in looking 
at the work, the eye is immediately met b_y a 
quantity of blue syeuuite, or soap-stone, lying- 
in the nearest section of the base, and vying in 
power with the blue of the sky. This is an 
unpalatable trut h; we submit that the jheture 
would be improved by the omission of these 
intensely blue fragments. The subjects we 
remember to have seen hitherto exhibited by 
this artist, have been Nereids and Naiads. 

No. 163. ‘ The Trysting Tree,’ C. J. Lewis. 

This tree is spreading, and casts a deep shade 
beneath, where stands a young lady, who is 
permitted by her ungallant lover to be the first 
at the place of meeting. The dispositions look 
in some degree artificial, but there is much 
sweetness in the manner of the execution. 

No.ICS. ‘The Passing Squall—the Rcculvers 
and Margate in the distance,’ T. S. Robixs. 

These seaside “sisters” assist us at once to 
recognise our whereabouts. The picture is 
large, breezy, and full of movemeut. 

On the three screens in this room arc hung 
upwards of a hundred pictures of a quality 
much superior to the minor -works that have 
in former years been so placed. Although 
many of these fully merit a detailed description, 
we cannot accord more than the briefest form 
of honourable mention to the following speci¬ 
alities:—No. 173, ‘The Church and Manor- 
house, Yaverland, Isle of IVight,’ W. Geay ; 

No. 181, ‘ Distant View of the Houses of 
Parliament,’ T. J. Sopek; No. 181, ‘Vale of 
Dedham, Essex,’ Mrs. W. Olitee; No. 185, 
‘ Studies from Life—Spain,’ R. II. Masoh, con¬ 
sisting of eight subjects, strictly and entirely 
national, and worked out with the nicest elabo¬ 
ration; No. 192, ‘A Devonshire Maid,’ E. 
SwAELPiELD—a study of a head, the featimes of 
which are brilliant, warm, and life-like; No. 
193, ‘In Richmond Park,’ T. J. Sopee; No. 

196, ‘AVestdalc Head, from the foot of Stye 
Head Pass,’ Miss P. E. Eaiiey; No. 198, 
‘Margaret,’ J. Bovviee, sen.; No. 205, ‘After¬ 
noon Service in Summer Time;’ No. 213, ‘A 
Sketch on the Sea-shore,’ W. Y. Bolton; 

No. 214, ‘Portrait of Mrs. Hamilton,’ B. R. 
Gkeen; No. 222, ‘Mrs. J. M. Stobart,’ Bell 

Smith—a portrait of much feminine beauty and 
sweetness; No. 228, ‘ Paul’s M^harf,’ J. Sleap ; 
No. 229, ‘Valleys of Bedretto and the Ticino, 
from Airolo, Switzerland,’ G. P. Boyce; No. 
232, ‘The Eisherman’s Threshold,’ J. Small- 

field; No. 247, ‘A Welsh Earm,’ J. D. 
IViNGFiELD; No. 251, ‘Approaching Eoot- 
steps,’ John Pasmoee; No. 252, ‘A Scene in 
North M^ales,’ Mrs. J. AV. Beown; No. 254, 
‘Egyptian Hieroglyphics—a Eish out of Water,’ 
11. S. Maeks; this “fish” is a genuine rustic, 
whom we find in the British Museum, vacantly 
wondering at the mysterious Egyptian relics; 
No. 255, ‘ The Rocky Bed of a Mountain Burn,’ 
B. AV. Leadee; No. 257, ‘The Bii-d-trap,’ C. 
Rossitee; No. 258, ‘Berncastle, on the Mo¬ 
selle,’ Mrs. W. Olivee; No. 260, ‘Near Great 
Meolse, Cheshire,’ E. Haegitt; No. 263, 
‘The Lacemaker,’ H. Mooee; No. 267, 
‘ Bridgegate Row, Chester,’ S. D. Swae- 

BEECK; No. 268, ‘A Summer Concert,’ J. D. 
Wingfield; No. 269, ‘A Study near Eon- 
tainebleau,’ Mens. Wageez; No. 272, ‘A 
Sketch by the Way,’ E. W. Hulme. 

SECOND ROOM. 
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cipal feature is the lock, whereon figures arc 
busily employed breaking the ice to admit of 
the passage of the coming barge. The sun, 
red, and shorn of his beams, is about to sink 
beneath the horizon, and to this bright passage 
of the picture some figures stand by the lock in 
strong opposition. The aspect of the scene is 
eifectively wintry. 

No. 28G. ‘ Spring Time,’ J. Hayllae. A 
small but very elaborate study of a piece of 
wood scenery, in which the counsel of Nature 
has been earnestly solicited, but yet the result 
is in some degree flat. 

No. 288. ‘ Winking Tapers jointly peep higli 
from my Lady’s Bower,’ J. E. L.audee, R.S.A. 
In this work is represented a lady seated, and 
looking thoughtfully through an open casement 
on the landscape below. It is night, and the 
rays of the moon light up her face with an 
etiect proportionately powerful, as all else in the 
jucturc is entirely subservient to this result. 
The dress is modern, and so little departure is 
there from modern taste in the entire main¬ 
tenance of the subject, tliat the figure miglit 
almost be supposed to be a portrait. It is 
altogetlier in elegant feeling. 

No. 289. ‘An Interior,’ Mous. AAAgeez. 

SomcNormau or Breton household—one dearold 
dirty apartment—all in all. But Mons.Wagrcz 
is an epicure, not a vulgar Lo/i viran f, in colour, 
for he limits himself to a mere soup(;on of red in 
the head-dress of the pictui-esque beldame, who 
sits, the life of the picture; all else being kept 
down to a breadth of dull and dusty middle tones. 

No. 303. ‘Early Morning on tlie Beach,’ 
E. C. Williams. This is a large pictiu-e, de¬ 
scribing a locality something like Hastings; as, 
looking from the beach, a lofty clifi' rises high 
above the town. But the proposition of the 
title is realised by the effect of the morning 
mist, which the sun has not yet effectually 
dispelled. The felicitous rendering of this phase, 
aided by the gradations, fainter and fainter, of 
the row of boats, displays a perfect knowledge 
of -u'hat is necessary to such a description. 
These boats may not have been there: if they 
were not, the skill of the painter is the more 
worthy of praise. 

No. 305. ‘Adeline,’ H. C. AAMaite. A 
study of a girl; a small figure, relieved by a 
wmocled background; extremely simple, but 
graceful and feminine, and painted with great 
purity and sweetness. 

No. 310. ‘The Old Road to the Ylill,’ A. W. 
Williams. Tliis old road is a piece of rough 
bottom, without any remarkable points to re¬ 
commend it, save that it is furrowed by ruts, 
and broken up into those irregularities whicli 
are tolerable to no wayfarers save painters. 
But this artist is the St. Swithin—the most 
pluviose of painters. We are again under a 
weeping sky; it is impossible to -u’alk into any 
of his freeholds without fear of getting wet. 

No. 316. ‘On the Dargle, Wicklow,’ E. 
Haegitt. A shallow stream, with low weedy 
banks, on which are celebrated all the rank 
grasses and wild flowers of the Irish flora; but 
there is also a near screen of trees, that have 
about them an air of incontrovertible truth. 

No. 319. ‘Many Kiss the Child for the sake 
of the Nurse,’ C. Dukes. A group more 
brilliant and delicate than anything we have of 
late seen from the hands of this artist. It may 
well be understood that besides the child there 
are but two persons—the “nurse” and a shep¬ 
herd, who pays her the court of a lover. The 
figures are judiciously brought together, espe¬ 
cially the mother and child. 

No. 321. ‘ A Young Ylonkey,’ C. Rossitee. 

A small and carefully finished picture, repre¬ 

senting a boy in a tree—charming in colour. 

No. 328. ‘ Preparing for the Herring Season,’ 
II. Mooee. The subject consists of boats and 
figures, with a section of coast scenery, a study 
qualified by much substantial reality. 

No. 329. ‘Entrance to the Grand Canal, 
Venice,’ AY. Telbin. The view is taken from 
a point abreast of the Salute and the Dogana, 
looking up the canal. The picture has highly 
commendable qualities, but the innumerable 
versions of the subject in their endless succes¬ 
sion are most wearisome. 

^ No. 334. ‘ Christ Betrayed,’ R.. S. Laudee, 

R.S.A. The composition is according to the 
text of St. John ; “Judas then, having received 
a band of men and officers from the chief 
priests and Pharisees, cometh thither with 
lanterns and torches and weapons. Jesus, 
therefore, knowing all things that should come 
u]3on hiinjwent forth and said unto them, 'Whom 
seek ye? They answered him, Jesus of Naza¬ 
reth,” &c. This subject is frequently treated 
with an efl'ect of torchlight; but here the 
torches are so subdued as to be superseded by 
the light of the moon, whieh falls effectually on 
the features of the disciples. The Saviour is 
the principal figure of the right-hand agroup- 
ment, wearing a yellow mantle over a red robe, 
a compromise of Christian and classic drapery, 
with allusions to that which is, equally, modern 
Arabic and the costume of the days of Abraham. 
But the power of the work lies in its expres¬ 
sion, and that which is written in the features 
of Jesus is clearly, “Nevertheless not my will, 
but thine be done: ” the resignation to the ful¬ 
filment of the word is most impressively set 
forth. The features of Judas sufficiently de¬ 
clare that Satan has entered into him. The 
thirty pieces of silver are cast at his feet, and 
he stands in an agony of hopeless remorse; but 
the figure is too heavy. Behind the Saviour 
arc the eleven, whose heads in drawing and 
character are Avorthy of ttie highest eulogy.. 
On the extreme left are the Pharisees and Jew¬ 
ish authorities; and those who had fallen down 
lie also on the left, and, being in military garb, 
they look as if they had been slain in battle : 
this is the foible of the composition. It is 
the most ambitious work that the artist has 
ever produced -. it is intense in expression and 
powerful in colour; there is, perhaps, too much 
red, even according to the principle that red 
best supports red. The learning displayed in 
the lighting of these faces might silenee the 
most fastidious critic, though the light in the 
sky could by no means illumine the features 
so strongly, AA’c cannot help remarking that 
this artist, always paints an effect when there 
is a possibility of introducing one. In this 
picture the eloquent discourse of perdition on 
the one side, and blessed resignation on the 
other, are enough. These capricious, beautifid 
lights and reflections are most captivating in 
the dramatic, the epic,—in anything,—but they 
are beneath the sacredness of the highest tone 
of Christian Art. 

No. 341. ‘A Summer’s Evening on the 
Thames,’ G. A. WYlliams. AAliether this be 
a reality or a composition, the character of the 
Thames is strictly maintained. The picture is 
closed on the left by trees, but on the right 
opens to a distance, which is painted -nlth a 
sense of justice to our atmospheric phenomena. 

No. 349. ‘ Village Coquettes,’ C. Rossitee. 

These are two girls, who arc drawing water at a 
roadside fountain, and in company with wliom 
is a rustic youth, wlio seems abashed by their 
repartee. But the work is a proposition of 
colour, in wliich it is strikingly forcible. 

No. 352. ‘An Old Bridge, near AAmles,’E. 
AV. Hulme. The bridge is but an insignificant 
quantity in the view, the interest being centered 
in the dark and deep rock-enclosed pool, which 
constitutes the picture—a most romantic spot 
screened on both sides by dense masses of sum¬ 
mer foliage. The old bridge—a ruin festooned 
with creeping plants—spans a water-course 
now dry. 

No. 356. ‘A Rustic Group,’ Bell Smith. 

The composition presents a mother and her two 
No. 278. ‘Passing the Lock—AYinter Sun¬ 

set,’ G. A. Williams. In this picture a prin¬ 
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cliildren; the former seated on a picee of roek, 
liolding on her knee the younger of the latter. 
The elder stands by her side. The group is 
relieved by a baekground of trees, and the 
whole is distinguished by much sweetness of 
colour. iNo. 309, ‘The E.^pectant,’ is by the 
same artist. It is a single figure—that of a 
lady, who is seated in a contemplative attitude. 

1 This figure, in its conception and maintenance, 
! embodies a very elegant sentiment. 
' No. 370. ‘Pastime,’ J. H. Dell. A small 
■ picture showing very skilful imitations of tex¬ 

tures and surfaces, as of thatch, wood, and 
i other material. Of the pastime all that we 

can see is a boy feeding a blackbird. 
No. 371. ‘Vale of Dolwyddelan,’ H. C. 

I WiiAiTE. We confess w'c know not this name, 
though its bearer presents himself here an 
artist of some taste and experience, exercising 
an independence of manner which he seems to 
have learnt in the school of nature. He is 
most tenacious in his foreground of every idle 

j weed and rolling stone; but these are made a 
most important part of the picture. The gra¬ 
dations are charmingly felt, still the parts and 
objects are not sufficiently defined, a defect 
which will make it look feeble by the side of 

; works more decidedly painted. 
; No. 372. ‘ Tendersdorf, from Andernach, on 

the Rhine,’ J. A. Hammeesley. A very 
sparkling picture, characteristically descriptive 
of Rhine scenery. 

No. 383. ‘ A Windfall,’ J. D. Watson. A 
little girl carrying, with diflaculty, a large piece 
of wood. It is very carefuUy executed. 

No. 385. ‘ Tartuffe at Supper,’ W. M. Eglet. 

The sketch, we think, for a larger picture, which 
has, we believe, been exhibited elsewhere. It 

I is an embodiment of Dorine’s description of his 
! having devoured two partridges and half a leg 

of mutton hashed, whereon Orgon exclaims, 
“ Le pauvre homme ! ” 

No. 389. ‘A Mountain Stream, Westmore¬ 
land,’ T. C. Dibdin. a large picture present¬ 
ing a view of a waterfall, which, with the co¬ 
incident rocks and trees, is painted with har¬ 
mony of colour and firmness of touch, 

j No. 393. ‘ Where the Mosses Thrive,’B. W. 
i LeadUk. a scant stream flowing over a rocky 
I bed shaded by a most attractive combination of 

branches and foliage, painted in strict reference 
to the reality. 

THIRD ROOM. 

I No. 395. ‘Just Struck on the Goodwin 
j Sands,’ W. E. Bates. The unfortunate ship 
! has heeled over on her beam-ends. The de- 
j scription is clearly that of a ship that has struck 

on a hidden shoal; her sails are in disorder, and 
her weather side is lashed by the dark and 
suUen sea. It is a broad and effective composi¬ 
tion, Nos. 401 and 405—the former, ‘On the 
Maes, near Dort,’ and the latter, ‘On Yarmouth 
Beach’—are also productions of much merit 
by the same painter. 

No. 412. ‘In Search of Eood,’ H. L. Rolfe. 

This is a leash of pheasants, a cock and two 
hens. They come out in strong relief, the 
ground being covered with snow'. The move¬ 
ment of the birds is life-like. 

No. 414. ‘Langdale from the Pikes, West¬ 
moreland—^Windermere, and Lancaster Sands 
in the distance,’ T. C. Dibdin. This picture 
deals with certain of the grandest features of 
the lake district. It would be difficult to select 
a subject more favourable to poetic treatment: 
this the artist has felt, but in realising his sen¬ 
timent he has in nowise transgressed the con¬ 
ditions of nature—the prevalence of mist and 
the clouds on the hill-side being natural fea¬ 
tures of this class of subject. The glimpse of 
distance seems to carry the eye over to More- 
cambe Bay. 

i No. 425. ‘Wicklow Bridge—Irish Coast,’ 
j E. Hayes. It is low water, and the eye is 

carried up the river to the distant bridge, 
although attracted by a brig, tlie prominent 
object of the picture, lying dry on tlic sliiiigle. 
It is a sparkling and otlicrwlse effective work. 

No. 437. ‘APicnic, Belvoir Castle,’ D. Pas¬ 

more. In the foreground of this comjiosition 
a various throng is dispersed in jiarties, and 
occupied according to the best spirit of the 
title. We have rarely seen a painted picnic 
without some mischievous vulgarism or imper¬ 
tinent affectation, which has destroyed the tone 
of the thing; but the painter has succeeded 
in veiling any objectionable association, if sucli 
there be, in this numerous assembly. It is 
really a tasteful composition, very carefully 
painted throughout. 

No. 440. ‘Young Mariners,’Henry Moore. 

An eccentric piece of composition, the local 
material being a sea or river wall, with an 
almost perpendicular descent of steps, on which 
we find some boys intent on sailing their mimic 
craft. The wall, steps, and other incident, are 
palpable realities. 

No. 446. ‘ The Head of Locli Lomond, look¬ 
ing towards Glen Ealloch,’ James Peel. The 
artist has been extremely fortunate in his sub¬ 
ject, and he has done it ample justice. Time 
was when anything so green as this w’ould 
have stamped its author a madman; but happily 
now there is some toleration for those who 
venture to see things as they are. This is 
more felicitously harmonised than the ante¬ 
cedent work by the same artist. We look 
from the hill-side, rich w'ith all its garniture of 
grasses and wild-flowers, down upon the loch 
and the opposite crags, which rise into moun¬ 
tains that aspire to the clouds; and on the left 
the eye travels up the glen, and we wonder the 
while w'hether the laird of that Ilk mingles 
any taste for the picturesque with his reverence 
for that dish of dishes, immortal cock-a-leekie. 
But it is a charming picture, full of that kind 
of truth which at once brings us face to face 
with nature. 

No. 449. ‘ Gethsemane,’ J. E. Lauder, 

R.S.A. The subject is the agony in the gar¬ 
den : “And he kneeled down and prayed, saying, 
Eather, if thou be willing, remove this cup 
from me : nevertheless not my will, but thine 
be done. And there appeared an angel unto 
him from heaven, strengthening him.” The 
Saviour is in the act of prayer, and the angel 
places his hands upon him as if to raise him. 
We see perfectly the face of the angel; but the 
features of Jesus are sunk in shade, and be¬ 
tween these heads the artist invites the spec¬ 
tator to judge. Although so little of the face 
of the Saviour is visible, it must be conceded 
that there is written there an utter abandon¬ 
ment to the will of the Eather; but even with¬ 
out this, the bowed, nay, almost prostrate atti¬ 
tude of the figure, speaks forth in terms of the 
most touching eloquence. As the picture 
acquires age, the pose will perhaps be all that 
will remain visible of the figure, for so deeply 
are the features glazed that the detail must 
soon be lost. 

No. 458. ‘The Lesson in Embroidery,’ M. 
J. Lawless. The lesson is given by a nun to 
two girls. The figures are circumstanced in a 
very carefully-painted composition, resembling 
the interior of a nunnery. 

No. 461. ‘ Temptation,’ B. W. Leader. We 
are placed here at the garden-gate of an old 
house, which is announced “ to be let or sold.” 
It has been so long untenanted, that a portion 
of the thatch is torn off; but the fruit trees, 
faithful to the returning summer, celebrate 
the season with an abundant crop, whereby an 
idle boy, who stands gazing through the garden- 
gate, may be supposed to be tempted. The 
variety of foliage is painted with unexception¬ 
able truth. 

No. 465. ‘Repose,’ Charles Dukes. A 
fisherman’s wife is here seated, nursing her 

sleeping child at the door of licr collage. The 
composition is admirably adjusted in reference 
to tlic figure; and the whole is firmly drawn, 
and coloured in good taste. 

No. 468. ‘ Lynldwal,’ H. G. Whaite. There 
is but little subject lierc, but of what there is | 
tlic most has been made. It shows simply a ! 
section of the lake, closed in by rugged walls i 
of everlasting rock. But the sun shines there : , 
this is an error; the sentiment of such a place is i 
that of a melancholy solitude, wherein no sun¬ 
beam ever shone. The life of the place is a 
small society of crows, that have visited the | 
shores of the lake with a view to a repast. | 
But the artist has perhaps accomplished his in- i 

tention; the rocks, with their sunlight, and the ' 
nearer sections, with their stones and herbage, I 
are perfectly made out. j 

No. 472. ‘Eish and Game,’ H. h. Rolfe. ; 
These are a gilse and trout, a mallard, plica- ! 
sant, &c., all rendered with great natural truth. 

No. 476. ‘ Importance,’ J.ames Havllar. ^ 

A small picture of a child,—a boy, wrapped up ; 
for a winter w'alk. The stippling of the face is 
very neat. 

No. 477. ‘Waiting for a Job,’ H. Stacey 

Marks. A small study of a navvy, he may 
be, relieved by a brick wail, all as elaborately 
Avrought out as a miniature. 

No. 479. ‘Day-Dreams,’ J. B. Burgess. 

The conception is embodied in a girl with a 
guitar. She is presented in profile, in an atti¬ 
tude of which the point is not very clear, but 
the head is qualified by infinite sweetness. | 

No. 480. ‘The Anio, near Subiaco,’ R. S. 
L.4UDER, R.S.A. A small picture, dark, and 
not exactly Poussin-like, but the record of an 
impression of some one of those whom we 
place among the old masters. 

No. 481. ‘ The Dream after the Masked Ball,’ j 

J. A. Eitzgerald— ! 
i 

“ We are such stuff as dreams are made of, 
Aud oiu* little life is rounded with a sleexi.” 

The dreamer is a young lady, who has cast 
herself on her couch, while yet dressed. Her 
dream conjures up gnomes, elves, sprites, 
and representatives of all the populations 
of “faerie;” but the chief incident of the 
vision has reference to a dame and cavalier, 
who represent herself and him on wliom her 
thoughts most dwell. The vein of ideality per- i 
vading the work is equalled only by its colour ; 
and neat execution. ; 

No. 485. ‘ Waiting" for the Ice-Carts,’ E. 
Smallfield. Principally a standing figure, 
W'ith an ice-paddle over his shoulder : small— i 
a miniature of exquisite finish. j 

No. 498. ‘Queen Mary’s Closet, adjoining ii 
her Bedchamber, Plolyrood Palace, Edinburgh,’ j 
S. D. Swarbreck. This is the room in which I 
Rizzio w'as slain: it is very like the place, and, 
with the exception of one or two qualifications 
by the artist, remains nearly, we are told, as 
Queen Mary left it. The wainscots and other 
surfaces are most happily imitated. 

No. 503. ‘Monte Cenere and the Yalley of 
the Ticino, looking towards Bellinzona,’ Jonx 
Bell. So full of picturesque material as to 
look almost like a redundant composition; but 
we believe that the work faithfully pictures the 
district comprehending the northern extremity j 

of the Lago Maggiore, and the Convent of the | 
Madonna del Sasso, above Locarno, the birth- i 
place of Luini, the pupil of Leonardo da "S inci, ] 
who is introduced to us here painting from | 
figures in the open air. | 

No., 507. ‘ Resting by the Way,’ J. 0. i 
Banks. A well-executed study of a girl with 
a w'ater-jar. i 

No. 510. ‘Autumn,’ Sidney R. Percy. In j 

the colouring employed in this work there is a : 
great power of descriptive language—its mellow ! 
harmonies are not an exaggerated imitation of ; 
the dress in which Nature appears to us at j 
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this season,—the painter listens to his best 
tutor:— 

“ And from a beaker full of ricliest dyes 
lias poured new' glories on the autumn woods." 

No. 513. ‘The Laud’s End, Cornwall,’ J. S. 
Robiks. This is a large picture, containing, as 
a principal quautitv, on the right of the comjio- 
sitiou, masses of those rocks for which the 
coast of Cornwall is remarkable; the left opens 
to the sea, which a tempest rolls in, in volumes 
that only such ramparts could resist. A gal¬ 
lant ship is cast on the rocks ; some of the crew 
have already perished, others can have no hope 
of rescue—such is the story. Passages of the 
work are, of course, skilfully rendered, but as a 
whole it wants eifect. 

No. 511. ‘ Evening—a Earm at lYargravc,’ 
IV. S. Rose. Simply a farm-house, trees, a 
pond, and minor accessories, brought together 
with infinite sweetness. 

No. 515. ‘ Boats off Grays, Essex,’ J. Mea¬ 

dows, sen. A composition of coasters and 
in-shore craft, executed in a manner that shows 
knowledge of this class of subject. 

No. 517. ‘Rue de Tllorloge, Auxerre, 
Erance,’ J. S. Wood. To these commonplace 
buildings much interest is given by the colour 
and eifect under which they are introduced. 
The two following numbers, respectively en¬ 
titled—‘Rue au Change, Rouen,’ and ‘Portrait 
de la Cour, Auxerre,’ are by the same artist, 
and partake of the same good qualities. 

No. 531. ‘A Rustic Child,’ J. 1). Watson. 

A study of a little boy: the head is a good 
subject, and has received justice in its delinea¬ 
tion here; but it is to be regretted that the 
figure does not come at all forward from the 
background. 

No. 528. ‘The Pet,’ J. 0. B.vnks. The 
favourite is a kitten, which a girl is fondling 
while it laps some milk. The figure, and the 
portion of the interior in which it is circum¬ 
stanced, are made out with much precision. 

No. 533. ‘ The Landlady’s Daughter,’ J. 
Bowles. She is introduced in profile—a small 
figure, carrying a jug on a tray; her yellow 
gown and quilted petticoat are most successfully 
dealt with—a very agreeable little picture. 

No. 536. ‘ Hawthorn Gathering,’ C. J. 
Lewis. This seems to be a small version of 
the picture in the British Institution. 

No. 537. ‘The Secret Witness,’ D. Pasmobe. 

The force and interest of this picture lie in the 
description of the ancient apartment in which 
we find the “ secret witness ”—a woman 
standing behind a lady who is deeply engaged 
in penning an epistle. The design of the room, 
and its ancient appointments and furniture, 
and the manner in which they are painted, are 
worthy of all praise. 

No. 510. ‘Nesters,’ J. H. Dell. The title 
is applied to two boys who have taken a nest 
with young birds, which are gaping to be fed. 
The subject is not agreeable, but the utmost 
ddigence has been used in working it out. 

No. 543. ‘Painting from Nature out-of- 
doors,’ J. Mobton. We see here an artist 
who has sat down in some remote village, before 
a clean canvas, to work his will on the sur¬ 
rounding objects; but he is at once hemmed in 
by the rude natives, who look upon him with 
the same curiosity that the Brobdignagians sur¬ 
veyed Gulliver. There is much pleasantry in the 
anecdote, but the manner wants refinement. 

Year by year, we have watched the progress 
of this institution with much interest, and each 
year we have had something favourable to say 
of it. Yet the real value of the exhibition 
must not be judged by the merits of the mass 
of pilgrims who may once hang up here their 
blurred and blotted insignia, on their way to 
that gulf of oblivion which has already closed 
over countless masses of mediocrity, but as a 
republic where all may claim the rights of 
citizenship. 

THE ART-JOUENAL. 

EXHIBITION 
IN 

THE FRENCH GALLERY. 

The agreeable aiul conveuieut little exbibition-i-oom 
in Pall Mall, known as the Fj-eneh Gallery, has 
been lately occupied by a highly interesting group 
of works of Art, which lias been formed there by 
Messrs. Colnaghi. The particular object of this 
exhibition has been to submit to the public three 
pictures, from which engravings have just been 
published, or are uow in preparation, by the able 
and enterprising firm that we have named. This 
practice of introducing au engraving by exhibiting 
the picture of which it is the popular translation is 
becoming general, as well in our provincial cities 
and towns as in the metropolis; and we can readily 
undci-stand upon what priuciples such a practice 
should secure the jmblic favour. People like to see 
the pictirres which live again in engravings ; they 
like to compare the engraving with the original, and 
thus the engraving attains to a peculiar interest 
through the power of association. Besides, in 
London, it is always a boon to be able to study a 
good picture without the glare, aud crowding, and 
excitement of a regular exhibition; and in the pro¬ 
vinces good pictures, which have achieved a metro¬ 
politan reputation, are sure to commarrd the wel¬ 
come that is ever afforded to strangers of distiuctiou. 

Ylessrs. Coluaghi’s present e.xhibrtion has been 
decidedly popular; and its pojrrrlarrty was well 
deserved. Of the three pictures exhibited, the first 
that attracted the attention was "Winterhalter’s 
great portrait-group of the Empress of the French, 
surrounded by the ladies of her court, that was 
painted for the Paris Exhibition, of which it formed 
at once a principal a+traction and a distinguished 
ornament. The imperial lady, with her attendants, 
are seated in the open air, in a garden, beneath noble 
trees, and they are chiefly occupied with forming 
bouquets of flowers. The figures, nine in number, 
are of life-size, and they have been painted with 
singidar felicity. The pensive, yet most expressive 
beauty of the Empress is admirably rendered; the 
varied expression of the other ladies is no less 
happily conveyed, aud the whole group is distin¬ 
guished by that life-like ease and movement which, 
wdien combined with consistent repose, constitute a 
great picture. The costumes, perhaps, are too 
much elaborated, and their details too clearly de¬ 
fined, and somew'hat too dramatic in their treatment; 
hut these are faults which might have been expected. 
The w'ant of that subtle rendering of the atmosphere 
vvhich tones dowm sharpness of outline, without in 
the slightest degree tampering with the most minute 
fidelity, is more to be regretted; and the thinness of 
the colouring, a characteristic of the artist, is 
seriously felt. But whatever drawbacks there may 
be from the perfection of the picture, the large 
lithograph after it by Noel Leon must he pronounced 
the most perfect production of its class that we have 
ever seen. It is the very highest effort that litho¬ 
graphy can achieve. True to the jnctm'e, it is 
itself an independent creation. This lithograph is 
exhibited both as it leaves the stone and coloured. 
The colouring, executed in Paris, is very clever, but 
we prefer the lithograph pure and simple. This fine 
engraving will be sure to command an extended sale 
in this country; and its reception amongst us will 
not fail, we trust, to he regarded as a graceful 
expression of our goodwill towards both the French 
people and the Euqieror Louis Napoleon. Let us 
not omit to notice the agreeable circumstance that 
one of the fairest ornaments of the group is a lady 
who, by birth, is a countrywoman of our own—the 
beautiful and wealthy Marchioness de las Marismas, 
once Miss Macdonald. 

The second })icture, by the same artist, is a three- 
quarter-length portrait of our own Princess Royal, in 
her bridal dress. The picture is the property of the 
Queen, and it has been most graciously lent by Her 
Majesty for exhibition. The likeness of the royal 
bride is excellent, though the whole figure is cast in 
somewhat too mature a mould. The colouring, how¬ 
ever, is far from being agreeable—the dress is the 
coldest grey, and the flesh-tints vary but little from 
a uniformly dull and heavy red. The engraving, in 
the line manner, by Cousens, is worthy of that 
distinguished artist, and it will find a place in collec¬ 
tions no less from its intrinsic excellence than 

because it conveys so pleasing an image of the eldest 
daughter of England. 

Mr. Barker completes the group with his large 
picture of the Evacuation of Kars. The mountain 
scenery, the distant city, the costumes, and all the 
details of the weapons and other accessories have 
been studied witli the most patient carefulness, under 
the personal superintendence aud direction of l)r. 
Sandwith, witli whose name the memorable defence 
of Kars will always be most honourably associated. 
Tlie result is, that the most exact fidelity has been 
obtained Ihroughout the work, which is of large size. 
The composition and treatment of the subject are 
truly admirable. “Williams Pasha,” that “no end 
of a man,” as the Turks characteristically styled 
him, rides slowly with his officers from the scene of 
his noble and enduring gallantry: around him are 
groups of the citizens and mountaineers, with some 
Turkish officers aud soldiers. No one can fail to 
feel the sentiment of the whole at the first glance. 
And, as you gaze upon the canvas, aud study each 
face and figure, the vivid aud feeling truthfulness of 
historical art tells powerfully upon the mind. The 
])icturc also is as good as it is truthful: we know 
no higher commendation. This fine work is to be 
forthwith engraved on a large scale. 

A copy of the etching from the plate of Mr. 
Barker’s “ Allied Generals before Sebastopol ” was 
also exhibited, aud it promises well. 

Messrs. Colnaghi have, in addition to the foregoing 
w’orks, placed in the room copies of a very interesting 
photograph of the Royal Family at Osborne, and of 
another photograph of the Bridesmaids of the 
Princess Royal. Copies of both are for sale. We 
can understand the public desiring to possess the 
foi-rner, but our respect for the Princess Royal, and 
our warm regard for bridesmaids in general, and for 
these bridesmaids in particular, prevent our saying 
more about the second photograph than that we 
rejoice to know that but few copies of it have been 
sought for. It is indeed an unfortunate mistake, 
and the sooner it is withdrawn the greater the 
compliment, both to royal bride and noble maidens. 

CITY EINE-ART GALLERY. 

WiTHOUT the assistance either of Captain Eowke him¬ 
self, or of his useful little treatise ou the construction 
and arrangement of pictiux galleries, Messrs. Leg- 
gatt, the well-known printsellers, have succeeded in 
producing, near their own estahlishmeut in Cornhill, 
a gallery for the exhibition of works of Art, which 
will endure the test of the most rigid criticism. 
The gallery which, after passing through a strangely 
diversified career, has at length attained to its proper 
application, measures sixty feet in length and thirty 
feet in width, and in height it is twenty feet from the 
floor to the cornice. Tlie light is admitted from 
above through ground glass, which is so arranged 
as to form a low-arched vault that covers the 
greater part of the area of the gallery. Two 
clusters of sun-light gas-burners provide an arti¬ 
ficial light of the most appropriate character ; and 
both the artificial aud the natural light is so happily 
suffused throughout the gallery that, hang a picture 
where you will, it is sure to be in a good light. 
The combination of the gas with the afternoon 
daylight produces a rich glow of ajiparent sunshine, 
that tells upon the works of Art with a truly splendid 
effect. The same judicious care that has formed 
the glass vaulting so successfully, has extended its 
action to every detail in the arrangements and 
fittings of the gallery. The system of ventilation, 
the purple-crimson hue and the consistent pattern of 
the paper that covers the walls, the colom- of the 
draperies that divide the gallery into two principal 
compartments and are adjusted about some of the 
pictures, and the agroupment of the works that are 
exhibited—aU alike demand from us a strong ex¬ 
pression of unqualified approbation. Most cor¬ 
dially do we congratulate the city ou the acquisition 
of so admirable a Fine-Art gallery; and most heartily 
do we rejoice to know that the spirited projectors of 
this gallery are already beginning to learn that their 
enterprise is duly appreciated. The pictures now 
being exhibited are chiefly the works of French 
artists, and the greater number of them are old and 
much-valued friends. 
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THE BOOK OF THE THAMES, 
FROM ITS RISE TO ITS FALL. 

BY MR. AND MRS. S. C. HALL. 

Part XVI. 

ROM the “Mazo,” at Ilamplon Court, we oross 
over the Kingston Road into linshy Park, pass¬ 
ing through a elnsler of hotels, lodging-houses, 
and private residences. Painous are the horse- 
ehestnuts and thorn-trees of Bushy, bnt their 
fame has done them no more than justice, 

thorns are supposed to have given its name to 
tlio pai’k. The fern here is picturesque, and the deer 
ahonnd on every side. Some of them are very tame ; 
so much so, that they will even cat from the hands 
of visitors who, in the summer season, assemble for 
a sylvan repast beneath the trees. There is a public 
drive across the park to Teddington, and more than one 

foot-path promises a delightful walk to the pedestrian. Opposite 
the principal entrance, in the great avenue, is the “ Diana ” 
fountain, which stands in the midst of a large circular piece of 
water, and exercises its vocation after a very agreeable manner. 
The lodge and the stables of Bushy are separate buildings, and 
though rather extensive, they do not claim any special notice,— 
except, indeed, to state that the for.mer was the favourite residence 
of William IV. and good Queen Adelaide, 

j j Bushy Park must be regarded as forming an integral part of the 
royal domain of Hampton Court. Having traversed its pathways, 

and rested in the shade of its trees, we retrace our steps to the palace, and retmm- 
ing through its courts to the river where our boat awaits us, we set forth on 
our voyage dowmward. The first object that attracts our notice is the junction 
of the “silent Mole” wdth the waters of the Thames. This tributary, itself 
produced by the union of a numerous series of small streams and brooks, some 
of vvhich rise in Sussex and otliers in Surrey, assumes the importance of a 
river near Reigate, in the latter county, from whence its course lies in a north¬ 
westerly direction. Winding amidst the lovely scenery of central Surreys, the 
Mole flows on past Dorking, Leatherhead, and Cobham ; and then, taking its 
leave of bold hills and rich woods and ancestral mansions, it hastens through 
the flat region of the Moulseys towards the Thames. Much has been written, 
both in poetry and prose, upon the Mole, and many are the landscapes that 
other artists besides Witherington have painted near its tranquil w'aters. As 
late as the times of the lordly builder of Llampton Court known as the 
“Emlay,” this river has both changed its name and acquired its celebrity, from 
the singular circumstances that attend its career in the neighbourhood of 
Box Hill and Norbury Park. Here the bed of the stream is composed of a 
very porous earth, in which, at some little depth below the surface, many 
cavernous hollows are supposed to have been formed. In ordinary seasons the 
supply of W'ater is sufficient, as well to fill these hidden recesses as to maintain 
the stream itself at its ordinary level: not so, however, in any time of drought; 
then the stream fails, and for some distance the channel is dry, with the excep¬ 
tion of here and there a standing pool. Near the bridge at Thorncroft the 
ground again becomes solid, and here accordingly the exhausted river rises in 
a strong spring, and resumes its original condition. As it w'ill be readily 
supposed, this singular interruption to the course of the Mole gave rise, at 
early periods, to a variety of marvellous legends. Old Camden does not fail 
to give his version of the w'onder, and, according to him, the Mole at Box Hill 
absolutely leaves the surface of the earth for a while in order to traverse a dark 
and subterraneous channel, arched out for its reception, and for some hidden 
purpose, by the great engineer. Nature. We may add, that at Wey-pool, in 
the “porous” region, the river has hollowed out a basin about thirty feet in 
diameter, in which the curious process of its absorption may be observed. 

Having passed the confluence of the Mole with the Thames, our boat 
sw'eeps by the palace gardens, and we glide swiftly along between the Home 
Park and the pretty village of Thames Ditton. Once again we find ourselves 
amidst a flotilla of punts, and great is the amount of serious fishing that w'e 
observe to be going on. On our right some small willow-bearing islands 
attract our notice, and we learn that these are spots famous in the history of 
Thames picnic parties—so famous, indeed, that during the summer season 
they vie with Bushy Park itself as the scene of much happy and harmless 
enjoyment of this description. We pass the islands, and land on the Surrey 
bank of the river, with the view of improving our acquaintance with Ditton. 
In the Domesday Book it is stated that “Wadard holds of the Bishop (of 
Bayeux) Ditone, in the hundred of Kingstone audit included the rich manors 
of Cleygate and Weston—the former belonging to the abbots of Westminster, 
the latter to the nuns of Barking. The church is “of remote origin, but has 
been greatly altered at different times, and enlarged by additional erections.” 
It contains some remarkable tombs and brasses, most of them of a late period. 
Our print exhibits the long famous inn, “The Swan ;” the stately mansion— 
“ Boyle Parm ”—being the residence of Lord St. Leonards. “ The Sw'an ” is, as 
we have said, “ famous,” but only in the records of the angler: time out of mind, 
Thames Ditton has been in favour with the punt-fisher, not alone because sport 
was always abundant there,—its pretty aits, close beds of rushes, and overhang¬ 
ing osiers being nurseries of fish,—but because the river is especially charming 
“ hereabouts,” and there are many associations connected with the fair scenery 
that greatly augment its interest to those who enjoy the recreation of the 
“ contemplative man.” All anglers, therefore, are familiar with the pleasiu-es 
to be found in this quiet and attractive nook of the Thames. Our own 

memory recalls to us a day we cannot soon forget: it was passed in a punt 
willi Theodore Hook—a lover of tlie gentle art, as many have been to 
whom “society” and the gaieties of life were necessities. Hook was in 
strong hcaltli at that time—it was in the year 18dl ; tlie fountain of his wit 
was in full and uuiutcrru|)tcd flow; it is not ditlicult to imagine, therefore, 
the stores of incident and humour, that were opened up between the first cast 
of the plummet into the stream, and the winding up of the reel when the 
declining light gave notice that refreshment was provided at “ the Swan.” * 

As a tishing station, Ditton has lost some of its ancient fame; and the inn 
bad fallen also from its “high estate:” latterly, however, it has been con¬ 
siderably “brushed up;” the landlord and landlady seem very altcnlive to 

THE SWAN AT DITTON. 

their guests; the rooms are remarkably clean and neatly furnished, and anulcrs 
may again enjoy there the quiet comfort which ought to succeed a day of plea¬ 
sant toil.f Moreover, there are several good and experienced fishermen at 
Ditton; and punts as well as row-boats may be generally obtained. 

There is little to attract the voyager between Ditton and Kingston; the 
banks of the river are on both sides low, generally bordered with rushes, with 
occasional aits, on which grow the “sallys” which supply so many of the 
basket-makers of London. have therefore leisure here to consider some 
of the wild flowers of the water, of which we shall soon lose sight, for we are 
approaching the “roads,” from w'hich they have been driven by the “higher 
state of cultivation.” 

* On tliat occasion Jtr. Hook produced some lines, wliicli we believe are little known, 
and were not published with his name ; we therefore reprint lliem from the New Monthly 
Magazine (tlien edited by Mr. S. C. Hall) for July, 1834, in which they were printed. 
They were composed in the punt, and afterwards written down : it is needless to refer to 
Mr. Hook's wonderl'ul facility in improvising verse. 

“ When sultry suns and dusty streets 
Proclaim town's winter season. 

And rural scenes and cool retreats 
Sound something like higli treason— 

I steal away to shades serene, 
Wliicli yet no bard has liit on, 

And change the hustling, heartless scene 
For quietude and Ditton. 

“ Here lawyers, free from legal toils. 
And peers, released from duty. 

Enjoy at once kind Nature’s smiles, 
And eke the smiles of beauty; 

Beauty with talent brightly graced. 
Whose name must not be written, 

The idol of the fane, is placed 

Within the shades of Ditton. 

“ Let lofty mansions great men keep— 
I have no wish to rob ’em— 

Not courtly Claremont, Eslier’s steep, 
Nor Squire Combe’s at Cobham. 

Sir Hobhouse has a mansion rare, 
A large red house, at Wliitton, 

But Cam with Tliamej I can’t compare. 
Nor Whitton class with Ditton. 

“ I’d ratlier live, like General Moore, 
In one of the pavilions 

Which stand upon the other sliore, 
Tlian be the king of millions ; 

For though no subjects might arise 
To exercise my wit on, 

From morn till night I’d feast my eyes 
By gazing at sweet Ditton. 

“ The mighty queen whom Cyduus bore, 
In gold ami purple fioateil. 

But haiipier I, when near this shore, 
Although more humbly boated. 

Give me a punt, a rod, a line, 
A snug arm-chair to sit on. 

Some well-iced punch, and weather fine, 
-And let me fish at Ditton. 

“ Tlie ‘ Swan,’ snug inn, goed fare affords 
As table e'er was put on. 

And worthier quite of loftier boards 
Its poultry, fish, and mutton: 

And while sound wine mine host supplies, 
With beer of Meu.x or Tritton, 

Mine hostess, with her blight blue eyes, 
Invites to stay at Ditton. 

“ Here, in a placid waking dream, 
I’m free from worldly troubles. 

Calm as the rippling silver .stream 
That in the sunshine bubbles ; 

And when sweet Eden’s blissful bowers 
Some abler bard has writ on. 

Despairing to transcend itis powers, 
I’ll ditto say for Ditton.” 

t Esher is about two miles from Tliames Ditton ; hut those wlio voyage the Thames 
will surely pay a visit to this village, charming for its scenery, and deeply interesting 
from its associations. It was anciently named Aissete (so in Domesday), Aisse/a, and 
Ashal. William Waynfleet, who lield the see of Winchester from 1447 to 1486, built a 
stately mansion of red brick on the borders of the Mole, and it became the episcopal 
residence. It was repaired and partially rebuilt by Cardinal "W olsey; and ot this 
erection the gatehouse yet remains, a striking object on the banks of the pleasant river. 
In this neighbourhood Is also Claremont, so sadly connected with tlie brief history of tlie 
Princess Charlotte, who died here on the 6th November, 1817. It is now tlie property of 
his Majesty the King of the Belgians. Here too resided the unhappy Lord_ Clive, of 
whom parliament pronounced that he rendered “great and important service to his 
country.” The house is plain, but the grounds are exceedingly beautiful, and are kept 
with much care. In the cliiircli at Esher are interred Anna Maria Porter and iter 
mother, who resided manv years in a small cottage in the village. At Thames Ditton, 
too, William and Mary Howitt lived in one of the many pretty and graceful “home- 
dwellings" that abound in this vicinity. 



The neighbourhood from Staines to Twickenham is ricli in aquatic vegeta¬ 
tion, both" as regards the number of species and tlie prodigal luxuriance of 
their growtli ; in one small still pool, a few x'ards in extent, intercepted from 
the stream by a narrow strip of bcaeh, we found in llower at one time speci¬ 
mens of the noble White and the Yellow Water-lilies, the beautiful Fringed 
Villarsia, or Yellow Bnckbean, the delicate Frogbit, the Arrow-head in fine 
blossom, the Purple and the Yellow Loosestrife; and on the bank the fine bold 
foliage of the Water-dock, Wild Teasel, Reeds, and many of the minor or less 
remarkable species that create the wealth of a river Flora. It was delightful 
to the eye and mind of the poet, painter, botanist, or the simple lover of nature. 
Several of these plants we have already jiictnred as they have occurred in the 
course of our tour; we may here describe two or three not hitherto noticed. 

YEILOW W.iTEU-LILy. 

The Yellow AYater-lily [Niiphar Iniea), which is so constantly found in com¬ 
pany with its fairer sister, the White Lily, though indeed it cannot rival the, 
latter in size and beauty, produces by its contrast of colour a charming effect. 
These two together stud the. river with silver and gold, giving an almost 
tropical ln.xnriancc to the still nooks which are their favourite haunts, and 
where they develop themselves in full gloiy. The structure of the Y'ellow Lily 
is extremely curious on a close examination, which shows a veiT complicated 
and ornamental arrangement of the interior parts round a central object, the 
seed-vessel, which in shape bears a resemblance to a flagon or bottle; and 
this circumstance, in conjunction with the tlow’er emitting a decidedly spirituous 
odour, has given rise to its having received, in the provinces, the Baccha¬ 
nalian cognomen of “Brandy-bottle.” 

There is another yellow flower that, at a little distance, bears a close resem¬ 
blance to the last, but, on a nearer inspection, is found to be very distinct; 

this is the Villarsia nymphoides, or 
Yellovv Bnckbean, generally spoken of 
by botanists as a great rarity : it may 
probably be so in most localities, for we 
have never met with it excepting in the 
Thames from W'indsor downwards, where 
in some parts we found it growing in 
rich profusion. The leaves are very like 
those of the Water-lily in shape and 
texture, though smaller; and they float 
in a similar way on the surface of the 
water, above which rise the bright yellow' 
blossoms, of a graceful contour; the 
petals being edged with a delicately-cut 
fringe, which gives to the tlowcr a pecu¬ 
liar elegance. This is one of the nume¬ 
rous native “aquatics” that are worthy 
of cultivation by every ])ossessor of an 
ornamental water; or it might be easily 
grown w'ithin the limits of an indoor 
tank or aquarium, the culture being ex¬ 
tremely easy. 

What a striking appearance the Wild 
Teasel (Bipsacus sylvestris) makes, rear¬ 
ing its erect form above the humbler 
herbage, and crowned with those curious 
bristling heads which, in the early part 

of the year, are clothed with diminutive lilac flowers, and later in the season 
form the receptacle of the seeds. This handsome plant is interesting also as 

being closely aUied to the F'uller’s Teasel, so largely employed in the prepara¬ 
tion of woollen cloths,—if, indeed, the two plants are not, as some botanists 
suppose, varieties of the same species modified by cultivation and ditference of 
soil, wbich in one develops the delicate hooks to which the F'uller’s Teasel 
owes its eflicacy, and for which no artilicial substitute has yet been found. It 
aiipcars the heads are fi.xed on to the circumference of a large broad wheel, 
which is set in motion, and the cloth is held against them till the action of 
the crooked awns has sullicieutly raised the nap. The Teasel is of sufficient 
commercial importance to he cultivated iu fields as a regular crop iu the west 
of England, and also in some parts of Essex, but especially in Yorkshire—that 
county having of late years taken the lead in the manufacture of w'oollen 
cloths. 

Among the insect tribes, too, we meet with a variety of interesting objects, the 
water-side vegetation being a favourite 
haunt of numerous species, who there 
tiiid abundance of food and shelter: 
many have presented themselves to our 
notice during our rambles ; but want of 
space has [>revented our figuring or de¬ 
scribing more than a very small propor¬ 
tion of them. Here, on a burdock leaf, 
its usual babitatiou, we found that curious 
and pretty little insect, the Green Tor¬ 
toise-beetle (Cassida eqjtesiris). In ap¬ 
pearance it really very much resembles 
a miuiat\irc tortoise, the upper part of 
the body being expanded into a shield 
which conceals the feet and head. But 
it is in the grub state that its habits 
are most singular, the tail being provided 
with a forked ajipeudage, upon which 
the creature heaps a mass of extraneous 
matter, so that it carries about with it an artificial canopy that answers the 
purpose of defence and concealment. 

These pauses iu voyaging the Thames are always full of interest; instructive 
also, no matter what may be the object for which we “step ashore.” 

As we approach Kingston, we pass the new buildings of the company which 
supplies with w'ater the Surrey side of London. The edifices themselves are bv 
no means ]ucturesque ; nevertheless, as objects that cannot fail to attract the 
eye of all voyagers, we have thought it well to engrave them. The locality 

\ V 

GREEN TORTOISE BEETLE. 

WATEE-WUKKS : BEETUING_WELLS. 

in which they are placed is called “ Seething Wells and they are “ The Chelsea 

and Lambeth Water-works.” * 
For the following detailed analysis of the Thames water, at Kingston, w'e are 

indebted to the kindness of Mr. Henry Witt, F. C. S., Assistant Chemist to the 

Government School of Mines :— 
Gr.ains in the 

Inuierial Gallon. 
Sulphate of Lime .4 506 
Carbonate of Lime . . '.9 616 
Carbonate of Magnesia.0'970 
Chloride of Sodium (common salt).1'661 
Chloride of Potassium.trace 
Carbonate of Soda.1'950 
Organic matter.1 631 
Suspended clay.3'603 
Carbonate of Ammonia.0'0034 

Total 23-9404 

But the composition of the water varies at different seasons of the year. 
The following represents the average composition at Kingston, as deduced 

* “ The hot spring at Seething Wells was once thought an almost infallible remedy- 
in certain cases of opthalmia." 
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from a large imaiber of analyses, made by ]\Ir. Witt, throuebout the year 
1S50:— 

Grains in llie Gallon. 
Maximnni. Alininuini. Moan. 

Total irnpurily . . . . 28-148 18-37 23 488 
Suspended matter . . . 4-I I 1-17 3'031. 
Ortiatiic matter . . . 1-63 0-5.5 1 050 
Dissolved Salt . . . . 22-108 10-05 19-404 
Common Salt . . 3-87 2-005 2 03'J 
Liino. . . 10 91 0-487 7'881 

These analyses snow bow excellent in quality is tlie vyater now supplied to 
LoikIoii from Kingston, or rather Thames Ditton, by the Chelsea and Lambeth 
Water Companies. 

The shallow wells of London cannot but be condemned as drinking waters, 
on account of their almost invariable contamination with sewage. The deep 
wells which sink into the chalk are inconveniently hard, but the Thames water 
at Kingston is sutficiently free from organic matter to be perfectly wholesome 
as a beverage, and sufficiently soft not to give rise to serious inconvenience on 

that account. 
The water is pumped into large subsiding reservoirs ; whence, after remaining 

about six hours, it jiasscs on to the filters. These are large beds of sand, 
gravel, &e., through which the w'ater passes at the rate of about G.J gallons per 

sejuare foot per hour. 
The filters are composed of the following strata in a descending order: — 

No. Feet. Inches. 

1. Fine sand.2 6 
2. Coarser ditto.1 0 
3. Shells.0 6 
4. Fine gravel.0 3 
5. Coarse gravel.3 3 

After complete filtration, the purified water is pumped up to a covered 
reservoir on Putney Heath, whence it descends by gravitation to London, 
passing over the river in two iron tubes, supported by a new bridge, recently 
erected for the purpose, betw'een Putney and Fulham. 

'i’he tw'o new subsiding reservoirs comprise an area of three acres, and are 
each capable of containing ten million gallons of water. The two filter-beds 
adjoining comprise an area of two acres, and are each capable of filtering ten 
million gallons in twenty-four hours. The two high level covered reservoirs on 
Putney Heath, are two and a-half acres in extent, and hold twenty feet deep of 
water. They command a service of 170 feet above Trinity high-water. The 
aggregate nominal engine power, employed in pum))ing, is 700 horses. The 
average quantity of water pumped daily is about 6,900,000 gallons. 

Kingston is among the oldest of English towns; and is said to have been “the 
metropolis of the Anglo-Saxon kings;” certainly it was a famous place when 
the Homans found and conquered the Britons in this locality : there are 
indeed arguments for believing that the “ford” which Caesar crossed was here, 
and not at Walton; and indications of barrow's, fosses, and ramparts of 
Roman origin, are to be foutid in many places in the neighbourhood. It is 
more than probable that a bridge was constructed by the Romans here, and 
that a fortress was erected tor its protection. The Saxons followed in due 
course, and here they had many contests with their enemies the Danes; but 
A.D. 838, Egbert convened at Kingston an assembly of ecclesiastics and nobles 
iu council,* and here, undoubtedly, many of the Saxou kings were crowned: 

THE KING S STONE. 

“Thetownisch men,” says Leland, “have certen knowledge that a few kinges 
were crouhid there afore the Conqueste.” Its first charter was from King 
John, and many su<'ceeding sovereigns accorded to it various grants and immu¬ 
nities. During the war between Charles I. and the Parliament, Kingston was 

♦ ** This record, in wliicli the town is called ‘ Kyningestun, famosa ilia locus,’ destroys 
the supposition that it did not receive that appellation till the reign of King Athelstan; 
and proves that it was a royal residence, or at least a royal demesne, as early as the 
union of the Saxon heptarchy.”—Lysous. 

the scene of several “ fights,” Ijeing always on I he side of the king. The town 
is now populous and llonrishing, although without inanufactnres of any kind. 
Since the cstahlishment of a railway, villa residences have largely increased in 
the ncighhonrhood; and tlie two suhnrbs, Surhilon and Norbitoii, are pretty 
and densely crowded villages of good houses. Tlic clmrcli has suffered much 
from rniitilaticn and restoration ; it is a spacious structure, and was crccicd 
about the middle of the foiirtcentli century, on the site of an earlier edifice. 
Amongst tlie monmnenis is a fine brass, to a civilian and his wife, of 
the year 1437.* Of existing antiquities tliere are hut few : county historians, 
however, point out the sites of the ancient Saxon palace, “ the castle,” the 
Jews’ quarter, and the Roman town, Tamesa; and the game of “foot-ball,” it 
is said, is still practised by the iiihahitants on Shrove Tuesday, in commemora- 
lion of one of the feats of tlicir ancestors, by whom the head of a king-assassin 
was “ kicked” about the Saxon town. But perhaps the most interesting object 
now to be found in Kingstone is “the King’s Stone.” It had long remained 
neglected, though not unknown, among disregarded lieaps of debris in “(lie 
new court-yard,” when it occurred to some zealous and inlelligcnt antiquaries 
that so venerable a relic of remote ages was entitled to some show of respect. 
It was consequently removed from its degraded position, jilanted in the centre 
of the town, and enclosed by a “suitable” iron railing. It is now, therefore, 
duly and properly honoured, as may he seen by the engraving.f 

KINGSTON BllIDGE. 

Kingston Bridge, to which we now conduct the tourist, is a convenient 
and graceful structure, erected from the design of M. Lapidge, and opened, in 
182A by the Earl of Liverpool, then high steward of the borough. It took 
the place of an ancient wooden bridge, the successor, it is said, of one which 
the Saxons built to replace that which the Romans had constructed. 

And so we leave Kingston, looking back upon the pleasant and prosperous 
town, pursuing our course downward between low banks, with here aud there 
a mansion of note, but meeting nothing for comment until we approach 
Teddingtoii; its “lock ” being the last—or, more properly, the first—lock on 
the Thames. 

Before we visit Teddington, however, we ask the reader’s permission to 
introduce one of those sketches, with which we seek to vary our descriptive 
details. 

When Gilbert Golding—who was considered at that time as “smart a lad ” as 
ever dipped oar in the waters of the Thames—married Fanny Meadows, every 
one said he had caught a Tartar—that is, every one who did not incline to the 
other belief, that a Tartar had caught him ! At all events, they were married 

* It is to the memory of Robert Skerne, of Kingston, and Joan, his wife; she was the 
daughter of tlie celebrated Alice Pierce or Perrers, mistress to Edward III., and after¬ 
wards wife to Sir William de Wyndesore. This brass abounds witli beautiful details of 
costume, and records tlie day and year of Robert's death :— 

“ May lie in lieaven rejoice who lived on earth sincere. 
Who died upon the fourth of April, in the year 
Of Christ, one thousand twenty score and tliirty-seven.” 

t The stone formerly used to stand near tlie clinrch door, and was from time imme¬ 
morial regarded as tiiat upon wliicli tiie Saxon Kings of Wessex were inaugurated 
according to the old Teutonic custom,—a custom long prevalent in Germany and tlie 
northern nations, and still adopted in the coronation of the sovereigns of England, tlie 
old sacred stone of Scone, on wliicli the Scottish kings were inaugurated, liaving been 
brought from thence by Edward I., in 1296, and placed beneath the seat where it still 
remains. Kingston is expressly mentioned, in a charter of King Edred, a.d. 946, as tlie 
royal town where consecration is accustomed to be performed. Speed records tlie coro¬ 
nation of nine sovereigns here, the first was Athelstan, by Aldlielm, Archbishop of 
Canterbury, A.D. 924, followed by his brothers Edmund and Edred; then came Edgar, 
Edward the Martyr, ills brother Ethelred II. and Edmund II., in a.d. 1016. Two inter¬ 
vening kings, Edward tlie Eider, and Edwy, are stated by tiie same author to liave been 
also crowned here, but this is more conjectural than strictly historic. Some writers liave 
deduced the name of the town from tlie 
stone, thus—King’s-stone; but the pro- 
perderivation is from “ the Royal Town" //d<^ 
—the King’s Town of the Saxons. l/ic!d/ 

Athelstan, the first of the Saxon kings 
crowned at Kingston, was the first of the 
race who placed on their coins the title 
of King of all England. The various 
kingdoms of tlie heptarchy had by this 
time been consolidated, but lie never 
actually possessed the whole kingdom. 
We engrave two specimens of his silver 
pennies, on one of which he is styled “ Atlielstan Rex Saxorum,” and on tlie other, 
“ Atlielstan Rex totius Britanniae:’’ both inscriptions are in an abbreviated form. 
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in the cl.uirh of TedJingtoii: Gilbert a tall, lithe, graceful youth of tucii1,y-one ; 
Fanny, a short, strong, thick-armed woman of thirty. Gilbert, iresh and fair, 
looked younger than lie was : Fanny, dark and sallow, seemed older. Gilbert 
had a soft, low voice, that went whisjiering amongst the reeds and water-plants, 
like the breath of a sonth-wind: Fanny’s voice was keen and sharp as a 
north-wester. Gilbert was a “beau” in his way; his braces, embroidered 
after a criss-cross, quaint fashion, in scarlet worsted, were bright on his 
striped shirt : he was very partitular, poor fellow, as to the width of the 
stripes. The broad black riband round his throat was tied in a jaunty bow ; 
and on Sundays he had always a sprig of myrtle, a rose, a carnation, or some 
prettv cottage flower, in the button-hole of his smart bluejacket. 

Fanny was anything but a ’• belle her plaiii straw- cottage bonnet w-as tied 
tirmlv on her head, tight down at the sides, by a broad, thick, blue riband, 
that had been dyed at least three times, and would “ come out in black ” i 
as good as new' in winter. During the week she dressed in cotton, of some 
dark obscure pattern, chielly of a chocolate lute; and her broad, strong feel, ' 
and stout ankles, were cased in blue stockings and hob-nailed shoes. On 
Sundays she went faithfully and reverently to church in a miraculously thick 
silk, which, according to the tradition of Thames Dilton, had been given her j 

mother, wlio was lady’s-maid to a. grand old Lady Tliornbury—who never 
would have hooks put in her wardrobe, because her dresses could stand by 
themselves. 

Fanny’s Sunday bonnet dill'ered little from that worn during the week ; 
but it was tied down w ith a broad white riband, and there was a ])eeuliar bow 
at the side—the position of the bow had not varied the eighth of an inch tor 

ten years. 
Gilbert was considered the handsomest lad at Teddington. The best that 

could he said of Fanny was that she was always clean and respectable. Why 
were they married? Gilbert had neither family nor friends ; but he had one 
ambition—he wanted to scull his own wherry. Fanny told him she had saved 
as much money as would ptirchnse two. 'I'hey were married. 

Fanny never wanted to he thought of, or what is called “petted,” by her 
handsome husband ; but she took care of him and of his earnings, and, in process 
of time, of his three boys. All her sharpness would not have made Gilbert 
earel'id, so she managed to be care-taker to the whole family, and her ])etty 
acts of wilfulncss seldom roused his easy nature even to remonstrate : if he was 
suddenly called upon to act, by some contradiction, or little feminine rebellion, 
he soon gave in, lounging off to his boat, and returning with a bright smile, all 
for the sake of “peace and quietness.” She was as particular as he could he 
as to the breadth of his stripes and the trimness of his dress, and cultivated the 
flowers he loved best. She ministered with the unconsciousness of a strong love 
to all his little weaknesses, and so had her way in important matters. IMany of 
the ])retty girls of Teddington—aye, and in the slee]>y, but well-to-do tow'n of 
Kingston—did not hesitate to say that the handsome boatman was thrown away 
on an ugly old wife ; older than him she was to a certainty ; but Gilbert 
Golding was evidently hap])y and jirospcrons under the trial ; and her desire 
to please her hnsbaml, whom she loved with the strength and detcrminatio7i 
of her perhaps co.arsc, but fervent nature, was so great, that at his request she 
altered the bow other bonnet, and permitted him to choose her a new' di'ess ! 

Itow the girls of Teddington did stare and llout! but Fanny went steadily 
to church with her little lads, stilf and sturdy as ever—ap])arently unconscious 
of her finery: still, it must be confessed, it was impossible not to wish that 
Fanny had been Gilbert, and Gilbert Fanny. Both Gilbert and his wife were 
in much favour at “ The Anglci's,” and the landlord never failed to recom¬ 
mend the handsome waterman and his boat to what he called “ nice customers.” 
Fanny considered his boat her fourth child: she cherished, and dried, and 
re-covered the cushions, and had a summer and a winter set. There was ' 
no boat could vie with Gilbert’s: she bought striped awnings, and contrived 
quite a picturesque and pretty canopy, that kept olF rain or sunshine. She 
always “helped” her husband to paint “The Forget-me-not,” as the boat 
was modestly called ; and Fanny’s help in this, as well as in other matters, con¬ 
sisted in “doing it all herself.” Her voice was sometimes raised beyond its usual 
pitch ; but, on the whole, as Fanny’s duties multiplied, so did her temper and 
manners soften. 

One light evening in June, Gilbert w-afted the gentleman he had been 
rowing about all day home to “ 'I'he Anglers,” moored his boat, cat his supper, 
kissed his hoys, and his wife, told her he would wash the boat himself, and 
prepare her for the next day. He only sfop|)ed in his little garden to gather a 
carnation, and proceeded to the boat, which he unmoored, and sculled into the 
shadow of one of the distant aits. 

The evening closed in, the moon rose ; it was a soft, balmy evening, a 
delicious evening,—not a ripple on the water. Gilbert did not return to supper 
— no one at “The Anglers” had seen him since he disap|)eared behind the ait 
—most likely he had been called by some one who wanted a moonlight row'— 
nothing more likely. Fanny prided herself, amongst other strong-minded 
notions, on never being anxious or uneasy about anything—“ It would all come 
right ; and if it did not, what odds ?” 

However, when “the neighbours” w'ere asleep, and the moon was gone 
down, and the church clock “ gone one,” Fanny might have been seen peering 
through the half-darkness, rustling among the boats, and after unmooring one, 
rowing from ait to ait—down one channel, up another, frighting the water- 
lovvl, and calling, in a suppressed voice—even there ashamed of her anxiety— 
“Gilbert!—husband 1—Gilbert !” 

No one heard her shriek of terror when, right across a creek, she discovered 
“ The Forget-me-not ” alone, unmoved by breeze or ripple ! In a moment 
she sprang on board. Mdiere w'ere the oars?—one lying across the seats, 
anolher lloated within reach of her hand. 

“Gilbert!—husband!—Gilbert!” She was unansw'ercd, unechoed, in the 
stillness of the lonely night. 

She hastened to the village, and shouted loudly and strongly from house 
to house, that they were to get up and seek and find, for that Gilbert’s boat was 

drifting beside the bank—but where was Gilbert Golding? 'I'hey must w'ake 
up and find her husband. And so they all did—that is, they arose and sought; 
and during the remnant of that night, and all the following day, they dragged 
the 'Thames, and hunted, and took council together, and dragged the w'aters in 
every creek and willowy bay, for him they did not find. 

Fanny looked for neither sympathy nor kindness—she rather repelled both, 
yet seemed endowed with almost snjiernatural strength, and worked as seldom 
woman was known to work before. She kept the boat in repair, and twice 
each year repainted with her own hand her husband’s name upon it; she 
would not sell it, but let it out, and always saw to its mooring and cleaning. 
As her boys grew up, she steadily refused to let them take to the water: she 
said “ their father would not like it.” All her words and deeds proved that she 
did not, or would not, consider him dead: and during moonlight nights, no one 
was surprised to hear Fanny unmoor a boat and paddle it beside the banks, 
and among the reeds and willows—now in; now out of the moonshine— 
always returning to her widowed bed before dawn of day. There were no 
three liner lads in Surrey than the three Goldings—good, steady boys, constant 
and attentive at school, and afterwards constant and attentive to their work. 
IVe came upon those three lads quite unexpectedly one sultry summer after¬ 
noon: we were sauuteiing through a friend's grounds (you may see the top of the - 
house above the trees) along a pathway which led to an unprotected foot-bridge 
that crossed a small arm of the Thames, half iiool, half rivulet, sometimes 
more than half emjity—at times like a w'ater-garden, at others a little mimic 
sea. We knew by the rapid tinkling of the sheep-bells, and the bleating from 
a pen w'hich skirted the pathway, that something particular w'as going forward 
among the sheep. I'pon the hank stood Edward Golding, in vigorous yet 
kind contenlion with a strong-minded young ram, that objected to being 
washed ; while William, the second lad, waist high in the water, stretched out 
his arms to receive the obstinate animal, and the youngest was occupied with a 
little lamb, which soon ran bleating and dripfiing to its mother. 'The lads 
enjoyed the work, and the worthy farmer assured us he w'ould rather have the 
Golding lads to help at his shec|)-washing than any three men in the parish. 

SHEEP WASUING. 

for “ Ye see,” lie said, “ they are both strong and tender.” Fanny must have 
been proud of her boys, but she did not say so. She toiled on, thought and 
worked, silent and reserved even to her own children ; and though consider¬ 
ably aged, still passed more than one sleepless night during each full moon 
rowing amongst the sedges betw'ecii the aits—up one channel, dowu another. 
Poor Fanny I 

'The very night of the sheep-washing the lads took their homew'ard way', 
singing one of the Christmas carols in joyful tune. As they drew' near home 
their voices fell, for though their humble cottage home abounded in comforts, 
and they knew' their tea w'ould be ready, the cake baked, and their shoes and 
stockings warm on the hearth, still there was always something about their 
mother that forbade merriment: they could tell her all their little trouhles, 
and she would give them good advice, and something like sympathy in her own 
hard fashion ; but she had neither ears nor smiles for their joys. 'They saw the 
door was open—their mother met them on the threshold—a strange awe crept 
over them, and they stood round the little table without speaking, looking from 
one to the other. 'The cake was cut, and tw'o persons had evidently been 
sitting there. Fanny pointed this out to them, but did not speak. 

“What is-?” 'The inquiry was arrested by their mother’s impatient, 
almost imperious gesture. Silently she glided towards her little bed-room ; the 
check curtains of the bed tvere drawn. She seized the arm of her eldest son, 
and croaked, rather than whispered— 

“ I knew' he would come back, alive or dead—T knew he would come back: 
he is r jw between the living and the dead. Kemember, he is not to he ques¬ 
tioned why he w'ent, or where he has been ; he is my husband,—your father, 
hoys. He is come home—home—six years gone—eight years gone—but he 
is home ! Hush! Let us pray, and thank God ! ” 

Silently they knelt dow'ii—silently they prayed—silently the incense of 
thanksgiving rose and passed to Heaven. Nor did they see their father until 
morning; and then, instead of Fanny, a grey-headed, weather-beaten man 
unmoored the “ F’orget-me-not.” 

When his wife was not present, his neighbours did not hesitate to question 
him as to the cause of his disappearance, and where he had been. 

“ He wanted to see the world,” he said, “and had done so ; and was not a 

little glad to get home again.” 
And that w as all! 



SOUTH KEKSINGTOH MUSEUM. 

OBJECTS OF DECORATIVE AUT SUGGESTIVE TO DESIGNERS AND 

MANUFACTURERS. 

The first object now illustrated is a plate or salver in painted earthenware, 
manufactured at Tangiers, iii Morocco. Notwithstanding the interlaced design, 
literally identical with patterns on the walls of the Alhambra, and on buildings 
of great antiquity at Cairo, it is of modern origin, and was perhaps only 

manufactured a few years ago. The next piece, also an earthenware dish, 
is a very different production; this is a specimen of the interesting ware of the 
celebrated Bernard Palissy, and is probably one of the pieces produced after his 
final settlement in Paris : its date may be reasonably assigned to somew'here 

about the year 1570. We have next a specimen of Italian enamelled earthen¬ 
ware or “ Majolica,” produced either at Urbino or the neighbouring town of 
Castel-Durante. The tasteful pattern of oak foliage is a favourite one in the 
earlier products of this renowned manufactory, and was in fact intended as a 

compliment to the reigning family, the Della Rovere, whose well-known 
cognizance was the oak-branch : the date of the piece is about 1520. The 
spirited work represented at the head of the second column, is a lamp-stand, 
in gilt bronze or or-molu; it is of Venetian origin, of about the middle of the 
16th century. The original is finely chiselled in a bold and masterly style, and 

affords a capital example for the treatment of sculptured metal-work; the tame 
and laboured handyworkof the modern bronze chaser is completely thrown into 
the shade, when contrasted with the sharp and decisive execution here dis¬ 
played. This design might, with but little alteration, be again brought into 

use. Silver-gilt salver—Flemish 17th century work—decorated with a 
border of scroll foliage in relief, executed en repousse. The details of this 
design are arranged with great taste and ingenuity, so as to fill the decorative 
space, or ground of the border, without any appearance of constraint. The 

last engraving on this page represents the lid of a box, of Chinese work, 
the pattern is executed in a species of mosaic work, in relief, of mother-of-pearl. 
It will be observed tliat the ornamentation consists of a conventional I'endering 

of a flowering shrub ; the use of natural objects, as dhect types of ornament, 
is a leading characteristic of Chinese art; we see it in various examples of the 
ornamental w'ork of the country. In this instance, as in the preceding one, the 
manner in which the space is filled with graceful forms, properly balanced and 
contrasted in every part of the surface, is especially worthy of notice. 

2 II 
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1 

Bello\''3 ill carved chestnut wood, Italian, pro¬ 
bably A'^euetian work, 1550. Tbis coinpaia- 
tivelv bumble object of domestic use was, dining 
the ilenaissance period, a favourite object with the 
decorative artist; specimens have come down to ns 
displaying admirable skill, both in design and exe- 

ware. This is a rare and elegant specimen of the 
skill of the old French potter; it is brilliantly 
enamellel with bright green, brown, yellow, and 

marbled glazes, and is of Palissy’s best time and 
most careful workmanship. 'I'he large ewer is in 
thin beaten copper, and was doubtless intended to 
contain scented water; it is of Venetian work, of the 
first half of the 16tb century. The ornamentation 

is entirely beaten up by band, and, although some¬ 
what coarse, is very effective. The shape of the 
piece is very good, recalling the autiipie, and nothing 
call be at the same time in better taste, or more 

modern design of a tea-urn or cotfee-pot, with this 
cheap, j^et thoroughly artistic article, of ancient 
manufacture. The four pieces beneath illustrate 
forms of ancient Venetian glasses. The elaborate 

ever, well worthy of regard, and is calculated to 
afford usefid suggestion to modern designers for 
glass. Ancient Venetian glass is nearly always 
blown, seldom moulded, and never cut; extreme 
thinness of substance was esteemed a quality of 

thoroughly well adapted for use, than the spout and 
handle. The great want of artistic feeling in the 
ornamental production of our modern coppersmiths 
would be evinced by compariug, for instance, a 

filigree-work with which the originals are orna¬ 
mented, could not be represented in an engraving, 
and their interest is in consequence diminished; the 
simple elegance of outline they all display, is, how- 

excellence. The material itself was coarse in the 
extreme, as compared with modern glass, and the 
advantageous display of the natural lustre of the 
glass, iTttle, if at all, taken into account; beauty 
of form, on the other hand, was never lost sight of. 

, I 
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The two engravings at the head of tliis page are of carved and gilded wood 
frames, of old Venetian w'ork, of the end of the 17th or beginning of the 
18th century. The first has a small cup attached, and was used as a benilier 
or holy water stoup, the oval frame having probably held a small picture of a 

sacred subject painted on copper. The second appears to have been a small 
mirror frame. Although not of the purest period, there is a florid richness of 
style about these objects, and an amount of fancy displayed in the arrangement 
of the details, which raise them far above mediocrity. They are, it is true. 

fnU of the structural inaccmacies common to the rococo ornament of the period 
to which they belong, yet how infinitely superior they are to the flimsy modern 
“ compo” frames of this class now produced! The next example, also a mirror 
frame, is a work of much higher pretension ; it is in carved oak, of the highest 

style of Flemish sculpture of the first half of the 16th century. The small 
mirror, now wanting, was doubtless of speculum metal, mirrors of silvered glass 
not being in use so early as this. The architectonic details of this frame afford 
a curious instance of forms in relief sculptured in perspective; the figures are 

canned in full relief, in a most masterly manner, and are evidently from the 
hand of an eminent artist. Our last example is an ann-chair, also of Flemish 
Renaissance work, probably of about the year 1600; it is in carved oak, the 
seat covered with needlework. This chair was purchased at the Bernal sale. 

and was one of the few examples of early fm’niture in that renowned collection. 
It has the advantage of being entirely in its pristine state, which can be said 
of so few out of the innumerable specimens of old carved furniture which 

adorn the rooms of modem virtuosi. 
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THE 

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITIOH. 
THE YOUNG FALCONER. 

F. Taylor, Fainter. C. AY. Sharpe, Engraver. 

Size of the Picture, 1 ft. Of in. by inf in. 

No department of the recent “ Art-Treasures Exhi¬ 
bition” at Manchester afforded, it may be assumed, 
greater ])leasure to the lover of pictorial art than 
that allotled to the display of paintings in water- 
colours. Hanged, so far as was practicable, accord¬ 
ing to their e])ochs, we were enabled to examine the 
progress of this art from its earliest date—its 
infancy of weakness—to the maturity and strength 
into which it has grown up during the last quarter 
of a century, and to which the artists of our own 
country have alone been able to attain ; they have 
left all continental rivals immeasurably behind. 
This pre-eminence is principally owing, we believe, 
to the patronage our artists receive : the demand 
for works of this kind has proved an incentive to 
them to carry their productions as near perfection 
as a knowledge of the principles of Art, and a 
scientific acquaintance with the materials employed, 
will admit: it may now be safely affirmed that the 
power of water-colour painting “ can no further 
go;” as now praclised by our most distinguished 
painters, we see in it every quality of excellence 
that can be desired. 

What a contrast do the works of the best ancient 
masters otter to tliose ue are annually accustomed 
to see ill the two galleries in Pall Mall! Setting 
aside the single matter of composi/ion,—the supe¬ 
riority of which ill eiltier class will always be a 
matter of taste and opinion,—there cannot be a 
question that while the old painters attempted little 
more than thin, slightly-tinted sketches, the moderns 
have succeeded in producing jiictures elaborate in 
execution, with a power and brilliancy of colour 
unsurpassable even in oils. 

Prederick Tayler, the painter of “ The Young 
Falconer,” is an artist who has done much to 
sustain the supremacy of our Water-Colour School; 
he has long been a member, and has just been 
elected president of the elder society, in whose 
gallery his pictures have an interest peculiar to 
themselves, inasmuch as from the nature of their 
subjects there are none to come into competition 
with them. He is the Nimrod of painters: his 
delight is in horses, dogs, and in everything which 
relates to the sports of the field, whether of our 
own time or of that of our forefathers. Like his 
compeer in oils, Landseer, lie is equally at home in 
the courtyard of some old baronial mansion, where 
yeomen, prickers, huntsmen, hounds, horses, mingle 
with cavaliers and ladies, all eager for the field, and 
on the misty hills of the north, where the Highland 
gillie, with his “ twa or three doggies,” stands like 
a sentinel at his post, watching the motions of the 
enemy. 

His “ Young Falconer,” exhibited at the 'Water- 
Colour Gallery about ten or twelve years ago— 
where it was purchased on the day when her 
hlajesty and the Prince Consort visited the exhibi¬ 
tion—is an elegant little composition ; the youthful 
sportsman is evidently of gentle blood, the page 
doubtless ot some “ fayre ladye,” whose favourite 
hawk is perched on his hand : at his feet lies a dead 
heron, that has fallen a victim to the deadly swoop 
of the well-trained bird of prey: two noble dogs 
complete the group, which combines to form a 
charming picture of one of the principal amuse¬ 
ments of our ancestors, and which was followed even 
among the dangers and occupations of war, for 
Froissart says that when Edward III. invaded France, 
he took with him thirty falconers on horseback, who 
had charge of his hawks: and every day he either 
hunted or went to the river for the purpose of 
hawking, as his fancy inclined him. 

Though the royal establishment still retains its 
hereditary Grand Falconer, in the person of the 
Duke of St. Albans, the pastime of hawking is 
gone quite into disuse. George, Earl of Oxford, 
who died towards the close of the last century, 
attempted to revive it; and still later. Colonel 
Thornton, the well-known Yorkshire sportsman. 
Sir John Sebright, and a few other Norfolk gentle¬ 
men, possessed hawking establishments: but these 
have passed away, and the diversion is now only to 
be regarded among the customs of the past. 

The picture is in the Collection at Osborne. 

The fifth exliibitiou of the Photographic So¬ 
ciety lias been opened at the South Kensington 
Museum. IVe find there, seven hundred and 
five photographic pictures, independently of 
the works executed by the Royal Engineers, 
w'liich are a very important addition to tlie 
collection. There are many very beautiful 
])ictures to he found amongst those now ex- 
liihited, some few of them showing a consider¬ 
able amount of careful study, great artistic 
feeling, and perfect nianipulatiou. But the 
exhibition fails to prove that any advance lias 
been made in this country, in either the science 
or the art of photography. 

The Photographic Society was established 
for the purpose of cultivating and promoting 
“ the xirt and Science of Photography,” and for 
encouraging its application in various direc¬ 
tions. We cannot say that this purpose has 
been fulfilled. Even regarding photography 
as an art, with a few exceptions, we find no 
better pictures now, than were produced ere 
yet the society had exis*'ence; and, as a science, 
photography lias not advanced in the slightest 
degree, during the past four or five years, in any 
direction which can be traced to the society. 

Owing to the important trade wliich is now 
carried on in photographic pictures of various 
kinds, men have been stimulated to aim at tlie 
production of fine effects in their pictures, and 
frequently they have succeeded. The success, 
however, is not always lionestly secured, and 
we would urge upon the Pliotographic Society 
the importance of insisting, in any future ex¬ 
hibitions, that the original negative photograph 
should be exhibited by tlie side of the positive 
picture. The ease with which any one, pos¬ 
sessing some little artistic power, can add to 
or t ake from the original negative production, 
offers a fatal facility, which we find is too fre¬ 
quently made available to tlie production of 
artistic results. In many of the largest and 
finest photograplis, which have excited atten¬ 
tion in the windows of the dealers in Loudon, 
many of the effects, lieautiful though they be, 
are Ihe reverse of the truth; and it is quite 
evident that much artistic skill has been be¬ 
stowed upon the originals, from which the pic¬ 
tures w'e speak of have been printed. The 
Photographic Society is bound to check this 
by every means within its power; and it 
certainly should secure an exhibition of pure 
pliotographic production. It has been said— 
and it will no doubt be said again—that there 
can be no barm in stopphuj 02(t an objection¬ 
able light, or in giving transparency to too 
dense a shadow,—that defects in the film or 
the paper may, with all innocence, be repaired, 
and thus a finer result secured. Tliis is all 
well enough, if it is merely an artistic result at 
which we aim. If we desire for our drawing¬ 
room, or our portfolio, effective pictures, dis¬ 
regarding the iiieaus by which the effect is pro¬ 
duced, there can be no objection to touching. 
The pictures, however, which form tlie exhi¬ 
bition of the Photographic Society should be 
photographs in all trutli. 

Tliere are powers in the photographic art 
which are yet waiting for development. It was 
said by M. Biot, in 1840, in reference to the 
varying chemical influences of surfaces differ¬ 
ently coloured, that w^e could not hope to re¬ 
concile, on the sun-draxvn pictures, the effects 
of light and sliadow which are dependent upon 
colour. He proceeds—“ These are the difficul¬ 
ties generally inherent in the formation of 
chemical pictures; and they sliow, I think, 
evidently, the illusion of the experimenters who 
hope to reconcile, not only the intensity, but 
tlie tints of the chemical impressions produced 
by radiations, witli the colours of tlie objects 

from which these radiations emanate. 
Thus some of Mr. Talbot’s pictures represent 
white porcelain vases, coloured shells, a candle¬ 
stick (of metal) with its taper, a stand of white 
hyacinths. The whole of these objects are felt 
and perceived very well in Iheir clieiiiical image; 
but the parts which rellect the pure wliite 
light, probably also the radiations of every kind, 
are, relatively to the others, in an exaggerated 
proportion of illumination, wliich, it seems to 
me, must result partially from tlie capillary com¬ 
munication during the continuance of the 
action; so that the inequality xvould be less 
if the paper were more sensitive, or more 
rapidly acted on.” 

With the increased sensibility of the collo¬ 
dion processes, the objections, so well urged 
by M. Biot, have been partially removed. 
Much yet remains to he done ; and if any one 
will be at Ihe trouble of examining some of 
the finest of the true photographs in the pre¬ 
sent exhibition, they will discover that some 
parts are more strongly illuminated than in 
nature, and that others sink into a deep shadow, 
which is never seen, in reality, during the hours 
of daylight. The truthfulness of photography 
as it regards the outlines of objects, and the 
infinite minuteness of details, give an inexpres¬ 
sible charm to those productions, and blind ns 
to defects which are yet found in the best 
chemical pictures. 

We know^ there are difficulties in the way of ! 
overcoming these defects, but w'e also have the 
evidence of Herschel, and the chromatic re- ; 
suits of Niepce de St. Victor, proving to us 
that by a proper adjustment, and a careful 
selection of the chemical agents employed, we 
may produce photographic tablets wliich are 
nearly equally sensitive to all the prismatic 
rays. Our photographers confine themselves 
to certain salts of silver, as if there were no 
other preparations susceptible of actinic in¬ 
fluence, whereas there is scarcely a chemical 
compound which will not, under some condition, 
yield to the decomposing power of the solar 
rays. If, instead of being satisfied with the 
production of such pictures as we have de¬ 
scribed, some of our photographers would con¬ 
tent themselves for a season with the results 
obtamable from a series of well-devised experi- j 

ments, having for their object the production 
of tablets on which the neutral tone represent¬ 
ing blue, should be in true contrast with the 
tone by which yeUow should be depicted, we 
might expect sun - pictures of far greater 
beauty than any which w'e liave yet seen. An 
attentive study of the spectrum, and its in¬ 
fluence on different cliemically-jirepared sur¬ 
faces, would tend to the advancement of this 
scientific art beyond the dreams of its present 
admirers. 

We cannot discover a novelty in the exhibi¬ 
tion : the instantaneous pictures, giving us the 
breaking waves, have been familiar to us since 
the very first evening meeting of the Photo¬ 
graphic Society; the dramatic groups, which 
are exceedingly clever, cease to strike us with 
the surprise and pleasure witli which we beheld 
them four years since; and so of all the other 
pictures now hung at the Kensington Museum. 
Why do we miss the names of so many excel¬ 
lent amateur pliotographers who have hitherto 
been regular exhibitors ? 'Why have we so 
many pictures wliicb liave already been seen in 
this or in other exhibitions ? 

We have made these remarks in the most 
friendly and honest spirit. We desire to see 
the Photographic Society filling a higli and 
honourable position, and feeling that the pre¬ 
sent is the proper time to draw attention to 
its shortcomings and its mistakes, xve have not 
hesitated to do so. The Photographic Society 
must, if it degenerates into a trading society, 
soon cease to exist; and unless the exhibitions 
of the society enable the public to see photo- 
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graphic effects superior to those which arc 
common in every principal street in London, 
they will not be attractive. In time, we trust, 
the society will look to tliis. 

It must not be supposed tliat tlicrc are not 
any objects of interest in this ])hotoOTaphic 
exhibition. There are many singularly Iieanti- 
ful pictures, upon wliich we gaze and gaze 
until we find ourselves transported in thouglit 
to the scenes so faitlifully represented. Mr. 
Roger Fenton, as usual, gives us many well- 
selected scenes, treated with his artistic feeling, 
and full of those marvellous details which have 
ever been the prominent charm of a photograph. 
Mr. J. D. Llewelyn, too, rejoices in those 
charming bits of nature with which South 
Wales abounds. The real value of photography 
is, however, most strikingly shown in the pro¬ 
ductions of F. Frith, jun. His subjects in 
Palestine and Egypt impress us rvith a coii- 
sciousuess of truth and power which no other 
Art-production could produce. The sands of 
the desert have for centuries been grinding 
those gigantic columns and colossal statues; 
and there, before us, is the abraded stone, every 
mark being preserved to tell how slowly, but 
yet how surely, the dust of the earth is over¬ 
coming the greatest works of man. All those 
photograplis by Mr. F. Frith should be very 
carefully studied. 

Mr. Hale, of Adelaide, exhibits portraits of 
the aborigines of South Australia; these are 
valuable contributions to ethnological science, 
and we hope to see similar productions from 
other lands. 

1 There are a large number of portraits, vary- 
! ing very much in character, many of them very 

1 excellent, both as portraits and as photo- 
I graphs; and some which should not have been 

hung at all. Better things can be seen any day 
in the advertising frames of the numerous 
portrait establishments. This being the case 

1 we refrain from mentioning any. 
Amongst the studies of nature we must 

i name with especial praise the works of Messrs. 
1 Boss and Thomson, of Edinburgh, and the 
1 geological studies of Mr. J. W. G. Gutch. 
j Mr. 0. G. Reijlander exhibits here the pho- 
! tograph which excited so much attention at the 

Manchester Exliibition, of “ The Two Ways of 
Life.” Virtue and Vice—Industry and Plea¬ 
sure—are liere displayed with an allegorical 
felicity, which is—under aU the circumstances 
of producing such a picture—surprising. The 
pose of each figure is good, and the groirping 
of the whole is as nearly perfect as possible. 
We do not, however, desire to see many ad¬ 
vances in this direction. Works of high Art 
are not to be executed by a mechanical con¬ 
trivance. The hand of man, guided by the 
heaven-born mind, can alone achieve greatness 
in this direction. Mr. Lake Price exhibits 
some pictures belonging to the same class as 
this one (and others) by Mr. Reijlander. 
“ Robinson Crusoe ” is his subject, and pleas¬ 
ing pictures has this artist made of our 
schoolboy hero. 

Mr. Cundall, Messrs. Maull and Polyblank, 
C. Thurston Thompson, Caldesi, and Montecchi, 
and several others, are exhibitors of exceed¬ 
ingly good photographs. 

Wc are much pleased with the north room, 
which is devoted to the photographic works of 
the Royal Engineers. These illustrate the real 
value of the art of photography. A series of 
photographs illustrating the application of pho¬ 
tography to the reduction of maps, as intro¬ 
duced hy Colonel James, R. E., and practised 
in the Ordnance Survey under his direction, is 
stated to effect an annual saving to the coun¬ 
try of £1800 in this Department. Various 
works upon which this Corps have been en¬ 
gaged are photographed as in progress; and a 
better clerk of the works than the camera- 
obscura cannot be conceived. The progress 

! of every day’s work is told with unerring 
fidelity. Some ingenious cameras, and one 
very large one, with folding arrangement s, shows 
how thoroughly the engineers purpose avail¬ 
ing themselves of this art, which we have done 
our utmost to encourage from the first days 
of the Daguerreotype to the present hour. 

In conclusion, we again urge upon the coun¬ 
cil of the Photographic Society, the importance 
of stimulating scientific inquiry among its 
members; and the absolute necessity of having 
the negatives submitted to a oommittec—even 
if they are not exhibited—so that the photo¬ 
graphic truthfulness of every picture shall be 
guaranteed. 

HISTORY OF ANCIENT POTTERY.* 

We accept tins work as a valuable addition to the 
literature of ancient Fictile art. The history of that 
art whose earliest exponents afford indubitable, and, 
in some respects, the only data, from which the 
theology, manners, customs, and literature of the 
ancients are determined, must naturally, from this 
cause alone, awaken deep and lively interest, inde¬ 
pendently of any consideration it may claim as the 
most comprehensive and perfect medium for the 
illustration of industrial skill. 

Certainly no branch of manufacture offers so 
ancient and close an alliance between Art and utility 
as that of the potter. The extreme plasticity of 
certaiu earths, the ease with which they can be 
fashioned into forms suited to ordinary domestic 
requirements, the consistency which even natiual 
heat will give to them, have conduced to the general 
adoption of this class of labour, even in the primitive 
stages of savage life. We are warranted in con¬ 
cluding that it was practised amongst all the early 
families, and retained by them when they were dis¬ 
persed abroad upon the face of the earth. Whether 
the fashioning and hardening of clay was first prac¬ 
tised by the potter or the brickmaker must ever 
remain a matter of speculation. Bricks “thoroughly 
burned ” were used at the building of Babel, 2300 
years before the Christian era. 

The most ancient and the most simple piece of 
machinery in the world is the potter’s wheel, and 
there is none which so signally exhibits the power of 
mechanical contrivance in giving beauty and utility 
to shapeless masses of matter. A formless lump 
of clay is set upon the wheel before the thrower; as 
the wheel revolves, it shoots up into a long thin 
column,and is then pressed down into a globular form; 
then the finger, or a simple profile of wood, gradu¬ 
ally shapes it inside, while the hand gives it external 
form : and in less time than we can describe the 
process, a vase, a jar, a basin, or a cup, is finished, 
and needs only to be endowed with such consistency 
as will enable it to retain the form which it has 
received. 

The antiquity, and also the nobility of the art, are 
demonstrated by the repeated references to it in 
Holy Writ, and especially in similitudes which 
emanate directly from the Divine imagery. For 
example, Gen xi. 3—“ And they said one to another. 
Go to, let us make brick, and burn them 
thoroughly.” Jeremiah xviii. 3—-“Then I went 
down to the potter’s house, and, behold, he wrought 
a work on the wheels. And the vessel that he 
made of clay was marred in the hands of the potter; 
so he made it again another vessel, as seemed good 
to the potter to make it. 0 house of Israel, can¬ 
not I do with thee as this potter? saitli the Lord. 
Behold, as the clay is in the hands of the potter, so 
are ye in my hand, 0 house of Israel.” Chronicles 
iv. 23—“These were the potters, and those that 
dwelt amongst plants and hedges ; there they dwelt 
with the king for his work.” The last quotation we 
shall make is of a very remarkable character, and 
leads to the inference that the art of glazing earthen¬ 
ware vessels had been discovered seven hundred 
years before the Christian era: the words are— 
“ Burning lips and a wicked heart are like a potsherd 
covered with silver dross.”-—Proverbs xxvi. 23. 

Not only do the preceding texts establish so early 
a date for these operations, but what adds materially 
to the peculiar interest attaching to the principal 
processes, is the fact that the mode of fabrication 
remains so essentially the same, that were it possible 
to resuscitate the mummy of an Egyptian potter, he 
could lind immediate aiid remunerative cmiiloymeut 
in our Staffordshire Potteries. | 

The nature of the subject has tempted us into j 
these jireliminary remarks, for which wc otter no 
excuse, hut will proceed to the duty of our review. 

Jlr. Birch gives us in his work the result of many ; 
years’ patient investigation and research, which both i 
his attainments and the position he holds eminently 
qualify him to turn to valuable account. The sub- I 
jeet is subdivided into five parts,—the first referring 1 
to Egyptian and Oriental pottery, the second to 1 
Greek, the third to Etruscan, the fourth to Koiuaii, 
and the fifth to Celtic, Teutonic, and Scandinaviau. 
Within the limits to which our space restricts us, it 
is impossible, ia regard to a work so comprehensive, 
to do more than refer to the heads of the separate 
classifications, and present such extracts as offer the 
most novel features in themselves, or a more than 
usually conclusive elucidation of the specialities to 
which they refer. On such a subject it Ibllows that 
the author is indebted fur a considerable portion 
of the material to previous pioneers in the same 
path, and this he very candidly acknowledges. l 
This has been collected and digested with consider- ^ 
able care and judgment, and the whole cousccutively 
arranged, so as to form a progressive detail of the j 
various stages of this interesting manufacture, chro- ' 
nologically arranged. The task was a laudable one, 
and bas been very adequately fulfilled. 

The first part is devoted to Egyptian and Oriental 
pottery, containing reference to the “ sun-dried 
bricks,” and the purpose to which they were devoted. 
The custom of stamping them with hieroglyphics is 
attributed to the object of marking their destination. 
The clay of which they were composed, is thus de¬ 
scribed ;— “The Fayoom and the Delta, which 
abounded with rich alluvial soil, and which arc 
remote from the principal quarries, must have pre¬ 
sented, at the most ancient period of the national 
history, the appearance of a vast brick-field. The 
mud brought down by the river was particularly 
adapted for bricks and pottery ; when analysed it 
bas been found that about one half is argillaceous 
earth, one fourth carbonate of lime, while the residue 
consists of oxide of iron, carbonate of magnesia, and 
water. Close to the river’s banks it is much mixed 
with sand, which it loses in proportion as it is 
carried by the water farther from them, so that at a 
certain distance, it consists of pure argil, or clay, 
which at the present day forms excellent bricks, 
tobacco-pipes, terra-cotta, and stucco.” Some of 
the earliest bricks were undoubtedly those made for 
the various brick pyramids, although it is not pos- ' 
sible, at present, to determine the relative antiquity 
of all these edifices. Several, however, are tombs of 
monarchs of the Twelfth dynasty. Bricks of this 
class were made from the time of the eighteenth i 
and nineteenth dynasties, till about the 10th cen¬ 
tury, B.C. 

Under the head of “Baked Clay,” follow descrip¬ 
tions of the red and unglazed terra-cotta, of which 
the “ common, dull, unpolished earthenware was 
made,” as well as bricks, sarcopliagi, sepulchral 
cones, figures, vases, &c. Mr. Birch comments j 
upon the peculiarity of this clay as being very ah- ; | 
sorbent: this is not essentially its quality, but i i 
dependent upon the degree of heat it is submitted jj 
to in the process of vitrification. The clay varies i ^ 
very considerably both in colour aud texture, ac- j 
cording as the heat is more or less intense. A ■ 
moderate temperatm'c was siitEcieut to produce 'j 
the soft, pale tint so much admired, aud at this || 
heat the clay is absorbent. This was often obviated j 
hy saturating the ware in oil. Mr. Birch states ;; 
—“The use of terra-cotta sarcophagi was rare ; 
among the Egyptians, the rich availing them- ' 

selves of hard stones, such as granite, breccia, 
basalt, and alabaster, as well as sycamore, cedar, ‘ 
aud sandal-wood.” The sepulchral cones are thus 
noticed : “ Certain objects deposited with the dead, 
were always made of this red-hrick earthen¬ 
ware. These were the sepulchral cones wliich, as 
their name implies, were rude cones, tmmed on the 
potter’s wheel, and stamped on their bases with a 
hieroglyphical inscription iu bas-relief, impressed 

♦‘'History of Ancient Pottery,” by Samrol Birch, 
F.S.A., in 2 Volumes, illustrated with Coloured Plates 
and numerous Engravings. John Murray, Albemarle 
Street. 1858. 
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from a mould: their inscribed end is frequently 
painted red; a brick has been found thus impressed. 
These cones have been found placed over the doors 
of the tombs, or scattered on the floor amidst the 
debris. Althunsh it is evident that they were part 
of the sepulchral furniture, their use proved a riddle 
to Egyptian archaeologists. Their dimensions are 
from "six inches to a foot in length, and about three 
inches in diameter at the base. Some have conjec¬ 
tured them to be seals for sealing the tombs ; others 
that they served as cards of invitation to the mourners, 
or passports of admission to the sepulchres. From 
recent discoveries made at Wai'ka, in Babylonia, it 
will be seen that these cones were in reality bricks, 
which were introduced into walls in such a manner as 
to form patterns of ornamental hriekwork, their in¬ 
scribed bases being placed outwards. The inscrip¬ 
tions are always of funereal import, and the words 
‘ the devoted to,’ or ‘ blessed by Osiris,’ often pre¬ 
cede the name of the dead.” 

The “ shahli, or sepulchral figures” claim special 
notice; these, which “ were deposited with the dead, 
and formed part of the funeral relics,” were also made 
of terra-cotta. Like those of unbaked clay, they are 
generally of a late period,-—probably of the age of 
the Roman dominion. In some instances they have 
been rudely modelled, and a line of hieroglyphics, 
e.xpressing the name and titles of the deceased, is 
scrawled upon them. All the figures are of persons 
of inferior condition, and were executed at a period 
when the Arts had irrecoverably sunk. They were 
deposited in little chests made of wood, and painted 
i)i tempera, on which was inscribed a dedication to 
Osiris, or a chapter of a ritual; and they were then 
placed by the coffins, in the sepulchres. Besides 
these figures, little sarcophagi are occasionally found 
in the tombs, painted in exact imitation of the 
larger coffins, and are supposed to be the models 
which Herodotus states were shown by the under¬ 
takers to the relatives of the deceased. Sometimes 
they contain a little terra-cotta or wooden mummied 
figure, and are then complete models of the coffin. 
They were also part of the funeral decorations, but 
their employment is not obvious. 

'I'he “ sep'.dchral vases,” for holding the entrails 
of the dead, are thus described :—“ It was usual in 
the embalmment of the wealthier classes to soak them 
carefully in the requisite preparations; tie them up 
in neat cylindrical packets, and deposit them in 
vases having the shape of the four genii of the 
Ament or Hades.” 

The second part treats of Greek Pottery, which 
is classed under three heads, viz., “first, sun-dried 
clay; secondly, baked clay, but without a glaze 
or terra-cotta; and thirdly, baked clay, with the 
addition of a ghize, or porcelain.” To this latter 
definition we must object, as the mere process of 
glazing ordinary baked clay, such as that referred to, 
does not constitute porcelain, or anything like jior- 
celain. The various analyses made of the ancient 
pottery of Egypt, Asia Minor, Greece, and Italy, 
prove that natui'al clays alone were nsed in its fabri¬ 
cation, varying in their selection according to the 
requirements to which the ware was to be adapted. 
The bright tint of some of the red pottery, due to 
the presence of peroxide of iron, is no proof of sub¬ 
sequent admixture,—as some natural clays are now 
found so impregnated with this oxide as to produce 
a colour quite as vivid as that of the ancient wares. 
Porcelain can alone be made by artificial clays. 

The various uses to which the “ sun-dried clay ” 
was applied, are specified by reference to the “ bricks 
used in Greece till the time of the Roman dominion.” 
The Temple of the Lcprscan Demeter, in Arcadia, 
that of the Styrian lieraeter, in Stiris, and the 
Chapel of iEsculapius, at Panopeus, were aU of this 
material. The walls of many fortified cities. Man- 
tinea, for example, seem to have been made of sun- 
dried bricks, which resisted the battering-ram better 
than baked ones. A statue of Prometheus, of un¬ 
baked cla}’’, still existed at Panopeus in the time of 
Pansanias. 

The application of “ terra-cotta” is found in 
bricks, roof-tiles, imbrices, drain-tiles, columns, and 
other architectural members ; in the construction or 
lining of cisterns and aqueducts ; also in the fabri¬ 
cation of “votive figiu’es for religious purposes, 
studs for dresses, bases for spindles, tickets for the 
amphitheatres, and prizes for victors in the games. 
Of it were made the vats or casks in which wine was 
made, preserved, or exported; the pitcher in which : 

it was served, and the cup out of which it was drunk; 
as well as all the various culinary and domestic 
utensils for which earthcnw'are is used in modern 
times. It furnished the material for many small 
ornaments, especially figures, which are often of a 
comic nature; and supidied the underlaker with 
bas-reliefs, vases, imitative jewellery, and the other 
furniture of tlie tomb,”— a very comprehensive 
catalogue of the early application of the “ jiotter’s 
art,” and one w'hich leaves little opportunity for 
addenda by modern operations. The water-pipes 
of Greek invention, though of Roman manufacture, 
found about a century since in Hyde Park, were vxry 
similar in their manufacture to those in general use 
at the present day. 

Gn the colouring of terra-cotta figures the follow¬ 
ing remarks are worthy of notice : “ The method 
of colouring these figures was well known to the 
ancients, and it would appear that the Greeks had a 
body of artists who were solely employed in paint¬ 
ing statues, bas-reliefs, and other architectural orna¬ 
ments. Two modes princijially prev'ailed : in the 
first, the whole ground of the figure, or bas-relief, 
was coloured celestial blue, and the relieved parts 
were picked out with red, yellow, and white. The 
faces, especially in the old style of the art, were 
painted of a deep red, as among the Egyptians. In 
other instances it is probable that they were coloured 
with the most harmonious distribution of tints, by 
artists of renown, as in the case of Damophilus and 
Gorgasus. The celebrated Posis, a eontemporarv'of 
Varro, executed such exquisite plastic imitations of 
fruits, in terra-cotta, that they were mistaken for the 
objects themselves; which could not have been effected 
cxcej)t by painting them, like the artificial fruits iu 
wax at the present day.” The consideration of this 
part of the subject extends to great length, and is 
illustrated by refcrerce to many examples of varied 
character and treatment. 

Small cones or ])yramid.s, to suspend around the 
necks of cattle, were also made of teri'a-cotta; 
“they were about three and a half inches long, and 
perforated at the top. They are frequently found 
in the fields in Greece, and especially in Attica. 
In general they are painted black and red, and 
those found in Corcyra are inscribed.” Several of 
these cones or truncated pyramids have been ex¬ 
humed by recent excavations in the Crimea, near 
Sebastopol and Kertch. 

The manufacture of ‘Children’s dulls” in pot¬ 
tery, introduced within the last fewv years to a 
considerable extent in this country, is but a repro¬ 
duction, as several of these toys, made in terra¬ 
cotta, have been found iu the sepulchres of Athens. 
“ 'I'hey are east in a mould; the bodies, legs, and 
arms, are formed of separate pieces, pierced with a 
hole, so that they might be connected and moved 
with a string, like the modern Marionettes or 
puppets.” 

We must pass over with mere enumeration the 
chapters on “ Lamj)s,” “ AmphorEC,” and “Flower¬ 
pots,” to that on glazed vases, from which we will 
make a few' brief extracts. “These vases show' the 
highest point of perfection which the ancient pot¬ 
teries attained. They were applied only to purposes 
of luxury and decoration, and used with great care 
and tenderness, being little suited to domestic pur¬ 
poses. They stood in the same relation to lire 
other products of the ancient potteries, as the 
fayenees of the middle ages and the porcelains of 
the present day do to vessels of terra-cotta, stone¬ 
ware, or tender porcelain. The Greek are the mo.st 
important for their beauty and for their art.” Mr. 
Birch remarks; “The beauty and simplicity of the 
shapes of their vases have caused them to be tiikcn 
as models for various kinds of earthenware ; but as 
every civilized people has received from other sources 
forms sanctioned by time, and as many of the 
Greek forms cannot be adapted to the requiretnents 
of modern use, they have not been servilely imi¬ 
tated.” This opinion, which w'ould have been war¬ 
ranted a few years since, must now be received with 
considerable modification; for as illustrating the 
aptitude of their forms to purposes of utility, and 
at the same time proving the increased appreciation 
of their beauty by the public, we may observe 
that the most popular forms, now the recent ])ro- 
ducts of English potters, are copies of these shapes ; 
and the more closely they have been resembled, 
the greater has been their commercial success. On 
the number of extant vases Jlr. Birch remarks ;— 

“ riie Museo Borbonico at Naples cont;iins about 
2100; the Gregorian Museum in the Vatican about 
1000; Florence has about 700; and at Turin 
there are 500. On this side of the Alps the 
Imperial Museum at Vienna possesses about 300; 
Berlin has 1090; Munich about 1700; Dresden 
200; Carlsruhe 200 ; the Louvre at Paris about 
1500; while 500 more may be found in the Bib- 
liotheque Imperiale. The British Museum has 
about 2G00 vases ol all kinds. Besides the public 
collections, several choice and valuable specimens 
of ancient art belong to individuals. 'I'he most 
important ot these jirivale collections are those of 
the Due de Luynes, the Due de Blacas, the Count 
de Pourtalos-Gorgier, the Jatta Collection, that 
belonging to M. St. Angelo, at Naples, and a fine 
and choice one belonging to the Marquis Campana, 
at Rome. In England the collections of hlr. Hope, 
of Mr. Jckyll, of the Marquis of Northampton, 
and of Mr. Hertz, contain several interesting ex¬ 
amples. The total number of vases in pnblic and 
private collectioiis probably amounts to 15,000 of 
all kinds.” hlr. Birch devotes eight cha[)ters to 
the description of these vases, which embodies, 
amongst other irarticulars, details of their “ dis¬ 
covery ;” “ literary history; ’ classifications by 
D liancarvillo “ and the Due de Luynes ;” “ paste” 
modellers ; “ processes of making and tiring ;” the 
various styles, “ subjects illustrated ;” “ artists’ and 
potters’ names;” their various uses, names, and 
shapes, and “sites of the ancient potteries.” As 
many of these subjects have already been noticed 
in the pages of the Art-Journal, on our occasional 
reference to the early ceramic art, we shall but select 
for consideration those with which our readers may 
be least familiar.* 

ART l]sr CONTINEJN'TAL STATES. 

Paris.—Great complaints have appeared in the 
English newspapers about the cleaning of paintings 
in the National Gallery : what would the erili' a 
say on seeing several that are now exposed in the 
Louvre} 'The art of scrubbing has been exercised 
with a vengeance ; and some of the finest pictures, 
which we have been accustomed to see with the 
marks of age on them, appear as if they were in the 
annual salon of Paris, fresh from the brush of our 
artists. It certainly is far from desirable that the 
old masters should be allowed to accumulate various 
coatings of filth and dust that ti;ne uuavoidablv 
leaves on paintings, but there is a great difi'erence 
between judicious and c:ireful cleaning and rubbing 
down to the threads of the canvas. One picture we 
cannot help pointing out—the large sketch by 'Tin¬ 
toretto, I'epresenting Paradise, which is more like 
an extravagant example of Diaz than what we ha\e 
been accustomed to admire. It is quite reffieshing, 
after leaving the long gallery, to come back into the 
large saloon, where the paintings have not been 
touched. Pieture-clcaners do not reflect that when 
they carelessly and roughly take olf the dirt from a 
painting, the lights p;unted with thick colour are 
always least changed : hence the shadows, being 
much darker than they originally were, become 
fearfully black ; thus a very fair white skin will 
have shadows as for a deep brunette. A fine sketch v 
painting, said to be by Rembrandt, has been added 
to the gallery : it represents a butcher’s stall, on 
which a carcase is hanging. It is no doubt an ac¬ 
quisition. 'The gallery is only parti;illy open, the 
works not being yet finished. We shall give an 
account of the paintings by Rubens and others when 
the rooms are opened.—The Exhibition of ilarseilles 
has succeeded very well this year. The sale of 
pictures realised 28,000 francs.—'The bronze statue 
of the “ Improvisateur Italien,” by Duret, has been 
purchased for the Luxembourg.—The magnificent 
collection of objects of veriu collected by M. Humauu 
has been sold, and very high prices were obtained. 
'The details would be too long for the space at our 
command. 

DUsseldorf. — Professor Lessing, the distin¬ 
guished historical and landscape painter, has ac¬ 
cepted the offer of the Grand Duke of Baden, to 
become director of the Art-gallery at Carlsruhe ; 
the post confers upon the possessor many sign.il 
advantages. 

Rome.—Signor Albani, an Italian sculptor of 
high reputation, recently died at Rome, at the age of 
eighty ; bequeathing a considerable fortune for the 
promotion of the art of Sculpture. 

* To be continued. 



PICTURE SALES. 

Tuk sale of a number of water-colour drawings, tlic 
jiroperty of Jfr. II. Wallis, look place on llic 
12th of February. Those to which buyers seemed 
to atlaeh most importance were—‘ Laud’s End, 
Cornwall,’ J .M. \V. Turner, a small drawing, 
81 in. by 4^ in., 49 gs.; ‘The Stone Breakers,’ 
W. Hunt, 55 gs.; ‘Flowers aud Fruit,’Mrs. Duf- 
field, 40 gs.; ‘ Caught Napping,’ B. F. Poole, A.R.A., 
80 gs.; ‘ Corfe Castle,’ J. M. \V. Turner, the same 
size as the ‘Laud’s End,’ 35 gs. ; ‘ Hastings Beach, 
■with a I'ish-JIarket,’ J. M. W. Turuer, size 20.^ in. 
by 18 in., 205 gs.; and ‘The Terrace at lladdoii 
Hall,’ D. Co.’t, 30 gs. Turner’s drawing of ‘ Hast¬ 
ings Beach,’ was presented by the artist to the late 
Sir Anthony Carlisle, as a mark of gratitude for his 
atteution during a severe illness which Turner had 
when staying at Hastings. 

Mr. J. C. Guuxdv, of IMauohester, the well- 
known priutscller and dealer in works of Art, sub¬ 
mitted a large portion of his collection to a sale by 
auction during the month of February. The prin¬ 
cipal lots were,—‘ Scene in the Highlands, the 
Gillie’s Horae,’ J. F. Lewis, 51 gs.; ‘Primroses 
and Bird’s Nest,’ W. Hunt, 40 gs.; ‘ Christ Preach¬ 
ing,’ G. Cattermole, 40 gs.; ‘ The Baron’s Warn¬ 
ing,’ G. Cattermole, 46 gs.; ‘ The Heavens are 
telling the glory of God,’ Miss Gillies, 50 gs.; 
‘ Scene in Glen Nevis, Inverness-shire,’ T. M. 
Richardson, from the last exhibition of the Water- 
Colour Society, 102 gs.; ‘Monaco,’ C. Stanfield, 
R.A., 82 gs.; ‘ The High Altar in the Cathedral at 
Caen,’ D. Roberts, R.A., 62 gs.; ‘ The Watering- 
Place,’ J. LinneU, 70 gs.; ‘Interior of an Irish 
Cabin,’ F. Goodall, AR.A., 66 gs.; ‘Mountain 
Scene,’ a shepherd-boy on a donkey, goat, sheep, 
and cattle, T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 70 gs.; ‘ Peter 
the Great seeing Catherine, his future Empress, for 
the first time,’ the original sketch for the large 
picture, A. Egg, A.R.A., 47 gs.; ‘ Nymph and 
Cupid,’ size 84 in. by 64 in., W. E. Frost, 51 gs.; 
‘Lucy Ashton at the Fountain,’!. Facd, 61 gs.; 
‘Morning,’ P. Nasmyth, 61 gs.; ‘Belshazzar’s 
Feast,’ a small finished sketch for the large picture, 
J. Martin, 182 gs.; ‘Temple at Paestum,’ 1). 
Roberts, R.A., 250 gs.; ‘ Hallowed be Thy Name,’ 
R. Redgrave, R.A., 50 gs.; ‘ Laudscajie and River 
Scene,’ T. Creswick, R.A., 81 gs.; ‘ An English 
Homestead,’ Crome, of Norwich, 90 gs.; ‘ The 
IMaid of the Mill,’ T. Creswick, R.A., and F. 
Goodall, A.R.A., 84 gs.; ‘ An English lloniestead,’ 
T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 64 gs.; ‘Scene in Nor¬ 
mandy,’F. Goodall, A.R.A., 185 gs.; ‘The Cruel 
Sister,’ J. Faed, 189 gs.: this charming composi¬ 
tion measured only 144 it*- by 11 in. 

The collection of Charles Morgan, Esq., of 
Clifton, was sold by Messrs. Christie aud Manson, 
on Saturday, the 20th of February, aud realised the 
sum of £4320. We subjoin the leading speci¬ 
mens :—‘ The Scotch Road-side Inn,’ J. Philip, 
31 gs.; ‘ Fishing Boats at Katwyck, on the Dutch 
Coast,’ cabinet size, E. W. Cooke, A.R.A., 60 gs.; 
‘ Hogarth before the Governor of Calais,’ the original 
finished sketch, W. P. Frith, R.A., 56 gs.; ‘The 
South-sea Bubble,’ the original finished sketch for 
the celebrated pictm-e, E. hi. Ward, R.A., 70 gs.; 
‘ Group of Peaches, Black and White Grapes, and 
Apples, on a small slab,’ G. Lance, 44 gs.; ‘A 
Coast View—Evening Scene,’ cabinet size, C. Stan¬ 
field, R.A., 96 gs.; ‘ Fishing Boats on the Medway 
in a Breeze,’ hluller, 210 gs.; ‘A Hayfield,’ David 
Cox, 96 gs. ; ‘The Bathers,’ D. Maclise, R.A., 
82 gs.; ‘ Coast Scene on the Isle of Arran,’ 11. 
Bright, 112 gs.; ‘ Highland Sheep, on the bank of 
a stream,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 135 gs.; ‘ View on 
the coast of Dorsetshire,’ an early work by T. Cres- 
vvick, 43 gs.; also by the same artist, ‘ A View on 
the Thames,’ 62 gs.; and ‘In the Forest,’ 105 gs.; 
‘ A Mill on the Dolgarie, North Wales,’ one of the 
finest works of W. hliiller, exhibited among the Art- 
treasures at hlanchester, 420 gs.; and ‘ A Rustic 
Scene at Raiuham,’ by the same, 230 gs.; ‘ The Hill 
Farm,’ cabinet size, J. Linnell, 120 gs.; and a noble 
landscape, by the same great artist, ‘ Noon,’ 250 gs.; 
‘ A Nymph Bathing,’ Vf. Etty, 62 gs.; ‘ Rouen 
Cathedral,’ with numerous picturesque figures in 
the Grande Place, before the western tower of the 
cathedral, D. Roberts, R.A., 350 gs.; also a most 
capital work by the same artist, ‘ The Island of 
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Phihu, Nubia,’ 420 gs.; ‘Passages to the Bidassoa,’ 
C. Stanfield, R.A., 510 gs.; ‘ The Mountain Toilette,’ 
P. F. Poole, A.R.A., 150 gs.: ‘ Buttermere, Crum- 
mock Water, aud Guntierdale,’ .1. B. Pyne, 195 gs. 

'I'hc following pictures, with several others of 
less importance, were sold in the same rooms after 
Mr. Morgan’s collection :—‘ A Laiidsca])e,’ T. Cres¬ 
wick, R.A., 97 gs.; ‘ The Awkward Position,’ A. 
Solomon, 230 gs.; ‘ Ulysses in the Island of 
Calypso,’ T. Uwins, R.A., 75 gs.; ‘ The Dirty Boy,’ 
T. Webster, R.A., from IMr. Wadmore’s collection, 
860 gs.: at the sale of Mr. Wadmorc’s pictures, 
about four years ago, it realised 331 gs. 

PICTURE- SELLING. 

EBERIIARDT V. JIASON. 

It is not without pain we comment on a trans¬ 
action such as this—to which duty commands that 
we direct the attention of our readers. Our warn¬ 
ings have been so continual, so explicit, and so 
conclusive, that we may well wonder at finding any 
picture-buyer, of any age or condition, who can now 
be made the victim of a “ bargain,” so palpably 
one-sided as that which induced the unfortunate 
plaintiff to ])ay £2000 for covered canvases, the 
real value of which was about £200. Every now 
and then, however, we obtain proofs that our w'arn- 
iugs are ineffectual. We have made it notorious 
that suspicion should be always alive, when pictmes 
are offered for sale—w-hether by the auctioneer, the 
dealer, or the private “gentleman;” yet cases are 
very frequent, such as that to whicli w-e refer—made 
public by the newspapers, and on which w'e may 
therefore comment, unappalled by danger of “ costs 
without damages”— sufficient, surely, to induce at 
least common caution in purchases. It is not impro¬ 
bable that in this instance the high “respectability” 
of the vendor may have disarmed the buyer of 
suspicion; aud, under ordinary circumstances, it was 
not unnatural to suppose that a person w-ho liad held 
foremost rank among the traders of Birmingham, 
was incapable of a procedure such as a jm-y has re¬ 
cently laid to his charge. 

The case was tried at Worcester, before Baron 
Channell and a special jury. The Plaintiff, 

Mary Eberhardt, is a widow with si.x children, 
residing at Stourbridge. In her eross-e.xamination 
an attempt was made by Mr. Huddleston, Q.C., to 
weaken her evidence b}' some insinuations concern¬ 
ing a young man who was “ invited to her house for 
a day or two,” and “ stayed eight months,” but w-ho, 
notwithstanding, had not “ claimed damages for 
breach of promise of marriage.” If this effort to 
destroy her character liad succeeded, the case w-ould 
have been just the same : she sought—and she ob¬ 
tained—from a jury the remedy for a wrong to 
wliieh she was justly entitled. The Dependant, 

Josiah Alason, is a partner in the firm of Elking- 
ton & Co., the well known electi'o-platers. That 
duty is always painful which aids to lower the 
character of a person who holds a prominent and 
respectable place in society ; but it is a duty, none 
the less. 

“ Tlie action was brought to recover dam.ages for the 
breach of warranty of a number of pictures by the old 
masters, sold by the defendant to the plaintiff in the early 
part of last year, and whicli, on examination by competent 
judges, turned out to be for the most part nothing better 
than bad imitations. There was also a count for a false 
representation. The defendant denied the warranty and 
the representation." 

The plaintiff had, it appears, met “ at a sale of 
Turuer’s pictures at Kidderminster” (it is not stated 
who was the actual or osteusible owner of these 
“Turners”) a Mr. Nixon, a picture-dealer of Bir¬ 
mingham ; some weeks afterwards this Mr. Nixon 
called upon her, told her of some pictiu'cs “to be 
bought cheap,” and induced her to go with him in 
a cab to the defendant’s house at Erdington. She 
was soon introduced into “the gallery;” and under 
the guiding auspices of Mr. Nixon and Mr. Mason, 
she made purchases to the amount of £1777. She 
had declined dinner, but she partook of luncheon. 
We quote her evidence :— 

“ I went into the picture gallery, and the defendant and 
Mr. Nixon came in. The defendant Mason and Mr. Bar¬ 
nard arranged the prices. It was written on paper. I sat 
liy wliile they were writing. The price was put opposite 
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each picture. I askc<l, ‘ What does it conic to?’ Tlicy 
said 1777L I said I should not pive that, and besido it 
might not be a Muller (alluding to one of the picture^). 
Tlie defendant said,‘Yes, it is; i.s it not, Nixon?’ lie 
said, ‘ Yes.’ I said I would not mind 1500?. The <lc- 
fendant would not take that, and I agreed to give the wliole 
amount, 1777/. Mr. Uarnard wrote the list, and ilie de¬ 
fendant dictated. The defendant called the pictures 1-y 
their names, and Mr. Uarnard wrote. There is some of 
defendant’s writing on the paper. 1 had the whole of ihe 
pictures. I then came away, and the next day I went 
to Ni.xon s, and told him 1 liad a mortgage for 3000/. on 
some property. Nixon went out, and in about a quarter 
of an hour the defendant came in with Nixon. I aslced 
the defendant if he wouUl take the mortgage deed instead 
of payment. lie asked me if I would make it up 2000/. 
I said I had quite suflicient. He said I had better make it 
up 2000/. I said, ‘ Hut what will you give me for the 
300/.?’ He said,‘There is a Landseer and a Snyders.’ 
He said he would i-end somebody over for the deed.s, and 
with a check for the din’crcnce, 1000/. I ha^l admired a 
large picture, and Nixon said, ‘ Yes, it’s a Landsccp.’ 
The defendant ;va$ in tlie room. The defendant s;.id 
another jdctnrc was a Snyders ; it was a very fine pictnr 
and had been sold at some cattle f r 7C0/. He montif nul 
liic castle, but I don't remember the name. This was on 
a second visit to dufendant’s liouse, on the 8th of Ai'i ii. 
I asked the defendant what pictures he had looked out fm* 
the 300/. I left it to the defendant Nixon and the young 
gentleman to look me some out. The other pictures were 
taken down on the back of the list. When tlie defcndai't 
said the picture was a Snyders, I said it was a very uji'y 
Snyders. Nixon said it was a very fine picture, aid 
wished me to take it to tlie Manchester Kxhifulion. Uiie 
defendant said one of the iiictures was by Sucli. I did imt 
like that, and he said lie would send another. I remarked 
that there would be GO/, due for interest in June, and lie 
must look me out sometliing for that. lie said he would, 
if I would leave it to him. He sent me one worth 10/. I 
said, ‘ Honour, Mr. Nixon,’ and he said, ‘ Yes, trust me.’ 
(laughter). They came the next day, the 9th of April, 
for the deeds. A ine-ssenger came with Nixon, and I 
gave him the deeds, and he gave me a check for 1000/. 
He sent me the Such and a Baker for the GO/. I wished 
him to take them back.” 

!RIr. IBarnard (the young man referred to as having 
been the plaintiff’s visitor for eight months) deposed 
that he— 

“ Wrote dow'n the names in this Ibt at the dictation of 
Nixon and Mason. Many of the prices had been men¬ 
tioned before, and the names of the pictures, witii the 
prices, had been made out in pencil. The paper produced 
was written, and the amount came to 1777/. Tlie de¬ 
fendant said the plaintiff could have them for 1760/. The 
prices, I believe, are in defendant’s handwriting. The list 
came to me in this letter from the defendant, dated tlie 
28th of March, 1857. The letter was read, stating that lie 
would let the plaintiff have the pictures for 1700/., but it 
was ‘quite a sacrifice.’ The defendant represented all 
(lie pictures to be by the masters named, or the plaintiff 
would not have purchased them. I recollect the defendant 
said one of the pictures was a very fine picture (dogs and 
a deer), and lie believed it was a Landseer. I would not 
swear that he guaranteed the NUiller. He said it was a 
Muller, and the name of J.Iiiller was upon it.” 

We gather from the evidence of Mr. Foster and 
Mr. Birch, what these pictures were, and wliat 
they were actually worth. Mr. Foster said in 
evidence,— 

“ There is no pretence for calling the picture produced 
a Murillo. It may be worth 5/. Murillo painted two 
hundred years ago. 'Ihe I'icture produced is below criti¬ 
cism, and was probably painted from a print. (It was 
charged 80/.) The large Muller, cliarged 100/., I value at 
20 gs. I value it as a pleasing piece of furniture. It is 
not by the great Muller. The smaller Muller I value at 
305. (charged 30/.) It has no pretensions to be aMiilier. 
The Bonington (charged 30/.) I value at 4 gs. It is a 
very bad imitation. The two Zuccarcllis (charged 40/.) I 
value at 20/. They are not even like the style and manner 
of Zuccarelli; they are totally different. They are modern 
copies of some masters of the Poussin school. The two 
Van Bergliems (charged 50/.) are, one a bad cojiy of Cuyp, 
and the other of Berghem. lliey are worth 10/. The 
Salvator Rosa (charged 15/.) is a copj', and I value it at 7/. 
It is a bad imitation : the drawing is bad, and it wants 
vigour and transparency. It is a landscape, with banditti. 
The Paul Potter (charged GO/.) I value at 20/. It is not a 
Paul Potter. Had it been so, it would have been worth 
from 600/. to 1000/. The Ostades are not genuine. One 
is a battle-i'iece by old Cuyp, and is worth 5/., the price 
charged. 'I he Guido is a bad picture, and I don't think it 
i.s a copy of tlie master. It is worth 4/. (charged 20/.) 
Tlie subject is a Madonna reading. The Palamedes is 
worse than bad: it is worth nothing. I put it down at 2/. 
(charged 15/.) The next, the Angelica Kauffman, I value 
at 5/. "(charged 20/.) I do not think it is a copy of that 
artist. The Schiadone is not a Schiadone, but it is worth 
20/. The two Snyders are not genuine. I value them 
at 10/. (charged 85/.) Tliey were probably painted by 
Hondius. The Landseer is not a Landseer; it is unmis- 
takable. I value it at 15/.” 

;Mr. Bircli deposed as follows;—• 

“ I have examined the pictures in question. I feel cer¬ 
tain the Alurillo is not by tliat master. I think it is vrorlh 
15/. The Miiller is not by that master; I think it is by 
his brother. I value it at 20/. The other Muller I value 
at 305. I am confident the Bonington is not by that 
master. I value it at G/. 150on got iind of ihe old masters. 
The Zuccai-ellis I value, as furuiture fixtures, at 16/. 
They are not by Zuccarelli. Of the Berghems one is a 
copy of Cuyp. The Salvator Rosa is a great mistake, and 
is only worth 5/. The Paul Potter is only worth 10 gs. 
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The Guiilo is not n Guido. It is worth Zl. The Tala- 
raedes is worth il. Tlic Angelica Kauffman is not genuine. 
It is worth 51. Tlic Snyders I value at 91.; they are not 
Snyders. The Landseer is a complete mockery. I would 
not give 51. for it." 

“Jlr. Huddleston, for the defendant, denied that his 
client had ever warranted any of the pictures ; and as it 
was a question of character and civdit, he should put the 
defendant himself in the box, and the jury would say 
which side they believed." 

he deposed as follows :— 

“ M'e went to the gallery two or three times. Through 
Mr. Kixon the plaintiff asked mo to sell some of the 
pictures—the upper luctures. I said I did not like to 
disturb the gallery, and did not wish to sell them at all. 
Afterwards Mr. Nixon brought a list to me, and asked me 
to price them. I did so. The list iin duced is the one. 
I did not dictate the names, nor was I present when tliey 
were written down. I init tlie prices w ith the assistance 
of Nixon. The plaintitf did not agree to the prices I put, 
and I reduced them. Mr. Nixon took the list into the 
gallery, and I think I rvent in. I did not state that I 
warranted the pictures; on the contrary, I told her I 
would not warrant any. My attention was drawn by the 
plaintiff or 5Ir. Barnard to the Paul Potter. I said if I 
could prove it was a Paul Potter, it would be worth a 
couple of thousand pounds. I had a picture by Miiller, 
with the name on it, which I thought much of. I told the 
plaintiff' distinctly that I could not warrant any of the 
pictures. I bought the Snyders as a Snyders, and 
thought much of it. I saw it at Maxstokc Castle, but 
Nixon bought It for me. I bought the Zuccarollis at i 
Teignmouth. I bought them as Zuccarellis. I sent seren i 

pictures to make up the 300f. balance. I believe the prices | 
of the pictures upon the whole were fair prices. I had 
given more for some ot them." 

“ The jury found that there was a warranty—the paper 
—and gave a verdict for the plaintiff’ for the full amount 
claimed, 5191." 

AVe have been compelled to abridge this very 
remarkable ease, and have sulllciently commented 
upon it. The verdict of the jiu'y is such as to 
preclude the ])ossibility of doubt as to llieir opiniou, 
or as to the coustruction we are bound to put oil 
the transaction. It is, as we have said, another 
warniug; we trust it will be elfectnal. 

iMeanwhile, this trial may serve to ciiligliten us 
on two points. AA'^e find in a palatial residence, the 
mansion of a wealthy Art-manufacturer, in the 
prosperous town of Birmingham, “a gallery” of 
pictures; and we obtain information of what it 
consists. AVe do not suppose the unfortunate plaintiir 
selected aU the worst; and we learn that the then 
proprietor reluctantly parted with the “ Murillo,” 
and attached great value to the “Landseer,”—be¬ 
lieving in the “ Altiller,” because the name of 
“Muller” was painted on it. AVbat arc we to 
think either of his liberality as an Art-patron, or 
his judgment as an Art-critic, who could he content 
to form “a gallery” of such wretched materials and 
look upon it with pleasure! Had he actually per¬ 
suaded himself—mider the tutelage of Air. Nixon, 
picture-dealer—that lie was the possessor of paint¬ 
ings of merit and worth, and was satisfied by the 
persuasive elocpience of this very serviceable ally ? 
or did he well know that his gallery contained an 
assemblage of trash, to he wisely got rid of upon all 
convenient occasions ? 

AA'^e have no desire for the companionship of 
Asmodens ; hut we greatly fear that if other gal¬ 
leries in AVarwicksliire were exposed to scrutiny, 
the result would be a melancholy jnognostic fur Art. 

There is another point on which we are enlightened: 
if we understand the verdict rightly, it was given 
because the “paper” which contained the names of 
certain artists, was considered by the jury as a 
“ gmaraiitee.” If it he so—and we earnestly hope 
it is—])icture-sellers had better look to themselves. 
Even Air. Foster may find himself in a very awkward 
predicament when, some day, a pilnted catalogue is 
placed in the hands of twelve “ good men and true,” 
who are asked to redress the grievance of a victim 
in an auction-room ; while vendors will deoii it pru¬ 
dent to he especially careful when they make out a 
hill for “ pictures sold.” * 

* [We have licarcl, indirecllj', tliat applicati'.n will be 
made on the part of tlie del’cndant for a new trial; Init on 
what grounds we cannot exactly see; it ayouM, however, 
gratify us to know that Mr. ]Ma.son could jirove himself 
“more sinned against than sinning.” The verdict Avas 

unquestionably given in accordance with the ruling of the 
judge, that the affixing the name of the artist to the bill of 
sale constituted a “ warranty: ” this, as we have observed, 
is a novel doctrine of the law in matters referring to picture- 
selling.—A. /.] 

HELEN EAUCIT. 

PEOM THE ALTO-RELIEVO BY J. 11. POLEY, R.A. 

j The lirst point for an artist, he he painter or 
sculptor, to consider, is the selection of a good 

; subject; the next, how to treat it appropriately : in 
portraiture the former is not always at his com¬ 
mand, hut if he has taste, judgment, and talent, lie 
may, to a great extent, triumph over the diltieul- 
tics he has to encounter in the absence of what is 
required, and acquit himself honourably of the task 
confided to liiui. Now, in the case of the sculp- 

[ tnred work here engraved. Air. Foley had no such 
I obstacle placed before him, for though the face of 

“ Aliss Helen Faucit” may not he formed upon the 
accepted classic model, it is capable of assuming 
a classic character, as all who have seen her in tlie 
part of Ion must acknowledge. Aloreovcr, there is a 
degree of elegance in the form and hearing of this 
lady, whether in action or repose, that peculiarly 
tits her for sculptured representation. Air. Foley 
has judiciously refrained from exhihitiug her in any 
especial historic character, though she might easily 
he taken for some one of the Greek maidens whom 
ancient poets have descriheJ, did not the has-relicf 
of our great dramatist, and the pile of hooks, asso¬ 
ciate the idea of the work with a later period : 
these accessories are very properly introduced, as 
being in harmony with the dramatic genius of the 
lady, and as valuahlo aids to the composition of the 
design. 

This alto-relievo is worthy of the high talent of 
the sculptcr, than whom there exists none in Europe 
whose mind is more poetically attuned. Thepose of 
the figure is remarkably elegant and easy, the 
draperies fall graccfr.lly and naturally, and are not 
broken up into forms and lines destructive of repose 
and “ breadth.” AVe are compelled to admit that 
tlie engraver has not succeeded in producing so 
faithful a portrait as we find in Air. Foley’s work : 
the face has not the soft expression, nor yet the 
true outline, of the original. 

“ Aliss Helen Faucit,” until very recently,has been, 
we regret to say, little more to the play-loving world 
than a memory; and it certainly shows too truly 
the lack of dramatic talent, when we are forced 
to admit how inadequately she is “ supported ” in 
any of those characters whicli slie renders with 
grace and dignity emphatically “her own.” Pity 
was strangely mingled with onr admiration when 
we saw her on the stage of her Alajesty’s Theatre, 
as Lady Alacheth, on the occasion of one of the 
performances before the late royal visitors at the 
English court. That night she played the Thane’s 
wife for the first time in London. From the reading 
of tire letter, to the last scene, where she vanished 
from the stage—more like the spirit of the marvel¬ 
lous woman who had stimulated her husband to 
the murder, and supported him during his remorse 
with as much devoteduess as power, than a still 
living creature—all was resplendent with art of 
the highest order : we can imagine nothing finer, 
uothiug more perfect. AA^e bowed in homage before 
a great triumph of genius, and felt the truth of a 
stranger’s observation—“ Henceforth Ristori must 
sit at her feet.” AA’e are happy to say, that since that 
night—so poor in all but llEii—Helen Faucit has 
repeated Lady Alacheth at the Lyceum, and gratified 
those who appreciate such enjoyment by “reappear¬ 
ing” ill “The Lady of Lyons,” and in “ Beatrice.” 
Hovv delightful to have the opportunity of witness¬ 
ing these parts once more ! AVe wish the public were 
more thorouglily awake, amongst its oilier excel¬ 
lences, to the inteynty of this lady’s acting. She 
renders the character of Lady Alacheth more/«/7 
than any other actress of our time: her hy-play in the 
haiiqnct scene is perfect; it tell? its own fearful story 
of the withering anxiety which is sapping her very 
brain; and yet all is tempered by so sound a judg¬ 
ment, that the company could only gather from it 
the woman’s deep regret that her 

“ Loi d is often so." 

But we have little space for draimilic criticism : if 
we have in these few words wandered from our ap¬ 
pointed path, we liave the excuse that there is hut 
little dramatic excellence extant to tempt us often 
to Jo so. AVe cannot, however, fail to record that 
this lady came upon the “London hoards” while in 
the first blush of girlhood—slie came without the long 

probation of provincial practice usually believed to 
he absolutely necessary to success—a timid, deli¬ 
cate, trembling girl, in her opening scene moving the 
audience to pity, and to wonder why one so young, 
and so unpractised, should try her unfledged wings 
in such a flight; hut this soon passed into astonish¬ 
ment when, losing herself in the creation of the 
poet, the young actress soared into a new existence, 
and hecame what others had only represented. 

AAriio that has heard Las ever forgotten the ex¬ 
quisite modiJations of her voice in the most fervent 
of Juliet’s confessions of the love that expanded 
her young heart? AVlio could forget the giilish 
playfulness, changing into imjuissioned determina¬ 
tion, in that marvellous upspringiug of woman’s 
love ? And who that witnessed has ever forgotten 
the fearful winding up beside the tomb ? Tliis was 

! hut the commencement of a series of triumphs 
i which at intervals, “few, and far between,” are 

still continued in “the provinces;” sometimes, as 
by a happy miracle, she is seen for a “ night or 
two” in London, only to make her absence still 
more regretted. 

She is now a much greater actress than ever, 
having bated not a jot of her first grace and enthu¬ 
siasm, and having added thereto the experiences 
of a richly cidtivatcd mind, and the deep readings 
of human character which only observation and 
time can teach. Happily for herself, “ The Lady 
of Lyons” has found in real life a “ Claude Mel- 
notte;" and though keeping in public the name 
that “ witched the xvorld,” her friends know her, 
within the sanctuary of her beautiful home, as the 
happy wife of a distinguished and accomplished 
gentleman, adding another to the proofs we could 
number that, however 

Com ted and caressed, 
High placed in halls, a welcome guest," 

the true woman turns to domestic life to give and 
receive happiness. 

I 
ART IN IRELAND AND THE | 

PROVINCES. 
_ 

Dublin".—Nearly five months have elapsed since t 
the inquiry whicli the government directed to be made ' 
into the afl'airs and past management of the Royal i 

Hibernian Academy, hasbeeii held, and yet the Report 
has not appeared. The annual exhibition of the aca¬ 
demy is advertised to open during the present month; 
but we can scarcely e.xpeot to hear of any very satis¬ 
factory result so long as contention and discord 
prevail among the academical body. Pending the \ 
publication of the Report Air. Norman Alacleod is 
commissioned to draw up, xve are unwilling to refer ! 
to tlie several matters that have originated dissen- ; 
sion ; but wo are compelled to say that an institu¬ 
tion that possessed a building free from rent charge, 
and has also an annual parliamentary grant for the j 

purpose of encouraging Art, ought to make a far i 
better return for such advantages than the Dublin 
Academy has hitherto done. Its exhibitions are 
mainly supported by the works of the “Saxon;” i 

Irish artists—the best of them, that is—appear 
almost universally to slum the gallery. 

Belfast.—An exhibition of decorative and orna- 
numtal art was opened in the apartments of the 
Belfast School of Design on the 19th of February: 
it consists of works selected from tlie Aluseum at 
Kensington, and comprises selections in almost every 
material and class of ornamental manufactures, both 
European and Oriental. Among the most beautiful 
and costly were several e.xamples of old Sevres por¬ 
celain, helonging to Her Alajesty : these engaged 
the especial attention of the assembled company 
which had met to inaugurate the opening. During 
the evening addresses were delivered, and resolutions 
moved by the Alayor of Belfast, Lord Alassareene, 
Dr. ADGee, &e. The latter gentleman intimated 
tliat tlie Belfast School had not at the present time 
its fair proportion of pecuniary aid from tlie Govern¬ 
ment : in 18ol, the grant was £475; in 1852, £500 
or £600; now it had dwdndlcd down to £80. 
Notwithstanding, he “ was ivilling to give the De¬ 
partment thanks for the small instalment now given 
of what they owe Belfast.” 

AIanchesteii.—The annual meeting to receive 
the lieport of tlie School of Art in this city, was held 
on tlie 18tli of February. The president of the in¬ 
stitution, Air. E. Potter, F.R.S., who occupied the 
chair, regretted tlie thin attendance of visitors, and 
“ wished that so useful an institution was founded 
upon larger support from his fellow-townsmen.” 
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This is the old complaint which we find prevailing 
ill the majority of meetings of this kind throughout 
the country : the inhabitants of the respective towns 
withhold from the schools such aid as they require. 
The report of the council spoke of the satisfactory 
working of the school, and its great utility ; and 
though the subscriptions had somewhat decreased, 
its financial condition, owing to strict economical 
management, had improved; it was expected that 
the institution would soon be out of debt. Mr. 
Haramersley, the head master, stated that 272 
pupils had attended the first quarter, 102 in the 
second, 234 in the third, and 200 in the last quarter. 
The sum total of the year’s receipts was £1167 : a 
debt of £120 still remains unpaid. A sum of £200 
had been paid during the past year towards liquid¬ 
ating old outstanding claims against the school.— 
'The council of the Iloyal Manchester Institution 
and schools of Art, has decided upon offering the 
following “ Heywood” prizes for competition at 
their next exhibition. 'The silver medal, and 20f. 
in money, for the best oil-painting (size not less 
than 20 inches by 12 inches), the original produc¬ 
tion of a pupil of any school of Art within 100 miles 
of the Institution ; a prize of 101. in money for the 
best chalk drawing, the original production of a 
pupil of any school of Art within 100 miles of the 
institution. 'The competing works must be delivered 
at the institution not later than Wednesday, 
August 4th. 

Newcastle-under-Lyne.—The annual meeting 
of the supporters of the Newcastle School of Art 
took place at the Institution room on February 2nd., 
when Mr. W. Jackson, M.P., presided, and delivered 
an opening)address. 'This school is of comparatively 
recent origin: at the end of the year 1856, the 
number of pupils was only fifteen ; at the close of 
the past year it had reached forty-seven. The total 
number of persons taught in the central public 
school by the master in 1856 was 100, and in 1857 it 
was 203. The Department of Art awarded the last 
year two silver medals and six bronze medals to the 
school; and prizes were given by several patrons of 
the institution—Mr. S. Child, the Eev. J. S. Broad, 
Mr. Dilworth, and by the committee. Mr. C. M. 
Campbell, of Stoke, offered to put his name down for 
£5 towards paying the expenses of any student who 
might be considered worthy of being sent to study 
in London; and Mr. Jackson, the chairman, stated 
that he would add £15 for the same object. 

Birmingham.—The report for the last year of 
the committee of the Birmingham “ Society, of Arts 
and Government School of Art,” is in our hands : 
it was read and adopted at a meeting held on 
February 4th. We learn from the document that 
the aggregate number of students in the various 
classes of the head school and in the branch schools 
was 1325, and that their attendance and conduct 
were very satisfactory. “ As a proof of the practical 
value of the instruction given in the School to the 
manufacturers of Birmingham, the committee refer 
to the last report of the head master made to the 
Department of Science and Art, which show's that, 
during the year ending 30th June, 1857, 254 of the 
male students were engaged in the special trades of 
the town. Included in this number were 10 brass- 
founders, 15 chasers, 39 die-sinkers, 53 engravers, 
23 jewellers, 24 japanners, 10 modellers, and 8 sil¬ 
versmiths. In addition to those engaged in the special 
industries of Birmingham, there were 50 students 
employed in the building and furnishing trades, to¬ 
gether with 33 employed in miscellaneous industrial 
occupations, in which drawing is of great practical 
value.” 'The report states that the present session will, 
in all probability, see the long projected arrangement 
carried into effect for transferring the School of Art 
to the new Institute Building, in Paradise Street. 
'The last topic in the report to which -we think it 
necessary to refer is far from being the least im¬ 
portant : it refers to the retirement from the school 
of Mr. George Wallis, the head master and Art- 
superintendent, and of Mr. Wood, deputy head 
master. 'The resignation of their respective duties 
by these gentlemen, and especially the retirement 
of Mr. Wallis, will be greatly felt; his ability and 
energy have undoubtedly been mainly instrumental in 
bringing the school into its present state of efficiency 
and usefulness ; of this the committee seem to be 
fully cognisant. Mr. Wallis resigns from a feeling 
that his state of health is unequal to the duties that 
one in his position is called upon to discharge. He 
will be succeeded by Mr. Bainbach, son of the late 
eminent engraver of that name, and till recently 
head master of the Cork School. 

Devonport.—A School of Art has been founded 
in this populous town, and a meeting to inaugurate 
it was held at the Mechanics’ Institute, on Feb¬ 
ruary 28th. Mr. Henry Cole, C.B., and Mr. Red¬ 
grave, R.A., from headquarters at Kensington, were 
present, and delivered addresses on the importance 
and utility of such institutions. 

THE CHANGES AT THE CRYSTAL 

PALACE. 

Having accepted the resignation of IMr. Fergusson, 
the directors of the Crystal Palace Company have 
advertised fur “a general manager” for their great 
and important institution. 'I'his appeal has been 
responded to by numerous applicants; and the 
directors will have to select their future chief exe¬ 
cutive officer from a group composed of persons 
differing from each other as widely as possible, 
both in their views of the administration of the 
Crystal Palace, and their capacity for under¬ 
taking the office wdth any reasonable prospect of 
success. 

In their definition of the duties and powers of 
the general manager, the directors have shown that 
they require two very distinct classes of high ad¬ 
ministrative qualities in that officer. Thus he is 
to form the programme, and to originate and carry 
out all the plans for attracting the public to the 
Crystal Palace; and he is also to superintend the 
working of the entire staff in every department 
(with the sole exception of the secretary’s depart¬ 
ment), and to maintain and be responsible for the 
permanence and security of the buildings, water¬ 
works, and all other property of the company. 

When the magnitude of the Crystal Palace is 
taken into consideration, it certainly does seem that 
these two classes of duties would be assigned with 
the greatest advantage to two officers, each of whom 
might find a sufficient amount of occupation in 
his own sphere of duty, while each would be dis¬ 
tinguished by qualities peculiar in themselves, and 
specially adapted to the peculiar duties that each 
would have to discharge. 'The great point for the 
directors to determine is, that their new manager 
should be able thoroughly to popdarise the Crystal 
Palace, and fully to develop its comprehensive 
resources. We may assume that the maintenance 
and security of the buildings and their accessories 
of every kind will be duly provided for; but the 
difficulty unquestionably rests pn the working the 
institution with the view to making it popular, and 
prosperous because popular. We believe that pros¬ 
perity is quite within the limits of possibility for 
the Crystal Palace; but it can only be achieved by 
such a masterly handling of the palace as will 
render it at once permanently attractive and really 
useful. Popular (and also, occasionally, more ad¬ 
vanced) lectures must occupy a prominent position 
in the new' system of administration : much also 
may be done by a better arrangement and classifi¬ 
cation of the collections. 'The manufacture depart¬ 
ment ought to assume a much higher position. It 
might, indeed, be elevated to become a perpetual 
exhibition of industrial Art of the most compre¬ 
hensive and varied character. Other novelties will 
not fail to occur to the new manager, should he 
prove the right man in the right place. One other 
thing we may notice ; this is, the importance that 
the new manager should be both sensible of the 
variety of tastes and the difference of associations in 
visitors, for all of which he must provide -ndth equal 
thoughtfulness, and also that he should be a person 
easy of access, and affable and courteous in conversa¬ 
tion, as well with visitors as with those w'ho may 
have professional communications with him. We 
trust that the forthcoming change in the administra¬ 
tion may be such as will speedily demonstrate that 
the Crystal Palace will at length occupy its proper 
position. In expressing such hopes, let us not be 
understood to impute blame to the late manager; 
Mr. Fergusson is a man of first-rate talent and 
ability, though perhaps he may not have been quite 
“in the right place” at Sydenham. He worked, 
however, with the most devoted eaimestness and 
fidelity for the Crystal Palace Company; and that 
a greater measure of success should not have 
attended his labours, is undoubtedly to be attributed 
to the same mistaken system of administration 
which hitherto has left all oiu- exhibitions without 
a voice, to popularise themselves as they best might. 
AVhen we know who the new manager is (or who 
the new managers are), and have been able to study 
the programme, and the plans of administration 
be put forth, we shall feel ourselves in a position to 
deal more fully with the present condition and the 
future prospects of the Crystal Palace. 

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH. 

'The Memorial of the Great Exiiirition.— 

The committee, aided by five adjudicators—Lord 
Moutcaglc, Lord Goderich, W. 'Lite, Esq., M.P., 
Richard Westmacott, Esq., R.A., and Daniel Mac- 
lise. Esq., R.A.—have resolved that the design. 
No. 22, is that which it is most desirable to select 
as the work to commemorate the Great Exhibition 
of 1851. It will therefore he, we presume, sub¬ 
mitted to the Board of Works, in due course, and 
we hope to see it the ornament of Hyde Park : for it 
will, undoubtedly, be worthy of the occasion, and 
honourable to oui- British school of sculpture in the 
nineteenth century. On opening the “ sealed letter,” 
it was found to be (as everybody knew it was) the 
work of Joseph Durham. Although we at present 
feel somewhat restricted in our observations and 
comments, we imagine there can be no breach of 
confidence in stating that this design (No. 22) W'as 
selected by ten out of twelve of the noblemen and 
gentlemen who voted—the arbitrators consisting of 
seven members of the committee, and five assistant 
adjudicators. For ourselves, we had from the 
beginning no doubt whatever that such would be the 
result; the press generally, if not universally, de¬ 
scribed it as the best; and it was certainly so con¬ 
sidered by “ public opinion,” so far as it was possible 
to test it. We believe it to fulfil all the require¬ 
ments demanded. In the “ idea ” there may be no 
originality ; it is merely that of the four quartets of 
the globe presided over by Britannia; but in the 
treatment there was considerable originality, espe¬ 
cially in characterising America as a young and 
vigorous Britannia, instead of as an Indian chief, with 
his cap of feathers—in accordance with the “time- 
honoured ” notion of the New World. But it is 
probable the design will undergo some alterations— 
although its leading features may be preserved—and 
that the artist will produce a work that shall be in 
aU respects worthy the age, the occasion, and his 
own fame as a sculptor. We trust such will he the 
view taken of it by the Board of Works—and, in 
especial, the august person who cannot fail to be in¬ 
terested in a memorial, which testifies to his in¬ 
dustry and patriotism, and that fosterage and con¬ 
tinuous aid without which the Great Exhibi¬ 

tion would have been a failure instead of a success. 
There are several points connected with this “ com¬ 
petition,” to which we desire to direct the attention 
of our readers ; but at the present moment it 
would be premature so to do. We shall be pre¬ 
pared, at the proper season, to give full explana¬ 
tions concerning the course pursued by the com¬ 
mittee from the commencement—challenging the 
strictest scrutiny into every act of theirs, and main¬ 
taining that no competition could have been con¬ 
ducted more honourably, or on principles plainer 
or more straightforw’ard. On the whole, we may 
express our belief that no better or more suitable 
W'ork could have been obtained—giving due weight 
to the fact that they had to deal with a sum no 
larger than £6000 ; and we feel assured that when 
the transaction from beginning to end has been in¬ 
quired into and explained, it will be satisfactorily' 
shown that Alderman Challis and the committee 
have discharged their duty faithfully and honestly'. 

Artistic Copyright.—The committee have so 
far concluded their labours as to furnish “ a report 
to the council of the Society of Arts.” It contains 
much that is good, and may be useful. The subject 
of fraudulent imitations is somewhat extensively' 
dealt with: it is proposed to make “ the copying, 
or knowingly uttering copies of artists’ names or 
monograms, a felonyand a misdemeanour to 
“ make, or cause to be made, copies of works of 
Ai't, for the fraudulent purpose of selling or ex¬ 
changing such copies as originals,” and to “ sell or 
exchange the same.” A similar penalty (open 
to much question) is proposed to be inflicted on 
those who retouch engravings as fresh proofs, or as 
the works of the original engraver, though retouched 
by other hands. With respect to copyright in 
pictures, architectural designs, works in sculp- 
tiu-e, &c. &c., it is, if w-e rightly imderstand the 
document, proposed that the producer shall have 
a right during liis life, and for thirty years after his 
death, for “ such designs as he may have con¬ 
ceived.” AVe are not at this moment in a condi¬ 
tion to canvass the document, nor can we give 

K 
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to tlie subject the consideration it undoubtedly de¬ 
mands ; we rciiuire further iuforination, and a clearer 
knowledge of what is positively conteinplated. The 
matter may receive proper treatment hereafter; 

^ even now, however, we venture to say there is cou- 
siderahle danger in legislation such as that which 
the report seems to anticipate. If there be one 
thing more than another which an Englishman 
holds dear, it is “ the right to do what he likes with 
his own.” The Duke of Newcastle was once sub¬ 
jected to considerable sarcasm for supposing he 
might safely exercise such a right in reference to 
farms or holdings, which he refused to let to per¬ 
sons entertaining political opinions opposed to his 
own : but it is, after all, a principle which guides 
every Englishman of every grade. Now it is quite 
clear A. B. may huy a picture, if he pleases to do 
so, submitting to any conditions that may be 
annexed to it; but he is equally free to decline to 
])urchase it at all. We do not hesitate to express 
our entire conviction that if this great right—real 
or imaginary though the right may be is of no 
consequence—is withheld from him, he will buy no 
more pictures. lie will become a collector of other 
luxuries, with which he may “do what he likes;” 
and of collectors of pictures there will be hereafter 
very few. This is no fancied peril; let the ques¬ 
tion be put to any nobleman or gentleman who has 
formed a gallery of pictures ; let him be asked if 
they would have been upon his walls had they been 
subjected to such conditions as those referred to by 
the report? The subject is so pregnant of thought, 
and, we must add, so suggestive of danger, that we 
shall take time to consider it in all its bearings. 

BioGii.vi’UY OF TuKNEii.—It is Said that Mr. 
Thornbury, author of “Art and Nature,” is engaged 
in writing a life of Turner, and that j\Ir. Rnskin 
has aided him in the task by the loan of sundry 
MSS. and note-books of the artist. The pictures of 
our great landscape-painter will certainly receive 
full justice from the descriptive powers of Mr. 
Thornhury, who writes vividly and poetically; we 
must wait to see wliether he is competent to deal 
philosophically w ith the peculiar art of Turner ; the 
task is by no means easy. 

Society of Watek-Coi.ouu Painters.—This 
institution has made a judicious choice in the election 
of Mr. F. Tayler, as its president, in the room of 
Mr. J. F. Lewis, whose resignation we announced in 
our last numher. Mr. Newton, a landscape-painter, 
was at the same time enrolled among the associate 
members of the society. 

The fokthcojiing Picture E-xhibitions.—In 
the notices of the Art-treasures Exhibition at 
Manchester, which, during the comse of the last 
year, ajipeared in our pages, we more than once 
expressed our conviction of the propriety of attaching 
descriptive labels to all pictures and works of sculp¬ 
ture at public Fine Art exhibitions. We have 
reason to feel assured that such an arrangement 
would be received by the public with the utmost 
satisfaction, and w’e accordingly now desire very 
strongly to urge upon all persons “in authority” in 
connection with the forthcoming exhibitions, the 
importance of adopting this system of description in 
addition to the customary catalogues. Let every 
picture and statue bear a label, stating its subject, 
the name of the artist, and the owner of the w'ork; 
it W'ould also be desirable to add the year in which 
the work was executed. Jluch of the fatigue and 
annoyance hitherto inseparable from visiting our 
exhibitions might thus be avoided. The sale of the 
catalogues w'ould remain the same, since every 
person wishes to retain some means of referring to 
the pictiu'es and other works after he has left any 
exhibition ; what all visitors W'ant is not to have 
occasion to make continual reference to catalogues 
while actually inspecting the contents of an exhibi¬ 
tion. Would it be possible also to associate with 
our exhibitions courses of popular lectures on Art ? 
The subject is before the public, and we believe that 
it might be very' easily handled in a manner that 
would prove at once both attractive and useful in the 
highest degree. 

Langham Chambers Society.—The first of the 
three Conversazioni appointed to be held by this 

i 1 society, took place, at their rooms, on the ZAid of 
1 j February, on wdiich occasion portfolios were coutri- 
i 1 bated by Mr. Duncan and Mr. Mole, containing 
j; works of rare excellence; besides ])ictures by Mr. 
1 ■ Moore, Mr. Hayes, and others. The next meeting 

takes place on the 3rd of April, and the last for this 
season on the 8th of May. 

There is now being exhibited at the Auction 
lilart in the city, a large picture painted by Mr. 
T. .1. Barker, of which the subject is “ Prepariug 
for the Start,” a scene in the Piazza del Popolo, at 
Rome, before the race which takes place in the 
Corso at the coiiclusiou of the carnival. The Piazza 
looks somewhat small, fi-om the desire ou the part 
of the painter to pourtray with precision all the 
buildings and objects in and about it, but the 
spirit and importance of the subject centre iu 
the horses and grooms which throng the place. 
The artist enjoyed the privilege of selecting his 
models from (he stud of the Prince Piombiiio, and 
he has eminently succeeded iu describing the fire of 
the animals, and their impatience for the race, in 
which they engage without riders, but with certain 
light trappings, to which are appended goads, that, 
as the animals move, penetrate their sides aud urge 
them to increased speed. The Piazza is surrounded 
with spectators iu all their holiday bravery. We 
see the Porto del Popolo, the famous obelisk, Monte 
Pincio, Santa Maria del Popolo, aud the monastery: 
nothing is forgotten, and as a whole it is the best 
picture that jMr. Barker has yet produced. 

Hami'Stead Conversazione.—On the evening 
of the 2I-th of February, the second of these meet¬ 
ings was held, ou which occasion were exhibited 
a numerous series of studies made in Venice by 
F. Goodall, A.R.A. They are heads painted ou 
primed millboard, aud left without backgrounds, just 
as they received the last touch while the model was 
yet before the painter. They are uniformly dark in 
complexion, but all singularky striking in character, 
insomuch that we seem to recognise here and there 
a trait of the fallen nobility of Venice : aud how 
strongly do they remind us of Tintoretto and Paul 
Veronese!—the same mould of feature prevails 
markedly iu the works of both. This type, in its 
living reality, is found at Chioggia, but we cannot 
pass the Riva, or the Rialto, without seeing the same 
dozing in the shade, iu all the luxury of native indo¬ 
lence. There were also some admirable drawings by 
Pyne,— essays in a nq,w medium which seems to yield 
a solidity equal to oil, but with a greater atmospheric 
truth. Sketches of great power were exhibited by 
T. FVrster, E. Cooke, A.R.A,, W. 11. Burnett, 
Cropsey, Agnaui, W. W. Fenn; and during the 
evening Mr. Kilburn delivered an instructive lecture 
on the Aurora-Borealis. 

Artists’ General Benevolent Institution. 
—The annual festival of this excellent society took 
place on the 27th of March, after our sheets were 
at press. We can only express a hope that the 
gathering on this occasion of the friends and sup¬ 
porters of the institution was of such a nature as to 
materially promote its prosperity. 

A Bust of General Havelock is to be placed 
among those of other celebrities w'hich adorn the 
Council Chamber of the Guildhall, the court having 
passed with acclamation a vote to that effect. 
Richly-mounted sw’ords to living heroes, aud busts 
of those who have fallen iu sustaining the honour of 
their country, show that the commercial community 
of Loudon, with all its restless activity iu pursuit of 
wealth, is not unmindful of the men whose deeds 
uphold the safety and glory of the nation. 

M. Gambart has, w'e hear, become the owner of 
Mr. Frith’s forthcoming picture of the “ Epsom 
Race-course,” aud has engaged his countryman, 
M. Blanchard, to engrave it. 

Messrs. Christie and Manson advertise for 
sale in the month of May the collection of English 
pictures and w^ater-colour drawings formed by IMr. 
John Miller, of Liverpool; it contains several fine 
examples of the works of Turner, Linnell, Etty, 
Callcott, Millais, Wilkie, Midler, Constable, Poole, 
J. F. Lewis, D. Cox, and other stars of lesser 
magnitude. 

A Statue of Turner, from the chisel of Baily, 
will, it is expected, be seen in the scul])ture-room 
of the Royal Aeademy this season : the work, it is 
surmised, will form a portion of the monument to 
be erected in St. Paul’s Cathedral. We have ob¬ 
tained permission to have a drawing made of the 
statue, to engrave as one of the “ portrait-statues ” 
we are now introducing into the Art-Journal. 

The Society of Female Artists.—The ex¬ 
hibition of this society will this season—and it is to 
be hoped permanently—be held in the great room 

at the Egyptian Hall, that recently occupied by 1 
Lord Ward’s collection; a signal improvement both 
upon the site aud the space of last year. The days i 
for receiving the pictures were the 10th, 17th, and i 
18th of last month; and the exhibition will open 
early iu April, with a collection of w'orks superior, ' 
it is believed in every quality, to those of last 
season. i 

The AVellington Monument. — There are j 
strange rumours afloat concerning this work ; “ the 
thousand tongues ” are noising it abroad that, not¬ 
withstanding the aw'ards of prizes in V^estminster 
Hall, the competition will lead to nothing, except a 
return to the original scheme of giving the com¬ 
mission to Baron IMarochetti: indeed it is added 
that the arrangement was “ in progress” ivhen 
the competition was mooted; and it is to be 
carried out now' that the competitive designs arc 
either sent home or shelved into one of the ante¬ 
rooms of the new palace at Westminster. We can¬ 
not credit a statement so utterly opposed to every 
principle of honour: we do not believe that any 
government would dare to commit so great an out¬ 
rage on common decency. We, therefore, abstain 
from more than a mere note to state that such a 
rumour is iu circulation. 

AIr. John Timbs.—We regret to learn that this 
excellent gentleman and accomplished man of letters 
has retired from the editorship of the Illustrated 
London Neios—a post he has occupied during the 
long period of fifteen years, almost, indeed, from the 
commencement of the publication. Although we 
have no right to inquire iuto the circumstances con¬ 
nected with this retirement, we are fully justified in 
expressing our belief that it cannot be other than a 
calamity to that joiuual; for to his experience, in¬ 
dustry, and amenity of character it is undoubtedly 
indebted for much of its marvellous success. Mr. 
Timbs has gained the esteem of all with whom he 
has been associated. As a labourer in many useful 
fields of literature, the public owe him much ; aud 
be his ultimate position what it may, the press can- I 
not lose the services of so valuable au ally without | 
offering to him a tribute of respect and gratitude. 

The Soulages Collection.—The gentlemen 
who advocate the purchase of the Soulages Collec¬ 
tion by the Government, for the national Art- 
museum, exhibit a zeal and perseverance worthy of 
a better cause. Lord Palmerston, iu his zeal for 
Greek Art, and nothing hut Greek Art, is kuowm to 
set the Soulages purchase on one side with charac¬ 
teristic emphasis of expression. But the accession 
of Lord Derby to power appears to have revived the 
question; and now we find the ofllcers of the Archi¬ 
tectural Museum stepping quite out of their way to 
take the front position in the new agitation, with a 
petition to the legislature to effect this much can¬ 
vassed purchase. The committee of the Architec¬ 
tural Museum very naively admit that with Soulages 
Art, such as it is, they have, and can have, but 
little sympathy: still there is about this collection 
such an Art-feeling, they say, that they consider it 
ought to become national property. Again and 
again have we endeavoured to discover iu what par¬ 
ticular respects this collection of Renaissance works 
is so eminently calculated to benefit aud give a 
healthy impidse to our national practical Art; but 
our own previous conviction that the Government 
ought 7iot to buy it for the nation, receives fresh 
confirmation from every visit to South Kensington. 
What are our cabinet-makers to learn from the 
long row of exceedingly ugly carved chairs, every 
one of them exactly alike P And what is tliere iu 
the collection that is worthy of admiration, that 
cannot find its counterparts in the national museums 
already ? There can be but a single plea for pur¬ 
chasing this collection with public money, and that 
is, the intention of forming from it the nucleus of 
Art-collections of its class in some of the more 
important provincial cities. Its residence at South 
Kensington has demonstrated that it is not w'auted 
there; and if it w'ere to be moved to the British 
Jluscum, it would speedily become'equally evident 
that in that department of the national Art-collec¬ 
tions its permanent presence is altogether unneces¬ 
sary. AVe trust that the present Government may 
do much that will prove of the utmost importance 
in advancing popular Art-teaching, aud in deve¬ 
loping the application of true Art iu practice: at 

j the same time we hope that their policy in this 
1 matter will be no less judicious than liberal aud 
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earnest: and it certainly will be an instance of 
sound judgment to leave the Soidagcs Collection still 
accessible to Art-apprcciating Jlancliestcr, or to 
Christie’s centrifugal liammer. 

'riie movement of the committee of the Archi¬ 
tectural Museum in support of the proposed national 
purchase of tlie Soulages Collection causes us more 
than a little regret, inasmuch as it shows how 
speedily it has assimilated itself to the prevailing 
intluences of South Kensington. l'’or more than one 
rsasou the sooner Sir. Christie has to deal with this 
Soulages Collection the better. 

The Council of the “ ART-TiiF..^.suuES Exhi¬ 

bition” OF Manchester have at length determined 
upon the memorial which shall at once be the result 
of the great event, and shall jircservc a “perpetual 
record ” of its having taken i)lacc in the metropolis 
of cotton ; they have commissioned !Mr. Noble to 
execute a bust of bis Rojml Highness the Prince 
Consort, to be presented by them to—Manchester ! 
Thus consistently ends the magnificent project of 
the “merchant princes” of the north, in a bust to 
grace (we presume) their own civic hall. Wretchedly 
bad as rvas the part discharged by Manchester itself 
in the matter of the Art-treasures Exhibition, we 
confess to having expected a conclusion less “ lame 
and impotent ” than this. We certainlj'' did con¬ 
sider that the noble collections which found a home 
for some months at Manchester must have exercised 
some influence upon the yeiiius loci, and that they 
must, when they departed, leave behind them at 
least an impulse akin to their own high qualities. 
But the cotton-spirit has proved too true to itself 
to be in any degree affected, even by the concen¬ 
tration of so much that is most excellent in Art. 

Photo-Lithography.—We have very recently 
had submitted to us a series of specimens of litho¬ 
graphy produced by means of the direct transfer of 
collodion photographic negatives to the stone. The 
process has not yet been fully developed, but the 
principle upon which it is based is certain, and 
clearly defined. The inventor is Mr. Greatrex, the 
photographer of the Regent Quadrant: and this 
gentleman is actively engaged in carrying out his 
experiments, with a view to a patent. The im¬ 
portance of the invention is very great, and we shall 
watch with much interest its progress in the hands 
of Mr. Greatrex. 

The ARCniTECTUE.AL Museum.—The committee 
of this institution, now forming a part of the 
establishment at Soulh Kensington, have put forth 
their Annual Report, in which they claim credit for 
various important improvements as the results of 
their removal from Cannon Row. It is satisfactory 
to observe that the committee continues to be as 
strong as in past times, and that the list of sub¬ 
scribers also shows numbers but little diminished. 
The committee dwell with evident complacency 
upon the “general publicity afforded to the mu¬ 
seum,” as “ evinced by the fact that from the 
opening of the South Kensington Museum (June 
24th) to the 31st of December last, the number 
of visitors has been no less than 208,291.” We 
should be glad to know that this large number of 
“visitors” to South Kensington has furnished an 
increased number of stadoits to the Architectural 
Museum itself. It would also have increased our 
satisfaction in reading this report, had it indicated 
that the collections had been carefully classified and 
systematically arranged; that they were continually 
receiving fresh and important additions; and that 
some definite plan for architectural study and illus¬ 
tration was organised, with the view both to bring 
the museum to bear for good upon the practice of 
architecture, and also to exercise upon the public 
such an influence as may lead to a better apprecia¬ 
tion of this great art. 

St. James’s Hall.—Before these lines are in 
the hands of our readers, the problem as to the 
acoustic qualities of the new west-end music hall 
will have been solved. On the 25 th of March the 
hall w'as opened with a grand concert in aid of 
the funds of the Westminster Hospital; and then 
the musical qualities of Mr. Owen Jones’s edifice 
were brought to the only conclusive test in such 
a matter—that of practical demonstration. We 
anticipate success, as wc hope for it, in this im¬ 
portant particular; inasmuch as the kindred arts 
have been summoned to lend their aid in preparing 
a fitting home for the popular music of western 
London. 

'I’liE Second Conveiisa/.ione of the season of 
the “ Artists’and Amateurs’ Society,” was held at 
Willis’s Rooms on March 4th : there was a largo 
attendance of company, ladies and gentlemen, and an 
abundance of Art-works for their entertainment. 

At the CoNVEitSA/.iONE of the “Graphic So¬ 
ciety,” on the loth of last month, held in the 
library of the London University, two small volumes 
of caricature sketches, accompanied with “ notes” in 
imitation of Mr. Ruskin’s criticisms on the Itoyal 
Academy and water-colour exhibitions, afforded vast 
amusement. The name of the author is not 
appended; but whoever he may bo, he has shown 
great aptitude for burlesque, both with ])en and 
pencil. ]\lr. Riiskia has met with one who knows 
how to use against him the weapons borrowed from 
his own armoury. 

Carving in Wood.—An extraordinary exam])le 
of wood-sculpture, executed by a self-taught artist 
of Southampton, Mr. W. Brycr, has been shown us. 
The subject is from a well-known print of Mr. A. 
Eraser’s picture of “ 'The Moment of AJetory,” the 
combatants being two game-cocks, whose struggle 
for mastery has just terminated in the death of one 
of them ; but, at the “ moment of victory,” the 
owner of the birds, it may possibly be, or perhaps 
only a humane member of some village “ peace 
society,” makes his appearance, and puts to flight a 
group of mischievous young urchins who have been 
spectators of, if not instigators to,* the combat. 
The sculptor has scrupulously adhered to the 
artist’s picture, carrying out every detail with the 
nicest accuracy, and in the boldest relief: it is mar¬ 
vellous how his instrument could reach some por¬ 
tions of the work without injury to the others; as, 
for example, the canary in the cage that hangs on 
the wall. As a work of patient labour and elabora¬ 
tion it is unique, while it shows very considerable 
artistic feeling in execution. 'There is no doubt 
Mr. Brycr has a genius for carving in wood: let him 
go to Nature, and make her his study in something 
that may lay claim to originality of design, and 
which would be right worthy of the art, and we 
“venture to guess ” that in time he will earn a title 
to fame. 

The Society of Arts, and the Great Exhi¬ 

bition OF 1851.—xV proposition has been submitted 
to the Council of the Society of Arts by certain 
active members of the society itself, for commemo¬ 
rating the Great Exhibition of 1851, by a second 
grand assemblage of the productions of human Art 
and industry, to be held in London in the 3'ear 1861. 
This project, however plausible at the first glance, 
will not endure the test of calm and careful consi¬ 
deration. In the first place, it will appear that the 
very Success of the former Exhibition is in itself the 
strongest possible argument against the probability 
of a second experiment proving similarly successful. 
In 1851, the world had had no exjierieuce of Great 
Exhibitions. 'The idea then was fresh as well as 
grand. Nations and individuals alike were eager to 
take a part in that wonderful demonstration ; and all 
looked for results commensurate with the import¬ 
ance, the comprehensiveness, and the novelty of the 
Exhibition. \¥ill the Society of Arts point out those 
results of the Exhibition of 1851, or of its succes¬ 
sors, which may be fairly relied upon to induce “ the 
world ” once more to concentrate its choicest artistic 
and industrial productions in Hyde Park ? The 
])eculiar circumstances, and the unique excellence, of 
the 1851 Exhibition, combined to secure for it a 
complete pecuniary success ; but it has yet to accom¬ 
plish its own proper practical effects upon Art and 
industry. The more direct action of Art, as an 
element of a “ Great Exhibition,” saved the gather¬ 
ing at Paris from a fate similar to that which befel 
the American and the Irish projects. And, last year, 
Manchester took in hand to carry out the Art idea 
to its full development. But even this Exhibition, 
with all its intrinsic advantages, had a narrow 
escape from failure; and, in the way of results, 
it has left behind it no more than a painfully con¬ 
vincing proof of administrative incapacity in those 
to whose temporary care the works of Aid were 
entrusted. 

The AA'^aeden and Feli.ows of Dulwich Col¬ 

lege have entrusted to Mr. Redgrave, R.A., the 
task of preparing a catalogue of their pictures, and 
the general arrangement and disposition of the 
collection, so as to make it available to the public. 

IIEVIEWS. 

Les G.vleuif.s Puulkiue.s de L’Eurore—Rome. 

I’ar Jl. ,1. G. D. Armengaud. Published by 

J. Claye, Paris. 

Rome is still mighty, though the sceptre which 
once swayed the whole civilized world be struck 
from her grasp ; “ the lone mother of dead empires ” 
yet rules the world of Art, and beckons Art-pil¬ 
grims from all quarters to inspect the treasures 
her ancient walla contain. AVho shall describe the 
contents of the papal palace only ?—whore days may 
be spent in merely walking through the galleries 
which 'WOO the student, and months be profitably 
devoted to their examination. Many a student has 
gone to Rome an earnest lad, and lived there still 
studying as an old man in the glorious collections 
that demand his admiration. Various are the palaces 
of Rome that vie with the papal residence in the 
exhibition of their treasures; and happy are the 
memories that dwell with us of the days when w'e 
passed slowly through the noble rooms of the Corsini, 
the Borghese, and the Spada palaces—lingering, 
loath to leave, beside the noble works they contain. 
How anxious have we always been that all the 
friends we love, that all who love Art for its own 
beautiful powers, could be carried, without the in¬ 
tervening difficulties and costs of the journey, to 
see that which has given us such glorious and pure 
enjoyment. Some near approach to such fairy-like 
power the book before us possesses; herein are the 
best gems of sculpture and painting, ancient and 
modern, all exquisitely engraved, selected with 
judgment, accompanied by well-arranged remarks, 
critical and explanatory,—and all this in a portable 
volume. We have seldom met with a more perfect 
book,—one that more completely disarms criticism, 
and transforms it to a mere descriptive comment. 
'The engravings are most admirable ; and the paper 
and print—those minor matters sometimes neglected 
by our neighbours—are here both perfect. 'The 
printing can challenge comparison with the best 
press-work of England ; the paper rivals in soundness 
the vellum of the ancient scribes. The book is not 
restricted to the works of Art in Rome ; it is also 
enriched with large views of the principal antiquities 
and buildings in “the eternal city:” these are all 
giv'en with the most scrupulous fidelity, and with 
a minute conscientiousness that will not only' de¬ 
light an antiquary, but almost prove to a mason the 
texture of the stone. What more delightful in a 
long English w'inter, than these pictures from “ the 
sunny south” of all that history has made famous ? 
and what more noble than the printing-press, 
wedded to Art, and bringing its treasures thus to 
our own firesides 

Les Chees-d’ceuvre de l’Art Chretien. Par 
Jf. J. G. D. Armengaud. Published by Fik- 

MiN Didot, Paris. 

A series of exquisite wood engravings here exhibit 
what Art of the highest kind has done to illustrate 
the great events of Christian history. 'The selection 
has been widely made, and the best galleries have 
been laid under contribution. It comprises works 
from all hands ; and the “ divine Raphael” is mated 
with the realistic Murillo, the graceful Carlo Dolce, | 
and the “ terrible ” Michael Angelo. There is much ' 
of instruction to be gathered in merely' turning over ! 
the pages of such a book as this, and contrasting I 
these great masters, in their mode of rendering the 
great scenes of our faith. The individuality of each j 

is distinct: it is not the reproduction, slightly varied, 
of a great preceding mind, but the genuine thought 
of an earnest artist working out his own idea, that 
beseeches our judgment in the labours of the past 
masters of Art: and it is this honesty of purpose 
that arrests our attention wherever we meet it, 
though it be in such works as Rembrandt, produced 
in ungenial Holland ; for, grotesque as the Dutch- | 
man occasionally' was, y'ou feel that he meant 
honestly', and worked conscientiously to bring forth j 
the talent that was in him. Schools have, by the 
very nature of their existence, done much to de¬ 
stroy this originality; but, despite all chances, it is 
still peeping forth in every real genius, and is 
yet preserved in the works of the old masters as an 
example to their followers. The author of the 
present work sets out with a defence of Christian Art 
against the objections sometimes made of its anta¬ 
gonism to the higher forms of grace and beauty 
w'hich pagan Art so lavishly' produced. His work 1 

proves that it still abundantly’ exists, less sensuous, j 
but as powerful as ever, in the more ethereal graces | 
of the saints and angels of Raphael, and other | 
refined masters. A more elegant volume than this |i 

we have seldom seen, or one in which the art of 
wood engraving has been more successfully dis- i 

played. 'The portraits of artists given in the work— 
one of the most difficult branches of the art—are all ; 
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executed with the clearness and perfection of draw¬ 
ing usually confined to steel engraving : indeed, ill 
softness of efl'eot they rival such works, thanks to the 
extreme care of the printer, and the excellence^ of 
the paper. Jt. Armengaud concludes his \vork with 
a tribute to all who have been engaged in it, and it 
hears the appearance of having been a loving labour 
to them as well as to himself. 

Uly.sses deriding PoLYPiiEMU.s. Printed in 
Chromo-lithography, from the Picture by 
J. M. W. Turner. Published by Kovvney 

and Co., London. 

Few, if any, of Turner’s pictures more fully sustain 
the character he earned for eccentricity, than the 
“Ulysses deriding Polyphemus,” in the national 
collection at Marlborough House, and of which 
Jlessrs. llowney have just published a large chromo- 
lithographic print. The picture was painted about 
nine years after Turner’s visit to Italy, namely, in 
1829 : it w'as nearly the first of his works in which 
he appeared to set at defiance all previously accepted 
principles and styles of Art,—to acknowledge nothing 
in composition but his own vivid, luxurious, and 
poetic imagination, and to express his ideas in any 
and every way fancy suggested. Hence, we have here 
a painter’s dream taking the form of a gorgeous cloud- 
land which the setting sun has robed in garments 
of azure, Vermillion, purple, and grey,—rocks, moun¬ 
tains, sea, Trojan galleys, all more or less decked 
out in the same brilliant colours. It is, in fact, a 
“Turner extravaganza,” belonging to that class of 
his works which critics have assailed and defended 
till there is little left to say concerning them; 
although they are almost, if not quite, beyond criti¬ 
cism in the ordinary meaning of the term ; a writer 
can scarcely take a middle course in his observa¬ 
tions—he must either unequivocally condemn or 
laud the style of painting which Turner thought fit 
to adopt in this period of his career. 

AVhether the reproduction—so far, at least, as the 
printing-press can imitate—and the circulation of 
such works may influence for good the public taste, 
is a question that will also find advocates and oppo¬ 
nents : to discuss it here would occupy more space 
t’nan we could give were we inclined to enter upon 
it. The public, it may be presumed, demand 
“Turners” in some shape or other, or publishers 
would not embark their capital in speculations like 
the “ Ulysses,” of which, we believe, there is another 
similar print in existence. The science and art of 
chromo-lithography has been put to a severe test in 
the production of the print that, with its masses of 
dazzling colours, almost blinds the eye to look at,— 
an e.xcess of power which, in the horizon especially, 
it would have been better to keep down, so painfully 
obtrusive is it. The artists who have been engaged 
in producing the print have doubtless done the best 
with the means at their disposal; they have carried 
their art as far as it will go: to reach Turner by 
such a process is impossible, and we confess to enter¬ 
tain a greater love for the engraver’s copies of the 
master, than for the colour-printer’s : the mind and 
the eye are not distracted by black and white ; both 
are disturbed by such positive hues as are here. 

L’Imitation de Jesus Christ. Par Tiiomas-a- 

Kempis ; accompagnee de quatre cents copies 
des plus beau.x klanuscrits. Published by 
L. CuRMER, Paris. 

Wlien De Marillac, the old Chancellor of France, 
lovingly translated this famed work of 'Thomas-a- 
Kempis, for the edification of such of the French 
people as knew not the Latin original, he could 
scarcely have thought that more than two centuries 
afterwards French artists would be employed in per¬ 
fecting, at a moderate cost, an edition which should 
rival the glories of the ancient illuminated books, that 
kings only could then hope to purchase. In no way 
does modern life contrast with ancient more forcibly 
than in this power of possessing books. In the 
middle ages a library of a few dozen volumes was 
admired for its extent, almost in the same way as 
we admire large libraries of a public kind, where 
books are counted by thousands. Pefore printing 
jiroduced facsimiles of books, they had to be multi- 
idied by hand labour alone, and many years must 
have been devoted to a careful transori|)t of a single 
volume. The Art-labour in painting and gilding 
was an additional work of much cost and industry, 
and we need but look at one page of this splendid 
book to understand how great it must have been, 
il. Curmer, in the work before us, has industriously 
copied examples of ornamental pages from the most 
exquisite illuminated manuscripts of all ages and 
countries; and some idea of the vast variety may be 
formed from the fact, that more than 400 pages are 
thus decorated, many being entirely covered with 
colour and gilding, as if the leaves of the book itself 
were really plates of gold. Every style of ornament 

adopted by the book decorators of every era, from 
the 7ih to the 17th century is given, and some few 
of eastern origin are included. ’The book is thus 
not only a splendid volume, testifying to the powers 
of the French press—a veritable Uvre cle luxe—but 
an encyclopsedia of ornamental art, to which the 
designer may turn for authorities of all kinds. 
Heartily do we congratulate M. Curmer on the 
successful close of his labours, and as heartily 
recommend them to the English public. 

A Boy’s Adventures in the Wilds oe Aus¬ 

tralia; OR, Herbert’s Note-book. By 

WiLLiAvi Howitt. Published by Arthur 

Hall. Virtue & Co., London. 

This is a cheap edition of a book, which abroad or 
at home should be in every “boy’s” hand. We 
are carried along by the adventurous spirit, the 
resolution, the independence of the travellers, 
while wo are enlightened by their observation, and 
feel that wisdom is growing out of pleasure. 'Ihe 
little volume is enriched by Mr. Harvey’s illus¬ 
trations, and is “ got out” in good style ; a volume 
more deserving popularity has rarely been issued 
by our publishers. 

The Parting Look. From a Drawing by E. H. 
CoRiioULD. Printed and Published by G. 

B.yxTER, London. 

Mr. Baxter has not made a very judicious selection 
in the subject he has reproduced by his patent pro¬ 
cess of colour-printing; the figure is aft'ected and 
unnatural: no village-maiden—especially of the 
period to which the costume applies, when rural 
sports and rural labours made the lasses less careful 
of their complexion than at the present time—ever 
departed from her native hamlet with face and neck 
so untinged by sun-ray and wintry storm, as the 
coquette of Mr. Corbould’s fancy ; for in spite of the 
tear that hangs on her cheek, and the rustic cha¬ 
racter of her dress, she is a coquette of the first 
order,—pretty, delicate, and very likely to forget her 
sorrows on her first entry into the busy w'orld, to 
which, it is presumed, she is on the way. As iin 
example of block-printing in colours, the print is 
the best we have seen, far less heavy than any pre¬ 
ceding specimens of the same process’; the draperies 
are capitally rendered ; such solid stufl's, almost as 
silk-like and glossy as rich brocades, composed the 
apparel of which our great grandmothers used to 
boast they—that is the stufl’s—required neither 
hoop nor crinoline as aids to expansion, though the 
former w’as among the fashions of the day. Not¬ 
withstanding our objections to the manner of Mr. 
Corbould’s treatment of the subject, it belongs to 
a class of works which has numerous admirers; and 
certainly Mr. Baxter’s reproduction is most success¬ 
ful; we should like to see his skill exercised on 
something higher, pretty as this print is. 

Tresors d’Art Exposes A Manchester, en 

1857. Par W. Burger. Barthes & Lowell, 

London. 

It was not until 1851 that our continental neigh¬ 
bours gave us credit for the production of anything 
beyond cotton prints and steam-engines ; but we can 
afl’ord to pardon this limitation of our intelligence, 
w'hen we learn also from them that the cheapness 
of the cotton fabrics which we manufacture in such 
quantities as to supply the most distant markets of 
the globe, is due to the ImmidHij of our atmosphere, 
so favourable to the cultivation of the p)lant! Since 
1851, and the national French exhibition, it is no 
longer thought by foreign artists that the introduc¬ 
tion by them of painting and sculpture into England 
might be a profitable enterprise. To meet, there¬ 
fore, with anything in the shape of Art-criticism 
from a foreign source, approaching a just appre¬ 
ciation of our position, is as much an act of justice 
done by our neighbours to themselves as to us. The 
critical catalogue, apropos oi which we advert to the 
circumstance, is a thick volume of nearly 450 pages 
of matter, written carefully and with much artistic 
knowledge. “'The collection at Manchester,” says 
M. Burger, “is about equal to that of the Louvre. 
The Spanish, German, Flemish, and Dutch schools, 
with the primitive schools of He north, are even 
more fully represented, and only in the great Italian 
masters of the Renaissance does the Louvre surpass 
the exhibition at Manchester.” The writer is im¬ 
pressed with the fact, that these kingdoms are ines¬ 
timably rich in works of Art. No countryman of 
our own has ever seen as much as Dr. 'Waagen, and 
even he has seen only' a portion of those Art-trea¬ 
sures which w’e have been accumulating for cen¬ 
turies. Yet, after all, very many of the best of 
the ancient pictures were not at Alanchester; M. 
Burger pronounces upon those that were exhibited, 
but the excellence of a numerous catalogue of un¬ 

exhibited works he cannot estimate. He rejects, 
as spurious, numbers of these works, attributed to 
this and that great master, and very likely he is 
right, for very few large collections are genuine 
throughout. Perhaps, as an extensive collection, 
that of the Pitti is less open to objection than any 
other in Europe. In such a notice as this, what 
interests us most, is that which is said of our living 
and rising painters, klerimee remarked that Hogarth 
could neither draw nor paint: there is, it is true, 
much in his pictures that is objectionable—they are 
loose in drawing and coarse in execution. Merimee 
cannot have seen the “ Marriage-a-la-Mode ;” if he 
has seen it, we deny to M. Merimee the power of 
judging : nor is the impression made by Hogarth on 
il. Burger favourable. Reynolds and Gainsborough, 
however, are painters of groat power, although both 
very unequal. Both very ditt'erently pre-occupied, 
have, while essaying foreign styles and new prin¬ 
ciples, produced some inditt’erent pictures; but, on 
the other hand, both have executed chefs-d'ceuvre 
which place them immeasurably beyond all their 
contemporaries, and even among the glorious galaxy 
of European celebrities. 'This is a liberal expression 
of opinion on the part of a foreign critic towards 
us ; but we go farther tlian this, and believe these 
painters, especially Reynolds, equal to the best of 
the great masters of portraiture, Titian and Diego 
Velasquez, and in expression and luminous quality 
superior to both, and if superior to them, far sur¬ 
passing all portrait-painters since their time. When 
our school was obviously faulty in its drawing, that 
w'as a shortcoming which all the academies of 
Europe could legitimately condemn ; but now that 
among ourselves no work of Art is at all estimable 
if not well drawn, the foreign criticism with which 
we have been generally favoured, is tinctured 
with that national prejudice that colours the ex¬ 
pressed opinions of all schools in reference to each 
other. We take some credit to ourselves—not for 
knowing the works of the most eminent men of 
most of the foreign schools—but that we know those 
of the second, and even some of the third-rate 
artists of those schools, and making every allowance 
for difl'erences of style, manner, and feeling, do 
them that even-handed justice which they merit. 
Our columns, ab ovo tisepie ad malum, testify this. 

In M. Burger’s book, the first two chapters on 
(he English school are devoted to Reynolds and 
Gainsborough almost exclusively^ Richard Wilson 
is but little admired, and Stothard is held in slight 
esteem ; his picture of the Canterbury Pilgrimage 
is inferior to the engraving. Of West, Viardot, in 
his Musees d’Angletcrre, says that his “ Cleombrotus 
banished by Leonidas,” would not be received for 
exhibition by a French committee. But M. Burger 
goes farther than this, he says, “ The six pictures 
by Benjamin West, at Manchester, are like the 
signs of booths at a fair. 'They are, however, his 
most celebrated works, with the ‘ Christ Curing the 
Sick in the Temple,’ a work which cost 3000 guineas. 
There is also his ‘ Death of General Wolfe,’ a picture 
universally' known by AVoollett’s beautiful en¬ 
graving.” AVe have no enthusiasm for M'est, but 
to come to an odious comparison, if his works are 
sufficiently good to signalise booths at a fair, there 
are also in the heterogeneous collection of the Louvre, 
works by no means less eligible for such a distinc¬ 
tion. 'The writer claims to be classed in the ranks 
of tbe professors of Art—but what can be his quali¬ 
fication, when he startles us by such a passage as 
this: “ Wilkie and Lawrence resuscitated Hogarth 
and Reynolds; Constable would have continued 
Gainsborough; Bonington, in his too brief life, 
would have done wonders ; Turner, in his long life, 
tried all styles to encourage his countrymen to 
evei'y research and every kind of perfection, and to 
leave behind him an immense series of works in 
which there are productions of the poet and the 
painter.” M. Burger is astonished at the naivete 
and naturalism of Constable, who had the audacity 
to accept all combinations of shades as he saw them 
in nature. Landscape-painters were accustomed to 
look at nature according to a principle of their own, 
and in painting from her they suppressed passages 
here and enlarged others elsewhere; but Constable 
painted precisely what he saw, without troubling 
himself about the result, ivhieh was a series of land¬ 
scapes of a natural force and reality, such as had 
never before been seen in any school. To^Turner 
not much praise is awarded. After him Boning¬ 
ton, Harlowe, Raeburn, Newton, Leslie, Mulready', 
Webster, Martin, Etty, Muller, AVard, Stanfield, 
Roberts, and the Pre-Raffaellites, are slightly men¬ 
tioned ; and notwithstanding the errors into which 
the writer occasionally falls, it is gratifying to find 
that British Art is beginning to be considered by 
foreign critics apart from the influence of the na¬ 
tional prejudices to which they have ever yielded 
when writing of our school. 
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THE PHE-TITIAHITES, 

INCLUDING GIORGIONE. 

N the last numbers of 
tills Journal we endea¬ 
voured to communicate 
to the reader the im¬ 
pressions we derived at 
Venice from the works 
of Giovanni Bellini, that 
“genuine morning star” 

of the Art of the laguiies. On the 
present occasion it is our purpose to 
continue the subjeet of Venetian Art, 
by giving some account of the other 

_ Venetian painters who preceded 
Titian. ^ With the exeeption, however, 
of his immediate precursor, Giorgione, 

c wlio at once so boldly and brilliantly secu- 
t larised Ai't in this corner of Italy, they do 

not seem to us to call for any very extended 
notiee. Their works, almost exclusively of a 
devotional cast, show much feeling, indeed, 
but it is eommonly of a somewhat harsh or 
drearily melancholy cast, rarely carried to the 
height of a tender and truly amiable expres¬ 
sion. As we have already observed elsewhere, 
the Venetians came strangely late into tlie 
field, and their works were still stiffly, meagrely, 
ehildishly drawn, and most eonfmed in range 
of subjects, at a time when the Art of Tuscany 
had readied its utmost perfection and variety. 
Working aloof from the rest of Italy, and as "if 
(one might almost think) with the characteristic 
jealousy of Venetians, they display less per¬ 
ception of beauty of form and ideal grace than 
her other schools. Their notions, founded on 
a Byzantine basis, were at first modified rather 
by the liomelier feeling and the congenial 
power of splendid colour and execution shown 
by the Germans and Flemings—the early 
schools of Cologne and Bruges; and the dis¬ 
tinctive merit thus resulting is beauty of 
colour, a pre-eminent talent for which, on the 
part of the Venetians (originally inspired, 
doubtless, by the rare natural hues around 
them), had been previously cultivated and im¬ 
proved by their habitual intercourse during so 
many ages -with tbe “ gorgeous East.” Almost 
at opce the soft, delicate, and brilliant com¬ 
plexion of the works of their earliest school of 
painters, the Vivarini of Murano, produced 
early in the latter half of the fifteenth century, 
seems to give promise of the unrivalled/«// 
/jloom of beauty which afterwards glowed forth 
here. Indeed, in examining the best of these 
earlier works, nothing else is so remarkable as 
the ^ contrast they display between a prompt 
genius for colour, and an incapability with 
respect to form—the delicacy and masterly 
gradation of their lines, comliined with their 
weak and often absolutely childish drawing. 

The great museum of these older wmrks is 
now the Academy, where the pictures of so 
many suppressed churches and convents are 
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[irescrveJ and collected. The first room, a 
small one, decorated gaudily with Gothic orna¬ 
ments, is filled with productions of the twm 
earliest periods of Venetian painting, princi¬ 
pally by the Vivarini. They consist, for the 
most part, of single figures of saints on gold 
backgrounds, standing side by side, but cacli 
separate in its gilt niche, which is often splen¬ 
didly illuminated with lesser quaint missal 
like paintings. Here, though grouping and 
extended composition are as yet unthought of, 
it is highly pleasing to distinguish clear and 
unmistakeable dawuings of life, and individual 
truth, and saintly expression, emergent above 
the retiring mediaeval night of the 'painter's 
art: that art is, at length, in resurrection 
here at Venice also. In one or two yet earlier 
paintings—the earliest by far in this collec¬ 
tion—Coronations of the Virgin, produced in 
the middle of the fourteenth century by two 
Venetians, Nicolo Semitecolo, and Lorenzo 
Veneziano, the fiat and uncouth figures remind 
one not simply of the Byzantine, but of the 
Hindoo style : tliey look at least as like repre¬ 
sentations of the coronations of some Indian 
goddess by Buddha or Eoh, painted by some 
oriental limner, as what they are intended for. 
It is difficult to look upon their barbaric super¬ 
stition, meagre inanity, and nauseous gaudi¬ 
ness, without a feeling somewhat allied to 
disgust. But in the productions of the Viva¬ 
rini, painted nearly a century later. Art is so 
far progressive, that side by side with figures 
yet attenuated and ungainly, are otliers with 
indications of soft and delicate fiesh and blood, 
and with nobly arranged and most tenderly 
modelled draperies; and, above all, a pious 
spirit, a saintly soul, is here and there not 
obscurely breaking forth, like a serene sunrise. 
In a Coronation of the Virgin, by Giovanni 
and Antonio of Murano—the first of whom 
was a German, who enriched the infant school 
with some of the principles of colouring and 
composition characteristic of the old school of 
Cologne—the execution is remarkably soft, 
and so is the warm and ruddy colouring; and 
the little naked children standing in a crowd 
lietween the pillars that support a rude and 
imbecile notion of the Virgin and the Persons 
of the Trinity, are easy in their postures, quite 
innocent and pretty. Here is perhaps a first 
dawning of a classical infiuence; but the old 
doctors and saints, seated around, are German 
rather in their quaint but gentle-hearted home¬ 
liness. Luigi Vivarini, a later artist, gives a 
more imaginative air to his figures; but his 
heads are decidedly harsh and disagreeable. 
His meagre, ugly St. John the Baptist’s wild, 
serious look, is nevertheless strikingly con¬ 
ceived. Finally, Bartolomeo Vivarini, in tech¬ 
nical qualities, is much in advance of those we 
have hitherto mentioned. His figures are, 
several of them, highly interesting from their 
life, truth, and portrait-like individuality. A 
saint, evidently a portrait of some peculiarly 
Romish priest (we feel we have met him many 
a time), would do credit to any period of Art, 
for this unmistakeable verisimilitude, and for 
delicate, highly-finished painting. A Madonna, 
too, by Bartolomeo, also in the Academy, is, 
most unexpectedly, fully and softly rounded, 
decidedly swect-faced and pretty. But his 
Santa Chiara is really a highly dignified old 
lady, not in any way unworthy of Giovanni 
Bellini. With this last item of praise, how¬ 
ever, the reader should be told that these two 
last-mentioned Vivarini, belonging to a some¬ 
what advanced period of Venetian Art, were, 
in fact, not antecedent to Bellini, but contem¬ 
porary witli him; and hence it is very desir¬ 
able that their w'orks should be more clearly 
distinguished from the earlier ones in the same 
room, with wliich they arc at present likely to 
be too closely connected in point of time. In 
taking leave of Luigi and Bartolomeo Vivarini, 
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I it may oe as well to say Unit tlieir works in 
SS. Giovanni e Paolo, and S. Maria de’ Frari, 
arc harsh and gaudy ])ictures of ill-favoured 
and very disagreeable saints, whose looks are 
quite discouraging to any one with less energy 
of devotedness to the cause of Art tlian a 
German critical discoverer, or an eloquent 
writer at his wit’s ends for a new subject. Yet 
Bartolomeo’s works in the Academy arc by no 
means open to the charge of remarkable hard¬ 
ness and severity of outline wliich has been 
brought against him; and his colouring (as 
well as that of some of his immediate compe¬ 
titors) is at times exquisitely tender and beau¬ 
tiful. Delicate pearly tones are to be met 
with in his pictures, supported by subdued 
greenish harmonies, such as pervade the per¬ 
sons and the wave-secluded homes of the 
Nereids themselves. They were drawn, most 
likely, by these Venetians from the frequent 
and loving contemplation of the sea around 
them; and in their works have the additional 
charm of a characteristic and poetical projiriety. 
Admirable in these respects is the recent 
acquisition by Bartolomeo Vivarini in our own 
Gallery, and well it exemplifies what has been 
here said in relation to the genius of these 
painters for colour, and their incapability with 
regard to form. 

But we must proceed with the works of the 
other Venetian painters of this latter period, 
many of which are of far greater interest 
and importance than the productions of the 
Vivarini. 

In the same Venetian Academy are many 
altar-pieces by these other contemporaries of 
Giovanni Bellini, and by his numerous scholars; 
the ablest of them being Victor Carpaccio 
and Marco Basaiti, who were not his pupils, 
and Cimada Conegliauo, Martino da Udine, and 
Rocco Marconi, who w^re, and Gentile Bellini, 
his elder brother. Their works, like the others 
we have mentioned, are often disagreeable from 
mawkish devoteeism and antiquated stiffness; 
but it is pleasing to discover, now and then, 
gleams of a fine rapt expression shining forth 
in their most successful productions—here with 
increased intensity—like emanations of sunrise 
suddenly recognised as giving glory to some 
wild landscape of rude and quaint rocks, and 
meagre trees having too little earth about their 
roots, yet nourished by heavenly airs. Not 
that these devotional painters of Venice, after 
all, are apt to rise into such engaging tender¬ 
ness and beauty of expression as sweeten the 
finest religious reveries of other Italian schools. 
On the contrary, their saints, though no doubt 
deep enthusiasts in their way, have commonly 
a cold and harsh expression, “ humanly speak¬ 
ing;” as if, “humanly speaking,” they were 
tolerably good for nothing. The crystal clear¬ 
ness of the atmosphere around them forms one 
of the chief merits of these pictures, and of 
coui'se greatly aids the general impression of 
sanctity, by its pure tranquillity and freedom 
from earthy haze or soil. Of all Bellini’s com¬ 
petitors, or scholars, none deserves to be 
placed before Cima for expression of ascetic 
sanctity, and for this clear spirituality of light 
and colour. His masterpiece, formerly in the 
Church of La Madonna del’ Orto, and at pre¬ 
sent in the Academy, is an altar-piece of four 
remarkably serious, dignified, and solemn saints, 
standing before one of those fine old quaint, 
serene, pious landscapes, which seem perfectly 
conscious of the seraphic presences in the 
midst of them. It is the finest work of the 
class ill Venice, after two or three of the best 
Bellinis. A Baptism of Christ, in San Gio¬ 
vanni in Bragora, is also one of Cima’s master¬ 
pieces. Commonly there is a severity of ex¬ 
pression, a hermit-iike meagrencss and wildness 
ill his v'ery peculiar heads, which discover the 
painter at a glance. He paints like some en¬ 
thusiast who has meditated much in the 
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wilderness, and fasted and scourged himself a 
great deal more than the milder and sweeter 
JBelliiii may be supposed to have done; yet 
the depth and intensity of feeling shown in 
some few of his best works are interesting, 
and by no means uninstructivc to the imagina¬ 
tion. Like him in these respects, though 
inferior, is Marco Basaiti, a painter, it is said, 
of Greek parentage, whose most noteworthy 
picture is an altar-piece in the Academy, of 
our Saviour in the Garden. In this the Christ 
kneeling on the rocks, high in the middle of 
the ]3icture, before a clear golden dawn, is (if 
nothing more can be said of it) a solemn, 
pathetic, interesting figure, with that fervid 
but somewhat barbaric look whieh is charac¬ 
teristic of this ]iainter. llis crowned Ke- 
deemers and female saints would do exceedingly 
well for representations of some of those early 
Saxon kings and jn-incesses of ours who were 
so fond of renouncing the court for the cloister. 
In the present picture of Basaiti’s, the disciples 
beneath are slumbering in postures very natural 
and lively, especially one extended in ]n-ecisely 
the attitude of a sleeping gondolier, who, 
stretched on his back on a bench under the 
arcade of the Ducal Palace, had fascinated me 
for at least five minutes the morning before. 
For a sainted fisherman a gondolier may here 
have been considered a not inappropriate 
model. Mr. Buskin, wishing to exalt the 
early religious painters, says that Basaiti’s 
golden sky, in the Academy, altogether over¬ 
powers and renders valueless that of Titian 
beside it. The reader of his eloquent pages, 
who retains independence of mind enough to 
make use of his own eyes, will find that it 
does nothing of the kind; but Mr. Buskin, 
with whom brilliancy of clfect is commonly a 
first consideration, often sacrifices great men 
in a very ruthless manner, for the mere purpose 
of heightening a sentence by an effective com¬ 
parison ; and so here Titian is bound and tied 
to the horns of the altar of his Goddess of 
Bhetoric, a divinity whom he loudly denies 
indeed, but is often found assiduously wor¬ 
shipping. Martino da Udine is well worthy of 
an honourable corner in the memory, for the 
dignity and expression of his angels and saints; 
but Bissolo, though he has been highly praised 
for spiritual tenderness, seems to me invariably 
mawkish. Bocco Marconi is a somewhat later 
artist, but retains much of the old manner. 
A Pietii under the Cross by him, an altar-piece, 
is a magnificent old w'ork, interesting for its 
elaborate rocky landscape, which, though 
rpiaiut, and uulessoned in the forms of nature, 
is of a beauteous clearness and tender warmth 
of tone ; but the figures are feeble and vapirlhj 
sweet in expression. 

Nor may we here overlook (though we half 
wish to do so) Carlo Crivelli, a painter, whoso 
extravagant love of ornament, perhaps rrn- 
equalled in his art, displays much of the neigh¬ 
bouring Paduan inlluence. His pictures are 
covered with a wonderful elaboration of gold- 
damasked robes, gold ornaments, (St. Peter’s 
keys and St. Ambrose’s crosier actually in gilt 
relief,) pavements and pavilions of variegated 
marbles, garlands of fruit, and other things of 
the kind. The saints embroidered in the bor¬ 
ders of the dalmatics are almost as highly 
finished as their wearers. But these v/earers 
themselves, what ugly, wrinkled, sour-looking 
old men they commonly are! Beverent thoughts 
of the Madonna, however, seem to have refined 
this painter’s imagination somewdiat; for he 
figures her as an elegant slender crowned lady, 
sometimes of considerable beauty; and his 
little children are, here and there, very ))retty, 
softly painted, and even tolerably well drawn. 
The colouring amongst his profuse gilded 
damaskings is rich and splendid, or in other in¬ 
stances tenderly warm and harmonious through¬ 
out. In some of Crivclli’s works the figures 

arc absolutely hideous, scaringly hideous; but 
the perception of personal beauty, at the time 
generally unfolding itself, seems to have gained 
considerably even with him. 

An elegavdly quaint old picture by Era 
Negroponte, stiU more Paduan in its feeling, is 
to be found in a mean little side chapel of San 
Francesco della Vigna. The Madonna here, like 
some queenly bride, or her principal IMaid of 
Honour at the least, clad in rich coif and superb 
gold and brown dress, (very like what our Eli¬ 
zabeth Woodville, or Catherine of Aragon, may 
have worn,) sits in a garden, in a fanciful 
pavilion, adorned with basrelicfs of cupids and 
flowers. An arch of fruits canopies her head; 
and little birds are hopping amongst the grouud- 
llowers, at her feet. Here something of that 
demure beauty which so readily passes for 
religious, is accompanied by a charming ro¬ 
mantic feeling. Whilst wandering about the 
more silent and neglected corners of Venice, it 
is quite delightful, without guidance or expect¬ 
ation, to stumble on an old work such as this. 
And if it is but imperfectly seen in that dim 
and shabby little chapel, behind altar candles, 
and spires of tissue-paper flowers, and lackered 
vases and canisters, why the situation and the 
contrast, add something of the charm of pathos: 
wm feel the more ^or that lonely romantic 
princess thus fallen on dull and evil days. 

A work by Girolamo Santa Croce, to which 
we were directed by Mr. Buskin’s notes, 
deserves particular mention also. It is in San 
Silvestro, the church from which our “ Offering 
of the Magi,” ascribed to Paul Veronese, was 
recently acquired, in consequence of a strange 
oversigiit committed during some repairs of 
the building. These alterations so changed 
the different compartments, that none of the 
larger pictures could be restored to their proper 
jilaces. So a papal decree, and an order from 
the local authorities, were by-and-by obtained 
for their sale; and thus, by an accident less 
fortunate for us than for the good fathers of 
San Silvestro, we procured one of the largest 
and poorest works in our gallery. Santa 
Croce’s picture, one of the few still in their 
places, is a Santa Conversazione of St. Thomas 
of CanteiLury, enthroned in episcopal state, 
with musical angels sitting at his feet, and 
saints on each side, in front of an elaborate 
landscape, just such as one admires in journey¬ 
ing from Venice to Verona. Bidge above ridge 
dotted with towers, rises behind a cheerful 
plain, thick-set with tufts of trees, and villages. 
The clear sky is scattered with little islands 
of white clouds reposing with their wings quite 
rolled up, and with pretty cherubs no less 
pure, serene, and aery than they. Girolamo, it 
seems, is chiefly admired for these hovering 
infant angels, with which he has peopled the 
skies of several of his pictures. The present 
one is a noble old work, but half spoilt by the 
slimy over daubing of two of the saints. It is 
melancholy to contrast their modern pseudo- 
sentimentality, and muddy smoothness, with 
the simple guileless tenderness, and warm trans¬ 
parent complexions of their companions. Plea¬ 
sant it was, nevertheless, to fancy the reverence 
for the sanctity of San Tommaso, almost 
buried, as it were, in a nook of one of the ob¬ 
scurest parts of Venice; but our attention, I 
well remember, was much disturbed at the 
time by another picture, a living one, displayed 
close try—a woman coniessing. The con¬ 
fessor, a very fat man, sat dancing and dand¬ 
ling his foot all the while, with the most 
easy nonchalance possible, and taking copious 
pinches of snuff. When, at last, she had said 
her say, he said his; and a most lively and 
pleasant piece of gossip it seemed to be, abun¬ 
dant in the extreme. But presently he noticed 
our stolen glances towards him, and then what 
should he do brrt sheepishly, or reprovingly, 
(I scarcely know which,) close a little shutter 

before him. However, it concealed his head 
only, not the lower part of his person. Still 
the abdominal obesity below was obvious : still 
the frequently used snuff-box and the ever- 
jogging leg were freely displayed to us, hold¬ 
ing their course as leisurely as ever. And 
these spiritual confidences were not exhausted 
when we left the church, after eyeing them not 
much less than an hour! Sincerely, no offence 
to our dear Bomau Catholic brethren is meant 
by these observations; for had we been the 
rigidest of their body, still we should have 
felt inclined to whisper in such a case as this. 
Beware, beware, lest the confession of frailty 
insensibly become reciprocal. 

But these same living pictures wean us too 
much from our proper business with the can¬ 
vases. We must return to the Academy for a 
few brief moments, to close our account of the 
earlier painters of Venice with a few observa¬ 
tions on two of the most gifted of them. In 
this glance at Bellini’s corrtemporaries, Victor 
Carpaccio, certainly second to none of the 
period, may be classed separately with Gentile 
Bellini. They both, for the most part, painted 
a somewhat different species of subjects—sub¬ 
jects legendary and historical, with figures 
frequently smaller and iir crowds, and most 
elaborate architectural and landscape back¬ 
grounds, in which much genuine thinking and 
feeling humanity, exquisite colour and light, 
and precise clear recording of many interesting 
peculiarities of their age, are veiled from the 
careless eye by the lingering quaintness and 
stiffness of early Art. A series by Carpaccio 
in the Academy, illustrative of the life of St. 
Ursida, has high merit in these respects. A 
somewhat meagre, sharp-visaged melancholy 
race of men, in the costumes of the fifteenth 
century, are variously occupying themselves in 
the affairs of the 11,000 virgins, in old medi¬ 
aeval cities, courts, and harbours, which have 
more of a Flemish or German than an Italian 
air. Extraordinary industry and patience are 
here sustained by great ability. Many of the 
heads, full of life and character, are remarkably 
good. The antiquated stiffness of much of 
these works is greatly ameliorated in his mas¬ 
terpiece, a ])icture of a different class, an altar- 
piece with large figures, of the Presentation in 
the Temple, in which he rivals Giovanni Bellini 
on his own ground, and, indeed, excels all but 
his five or six best productions. Here also 
you have magnificently-finished painting, and 
similar depth and clearness, animated by a more 
golden glow, almost vying with some rich cathe¬ 
dral window, wliich an amber cloud in warm 
tv.'ilight stays to gently illume. The Infant 
Saviour in this picture is quite lively and 
pretty, and one of the female heads has even 
something of a Peruginesque sweetness and 
elegance—a peculiarity rare, indeed, with Vene¬ 
tian painters. Beneath are three little musical 
angels, such as are fond of attending together 
at the Santi Conversazioni. One of them, 
who sits with his legs crossed, and thrums away 
ar^luously on a lule much too large for him, 
looking sideways at the finger-board with an 
amusing air of seriousness and determination, 
is a strange, quaint child, wTiom one cannot 
easily accept for an angel; nevertheless, he is 
right welcome for his naive simplicity and 
naturalness. The niche which forms the back¬ 
ground is superbly BeUini-ish; and t he golden 
dalmatic of the devout and amiable “San 
Simeone Vecchio,” bordered with a row^ of 
missal-like pictures, each of them studiously 
detailed—a notable instance of the splendid and 
consummate elaboration of these magnificent 
old works. This picture of Carpaccio’s, and 
Basaiti’s masterpiece, were both produced in 
1510. The antiquated peculiarities of these 
devotional painters of Venice become highly 
remarkable when we remember that the same 
year Baphael was completing his noblest 
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frescoes, and tluit Giorgione, who painted with 
tlie utmost boldness and freedom under their 
very eyes, died only the year after. Cramped 
in drawing, and e.\clusive, thougli fine, in tlieir 
peculiar feeling, but admirable for colour and 
pure finish, these Bellineschi, remaining aloof, 
adhered steadfastly to their devout traditions, 
and in Art, no less than in geographical posi¬ 
tion, maintained something of a medium be¬ 
tween the other Italians and the early Idemish 
painters. 

Lastly, we must by no means forget Gentile 
Bellini, wliose crowds of moderate-sized figures 
and elaborate architectural backgrounds much 
resemble Carpaccio’s usual subjects, and wdio 
is, on the whole, a painter of little inferior 
merit, with this distinction, that his execution 
and colouring are more soft and delicate; in¬ 
deed, sometimes they are extraordinarily so. 
Wonderful for these merits, and withal one of 
the most quaint and entertaining pictures of 
the time, is his painting of the Miraculous 
Becovery of a Fragment of the True Cross 
from the depths of one of the Venetian canals, 
on a certain memorable occasion. The precious 
relic belonged to the worshipful brotherhood of 
the Scuola di San Giovanni Evangelista; and 
in the fourteenth century, that is to say, about 
a century before the date of the picture, whilst 
they were carrying it along in public procession, 
some accidental pressure from the crowd 
suddenly pushed it into the water. Several 
pious and wmrthy citizens, excellent swimmers 
and devoted men, were immediately busy in 
the water, in pursuit of it; but it was reserved 
for the Guardian or Head of the Brotherhood, 
by his mii’aculously good diving, to restore it 
to the longing eyes of his shamed and horrified 
confraternity. In the picture the swimmers 
are in the water; and on the shores it seems as 
if all the distinguished people of Venice were 
assembled, in a most orderly and composed 
crowd, miraculously calm, one really cannot 
help supposing them to be. Amidst them 
stand long files of prim ladies, some very de¬ 
cidedly fat and middle-aged, and in a rich 
and strange white gauzy attire, proper, no 
doubt, for the holiday occasion; and opposite 
kneels a column of venerable men, like all the 
others, motionless and placid under the mira¬ 
culous influences of that extraordinary moment, 
except that their composure seems, from their 
pursed-up noses, to be faintly disturbed by 
some bad odour from the canal—a delicate and 
subtle stroke of nature, for the discovery of 
which in this age of profound imaginative in¬ 
terpretation of works of Art, I confidently 
claim my due minim of praise. But however 
liable to serious controversy may be this hypo¬ 
thesis, or last new reading of mine, there can 
be no doubt that the picture is painted with 
marvellous delicacy and clearness, cramped 
and weak in drawing, it is true, but in colour 
exquisitely soft, and of a tender warmth, and 
ill distinctness wonderful, considering that 
there is little or no light and shade to help the 
painter in this respect. Such a result is only 
to be accomplished by the utmost delicacy of 
gradations and varieties of purest colour. And 
here you see not only the costumes but the 
street architeetui'e of old Venice preserved 
and perpetuated in full bloom. The Gothic 
groups of windows, now in dingy and ragged 
mourning for the misdeeds and vices of the 
Adriatic’s fair Spouse, glisten with gold; and 
the walls between them blush with vermillion 
and other bright and rich colours. Who would 
not most willingly sit even for an hour before 
such a picture as this, or that other of Gentile’s 
in the self-same chamber, in which they are 
carrying this identical relic, thus happily re¬ 
covered, in procession before a truly superb 
delineation of St. Mark’s Church, as it was in 
those days, almost in its Byzantine purity, 
before tlie more modern alterations ? Who 

woiihl not like to speculate on the counten¬ 
ances here treasured up for us in tlicir liveli¬ 
ness and calm thought, and often with humble 
homely looks and features, interesting from 
their expression of character, and also i)lcasing 
as an evidence of the painter’s lowly sym- 
])athies? Who wotdd not dwell on them till 
tlieir Ihoufjhls and feelinr/s begin to appear 
too, imparting fresh news of old Venice, and 
building up in our minds some lively story of 
her better days ? 

So far is highly pleasing; but the devotional 
pictures of the minor painters of this period, 
and even the less-successful works of that class 
by their more gifted contemporaries, occasion, 
on the whole, far difl’erent feelings. Several 
long galleries in the Academy, abounding in 
the works of such painters as Bissolo, Man- 
sueti, Santa Croce, and others more dry and 
antiquated, may be considered chiefly valuable 
as a vivid illustration and proof of the deplo¬ 
rably monotonous, lugubrious, and emasculated 
state into which a spirit of morbid devoteeism, 
organized and consummated in monkery, had 
sunk the minds of the more imaginative men of 
the age in which these pictures were produced. 
There is something most melancholy in jier- 
ceiving how their fancies and feelings were 
cloistered away from good sense, healthy hu¬ 
manity, liberal sympathies, and manly freedom. 
The Madonnas themselves sit in their gilded 
state, pale and sick, as if “aweary, aweary” of 
the eternal devoteeism; and their worshippers— 
harsh, shrunken, melancholy, and emaciated—■ 
exhibit a physical degradation arising from 
spiritual intemperance, far worthier of a Bud- 
dist monk or Brahmin faquir, than of Christian 
teachers and sanctities. 'We wish—we have 
often wished—that those writers who expatiate 
on the religious spirit of the art of this period 
with a sweetness of tone and sentiment which 
is so captivating, had been impartial enough 
to dwell a little more on the melancholy failures 
of their favourites, which, even they must 
surely admit, are as eight or ten to one, com¬ 
pared with the successful instances. We hear 
so little of these failures in the graceful and 
flowing eulogies, that when, at length, the 
fascinated reader issues forth from their pages 
into the long perspectives of an Italian Gallery, 
he is, if not fairly enthralled by their word- 
j)ower, and destined for the remainder of his 
days to judge of pictures through his ears 
rather than his eyes, astonished to find how 
much such failures predominate. We wish 
these w'riters would take a larger and more 
comprehensive view. When they loudly con¬ 
demn the “later men” for classicality, the 
failing of their age, we should be better pleased 
if they would also blame the earlier men for 
monkery, the weakness of theirs. When they 
stigmatise the Post-Ilaphaelites for too much 
of the flesh, let them also not wholly overlook 
that these Pre-Raphaelites had often too little 
of it; and that this foolish, shallow, pirffed-up 
disdain of the body and its requirements may 
be as demoralising as vice itself, nay, since ex¬ 
tremes meet here also, often produces the self¬ 
same results. In each alike, the poor body 
is abused and misgoverned—in one, by over- 
indulgence, in the other, by contempt and 
neglect. 

But at Venice an utter change in the feeling 
and style of Art, commenced and carried almost 
to its height by the same mind, with an origi¬ 
nality and force rarely rivalled, had advanced 
far, long before some of the antiquated religious 
works here described were painted; and the 
sudden transition we shall now make to the 
bold spirit who accomplished this, will be pro¬ 
perly characteristic of the suddenness and rapi¬ 
dity of what he effected.'* 

* To be continued. 

THE ROYAL PICTURES. 

TIIK OOOIJ SAMAIilTAK. 

Sir (.'. I.. Kii.UIake, I’.U.A., rainier. S. SiuUli, En^jraver. 

Size of tlie ricture, 5 ft. 1J in. by 3 ft. 75 in. 

The president of the lioyal Academy is one of tha 
few painters who, having adopted a certain style of 
Art in the beginning of tlieir career, continue it to 
the end. In speaking of style, we refer more to the 
principles and practice of painting than to subject; 
there are many artists who change their method of 
execution and colouring when they strike out into 
a new held of action, as did Wilkie, for example, 
after his visit to Spain and the East; others, again, 
—and this is by far the most numerous class,—keep 
upon their old ground, but exhibit it under new 
aspects; Turner painted Venetian scenery in two 
styles, and ideal landscape in three; and others, like 
Sir 0. Eastlake, vary their subjects without altering 
their manner. 

If wo compare his latest exhibited pictures with 
his earliest productions, those of about thirty years 
ago,—the “ Pilgrims arriving in sight of llome,” 
belongs to that period,—no one would doubt for a 
moment that they are the work of the same mind 
and the same hand. It w'ould be wrong to say that 
he has only one model for his ligiues, both male and 
female; but there is a strong nationality almost 
amounting to a family likeness among them all: the 
type is the true Italian, modified, however, according 
to the characters of the individuals, and the circum¬ 
stances in which they are placed; his colouring is 
throughout all of an uniform quality and tone, but 
is uniformly sweet, jime, and quiet,—never dazzling 
by its brilliancy, nor astonishing by its bold and 
striking contrasts; it shows more of the study of 
the Florentine school than of the Venetian. lie 
seems to have set out with the determination to win 
his way to fame rather through the approbation of 
the discerning few than the voices of the multitude: 
none of his pictures ever took the world of Art by 
storm, but they gained the applause of all to whom 
delicacy and pmdty of feeling in subject and treat¬ 
ment, careful execution, and truth and colour are 
recommendations. 

His picture of the “Good Samaritan” belongs to 
that series of w'orks which succeeded his representa¬ 
tions of Italian figure subjects : of this series the 
most important pictimes are, “ Christ weeping over 
Jerusalem,” and “Christ blessing little Chilch'en ;” 
in these productions alone the artist may well be 
content to rest his good name,—they would be 
honourable to any school, in any period: nor is it 
likely, from the multifarious occupations which now- 
serve to draw him away from his studio, that he wiU 
ever produce their like again. 

The “ Good Samaritan” is a beautiful picture, 
elegant in composition, and exquisitely finished. 
The principal figure must recall to those who are 
acquainted with ancient Art, the conceptions of 
some of the old Italian painters : the drawing is 
correct, the foreshortening of the limbs very cleverly 
managed, and the expression of the face that of a 
man who is suffering severe bodily agony, but whose 
pain is mitigated by the sympathy and kindness of 
another. The flesh tints are not quite agreeable to 
the eye; they are reddish, and of a dull tone—too 
red, w'e should presume, for a native of the country 
to which the man may be supposed to belong. The 
colour, however, is much neutralized by those in the 
draperies of the Good Samaritan, whose upper gar¬ 
ment is purple pink, and the lower dark red: a cloth 
of dark blue stripes is underneath the wounded man; 
the sky and distant hiUs are of a deep ultramarine ; 
the grass and foliage of the trees principally of bright 
emerald green. The grey horse, sober as it is in 
tone, adds greatly to the “light” of the picture, 
and seems to bring the whole into harmony of coloiu'. 

The action of the composition is sutliciently ap¬ 
parent : the wounds of him who “fell among thieves” 
have been bound up, and his kind “neighbour” is 
preparing to “ set him on his own beast,”—by the 
way, would not an ass be the animal most likely to 
be employed by travellers in Judtea? At a short 
distance, the priest and the Levite are seen “ passing 

by on the other side.” 
'The pictiu'e was exhibited at the Academy in 

1850 : it is now in the Itoyal Coliectiou at Osborne. 
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THE EOYAL ACADEMY. 

Not many years ago, an anecdote went tlie 
round of tlie newspaper press, which struck us, 
at the time, as embodying, in the quaint ab¬ 
surdity of tlie incident recorded, a very shrewd 
moral. In that “abstract and brief chronicle 
of the time,” it was narrated, that a day or 
two previously, a party had set out, on a fine 
summer’s morning, from Helensburgh, to fish, 
as others had done before them, at the Duoy of 
Koseneath. IVhat success they had in the 
main purpose of their expedition, is not re¬ 
ported,—and, from what we know of the after- 
proceedings of the party, we hold it the more 
considerate course not to inquire. Tliat, how¬ 
ever, which it was natural they should do, as 
the sequel of a day so spent, whether the 
success had been more or less, they did:—as 
the evening drew on, they made preparations 
for returning home. In this intent, and as the 
means to this end, they took to their oars, and 
pidled away for Helensburgh “with a will.” 
They are not represented—these holiday gen¬ 
tlemen—as having regarded themselves in any 
other light than that of indilferent rowers ; 
but yet, they were astonished, and finally 
alarmed, to find, how little progress they made, 
as the price of etlbrts which grew even despe¬ 
rate when the night grew late. It seemed, as 
if a supernaturally strong tide were running 
against them, and iucreasiug in strength with 
each minute that passed away. Tour hours of 
ceaseless rowing left them nearly as far from 
the shore which was its object as when first 
they took in their nets, and turned their boat’s 
head in the direction of the town. Worn out 
with fatigue, they tugged at the oar till eleven 
o’clock of that summer’s night; and then,— 
at that “ eleventh hour,”—they made the dis¬ 
covery which set matters right at once, and 
gave them free way towards the lights that 
beckoned from the distant land. AVhen their 
task by the Buoy was done, they had, it now 
appeared, forgotten to lift the anchor for their 
return; and for four fruitless hours they had 
been hopelessly straining against their own 
cable. They were laughed at, of course,—and 
very fairly, too; though, amongst the laughers 
there were those who were making just the 
same mistake, and had not yet found it out. 
The impediment to the after-progress of our 
fishing friends was an impediment of their own 
institution,-—and instituted on reasonable 
grounds. Their anchor was a good and ser¬ 
viceable anchor where they had laid it down,— 
and needful to the work which in that time and 
place they had to perform. But, they who want 
to go to Helensburgh, must lift the anchors 
that gave them firm riding by the Buoy of 
Iloseneath:—and he who hopes to steer for 
the lights of the present, will scarcely succeed 
in doing so unless he cast off from the cables 
that held him to his moorings in the past. 

The men of this our generation who have 
memories that carry them even a quarter of a 
century back, can have no difficulty wdiatever 
in recalling the time when a frequent and 
familiar moral practice was, that of rowing 
against the stream. The attempt to stay in 
mid-air the leap of the wmter-falls, w-as not then 
accepted as carrying an instant title to a 
straight waistcoat. The legislator of that 
“good time” applied the formula of King 
Canute to the tides,—overlooking his moral. 
The moral followed, nevertheless; and we have 
found it now, and written it up as a warning 
above the dead legislator’s grave. There was 
a Sisera in onr boyhood, as w'e remember well, 
who “ in his courses fought against ” the stars. 
His name was:—but let the dead rest. He 
lived to be, a ghost ere he died,—and comes 
not now into the starlight of our time, even as 
a phantom.—To return back, closer to our 

argument. In those not very distant days of , 
wiiich we speak, statesmen and others steered [ 
openly athwart the currents of events and of j 

opinion, and turned their boats’ heads up the j 

river-courses without, as we have said, general i 

impeachment of their sanity. Nay, they did j 

this in such sufficient numbers, that, wdiilc, of 
course, they made not—as it was not in the 
nature of things they should—any successful 
way against the downward llowq yet they w'ere 
able to encumber its free action, and to dam 
the streams of progress for a time. So marked 
and ra])id in recent years has been the abate¬ 
ment of this vicious ])ractice, that if now you 
sec—as occasionally you will—an ancient gen¬ 
tleman toiling right in the tideway, and in¬ 
versely to its direction, you recognise him at 
once as an anachronism, and look with in¬ 
dulgent pity on a labour which, absurd in its 
own aspect, offers not a moment’s obstacle to 
the march of the moral currents. Now and 
tlicn, it is true, on the floor of the House 
of Commons or elsewhere, a man will even 
yet step out, for an exercise of this kind, 
who has notoriously not the excuse of being 
enslaved by the old traditions, and is un¬ 
doubtedly jihilosopher enough to know that 
you cannot sail up a river when wind and tide 
arc setting down; ln,it the exhibition is in such 
case exceptional; — undertaken cither capri¬ 
ciously, for the recreating of the exlnbitor’s 
eccentricity,—or, it may be, scientifically, with 
a view to testing the strength of the current. 
Eor the most part, as we have said, in our day 
the world of Englishmen is agreed to recognise 
the moral forces, and their movements and 
direction. Though few, however, will now be 
found amongst us to offer such formal and 
avowed resistance to these as is implied in the 
direct act of rowing against the current,—it is 
still wonderful, how frequent, below the surface, 
are the cases in which minds willing to move 
onward are yet held back by the fastenings of 
custom or of prejudice from which they have 
omitted to cast themselves loose :—wonderful, 
in how many unsuspected places society is 
dragging its anchors.—Here, now, is the Boyal 
Aeademy, clinging blindly to the moorings 
which were laid down for it just ninety years 
ago,—and, while it pretends to move in obe¬ 
dience to the larger forces that arc at length 
urging it forward, impeded in its efforts to do 
so as a necessary consequence of that pertinacity 
to the past,—and standing, by virtue of the re¬ 
tarding influence in question, right in the jjatli 
of the great Art-currents of to-day. The 
Iloyal Academicians, of course, have not the 
slightest intention of doing anything so absurd 
as rowing against the stream ; but they have 
not yet leaimt to see, that they fail to make all 
the progress which, with the power they have 
on board, they shoidd, for the express reason, 
that, the Academy is, like the fishing-party at 
Iloseneath, dragging its anchors. 

MTicn the Boyal Academy was originally 
established, on the lOth of December, 1708, 
the scheme of the institution urns laid down 
on nearly the same identical foundations that 
it occupies in this year of grace, 18.58. Now, 
that is a proposition, the mere statement of 
which, unaided by any argument of ours, con¬ 
tains the exposure of its own absurdity. If 
the measure of 1708 were correctly taken with 
a view to the object then in hand, it cannot 
possibly represent the Art figure which has 
since had ninety years to grow^ Either, there 
must have been a great; waste and extravagance 
of original construction in reference to the 
interests at that time to be lodged, or those 
interests must now' be of necessity cramped 
and confined beyond the possibility of tlicir 
legitimate action, supposing them to have 
expanded in due proportion only to the expan¬ 
sion of most other interests since the days 

“ AVlien Georg’e tlie Third was king.” 

AVc should like to know', how many of the 
great social expressions there are wdiich can be 
adequately measured in our day by the scale of 
17G8. AVhy, even our moral measures are 
corrections of the standard of George HI. 
Our very ethics, social or political, are no 
longer the same. Of the mutilated “ wdsdoin 
of our ancestors,” many of the fragments 
that wc yet retain are cherished by ns 
in a jiroverbial only, not a repi’esentativc, 
character, and embalmed as aphorisms after 
they arc extinct as truths. Our very dialectic 
refuses to wear the tight costume of George 
the Tlnrd’s age. AAY know in our day, for 
instance, that the old familiar precept, to 
“ shun change,” which was deemed safe teach¬ 
ing then, can be sound teaching only in a statc 
wherein things are not constantly changing all 
around us,—and that the injunction to “let 
well alone ” is practically useful on the sole 
condition that well shall be an invariable 
quantity. So long as any given thing has a 
relation to shifting circumstances around it, 
change in itself consists in remaining the same. 
If the Boyal Academy were well instituted at 
the period of its creation, its institutions must 
for that express reason be ill suited to the 
wants of the present time. If it were rightly 
shaped to the Art conditions amid wdiich it 
saw the light, it can have no due adjustment 
to the Art conditions wdiich surround and ap- 
jieal to its maturity. The very theory of its 
perfection ninety years ago, must, interpreted 
according to the mere letter, be the theory of 
its insufficiency to-day. 

To say, merely, that the constituency for a 
national institution which shall be an adequate 
embodiment and representation of the Eine 
Arts amongst us at the present time is, at the 
least, six times as large as that out of wdiich 
the Boyal Academy originally issued, is to give 
a very incomplete expression to the amount of 
the interests now pressing for representation 
by means of such an institution. The mere 
numbers of the artists who constitute the true 
Art body of the nation now', and who should 
therefore form a part of any institution wdiich 
affects generally to incorporate our artists, is 
—as we shall shortly have to show'—a part 
only of the facts in the case,—though a part 
of itself sufficient, if there were no more, to 
sustain the argument for a new solution of the 
Academy question. AAhcn first it w'as felt 
expedient to give academic figure, and some¬ 
thing like means of corporate aetion, to our 
native arts, the number of artists thought ne¬ 
cessary to compose an academic presence of 
sufficient dignity and consistency was obtained, 
—and that, not without difficulty, and some 
delay,—only by admitting coinpleinentarily into 
the body two classes of persons who are ex¬ 
cluded from membership to-day,—foreigners 
and females. It may be questioned much, 
w hether the age w'as ripe for a native Academy 
of Arts wdiich could not find amongst the 
body of native artists a sufficient number of 
members to constitute such Academy. Be 
that as it may, how'ever,—out of the thirty-six 
Academicians wdiom alone it w'as found possible 
at the beginning to get together towards the 
full number of forty wdiich was the appointed 
figure of the young institution, nine were re¬ 
cruited from the ranks of foreign artists,—■ 
wdthout seeking to include in that category its 
future president, the American, AATst,—and 
tw'O, Mary Aloscr and Angelica Kauffman, 
belonged to w hat wc apjireheud is considered 
(though wc are not quite certain whether the 
modern exclusion be formal, or merely casual,) 
the non-academic sex. The exclusion of the 
foreigner from a native Academy of Arts,— 
except under some system of honorary altache- 
sbip, to be incorporated into its new and en¬ 
larged constitutions, when we get them,—wdll 
be recognized at once, w'C apprehend, as a sound 
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principle. The exclusion of female art, where it 
can make its title to admission "ood on all ol licr 
grounds tlian that of the artist’s sex alone, we 
ho])c to sec either justified on some argument 
whicli for ourselves we fail to discover, or aban¬ 
doned as resting on no good argument at all. 
There are, our readers know, some strange mo¬ 
tives operating, avowedly and otherwise, as the 

j basis of action in this Academy; but we fancy, 
that even an institution wliich appoints its 

i professors not to jirofess, and gives its annual 
1 dinner as a sort of picture trade sale, would 

yet hesitate to suggest the allUrrcdioii. as a 
reason for placing the female in the category 
of the foreigner. We should not, however, 
like to assign a limit to what some of the older 

■ and less apprehensive members of the Academy 
would do in the direction of the whimsical. 
l?ut, even if it should be finally determined, 

j that the higher rank of the Academicianship 
is a senate, and its members must wear beards, 
—and, on business grounds, and some other 
grounds of very sound policy, there is suffi¬ 
cient argument why this should be so,—we 
can yet sec no avowable reason for refusing 
the properly-constituted claim of the lady 
artist to assoeiateship, when the Associates’ 
door shall have been opened, as we hope to 
sec it, sufficiently wide to let in the body 
generally of the profession.—Eut, to return 
from a digression which anticijiates a portion 
of our argument.—Such as we have described 
it, was the condition of the Art supply that 
furnished the infant figure of the Royal 
Academy; and it will be at once allowed, that, 
as in the case of infancy generally, the inves¬ 
titure was somewhat larger than the figure 
demanded, or could fill. It was expected, 
we must presume, that the figure would grow, 
up to the lines provided for it,—and out of 
them.—How, then, sits the academic garment 
for which the Arts were measnred in George 
the Thii'd’s time on the Art figure of to-day ? 
Simply,—-to speak in the language of the 
metaphor,—it clothes but a small portion of 
the whole, and cramps what it clothes. In 
language more direef,—for every member who 
vacates one of the seats which in the young days 
of the Academy it was found so difficult to fill, 
there are half a dozen candidates waiting now,—■ 
each with the necessary amount of qualification 
in his pocket,—but, one only of whom it is 
possible to seat. The narrow ways that lead 
into the narrow temple of the academic privi¬ 
lege are beset by a crowd of highly-certificated 
artists,—few of whom it is possible ever to 
admit at all,—those few only at long intervals, 
and by one at a time,—and the fortunate one, 
only through the avenue that leads over a 
newly-closed grave. To the'inner chambers of 
the Academy, Heath is sole door-keeper. As 
we have before said, the new Academician 
steps up to his chair by the help of a coffin,— 
and wears as part of his academic costume 
a dead man’s shoes. The title of some dis¬ 
tinguished artist to the full honours of his 
profession, written in immortal characters on 
the Academy walls, and long since recognized 
withm and without, can be completed only at 
the cost of a life.—Nor does any single election 
of Academician or Associate take place, which 
does not leave behind it, to balance the sense 
of tardy justice done in one instance, a sense 
of individual hijustice, more or less deeply felt 
and resented, in others:—while a sense of 
general injustice pervades the whole body of the 
jirofession, at the narrowness of a scheme which 
renders the individual injustice inevitable, and 
the authorised character of the, assumption 
which gives its sting to both. The Academy 
is so constituted, that the boon which it con¬ 
fers on the one is a heart-burn to half-a-dozen, 
— and the stigma which its neglect inflicts on 
the many it has power to avoid only for the 
very few. Affecting to be a head to the Arts 

of the country, it detaches itself needlessly 
from their main body:—arrogating to itself 
a sort of slate rccogrntio)i, it claims the immu¬ 
nities and irresponsibilities of a private asso¬ 
ciation. Society after society has sprung up 
amongst the artists outside, formed to undertake 
that part of the Art administration which the 
Academy rejects, and save those Art interests 
which the Academy throws overboard. The 
Royal Academy, which by its failure of com¬ 
prehensive action has created the occasion for 
these several institutions, by the largeness of 
its figure is in the way of them all. What its 
own dellcieucy summons, its own pretension 
obstructs. Dragging its anchors of 1708, it 
pulls right across the Art currents of to-day. 
It is held ill the tideway which it neither uses 
nor leaves free by the moorings laid down for 
it by George III.—hleanthne, the lights are 
burning steadily and conspicuously by wdiich it 
should steer, if it would reach the high po¬ 
sition which at this moment, we believe, awaits 
its own deliberate acceptance or rejection. 

That the interests of the public suffer even 
more than the interests of the Academy from 
this state of things, is beginning to be strongly 
felt; and there are more reasons than one just 
now pressing from without, which point to the 
necessity of another and an early solution of 
these academy questions, in one sense or another. 
Before alluding more in detail to the external 
circumstances wdiich are hurrying on a reform, 
and to the nature of the reform needed, it will 
be well to inquire how far this external pressure 
is at length felt within the walls of the Academy 
itself, and what prospect may have arisen of 
aid from the Academicians in the amendment 
of their owm constitutions. 

They who, Mke ourselves, are in the habit of 
watching with some anxiety the action of this 
body politic, will not have failed to notice a 
variety of symptoms testifying to the fact, that 
the force of public opinion is beginning to reach 
it from without,—and that there is a growing 
party within wffio arc determined to give to tliat 
force its reasonable effect, and to that recog¬ 
nition of the force its practical application. 
The spirit of reform, w'e rejoice to say, is visibly 
stirring within the walls of the Royal Academy 
itself; and thougli his first steps on this un¬ 
accustomed ground arc timid and ill assured, 
and amount, in truth, to very little more than 
a mere announcement of Ids presence, yet, that 
presence is itself a fact full of significance in a 
quarter where resistance to him has hitherto 
taken the form of absolute exclusion. Till we 
had reform fairly on the ground, we could not 
proceed to take out letters of naturalization for 
him. With those who ignored him altogether, 
there could, of course, be no discussion as to 
his proportions. The argument of reform is a 
wedge-like argument,—and powerful only on 
condition that you get the small end in. These 
are truths which have been recognised with the 
earnestness of alarm by some of the older mem¬ 
bers of the Academy, who stick sleepily by the 
ancient argument. It is not wdthout an avowed 
feeling of uneasiness that they see the old copy¬ 
book texts dealt with irreverently. Even such 
bit-by-bit measures as point in the direction of 
progress, witliout, however, making, it must be 
affirmed, much advance towards it, are reso¬ 
lutely resisted by them on the express ground 
that they do show the road. That they effect, 
in fact, scarcely anything of that which tliey 
indicate, is met openly by the objection that 
they admit the necessity there is for something 
being effected. Changes which these men might 
hold to be indifferent in themselves, they hold 
to be dangerous in that they are change.— 
Thus, the recent relaxation of that law of the 
Academy in virtue of which a vacancy accruing 
in the ranks of the Academicians might remain 
unfilled up for a period of nearly fifteen mouths, 
was opposed by them, not on the merits of the 

i 
law itself, but because tlic relaxation of it was ' 

a relaxation. The attempt now making to ex¬ 
tend the correction of the same absurdity (or, j 

rather, wrong,—or, botli,—for, it was a wrong 
wrought absurdly, and an absurdity maintaineil 
wrongfully,) to the case of the Associate,—such 
extension being, after the other, a proposition 
of the merest and most simple logic,—is resisted 
on the avowed argument, that it is one more 
tap of the insidious wedge. IVc cannot deny, ' 

that the fears of the parties in question are well I 

founded. Both these amendments do involve ! 
a concession, that the scheme of the Academy ! 

is somewhat too tight,—and may be conve¬ 
niently let out here and there, where it can be { 

done without seriously affecting the form of the : 1 

institution. The concession in either case is a ! 
very mild one;—still, it is a concession. The !! 
grand point—the wedge point—is, the admission ‘ 

of the tightness. The rest will be an aflair of 
driving forward the wedge. — Again: — Mr. 
Cockerell has for some time past had on the ' 

books of the Royal Academy a motion which, 
like the others, affirms this most important of : 

the principles contended for by ourselves as 
necessary to a reform of the institution in con¬ 
formity with the demands of the time,—while 
it fails to carry out that principle to any suffi¬ 
cient practical issues. In recognition of a ; 

position which we have long pointed out, he 
proposes one of those fractionary measures ! 

Avhich express the recognition without occupy- I 

ing the position. His step is what is called || 

“ in the right direction; ” but it stops infinitely ! i 

short of the conclusion, its pointing towards f 

wdiich makes the direction right. Still, Mr. 
Cockerell’s proposition helps the cause inciden- | 

tally. With very little virtue in itself, it will ' 

be the occasion of a virtue to come. Each , 
patch that we add to the old constitution of the ' 
Academy, contributes its argument to the ne¬ 
cessity for getting a new' and respectable con- i 
stitution in the end. For the present, how'- 
ever, while hlr. Cockerell allows, by his motion, 
that the scheme of the Royal Academy is not 
large enough for the Art-figure of the age,—he j 

introduces a remedy which will offend the 
sticklers for exclusiveness by the admission 
itself, and disappoint the advocates of progress | 
by its inefficiency. He aims at an increase in j 

the number of Royal Academicians by means 
of a measure wdiich argues for the increase, 
while it will, we apprehend, leave the number i 
pretty nearly wffiat it at present is. Mr. Coc¬ 
kerell’s plan is, that of creating a new order of 
Academicians,—wdiose ranks he proposes to 
supply by volunteers from the existing body. 
The members of the projected new order he 
calls “ superannuation ” Academicians; and any 
Royal Academician who may, from age or from 
infirmity, be desirous of withdrawing from the 
activities and responsibilities of office, is to re¬ 
tire, if he wdll, into this supplementary order, 
retaining all rights and dignities wdiich pertain 
to his present position, and divesting himself * 
only of its cares and duties. For every Acade¬ 
mician availing himself of this privilege of 
honorary menibership, Mr. Cockerell w'ould 
elect another member into the body of forty;— 
thus kept intact according to the formal pre¬ 
scription, while evaded by means of a sort of 
ante mortem death. Now', will Mr. Cockerell | 
tell us, ill all honesty, how many vacancies he, 
in his most sanguine mood, has reckoned on i 
creating in the present ranks of the Academy, 
by the erection of this academical hospital ?—and 
whether, in the event of his being able to tempt 
some sohtary member or so into its wards, a 
proposition which affirms that forty is a num¬ 
ber too small to express the representative Art 
of the age, is adequately enforced in practice by 
a machinery which works to a result of forty- 
one ? If, indeed, the optional character of the 
measure were abandoned, and retirement into the 
new order were made compulsory under given | 

1 
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conditious,—this measure might doubtless have 
a certain limited operation in enlarging the nu¬ 
merical scheme of the institution. But, as we 
have hinted, all such hall measures as these are 
mere evasions of the true principle uot- strug¬ 
gling for assertion. They create a feeling as 
angry among the friends to prescription as larger 
me°asurcs would, — and fail wholly to satisfy 
1 hose more enlightened members of the Academy 
who see clearly that reform in the spirit of the 
age is a condition of its future greatness.—This 
inotion of Mr. Cockerell’s, however, though it 
jiroposes that which is of no great operative 
value, standing alone, contains, nevertheless, a 
suggestion which might very couveuieiiily be 
considered in such larger scheme of reconstruc¬ 
tion as we hope yet, and ere long, to see carried 
out. The readers of this Journal have not now 
to be told, that the arguments for a super¬ 
annuation class in the Boyal Academy are 
cogent enough. The superannuation, they 
know, we have practically already:—Mr. Coc¬ 
kerell’s motion would merely provide, that it 
should appear in its own name,—and make a 
vacancy for an eilicient. member.—The proposal 
in question has, we may add, been referred to the 
council of the Boyal Academy, for their delibe¬ 
ration ; and, judging by the time which has 
elapsed since the reference urns made, they 
certainly exhibit no eagerness to bring that 
deliberation to the issue sought. 

The great ditliculty with which the Boyal 
Academy has to contend in its attenqits to take 
such an attitude as may not be offensive to the 
large body of British artists, consists in its own 
hybrid character. Neither a public institution, 
properly speaking, nor a private one,—it insists 
on being both. It claims to have the authority 
of a public body, witli the immunities of a pri¬ 
vate one,—to be private as regards responsi¬ 
bility, and public for representation. It stands 
before the world in a corporate attitude, with¬ 
out being a corporation,—has a corporate air, 
without corporate functions. Assuming to be 
a mere association of individuals, promoting the 
Arts by their own methods and for their own 
benefit, and having no obligations to the state, 
—the costly lodging which the Boyal Academy 
enjoys from the state does, in fact, raise a 
moral obligation, were it only in its cliaracter 
of an endowment,—while it creates no legal one. 
But, there is no denying, that this form of 
state subsidy is something more, in effect, than a 
mere endowment. The fact of the institution 
in r|uestion being housed in one of the national 
palaces does unquestionably give to it a primacy 
over aU Art-institutions that may venture to 
compete with it,—and invests it with that 
"national character which it accepts as a pro¬ 
perty without admitting as a claim. The 
world in general, as we verily believe, has no 
suspicion that the Boyal Academy is without 
a charter,—and that each Academician holds 
his diploma individually and directly from the 
crown. The Academy not only is not a na¬ 
tional academy,—it is not a private academy 
either, in that independent sense pretended. 
It is emphatically, what George III. made it, 
—a lloi/al Academy. To all intents and pur¬ 
poses, the Queen is its visitor. Its very ap¬ 
pointments are made, subject to her approval, 
and held during her good pleasure. Of all this, 
however, nothing appears on the surface; and 
there is no question, whatever, that the Boyal 
Academy docs receive such an amount of sanc¬ 
tion from the state, as places it at the head of 
the Arts in England, and gives it tJiat authority 
as its possession which is in no sense its right. 
This, which is a sore at home, is a snare abroad. 
In the eyes of Europe generally, there is little 
doubt, that the Boyal Academy is regarded as 
taking that position which the great continental 
academies hold,—and, therefore, charged, like 
them, not only with the custody of native Art, 
but with the obligation to do its honours. Here, 
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it fails lamentably,—and the Art-character of 
the country suffers grievously by its failure. 
Here, the undefined and double character of the 
institution operates towards a serious impeach¬ 
ment of the ])ublic comities. Its narrow and 
beneficiary action comes in, to control its repre¬ 
sentative function,—and tlie foreign appeal to 
what is su])])oscd to be the national hosjiitalities 
it meets in the coirtracted spirit of a jrersonal 
code. It is not to be expected, that the insti¬ 
tution which incorporates into its very laws the 
expression of its sordidness and its sycojdiancy, 
should hail the stranger artist in the lugh and 
generous tone of a national representation. It 
is too much to hope, that a society which, at 
home, chooses, under a formrda, for its guests, 
at the one annual banquet which it gives, those 
only who are most likely to pay for tire dinner, 
—the picture-buyer, and persons “in- etevcited 
situations^' m of high ran/r,”—shoidd recognize 
the privileges which make a more spiritual 
appeal wdien they present themselves in the 
person of the foreigner. IVe know of cases in 
which artists from abroad have experienced at 
the hands of the Boyal Academy an amount of 
inhospitality wdiich would have been impossible 
had it been, in any high sense, the national in¬ 
stitution that in all probability they imagined 
it to be. This is, we repeat, a grievous incon¬ 
venience. The right oi the Boyal Academy to 
“ do what it will with its own,” is not disputf’d; 
but it is becoming of pressing importance, that 
it should either divest itself of that character 
of authority which commits the nation to its 
discourtesies, or rise to tlie dignify of the clia- 
racter and fulfil its demands. Instances like 
those to which we allude are carried back by 
artists to their continental homes, and present 
our country to the foreign mind in an aspect 
which is not true to the earnest love of Art 
that is growing and spreading amongst the 
]ieople.—Even at home, there are stories circu¬ 
lating throughout the profession, in which the 
Academy figures injuriously, and the parties 
aggrieved are brother artists of their owai:— 
stories that increase the original ill-will wdiich 
their privilege creates, by the narrow spirit in 
which they interpret it. Take as a single 
instance of the thing wm mean, what happened 
last year to an artist from the North,—a distin¬ 
guished member of the Boyal Scottish Aca¬ 
demy, and having, besides, official duties to 
perform, by the appointment of the state, in 
connection with his art. Chained by those 
duties, this gentleman wms prevented from 
visiting London during the wBole of the period 
when the exhibition of our own Boyal Academy 
wms open 1o the public,—but contrived to 
reach it on the morning of that evening when 
the artists meet within its wualls in conversa¬ 
zione, and the pictures are exhibited, by gas¬ 
light, to a select few. Never doubting—how 
should he?—that 1his last chance could be 
turned to account by an artist like himself, he 
applied to the President for a card of admission, 
and stated, as above, the facts on wdiich his 
application was grounded. We svqipose, it 
would require a character as unquestionable as 
his own to command the belief of his brethren 
of the palette, when he got back to the Scottish 
metropolis, and told them he had been refused ! 
—No explanation can be satisfactory in this 
discreditable matter. Either the President of 
the Boyal Academy has, or he should have, 
such a very moderate amount of discretion as 
would be sufticieut to meet the unquestionable 
claims of an exceptional case like this. 

The time has come, when between tliese tw’o 
several and conflicting characters to both of 
wdiich it pretends, it is fit that the Boyal Aca¬ 
demy should make a choice. It must, w'e repeat, 
elect, at last, either to rise into a national insti- 
tui ion, or to sink into one strictly private. Some 
iiody we daily more and more wmnt to fill the 
functions wdiich at present it virtually abdicates, 

—and such a body as we need, it is more than 
any other qualified to become. All the great 
European institutions of the kind have had be¬ 
ginnings like its own, and their growth has 
been in a similar direction to that wdiich wm 
indicate. The Erench Academy is a State ex- 
])ansiou of academies that had severally a pri¬ 
vate oiigm,—and so is the Boinan Academy of 
St. Luke. Everywdiere, it has been found, that 
as the Arts grew ,wdiich these institutions fos¬ 
tered, the growth has demanded a larger deve¬ 
lopment on their ])art to keep pace with it. 
Private associations may do much towards 
laying, and strengthening, the foundations of a 
national Art,—but the Art that has at last 
become national, must be rescued from the 
keeping of a coterie. 

Should, then, the Boyal Academy be pre- 
])ared to answmr in its own jrerson the demands 
of the time,—to accept the high mission wdiich 
invites it, and wdiich, in its default, must fall 
somewdiere else,—its first step should be, as 
wm have formerly pointed out, to ask the Go¬ 
vernment for a charter. Apart from all ob¬ 
jections directed against the narrow scheme on 
wdiich the Academy operates, its essential con¬ 
stitution is not in harmony with the spirit of 
the age. An institution wmaring the livery of a 
court, is ill-suited to be the expression and guide 
of that large Art-development wdiich has grown 
national in its character and in its aims. A 
body, as we have said, whose independent 
action wdtliin, is restrained by the prerogative, 
cannot pretend to a large and independent 
action without. Eor free expatiation over the 
wide sea that lies around them, wm recommend 
the Academicians to lift the anchor laid down 
ninety years ago in the royal closet. Cast 
loose, then, from their ancient moorings by 
that royal buoy, their charter should be such 
as wdll give them a full and comprehensive 
sw'cep over the boundless sea before them,— 
empowering them to steer wdtli the strong set 
of the great Art-currents, and to catch into 
their sails all the favouring taste-wduds that 
blow-'. No swinging for the regenerated body 
in the tideway by some old prerogative cable, 
in virtue of which it neither moves itself nor 
lets others pass:—but, riding majestically over 
the Art-waters as they roll, let it take, as the 
national ship should, all the Arts of the coun¬ 
try into its convoy. Quitting metaphor;—we 
have already pointed out, that, in order to be 
a true and majestic impersonation of British 
Art, the body of tlie Boyal Academy should be 
com])oscd of all w'ko contribute to make British 
Art illustrious. To ])reseiit the true figure 
of the country’s greatness in this respect, it 
should omit no part that helps to build up the 
figure. I7e are not in this article objecting 
to—nor, indeed, considering at all the question 
of—an ascending scale of ranks and dignities 
in the inner region of such an Academy itself; 
but intending, for the present, to deal only w-Itli 
that practical wrong and theoretic absurdity 
which defines an express limit on the outer 
borders of this enchanted Art-land.—“ The 
Society,” says constitution the first of the 
Boyal Academy, “shall consist of Eorty Mem¬ 
bers, who shall be called Academicians of the 
Boyal Academy.”—“ There shall be,” says 
constitution the second, “another order or 
rank, not exceeding tioentg in number, who shall 
be called Associates of the Boyal Academy.” 
—Nowq not to insist just now on the merely 
arbitrary and unessential character of this 
very distinction of ranks,—not to dwell very 
emphatically on the fact, that, as the Acade¬ 
mician is elected out of the body of Associates, 
and onlg out of their body, the precedence is 
simply ceremonial, and the division into twm 
classes expresses only one and the same order 
of merit or qualification,—let us confine our 
present argument to the far larger absurdity 
involved in the final limitation which deter- 
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i iniaes the extreme circle of tlie Academy. 
' The associates sliall “not exceed t-wenly in 

number!” Why? — ^Vhy not nineteen, as 
well?—why not twenty-one? Of course, tlie 

1 Academy does not say, there sliall not be more 
than twenty persons iroi-tlii/ to be associates :— 
that would be King Canute’s order to keep 
back the tides. Hut it says, Mhatever number 
of artists the growing richness of the soil may 
yield, we practically recognise only twenty of 
them as eligible to come in and sit at our 
lower table. It is our pleasure to define, 
according to a measure of our own, what we 
quite clearly see can only make, in fact, its 
own definition. The thing itself is elastic,— 

' but our rule in reference to it is absolute and 
invariable. There may be fifty artists whom it 
would be an honour to any academy to asso- 

! elate to itself,— a hundred, if you will, it makes 
no dilfercncc,—there are only twenty possible 
associates. We distinctly refuse to associate 
with more than twenty artists, besides our own 
academician body; and so far as the effect of 
our institution is concerned, we will keep 
down the figure of artist-worth to that number. 
There is a great deal too much cleverness 
abroad,—and, Alalthusian as our practice is, 
we have been quite unable to check its growth; 
but what we can do, we will,—after twenty, we 
ignore it. Of all the Art-greatness wdiicli 
cannot be expressed by the cabalistic number 
ticentii, we know officially nothing,—though 
practically compelled to hear a good deal 
about it. There is specific virtue in twenty. 
That is our number,—the number laid down 
for us by George III. ninety years ago;— 
and, in addition to its other merits, it has now 
the merit of prescription.—There is no doubt 
whatever, that a private body of men may 
agree to consist of as many members or as 
few as they please for purposes of their own,— 
but it is quite certain, that they should no 
longer be allowed to do so in the character of a 
national representation. Logic like this is of 
course permissible to artists, or to others, who, 
having to themselves the entire of the interest 
in the argument, may shape that argument as 

‘ they wdll; but it is simply absurd as expressing 
the scheme or argument of a National Academy. 
Even as a Royal Academy, it can never have 
been intended that this body should overlook 
the growth of ages; but this at any rate is 
clear,—a body holding such language the state 
should not lodge in its palaces, nor clothe with 
its visible sanctions. The new charter should 
sweep all this kind of dialectic away,—and be 
written in a language suitable to the necessities 
and conditions of the times. The dignity of 
the Academicianship itself, we contend, would 
be marvellously enhanced by the destruction of 
t he exclusion in which it is set,—and the heart- 
sores whicli surround the institution now, and 
make it a canker in the artist-life of England, 
would give way, as a consequence, to the 
genial and Art-promoting sense of a common 
interest cemented in a common bond. Of the 
present system, as in a former article we said, 
“ the wrong and the evil fall everywhere,—as 
much on the Academy who loses the distin¬ 
guished artist, as on the distinguished artist 
who misses the Academy. Every man of due 
qualification who is excluded from an asso¬ 
ciation that undertakes to present in itself the 
body of recognised English Art, suffers an injus¬ 
tice, and has a mark of depreciation set on him, 
by authoi'ity;—and the great corporate figure 
of the association itself loses something for 
every great artist whom it omits from its list of 
associates. Surely, a scheme that should 
sweep into the system of the Academy all that 
is illustrious m the Arts of England must of 
necessity give to it a grander presence in the 
eyes of Europe.”—We have already, on a 
former occasion, laid down the general outlines 
of such a constitution as we should desire 

to see the new charter of (he Royal Academy 
embody;- and arc ready to do so again, and in 
greater detail, wliencvcr the fitting occasion 
sliall ])rcsent itself. Alcantime, we confine 
ourselves to saying, that its leading feature 
would be, the jiower and the duty of alliliating 
to itself all the Art-ability which appeals to the 
Academy’s adoption and can minister to its 
illustration. To the numbers of associates there 
need, we iirsist, b.c no limit, save the limit of the 
Art-worth that presents itself for enrolment. As 
at a university, every artist should be entitled 
to take his degree in the Academy, who comes 
furnished with the excellence which is the true 
qualification. To all these, under such arrange¬ 
ments and modifications as may be hereafter 
determined on, should bo given a share, actual 
or virtual, in the government of the institution; 
and they should form a coustitTicney to adjudge 
the great final prizes of the lU'ofession. Surely, 
—as we have said before, and say again,—the 
crowning honour of the Academician’s chair, 
filled by the award of all that is eminent in 
the Arts of England, would gain immensely in 
dignity from the larger and more enriched 
basis on which it would, under such a consti¬ 
tution, be made to sta)id. 

We stated at an earlier period of this article, 
that the argument for a r-evised constitution 
of the Royal Academy which derives from the 
increase of numbers in the Art-body since the 
foundations of the Academy were laid, is only a 
portion of the whole argument in the case. 
At that particular point of the question it is, no 
doubt, that the sense of incongruity first and 
most conspicuously meets the inquirer; but it 
would, as we hinted then, be a mistake to sup¬ 
pose that the artist is the only party having an 
interest in the inquiry. The fact is, the whole 
conditions of the Art-question are altered since 
George the Third’s time. Art, which was, 
then, the luxury of the aristocratic few, is be¬ 
coming more and more, in the intelligent sense, 
an affair and a possession of the people. The 
Art whose patrons were, it may be said, a 
coterie, a coterie might adequately administer, 
—but a national thirst for the Eine Arts must 
be fed by a higher organization. Art mingles 
now in the education, softens the labours, in¬ 
forms the amusements, and enters generally 
into the aims of the masses. Over all these 
facts and tendencies an Art-academy has pro¬ 
perly a mission. By its mouth-pieces in Par¬ 
liament, the peojffe have voted large sums for 
the promotion of Art and Art-education in 
many ways. They have become the conscious 
possessor of priceless treasures, and are con¬ 
stantly on the look out to increase the store. 
Out of all these changed and growing condi¬ 
tions arise a class of duties for a national 
institution not provided for by the narrow 
arrangements of George III. The function 
of a national Art-academy, in our day, is 
not exhausted with its teaching in the Art- 
schools. It has a large pupilage out of doors, 
v/hora, by means proper to itself, it should pre¬ 
pare to receive the results of the lessons which 
it gives to the pupilage within. Under some 
system, which it belongs to its own duties, 
when it shall throroughly understand them, to 
devise, the walls of all our picture galleries 
should become its lecture-rooms. To the spe¬ 
cial training which it has hitherto given, and 
given liberally, it should add the general in¬ 
struction which it has hitherto entirely over¬ 
looked. As we have before observed, it has to 
comment *011 all the great picture texts which 
the people possess,—and the Art-wealth which 
the nation has acquired by purchase or by gift, 
it has to prepare the nation to enjoy. This is 
the sort of institution demanded by the times in 
which we live, and which Government should at 
length help us to see provided. If the Royal 
Academy be willing to bring its great traditions 
in aid of such an institution, it has but to ask. 

what tlie Government will surely give,— a 
charter introducing it into the necess.ary rela¬ 
tions with (he state and placing it under (he 
necessary responsibilities to the public, enabling 
it to ex))and its figure to the dimensions sug¬ 
gested, and conferring on it powers and cajia- < 
cities equal to the enlarged action sought. 

The one pressing reason why we have re¬ 
turned to this subject at the present time, and 
urged it with more than common earnestness, 
remains to he stated. No one, we think, who 
followed us in November last Jii-Journal, 
No. XXXV, p. fi29j, through our analysis of (he 
evidence given before the Commissioners ap¬ 
pointed by Government to inquire into the 
question of a site for the National Gallery, can 
for a moment doubt that the pictures forming 
that priceless collection must, without much 
further delay, be rescued from the calamities 
with which, on overwhelming testimony, they 
are threatened in Trafalgar Square. Never 
was a case for removal more pressingly made 
out. The public were fairly startled by the 
revelations of that Blue-book; and the more 
earnest amongst them are beginning to mani¬ 
fest a sort of impatience that interests so pre¬ 
cious should be perilled at the suggestion of any 
motives which do not keep Ihem first in view, 
and any interests less precious than themselves. 
If the one solitary argument against the re¬ 
moval which is drawn from distance, as it affects 
the use of the pictures, were of tenfold the 
force that it is, it must give way before the 
body of arguments that menace their very ex¬ 
istence. It is simply idle, to discuss the more 
or less of opportunity incidentally obtained by 
a process which subjects the essence of all op¬ 
portunity to the visible hand of the destroyer. 
But, the fact is, that this single argument 
drawn from distance has itself been polemically 
overstated. It is by no means our own intention 
to follow the example of over-statement, by deny¬ 
ing to the argument the weight which properly 
belongs to it; but a little candid consideration 
of facts and figures will, we think, show, that it 
may be so reduced in proportions as to leave 
it no chance of standing up for a moment 
against the serious case which there is on the 
other side.—It is, of course, not pretended by any 
one that the argument of distance is an argu¬ 
ment at all as it affects the wealthy classes who 
move about at will, with time for a part of 
their superfluous wealth, and the means of easy I 
locomotion as an instrument for doubling it.—- j 
Then, in the case of the Art-student, we question ’ 
whether it might not be contended that such a 
light distance as that which leads from our 
crowded streets to Kensington Gore is as 
much a gain to him as it can be a loss, in 
the progress of his studies. But wdiether this | 
be so or no, the loss is not essential, and can ; 
in no case be great; and it is to the student, above 
all others, of first importance that the precious \ 
book shall be kept legible from which he has to 
learn.—It is in the name of the public generally, 
however,—of the working masses, whose capital 
is time, and who must turn that small portion 
of it which they can give to objects like these 
to the best account,—that the argument against 
removal is principally put forward. It is this 
emphatically national use of the national collec¬ 
tion which is urged as a reason for keeping it, 
as is assumed, within most easy reach of the 
toiling public, by retaining its present location 
in Trafalgar Square. That this great popular- 
interest should be put forward as mainly 
influencing such a question as this, is, indeed, 
a striking sign of the times,—marking all the 
space that opinion has travelled since the days 
of George III. But, they who look at 
the returns of visitors to the national and 
other collections, and to temptations of a simi¬ 
larly wholesome, and refined nature, which lie 
distances two or three times as great away, may 
well doubt whether the popular argument has 
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lieeii viglitly read. The ■working masses—and 
let it never be forgotten, liow immense a 
majority of all the publie, of all ranks and (dl 
classes, that term embraces,—the working 
masses have more objects than one on which to 
lay out the little capital of time that they can 
spare to spend from actual work. They have 
to buy with it fresh air, and the health it 
feeds,—they have to buy the enlargement of 
knowledge and refinement of thought which 
these fine national collections help to nourish,—• 
and they have to buy that intellectual enjoy¬ 
ment which is moral health, and circulates | 
perennially around all the great masterpieces of 
mind. All these objects of purchase help and | 
fortify one another; and if, out of the small j 
capital of time at its disposal the public can 
purchase them by a single act, it has unques- [ 
tionably turned its savings of this kind to the ' 
largest account. The fact is, the people love, | 
irow, to have an aim beyond enjoyment in their 
mere enjoyments, and to give to their very 
search for air the appearance of a search 
for information. This is a habit of the 
popular mind by every means to be encouraged; 
and we say, as we have said before, that the 
statesman who, observing it, gives to the peojde 
a new motive for coming abroad to the 
natural health fountains,— such motive for 
instance, as the national pictures at Kensington 
Gore might be,—is a benefactor of the same 
beneficent class as he who of oid sank a well in 
the desert. 

But, a few figures from the records of 
the museum collecting for popular use on the 
very ground now in question, will be a case 
directly in point. We will take a couple of 
months—the one a summer, and the other a 
winter, month—in two several years, in the 
one of which the Museum of Ornamental Art 
was in the streets of London, while in the 
other it was on the people’s estate at Ken¬ 
sington. We omit the year 1850, when the 
establishment was in progress of breaking up at 
the one place for removal to the other, and the 
transition state of things would make the com¬ 
parison unfair,—and we will take the year 
which preceded, and that which immediately 
followed. In July, 1855, the number of 
visitors at the museum, when at Marlborough 
House, was 7138:—in July, 1857, at South 
Kensington,lt was 23,921. To this last has to be 
added the eveningattcndance in the same month, 
—but for wdiich the same opportunity was not 
given at Marlborough House;—and this 
amounted to 22,828. This aggregate of 16,752 
makes the visits to Kensington in July, 1857, 
more than six times as many as those paid 
only two years before to the same institution in 
hlarlborough House. At Marlborough House, 
in October, 1855, there were 9100 visitors:—at 
South Kensington, there were, in the morning, 
16,111, and in the evening, 21,732,—making a 
total of 38,113, and an increase more than 
four-fold.—We may add, that the average 
attendanceduring five months at South Kensing¬ 
ton was 11,000 monthly, or half a million a 
year,—while the average monthly attendance 
at Marlborough House was 7800.—Now, of 
course, we would by no means be understood 
as seeking to claim the whole of this increase to 
the credit of our argument. Much of it is due to 
the opening of the museum in the evening,— 
and something goes, no doubt, to the account of 
the natural development of the institution. It is 
sufficient for our purpose to have shown, that, 
not only has such development suffered no 
check from the removal of the museum to the 
people’s estate at Kensington,—but that the in¬ 
crease there has been in a ratio far beyond what 
could have been reasonably predicated from the 
rate of progress at Marlborough House. 

Well, then, from Trafalgar Square 'um con¬ 
clude it is inevitable that the national pictures 
must go:—and in that case, their present 

splendid home will be ready for a new appro¬ 
priation. Of the palace which houses them 
now the Royal Academy is already in posses¬ 
sion, as joint tenant,—though only at the 
national will;—and the opportunity which 
possession gives, the Royal Academy is not a 
body to overlook. Bor all the purposes of such 
a national institution as the age demands, and 
as we have been urging, this is a magnificent 
site, and a sufficient l}uilding. The supply of 

j the national want in this respect is rendered 
far more easy by the opportunity which the 
vacation of the building in question will afford. 
The chance is one on no account to be over¬ 
looked. On such an association as the Royal 
Academy at present is, this palace of the nation 
must not be thrown away. We hope Parlia¬ 
ment will deniand a strict account of the 
ministerial intentions in rcspectof this building, 
should facts place it at the disposal of the 
Government. If the Academy desire to occupy 
at once this national palace and the great Art 
position which it should represent, now is the j 
time for Government to make terms with the ! 
Academy. If that body be willing to cast off its ! 
royalty, and rise to the nationality of the 
interests involved, a great career, of which its 
)iast is but a shadow, awaits it,—and Govern¬ 
ment may hy its means give to the country an 
institution whose free and vigorous action shall 
secure for the Arts of England a high and 
distinguished place among the Art-schools of 
the world. 

ART IN SCOTLAND AND THE 

PROVINCES. 

Edindurgii.—The Scottish National Gallery, in 
Edinburgh, which was completed in 1856, has been 
made the subject of a Treasury minute, which was 
drawn up by Mr. AVilson before leaving office. The 
five eastern and one central galleries are to be de¬ 
voted for four months every year to the exhibition 
of the Eoyal Scottish Academy ; the five western 
and one central galleries shall be reserved for the 
formation of a Scottish National Gallery of Art, 
and shall be permanently and e,xclnsively so occu¬ 
pied. For the formation of a National Gallery 
there are four collections of paintings immediately 
available—namely, the valuable collection of the 
Eoyal Scottish Academy, the collection belonging 
to the Eoyal Institution, the interesting collection 
bequeathed to the city of Edinburgh by the late 
Sir James Erskine, of Torrie, and the collection 
belonging to the Iloard of Manufactures, besides 
various pictures belonging to the National Associa¬ 
tion for the Promotion of the Fine Arts, and others 
belonging to private individuals. These collections 
are, for the most part, at present exhibited in the 
building of the Eoyal Institution, and, on their 
removal, the galleries there are to be devoted to the 
exhibition of the interesting museum of the Society 
of Anti(piaries of Scotland, which the society has 
generously handed over to Government free of cost, 
for behoof of the public, to whom it will always be 
gratuitously open. The Treasury minute proposes 
that the annual charge of the National Gallery, 
amounting to £1142, shall be paid by the Board of 
Manufactures, from whose funds came £20,000 out 
of the £50,000 which the building cost, the larger 
portion being contributed by parliamentary grant. 
Air. W. B. Johnstone, a member of the Eoyal 
Scottish Academy, has been appointed principal 
curator and keeper of the National Gallery, at a 
salary of £250. For fitting up the saloons of the 
Eoyal Institution for the Antiquaiian Museum, a 
parliamentary grant is to be asked of £20.32. It is 
recommended that the School of Design, upheld by 
the Board of Alanufactures, shall cease to form a 
charge on their funds, and shah be affiliated to the 
department of Science and Art in London. 

Liverrool..—The artists who have seceded from 
the Liverpool Academy, and established themselves 
as an independent institution, under the title of 
the “ Liverpool Society of Fine Arts,” announce 
that ineir arrangements will enable them to open 
an exhibition in the Queen’s Hall, Bold Street, in 
the month of August or September. Contributions 
of works are invited from the artists of the metro¬ 
polis and elsewhere. 

Norwich.—On the 30lh of jrarcb, the supporters 
of the Norwich School of Art assembled in the rooms 

of the institution to receive the Eeport of the com¬ 
mittee for the last sessional year; or rather, as it 
appears in the document, for the last eighteen 
months. 'I’he number of pui)il3 attending the cen¬ 
tral school, during this period, was 268, showing an 
increase of 72 over the preceding eighteen months; 
the number of students in the out-door schools was 
1125. Mr. G. E. Wilde, the government inspector of 
these institutions, visited the school in February, 
and after an examination of the students and their 
works, awarded twenty medals for distribution: to 
one pupil, George Scarles, a silver medal was 
awarded. Sir S. Bignold’s Scholarship, value £15, 
was gained by Charlotte Cartwright, witli whom 
George Easter seems to have had a sharp compe¬ 
tition ; Air. J. G. Johnson’s Scholarship, value £10, 
was carried off by George Searles, the committee at 
the same time highly commending the drawings 
sent in by Henry Jean. Aliss Cartwright, Alessrs. 
L. J. King, Searles, and Easter, have been ap¬ 
pointed, by the department of Science and Art, 
pupil-teachers in the school, a position that 
entitles them to a gratuitous application of all the 
adviiitages the institution offers, and also to an 
annual allowance of £20. The Eeport announces 
the retirement of J. H. Gurney, Esq., At.I’., from 
the presidency of the school, and the accession of 
the Bishop of Norsvich as one of the vice-presidents. 
'There is a debt of £200 outstanding against the 
school, arising from repairs effected in the building 
it lately occupied, and for furniture in that—a new 
one—in which it is now located. Arrangements are 
being made to liquidate this debt by a Fine Arts 
Bazaar, to beheld in September next. 'The meeting 
concluded with a vote of thanks to Air. Claude 
Nursey, the head-master, “fur his continued exer¬ 
tions in promoting the success of the institution.” 
Air. Nursey, in addition to the arduous duties as 
principal, has given his gratuitous services as 
secretary. 

ScARROROUGH.—Arrangements are being made 
for an exhibition of pictures here, which is to take 
place during the busy season, at this fashionable 
and much frequented bathing-place, designated by 
the late Dr. Granville, in his “ Spas of England,” 
as the “ Queen of English Watering-places.” The 
exhibition will be held in the Assembly Eooms, a 
new and elegant building, in which the architect 
has had especial care in the management of the 
light, for showing in the most advantageous manner 
the objects hanging on the walls. 'The exhibition 
will open in August, of which due notice will be 
given. AA'e have some gratification in making this 
announcement to artists, as it will afford them a 
most favourable opportunity of allowing their works 
to be seen by a very large, inlluential, and wealthy 
class of people from all parts of the United King¬ 
dom, who annually frequent this delightful town 
during the summer and autumnal months. 

Birmingham. — 'The recent retirement of Air. 
George AA'allis, the head-master of the Birmingham 
School of Art, and of Air. Daniel AVood, the deputy 
head-master, has called forth an expression of good¬ 
will and kind feeling on the part of the students 
towards their instructors, which is highly honour¬ 
able to all. At the last attendance of these gentle¬ 
men in the class-rooms, they were respectively 
addressed by Air. H. Hill and Air. G. Hall, two of 
the pupils, on behalf of their fellow-students, and 
requested to accept a testimonial as an expression 
of their respect and esteem. 'To Air. AVallis was 
presented a casket and writing-case of walnut-wood, 
richly mounted in or-morlu, and a handsome 
pencil-case. 'The testimonial for Air. AA'^ood was 
unfortunately not ready for presentation at the time, 
but we hear it is to consist of some specimen of 
local Art-manufacture. 

Halifax.—A very pleasing improvement ha.s, we 
understand, been made to the fountains which play 
on each side the saloon on the terrace of the People's 
Park. Formerly a single jet of water sprang from 
the mouth of a fawn, the head and face of which, 
carved in stone, was placed in each side of the four 
recesses of the two wings to the saloon, and fell into 
the basin beneath. 'The effect of the eight small 
thin streams of water was not what it ought to have 
been. 'This has evidently been felt, for a short dis¬ 
tance beneath the orifice of each jet, and about 
equi-distant between it and the water in the basin, 
has been placed a conch shell, of elegant shape, 
carved in stone, and into -which the water falls, and 
overllowing the shell, trickles into the basin beneath 
in ten small streams. 

Banburv.—A memorial of the marriage of the 
Princess Eoyal is to be erected, by public subscrip¬ 
tion, in this town : it will take the shape of a cross 
and fountain combined. 'The design of Air. Gibbs, 
a local architect, has been selected out of several 
sent in competition. It is in the decorated Gothic 
style, the height about 60 feet; six niches are in¬ 
tended to be tilled with sculpture. 
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BRITISH ARTISTS: 

THEIR STYLE AND CHAIIACTEIL 

WITH ENGIiAVKI) H I.USTIiATIONS. 

No. XXXV.—lUCIIAUI) I’AHKF.S liONINGTON. 

; '^iiANC'E, Ihroiigli some of licr liiogi'apliers and writers 
" ' upon Art, places lioiiiiigtoii among the painters of 

lliat eoniitry—founding' the elaini only oii the eir- 
cmnslanco that his Art-education w'as completed in 
Kranco, and that a considerable ])ortion of his brief 
life was passed there. But on precisely the same 

grounds Italy would possess a right to Gibson and 
I’enry AVilliains, and a score other artists who have 
studied in Rome and taken up their residence in the 
pontifical city, and who w'ill in all probability find their 
last resting-place amid the monuments of departed 

Roman greatness. But Bonington sleeps not under the 
shadow of the dark cypresses in Perc la Chaise : the dawn of 
his morning opened up beneath an English sky; his sun went 
down, ere it was day, amid the heavy golden tints of an 
English autumnal atmosphere. 

Richard Parkes Bonington was born in October, 1801, at the 
little village of Arnold, near Nottingham : his grandfather and 

;■ father held, in succession, the post of governor of the jail in 
' Nottingham, which the latter, after a comparatively short tenure, 

was compelled to resign, from the freedom with which he e.Apressed his 
political opinions, and discussed the measures of the Government, among 
those confided to his safe custody. On relinquishing his post he, then un¬ 
married, commenced practice as a portrait-painter, for which it seems he 
had some talent; and on his marriage with Aliss Parkes he removed to 
Arnold, where the wife opened a school for young ladies, and where she gave 
birth to the subject of this memoir. After remaining in Arnold a few years, 
the family returned to Nottingham, the lady continuing her school, and her 

hu.sband his practice. R’ilh the example of his father constantly before him, 
it is not sui'prising that young Bonington manifesicd at a very early age a 
desire to use his pencil ; but it did astonish many of the friends of his parents 
to see with what facility the child handled the instrument of Art, and with 
what taste and accuracy he would copy not only portions of prints and 
drawings, hut natui'al objects. Being an only child, he was regarded with 
more than ordinary solicitiide by his parents, was indulged, but happily not 
s])oilcd ; his amiable and alfeetiouate disposition enabled him to triumph over 
the evils to which he was exposed by llattery and excessive kindue.-^s. “The 
father,” writes one of his biographers, Allan Gunningham, “ ))crceived a wonder¬ 
ful ajititude in the boy, and, with a father’s love, he watched over his ])rogress, 
and, with an artist’s skill, showed him the tine and immediate way. He 
supplied him not only with those ready subjects for exercise which the print- 
book and portfolio contain, but eoudneted him into the fields, and bade him 
study the pasture hills, the ruined towers, the running streams, the busy bird.s, 
the unfolding flowers, the light and shade of the forest, and in all, and in 
more, find matter for his pencil.Jturing these early days the general 
education of Bonington was not neglected. He made such progress in learning 
as enabled him to acquit himself as a gentleman when the nse of his pen was 
called for; he could not, however, lay claim to the rank of a scholar. Indeed, 
to anything like scholarship few of our artists have any pretension ; subdivision 
of labour, so much admired in this age of extravagance and economists, limits 
men’s views too exclusively to the immediate pursuit which brings bread or 
fame; and as Art, unlike ‘ the learned professions,’holds out no allurements 
to those born in the circles of wealth and worldly honour, the Royal Academy 
has to recruit its ranks from those whom the impulses of nature may chance 
to call from the workshop or the plough to hold the pencil or the chisel. The 
learning of Euscli—of which ho always made the most—was the terror for 
many years of his less accomplished brethren ; on the strength of attainments 
which would have been accounted moderate enough anywhere else save amongst 
artists, he ruled with all the insolence of a Swiss, a Greek, and a grammarian: 
he who could quote Biudar in the original had no chance of being contradicted 
by any one in authority during the presidencies of either Reynolds, West, or 
Lawrence.” This subject of scholarship in the ease of artists, referred to hy 
Cunningham, is one that has heen occasionally mentioned by us; it is an 
undeniable fact—and one for which we have endeavoured to account when 
writing on the matter—that artists, generally, are not so well educated as 
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members of other liberal professions, and it is much to be regretted, for many 
reasons, that it is so : a wide and comprehensive education will never make 
a great painter if the specific inspirafion be wanting, but it xvill assuredly assist 
the development of what is usually called genius, and guide it into a right and 
worthy channel; often enabling it to overcome difficulties that without it 
are frequently found insurmountable, and leading the mind from xvhat is ignoble 
and common in Art to that which is elevated and lovely. We speak of education 
as a rule; there are some cases where nature seems to have rendered it to a 
certain extent unnecessary, and others where it appears to have been almost 
thrown away : if Reynolds and Lawrence could have discoursed in Greek like 
Demosthenes, and in Latin like Cicero or Tertullian, they would not have 
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produced more elegant portraits than they have left us, nor have shown them¬ 
selves more polished gentlemen than they were ; and Fuseli, though able to 
quote Pindar in the original, could not shake off the roughness of his external 
nature, nor produce on his canvas the beauty and the grace of a Greek model.^ 

Allan Cunningham’s account of the share which the elder Bonington had in 
the education of his son is contradicted by another biographer. In a memoir 
of the young artist, published sometime after his decease, in Arnold's Magazine 
of the Fine Arts, a monthly publication which for many years has ceased to exist, 
we find the following remarks:—“ So far, indeed, from Mr. Bonington’s taking 
every opportunity, as was stated in the Literary Gazette at the time of his 
son’s death, of leading the latter to the Arts as a profession, he never considered 
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the suliject at all; ami tlie uliole ti-aiiiing and pupilage of the sou was left to 
his allectionate and accomplished mother. It is true hlr. B. practised as a 
])ortrait-painter, but it was more in the name than the principle; and even if 
he had jiossessed the talent sulliciently I'or directing his son’s abilities, his 
inclinations drew him always to other scenes and [lursnits ; for when he ought 
to have been in attendance on his family and establishnicnt, he was enacting 
the political nionntcbank on a w;iggon in some ])art or other of tlie town,” 
How ninch or how little of actual truth is contained in this statement we have 
now no means of ascertaining; but its veracity is iu a great measure borne 
ont by the fact that the elder Bonington was compelled to (put the country 
and seek refuge with his family in Trance : it is from this period, and in Baris, 
that young Bonington’s career as an artist commenced. 

lie had reached the age of liftecu when the family took np their residence in 
I’aris. what a change was this for one ardent, enthusiastic, and only waiting 
the opportunity to show that nature had endowed him with talents that required 
nothing more than a fruitful soil aud genial atmosphere to cause them to grow 
and blossom luxuriantly!—what a change from a comparatively obscure country 
town, where probably at that time even a picture of second-rate (puility was 
a rarity, to a continental city whose galleries of Art were crowded with the 
works of the great masters of painting! It would have been the extreme of 
folly for any one to attempt to restrain the impulses of his nature; the only 
course was to grade them, and therefore the father, inllueuced by the conviction 
of the latent genius of his son, seriously set to work to aid his improvement. 
The first step was to get permission for him to study in the Louvre: “This,” 

says C'uuuingham, “was readily granted to a youtli who carried with him such 
proofs of capacity : and the keepers of that line national collection are repre¬ 
sented as wondering at the skill with which the Englisir boy transferred to 
his own jiaper or canvas some of the fairest landscapes of the Italian aud 
Tlcmish schools.” 

After pursuing his labours for a considerable time in the Louvre, he was 
entered as a student ol the Royal institute of Trance, and became a pupil in 
the atelier of hi. le Baron Gros; here, however, he did not remain long: 
Bonington’s sjiirit was too independent, and the conviction of his own ])owers 
much too strong, to induce him to submit to the academical rules of study laid 
down by the master, who reproached his pupil “ for inattention to the precepts 

' which he delivered on picturesque jiainting:” he left the Academy, aud 
I conliued his studies to the Institute, where he drew jirincipally from the living 

model. .4 writer in one of the Trench journals, Le Globe, says,—“After 
Bonington had established his reputation, hi. Gios did him justice, lie 
recalled him,”—the expression assumes that Bonington had been dismissed, 
and had nut volunt;irily withdrawn himself, from the Academy,— “and in the 
presence of all his pupils—who were emdianted with the success their comrade 
had achieved—praised his tine talents, which no one had directed, and begged 
tlnit he would hare the i/oodiiess to become one of the ornaments of his sehool.” 

The connoisseurs of Art in Baris soon discovered the merits of Bonington as 
. a painter, and almost contended fur the acepusition of his pictures. Although 
, at no period of his life does it seem that ho passed much time by the sea-side, 
I yi’t his favourite svdjjccts were coast-scenes ; for one of liis earliest drawings of 
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this kind he received a gold medal, at the time when f'onstable and Copley Royal Academy another “View on the Trench Co'ast,” and in 1838, three 
Ticldiiig were recipients of similar honours for works exhibited at the Louvre, . pictures, “ [Irnry III. ot Trance,” a “ Coast Scene,” and “ The Grand Canal, 
and Sir T. Lawrence was decorated with tiie insignia of tlie i.egiou of I lonour. with the Church of .La ATrgine del Salute, Venice.” One other picture, a 

In 1822 Bonington left Baris for a journey into Italy; though liime and “'I'lirk reposing,” completes the list of Ins works pidtlicly exhibited in 
commissions accumulated upon him, a desire to visit A’euicc tiinmphed over England; hut at the period when it was seen—at the British Institution in 
every other consideration. Ilere he passed several months, sketching the old '■ 182',)—the hand that wrought it was inonlderirig in the grave, 
architecture of the city that sits enthroned on the waters; from these sketches In 1827, for the first time since his lamily had retired to the continent, 
many of his finest jdetures were painted. On his return to Baris, he found | Bonington visited London, but although he had now become well knoivn and 
him.self in a position to occupy a house of considerable pretensions in the Hue appreciated iu Trance, the estimation ot his genius h_v others created in him 
St. Lazare, where he lived in good style, aud entertained many of the most neither vanity or presumption. His modest opinion of his own merits is 
distinguished members of the literary and artistic circles of I’aris. shown in an extract of Allan Cunningham’s biography'.—“A letter to me,” 

It was not till the year 1826, that his countrymen in England had an oppor- | says Cunningham, “ from Mrs. Torster, a lady distinguished by her own talent 
tunitv of seeing publicly any of the works of the young artist who had liseu as well as from being the daughter of Banks the sculptor, contains the lollowing 
into such favour among Barisian amateurs. A few vvho had visitcil the city jiassage:—‘ When llonington visited England, in 1827, I gave him a letter of 
had heard of his fame, and made themselves acquainted with his prodiiclious, iidroduction to Sir 'riiomas Lawrence, but he returned to Baris without having 
but his name was comparatively unknown among ns; however, in that year I delivered it. On nqv inquiry why he had not waited on the president, he 
he sent lo the British Institution two pictures of small size, views on the Trench i replied—‘ I don’t think myself worthy ol being introduced to him yet, hut 
coast, which created what is usually termed “quite a sensation” among the ' after another year of hard study I may be more deserving ol the honour.’” 
Art-critics, some of whom having never heard the name of Bonington, regarded 1 I n the spring of 1828 he^ w'as again in London, and brought with .him the three 
it as a now de pincean; one writer, we arc told in the Literary Gazette ci pictures mentioned above,'as exhibited in the Academy that year, as well as 
the date of the exhibition, declared there was no such jiainter as Bonington, 1 another letter of introduction to Lawrence, who received him vvith the utmost 
and attributed the pictures to Collins. In the year following, he sent to the cordiality, and with the respect that one man of genius entertains for another. 
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After a sliort sojourn here Bouiiifjtou returned home, where, as well as iu 
Euglaud, immerous eommissions awaited his atteutiuu. lii his anxiety to 
aeeomplish the wishes of his patrons, he laboured iueessantly, and exposed 
himself unguardedly, it is said, to tlic too great heat of the summer sun, wliieli 
brought on an attack of braiu fever; the measures adopted by his medical 
attendants to allay the fever, acting upon a constitution naturally delicate, 
so reduced their patient that every symptom of rapid consum|)tiou was soon 
manifest. As a last hope of recovery, his friends managed to bring him to 
Loudon, and placed him under the care of Mr. St.John Long, a practitioner who 
was supposed to be successful in his peculiar treatment of pulmonary disorders. 
All elforts, how'ever, were vain; within a few' days of Ids arrival, Bonington’s 
career was for ever closed; he died at No. 29, Tottenham Street, on the 23rd of 
September, 1828, having nearly attained his twenty-seventh year, lie was 
buried in the vault of St. James’s Church, I’cntonville, in the presence of a 
large assembly of ))rivate friends and of artists—Sir T. Lawrence, the President, 
and Howard, the secretary, attending as representatives of the Royal Academy; 
Hobson and Pugin, as representatives of tlie Water-Colour Society, to pay the 
last tribute of respect to one whose premature death was lamented by all who 
were cognizant of his worth. 

Lawrence, in a letter to Mrs. Forster, announcing the sad event, writes ;— 
'■ Except in the case of Mr. Harlow, I have never known, in my own time. 

the early death of talent so promising, and .so rapidly and obviously improving. 
If 1 may judge from the later direction of his studies, and from remembrance 
of a moridng’s eouver.sation, his mind seemed ex|)anding in every way, and 
ripening into full maturity of taste and devated judgment, with that generous 
ambition which makes conliuement to lesser departments in the art painfully 
irksome and annoying.’”'' 

The genuine oil-pictures by this artist arc very scarce in England ; the most 
numerous, and, with a few' exce])lious, his best, are in France. In the Vernon 
collection is, as many of onr readers know, a small view of the “ .Scpiare of 
St. Mark, Venice.” The “ Turk reposing,” to which allusion has already been 
made, xvas in the possession ol the late Mr. Rogers, but we do not remember to 
have seen it in the list of the pictures sold after the death of Mr. Rogers, whose 
sister. Miss Rogers, was, two or three years ago, the owner of two “ Italian 
Coast Scenes.” In the colleclion of Mr. A. Barker is a charming small female 
portrait, that shows the versatile talent of the painter. Mr. 11. Vlunro 
possesses a Venetian view, a “ Coast Scene,” with figures buying and selling fish, 
and “ Francis 1. and Margaret of Valois;” in the Grosvenor Gallery, is a very 
line “ Coast Scene ;” at Lord Northwick’s mansion, near Cheltenham, another 
“Coast Scene,” and one or two others, of doubtful origin, though ascribed to 
Bonington. The Marquis of Hertford owns a beautiful specimen, also a 
“Coast Scene;” the Luke of Bedford another, at Woburn Abbey; aud the 
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Earl of Norraanton, at his seat, Somerley, in Hampshire, a picturesque land¬ 
scape, representing a tract of pasture land, in the foreground is a pool of water, 
with cows standing in it. These are the whole of Bonington’s finished oil- 
pictures which w'e have been able to trace out with any certainty as existing in 
England. Copies, and pictures painted from his sketches, and bearing his 
name, are in abundance; if our space admitted, we could tell some strange 
stories of the manner in w'hich these “genuine” Boningtons have found their 
w'ay into the collections of amateurs. 

His sketches in oil from nature, and his water-colour drawings, are tolerably 
numerous ; after his death a large number was sold by Mr. Sotheby, and 
realised a sum exceeding £1200. The late Mr. Carpenter, of Bond Street, 
was one of Bonington’s earliest patrons in this country, and published a series 
of very beautiful lithographic prints, which were drawn on stone by Mr. J. D. 
Harding, from his works. A large mezzotinto engraving, by Quilley, of “ The 

Fish-market,” w'as also published; we have had it copied, as one of our 
illustrations. 

Though Bonington produced several historical pictures, and others also in 
which figures constitute the prominent featirres, and though these works are of 
sterling merit, accurate in drawing, forcible in expression, elegant in compo¬ 
sition, aud brilliant in colouring, yet he will always be most xvidely, if not 
most favourably, known as a landscape-painter. His first appearance iu 

England was at a period when, as it has been remarked, our school “ w'as 
agitated by no convulsive throes of genius; when painting seemed to have 
settled down into quiet aud decent unobtrusiveness.” True, xve had among om.’ 
landscape artists, 'Turner, Callcott, Constable, and Collins, but the first had not 
then visited Italy, and given to the world those wondrous pictures, the results 
of his foreign travel, and the others kept “the even tenor of their way” as 
admirable painters of English scenery, delighting, rather than astonishing, the 
public. But Bonington’s style took the world of Art here by surprise ; the 
power of his pencil, no less than the novel treatment of his subjects, xvas 
universally felt and acknowledged by those best qualified to form a judgment. 
His latest works seem to have been laid upon a threefold basis, or rather, to 
have sprung from it: his early training in England, and his recollections of it; 
his matm'ed studies of the old masters in the schools of France; aud the 
impressions made by his visit to Italy. The genius of this artist exercised a 
vast and beneficial influence both on our own school of painting and on that of 
France: it roused the former from a state of comparative inanition, exciting, 
especially among the younger painters, a spirit of emulation, and it gave to 
the latter a tone of truthfulness and brilliancy it had not before, and which, 
though now somewhat impaired, it has not yet altogether lost. 

* Cunningham’s “ Lives of the Britisii Painters," &c. 
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THE 

TOMBS OF EXGLISH AETISTS. 

ro. 5.—THOMAS BEM'ICK. 

Nature is a grateful mistress to her votaries, and 
there is no instance of the artist who has studied 
her beauties, and honestly depicted them, being un¬ 
rewarded by Fame. Bewick is a prominent example; 
he studiously and perseveriugly devoted himself to 
this study, and the celebrity he won in his life has 
increased since his death; all modern refinements in 
the art of wood engraving cannot eclipse or rival the 
simple truth and vigour of his woodcuts— 

and the rich foliage that clothes his trees, all of 
which are expressed by his graver, with the ready 
knowledge of a dextrous hand, guided by a mind 
completely familiar with the objects he depicts. 
Elaborate labour is now bestowed ou wood engrav¬ 
ings, and wonder may be excited at the weary toil 
they exhibit; but the vigour and truth of Bewick’s 
bolder works elevate them far above mere manual 
dexterity—nor will better enyravincj rival his well- 
earned fame, until drawinr/ is more definitely ex¬ 
pressed with it, as it is in all his woodcuts. 

An illustrated History of Birds next engaged his 
attention, and here his power of delineation strongly 
appeared: the minutim of plumage is always won¬ 
derfully rendered, and the tail-pieces with vvhich 
he decorated his pages, are redolent of original 
genius. 

In 1797 Bewdek dissolved his partnership, and 
thenceforward worked with his pupils regularly and 
methodically at Newcastle, in the house delineated 
in our cut. It is situated in St. Nicholas church¬ 
yard, and the double-windowed room in the roof was 

“ And the skill which he learned on tlie banks of the 
Tyne.” 

Thomas Bewick was born in 1753, at Cherry-burn, 
about twelve miles west of Newcastle, and received 
his earliest education at Ovingham, on the opposite 
bank of the river Tyne, Northumberland. His 
father rented a landsale colliery at IMickley-bank, in 
the same township, and he assisted him in his labour, 
having consequently that privation of education which 
a poor man’s sou has always to contend against. 
The lad never lost a chance of improvement, and in 
good weather or bad walked to his school whenever 
he could be spared, and noted those bits of nature in 
his lonely journeys that won him fame in after life. 

Bewick’s taste for drawing developed itself very 
early, and determined his father to apprentice him 
to an engraver of Newcastle, Jlr. E. Beilby, who 
appears to have taken all classes of engravers’ work, 
from initials on tea-spoons, and names on door¬ 
plates, up to copper-plates for books ; but his ability 
was but rarely in demand for the latter. In this 
employ Bewick did not labour long, for in 1768, 
one year after his apprenticeship. Dr. Hutton wish¬ 
ing to illustrate his Treatise on JTensnratlon with 
woodcuts, such as he had seen executed in Loudon, 
applied to Beilby for them; and young Bewick, 
having made some attempts in the art, was encour¬ 
aged to persevere, and to him was entrusted the 
work: he entered upon it with enthusiasm, and 
succeeded, although he had dilBcultics of all kinds to 
contend against, no one to help him over them, and 
was necessitated to invent his own tools. 

Bewick by this means formed a style of his own, 
and though it wovdd be unfair to state that wood- 
engraving was a lost art, which he resuscitated, it is 
perfectly true that it was his superior genius that drew 
public [^attention toward it, established it on its pre¬ 
sent firm basis, and thus “wedded .4rt unto the press.” 

lie returned to CheriT-burn when his ap|)reutice- 
ship w’as completed: it w'as his custom to pay weekly 
visits there, and shout his inquiries across the river, 
when it was too swollen to ford. His heart was in 
his early home, and when writing in after years to a 
friend, he says—“ 1 would rather be herding sheep 
on Mickle_v-bauk top than remain in London, 
although for so doing I was to be made Premier of 
England.” London was not to his taste ; he visited 
it in 1776 for a short time, and was employed by 
Hodgson, the best wood-engraver of that day,— 
probably in consequence of having received, the year 
before, the award of a medal from the Society of 
Arts, for a cut illustrative of the fable of the “ Hunts¬ 
man and the Old Hound.” In 1777 he. returned to 
Newcastle, entered into partnership with his former 
master, and thenceforward devoted his chief atten¬ 
tion to engraving on wood. His first work was an 
illustrated edition of “ Gay’s Fables,” published by 
Saint, of Newcastle, in 1779, whose trade chiefly 
consisted in children’s books, many of which Bewick 
illustrated in conjunction wdth his younger brother 
John. In 1784 they engaged in publishing an 
illustrated edition of “ Select Fables ;” but it was in 
the cuts for the “ History of Quadrupeds,” published 
in 1790, that his great genius fully' acknowledged 
itself. Tlie truth and vigour with wdiich the animals 
were delineated, and the admirable treatment of the 
accessories,—the characteristic tail-pieces, where his 
profound study of nature told to such great advan¬ 
tage,—rapidly made him a great fame. He had 
thus struck out a path for himself in wdiich he is 
still alone ; he was no slavish cutter of lines laid 
dow’n for his guidance, as the more modern wood- 
engraver too frequently is; but he cut with his 
graver out of the wood many an object no draughts¬ 
man could place there—such as the minute figures 
in a farm-scene, the birds that flit in his vignettes. 
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the one he constantly inhabited. Here all his best 
cuts were executed, and here he acquired both fame 
and competence. His simple habits never left him, 
nor did he ever indulge in expensive pleasures, 
or sigh for moi'e than the healthy enjoyments of 
nature. 

Bewick died in 1828, at the age of seventy-five, 
and is buried at the west end of Ovingham Church, 
beside his brother .lohn, wlio died in 1796, at the 

early' age of thirty-five. John had left his northern 
home for London, where he practised his art for ■ 
many years ; a pulmonary complaint affected him, 
and he returned to die at Ovingham. The small 
tablet on the church wall records his death, and 
that “his ingenuity as an artist was excelled only 
by his conduct as a man.” His works have not 
the artistic excellence displayed in those of his 
brother, whose tomb simply records the death of 
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himself and his wife Isabella, whom he outlived two 
years. He laboured steadily at his art while life 
lasted; and “ The Old Horse waiting for Death,” 
was his last work left unfinished at his decease. 

There is a useful lesson in such a life as 
Be\ ick’s, teaching as it does this great fact,—that 
fame and competence may await the patient exercise 
of native talent, directed by the bias of its own 
strength. Bewdek struck out his owm course, wisely 
adhered to it, and was content w ith what it brought 
him. His moderate wants were more than sup¬ 

plied, and a happy old age was his reward. More 
ambitious men have failed to obtain the renown he 
has secured by his unpretentious Art-labour, and he 
will be remembered when many who mistake noto¬ 
riety for fame, and the fashion of a day for the 
homage of alt time, are forgotten. Wordsworth 
gave a tribute to his genius, and Professor Wilson 
exclaims of him,—“ Happy old man ! the delight of 
childhood, manhood, decaying age ! A moral in 
every tail-piece, a sermon in every vignette.” 

F. W. Pairholt. 
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j. 

THE 

SOCIETY OF EEITISII AllTISTS. 

Thf iniprovemoit wliich this socic1;y lias just efl'ected 
in the lighting of their exhibition, gives rank to 
their great room as tlie best cxhibilion-hall in 
London. Heretofore the light was admitted by 
a lantern roof; that lias been removed, and a 
Hat roof substituted, with an aperture snllieicntly 
spacious to light the room so entirely that there is 
no portion of the wall on whieli, at a reasonable 
height, the detail of even the smaller pictures may 
not be seen. The almost unmitigated power of the 
light may be found opjircssive to eyes otherwise 
than strongly constituted. So ditlicult is it to arrive 
at perfection in the construction of a gallery for 
pictures, that wo have not yet met with that desi- 

\ deratissimum. If the light could be subdued in 
the centre of this room, it would, w'e think, surpass 
the results of the best efforts that have been recently 
made even in the Louvre. The exhibition of 1858 
opened with a catalogue * of no less than nine 
hundred and uineteeu works of Art, whereof but 

1 very few evince knowledge, power, or study. A 
1 single glance, however, tells us that the mere “mar¬ 

ket ” has been all in all. Of the hanging, it must 
be said that we have never seen “outsiders” less 
considerately treated. 

It would seem that the governing spirit of the 
1 w'bole body is to paint for “ conuoisseurs,” who are 
I easily satisfied; and that to surpass mediocrity w'ould 

be to go beyond their power to appreciate and 
consequently to value; that, in a word, British 
ai'tists, to seU their works, must paint down to the 

1 comprehensions of buyers. This is a foolish, and 
1 will be a fatal, mistake. It is shown to be foolish 
' even here; for wherever we find a picture of more 

than average merit it is marked “ sold.” It must 
be fatal, because it is impossible to imagine that a 

‘ continuance of such collected inanities, or w'orse, can 
be made to “ pay” even the requisite expenses for 
the maintenauce of a society. 

We shall select for notice a few of the exhibited 
works, and “a few” will suffice; for, in truth, those 
that demand praise are very limited in number; and 
it is not our plan to notice such as call for no words 
but those of condemnation. 

No. 7- ‘ News from India,’ W. D. Kennedy. 
The striking qualities of this artist’s works are clear 
and bright colour, and that kind of manipulation which 
looks studiously free, yet is without any passage that 
could be improved by refinement. The figures—■ 
two young ladies, as being attired in modern cos¬ 
tume, look rather like portraits than pictorial im¬ 
personations ; the face of one, how'ever, is concealed, 
as she bends in grief over a letter. 

No. 13. * * * * W. W. Gosling. In this large 
picture the dominant object is an ancient and wide- 
spreading oak, supported at various distances by other 
trees, the whole constituting a composition of forest 
scenery, everywhere penetrated and relieved by the 
cheerful sunlight. The work evinces knowledge, but 
the eye is instantly challenged by the uncommon 
tint of the shaded portions of the foliage. 

No. 22. ‘ The Haunted Chamber,’ C. Rossitee. 
The appearance of the apartment, with its w'ainscot 
and ancient armour, effectively supports the title; 
and the sentiment is enhanced by the girl looking 
past the edge of the tapestry for the ghost. 

No. 27. ‘John Last, huntsman to S. E. Drax, 
Esq., mounted on his favourite horse. Tramp,’ 
G. Cole. We have no means of judging of the 
impersonation of the huntsman as a resemblance ; 
it may, however, be said that the animal on 
which he is mounted is extremely well drawn and 
painted. 

No. 34. ‘Lucius Junius Brutus,’ W. Water- 
house. We are reminded from time to time that 
we are not yet beyond the “historic period,”—that 
there are still living some of those artists called by 
Haydon “historical painters;” but, alas ! forthe ambi¬ 
tion of selecting such a subject as the story of Lucretia, 
without the introduction of something that nobody 
has ever before seen therein. 

* We protest against the continued eliarge of one 
shiiling for this catalogue of 9in lines. It is a mistake even 
in policy; for, beyond doubt, where one is purchased now, 
a dozen would bo sold if tlie price were sixpence. The 
Society can scarcely expect that many will pay a sliilling 
to see the collection and a shilling for a list of its contents. 

No. 35. * * * * Alfred Ci.int. 

“ Low walks the sun, and broadens Ijy degrees 
Just o'er the verge of day." 

Such is the quotation standing in the place of a 
title to a large picture descri))tive of a passage of 
rocky coast scenery, presented under an efl'eet of 
sunset. The evening is calm, and the sea is at rest, 
reflecting broadly the hues of the sky. It appears 
to bo a composition; but, real or imaginary, it is 
made out with a breadth and dignity of treatment 
which elevate the tone of the work into a touching 
poetic sentiment. 

No. 30. ‘A Lane at Albury, near Guildford, 
Surrey,’ Vicat Cole. A simple subject, rendered 
interesting from its natural colouring, and that 
stamp of truth which bespeaks its having been 
painted on the spot. 

No. 41. ‘ Jjlyun Dinas, North Wales,’ H. J. Bod- 
DiNGTON. The most favourable views of this lake 
arc so much alike that they seem to have been 
all painted from the same spot. The lake opens 
immediately under the eye—a dark and lustrous 
mirror set in a stupendous Rame of rock and moun¬ 
tain. The W'ater surface is uniformly dark and 
sullen, while the sky is bright and cheerful; and 
this instantly jars upon the sense as a natural dis¬ 
cord ; the picture is otherwise distinguished by 
the clean and decided manner of the artist. 

No. 42. ‘ The Ballad,’ J. J. LHll. This is a 
group of two rustics, the principal of whom, a girl, 
peruses “ the ballad,” which lies before her on a 
sheaf of her gleanings. She is much happier iu 
colour and pose than her companion, who is of the 
other sex. 

No. 44. ‘ Casamicciola, in the Island of Ischia, 
Neapolitan States,’ J. B. Pyne. This picture, we 
are informed, is painted in “Air. Hawke’s Anglo- 
medium colours,” and it is covered with glass, 
like a water-colour work. This is the first example 
of the use of this “medium” that we have seen. 
It appears to admit of being worked in substance, 
and with a full brush, and lies with a texture in 
some degree resembling oil-colour. The work, 
which is treated as an expression of light, is beau¬ 
tiful iu colour, though in this particular not so 
positive as the oil picture. No. 84, ‘ Boromean 
Islands, Isola Bella, and Piscatore, on the Lago 
Maggiore,’ wherein all the beauties of this prover¬ 
bially charming region are enhanced, and every 
oppugnant form subdued; and with a play of light 
and an assertion of space set forth with a facility 
which evinces a command of the most poetic lan¬ 
guage of the art. 

No. 49. ‘ Portrait of a Lady,’ J. L. Reilly. 
Sufficiently well executed to have entitled it to a 
better place. 

No. 64. ‘ It is said that about this time Albert 
Durer presented a fine picture to his friend Luther,’ 
J. Noble. We see in this composition Durer pre¬ 
senting to Luther, who yet WTars the monkish 
habit, a picture of the Madonna—an upright figm-e, 
with the infant Saviom- in her arms, like those 
which are yet seen at the corners of some of the 
streets in Nuremberg. The point of the subject is 
sufficiently clear, but the work has little else to 
recommend it. 

No. 65. ‘Lady Mary Hamilton, daughter of his 
Grace the Duke of Hamilton,’ R. Buckner. The 
head is well painted, and the features are full of 
sweetness; but the better jiarts of the figure are 
not assisted by the lower limbs. 

No. 73. ‘ Smiling Alorn,’ C. Baxter. This is a 
small single figure, and No. 178, ‘ Summer,’is a 
similar one, but of the size of life; both sustain 
the reputation of the painter as a colourist. 

No. 77. ‘ The Eirst-born,’ E. J. Cobbett. The 
infant is asleep in its cradle, while the mother, a 
young woman in humble life, sits at work watching 
her child. This picture excels, in substantive quality, 
the artist’s open-air subjects. 

No. 83. ‘ The Reward,’ T. Roberts. Another 
composition in which a nursling plays a prominent 
part. There is also here much knowledge and 
power, but the mother looks too girlish, and her 
hands are unduly large. 

No. 99. ‘ Hungarian Pilgrims at a shrine on the 
Danube,’ J. Zeitter. This is even more sketchy, 
and somewhat lower iu tone than this artist usually 
works. His colour is sometimes very attractive, 
but, in execution, his works present something 
beyond even the antipodes to Pre-Raffaelism. 

No. 104. ‘At Walton Earm, near Folkestone, 
Kent,’ J. J. Wilson. In these simple pictures, 
with their sometimes cold, but always harmonious 
tone of colour, this artist excels. 

No. 105. ‘An Interior,’ T. Eaul. A sketch 
very powerful in colour and efl'eet,—containing a 
girl at a window, and near her a dog. An agreeable 
and telling picture. , 

No. 107. ‘The Alusic Lesson,’ T. Roberts. In 
this case the maestro is a ragged urchin of a boy, 
who to his pupil, a bullfinch perched upon his 
finger, is whistling very earnestly the passage he 
wishes the bird to imitate. The professor’s brothers 
and sisters, ragged and rosy like himself, witness 
the teaching with smiling satisfaction. The figures 
are life-like and substantial, and, although the 
wooden partition at the back of the whistler is a 
crude surface iu comparison with the rest of the 
accessories, the work is altogether a production of 
much merit. 

No. 115. ‘Mozart’s Last Chorus,’ J. AIorgan. 
This large picture contains numerous figures, of 
which one represents Mozart in his last illness. 
The scene is a bed-chamber, and the effect that of 
lamplight; but the composition wants concentra¬ 
tion, and that kind of finish for the absence of which 
glazing cannot compensate. 

No. 116. ‘The Shepherd’s Pastime,’ J. J. Hill. 
This composition presents a rustic seated under a 
grassy bank, aud playing a fife for the amusement 
of himself and some of his female neighbours. It 
is not so luminous as the works of its author 
generally are. 

No. I2I. ‘ Temptation,’W. Hemsley. The ex- 
jiression of the features of one of the boys in this 
picture is most successful, as allusive to the difficulty 
he experiences in opening a smaU hamper, which 
has been confided to him for safe transport. I’lie 
scene is an open common, which, together with the 
two figures, for there are two, is brought forward 
with all the precision that characterises the works of 
the artist. 

No. 139. ‘The Studio, Foss Novyu, on the Con¬ 
way, North Wales,’ J. P. Peti'itt. This title is 
applied to an extremely picturesque gorge in the 
bed of the river, shut in by rocks, all but perjieu- 
dicular, which wear a waving coronal of green 
trees. The shaded passages are broad and real, but 
the suulight is broken and unsatisfactory. I'he 
material is admirable. 

No. 159. ‘ Young Sempronia,’ T. Y. Goodeeson. 
If she be a Trasteverina, we have nothing to say 
against her name; why may she not, like ATmeenas, 
be “equestri et splendido nata genere ?” But hers 
looks very much like an Anglo-Saxon face. In the 
other studies by the same hand, which all have 
merit, there is more of the Romanesque element. 

No. 173. ‘ Landscape and Cattle,’ G. Cole. The 
cattle—a herd of cows—are grouped in the nearest 
section of t’ne composition, standing in a shallow 
pool. On the left the ground rises, bearing on this 
side trees ; the right is open. The picture is large, 
and is enriched by a foreground carefully studied 
from nature. 

No. 188. ‘Tbe Windings of the AVye—An 
Autumnal Noon,’ H. J. Boddington. We are here 
placed on the right bank of the river, and look up 
the stream, which flows at a considerable distance 
below'. The nearer passages of the view' are mas¬ 
terly, but tbe argument of the picture lies in the 
misty gradations which define the retiring hiUs with 
their velvet textures. 

No. 191. ‘Yarmouth Herring-Boats,’ J. AY. 
Oakes. AVe scarcely know 011 what part of A'ar- 
mouth beach such a combination as this is to be 
found ; it may be anywhere. The subject is simple, 
but it is wrought into a sparkling picture. 

No. 196. ‘The Alodern Silenus,’ F. Y. Hurl- 
stone. The Silenus of (he composition is an old 
Campanian peasant, and the Bacchus is a herd-boy, 
whom he is teaching to play the rustic pipe. The 
figures, which are judiciously brought together, are 
accurately costumed, and the old man is sufficiently 
Italian in feature, but the boy is of a complexion 
too clear. 

No. 201. ‘Alill near Aber, North Wales,’ J. i 
Syer. This is a good subject—if w'e see it here as 
it is in reality—and it is brought forward with 
generosity and good feeling; but the parade of 
colour and execution is objectionable, as reminding j 
the observer rather of paint than of nature. The | 
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reds, and other potent colour's, have a somewhat 
vulgar prominence. 

No. 224. ‘ Rejected Addi'esses,’ W. D. Kennedy. 
This pictm'e presents an abuse of power much to 
be regretted; the scale of shade is untrue, and the 
two figures are marionettes. 

No. 238. ‘A Gossip on the Coast,’ E. J. Cob- 
BETT. The gossips arc principally two women, 
one of whom is mounted on a pony ; and the scene 
of their meeting is a grassy site immediately on the 
sea-coast. The featru'es of each of the figiu'es 
eloquently sustain the title; and the impersonations 
have the substantial palpability which this painter 
always communicates to his conceptions. 

No. 202. ‘ Signor Gardoni,’ R. Rucknek. The 
figm'e is enveloped in a cloalc, in a manner which 
snggests that the painter has been thinking of 
Vandyke. The features are rather those of a woman 
than a man. 

SOUTH-EAST ROOM. 

No. 279. ‘ Tarbert Castle, Loch Eync,’ J. Danby. 
One of those warm and fresh compositions which 
this artist paints, as if in memory of Richard 
Vilson. 

No. 311. ‘ Kars and its Defenders,’ J. and G. 
Eoggo. a large picture, containing imperso¬ 
nations of General Williams, Cajitain Thomson, 
Major Teesdale, Colonel Lake, and others. The 
distresses of the garrison are emphatically described, 
but in manner the work is a memento of an Art- 
period long gone b3^ It is impossible to praise the 
work; we may accept it as another proof how easier 
it is to criticise than to execute; “ if to do were 
as easy as to know what were good to do,” &c. 

No. 319. ‘Loch Lomond, from Tarbert,’W. G. 
Bates. An unexceptionable transcript of this well- 
known view, and the colour is scrupulously true. 

No. 320. ‘The Martyr’s Hill, from Newland’s 
Corner, Alburj', near Guildford,’ Vicat Cole. 
These verdant Surrey hills are always pleasant types 
of Enghsh scenery. The scene, with its atmosphere 
and busy sky, has been successfully worked out on 
the spot. 

No. 322. ‘The Aquarium,’ H. Shirley. An 
establishment of tittlebats in a bottle, to which 
some chUdi'en fishing in a weedy pool are yet 
anxious to add. It is attractive in colour, and very 
carefully painted. 

No. 338. ‘ Padlocked,’ Jessie Macleod. This 
title is given to a work containing a single figure, 
that of a jmung lady standing at a garden gate. 
The drawing and painting are meritorious, but the 
point of the story is not very clear. 

No. 363. ‘Bestow your Charity,’ II. C. Whaite. 
A girl begging. It is a small picture of some 
merit; but it gives the spectator a cold shudder to 
see a study so entirely without relief. 

No. 394. ‘The Last Load,’ G. Cole. Here is 
pictured the end of the hay-harvest, and if the 
menace of the sky mean anything, the last load is 
but just secured in time. The misty sunny dis¬ 
tances are described with charming feeling. 

No. 408. ‘North Devon Coast,’ W. West. A 
large study of rocks, the base of which is washed by 
a heavy sea. The masses are brought out with 
boldness, and the surfaces are broken and finished 
with infinite nicety ; but the colour of these rocks 
is not so yellow as it is represented here. 

No. 409. ‘ Midday, North Wales,’ II. J. Bod- 
DiNGTON. The nearest breadth of this composition 
is a lake, beyond which rises a study of mountains, 
suffused with light; but the sun is not within the 
field of view—and while we see the monntains 
thi'ough sunbeams and brightly illumined, the lake 
remains dark and sullen, like a surface unsusceptible 
of reflection. We have never witnessed such a phe¬ 
nomenon. 

SOUTH-WEST ROOM. 

No. 422. ‘The Last Gift of Charlotte Corday,’ 
G. Stubbs. The instant the eye falls on this com¬ 
position it stands confessed an emanation of a 
foreign school. Immediately before her execution, 
Charlotte Corday sat to an artist for her portrait, 
and the only com])ensation she could offer him was 
a lock of her hair, which we see her in the act of 
severing, while the executioner is about to envelop 
her in the red cloak in which she is to be led to 
execution. There is facility of composition, but 
the painter is tainted with the affectations of the 
school of which he is a disciple. 

No. 428. ‘ Harvest Time,’ W. W. Gosling. 
A small bright and sparkling pictui'e, in which the 
objects are only wheatsheafs. 

No. 429. ‘An Old House at Sens, Burgundy,’ 
J. D. Barrett. A ragged, rickety, and grotesque 
edifice, which seems rather to have been built to be 
painted than inhabited. 

No. 430. ‘Early Morning, Loch Long, Scotland,’ 
J. Mogford. We view the loch as runniug into 
the picture, and enclosed by mountains, and having 
more the appearance of an inland lake than an arm 
of the sea. The lustrous surface of the water is a 
most faithful representation. 

No. 444. ‘ Homeward Bound,’ G. Chambers. 
We are placed here in one of the lower reaches of 
the Thames, to see an East-Indiamau towed up by 
two tugs. As to light and dark the arrangement 
and effect are unexceptionable, but the lower rigging 
of the ship is a mass of confusion—the commonlj^ 
known braces and halyards are nowhere. 

No. 462. ‘Ave Maria,’ P. H. Calderon. A 
study of a lady in profile, kneeling on a prie-dien 
before a lectern : the expression is appropriate, the 
laces and draperies are carefully painted. 

No. 468. ‘ Lias Rocks, on the Dorset Coast,’ J. 
B. Pyne. I'hese rocks are of very extraordinary 
form, being stratified archwise, with a cavernous 
opeuiug which is used as a boat-house : the subject 
is meagre in itself, but it is translated into a charm¬ 
ing picture. 

No. 476. ‘A Pastoral Evening, in the Suburbs 
of Rome,’ Mason. What a pastoral evening is 
we have yet to learn—the picture shows some Italian 
peasant women driving their cattle home; it is 
spirited, and iu the manner of the French school. 

No. 477. ‘The Tail of the Storm—Carswell Bay, 
near the Mumbles,’ J. Tennant. The principal 
quantity here is a small rocky headland, covered 
with turf. Although this subject has been but 
little studied—and is much less elaborated than Mr. 
Tennant’s landscapes—it is one of the most agreeably 
qualified pictures he has ever painted. 

No. 478. ‘Interior, Brittany,’ V. do Fleuey. 
The retiring parts would have been better if painted 
with colour less opaque; there is, however, some 
good feeling in the sketch. 

No. 487. ‘ All among the Roses,’ A. J. Woolmee. 
A small figure in an arbom-—the head is gracefully 
posed. 

No. 488. ‘A Rustic,’ J. Henzell. This is 
also a small figure, that of a girl standing at the 
door of her cottage home, mending stockings. The 
figure is well rounded, characteristic, and in every¬ 
thing superior to antecedent productions. 

No. 490. ‘A Sketch in the Corn-field,’ W. W. 
Gosling. The subject is literally the corn-field, 
the principal components being sheaves, rendered 
interesting from their sweetness of colour and light¬ 
ness of efi'ect. 

No. 525. ‘Simplicity,’ G. Smith. A profile 
head of a girl—in expression, weU worthy of its 
title, but rather cold in colour. 

No. 530. ‘Autumn Afternoon on the Conway,’ 
J. Syee. The lines in this composition must have 
been overlooked, as the rocks and trees run in 
similar quantities across the picture, which is, 
however, spirited and more true in colour thau any 
other work by the same hand. 

No. 535. ‘The Avenue,’ T. Crashaw Johnson. 
This is a large work, showing the subject in per¬ 
spective. The near trees evince power in execution 
and knowledge of truth, but the remoter masses 
are less scrupulously painted; yet it is a production 
of much merit. 

No. 555. ‘Sea Nymph Unveiling,’ the late J. G. 
Naish. Such a prefix to a name, in a catalogue, 
brings with it many painful associations. This 
artist was a painter of Nereids and Naiads, and 
there is by him, in the National Institution, a 
marvellously minute study of rocks. This is a 
small study, very tastefully treated. 

No. 572. ‘The Rustic Style,’ (?) W.Underhill. 
A composition containing three figures grouped at a 
stile. On this side is seated a herd-boy, playing a 
pipe; and on the other side are tw'O damsels, who 
constTute the audience. The accessories iu the 
work are quite as important as the figures—we 
have observed the same heretofore in the productions 
of this painter. 

No. 589. ‘On Holmwood Common, near Dorking,’ 
painted on the spot, G. Cole. The subject is of 

the extremest simplicity,—a smaU stream with a 
necessary proportion of aquatic herbage, a herd of 
cows, meadows, and trees ; but the whole is brought 
forward with an unflinching assertion of truth, 
which in reference to any class of subject-matter is 
always most gratifying. 

No. 590. ‘ Lc Boudoir,’A. J. Moolmer. There 
is no word we may suppose in the ample vocabulary 
of our vernacular that could supply a title for this 
picture. As it is, we know not what “ le boudoir ” 
has to do with the subject—a lady seated before 
her di’cssiug-glass, and apparently stopping her ears 
against the voice of her macaw. 

No. 597. ‘Luckham, Isle of MTght,’ V. de 
Fleuey. x\ simple composition, in which a sea¬ 
side cottage figures as a principal object. 

No. 607. ‘ On the Beach at Ostend, squally 
weather,’ E. Hayes, A.R.H.A. The proposition 
iu the title is successfully realised—we become at 
once sensible of the wind; remote objects are 
painted with a lightness truly descriptive of distance; 
altogether this is a work of much merit. 

No. 618. ‘Hastings Fishermen,’ W. Shayer. 
The face of the principal figure in this composition, 
is masterly in character and execution: the other 
facilities of the pictiu'e are the results of repetition. 

No. 663. ‘ View iu Argyleshire,’ G. Shaldees. 
The distant mountains, and the play of light on 
them, constitute a charming passage of art. These 
airy peaks are opposed by a solidly painted near 
section, traversed by a herd of cattle. 

No. 666. ‘ The Playfellows,’ J. Morgan. These 
are a little boy and a kitten, in combination with 
accessories of very powerful colour. 

No. 669. ‘Private communication from Lucknow,’ 
W. Salter, M.A.F. This communication is in the 
hands of a lady who is seated—and by her side is a 
little boy. The point of the story is at once in¬ 
telligible—she receives news of the safety of her 
husband. The head of the child is good in colour. 

No. 670. ‘ Greenwich Hospital,’ H. J. Pidding. 
The principal point in the pictiue is the statue, 
round which are seated many of the old sailors. 
No. 671 is ‘ Greenwich Park,’ by the same painter. 
Both pictures at once identify themselves with the 
proposed subjects. 

No. 677. ‘ An Italian scene in Latium,’ W. 
Linton. The dark, nay, black shades which this 
painter introduces into some of his works may not 
be according to truth, but they give much solidity to 
the objects they are employed to relieve. This 
small picture is forcible and rich iu colour, though 
somewhat artificial. 

No. 681. ‘ Wreck on the Coast,’ J. J. Wilson. 
The sky in this picture seems to have been painted 
from nature; the heavy cumulus is round and 
palpable. 

No. 689. ‘ The Cottager’s Pets,’ J. Henzell. 
Equal to the best of the artist’s recent productions. 

Although theWater-colour Room contains, perhaps, 
the best collection of di'awings we have seen here, 
we cannot do them the justice they merit. 

Of works in sculpture, the Exliibition as usual 
contains little or notliing; there are, however, two 
miniature groups by Capt. C. Wyndham (we pre¬ 
sume an amateur) which claim and deserve atten¬ 
tion. One of them is especially good; it is entitled 
‘ lukermann,’ and is a comment on the text “ when 
their ammunition was expended our men flung 
stones at the advancing Russians.” The stalwart 
soldier is admirably modelled; and the incident is, 
so to speak, related v\'ith powerful effect. It is 
evident that the artist has been among the heroic 
men he has thus pourtrayed. 

We have felt justified in abridging the space we 
have heretofore allotted to this Exhibition. In 
truth, the “ British Artists ” have this year signally 
and sadly failed to produce a collection of works by 
which their position and character could be elevated, 
or even sustained. Certainly, four-fifths of the 
pictures exhibited are much below mediocrity; yet 
of the few that approach excellence there is no one 
unsold. When Art-Union prize-holders enter this 
gallery, it will be without the hope of obtaining a 
work that will be worth taking home. It is really 
“ too bad ” that such a deplorable assemblage should 
be brought together, when Art is supposed to be 
making large advances—when buyers are ever on the 
alert to obtain acquisitions—and when wealth as 
w'eU as honours await the artist by whom they are 
deserved. 
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THE 

SOCIETY OF FEMALE AETISTS. 

The change which this society has elTeelcd by the 
removal of their exhibition has numerous advan¬ 
tages which were not attainable where the exliibi- 
tion was held last year. The Egyptian Hall is 
within that circle wherein the majority of the Art- 
exhibitions have their fixed and well-known abodes : 
it may, therefore, be supposed that this institution 
will be less likely to be passed over by visitors to 
other collections than if it had been established 
remote from the region consecrated to Art. The 
room is spacious: it lighted to advantage the 
ancient pictures of Lord Ward, and therefore shows, 
even more satisfactorily works which do not contain 
large proportions of shaded gradations. The number 
of works exhibited is five hundred and eighty-two, 
in which every branch of painting may be said to 
be represented. Some ladies who are eminent in 
the practice of Art have not contributed; and 
others, who have achieved distinction, have not 
sent examples of tlieir best efforts. But, as it is, 
we confess surprise at the existence of such an 
array of unrecognised talent among our country¬ 
women. When those of their works that have been 
seen were widely distributed, and when a great 
proportion of their labours was never exhibited, 
their merits could not be estimated; but now that 
their efforts are brought before the public in a 
collective form—knowing, though we do, something 
of the Art-progress of our time—we are compelled 
to avow that Art has been taken up by the other 
sex with an earnestness of which we had no concep¬ 
tion. The figure, and the extremities, are tlie great 
difficulties in drawing; hut there are in this exhi¬ 
bition figures drawn with a truth that raises the 
question as to the attainment of the education by 
which such things have been effected. We express 
no surprise at the facility with which the female 
professors of Art in France paint the figure, be¬ 
cause there the commencement of all instruction is 
academical drawing. But that which we see at the 
Egyptian Hall is the result of assiduous self-tuition, 
for we have no school for the instruction of ladies in 
painting from the living model. Labouring under 
such disadvantages as the female student does, we 
are not disappointed to see here so many di-awings 
of flowers, fruit, and still-life objects—we are only 
surprised into exultation to see so much excellence 
in the higher departments of Art. There are on 
these walls landscape and figure-subjects which 
would do honour to any exhibition. There is now 
an end in female education to parti-coloured butter¬ 
flies and favourite canaries : we are surrounded here 
by evidences of the severest study, and those ladies 
who w'ish to gain a shred of reputation must sit 
down patiently with their best instructress—Nature. 

No. 10. ‘Fruit,’ Miss Maegitson. A composi¬ 
tion of white grapes, a cut melon, plums, &c., bear¬ 
ing evidence of a hand skilled in this kind of 
subject. 

No. 16. ‘Meditation,’ Miss Ellen Cole. A 
study of the head of an old man; a front face 
painted with breadth. 

No. 22. ‘ A Farm Road,’ Miss Maey Linnell. 

The manner of this work is vigorous, and the aspect 
given to the place strictly natural. The road runs 
into the picture, flanked on the right by a hank- 
bearing a growth of trees and underwood, and on 
the left by a weedy pool. There is no telling point 
in the subject, and it is therefore the more difficult 
of treatment; thus the triumph is the greater that 
a picture so interesting results from material so 
commonplace. 

No. 26. ‘ Autumn,’ Miss C. Haedcastle. But 
for the perpendicular arrangement of these plants, 
this would have looked like a study from some way- 
side nook, rich in ferns, ground-ivy, foxglove, and a 
variety of weeds and wild flowers scorned by horti¬ 
culturists, but cherished by painters even beyond 
the splendours of the exotic Flora. 

No. 27. ‘A Welsh Spring,’ Mrs. J. W. Brown. 

The spring is the least important feature in this 
work, which presents principally two groups of 
trees most patiently and faithfully worked out from 
the reality. The foreground also, though perhaps 
too cold, has received scrupulous justice. 

No. 28. ‘ Gleaners,’ K.ate Swift. Two rustic 
figures, an elder and a younger sister, resting at a 

stile. The little girl, seated on this side, plays 
with a goat; the face of the child is extremely well 
painted, and admirably lighted by reflection. The 
elder of the two leans over the stile; but the face 
is not so attractive as that of the younger. 

No. 29. ‘Evening Study in an Italian Vineyard,’ 
Mrs. Chisholm Anstev. The subject is a mass of 
vine foliage and grapes; the luxuriant truth of the 
study renders it interesting. It is the result of much 
assiduous labour. 

No. 33. ‘ The Emigrant,’ Emma E. Blunden. 

A study of a girl, absorbed in grief, resting on the 
bulwark of a ship. The figure is well drawn and 
painted; but her back is turned to the spectator, 
and the colour of her dress and that of the ship are 
identical—a very mischievous error. 

No. 34. ‘ The Gipsies’ Haunt,’ Miss Sarah 

Linnell. This is a more effective subject than 
that akeady noticed, being a section of sylvan 
scenery, excellent in its dispositions, and very power¬ 
ful in colour. 

No. 35. ‘ Hagar and Ishmacl,’ Miss M. A. Cole. 

Hagar is in the act of prayer; the figure is brought 
forward by a powerful background. 

No. 38. ‘ Rhododendrons,’ Mrs. Rimer. These 
flowers are well drawn, and extremely brilliant in 
hue. 

No. 39. ‘ Evening Rest,’ Alice Walker. In 
this scene there are passages of drapery admirably 
executed. The impersonations are a Tm-k and his 
family, disposed perhaps too uniformly. The com¬ 
position might have been more judicious. 

No. 40, ‘ Love and Friendship,’ Eliza Mills. 

Whether the title be symbolised or not by these 
roses and ivy leaves we know not. The flowers are 
weU drawn, and well brought together. 

No. 4?. ‘ The Bath,’ Mrs. E. M. Ward. This 
is one of the works to which we should point as 
evidence, that in knowledge, definite manipulation, 
and drawing, ladies may arrive at a degree of excel¬ 
lence equal to that of the most earnest students of 
the other sex. The figures are a little boy and his 
nurse, by whom he is about to be placed in a warm- 
bath. In colour and substance these two figures 
are unexceptionable; the manner is playful, hut 
every touch is effective. 

No. 56. ‘ Banks of the Tummel at Faskally, Perth¬ 
shire,’ Miss Stoddart. The subject is chosen 
with good taste. The near trees are natural in form 
—they look as if they would yield to the wind; 
but they are touched with a facility which amounts 
to a certain degree of hardness. [The water, dis¬ 
tances, and effect are admirable; indeed the execu¬ 
tion of the work cannot be too highly praised. 

No. 57. ‘ Portrait of W. J. Fox, Esq., M.P.,’ Miss 
Fox. A very striking resemblance, qualified with 
expression agreeable and animated. 

No. 67. ‘ The Ruined Temple of Kom Ombos, 
Egypt,’ Mrs. Rorertson Blaine. The sand has 
covered the temple—the frieze and the capitals alone 
remaining visible. The ruin is painted with what 
may be conceived to be a faithful following of its 
existing condition : it looks real. 

No. 68. l‘The Little Boat-builder,’ Mrs. Car¬ 

penter. Apparently a portrait of a little boy, 
yet wearing his infant frock. He is seated on the 
sea-shore, intently occupied in putting the mast into 
his boat. The little figure is characterised by the 
warm and lifelike tints and easy manipulation w'hich 
give value to this lady’s works. 

No. 69. ‘ Cart-horses belonging to the Lion 
Brewery, Lambeth,’ Mrs. A. Shirley. Few ladies 
devote themselves to subjects so unsentimental; 
animals, like the human subject, must be accm'ately 
drawn. The more prominent of the tvro horses 
appears to have been slightly refined upon; both, 
however, are carefully made out. 

No. 73. ‘ Nidpath Castle, on the Tweed,’ Miss 
Stoddart. We look up the river, which is not in 
importance comparable to the stream that flows 
by Norham; but the Tweed is always romantic. 
The works exhibited under this name embody some 
of the very best principles of landscape art. 

No. 81. ‘ BaUad Singer of Connemara, Ireland,’ 
Mrs. Robbinson. This is a half-length figure, repre¬ 
senting a wandering daughter “ of an errant tribe,” 
who bears about her her entire 'personnelle, and who, 
like the Medea of the Avkuov (but not of Euri¬ 
pides),— 

“ Has no whereabouts—• 
Her home is number nowhere.” 

She bears a child at her hack, a ballad in her left 
hand, and in her right a basket of apples, and is 
embowered in an overhanging bush of flowering 
lilac, though, by the way, when lilac is in bloom 
apples arc not yet sunned into redness. Behind 
the head of the child a doll challenges the eye— 
certainly to the disadvantage of the baby. The 
doU is awake, but the child is asleep. This study 
is in a firm masculine style, tempered by infinite 
sweetness of paiuting, especially in the lilac. 

No. 86. ‘ Fruit,’Miss Stuart. A briUiaut com¬ 
position of grapes, pine, and other like material. 

No. 88. ‘ Shetland Ponies,’ the property of Her 
Majesty, Mrs. A. Shirley. These miniature horses 
arc described here as qualified with the very best 
points of their race. 

No. 99. ‘ The flooded Meadows,’ Florence Peel. 

We find this name affixed to several very meritorious 
works ; some of them in oils; they manifest a fine 
and high feeling for the beautiful in nature, and 
an intimate acquaintance with the capabilities of 
Art. The ch’awings more especially are wrought 
with delicacy and taste, with frequent indications of 
power. 

No. 106. ‘A Woody Slope,’ Miss Yetts. This 
picture contains passages closely relative to nature. 
The work is somewhat hard ; but assiduous study of 
this kind must result in success. 

No. 116. ‘The Love-letter,’ Miss M. A. Cole. 

A composition of small figures, in which the acces¬ 
sories have been studied with care. 

No. 117. ‘ The Daguerreotype,’ Anna E. Blun¬ 

den. Presenting two figures—an elder and a 
younger sister—well drawn, agreeably coloured, 
and brought together with true artistic feeling; but 
the picture behind the latter diminishes the im¬ 
portance of the head; this should be removed. 

No. 127. ‘Flora—a nursery sketch,’ Mrs. E.M. 
Ward. A very spirited little figure mounted on a 
hobby-horse. 

No. 130. ‘ Lane, Brocham, Surrey,’ Mrs. T. J. 
Thompson. A roadside cottage and trees constitute 
the subject, which, simple as it is, is painted with 
infinite sweetness, and with the most perfect illusion 
of sunshine. 

No. 137. ‘ Rue des Lazettes, Honfleur,’ Mrs. 
Hemming. A view of some blocks of houses near 
the inner basin. Although the old Cheval Blanc is 
renovated, there is yet something picturesque left in 
Honfleur. 

No. 138. ‘ Study of Fruit and Flowers,’ Mrs. 
Davis Cooper. Two or three apples, a jar, and a 
flower-pot realised with much elegance of feeling. 

No. 140. ‘Bertie,’ Mrs. H. Moseley. A mi¬ 
niature, in oil, of a little boy in a blue velvet dress; 
the features are painted with a finesse of which we 
could scarcely have thought oil-colour susceptible. 

No. 144. ‘ From a Window,’ Anna Mary 

Howitt. Tie sun has set, and we look from this 
window on a twilight'landscape, somewhat like a 
garden lawn inclosed by trees, the breadth and soft¬ 
ness of which is opposed by a creeping plant, which 
festoons the window. The sentiment of the work 
is a perfect repose, unbroken even by the allusions 
to life contained in the room into which we are in¬ 
troduced. 'The whole is most elaborately worked 
out—somewhat too elaborately, perhaps, but there 
is ample evidence of thorough mastery in Art; the 
choice of subject might have been happier, but in all 
this accomplished lady produces, there are proofs of 
genius and power. 

No. 168. ‘ Portrait of Miss Dorah Roberts,’ 
Miss Fox. This is a chalk drawing of the size of 
life, presenting a front view of the features. The 
drawing displays knowledge in those parts in which 
drawing too often fails. 

No. 169. ‘ Braubach, on the Moselle,’ Mrs. W. 
Oliver. A large drawing harmonious in colour, 
and skilful in treatment. 

No. 173. ‘The Morning Star of Memory,’ Mrs. 
Backhouse. This is a drawing of a female figure 
in a classic white drapery, wearing on her forehead 
a gem composed of a crescent and a star. The ex¬ 
pression is a chaste and elegant conception, and the 
features are coloured and worked out with know¬ 

ledge and taste. 
No. 179. ‘ Portrait of Dr. Neil Arnott, F.R.S., 

&c.,’ Mrs. Carpenter. A portrait of the size of 
life, showing the features as a three-quarter face; it 
is in chalk, and to a good subject the artist does 
ample justice. 
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No. 180. ‘ Cathedral, Florence,’ Jlrs. IIigfoud 
Buur. a very elaborate and richly coloured draw¬ 
ing made from one of the chapels, or the sacristy, of 
the Duomo at Florence, famous for the works of 
Ghiberti, Donatello, Gaddi, and others. This copy 
has been made so faithfully, that we at once recognise 
the figures of the earlier Florentine school. 

No. 181. ‘Namur on the iMeuse,’ Mrs.W. Oliver. 
Namur is a very favourite subject; it is represented 
with perfect truth in this drawing. 

No. 183. ‘ Portraits of j\lrs. Edward Lewin and 
Mrs. J. C. Lees,’ Miss M. Tekusch. A light but 
neatly finished drawing, in which one of the ladies 
is seated, and the other stands by her. The fea¬ 
tures are worked wilh great nicety and are very 
agreeable in e.vpression. 

No. 192. ‘A Study from Nature,’ Jliss Burrows. 
The subject is fruit, which is very successfully 
drawn and coloured. 

No. 19G. ‘A Poacher in Embryo,’ Adelaide 
Burgess. A study of a country boy with a bird’s- 
nest; the figure is round and substantial. 

No. 200. ‘ Edith,’ Mrs. 11. Mo.seley. This is a 
head in coloured crayons ; a portrait of a little girl, 
life-like and natural. 

No. 203. ‘A Shepherd Boy of the Campagua of 
Home,’ Mrs. Eliz.vbetii IMurr.vy. This boy has 
been painted from the life; it is impossible to 
adapt costume to a figure so perfectly as this sits, 
lie stands, leaning upon his stall', and wears the 
usual sheepskin jerkin of the Italian shepherds, 

1 with the small-clothes and cross-banded stockings. 
Ilis head is covered wilh a rusty, broad-brimmed 
hat, ornamented by a peacock’s feather ; and the 
face, which salutes you from beneath the brim, is in 
character and tint perfectly national. The scene is 
the open Campagna, by which the figure is amply 
supported, and perfectly relieved. 

No. 204. ‘ Bamborough Castle, Northumberland,’ 
Jlrs. Dundas Murray. This view is taken imme¬ 
diately south of the castle, looking tovvards Holy 
Island and Berwick, the foreground deriving interest 
from boats and figures. The work is of a high 
degree of exeelleuce. 

No. 203. ‘ Sunset at Ventuor,’ Mrs. Mallison. 
This is a very powerful etl'ect; the whole of the 
ground section lies in shade, and is opposed to a sky 
enriched by the most glorious hues which the sun 
can leave in his track. No. 3G7, by the same lady, 
is a work perhaps superior to the other; the treat- 

; ment is similar—another glowing sunset. 
No. 208. ‘ The Cowgate, Edinburgh,’ Miss 

i Sewell. We recognise at once these (in more 
1 senses than one) many-storied old houses as of the 

ancient street architecture of Edinbm’gh. The 
locality is veiy truly depicted. 

No. 220. ‘ Flowers,’Miss Emma Walter. These 
are lilies, geraniums, yellow' roses, &c., forming a 
striking and superb assortment. 

No. 221. ‘The Orphan,’ Mrs. Backhouse. A 
1 head and bust of a girl of the size of life, with an 

expression of destitution which supersedes the neces- 
[ sity of a title. 
! No. 232. ‘Blarney Castle, County Cork,’ Lady 
; Belcher. A bold and ell'ective work, showing 
i a tall ruin, surrounded by trees. The subject is in- 
! teresling from the earnestness of the representation. 
1 No, 242. ‘ Lilies and Roses,’ Mrs. Withers. 

These flowers are most elaborately jiaintcd; the tex¬ 
tures of the leaves are most faithfully rendered with 
every minute incident—drops of vvater, flies, &c. 

No. 247. ‘ Ilawthorndeu, once the Residence of 
Drummond the Poet,’ Marianne Stone. We look 
heie up the Dean from the little bridge, and see the 
house high on the left bank; but the picture consists 
of trees, and, above all, of a most luxuriant passage 
of foreground herbage wliich has been realised from 
nature with eminent success. 

No. 249. ‘ Entrance to Seaham Harbour, on the 
Estate of the Marchioness of Londonderry,’ Mrs. 
Dundas Murray. The pier, on which the spec¬ 
tator is placed, looking seaward, is not yet finished; 
loose stone, a crane, and building implements, serve 
to break the near surface; a collier brig, coming in, 
is preparing to clew up her main and foresails. The 
subject is picluresquely and pleasantly treated. 

No. 252. ‘ Sunset Effect—Valley and Round 
Tower of Gleudalough, County Wicklow,’ Lady 
Belcher. The prefix to the title is most hajipily 
realised; it is an attractive subject, treated in a 
manner to describe distance with perfect truth. 

No. 259. ‘ On the Tay, near Dunkeld,’ Miss 
M. A. Carrington. Tliis is a very careful draw¬ 
ing of a well-known subject. The town, with the 
sky and near and remoter gradations, is charm¬ 
ingly dealt with. 

No. 2G0. ‘The First Electing of Florizel and 
Perdita,’ Miss E. Macirone. This is painted from 
the passage in the Winter's Tate, wherein Florizel 
blesses the day when his falcon flew into the grounds 
of the father of Perdita. The scene is a section of 
woodland, with forest trees, beneath one of which 
Perdita is sitting, and Florizel appears. There is 
something original in the treatment of the subject. 

No. 2G7. ‘ Winter Berries,’ Mrs. Withers. 
Strictly to the title, and charmingly painled. 

No. 278. ‘ Scotch Cottage Home, Loch Lomond,’ 
Marianne Stone. A very ragged hovel on the 
shelving shores of the loch, but commanding an 
enchanting view, if that be any compensation for 
wretched lodging. The foreground is rich with the 
sweetest hues of the fragrant heather, and altogether 
the view is one of the most truthful and poetic ver¬ 
sions W'e have ever seen of this storied loch. No. 
30G, ‘The Tweed—Eildou Hills,’ and No. 318, 
‘ English Cottage Home,’ are works also of merit, 
by the same artist. 

No. 279. ‘A Alarscilles Minstrel,’ Mrs. V. Bar¬ 
tholomew. A very characteristic study of one of 
those French female peripatetic jirofessors of the 
hurdy-gurdy, with whose personal points we are aU 
so well acquainted. 

No. 289. ‘The Best in the Market,’ Mrs. Eliza¬ 
beth Murray. This is a brilliant work—a nro- 
duction of a high degree of artistic excellence. 

No. 294. ‘Florence, from the Church of San 
Miniato,’ Miss Blake. This is the most effective 
view of the city, taken from the heights on the left 
bank of the Arno, whence we look down on the wind¬ 
ings of the river—the Duomo, the Palazzo Vecchio, 
the Ponte Vecchio, all the other bridges, and all the 
prominent objects of the city. The tone and cxe- 
ention of this work are beyond all praise. 

No. SOI. ‘The Last Dream,’ Miss Adelaide 
Burgess. This drawing represents a girl sleeping, 
whom, from the title, w'e may suppose to be afflicted 
with a fatal malady. There are angels at her bed¬ 
side, and of these she is of course dreaming; it is 
a work of surpassing sweetness. 

No. 343. ‘ Portrait of Miss Emily Stuart,’ Mrs. 
Alfred .1. Buss. A chalk drawing, in wliich the 
head and features are delir'dated with accuracy and 
spirit. No. 423. ‘Ecce Homo, after Correggio,’ is 
a copy in sepia by the same lady. 

No. 3G8. ‘Burnham Beeches,’ Mrs. Grote, is 
a study of trees denuded of foliage, wherein the cha¬ 
racter of the beech is perfectly described. No. 374. 
‘ Gate-House of Boarstall, Bucks,’ is a very elaborate 
drawing by the same lady. 

No. 3GG. ‘Lake of Lucerne,’ Mrs. B. Stanley. 
A small drawing, the subject of which is at once 
determinable. No. 373, is another view of the 
Lake, rendered with a true feeling for natural effect. 

No. 402. ‘ Miniature of a Sw'cdish Lady,’ Fre¬ 
derica Bremer, contributed by Mrs. S. C. Hall. 
This exquisitely finished profile is worthy of an 
accomplished artist, and proclaims the varied talent 
of the gifted authoress. 

No. 403. ‘Portrait of a Lady.’ A very highly 
finished work in oil by Miss IM. Gillies. 

The sculpture consists of twenty-one pieces, of 
which many evince, with the very best pretensions, 
aspirations of a lofty order. No. 53G, ‘ Sajipho- 
marble, ’ by Mrs. Thornycroft, is a work of 
refined classic sentiment; and No. 551, ‘The 
Flower Girl,’ marble, is a conception in another 
feeling, most worthily carried out, by the same 
lady. Miss Durant exhibits No. 555, ‘ The King 
Maker’—a statue in armour of the Earl of War¬ 
wick, holding forth a crown; and No. 553, a statue 
in marble of ‘ Robin Hood;’ both of these w'orks are 
far above mediocrity. There are also meritorious 
sculptural w'orks by other ladies, and a great variety 
of cameos and w'ax models by tlie Misses Pistrucci, 
of great excellence. In addition to these original 
works there is a spacious arrangement of copies of 
very ambitious character, some of which woiJd do 
credit to distinguished copyists : and thus, from the 
excellence and variety of this exhibition, it will at 
once be understood to show a marked inijirovcment 
upon that of last season. 

THE ROYAL PICTURES. 

SIR WALTER SCOTT. 

Sir T. Lawrence, Painter. ,J. Ilorsburgli, Engraver. 

Size of tlie Picture, 5 ft. If in. by 4 ft. in. 

The history and the works of Sir Walter Scott will 
always form one of the most remarkable features in 
the annals of the literature of the nineteenth cen¬ 
tury ; indeed, it may be said in the annals of any 
epoch. It has been truly written of him in a short 
biographical sketch, published some years ago, 
that “ tlie sixty-oue years of his life were filled "by 
the incessant labours of a strong and restless mind, 
wbicli, in the latter half of its career, fixed upon its 
own efforts no small share of public attention, 
during one of the most exciting periods of European 
history. How much of the European fame of Scott 
has been a consequence of genuine poetical power, 
and likely to endure—how much of it has been the 
result of accidental circumstances, and sure to die 
away, it is yet too early to decide. The contem¬ 
poraries of a man of genius are no more able to 
estimate his intellectual statni’o and proportions 
aright, than the man who stands close under the 
wall of Westminster Abbey would be to decide upon 
its architectural merits.” One thing, however, is 
certain; the fact that, although a quarter of a 
century has elapsed since his death, his writings 1 

have not lost, in the slightest degree, their hold on | 
public favour, nor the brilliancy of his genius been | 
questioned. 

Translator, annotator, essayist, poet, novelist, 
historian, and biographer, the writings of Scott in 
either of these characters would have given him a 
good position among the literary men of his time; 
but it is as poet and novelist chiefly that his name 
will go down to far-distant posterity. The know¬ 
ledge of legendary lore he acquired in his early 
years, his innate love of the chivalrous and super¬ 
natural, may bo adduced as a reason for his poetical 
imagination expressing itself in such poems as “ The 
Lady of the Lake,” his “ iMarmion,” and “ The Lay 
of the Last Minstrel,” &c. These poems took the 
world by surpiise, they were so unlike anything 
that preceded them ; and by their means the reader 
was taken back, in agreeable and spirited versifica¬ 
tion, to a period of time and to individuals, real or 
imaginary, whose acquaintance he had formed only 
through the prosaic pages of the historian. But 
even the genius of Scott as a jioet could not bind 
the public to allegiance beyond a few years : his 
style had become familiar, and the world grew 
tired of it. Byron had appeared in the firmament 
of poetry, and the public hastened to worship the 
newly-risen star. Scott, however, was too intrepid, 
like one of his knights of chivalry, to succumb 
quietly before any antagonist. “ As the old mine,” 
says Bnlwer Lyttou, “ gave symptoms of exhaustion, 
the new mine, ten times more affluent, at least in 
the precious metals, was discovered; and just as in 
‘ Rokeby ’ and ‘ Triermaiu’the Genius of the Ring 
seemed to flag in its powers, came the more potent 
Genius of the Lamp, in the shape of ‘ Waverley,’ ” 
the pioneer of the long and magnificent array of 
romance-writings to whicli “ Count Robert of 
Paris” and “ Castle Dangerous” formed the rear¬ 
guard. 

“ English literature,” writes Scott’s countryman, 
Robert Chambers, “ presents two memorable and 
striking events which have never been paralleled in 
any other nation. The first is Milton, advanced 
in years, blind, and in misfortune, entering upon 
the composition of a great epic that was to deter¬ 
mine bis future fame, and hazard the glory of his 
country in competition with what had been achieved 
in the classic ages of antiquity. The counterpart 
to this noble jiicture is Walter Scott, at nearly the 
same age, bis private affairs in ruin, undertaking to 
liquidate, by iiitelleetual labour, a debt of £117,000. 
Both tasks may be classed with the moral sublime 
of life.” Milton accomplished his task in six years, 
and Scott had nearly completed his in the same 
time, when ho sunk exhausted in the course: he 
yielded up his life in the struggle. 

Lawrence’s portrait of this great and honourable 
man, which is here engraved, has always been con¬ 
sidered the best and most characteristic of the many 
portraits painted of him; one quite worthy to 
adorn the royal palace of Windsor Castle, where 

it hangs. 
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THE ART-JOURNAL 

THE WELLINGTON MONUMENT. 

Theue arc certain things wliicli it has come to he 
definitively understood that England eaiinot do. 
The source of the inability remains a mystery. 
There is in it nothing inherent, or prima facie, 
which should render the attempt at the things 
themselves rash or preposterous. On the contrary, 
the seeming elements of success arc the same which 
the country cmjdoys to prosperous issues in other 
directions; and the moral of their utter failure here 
has been learnt only experimentally, and as the price 
of such attempt.—Thus, it is now known, for 
example, that England cannot raise a Nelson Monu¬ 
ment. It is evident, that there is nothing in the con¬ 
ditions of the particular case from which her 
incapacity in this respect could originally have been 
inferred. The national enthusiasm for the hero in 
question was precisely that atmosphere in which 
demonstrations of the kind are accustomed to grow'; 
and his pre-eminent place on one of the most impor¬ 
tant pages of the national history is such as com¬ 
monly commands the illustration of the Arts. 
Neither is the cause of failure to be sought in the 
fact, that England has lost her habit, or her pow'er 
generally, of monumental commemoration ; and it 
will probably never bo clearly understood, why it 
has been found impossible, by repeated endeavours, 
made openly and earnestly in the face of day, to rear 
a Nelson Monument on the same held of effort as 
that on which rose up a Scutari hlonument, as it 
were, in the space and amid the darkness of a night. 
The fact, how'ever, of the impossibility in the Nelson 
case rests on the testing of half a century; and this 
impossibility has passed hnally into the category of ac¬ 
cepted propositions. The same power of monumental 
record which has in the same space of time set up 
ti'ophies of itself in fifty other places of the world, 
has here succeeded only in rearing a visible sign of 
its own insufficiency. The lions have been pretty 
nearly round the globe as conquerors, in the identical 
jjeriod which has witnessed the failure of all their 
attempts to take up a position in Trafalgar Square. 
This, we repeat, is a mystery. Philosophy is at 
fault in its presence. Sometimes we have ourselves 
been inclined to speculate, as our readers know, on 
the possibility that the site of the monument in 
question might have something to do with the 
mystery. A search through the conjectural turns 
up strange fancies ; and certain it is, that in this 
same melancholy metropolitan space we find other 
hints of desolation, to add to that of an Art memorial 
wliich, like the Temple of Jupiter Olympius, at 
Athens, has been a quasi ruin from its birth. Some 
years since, for example, when the great monumental 
defect of London, the absence of fountains, had been 
strongly felt, it was determined, once for all, to put 
in evidence the vast w'ater-basin which underlies the 
metropolis, by means of a couple of these lively pro¬ 
nunciations. Unhappily, the soil of Trafalgar Square 
was tapped for the dancing element,—and our readers 
know the result. There they are!—a couple of 
attenuated jets, which, in the paucity of water they 
expose, offer a constant suggestion of the desert. 
Had London, in some long-past time, really possessed 
a fine fountain, one of these phantom jets might 
now be its ghost.—Then, close behind these feeble 
water-pulses, there stands a great institution, wdiich 
has apparently caught the slumberous nature of the 
ground it occupies, and can no more march, it would 
seem, w'ith the time to which it should minister, 
than if its roots were in the sand by Thebes. 

This is a fanciful view' of the subject, no doubt, as 
we have already hinted; and what has struck us par¬ 
ticularly just now, is, that a new practical element 
of solution seems to be at length imported into the 
Nelson problem. Suddenly, it appears as if fresh 
data were about to be supplied towards the reading 
of the old riddle, by the case of the Wellington 
Monument. The leading conditions in the two 
instances are strangely similar. Here, now, is once 
more a projected monument to the one other most 
prominent actor in the same great series of events, 
—the twin leader of England’s material power 
through the triumphs of that one tremendous crisis; 
and already, two several ministers have broken dow'n, 
and a third, for aught that appears, stands paralysed, 
before the attempt to realise the project. In some 
respects, the latter case is even less intelligible than 
the first. Here, the funds needed are, and have 

long been, actually in hand. In the Nelson instance, 
the dillicnlty was, to get the money; in the Wel¬ 
lington instance, the dillicully seems, to spend it. 
Then, again, in our latter strait, we have appealed 
to the w'hole Art-world for help,—and got it. In the 
Nelson case, the foreigner gave us money :—in vain; 
in the Wellington case, he has given us Art:—also, 
it would seem, in vain. Why, in such cases as these, 
I'lngland should look abroad at all for subsidy, of 
either kind, we do not understand; and, for our¬ 
selves, we shall not he very sorry to see, that what 
she fails to achieve, in this direction, by her own 
ciforls, she fails also to accomplish with the help of 
others. We have no desire to see our Nelson 
Jlonumcnts raised with Russian gold, or our triumph 
at Waterloo illustrated for us by French—or even 
by Sardinian—Art. At any rate, and owing to 
whatever cause, the Wellington Monument is fast 
passing into the same hopeless category with the 
Nelson Monument:—men arc beginning to de¬ 
spair of the one, as they have long since decided to 
despair of the other. Onr speculative argument as 
to locality, of course, disappears in this new and 
positive connexion ? Can there, then, be something 
in the theme itself,—common as it is to both instances, 
—before which all attempts at this particular form 
of record break down ?—or, will some deus of the 
chisel come suddenly, once again, out of the govern¬ 
ment machine, as in the Scutari case, and give an 
unexpected answer to at least the latter part of this 
remarkable problem ? * 

To speak very seriously, on a matter which is 
very serious :—are we, or are we not, to have a Wel¬ 
lington Monument, after all ? And if so, are we to 
have it on such terms as shall not add one more to 
the long list of wrongs by which, at the hands of our 
rulers, the Fine Arts in this country have been so 
long depressed? Is that better time for native 
art, so far as its recognition by Government is con¬ 
cerned, of w'hich we have occasionally fancied we 
caught anticipatory glimpses, to be realised in the 
matter of this great national work?—or, are we by 
its means to be thrown back upon the conviction 
that parliament w'ill do well for the future to leave 
the patronage of Art in private hands, and vote 
henceforth the sums applicable to the purposes of 
ministerial patronage in some less transcendental 
name ? On w'hat principle is it, that a succession 
of ministers can think themselves justified in keep¬ 
ing unemployed a large sura like that which is here 
in question, specifically set apart by the people at 
once for the service of Art and for the commemo¬ 
ration of the illustrious dead ?—or, is it so kept back, 
in order that, under cover of the delay, and of the 
want of watchfulness which it induces, one more 
violation of all principle may be perpetrated, at the 
cost at once of our own Arts and of our own people ? 
We confess, that the free-and-easy mode of dealing 
at once with the nation’s money on this large scale, 
and with the nation’s expectation in this peculiarly 
national matter, makes us not a little uneasy as to 
the possible amount of liberty which may finally be 
taken with both, if that apparently capricious 
method of action be allowed to pass unchallenged. 
Nor must we conceal, that there is agrowing feeling 
of distrust abroad amongst the native artists them¬ 
selves, and a sense of a coming insult to their 
body, which many of them persist in believing to 
be the shadow projected from an impending fact. 
The truth is, the rumours and apprehensions that 
circulate on the subject in the profession, are 
such as would naturally wing their way out of 
the protracted mystery by which the matter is 
kept surrounded—as foul things fly about in the 
darkness; but they have unquestionably received no 
little justification from a correspondence between the 
late Chief Commissioner of Works and the Lords of 
the Treasury, which has just been published by order 
of the House of Commons. 

There are two several grounds on which this cor¬ 
respondence claims attention. In the first place, 
it show's that the old Treasury theory of irre¬ 
sponsible authority is still unbroken ; and, in the 
second place, it proves that, in reference to the 
same matter, some injustice has been done to 
Sir Benjamin HaU. Notwithstanding the sus¬ 
picions by which he has been assailed, it is evi¬ 
dent now that he had, in fact, arrived, however 
early or late, at the true principles of competition, 
and w'as determined that, in so far as he was con¬ 
cerned, they should be maintained. The corre- 

H'5 i 

spondcucc in question relates, not directly to our 
subject, hut to that of the public offices proposed to 
be erected in Downing Street; but the doctrines in 
dispute are precisely tliose which arc involved also 
in the case of the Wellington competition. The 
argument of the documents turns chiefly on the 
decision of the Government to erect a new War 
Office and a new Foreign Ollicc, and Sir Benjamin 
Hall’s invitation to architects to compete for the 
designs. In the face of this competition, and in the 
teeth of all the moralities implicated, the 'IVcasury, 
it seems, had determined, after its own “ high 
Roman fashion,” to give the commission to its own 
architect, Mr. Bennethorne; and this determination 
of theirs we arc very glad to find Sir Benjamin Hall 
characterising in terms which the readers of this 
.lournal, we think, will recognise as perfectly familiar 
to them. Such a step, says the late Chief Com¬ 
missioner, is tantamount to a total disregard of the 
competition !—an architect who did not compete at 
all being substituted for the successful competitor ! 
The Lords of the Treasury are very civil, in reply;— 
but are not to be circumvented by logic. Patronage 
is not the sort of thing that will bear being made an 
affair of syllogisms. They “ regret to be obliged to 
adopt a course not altogether in accordance with the 
views by which Sir Benjamin Hall had been goveiuied 
in carrying out the recommendations of the Select 
Committee of the House of Commons;”—but they 
intend to adopt it, nevertheless. Then, the late Chief 
Commissioner made to the Lords of the Treasury a 
proposition, to which we emphatically call the atten¬ 
tion of our readers. We are rejoiced to have in this 
proposition Sir Benjamin Hall’s formal adhesion to 
the principle expressly contended for by ourselves,— 
with a certain variance in the application,—in refer¬ 
ence to the competitionfortheWelliugton Monument. 
Oil the 28th of December, Sir Benjamin Hall urged 
the Treasury “ to allow the successful architect for 
the Foreign Office in the late competition to submi't 
designs for the new office on the limited site acquired 
by the Act of 1855,” instead of employing an officer 
of the Board of Works. 'Their lordships, on the 
25tli of February, replied in the 'Treasury formula:— 
they “adhered to their previous decision.” The 
date of that “previous decision” is not given. In 
all probability it is old enough to have enabled 
tliem to dispense with the mockery' of the com¬ 
petition altogether, had they been so minded. Let 
us hope it may not be true, as suspected, that they 
have a “ previous decision” forthcoming in the 
matter also of the Wellington Monument! 

It is so new a thing, and so important a thing, 
to find sound principles circulating in a government 
office, thatw'e cannot but lament the accident which 
deprives us of Sir Benjamin Hall’s authority at the 
Board of Works, at the moment when he had 
begun to preach there what we deem the orthodoxy 
of the subject. Still, w e cannot permit om'selves to 
share, to their full extent, in the apprehensions of 
the British sculptors. The shape which these ap¬ 
prehensions take, we refuse, for the present, to state 
in terms. That w'hich they believe they have pause 
to fear, besides the breach of faith which it would 
involve, and the peculiarly un-English character of 
the proceeding, would be sucb an outrage on the 
body' generally of our native ai'tists as only some 
very strong and emphatic demonstration of public 
opinion could cure. 'The sculptors themselves, on 
the strength of the rumour which has reached them, 
have put themselves in communication on the sub¬ 
ject with the recently appointed First Commissioner 
of Public Works; and should their fears be con¬ 
firmed, as the result of that communication, we do 
hope they will bring their case directly before the 
country as sitting, by its representatives, in Parlia¬ 
ment.—Meantime, we appeal to Lord John Manners, 
to illustrate his ow'n tenure of authority by taking 
up this matter at an early period, and in the right 
spirit. If he w'ould signalise his advent to the 
Board in a manner very agreeable to those who, like 
ourselves, have sincerely' at heart the interests of our 
national Arts and native artists, let him, by immediate 
action, redeem this monumental project from the 
category of the impossible, to which it seems to be 
fast tending,—and, by honest and independent 
action, save it, if he can, from the category of the 
job, with which suspicious persons believe it to be 
threatened. 

2 i> 
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OEIGINAL DESIGNS, 
AS SUGGESTIONS TO MANUFACTURERS, ETC. 

The four engravings contained on this page are 

from designs by Mr.^llENUY Fitzcook, an artist to 

sioned by manufacturers: of late, however, lie has 
abandoned that department of his profession, which 
we hope he may he induced to resume. The first is 
for a hall-lamp ; the object here being to break the 
usual monotony of octagons and squares in articles 
of the kind. The second is for a taper candlestick ; 

an adaptation of the convolvulus, in which the useful 
flower has been skilfully employed. The third is for 
a boudoir candlestick ; the material consisting of a 
sea-nymph, elevating a branch to receive the candle; 
the whole supported on a shell which forms the dish. 
The fourth is for a drawing-room lounge; the orna- 

whom we have been heretofore indebted, and who 

at one period was somewhat extensively commis. 

alternating these modern “notions” with examples I right conclusions, while we refer him to the several 
of ancient Art, we enable the producer to arrive at sources whence our information is derived. 

for papier maclui and for carving.” It is unneces¬ 
sary for us to repeat, that in cases such as this, 
our object is to convey suggestive hints; the manu¬ 
facturer will best judge as to the extent to which he 
cau render them available to his purpose; but by 

mentation is in the style of “the KaliaeLle arabesque,” 
the artist considers the novelty to consist “ in the 
form—the scroll at each side being stuffed so as 
to produce a comfortable r^st for the head ;” and he 
is of opinion that the design is “ equally well adapted 
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Of the three designs contained on this page, the 
first is for “a cornice in the Renaissance style,” 
designed by Mr. Charles IIenrv WinTAKER (31, 
Newman Street). It is of the class, perhaps, with 
which decorators are sndiciently familiar; although 

certainly an improvement on that which usually 
decorates our drawing-rooms. It will be at once 
seen, however, that, constructed in white and gold, its 
])retensions to Art are by no means inconsiderable. 
The third design is also the production of the same 

artist: it is of a table, in which art is displayed only 
by the supporters, the tabic itself being entirely 
plain, or rather ornamented by a broad and thick 
fringe. It is on this account chiefly we introduce it 
here : the custom of decorating table-tops is for many 

in silver; and they appear to be, next to a good 
simple shape, contrast of bright or smooth surfaces 
and dead or matted surfaces, with raised mouldings 
for burnishing.” 

We are thus pm-suing our plan of providing sug¬ 

gestive designs to the manufacturer; and if we are 
not as successful as we desire to be, our subscribers 
wiU permit us to say the fault is not ours. We 
have in no way limited our invitation to contribu¬ 
tors ; offering all the advantages at our command of 

recompense and publicity. It is with no slight pain 
we are compelled to state, that for one good design 
submitted to us we receive a dozen that are un¬ 
equivocally bad; and that from the several schools 
of Art throughout the country, aid to this project 

has been very limited or very inefficient. We may 
therefore convey another hint to those who in any 
part of the kingdom are engaged in producing 
designs for Art-mamifacture: the means we place 
at their command cannot but be to them very 

advantageous ; there are hundreds of manufacturers 
who require suggestions, but who are ignorant as 
to the whereabouts of persons from whom they 
may be procured. Although such designs as we 
furnish are thus made common property, they may 

be so altered as to become exclusive rights; but 
especially it should be borne in mind that, when a 
producer considers to what quarter he ought to apply 
for assistance, to put him in possession of the names 
of those who can render it, is no ordinary boon. 

reasons objectionable; the cost is thus greatly aug¬ 
mented, while, no matter what the style of decoration 
may be, it is seldom effective, inasmuch as when 
partially covered with books, or other objects, the 
lines must be broken, disagreeable forms being the 

inevitable result. Manufacturers are too prone to 
forget the main, or indeed the only, purpose of a 
table: it is “an eye-sore” if nothing be placed 
upon it, and thus consequently to incur expense in 
embellishing the top is worse than idle. The 

second of om- engravings is from a design by Mr. 
Godfrey Sykes, one of the masters of the Govern¬ 
ment School of Art in Sheffield. lie writes,—“ In 
designing it I have had regard to its manufacture, 
in providing for such effects as arc best displayed 



THE ELLIOTTYPE. 

This is tlic name proposed for a new, and very 
beautiful, application of pliotop;rapliy, wliich lias 
been invented and patented by Mr. llobiusou 
Elliott, an artist, of South Shields. The objecds of 
the invention are to reproduce works of high Art— 
such as copies of the old or of modern masters, of 
the size of the originals; or, indeed, of any size, by 
the agency of photography. AVe cannot do better 
than describe the process iu the words of the in¬ 
ventor, which we copy from his specification;— 

“ I take a piece of good glass, as free from specks 
and impurities as possible, of the size 1 intend the 
impressions to be; 1 nest, with a brush, do the 
surface of the glass over with a thin transparent 
paste, or any other similar compound, as gum water 
or glue size; I next fix the glass iu a frame. Should 
the picture which I am about to copy be the same 
size as the glass, 1 place it uuderneatli, and with 
some tracing implement, as a tine coloured point of 
chalk, trace the outline of the picture ou the surface 
of the glass covered with the transparent medium 1 
have described. Should the picture, however, not 
be the same size, but larger or smaller, an outline is 
made on paper of the desired size, and placed under 
the prepared glass instead of the picture, and traced 
in the same manner. But if the artist prefers it, 
he can make his outline at once on the prepared 
glass, which is perhaps the better plan. The outline 
being completed, I place a black or dark-coloured 
cloth behind the glass, and proceed to paint the 
picture on the glass with one colour. The more 
opaque the colour is for this purpose the belter, as 
the colour is put on for the purpose of obscuring 
the glass, and of such consistence and thickness as 
may secure the required gradations for obtaining the 
lights of the picture when the photographic impres¬ 
sion is taken ou the sensitive paper. AVhere the 
])aint is quite solid or thick on the glass, the im- 
jircssion on the paper will be white, and underneath 
the transparent parts of the glass it will be dark in 
jiroportiou to their transparency ; the piu-e glass 
will give the darkest shades, the light passing 
through such ]daccs without obstruction, and acting 
wiiii full power on the sensitive paper underneath. 
It is better to use a colour of a light hue, in order 
to see easily the cll'eet of the work as it progresses; 
white lead, combining ojiacity with a light hue, is 
the best. AVherc sharpness is required iu the lights, 
a little black may be used with good ell'ect, as it 
aids the obscurity caused by the thick white; the 
black is to be used pure by touching sharply over 
the white when the white is dry ; it is, however, 
not always uecessary^ While the artist is at work, 
the dark cloth serves the purpose of showing during 
the prorre.ss of the painting the various gradations 
of shadow in the picture. When the picture on 
the prepared glass is worked up to the amount of 
finish deemed necessary, it is completed by scraping 
off whatever paint is not requircil with a scraper or 
etching tool, and thus clearing and shai'iiening the 
shadows. This painting on glass being completed, 
the cloth is removed, and the glass then has a very 
dill'erent a])pearaucc. Before the cloth is taken 
away it looks like a brilliant engraving; but when 
the dark ground is removed, and the glass held 
up to the light, the shadows are all more or less 
transparent, and the light proportionately' opaque. 
I now take a piece of sensitive paper the size of the 
glass, and prepared iu the ordinary way, and place 
it on the unpainted side of the glass (the other side 
would reverse the picture), and put the paper and 
glass in a printing frame, such as is generally used 
by photographers, and place it in any common 
window', with the glass outwards, when, if the sun 
be shining intensely, an impression will be produced 
on the paper in two or three minutes exactly like 
the picture on the prepared glass; this imiiression 
is (hen fixed in the usual manner.” 

The examples which we have seen of this process 
have been produced by' Mr. Elliott, and they are 
certainly of the highest promise. AVe have all the 
delicate softness of a phofogi’aphic picture, preserv¬ 
ing in a marvellous manner the finest ellect of the 
artist’s work. The picture, being copied, as is 
described, upon glass, requires the skill of an artist. 
Some judgment is also necessary to ensure the pro¬ 
duction of the true effect of light and shade ; as 
these, in the photograph, are entirely dependant 

upon the relative jiroportious in which the opaque 
colour is applied to the glass. The dark parts of 
the original picture are left bare upon the glass— 
through these the light exerts its full power—and 
according to the thickness and opacity of the layers 
of colour in the negative, so will be the effect of 
the ])ositivc picture. 

AA'e are bound in justice to state that this pro¬ 
cess, although we believe quite original with Mr. 
Elliott, is not entirely new. la 1841, Mr. llavell 
introduced an analogous process, wdiich his death 
alone jirevcnted him from fully developing. “Air. 
Ilavell’s method was to place a tliin plate of glass 
upon the subject to be copied, upon which the high 
lights were painted with a mixture of white-lead 
aud co])al varnish, (he proportion of varnish being 
increased for tlie darker shading of the picture. 
The next day Mr. llavell removed, w'ith the point 
of a pen-knife, the w'hitc ground, to represent the 
dark etched lines of the original. A sheet of pre¬ 
pared paper having been ])laccd behind the glass, 
and thus exposed to light, a tolerable impression was 
jirodueed.” Such was the description published at 
the time (1841) of Mr. Ilavell’s process. Air. 
Elliott has, it appears to us, done much more than 
Air. llavell did, aud most sincerely do we hope that 
he may live to see his very' interesting application 
of photography generally ajiplied to the copying of 
those works which, from their beauty, must inllu- 
euce for good every indi.-idual into whose ])ossessiou 
they may fall. 

The cheapness of the Elliottype will enable every 
one to possess faithful copies of the rarest pictures 
by the liighest masters. 

riCTUEE SALES. 

A COLLECTION of pictures, formed by the late Air. 
R. Sanderson, of Belgrave Square, was sold by 
Alessrs. Christie and Alanson, ou Alarch 20th ; they 
were twenty-two iu number, aud sold for upwards 
of £2050. The principal specimcirs were—‘ The 
Laughing Audience,’ Hogarth, engraved, 40 gs.; 
‘ Two Horses in a Aleadow, with a Man and a Hog,’ 
Paul Potter,a cabinet picture,from Lord Ashburton’s 
collection, 405 gs.; ‘ A Rocky Landscape,’ Ruysdael, 
from Air. Gray’s collection, -345 gs.; ‘ A’illage Fair,’ 
A. Ostade, from the collection of Baron Fagel,l lOgs.; 
‘ A AVoody Landscape, with Gipsies round a Fire,’ 
Gainsborough, 105 gs.; ‘An Interior, with two 
men seated and smoking, and a woman holding a 
Spindle near a Fireplace,’ A. Ostade, 220 gs.; ‘Semi- 
ramis receiving intelligence of the Revolt of Babylon,’ 
Guercino, from the collection of Air. AV. Haldimand, 
200 gs.; ‘ The Assumption of the Virgin,’ Alurillo, 
from the Sebastiaui collection, 080 gs. 

On the I9th of March, the following English 
pictures were sold by Alessrs. Foster:—‘ The Royal 
Nursery,’ a sketch by AVilkie, 34 gs.; ‘ Coast Scene,’ 
C. Stanfield, R A., 00 gs.; ‘The Fortune Hunter,’ 
R. Redgrave, R.A., 90 gs. ; ‘The Sunbeam,’ 
.1. Philip, A.R.A., 97 gs.; ‘Burns and Highland 
Alary,’ T. Faed, 100 gs.; ‘ The Sisters,’ A. Solomon, 
engraved, 67 gs.; ‘ Ravenswood and Lucy Ashton,’ 
a small picture, 15 inches by 11 inches, by AAh P. 
Frith, R.A., and T. Creswiek, R.A., 275 gs. ; 
‘Charles II. aud Nell Gwynne,’ E. AI. Ward, R.A., 
IIG gs.; ‘ The Recruit,’ F\ Goodall, A.R.A., 64 gs.; 
‘ Scene from the A'icar of AA’akcfield,’ W. P. Frith, 
R. A., 13 inches by 9 inches, 161 gs. 

At a sale of oil-paintings and water-colour draw¬ 
ings, which Messrs. Foster and Son were instructed 
to dispose of on Alarch 31, the following “cabinet 
pictures” were sold;—‘ Rustic Comdship,’ F.Goodall, 
A.R.A., 65 gs.; ‘Group of Cattle — Evening,’ 
T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 64 gs.; ‘ luterior of a 
Catholic Chapel,’ D. Roberts, R.A., 88 gs.; ‘ View 
off the Hutch Coast,’ C. Stanfield, R.A., 70 gs.; 
‘ Girl with a Salver of Fruit,’ C. Baxter, 84 gs.; 
‘Welsh Girl at a Spring,’ P. F\ Poole, A.R.A., 66 
gs.; ‘ The Artist in a Fix,’ A\h P. F’rith, R.A., a 
smal' finished sketch for his “diploma” picture, 
54 gs. ; ‘Julian Peveril in the Oak Parlour at 
Black Fort,’ E. AI. Ward, R.A., 150 gs ; ‘Home 
and the Homeless,’ a beautiful little picture, only 
15.^ inches by lOJ inches in size, by T. Faed, 166 
gs. The entire collection realised £2315. 

Tiie sale on the 17th aud 18th of Alarch of the 
collection made by Hr. A'’eron, of Paris, attracted 

much attention there, from the character of the 
works composing it. Alany of the pictures realised 
very large prices : for e.xample, a single figure of 
a ‘ Alan Reading,’ size 8 inches by 6 inches, by 
Alcissonier, was bought by Mr. Uzielli, of London, 
for £345 ; the companion picture, of the same size, 
£336; a sketch, by Couture, entitled ‘Horace and 
Lydia,’ £210; an early sketch, ‘The Good Alother,’ 
Ary Scheffer, £126; ‘Sunset,’ Jules Hupre, £225; 
‘All Eastern Landscape,’ Alarilhat, £174; ‘Land¬ 
scape,’ Rousseau, £183; ‘The Temptation,’ Hiaz, 
.£150; ‘Portrait of the Huchess do Chateauroux 
bathing,’ Nattier, £590. The highest sums, by 
comparison, were given for the works of Hecamps, 
of which there are eleven pictures, and seven draw¬ 
ings. Of these the principal were, ‘Joseph sold by 
his Brethren,’ bought by AI. Selliere, the Paris 
banker, for £1428; ‘Adew iu Asia Alinor,’ bought 
by AI. Lamme, of Rotterdam, £576 ; ‘ Road Scene, 
with Travellers,’£291 ; ‘Sunrise,’£177; ‘Gipsies,’ 
£210, bought by Air. HzieUi; ‘ Smyrna Harbour,’ 
.£470. Among the ch’awings, a pencil drawing, 
‘ Arabs crossina’ a Ford,’ realised the enormous 
sum of .£650; and two small oval drawings iu 
water-colours, 1 inch by IE—one ‘Punchinello and 
Alonkeys riding;’ the other, called ‘ The Grand¬ 
father,’—sold for £100 each. The ‘ Portrait of the 
Huchess of Alarlborough,’ by Sir Joshua Reynolds, 
was bought by the Alarquis of Hertford for £336. 
The whole sale produced about £10,000. 

The dispersion of the beautiful collection of water¬ 
colour drawiug.s, formed by Air. Charles Pemberton, 
took place at the rooms of Alessrs. Foster, iu Pall 
Alall, on the 14th of last month. The number of 
works offered for sale was large, but we can only 
find room to notice a few of the most important;— 
‘'I’iie Grandfather’s AA’atch,’ AV. Goodall, 62 gs.; 
‘ A'ievv in A’cnicc,’ S. Prout, 71 gs.; ‘Alechlin 
Tower,’ H. Roberts, R.A., 56 gs.; ‘Portsmouth 
Harbour,’ C. vStanliehl. R A., 131 gs.; ‘Cavaliers 
Hunting,’ 1’. Tayler, 63 gs.; ‘A Bit of Fun,’ P. F. 
Poole, A.R.A., 72 gs.; ‘The Giant Tree of the 
Forest,’ G. Cattermole, 155 gs.; ‘Episode iu the 
Happier Hays of Charles 1.,’ F. Goodall, A.R.A., 
ISO gs.; ‘Virginia AVatcr,’ J. AI. AAh Turner, 
184 gs.; the companion, 163 gs.; ‘Interior of the 
Brewers’ Hall, Antwerp,’ Louis Haghe, 225 gs.; 
‘ A Group of Cattle,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 68 gs.; 
‘ Setters and Pointers,’ and ‘ Foxhounds,’ F. Tayler, 
111 gs.; ‘ 'I'he Spirit of Chivalry,’ H. Alaclise, R.A., 
150 gs. Air. Pemberton’s collection realised nearly 
£2500. 

Another collection, “forming a different property,” 
as auctioneers arc accustomed to say, was sold at 
the same time ; it imduded ‘ Aysgarth Force, ou the 
Tees,’ J. AI. AV. Turner, 81 gs.; ‘Scene ou the 
Nile,’ J. AI. AV. Turner, 44 gs.; ‘Group of Sheep,’ 
a pencil-drawing, by Rosa Bouheur, 36 gs.; ‘The 
Convent Library,’ G. Cattermole, 52 gs.; ‘The 
Spirit of Justice,’ J. Teunicl, jun., 35 gs.; ‘Harlech 
Castle,’ Copley Fielding, 58 gs.; ‘The Hestruction 
of Jerusalem under Titus,’ L. Haghe, 150 gs.; 
‘ Mother and Child,’ a cabinet picture, by C. R. 
Leslie, R.A., after Raffaelle, 146 gs.; ‘Juliet,’ 
C. R. Leslie, R.A., 130 gs.; ‘Study of a Female 
Head,’ C. R. Leslie, R.A., 74 gs. 

AET IN CONTINENTAL STATES. 

Pams. — The Society Amis dcs Arts, of Paris, 
has purchased this year seventeen paintings. This 
society, established in 1789, has seen more pros¬ 
perous days, but has never been eminently useful, 
being founded on the false principle of exclusive¬ 
ness ; 100 francs is too large a sum for an individual 
subscription to any institution of this kind, and 
must, therefore, limit the number of subscribers.— 
By an arrangement made with the heirs of Baron 
Hesnoyers, the Calcoffivphie du Musee has become 
possessor of many of his best plates.—M. Hevachez, 
engraver of the “Princess of Belgium,” engraved for 
the Art-Journal, has received of the Belgian govern¬ 
ment a gold medal for that work.—The Huke of 
Brabant has commissioned AI. Le3’s to paint a pic¬ 
ture representing “ The Creation of the Order of 
the Golden Fleece.”—A statuette in bronze, of the 
finest time of Roman Art, has been discovered in the 
bed of the Ehiue at Xauten, the ancient “ Colonia 
Trajana,” or “Troya Sanctorum.”—The viceroy of 
Egypt has confided to the care of AI. A. Mariette 
the exploration of the tombs of the kings of Egypt 
buried at Tais. 
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THE BOOK OF THE THAMES, 
FROM ITS RISE TO ITS FALL. 

BY MB. AND MBS. S. C. HALL. 

Part XVII, 

' T is a popular fallacy to derive the name of Teddington from 
Tide-end town, from an idea that the first lock on the river 
being here, here the “tide” may be supposed to “end.” In 
old records it is called Todingtoii and Totyngton.* The 
manor is supposed to have been given to Westminster Abbey 
by Sebert, the first Christian king of the East Saxons. The 
church is of common-place character; we have engraved 
it, nevertheless, for it contains several remarkable and inter¬ 
esting memorials,—among others a monument to “ Peg 
Woffington,”t—and also because it is so familiar a friend 
to “ brethren of the angle,” who have long regarded the 
Deep under tlie weir at I'eddington as among the pleasantest 
of ail their river memories. These memories are in truth 
very pleasant, for although it has “ fallen from its high 
estate,” and is by no means as productive of sport as it used 
to be, there is still plenty to be had in several “ pitches,” 

where abound all the various denizens of the populous river; while enjoyment 
is ever enhanced by associations with the past, which are suggested at every 
spot of ground beside which the punt is pushed or moored. The fishermen 
here are “ the Kemps they have followed that vocation from father to 

lampern is rarely received as food, but the fishery at Teddington furnishes a 
large sujiply to Holland, where they are used as bait for cod and turbot. 
“Formerly the Thames alone sup|died from one million to twelve hundred 
thousand annually to the Dutch;” but of late years the fish have become 
comparatively scarce. They are caught in eel-baskets, and are remarkably 
tenacious of life. When attached to any object, “ the water obtains access and 

LAMPREY AND LAMPERN. 

egress by seven small apertures on each side of the neck; hence its popular 
name of “ seven eyes.” They are of a dusky colour, not unlike the eel, which 
they resemble iu other particulars.* 

Those who visit Teddington will do well to walk up the village and examine 
some ancient houses, with some of w'hich enduring memories are associated; 
especially they will ascend a small hillock to visit Strawberry Hill. Of late 
years it has undergone many alterations ; we have preferred to picture it in its 
zenith, when in the full enjoyment of its fame—such as that fame was. 

Strawberry Hill, the favourite residence of Horace Walpole, was built by him 
in 1747; but he was long afterwards employed in enlarging and improving it, 
as his collections of vertu increased. It was originally a small cottage built by 
a nobleman’s coachman for a lodging-house, and tenanted by a toy-woman, 
named Chevenix ; so Walpole, in one of his letters, declares his house to be “ a 
little plaything house I got out of Mrs. Chevenix’s shop.” The style of archi¬ 
tecture he adopted was the florid Gothic, and to him the merit is certainly due 

son for more than a century and a half; and although some of them have 
been occasionally in bad repute as preferring the occupation of the poacher 
to that of the angler, others of the family have made and established good 
names, which they continue to preserve “ to this day.” The best of them is 
James Kemp, whose cottage stands in a smalt row by the water side, while the 
senior of the race keeps the neat and clean “Angler’s Inn,” through which 
there is a passage to the boats. James is the oldest of our river allies; we 
fished with him when his strength was insufficient to moor a punt, and for 
more than twenty years he was our companion on that “ glorious first of June,” 
to which the angler looks forward with intense anxiety, for on that day the_ 
Thames is open to labourers with the rod and line.j; 

The Lamprey {Tetromyzon mariniis) and the Lampern [Feiromyzon jluvi- 
atUis) are both obtained at Teddington : the former occasionally, the latter 
periodically during winter in large quantities. “These fishes arc, in reference 
to their skeleton, and in some other respects, the lowest on the scale of 
organization among vertebrated animals;” they are cartilaginous, and live by 
suction, their mouth being so formed as to induce a very powerful contact with 
the object to which they are attached, whether to stones, to prevent them being 
swept away by currents, or to the prey to which they adhere, “ their small, 
numerous, rasp-like teeth eating away the soft parts down to the bone.” The 

* “ There can be no other objection to this etymoiogy than that the place is calietl 
Totyngton in all records for several centuries after the name first occurs.”—Z?/so«s. 

t The tomb of “Mrs. Margaret Woffington, Spinster,” as she is termed upon it, is a 
plain oval medallion. She died aged 39, in the year 17G0, and had achieved great popu¬ 
larity as an actress, particularly tor the impersonation of male characters of the foppisli 
type; her most celebrated part being that of Sir Harry Wildair, in FarQuhar’s play of 
“ The Constant Couple.” She was seized with the indisposition which proved fatal to her 
wlien speaking an epilogue at Coyent Garden Theatre. 

J Teddington Lock is now a new lock, the venerable and picturesque havini^ given 
way before the march of “ improvement.” It is, as we have stated, the first look on the 
Tliames. It may interest the reader here to enumerate the several locks between Oxford 
and Teddington; for this list we are indebted to the Town Clerk of Oxford 

Iffley. 
Sandford. 
Abingdon. 
Sutton. 
Cliefden. 
Wittenham. 

Dorchester. Maple Durham, Temple. 
Benson. Caversham. Marlow. 
Wallingford. Sonning. Cookham. 
Cleeve. Shiplake. Boulter s. 
Goring. Marsh. Romney. 

AVhitcliurch, Hambleclon. 01(1 Windsor. 

Bell Weir. 
Chertsey. 
Sliepperton. 
Sunbury. 
Hampton. 
Teddington. 

STRAWJERKT BILL. 

of directiiig attention again to its merits. However.questionable we might 
now consider tlie taste that constructed a fire-place after the fashion of the 
tomb of Aylmer de Valence, in Westminster Abbey, it must be remembered that 
the true principles of meditcval architecture had to be resuscitated; and that 
this study of original authorities was a step in the right direction, and infinitely 
better than the pseudo-Gothic of greater architects than IValpole. He suc¬ 
ceeded in imparting a very picturesque character to his mansion, and it soon 
became “a show-house,” so that its owner was besieged with visitors, and 
looked upon a wet day as his only chance of peaceably possessing it. In it he 
wrote his famous “ Castle of Otranto,” and his more famous Letters; and in 
the grounds he established a printing-press, amusing himself by producing 
therefrom luxurious editions of liis own works, and those of his friends. The 
mansion was very slightly built, being little more than lath and plaster; tVal- 
pole himself declared “ he had outlived three sets of battlementsand on the 
occasion of the great sale here, in 1842, a temporary building was erected in 

* The generic cliaracter is thus given by Yarrell;—“ Body smootli, elongateii, cylin- 
(hical, like that of an eel; the head rounded; the month circular, armed with hard, 
tooth-like processes, the lip forming a continuous circle round the mouth ; seven apertures 
on each side of the neck, leading to seven bronchial cells ; no pectoral or ventral fins; 
the skin, towards the tail, extending in a fold from the hedy both above and below.” 
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the garden, as the long gallery in which it was originally intended to he held, 
was believed to bo too fragile to be filled witli people. The extensive character 
of tlie colleelion he left may be gathered from the fact of twenty-fonr days being 
devoted to selling it. The lots averaged one hundred and lifty per day, consist. 
ing of books, jirints, coins, and medals, paintings, and drawings of all ages and 
styles ; and a vast collection which may be classed under the general name ol 
“ curiosities,” embracing arms and armour, Roman jioltery, Ralfaelle-w'are, 
porcelain of Dresden and Sevres, furniture of an ancient and curious kind, 
antique rings, siiutf-boxes, and historic relics of much general interest—com¬ 
prising, in fact, the combined results of a taste that seldom is found in one 
individual—partaking of the educated scholar, the curious bookworm, the lover 
of Art, the antiquary, and the collector of “ nic-nacsfor the house contained 
a variety that might suit the taste of all such jiersons. Walpole, at his death, 
bequeathed it to the lion. hlrs. Darner, the lady sculptor, whose works on 
Henley Dridge we have already engraved. To her he beqncatlied also the sum 
of .€2000, for keeping it in repair; the reversion of the liouse to pass on her 
death to the Countess Dowager of Waldegrave: but IMrs. Darner gave it up to 
the latter lady before her own death. Walpole had managed, by entails and 
jointures, to secure his collections from being scattered through several genera¬ 
tions ; but, all legal obstacles being removed, the renowned George Robins 
scattered them in April and Hay, 1342. The greatest interest was excited, as 
the eolleetion comprised very rare things, which had been comparatively 
unknown for the previous half.century, and large prices were realised for the 
various lots. The present Countess of Waldegrave is, however, anxiously 
replacing in the old house such articles as she can recover ; and though it will 
be hopeless to expect to restore a tithe of its original contents, every item 
regained will add to the general interest of the whole. 

rOPi’S VILLA. 

Pope’s Villa is the next remarkable residence after Strawberry Hill is 
))assed, from which it is distant but a very short wudk. Pope had died before 
Horace Walpole had completed his purchase; but the house remained in the 
condition in which the former had left it. Our cut is <mpied from an engraving 
exhibiting it as in Pope’s eia. He purchased this house in lllb, and removed 
to it with his parents from Biufield. The high road from Twickenham to 
Teddington passed in front of the house, and the small ])icce of ground at the 
back, toward the Thames, was all the garden Pope could commaud without 
crossing the road, where the large garden was situated ; he accordingly formed 
a tunnel beneath the road, and decorating it with spars, it became “the grotto,” 
so celebrated by his frieuds, and so ably described by himself, and immortalised 
by the verse he wrote on it. He had litlle care for money, and as he made 
more than he wanted for necessity, he spent it in continually improving his 
house and garden. Speaking of this once to Spence, he said, “ 1 never save 
anything, unless I meet with such a pressing case as is an absolute demand 
upon me; then I retrench lifty pounds or so from my own expenses. As, for 
instance, had such a thing happened this year, then 1 would not have built my 
tvvo summer-houses.” His half-sister, JIrs. Racket, once said to the same 
person, “ It is most certain that nobody ever loved money so little as my 
brother.” He died at Twickenham in 1744, and was biu’ied in the church, with 
his father and mother. After his death the house was sold to Sir William 
Stanhope, who added new wings to it, enlarged the gardens, and formed a 
second subterranean passage. His daughter marrying the Right Hon. Welbore 
Ellis (afterwards Lord jMendip), the estate passed into his hands, and he 
guarded with jealous care every relic of Pope. .Vt his death Sir John Brisco 
succeeded to the ownership, and when he died it was unfortunately purchased I 
by the Baroness Howe, in 1807, who at once ordered it to be destroyed, and 
erected a new' mansion at the distance of a hundred yards from the site. 

Villas, many of them very fanciful in construction, now line the Middlesex 
bank of the river—few, however, being on the Surrey siue—until we reach 
the populous village of Twickenham. 

In the days of Pope and Walpole, Twickeidiam seemed likely to realise the 
prediction of the latter, “ that it would become as celebrated as Baim or Tivoli.” 
It was the fashion to construct residences on the Thames banks, and to make 
the village a retiring place for the celebrities of London. Hudson, the ])ainter, 
and the early instructor of Sir Joshua Reynolds, erected a dwelling near Pope’s 

'Villa, and in close contiguity to one built by Scott, “the English Canaletti ” 
as he w'as termed, and the friend of Hogarth. Sir Godfrey Kneller_“ Knelle'r 

hy heaven, and not a master, taught”—also retired to Twickenham to spend the 
latter years of his life.* On a stone inserted in the church wall, noting a grant 

of 'f'o chnrch-yard by the Duke of Somerset, in 
1/13, Sir Godlrey is named ns one of the chnrchwnrdpno.T 

TWICKKXHAM cnciicn. 

The parish church is situated upon the edge of the river, but it is almost 
hidden from view by a large island, sacred to picnic parties, and known as 
Eel-pie Island, from the most popular refreshment provided there. It is of 
considerable length, and has a house for the entertainment of W'atcr-parties, the 
w'holc of this “ ait” being devoted to their use. A narrow arm of the Thames 
divides it from the village of Twnckenham, and nearly opposite the middle of 
the island stands the church, iii front of which is the old vicarage and its 
gardens. The church tower is an old stone fabric, apparently of the time of 
Henry VH. ; the body of the church xvas rebuilt in 1715 ; it had fallen to the 
ground on the night of the 9th of .V)iril, 1713, owing to neglect. It is chiefly 

rOPE'S JIOX'C.MENT. 

remarkable as the mausoleum of Pope and his family. They are buried in a 
vault in front of the communion rails. Pope erected to tlie memory of his 
parents a tablet in the cast wall of the north gallery; and upon the north waU 

* He resided .at Wliitton, a hamlet of the parish ; he built a substantial brick mansion 
there ; the hall and staircase were painted by Laguerre, under his superintendence, and it 
is said exhibits some of Sir Godfrey’s own handiwork. 

t lie also officiated as a justice of peace for the county, and several amusing anecdotes 
are given of his .adjudications in what he considered equity; in some instances quite 
opposed to the letter of the law. Thus, on one occasion, a soldier was brought before 
him for ste,alirig a joint of meat, but having pleaded that it was the butcher’s fault for 
putting such a temptation in his w.ay t Sir Godfrey took his view of the case, and dis¬ 
charged the man, giving the astonished butcher a severe reprimand.' Pope has alluded 
to the decision in his lines— 

“ I think Sir Godfrey should decide the suit, 
Who sent the thief (that stole the cash) away. 
And punished him that put it in his way.” *' 
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a momiraciit was erected to tlic poet liimself, by Bisliop Warburtoii.* It is ul' 
pyramidal I'onn, of dark grey marble, witli a medallion of the poet, as if sus¬ 
pended upon it, above which is a laurel wreath.f On the outer wall of the 
church, on the same side, is the tablet Pope placed to the memory of .Maiy 
Beach, “in gratitude to a faithful old servant,” who had been his nurse and 
constantly attended him for thirty-eight years. Near it is another tablet to 
the memory of I\Irs. Clive—the “Kitty Clive” of Garrick’s era; it bears a 
long rhyming inscription, commencing;— 

“Clive's lilaniclcss life this tablet shall proclaiin. 
Her moral virtues anil her well-eariieil fame." 

After making a competency by her e.'iertions as a comic actress, she retired to 
Twickenham, and resided at a house on the site of Marble Hill Cottage. IMrs. 
Pritchard, the great tragic actress, on whom Garrick principally depended in 
his great plays, also lived at llaymons Castle close by. 

On the right bank of the river, the long line of Petersham Itleadows 
terminates at the grounds of Ham House, which is almost hidden in a mass of 
noble trees, and stands nearly opposite the extremity of Twickenham Ait. This 
noble old mansion was built in 1010 (as appears by a date over the principal 
entrance) by Sir Thomas Vavasor, who was appointed, with Sir Francis Bacon, 
one of the judges of the Marshal's Court in the year ensuing. It was sold to 
the Earl of Dysart in the reign of James I., “whose widow, Katherine, on 
the 22nd of ilay, 1051, surrendered it to the use of Sir Lionel Tollemache. 
and Elizabeth his wife, her daughter, who in the year following, surrendered 
it to the irse of Sir Lionel's will.” j; This daughter, by her second marriage, 
became Duchess of Lauderdale, and was remarkable for the political power she 
possessed, being one of the busiest women of a busy age. Burnet describes her 
as “ a woman of great beauty, but of far greater parts. She had a wonderful 
quickness of apprehension, and an amazing vivacily in conversation. She had 

the ait we have spoken of. Caroline, Queen of George 11., was once enter¬ 
tained here by the then proprietor of the mansion, who on that occasion built 
the octagon room, which forms so conspicuous a feature in the view. It bears 
the name of Orleans House, I'rom having been rented by the Duke of Orleans 
at the commencement of the present century; and here Louis Philippe, after¬ 
wards King of the French, jiassed some of the happiest years of a life of 
unusual adventure. Next is Marble Hill: it was designed, and the building 
superintended, by Henry, Earl of Pembroke, the estate Imving been purchased, 
and the house erected, by King George If , for the Countess of Snifolk. 

HA.M nocsE. 

studied not only divinity and history, but mathematics and philosojiliy. She 
was violent in everything she set about; a violent friend, but a much more 
violent enemy.” After the Restoration she became the chief politician ; “ she 
took upon her to determine everything; she sold all places; and was W'auting 
ill no methods that could bring her money, which she lavished out in a most 
profuse vanity.” The small dull chamber in which she is traditionally re¬ 
ported to have received the king and courtiers, is still preserved intact; and 
her favourite chair still remains there, with her reading-desk and walking-cane 
beside it. The interior of the mansion is an excellent specimen of the noble 
houses of that era; the ceilings are painted by Verrio, and the ornaments and 
furniture display the massive magnificence of decoration then in fashion ; the 
bellow's and brushes in some of the apartments are encased in silver ornament, 
and the several drawing-rooms contain valuable and interesting relics in pro¬ 
fusion ; few mansions in England are more crowded with pictures and objects 
of vertii, than this. The long gallery is hung with portraits of the principal 
statesmen of the courts of the Stuarts.§ 

On the left bank a pleasant field-path loads to Richmond, over fertile 
meadow's, studded with noble mansions. The first of importance after passing 
the ait, is Orleans House, a noble mansion of red brick w'ith white tpioins. 
Hei'c resided Queen Anne while she w'as Princess of Denmark. The young 
prince, her son, used to amuse himself by exercising a troop of boy soldiers on 

* Tt is the one nearest the spectator in our engraving, 'fh.at at tlie extremity of the 
gaiiery, to whicli the female figure points, is that vvhicli tlie poet placed to the meinoi y 
of ills parents. 

t Beneath are the lines 
rOETA LOQUITUR. 

FOK ONE WnO WOULD NOT BE BDKIED IN WESTMINSTER .ABBEY. 

“ Heroes and kings your distance keep, 
In peace let our poor poet sleep; 
Who never flattered folks like you ; 
Let Horace blush, and Virgil too.” 

Pope expressly directed, in his will, that he should be buried “near his dear parents,” 
and that he should be “ carried to the grave by six of file poorest men of the parish, to 
each of wliora I order a suit of grey coarse cloth as mourning.” 

J Manning and Bray's History of Surrey. 
^ In a small room adjacent, tlie famous opposition ministry to Clarendon, known as the 

“ Cabal” (from the initials of tlie names of the five noblemen who formed it), was wont 
to meet. It is still called “ The Cabal Chamlier.” A full description of this interesting 
house, with many illustrations, may be found in “ The Baronial Halls'' (vol. ii.), edited 
by S. C. Hall, F.S.A. 

A very pleasant walk from Ham leads to the pretty and retired village of 
Petersham, on the high road between Richinond and Kingston. It was famous 
in times long gone by, but is now cliiclly remarkable for the renow'iied esta¬ 
blishment of Dr. Ellis—Sudbrook Park—renowned for its “water cure,” by 
which many have obtained happiness w ith health. AVe believe there is no place 
of the kind throughout the kingdom better conducted; the principle adopted 
with so much success is no doubt greatly aided by the pure air, the tranquillity 
of umbrageous walks, the close vicinity to Richmond Park, and that retirement 
from thought and labour which are the best ministers to disease, either of 
body or mind. 

Petersham is very closely associated with our earliest and pleasantest me¬ 
mories of the Thames: many years have passed since we occupied a small 
cottage in that quiet village; and w'itli it not a few of our happiest associa¬ 
tions are connected. AVe ask leave of our readers, therefore, to introduce to 
them one of these “memories;” desiring to make them acquainted with a 
character who cannot yet have been entirely forgotten in that quiet and com¬ 
paratively unaltered neighbourhood. 

Peter Petersham—we knew him a long time ago in the pretty village of 
Petersham ; his name was Peter, and so we always called him Peter Petersham, 
or Petersham Peter, it did not matter which. He was then a stalwart green- 
eyed man—indeed we fancied he had a green-toned skin—and his hair looked 
more like a tangle of green water-plants than human hair, it w'as so damp and 
clinging. AA''e seldom strolled w'ithout meeting him in the lane that led from the 
corner of onr cottage garden to the noble avenues and quaint imaginings of 
Ham House, where old Lady Dysart then resided, and used to drive out of those 
stately gates (which seemed intended to send forth only stately carriages with 
six portly horses—the carriages containing only big wigs and high heads) in a 
tiny carriage, draw'n by a pony, w'ho seemed to think his life depended on his 
swiftness; a wonderful old lady she was—nearly ninety—quite blind, highly 
rouged, and wearing a round black hat, and a cloth something, that seemed an 
ancient riding-habit. It w'as pleasant to see the “ turn-out” bowling along 
the avenue. As we have said, we seldom reached the superb trees without 
encountering Petersham Peter, looking as if he was the river god, who kept 
his cold guard in the midst of the stately “pleasanee”—all vvalled in so grim 
and green—and had been suddenly seized with a desire for roving, to ascer¬ 
tain if the world was going as it did in the days of old Lady Lauderdale. 
Peter was very erect, and looked ns if his figure were draped for effect; his 
garments hung loosely about him, and he carried a dangling fishing-net on 
a pole, with several eel baskets and indescribable things he used for Thames 
fishing, or poaching, or anything “ handy.” Sometimes you came upon him 
stretched at his full length upon a bank sloping to the Thames ; however 
sleepy or heavy he might look, be sure ho was watching a kingfisher, or noting 
if any iiarticular “jack,” or miraculous eel, made their water-home in his 
immediate neighbourhood. Sometimes while rowing round an “ ait,” or cross¬ 
ing to Twickenham, Peter was seen rising from among the reeds or rushes, or 
leaning in one of his most jiicturesque attitudes by the hollow trunk of an 
aged willovv. Sometimes you met him in Richmond Park, and he knew every 
dell and tree, and could tell you W'here the “ liveliest snakes,” and greenest 
lizards, and best flics for fly-fishing, were to be found. He called bottom 
fishing “ mud-grubbing,” and always said that whoever rvas fond of catching 
fish in an unnatural, “ unlegitimate ” way, deserved hanging. AA'hat Peter’s 
unnatural and nnlegitimate way of catching fish was is more than we believe 
was known : he had his own ideas on the subject, and very quaint and original 
they doubtless were; but our oivn opinion was, that Peter caught fish, or 
aught else, when and how he could, without reference to any standard of right 
or wrong. AA'e have said that a long pole, with a landing-net dangling from 
one end, rested on his shoulder; he also carried no end of rods, and lines, and 
traps for moles or beetles—queer implements only comprehended by himself. 
He was a good practical enfymologist, though he made rare mistakes with the 
scientific names, which he always attempted; and whenever he had a rare speci¬ 
men to show', he would suddenly drop all his paraphernalia on the grass, and 
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beckoning to you in a peculiarly mysterious manner, exclaim, “ Ah ! all! now 
I'or a sight; lie he a wonder ! I never did see—there he be ! I got un !— 
in vu/ffuris a geuu-ine mole cricket, but proper GrigoUot ialtapa vulgaris. 
Ah ! ah ! ah ! Let un alone, miss—you do be always wanting to touch im ; 
you’ll get bitten some time. You’d pull a snake by the tail, you would; 
or a to«-r«l out on his hole—never did see sich a young lady. ’Taint fem-eiiine 
to have no fear. Young ladies as I know come down from Lou’un for a day’s 
pleasure ; they go hootin’ and screamin’ and faintin’, they do, at their own 
shadder—pi’etty little innocent dears they be. 13ut, loak ! they got no sense— 
no, not a bit o’sense; fear’d o’frogs—don’t know a frog from a to«-«d; 
fear’d o’ earwigs, scream into next week at a spider, and doan't know an eel 
from a sarpint—that’s edieatiou ! They cum to me, and they say, ‘ INIistcr— 
what’s yer name?’ An’ I say, ‘Tetcr.’ x\.u’ they say, ‘1 want a nightingale, 
-Mr. Peter.’ An’ I say, ‘ Do ’ee'r’ An’ they say, ‘ Yes; I want a nightingale 
to take to town this evening ; and you must engage it to live and to sing— 
only it mustn’t sing too loud ; and it must be quite tame, and cat out on niy 
hand.’ Them’s the sort o’ knowledge they have, t’expect the bird that’s born 
to freedom and fresh air, that the hand o’ man was never intended to rest on, 
to be tame, and to be sure to live, like one of them dirty sparras ! I knew a chap 
once—he was a rare one—well, he sold one of them wise young uiis a span a 
for a nightingale ; he pulled some feathers out of it to make it look slim. Tlie 
innocent look of the young un when she said,—‘ Oh, it’s a brown bird ! ’ 

“ ‘ Yes, miss,’ he says. 
“ ‘ I wish you would make it sing just a little now for me to hear if.’ 
“‘I can’t, miss; it’s a nightingale, not a dayingalc.’ 
“ ‘ Ye’r sure it’s a nightingale ’r’ 
“ ‘ Honour bright as the Thames in sunshine.’” 
“’rhen,” we exclaimed with one voice, “Peter, it was goit who sold the 

young lady a sparrow as a nightingale—fur you always, when you tell a great 
story or commit a great fraud, say ‘ honour bright as the 'I’hames ! ’ ” 

“Do I, miss? Well, maybe it was me—maybe I was taken in meeself— 
maybe I didn't lind the differ until it was sold,” and Peter laughed. “Ah! 
ah ! the fun was, one of the company said it was as like a sparra as one pea is 
like another; how 1 did langh to myself, for she grew quite offended like, and 
insisted that this was a light brown bird, but that a sparra was next to h/ac/r. 
She had Louuon sparras in her eye, pretty dear !” 

Petersham Peter would cheat you whenever and wherever he could ; he had 
a supreme contempt for all who were not as conversant with country 
eoncerus as himself: and, if possible, he entertained a still greater contempt 
for those who did not render due homage to the river 'L’hames. Peter did 
not deny that there were other rivers in the world, but he was indifferent, 
quite indirt’erent about them ; they might be longer, and broader, and deeper 
—but they were not the Thames ! 

“ Lookee,” Peter would say, when, from a mere love of mischief, we drew 
depreciating comparisons between the 'J’hamcs and other rivers—I mean when 
we depreciated the 'ThaTnes—“ Lookee, it’s all very well to say there be liner 
rivers, and I say, Show un, and they never do show un ; so why should I 
believe un?” 

“ You wont go and see them, Peter.” 
“ Why should I ? Ain’t I well here ? Can't I see every cloud that ])asses 

in that clear water, without the trouble of lookin’ up ? Doesn’t the Lord IMayor, 
and the kings of all the nations of the yearth, stand on Uichmou’ Hill—the 
baud playin’ and the barges goin’—and bless the ’Imighly Father for their 
eyesight to show un sich a river ? Likely they’d come here to look at un, if 
.she wasn’t the finest upon yearth ; the birds o’ y’air sing sweeter ujion her 
banks than they do in ’\Vindsor forest—it’s a fact. An’ as to fish ! match me 
Thames eels in Europe, that’s all. Doesn’t the king of the French send for 
’em ? F’iner rivers is there ? I say, Snow un. The Thames is my faythcr 
and mother too ; I never knowed any other—I don't own any other. Wasn’t 
I found in a clump o’ withies, a roaring agin’ a March wind? And Mathey 
Prongs, the onld angler, didn’t he first think I was a fish, and threw his rod 
at me over tlie bed o’ yellow water-lilies ? and when the hook struck me, I 
stopt roarin’, and laughed. Ah ! ah I So he knew I was a Briton, and worth 
the rareing, and brought me home rowled up in his landin’ net. And didii’t 
the dame—Dame Prongs—(my mammy I calls her)—didn’t she feed me up 
on roach, and dace, and gudgeons, and eels? And when was I, from the time 
I could go alone, a day out of the waters o’ the Thames? It wouldn’t drown 
me, or gi’e me cold; it was mother’s milk to me. Didn’t I play with the 
cygnets until the swans thought me of their own brood? Tlie water-coot 
wouldn’t leave her eggs while I counted them ; and though I’m not a rcg’lar 
anything—not boatman or fishernian—I makes a good livin’ at times out on 
its waters, at times out on its banks. Sure I’ve a right to speak o’ my own 
Thames ! There isn’t a rower, a punter, or a barger from Oxford to Kew that 
doesn’t give me good morra or good night by land or water.” 

Years came and went—they are ever coming and going—all of mingh d 
sunshine and shadows ; the sunshine very bright, the shadows, thank Him 
who orders both, seldom deepening into gloom. Sometimes we spent our 
summers abroad, sometimes among our own islands, amid its hills and 
valleys, its palaces and cottages, enjoying its rivers and its lakes—enjoying, 
and not unfrequently agreeing with Peter, that there might be finer rivers than 
the Thames—only “show un.” 

The few persons we knew at Petersham had quitted it, or added to the 
mounds in its church-yard. We seldom went to Richmond without inquiring 
about Peter; but w^e never heard of him; he was nowhere seen; his haunts 
knew him no more: his name even seemed forgotten. 

Lately we have been mightily taken with aquaria ; there is great fasciua- 
nation in our mimic lakes, whethe^ of fresh or salt water, iu their glass 
enclosiu'es. We like to see our fislt sporting amid forests of valisnaria, and 
the zoophytes clinging literally to their native rocks. One of our practical 
friends, whose vivarium is our admiration (perhaps that same admiration is 
mingled with a little envy), in a most generous and disinterested manner offered 

to send us his wise man—not of the woods, but of the rivers—a most wonder¬ 
ful old man, who knew every xvater-plant, every insect, every fish and creeping 
thing to be found near, or in, the waters of the Thames. It w'as very 
generous thus to open the flood-gate of his own knowledge to us ; we could not 
help sighing when we thought of poor Petersliam Peter—what a treasure he 
would be to us now—what plants, and water insects, and fish we shoidd have 1 
-Vnd then we might “ out-Herod Herod;” we might introduce 02(r wise man 
to our friend, and bet\vecn the two wise men we should rival Jlr. hlitchell and 
his acres of vivaria in the Zoological Gardens. But Peter must have long 
GONE HOME ; he was an old man thirty years ago. 

Our friend’s wise man came: at a distance he looked like a doubled-up 
fishing-rod, with its loose case hanging about it. He was stooping over a very 
dirty, rusty tin can. We conld not at first see his face—when we did, it was 
so tangled and matted over vvith grizzled hair, that except for the rapid move¬ 
ment of his very restless but human eyes, it might have been the face of an 
enlarged Skye terrier—it was literally all hair. We asked what he had 
brought, and the contents of the can, whose names, as he poured them out, 
would have formed addenda to YarreU’s British Fishes; many of them 
were new to us, perhaps it was from the manner in which the old fisherman 
pronounced their names. He was certainly cerg old—the veins and muscles 
of his hands were lined and netted under the horny skin like fret-work— 
surely warm, gushing, life-sustaining blood could not creep, much less flow, 
through these ossified veins! He had by a restless movement of his head 
thrown back his hair from a high, narrow forehead, and there the skin seemed 
literally pleated—furrow after furrow of bronzed skin—fold upon fold. He 
would have been more interesting, though probably less picturesque, if he had 
been something cleaner; but that was hardly to be expected. Still he was 
a picture llenibrandt would have copied; liad he been dressed for effect, 
the effect probably would not have been so good, — there was marvellous relief to 
the blue jacket and loose trowsers in the deep red waistcoat, and bright (dirty 
bright) folds of what looked like an Indian scarf wound round his throat, one 
end tossed over his shoiddcr, the other descending below his waist; the won¬ 
derful folds and shadows of his hair and beard,—the strange markings, such 
iron.]>eu markings, on his brow and hands,—his wrists rugged and gnarled 
as the “ crouch oak” at Addlestone, that has numbered five hundred years,—his 
back bowed,—his marvellous leanness, and the deep booming of his voice, 
echoing as if from an empty cask suddenly Inspired by vitality,—his eyes, too, 
blinked and glittered when he stooped over the large can; we saw their reflection 
in the water like twin balls of fire. He was a strange old man—so strange 
and unlike any creature we had ever seen, that while he bent and bowled over 
his can, drawing up first one, and then another little sparkling, floundering fish 
out of the water, we gave no heed to his words, but simply looked at him; at 
last, dropping one of those abominable loaches—they are always making believe 
to die, yet they nevei’ do die, and are so greedy—wtII, dropping a panting loach 
into the can, he exclaimeel—“What ’ill un buy? will un buy nothing?— 
there’s no more suitable fish for vivarrummis to be had,—all as tame as 
silky lambs,—cum when ye whistle, wag their tails, eat out of un hands. 
Bless ’ee. I’ve got lizards would follee un over the house like dogs, and wont 
drink Lunnon water—there! I’m telliu’ no lie, honour bright as the 

Th.xxies in ’shine!” 

“ And you,” we said, “you are Petersham Peter 1 ” 
The old man drew' himself up as erect as he could, and looking strangely 

about, exclaimed in a low', husky voice, “Who said that? say un agin.” 
“ You are Petersham Peter ! ” 
He advanced slowly towards us, shading his bewildered eyes with his hand, 

peering awfully into our face, examining us feature by feature. At first 
his eyes gleamed brightly, then they became dark and dull, and heaving a 
heavy sigh, he turned away—“ I doan’t know ’ce—I never saw un before.” 

“ Yes, Peter, j'ou did,—years ago, wlien we w'ere young,”—and we recalled 
such little incidents as had made impressions on our ovvn minds. 

“Ah! ah! mole-crickets, and nightingales, an’ pleasant meadow's, sweet 
hay, cygnets. Ah ! and the oidd little grand lady in her flying carriage, she 
went to dust sooner than Peter. Ah ! You never kuow’d harm of ould Peter, 
did ye ? Did ge ? ” he repeated almost fiercely. 

“ No, Peter ! ” 
“ I wouldn’t ha’ wronged the noble river of a can of water! I loved it,— 

you know' I loved it! IMy own river ! I always said when they talked of 
finer rivers, ‘ Show un,’ but they never did, though they sent me to seek un, 
away—away over the sea. It was no great harm I done, to send an old man 
out of his country; they thought I’d never live to cum back, but I did, ye 
see: but I’m not Petersham Peter now'. I’ve never been that side o’ Luumm 
since”—he paused, and then smoothing his hair down, he made a sort of 
bow, assuming a low, querulous tone, “ I’m a very old man, lady, and no 
clear iu y’n brain, or y’n eye ; I’m broken all-the-gather. I keeps Greenwich 
w.'iy, and gets me little live stock out of rain-full streams, and green-jacketed 
])ools, 1 docs,”—he looked round stealthily, and added, “ theg doan’t know me 
Greenwich way—theg never did. Some night I’ll try to watch for moonshine, 
and just ha’ one look over the hill, before I die, at the gay river. Only when 
I cum agin, don’t call mo that name. IMay be, if yo did, some one, unawares, 
might ask for my ticket o’ leave, and, hush! I got none; but I’m not worth 
sendin’ out o’ the country agin. I’m not clear y’n brain, or y’u eye! ” He 
paused, shook his head, and while mechanically dipping up his fish in the 
miniature landing-net, he soliloquised, glancing dreamily at us—“ It cum so 
stunniu’, yet so sweet it cum over me—so queer, ' Petersham Peter,’—just 
like a boat hail from tother world. I wish I knew' rightly who yon be ! ^ou 
can’t be she; she was slim as rod osier, and wonderful fond of letting all my 
fish go out of the well o’ the boat right into the river. Ah 1 ah ! Turn aU 
the eels out of the pots, if she could, and w'ouldu’t spit an emperor of Mo¬ 
rocco—vulgaris. Ah, dear ! I forget it. She was as bright a young un as 
the Thames in snnshiue ! No, no ! why, you’d make tw'o o’ she ! an yet, how 

be it ? Petersham Peter ! ” 



ART-JOURNxVL. 

RECENT SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS 

TO THE ART OF DYEING. 

DYES TRODUCED EROM GUANO, COAL-TAR, 

AND GRASS. 

Since the days when the Tyrian purple and 
tlie scarlet of the Kcrmes lent tlieir brilliant 
hues to the garments with which the inha¬ 
bitants of the shores of the AEgean decorated 
themselves, man has constantly sought to ob¬ 
tain new colours, or to vary those whicli he 
already possessed. The mineral, the vegetable, 
and the animal kingdoms have been eagerly 
searched for tinctures with whicli the product 
of the cotton-plant, the silk of the worm, or 
the liair or wool of animals, could be rendered 
ornamental. Ere yet there was a thought of 
science, men expressed juices, made infusions, 
and, in fact, performed, in their empirical way, 
experiments which were really chemical; and 
although there was much waste of time, and 
more of material, they now and then stumbled 
upon some interesting fact. These facts, 
whether noticed through some accident, or 
arrived at by careful research, not unfrequeutly 
became the sources of great profit to the dis¬ 
coverer, and hence we have the ennoblement 
of many a family; and names derived from the 
arts they advanced, still remain among the 
nobility of Florence and of Venice. The alche¬ 
mists brought into Europe, from their Arabian 
homes, the germs of many of the arts, which 
took root and flourished in what are now the 
great capitals of Europe. Although those re¬ 
markable enthusiasts were led, by the accident 
of the times, to devote their- attention mainly 
to the discovery of the tcater of life, and the 
transmutation of metals, we find many valuable 
discoveries recorded by them, made in humbler 
paths, and which led to the advancement of 
many of the useful arts. Numerous pigments 
and various dyes resulted from the discoveries 
of these early chemists, and to them we are 
indebted for the most useful mordants which 
we now employ in our process of dyeing. 
When we look at the permanence and the 
beauty of the colours employed by the old 
masters—when, indeed, we examine the fres¬ 
coes of Pompeii, or the wall-paintings of the 
Egyptians—we cannot but be struck by the 
beauty and the permanence of the colours 
which men in those early days possessed. 
Much of the textile fabric which has been 
preserved in the tombs of Egypt, displays the 
persistence of the dyes employed in the days 
of the Pharaohs. 

Still, notwithstanding our wealth in colours, 
chemists have never ceased to introduce to 
our notice new ones; and we have now to 
record a few of the most recent, and by no 
means least important discoveries, which have 
been made in the production of colours suited 
for the dyer or calico-printer. Of late years, 
the public have, from time to time, been asto¬ 
nished by the announcement that some delicate 
perfumes and peculiar aromatic essences could 
be prepared from the refuse matters of large 
towns and the waste of manufactures. Essences 
which are now employed in flavouring con¬ 
fectionery, and for scenting the oils and po¬ 
mades of the perfumer, are derived from some 
of the most offensive of refuse materials. 
Nothing in the whole range of chemistry is 
more remarkable than this transmutation of 
compounds. We see, on one hand, a mass 
of putrefying matter, from which the most 
offensive effluvia are liberated; and on the other 
a delicate essence, which goes by, and deserves, 
the name of “ millefleur,” “ bouquet of flowers,” 
or some such term, the result of chemical 
treatment. The extent to which this change 
is produced is well illustrated by an anecdote 
told by Dr. Hofmann in his memoir “ On the 
Phosphorous Bases.” One of the compounds 

obtained, called by its discoverer Irieflii/lphon- 
phine, has a very peculiar odour, “ penetrating 
and benumbing',”—some of these phospliorous 
compounds being, in smell, “ intolerable.” Of 
this comimund Dr. Hofmann remarks in a 
note as follows:—“There is nothing new in 
the fact that the odour of a substance may be 
considerably changed by dilution. Several years 
ago, when occupied in the preparation of dif¬ 
ferent ethers which have found numerous 
appheations in perfumery, I had frequent op¬ 
portunities of observing how the desired aroma, 
which was absent in tbe pure substance, was 
brought out by dilution with alcohol. The 
hyacinth smell of the dilute phosphorous base, 
trietJiplphospiliine, is so characteristic, that 
one morning I found in my laboratory a large 
basket filled with hyacinths, the present of a 
lady friend of mine, who, interested in my 
labours, had a strong impression that triethyi- 
phosphine must be present in the hyacinth. 
In the interest of science, the entire floral 
adornment of the garden had been unmercifully 
sacrificed! It would have been ungrateful not 
to distil them, but I regret to say, that the 
anticipation of the amiable donor, who wished 
to enrich me with so interesting a discovery, 
proved unfounded. The hyacinth does not 
contain any phosphorous base.” 

No less curious and instructive, are some of 
the changes which take place in regard to 
colour. Dr. Prout, many years since, found 
that the excretions of serpents, when heated 
with nitric acid and a little ammonia, gave 
a most beautiful purple colour, to which he 
gave the name of the purpiirate of ammonia. 
This substance is, when dry, of a dark red 
colour, which is soluble in water-, giving that 
fluid a very fine red tint. This smution not 
only gives a precipitate with metallic salts, but, 
when evaporated, yields beautiful crystals, 
having the remarkable iridescent appearance of 
beetles’ wings. The German chemists, Liebig 
and Woliler, have investigated this subject, 
and they have obtained from uric acid this 
substance, which they have called murexide, 
and a new class of organic substances, the 
knowledge of which has facilitated the appli¬ 
cation of murexide to dyeing and printing. 

It was Mr. Saac, however, who first applied 
this remarkable jrroductin the dyeing of fabrics. 
His process consisted in dipping woollen cloth, 
previously prepared with a salt of tin, into a 
weak solution of alloxan or erythric acid—a 
product discovered by Liebig andWohler during 
their investigations on urea. When the cloth 
so prepared is dried and submitted to heat, 
a fine crimson is generated, and if exposed to 
the fumes of ammonia, it is considerably in¬ 
creased in intensity. Mr. Saac’s experiments 
have been followed up by those of Mr. Schlum- 
berger and of M. de Pouilly. By the processes 
of the former investigators murexide could not 
be made to impart its colour to silk or cotton; 
in the hands of the latter, however, this has 
been most successfully effected. 

M. de Pouilly dips the silk into a concen¬ 
trated solution of bichloride of mereury mixed 
with murexide, squeezing the silk well, and 
hanging it in the air,—when a magnificent 
crimson insoluble compound is fixed on the 
silk. 

Messrs. Landt and Schlumberger are stated 
to be the discoverers of a method for applying 
the murexide on cotton. 

The fabric is mordanted with nitrate of lead, 
passed into an alkali, and then dyed with the 
murexide. It is lastly dij)ped into a solution 
of the bichloride of mercuiy, which brings out 
the colour in its full brilliancy. Other dyers 
and calico-printers have much improved this 
process, especially Messrs. Dolfus & Co., in 
Franee, and Mr. Lightfoot, in Lancashii-e. 
They print murexide with an excess of nitrate 
of lead; then they cither expose the cloth to 

the action of tlic fumes of ammonia, or they 
))ass it through a solution of caustic soda 
mixed with sal-ammoniac. 

In the application of this colour to moussc- 
line-de-lainc, and such like mixed up fabrics, 
Mr. Schlumberger has been eminently suc¬ 
cessful. The wool employed in the fabric is 
first prepared by uniting binoxidc of tin with 
it. The double chloride of ammonium and 
tin, a salt known to calico-printers as pink 
salt, is first employed. The prepared cloth is 
then printed with tlie following nuxture :—One 
part of murexide, six parts of nitrate of lead, 
and two parts of nitrate of soda. The pieces 
so printed are allowed to rest for two or three 
days, when, to fix the purpurate of lead on 
the cotton, and the purpurate of ammonia on 
the wool, it is necessary to pass the cloth into 
the following bath of the bichloride of mercury : 
water, 100 gallons, bichloride of mercury 
six pounds, acetate of soda twelve pounds, 
acetic acid two quarts. This brings out the 
colour in great beauty and permanence. 

Our agriculturists were much delighted at 
the discovery of those remarkable deposits of 
certain sea-fowls on the coasts of Peru, Bolivia, 
and Africa, known as guano. The remarkable 
fertilizing powers of this substanee have ted to 
an immense demand, and thousands of tons of 
guano are annually imported into this country. 
This important natural product has the follow¬ 
ing composition:— 

Urate of ammonia.9-0 
Oxalate of ammonia.10-0 
Oxalate of lime.7*0 
Uliosphate of ammonia .... 6-0 
Phosphate of ammonia and magnesia , . 2-6 
Sulphate of i»otash.5*5 

Ditto of soda.3*3 
Sal-ammoniac.4*2 
Phosphate of lime.14*3 
Clay and sand.4*7 
Water and organic matter .... 32*3 

From this it wiU be evident that we have the 
elements necessary for the preparation of mur¬ 
exide existing in the guano; and from this j 
excretion, which has been for years gathering 
on the remote islands of the South American 
and African shores, we are now preparing this 
beautiful dye. 

Several splendid colours have lately been 
obtained from coal-tar. By chemical means 
we can prepare from the refuse tar of our gas¬ 
works, a peculiar compound of carbon, hydro¬ 
gen, and nitrogen, called aniline. Coal-tar is 
agitated with hydrochloric acid, which seizes 
upon the basic oils, and the clear liquor, coiitaiixn 
ing an hydrochlorate of these oils, is deeanted i 
off. This is evaporated over an open fire until j 
it begins to disengage acrid fumes, which indi¬ 
cate the commencement of decomposition, and j 

it is then filtered to separate any adhering | 
neutral compounds. By potash, or by milk 
of lime, the hydrochlorates are then decom¬ 
posed, the bases being liberated in the form 
of a brown oil, consisting of a mixture of 
aniline, and an analogous compound called 
leucol. This oil is siibmitted to distillation, j 
and the aniline is chiefly formd in that portion 
which passes over at a'bout 360° Fahr. The 
aniline is purified by repeated distillations, and 
by treatment again with hydrochloric acid. 

Aniline combines with acids, forming a long 
series of salts which are in every respect analo¬ 
gous to the corresponding salts of ammonia. 
They are nearly aU soluble and crystallisable, 
and are decomposed by the mineral alkalies, with 
libeijation of aniline. These salts are generally 
colourless, but become red by exposure to the 
air. The sulphate of aniline is the only salt of 
this series with which we have, at present, to 
deal. It is prepared by heating aniline with 
dilute sulphuric acid, and evaporating gently 
till the salt separates. It crystallises from 
boiling alcohol in the form of beautiful colour¬ 
less plates, of a silvery lustre. The crystals, 
like the other salts of aniline, redden by expo- 
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sure to the air. Prom tliis salt several^ fine 
colours have been procured bj Mr. A\. 11. 
Perkiu, of Greeuford Green, near Harrow, 
which are of different shades of violet, some 
a]iproaching to purple, while others are more 
pink. Tlie process of the manufactui-e of these 
colours has been patented: from the specifica¬ 
tion we copy the following description of it;— 

“ Take equivalent portions of sulphate of 
aniline and bichromate of potash, dissolve them 

! in water, and mix the solutions. After they have 
been allowed to stand for twelve hours, tlie 

! whole is thrown upon a filter, and the black 
precipitate which is formed is washed and 
dried. This is then digested with coal-tar 
naptha to extract a brown resinous substance, 
and finally digested with methylated spirits, to 
dissolve out the colouring matter, which is 
left behind as a coppery friable mass, on dis¬ 
tilling off the spirit. This being mixed with a 
little tartaric or oxalic acid, forms the dyeing 
liquor.” This fine colour rivals the delicate and 
admired colours of orchil—and it has this 
great advantage over it, that it is not destroyed 
by light. Mr. Grace Calvert and Mr. Charles 

i Lowe have also obtained from coal-tar products 
having a most extraordinary dyeing power, and 
yielding coloiu's nearly as beautiful as satllowcr 
pinksand cochineal crimsons; and what increases 
the interest of this coal-tar product is, that by 

1 a process discovered by these chemists, they 
can obtain with it, on a ]uece of calico mordanted 
for madder colours, “all the various colours and 
shades given by the madder-root, as violet, 
jiurple, chocolate, pink and red.” Again, Mr. 

' Calvert says; “ The only thing which has 
1 jirevented us from introducing into the market 
1 the erown red inodorous paper which we pre¬ 

pare, has been, that it is as yet too expensive 
to compete with this extraordinaiy colour¬ 
giving root; but, we intend pursuing our 
researches, in the hope of employing it as a 
substitute for safflower or cochineal, two 
colouring matters the price of which is siiffi- 

' ciently high to induce us to continue our 
; investigations. ML may add that our imitatiou 

of safflower colour stands soap and light, whilst 
safflower colours do not.” 

The green colouring matter of leaves is 
familiar to all: it is the result of a highly 
carbonized compound effected by the agency 
of light. If a plant is made to grow in dai’k- 
iiess it has yellow leaves and white stalks— 
this colouring compound—cldorophijlle—is not 
formed. The more intense the solar light the 
more abundantly is the green colour produced; 
hence the leaves of all tropical plants arc much 
darker than those which grow in the more 
temperate regions of the earth. If we express 
the green juices of leaves wc may stain 
paper or cotton green with it; but upon ex¬ 
posure to light, it rapidly turns yellow. 

t^ttention has been lately drawn to a green 
matter discovered by the Chinese, and fixed 
by them on cotton. It has been ascer¬ 
tained that they prepare it, by a long and 
tedious process, from two plants called Pa- 
bi-lo-za (RIiamm(s chlorophorus), and Hom- 
bi-lo-za (Rhamnns utiUs)—both belonging to 
the well known buckthorn tribe; and they 
sell it in small square cakes, under the name 
of Luh-kaou or Luh-chao. Mr. Grace Calvert 
informs us that the commercial importation of 
this article is quite recent, as the first public 
sale of it in England took jdace but a few weeks 
since, at the quarterly indigo sales, under the 
name of China green indigo. No sooner had 
a foreign green substance been brought to our 
notice, than in Europe we had srrcceeded in 
obtaining also a green dyeing substance from 
the plants which surround us; and Mr. 
Schlumberger has been fortunate enough to 
fix on woollen fabrics the chlorophylle, or 
colouring matter of leaves or grass. 

Mr. Schlumberger’s process is to boil GO lbs. 

of grass with 25 gallons of water. This 
operation is repeated, and the grass then 
treated with 25 galloirs of soda lye, with ad¬ 
dition of from 2 lbs. to 4 lbs. of Mercer’s 
dung-substitute (phosphate of soda and lime). 
It is tlien boiled for half an hour, and an excess 
of hydrochloric acid added, upon which a 
green precipitate falls, which is sejiarated hj 
filtration. This precipitate is dissolved in very 
dilute soda lye, adding a little of the phosphate 
of soda and lime, anil the silk or wool to be 
dyed is dipped in until the desired shade is 
obtained. Stannate of soda is the only mor¬ 
dant which can be used with auy beneficial 
result in dyeing with this colouring moitter of 
leaves and grasses. 

One of the most interesting chapters in the 
history of the a])plications of chemistry in 
modern times, will be the account of the 
utilization of waste products. Science has 
taught us that, frequently, the material which 
in a manufacturing process has been rejected 
as useless, is the most valuable. The products 
from coal are remarkable as examples of this. 
At one period gas alone was obtained, and the 
coke, the tar, and the gas-liquor were all re¬ 
jected as useless. IVe have for a long period 
been steadily advancing, and now the manufac¬ 
turers of gas obtain that illummating Iluid free 
of cost, the other products of the manufacture 
—formerly all wasted—yielding a profit suffi¬ 
ciently large to meet all the expenses of the 
w'orks. We are yet advancing further, and our 
coal-tar—as the source from which we may 
obtain colours rivalling in beauty the finest 
of our crimsons and purples—will become yet 
more valuable. 

Not merely arc those discoveries curious and 
important in a commercial view, but they arc 
eminently instructive as showing us the wonder¬ 
ful machinery which is ever at work around us, 
giving many thousand different forms to some 
one element entering into combination with 
another in obedience to fixed laws. lYe should 
learn, from these facts, that even in the most 
trodden paths of science, there are still vast 
treasures awaiting the careful and patient in¬ 
vestigator. Wc should, looking beyond the 
science, and advancing to the philosophy of our 
subject, study those vast powers with which 
nature makes her endless transmutations in the 
organic world. The words of the quahit Robert 
Boyle are to the purpose;— 

“ Eor the works of God are not like the 
tricks of jugglers, or the pageants that enter¬ 
tain princes, where concealment is requisite to 
wonder; but the knowledge of the works of 
God proportion our admhation of them, they 
participatmg and disclosing so much of the 
inexhaustible perfections of their Autlior, that 
the further we contemplate them, the more 
footsteps and impressions we discover of the 
perfections of their Creator; and our utmost 
science can but give us a juster veneration of 
his omniscience. And as when some country 
fellow looks rrpon a curious watch, though he 
may l)e hugely taken with the rich enamel of 
tlie case, and perhaps with some pretty land- 
skip that adorns the dial-plate, yet will not 
his ignorance permit him so advantageous a 
notion of the exquisite maker’s skill, as that 
little engine wiU form in some curious artist, 
who besides that obvious workmanship that 
first entertains the eye, considers the exactness, 
and knows the use of every wheel, takes notice 
of their proportion, contrivance, and adaptation 
altogether, and of the hidden springs that 
move them all. So in the world, though every 
pei'user may read the existence of a Deity, 
and be in his degree affected with what he 
sees, yet is he utterly unable to descry there 
those subtler characters and flourishes of om¬ 
niscience which true pliilosophers are sharp- 
sighted enough to discover.” 

Robeut IIukt. 

HISTORY OE ANCIENT POTTERY.’^- 

On the “ Sources of Subjects ” Mr. Birch remarks : 
“We will now' ]iroeced to consider the different 
w'orks of Art, from wliich the vase painter may have 
derived some of his ideas. These works w'ere ever 
present to his eye in great number and variety, and lie 
reproduced them in accordance with the spirit of liis 
age, without making servile imitations; for vase 
paintings cannot he considered as mere mechanical 
copies, scarcely any two of them being alike. The 
treatment of the subject generally resembles that 
observed in the mural paintings of the oldest sepul¬ 
chres.The subjects on the later vases of the 
line style, recall to mind the description of the pictures 
of Polygnotus ; whilst in those of the decadence, the 
treatment resembles that adopted by Zeuxis, Apelles, 
and other artists of the llhodian school, such as 
Nicias, from wliose w'orks they may have been copied. 
Yet it is almost impossible to identify vase-paintings 
with any particular w'orks of antiquity, although it 
is evident from Pausanias that their subjects were 
to be found in aU the principal shrines of Greece. 
Pew, however, present such entire compositions as 
occupied the time of the greatest painters.” 

Upon this latter point wo w'ould venture to 
observe that the limited means of operation at the 
disposal of the artist necessitated clearness and 
simplicity in the treatment of the subjects : hence 
complicated action is studiously avoided, each figure, 
as nearly as possible, being independent in outline; 
the result is a balance of colour which could not 
olherwise have been obtained. 

Mr. Birch continues : “ The greater part contain 
only portions of subjects, although some striking 
examples show' that the whole argument of an Epos 
was sometimes painted. Hence their importance 
both to the study of ancient painting, and to the 
reconstruction of the lost arguments of the Cyclic 
and other writei’s ; for as in the so-called Raffaelle- 
ware may be traced the arguments of the Scriptures 
and of Ovid, so in the Greek vases may be found the 
subjects of the Cypria and the Nostoi, and of the 
lost tragedies of the Athenian dramatist, together 
with traces of comedies of all styles, and even alle¬ 
gories derived from the philosophical schools, all of 
w'hich had successively engaged the pencils of the 
most celebrated artists. That these vases were 
copies from pictures or sculptures is maintained by 
one of the most acute connoisseurs, who cites the 
celebrated vase at Na])les, of the last night of Troy, 
as an evident copy of a frieze or picture, and the 
procession on a Vulciau cup, as taken from a sculp¬ 
ture. But it is impossible at the same time not to 
admit that, in so vast a number, there are some, if 
not many subjects, which w'ere invented by the vase 
painters. These arc detected by the corrections of 
the master’s hand, and by the composition, with its 
accompanying ornaments, being adjusted to the 
character of the vase. Such w'orks are supposed to 
be the productions of the vase ])ainters Archicles, 
Zeuocles, Panthocus, Sosias, and Epictetus.” 

We cannot agree in the conclusion that many of 
the subjects w'ere the invention of the painters, 
simply from the evidence of the “ corrections ” re¬ 
ferred to. The difficulty of di'aw'iug upon clay is 
such that even a practised hand, with the advan¬ 
tage of a previously selected and prepared design, 
would but effect a primary sketch, or indent, pre¬ 
senting ample scope for “ corrections ” when the 
pigment w'hich lixed the subject had to be applied. 

Inscriptions and dates are thus referred to : “ The 
inscriptions w'hich occur on vases are limited to those 
produced at the middle period of the art. On the 
earliest vases they are not found at all; on those 
with pale straw'-coloured grounds, they are of rare 
occurrence; on vases with black figures and red 
ground they are often seen ; and on those with red 
figures they are constant accompaniments, and con¬ 
tinue to be so till the decadence of the art, as seen 
in the w'ares of the Basilicata and southern Italy, 
when inscriptions again became comparatively scarce. 
Some of the last inscriptions are in the Oscan and 
Latin language, showing the influence and domina¬ 
tion of the Romans in Campana, The inscriptions 
follow the law's of paleography of the period in 
W'hich they occur. The oldest inscriptions are those 
of the following vases :—The Corinthian vase of 

* Concluded from p. 122. j 
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Dodwell, with the hunt of the boar of Calydon ; a 
i cup of the maker Tlesoii, with the same subject, 
I and tlie nuptial dance of Ariadne ; the vase of the 
j Hamilton collection, found at Capua; a vase with 
[ the subject of the Geiyon ; the so-called I'VanCj’ois 

vase at Florence; another with the combat over tlie 
1 body of Achilles; and a cup on which is seen 

Arcesilaus, king of Cyrene. Of these, the Dodwell 
\ vase has been supposed by some archaeologists to be 

of the seventh century n.c. None, however, date 
1 earlier than Olympiad xxx — n.c. 660, when writing 
1 is known to have been used in Greece. The date of 
' the Arcesilaus vase caunot bo prior to Olympiad 
' xlvii—li., when the first of the Battiads ruled at 

Cyrene, nor much later than the Ixxx. Olympiad = 
j B.c. 458, when the fourth of the line was in power. 
1 jMillingcn’s opinion is quoted as to the division of 

the principal epochs thus :— 
“1st. That of the Ancient Style, B.C. 700—450, 

in which are comprehended the first efforts of the 
art. 

“ 2nd. That of vases of the Fine Style, b.c. 

450—228, from the time of the Persian to the 
second Punic war. The best, he supposes, were 
executed during the age of Pliidias and Polyguotus. 

“ 3rd. That of vases manufactured from the 
second Puuic to the Social war. Later than this 
they could not have been made, for in the days of 
Augustus, all the towns of Magna Grrecia, except 
Rhegium, Naples, and Tarentum, had relapsed into 
barbarism.” 

We extract the following from the article “On 
their various Uses”:—“As all the vases hitherto 
known have been discovered in sepulchres, it would 
at first sight appear that their destination was for 
the dead; but this seems to have been a subsequent 
use of them, and many, if not all, were emjiloyed 
for the purposes of life.” D’Hancarville supposes 
that the large vases were dedicated to the gods in 
the various shrines of Greece and Rome, as by the 
Metapontines, in their Naos at Olympia, and by the 
Byzantians in the chapel of Hera. 

The civil and domestic uses of vases include a 
variety of . forms and decorations specially adapted 
for their purpose. The painted were chiefly used 
for entertainment and the triclinia of the wealthy. 
“ The hjdrice, or water-vases, went to the well, and 
the various kinds of amphora; served for carrying 
wine about at entertainments. Those called craters 
were used to mix wine ; and the psycter, or cooler, 
to prepare it for drinking. In jugs called cenoclwce 
and olfK, also of painted ware, wine was drawn 
from the craters, which w'as then pomed into various 
painted cups, as the scyphos, the cylix, the caii- 

‘ thanes, and the rliyta, horns or beakers, which were 
the most common. A kind of cup, called the 
cyathis, also of painted ware, was likewise used; 
the cup called phialce was employed in religious 
rites. The vases used upon the table were the 
pinax or plate, a vase supposed to be the lecane or 
tureen, and certain dishes called tryblia, generally 
of ruder material and manufacture than the others— 

' one of the most remarkable of these vases is the 
cinios. For the service of the toilet were the 
pyxis, the cylichne, the tripodiskos, the alabastron, 
the lecythus, and the aryballos. One of the noblest 

1 uses to which terra-cotta vases were applied, w^as as 
: prizes given to the victors in the public games. 

These prizes, called athla, besides the honorary 
crowns, armour, and tripods, and other valuable 
objects, were occasionally fictile vases and even 
coins. Certain vases, bearing the inscription ‘ From 
Athens,’ or ‘ Prizes from Athens,’ seem to have been 
given to the victors in the Pentathla, or courses 
of athletic exercises in the Panathenaia, and are 
mentioned by Pindar. Some of the vases, which 
are principally in the old style, are of two sizes, the 
greater given for the athletic, and the lesser for 
musical contests. 

“ At the earliest period of Greece vases were not 
employed to hold the ashes of the dead; those, for 
example, of the oldest style found at Athens and at 
Vulci do not contain ashes. In the Etruscan 
cemeteries the dead were not burnt, but laid at full 
length, with all their personal ornaments, their 
furniture, their arms, and their vases. The custom 
prevailed amongst the Romans of employing fictile 
vases exclusively for religious rites, amongst which, 
that of interment was included: hence the use of 
the beautiful vases imported from Greece for funeral 
purposes; and after the due performance of libations. 

the vases so employed were thrown away, and left 
broken in the corners of sepulchres. Numerous 
specimens of vases thus used have been found, 
especially aiiochoai and cylices. Other vases of 
considerable size, and which certainly had not been 
so employed, were deposited in tombs, as the most 
acceptable offerings to the deceased, recalling to the 
mind of the shade the joy and glory of his life, the 
festivals he had shared, the heluira with whom he 
had lived, the Lydian airs that he had heard, and 
the games that he had seen or taken part in. Those 
vases were selected which were most apiiropriate for 
funeral purposes, or to contain the milk, oil, and 
wine which were placed on the bier, with their necks 
incliued to the corpse, in order that the liquid should 
run over it while in the fire; those used at the 
perideipnon, or last supper, in which the food of 
the deceased w^as placed at his side, and a vase, called 
the ardanion, which held the lustral water, placed 
at the door of a house where a death had taken 
place. After the earliest or heroic ages, and during 
the period of the old vases with black figures, the 
Greeks appear to have used them for holding the 
ashes of the dead.” 

Respecting the “Pottersof Antiquity,” Mr. Birch 
I'emarks:—“ Unfortunately little is known of their 
condition, except that they formed a guild or fra¬ 
ternity, and that they amassed vast fortunes by 
exporting their products to the principal emporia of 
the world. The oldest establishments appear to 
have been at Samos, Corinth, and jEgina, and it was 
not till a later period that the Athenian pottery 
attained any great eminence or became universally 
sought after. The existence of two kerameikoi, or 
pottery districts, at Athens, and the fact that some 
of the principal men were connected with the pot¬ 
teries, show the great commercial importance of the 
manufacture.” In many respects the similitude 
between the ancient and modern potters is very 
striking; the following extracts will sufficiently 
illustrate this fact without further comment:— 
“ However, the competition in the trade was so 
warm as to pass into a proverb, and the animosity 
of some of the rival potters is recorded upon certain 
vases: to this spirit is also probably to be referred 
many of the tricks of trade, such as forgeries of 
the names of makers, and the numerous illegible 
inscriptions.” 

It is to the potters of Samos that one of the 
Homeric hymns is addressed, the oldest record of 
the art in literature. It appears from the life of 
Homer, attributed to Herodotus, that the poet had 
taken refuge in one of the potteries from a storm, 
and that upon the morrow the potters, who were 
preparing to light their furnace and bake their 
earthenware, perceiving Homer, w'hose merit was 
known to them, called upon him to sing some 
verses, promising, in return, to present him with 
a vase or any other object they possessed. Homer 
accepted their offer, and sung to them the “ Lay of 
the Furnace,” in which the inflated language of epic 
verse is ajiplied, in a kind of satiric strain to the 
subject of baking vases—“ Oh, you who w'ork the 
clay, and who offer me a recompense, listen to my 
strains—Athene! I invoke thee ! Appear, listen, and 
lend thy skilful hand to the labour of the furnace, so 
that the vases which are about to be drawn, espe¬ 
cially those destined for religious ceremonies, may 
not turn black; that all may be heated to the pro])er 
temperature; and that, fetching a good price, they 
may be disposed of in great numbers in the markets 
and streets of our city. Finally, that they may be 
for you an abundant soui’ce of profit, and for me 
a new occasion to sing to you.” 

A long list of potters and painters is given, with 
reference to the special productions to which their 
names are attached. 

In his comments upon the modern “ imitations” 
of these vases, Mr. Birch states:—“ Of late Mr. 
Battam has made very excellent facsimiles of these 
vases, hut they are produced in a manner very 
different from that of the ancient potters, the black 
colour for the ground or figures not being laid on with 
a glaze, but merely with a cold pigment, which has 
not been fired, and their lustre being produced by a 
polish.” If, by this, Mr. Birch assumes that all 
the designs executed upon the early vases w ere in 
vitrified colour's, we believe him to he in error. 
That this was the general method of fabrication 
there can be no doubt, but that it W'as subject to 
exceptional action is likewise certain. We have not 

only had vases come under our observation, but have 
cxau)i)Ies in our possession, on which the painting 
is executed in a bituminous pigment that has not 
been vitrified. These have evidently been painted 
on the “ bisque,” which being in some degree 
absorbent, offers a medium for the ready adhesion 
of the glutinous compound, whose tenacity is still 
further increased by submission to considerable heat, 
thus securing perfect cohesion. 

Sonic interesting data arc given respecting the 
prices of these ancient works, both at the period of 
their fabrication, and also the sum realised for some 
of the finer specimens of recent periods. Incised 
inscriptions upon the feet of many are assumed to 
bo the original estimate of their value; and this 
assumption we are incliued to think correct. 'I'hat 
the amount so specified must have borne refer¬ 
ence to the w'ork upon which it appears, cannot 
admit of doubt. It is unlikely that it should denote 
the cost of production, either as regards the fabri¬ 
cation or decoration, as no manufacturer would give 
publicity to such details, and therefore it may 
reasonably be accepted that the selling price is thus 
denoted. Wo thus find that “ I cylix cost 1 
drachma, or about three shillings of the jiresent 
value of money; 1 crater cost 4 obolos, or two 
shillings ; 1 lecythus, 1 obolos ; 1 small pot cost 
J obolos; I saucer cost Jrd obolos; a small vase 
found at Nola, 2 drachma;.” These prices bear 
reference to ordinary products, and those of unim¬ 
portant size, iu which a considerable export trade 
was eflccted. The prices given for fine specimens 
in modern times sufficiently attest the estimation in 
which they are held :—“ A sum of £500 was paid 
for the AtheiiKum vases in Lord Elgin’s collection; 
£8400 for the vases of the Hamilton collection ; 
Baron Durand’s collection sold, in 1836, for 
£12,524—one vase in this collection, representing 
the death of Croesus, was purchased for the Louvre at 
the price of 6640 francs, or £264 ; another, now in 
the Louvre, with the subject of the youthful Hercules 
strangling the serpent, was purchased for 6000 francs, i 
or £240 ; another, with the subject of Dejanira, 
Hercules and Ilyllus, brought £142 ; and a crater, 
with the subject of Acamus and Demophon bring¬ 
ing back Athrio, £170; a Bacchic ’amphora, of the 
maker Execias, of the Archaic style, was bought by 
the British Museum for £142. Some of the finest 
vases belonging to the Prince of Canino, at the sale 
in 1837, obtained very high prices ; an cenochde 
with Apollo and the Muses, and a hydria with the 
same subject, wei'e bought in for £80 each ; a cylix 
w'ith a love scene, and another with Priam redeem¬ 
ing Hector’s corpse, brought 6600 francs, or £264 ; 
an aini)hora, with the subject of Dionysius, and a 
cup with that of Hercules, sold for 8000 francs, 
or £320 each; another brought £280. At Mr. 
Beckford’s sale the late Duke of Hamilton gave 
£200 for a small vase with the subject of the 
Indian Bacchus.” In Naples these prices have 
been much exceeded—“£500 w'as given for the 
vase with gilded figures, discovered at Cumee ; only 
half a century back 8000 ducats, or £1500 was 
paid to Vivenzio, for the vase in the Museo Bor- 
bonico, representing the last night of Troy ; .£1000 
for one with a Dionysiao feast; and £800 for the 
vase with the grand battle of the Amazons, published 
by Schulz.” 

Having already so far exceeded the limits to 
which we restrict, even in exceptional cases, our 
reviews, we can but briefly specify that the remain¬ 
ing parts are devoted to Etruscan, Roman, Celtic, 
Teutonic and Scandinavian Pottery, and contain 
matter of considerable though subordinate interest. 
■Wo the less regret our inability to enter into any 
details of these classes, as in many respects they 
assimilate very closely to those we have already 
noticed; and, as we trust that what we have 
already extracted will induce a I'eference to the 
volumes themselves, which we cordially recommend 
to the.perusal of all (now a large and increasing 
number) who take an interest in Ceramic Art. 

“VVe regret to observe that a work, which has 
been many years in progress, and likely to continue 
a standard authority upon the subject to which it 
refers, should be disfigured by so numerous a list of 
errata as we find in it—numbering twenty-six in 
the first volume, and twenty-eight in the second. 
Surely it would have been well to have avoided this. 
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THE rOET MOOEE. 

Ireland has dune her duty iii erecting a statue to 
her great poet. His memory will eudure as long as 
the language in which he wrote, and assimedly his 
host monument is his works ; but it was well that 
his country should give c.xpression to its gratitude. 
H Ireland has been rarely ready with tributes to its 
worthies, here at all events is one: others may 
I'ullow, and the heaviest of its reproaches be thus, iu 
time, removed. 

The introduction into the Art-Journal of an 
engraving from the statue of Moore, by his name¬ 
sake and countryman, affords an opportunity to 
offer some remarks concerning one of the most 
estimable and admirable of the many great men 
it has been our lot to know; our readers will 
not consider out of place such observations as 
may occur to us, derived from the perusal of his 
“Journal,” and from a personal aequaiiitauce vvhich 
has long been among the happiest and most refresh¬ 
ing memories of our life. 

If the dust of this charming poet, companion, 
and friend, could be “ reanimate,”—and if the great 
man could read all that has been written concerniug 
him since his death,—he would record, as a sad and 
solemn fact, the lines which perhaps he uttered 
only as a sentiment— 

“ Who would seek or prize 
Delights that end in aching; 

WIio would trust to ties 
That every hour are bre.aking?" 

IDuriug liis life the Poet Moore was truly 

“ The poet of all circles, and the idol of his own." 

Yet the “ vanity ” so frequently and so wrong¬ 
fully attributed to genius, and which in him was so 
universally fostered, was never apparent; while the 
play of his expressive features, and the sweet tones 
of his voice, rendered his wit more fascinating, and 
his gentle kindness more caidivating, he was ever 
anxious to make prominent the talents of others— 
ever seeming oblivious of his own : indeed, Moore 
never forced the personal pronoun into society;—it 
was always difficult to induce him to talk of himself, 
of what he said, or did, or wrote. 

In his “Journal” he simply set dowm w'hat was 
said and done, with very little note or comment— 
recording facts frequently worthless as concerned 
the public, but still facts: a fibre of thistledown is 
quite as much a fact as an oak ; but w hether one is 
as worthy of being written about as the other, may 
be matter of opinion. It seems to us that the 
critics expected a very different record from his 
“Journal” than the poet had the power to give. 
Moore never assumed the guise of the philosopher, 
the man of science, or the historian: he dinod with 
persons of rank and station because they com'tcd his 
society, aud because his naturally reliucd tastes aud 
habits led him, in his turn, to prefer the society 
which is at once the most graceful and the least 
ceremonious. IVe never find Moore courting the 
merely rich—indeed, iu all cases, he is the courted, 
not the courtier: it is the severest injustice to forget 
the long months of labour, of privation, of patience, 
he endured—which he suffered to remain unre¬ 
corded, from his desire not to chronicle what was 
paiuful to himself and others—and to represent 
liim as a voluptuary, merely because he enjoyed at 
intervals, “ few aud far between,” the hospitalities 
of the accomplished Lord Lansdowne, the unvarying 
friendshi]) of Lord John Piissell, the dinuers at 
Holland House, aud the breakfasts of “Sam Rogers.” 

If at these great “dinners,” aud much-sought 
“ breakfasts,” there was nothing remarkable said, 
and nothiug extraordinary doue, the poet had con¬ 
sequently nothing to record. We have been at 
many “great dinners” and “great breakfasts” 
with the like result; they went off “brilliantly” 
everybody said; aud yet, despite the smiles and 
glitter—the scraps of scandal—the sweet music— 
the pleasant words—the sparkling nothings, which 
“told” at the time, but fell to atoms iu the attempt 
to carry them beyond the charmed circle—had we 
been of sufficient importance to keep a journal, we 
should have paused a long time, pen in hand, before 
we could recall a sentence worth remembering. The 
poet’s error often arose from believing that gilt 
was gold: the urbanity, flattery, good breeding, 
the taste, the sweet voices, the iiarvionv of such 
society charmed him; aud iu his desire to do 

justice to the company, he forgot himself;—he 
chronicled what was said to him, and seldom what 
he replied or thought. The English, even at their 
dinners, are far more remarkable for “deeds” than 
“words.” The best diuueis at the best houses are 
slow; aud if a lion happen to be present, his ia- 
lluence is that of a “wet blanket” ou the company: 
they fear to “come out” before him; they glance 
at him between the acts of entremets aud cham¬ 
pagne ; the national shyness aud suspicion press 
heavily upon them; they think how quiet, and 
like themselves, the “ liou” is ; they wonder what he 
will say, and when he will begin to say it; aud 
are frequently disappointed at meeting a gentleman 
when they expected a merry-Andrew. The natural 
good faith and charming simplicity of Moore pre¬ 
vented his seeing this; sincere aud affectionate 
himself, he believed in the sincerity and affection, 
not only of his friends, but of his associates. He 
was more prone than any man we ever knew to 
exaggerate courtesies into services—yet only those 
who knew him in his own home, could appreciate 
the brightness aud charm of his conversation, and 
his total forgetfulness of self. Hut there are some 
who delight to draw forced conclusions from one¬ 
sided views, aud who insist that the poet was an 
egotist and a sensualist; they scramble sentences 
together, giving the text, but nut the context, and 
ai’gue for vietoi'y, not truth ; they exaggerate the 
hours he passed iu the brilliant society of London, 
and do not notice the months of domestic love and 
labour he sjrent with his beloved wife aud famil/. 

One of the most beautiful passages of the “ Jour¬ 
nal,” is that iu which he records his visit to the 
grocer’s shop in “ Aungier Street,” and notes with 
such emotion, the “ little back-kitchen ” where, when 
a child, he used to eat his bread and milk, before 
going to school! And then after the Bannow fete, 
and the Dublin reception, with what loving tender¬ 
ness he speaks of his grandmother’s poor little 
residence in Wexford, and recalls the kindnesses 
shown in his childhood. The death of all his 
children crushed his spirit aud his heart, and espe¬ 
cially he mourned that dear one “ Russell,” whose 
character never caused his parents the least anxiety. 
His love for his mother, aud his sister Ellen, proved 
even more than his unchanging devotion to his 
wife, the sweetness and tenderness of his nature; 
and when the loneliness of death encompassed his 
cottage homo, and the pressure of circumstances 
shattered without extiuguishiug the lamp of life, his 
hard struggles were to preserve his independence, and 
in this he was nobly seconded by his devoted aud 
high-soul’d wife. Lord John Russell pays her but 
a well-deserved compliment, when he says, that 
“with their small means she managed to keep out 
of debt.” Justice cannot be doue to this admir¬ 
able lady while she lives; but those who know her, 
know her as truly “ good ; ” beautiful iu youth, and 
beautiful in matured age; to the poet a full foun¬ 
tain of comfort; his best companion, counsellor, and 
friend; the one who, better than all the wmrld be¬ 
side, appreciated his genius, aud wdiose praise w’as 
a happier recompense than the world’s “applause.” 

That the “Journal” contains some pages that are 
valueless to the public is certain—what autobiography 
does not ?—but to say that it contains a single pas¬ 
sage to the poet’s dishonour is to say what is utterly 
untrue. Those who read it with generous sympathy 
cannot fail to have augmented esteem aud affection 
for “the man.” His stern indepeirdeucemight have 
yielded to temptations such as few receive and very 
few resist: he ])reserved it to the last, under 
circumstances such as any of his many great and 
wealthy friends would have called “ poverty.” Of 
luxuries, from the commeucement of his career to 
its close, he had literally none: his necessities were 
never ]mblished to the world—nay, were never 
known to those who could, and perhaps would, have 
endeavoured to make them less. In all the relatious 
of life he was faithful, affectionate, and considerate : 
“ at home” he was ever loving aud beloved ; there he 
was happiest by rendcriug his limited circle happy. 

The biographers of ])oets arc almost proverbial 
for diminishing the giant to the dwarf. AVith a 
few grand exceptions, w'e find the loftiest precepts 
humiliated by the meanest examples; social inter¬ 
course degraded by frequent inebriation; poverty 
callous to the “ glorious privilege,” condescending 
to notoriety instead of suffering in solitude; so 
mingling the vices with the virtues, that worshippers 

eagerly draw the veil over genius iu private life, 
willing to “ make allowances,” and content with the 
bare record—“ they are not as other men arc.” 

How few of the great men we have known are 
heroes in their daily commuuings ! 

The poet hloore is one of the very few of whom 
wo may think and speak without a blush. The 
cavils and sneers of those who do not or cannot 
understand him, are limited to the crimes of his 
dining with lords and delighting iu the courtesies 
of flatterers iu rags. Had he been a sensualist 
like-, a drunkard like-, a pitiful borrower 
like-, a truckler for jdacc like-, critics 
might have been less severe, and “the world” have 
accorded to him jmrer justice. 

His always kind, generous, aud sympathising 
friend. Lord John Russell, has been taunted with 
lowering Moore in public estimation by publishing 
the Journal he was imperatively called upon to 
publish. He may bear this reproach, with other 
charges urged against him, and as little merited, 
arising out of his coutiuuous efforts to benefit man¬ 
kind—to make this generation his debtors, aud 
posterity believers iu him. 

How' little do we know of the inner life of 
the author with whose works we are familiar— 
every line ! Those who read the brilliant Melodies 
of the poet Thomas Moore, give but small heed 
to the man as he was “ at home.” Simple as a 
child, and as easily pleased as a child with a toy ; 
sympathising ever, and with everything; sensitive 
as are all wdiose “ spirits are finely strung,” and to 
“fine issues;” generous in thought, and word, and 
act; seeking and finding pleasure in all the common 
things of earth, “the meanest tlow'er that blow's;” 
gracious to all within his reach—to the humble even 
more than to the lofty; independent—as much so as 
any man who ever lived ; never borrowing, nex'er in¬ 
curring “pecuniary obligations;” never requiring 
luxuries, never possessing even a pony carriage ; re¬ 
siding ever either in lodgings, or a dwelling small aud 
inexpensive, aud rendered endurable only by “order ” 
and taste. He preserved his self-respect; bequeath¬ 
ing no property, but leaving no debts; having had no 
“testimonial” of acknowledgment or reward—seek¬ 
ing none, nay, avoiding any: sacrificing what would 
have been to him w'ealth from a point of honour; 
aud never lending to “ party ” that which was meant 
for “ mankind; ” his career from the beginning to the 
close was a contiuued struggle with “ straitened 
means” that were at times embarrassments; yet 
there was not only no sale of, but no “ bid ” for, 
that true nobility of soul wliich he kept unblemished 
from the cradle to the grave. There is no blot upon 
his name, no w'ord of reproach can be written on the 
stone which covers “the earth that wraps his clay.” 
Xo marvel that such a man should have been loved 
almost to idolatry in his own immediate circle. But 
“ society ” knew nothiug of all this ; and the readers 
of his poetry know as little. There are, however, 
a few by whom the memory of Thomas Moore is 
cherished in the heart of hearts ; to whom the cot¬ 
tage at Sloperton will be a shrine while the}' live; 
and tlie village church, the spire of which is seen 
from the graveled walk—his “ terrace walk ” he used 
to call it—a monument better loved than that of auy 
of the other sons of genius by w'hom the world is 
enlightened, delighted, and refined. 

The statue we have engraved is the work of an 
Irish sculptor, a namesake, but not a relative, of the 
poet. He has chosen a passage in the Diary of the 
latter for the feeling or sentiment intended that the 
statue should convey; it is this—“ Having expa¬ 
tiated more than enough on my first efforts in acting 
and ihyming, I must try the reader’s patience with 
some account of my beginnings in music—the only 
art for which, in my own opinion, I was born w'ith 
a real natural love; my poetry, such as it is, 
having sprung out of my deep feeling for music.” 
Thus the poet is represented as if listening to the 
air of one of those exquisite Irish melodies with 
which he has made us all so familiar—listening, too, 
as if the strains brought with them the very words 
he has united to them. 

The statue is erected opposite tlie entrance of the 
House of Lords, College Street, Dublin: it is of 
bronze, and was cast in the foundry of jMessrs. 
Elkington & Co., of Birmingham, who have also, 
we believe, an establishment in Dublin. 

A. M. II. 
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OBITUARY. 

MR. JOHN HOGAN. 

Iheland liiis fo mourn the loss of one of tlie many 
sculptors to whom she lias given birth, and of wliom 
she has such substantial reasons for feeling ])roud : 
Tilr. John Hogan died at his residence in Dublin, on 
the 27lh of March, and in the fifty-seventh year of 
his age. 

Hogan was called, par excellence, the “ Irish 
Sculptor,” because his works were principally, if not 
entirely, executed for his native country : we do not 
remember that ho ever exhibited in London. Ho 
w’as born at Tallow, in the county of Waterford, 
where his father carried on business as a builder ; 
by his mother’s side he was descended from the 
Irish Lord flhief Justice, Sir Richard Cox. At 
twelve years of age he was placed with an attorney 
in Cork, with wliom he remained two years; but 
the legal profession was little to his taste, and 
at the end of that term he quitted the office of 
Mr. I'ooto, his cmjiloyer, and entered that of Mr. 
Deane, now Sir Thomas Deane, with the view 
of becoming an architect. It seems, however, 
that even this was an uncongenial occupation, for 
while in the office of Mr. Deane, he commenced the 
study of anatomy under Dr. Woodroofe, and executed 
several carvings, of which a statue of “ Minerva,” in 
the South Mall, is one. A nnmber of gentlemen, 
■who felt interested in the art and the artist, raised a 
subscription which enabled him to visit Rome, and 
open a studio there, from which came forth the 
majority of his best works. His principal sculp¬ 
tures are “Eve after the Expulsion picking up a 
dead bird,” now in the possession of the De Tabley 
family ; a “ Dead Christ;” a “ Drunken Eaun ;” 
statues of O’Connell, Dr. Doyle, and Dr. Collins; 
that of O’Connell stands in the Dublin Exchange— 
a duplicate of this work has, we believe, been cast in 
bronze, and erected in Limerick. The “ Drunken 
Eaun,” it is asserted by our contemporary, the 
Builder, resulted “ from a challenge given to Hogan 
by Gibson, to produce any attitude or expression 
in the human figure, not previously appropriated by 
the great sculptors of antiquity. Thorwaldseu pro¬ 
nounced the work a miracle.” 

Hogan was one of the competitors for the statue 
of “ Tom Moorebut the decision was in favour of 
that by C. Moore, an engraviug of which forms our 
“ sculpture plate ” this month. At the time of his 
death he was engaged on a statue of Father Mathew', 
and also on a bas-relief for the Wellington monu¬ 
ment to be erected in the Phoenix Park, Dublin : for 
the latter ■w'ork he was to receive the sum of £1000. 
Thus the patriotism of the country in matters of 
Art, is wisely adhering to the national cry—not a 
senseless one in this respect—of “ Ireland for the 
Irish w'e would that a similar feeling were in¬ 
fluencing those who have the direction of the Wel¬ 
lington monument for St. Paul’s Cathedral. 

MR. HERBERT MINTON. 

We extract from the Building News the following 
notice of the estimable gentleman w'hose loss will 
be felt as a calamity by the public at large; for to 
him must be attributed much of the many improve¬ 
ments which of late years have been introduced into 
British Ceramic Art. In private life no man has ever 
been more respected or esteemed ; upright, generous, 
and considerate in all his dealings with his fellow- 
men; ever anxious to do good, and eagerly seeking 
for the means to do it: his inlluenee has been 
■widely felt, and his services will be remembered 
with gratitude by the several classes, from the 
highest to the lowest, with which circumstances 
brought him into contact:— 

“Mr. hlinton died on the 1st of April, at his 
residence, Belmont, Torquay. He had for some 
time been in declining health, and towards the close 
of his career his remaining strength rapidly failed 
him. He endured w'ith the utmost calmness much 
acute suffering, and passed peacefully from the scene 
of his useful and honourable labours. Possessed of 
a clear and pow’erful intellect, most happily asso¬ 
ciated with invincible enei’gy and resolute persever¬ 
ance, Mr. Minton w'as also endowed in an eminent 
degree with those amiable and philanthropic quali¬ 
ties w’hich at once adorn and enhance the value of 
intellectual superiority. In whatever course of life 

ho might adoj)t, such a man would be sure signally 
to distinguish himself. And such is the fact. This 
much-lamented gentleman has identified his name 
with an equally beautiful and useful branch of fictile 
manufacture; and, in the act of doing this, he has 
contributed largely to the advancement of a sound 
practical feeling for true Art amongst all classes of 
the community. 

“ The extent of Mr. Minton’s manufacturing esta¬ 
blishments placed him amongst the important class 
of great employers. And here, also, he will be 
long remembered as a model for imitation. The 
same thoughtful care which provided his manufac¬ 
tories with every a])pliaucc for the most clFicient 
working, extended its action to both the spiritual 
and temporal requirements of all who ■vi'ere con¬ 
nected with him, and indeed of the entire neigh¬ 
bourhood of his establishment. He erected a beau¬ 
tiful and spacious church near Stoke-upon-Trent, 
with schools and all other suitable accessories; 
almshouses for the aged and infirm ; infirmaries for 
the sick, with every suitable means of sound in¬ 
struction ; and consistent amusement and recreation 
also for the strong and healthy alike occupied his 
thoughts, and invoked the aid of his comprehensive 
and open-handed liberality. While vi'e cannot re¬ 
cord the decease,of such a man without the deepest 
soiTOw for our loss, we at the same time rejoice to 
know that his good works outlive him, and that 
the establishments which he formed wiU continue 
both to be distinguished by his name and to be 
administered in his spirit. It is also a subject for 
no ordinary satisfaction to reflect that Mr. Minton 
was appreciated during his life, and that the influ¬ 
ence of his example will survive him as a lasting 
memorial of his worth.” 

MR. THOMAS HAMILTON, E.S.A. 

The local papers somewhat recently announced 
the death, in Edinburgh, of this gentleman, well 
known as an architect in that city for some half- 
century; and many important public buildings 
throughout the city bear testimony to his fine taste 
and professional attainments. Chief of these is the 
High School, universally admired as a most felicitous 
adaptation of pure Grecian architecture to the re¬ 
quirements of a modern building. The Burns 
monumeut, the fa9ade of the Physicians’ Hall, 
George Street, might be mentioned among others. 
The new approaches to Edinburgh by the south, and 
that by George IV. Bridge, the head of Bow Street, 
and the Castle Road, were also designed by Mr. 
Hamilton; and he produced a magnificent set of 
designs for the galleries of the Royal Scottish Aca¬ 
demy, which were superseded, though it is doubtful 
if deservedly, by those recently erected from the 
designs of the late Mr. Playfair. He was long 
treasurer, and was one of the original founders, of the 
Scottish Academy. At the exhibition of the Eine 
Arts in Paris, in 185.5, Mr. Hamilton had the gold 
medal awarded to him. He had reached the advanced 
age of seventy-four at the time of his death. 

MR. W. J. BLACKLOCK. 

The death of this painter occm’red at Brampton, 
Cumberland, in the month of March. Declining 
health had, for the last three or four years, almost 
compelled him to abandon entirely the practice of 
his art; but his views of the scenery of the north of 
England were at one time frequently seen and ad¬ 
mired by many, in the annual exhibitions of the 
Royal Academy. Mr. Blacklock was a truthful and 
unpretending artist, who wooed nature rather than 
popular favour; hence his works were not among 
those which people “ talked aboutthere is, how¬ 
ever, that in them which is of sterling value. He 
died at the age of forty-two. 

PROFESSOR FRANCIS KUGLER. 

There are few persons acquainted wilh the Art- 
literature of our time to whom the name of Professor 
Kugler is unknown : his “ Handbook of Painting,” 
transl.ated by Sir Charles L. Eastlake, P.R.A., and 
published by Murray, has, more than any other of 
his works, familiarised his writings as a critic among 
us. We regret to have to record his somewhat pre¬ 
mature and sudden death, at Berlin, on the 18th of 
Alarch, from an attacli of inflammation of the brain. 
He was born on the I'Jlh of January, 1808, in 

Steltiii, ami went to Berlin in 1820, to study phi¬ 
losophy. He afterwards removed to Heidelberg, 
where, thruugli the influence of Herr Monc, he gave 
himself up to the study of the Art of the middle 
ages. His first works, entitled “ A Sketch Book,” 
and “ A Pam])hlct on the Monuments of Middle-Age 
Art in the Kingdom of Prussia,” were published in 
1830. In 1835 he made a journey to Italy; and 
in 1837 he was elected Professor of the Academy of 
Pine Arts in Berlin. From that time to the present 
ho has worked with unwearied diligence; and his 
contributions to Art-criticism have been as valuable 
as they have been numerous. 

CORRESPOXDEYCE. 

To the Editor o/“Tiie Art-Jouunai..” 

NEW LANDSCAPE PAINTING. 

“TIic value and rank of every Art is in vroportion lo 
the mental laijnur employed in it, or the mental plcasui-e 
produced by it."—Reynolds. 

Sir,—A new school, or rather a no-school in Land¬ 
scape Painting, seems to be springing up among us ; 
one in which all principles and all precepts are alike 
ignored. “Rules,” say Sir Joshua, “are fetters 
only to men of no genius ; as that armour, which 
upon the strong is an ornament and a defence, upon 
the Yveak and misshapen becomes a load, and 
cripples the body which it w.as made to protect.” 
These weak, if not misshapen, tyros, evince a 
decided horror against buckling on this academic 
armour, and expect, by discarding rules, 

“ 'To snatch a grace beyond the reach of Art." 

“ Those models which have passed through the 
approbation of ages,” are not welcomed as land¬ 
marks by this lawless crew'. They wish to find 
some shorter path to excellence, and hope to obtain 
the reward of eminence by other means th.an those 
which the indispensable rules of Art have pre¬ 
scribed. They evade all study of what has been 
done before, however excellent (probably from an 
incapacity to appreciate it), and hope to secure 
instant fame by dashing at an originality, whose 
sole characteristic consists in an unblushing viola¬ 
tion of all law and order. Bald copies of common 
nature, without selection or arrangement, are the 
means which these graphic mutineers employ to 
arrest public attention ; substituting the bare mate¬ 
rials for the edifice itself. The old law, “Mrs cst 
celare artem," has no recognition among them, 
simply because they have no Art to conceal. With 
matter in abundance, and to spare, they exhibit no 
mental manipulation, no sentiment, no poetry; 
nothing suggestive. No light and shadow, no 
atmosphere ; in fact, no Art. Body without soul; 
vulgar facts for the eye to ramble over, but nothing 
for the mind to rest upon. “Good stock,” as a 
cook would sa)', “ but not fit for deglutition without 
the art of the master.” ’Tis very strange to see 
such evidences of graphic tact unaccompanied by 
artistic thought; beautiful details of individual 
truth, but none of nature’s poetry breathed over 
them. These scions of the mountain-glen seem to 
have heads as opaque and impervious to the light of 
Beauty as the very stumps and stones which they 
occupy their time in tlie drudgery of copying. 
They have wooed the goddess in an unhappy spirit, 
and .she has not deigned to unveil her charms to 
them. For what purpose have our “Beaux Arts,” 
and “ Art Treasures,” and National Galleries, spread 
forth their intellectual wealth, if such mindless 
poverty is to be the product? Is all the flourishing 
of trumpets (now so fashionable) about “ the pro¬ 
gress of Modern Art, and the public taste” to be 
responded to, in landscape, only by such jejune and 
aimless efforts? Things whose nude impudence 
induce you to stare at them, but which vanish from 
the eye and memory of the real Art-lover at the 
same moment. I have heard some artists, impatient 
of the supremacy of established greatness, express a 
wish that the w'orks of the old masters were either 
destroyed or out of fashion, in order that “Living 
Art” might be more effectually'encouraged. Verily' 
this deshed period seems to have arrived, for the 
most unschooled tyros have now got the stage to 
themselves; good Art, therefore, must needs stand 
still for a while, and progress seclude itself, until 
the world has been surfeited with those quackeries; 
the “fashionable mind” m.ay then perhaps return 
into that wholesome channel which can alone lead 
to a correct appreciation of sound Art, and by which 
it will be enabled to distinguish between a meaning¬ 
less transcript, and an accomplished work built upon 
truth—truth sublimed by arti.stic power into an 
appeal to some of the most refined sensibilities of 
our nature. An Artist. 



MINOR TOPICS or THE MONTH. 

The “IIangees” at the Royal Academy, this 
year, were hlessrs. Frith, Elmore, and Pickersgill. 

The National Gallery.—In answer to a 
question put to the Government by Lord Elcho, in 
the House of Commons, on the 13th of last month, 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer stated that there 
was no intention to take any steps this session with 
the view of providing increased accommodation for 
the national collection of ])ictiu'es. The matter 
was one,” he said, “ which for many reasons could 
not be long neglected; but he could not at present 
submit any specific proposition to the House.” 

lYe shall be enabled in the next number of the 
Art-Journal to give some account of the numerous 
additions which have been made to our catalogue of 
the Italian school in the National Gallery. Twenty- 
two of these works have been obtained from one 
sotu'ce, and some of them refer to the earliest jjeriud 
of the revival, as examples of Ciinabnc and Giotto, 
with later works by Taddeo, Gaddi, Filippo, Lippi, 
and other painters, of whose productions instances 
are necessary to the formation of a chronological 
series illustrative of the history of Art. These 
works are contained in the small room on the right, 
at the head of the stairs, but in consequence of the 
necessity of glazing them, they are not yet ready 
for public exhibition. It has been asked why these 
additions are continually Italian to the exclusion of 
the Dutch school ? To this question it may be 
answered that it is desirable to secure examples of 
the early Italian painters, which year by year are 
becoming more and more rare, while the best ex¬ 
amples of the Dutch schools arc more frequently in 
the market. We rejoice to see the progress that has 
been made with the glazing of the most valuable 
and finely-surfaced pictures. Thus hermetically 
sealed against atmospheric deposit, the question of 
the removal of the national collection from its pre¬ 
sent site is definitely set at rest. The first sug¬ 
gestion for thus securing these valuable works was 
made fifteen years ago in this Journal, in speaking 
of the cartoons at Hampton Court, which ought a 
centm'y ago to have been glazed and treated as 
w'ater-colom' drawings. The pictures which are 
now under glass arc, “ St. Catherine,” by Ealfaelle; 
“Dead Christ,” Francia; the new Perugino, “Bac¬ 
chus and Ariadne,” “St. Jerome;” Bellini’s 
“Doge,” and “Virgin and Child;” “Christ aji- 
pearing to Mary Magdalene,” Titian; “ Holy 
Family,” Correggio ; “ Knights in Armour,” Gior¬ 
gione ; “ Holy Family,” Barocci; “ Ecce Homo,” 
Guido; “ Ecce Homo,” Correggio ; “ Holy Family,” 
Alazzolino da Ferrara; “ Christ appearing to Peter,” 
Carracci; “ Virgin and Child, and St. John,” Peru¬ 
gino ; “ Venus, Cupid, and Mercury,” Correggio; 
“Vision of St. Augustin,” Garofalo; “Holy Family 
and Saints,” Garofalo; “Temptation of St. An¬ 
tony,” Carracci; Van Dyck’s “ Gevartius,” the Van 
Eycks, the Vanderveldes, &c. This evidences that 
an earnest movement is made in the right direction, 
which will render unnecessary all further cleaning, 
and any further contemplation of the removal of the 
gallery to any other site. 

The New Society of Painters in Water- 

Colours was opened on Monday, April 19 ; too 
late in the month to receive any notice in mu’ pages. 

Artists’ Genek.al Benevolent Institution.— 

The forty-third Anniversary of this society was cele¬ 
brated at the Freemasons’ Tavern on the 27th of 
March, Lord Elcho, M.P., presiding on the occa¬ 
sion. In proposing the toast of the evening, his 
lordship strongly and eloquently urged the claims of 
the institution not only on artists, but on the public 
generally, who are, either directly or indirectly, 
interested in Art-matters. During the past year 
relief has been afforded to individuals requiring 
pecuniary aid to the amount of upwards of £1000, 
in sums varying from £8 to £40, distributed among 
nearly seventy cases. The funded property of the 
institution now amounts to £19,000 : the subscrip¬ 
tions at the dinner reached to nearly £650—an 
increase of about £25 over those at the last festival. 

The Nelson Monument.—There is at length 
more than a probability that “the monument” will 
be finished. In reply to some apt and eloquent 
remarks by Admiral Walcott, in the House of 
Commons, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, after 
fully admitting the national discredit hence derived. 

took on himself the responsibility of “ providing for 
the completion of a monument which is so intimately 
associated with the glory and reputation of the 
country.” 

Sin C. L. Eastlake, P.R.A., has been nominated 
an honorary member of the Academy of jVrts, of 
Rome, in the room of M. Delaroclic. 

Mr. G. Wallis, the head master of the Birming¬ 
ham School of Art, has retired from the ])ost he 
has occupied with so much honour to himself and 
advantage to his pupils, and the public, during six 
years in Birmingham—but for a much longer 
period in the schools of which he had previously 
the charge. Indeed, we believe he is the senior 
of the masters employed by the Department of 
Science and Art. It has, therefore, been resolved 
to jrresent to him a “Testimonial,” in acknow¬ 
ledgment of services which, it is rightly said, arc 
“worthy of public recognition, as tending to the 
diffusion of that knowledge of design and culti¬ 
vated taste, on which various and important 
branches of local industry are dependant for their 
future prosperity.” There are certainly few, if 
there be any, living men to whom Art-manufacl ure 
is more largely indebted; he has aided the great 
“ move,” not only as a practical teacher, hut by 
lectures, writings, and examples—in short by every 
mode calcidated to impress the public mind wilh 
the value and importance of the subject. We 
have had ample opportunities of knowing the large 
success he has achieved by his indefatigable zeal 
and continuous industry. There is no doubt that 
his services have been especially felt in Birmingham; 
but they have been by no means confined to that 
locality. The cause may be more particularly that 
of its inhabitants—but it is not theirs only; and we 
hope they will permit subscriptions to be received 
from other sources. We shall gladly aid and con¬ 
tribute to the project; no “Testimonial” can be 
more full_y merited or more worthily accorded. 

Mr. Burford’s Panorama of Lucknow, re¬ 
cently opened, offers to the spectator nothing that 
he can associate with the horrors which have been 
perpetrated within the. city. It is a scene of quiet 
beauty, a picture of mosques and palaces embosomed 
iu the most luxm'iant foliage, with gardens, fields, 
jungles, and woods stretching far aw'ay into the 
distance, and the river Goomtee, covered with gay 
pleasure-boats, winding its way silently through the 
midst of all. Were it noc for the domes and mina¬ 
rets that bespeak the architecture of the East, and a 
solitary palm-tree here and there, one might readily 
imagine that the eye rested on a pictm-e of the 
richest English landscape. The Hew of the city is 
taken from the Residency, a large building situated 
on an eminence, commanding all the most prominent 
features, a vast extent of the picturesque environs, 
and the beautiful country beyond. The sketches from 
which the panorama is painted were made a short 
time before the breaking out of the mutiny, by Mr. 
B. H. Galland, in the civil service of the East India 
Company. Of the accuracy of the view' we cannot, 
of course, judge; but the site of the citj^ appears 
extraordinarily limited when w'e remember that the 
number of its inhabitants was estimated at 300,000 ; 
moreover nothing, or but very little, is seen of the 
dwellings of the poor, nor is there any signs of the 
“ more than ordinary degree of dirt, filth, and 
squalid poverty ” which, as we are told iu the 
book descriptive of the panorama, “ causes a feeling 
of intense disgust; the most wretched habitations 
that can be conceived, affording but very insufficient 
shelter to a swarming population:” all this is care¬ 
fully excluded from the picture, which is thereby 
made couletir de rose, and very beautifully has the 
artist painted it. Lucknow as it was exists now 
only, it may be presumed, in Mr. Burford’s pano¬ 
rama ; all who see it—and the city has become a 
place of absorbing interest to every Englishman—■ 
will be ready to exclaim, “ How' sad to think that 
amid so much of the loveliness of nature, deeds have 
been committed that cause man to blush for his 
lellow-creature ! Can this really be Lucknow?” 

The Directors of the Crystal Palace have 
appointed Robert V. Bovvley, Esq., to the office of 
manager. Report speaks favouralily of this gentle¬ 
man ; judging from his antecedents, we trust he 
will be able to do much of what he will have to do, 
and that we may date a new era for the palace from 
the day on w’hich he commenced his labours. We 
shall very soon have the power to form an opinion 

as to the plans in progress, for, of a surety, changes 
there must be—large as well as immediate. 

The Art-feeling in Bristol.—We see wnlli 
pleasure all evidences of the spread of an Art- 
feeling throughout our great provincial towms ; and 
Bristol, which has, in an especial sense, a relation 
of her ow'n to the Arts of the present time,—churn¬ 
ing our great sculptor Baily for one of her sons,— 
has on more than one occasion shown her pride in 
that relation, and her sense of the demand which it 
makes. A new opportunity for a demonstration 
of her growing taste has recently occurred, and has 
given rise to a movement in certain intlueutial 
quarters, the occasion and purpose of which are as 
follows. Bristol, with a love of Art that takes 
many forms of expression, is yet somewhat behind 
cities of her class in out-door monuments w'hich can 
be referred to the Art category. With the exception 
of an antiquated statue of King William III., iu 
Queen Square, she has no representative in any of 
her streets or squares of that particular branch, 
which, ill the person of one of her own citizens, she 
has contributed so much to illustrate. The fine 
open space recently formed iu front of the Victoria 
Rooms,—midway between Bristol and Clifton,—by 
the demolition of the petty buildings which en¬ 
croached on it, and the bringing, as a result, into 
common view the graceful modern elevations that 
surround the site, have pointed it out as almost 
challenging some conspicuous central ornament of 
the kind alluded to, for the purpose of completing 
this great civic improvement. Arrangements are, 
we understand, making for an appeal to the public, 
in order that this project may be carried out by 
means of a general subscription. 

The Council of the Society of Arts has 
resolved to persevere iu its eff’orts to form in 
London an exhibition of wmrks of Art-manufacture, 
and also of “ Music and Fainting,” in the year 1861. 
Although we have more of apprehension than of 
confidence in the result, and would prefer to post¬ 
pone the procedure for a few years—probably until 
1871, although we may not expect to live to see it— 
if the project is to be carried out we shall aid it to 
the best of oiu- ability. 

The Green Park.—During the discussion in 
the House of Commons, on a question raised by Lord 
Elcho, to prevent a further desecration of the Green 
Park, Sir Benjamin Hall was hardy enough to defend 
the monstrous mass of ugly iron called a “ suspen¬ 
sion-bridge,” which continues to deface the most 
graceful of our parks. We do not believe the late 
chief commissioner of works thinks as he says ; he 
cannot by any possibility describe that a beauty 
which all who see it consider a deformity ; especially 
when he compares it with the bridge that crosses 
the Thames at Chelsea. A public subscription for 
its removal w'ould be a success. 

The Artists’ Benevolent Fund.—Mr. Charles 
Dickens has engaged to preside at the Annual Festival 
on the 8th of IMay; we hope therefore he will be as 
he ought to be, well and properly supported ; and 
that Artists will not permit the accomplished man 
of letters to see—what we have too often seen—their 
apathy in the cause he is to advocate. We trust 
there will be a large gathering ; and that the results 
will be great iu proportion. 

The Institute op British Architects and 

THE Government.—We are glad to find, that the 
artists, in their respective bodies, are at length 
bestirring themselves in their owm cause, and no 
longer leave to the press the unaided task of remon¬ 
strating on their behalf, and on behalf of the great 
public interests involved, against the repeated acts 
of injustice committed by the governments of this 
country where they are concerned. TTie sculptors, 
as we know, have taken steps of more kinds than 
one, for the purpose of indoctrinating ministers, and 
other persons in authority, as to the true principles 
of Art-competition, so long taught and urgently 
enforced by this Journal; and the Royal Institute 
of British Architects, by means of a spirited me¬ 
morial addressed to the Chief Commissioner of 
Public Works and the Minister at War, and of an 
important deputation of their body to the same 
ministers for the purpose of personally enforcing its 
views, have conveyed their remonstrance against 
that determination of the late Lords of the Treasury, 
to employ Mr. Pennethorne on the work for which 
some of them had competed, and he had not,—to 
which we refer this week in another place,—as also 
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a;j;aiiist the breach of faith of wliicli the profession 
has to complain in the matter of the barrack-com¬ 
petition. Tlie argument of the Institute is that 
with which we have made our readers thorouglily 
familiar. Tliey affirm, that the Government pro¬ 
grammes held out the inducement of immediale, 
and the prospect of contingent, honour and prolit to 
those architects whose designs might be pronounced 
the best for the several objects in question,—and that, 
architects of high standing, on these combined in¬ 
ducements, accepted the ministerial invitations, and 
made large sacrifices of time, talent, and monej'. 
The setting aside by Government, with a high hand, 
of the awards actually made; and, with the prize 
designs thus obtained in their possession, looking 
outside the competition for some favoured artist to 
execute the works for which the designers competed, 
they cdiaractcrise as breach of faith and we add, 
it is a breach of morality. The public have this 
further interest in the matter,—that, besides the 
breach of faith and of moi'ality, the course in 
question is a means of paralysing the growth of the 
national Arts, as far as the Government can. The 
architects say, as we have said, that if it shall be,— 
as may well happen,—for any good and sufficient 
reason, inexpedient to execute, in whole or in part, 
the particular design chosen for premiums, as ori¬ 
ginally sent in,—still, the test of merit has been 
apjilied and answered, and the successful competitors 
are the proper parties to be consulted as to any 
necessary deviations from the plans, or to make new 
designs embodying such changes as may be need¬ 
ful.—But the whole thing, we repeat, is beateu 
ground for om' readers,—and is again treated by 
us in another part of our Joui-nal to-day, of which 
the subject is the Wellington Monument. Once 
more, then, we say, we rejoice tliat the artists them¬ 
selves are up and doing. Such aid as we can bring 
to their cause, at all times, shall not be wanting; 
and we recommend them, once for all, to get 
together their friends, and take the opinion of 
Parliament on all these matters. 

National Portrait Gallery.—The trustees 
appointed to carry out the objects of this new 
national institution are not very demonstrative; 
and Parliament, whose action in matters of Art is 
somewhat spasmodic, does not seem to think there 
is any necessity that it should inform itself as to 
the manner in w'hich its own delegations are carried 
out. It does appear to ourselves, that the proceed¬ 
ings of this commission, so far as they are appreciable, 
scarcely furnish any very lively illustration of the 
strength of the arguments on which the importance 
of the institution in question, and the appeal to 
parliament in its favour, W’ere made to rest. We 
cannot perceive, that, with their second grant of 
£2000, and the time in their hands since it was 
granted, which should leave them pretty nearly 
ready to come to the country for a third, the trustees 
have yet done what they might to lay the basis of a 
National Portrait Gallery in such a manner as to 
exhibit anything like a scheme. The love of the 
casual and provisional, which runs through all our 
old growths of the kind, seems to be infusing the 
seed of a palsying influence iuto the young veins of 
this new institution. We think, a parliamentary 
alterative might be useful at the season of the next 
grant. As we have again and again said, the 
moderate annual money allotment bestowed on this 
object, can go but a very little way in the purchase 
of original portraits,—these may for the present be 
left to the spirit of private contribution, which all 
high national objects in this country largely com¬ 
mand ;—but the sum might do much, judiciously 
used, towards preparing, by means of good copies, 
that national framework into which aU such con¬ 
tributions, however detached and fragmentary for 
a time, will finally fit. It is evident, that the fol¬ 
lowing list of portraits is—a list of portraits; 
not any part of an intelligible plan, laid down with 
a view to relations and proportions :—SiriWalter 
Raleigh—Speaker Leiithall—Dr. Richard Mead— 
Horne Tooke—Handel—Dr. Parr—Thomson, the 
poet — The Countess de Graramont (!) — Arthur 
Murphy (I)—Shakspere (the Chandos portrait)— 
Lord Torrington — Earl Stanhope — Archbishop 
Wake—Bishop Warburton—Sir William Wyndham 
—The Earl of Oxford—The Earl of Cadogan— 
Richard Cumberland—Huskissou—Spencer Perceval 
—Wilberforce—Stothard, the Royal Academician— 
Lord Sidmouth. It will be seen, that, as a question 

of precedence, we might have placed our notes of 
admiration against half (he names in this catalogue. 
If this collection could be supposed to be the work 
of the trustees, then, we should have to declare, that, 
in their sweep over the licld of British historic coii- 
sfellatiou they have only as yet discovered the minor 
stars. 'I’he list plainly bespeaks its origin in casual 
contribution,—and as casualties, the portraits are 
one and all welcome. But, what, then, have the 
trustees been doing?—We know perfectly well all 
the objections that may be, and have been, urged 
against system-mongering;—but we have a leaning 
towards system, nevertheless. The absence of 
system lets in caprice,—and caprice deforms our 
national institutions more than anything else. Give 
caprice its full swing,—and it is, itself, capable of 
preseuting Arthur Itlurphy as the peer of Shak¬ 
spere, and giving the Countess do Grammont for a 
mate to Sir Walter Raleigh. 

AIu. hlouRis Moore’s alleged “Rafeaelle.” 

—The Paris journalists and cognoscenti are just 
now in a state of great excitement respecting the 
])icture of “Apollo and Marcyas,” purchased by 
Mr. Morris IMoore, at (Messrs. Christie and Mauson’s, 
in 1850, and which general opinion in Paris pro¬ 
nounces to be “ a genuine Raffaelle.” Independent 
of the judgment in its favour given by the Parisian 
connoisseurs, the authenticity of the picture has 
been established, it is said, by comparing it with a 
photograph taken from a drawing of the Apollo, 
known to be by Raffaelle, in the Academy of the 
Fine Arts, at Venice, which photograph Mr. Moore 
has only very recently been able to procure. 

Her MA.iESTy’s Theatre.—The season has 
commenced with a very attractive programme, in 
which we find Art occupying a conspicuous place. 
We rejoice to know that Mr. Lumley begins “the 
year ” under circumstances very favourable to 
him. There is no one who has a better right to 
that success, which usually follows the “deserving;” 
and we feel assured he may calculate on a continuance 
of the public favour he has so long enjoyed. 

The Standard has contained a letter concerning 
artists whose works have been rejected by the Royal 
Academy, and advising artists so circumstanced to 
have an exhibition of such rejected pictures. We 
have long ago showm the utter impracticability of 
such a scheme—there are many w'eighty reasons 
against it. But every year the demand for space in¬ 
creases : it is a deplorable fact that the rooms in Tra¬ 
falgar Square cannot contai?i more than half the works 
sent for exhibition; and it is certain, that among 
the rejected, there arc many admirable productions. 

Mr. James Eogo has w'ritten to the Olserver, to 
comi)lain that while the charter of the Society of 
British Artists permits them to elect sixty members, 
it actually consists of no more than thirty; and 
requiring that its numbers be increased. We ima¬ 
gine there are more obstacles in the way than those 
upon which the writer calculates; and that the real 
difficulty arises, not from any unwillingness on the 
part of the society, but from reluctance on the part 
of artists whose adhesion would bo beneficial. 

CovENT Garden “new” Theatre will open, 
it is said, on the 15th of May. We know that 
modern builders of lath and plaster can work as 
Aladdin did with his lamp; and it is possible that a 
structure, which on the 15th of April has neither 
roof nor interior fittings, may within a month from 
that date be ready for the reception of a thousand 
guests. But w'e imagine no little courage will be 
manifested by those who trust themselves so early 
within its w'alls. While a “ new ” theatre has been 
erecting in the miserable neighbourhood of Boiv 
Street, the theatre in Drury Lane has been in a 
wretched jjlight: there is no chance of its falling 
iuto good hands, so as to be of any value to the 
Drama—under what circumstances, therefore, pros¬ 
perity is expected for its rival we cannot possibly 
conceive. Our sympathy may surely he given, by 
anticipation, to those who have embarked money in 
the undertaking. 

The late Mr. W. Havell.—We have been 
requested to state that the sale of the pictures and 
drawings left by this artist, which was advertised to 
take place in February last, at the rooms of Messrs. 
Christie and Manson, has been postponed to the 
present month. 

The Exhibition of French Pictures opened at 
the gallery, Pall (Mali, on the 22nd of the past month. 
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Art-Treasures op the U.nited Kingdom; con¬ 
sisting of Selections from the (Manchester Art- 
Treasures Exhibition of 1857. Published by 
Day & Son. London. 

The magnificent collcotion of works of Art gathered 
together in (Manchester, last year, has, like the pro¬ 
ductions of industrial art which were exhibited in 
Hyde Park in 1851, been again dispersed, and each 
individual object is once more placed in the security 
and silence of its appointed home. Thanks, how¬ 
ever, to the enterprising spirit of Messrs. Day' and 
Son, the public is not left without some worthy 
record of what was exhibited on both these occasions; 
they are following up their w’ell-known splendid 
work, entitled, “ I’ho Industrial Arts of the Nine¬ 
teenth Century,” by one of a similar character, 
illustrating a large number of the Art-treasures 
seen in (Manchester, whicireome under the denomi¬ 
nation of “Decorative Art.” The series includes 
sculpture, ceramic, metallic, vitreous, and textile 
productions. The work is edited by, or under the 
direction of, Mr. J. ii. Waring, and the plates are 
executed in chromolithography by Mr. F. Bedford. 

About fifty plates—out of one hundred, to which 
the work will extend—have now been published, 
and we cannot speak too approvingly of the judg¬ 
ment that has directed the choice of subjects, nor 
of the manner in which the works have been copied. 
We are not, however, prepared to say that the plates 
are superior to those in (Messrs. Day’s preceding 
publication—it ought to satisfy all reasonable ex¬ 
pectations that they are on an equality : this no one 
will doubt. Perhaps, however, the new series loses 
something in importance by comparison, from the 
plates being on a smaller scale. 

What a book of study and reference for the Art- 
manufacturer will this be wdien completed ! What 
excuse can hereafter be offered for inartistic, taste¬ 
less productions, with such models as these to serve 
as examples .>* Turning over ad libitum the leaves of 
the twenty-six parts on our table, we feel at once 
the impossibility of giving anything like a detailed 
catalogue, much less a criticism, of their contents; 
we can but point out a few subjects, j ust to show the 
general character of the work;—A richly-decorated 
or-molu cabinet, inlaid with porcelain, the property 
of Charles Mills, Esq.; an Indian Helmet and Arms, 
elaborately ornamented, from the collection of the 
East India Company; a carved wood frame, in the 
style of the Flemish Renaissance, exceedingly bold 
in design, the property of George Field, Esq.; Pa- 
lissy ware, from the Soulages Collection, and from 
that of O.Doope, Esq.; Limoges enamels, belonging 
to different owners; enamel ewers of Limoges, of 
the sixteenth century; an Augsburg clock, the 
property of her Majesty; portions of an ivory cabinet 
of the fourteenth century ; Italian table and chairs 
of the sixteenth century; a Limoges enamel plaque 
of the same date, by Jean Courteys, the property of 
Sir A. Rothschild—a work as beautiful as it is 
unique; a bone and wood cabinet, Venetian, of the 
fourteenth century, the property of Col. (kleyrick— 
e.xtreraely elegant in design; a vase in Urbino ware, 
dated 1687, the property of Messrs. Hewett; a group 
of Renaissance jewellery, &c.; a Latea salver, from 
the Soulages Collection, and a Damascened ink- 
stand, belonging to G. Stedman, Esq., both works of 
the sixteenth century, and of Italian make, most 
elaborately' ornamented ; an Italian silver-gilt cup 
of the sixteenth century, the property of the Earl of 
Warwick, richly embossed ; a group of Sevres por¬ 
celain, part belonging to her Majesty, and part to 
the Duke of Portland; tapestry of the fifteenth 
century, from the Soulages Collection ; porcelain of 
Chelsea and of Worcester ; embroidered bobinet 
scarf from Delhi, contributed by the East Indian 
Company; an embroidered Indian book-cover, from 
the same source ; a Viennese porcelain plate, very 
exquisite, from the collection of J. Addington, 
Esq.; tapestry from Hampton Court; a buhl 
French cabinet, of the latter part of the seven¬ 
teenth century, the property of her (Majesty; an 
Indian saddle-cloth; Urbino plate and bottle of the 
seventeenth century; Indian embroidery in gold on 
muslin; Hispano-Moorish vase, from the Soulages 
Collection; groups of Venetian glass; Majolica 
plates of the sixteenth century, the property of 
Lord Hastings; the armour of Alfonso, Duke of 
Ferrara, time of the sixteenth century, from the 
Meyrick Collection ; an ivory tankard of the seven¬ 
teenth century, belonging to P. H. Howard, Esq. 

This enumeration, made at random, will suffice 
to indicate the variety of the selection introduced 
into the work. The historical and descriptive espys, 
having reference to the arts represented, are written 
respectively by Messrs. G. Scharf, jun., J. C. Robin¬ 
son, A. W. Franks, Digby Wyatt, Owen Jones, and 
J. B. Waring; a large number of wood engravings 
are interspersed among the text. The publishers 
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are fiillv justified in the expectatiuiis they formed, 
as set forth in the prospectus announcing the pub¬ 
lication, that it “ will spread far and wide the valu¬ 
able lessons to be learned from the Jixliibition, and 
constitute a standard and lasting record of it.” 

Christ Teachixg Huvuliiy. — Tun Soldier’s 
JIeturx. Published by the llnyal Association 
for the Promotion of the Fine xVrts in Sc-otland, 
Fdinburgh. 

The Scottish Association, as other societies of a 
similar nature have done, commits a great mistake 
in issuing so large an engraving as this from Mr. 
P. S. Lauder’s picture of “ Christ teaching Hu¬ 
mility.” \Ve have before pointed out the impolicy 
of producing such works ; the print becomes almost 
valueless to many on account of the cost of framing 
it, and we k>}0W that not a few individuals are de¬ 
terred from subscribing to Art-Union societies from 
this cause. An engraving that would cost a couple 
of guineas, to place even in a tolerably plain frame, 
is a matter of consideration with a large number of 
those who would like to possess it, but cannot aftbrd 
the e.xpense entailed by the hanging. Uuality 
ought to be with every Art-patron, whatever his 
means, of far greater importance than quantity ; and 
although we have not much fault to find with Mr. 
Egleton’s work, we have no doubt he would have 
produced a better engraving, had it been two-thirds 
of the size, for the same money he has received for 
this ; and we have as little doubt that a large ma¬ 
jority of the subscribers would liave been better 
pleased, although the print is a kind of “gift” to 
those who have subscribed the sum of live guineas 
to the association in one or more payments. 

The picture has been presented to the Scottish Na¬ 
tional Gallery by the association ; tlie composition is 
of great merit, viewed either artistically or in relation 
to the subject represented ; there is also an origin¬ 
ality in the treatment which is very striking ; one 
figure, however, we could w'ish to have been omitted, 
it is that of an aged Israelite seated .at the extreme 
right-hand of the group ; a large and ponderous 
figure, that “ cuts” into the composition and draws 
the eye away from its main features; its introduc¬ 
tion does not seem to have been necessary for any 
purpose of real value. The figures, generally, are 
well-studied and characteristic in expression ; the 
least pleasing and impressive is that of the “ Great 
'Teacher; ” it is to > earthly, and wants that spiritu¬ 
ality of aspect which we find in many of the pictures 
by the early Italian painters, who succeeded in 
giving to the features of Christ a sacred heauty 
which the moderns almost invariably cannot, or do 
not, reach. 

The principal fault wo find in Miv Egleton’s 
engraving is its intense heaviness, and the hardness 
of outline seen in several of the faces; the distance 
is brought forward almost as prominently as the 
f )reground, and the white clouds overlap the mas¬ 
sive walls, and by their brightness distract the atten¬ 
tion from the main point of the picture. The 
figures in the centre of the group are beautifully 
engr.aved; a little more refinement in the flesh 
of the nearest female would have rendered this 
object almost perfect. The subject is one of much 
interest, is honourable to the talents of Mr. Lauder 
as an historical painter, and is in every way worthy 
of being perpetuated by the aid of the graver : we 
only regret that Mr. Egleton has not employed his 
tools with somew'hat more of delicacy^ and with 
greater regard to harmony. 

'The “ Soldier’s Eeturn” is a series of six engrav¬ 
ings, illustrating Burns’s song, commencing— 

“ '\\qicn wild war's deadly blast was blawn," &c.; 

they are from drawings made expressly for the work 
by Mr. John Faed, and are engraved re¬ 
spectively by Messr.s. Lumb Stocks, A.R.A., J. 
Stephenson, and H. Lemon, each of whom has exe¬ 
cuted two; but the pair by Mr. Stocks undoubtedly 
bear oil the palm of victory ; Jlr. Lemon’s second 
plate, with a little more clearing out of the middle 
distance, might be placed yicrrl passu with these. 
Mr. Faed’s compositions are most pleasing, graceful 
in char.icter, tender and truthful in feeling, and, 
though the subjects have what may be called a melo¬ 
dramatic tendency, he has treated thenr without any 
overwrought sentiment; but he has failed in main¬ 
taining throughout the individuality of “My ain 
dear Willie.” In the plate where he catches the 
first glimpse of his native village on his return from 
the wars, he appears a m.an of middle age—one who 
has stormed the “deadly breach,” and whose face 
shows he has p.assed through a long service of cam¬ 
paigning : in the last plate, where mutual recog¬ 
nition takes place between him and “Nancy,” he 
is] the young soldier once more, as spruce as if he 
had just left the barrack-room for parade duty. 
Perhaps, however, Mr. Faed means us to infer that 
the ple.asurable meeting has turned the sun-dial of 
tho “ soger’s,” years many degrees backward. 

"We are quite sure this very pretty volume will be 
appreciated by the last year’s subscribers to the 
Scottish Association, for whom it is intended. For 
those of the present year, Mr. Lemon is engraving 
Mr. Burr’s picture of “The Politicians”—a troop 
of juveniles busy over an old newspaper. 

Lectures and Essays on V.viiious Subjects, 

Historical, TopoGUAriiicAL, and Artistic. 

By William Sid.xey Gibson, Esq. Published 
by Long.man, London ; Itoni.xsoN, Newcastle- 
upon-Tyne. 1858. 

IMr. Sidney Gibson has established himself at New¬ 
castle, on the Scottish border. He is by profession 
a barrister, an archaiologist in his taste, and in faith 
a Homan Catholic. He is also a fluent writer, and 
he loves writing. The volume before us indicates 
a comprehensive versatility in the genius of its 
author, which leads him to deal with very varied 
subjects with equal care. This volume consists of 
a collection of lectures and essays, repeatedly read 
in public, but not before published, together with a 
group of similar papers reprinted from various 
periodicals and newspapers, including an essay on 
“ Church Bells,” which attracted considerable atten¬ 
tion when it first appeared in the pages of the 
Qiiartci-li/ Jtci'icw, in September, 1854. Mr. Gibson 
has a pleasant manner of touching lightly upon 
topics which are, in reality, sufficiently attractive 
to claim a more impressive system of treatment; 
and he continually gives promises of producing 
much that would be of sterling value, if he would 
but go on and realise what he has led his readers to 
expect. Unhappily, how'ever, he is either not very 
profound in Ins archmology and general learning, 
or there inevitably comes over him the influence of 
his faith, which constrains him, whatever his sub¬ 
ject, to assume the character of a champion of 
Eome. Hence there is a kind of special pleading, 
even in his descriptions of scenery, which sadly 
mars their proper effect; while in his more direct 
dealing with subjects that are open to either con¬ 
troversy or as.sociaiion ivith Home, he does not 
hesitate to throw aside all disguise, and practically 
to avow his aim. This is the more to be regretted, 
because it has evidently warped the writer’s own 
mind, at the same time that his productions have 
thus either failed to become what otherwise they 
might have been, or they' constrain the impartial 
reader to regard them with a certain degree of sus¬ 
picion. ilr. Gibson has published several other 
works, of which one is a “History of Tynemouth,” 
on an important scale. This history, and its com¬ 
panion volumes, are distinguished by the same 
characteristics with the lectures and essays be¬ 
fore us. 

The first “Lecture” is on “ Poetry and the Fine 
Arts,” and it exhibits more of the better and nobler 
qualities of the author, and less of liis imperfec¬ 
tions, than any other of his w'ritings, with the sole 
exception of his essay on “ Church Bells,” which 
is really a very able, as well as a highly interesting, 
production. Mr. Gibson takes a high view of the 
functions and capabilities of the Arts, regarding 
thenr “as ambassadors from on high, divinely com¬ 
missioned to sway every mood of the human 
heart;” and he accordingly claims for them a con¬ 
sideration that falls little short of homage. The 
Gothic he considers to be the most perfect style of 
architecture, and he expresses his admiration for 
this great style in his customary fervid manner : 
yet Mr. Gibson has shown that he really is master 
of the spirit of Gothic Art in but a slight degree, 
for he cannot understand the power of medimval 
sculpture, and he is eloquent in his laudation of the 
Duke of Northumberland’s very noble, but very 
mistaken, adoption of tho Eeuaissanoe of Italy as 
the style for the interior fittings of his essentially 
niediaival castle of Alnwick. Another of Jlr. 
Gibson’s good and useful papers is a lecture upon 
the “ Historians and Literature of the iliddle 
Ages,” in which Matthew Paris, the pride of St. 
Albans, and the “ almost mythic Gildas,” receive 
their due meed of honour; and the value to the 
student of history of such records as “ the house¬ 
hold accounts of the good Queeu Eleanor” is clearly 
shown. “Londoniana” also is another interesting 
paper, replete with curious matter respecting the 
earlier days of the metropolis. The volume con¬ 
cludes with several brief essays on topics primarily 
of a legal character, but which .all prove to radiate 
from the same centre of Ilonianist advocacy. If 
Mr. Gibsorr would but write as an archceologist—or, 
if he will, as a law'yer—without the ever-present 
special pleading of his faith, we could with much 
moie satisfaction take up any of his volumes our¬ 
selves, and recommeud them. As it is, we are com¬ 
pelled to remind our readers that the productions of 
this gentleman must always be read with the caution 
which goes far to destroy the satisfaction of all 
reading. 

Some oiiSEitVATioNs upon the recent Addition 
OP A Heading-Hoom to the British Museum ; 
tviTH Plans, Sections, and other Ii.i.u.si ra- 
TIVE Hocuments. By Wm. Hosking, Archi¬ 
tect and Civil Engineer. Published by E. 
Stanpoud, G, Charing Cross, London. 

Tho question of original invention, and tho conse¬ 
quent just claim for due credit and honour, in tlie 
case of any new work of importance, is one that has 
very often been raised without attaining to satisfac¬ 
tory results; and it is to be feared that in many 
such cases it will be raised again, with precisely the 
.same general issue. In any particular instance, 
however, where evidence is clear and conclusive in 
itself, and is set forth fairly and without prejudice, 
it will always be incumbent upon the critic to seek 
to promote what he must feel to be strict justice. 

The new reading-room to tho British Museum has 
both claimed and received the unreserved appro¬ 
bation of judges in such matters, and also of the 
general public. Tlie authorship of the design, and 
of tho plan upon which the design itself was based, 
consequently involves no slight amount of valuable 
reputation. The essay before us claims for its 
author that reputation, and asserts tliat tlie popular- 
impression—that the felicitous idea originated wish 
the chief librarian, Mr. Panizzi—is founded on a 
miscouoeption of the real facts. We have carefully 
considered Mr. Hosking’s statements and compared 
them with the evidence that accompanies them, 
and we are bound to declare that he appears to us to 
have established a decided clainr to the distinction 
which has been withheld from him. ’That is to say, 
we consider Mr. Hosking to have made out and 
proved, that the first idea of such a new reading- 
room as is now in existence, originated with him¬ 
self, and not with Mr. Panizzi; and also that this 
idea was promulgated by him in such a manner that 
Mr. Panizzi might, and indeed must, have been 
cognizant of it. This opinioir does not touch upon 
the deservedly high honour that has been won by 
Mr. Smirke, for producing the actual structure with 
such complete success. Neither does it in any 
respect or degree involve the adoption of the general 
views advocated by Mr. Hosking uporr the subject 
of the arrangements of the national museum, or 
recognise this gentleman’s theory, that the Pantheon 
at Rome is neoessaril)- the only perfect model of 
proportion in a circular domical edifice. We do not 
propose now to touch upon the subject of “general 
arrangements” in our national museum ; nor is it 
necessary to discuss at any length the proportions 
of the Pantheon. Without thinking of detracting 
from tlie high reputation enjoyed by this celebrated 
structure, we may observe, that dift'erenoe of appli¬ 
cation in most instances involves some difference 
both in plan and proportion; and consequently, a 
reading-room covered by a dome may be perfect in 
its proportions, without assimilating in any ver}’ 
close degree to a domical temple. We believe the 
reading-room as it stands to be an architectural 
work of the highest excellence; and ive believe also 
that Mr. Hosking was the first person to propose 
that such a building should be erected in connection 
with the British Museum. 

The Princess Frederick William of Prussia. 

Lithographed from the Portrait by 'Winter¬ 

halter. Published by Sachse & Co., Berlin ; 
Droosten, Allan, & Co., London. 

Of the many portraits of the royal lady wliich liave 
appeared, this certainly conveys to us the most 
faithful representation of her mild and intelligent 
features : but it is something beyond a portrait; 
it is a picture of more than ordinary elegance. The 
Princess is habited in evening costume, walking on 
a terrace in the cool of the evening, for the moon is 
just showing herself in the horizon through the 
mist that envelops the distance. AVe have rarely 
seen a mere portrait treated with so much poetical 
feeling as this is ; while the work of the litho¬ 
grapher exhibits a union of delicacy and force that 
only a master of the crayon could achieve. 

'Phe Genera of British Moths. By II. Noel 

• Humphreys. Part I. Published by P. Jer- 

RARD, London. 

’Phis work will undoubtedly address itself to a far 
larger class of readers than the scientifio entomolo¬ 
gist. Each part will contain three plates, in chromo¬ 
lithography, of moths and butterflies, “ with the 
caterpillars on the plants on which they are gene¬ 
rally found.” The beauty of tliese plates, as they 
are seen in this, the first number, cannot fail to 
attract attention ; while the descriptions, written in 
a simple and popular style, are no less interesting 
than instructive. 
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THE EOYAL ACADEMY. 

I T is said that the pre¬ 
sent exhibition is the 
best that has been seen 
in the Academy for some 
years; but it is not con¬ 
sidered that the works 
of the greatest preten- 
sioiiarethe mostworthy. 

To the hangers all honour is due; 
for they have covered the walls like 
a Chinese puzzle; the defiance being 
that you shall not find room for even 

^ _ another miniature—a most conscien¬ 
tious conclusion. But yet the “out- 
siders” are dissatisfied that works ap- 

p preaching in number 1800, have been 
I rejected. Consequently the draft on the 

part of the tribunal of judgment was suffi¬ 
ciently large, but the hangers could not fully 
and entirely honour it. On its first establish¬ 
ment, the Academy was considered a necessity; 
it has long since become a mere expediency; 
so bound round is it by collateral expediencies, 
that justice is admitted by its members to be 
impossible; yet while inflicting its necessary 
wrongs, its courts of inquisition and execution 
sympathisingly declare, that the suffering may 
not be all on the side of their victims—that 
they themselves are agonised beyond the power 
of expression. This is not incredible, if, as we 
are told, even the most hardened malefactors 
are within reaeh of some echo of the voice of 
conscience. But it is a venerable tradition: 
the slaughter of the innocents is now a recog¬ 
nised institution; the victims thi-ong the hafls 
of the_ Academy, shaking their gory locks at 
the priests of the sacrifice, eaeh of whom is 
fain to say,—“ It v/as not T-—it was they—the 
forty sages.” 

The complaint, we say, is inveterate: shall 
we not, therefore, repeat it year by year, until 
that which is wont to be regarded as the 
citadel of Art shall be set in order ? There 
are hung pictures of very inferior merit, to 
the exclusion of works of rare excellence; 
and there are pictures of superior character 
placed out of sight, while others of positive 
inferiority are paraded in excellent places. If 
Mr. Ex-commissioner Yell would have consented 
to act with an ex-lord chancellor and any 
leading meuiber of the Jockey Club whose time 
hung heavily on his hands, there might, upon 
such occasion, have been more sterling justice 
in the hanging than there has been for the last 
ten years. We qjuld protest on the evidenee 
of individual cases; we could unfold the 
grievance by appeal to the evidence of works, 
names, and reputations; we could mention 
startling instances of rejection, but we know 
that in thus doing, we should aggravate the 
evil we seek to remedy. 

We have often had occasion to speak of the 
descending tone of subject-matter which cha¬ 

racterises our exhibitions. This impression is 
this year more forcible in relation to the Royal 
Academy than we have ever before experienced 
it. The picture of the season is ‘ The Derby 
Day,’ by Erith; and when wc remember tliat 
this work, directly and indirectly, picture and 
copyright, wiU return to the artist something 
like £3000, we cannot regard ‘The Derby 
Day’ otherwise than as an accurate indication 
of public taste. It contains the material for 
twenty pictures, and has cost the painter an 
inconceivable sum for models. It will be 
advertised and exhibited in town and country, 
and will eventually return a rich premium to 
the print-publisher. Such is “the picture” of 
the exhibition; the tone of the subject is essen¬ 
tially vulgar, and no supremacy of execution 
can redeem it. Glancing round the East Room, 
in which generally the most remarkable works 
are placed—the most aspiring themes by mem¬ 
bers of the Academy—we find ‘ An Incident in 
the Life of Dante,’ by A.Elmore; ‘ The Emperor 
of the Erencli receiving the Order of the Garter 
at Windsor from her Ma-jesty the Queen,’ by 
E. M. Ward; ‘Athalia’s dismay at the Coro¬ 
nation of Joash,’ S. A. Hart; ‘ Subjeet from 
the Two Gentlemen of Verona,’ A. Elmore; 
‘Jesus reproving his Disciples,’ C. R. Leslie; 
‘ The Interview between the Count de Belflor 
and Leonora de Cespides,’ C. Landseer, from 
Lesage; ‘The Visit of Queen Victoria to the 
Tomb of Napoleon I., &c.,’ E. M. Ward; and 
‘ A Subject from Milton,’ W. E. Frost. These, 
which we select from a list of 265 works, the 
contents of the great room, are the most ambi¬ 
tious subjects treated by members of the 
Academy. Of the merits of the pictures indi¬ 
vidually we shall speak hereafter: thus to all 
this sack, have’ we but “one pennyworth of 
bread.” We have many times complained 
of the dearth of legitimate subjects of an aspir¬ 
ing character, yet never before have we seen 
such an entire dereliction of our rich and 
varied literature. But the living and moving 
panorama of characters set forth in our British 
classics must be beyond the powers of the 
mass of our figure-painters : perhaps they are 
too patent to criticism. The laborious dulness 
of our transcendental school seeks refuge in 
antique ballads and legends, or embodies the 
racking episodes of modern spasmodic verse. 
If one is original by accident, all the others 
follow in Indian file. One paints Evangeline, 
the Lady of Shallott, or some other conception 
of equal pungency, when, lo ! there is a crea¬ 
tion of fifty Evangelines and Ladies of Shal¬ 
lott; and so it is with every new vein of 
thought. Originality is not the adoption of a 
subject from a remote and unknown source; 
it is a new view of an old and eommon-place 
subject. But if the essays of the Academy 
itself be not exemplary, those of its disciples 
which may be unsatisfactory are scarcely cen- 
sureable. The Academy, as the paramount 
Art institution, exhibits either too few or too 
many pietures. It exhibits too many, if it 
would exemplify only the principles which it 
professes to teach; and it exhibits too few, if it 
arrogates to itself the patronage of the rising 
school. 

Other subjects painted by members of the 
Academy, not conceived in the spiilt of what is 
termed “ high Art,” are ‘ Old Holland,’ Stan¬ 
field ; ‘ The High Altar of the Church of San 
Giovanni and Paolo, at Venice’—a fine interior 
at Rome, and two others, by Roberts; ‘ The 
Maid and the Magpie,’ and ‘ Deerstalking,’ by 
Sir E. Landseer; ‘The Derby Day,’ by Frith; 
‘ Smiday Evening,’ and two other subjects, by 
Webster; a small wood scene by Redgrave. 
F. R. Pickersgill exhibits his diploma pieture, 
and so does Elmore. Cope has painted two 
pictures, and Creswick several passages of 
river scenery. Egg has painted two pictures, 
Witherington three. Lee sends none; Cooke 

exhibits several marine views; Poole one; 
E. Stone one; Horsley two; Hook three; 
Danby three; Frost one; T. S. Cooper three, 
and A. Cooper several: and with respect to 
pictorial competition, it is surprising how many 
non-combatants there arc in the lists of the 
Academy. Time was, and that not long ago, 
when the works of many painters yet living 
were most anxiously expected ; and when they 
came, they were received with admiration and 
respect. But their pictures are not now re¬ 
garded as demonstrations of marvellous power. 
That which was at one time looked upon as 
the very perfection of execution, is now pro¬ 
nounced infirmity or slovenliness. Wc are 
living in an Art-crisis which denies us the 
))rivilege of saying that we have a school 
marked by a national manner. But it is cer¬ 
tainly to the propagaiidism of what the elders 
of the profession consider as the new heresy, 
but what the juniors believe to be the saving 
faith, that we are indebted for the present 
improved exhibition. The pressure is felt from 
beneath, and the result shows a salutary action. 
There are no “ Pre-Rafi’aeUite” first-class works; 
Millais has two advanced, ‘ The Crusader’s 
Return,’ and ‘ Rose Leaves,’ but neither was 
ready for exhibition; and Hunt has entered 
the third year of labour on his scriptural sub¬ 
ject. We cannot now dwell upon the progress 
and prospects of “ Pre-Raffaellism,”—turn we 
therefore to the writing on the walls. 

No. 8. ‘An Incident in the Life of Dante,’ 
A. Elmoee, RA. This story is told by Boc¬ 
caccio, being to the effect that one day passing 
a doorway, at which some women stood, one 
remarked—“ That is the man who descends to 
the infernal regions and comes away when he 
likes, and then writes what he has seen.” 
There is no point in the subject, dispose the 
material as you wiU: there is Dante coming 
slowly along, and a group of women on the 
right, but we can by no means know what 
they say or think of him. The figure of Dante 
is unmistakeable; w^e suppose him to be walk¬ 
ing, but there is no movement in the figure. 
The artist places the incident near the Ponte 
Vecchio, on the Lungo I’Arno, whereas we 
have heard that it occurred on the Via Cal- 
ceoli. We are told, moreover, that he looked 
and smelt smoky; he appears here just as if he 
had penned the very equivocal congratulation 
to the city of flowers:— 

“ Godi, Firenze poi che se' si grande 
Che per mare e per terra batti Tali 
E per lo ’nferno il tuo nome si spande.” 

No. 9. ‘The Rest by the Way,’ N. 0. 
Lupton. a pleasant landscape, but an unfor¬ 
tunately common-place title. It is an English 
scene, with a distant vUlage on a hill; the 
foreground, with its trees and herbage, is faith- 
fuUy laid down, and the painting attempts to 
describe the various trees—with success in 

No. 14. ‘The High Altar of the Church of 
Santo Giovanni e Paolo, at Venice,’ D. Robekts, 
R.A. We are at once struck with the low 
colour of this interior; it is entu-ely worked out 
in warm middle tones, without any attempt at 
forcing an effect. The whole is materially 
modified, as well in light and shade as in 
colour, for the church has more cold grey iu 
it than we find here. We are taken back 
to the sixteenth century, and find the senate 
assembled in thanksgiving for some signal 
benefits to the republic. The space and pro¬ 
portions of the edifice are sufficiently ample. 

No. 15. ‘Coblentz and Ehrenbreitstein from 
the Moselle,’ G. C. Staxfield. The point whence 
this view' is taken brings the “ Gibraltar of the 
Rhine” into the middle of the picture, directly 
over the Moselbriicke; for we are placed on 
the left shore of the river. The picture is 
worked throughout with the utmost care. 

No. 16. ‘View on the Esk, with Johnnie 
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Armstrong’s Tower, Scottish Border,’ . D. 
IvEXXEDV. This is the poetry of colour, but tlie 
poetry of colour is not, always, more than any 

j; other poetry, the poetry of nature. Sir George 
'' Beaumont would not ask about the brown tree 
:| here. It is a mellow and harmonious essay, 

looking much like a resuscitation amid the 
greenery whereby it is surrounded. 

No. is. ‘Old Ilolland,’ C. Stanfield, R.A. 
The dominant quantity here is an old jetty 

i upon piles—ancient, decayed, broken, mended, 
and broken again. IVe look at it from the 

: beach, and it is immediately before us, with in¬ 
dications of a town beyond. The breakers, 
with the wind off the sea, roll heavily in, and 
there is rain to udndward. At a little distance 
a ship is riding at anchor. It is an eUective 
picture, realised from very meagre material. 

No. 19. ‘ Scene from Thackeray’s History 
of Henry Esmond, Esq.,’ A. L. Egg, A. If a 
picture be meritorious, it matters little whence 
the subject is drawn; “The History of Henry 
Esmond, Esq.,” is as good as any other eccen¬ 
tric source. The composition, which is some¬ 
what scenic, shou's a lady knighting a gentle¬ 
man, who wears the military costume of the 
early part of the last century. The drawing 
is unexceptionable; the pose of the lady is 
graceful and natural, but the flesh tints want 
the light and warmth of life, and there is a 
certain hardness, especially in the left arm of 
Mrs. Beatrix, which leaves much to be desired: 

she gives the accolade with a certain turn of 
the wrist that bespeaks some practice in 
quarte and tierce. Two other figures—an aged 
dame and a young lady—are entering the room. 
The background is a wainscot, which is copied 
from a house at Kensington; before it, is a 
buffet, whereon are three gilt plates, which 
cannot be kept in their place, for they precede 
the heads. It is a dark picture, very vigorously 
painted. 

No. 20. ‘ General Buonaparte on his AMyage 
to Egypt, 1798, holding a discussion with the 
Savaus,’ C. Lucy. The scene is the deck of 
the Orient, on which are assembled Monge, 
Berthollet, Geoffrey St. Hilaire, Larrey, Des- 
genettes, Henon, &c. Src., all of these imper¬ 
sonations being portraits. The subject of 
conversation is religion; the entire circle are 
materialists. Napoleon alone standing, and 
raising his hands upwards, declares his belief 
in a Creator, “ Vous avez beau dire, messieurs; 

qui a fait tout cela?” Those of the portraits 
that we know are at once recognisable. 

No. 29. ‘ The Bluidye Tryste,’ J. N. Baton. 
To paint many such pictures as this no one 
may hope, for, alas ! life is short. This canvas 
is a living herbarium, that will flourish ever 
fresh and fair despite the vicissitudes of the 
seasons. But the story—aye, the story; it 
is from “The Harte and Hynde,” and would 
tell of a lady who caused the death of her 

j lover: but the whole of the ch-cumstauces are 
' imperfectly set forth. He lies prostrate, 

wounded to the death by a dagger, and she is 
now in an agony of despair at what she has 
done. They wear the costume of the fifteenth 

{ century. It is affectation to speak of the 
j success with which the figures and the dra- 
: peries are finished—even of the relations and 

expression of the figures; these are entirely 
superseded by the vegetation of the spot, past 
which flows a bubblmg and garndous streamlet 
—a “ bit burnie,” on the banks whereof is pro¬ 
duced every species of weed, and so trans¬ 
planted to the canvas in a manner scrupulously 
botanical. The marvels of the picture are too 
numerous for description; it is sufficient to 
say that the whole is realised with a softness 
unknown in what is termed “ Pre-Baffaellite” 
Art. The work amply upholds the high repu- 

;. tation of the accomplished painter. 
No. 30. ‘Eeeding the Chicks,’ G. Smith. 

Two children, circumstanced in an open com- 

position, and engaged according to the title. 
A work of much merit. 

No. 33. ‘The Strange Gentleman,’ E. Small- 
field. A group of a girl and a child, remark¬ 
able for the skilful management of the lights. 
This artist has before him a high destiny. 

No. 35. ‘The Emperor of the Erench receiv¬ 
ing the Order of the Garter from her Majesty 
the Queen,’ E. M. AEard, Il.A. This work, 
which has been executed by command of her 
Majesty, includes portraits of the Prince Con¬ 
sort, the Empress of the Erench, the Prince 
of AAhdes, the Princess Iloyal, the Duke of 
Cambridge, the Prince of Leiningen, the 
Duke and Duchess of AYelhngtou, Lady 
Canning, Lord Aberdeen, the Marquis of 
Lansdow’ne, the Earl de Grey, the Earl of 
Ellesmere, the Bishop of Oxford, the Dean 
of AViiidsor, and blaster Phipps. It may be 
supposed that the disposition of a number of 
figures in such a manner as to present them in 
portraiture, is an object by no means facile 
of accomplishment; it has been effected here 
so judiciously that the usual stiffness of por¬ 
traiture is considerably obviated. Her Majesty 
is in the act of investing the Emperor, and the 
personages named above occupy positions on 
each side of the table. AA'^e cannot but lament, 
however, that the time and talent of this ad¬ 
mirable artist were not occupied on a theme 
more congenial: his acknowledged powers are 
not for works of this class. 

No. 36. ‘Portrait of his sister, tlie late Miss 
Clialon,’ A. E. Ciialon, R.A. All who see 
this portrait must lament the infatuation which 
could prompt its exhibition. 

No. 37. ‘ Miss Annie Aloseley,’ H. Moseley. 
A portrait of a young lady, extremely sweet in 
expression. 

No. 38. ‘Digby, son of the Rev. Dr. I. E. 
Hawker English,’ S. Cole. Head and bust of 
a little boy -. remarkably brilliant in coloru’. 

No. 19. ‘ Kate,’ T. E. Dicksee. 

Pet.—We have 'g-reccl so well together 
That upon Saturday is the wedding day. 

Kath.—ril see thee hanged on Sunday first. 

Such is the text, and the expression of the 
lady coincides with her words; but it is not a 
grateful subject. 

No. 51. ‘ Lilies and Roses—Constantinople,’ 
J. E. Lewis. In this small picture, with all 
its beauties, there is a certain infirmity winch 
betrays the transition from water to oil. If 
the flowers and foliage were more full, and 
more generous in texture and in colour, the 
whole would be incomparably more brilliant, 
with more of nature and less of manner. It is 
a small, very highly-finished picture, represent¬ 
ing one of the most distinguished inmates of 
the harem of some wealthy pacha gathering 
roses amid a wilderness of sweets. 

No. 52. ‘Upward Gazing,’ C. AE. Cope, R.A. 
This is a study of a young mother with her 
infant in her arms. The face of the child is 
turned upwards, and she looks fixedly at some 
object not in the picture. With other excel¬ 
lent qualities, the picture is simple and natural, 
and entirely successful. 

No. 51. ‘ The sorrowful days of Evangeline,’ 
AAC Gale. 

“ Over Evangeline's face, at tlie woixls of Basil, a sliade 
passed: 

Tears came into lier eyes, and she said with a tremulous 
accent,— 

‘ Gone ! is Gabriel gone 1' " 

This is a splendid miniature, surpassing even 
enamel in softness and brilliancy; but it is 
much to be regretted that such execution 
should be thrown away on such a subject. 
Of No. 90, ‘The happy days of Evangeline,’ 
also by Mr. Gale, the same objection applies. 
The artist has of late made a marvellous ad¬ 
vance ; let him essay loftier themes, and he will 
be more honourably successful. 

No. 59. ‘ Eairy Tales,’ AA'. C. T. Dobson. 
Tliese ‘Eairy Tales’ are the amusement of a 
little girl who is seated on a sofa; she is 
absorbed in contemplation of the wondrous 
pictures. The head is really worthy of all 
praise, lint in the doll’s eyes there is a specu¬ 
lation too prompt. 

No. GO. ‘ Summer,’ T. AVebsteb, R.A. The 
scene is a hayficld, the foreground being a 
small section shut in by a screen of trees, and 
here is disposed on the grass a rustic family. 
Tile father is extended on the grass playing 
with one of the children, having just finished 
his dinner, which has been bronght to him by 
his wife. These figures have all the merit and 
sweetness of character which Mr. AA'^ebster 
invarialily imparts to his conceptions. j 

No. G l. ‘ Sir Edward Kerrison, Bart., AI.P.,’ 'i 

G. Richmond, A. This is a presentation por¬ 
trait, the gift of “ neighbours and tenantry;” 

it is a full-length, introducing the subject ! 

standing. The white waistcoat is the fascinat¬ 
ing passage of the work. j 

No. 67. ‘AEord across an English River, 
the cattle by T. S. Cooper, A.R.A.,’ T. Cees- 
wiCK, R.A. A large landscape; a bright and j | 

broad daylight composition, in which the | 

stream flows horizontally in the nearest site. 
The cattle—a herd of cows—are in the water, I 
having been driven down a lane flanked with 
trees, wliich goes into the composition perpen¬ 
dicularly to the watercourse. In order to 
keep tlie plan as low as possible, and secure 
the largest amount of sky, the horizon is kept ; 

low; this, with the manner in which the scene 
is brought together, gives us the feeling of 
standing on high ground—an impossibility. 

No. 70. ‘ Interior, with figures. North 
AA’ales,’ A. Pnovis. A small picture, the sub¬ 
ject of which is one of those rude old cottages 
which look so well in pictures that they seem 
to be a never-ending series. 

No. 71. ‘Near Dunblane, Perthshire,’ G. 
Sant. A small stream, making its way with 
difficulty over a course obstructed by stones, 
and densely embowered overhead by masses of 
foliage impenetrable to the light. This is the 
error of the picture—it has no relief. 

No. 72. ‘Dr. Monro,’ Sir J. AV. Gordon, 
R.A. The subject is an aged gentleman, very 
naturally painted, and without any of the tech¬ 
nical qualifications which mask rather than 
realise a study of this kind. Sir J. AA'^. Gordon 
looks at colour for himself, and not through 
the distempering glasses of a manner. 

No. 73. ‘Lady Colebrook,’ E. Grant, R.A. 
The lady wears black, and is seated in an easy 
attitude, relieved by an ojien background -. the 
every-day simplicity of the study is unexcep¬ 
tionable. 

No. 78. ‘H.R.H. the Prince Consort,’ J. 
Phillip, A. This is a full-length portrait, 
presenting his Royal Highness in the Highland 
garb in a landscape composition, with Balmoral 
in the distance. It has been commissioned by 
the city of Aberdeen. It is a good portrait 
and an agreeable likeness; while all the acces¬ 
sories are admirably wrought. 

No. 79. ‘Athaliah’s dismay at the Corona¬ 
tion of Joash,’ S. A. Hart, R.A. This “liis- 
torical” composition is of the historical size, 
that is, it is a gallery picture, and certaiifiy 
the best 'umrk Mr. Hart has produced. The 
coronation is being proceeded with on the 
right of the spectator. Joash is enthroned, and 
surrounded by the priests who conduct the 
ceremony. Athaliah enters the sacred enclo¬ 
sure on the left, but, according to the com¬ 
mand of Jehoiada, she is seized and put to 
death. The tone of the composition is very 
different from what it would have been in the 
good old times of Greek faces and Greek 
draperies. The artist avails himself of the 
Nineveh discoveries; and the nationality of all 
the impersonations is Hebrew. The effect is 
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simple, blit powerful; and tlirougliout, the 
execution is most conscientious. 

No. SO. ‘ Venice from the Giiulccca,’ E. A. 
Goodai.i,. Erom the Giudccca we view the lliva 
dei Schiavoni, and the line of buildings from the 
Grand Canal to Danicli’s. When we sec this 
oft-painted subject, we wonder that Canalctti 
could have lingered so long in the less worthy 
watery ways of the city. True, he has painted 
the palace and the prison, the liliravy, and all 
the adjacent edillccs; but instead of half-a- 
dozen pietures hei'e, he migiit have painted 
fifty. 

No. S2. ‘ Mrs. Ilearsey,’ Sir W. C. Ross, 
R. A. A jiortrait in oil has not been a frequent 
achievement of tliis distinguished miniaturist. 
This is not an exception to the general truth 
that transitions from one material, or class of 
subject to another, are rarely felicitous. 

No. 87. ‘ The Lord Chief Justiee of Eng¬ 
land,’ Sir J. W. Gordon, R.A. A very strik- 
ing likeness, but we have never seen the Lord 
Chief Justice with sueh an abandon in his 
general temie. 

No. 8S. ‘On the Greta,’ W. F. Witiier- 
INGTON, R.A. The landscapes of this painter 
have always much the appearance of garden or 
park scenery; this section of the river looks 
as if it were flowing through “ home grounds.” 
The trees are lofty, and there is a very natural 
sway in the fall of their branehes. 

No. 89. ‘The Doetor’s Visit,’ J. Clark. 
The patient is a boy, who sits, supported by 
pillows, in an easy chair; the doctor sits near 
him, and his grandmother listens very anxiously 
to the fiat. The breadth of the eomposition is 
destroyed by the pictures that hang on the 
wall. The figures are, however, extremely 
vigorous; by the manner in which they are 
lighted they beeome round and substantial, 

1 and the argument is pointedly set forth; yet 
we think it falls short of the excellence of the 
pieture of last year. 

No. 92. ‘ An Amateur,’ C. Rossiter. This 
is a question of hair-dressing. The opei'ator, 
a village boy, has placed a bowl on the head of 
his companion, and proceeds to clip all round 
in full conviction of his skill. There is also a 

j third figure—a spectator—a valuable accession 
1 to the composition, which is worked through¬ 

out witli the utmost nicety of manipulation. 
No. Of. ‘ The Stepping Stones,’ C. W. 

1 Cope, R.A. The title is supported by a quo¬ 
tation from Wordsworth— 

“ Blusliinfi’ she eyes the busy flood askance, 
' To stop asliamed—too timid to advance 

and the picture contains two figures, a country 
girl crossing a river by “ the stepping stones,” 
being reassured on her passage by a stalwart 
Highlander, who is fishing the pool with the 
fly. The timidity of the girl is happily dwelt 

j upon. 
No. 95. ‘Lady Meux,’ R. Buckner. A 

full-length portrait, in which the lady appears 
in a grey dress. The figure is not exaggerated 

j to the unnatural length that some others of this 
painter’s figures have exhibited. 

No. 100. ‘Ruth,’ H. W. PiCKERSGiLL, R.A. 
A study of a half-length figure of the size of 
life, having in her hand some ears of corn, in 
order to identify the character. 

No. 101. ‘ A Kibab Shop, Scutari, Asia 
Minor,’ J. F. Lewis. Mr. Lewis very rarely 
paints a figure in motion; the three or four 
Turks to whom we are introduced here are all 
seated, or reclining in a state of dreamy abstrac¬ 
tion. The picture being thin and dry, bears 
allusion to water-colour practice; but it is 

j finished with that stipple in which its author 
realises all his objects. All are somnolent 
save the pigeons at the door, and the cook 

j within, who is making the kibabs. We are 
certain of the unimpeachable truth of the de¬ 
scription. 

No. 102. ‘Tlic Sunbeams,’ T. Faed. Tliis 
jiicturc, on the contrary, is remarkable for the 
richness of its “ iinpasto,” but without any 
all'cctation of texture. The scene is a cottage, 
in which tlicrc arc two women and an infant, 
standing in relation to each other as mother, 
child, and grandmother. The old woman is 
knitting, and the other holds the child, that is 
making an ellbrt to catch a sunbeam on the 
wall. The features of the younger of the two 
women arc inexpressibly sweet in colour and 
expression, and those of the elder arc—as to 
reflected light, furrows, and all the indications 
of multiplied years—a most cunning essay. 
The incident is probable, and it is worked out 
to a charming result; but the light spot on 
the wall is not sufficiently like sunlight. 

No. 103. ‘Learning by Heart,’ E. Davis. 
The student is a young rustic, who is seated 
on a chair, with his knees up and his head 
supported by both hands, and thus intently 
pores over his book: there is some originality 
and humour in the conception. 

No. 114. ‘An Arab ot the Desert of Sinai,’ 
J. F. Lewis. From the breadth and amplitude 
of his drajieries, we must receive him as a man 
of rank; if not, he is much too neat, for the 
ordinary sons of Ishmael are ragged and dirty. 
The figure is finished with the same minute 
manipulation in which the other works of Mr. 
Lewis are made out. 

No. 115. ‘Azaleas,’ Miss A. F. Mutrie. 
Very intense in colour, but not, we think, so 
carefully painted as some of the antecedent 
bouquets. 

No. IIG. ‘ The Noonday Sleep,’ J. C. 
Horsley, A. The sleeper is a little girl, who 
seems to have come to the hayfield in charge 
of the mid-day meal of some of the haymakers 
who are seen on the other side of the hedge, 
for the near section of the plan is a wayside 
nook, shaded by trees: the relations of these 
two parts are satisfactorily established. 

No. 117. ‘ Granny’s Spectacles,’ E. Davis. 
There are knowledge and experience in this 
picture, but it is to be regretted they should 
be thrown away on a subject so unworthy as 
a girl trying on her grandmother’s spectacles. 

No. 118. ‘A1 Duena,’ J. Phillip, A. The in¬ 
terest of the character is lost if we do not find 
her in the exercise of her surveillance: the 
duena is accordingly in attendance on a lady 
young and—yes, pretty. Both are half-length 
figures, and they illustrate Mr. Phillip’s Spanish 
experiences; it cannot be doubted that the 
impersonations are unimpeachably national. 

No. 119. ‘ Sunday Evening,’ T. Webster, 
R.A. The title suggests that the spirit of 
this composition is devotional, and we find, 
accordingly, the family of an English yeoman 
assembled to hear a portion of Scripture read. 
On the left are seated the old people: these 
are the father and mother of the farmer, whose 
eyes are bent on the family Bible; on his 
right and left arc his wife and children. Mr. 
Webster reraams steadfast in that sentiment 
w'hereby he has won the suffrages of all lovers 
of Art. Flis works are not marked by any 
affectation of manner, and in the simplicity of 
his compositions we find no ingredient paraded 
as indispensable to the expediencies of Art. 

No. 120. ‘Subject from the Two Gentlemen 
of Verona,’ A. Elmore, R.A. The persons 
present are the Duke, Valentine, and Silvia, 
according to the communication made by the 
Duke to Proteus in the first scene of the third 
act— 

“ This love of theirs myself have often seen, 
Haply when they have juiiged me fast asleep,” &c. 

The duke is seated in an easy chair with his 
feet thrown up; his eyes are open though his 
posture is that of sleep, from which he seems 
to be just awakened. By the side of his chair 
is Silvia, and beliind the chair Valentine kissing 

her hand. It is essentially a dark picture, very 
strong in positive colour, and everywhere 
evincing contempt for all the well-known pretty 
resources whicli are unfortunately too popular. 
Tliis is Mr. Elmore’s diploma work, to be de¬ 
posited in the Academy on his election as an 
Academician. 

No. 121. ‘Zephyr and Aurora,’ W. E. 
Frost, A. i 

“ /Copliyr and Aurora playing, 
Ab he met her once a-iiiaying.” 

One of those miniatures which this artist paints ' 
with so much grace. 

No. 122. ‘An Inmate of the Ilharcem— 
Cairo,’ J. F. Lewis. Wc have this wmrd now 
with two h’s, but we have yet to learn how t he 
double h is to be aspirated, though probably 
it is commenced with wdiat to us denizens of 
these islands must be a hiccough. But the 
lady—though she may be beneath the gentle ; 
degree—is really an interesting person; she is 
just entering from the garden, and bears before 
her what seems to be a tray. It is a small 
picture, which, as to the painting of the face, 
is charming. 

No. 125. ‘The Marquis of Dalhousie,’ Sir 
J. W. Gordon, R.A. A plain black coat in 
portraiture is really much more respectable 
than the blazon of noble and senatorial robes. 
We find Lord Dalhousie in ordinary dress, and i 
seated in an easy attitude in an easy chair: 
but the face is full of thought and eloquence. 

No. 131. ‘A Rocky IJevonshire Stream,’ 
T. Creswick, R.A. The subject is of that 
kind, on the treatment of which the reputation 
of this artist is based. It is a smooth and 
limpid pool, repeating beautifully the deep 
shade of the trees wherein it is embowered. 
The almost unbroken middle tint in which it is 
painted is managed with masterly feeling. 

No. 132. ‘ The Early Days of Timothy,’ H. 
Le Jeune. This composition contains three 
figures: the child Timothy stands at a table 
with a scriptural scroll open before him; an 
instructress is by his side, and on the right 
is seated a third figure, that of a woman spin¬ 
ning according to the simple method of the 
ancients. The work is broad, and an elegant 
taste prevails in the impersonations, but the 
properties of the composition are not those of 
the early days of Timothy. The purity and 
simplicity of the sentiment are truly captivating. 

No. 140. ‘Kittiwake Gulls on their Nests,’ 
H. Moore. This, it will be understood, places 
before us a fragment of sea-side rock, on which 
we find the bii’ds in their veritable character. 

No. 141. ‘Savona,’ C. Stanfield, R.A. 
This place lies on the Gulf of Genoa, and 
is the last we see in coasting from Nice to 
Genoa. We are placed on the shore with the 
fortress on the right,—by the way, looking some¬ 
what small, as we see it beneath the ridges of 
the Maritime Alps, which here rise from the 
coast, and are so represented in the picture 
with much grandeur of effect. A heavy surf 
is rolling, and the sky is darkening over the 
sea with an increasing gale blowing in shore. 
A schooner is riding at anchor close in, and 
apprehensions are entertained for her safety, as 
a large boat is being hastily launched, ap¬ 
parently with the view of proceeding to secure 
her. It is equal to the painter’s best works. 

No. 142. ‘Mrs. Nassau Senior,’ F. W. 
George. The lady is presented in profile, as 
engaged in tending flowers, and brought out 
in relief by a flat green background, the meaning 
of which is not very clear. The treatment of 
the work has communicated to it an agreeable 
pictorial quality, extremely difficult of attain¬ 
ment in portraiture. 

No. 145. ‘ Sheridan Knowles, Esq.,’ J. 
Stewart. Successful as a likeness, and other¬ 
wise meritorious. 

No. 149. ‘Returning to the Marshes,’ R.A. 
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CoiiBOULD. This picture, although next_ tlie 
ceiling, we can see has good _ qiudity; it is 
perhaps necessary to state that it is cattle that 
is returning to the marshes. 

INio. 153. * * * * C. R. Leslie, R.A. 
“And he came to Capernaum, and being in the 
house he asked tlicm, ‘ IVliat was it Liat ye 
disputed among yourselves by the way ?’ Eut 
they held their peace, for by the way they had 
disputed among themselves who should be 
greatest.” Such is a portion of the quotation 
from the ninth chapter of St. Mark, which 
stands in the place of a title. This work 
exhibits less of the licence of the brusli 
than some of Mr. Leslie’s latter productions. 
The Saviour is seated; there are two disciples 
sitting on the floor at his feet, and the rest 
stand round, as he is iu the act of calling to 
him the child, according to the J8th of St. 
Matthew. In the heads of the twelve there 
is a similarity of feature that strikes the spec¬ 
tator at once. The common dress is the long 
sleeved robe, with a looser drapery thrown 
over; but the whole of their attire looks too 
new, it has not yet acquired the set of the 
body. It is the first scriptural subject we have 
seen from the hands of this artist; and coming 
now amid what a large class of our painters 
regard as the crying heresies of the time, we 
consider it in the liglit of a declaration that 
there can be no compromise. Mr. Leslie has 
a position to vindicate, he is the author of a 
series of lectures, in which are ])reservcd all 
the traditions of what has been hitherto recog¬ 
nised as high Art. 

iNo. 135. ‘ Italian Peasants unloading,’ E. 
E-VGLes. a heavy sack is here born by two 
men; and there is a third figure, a girl, who, 
by being attracted by the spectator, dissociates 
herself from her kinsmen. The subject is 
nuwortliy, but the execution is good. 

No. 157. ‘A White Calm after Thunder 
Showers,’ H. Moore. A glimpse of the sea 
shining like polislied silver, with reflections of 
sunlight. 

No. 158. ‘Lagetto, near Lugano,’ Mrs. 
G. E. Herixg. This is a larger and more 
comprehensive view than any that this lady has 
before painted; her versions of northern Italian 
scenery are full of poetry. 

No. 159. ‘The Basilica of San Lorenzo,’ 
I). Roberts, R.A. The various architecture 
of this vast interior looks like a freak of some 
despotic Goth, who has been assisted in his 
labours by tlie fabled genii of the Eastern tales. 
The vaulting overhead is coffered, in design of 
that kind known as Renaissance. The high 
altar is directly before us, and a mass is being 
performed to a congregation as sparse as we 

1 continually see on ordinary occasions iu the 
Italian churches. The high altar is on the 

; absis, and immediately over the confessional, 
where are said to be interred the bodies of the 

^ martyrs, St. Lawrence and St. Stephen. The 
: building was founded by the Einjiress Galla 

Placidia, in the fifth century, but finished in its 
present form by Pope Alexander YII., in 1057. 

No. 161. ‘ Mrs. Henry Yerschoyle,’ 11. 

Weigall. The lady wears a walking dress, 
and presents a front view of the face, which is 

j endowed with a character of much feminine 
1 sweetness. 

No. 167. ‘Miss Senior,’E. W. George. A 
! full-length figure iu a garden composition, 
1 painted with a professed abnegation of colour, 
1 but deriving much interest from its pictorial 

treatment. 
No. 168. ‘Midday,’ W. E. Wituerixgtox, 

R.A. This is a close subject with trees, like a 
passage of park scenery, neat and prim as if 
near the residence of a wealthy proprietor. 
Beneath the trees, which have been most con¬ 
scientiously studied, a band of haymakers are 
assembled to discuss their dinner. In tlie iin- 
inediate foregi'ouud are some chilcLeu with a 

nest of young blackbirds—never an agreeable 
incident; for auent such “loot” we protest, 
with the author of the History of Sclborue, and 
IVilliam Coivper, who 

“ Woukt not enter on liis list of friends" 

the man who wantonly sets foot upon a worm. 
The w'orks of tliis artist arc superior to any 
he lias produced for many years past. 

No. 169. ‘Argan feigning Death,’ W. M. 
Egley. The subject is from the third act of 
the “ Malade Imaginaire,” that part iu which 
Argan is induced hy Toinette to feign death, 
in order to see how it would affect Behne. But 
as soon as the latter is made cognizant of the 
supposed fact, she thanks Heaven that Argan is 
no more, and scolds Toinette for her display of 
feeling. Although, like many other excellent 
works, a knowledge of the text is necessary to 
understand the relations of the figures, it has 
qualities which merit the highest eulogy. 

No. 172. ‘ At Trarbach, on the Moselle,’ G. C. 
Staneield. In this view the line of cliffs 
which marks the course of the river runs into 
the picture, retiring with infinite sweetness of 
aerial tint, yet preserving the substance and 
character of the rocky heights. 

No. 173. ‘The Bribe,’ E. R. Pickersgill, 
R.A. 

“ She tempted the Alcayde 'vith her jewels and her gold, 
And unto her his prisoner that jailer false hath sold.” 

This is the diploma picture which is to be de¬ 
posited in the Academy by the painter on his 
election as an Academician. The incident is 
found iu a Spanish ballad—being the corruption, 
by a lady, of the guardian of a jail or fortress, 
with the view to the release of her lover or 
husband. She has obtained the key, and applies 
it to the lock, while the officer stands examining 
the casket of jewels she has given him. The 
Alcayde wears a suit of plate armour, and 
both figures are qualified with that substantial 
roundness which Mr. Pickersgill always suc¬ 
ceeds in communicating to his impersonations. 

No. 175. ‘Addio per Sempre—a Remem¬ 
brance of the Carnival,’ R. Rothwell. A 
study of a head of a girl holdmg a mask; the 
eyes are too large, but the complexion is ex¬ 
tremely bright, and would have been yet more 
so, but for the emulation of her very red dress; 
from her expression we do not believe iu her 
“ Addio per sempre,” she looks rather “ a rive- 
dervi.” 

No. 176. ‘The Album,’ E. Pickering. A 
study of a female head, apparently well drawn, 
and certainly very skilfuUy reheved. 

No. 180. ‘ The Maid and the Magpie,’ Sir 
E. Landseer. This is a large picture, showing 
]n'incipally, a girl milking a cow in a kind of 
shed, in which there are also goats and a calf. 
A man in a blouse stands looking iu at the 
opening, through which is seen a farm-yard. 
But the point of the composition lies in a pair 
of sabots on the floor, in which there are a 
basin and a spoon, and the last-named article, 
a magpie is iu the act of abstracting. The cos¬ 
tumes are Erench or Belgian. The cow is a 
commonplace animal, but the goats are admh-a- 
ble models. The work is distinguished by the 
clean touch and effective handling of the painter, 
but it has not the high quality of anterior 
pictures. 

No. 182. ‘ The Young Mother,’ T. S. Cooper, 
A. This young mother is a ewe with two lambs, 
carefully painted; but the heavy, dull, and dark 
background is by no means favourable to good 
effect 

No. 183. ‘El Cortejo,’ J. Puillip, A. Two 
Spanish figures, a man and woman iu the 
costume of humble life; the air and style of 
the impersonations declare at once their 
nationality. 

No. 186. ‘The Corsair Chief,’ G. PIarris. 
This corsair chief is a black gentleman, wearing 
something like a hussar uniform, and a large 

knife in a silver sheath in his girdle; he looks 
a truculent villain, but he yet may be— 

“ As rallcl a mannered man 
As ever scuttled ship or cut a throat.” 

We look in vain for a sable Gulnarc to com¬ 
plete the romance. 

No. 191. ‘TheMost Noble the Marchioness 
of Londonderry,’ C. Smith. The figure, w'hich 
is of the size of life, stands in a pensive atti¬ 
tude, the head supported by the left hand—the 
elbow resting on a pedestal or parapet. The 
features are clear and bright, but according to 
prevailing tastes, the pose is too sentimental. 

No. 192. ‘ The Interview between the Count 
de Belflor and Leonora de Cespedes,’ C. Land¬ 

seer, R.A. This is one of the scenes which i 
his complaisant friend, the lame devil, exposes 
to Zambullo by the removal, as Lesage describes 
it, of the roofs of the houses, like the upper 
crust of a pasty, so disclosing all that was con- ^ 

tallied within. The count, iu love with Leo¬ 
nora, having obtained an introduction into her 
house, appears suddenly before her, to advance 
his suit in person, much to her siuprise. The 
figures are ivell drawn and painted, but we 
think they would have been better in any 
costume than that of the cavalier period. The 
lady looks as if she had been reduced from 
some Yandyke portrait; but as to the local 
and accessorial compositions of the painter, 
they are among the best that are exhibited. 

No. 193. ‘ Glen Yorlach, Dunibartonshhe,’ 
J. Peel. A graceful and romantic piece of 
scenery—a streamlet born of distant hills, and 
now going on its rocky way, rejoicing among 
the green trees which have grown up on its 
banks. 

No. 194. ‘The Harvest Eield,’ N. 0. Lupton. 
This looks like an uuquahfied transcript from a 
simple passage of English scenery, the principal 
section of the plan being an extensive harvest 
field, with the corn in sheaf. The immediate 
site is elevated, and wm have an extensive pros¬ 
pect over the country. The subject has been 
studied with much earnestness. 

No. 195. ‘A Carpenter’s Workshop,’ J. 
Hayllar. The planes, chisels, saws, and the 
thousand and one items which enter into this 
composition, have been drawn and painted with 
singular patience; but after so much labom- the 
picture offers but an ungrateful return. 

No. 197. ‘Serjeant Bothwell,’ M. J. Laiv- 
less. a small sleeping figure, executed with 
much neatness of finish. There is another care¬ 
fully painted and well managed portrait of 
Balfour, by this promising artist. 

No. 200. ‘The Maid of Derwent,’ EL H. 
Emmerson. This picture is quaint in com¬ 
position, and very elaborately wrought. The 
Maid of Derwent is seated on a river dam, like 
a disconsolate naiad; but really painted with 
infinite sweetness. The surface of the water 
behind her is liquid and lustrous, but as it 
flows over the wear, the charm of that breadth 
and briUiancy is broken—it falls in thousands 
of sharp and cutting threads. 

No. 201, ‘ Near EVoking, Surrey,’ E. W. 
IIuLaiE. Yery like a haunt of jack and perch 
is the deep pool which forms the subject of this 
picture; it is shut in by trees, and bears upon 
its glistening surface many a broad and narrow- 
leafed aquatic plant: a very interesting work. 

No. 202. ‘The Growth of Love,’ R. Red¬ 
grave, R.A. One of the upland sylvan sub¬ 
jects of wliich this artist has already produced 
several. It is small, and appears to have been 
painted on the spot. 

No. 203. ‘ A Highland Dairy,’ T. S. Cooper, 
A. Simply a landscape, with cows and figures : 

the animats arc drawn as null as Mr. Cooper 
usually now draws cattle; but they are by no 
means so careful as of yore. 

No. 204. ‘The Missing Boat,’ E. Stone, A. 
This event we are to suppose as taking place 
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in the Pas do Calais. It lias been blowing a 
gale of wind, whicli has scarcely yet subsided, 
for the sea is lashing the shore with its mighty 
breakers. All the boats have returned in 
safety but one, and the whole population of 
the little village is come down to the beach in 
their anxiety for “the missing boat,” while the 
fishermen are sweeping the horizon with their 
glasses ready to attach their hopes to the 
merest speck. The figures are numerous, 
strictly Prench, and eloquent in expression of 
their doubts and fears. 

No. 205. ‘Robert W. Kennard, Esq.,’ J. 
Sant. A life-sized portrait, of which the head 
is thoughtful and argumentative. 

No. 212. ‘A Tyrolese Farm in the Vintsch- 
gau,’ H. J. Johnson. This locality, with the 
chalet immediately before us, impresses the 
spectator with a deep sensation of loneliness ; 
it is not an attractive scene, but the paintei', 
with his clean manner of working, has made 
the most of it. 

No. 218. ‘The Derby Day,’ W. P. Ekitii. 

It would be absurd to deny the popularity of 
this picture; it is a subject which our country¬ 
men and countrywomen understand; it matters 
not who approaches it, he or she can at once 
see a reflex of him or herself, whether it be 
in genuine enthusiasm for the race, or in utter 
repudiation of all the entanglements of the 
course. If you are old, there are your seniors; 
if you be young, there are even your juniors; 
if you bet, that man in the green coat, or the 
other in the light overcoat, or the lady in the 
white kid bonnet, will give or take any odds 
on any horse. The artist chooses the entr’acte 
—the time between the races—because pre¬ 
sently the entire crowd will turn their backs 
upon us. Truly we find ourselves in credit¬ 
able company! The thimble-rigsmen are active 
and vigilant: one youth turns from the table, 
having lost his all, even to his shirt-studs. 
There are acrobats, gipsies, vendors of correct 
lists, professors of prick-in-the-garter, mounte¬ 
banks, jugglers, and adventurers of every com¬ 
plexion and degree. Again, in drags and 
carriages there is company of what appears a 
more select kind: the ladies are gaily attired, 
and the business of the half hour is with cham¬ 
pagne, raised pies, and chicken sandwiches. 
Nothing has escaped the notice of the painter, 
nothing is forgotten; the technicalities of the 
picture are admirable, and the varieties of ex¬ 
pression address us in language the most 
perspicuous. Yet the whole is without effect, 
still we cannot think that this can have been 
overlooked in its present state; every thing 
and person are circumstantially detailed, but 
there is this result, which amounts to a crying 
defect,—the black mass of hats and coats on 
the Grand Stand is not reduced to its proper 
distance—no atmosphere is allowed—the Grand 
Stand, therefore, comes across the course to us. 
A century and a half hence this picture will 
be more interesting than it is now ; the race¬ 
course will remain, but it will be frequented 
by a generation much the same inwardly, but 
different in their outward guise, and they will 
look with curiosity on the costumes and ap¬ 
pointments of 1858. The desire of the public 
to examine the w'ork is so earnest that it has 
been necessary to station a police constable to 
prevent accidents to it: we have no recollec¬ 
tion of any similar instance of “ pictorial protec¬ 
tion;” though when Wilkie’s picture, ‘ Chelsea 
Pensioners reading the Gazette of the Battle 
of Waterloo,’ was exhibited, a rail was placed 
round it. For ourselves, however, we cannot 
rejoice that this subject has been painted; we 
shall always regret that so great and accom¬ 
plished a master in Art did not select a theme 
more worthy—such, for example, as that to 
which we have just made reference. To enter 
fully into the topic is beyond our power at 
present, but we may do so hereafter; for the 

work must be frequently before us for some 
time to come, inasmuch as it is destined to 
make a tour of the provinces, where it will 
give much delight but no “teaching”—at least, 
none of that teaching which is the highest aim 
and holiest duty of Art. 

No. 220. ‘ The Countess of Errol,’ F. Gkant, 

R.A. This is a full-length portrait of the size 
of life; the lady is holding her horse, a grey 
one, and in the background appears the camp 
of the rifle brigade. 

No. 221. ‘Portrait,’T.Y. Gooderson. That 
of a boy; the features are animated and agree¬ 
able in expression, but the hands arc too small. 

No. 227. ‘ Shallow Water,’ J. W. Oakes. 

Tills picture has in its detail the utmost refine¬ 
ment of touch that oil-colour will produce; 
yet nowhere is there any want of breadth. 
It shows the bed, partially dry, of a shallow 
stream, over which is cast all the flotsom and 
jetsom of the winter torrents, mixed with the 
stones ; and above this, rise some trees painted 
Avith infinite delicacy of touch. The subject 
is nothing, but it reverses the vulgar proverb, 
ex nihilo : it is a curious performance. 

No. 228. ‘The Flight,’ A. Solomon. The 
scene is India, and tlie fugitives are a party 
of our countrywomen flying in terror from a 
burning city. Any episode of this kind cannot 
be far from the truth, since these flights have 
occurred too frequently. 

No. 231. ‘The Approach of a Stranger,’ 
R. M‘Innes. This “ stranger” does not ap¬ 
pear in the picture, but his coming is indicated 
by two gipsey girls, who have yflanted them¬ 
selves in his way to beg. To colour the 
circumstance with a tint of romance, they 
carry with them a fair-haired child, which must 
be supposed to have been stolen. The heads 
of the girls are pretty, and on the featimes is 
the beseeching smile intended to move the 
wayfarer. 

No. 232. ® ® J. C. Hook, A. The 
artist has been at a loss for a title to this 
work, and therefore appends to the number, a 
text from Proverbs, “ Children’s children are 
the crown of old men, and the glory of children 
are their fathers.” The figures form a family 
group ; there is an old man, his son, daughter- 
in-law, and grandchild which is being nursed 
by the father. The group is circumstanced in 
an open landscape, painted with severe truth; 
but this, withal, is a low class of subject. 

No. 233. ‘ The Earl of Leicester,’ G. Rich¬ 

mond, A. This is a full-length figm’e in 
shooting costume, and wearing a peculiar cap, 
which gives the head something of the character 
of a portrait by Holbein. On the features 
plays an unmeaning smile, which is not ac¬ 
counted for. 

No. 236. ‘H.M.S. Agamemnon taking in 
the Atlantic Cable,’ G. Chambers. This pic¬ 
ture is placed so high that its detail is imusible; 
it can, however, be seen that it is worthy of a 
better place. 

No. 239. ‘ A Smuggler’s Cave,’ F. Danby, A. 
Certainly the glazes with which this painter 
treats his works do very much for them. This 
is a very dark pictui-e, but it is full of detail, 
much of which, we think, might have been 
omitted. It shows a portion of a wild, Ron- 
bound shore at sunset, with some men drawing 
a boat into their hiding-place within the rock. 
There is generally a vein of poetry in Mr. 
Dauby’s conceptions, and here the verse is 
written in the sky, dark with portentous clouds. 
There is no narrative in the work such as that 
which gave interest to anterior jrroductions. 

No. 240. ‘The Destruction of the Fortress 
of Emaum Ghui', January, 1848,’ G. Jones, 

R.A. To the title is appended an extract 
from a speech of the Duke of lYellingtou in 
the House of Lords, eulogistic of Sir Charles 
Napier’s march upon Emaum Ghur. The 
feature of the fortress is a large and lofty 

tower, represented as being blown up. Such 
a theme may be interesting to persons imme¬ 
diately or remotely interested in the event. 

No. 241. ‘Shylock dismissing Launcelot,’ 
D. W. De.vne. 

iihy. “‘Well, thou slialt see, thine cyc.s shall be the 
judfe'C 

The tlHrerence of old Shylock and Bassanio. 
What, Jessica!—thou shalt not t^ormandisc, 
As tliou hast done with me:—what, Jessica I— 
And sleep and snore, and rend apparel out! ” 

We cannot praise too highly the composition 
of this work. Its accessories arc all worthy 
proprieties; and then the den itself, with its 
worm-eaten, quaint window-shutter, and ancient 
and well-worn furniture, is thoroughly con¬ 
sistent with the character of its inhabitant. 
Shylock sits at a table, with his back to the 
light, counting out to Launcelot his remnant 
of wages, and dismissing him because he is a 
“huge feeder.” To Shylock’s repeated call 
Jessica enters. The picture requires no title. 

No. 242. ‘ The Girl I left behind me,’ J. D. i 

Luard. This forlorn one has retired from the 
window to the fire-side, where a glass reflects 
a regiment going past the house in heavy 
marching order. Her little sister stands by 
her and tries to console her, but she refuses to 
be comforted. The story of the maiden’s love, 
and the departure of the beloved one, are very 
pointedly told. 

No. 244. ‘A Conference,’ A. Cooper, R.A. 
This consultation is held between a sportsman, 
his dog, and his horse. The animals are well 
painted, especially the horse, and between 
them the conference seems to be held,—with a 
conclusion that a man so faulty in drawing is 
not qualified to associate with them. 

No. 245. ‘Interior of a Mosque at Cairo— 
Afternoon Prayer,’ J. F. Lewis. A small 
picture, which introduces us to a respectable 
old Mussulman, who stands devoutly repeating 
his prayers. There are other true believers 
similarly engaged, some standing and some 
kneeling. The picture is small, and it is 
worked out with the minute touch which all 
Mr. Lewis’s works show, and without reference 
to any effect the architectui-e of the place might 
have on the figure. 

No. 246. ‘ Two Lovers whispering by an 
orchard wall’ [Tenni/son), W. Gale. This 
marvellous miniature in oil presents to us 
a group of two figures, a youth and maiden, 
treading in the fresli May grass, with bouquets 
of the fragrant apple blossom pendant over 
their heads, and relieved by an old brick wall, 
variegated with many a weather stain; a most 
fascinating little picture. 

No. 247. ‘ The Publican and the Pharisee,’ 
W. Goldie. The arrangement and feeling of 
this work are peculiar; but it refers us at once 
to the parable. 

No. 253. ‘ The Lady Susan Grant Suttee, 
and the Lady Charlotte Inues Kerr, daughters 
of the Duke of Roxburgh,’ H. W. Phillips. 
This is an effective group; the skin surfaces 
are more like nature than any Mr. Phillips has 
ever before painted. 

No. 254. ‘ The Visit of Queen Victoria to 
the Tomb of Napoleon I., at the Hotel des 
Invalides, Paris,’ E. M. AVard, R.A. The 
effect of the cliapelle ardente is most success¬ 
fully borne out; the light from the bougies is 
admirably broken on the figures. The Queen 
and the Emperor occupy the principal places 
in the composition, and the latter directs the 
Queen’s attention to the tomb. On the right 
are the Princess Mathilde, the Prince Consort, 
the Prince of Wales, and the Princess Royal; and 
in attendance on the Queen and the Emperor, 
Lord Cowley, Count d’Orneuo, Ac. The hat 
and sword of the late Emperor are placed near 
the tomb, and the draperies and carpets are 
ornamented with the bee, the favourite orna- 
m.ent of Napoleon I.; in short, the picture re¬ 
presents most faithfully the chapel as it is. 
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The portraits are accurate, and tlie facility of 
manner with whieli all tlie available material is 
realised is very masterly. The picture, how¬ 
ever, notwitlis'tanding its many and obvious 
merits, and the high talent of the artist, that 
admits of no disjiutc, leads to a conclusion 
that the class of subject is not one in which he 
is destined to excel. 

No. 256. ‘Eokeby Park,’ J. St-XUIC. Simjdy 
a group of near trees, supported by others 
more remote. The forms of the trees painted 
by this artist are always natural, and their 
character sufficiently distinctive. The groups 
are also well relieved; we see between them 
light streaks of greensward. 

No. 259. ‘A bit of Piver-side in September,’ 
C. P. Kjjigiit. a study of river-side herbage 
—docks, weeds, rank grass, hemlocks, with 
much more of the supplementary vegetation 
which is so valuable in pictures. 

No. 260. ‘ Nature and Art,’ W. II. Knight. 

The subject of this small picture is only a girl 
dressing a child’s hair, but the two figures are 
painted with ineffable sweetness. The subor¬ 
dinate material is of the most commonplace 
kind, yet brought forward with true taste. 

No. 261. ‘ Paith,’ G. D. Leslie. The title 
is interpreted bv a female figure, draped accord¬ 
ing to the feeling prevalent in Christian Art, 
and entering a garden wicket. There is some 
careful execution in the draperies, but the 
relation between the conception and the title 
is not satisfactory. 

No. 262. ‘A Hidden Sorrow,’ J. Aechee. 
To the title is appended a cpiatrain from Ten¬ 
nyson’s “ Lord of Burleigh — 

“ But a trouVile weighed upon lier. 
And perplexed her ni<?ht and morn, 

With the harden of an honour, 
Unto wliich she was not born.” 

The composition is by no means intelligible; 
we see a poor lady looking certainly confused, 
but if she has a hidden sorrow it is so well 
concealed that it cannot be made out. Again, 
we cannot see whether she is at sea or on 
shore. Obscurity is not originality. 

JIIDDLE ROO.M. 

No. 268. ‘The Entrance to Pillau, in the 
Baltic,’ J. W. C.VEnicii.\EL. This is a bright 
and clear picture, and looks finished with long 
and patient labour. The water is painted with 
a truth that cannot be sm-passecl; the craft 
lie in the water under saO, with a heel and a 
movement which no other marine painter can 
give to his vessels; yet with all these qualities 
the picture is placed next the ceiling. These 
are the crying acts of injustice which must, 
in the end, bring about a great change in this 
institution. 

_ No. 270. ‘ Admiral the Hon. Sir H. Keppel, 
K.C.B.,’ II. Weigall. a half-length portrait, 
evidently painted with the utmost, care. 

No. 271. ‘ Mrs. Mitchell,’ B.. Thoeblrn, A. 
A half-length portrait of a lady wearing white 
and grey di-apery. It is characteristic in feature 
and brilliant in colour ; but this, and the other 
works of the artist, are not sufficient to atone 
for his absence from the Mnn’ature Boom. 

No. 272. ‘A Listener never hears gude 
o’ himsell,’ T. Eaed. 

“ I wrote her a letter, soft, couthie, an slee; 
I bought her the hrawest cheap shawl I could see ; 
Syne ca'ed with my present, my love tale to tell, 
‘ A listener never hears gude o’ himsell.’ ” 

Another verse is necessary to complete the 
story, but we will state what befell the hapless 
swain. Colin Halzell, his rival, with his sister 
and the girl to whom the letter was addressed, 
is reading B, and all are infinitely amused at 
its professions. The door of the cottage is 
open, and the lover who was coming to advance 
Ills suit, personally hears the remarks about his 
letter and himself. In colour, expression, and 
solid painting it is an admirable production. 
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but in execution it is somewhat less careful 
than former works. 

No. 276. ■* * * * G. Biciimond. The 
picture presents us with a version of the Agony 
in t,he Garden :—“ And there appeared an angel 
unto him from heaven, strengthening him.” 
This seems to be a manifesto on the side of the 
Venetian school. The Saviour is, of course, in 
a kneeling attitude, and being about to fall, 
is supported by the aim-el. The faces and their 
expression are fittingly conceived, but with 
such a subject it is almost impossible to be 
original. 

No. 281. ‘A Portrait,’ H. W. Bickeesgill, 

B.A. One of the best heads we have seen 
from the hands of the artist: but in the pose 
there is a marked affectation, and an objec¬ 
tionable peculiarity in the heavy velvet cap. 

No. 282. ‘ Hutch Boats in a Calm,’ E. W. 
Cooke, A. This is, wuth little change, an 
enlarged version of the pict ure in the Vernon 
Collertion; but hard to the last degree, and 
without the better qualities of the smaller 
picture. 

No. 283. ‘ Tibbie Inglis, the Shepherd’s 
Daughter,’ T. E. Marshall. 

“ Bonnie Tibbie Inglis, through sun and stormy weatlier, 
She kept upon the broomy hills her father’s flock to¬ 

gether.” 

But the Tibbie Inglis of this version is too 
sentiineutal for her occupation. She lies ou 
the grass reading, and surrounded by her sheeji. 
The scene is of course a pastoral landscape, the 
background of which is very forcibly put in, 
yet it does not come forward, because grada¬ 
tion does not depend so much upon tone as 
definition. 

No. 284. ‘ The Nativity,’ A. Hughes. This 
is a kind of extravagance for which it is not 

j difficult to account, since there is extant so 
j much fanaticism in painting. The angel liold- 
j iug tlie lantern for the Virgin to swathe the 
j Infant, which is held by another angel, is a 
I conception existing, we believe, at Cologne. 
I Tliere is some good execution in tlie w'ork, 
but its iiretension is unlike anything in heaven, 

; or 011 earth, or in the waters under the earth. 
1 No. 285. ‘Old Associations,’ G. E. Hicks. 

A pretty and not an unnatural conception: a 
lioor sempstress, the tenant of a garret, has 
liefore her a pot of snowdrops, which she 
regards with affectionate care. She may be a 
native of some flowery land in the provinces, 
but must now content herself with the cheapest 
luxury in the way of floriculture; and what 

I makes the episode more pointed is, that slie is 
j ’udthout a fire, and the tops of the houses are 
I covered ’U'ith snow. 
[ No. 286. ‘ Going to Market,’ H. H. Emmee- 

! SON. The expression of sunshine here is ad- 
j mirably assisted by the material, giving life 
j to the picture: a farmer and his wife, she 
j eK croupe, on their stout horse, attended by 
their dog. From the equestrian agroupment, 

* the forms and disposition of the shadows em¬ 
phasize the expression of light. But the worthy 
yeoman and his spouse are late in going to 
market, the sun is well up in the sky; the 
shadow's of those who have passed that road 
before them were much longer; but all tins 
may be remedied by changing the title, winch 
should be “ Coming//’o/;i market.” 

No. 287. ‘Elector and Candidate,’ J. E. 
Hodgson. The elector is a carpenter, and he 
is visited in his workshop by tl.o candidate; but 
beyond this there is nothing to declare the 
relations between the men. 

No. 290. ‘ The Death of Abel,’ E. Danby, A. 
Tills is a dark picture, and in effect like most 
of Mr. Danhy’s works. We see the two altars, 
and the body of Abel lies by his, the smoke of 
wdiich ascends; while that of Cain is stricken 
with lightning, and the murderer is flying from 
tlie scene he has desolated. The artist feels 
that a subject like this is treated most appro¬ 

priately in a dark key, but the tone here is 
perhaps too low. Tlie figures in a work of this 
size arc too large to be merely sketched; they 
are inaccurate in some respects, and any defect 
is conspicuous in these days of ultra-precision. 

No. 291. I The Valentine,’ G. Smith. The 
valentine is in_ the hands of a housemaid, who 
is reading it in the back kitchen, for which 
purpose her work is suspended, as the broom 
in her hand shows. This is a study of shade 
and reflected lights, satisfactorily dealt with. 

No. 293. ‘ Viscount Massareene and Eerrard, 
in the uniform of the Boyal Antrim Artillery,’ 
E. Long. An excellently painted portrait; the 
pose_ easy and natural; ‘very carefully finished, 
and in all respeefs a work of the best order. 

No. 298. ‘A Study,’ W. S. Herrick. A 
portrait, but pictorially treated; although some¬ 
what large, it is a good picture. 

No. 299. ‘Venetian Pishing Craft on the 
Adriatic—Shore of the Lido,’ E. W. Cooke, A. 
These boats are very accurate in detail, Imt the 
hardness of that detail is exceedingly painful. 

No. 300. ‘Weary Life,’ R. Garrick. This 
conception is like an allegorical essay, or a 
coup de theatre. The title is illustrated by an 
itinerant acrobat, who, with his little daughter, 
has laid down and fallen asleep behind a rude 
farm shed, w here he is discovered by one of the 
female servants, who manifests very plainly her 
surprise at such a rencontre. The subject is 
not an agreeable one; we may therefore regret 
it should have been w'orke'd out with such 
cunning manipulation. 

^ No. 301. ‘Entrance to a Wood,’ J. Stark. 
The principal object here is a large oak ou the 
left of the composition, the citadel of a nation 
of squirrels, w-hich come forth to pick up the 
acorns—much to the annoyance of a colony of i 
rabbits, which equally lay claim to them. 

No. 309. ‘The Duchess of Manchester,’ B. 
Thorburn, a. Tills portrait is treated as a 
niythological impersonation, and must be fully 
eight feet high. It is one of the most extra¬ 
ordinary errors w'e have ever seen in portrai¬ 
ture ; being altogether incomprehensible. 

No. 310. ‘The Last Scene in King Lear,’ 
P. P. Poole, A. 

Lear.—“ Tln.s feather stirs ; she lives I if it be so, 
It is a chance tliat does redeem all sorrows 
That ever I have felt.” 

By the side of the highly-finished pictures of 
the present time, this looks like a large sketch 
painted without reference to models. The 
body of Cordelia lies in the centre of the group, 
and Lear bends over it, holding the feather to 
lier lips to learn if there be yet breath. Edgar, 
Kent, Albany, and others stand round. The i 
scene is open, wuth a castle a little removed '\ 
from the foreground; but the very prevalent | 
practice of painting from nature makes every 
passage of landscape that is not so produced i 
appear feeble and unnatural, and such is the 
feeling wdth which the site in this work must 
be regarded. The folds in the draperies are j 

confused and improbable, and in the principal 
heads there is a deficiency of nobility of cha¬ 
racter. I 

No. 314. ‘Evening Effect,’ C. Smith. A li 

small composition, with a rich and effective I 
evening sky. i 

No.316. ‘Passing Showers,’A.W.Williams. i 

This is a very simple subject, but it is qualified 
wdtli a charming effect; it represents a road 
flanked on the left liy a strip of grass pasture, 
which rises against the rainy sky. How much 
■would it lose by the removal of the two 
oxen, one black and the other white, that are 
standing there ! It is a very meritorious 
w'ork. 1 

No. 325. ‘Lady Rachel Scott,’ T. Heapiiy. | 
This becomes a picture from the manner of its i 
treatment. Tlie young lady is carrying a large 
pet rabbit—an agroupment wliich the artist 
has very successfully brought forward. 



No. 326. ‘ A Pastoral,’ J. C. Hook, A. 

I “ Then blow your pypcs, shepherds, till you be at 
I home,”&c., 

I is tlie quotation from Spenser rvliicli is ap- 
! pended to the title; but the tone of the work 
i is too modern to respond to the sentiment, 
I and more espeeially to the time marked by 

the verse. The plan is a section of a not very 
attractive farm, with trees and hedgerows laid 
out according to modern agricultural economy. 
And there is a road by which two shepherds 

j approach, followed by their flocks. It is painted 
I with a determination to extenuate nothing of 
I those enterprising greens and strong tones 

jj which, under certain aspects, prevail to the 
j prejudice of such compositions, 
j No. 327. ‘Children gathering Water-lilies,’ 
I H. Le Jeune. a very captivating sentiment 

pervades this composition; the locale is an 
extremely mellow piece of landscape, — the 
nearest site occupied by a pool, from which the 
children are gathering the wild flowers. It is 
not so brilliant in colour as other works by 
the artist, but the children are invested with 
the same youthful fascination we have so fre¬ 
quently before seen. 

No. 330. ‘Un Jour de Plaisance,’ J. U. 
Powell. A small picture, so much in the 
style of the Watteau and Lancret school as to 
render a work thus composed and coloured 
liable to the charge of being a copy. 

No. 331. ‘Evening,’ W. S. Rose. A small 
piece of rustic nature of ordinary quality, but 
painted with exquisite taste. 

No. 333. ‘ The Reaper’s Nursery,’ A. J. 
Lewis. This nursery is a settlement effected 
under the shelter of the upright corn-sheaves, 
in the shade of which appears the cradle, 
further protected by a cloak. The site is a 

j nook of the corn-field, shut in by trees, mani- 
; pulated so naturally that it seems to have been 
i painted on the spot. 
I No. 334. ‘ Grace before Meat,’ T. Webstek, 

R.A. We are introduced here to an aged 
pair, who are seated at their humble table,— 

I the old man being in the act of asking a bless- 
^ ing. The cottage door is open, and the 

manner in which the light is brought in and 
! cast upon the floor is a fascinating delusion. 
I No. 336. ‘Mrs. Merry and Mrs. Cunning¬ 

ham (sisters),’ R. Thobbebn, A. Two small 
full-length figures in a garden terrace; the 
carriage of the heads is graceful, and the im¬ 
personations are generally elegant. 

No. 337. ‘ A, B, C, or the Pretty Alphabet,’ 
C. Lakdseeb, R.A. A group of a girl and a 
child, the former trying vainly to tempt the 
latter to give attention to the pretty book, 

i No. 338. ‘Viscountess Hardinge,’ P. Geakt, 

R.A. A small full-length, presenting the lady 
i in a black velvet riding-habit: the hands are too 
‘ large, but it is otherwise an attractive portrait. 

No. 347. ‘ The District Visitor,’ E. Hughes. 

This visitor is a young lady, seated, reading 
to a poor woman, who is evidently suffering 
from severe illness. The locality is a cottage 
interior, and the great merit of the work is 
the admirable manner in which the light and 
reflected light are managed. The relief of the 
figures is perfect. 

No. 348. * * - * W. H. Hopkins. 

“ Throug-li each toilsome day, 
■VVith smiling brow, the ploughman cleaves his way; 
Draws his fresh parallels, and wld'ning still, 
Treads slow the heavy dale, or climbs the hill,” &c. 

This extract from the “Parmer’s Boy” stands 
in the place of a title to the picture, which 
shows a ploughman, with a team of three 
horses, working up hill, followed by the busy 
rooks. The horses are well drawn; their 
action shows the heaviness of the work. The 
picture is simple in composition, but it is a 
subject by no means easy of realisation. 

No. 350. ‘Plower-Girls—Town and Country,’ 
J. C. Hobsley, a. a poem in two cantos— 
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the first of which is devoted to the descri})tion 
of flower-girls in town, who are introduced on 
the occasion of one of Jullien’s bah masques, 
offering at the doors of Drury Lane their faded 
flowers to tlie masquers as they enter. There 
is a Pierrot with a Shepherdess on his arm, 
preceded by a gentleman with claws, a cloven 
foot, and a tail, which he carries under his 
arm. There are policemen, carriages, and the 
various throng that always assembles on such 
occasions. The country flower-girls—who 
have also a picture to themselves—are busied 
with their bouquets of wild flowers, and have 
formed for the younger children a nestling-place 
in the hollow of a tree. The comparison is 
very forcibly placed before us; the picture is 
in all respects agreeable; the moral being 
admirably conveyed by the contrast. 

No. 358. ‘His Highness Toussoun Pacha, 
son of Said Pacha, Viceroy of Egypt, and 
grandson of Mehemet Ali; General in the 
Turkish army, &c.,’ S. A. Habt, R.A. A 
most piquante affair this—you are challenged 
by a young Mussulman, in an amphibious cos¬ 
tume, half oriental, half European: Hessian 
boots, ample small clothes (a most paradoxical 
item of dress), European coat and epaulettes, 
and lastly a fez. Whenever he looks at himself 
twenty years hence, if there be any apprehension 
of the ludicrous in him, he must shout unless 
he is an icicle. But on the part of the artist 
the work is a great success. 

No. 359. ‘The Castle of Ischia,’ C. Stan- 

EiELD, R.A. The insulated rock, with its for¬ 
tifications, lies in the middle distance; im¬ 
mediately before us there are some feluccas 
riding in rather a heavy sea. It has all the 
best qualities of Mr. Stanfield’s marine sub¬ 
jects. 

No. 360. ‘Howard’s Farewell to England— 
taking leave of his tenants at Cardington,’ 
Mrs. E. M. Wabd. The great philanthropist 
is seated in the little garden of one of his 
“ humble friends,” who has assembled his family 
to receive the last counsels of their benefactor. 
The farmer faces the spectator, while Howard 
sits in profile on the right, and the buxom wife 
is on the left, with her young children. This 
is the most important work we have seen from 
the hands of this lady; and in vigour of execu¬ 
tion it surpasses the productions of many of 
her masculine and even highly reputed con¬ 
temporaries. It is, indeed, a production of 
rare ability; telling its story with simple truth 
and striking force—and that story has been 
weU chosen—as an incident worthy of Art. In 
conception, arrangement, and execution, it 
leaves nothing to be desired. 

No. 361. ‘Job and his Three Friends,’ N. 
Panini. a large picture, strongly marked as 
to feeling with the characteristics of the French 
school, and wanting the dignity that belongs to 
the subject. 

No. 365. ‘Scene in Wales,’ J. and G. Sant. 

This “scene” is a Welsh girl at a spring, bear¬ 
ing on her shoulder a water jar, which she has 
just filled. The picture is very large—too large 
lor a subject to which grandeur is not essential; 
but it is the best production in this class we 
have seen for years. The attitude and action 
of the figure are perfectly natural; the head is 
charmingly painted, and the drapery in colour 
and arrangement, leaves nothing to desire. 

No. 366. ‘ San Giorgio Maggiore,’ D. Ro- 
BEBTs, R.A. We thought that Mr. Roberts 
had forsaken the city that sits “ crowned with 
gondolas,” but 

“Yet once more, 0 ye laurels, and once more, 
Ye myrtles brown, with ivy never sere, 
He comes to pluck your berries harsh and crude: ” 

he enters the lists to break a lance with a few 
of the motley ones who have hung up their 
wallets at Danieli’s. Venice is a god-send to 
painters; what should we do without our an¬ 
nual fifty Ducal Palaces ? Yet turn from those 
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pictures unto ibis. Roberts has unquestion¬ 
ably the secret of aggrandizement—his breadth 
of treatment gives importance to the church 
and the neighbouring edifices, and the Campa¬ 
nile is certainly higher than it is in reality. i 
The colour of tlie whole is not that of the build- t 
ings themselves ; but we have done with our , 
complaints, and nothing remains but to sing 
our Lobgesang—an excellent word that!—it ra¬ 
diates into expression all around, and debouches 
off the tongue with a volume that nothing in 
the Greek can equal. 

No. 367. ‘Eugene Beauharnais refusing to 
give up his Father’s sword,’ W. J. Gbant. A ! 
subject worthy of the felicitous rendering j 

it has received. The incident finds at once | 
a title for itself; that is a primary merit in ] 
a picture, generally too little considered. Ac¬ 
cording to an order of the Convention, issued 
in 1795, which authorized the seizure of the 
arms of all the citizens, an officer visits Madame 
Beauharnais, whose son Eugene, a child of ten 
years of age, refuses to give up the sword. 
Josejihine, his mother (afterwards Empress of 
France), kneels beseechingly to the citizen 
officer, who withdraws the weapon, but the boy 
resolutely clings to it. In arrangement, ap¬ 
propriate contribution, and effect, the work is 
admirably qualified, but the men want dignity 
and presence; if Josephine would but rise off 
her knees she would overtop her persecutor in 
the grey steeple hat. The Convention was not 
very particular in the choice of its agents, this | 
fellow is some fripier from the Rue du Temple. • j 

No. 368. ‘ Straw-rope Twisting in the High- ; | 
lands,’ Mrs. M. Robbinson. There are, in ,j 

this composition, three figures most conscien- ' 
tiously executed—they are circumstanced in i 
an open landscape, with near farm buildings— 
every passage is as minutely worked out as the . 
figures. ' 

No. 369. ‘ Sir Walter Raleigh in the Tower, 
circa a.d. 1600,’ H. Wallis. This was about 
the commencement of his long imprisonment. 
We find him busied with his “History of the 
World,” confined in a room presumed to be over 
the Water Gate. He is represented by a dig¬ 
nified and sadly thoughtful figure, seated witii i 
his back to the light, and opposite to him is a ' 
little boy, amusing himself by blowing bubbles. 
The impersonation is round and palpable, and 
the head is endowed with expression and argu¬ 
ment. The room is furnished with a taste 
which discriminates between that which should 
be conceded, and that which should be with¬ 
held; and what is made available here is most 
appropriate, and just sufficient. But Raleigh’s 
best companion in his incarceration would have 
been the wife whom he so dearly cherished. 
The child blowing bubbles means something 
or nothing: if he means nothing, he ought 
not to be there; if it be intended to point a 
derisive allusion to Raleigh’s works, on the 
authority of Ben Jonson and the author of the 
“Curiosities of Literature,” the unbecoming 
satire has vitiated an occasion worthy of an 
elevated sentiment. 

No. 372. * * * A. L. Egg, A. 
'‘August the Mh.—Have just heard that 

B-has been dead more than a fortnight, 
so his poor children have now lost both parents. 
I hear she was seen on Friday last near the 
Strand, evidently without a place to lay her 
head. What a fall hers has been! ” 

Although the domestic wreck illustrated in 
these pictures—for there are three of them— 
may be in real life of daily occurrence, it is a 
subject too poignant for a series of paintings. 
We are saturated by the public prints with the 
details of such incidents, and woidd rather fall 
back upon the consoling influences of Art. As, 
however, presenting a moving history of every¬ 
day life, the pictures attract a large share of 
public attention; and not less from this cir¬ 
cumstance than the very masterly style of the. j 
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narrative. In tlie centre picture a husband, on 
liis return home, finds a letter and a miniature, 
which prove to Iiiin his wife’s faithlessness,—he 
charges her with her infidelity, and crushes the 
miniature under foot. We see him seated, but 
heaving under the agony of the shock, while 
the wife is lying on the floor. At a side table 
there are two children playing with cards—■ 
their quiescence cannot be reconciled with the 
whirlwind of passion which must have just burst 
forth in that room. In one of the two other 
pictures, which may be contemporaneous, the 
wife is crouching with a child in her arms under 
one of the arches beneath the Adelphi, looking- 
on to the river at low w-ater. This scene is 
painted with unexampled success—we use the 
term in its most literal sense. We congratulate 
the painter on his utilization of the inferno of 
the iidelphi arches; they are the lowest of all 
the profound deeps of human abandonment in 
this metropolis ; but he has forgotten the rats 
which meet in hungry hundreds on the vantage- 
groimd left by the retiring tide,—those inha¬ 
bitants of lower London would have assisted 
the desolation of the place. In the third pic¬ 
ture, which is also a moonlight, the two chil¬ 
dren are grown up, and one is in the act of 
repeating her prayers. Thus, there are tw-o 
moonlights in the series, botli admirably 
painted; but it is to be regretted that some¬ 
thing of the moonlight character and colour 
prevails in the third. 

No. o76. ‘Jung Bahadoor,’ T. Brigstocke. 

Everybody has heard of the Ghoorka chief, it is 
not, therefore, necessary to extract from the 
catalogue who he is, and what he is doing. 
The portrait wants personal relief, but it is at 
once recognisable. 

No. 379. ‘Bruit,’ G. Laxce. Consisting of 
grapes, black and w'hite, peaches, jrlums, &c.,— 
and that inevitable piece of matting, the sign- 
manual of the painter. A masterly work, in a 
class of art in which the painter is only excelled 
by himself. 

No. 380. ‘Darning Stockings,’ G. Smith. 

A study of an old woman in a cottage, occupied 
according to the title. She is opposed to the 
light, the features being lighted by reflection. 
The chiaroscuro and natural relief of the figiu-e 
are beyond all praise. 

No. 381. ‘ Fisher’s Home,’ J. SIogford. 

A small composition, mellow and harmonious 
in hue. 

No. 382. ‘Head of a Child,’J. Wood. A front 
face, beautifully bright and tender in colour. 

No. 38T. ‘Eastward Ho!—August, 1857,’ 
H. O’Neil. This is an essay in a very much 
more robust and healthy style of Art than has 
hitherto been practised by this painter. The 
subject is of the class tliat would be called 
by Fuseli “ negative,” by our French neigh- 
boui’s genre, though a large picture of a touch¬ 
ing scene. But to what category soever it may 
belong, the artist is most happy in his concep¬ 
tion, carried out as it is with such originality. 
It represents the last farewell of certain of the 
wives, sweethearts, mothers, and sisters of a 
body of troops embarked in a steamer, and on 
the point of departure for India. Nothing can 
be more fortunate than the arraugement,—the 
crowd of weeping women are coming down the 
side ladder of the steamer, in strong relief 
against the dead black sharp bow of the vessel. 
Their descent at this part of the vessel is an 
error; nobody ever embarks or disembarks at 
the bows of a ship—the ladder should have 
been farther amidships. Among the women 
there is great variety of character, and diversity 
of emotion; although the cause is common— 
the departure of a beloved object. We cannot 
praise this work more highly than to say that 
it is one of the most remarkable pictures in the 
exhibition. 

No. 385. ‘ Mr. Richard Naylor,’ R. Buckner. 

In the parade of full-dress portraits there is too 
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frequently a certain vulgarity; but this may be 
said to be a dress portrait without the slightest 
taint of such disqualification. AVhatever the 
artist may paint hereafter, this wRl remain one 
of his best works. 

No. 391. ‘Interior of a Welsh Farm-house,’ 
A. Provis. Very similar to many others that 
have preceded it from the hands of this painter, 
but in colour, w^e think, excelHug all that have 
gone before it. 

No. 396. ‘The Fair Camilla presents to Gil 
Bias the celebrated Ruby from the Philippine 
Isles,’ AV. U. Kennedy. This artist sacriliees 
too much to his facile and sketchy manner. 
The dispositions arc elegant, but cverytliing 
looks in dead colouring with a scale of shade 
that does not round the objects. AA^'ere he to 
paint for greater solidity, he has a feeling for 
colour that would take care of itself. 

No. 397. ‘ AAMod Scene,’ E. Hargitt. This 
is a study of trees that has been assiduously 
worked out from nature—a simple subject, ren¬ 
dered interesting by its resemblance to reality: 
yet we have never seen green so overbearing 
in nature as it is here. 

No. TOG. ‘ Spanish Contrabandistas,’ J. 
PiiiLLir, A. This is a large picture—too 
large, indeed, for such a subject. It show-s an 

! interior, in which some Spanish smugglers have 
taken refuge: one of their number being mor¬ 
tally wounded, and anxiously tended by his 
wife, we may suppose. Another of the band 
stands at a window preparing to fire on their 
pursuers, and a mule, still in its trappings, 
stands near the dying man. The purpose of 
the picture is a faithful recital of an incident 
formerly not of uncommon occurrence on the 
Spanish frontier, among the men who devoted 
themselves to this life of perilous adventure. 
AA''e may hope, however, that for Spain and 
Spanish character, the admirable artist will 
consider he has done enough. 

No. 415. ‘ The Holy Innocents,’ W. C. T. 
Dobson. A study of four children’s heads; 
perhaps too much alike, but strongly qualified 
according to the sentiment of the title. It is 
full of that charming feeling in which the artist 
is hardly approached by any living painter. 

No. 422. ‘The Road by a Highland Lake,’ 
T. Creswick, R.A. This is more essentially 
a grey picture than we have ever before seen 
from the liauds of the artist. There is none of 
the foreground shade which so frequently ocem-s 
in his works. The road is a small ascending 
gallery, that seems to have been cut in the 
rocky shore of the lake. To the left the view 
opens over the lake to the hill beyond: the 
whole is painted with great precision. 

No. 423. ‘Blowing Bubbles,’ AA'”. H. Knight. 

These bubbles are blown for the amusement of 
a rustic party, who are assembled at the door of 
their humble habitation. The essay is intended 
as an effect of sunlight; it is happy in movement 
and hilarious expression. 

No. 425. ‘Amy Robsart and Janet Forster,’ 
F. AV YBURD. The countess on the rich Moorish 
cushions alluded to in the novel, and Janet 
Forster behind, engaged in arranging her head¬ 
dress. The taste and disposition of the furni¬ 
ture in tlie “withdrawing apartment” leave 
nothing to be desired. The plain dress of old 
Forster’s daughter contrasts forcibly wdth the 
richness of that of the countess; and in both 
figures the extreme delicacy of the painting, 
especially in the faces, cannot be surpassed. 

No. 427. ‘The Mermaid’s Haunt—a Study 
on the Coast of Dorset,’ AA”. AV. Fenn. The 
subject is a portion of rocky sea-wall, through 
which a large fissure admits the water at high- 
tide to an inner pool. The place is described 
with its every minute circumstance. 

No. 428. ‘ Past and Present,’ Miss A. 
Blunden. It is impossible that finish can be 
carried to greater finesse than we find it in this 
picture; but the minute manipulation is carried 

equally into the foreground objects and those 
a little removed from the foreground—a uni¬ 
formity -which cannot exist. The Past is exem¬ 
plified by a picturesque ruin, tlie Present by 
two children forming bouquets of flowers—the 
whole is marvellous in execution. 

No. 432. ‘Festa Time, Florence,’ J. A. 
Houston. The title is illustrated by a female 
figure, coloured with much sweetness, looking 
from some window, perhaps in the Via Larga, 
on the procession below. 

No. 442. ‘The Jailer’s Daughter—a Scene 
from the French Revolution,’ P. H. Calderon. 

The story is of the seizure and confinement of 
a young French priest during the Reign of 
Terror. He is seated on a bench, bowed down 
in allliction. The jailer, attended by his two 
daughters, has just visited him, and has depo¬ 
sited in his cell the usual allowance of bread 
and water: he is now departing, but the elder 
of the two girls contemplates with tearful 
emotion the grief of the young man, and is deaf 
to her little sister’s importunity that she must 
now quit the place. The figures are well drawn; 
the lights and darks in the picture form an 
effective arrangement; and, above all, the sym¬ 
pathy of the girl is impressively described. 

No. 443. ‘Lulworth Cove, Dorsetshire— 
Portland Island in the distance,’ AV. AV. Fenn. 

AVe look down upon the cove—a little bay, in 
shape somewhat like a horseshoe, into which 
the small swelling waves roll in quick succes¬ 
sion. Thence the eye rises to the rocks beyond, 
and then passes to Portland Island, a grey form 
breaking the horizon. The simplicity and 
earnestness of the work are its real charms, for 
the subject itself is not attractive. 

No. 444. ‘ Nearing Home,’ J. D. Luard. 
“ Some of our English birds settling on the ship 
told us we were near home.” Such is the 
proposition (presumed to be an extract from a 
journal) to be realised on canvas; but there is 
an episode beyond this. The vessel is a home¬ 
ward bound steamer, on the deck of which lies 
a wounded officer, affectionately tended by his 
wife. Ilis attention is directed to one of the 
birds, which is picking crumbs from a saucer. 
Standing by the further bulwark are some 
wounded soldiers; but this is an error, for rank 
and file never appear on the quarterdeck. The 
narrative, however, is simple, perspicuous, and 
impressive. 

No. 445. ‘ On the Weedy Banks of the 
Thames—a Passing Shower,’ H. J. Bodding- 

TON. Painted with the artist’s usual neatness 
of manipulation. 

No. 446. ‘ Hagar and Ishmael sent away,’ 
AV. C. T. Dobson. The characters, Hagar and 
Ishmael, are very strongly marked in sacred 
history, but we do not think that either the one 
or tlie other in this composition is sufficiently 
signalised, although the work bears everywhere 
evidence of power. 

No. 447. ‘A Sniff of the Briny—Day after 
the Gale,’ E. AV. Cooke, A. “ A sniff of the 
briny,”—this is not only a facetious, but an 
ingenious title: it does not illustrate the pic¬ 
ture, but the picture explains the title, as a 
wild sea rolling in upon a shingly shore. 

No. 453. ‘The Coast Boy gathering Eggs,’ 
J. C. Hook, A. Here is exemplified the 
manner in which the eggs of sea-fowl—gulls, 
kittiwakes, and puffins—are procured from their 
nests on the ledges of the rocks. A boy, usually 
a light weight, is let down by means of a rope 
from above; but in this case the rope is too 
slight, and the man above could not possibly, in 
the position assigned him here, keep his footing. 
Again, the rope should be hitched twice round 
the person, so as to support liiin in a sitting 
attitude, and on these descents they do not 
take tlie “ egging spoon,” being obliged to hold 
on with both hands. These are mistakes which 
do not much detract from the value of a very 
charming work, full of feeling and power. 
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No. 457. ‘Coronation of William tlie Con¬ 
queror/ J. Cross. Tliis is certainly the best 
production which the artist has exhibited since 
his “Death of Coeur-de liiou.” The ceremony 
itself is not represented here, but an incident 
that occurred just before the coronation—tliat 
is, the seizure of the crown by William, on the 
occasion of an alarm, which was at first consi¬ 
dered as a rising of the English. The king is 
almost alone on the dais; there are near him 
only Archbishop Aldred and a few jndests. The 
consummation of the expression in the work is 
the king’s eagerness to possess the crown. 

No. 458. ‘"The Wheatfield,’ J. T. Linnell. 

A large picture, affording the best version of its 
subject we have ever seen. The nearest passage 
of the composition has been reaped. It is a 
breadth of stubble, inimitably painted, with nu¬ 
merous figures. Beyond this is the yellow corn, 
light-waving, and here and there shaded by the 
passiu" clouds, the view being closed by rising 
ground. The stubble is sharp and definite— 
every stem being individually painted; but the 
distances are broad, soft, and harmonious, and 
as to colour, there is all the freshness of natui-e 
charmingly tempered by the intervening atmo¬ 
sphere. The work may be classed among the 
best and happiest efforts of our British school 
of landscape painting. 

No. 459. ‘The Blind Basketmaker, with his 
First Child,’ M. F. Halliday. The basket- 
maker is standing up, and his wife, who holds 
the child in her arms, is conducting his hand to 
its face. The pain felt for the infirmity is not 
compensated by the interest with which we 
regard the trait of tenderness on the part of 
both parents. 

No. 460. ‘ The Last Trial of Madame Palissy,’ 
W. J. Grant. This is an interesting story and 
an excellent subject—an anecdote of the extre¬ 
mity of Bernard Palissy, who is immortalised in 
the history of porcelain. He lived during the 
latter part of the fifteenth century, and, in his 
experiments to recover the lost art of porcelain 
enamel, he reduced himself and family to the 
greatest distress. On the eve of success, he 
wanted a piece of gold to complete the quan¬ 
tities of a combination, and his wife, after 
earnest entreaty, gave up her wedding ring, 
which we see him in the act of dropping into 
the crucible, while the wife stands by in speech¬ 
less grief at the sad necessity. The prin¬ 
ciples on which the picture is wrought are 
thoroughly sound, therefore its qualities are of 
a high order. 

No. 461. ‘The Welcome,’ T. Faed. This is 
a pretty conception—a countrywoman returning 
home after, perhaps, a long absence at market, 
is recognised by her blackbird, from its cage, 
that hangs at the door of her cottage. The 
figure is distinguished by the usual clear colour- 
and firm painting of its author. 

No. 462. ‘ Henry Martin at Chepstow Castle,’ 
H. Wallis. The figure is erect, standing by 
a window, the light of which falls on the face, 
which thus becomes in its sad expression the 
key to the narrative. 

No. 463. ‘ The AMle of Lonsdale, from 
Gray’s Station,’ W. Linton. This is a large 
work, sober and earnest in its feeling, describ¬ 
ing a wide range of country closed by hills. 
The colour and distances seem to be the veri¬ 
table dictates of nature. 

No. 471. ‘ In Memoriam,’ J. N. Paton. 

This work presents a concentration of intensity 
that w-e rarely witness upon canvas. The 
appalling details of the murder of our country¬ 
men are yet so fresh in the memory that any 
mere allusion to these fiendish atrocities cannot 
be borne without a shudder. What, then, 
must be the feeling on contemplating a picture 
like this, representing, with all the subtlest 
cumiing of Art, a party of these poor ladies and 

children awaiting their fearful doom ? which 
appears to be instant, because the sepoys arc 
now rushing into the cell. We are tempted to 
wish that the picture were less signal in its 
excellence. But the spectator is fascinated by 
the sublimely calm expression of the principal 
liead—hers is more than Homan virtue; lier lips 
are parted in prayer; she holds the Bible in her 
hanA and that is her strength: but the picture, 
in its every trait, is so harrowing that we are 
content with this mention of one figure. And 
it is entitled “In Memoriam”—be it so; it is 
not painted for the present generation,—half a 
century hence, when the dreadful subject has 
become matter of history, it will then more 
becomingly—though not even then regarded 
without a shudder—serve the purpose for 
which it appears to have been painted. 

No. 474. ‘Lady Mary Wortley Montagu in 
Turkey,’ J. B.vrrett. This suggestion is found 
in a letter addressed by Lady W ortley to Lady 
Mar, and simply saying that she thinks the 
Turkish costume becomes her. She is, there¬ 
fore, merely introduced in oriental attire— 
beyond this there is no point. 

No. 475. ‘Early Struggles,’ T. Brooks. 

“ Ah I who can tell how hard it is to climb 
The steep where Fame's proud temple shines afar? 
Ah! who can tell how many a soul sublime 
Hath felt the influence of malignant star?" 

We see here a young man, with his wife and 
children, in their humble home, which to them 
is to be a borne no longer, for the bailiff has 
stepped in, with an execution for rent. He is 
seated, with his eyes cast down in mute despair, 
while the bailiff proceeds with his inventory. 
The chiaroscuro of the picture is perfect, but 
we cannot tell the young man’s profession— 
there is no indication of his vocation; he wears 
a coat such as some painters wear, but not one 
in a hundred inquirers would recognise this. 

No. 476. ‘Hill Country,’ W. Linnell. A 
production of the rarest excellence; extremely 
simple, as consisting of only three or four 
grand quantities. There is a portion of a light 
slope on the left, on which some, oxen are 
feeding, whereof the shrubs, grass, and other 
veget^le incident, are inimitably painted. The 
right centre is occupied by a brown heathery 
hill, beyond which is a glimpse of distance and 
a most effective sky. It is equal to the best 
works of the elder Linnell. 

No. 485. ‘The Ducal Palace, Venice,’ D. 
Roberts, R.A. This view is taken near the 
palace, looking thence along the quay and up 
the Grand Canal; we have, consequently, the 
Salute on our left. It is a work of power 
equal to that abeady noticed—the other Vene¬ 
tian subject. 

No. 486. * * * * Miss Mutrie. 

“ Lightly soai'S the thistle-down, 
Lightly doth it float; 

Lightly seeds of care are sown, 
Little do we note." 

The subject is a piece of roadside' bank, with 
all its ferns, rank grass, thistles, wild con¬ 
volvuli, and withal a dragon-fly, as a sign of 
life. Useless as these weeds are in nature, 
they are most beautiful in their semblance as a 
picture like this. 

No. 487. ‘Youth in Seville,’ J. Phillip. A 
youth and maiden in festal costume: in every¬ 
thing strictly national. 

No. 488. ‘ Concealment of the Fugitives, 
by Alice Lisle, after the Battle of Sedgemoor, 
in the reign of James II,’ E. M. Ward, R.A. 
This is the original design for the fresco in 
the Houses of Parliament, which has been 
already described in the Art-Journal. Here we 
see the picture, but in the corridor for which 
it has been painted, it is not visible. The 
artist has treated his subject with masterly 
skill: it is not, perhaps, so favourable a theme as 
either of the two preceding—‘ The Execution of 
Montrose,’ or ‘ The Last Sleep of Argyle ;’ but 

it afforded ample scope for thought, nevertheless, 
—and tlierc is no living artist who could have 
dealt with it better. It is admirable in con¬ 
ception, in arrangement, and in execution; 
manifesting that high intellectual power which 
has given to the painter a prominent position 
among the leading masters of the epoch. 

No. 497. ‘The Holland’s Diep—Tide Mak¬ 
ing,’ C. Staneield, R.A, This is the lowest 
toned picture he has, we think, ever painted. 
It represents a breadi h of shinMy sliore at loiv 
water, with some boats lyin" ary, and figures, 
horses, and appropriate incident. The picture 
is nearly aU greys of various tones, with a 
clouded sky, aud a portion of the sea strongly 
lighted by the sun’s rays. 

No. 498. ‘The Ayrshire Lassie,’ T. Faed. 

The subject is a country girl sitting on the 
bank of a rivulet batliing her feet. j 

No. 500. ‘ Daughters of the Alhambra,’ J. ' 
Phillip, A. These are two girls at a window 
of Moorish design. Like the other “year’s 
offerings” of the painter, they are distinctly 
Spanish; all proofs of keen observation and 
rare industry, as well as genius. 

No. 501. ‘The Fisherman and the Syren,’ 
F. Leighton. This is founded upon a legend 
similar to that of the Lurley: the syren 
clasps the fisherman, who yields passively to 
her embrace, and being drawn by her into the 
water, “never more was seen.” There is a 
classic feeling in the manner of dealing with 
the subject, and if it lack the freshness which 
distinguished the artist’s first exhibited essay, 
it has merits certainly not less than those which, 
four years ago, made him the “ observed of 
observers.” This production shows talent more 
matured, and gives sure evidence of thought 
and study. 

No. 502. ‘ Shepherds,’ J. Linnell, sen. 

“ Gives not the hawthorn hush a sweeter shade 
To shepherds looking: on their silly sheep, 
Than doth a rich embroidered canopy 
To kings that fear their subjects’ treachery ? " 

From the lengthened experience of the painter, 
the shade, and the shreds of sunlight by which 
it is broken, are rendered without any apparent 
effort, and they are most successfully illusive. 
The deep tone is cast on the ground by a 
hawthorn-tree of many fantastic stems, and j 
beneath it we find the shepherds and their | 
sheep. The branches and foliage form over- < 
head a quasi-arch, through which we see the 
opposite hill-side, a dense wood. It is an agree- ; 
able picture, though not so rich in colour as | 
others that have gone before it. The manner 
reminds the observer strongly of the feeling 
and touch of Gainsborough. The accomplished ^ 
artist is, however, always great, because always 
natural and true. 

No. 503. ‘ Ulysses in the Island of Calypso,’ 
T. Danby. This is so enthely of the class of 
subject of the elder Mr. Danby, with the ■ 
sunny effect which he so frequently paints, 
that we at first attributed it to him. Ulysses 
is seated on a rock, looking at the sea, and 
apostrophising Ithaca: but the sentiment of 
the scene is too busy—it would have been 
more impressive if less thronged with objects. 

No. oil. ‘ The Good Samaritan,’ P. R. 
Morris. It is difficult to give any variety to 
the situations iu this subject: the figures here 
are accurately drawn, and there is evidence of 
considerable power: greater originality both iu 
theme aud treatment would have been to the 
artist’s advantage. 

No. 512. ‘The Press-gang,’ A. Johnston. 

This is a story of a waterman who, on his 
wedding-day, and on return from church, was 
seized by a press-gang, torn from the side of 
his young wife, and at once put on board of a 
ship of war. We see him accordingly resisting 
the sailor, who has seized him, but his single 
effort is of avail no against numbers. The 
narrative is pointed and cu-cumstantial; but 
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the picture does not sustain the reputation of 
the painter. 

No. 518. ‘A Day’s Earnings,’ 11. S. Marks. 
A small picture, in which appears a musician 
of the fifteenth century, ruefully contemplating 
as he holds it in his hand, a small piece of 
money, the reward of his day’s music. The 
sentiment is literally iutcrpretahle from the 

I man’s action and expression. 
I No. 521. ‘ Landscape—Ulysses at the Court 
I of Alcinous, going to the Athletic Games in¬ 

stituted in honour of his visit,’ E. Dakby, A. 
At a little distance, when we lose the maui- 
prdation, there is a pow'erful reality of sunny 
lustre in this picture, which is a classical land¬ 
scape, but too much like others that Mr. Danby 
has already painted. It is an epic essay, en¬ 
tirely independent of our every-day nature, and 
it is always observable that when nature no 
longer presides as dictatress, manner is the 
inevitable fate of the painter. The proposed 
effect here is much like that of the ‘ Wood 
Nymph,’ exhibited some years ago, but not so 
intense. 

No. 521. ‘Euth and Naomi,’ M. Claxton. 

I This is another of those subjects to which it 
is difficult to give any novelty of version; the 

' bright colour of the pictine tells, although it 
; is placed very high. 
j No. 526. ‘ The Warren,’J. M'". Oakes. The 
j subject is sufficiently meagre—a mere sandy 
1 bank, broken and overgrown with spear grass, 

and such weeds as find sustenance in sand: 
over this low crest we behold the sea,—and this 
is the story; but it is really made out with 
unimpeachable honesty. 

1 No. 527. ‘ The Slirine of Santa Eina, in 
, the Duomo of San Geminiauo, Tuscany,’ 11. 

IMTxxes. IVe are here introduced to a party 
I of devotees, who are worshipping before the 
; shrine, beneath w'hich sits an aged woman 
, with a begging-box, inscribed—“Chi dona al 
j povero presta al signore.” On the left a blind 
I beggar is being led away. The worshippers 
I are youthful and personally interesting, but 
I not so Tuscan as we coidd Avish them. There 
' is a great deal of detail in the picture, wffiich 

is worked out with the most laudable con¬ 
stancy. 

, No. 528. ‘Peaceful Days,’ P. E. Morris. 

The title is represented by an old soldier, who 
I sits with a child on his knee. The old man’s 
] head is the feature of the picture, and it is 
! worked up to a delicacy resembling that of a 

miniature. 
No. 531. ‘ Eetribution,’ E. Armitage. d’his 

is an allegorical allusion to the Indian revolt, 
borne in a colossal female figure embodying 
Victory, or Britain it may be, in the act of 
plunging a sword into the heart of a Bengal 
tiger, winch lias destroyed women and children. 
The composition points at once to its source. 

No. 535. ‘On the Gulf of Salerno,’ H. J. 
Johnson. The substance of this view is a 
piece of rocky shore, on the crest of which 
stands a ruined tower. The cliffs, which are 
washed by the waves, retire into the picture, 
to which life is communicated by a boat witli 
figures pulling off the shore. It is executed 
witli firmness, and coloured with natural truth. 

No. 536. ‘ The Eeturn of the Prodigal,’ A. 
Eankley. a domestic version of the parable, 
the scene being the home of a respectable 
family that are mourning the loss of their 
mother. The son is kneeling before his fatlier, 
hiding his face in shame and grief: he returns 

j in a soiled striped shirt, and otherwise in rags. 
The narrative is clear, and the story, as an 
incident of every-day life, comes home to the 
feelings more directly than a biblical version. 

No. 537. ‘Evening in Greece-—Euined 
Temple, Cape Colonna,’ G. E. Hering. We 
yield at once to the solace of the tranquillity 

1 of this composition; but the ruined temple is 
set before us with a palpability that qualifies 
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the sedative of the calm sea and the cloudless 
sky. The columns rise from a mound which, 
lying in shade, forces the tender tones of the 
sea and sky. The subject is extremely simple, 
but handled with unusual sensitiveness. 

No. 539. ‘Ileathside in Surrey—vVu Autumn 
Study,’ G. P. Boyce. This picture is realised 
by a most conscientious study of a strip of hill¬ 
side verdure ; a felicitous identity. 

No. 545. ‘ Home,’ T. S. Cooper, A. In this 
very large composition the title is illustrated 
by tw'o soldiers w'ho liave, after a long march, 
arrived in the subiu’b of a city, to which, one 
of them, pointing, calls the attention of his 
comrade; but the work is essentially a cattle 
picture, treated with a sunny effect. There is 
a much greater amount of study in the compo¬ 
sition than the artist has for some time bestowed 
on any of his recent productions. 

No. 546. ‘ The Bower of Bliss,’ G. Patten, 

A. It is very rarely now that we see a subject 
from Spenser—the taste of the time draws its 
insph-ation from every-day life. Instead, there¬ 
fore, of nudes, or semi-nudes, and classic dra¬ 
peries, wc have veritable coats and waistcoats. 
Tills is a large picture, and a very full compo¬ 
sition, suggested by descriptions in the twelfth 
canto of the second book of the “EairieQueene.” 

No. 558. ‘The Lion in Love,’ A. Solomon. 

The composition thus interpreted contains two 
figures, “ the lion” and the object of his affec¬ 
tions. The lion is a military man in full 
uniform, nothing less than a field officer—a 
colonel at least—violently exerting himself to 
thread a needle for a young lady who sits 
beside him, and thus falling into attitude and 
expression somewhat grotesque. 

No. 559. ‘ Sheep,’ W. Iveyl. A group 
drawn and painted with the accuracy and finish 
which always distinguish the cattle subjects of 
the artist. 

No. 562. * * ■* * II. Wallis. Can it be 
that the success of ‘ The Death of Chatterton’ 
has suggested a second picture of a dead man ? 
There is no title to the picture, but it is 
accompanied by a quotation from “ Sartor 
Eesartus.” A man wearing the ordinary attire of 
a labourer has been at wo’-k breaking stones at 
the road-side, and whde seated and thus em¬ 
ployed suddenly expires. It is evening—twi¬ 
light—and the dark distance opposed to the 
light sky is laid in with an opaque and heavy 
coat of blue, wdiich overpowers everything. 
The seal of death is firmly set upon the man’s 
features—a “ hardly entreated brother,” whose 
pedigree has been that of toil. It is a mourn¬ 
ful subject; and has been treated with a 
mournful feeling; a birth in misery, it seems 
to give sadness to all who see it. Of the genius 
of its author there can be no question; but we 
protest against his continually dismal selection 
of themes apart from the highest and holiest 
purpose of Art. 

No. 563. ‘ Sabbath in the Glen,’ G. Harvey. 

The open-air Sunday worship which has taken 
place in some parts of the Highlands, where 
the congregations are poor and sparse, has 
afforded subject-matter for many pictures. We 
find here, seated on the grass and listening to 
their pastor, a small congregation, the gather¬ 
ings of many weary miles, young and old, those 
“ well to do,” and others whose bread is not 
daily—each a distinctly defined character. The 
picture is low in tone, and less forcible, per¬ 
haps, than some of this admirable artist’s 
earlier works; but it is f'dl of that pure 
thought and high feeling, for which his produc¬ 
tions have been always famous—satisfying the 
mind while touching the heart. 

No. 564. ‘ Milking Time in the mountains 
near Dolgelly, North Wales,’ H. B. Willis. 

The animals in this picture are well drawn, 
and relieved in a manner which gives them 
weight and substance. The time is evening, 
and the mellow light is broken on them with 
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the most satisfactory results. There is, more¬ 
over, a romantic piece of background, suffi¬ 
ciently well painted to be of itself a picture. 

No. 567. ‘Portrait in Oriental Costume,’ 
Mrs. Cari’enter. The subject has been so ! 
happily treated, that the result is rather a j 

picture than a portrait. ! 
No. 568. ‘The Tees, at Gainford,’ J. Peel. 

This is near Rokeby, and the river is narrow i 
here; but not, we think, so much so as it ' 
appears in the picture, which represents simply j 
meadows and trees ; the material is charmingly 
handled. | 

No. 569. ‘Lady Catlierine Scott,’ G. Rich¬ 

mond, A. In the air and carriage of the person 
there is more of nature than art. Time will do 
much for the complexion, which at present is 
somewhat crude. j 

No. 570. ‘Benjamin Eranklin at ’V\'’atts’s, in { 
Lincoln’s-Iun-Eieids, a.d. 1725,’ E. Crowe. ! 
The point of the narrative is Franklin’s prefer- j 
ence of water to beer; the scene is the press- : 
room; the time the dinner hour, and some of j 
Franklin’s fellow-workmen are indulging in [ 
copious potations of porter. He is invited to 
do likewise, but he declares his preference for 
water. Tlie presses and the material of the 
printing establishment are so well made out 
that they entirely supersede the figures. 

No. 571. ‘ A Mountain Torrent—Morning,’ 
T. CiiEswicK, R.A. There is an earnestness 
and a severity of manner about this work which j 

declares that the artist has given it his best 
attention. It is a composition, the largest he 
has ever exhibited. The torrent breaks over 
the masses of rock in the nearest section of 
the work, from a watercourse shut in by cliffs. 
It is extremely sober in colour, with much 
grandeur of effect. [ 

No. 572. ‘Crossing the Ford, Seville,’ R. i 
Ansdell. a yoke of two magnificent oxen, 
one of them bearing a driver on his back, con¬ 
stitutes the life and interest of this composition: 
they are the type of animals wliich are seen 
not only in Spain but in Italy. The work is of 
a high character, sustaining a reputation that 
has been augmenting from year to year. 

No. 577. ‘Leonora d’Este reading Tasso,’ 
H. W. Pickersgill, E.A. This is the most 
carefully painted figure that Mr. Pickersgill 
has for many years exhibited. 

No. 579. ‘ Contrition,’ T. Brooks. It is 
extremely difficult to read whence, or on which 
side, is the contrition proposed to be set forth j 
in this work. The principal group consists of i 
a young woman with lier two children, one an | 
infant in her arms; the other kneels beside 
her, repeating her prayers. In the doorway is I 

a young man, apparently about to go out; but 
in what relation tlie two persons stand to each 
other there is no means of determining. All 
that can be said is, that the mother and her 
children are extremely well painted, and would 
of themselves form a story perspicuous enough; 
but the presence of the man involves the narra¬ 
tive in mystery. 

No. 584. ‘iriie Spanish Shepherd, Seville,’ 
R. Ansdell. This pastor is a heavy, slouch¬ 
ing figure, but, we doubt not, faithful to tlie 
life: he is accompanied by a boy on a mule, 
and followed by his sheep, or, to speak cor¬ 
rectly, not followed by them, for while he 
moves on, the sheep and the mule are standing 
still. The figures are very forcibly opposed to 
the light background. 

No. 585. ‘The Ruins of Dunbar Castle- 
Morning after a Storm,’ J. Wilson. We look 
at the ruin from beneath the cliffs, with masses 
of rock on our right, wliich compose with that 
on which the castle stands. The sea opens on 
the left, and heavy breakers are rolling in on 
the rocks. The quantities are few, but the 
result is a very suggestive production. 

No. 588. ‘ E. H. Baily, Esq., R.A., F.R.S.,’ 
G. E. Tuson. The identity can be established 
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as to feature, but tlic artist lias uot, iu eoiu- 
plexion, done Ids sitter justiee. 

No. 594, ‘ Moor Seene,’H. Dawson. This 
is a small pieture, low iu tone, aud very eoii- 
seientiously elaborated; but the clouds arc 
paiuted with such solidity that they vie in sub¬ 
stance with the lower part of the composition. 

No. 595. ‘Freyberg, Switzerland,’ J. D. 
Hakding. This is a large and important pic¬ 
ture, and if one place worse than another could 
have been selected for it, it is precisely that 
to which it is consigned. The work is har¬ 
monious and brilliant in colour, admirable iu 
execution, and most faithful iu its reference to 
the forms and phases of nature. It is a work 
of higher quality than hundreds that are placed 
in better positions, and seeing all this, we would 
simply ask—if merit be not the touchstone of 
preference, what is the rule according to which 
the hanging is ordered ? 

No. 598. ‘Count Paris, accompanied by Priar 
Laurence and a band of Musicians, comes to 
the house of the Capulets to claim his bride; 
he finds Juliet stretched apparently lifeless on 
her bed,’ F. Leighton. The title is amply 
descriptive, and points to the fifth scene of the 
fourth act. The artist has not painted for a con¬ 
centrated expression, but has rather essayed 
to produce effect by a distribution of interest. 
The canvas is therefore thronged, but there 
are thought and originality in the characters 
introduced. 

No. 599. ‘The Presentation of Medals for 
service in the Crimea, by the Queen, on the 18th 
of May, 1855,’ H. Thomas. This is really one of 
the best of the modern ceremonial pictures we 
have ever seen. The site is the Horse-guards 
Parade, and that, with aU the building visible 
from the spot, is most satisfactorily represented. 
The figures are small, but they are finished 
like miniature, and among all the near circles 
we recognise at once officers of distinction. 

No. 600. ‘Boccaccio in Naples,’ W. C. Tho¬ 
mas. On the occasion of his second embassy 
to Naples, Boccaccio, discontented, improvises a 
canzonet; such we are told is the situation in 
which he is presented to us. He wears a 
white-hooded camaille, from below which flows 
an ample black robe, and thus attired he sits 
playing a guitar iu an open terrace. There is 
no colour in the picture, but it is a masterpiece, 
charming beyond expression. 

No. 601. ‘Rest,’ M. C. Stone. The sub¬ 
ject is an aged knight who, we are to suppose, 
is returned to pass the remnant of his days in 
the place of his birtli. His reception, how¬ 
ever, is but a cold one, for he is seated beneath 
a tree without welcome, save from a child that 
offers him an apple. He is in armour, which, 
with all the accessories, is well painted; the 
head of the figure seems too large. The work 
is one of rare merit and of rich promise. 

No. 602. ‘Morning in Italy—on the Lago 
Maggiore,’ G. E. Heking. This view of the 
lake comprehends in the foreground some of 
the bright and picturesque buildings which are 
found on, and near, the shores, which serve ad¬ 
mirably to “ throw off ” the mountains that rise 
on the opposite side; this is managed with an 
exquisitely tender allusion to morning effect. 

THE SOUTH AND NOETH EOOMS. 

For the notice of the miniatures and drawings 
we have this year left an unusually small space, 
so unprecedently numerous are the works of 
merit that have pressed upon our attention. 
Although two of the most distinguished minia¬ 
turists of our time retire from this arena, there 
are yet miniatures of high excellence sufficient 
to demand at our hands the usual notice, which, 
but for the circumstance alluded to, would 
have been conceded. There remains to us, 
therefore, only the power of noting the names 
of the artists, with the title of their works :— 
No. 618, ‘H.R.H. the Princess Victoria at the 

Ages of Five and Ten, &c.,’ enamels, W. Essex ; 
No. 682,‘Portrait of a Genlleman,’aud No. 740, 
‘ Major Naysmitli,’ T. Caerick ; No. 701, 
‘H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,’ G. Richmond, 
A.; No. 705, ‘The Duke and Duchess D’Au- 
male, &c.,’ unfinished. Sir W. C. Ross, R.A.; 
No. 702, ‘The Hon. Strange Jocelyn,’ Mrs. 
Moseley; No. 725, ‘Frederick Tayler,’ E. 
Tayler; No. 727, ‘Portrait of a Lady,’ E. 
Moira; No. 730, ‘Lady Margaret Beaumont 
and Child,’ H. T. Wells ; No. 750, ‘ Mrs. 
Grote,’ Miss Tekuscii ; No. 748, ‘Mrs. Regi¬ 
nald Corbet,’ C. Couzens; No. 754, ‘Portrait 
of a Lady,’ Miss M. Gillies ; No. 776, ‘Miss 
Stewart,’ E. Havell; No. 799 is a charming 
drawing by W. Mulready, R.A.; and No. 800 
a very large drawing—‘Deerstalking,’ by Sir 
E. Landseer, R.A.; No. 819, ‘Cliildren of 
Sir Thomas Gladstone, Bart.,’ J. C. Moore ; 
No. 820, ‘ Miss Lillie Leman,’ C. Earles ; 
No. 845, ‘Mrs. Squire and her Children,’ J. 
Gilbert ; No. 852, ‘ Mrs. Wildmau White- 
house,’ C. J. Basebe ; No. 857, ‘Mrs. B. 
Frank,’ F. Cruikshank; No. 859, ‘Head of a 
Roman Peasant,’ F. Taleourd ; No. 870, 
‘Little Elsie,’ J. C. Moore; No. 871, ‘A 
Portrait,’ W. K. Briggs; No. 875, ‘Agnes,’ 
E. Havell; No. 877, ‘The May-Gatherer,’ F. 
Smalleield ; No. 886, ‘The Rev. Charles 
Kingsley,’ E. Havell. 

There are also distributed in these rooms, 
and even in the passage, pictures and drawings 
which ought to have had better places, as— 
No. 662, ‘WaysideWeeds,’ A. Moore; No. 824, 
‘An Autumn Day on the Borders of Dartmoor,’ 
J. Gendall; No. 839, ‘The City of Gloucester,’ 
Niemann; No. 847, ‘Near Great Marlow, 
Bucks,’ J. M. Garrick ; No. 848, ‘ Samuel 
calling down Thunder and Rain on the Wheat 
Harvest,’ C. A. Du Val ; No. 862, ‘ The 
Huguenot Conventicle suppressed,’ J. Rit¬ 
chie ; No. 876, ‘Christ m the Praitorium,’ 
W. C. Thomas; No. 882, ‘Family Devotion;’ 
No. 893, ‘Boppart, on the Rhine,’ E. Richard¬ 
son; No. 895, ‘Ben Nevis,’ H. Jutsum; 
No. 897, ‘At Lady Farm, Pyrford, Surrey,’ F. 
W. Hulme; No. 905, ‘The Jew Pedlar,’ M. 
Stohl; No. 906, ‘The Boudoir Entrance,’ F. 
T. Baynes ; No. 907, ‘ On Guard,’ J. Cruir- 
SHANK; No. 914, ‘Painting Con Amove’ J. 
Barrett; No. 918, ‘Dublin Lighthouse,’ J. 
Danby; No. 919, ‘An Incident in the Life of 
Charles II. at the Hague,’ T. M. Joy; No. 926, 
‘An English River-Side,’ W. Moore ; No. 932, 
‘Burial of the Lord Rosslyn,’ A. F. Payne; 
No. 933, ‘Italian Peasant,’ T. Horrak; 
No. 936, ‘Bertram Risingham riding into the 
Church,’ T. M. B. Marshall; No. 940, ‘The 
Avenue, Cobham,’ J. S. Raven ; No. 942, 
‘Flora Macdonald’s Farewell to Charles Ed¬ 
ward,’P.H. Calderon; No. 943,‘A Chelsea In¬ 
terior,’ R. Tait; No.946, ‘A Shebeen House,’E. 
Nicol; No. 948, ‘Lucy Gray,’ J. A. Houston ; 
No. 950, ‘Prospero and Miranda cast Adrift,’ F. 
S. Cary; No. 952, ‘The Sweet Spring Time,’ 
M. Anthony ; No. 1089, ‘ The Stone Breaker,’ 
J. Brett; No. 1090, ‘The Terrace,’ J. D. 
Wingfield; No. 1101, ‘Danger Past,’ J. 
Ritchie ; No. 1102, ‘ Spring Time,’ A. W. 
Williams; No. 1103, ‘The Widowed Ilride,’ G. 
A. Storey; No. 1104, ‘Pope’s Introduction to 
Dryden at Wills’ Coffee House, &c.,’ E. Crowe ; 
No. 11.07, ‘Wayfarers,’ J. H. S. Mann, &c. 

THE SCULPTURE. 

The sculptural essays amount in number to 
211, yet, although the number is but small, 
they are crow'ded in a manner the most un 
seemly in the room set apart for this depart¬ 
ment of art. The catalogue we say is not 
large, but, limited as it is, it would sufficiently 
fin a well-lighted room of three times the size 
of this apartment. The statues are placed 
almost contiguously, some behind others, so 
arranged that they are not lighted, and conse¬ 

quently cannot be seen. But such an arrange¬ 
ment cannot be avoided here; the architect of 
the building having provided space for six 
scul|)tors, never dreaming that there could be 
any addition to the number. The busts, too, 
are crowded together as we see them on tlie 
shelves of an Italian rjessaio in full work. But 
with this the Academy have nothing to do. All 
praise be to them for filling the place, insomuch 
as to show its insufficiency. We observe that 
a finger has been broken off one of the statues, 
and replaced—an accident doubtlessly occa¬ 
sioned by some one who has moved incautiously 
where even angels may fear to tread. There 
are more statues in marble than we ever remem¬ 
ber to have seen exliibited here simultaneously; 
and here also, as iu painting, a transition is 
felt,—although the antique must ever be the 
basis of excellence in sculpture, yet the progress 
of Christian art and naturalism, though slow, is 
well assured. The purely classic statues are 
now numerically diminishing year by year, but 
so long as the splendid remnants of Greek art 
are extant, their ins[)iration will prevail. When 
the catalogue was printed it appears that the 
place of honour was occupied by a marble 
bust of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, by J. E. 
Thomas, intended for the Board-room of the 
new W elsh schools at Ashford; but this is no 
longer in the room -. the next number is— 

No. 1162. ‘Preparatory model for a colossal 
bust of H.R.H. the Prince Consort,’ to be exe¬ 
cuted in marble for the city of Manchester, 
M. Noble. The bust is treated with a plain 
drapery, bearing a star on the left side, and it 
presents a striking resemblance to His Royal 
Highness. 

No. 1163. ‘H.R.H. the Princess Royal,’ 
Mrs. Thornycroet. This work exercises a 
powerful charm in its elegant simplicity; the 
only ornament employed is an orange-flower, 
shy aud half hidden by the hair. In the face 
is preserved the most natural expression of the 
Princess : she looks, as she is, good and happy. 

No. 1166. ‘Obedience,’ marble group, J. 
Geees. a ehild educating a dog; the head of 
the boy is expressive and interesting, but his 
canine companion is open to improvement. 

No. 1168. ‘ Cupid Wounded,’ H. Bandel. 
The subject, we believe, is the story from 
Anacreon; but the version does not in any way 
reach the nature and point of the Greek verse. 

No. 1169. ‘TheNegligent Watch-boy of the 
vineyard catching locusts,’ Miss S. Durant. 
While this vigilant watch-boy is intent on se¬ 
curing a locust that has settled on the vine 
foliage, a fox is devouring the grapes. The 
story occurs in Theocritus, and it is very cir¬ 
cumstantially repeated in this elaborate and 
very admirable composition. 

No. 1171. ‘Model of a statue of the late 
Yiscount Fitzgibbon,’ P. MacDowell, R.A. 
A colossal statue in plaster, to be executed in 
bronze, in memory of the late Lord Fitzgibbon 
and others, his companions in arms, who fell at 
Balaklava. It is strictly a portrait statue, 
original and very spirited; so treated as to 
eonvey the idea of a chivalric youth, who would 
have been a hero. 

No. 1172. ‘Mercy on the Battle Field,’ 
E. B. Stephens. The subject is interpreted 
by a dying soldier, to whom a female figure 
offers a patera, supposed to contain water or 
wine; however well a subject of this kind may 
be treated, it is rarely possible to read it ac¬ 
cording to the intention of the artist. 

No. 1174. ‘Hermione,’ as the statue in the 
“Winter’s Tale,” act v., scene the last, exe¬ 
cuted in marble, and to be placed intheEgyptian 
HaU, Mansion-house, J. Durham. The City 
is to be congratulated on the possession of a 
work like this; the pose is easy and natural, 
and the expression pure and exalted. It is, 
indeed, to be classed amongst the best produc¬ 
tions of modern Art. 
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"No. 1175. ‘Lady Anna Cliaiulos Pole,’ 
model lor a marble statue, P'. Tiiohnycboi't. 

The modelling of this statue in the flesh sur¬ 
faces is of that tender feeling which in plastic 
works most nearly approaches nature. The 
drapery, moreover, is elaborately composed. 

No. 1178. ‘Amour et Malice,’ J. Geei’S. 

An oft-repeated incident both in painting and 
sculpture,—that of a nym])!! about to clip Cu¬ 
pid’s wing. There is a A quaint ness of 
expression in the girl’s face. 

No. 1179. ‘The Eight lion. Edmund Burke,’ 
W. Theed. This is the model of the marble 
statue which has been erected in St. Stephen’s 
Hall, ill the houses of Parliament. The states¬ 
man is erect, and supposed to be in the act of 
addressing the house. His left arm crosses the 
body, the right hand is raised; the idea 
would have been well seconded if the lips had 
been apart; the features are fuU of earnest 
language. 

No. 1180. ‘Genius,’ E. II. Bailv, E.A, 
A statue in which the subject is treated with 
the utmost simplicity, the artist relying entirely 
on expression. This is another of tlie works 
for the Mansion-house. , 

No. 1181. ‘The Death of x\lcibiades,’ Lieut .- 
Gen.Sir W. Nafieii,LI. This is a small statuette 
in bronze, not without errors in proportion,—as 
for instance, the left arm is too short,—but 
really admirable as the work of one whose 
name we have heard before, apart from his pro¬ 
fession—only in connexion with literature. 

No. IIS3. ‘ Eaith,’ a group in Carrara marble, 
for the interior of a mausoleum, erected in the 
Necropolis, Glasgow, J. Thomas. This is a 
principal female figure with an angel kneeling 
on each side—a class of work which we rarely 
see executed for a necropolis. The features 
are turned upwards, and she clasps the Bible 
to her breast, the most literal rendering of the 
title. The work is full of grace and beauty. 

No. 1181. ‘Statue of the late J. M. W. 
Turner, Esq.,’ E. 11. Baily, E.A. A figure 
with any personal refinement would not be like 
Turner. Mr. Baily has, therefore, essayed to set 
him before us as he was. Had Turner died, 
equally honoured, fifty or sixty years back, we 
sho'ild now have him commemorated as a nude 
Titan ; but we find him here with his palette 
in his hand, and wearing an every-day coat. 
The figure is like Turner as he was twenty 
years ago. 

No. 1185. ‘The Mother’s Kiss,’ marble, 
H. Weekes, a. The intensity of a mother’s 
love for her child is here powerfully expressed. 
She holds the infant in her arms, and her fea¬ 
tures are lost in the fervour of the kiss, but the 
action declares a feeling warmer than the features 
could. The statue is a graceful and very 
beautiful conception. 

No. 1186. ‘ The Day Dream,’ P. Mac- 
DouTiLL, E.A. A marble statue embodying a 
charming conception, as rich in poetry as any 
of those which have hitherto signalised the 
name of this sculptor; it is a female figure, 
more human yet not less divine than the 
fairest imaginings of the Greeks. 

No. 1187. ‘Ophelia,’ IV. C. Makshall, E.A. 
This is also a figure in marble, she is seated, 
the flowers are in her lap, her head is thrown 
back, and in her frenzied abstraction she gazes 
upward into vacancy. The statne has been 
most carefully modelled, and we recognise at 
once poor Ophelia, but we would rather see her 
looking down than up, because from the front 
the view of the features is not favourable. 

No. 1188. ‘ Happy as a Queen,’ T. Eaeee. 

A natural and simple action in a girl carrying 
a water cruse—she shades her head with a 
broad dock-leaf. The marble of this statue is 
a most unfortunate piece of stone. 

No. 1196. ‘xkriel released from the Tree,’ J. 
Hancock. This is a bronze figure of infinite 
grace and lightness. He is full of action, and 
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speeding on the bat; but the beauty of the lines 
is broken by the raising of the left knee, 
which has no definite object. 

No. 1197. ‘Model of a Statue,’ forming part 
of a monument, erected near Durham, to the 
memory of the late Ecv. W. Gilly, D.D., J. G. 
Lough. The figure lies extended on the tomb, I 
draped in a manner common to such sepulchral 
monuments, but the eyes are open; this may 
be intended as a type of faith in salvation, but 
we fear it will not be generally understood. 

No. 1198. ‘Honour—a Model,’ J. Bell. 

A colossal female figure distributing crowns of 
immortelles. It is intended to be cast out of 
the metal of guns taken at Sebastopol, as part 
of a monument to be erected in memory of the 
officers and men of the Guards who fell in the 
late war against Eussia. 

No. 1205. ‘A Fisher’s Family awaiting his 
Ecturn,’ A. Waagen. This small group in 
plaster is very sweetly modelled, most effectively 
arranged, and full of expression. 

No. 1213. ‘Lovers’ Walk,’ marble group, A. 
Munro. Two small figures, both amply indi¬ 
cative of the relation to be understood between 
them. The youth wears a coat of mail, which 
comes so low as to make his limbs appear short. 
The mail detracts from the figure—it is not felt 
as the artist proposes. 

No. 1220. ‘Bacchante playing’with a Pan¬ 
ther,’ 11. Bandel. a small group of great 
beauty: the action of the animal is original, 
playful, spirited, and that of his playfellow 
natural and graceful. 

No. 1221. ‘ Study for a Statue of Euth, as a 
type of the VTrgii'i,’ S. Ehddock. A small 
sedent figure, of exquisite purity of senti¬ 
ment. 

Among the busts there are numerous pro¬ 
ductions which evidence the best gifts wliich 
the sculptor can possess. No. 1229, ‘ Stephen 
Pearce, Esq.,’ and No. 1230, ‘John Erichsen, 
Esq., Professor of Surgery at University Col¬ 
lege,’ both by J. Edw'ards, are busts that 
would do honour to any school. No. 1211, 
‘ Spencer Smith, Esq., Surgeon to St. Mary’s 
Medical School,’ T. Butler, shows also the 
best qualities of the a"t; No. 1215, J. E. 
Jones, is a striking likeness and an admu-able 
bust of the Eev.M. Bellew; No. 1231, ‘ Dr. Liv¬ 
ingstone,’ E. IV. Wyon, is familiarised to us by 
portraits. No. 1236 is a bas-relief, or rather 
alto-relief—‘Queen Elizabeth knighting Drake,’ 
by W. Theei), a wmrk of great merit, intended 
for the Houses of Parliament. There are also— 
No. 12-13, ‘Colonel Caulfield,’ J. E. Jones; 

No. 1215, ‘The Late Earl of Ellesmere,’ AI. 
Noble ; No. 1218, ‘ Bianca, Daughter of Ade¬ 
laide Eistori,’ A. Munro ; and, by the same 
sculptor. No. 1255, ‘Undine,’ a statuette, a 
charming conception; No. 1250, ‘ Sir Charles 
Locock,’ IV. Behnes ; No. 1251, ‘Autumn,’ 
statuette, J. S. IVestmacott; No. 1263, ‘W. 
B. Angell, Esq.,’ medallion, J. Edwards ; 
No. 1271, ‘The Late E. Twining, Esq.,’ J. G. 
Lough; No. 1276, ‘xkngels’ Alission,’ group in 
terra-cotta, J. Hancock; No. 1299, ‘Lord 
Adolphus V^ane Tempest,’ J. E. Jones; No. 

1302, ‘ G. B. Airy, Esq., ALA., &c.. Astro¬ 
nomer Eoyal,’ J. 11. Foley, E.A. elect; 
No. 1311, ‘Lord John Eussell,’ Baron Maro- 

ciietti; No. 1313, ‘Bust of a Lady,’ E. C. 
AIacDowei.l; No. 1323, ‘Ariel on his Alissiou 
to Calm the Tempest,’ F. AI. AIiller; No. 

1330, ‘ Aladonna and Child,’ relievo in marble, 
E. Davis—a work of refined taste, broad and 
pictorial. 

And thus, once more, we say “Farewell” to 
the deities and heroes in the vestibule of our 
Art-temple; it is to them that we are indebted 
for the hint that the juniors take the lead, and 
the seniors follow—it wvas so, say they, in 
Ehodes long ago. 

THE EOYAL PICTUEES. 

THE NEGRO RAGE. 

A. Cuyp, P.ainter. J. Godfrey, Engraver. 

Size of tlie Picture, I ft. 6 in. by 4 ft. 8 in. 

Of Albeit Cnyp it may be remarked, that he is one 
of those “foreign painters”—and the number is 
not small, especially of those belonging to the Dutch 
and Flemish schools—who hold their high position 
chiefly to the discrimination and judgment of Eng¬ 
lish connoisseurs. Scarcely half a century has elapsed 
since his pictures might have been bought in his own 
country for a very insignificant sum; five pounds 
woidd have purchased, even at that comparatively 
recent date, what is now difficidt to procure for as 
many hundreds. Our continental neighbours are 
too apt to charge Englishmen with a want of taste 
in, and ignorance of, xVrt; and yet we not unfre- 
quently iind them bowing to our decision, and 
approving out verdict by accepting it as their own 
guide; striving with us for the acquisition of those 
works which we, and not they, have stamped with 
the seal of excellence. 

That Cuyp should be a favourite in this country is 
not surprising : we are, as a people, lovers, almost 
to a ju’overb, of such natural scenery as he painted; 
the rich luxuriant meadow's, wherein cows and sheep 
find abundant pasturage ; quiet rivers, on whose sur¬ 
face deeply-laden barges and quaint market-boats 
move sluggishly along : such subjects are of un¬ 
fading interest to us. But Cuyp painted more than 
these : by the side of one of his pastorals, glowing 
with the radiance of a summer’s evening, or spark¬ 
ling with the dewdrops of early morning, w'e have 
seen a picture in which every object speaks of 
winter: the air is loaded w'ith dull, heavy mist, 
through which the faint beams of the sun can 
scarcely penetrate; the river is ice-bound, and the 
peasautry of Holland are wending their way to 
market on iron-shod feet instead of gaily-dressed 
boats; the snow lies on cottage roof and leafless 
trees, and w'raps the whole landscape in a garment 
of wliite: these frost scenes are among the most 
beautiful of his works. In others we have horse- 
fairs, in others melees of cavalry, or cavaliers mount¬ 
ing for the chase or for battle: sometimes he con¬ 
ducts us into chiu'ches, where the “dim religious 
light ” throws a rainbow' of coloiu's on all that comes 
under its influence; and sometimes a group of bright 
flowers, or a “ gathering” of delicious fruits, is 
temptingly placed before us by the hand of a painter 
W'ho was able to represent nature of every kind and 
under every aspect with a beauty and fidelity w'hich 
certainly have never been surpassed, and but rarely 
equalled: his moonlight scenes are as truthfully 
represented as any others. 

Cuyp w'as born at Dordrecht, in 1606 : the date 
of his death has never been correctly ascertained—a 
fact from which some inference may be draw'n of the 
little estimation in which his countrymen held his 
talents, otherwise some record of his decease would 
have come dow'n to us. He was known to be living 
in 1673. It is in England that his best pictures are 
to be seen, and not only his best, but the largest 
number of his works, for there is scarcely a collection 
of any note without one or more examples, while 
copies of all kinds exist in abundance. Genuine 
pictiu’es of the highest quality by this artist realise 
very large prices when offered for sale; from one 
thousand to two thousand guineas, and even more, 
are given for them. 

The ])ictnre in Buckingham Palace know'n as “ The 
Negro Page,” is a composition that includes many of 
the materials which Cuyp was accustomed to group 
on his canvas. T’he scene lies on the bank of a 
river adorned with several edifices of a picturesque 
architectural character. The incident of the figm-es 
and animals is sufficiently clear: the cavalier is 
booted and spurred ready to mount; the other, in 
his high-heeled shoes and woollen hose, is also 
equipped for a ride, in costume not uncommon in 
those days; the “ Negro page ” has charge of the 
horses. As a work of Art it is of the highest cha¬ 
racter, beautifully painted, rich and transparent in 
colour; the glow of a fine summer’s evening light¬ 
ing and warming every object on the canvas; alto¬ 
gether it is a picture worthy to have a place in a 
“ Royal CoUeetion.” 
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THE SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN 
WATER-COLOURS. 

The fifty-fourth exhibition of this society was opened 
on the 24lh of April, with a collection of 329 draw¬ 
ings : among which is a less number of productions 
of a mediocre character than have of late years 
been seen in the exhibition room of this society. 
Few things are more unequal than genius in Art. 
Many of those to whom we look yearly for at least 
one essay of thought and labour, frequently dis¬ 
appoint us either by the absence of the expected 
work, or by its quality, if produced. These are 
essentially days of effort in small things : many of 
the small drawings in this collection are, in their 
kind, essays equal to aught that Art-labour has 
ever produced. Since the exhibition of last year 
the retirement of John Lewis has been announced ; 
and it must be admitted that we feel the loss of his 
exciting pictures—works whereby the photographic 
hearts of the most faithful worshippers of the sun 
are broken—whereby engraving is reduced to compa¬ 
rative imbecility. And although some years have 
elapsed since Cattermole vacated his pedestal, our 
affections—though seared, but not yet insensible— 
are sometimes moved by the sight of a memento of 
his former radiance; and then it is W'e deplore 
that the man yet lives—and does not paint. Cat¬ 
termole has been “ gone to oil ” for some years now; 
but the journey for him seems to be a long one, for we 
have no sign that he has yet arrived there. The 
contributions of David Cox are numerous, and not 
less forcible than in former years. Duncan’s pic¬ 
ture ‘ The Morning after the Gale,’ is a work of rare 
excellence. Hunt isiciiriously microscopic, but not 
so facetious as usual. Harding exhibits but one 
drawing, the very legerdemain of the art. Holland 
contributes three or four of the most fascinating 
drawings he has ever made—and Jenkins, that 
happy match-maker—Dodgson, whose painted son¬ 
nets stand unrivalled by anything that ever appeared 
on paper—Carl Haag, stupendous in inexplicable 
textures—Frederick Tayler—may his life be a long 
continuation of dog-days !—with all the other lumi¬ 
naries of this starry sphere, are wondrously great in 
small things, each of which in itself is great. The 
recent elections, too, are not wanting in self-support: 
the Venetian view's of E. A. Goodall are eminently 
true ; and not less distinguished is the Genoese in¬ 
terior of S. Read, or the view in Argyleshire, by 
Newton. 

No. 7. ‘ Llyn Crafnant,’ D. Cox, jun. In choice of 
subject and scale of colour there, is an identity in 
the works of sire and son ; but the elevated style of 
the former has never been emulated by the latter, 
whose depositions are unembellished matter-of-fact, 
while the relations of the elder are pronounced in 
strains of touching verse. In this Llyn Crafnant we 
see a Welsh lake, enclosed, of course, by mountains, 
rendered with a serious breadth, and deeply shaded 
by a portentous sky. 

No. 8. ‘ The Castle Rock, Linton, North Devon,’ 
George Feipp. We are doubtlessly presented with 
a portrait of this rock, but it is formal, angular, and 
unpicturesque: on the right the view opens to the 
sea, in which light and reflection are more immedi¬ 
ately felt than colour. The subject is interesting as 
a local reminiscence. 

No. 10. ‘ Near Sorrento—Morning,’ W. Evans. 
The whole ground section of this view is coloured 
according to a low-toned system of harmonies. The 
dominant object is a square ruin, on the right of 
which there are trees, and beyond this the eye rests 
on the sea, the distance being closed by Vesuvius 
and the adjacent high land. 

No. 11. ‘ Fortune-telling,’0. Oakley. Simply 
two girls discussing the sortes lokeana in tea-cups; 
a composition in the taste of preceding works. 

No. 15. ‘Snowdon, from Capel Carig,’ D. Cox. 
It is probable that this drawing was executed some 
years ago, as it has all the nerve of the artist’s best 
time. According to his wont, he hangs his sky with 
the drapery of the storm-cloud, which is descending 
on the mountain. Mr. Cox is the dripping Orion of 
painters—Fuseli’s great coat and umbrella were of 
little avail here. No. 18 is also a view of Snowdon, 
small and with little in it; but of what value is that 
indication of a stream that divides the subject! 

No. 19. ‘ Tyrolese Carrier,’ Carl Haag. He is 

burthened with that kind of basket which passes 
from the back over the head, and which is employed 
for the conveyance of all kinds of commodities; but 
most effectively paintable when loaded with grapes. 
He is travelling over rocks, and relieved by the sky : 
a very substantial figure. 

No. 20. ‘ Moel Siabod, from the Llugwy, North 
Wales,’ C. Beanwhite. Passages of this work are 
admirably executed—the water, for instance, at the 
base of the pictime; but the eye is distracted by the 
variety of points as it passes upwards to the peak 
which gives the title to the picture ; and when thus 
importuned by unimportant objects, which cannot 
assist the sentiment of the drawing, their insignifi¬ 
cance stands confessed. Its garrulous and uneasy 
execution does not assist the quiescence of the scene. 

No. 22. ‘ Como,’ T. M. Richardson. We look 
here apparently towards Capo di Lago and the 
intervening spur of the Alps over the town, from 
the terrace of a house, which seems to be in the 
southern suburb. The colour and chiaroscuro of the 
near section are rich, deep, and powerful, and compel 
to remote retirement the airy harmonies of the 
mountains. It is a large drawing, exhibiting in its 
treatment learning and tact. 

No. 23. ‘ Biirgermeister’s Tochter, Salzburg,’ Carl 
Haag. The water-colour heads exhibited by this 
artist possessa pictorial excellence which distinguishes 
them from that resemblance to portraiture into which 
so many artists fall when making studies of simple 
heads. The great portion of this face is in clear 
transparent shade—warm and luminous. Mr. Haag 
stands alone in this class of picture. 

No. 24. ‘ On the Hamoaze, Plymouth,’ S. P. 
Jackson. The breadth, simplicity, and evening 
atmosphere are charming; the subject is simply 
some hulks seen under an aspect of sunset. 

No. 26. ‘The Cottar’s Family,’ Jos. J. Jenkins. 
A group of three—a mother and two children at the 
door of their cottage, which is enwreathed with 
roses and climbing plants. The mother and younger 
child stand within the barrier that is usually 
placed at the doors of cottages to prevent children 
from straying, and an elder leans on the outside. 
In freshness and natural expression these three 
heads are eminently successful. 

No. 30. ‘The Morning after the Gale,’ E. Duncan. 
This is the most important work that its author has 
ever exhibited. The subject is, as may be understood 
from the title, a wreck, but it is treated with much 
originality. The scene is viewed not from the shore 
but to seaward of the stranded ship, which has 
dragged her anchors and been driven on the rocks; 
we may suppose at the Lizard, that rises a short 
distance in-shore. The ship lies with her stern to 
the land, her masts ai'e gone, and her decks, which 
have been swept, are now being broken up by the 
inward rush of W'ater, which breaches at the same 
time over what is left of her bulwarks. The volume 
and break of the water, and the manner of its strik¬ 
ing the ship, are impressively true. Boats hover 
round, busily picking up and towing off the floating 
wreck. It is a composition on which great labour 
has been most worthily bestowed, for the result is 
one of the finest works illustrative of the subject 
that we have ever seen. 

No. 33. ‘ Highland Gillie, with Dogs and Black 
Game,’ Frederick Tayler. The lad stands in the 
centre of the drawing, with the game over his 
shoulder, and by him are a brace of setters—both 
figure and dogs being drawn with the facility, and 
coloured with the sweetness, which characterise the 
works of the painter. But we cannot help observing 
the position of the boy with respect to the dogs, 
which cross him in the manner of a T square. 

No. 34. ‘ The Valley of the Lledr, North Wales— 
Halt of Shepherds on their way to Llanrwst Fair,’ 
E. Duncan. Here a road leads into the picture 
along the base of masses of rock, which are drawn 
and coloured with such truth as faithfully to describe 
their stratification and character. 

No. 40. ‘ Going to Market,’ W. Goodall. The 
boy and girl in this draw'ing may be going to market, 
but the market will be over before they get there. 
They are leading a calf across a rapid Highland burn, 
but their advance is somewhat difficult; however, 
both the figures and the calf are brought before us 
with roundness and natural action. 

No. 43. ‘ Sunrise in Autumn, at Brixton,’ W. C. 
Smith. The components here are a windmill, a pool 
of water, and some distant houses ; but simple as the 

material is, it derives interest from the charming 
effect under whii h it is introduced. 

No. 47. ‘ A Mountain Torrent, late in Autumn,’ 
C. Branwihte. This composition evinces more 
earnestness than anything we have before seen ex¬ 
hibited under this name ; but there is, especially in 
dealing with trees, a certain flippancy of manner 
which decries the more genuine passages of Art. 
The loud importunities of the small trees, that will 
not be silenced, disturb the tranquillity of the place, 
which is placed before us in a manner less like com¬ 
position than reality. 

No. 49. ‘Fruit,’ V. Bartholomew. Goose¬ 
berries, a basket of grapes, peaches, and foliage, 
painted with a most perfect imitation of nature. 

No. 59. ‘ Via del Corso, Tivoli,’ Alfred D. 
Fripp. a very sketchy essay in colour, wherein we 
discern some Italian peasants returning from harvest: 
they are passing an osieria, at the door of which are 
seated some English artists. 

No. 63. ‘ Devotees,’ F. W. Topham. These con¬ 
stitute a group of which an old man is the principal; 
he stands leaning on his stall', and a girl kneels 
beside him : they are natives of the French side of 
the Pyrenees, and have stopped to repeat their even¬ 
ing prayer at the sound of ihe. Awjelus. No. 71, 
‘ Fountain, Basses Pyrenees,’ contains a representa¬ 
tion of the peasantry, similarly costumed. 

No. 72. ‘Stye Head Tarn, Cumberland—Early 
Morning,’ S. P. Jackson. The sky in this drawing 
is coloured with infinite tenderness, and has, in a high 
degree, a luminous quality. No. 73, ‘ LTleswaler,’ 
by the same painter, is a work of much merit. 

No. 79. ‘A long Story with neither Head nor 
Tail to it,’ H. P. Riviere. The story is told by 
an Irish youth to a girl who sits in the market¬ 
place of a country town, with poultry for sale. It 
is more careful than any antecedent w'ork by the 
painter. 

No. 82. ‘ South Transept of Canterbury Cathe¬ 
dral in the fifteenth century—Pilgrims going to 
the Shrine of Thomas-a-Becket,’ J. Nash. This 
drawing expresses more efiectualiy the loftiness of 
the cathedral than that in which the tomb of the 
Black Prince is shown ; but if a little of the license 
of Art had been used in throwing the upper part of 
the drawing into shade, the effect which is now 
somewhat arcbitectui’al, would have become really 
pictorial. The line of pilgrims comprehends all 
classes, from the beggar in his rags to the knight in 
his suit of plate armour. 

No. 83. ‘ Retmm from the Cattle-market, Scot¬ 
land,’ Frederick Tayler. The incident has the 
air of truth : the cart with the piper, the harnessed 
mare, with the foal trotting by her side, must have 
been seen as we see them here; but the importance 
of the principals is destroyed by the significance given 
to the minor circumstances of the composition. 

No. 92. ‘ Salzburg,’H. Gastineau. Theviewis 
taken a little below the town, the river Salza oceupy- 
ing nearly the breadth of the paper. The Schloss, 
the bridge, and buildings, compose well, and have 
a romantic character as they are here treated. 

No. 93. ‘Nelson at Yarmouth, 1800,’ W. Col- 
LINGWOOD. We are introduced to the hero as he 
is sitting for his portrait—a circumstance which 
occurred in Yarmouth after the victory of the Nile ; 
but this is not the picture—it is an ancient and 
richly-ornamented apartment now in the Star 
Hotel, w'hich was in the time of Charles I. a man¬ 
sion belonging to the Bradshaws. 

No. 97. ‘ Roslin Chapel,’ S. Read. The “ ’pren¬ 
tice pillar,” of course, but treated with a very 
striking effect. 

No. 100. ‘ Sunrise on Lago Maggiore, looking 
tow'ards Pallanza from Isola Bella,’ "W. C. Smith. 
This view seems to be taken from immediately below 
the Borromean gardens : nothing of Pallanza is seen ; 
but the view is closed by the Simplou heights and 
Monte Leone,—a Claude-like feeling being given to 

the drawing. 
No. 107. ‘ Early Spring,’ C. Dax'idson. The 

trees are as yet leafless, but the bursting of the 
buds is prettily described, and so minute are the 
sprays, that they look as if they had been closely 
imitated from a photograph. The trees are a beech 
and some elms, which, with a pool of w’ater and a 
section of grassy upland, constitute the subject. 

No. 109. ‘ Part of Sens Cathedral, Burgundy,’ J. 
Burgess, jun. The subject is one of those ancient 
edifices of which w'e see many in France, having 
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the erection terminated at the towers which the 
original architect proposed should finish tlie struc¬ 
ture, but which have never yet been added. The 
drawing delineates very faitlifidly the time-woru 
appearance of the building. 

No. 113. ‘Winter Scene—Carting Ice,’ E. Dun- 
c.VN. The sky in this drawing is a triumphant 
success, as being airy, misty, and extremely luminous. 

No. 117. ‘ Kenilworth,’ D. Cox. We see at once 
the use to which Mr. Cox always puts his clouds ; 
the lightest point here is a cloud, against which the 
tower of the castle is brought in relief; the rest lies 
in broad shade tints, with two figures to bring up the 
foreground. 

No. 132. ‘ Otter-Himtiug in the Highlands— 
Crossing a Kerry,’ K. T.vyler. This is the class of 
subject in which Mr. Tayler stands alone; we know 
of no manner of painting that could place these dogs 
more characteristically before us than we have them 
here. There is a boat rowed by a “lassie;” two 
figures—wearing for the Highlands very abnormal 
caps—are seated in the stern of the boat, into which 
several of the dogs have leapt, w'hile others take to 
the water; the ivay in which the dogs carry their 
tails may be true, but it fritters the agroupment. 

No. 133. ‘Homan Peasants resting near Naples,’ 
T. M. Rich.vrdson. A long picture, allording a 

^ comprehensive view of the shores of the Bay of 
11 Naples. The combination of foreground and distance 
! 1 is in elegant taste. 

, No. iso. ‘ Osteria, Tivoli,’ Alfred D. Fripp. 

I But little account is made of this subject, which, in 
I truth, is the venerable remnant of the palace of 

some consular magnate. 
I No. 137. ‘ Beilstein, on the Moselle,’ J. D. 

Harding. So skilful are the arrangement and the 
' chiaroscuro in this drawing that every touch con¬ 

tributes to form, and every form tells. We look 
upon and over the town, which is in a great measure 
screened by trees; the ruin of the old castle— 
so picturesejue an object from the river—is the 
point of the drawing, which is not large, but the 
eye rests upon the dispositions with the same satis- 

j faction that the mind contemplates the solution of a 
i difficult problem. 
j No. 138. ‘ The Rialto, Venice,’ E. A. Goodall. 

] The feature of the drawing is the bridge span- 
1 ning the canal immediately before us, with figures, 
j boats, and a variety of movable and immovable 
I contributions. The locale has been most accurately 
I studied, and it has been the purpose of the artist to 

testify honestly to what he has seen, and his deposi- 
1 tion bespeaks itself incontrovertible. 

No. 151. ‘ Gesuati Chiesa, ovvera S. Maria del 
Rosario,’ J. Holland. This di’awiug is elegant, 
and brilliant without effort; it is a masterly though 
simple combination of three quasi-unbroken quan¬ 
tities, which represent also three almost uniform 
degrees of tone—in, firstly, the buildings ; secondly, 
the sky; and thirdly the water: the buildings run 
into the picture on the right; on the left the sea 
and sky are open, the former bearing here and there 
Adriatic craft, with one gondola, which serves to 
clear up the water and the sky. The work is 
beautiful in its simplicity,—candid in its natui'al 
expression. 

No. 152. ‘ Tidings from Alarston Moor,’ W. 
COLLINGWOOD. A study of a room and its furni¬ 
ture—one of the apartments at Cutele, the seat of 
the Earls of Mount Edgecumbe. The persons pre¬ 
sent are Charles I. and Bishop Juxon; a servant 
enters with a letter. The drawing is very careful. 

No. 169. ‘ Una and the Red Cross Knight in the 
Caverns of Despair,’ Miss M. Gillies. The passage 
which suggests this composition occurs in the ninth 
canto of the “Faerie Queene:” 

“ Out. of his hand she snatched the cursed knife. 
And threw it on the ground, enraged, rife," &c. 

I But iUlegory is the most ungrateful of all the hand¬ 
maids of the Muses : she is, moreover, pedestalled 
upon an eminence very difficult to climb. lu dealing 
wilh a subject like this, it is something to say that 
it proclaims at once its source. The knight wears 
a suit of plate armour, the first we have ever seen 
drawn by a lady. 

No. 188. ‘ Pen-y-Gwryd,’ D. Cox, jun. It 
may not be considered complimentary to be told 
that one’s work just fails of some quality which 
would have secured it a surpassing excellence. This 
IS an admirable subject, and either with a little less, 
or a great deal, of finish, it would have been a re¬ 

markable production. It is the best subject we 
have ever seen under the hands of this painter. 

No. 197- ‘ Declining Day—View in Ai'gyleshire,’ 
A. P. Newton. A large drawing, and, we believe, 
by one of the most recently admitted associate ex¬ 
hibitors—perhaps the work which secured his elec¬ 
tion. The scene is on one of the many lochs 
which exist in the romantic country named in 
the title. The view is traversed and closed by a 
chain of lofty mountains, which announce from their 
summits that the sun is setting in an atmosphere of 
surpassing splendour; the lake, and the lower jias- 
sages of the view being kept in reduced and broken 
middle tones. It is an admirable work—broad, 
powerfid, and true. 

No. 207. ‘The Beehive,’ W. Goodall. A 
group of two children, who are seated near a bee¬ 
hive, the too curious tenants of w'hicli cause much 
alarm to the younger of the two. The figiues are 
brought forward with much sweetness. 

No. 211. ‘ St. Lorenzo, Genoa,’ Samuel Read. 

A large upright drawing, in wliich the high altar’ 
is shown during the performance of mass. The 
proportions are grand and imposing, and the expres¬ 
sion of elevation is successful without suggesting 
any feeling of exaggeration. The colour of the deco¬ 
rations of the ceiling, supported and repeated by the 
curtains lower down, has an effect of richness which 
is not often obtained where truth compels the use of 
so much of one colour, which is here red. 

No. 228. ‘ The Ferry,’ G . Dodgson. A draw¬ 
ing of exquisite tenderueso, equalled in its maunor 
and taste by No. 287, ‘ A Summer Night,’ of which 
the scene is very much like the terrace at Haddon. 
There are ancient, gnarled, and spreading trees, be¬ 
neath, and around, which figures are standing and 
walking, the whole being lighted by the moon. 
The economy of the light is beyond all praise, and 
the poetry and romance of the thing are captivating. 

No. 231. ‘Both Sides of the Question,’Jos. J. 
Jenkins. Truly, Mr. Jenkins is a great match¬ 
maker ! We have here another Breton, and another 
Bretonne, considering the momentous question ; but 
it is a settled thing—we shall see this pair again, 
bearing happily life’s burthens together. 

No. 23A ‘ Fruit,’ W. Hunt. Plums, grapes, 
and that spadeful of mossy turf wliich we have seen 
so often. No. 224, ‘Fungi,’ by the same painter, 
is a singular subject; it seems that he believes in 
his powers to make a picture of anything within 
the fruit and still-life category, from a pomegranate 
to a pipkin : we believe so too ! 

No. 275. ‘ Interior—Evening,’ G. Dodgson. This 
interior is like a crypt, or a low series of vaulting, 
like that of St. Stephen’s, at Vienna; it is, however, 
doubtless a composition. It is admirable in effect. 

No. 293. ‘ The Riva dei Schiavoni,’ E. A. Good- 

all. We look here dowm towards the Grand Canal, 
past the library, the palace, and the prison; and 
the left distance is closed by the Saluto and the 
Dogana; a most minute and accurate view of this 
part of Venice. 

No. 294. ‘ Speed reading Lauuce’s Love Letter,’ 
John Gilbert. The two figures are resting on a 
parapet, a third personage in the group being 
Launce’s dog, which listens as gravely to the letter 
as if it w'ere addressed to himself. The buildings 
here in the background come somewhat too for¬ 
ward. The drawing is powerfid in coloui', and 
original in everything. 

No. 296. ‘ Innsbruck,’ James Holland, and 
No. 325, ‘ Fountain, Innsbruck,’ are two small 
drawings, broad and real in their emphatic expres¬ 
sion of light. 

Upon the screens, whereon hang these last 
mentioned works, there is an assemblage of excel¬ 
lence to which w'e canuot do justice. We observe 
No. 276, ‘ Highland Sport,’F. Tayler ; No. 280, 
‘ Pastoral Landscape,’ F. O. Finch; No. 284, ‘View 
on the Tiber,’ Arthur Glenrie; No. 286, ‘A 
Summer Noon,’ G. Dodgson ; No. 288, ‘ Roman 
Arch, Spalatro,’ Carl Haag; No. 291, ‘Field 
Flowers,’ jMaria Harrison; No. 298, ‘Wild 
F’lowers,’ W. Hunt ; No. 801, ‘ The Young Ram¬ 
blers,’ Jos. j. Jenkins; No. 311, ‘Loch Tummel,’ 
Sam E vans ; No. 313, ‘ Near King’s House, Argyle- 
shire,’ 'T. M. Richardson; No. 322, ‘ The Sailors’ 
Battery during the heavy Bombardment of Sebas¬ 
topol, April, 1855,’ E. A. Goodall; and others of 
equal merit. 

THE HEW SOCIETY OF PAINTEES 
iH wateh-colouhs. 

The e.xhibition of this society was opened to private 
view on Saturday, the 17th of April, and to the 
public on Monday, the 19th, with a collection of 
333 drawings, of which a very great proportion 
are small works. The figure compositions are not 
of such high class as we have lately seen here. 
Haghe exhibits five drawings, but they are not 
equal in quality to others which have preceded them. 
Warren has a large and very full composition from 
the verse of Moore ; and Corbould exhibits a draw¬ 
ing, which, in eccentricity of subject, surpasses every¬ 
thing that has gone before it. There are also, by 
Tilley, a picnic in the last centui’y, a work of some 
pretension in that direction; some admirably exe¬ 
cuted studies of French peasantry, by Lee, and 
others of domestic interest by Mole, &c. In local, 
marine, aud sylvan subjects, Bennett, Whymper, 
Fahey, McKewau, Cook, Vacher, Philp, &c., have 
contributed largely; aud many of their works—espe¬ 
cially the miuor productions—are highly meritorious. 

No. 6. ‘ Les Poissons Rouges—Marly en 1760,’ 
E. Morin. This is a picture of the fashionable 
tone prevalent among our neighbours a hundred 
years ago. The figures are numerous, and distributed 
ou that very excellent basis of composition, the steps 
of a garden terrace. The manner, style, and relative 
dispositions of the figures, pronounce their con¬ 
versation refined and witty. The di-awing is French 
in taste; the nearer figures would, with advantage, 
have borne colour more positive, with little dis¬ 
turbance to the remoter groups. 

No. 10. ‘ Glengariffe, Ireland,’ W. Bennett. 

The finish of this drawing is the very antipodes 
of pretty smoothness. From an elevated point of 
view—abounding in that kind of foreground wealth 
which lies like precious ore in the nearer sections 
of such subjects—we look down on a lake that lies 
in a basin formed among hills, the summits of which, 
iu distance, mingle with the clouds. It is an effec¬ 
tive drawing—and it looks as if jiainted with little 
labour, and at once. 

No. 11. ‘The Stye Head Pass, Wastdale, Cum- 
bcrlaud,’ James Fahey. 'Ihe subject is perhaps 
not very attractive, but the drawing has the valuable 
quality of the veritable portraiture of rock and feO. 
'L’here is a natiu’alism sufficiently circumstantial to 
detail to us even the geology of the place. 

No. 14. ‘ Blowing Fresh, Fowey Harbour, Corn¬ 
wall,’ S. Cook. The breeze we feel to be fresh, 
according to the title; the entire surface of the 
picture speaks of wind, which, as the tide, from its 
fall on the sand, seems to be retiring, may have been 
a gale before high water. The artist has dwelt upon 
the point of his description with the utmost felicity. 

No. 18. ‘The Home of the Sea-fowl—the Bass 
Rock, Early Summer’s Morning,’ J. W. Whymper. 

It is a daring essay to plant the Bass thus in the 
middle of a picture without any other compensating 
quantities; but really,in the way in which it is treated, 
we could not wish it otherwise. The sea is perfectly 
calm, the rock is partially veiled by the mists of the 
morning, aud there are already on the wing hundreds 
of sea-mews, gulls, and kittiwakes, wheeling and 
screaming their exultation round their nests and 
nestlings. It is one of the best and boldest pictures 
of the Bass we have ever seen. 

No. 22. ‘ Example,’ W. Lee. A very natural 
incident, which we have seen—if the painter has not 
—in a French church. A mother, a peasant of the 
coast, has placed her child before her on prie-dieii, 
at mass. The sweetness of the drawing consists in 
its pure simplicity. The principal figure is round, 
accurately drawn, very characteristic, and shows 
altogether a marked advance iu feeling and execution 
on antecedent works. 

No. 32. ‘ The Road by the Mill-stream,’ E. War¬ 

ren. 'Phis scene, which is closed by trees, and 
contains a brook, a rude bridge, and a variety of 
supplementary material, is one of that class irre¬ 
sistible to tree painters; it is finished with great 
exactitude, but the use of white is somewhat too 
apparent. 

No. 37. ‘ Corn-field, Kent,’ H. Bennett. This 
grey, broad, and low-toned drawing looks as if it 
had been made on the spot, aud no contributive 
item had been forgotten. 

No. 42. ‘ Leipzig,’ Thomas S. Boys. This sub- 
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ject seems principally to be the Kathhaus in the 
market-place; it is a small picture, agreeable in 
colour and conscientiously finished. 

No. 50. ‘ Tantallon Castle,’J. W. Whymper. It 
is low tide, and the ruin is viewed from a direction 
seaward, whereby is obtained an expanse of fore¬ 
ground, covered with blocks of stone, that play an 
important part in the drawing, as subduing the 
importance of the castle, which ought to be the 
principal object; this foreground has engrossed the 
artist’s attention, insomuch that it becomes the in¬ 
teresting passage of the drawing. 

No. 54. * * » + ■v\r. Lee. 

“ In mother's love there hides a spell 
Maternal hearts alone can see. 

Transcending all that tears may tell. 
Or man could be.” 

The subject is a mother earnestly contemplating, and 
uttering a silent prayer for, her sleeping child. We 
seldom see this natural relation described with more 
fervent feeling than in this drawing, which is 
throughout most natural and unaffected. 

No. 64. ‘The Drinking Song,’ L. Haghe. The 
song to which we listen here is that in the second 
act of Othello;— 

“ And let me the canikin clink, clink. 
And let me the canikin clink. 

A soldier's a man. 
And life's but a span, 

Why tlien let a soldier dri nk." 

But the quotation had been better omitted, because 
the figures present are costumed as of the seventeenth 
century—the period, as to dress, most commonly 
chosen by Mr. Haghe. The subject in reality is 
one of those guard-room scenes which the artist 
paints with such truth and devotion; but it is not so 
minutely finished as others which have preceded it. 

No. 73. ‘ Good News,’ J. H. Mole. This inci¬ 
dent takes place before the door of a Highland 
cottage, where is assembled a group interested in the 
news from far away. A stalwart Highland farmer 
is the principal figure, and he reads aloud a letter 
which the postman, or boy, rather, has placed in his 
hands. It is a large drawing, finished throughout 
with the most careful elaboration. 

No. 81. ‘ Langley Castle,’ W. Bennett. A 
drawing remarkable for a description of space set 
forth without any minute and refined manipulation. 
We look over the ruin and across a valley, beyond 
which the ground rises to considerable elevation, 
and retires to a distant horizon. 

No. 85. ‘The Spy—a Scene in the Archbishop’s 
room, in the Castle of Salzburg,’ L. Haghe. This 
room is admirably drawn. The archbishop himself is 
seated in a large recess, with certain of his officers 
apparently auditing his accounts. The recess is 
lighted by a large ancient window, glazed with small 
round plaques of glass, and opposed to this is the 
dark figure of his commandant, w'hose sergeants 
bring in “the spy.” The effect produced by the 
relief of the dominant figure against the window is 
very striking, and the rest of the work is of the 
masterly character found in the pictures of this 
painter. 

No. 87. ‘Blowing Hard—Luggers running for 
Calais,’ T. S. Robins. Showing principally a French 
fishing-boat reeling under her foresail in arising sea. 
The sky is extremely suggestive. 

No. 91. ‘A Shady Nook,’ J. W. Whymper. A 
study of a large and spreading tree; the gnarled and 

broken bole is a successful imitation of nature. 

No. 97. ‘ The Apside of the Chureh of St. Pierre, 
at Caen,’ T. S. Boys. This part of the church, 
which is remarkably beautiful, is sketched by every 
architectural draughtsman who visits Caen. It 
stands on the brink of the river Ome, and the 
contrast between this portion of the cathedral and 
the meaner edifices by which it is surrounded, con¬ 
stitutes the picture. 

No. 107. ‘Cathedral, &c., Dijon,’ W. N. Hard¬ 

wick. This cathedral is not, from any point, a 
pictm'esque subject, but from the view which we have 
of it here, it shows only a fa9ade of buttresses. 

No. 114. ‘ The Bay of Naples,’ T. L. Eow- 
BOTHAM. The view leads the eye round the shores 
of the bay to the extreme right, where it is ter¬ 
minated by Vesuvius. The place declares itself at 
once; the drawing is careful and smooth—too 
much so. 

No. 117. ‘View from the Punta di Tragara, 
Capri, Gulf of Naples; showing Monte Salaro, the 

Castcllo, the Town of Capri, and the Certosa,’ 
C. Vacher. Few artists visit Capri, and the 
points of this portion of the island are not suffi¬ 
ciently tempting to ofi'er an inducement to those 
who may see it here. The drawing is most care¬ 
fully worked out, but it presents an appearance so 
arid and barren as to seem incapable of sustaining 
animal life,—where can the animals whose name it 
bears, have picked even the scantiest nutriment ? 

No. 122. * * * * G. Howse. A small drawing 
—a representation, as it were, of a guard-room of 
the seventeenth century, with numerous figures. 

No. 129. ‘ View from Munstead Heath,’ W. 
Maplestone. The point whence this view is taken 
is a rough piece of foreground, beyond which a 
landscape stretches to distance under a twilight sky. 
We have seen evening effects of great beauty, which 
have been exhibited by the painter; this work, how¬ 
ever, falls short of our remembrauces of preceding 
productions. 

No. 130. ‘Cetara, on the Gulf of Salerno,’ T. L. 
Rowbotham. The buildings generally in the works 
of this artist look all neat, new, and shining—he 
must sometimes meet with elderly edifices. There 
is, perhaps, here less parade of colour than usual; 
still there might, with advantage, be more of effect. 

No. 135. ‘ A Field Day in the last Century,’ 
H. Tidey. Without having seen this drawing, the 
title would have led to the conception of a stiff mili¬ 
tary array in the days of pipe-clay, powder, and 
pig-tails; but no, it is a pleasant illustration of 
what a picnic might have been about the beginning 
of the reign of George III. The figures have dis¬ 
tributed themselves on a grassy slope, and the inci¬ 
dents are those common to such assemblages. The 
work has cost the artist much anxious study; the 
observance of the etiquettes of art is stringent to 
timidity; the drawing, breadth, and harmonies, are 
unexceptionable. 

No. 147. ‘ The Lizard Light-houses,’ James 

G. Philp. The light-houses are of no import here, 
as the drawing is professedly a study of rocks; 
those of the cliff on which the light-houses stand. 
The subject is drawm with firmness and coloured 
with truth—qualities which distinguish also No. 144, 
‘ Looking towards Kynance from Trevillian Beach, 
Lizard.’ 

No. 155. ‘ She Stoops to Conquer,’ C. H. 
Weigall. This is the scene in which Marlow is 

discovered on his knees before Miss Hardcastle. 
The cast of the scene refers at once to the drama of 
the last century,—from which to paint, in those, our 
undramatie times, some hardihood is necessary. 

No. 162. ‘ Hurstmonceaux Castle, Sussex,’ 
J. Chase. This beautiful ruin is the remnant of 
one of the earliest brick-built mansions in Eng¬ 
land. The portion here given is the fa9ade, seen 
from near the gate over the dry fosse; it is, there¬ 
fore, little else than a picture of a handsome brick 
front, more roughened into picturesque quality than 
the original,—but we recognise the ruin at once. 

No. 168. ‘ Ancient Oaks,’ H. C. Pidgeon. 

The trunks, leafage, relief, and entire circumstance 
of the subject, could only be obtained from nature ; 
the dispositions are such as cannot be improvised. 
No. 239, ‘ The Valley of the Thames,’ by the same 
artist, presents us with a glimpse of such scenery 
as we see about Marlow, Henley, and Maidenhead; 
having also that stamp of veracity derivable only 
from converse with nature. 

No. 169. ‘At Prague,’ J. S. Peout. The 
subject is very modestly brought forward as a small 
drawing; less effective material is constantly w'orked 
into very dull pictures. Of No. 326, ‘ Italian 
River Scene,’ the same may be said; the subject is 
interesting and richly coloured. 

No. 170. ‘ The Pleasure Party,’ E. G. Warren. 

This reunion seems to be a water picnic, held in a 
boat lying at the brink of a stream, in the shade 
of a hawthorn-tree — on the drawing of which 
much care has been bestowed, as it is the principal 
object in the composition. 

No. 178. ‘ Balmoral Castle, Aberdeenshire, the 
Highland residence of Her Majesty. In the dis¬ 
tance is Loch-na-Gar,’ D. H. McKewan. The 
loch must be content to be supposed, for even with 
the aid of a good glass we cannot make it out. 
But every combination is romantic: the castle is 
on the right, and beyond it rise the deer-forests 
and mountains that characterise the country, and 
which, by the clouds that rest on the shoulders of 

the hills, the artist means to describe, as—in the 
language of an ancient grumbler—a “ ryght humor- 
ouse regione.” 

No. 182. ‘ The Song of the Georgian Maiden,’ 
H. Warren. With all anxiety to do justice to the 
glowing and voluptuous descriptions of Moore, the 
artist has surcharged his composition, and unneces¬ 
sarily augmented his labour. The subject is from 
‘ The Light of the Harem,’ being the feast given by 
Selim; and the immediate incident is the Georgian I 
rapturously singing to the accompaniment of her 
syrinda. The work is large, abounding in the most | 
brilliant hues, and niarvellously minute in the reali¬ 
zation of textures of all kinds. 

No. 195. ‘ Transept of the Church of St. Mark, 
Venice,’ L. Haghe. In Flemish interiors, and in 
the society of municipal celebrities, burgher guards¬ 
men of the days of doublet and hose, Mr. Haghe 
stands alone; but this St. Mark’s of Venice, with 
the Doge, and all the state of the amphibious re¬ 
public, does not come so kindly home to us as those 
brewers and leather-sellers of Antwerp, whose very 
presence is an invitation to a feast. This represents 
the triumphal restoration to the Doge of the flag of 
the republic, by the General Carmaniole, after the 
victory of Macalo, in 1428. The chmxh is thronged 
with figures, all attesting to a military triumph. It 
is an effort, and a laborious one, but we had rather 
have fallen into the fellow'ship of some of the good 
citizens of Bruges or Ghent. 

No. 212. ‘ The Vicar of Wakefield—Family pic- j 

ture,’ W. H. Kearney. We mention this work 
only to express some surprise that it has not been I 
painted before, read and re-read as has been Gold¬ 
smith’s popular novel. The composition has many ! 
figures, but they are without character, and the ' 
whole wants finish. [ 

No. 218. ‘ Noah, a miracle play, performed in ! 
the streets of Hull, in the fourteenth and fifteenth j 

centuries,’ E. H. Corbould. This is going far in | 
search of a subject—it is scarcely to be credited that 
such a theme could be treated otherwise than as a [ 
commission. Mr. Corbould, however, communicates j 

a certain dramatic interest to everything he does: j 

this drawing, crowded with figures, and partaking [ 
much of the grotesque pageants of the middle ages, , 
is not devoid of that kind of merit which dis- I 

tinguishes the works of the artist; but we think | 
that Hull, even in the fourteenth century, might 
supply material preferable to this. 

No. 227. ‘ Fruit and Flowers,’ Mrs. Maegetts. 

A rich and brilliant composition, consisting of a 
vase, grapes, peaches, &c. ^ 

No. 231. ‘ The Summer bed of a Mountain 
Stream, at the foot of the Stye Head Pass, Wastdale, 
Cumberland; with Great Gable, Great End, and 
part of ScawfeU,’ James Fahey. A topographical 
study, worked out in a manner to carry conviction 
to the observer of its representing very faithfully 
the place which it professes to picture. The fore¬ 
ground is a wilderness of boulders, as if all the 
stones cast behind them by Deucalion and Pyrrha 
had lodged here, but had not become animated. 
It is something to paint with the solidity we find in 
this drawing. 

No. 266. ‘His Own Trumpeter,’ Emily Farmer. 

A child with a toy trumpet: generally clear in colour, 
but the eyes want more shade. 

No. 267. ‘ Polish Fowls,’ Charles H. Weigall. 

These birds are extremely well drawn; they are 
animated, and are marked by a peculiar character 
which we must accept as the “ Polish.” Other 
groups of Hamburgh and Dorking fowls, Mr. 
Weigall sets forth with equal felicity. 

No. 267. ‘The Christmas Carol,’ Harrison 

Weir. It is sung by a redbreast, seated on a spray 
in a snowy landscape: an interesting di-awing. 

No. 290. ‘ Hollyhocks,’ Fanny Harris. I’ery 
natural and very bright in hue; studied as if from 
the growing flowers, and consequently less formal 
than in any bouquet arrangement. 

No. 309. ‘ The Serpentine Rocks, Kynance Cove, 
Cornwall,’ S. Cook. This is one of the best di'aw- 
ings Mr. Cook has ever executed; to say nothing of 
the sky and atmospheric distance, the foreground 
patch of sand is most simply, most charmingly, 

dealt with. 
There are many other admirable works which we 

regret we cannot even enumerate, in consequence of 
the pressure on our columns. 
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THE 
EXHIBITION OE ERENCII PICTURES. 

The French pictures arc exhibited, as usual, at the 
gallery in Pall Hall, to which a more commodious 
entrance has been pierced thro\igh the house No. 120. 
The collection consists of 172 works, to some of 
which attach the names of certain of the most cele¬ 
brated genristes of the French school,—that re¬ 
spectable middle class in whom resides the strength 

^ of the French commonwealth of painting. Meisson- 
nier, Plassan, Fichel, Edouard Frere, Schlesinger, 
Troyer, and others of the same category, are ably 
represented here, and they are not so political as to 
aspire to history, nor so facetious as to condescend to 
caricature. By the way, we are happy in not 
finding Biard in the catalogue—his line of extrava¬ 
ganza constitutes a profound limit below which no 
other humorous essayist has yet descended. As 
this exhibition is formed of pictures all possessing 
such a degree of merit as may cause them to be 
regarded with some public interest, they must be 
considered as a very favourable representation of 
French Art. They are not the contributions of a 
body of privileged artists, of many degrees of emi¬ 
nence, but of which five-si.xths of those degrees are 
bad; they have all been signalized in the salons of 
recent years. There is nothing by Belaroche, nor 
Vernet, nor even by many of the followers of Ingres, 
nor any of the canvases of any of the state painters— 
these are generally commissions; were they not so, 
their chances of sale among us would be small. The 
French do not paint from their literature, though 
they could do it with such striking effect. We do 
not consider the galleries of Versailles as at all 
illustrative of French nature in Art, although in a 
great degree indicative of French nature in war. 
As the early iMadonnas and Crucifixions were painted 
to whet a religious faith which reposed on tradition, 
so are these works proposed as illustrating articles 
of a political faith which long ago, like the typical 
beast of Scripture, has swallowed up the other faith. 
Our neighbours, we sa}^ do not avail themselves of 
their literature—long have we looked, but with 
little relief, for Moliere, Corneille, Le Sage, or that 
especial exquisite, Rabelais. We hear occasionally 
the bleating and the pnrringof some of La Fontaine’s 
happy family; but the pomps of Racine, and the 
honied sentiment of Feuelon, which prompted dreams 
that the school of David despaired of embodying, 
are definitely laid aside. We are, at home, saturated 
with the “ Vicar of Wakefield,” and have even con¬ 
sumed the author in every palatable form; and while, 
in the highest strain of epic art, the painters of the 
first French revolution were celebrating Brutus, the 
Floratii, and Scmvola, Reynolds, Fuseli, and others, 
down to the nebular luminaries of our system, were 
painting Shakspere, Milton, Defoe, and .John Bun- 
yan. Since, however, the French produce such 
exquisite genre pictures, we cannot complain of the 
misapplication of the national genius. We see iu 
these small works qualities w'hich are not attainable 
in their larger productions; for, as it is even now in 

i Pall Mall, so it always has been—that is, that in play- 
t ful incident their narrative is in every way superior 
I to their recital of grave history. Properly speaking, 
: these works, which contribute so much to the cha- 
1 racter of the French school, are not subject-pictures, 
! —they are simply figures to which names are given, 
1 like so many of the minor productions of our own 

school; but they are enriched with the most capti- 
! vating qualities of Art. They display elegance in 
1 composition, refinement in tone, and epicurism iu 

colour. They are all interior scenes ; aU our single 
^ figures are treated with open scenery. 

1 But to refer particularly to those under notice:— 
There are two pictures by Ary Scheffer, from his 
favoirrite source of inspiration ; one is ‘ Margaret 
at the Well;’ but there are three figures, the other 
two being the gossips, and standing apart. The 

1 purpose of the painter has been to express, personally 
and morally, her fallen estate. In her features is 
written— 

“ Meiiie Ruli’ ist hiii, 
Jlein Ilerz ist schwer;” 

and we see otherwise embodied the allusion— 
“ Sie fUttert zwei, wenn sie iszt und trinkt.” 

There is in the face, peihaps, scarcely the beauty 
with which Faust was so infatuated; but nothing can 

be more physically true than the impersonation. 
The hands and arms are somewhat heavy : the fea¬ 
tures are youthful, though beginning to be matm-ed 
in sorrow. The figure is of the size of life. The 
second is ‘ Faust with the Poison Cup.’ He is 
seated; he grasps the cup iu his right hand, and 
turns the head, looking upwards. M. Scheffer is 
undoubtedly a master of expression: in this figure 
we see, as in the words of Mephistojdieles, that— 

“ Ilin siittigt keine Lust, ihm g’nUgt keiu Gliick, 
So bulilt er fort nach wecliselden Gestalten." 

The difference between the cast of feature in this 
figure and iu that of IMargarct is very marked,—the 
artist adheres professedly in the former to an ordi¬ 
nary type of beauty, which he supersedes by the 
enunciation of the deep sentiment of Gothe’s con¬ 
ceptions. 

By Comte there are four ])ictures, of which the 
best is ‘ The Trial of Lady Jane Grey.’ The scene 
is a room in the Tower, and the bishops and other 
dignitaries express fully the dark fanaticism of the 
time. Ijady Jane does not realise the historical 
character: this, however, is the most earnest of 
M. Comte’s works, of which the others are— 
‘ Benvenuto Cellini receiving the Visit of Francis I.,’ 
‘Jeanne D’Albret buying from Jean Pare, the court 
mercer, the gloves poisoned by order of Catherine 
de Jledici,’ aud ‘ The Sorceress.’ Cellini receives 
Francis in his workshop, where we see in a recess his 
Cyclopes at work. The king appears in that parade 
of costume of which he was so fond, followed by a 
train of court attendants. And iu the third picture 
we find Jeanne D’Albret, seated before the counter of 
Pare. At the back of her chair, aud leaning on it, 
stands one of the gallants of the court, bedecked iu 
all the bravery of the time. These two are costume 
pictures, and the dresses are correctly and well 
painted ; but the composition is so full as to reduce 
the importance of the figures, and Cellini is a sug- 
gesiio falsi, being, as we see him here, a handsome 
man, W'hereas we know full well that he was exceed¬ 
ingly )>lain. The limbs of the king the painter 
might have safely improved; but his nose, being an 
historical fact, immitigable aud absolute, must be 
conscientiously dealt vvith. 

‘ The Italian Shepherd,’ by Couture, shows us a 
figure standing devoutly before a cross, repeating his 
evening prayer. We are invited here to consider 
the expression, which is eminently successful : the 
execution otherwise is ostentatiously free. ‘ The 
Disconsolate’ is a life-sized qrasi-nude figure, appa¬ 
rently an academical study, painted of the size of life, 
with perfect truth of colour. 

‘ Reading the Scriptm-es,’ by Midler, we have 
some remembrance of having seen at Manchester; 
it would have been much more effective as a small 
picture ; while ‘ Calvin refusing the Sacrament to 
the Scoffers,’ by Lugardon, a semi-sacred subject, 
with great scope for severe expression, would have 
been more worthily treated as a large picture. 

By Meissonnier there are two pictures—both are 
gems; and we must do full and entire justice to the 
constancy aud truth of M. Meissonnier, for the noble 
manner iu which he endures the trials of prosperity. 
His adoration of his art is manifest in his works. 
These pictures are, of course, minute. One he calls 
‘ The Study,’ the other ‘ A Courtier; ’ the former is 
a man in black, seated reading at a window; the latter 
is an erect figure in the costume of the last century, 
very much like a man in livery, but we must take 
M. Meissonnier’s word for his being a coiu'tier. His 
coat is a yellowish drab, his waistcoat is red, with 
nether continuations, including the stockings, of the 
same colour. We suspect M. Meissonnier of photo¬ 
graphy, but we know nobody who paints so well 
from solar pictures. We know that coat, and have 
a slight acquaintance witli the waistcoat; we have 
traced them for years in association with that famous 
three-cornered hat, which is not in this picture. But 
enough of these two works,—we commend them to 
the notice of the Microscopic Society. 

‘ Barbaro, a favourite sporting Dog,’ is by 
Rosa Eonheur: an extraordinary looking animal, in 
which everything is consecrated to nature, and 
nothing to sentiment. ‘ The Plough,’ also by this 
lady, shows a peasant ploughing with a yoke of two 
cows (?), which are admirably di'awn—the force of 
their muscular action is nature itself. We confess 
we do not understand the projection of the shadows 
in this picture, but we will not dispute the accuracy 
of Aladlle. Bonheur. In neither of these pictures is 

there any parade of execution—everything bespeaks 
a humble adoration of the phenomena of nature. 

The works of Plassan are—‘ The Return from ' 
Nurse,’ ‘ The Music Lesson,’ ‘ The Nurse,’ ‘ The 
Tailor,’—all of which are worked out with a tender¬ 
ness that, in many cases, refines the picture beyond 
the merits of the subject. 

Again, Schlesinger, in the same class of incident, 
has sent the ‘ The First-born,’ ‘ The Foot-bath,’ 
‘ The Toilet,’ ‘ The Parlour-maid,’ and a larger work 
entitled, ‘ The Family are out,’—in all of which the 
figures are well painted, but the composition is gene¬ 
rally surcharged. 

The contributions of Edward Frere are, ‘ Children ! 
shelling Peas,’ ‘ The Cradle,’ ‘ The Milkmaid,’ ‘ The 
Gleaner Boy,’ and ‘The Little Epicure,’—-all small 
pictures, worked out with a sweetness which not 
only commands admiration of the works, but inspires 
us with an interest beyond the pictui-es; we w'ould 
know where he picks up as models such ragged, 
dirty, svveet, picturesque little urchins—or can the 
amiability be all his own? Fichel continues this 
fascinating genre in ‘ The Wedding Repast,’ ‘ The 
Musician,’ ‘ The Duet,’ ‘ The Pipe.’ 

Troyer has sent a remarkable work, entitled, ‘ A 
Market-day iu Brittany,’ full of rustic figures, most 
faithful iu character, aud brought together with 
great skill: he has also ‘ The Convalescent,’ and 
‘ Needle Girls.’ 

‘Turkeys,’ by Juliette Bonheur, consists of a valu¬ 
able Hock of these birds; and another, ‘ Fowls,’ 
evinces study and earnestness in the drawing. 

Brochart, so famous for his crayon studies, has 
four heads quite as careful as any we have ever seen 
by him; they are entitled, ‘ Coquetry,’ ‘ Simplicity,’ 
‘ Intrigue,’ and ‘ Candour.’ This artist has carried 
crayon painting to its utmost excellence. He is 
perhaps less mellow than some of the pastellistes of 
the last centiu’y; but he has brought the material to 
a triumphant finesse. 

W. Wyld, an Englishman, but a French artist, 
exhibits a large work, ‘ The Grand Canal, at Venice,’ 
painted with unimpeachable truth aud uncompro¬ 
mising firmness : and by Ziem there is ‘The Even¬ 
ing Prayer at Constantinople,’ a large and glowing 
work reminding us of Claude aud Turner, as to its 
effect. We know not what the evening light may 
be at Constantinople, but it is, iu this picture, more 
of an orange hue than we see it iu our climate. 

‘ The Zingari,’ by Decamps, is a small picture, in 
which the forms are studiously indefinite—something 
in feeling like water-colour; but it is genial and 
harmonious in its tints. 

Le Poittevin exhibits this year only one picture, 
‘ Sailors at Rest,’ a sea-side scene,—not so careful as 
others of his productions which have been exhibited 
in this room. 

The portrait of the Marquis of Styleraan le 
Strange, and that of the Marchioness of Styleman 
le Strange, are by Edward Dubufe: the latter, espe¬ 
cially, is a work of infinite sweetness, combining 
breadth with the most fastidious finish. 

By Isabey there is but one work, ‘ Sailors drawing 
a Boat up on the Beach ;’ and in the same class 
there are subjects by Hoguet, a ‘ Coast Scene,’ and 
‘ Unloading Boats.’ 

Kiorboe, an animal painter of reputation, exhibits 
‘ A Shetland Pony ;’ and, in the same department, 
Palizzi, also favourably known to us, has ‘ Goats and 
Donkey,’ ‘ Boy opening the Gatew^ay,’ ‘ Geese, Boy, 
and Donkey.’ 

By Van Leben, ‘ Too Late for School,’ shows the 
jiedagogue exiielling the loiterers from the door. 
The facade of the schoolhouse, by the way, here 
constitutes the picture. This name attaches also to 
‘ The Birdcatcher,’ and ‘ Return from Labour.’ 

There are in the collection no pre-RaffaeUite ten¬ 
dencies. There is more of the uniformity of a 
school than among ourselves. Absolutism has ex¬ 
tended to painting; and from what we see and 
know, it is much to be doubted if any of the leaders 
of our purist movement w'ould rise to the coveted 
glories of the Legion of Honour. That uniformity 
of feeling extends to the most ordinary surfaces, 
and even to the manner of dealing with shades on 
the face : yet, withal, there is a charm in these 
little works we would gladly see imported into our 
own pictures of the corresponding class. 

The exhibition cannot fail to be very useful to 
our school. 



THE PRE-TITIANITES, 

INCLUDING GIORGIONE.* 

On the Caiiareggio, one of the broadest 
canals, branching i'rom tlic Canal Grande to¬ 
wards Mestre, is the Palazzo Manfrini, which 
contains the best collection of jhetures in 
Venice after that of the Academy; its peculiar 
interest being chiefly derived from its specimens 
of Giorgione, a master whose works, rare every¬ 
where, are so rare in Venice especially, that, 
except the four or five here, and two in the 
Academy, I have neither met with, nor heard 
of any others, uidess we may also exeept two 
or three flakes of bright “orange-tawny” hue 
on the mouldering facade overhanging the 
Rialto. They are all that the salt south winds 
have left of those naked allegorical figures 
painted by him there in fresco, the meaning 
and purpose of which puzzled Vasari so much. 

The Manfrini palace, it may be observed on 
entering it, has a considerable garden, here a 
rarity. When I was at Venice before, it was in 
a condition of melancholy neglect, very ])athe- 
tically overrun with weeds, amongst whicii the 
superannuated paths were quite forgetting 
themselves. Some old fallen sculptures were 
half buried; and one or two quaint summer¬ 
houses, apparently as ancient, at the end of 
divers little walks or avenues of round-headed 
acacias, looked very forlorn and tumble-down. 
Flowers, to be sure, there were but few or 
none. Yet, however deserted tliis garden 
now, I feel thoroughly, convinced that in 
former times it has witnessed some very fine 
passages of cavalier-courtship. Perhaps in 
yonder summer-house, beyond these little bright 
green acacias, Giorgione may have limned the 
lovely lady for his picture still up stairs, ever 
and anon throwing down his pencil and taking 
up the lute, (for the mastery of which it seems 
he was almost equally admired and sought in 
his own day,)to educe her finest expressions; by 
the power of some old simple air, some plain 
old country madrigal, calling up her whole 
soul into her eyes, and bidding them discourse 
eloquently with the boughs and the floating 
clouds above. 

One approaches this gallery, too, with some¬ 
thing of a melancholy apprehension that it may 
be for the last time, since, according to com¬ 
mon report, the Count Manfrini has recently 
been more than once negotiating for the dis¬ 
posal of it in the lump, or, at all events, in 
large divisions. One expects to read, all at 
once, some fine morning in the Times newspaper, 
that the whole has been transported to the 
Imperial Hermitage near Petersburg, for frigid 
generals to turn up their huge moustachios at 
the pictures, or diplomatists to be further cor¬ 
rupted by them with cold patronizing diletan- 
teism—the conventional cant of criticism; or 
perhaps the Shah of Persia, who we hear is now 
spending a great deal of money in pictures to 
illustrate Perdousi, may manage to secure 
them, to ornament liis harem, for the lively 
astonishment and criticism of liis ladies, who, 
no doubt, will be much disgusted with their 
dirt-like shadows, violences of perspective, and 
general loose coarseness of execution. It would 
be charming, indeed, to see the best of them 
in our Gallery; but probably some transient 
qualm of economy, or momentary languish- 
ment of the budget, occurring at the critical 
moment, may deprive us of that satisfaction, 
much as it is to be coveted, for the sake of 
those unique master-pieces to which w’e are 
about to di-aw attention, the peerless Giorgione 
especially. 

How interesting are the works of this libe¬ 
rator of Venetian art from the exclusive cap¬ 
tivity of the cloister! how delightful his pic¬ 
tures, taken in a fresh and original spirit from 

* Concluded from p. 131. 
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I the nature and life around him! whicli, be- 
I yond their religious aspect, he was the first 
I artist of this part of Italy to appreciate in their 
1 true licalthiness, energy, and beauty, elevating 

them with a noble, a sweet, and sometimes a 
mclanclioly, fervent, romantic feeling, in which 
he stands unrivalled; not chilling them with 
the antique influences extending elsewhere, 
not deserting them for vague ideality. Noble 
are his heads of the ardent youths and cavaliers 
of his day, and very lovely one or two damsels 
he has left us, of the full-grown, sunny Venetian 
kind, who make us almost begin to fancy that 
Cytherea herself is masked in a fair Venetian’s 
attire. Handmaids are they, not of the morn¬ 
ing, but of the eoetiinff, touching the soul like 
some rich, soft, pensive sunset. They are the 
very beings one dreams of on laying down 
some impassioned, deep-toned, elegant romance. 
Sometimes Giorgione brings these cavaliers and 
damsels together in the sala, and at the concert, 
enjoying the music which he loved so well. 
Sometimes he places them under the green¬ 
wood shades, filling up the pauses of the lute 
and plaintive flageolet with the still melodies 
of softened hearts and tender gazings; and 
sometimes he surrounds them with strange, 
quaint allegorical allusions, which, you must 
needs take it for granted, arc of some deep 
and tender import, though by no means easily 
intelligible. His colouring, in the instances 
most characteristic, has an intense swarthy 
glow, and his manner a peculiarly grand, manly 
breadth and firmness; but the sweetness, mel¬ 
low ripeness, and softness of both, on due 
occasion, are nowise inferior. His pencil strikes 
firmly, like a warrior’s lance, but also it melts 
in its softer touches, as the lips of his own 
ladies would obviously do; in each case adopt¬ 
ing, in a word, the style best suited to the sub¬ 
ject. And he himself must have been like a 
nero of romance, and well qualified for a part 
in such scenes as he loved to pourtray, if the 
remaining accounts of him are true. His name 
was characteristic of the tallness and dignity of 
his person, as well as of the exaltation of his 
mind. His portrait in the Munich Gallery, as 
Kugler says, is “fuU of impassioned feeling, 
with a peculiar melancholy in the dark, glow¬ 
ing eyes.” Ladies, ladies, what a picture for 
you that is! Though of the humblest origin, 
he was, it is related, remarkable for the charm 
of his manners, as well as for the constant rec¬ 
titude and goodness of his conduct; and on the 
lute, and in singing, as already said, he excelled 
so well that his company was much sought for 
because of those accomplishments. He and 
Titian were born in the same year, and these 
twin roses of Venetian art—twin brothers in 
mind and genius—instead of loving one another 
in gratitude for intellectual obligations beyond 
value mutually received, from friends, became, 
before long, jealous and bitter rivals. One can¬ 
not wonder, certainly, that Giorgione should be 
a little vexed and nettled, when told by a 
couple of gossiping gentlemen, whom he met 
in the street, that in the paintings of the riva 
fapade of the Fondaco de Tedeschi he had sur¬ 
passed himself; the frescoes on that side being, 
in fact, by Titian, who divided the external 
decorations of the building with him equally, 
taking the street side, and leaving the canal 
fapade to his rival.* Ever after the period of 

* Giorgione most probably first set the example of deco¬ 
rating the fa9ades of the Venetian palaces with frescoes. 
He painted the outside of his own house in that manner, as 
a specimen and advertisement of his talents, and was 
afterwards much employed in such work. All the other 
great painters of Venice followed in the same course; and 
the Byzantine colonnades and marble incrustations, and 
graceful Gothic traceries of the sea-city, were then accom¬ 
panied by a mode of ornamentation so intellectually 
precious that the boasted magnificence of the East must 
have seemed something senseless and poor in comparison. 
But now nothing of this kind by the greater men remains, 
except a few touches already alluded to by Giorgione, and 
scarcely so many by Veronese, in the Campo S. Maurizio. 
Giorgione also occupied much time in painting panels for 
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fills disgusting intimation, there was an es¬ 
trangement between Giorgione and his prudent 
eompetitor for fame, who, it seems ncjt unlikely 
from what we know of his eautious, jealous 
charaeter in after life, may not have been quite 
so prompt to aeknowledge the obligations he 
derived from the altogether new manner origi¬ 
nated by Giorgione, as the other might very 
naturally think he should have been. Ilowever 
this may be, Giorgione eontinued to display a 
romantie poetry of eoneeption and a teehnieal 
power, whieh left him no whit behind his eom¬ 
petitor, till he was unhappily cut off in his 
thirty-fourth year. The aeeounts of his death 
are various. One relates that he eaught the 
plague from a lady to whom he was devotedly 
attaehed, and who loved him with reeiproeal 
fervour. He continued, it is said, to visit and 
tend her, without being aware of the dangerous, 
infectious character of her ailment, and, taking 
it, succumbed to its virulence. This is Vasari’s 
version, but Ridolfi, whose Venetian account is 
more likely to be accurate, says he died of 
grief because of the faithlessness of his mis¬ 
tress, who eloped from his house with Zarotto, 
or Morto da Feltro, one of his assistants. It 
may be added that Morto (whom Vasari de¬ 
scribes as a man of much eccentricity in his 
mode of life, as well as of thinking) eventually 
renounced the Arts, and, adopting the soldier’s 
life,'was killed valiantly fighting before Zara. 
Romance will, of course, insist that he was 
driven to this desperate course by the stings of 
conscience, which, incessantly reminding him 
of his base ingratitude to Giorgione, rendered 
life insupportable. 

Now here, in this Manfrini Gallery, are side 
by side, (and may they never be parted), two 
exquisite pictures, a Giorgione, and a some¬ 
what early Titian, which prove, more perhaps 
than any others, how close an intellectual 
sympathy existed between these zealous rivals, 
whose differences were as if two twin stars 
placed together by the Divine Hand, that they 
might minister sweet interchange of varied 
light and beauty, were to sever themselves into 
mabgn and angry opposition. The Giorgione 
is the celebrated conversation piece of the 
Cavalier, the Lady, and the Page, painted in 
that soft, rich, mellow manner which is now 
usually styled emphatically the Titianesque; 
and the Titian is a sentimental Pastoral with 
allegorical allusions, conceived with Giorgione’s 
more fervent and melancholy feeling, and cha¬ 
racterised by his tawny glow of colour, and 
force almost verging on hardness. It is not 
easy, at first, to think of this picture as other 
than the work of Titian’s early inspii-er in the 
emancipation of Art from monkish mediseval 
trammels. 

But first of the Giorgione. It represents, 
half-length, some noble cavalier and a lady 
attended by a young page; and the beautiful 
female figure is said to be a portrait of 
Titian’s favourite. La Violante, Palma Vecchio’s 
daughter. If the pretty lady who played Gior¬ 
gione false was like her, one need not wonder 
at his flat despair; she must have been so 
utterly bewitching, so rare and dear a creature. 
This is, I^think, one of the very sweetest, and 
quite the most intelligently pensive of all the 
Venetian Beauties, whom Art has, up to the 
present moment, made me acquainted with. 
She has very much the same face as Titian’s 
Flora in the Uffizii of Florence, who has passed 
also for Palma’s daughter; indeed, I really 
believe these visages are identical. But here 
her toilet is completed; she has donned a 

those wonderfully ornate articles of furniture so cha- 
racteristic of the Renaissance period, selecting his subjects 
chiefly from Ovid; and two or three of them, removed 
from their original settings, exist. But, on the whole, fate 
has borne hardly on the worlrs of Giorgione, as well as on 
his life; and his reputation is furthermore wronged by the 
frequent attribution of feeble works, in which he manifestly 
had no hand. 
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pretty velvet liat for a rov in a gondola; and 
her face is animated witli a very lively and in¬ 
tellectual expression. The cavalier too, who, 
with hand laid on hers, is looking back at her 
devoutly, would, I believe, quite satisfy^ the 
most romantic young lady’s tender aspirations. 
A boy-page in a feathered bonnet, with a 
plenitude of melancholy sentiment in his parted 
lips and upturned eye, completes the group 
in this most fascinating picture; the colour of 
which is wholly made up of warm soft brownish 
flesh tints, and deep rich brownish dark hues 
and shadowings, in ripest blending—only a note 
or tw'O of colour, it is true, but composing a 
fidl and tender harmony. The picture, it 
struck me, even whilst looking at it, would do 
passing well for Bassanio expatiating on the 
caskets, and the bright and intellectual Portia 
standing beside him, gazing on them with a 
sweet pensive air, wrapped in the enjoyment of 
his eloquence. 

So much for the Giorgione. TCow for the 
Titian Pastoral, which certainly must have been 
painted in earnest and congenial emulation of 
some of Giorgione’s best and most distinctive 
qualities. The colour, as 1 have said, has his 
tawny glow; and the painting tends to that 
pecidiar force and firmness which are so cha¬ 
racteristic of him; and far more than these, 
there is aU his fine melancholy tenderness of 
sentiment. nude tawny youth, seated on the 
grass, is gazing with a deep and serious fond¬ 
ness on a girl, who reclines before him resting 
her arms on his knees, and looking up to him, 
holding in her hands the tibia or double pipe, 
on which, no doubt, she has just been play¬ 
ing some touching air. Two lovely children 
lie asleep before them at some little distance, 
and a third has newly awakened. And 
apart in the background an old man meditates 
on a skull, amidst a lonely, contemplative, 
intensely-rural landscape, which, wrapped in 
the solemn shades of evening, extends beyond 
a group of rude shepherds’ cots, tow^ards the 
calm, earth-limiting, and boundless sea. The 
“ Three Ages,” the picture is called; and here 
we certainly see, rendered significantly enough. 
Infancy asleep and just awakening, the tender¬ 
ness of Youth, the coutemplativeness of Age. 
The three groups take no notice of each other 
whatsoever. Each age, it cannot but be re¬ 
marked, is wrapped up in itself, and in its own 

ursuits, with no attention or sympathy to 
estow on the others.® ileditative subjects 

of this kind, in which the pencil vies with the 
sweetest and deepest tones of the bucolic 
reed, and in which quaint little allegories, such 
as Gian Bellini sometimes amused himself 
with, are expressed with consummate art, were 
equally common to Giorgione and Titian; but 
here the feeling and mode of treatment are 
much derived from Giorgione, though wrought 
out by Titian’s hand. 

To contemplate a work closely akin to this, 
and ascribed to Giorgione, and if his, tend¬ 
ing still further to couple in their intellects 
these rival spirits together, we cannot now re¬ 
sist taking a long stretch for a few' moments to 
the Louvre, and seating ourselves on that luxu¬ 
rious and highly hospitable pubhc ottoman in 
the Salon Carre, which is beyond comparison 
the most delightful resting-place in Paris. The 
picture there before us seems highly character¬ 
istic of Giorgione’s tender romantic feeling. A 
cavalier seated amidst an evening woodland 
landscape is playing pensively on a guitar, with 
another listening; and tw'o nude damsels, one 
filling a glass jug at a cistern, and the other 
holding a shepherd’s pipe, are bearing them 
company. The incident is strange and unac¬ 
countable enough, certainly. Why these un- 

* There is an altogether inferior repetition of this pic¬ 
ture, with many yuriations, in the Bridgewater Gallery, 
a much damaged and apparently unfinished, ugly, disagree¬ 
able work. 
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robed damsels should be so quietly and unre¬ 
servedly attending upon these two douhleted 
young cavaliers, one is rather puzzled to make 
out. But what a deliciously calm and pensive 
piece of musical listening it is; what an ex¬ 
pression of the soothing pause that follows, 
when hariiiouioiis sounds die away from the ear, 
to live more fully in the heart for awhile ! It 
is to the eye just what the cavalier’s lay would 
be to the ear. The colour and the tone, in¬ 
clining to a golden browm, are beautiful; and 
the execution is soft and round, considering the 
antecedents of Art, admirably so. In these 
respects the fine Correggio of the Marriage of 
St. Catherine, which hangs next it, is rivalled, 
and indeed, by the bye, much resembled. Dr. 
Waagen, it seems, ascribes this picture to 
Palma, I suppose from its less powerful man¬ 
ner. I am not aware, myself, of any grounds 
sufGcieut for disturbing the usual opinion on 
the subject; but if not Giorgione’s, the pic¬ 
ture is, at any rate, a very near successor of 
certain of his works, and one of the most 
delightful things of its class,—enough of itself 
to prove that there w'as a tender vein of pure 
pastoral poetry in Palma’s mind, not mani¬ 
fested in any other work of his with which I 
am acquainted. 

The other Giorgiones in the Manfrini Palace 
are very inferior to his “Bassanioconsidering the 
Caskets.” Oneof them, called “the Astrologei,” 
is an early w’ork, in his obscure allegorical style 
of conception, hard and not interesting; neither 
will the two or three portraits in this collection 
ascribed to him extend his fame; “ the Lady 
with the Lute ” being the best of them. And 
these are actually his only productions now 
remaining in Venice, that we could hear of, 
except two in the Academy; one of them little 
remarkable, but the other a large and cele¬ 
brated work, of the three Saints allaying the 
sea-storm with which certain infernal powers 
once on a time threatened utterly to destroy 
Venice. In 1341, that is to say, in the reign 
of Bartolomeo Gradenigo, Niccolb Vecchio (as 
we should term the devil, w'ere we to translate 
our vernacular into Italian literally) had a mind 
to submerge the city entirely; and to all ap¬ 
pearance he wmuld have accomplislied his pur¬ 
pose, had not St. Mark personally interposed to 
prevent him. The waves were already running 
high, and the inundation seemed most immi¬ 
nent, wdien, during the stormy night, the Evan¬ 
gelist appeared incognito to a poor fisherman, 
whose barque was tossing at the quay, and m- 
duced him to put forth in his company, most 
hazardously as it seemed, first to San Giorgio, 
and secondly further out still, to San Niccolb 
di Lido. The object in this was to take on 
board two other personages, mysterious per¬ 
sonages likewise at first, but presently shown 
to be nothing less than the local tutelary saints 
themselves. Then, no doubt, almost winged by 
its sacred lading, the boat made right for a 
certain dark ship, manned obviously by fiends, 
which was flying between the black waves and 
clouds towards Venice, with a most ominous 
swiftness and facility. But on the Saints re¬ 
buking it, and sigjiiug the cross, it immedi¬ 
ately faded away into an nnruflled calm. The 
moment before the accomplishment of this 
famous miracle has been chosen by Giorgione 
for his wild and vigorously conceived jncture. 
Chiefly admirable is it for the solemn grandeur 
of two naked figures rowing in a boat in the 
foreground, and leaning back as they do so, 
with a somewhat mournful air, to eye the Sa¬ 

tanic felucca behind them, bannered with 
flames, and astir with mysterious strange 
fignrej, who seem already confounded by the 
anticipation of the failure and punishment 
which await them. A demoniacal dolphin in 
the trough of the sea is really a very fierce 
and fearful fish; and so is another, though now 
most portentously dolorous, as well he may 

he, heiu" thrashed lustily by another naked 
figure, who has laid hold of him. These sea- 
monsters are conceived and realized with an 
impressive vigour; but the rest of the picture 
is very black and heavy, and somewhat poorly 
carried out; boldly intended, no doubt; hut the 
notions in Art of raging seas and driving 
clouds are here evidently yet in their infancy. 
The solemn boatmen, nevertheless, are truly 
grand in attitude, design, and feeling, most 
remarkable for what lias been happily called 
Giorgione’s stern glow of colour, and admirably 
drawn, with something of a Michael Angelcs- 
que force and elevation of manner, such as, so 
far as I know, is unique in Venetian art, and 
perhaps justifies the higher anticipations of 
what Giorgione might liave been, more than 
anything else now left us. 

With regard to the mh'acle itself, the rest of 
the story is well known. After its accomplish¬ 
ment, San Niccolo and San Giorgio were quietly 
landed at their res])ective fanes; and, finally, 
St. Mark himself was disembarked in front of 
the Biazzetta. He was walking away very 
coolly, sweeping the pavement with his long 
white robe, and casting a friendly eye, as he 
went, up to the lion on the column, which 
certainly wagged his tail at the moment, when 
the fisherman called after him: “ Halloo, 
sir!” cried he, thinking of certain private 
needs which remained, much more than of the 
public calamity just averted, “ you’ve forgotten 
your fare; a golden ducat at least, after the 
work we had to get out.”—“Dear me,” re¬ 
plied St. Mark, turning round very graciously, 
“I quite forgot it. The labourer certainly 
is well worthy of his hire; indeed, few are 
so much so. But this happens rather awk¬ 
wardly, for ’tis long since I carried about any 
money with me. Tlowever, take this ring, and 
present it to the Doge and Senate with my 
kind love, or rather my respectful compli¬ 
ments, telling them what their guardians have, 
by divine appointment, done for the city; and 
they—I feel certain, will reward you hand¬ 
somely. For the present, I see with pleasure 
that you have enough iu your cupboard for a 
comfortable supper. Felicissima nolle amico 

niioF And so saying he paced away, and as 
he neared his church, a glory broadly kindled 
round his head, its silvery scintillations vying 
with those of the full moon, now rolling with 
liberated brilliancy and serene thankfulness in 
the clear blue heavens above them. The 
fisherman watched him till those beams con¬ 
tracted and withdrew themselves within the 
porch of the basilica, even as if the moon 
herself were setting there; and then every 
window shone out in succession, vutli a light 
incomparably more pure and brilliant than is 
seen there even on the night of the Virgin’s 
chief festival; and a choir was faintly heard 
for a few moments, rising off into the ah', as if 
on seraplis’ wings. But soon it died away, 
and tlien no light remained, save those calm, 
snow-like domes of the church, shining to the 
moon like whitest crests of Alps, when the 
last cow-hell has long ceased to tinkle, and 
every chalet is fast asleep below. 

Of course the fisherman did as he had been 
hid, and his story, doubted at first, was con¬ 
sidered quite aiitheuticatecl by the production 
of the ring, which was indeed St. Mark’s—an 
article belonging to his treasury, and found on 
inquiry tliere to be actually missing. The 
miracle, therefore, was acknowledged with 
pious gratitude; and the humbler of the instru¬ 
ments employed in it was immediately re¬ 
warded with an adequate pension, which ap¬ 
peased his hungry children and querulous wife, 
and made him comfortable for die rest of his 
days. An admii'able climax this to the close 
of a miraculous story. 
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COLOUEmG STATUES.* 

On llie two last occasions I have attempted to illus¬ 
trate what I conceive an important consideration in 
viewing this subject as regards the practice of 
Greek Art, viz., that a distinction existed between 
those statues which were immediately to subserve 
the worship of the time, and those which were 
created to gratify its pure and natural taste. In 
practice, no doubt, the two styles ran into each 
other, and a precise line of demarcation is impossible; 
but as phases of Art, they, in my view, arose from 
the difterence of the two inlluences. The statues in 
one material, especially those in marble, were among 
the purest emanations of the exquisite taste of that 
wonderful people; while the polychrome treatment 
of those which were coloured I conceive to have 
arisen all more or less from idol worship, and par¬ 
ticularly in respect to the colossi in ivory and gold. 
With retributive justice the latter have wholly 
perished, while many of the former have, in a 
more or less perfect state, been preserved to our days. 

It was in aceordance with this view that I 
treated the first part of the subject, that is, whether 
the Greeks coloured their statues, and if so, to 
what degree ? And the same consideration will also 
illustrate the second paid of the question, namely, if 
they did so, should we ? It may be said, however, 
that on this head it is prejudged, inasmuch as vie 
are not idolaters; but in truth it is not exactly 
so, for even granting that the full, or nearly full 
colouring of statues among the Greeks, was in¬ 
troduced to deceive the people in a mode analo¬ 
gous to the illusions of the cave of Trophonius, or 
the oracles of Delphi and Dodona, and was not in 
accordance with the best aspirations of the artists 
themselves,—as evidenced in the desire of Phidias 
to execute the great Minerva of the Parthenon in 
marble, instead of the ivory and gold he was 
eventually obliged to employ,—yet this does not 
involve in the same category a degree of suhtinting 
that might or might not have been more in harmony 
with the tastes of the best judges of the time; and 
which, be it remarked, is the phase of the poly¬ 
chrome treatment of statues that has lately risen 
into public view, through being advocated for pre¬ 
sent practice by some opinions well worthy of 
respect. Thus I conceive that the question of sub¬ 
tinting, as applied to statues, is not by necessity 
involved in that of the more fully imitative prac¬ 
tice of statue painting, although the subtinting 
of the less important sculptures of the Greek 
temples may have been first introduced for the 
purpose of carrying out and shading off, as it 
were, gradually the fuller treatment of the idol 
of the divinity within. And this will be the more 
readily accepted by the advocates of sculpture- 
colouring at the present time, inasmuch as few even 
of the most ultra of the polychromists are hardy 
enough to suggest that sculptures of high character 
should be fully coloured. 

Thus, although the distinction between Idols and 
Art-statues may afford a valuable illustration of the 
various treatment of statues among the ancients, 
the question also demands consideration on its own 
merits aesthetically and practically on what have 
been called “the eternal principles of Art” common 
to all time. 

Let us, therefore, view firstly, whether the ad¬ 
dition of colouring to statues is to be held as 
really an advance or a retrogression. The poly- 
chroraist will, no doubt, consider that it is evi¬ 
dently the former, while the monochromist will 
allege it, on the other hand, to be a confusion of 
those arts which good taste has gradually separated 
in the lapse of ages into distinct languages of 
human expression. The polychromist will claim 
honom’ for the uniting of the charms of colour 
with those of form as the evidence of progress and 
improvement; while the monochromist will point 
back with a significant finger to the earliest efforts 
of Art, w'hen we have every reason to believe that 
imitative form and colour were almost, without ex¬ 
ception, used together. 

This arose, indeed, from the very imperfection of 
either art, just as you may notice now in some 
of our most inferior specimens of pottery, as in the 
little images of children, dogs, and parrots, you 

* Continued from page 70. 

meet with in cottages, where the form is so incom¬ 
plete, that without colour it is a chance if one would 
know what they were meant to be. In the same 
way, in the earliest eflbrts of imitation, the artists, 
uneducated and inexperienced, were obliged to club 
their means to produce anything tantamount to the 
representation of a human form. The first thing 
that Art attemjjted was probably in the way of 
hero-worship, and, Prometheus-like, to make a 
human being. This was either the resemblance of 
an ancestor or of some great tyrant, or perhaps of 
both in one; which image soon came to be looked 
on as a household god, and be propitiated and con¬ 
sulted before the commencement of an undertaking, 
and to be thanked and decorated with spoils after 
success in war or tlic chase. The more living these 
resemblances could be made to look, the more 
direct and likely would appear, to those who 
looked up to them, the support which they might 
hope to receive from them ; and hence arose what 
has usurped so large a portion in the worship of 
all ages, and played so large and sad a part in 
the history of man, namely, the Idol. All barbarians 
and idolaters, as a general rule, have been, and are, 
polychromists as regards the art of sculpture—they 
all colour their statues. 

Are we then to suppose that the extremes meet, 
and that the earliest efforts of Art, as regards this 
practice, are. to be paralleled by its most experienced 
effects, and that the uucoloured statues of the Venus 
of Cnidos, and of the Moses and Night and Morn¬ 
ing of Michael Angelo, are but incomplete steps 
(half-w'ay, as it were, and as having lost the true 
track of combination of the arts) between the first 
barbarian attempts, in which statues were painted, 
and a more advanced and perfect period of human 
art, when the same principles are to be again ac¬ 
cepted and practised? 

The Dramatic art is the only one in which the 
complete imitation of human nature, as it lives and 
moves, is attempted to be placed before the percep¬ 
tions. Here the poet’s art invents the plot, and 
fills it up with the actions, thoughts, and words of 
the dramatis persona; and the musician adds the 
charm of rythm and the song. The painter ar¬ 
ranges the scenes and the costumes, and all, with 
the sculptor’s art combined, is united by the actor 
in his own person and form; while each and all, 
with the architect’s art, present the living, moving 
groups complete in all phases as an imitation of 
reality. This, therefore, is the only complete art 
in idea; and yet no art requires greater allowances 
to be made for it in execution and in fact. It is 
complete in its attempt, not in its accomplishment. 
It attempts to “hold a mirror up to natui’e,” and 
to add voice, and to be in aU respects a reflection 
of reality. But to compress a life or a series of great 
actions within the compass of five acts, and three 
hours, calls most largely on the imagination of the 
spectator to complete the picture. 

But it is necessary for the histrionic art to 
attempt all this, for its expression is made not so 
much by the perfection of any one phase of the 
imitation of nature, but by a combination of them 
all—all more or less incomplete; by a tout ensemble 
of short-comings, rather than by one perfection, 
and which must so remain short-comings until w'e 
may have beings answering to the poet’s idea in 
form and stature, and gifted with voice and bear¬ 
ing equal to the sentiments they have to deliver. 
The dramatist, within a contracted area, attempts a 
complete representation of nature in all its phases; 
and he has to paint it with the colours the state of 
the stage affords him: the actor has to follow them 
out with his own powers and the resources he has 
within his grasp. The drama thus depends for 
impression and success on many instruments and 
means all directed to one point, and not on the 
perfection of any one of them. On the other 
hand, the other arts, I conceive, of direct human ex¬ 
pression considered separately—as painting, music, 
and sculpture—depend rather on the thorough 
working out of one means than on any com¬ 
bination of them, viz., on that means which be¬ 
longs to each respectively, and especially, as in 
music, the harmony and perfection of sound; in 
painting, all that can charm in the arrangement, 
definition, and perfection of lines and tints on a 
flat surface; and in sculpture, on character, beauty, 
and perfection of form. I would force no defini¬ 
tion, nor make use of any distinction that does not 

naturally arise; but it a))pcars to me that a refer¬ 
ence to the means by which the drama produces its 
effects, may throw some light by contrast on the 
very different principles on which the other arts, 
especially those of painting and sculpture, are gifted 
to effect theirs; and that while the one art pro¬ 
duces its impression by the combination of many 
means which, from the nature of things, must be 
all, or very nearly all, highly incomplete, the 
other simple arts, while they attempt less, have a 
greater duty laid on them, to strive to ajjproach 
nearer, each in its separate province, to perfection. 

Poetry, architecture, music, painting, sculpture, 
have all, in this view, but one phase of expression 
proper to each. They may be combined in effect, 
but each art remains single. 'I'he Greeks made 
many Muses, and did not combine all the arts in 
oue individual. True, they were all sisters, and all 
of one family, and lived in harmony, but they had 
each their specialty. Pure Reason, with her distinct 
and definite demarcations, perhaps cannot always 
reach the mode in which the exercise of the depart¬ 
ments may be combined without injury to each; 
and Taste, with her more subtle shadings, must 
needs be called in to assist with her delicate touch. 
I mean to say that canons on these points can be 
more easily suggested than justified; but still, on 
some points, mere reasoning will point out pretty 
clearly where confusion should be avoided, and 
wherein it needs but little illustration to show 
when and how' the individual path of each art should 
be adhered to. 

Now the question of Colouring Statues appears 
to me one of these. If we once depart in Sculpture 
from its own proper means of expression, and from 
the simplicity of its natural monochrome surface, 
where are W'e to stop ? We will imagine, how'ever, 
for the sake of argument, that all the difficulties, 
which, indeed, I conceive are insurmountable, are got 
over in the first step, namely, the truthful and com¬ 
plete colouring of a statue like life. We will sup¬ 
pose this done in perfection. The work is like a 
human being; it looks as if it could move—then 
it shoidd move ! It looks as if it could speak— 
then it should speak ! But then to speak it must 
think; but w'here is the intellect ? We have no Pro¬ 
metheus now to bring fire from heaven. The 
statue, within its original province, was a complete 
thing in its phase; but no sooner do you give it colour 
than it looks incomplete-—it then wants movement. 
Then, to follow out the fancy, it is but dumb, and 
is still more incomplete : and then it wants intel¬ 
lect, or it were the most incomplete thing of all— 
an idiot, and the whole fabric tumbles into ruins 
together! I own this is following out the idea 
rather ad absurdum: but I trust this will be excused, 
inasmuch as I only, as it were, extend the lines of 
these undue additions to illustrate the more the 
extent of their divergence from true Art. We are 
not creators, we are only artists, and each art is 
respectively a phase of nature; to unite tEem all in 
perfection does not belong to us. 

Sculpture is an art within small compass, but 
will be allowed perhaps, from that very concentra¬ 
tion to be the more effective w'ithin her own 
confines. No work of Art is more complete in 
itself than a nude, highly-finished female statue 
in pure marble—the triumph of living form worked 
out humbly in Nature’s most beautiful inanimate 
material. The creature’s Art-worship of the Creator’s 
most beautiful work 1 There it is—Form concen¬ 
trated down to its essence! In itself, in its pure 
monochrome veil of tint, it is complete; add anj'- 
thing to it, and you make it incomplete. 

But to stop short of this—fwhich, as I have said, 
is so ditflcult, because, when you have added colour, 
you then want movement, then voice, then intellect, 
and inasmuch as there is no true resting-place be¬ 
tween the one exercised art and that “wonderful 
piece of work—man”)—but to stop short of this, 
I conceive that, add a single touch of tint to the pure 
Parian surface, and you begin to unfinish what was 
h&lore finished; and to illustrate this, we will now, 
without pressing the consequences any further, by 
your leave, contract ovu consideration strictly within 
the confines of colour and its application to statues. 
There before you is the marble statue in its com¬ 
plete and native purity, and now, if j'ou please, we 
will begin to colour it. Jlix up your tints and let 
us begin. John Bell. 
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THE ROYAL PICTURES. 

THE FAMILY OF CHARLES I. 

Van Dj-Ck, Painter. H. Bourne, Engraver. 

Size of the Picture, 5 ft. 41 in. by 6 ft. 6 in. 

Ouli task of selecting from the numerous pictures 
by Vau Dyck, in tViudsor Castle, those which w'ouhl 
best illustrate the style and manner of this distin¬ 
guished portrait-painter, was not an easy one; there 
are so many which may he considered of equal ex¬ 
cellence that we found it almost impossible to give 
one a preference over the others : we felt emharnis 
des richesses. Of the portraits of the Stuart family, 
we have already engraved two in this series,—that 
of the Queen of Charles, and the picture represent¬ 
ing three of their children : we have chosen another, 
because, first, it has a world-wide reputation, as it 
deserves to have, and, secondly, because it was an 
especial favom'ite with the unfortunate monarch, 
in whose breakfast-room at 'Whitehall it hung. The 
work was painted iu 163?. In the centre of the 
group stands Prince Charles, then about seven years 
of age, afterwards Charles II.; his hand rests on 
the head of a fine mastilf dog : to the right are the 
Princess Anne, who died young, and Prince James, 
afterwards James II.; on the left the Princess 
Elizabeth, who died a prisoner in Carisbrook Castle, 
and to whose memory our gracious Sovereign has 
recently caused a beautiful mouumerrt to he erected 
iu Newport Church, where the remains of the royal 
captive lie; and the Princess Mary, an infant, after¬ 
wards the w'ife of AVilliam, Prince of Orange : below 
these is a spaniel. “ This family pictru'e,” says Ilaz- 
litt, “ is certainly admirably painted and managed. 
The large mastiff dog is inimitably fine and true to 
nature, and seems as if he was made to he pidled 
about by a parcel of royal infants from generation 
to generation. In general, it may be objected to 
Van Dyck’s dressedcliildren, that they look like little 
old men and women. Ilis grown-up people had 
too much stiffness and foi'inality, aud the same 
thing must overlay the playfulness of infancy.” 

Painters themselves, and all who have studied the 
principles of Art, can alone determine how far 
costume contributes to, or detracts from, the beauty 
of a portrait as a picture. It is idle to affirm, as 
some people do, that, so long as the painting is 
good, it matters little how’ the figure is habited. 
We have only’ to look, for example, at the female 
fashions of half a century hack to see the absurdity 
of such reasoning : what do we behold at that time 
but every grace of outline in the human form either 
utterly lost or wretchedly distorted ? the dress 
falling in a long straight line from the w’aist,—no, 
not the W’aist, but from a point immediately under 
the arms ; and the upper part of the gown fitting 
so closely to the person as to give the outline of the 
figure almost grotesquely, when viewed in relation 
to the other parts. We cannot express admiration 
of the unbounded limits to which female costume 
in the present day is carried; but most unquestion¬ 
ably it is far more picturesquely becominy than the 
scanty, tightened garments w’orn by our mothers in 
their young days. The fashion of wearing the hair 
is another matter w’ith which artists oftentimes find 
much difficulty in contending; and this, too, whether 
the portrait he of man, woman, or child. The ful¬ 
ness and natiu'al cast of the hair in Van Dyck’s time, 
enabled him to dispose and arrange it to the best 
advantage in setting off the features, so that his 
portraits have become models of study to all suc¬ 
ceeding painters, for the elegance with which the 
hair unites aud composes with the several jiortions 
of the face. Addison, in remarking upon the style 
in which the ladies of his time wore their hair, 
says:—“ I would desire the fair sex to consider 
how impossible it is for them to add anything that 
can be ornamental to what is already the master¬ 
piece of natiu'e; the head has the most beautiful 
appearance, as well as the highest station, in a 
human figure.She seems to have designed 
the head as the cupola to the most glorious of her 
works; and when we load it w’ith such a pile of 
supernumerary ornaments, we destroy the symmetry 
of the human figure, and foolishly contrive to call 
off the eye from real and great beauties, to childish 
gewgaws, ribbands, and bone-lace.” 

A copy of the picture here engraved is in the 
Museum at Berlin. The original, as w’e have inti¬ 
mated, is at Wiirdsor Castle. 

H.VMLET AND LOUIS THE ELEVENTH, 

AT THE princess’s THEATRE. 

We took occasion to remark, in our notice of one of 
that remarkable series of revivals wherein Mr. 
Kean has brought the illustration of all the Arts 
to the service of the Shakspere muse,— in a manner 
unprecedented as regards either the luxury or the 
taste of the illustration, aud claiming for the series 
in question a separate chapter in the history of our 
modern stage, whenever that shall come to be 
written,—that amongst his aceumidated tribute at the 
shrine at which he worships, has been the offering up 
of a certain portion of his owu personality. No 
other manager has apprehended in the same high 
sense as Jlr. Kean, how the descriptive element 
that informs so large a majority of Shakspere’s plays 
may be seized oii for the expression of his meanings 
and the manifestation of his spiritualities; but 
amongst his contributions to that end, this partial 
sacrifice of himself has been the rarest and most 
votive of all. That earnestness of ])urpose which, 
while it submits his own acting to the highest tests 
by the perfection of every accessory that accompanies 
it, withdraws at the same time from prominent 
assertion the large amount of contribution which 
that acting makes to the great general effect, is 
a form of homage to which the English play¬ 
goer has been little accustomed, iu cases wherein the 
two characters of manager and actor have met in 
one. No sacrifice of any kind has seemed too great 
to hlr. Keau which might help him to win back the 
wandering public to the Shakspere faith.—The 
result has been, a com])lete triumph for his cause and 
for himself. 'I'here is now, once more, a temple for 
high drama to which the people flock in crowds,— 
and, iu doing so, they have learnt at last what, in 
every way, they owe to Mr. Keau. They now know 
that, if he hung around the shrine before which 
he bows all the outer lights that Art can su])ply, it 
was with the view of luring them back to the per¬ 
ception of the everlasting light that burns within - 
if he sought to attract his audiences by every argu¬ 
ment to which for the moment they were most 
accessible, he show’s them, iu the hour of his success, 
that he had in reserve a far higher argument of his 
own. 

Amid the rich scenic illustratiou which, in Mr. 
Kean’s revival of “King ITchard II.,” gave such 
marvellous presentment to the visible poetry of 
Shakspere’s page, and showed, iu its appropriate 
setting of the feudal time and the stormy barony of 
England, the melancholy figure and elegiac passion 
of the fallen king, it was quite possible to over¬ 
look the justice due to Mr. Kean for the part which 
he himself yielded as an actor to the whole 
result. Erom that fidl Shakspere harmony it 
w’as difficult, because of the fulness, to single out 
the leading chord,—from the sum of the iulluences 
employed towards the great dramatic expression, it 
might occur to few’ to separate the master influence 
conveyed in Mr. Kean’s flue rendering of the text. 
But Mr. Kean, w'ith his audience at length at 
command, has now' produced that one of the plays 
of Shakspere, to take wdiich out of the domain of the 
closet, and introduce it on to the stage, has always 
seemed to us the boldest of histrionic adventures, 
mainly because the actor who would present the part 
which is its life must lean nearly altogether on him¬ 
self. The interest of the play is so essentially psycholo¬ 
gical, that it can receive little aid or illustration from 
without,—the text so transcendental, that he who 
can read it in such w’ay as to command its clear 
apprehension on the part of a mixed audience, should 
be one of the finest stage commentators in the 
world. We have coupled this revival, for a few 
remarks,—and for reasons which we shall proceed to 
explain,—with another of Mr. Kean’s recent repro¬ 
ductions,—the part of Louis the Eleventh, as adapted 
for the English stage from Casimir Delavigne’s fine, 
full, and striking historical play of “ Louis XL” Iu 
right of these two great performances, not only does 
Mr. Kean stand now without a rival in his ])ro- 
fessio.i,—but they who have long mourned over the 
dead masters of his art are somewhat startled to 
find, that the great traditions of the stage, by them so 
affectionately remembered, and of which others have 
heard so much, are once more alive by means of 
these presentments. 

It w'ould be diffierdt, from the whole range of 
drama, of the high class, to select a couple of parts 
so entirely' dissimilar, in all respects, as are these 
two,—and, therefore, implying so wide a range of 
dramatic apprehension and histrionic art iu the 
successfid impersonator of both. If Mr. Kean had 
desired to put formally in evidence the variety and 
versatility ot his powers, he could scarcely' have 
adopted a means more expressive for the purpose 
than the alternation of these two performances. Erom 
the one night to the other, w'e pass, as it were, be¬ 
tween the opposite poles of dramatic character. In 
Ijouis, we have an idiosyucracy strongly marked,— 
hard, grotesque, and angular:—in Hamlet,a nature 
made by its own speculative tendencies, and by the 
perplexing circumstances in which he is involved, 
vague, vacillating, and uncertain. Louis is cold, 
sordid, aud self-engrossed; — Hamlet, generous, 
impassioned, aud dreamy. The salieneies that in 
Louis are the habitual expressions of character, are 
seen constantly in strong lights:—Hamlet, as 
regards both mind and fortune, moves, as it were, 
under the shadow of a cloud. Louis is self-centred; 
•—Hamlet, self-lost, in the constant effort to grasp 
at something beyond himself. Louis’s thoughts 
translate themselves habitually into action :—what 
should be acts with Hamlet, entangle themselves in 
the intricacies of perplexed thotight. What the first 
resolves, all the necessary iustrumeuts are employed 
at once to carry out;—iu the other, the native hue 
of resolution 

“ Is sicklied o'er witti the pale cast of thought. 
And enterprises of great pith and moment, 
AVitli tills regard, their currents turn awrj’, 
And lose tlie name of action.” 

Both are philosophers, after their several kinds;—but 
the philosophy of the one expatiates nobly in the high 
field of thought, exploring the oracles of elemental 
truth and justice; the philosophy of the other founds 
politically on the civil nature of man, and gambles 
with his passions. The one has a nature that would 
creep to its end, even where it might fly :—the other, 
has a tendency to soar away from the end to which 
it should walk direct, on the wing of speculation.— 
—It is, itself, a mental effort of no common mark, 
that steps from the one to the other of these opposite 
creations, for the purpose of dramatic impersonation, 
in the interval of a night. 

Towards the character of Louis the Eleventh, as 
presented by M. Casimir Delavigne, few readings from 
any previous type of character can furnish help. His, 
is a strong individuality',—aud nearly' all generali¬ 
zations fail of aid in the attempt to make up a 
jiortrait so intensely peculiar. Some of the more 
prominent of his menial angularities are, in reality, 
to a certain extent softened down by that sufficient 
knowledge of history' which enables us to rekindle 
the extinguished lamps of the past, and see them in 
the lights of his owu time; but amid the motives of 
oiir day', we have scarcely a clue to an organization 
made up of such strange opposites. With a craft 
that is beyond the ci'aft of his age, Louis has a 
credulity that is iu excess of it, too. Sceptical 
of all things, aud distrusting every one around him, 
he is yet the slav'e of a superstition that lays him 
literally at the feet of any one who chooses to work 
upon it. His cruelty, which iu its principle is 
really a policy, policy has sharpened by practice 
till it looks like an instinct. Absolute as regards 
his acts,—he is the abject bondsman of the fears that 
follow them. He is hunted through the world, aud 
to the verge of the grave, by the deeds that were 
the servants of his own despot power. He has 
practised deceit on others, till he ends by juggling 
with his own conscience, and gambles for his own 
soul. He has lent himself to the instruments of 
treaty and intrigue, till he would make a politic 
conli’act with heaven. His passionate love of life, 
which exalts his fear of death into an agony', is 
made up of his actual enjoyment of power, and his 
dread of that avenger for its misuse which he expects 
to meet iu the shadows of the grave. Every one of 
these feelings and qualities—many of which would 
seem to neutralise one another — is genuine in 
itself, and intense in its expression.'—Now, it is 
evident, that by a combination of characteristics like 
these, very striking moral aspects are to be obtained; 
—and it should be observed, as somewhat in dero¬ 
gation of M. Casimir Delavigne’s remarkable play, 
that the assemblage therein of incongruities of the 
kindseparated fromthehistorical groundwhich under- 
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lies, and in a sense reconciles or explains, them, leaves 
the part open to the charge of, at the very least, ex¬ 
aggeration. Theabstraction,forthe author’s purposes, 
of facts testifying to the really great political action 
of this crafty king,—and by their testimony giving a 
sort of false dignity to even his crimes,—carries the 
dramatic assemblage of merely personal peculiarities 
like those of Louis close on to the coniines of cari¬ 
cature. Moral prominences so opposite as are his, 
can be defined only by strong marking; and again 
and again, Mr. Kean, in realising his conception of 
the part, is brought into the near neighbourhood 
of farce, — and redeemed from it, at dangerous 
moments, by a consummate art of his own. The 
character is, as it were, morally wrinkled all over, 
—and Mr. Kean’s aim is, to show the wrinkles in 
the portrait, without degenerating from the high-Art 
class with which he himself deals, and to which 
the work essentially belongs. In the way of a 
reality, elaborated by the most finished art, out 
of materials seemingly improbable,—an art which, 
with a daring peculiar to itself, takes hold at times 
of even the grotesque, and lifts it into the sublime, 
— our modern stage has nothing to show that can 
match with a performance like this. 

One word about the death scene in this remark¬ 
able performance:—which, as it is the crisis of the 
piece, so, also, is it the critical and culminating point 
of the Art that presents it. Our readers are doubtless 
aw’are, that objections have often been taken to that 
minute analysis of human pain, or weakness, which, 
the pain and the failure being physical, is held to be 
beneath the aims and purposes of high Art. It is 
contended, on principles which it would not be easy 
to refute, that the dramatic power, itself, which makes 
the imitation perfect, is in such instance employed not 
on its proper ground. In whatever way the question 
may be finally decided, however, it can have no 
application to the case before us. Here, the contra¬ 
dictions that have been in issue throughout the piece 
have followed to the grave-side, and the physical 
pang is in this instance moral, as the moral becomes 
physical. The same dark spirits that have haunted 
Louis through life, and whom it was the constant 
business of his casuistry to exorcise, are assembled 
at this point, where the casuist has dropped behind, 
to do their final battle for his soul. The hounds of 
the dark huntsman, whose distant baying has 
troubled him all his days, are on him now,—and he 
stands, himself, at bay on the very brink of the tomb. 
All the dramatic motives of the piece are the 
express agents in this last agony. All that was at any 
time grotesque in the aspect of their conflict, has 
passed away,—and the action of the meanest of them, 
in the sepulchral light around, has grown sublime. 
In this point of view, Mr. Kean’s death-fight is not 
more powerful in the delineation than it is great in 
the conception. Imitation, here, in the minuteness 
of its elaboration, rises to the high aesthetic. We 
confess, we have rarely been more touched by a 
sense of sublimity, than by such elements brought 
together, as Mr. Keau has brought them, to such 
solemn issues. The mood in which we w'itnessed 
the monarch’s re-awakening for a moment from the 
death which w'as supposed to have completed its 
conquest, to see the crown already in his sou’s hands 
—his look, as it were, out of the grave to which 
he had descended, to behold the scutcheon rent 
and the trophy broken over his coffin, and his 
kingly bearings paling away in the revelation of the 
funeral tapers, (the first part of his appropriate 
punishment to such a prince,)—w'as a mood of 
the actor’s creating. The moral of a life so meanly 
haunted as was that of Louis, Mr. Kean made com¬ 
plete, by showing the speetres themselves assembled 
at the death. 

Of Mr. Kean’s performance of Hamlet we have 
less to say. The part itself is too universally known, 
and has been the subject of analysis and discussion 
too frequent and too minute, to bear a repetition of 
either here. What we have to remark on Mr. Kean’s 
relation to it, must be said in generals rather than 
in particulars. Of aU others, the part of Hamlet is 
that one which, as w'e have hinted, we hare 
preferred reserving for the closet; — because the 
mind there works out, from the somewhat per¬ 
plexed elements that compose the character, a com¬ 
plete ideal of its own, which is nearly always 
disappointed on the stage. It is all the praise 
that need be given, to say, that by Mr. Kean this 
great part is clearly read out. Hamlet,—the noble 

gentleman and accomplished scholar,—with spirits 
light, and mind speculative,—struck down suddenly 
by a home sorrow, which he learns, through a super¬ 
natural revelation, to know also as crime,—summoned 
by a voice from the grave, to a conflict of feelings 
and duties which his highly-seusitive nature is 
ill-fitted to sustain,—struggling under a sense of 
destiny which partakes of the old Greek tragic ele¬ 
ment, till his reason at times partially gives way,— 
tottering on the verge of an insanity, which, even 
in its moments of half conquest over him, takes a 
I’easoning form, and which he can himself at no time 
see, because of the method that is in it,—alternating 
between the moods in which his mind, true to its 
original constitution, “ discourses most eloquent 
music,” and those in which, oppressed by the 
burthen laid on it, it rings falsely, “ like sweet bells 
jangled, out of tune and harsh,”—driving helplessly, 
before the storm of the passion that has been awakened 
within him, to no direct haven of issue,—and finally 
going down himself amid the crisis of retribution 
which comes casually at last :—all this was given 
out by Mr. Kean with a sequence and connexion 
which there was no difficulty in following,—which 
made the author’s meanings clear, and marked 
emphatically the nature and extent of the morbid 
psychology and the defective action. 

We might illustrate by particular instances the 
manner in which this general effect is wrought out; 
but let a single reference of the kind suffice. We 
allude to the scene wherein Hamlet’s mind, 
trembling on its balance at the time, is painfully 
startled, by Ophelia’s offer to return the pledges of 
their love in its unclouded time, into a passion of 
momentary unreason,—in which he treats the suffer¬ 
ing girl with a seeming cruelty, that the puzzled 
commentators have insisted on rescuing him from 
by the plea that he is mad altogether. The exceed¬ 
ing tenderness which, in Mr. Kean’s reading of this 
riddle, pushed aside at intervals the dark cloud 
from his heart, and let through glimpses of the old 
love, while it lighted up the text and made it beau¬ 
tiful, reminded us forcibly of his father, and of those 
passionate recurrences of fondness in OtheUo, which 
they who saw will never forget.—All these things, 
and the part generally, belong to the highest tran¬ 
scendentalisms of the art; and as a Shakspere reading 
of the most refined and intellectual class, it is in this 
performance, as we think, that Mr. Kean has marked 
his highest point of histrionic attainment. 

AET m CONTINENTAL STATES. 

Paris.—The collection of pictures by Durand 
Brager, illustrative of many of the important events 
that occurred during the Crimean war, has been 
purchased for the Gallery of Versailles, by order of 
the Emperor.—The recent exhibition of Delaroche’s 
works produced the sura of nearly £2000, which will 
be appropriated for the benefit of the Society of 
Artists.—M. Abel de Poujol is engaged upon the 
decorations of the ceiling above the principal stair¬ 
case of the Louvre, which was destroyed by the late 
alterations in the building.—It is reported that 
Leutze, the distinguished German painter, is about 
to take up his residence here, in consequence of 
some dissatisfaction he feels with the connoisseurs 
of Dusseldorf, on their reception of a recent work. 

Home.—-A foreign correspondent of our contem¬ 
porary, the Critic, writes from Rome that the monu¬ 
ment in honour of Washington, left unfinished by 
the late American sculptor, Crawford, has been 
assigned by the government of Virginia, to Mr. 
Rogers, who is also an American sculptor, residing 
in Rome. Mr. Roger's will have to execute several 
figures and relievi “entirely from the sources of his 
own imagination, unaided by designs from his pre¬ 
decessor.” From the same authority we learn that 
Flatz, a German painter located in Rome, and 
whose “ genius is many respects kindred to Over¬ 
beck’s,” is engaged on a large picture for a church 
at Crosby, near Liverpool, a commission from Mr. 
Bloundell. 

DussELDOiiF.—A number of drawings, about forty 
or fifty, it is stated, have mysteriously disappeared 
from the studio of Lessing. They consist chiefly of 
studies, in chalk, pencil, and Indian ink, of figures, 
heads, and draperies, made for his large pictures of 
“ Huss at the Stake,” “Luther burning the Papal 
Bull,” and “ The Defence of a Narrow Pass.” As 
there is no appearance of the studio having been 
forcibly entered, it is presumed that the drawings 
have been gradually carried off during the occa¬ 
sional absence of the artist. 

MONUMENTAL COMMEMORATIONS. 

Long ere the Crimean chapter of that edition of 
English liistory which keeps its records in marble 
and in brass, and calls in Art for the writer, is com- 
))lete, another chapter has been opened, with the 
East also for the scene of its monumental narration, 
and the righteous triumphs of the sword for its 
story. Many a mournful page will this narrative 
present, to sadden its one great moral of victory;— 
tales in which the old chivalries are far out-done by 
far more than the old sacrifices. The annals of the 
sword have no episode at once so sad and so noble 
as that of the great Indian mutiny. Never before 
was the flag of England carried safe through such a 
sea,—never did the star of her glory look clear and 
unsullied out of so dark a cloud. The terrible 
chapter, though stamped deeply with the seal of 
the national greatness, and richly emblazoned with 
the Imperial crown, is heavy with the burthen of 
broken hearts, and blotted over with a peojde’s 
tears. But it offers to Art, for the crowns which 
she dispenses when the tight is done, such an array 
of figures as have rarely stood out from the horrors 
of a battle field,—true gentlemen of the sword, and 
true soldiers of the cross. The Art that records 
such men and such deeds, takes of the immortality 
that it helps to give. 

The monuments which are hereafter to arise 
throughout the land in commemoration of the great 
Indian mutiny will be, of course, divisible into two 
classes,—public and private;—yet more difficult of 
such division than any other group of monuments 
that w'e remember. There is scarcely a soldier 
w'ept by the fireside, among those who have fallen 
in this terrible strife, for whom, when his name is 
spoken, the national heart does not mourn as 
though he were a chief;—and not a leader who gave 
his life as the seal of his devotion, the news of whose 
death did not carry to every generous spirit in the 
land a pang akin to that which it suffers at the death 
of a friend.—First on the roll of heroes comes— 

General Havelock; the man to whose soul 
the rescue of those helpless women and children in 
Lucknow became a passion :—whose great heart, 
realizing the fine allegories of old Romance, set 
itself that work to do, as a thing that 7nust he done 
whatever monsters heset the path,—did it,—and 
died. We do not believe there was a happy hearth 
in all this land that was not made less happy the 
day on which the news of his death came to it. 
Somehow, in all homes, he had come to be looked 
on as a protector of the women and the babes. 
There was something like a sense of orphanage con¬ 
veyed in the tidings that Havelock was dead. There 
was not a particle of sentimentality in this—the 
feeling had grown naturally out of our watching 
the generous soldier through that long struggle into 
Lucknow,—and towards the trembling women who 
awaited the issue there, with the children at their 
knees on whom they scarcely dared to look. Ac¬ 
cordingly, his is the first name, amongst this noble 
soldier-band, that is committed to the keeping of 
Art; and a site for a national monument to his 
memory, as our readers will have seen, has been 
found, with the consent of government, in Trafalgar 
Square, in that space to the east of the Nelson 
column, which would correspond with the site of 
the Napier statue on the west. Towards the sub¬ 
scription for this monument, the co-operation of the 
chief provincial towns has been invited,—the amount 
of individual contribution being left unlimited, for 
the purpose of affording to all classes the opportunity 
of uniting in this demonstration of the national 
heart. The sum, we should think, if it takes that 
measure, is likely to be very large; but whatever its 
amount, the Art result is intended to be, a full-length 
statue of the general, standing on a base of sufficient 
capacity to carry the names of the officers who fol¬ 
lowed his path of fire towards Cawnpore and Luck¬ 
now, and give a full account of the several regiments 
which took their gallant part in that noble struggle. 
—The City of London, on the motion of Alderman 
Hale, is about to place the name of the same great 
soldier on the list of those whom it delights to 
honoiu", by the erection of his bust in its Guildhall;— 
and already we see, that some of the provincial towns, 
apparently not satisfied with a course which would 
merge their individual expression of sentiment in a 
metropolitan monument, have commenced a local 
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and independent action in the same matter. Sub¬ 
scriptions have been set on foot, and are said to be 
coming in freely, for a monument to be erected in 
the public park of General Havelock’s native town, 
Sunderland ;—and a meeting has been held at Bir¬ 
mingham, with a like object in view,—but with 
what result we have yet to learn. 

Both in this country and in India, preparations 
are making to perpetuate by Art the memory of 
another of this eastern band of heroes,—the late 

Bkig.vdiek-Gener.vl Neill.—At Madras, a 
committee has been formed, to promote the col¬ 
lection of subscriptions to a monumental scheme which 
embraces the general himself, “ and the otiicers and 
men of the gallant Madras Fusiliers,” who fell in 
this disastrous war;—and this committee appeals 
to England to join in the subscription.—In Scot¬ 
land, a meeting of the Commissioners of Supply 
for the County of Ayr has been held in the county 
town, with the view of initiating subscrijitions for 
a monument to General Neill, to be placed in Wel¬ 
lington Square:—the decision as to the character 
of the monument to await the final amount of the 
subscriptions. 

Although the memorial to another of the great 
men whom this crisis in India has produced takes a 
form different from that of the Art-monumental, our 
history of this subject could not be made complete 
without some mention of the posthumous honour 
proposed to be offered to the memory of the late— 

Sir Henry Lawrence.—It is not improbable, 
that Art may ultimately have its share in this com¬ 
memoration, too ; but, for the present, the character 
of the man, and certain records of itself which it has 
left behind it, have suggested a form of testimonial 
which, by reinforcing the latter, is considered as 
conveying an appropriate tribute to the former. 
Among his multiplied titles to honour, the parties 
promoting the commemoration in question have 
singled out this:—that Sir Henry Lawrence, in his 
life-time, founded, and so long afterwards as he 
lived most liberally maintained, in India, schools for 
the support and education of the children of British 
soldiers. To an institutiou of the kind, established 
by him in 1846, on the slopes of the Himalaya, 
between Umballah and Simla, for the reception of 
four hundred boys and three hundi’cd girls, and 
bearing his name. Sir Henry is said to have contri¬ 
buted not less than £1000 a-year;—and to a similar 
school for the army in Rajpootana and AVesteru 
India, founded by him at Mount Aboo, when he was 
chief commissioner in that district, in 1856, he con¬ 
tributed an annual sum of £200. It is proposed, 
that the subscriptions to be raised in honour of this 
generous founder shall go to the permanent endow¬ 
ment of the schools in question; and an appeal is 
made to “ the army in England,” “ in token of their 
admiration of the gallant exploits of their comrades 
in India, to take part in maintaining, through these 
institutions, the orphans of so many who have fallen 
since the mutiny.” 

Before this Indian chapter of our monumental 
history shall be complete, it will doubtless have 
swept into its page many names which are even now 
employed in what will, in the issue, amount to little 
less than a reconstruction of our Indian empire ; 
and this will, almost as a matter of necessity, bring 
back to its place in the monumental series the name 
of the original founder of that empire— 

Lord Clive,—a name so strangely re-consigned 
to a temporary oblivion, at the very moment when it 
had been rescued, for this form of recognition, from 
a century’s neglect. It would be strange, indeed, if 
the fruit gathered from Delhi could cause the harvest 
reaped from Plassey to be overlooked. But of this 
there is no danger. AA'^e have a new measm'e of our 
eastern empire supplied to us by recent events ; and 
the far-back, figure of Lord Clive looms even larger 
through the additional foreground recently obtained 
than of old it did. 

While on these military chapters of our Art- 
record, it is an easy act of transition to re-open the 
volume for a moment at that other page on which 
we have already made many memoranda.—The 
monument to commemorate the deeds of the officers 
and men composing— 

'The 55th, orAVestmoreland Regiment of the 
line, in the Russian war, which it was some time ago 
decided to erect in the parish church of Kendal, has, 
we should mention, been recently placed over the 
north-west door of that edifice. 'The colours carried 

by the corps throughout the war are to be planted 
at the base of the memorial. The erection of a— 

Monument in Memory of the 23rd AVelsh 

Fusiliers wdio fell during the same war, is pro¬ 
ceeding at Carmarthen. 'This monument, which 
will be reared at the cost of the surviving officers 
and the friends of the gallant regiment, is to stand 
in the Guildhall Square of the town in question. It 
will be thirty feet in height, with a base twelve feet 
square,—the whole being formed of Portland stone; 
and on the shaft and pedestal will be inscribed the 
names of every officer, non-commissioned officer, 
and private who died in that struggle, whether in 
the field or by disease. 

From this record of the commemorations won by 
the sword, we tm-u to more peacefid themes;—and 
here ive find the City of Loudon doing honour to 
one of its own dignitaries, on grounds which bear 
some resemblance to the title put forward for Sir 
Henry Lawrence. 

Alderman Salomons having recently commu¬ 
nicated to the Common Council of the Corporation 
his desire to iUustrate his year of mayoralty by the 
foundation at the City of London School of a 
scholarship, of £30 annual value,—and this being 
in addition to a former scholarship, of £50 a-year 
value, founded at the same institution by the same 
donor, it has been determined by the Corporation, 
in return, that a bust of the alderman shall be exe¬ 
cuted at their expense, and placed in some part of 
the school in question, “ as a permanent memorial 
of him as one of its chief benefactors.” 

A considerable sum oi money,—amounting, we 
believe, to about £1800,—has been raised among 
the friends and tenants of 

The late Lord Ellesmere, for the erection of 
a mernoiial to the memory of that accomplished 
nobleman. The features of the site assigned to this 
intended monument are peculiar; and the committee 
who manage the undertaking have, very wisely, in 
their invitations to conqietitors for the execution of 
the work, dwelt on those features as needful direc- 
tious towards the suggestion of a successful design. 
The monument is to stand on a hill near AA'orsley,— 
“a gently rising ridge,”—seen afar off on every 
side,—to a great extent isolated by its elevation, 
and having but few prominent objects to come 
into composition with it. Of these objects, as well 
as of the general neighbourhood, the material and 
moral characters are given. “ 'The site of the 
proposed monument,” say the committee, “ is in a 
manufacturing and mining district; and engine chim¬ 
neys form a feature in the landscape, although there 
are none in the immediate vicinity. The climate is 
humid, and the atmosphere is sometimes contami¬ 
nated slightly with smoke.” AVorsIey Church is 
stated to be situated about half a mile to the east of 
the proposed site;—AVorsIey HaU lying between, 
and equidistant from each. “ The architecture of 
the hall is Elizabethan, with a large square tower; 
and that of the church is early English, of the later 
or transition style, with a beautiful spire. Both of 
these edifices are situated on the ridge selected for 
the monument, though on a little lower level.” It 
is added, that, the monument will be a conspicuous 
object from the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, 
from which it will be distant a mile and a half to 
the northward;—the surface of the site being at an 
elevation of one hundred and thirty feet above the 
level of the line. “ It will not be in a part of the 
country very much traversed by road; but a vista 
will be cut in the belt of wood that lies immediately 
to the north of the site, so as to enable the structure 
to be seen from the higher land beyond.”—All this 
is in the true Art-architectonic spirit:—and such 
instructions for a monument to this deceased patron 
of the Arts form, as it were, a sort of Art-testimonial 
to the patron himself. Nothing is prescribed to the 
artist as to the character of his design, beyond a 
statement of the accidents to which it wiU have of 
necessity to conform ;—and no design can be good, 
even as Art, which fails to tak due account of the 
air-lines in which it is to be seen, and the objects 
that are to group with it. 

It seems strange, perhaps, to place 
The AVallace Monument in the group of 

'peaceful commemorations; yet, seen through the 
long vista of centuries, and by the light thrown 
back upon it from the present, the figure of the 
Scottish chief takes almost a civic aspect. Cer¬ 
tainly, the monument comes late;—when the very 

series to which it belongs is dead, and a new series 
is substituted in which its characters are a sort of 
misreading. Such a work bequeathed to us from 
the past to which it belongs, would have been a most 
appropriate illustration of Scottish history;—such a 
work contributed to the past hy the nationality of 
to-day, wants moral atmosphere. 'I'he life which it 
would have brought from its own past to the 
present, be that present what it might,—the present 
in which it is actually born cannot carry back to the 
])ast such as that past was. By the period of its 
advent, it is separated from its own most charac¬ 
teristic inspirations. It is a terribly long-after 
thought—this AVallace Monument. Unquestionably, 
Scotch enthusiasm must he a slow-moving force. It 
has “bided its time” till it has gone some way to¬ 
wards missing it. Be this as it may, the subscrip¬ 
tions towards the memorial,—which is to be erected 
on the Abbey Craig of Stirling,—have reached a 
sum exceeding £4000. They include contributions 
from New York, Boston, Cincinnati, Bcrbice, De- 
merara, Bermuda, California, Valparaiso, Geelong, 
Victoria, and no less a sum than £500 from Mel¬ 
bourne :—intimating, that geographical distance is 
no more in the way than chronological, when the 
Scotch have once made up their minds—somewhat 
late, as we have said,—that the object is a national 
one.—It has been determined, that a special meeting 
of the committee shall be held on the 24th of this 
present month of June, for the purpose of issuing 
advertisements for designs for the monument.—The 
Scotch have taken, also, to illustrating—and on the 
same site—another chapter of their history; hut, in 
this case, the subject of commemoration is one 
which has bequeathed to the age of the proposed 
memorial a iiortion of the vital influences amid which 
they live, and it is to be born. According to a 
correspondent of the Times, a series of 

Monuments to the Scotitsh Covenanters 

and Reformers who wrought in the cause of civil 
and religious liberty has been commenced in Scot¬ 
land.—“ In a spacious and beautiful cemetery lately 
constructed on the Castle-hill of Stirling,” he says, 
“a monumental statue of James Guthrie, the first 
martyr for the Covenant, has just been erected. A 
similar mouumeut, in honour of the Rev. Ehenezer 
Erskiue, is iu the studio of the sculptor. A liberal 
gentleman of the place, Mr. AVilliam Drummond, of 
Rockdale liodge, has offered to rear at his own 
expense monumental statues of John Knox, Andrew 
Melville, Alexander Henderson, James Reuwick, and 
Margaret AATlson, the female martyr. Other public- 
spirited persons are expected to rear on Stirling 
Castle-hill monuments in honour of some others of 
the national patriots.” 

In om' own metropolis, we are at length, and far too 
tardily, taking monumental account of one of those 
conquests which should have their material records, 
that the moral record may never be forgotten—the 
conquest over human suffering and human sorrow 
in one of their most calamitous forms. Upwards of 
two generations of men have been born since the 
world has had the benefit of Jenner’s great dis¬ 
covery ; and it is only now, that the 

Statue of Dr. Jenner has found a pedestal in 
Trafalgar Square. In Europe and in America alone, 
there have been upwards of five hundred millions of 
births iu the interval between those two facts; and 
of these five hundred millions, it is calculated, on the 
terrible figures of the previous time, that more than 
ten per cent.—that is, more than fifty millions— 
would have been swept away by the pest for which 
he found a em'e, and countless others would have 
been incurably disfigured. The monster that the 
happy genius of Jenner exorcised, was one of the 
foulest that ever made mankind its prey,—a monster 
that mangled and deformed those whom it failed to 
devour. 'To Jenner, xirt herself owes no mean 
debt:—for by him the human face was rescued from 
one of its deadliest foes, to an extent emphatically 
w'ritten, as we have said, in our statistical records. 
But statistics are not popular reading,—and, save by 
men of science, are apt to be overlooked; and so, we 
say again, it was more than time that Jenner should 
have his popular recognition in the form which the 
world commonly assigns to its great men. How 
many of those who stand on the world’s marble 
pedestals can show a title like this ? At the period 
when we write, the statue is covered,—so that 
we cannot pronounce upon its merits as a work 
of Art:—but we see, that objections have been taken. 
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in the House of Commons and elsewhere, to its 
place in Trafalgai* Square. In these objections we 
are, we confess, quite unable to sym])athise. We do 
not recognise any principle on which our finest 
metropolitan site should be reserved for the illustra¬ 
tion of military heroism alone. If this open space 
is to receive a species of decoration which shall make 
it, at the same time, a place of honour for our 
deceased worthies, we beg to suggest to Lord Arthur 
Vane Tempest, that England is so fortunate as to 
have them of more kinds than one,—and to assure 
Lord Elcho, that Sir Charles Napier was not so 
great a man that his friends need think his dignity 
w'ounded by the monumental neighbourhood of Dr. 
Jenner. 

THE AET-UNIOH OF LONDON. 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRIZES. 

The annual meeting of this society was held at the 
Haymarket Theatre on the 27th of April, Lord 
Monteagle in the chair. The Reiiort was read by 
Mr. George Godwin, Hon. Sec. The subscription for 
the year 1857-8 amounts to £11,658 : as large a sum 
as was expected, for the gradual decline experienced 
since 1855 was not likely to be arrested during 
the past year, while “ the money market ” was in 
a “ ferment.” The “money prizes ” distributed were 
in value £5309—considerably less than half the 
amount obtained : as usual, they fell into the hands 
of persons of whom nobody ever heard—or ever 
will hear ; the three principal prizes going to Ciren¬ 
cester, Paisley, and Halifax, where, perhaps, the 
society may possess some twenty subscribers : and 
it is not a little singular that in the long list of 
about 120 prize-gainers, there is not a single name 
with which any ^vision of the public is acquainted. 
This is, however, a misfortune for which the society 
is in no degree responsible; although it certainly 
serves to show the class of which a very large pro¬ 
portion of the “ members ” is composed. 

The society has been twenty-two years in exist¬ 
ence : as it was in 1837, it is now,—there has been 
no move to keep pace with the on-march of know¬ 
ledge. It distributes prints ; authorises a selection 
of pictures from public exhibitions, which it pays 
for; circulates annually a pretty little almanac; 
augments by degrees its stores of second class prizes 
— bronzes, statuettes, and medals; has a public 
meeting once a year, and once a year there is a vote 
of thanks to the council and the officers;—in a 
word, just what it did in 1837 it does in 1858. It 
is now a venerable institution, destined to “ go on ” 
to the end of the chapter, without perceiving a 
necessity for doing, in 1858, something more than 
its limited knowledge and restricted means enabled it 
to do in 1838. 

Me shall deplore as a very serious evil the down¬ 
fall of a society to which we ow'e much; but that 
downfall is inevitable if it make no move in advance 
—if it be content to remain in the precise position 
it occupied nearly a quarter of a century ago. 

It is true, the engravings of late years have been 
better than those the council issued in the earlier 
time of their career; but this advantage is an 
accident—obtained by an enormous deduction from 
the funds of the society. For example, the print to 
be issued in 1858, cost the society, it is said, £4000 
—that sum having been obtained for it from the 
council by Messrs. Lloyd, the publishers, who thus 
made a profit, between what they paid for it and 
what they obtained for it, of £2500. It is need¬ 
less to say that the council could have procured the 
picture of “The Ramsgate Sands,” and have en¬ 
graved it, on terms as advantageous as those made 
by Messrs. Lloyd with the painter and the engraver, 
if the council had been as active and as enterprising 
as the publishers. We believe all the later issues of 
engravings are circumstanced like this of the “Rams¬ 
gate Sands ;” , having been purchased at a large 
augmentation of price from parties whose taste, 
judgment, and experience made the selections : and 
for which taste, judgment, and experience the society 
has liberally recompensed the possessors of these 
qualities—qualities we are to assume the council 
are either without or do nut bring into action. 

But with regard to the prize pictures annually 
selected, the case is not even so advantageous. 
Judging from the exhibition of 1857, in the Gallery 
at Suffolk Street, and hence forming a pretty accu¬ 

rate opinion of what it will be in 1858, we are bound 
to say that the collection of exhibited prizes twenty 
years ago was infinitely more meritorious and more 
encouraging to British Art than it was in 1857. 
The older exhibitions contained many excellent 
works; in later exhibifious it has been almost im¬ 
possible to select half a dozen—hardly one—of real 
value; while certainly nine out of ten of the picture- 
prizes were utterly worthless—giving sure evidence 
that painters were working down to the calibre of 
the persons who were likely to obtain prizes, and 
would be compelled, by the rules of the society, to 
take what they could get. 

It is painful to take this desponding view of a 
society that has done much and means well; but an 
earnest and anxious looker-on will fail in his duty if 
he do not w'arn the council that to stand still is ruin 
—that a time has come when a remodelling of the 
society is absolutely necessary to sustain it in exist¬ 
ence. For, of a sm’ety, some society that will do 
what the Art-Union of London will not do, must be 
formed to meet the public requirements, on a better 
basis, withplans more rational, and more in accordance 
with the advancing spirit of the age. That such a 
project may be prosperous has been proved already 
by the success of the Glasgow Art-Union—a. pro¬ 
vincial society, conducted by parties of whom little 
is known, and in whom there is consequently little 
confidence; yet which, with many manifest disad¬ 
vantages, has obtained a large amount of public 
favour and support. It is understood that one 
society, at least, is in course of formation in London, 
to do what the Art-Union of London will not do ; 
and it requires but a small amount of prophetic 
spirit to foretel that “ the guineas ” wlU go where 
they will be best and most rightly expended. 

These remarks would be worse than useless if they 
could lead to no practical results; but it is in the power 
of the council of the Art-Union to do much for Art, to 
render the society i-eally and truly a public benefit, 
and to teach as well as amuse their eleven thousand 
subscribers. It can only be by introducing into its 
constitution such changes as time has not only ren¬ 
dered prudent, but necessary: its power for good is 
immense—to permit that power to eontinue idle is 
little less than criminal. If they do not bestir them¬ 
selves, the council wiU assuredly find ere long that 
other societies wiU do what they wiU not do ; and 
that their “reserve fund” will be the only reminde" 
that the society has existed. 

We complain—as we have a right to do—of the 
Art-Union of London, because it is content to 
exist without movement; because in this age of 
progress, it makes none : originating nothing, and 
following what is good only when it is too late to be 
of value. It was thus with photography: it issues 
a volume of photographs, when every print-shop is 
inundated with specimens; it will publish a coloured 
lithograph when that art is sufficiently common, but 
not tUl then; any new idea, any novelty, any lead 
in Art, seems apart from the notions of the council. 
They cannot, therefore, be surprised, neither can 
they complain, if greater energy and activity give 
birth to a society before which theirs wiU fall,— 
presuming, that is to say, they resolve to pursue the 
old jog-trot gait, upon the old beaten track that leads 
to—nothing. And this wiU be undoubtedly an evil; 
for the council of the Art-Union are gentlemen of 
unimpeachable honour, many of them high in posi¬ 
tion, and aU of them with an inert desire to be useful 
in their generation. They have sacrificed much 
time and labour, with the wish, at least, to benefit 
the public; and the honorary secretaries have done 
more than men are expected to do, “ withont fee or 
reward.” We may not forget the past w'hile w'e 
are alarmed for the present, and are more than 
apprehensive of the future. The council and the 
honorary secretaries have abundant means and ap¬ 
pliances, and can do—if they will do—that which 
no new society can do as well. 

Even the Royal Academy has made some move; 
nay, the Society of Antiquaries has progressed a 
little ; while the Society of Arts aflrords conclusive 
proof of the wisdom of awakening from sleep when 
the world is busy everywhere and all about us. 

With all due respect, therefore, we repeat the 
warning we have given heretofore—that, if the 
council do not move soon, and wisely,—if they per¬ 
severe in nursing mediocrity, and prospering incapa¬ 
city,—the result is inevitable. 

THE REJECTION 

OF THE SOULAGES COLLECTION BY 

THE GOVERNMENT. 

The days of the Soulages Collection, as a collection, 
arc numbered. Repudiated by Manchester, it has 
at length been finally rejected by the Government; 
the Christie alternative, eousequently, alone re¬ 
mains. Having, from the first appearance of this 
eollection in London, entertained and expressed the 
opinion, that it would not be desirable it should be 
purchased for the national Art-museum, we now 
with satisfaction record the judicious decision which, 
refusing to be influenced by no ordinary external 
pressure, has been based solely upon the real merits 
of the case. The Government has declined to pur¬ 
chase the Soulages Collection for the nation, not 
because of any indifference to the collection itself, 
but simply because it was not needed in the national 
Art-museum. 

W e have on more than one occasion both described 
the various groups of Renaissance productions that 
compose the Soulages Collection, and in connection 
with the proposed purchase of them have adverted 
to the principles which ought to determine the 
formation of a national Art-museum. It ajjpears at 
the present time to be desirable, very briefly, again 
to glance through the entire subject; not indeed 
with the view of justifying the decision of the 
Government, but in order to furnish some answer 
to the numerous applications which have recently 
been addressed to the Government in favour of this 
purchase by persons interested in the advancement 
of Art-manufacture amongst us. 

Two distinct objects ought, in our opinion, to 
influence those to whom is entrusted the responsible 
duty of forming a national Museum of Art. They 
must, that is to say, seek to acquire such specimens 
as will combine to form an illustrated history of 
Art, in its different departments, and under its 
various forms of expression; and, in the second 
place, it will be their duty to illustrate each parti¬ 
cular department and period of Art with works that 
possess peculiar merit in themselves. It will not, 
however, be necessary, or even desirable, that any 
particular department should acquire every obtain¬ 
able worthy example in its own class of Art, 
unless indeed it is intended that such examples 
should be actually reproduced. It is quite possible 
that a department in an Art-musemn should be 
thoroughly illustrated, and yet that certain speci¬ 
mens of acknowledged excellence should not find a 
place in its cabinets. Then, on the other hand, to 
neglect certain periods in the history of Art, and 
certain classes of Art-productions, in order to accu¬ 
mulate examples in some one class and of some 
particular age, must be pronounced inconsistent 
with the discharge of those duties upon which we 
are writing. These.observations, in themselves but 
little removed from , truisms, bear directly upon the 
question respecting the purchase of the Soidages 
Collection by and for the nation. The national 
Museum of Aft that we have recently established, 
and which has so rapidly attained to a condition 
calculated to'act powerfully for good, is already rich 
in precisely the objects which constitute the more 
valuable portions of the Soidages Collection—the 
Majolica and Palissy wares, the glass and the 
works in metal. And there are also, iu both col¬ 
lections, works of the same class, executed at the 
same period. The plain and simple fact accordingly 
is, that the greater part of the Soulages Collection 
is not needed at South Kensington, because South 
Kensington possesses specimens of its own which 
convey the same identical teaching. But South 
Kensington can be said to be rich only in produc¬ 
tions of this Renaissance period; in the earlier 
periods it is altogether deficient. The great object 
must be, therefore, to carry out the purposes of the 
museum by expending the public money in pur¬ 
chasing for it what it has not, rather than in adding 
what are little better than duplicates of its existing 
contents. It is most true that from the Soulages 
Collection many specimens may be selected, which 
we shall be glad to regard as national property: 
but this differs altogether from pm-chasing the 
whole collection, and thus becoming possessed of a 
dozen objects to which we are, or ought to be, 
indifferent, for the sake of acquiring a single one 
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that we rightly desire. Then, again, the purchase 
of the Soulages Collection in its entirety, implies 
more than the act of obtaining lor the national 
museum many things that the national museum 
does not require. It implies the purchase of a 
numerous series of objects that arc tar worse than 
merely useless. In this collection, with much that 
is admirable, there is associated more that is worth¬ 
less, while not a very small portion of the whole 
could teach only in the capacity of warnings to us 
to avoid the errors and perversities which they 
exemplify. A wai-uiug here and there may be very 
desirable as well in a Fine-Art museum as else¬ 
where; yet we cannot, therefore, admit the necessity 
for buying such admonitory specimens, either in 
considerable numbers or at high prices. Possibly 
there may' exist Renaissance enlhusiasts who con¬ 
sider that it is a positive duty to aecumidate in a 
national museum an unlimited number of Soulages 
collections, and who are prepared to maintain that 
every object in every such collection is equally 
valuable as an authoritative teacher. If this be the 
ease, it becomes the more important that such 
persons should not exercise any control on an 
occasion like the present; the national Art-museum 
is not designed to encourage any particular taste, 
much less to indulge any fanciful caprice. Its 
mission is a high and comprehensive one, that can 
be fullilled oulv by' dealing with Art in its widest 
range and under its Jioblest forms. 

We observe in the copy of the “ Correspondence 
with the Treasury, and of the Memorials addressed 
to the Treasury respecting the Purchase of the 
Soulages Collection by the Government,” lately 
jjrinted by order of the House of Commons, that 
the ground upon which the various memorials on 
this subject are based, is the alleged fact that it is 
highly important for the country to possess such 
examples of true Art-manufactures as may conduce 
to the cultivation of a sound taste in the public, 
while they enable our own manufacturers to attain 
to higher positions in their several departments. 
Nothing can be more true than such an allegation-, 
we do want objects that equally' afl'ect for good 
both the public and the producers of manufactiu’es. 
But it does not follow that this general maxim 
should be ap])licable to the purchase of the Soulages 
Collection. However gratifying the evident desire 
on the part of manufacturers to be able to refer to 
a really complete national museum of Art, we 
have already replied to these gentlemen by re¬ 
minding them of the fact that nearly all that is 
excellent in this French collection has its counter¬ 
part at South Kensington. And this reply receives 
strength from the circumstance of there being so 
much dross with the fine ore of the Soulages Col¬ 
lection. We congratulate the various memoi’ialists 
who have addressed the Government on the subject 
of this purchase, that they should both entertain 
and be ready to express the views set forth in their 
memorials : we assure them that the country has 
already obtained noble specimens of such works as 
they recommend for purchase ; and we proceed to 
remind them that the same sum of money which 
would, if expended on this purchase, fail to extend 
the historical range of the national Art-museum, 
might, if more judiciously applied, be made to fill 
u[) some of the existing deficiencies that are so 
much to be lamented. We might add, that we are 
unable to sympathise with these gentlemen in their 
admiration for the Art which is exemplified in the 
Soulages Collection. That there is there seen 
much of that Ai’t-feeling which we are so anxious to 
witness amongst oiur own manufacturers, we readily 
admit: still the same Art-feeling is equally apparent, 
and it conveys its lessons with equal impressiveness, 
in the national collections w'hich have lately been 
classified and arranged with such care and judgment 
at South Kensington. We do not want our manu¬ 
facturers to produce fac-similes of any form of 
Venetian glass, or of either Italian or French fictile 
fayence: it is the same with the furniture, the 
carvings, and the metal and jewel-work of the 
period. Let the Art-feeling be studied, and, if 
possible, let a kindred impulse be kindled within 
the hearts of our Art-students; this can be done 
without an infinite number of specimens of the 
same class being accumulated in our museum : and, 
as we do not want to copy these specimens, we may 
well be content with a moderate number of them. 
In point of fact, the very circumstance of the 

Soulages Collection having been again exhibited at 
South Kensington was conclusive against the pur¬ 
chase ; the proof was close at hand and palpable, 
that it was not needed. We are constrained to add 
that the imperfections of the collection never ap¬ 
peared to us in such a strong light until we found 
ourselves carefully studying it in its present tempo¬ 
rary resting-place. What motives may have induced 
the council of the Institute of British Architects, 
and still more the committee of the Architectural 
Museum, to put themselves forward as advocates 
for the proposed purchase, we do not care to in¬ 
vestigate ; we content om-selves with observing that 
the arguments of these gentlemen fail really to 
touch the question of purchasing the Soulages Col¬ 
lection. They describe that collection, they take 
a decidedly exaggerated view of its importance, 
and they proceed to argue that being such as 
they describe it, it ought to belong to the nation. 
This might be a just inference if we had not 
anything of the same kind in our national mu¬ 
seum, and also if the eulogium on the Soidages 
Collection were really altogether consistent with 
the facts of the case. But even the council of 
the Institute absolutely fail to show more than 
a general want, which we show to be no want what¬ 
soever, because it has already been satisfied. We 
repeat that we desire to see a few, a very lew, of 
the Soulages specimens permanently established at 
South Kensington. The manner in which the rest 
arc disposed of is a matter of inditt’erence to us, 
except so far as concerns the “warnings” of the 
collection, which we trust will find homes where 
they will be unable to accomplish more than the 
least possible amount of mischief. 

To some persons it may appear a very trifling 
matter whether a sum not exceeding £20,000 
should or should not be expended by the nation on 
the purchase of a collectioa’ vvhich, if it can accom¬ 
plish nothing else, certainly has succeeded in attract¬ 
ing public attention, and has also secured for itself 
a distinct individualitj'. We cannot accept any 
such views. We believe it to be highly important 
that no public money should be thrown away, but 
that every pound should be expended judiciously in 
making purchases for the national museum. We 
do not forget the system upon which the nation 
buys, or at least pays for pictures: this system, 
however, is not necessarily permanent. Nor does 
it follow, if works of Art of one class are bought 
without proper discrimiuation, and at prices which 
appear excessive, that the same rule should obtain 
in all other public purchases of a similar kind; on 
the contrary, we hence have a special inducement 
to the exercise of a sound and becoming economy. 

In common, doubtless, with many who, like our¬ 
selves, have had occasion to watch the career of the 
Sordages Collection since it became English (though 
not national) property, we shall observe with more 
than a little interest the selections the autho¬ 
rities may make for the nation when the collection 
is dispersed, and the sums that may then be paid 
for them. Mr. Cole is generally a judicious pur¬ 
chaser, and also a careful one. He will have the 
public voice with him if he shall be found to buy 
at a fair rate, a very few very choice objects at the 
Soulages sale : indeed, he may rest content, even if 
the sums he expends be somewhat large, provided 
the objects be really worthy of his interest in their 
behalf. The only thing that wilt not be tolerated 
will be the purchase of what we have already de¬ 
signated the “warnings” of the collection. There 
are already by far too many objects of this descrip¬ 
tion to be found in the national collections that 
have been bought and paid for; more are not 
needed, and must not be added to the existing 
scries. It is a very easy matter to select the group 
to be secm’ed, and still easier to set aside the various 
objects which are altogether at liberty to depart. 
We believe that Mr. Cole has made up his mind 
with reference to what he pm'poses to have ; let 
him be equally determined in resolving not to in¬ 
clude in his contemplated piuchase a single object, 
that will not prove to possess distinct as well as 
powerful claims for declining to accompany its 
former associates when they take their tiual de¬ 
parture from the national museum at South Ken¬ 
sington. 

To this topic—in which so many classes now 
take a deep interest—it will be our duty to retm'u 
ere long. 

THE NATIONAL GALLERY. 

The curiosity which had been excited by the know'- 
ledge that many rare Italian pictures from the Lom¬ 
bardi collection, at Florence, had been added to the 
National Gallery, was gratified on Monday the 26th 
of April. The works are hung in the small room 
on the right, at the top of the stairs. They are 
principally pictures of the I3th, I4th, and I5th 
centuries, valuable as contributive to the history of 
Art, but for the most part useless to the student. 
And when we make this observation, it becomes 
necessary to explain that such selections are made 
in accordance with a recommendation of a committee 
of the House of Commons, by whom, in 1853, a 
consideration of the best interests of the National 
Collection was entertained. It is but fitting that 
our public gallery of Art should not only equal, 
but surpass, every other in Europe—not only his¬ 
torically, but also as worthily exemplifying the best 
period of painting. And this hope is by no means 
extravagant. I’or ourselves, we return with pride 
and pleasure to oim own collection, small though it 
be, from the contemplation of many of the boasted 
continental galleries, which contain so many works, 
not only questionable, but well known to be falsely 
attributed. The formation of a national collection 
of works of Art among om'selves, at a time when 
public attention has been awakened to the importance 
of the subject, is a responsibility which we doubt not 
will be justly discharged, as the gravity of the charge 
is duly felt. The earliest of these works are of the 
13th century, being a colossal Madonna, by Cimabue; 
a triptych, by Duccio da Siena; and a Crucifix, by 
Segua di Buonaventura, a pupil of Duccio. Of the 
14th century, there is by Taddeo Gaddi, an altar- 
piece, and another by Jacopo di Casentino; also a 
“ Coronation of the Virgin,” attributed to one of the 
Giottesclii, and an altar-piece ; the same subject, by 
Andrea Orcagna, and a subject by Spinello Aretino. 
The examples of the 15 th century are more numerous, 
being—a curious picture, by Paolo Uccello, repre¬ 
senting the “ Capture of Carlo Malatesta, and his 
Nephew,” by Braccio di Montone, in 1416. An 
“ Adoration of the Kings,” by Fra Angelico ; a 
“ Madonna and Child,” by Filippo Lippi; an “ Adora¬ 
tion of the Kings,” by Fdlippino Lippi; “ Isotta da 
Rimini,” by Piero della Francesca; a “ Rape of 
Helen,” by Benozzo Gozzoli; a Madonna and Child, 
by Lorenzo di Credi; and an example of Cosimo 
Tura; also a Byzantine picture of the 16th centmy, 
and a charming picture by Quiutiu Matsys. 

Having said that these works are added to the Na¬ 
tional Gallery—that is, aU the early Italian works— 
with a view to the perfection of chronological series, 
we do not feel it necessary to describe them in detail, 
for generally they bear no relation to the healthier 
Art of the present time. As examples of painting, 
the Cimabue and the two or three other productions 
near his time, are valueless ; but as instances of the 
practice of that jjeriod, and in association with the 
names they bear, they are indispensable to our gal- 
lerj'. The curiosity of the series is Uccello’s battle 
picture—nothing can exceed the ponderosity of this 
composition, but it is not without its uses; and 
another remarkable work is Gozzoli’s “ Rape of 
Helen,”—a daring essay at a time when every 
painter was called upon to glorify the Church ; the 
portrait also by Piero della Francesca is marveUously 
minute in finish. They are in excellent preservation, 
even the earliest of them, considering the number of 
centuries that have elapsed since they were executed. 
All the Italian works formed a ])ortiou of the col¬ 
lection of Messrs. Lombardi and Baldi, in Florence; 
and some years ago a negotiation was opened with a 
view to their acquisition, which was broken oft' 
because the proprietors wished to dispose of their 
collection in its complete state; but in its entirety' 
it was undesirable, as containing works which did 
not assist the object in view. 

The cost of these pictures has been, we be¬ 
lieve, seven thousand ])ouuds; there are yet many 
others wanted to perfect a com[)eudious history of 
Art; for having pursued the object thus far, the 
design must be diligently worked out. And we re¬ 
joice that there is such a purpose guiding the selec¬ 
tions of the authorities, though we confess that we 
should be glad now to see a few of the gems of the 
Ivow Country schools gathered in aid of the proposed 

history. 
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THE BOOK OF THE THAMES, 
FROM ITS RISE TO ITS FALL. 

BY MR. AND MRS. S. C. HALL. 

Part XVI11. 

KRHAFS in England there is no single view so beau- 
til'ul as that obtained from the summit of Rich¬ 
mond Hill; nay, it is scarcely too much to say 
there is nothing more charming in the world. 
Such is the opinion of many foreigners who have 
beheld the laudsca])e attractions of all lauds, and 
such is surely that of those who, having travelled 
long and far, return to their own country with a 
conlirmed conviction that Englishmen tind nowhere 

any scenery so delicious as that they possess “ at home.” No 
doubt there is much that is wider, and broader, and grander—more 
magnilicent and more comprehensive—which voyagers elsewhere 
may enjoy, but none within the same limits so gifted with surpass¬ 
ing loveliness. The scene from Richmond Hill has, therefore, 
been at all times a fertile theme of the poet and the painter, 
although neither Art nor language can render it sufficient justice. 

“ Heavens ! what a goodly prospect spreads around 
Of hills and dales, and woods and lawns, and spires, 

( ; And glittering towns, and gilded streams 1 ” 

Such was the exclamation of one of the many poets who have 
offered homage to “ the Hillwe may quote another :— 

“ Where Thames along the daisy’d meads 
His wave in lucid mazes leads— 
Silent, slow, serenely flowing. 
Wealth on either side bestowing.” 

But in fact, there are few whom the Muse has not stirred into life when gazing 
from either of the adjacent heights upon a scene so entirely beautiful—at once 
so gentle and so grand, so graceful aud so rich. 

VIEW FROM RICHMOND HILL. 

As we approach Richmond from Twickenham, and pass a slight projection 
at Ham, we come in sight of “ the Hill.” From the river the rise appears 
very slight: on the summit are several good and “tall” houses, the most 
conspicuous of which is the far-famed “Star aud Garter” inn; and here all 
visitors will linger, entering either its prettily arranged grounds or its stately 
chambers for refreshment, and gazing from one of its windows over the thick 
and apparently dense foliage that seems to cover the w'hole valley underneath, 
through which the all-glorious father meanders “ silent, slow,” the source of 
that green fertility which makes the landscape “ beautifid exceedingly.” * “ The 
eye, de.sceiiding from the hill,” marks the tortuous course of the river, above 
and below, glances among “ the palace homes of England,” and watches the 
gay boats, of “ all sorts and sizes,” that float upon the surface, issue from tiny 
creeks, or continue moored beside law'u-slopes: gaze where we will, there is 
ever something to stir the heart, aud justify that love and pride of country 
which rivals or foes attribute to Englishmen as a vice 1 

The distant views from any of the heights are as fair and beautiful as those 
immediately around and underneath. Looking over Richmond Park we behold 
stately 'Windsor; further off, the hills of Buckinghamshire—the historic Chil- 
terns ; and nearer, those over Runnymede and Chertsey. Turning eastw'ard, we 

* So close are the trees, and so little can be seen of tlie intervening meadows and 
gardens, tliat a story is told of an American from the Far West, whose eye, having been 
accustomed to endless and trackless forests, saw the beauty as a blemish, and declared it 
to be his opinion tliat “ the valley wanted clearing.” 

look on many of the steeps that, rising above the Lower Thames, fling their 
shadows on the sails of a hundred nations, thronging that part of the great 

Surelv highway of the world which lies between the Nore and London Bridge, 
the tourist may exclaim, and justly,— 

“ Earth liath not anything to show more fair,” 

challenging the wide world to produce a scene which so happily combines the 
grand and the beautiful— 

“ In wondrous perspective displayed, 
A landscape more august than happiest skill 
Of pencil ever clotlied with light and shade: 
An intermingled pomp of vale and hill, 
City and naval stream, suburban grove, 
And stately forest where the wild deer rove; 
Nor wanted lurking hamlet, dusky towns, 
And scattered rural farms of aspect bright.” 

A gate on the summit of the hill leads into Richmond Park. The jiuhlic enjoy 
a right of entrance, and it is pleasant to know that the right is rarely or never 
abused The park was first enclosed by Charles I.; but there were certain 
neighbouring owners who “ could not be prevailed ujiou to alienate their pro¬ 
perty upon any terms.” His majesty, however, seems to have convinced those 
“ village Hampdens,” notwithstanding that the affair “ made a great clamour, 
and the outcry was that he was about to take away his subjects’ estates at his 
own pleasure.” Jerome, Earl of Portland, was made the first ranger, in the 
year 1638. In 1649 the park was given “ to the City of London, aud to their 
successors for ever.” At the Restoration it found its way hack to the crown, of 
which it is now' a mere appanage of comparatively little value, although Her 
Majesty has sought to make it practically useful by presenting some of its resi¬ 
dences to men who are, or have been, benefactors of their country. 

At that end of the jiark where a gate leads to Mortlake, and near a cottage 
in which resides one of the most estimable gentlemen of the age—Professor 
Ow'en—there still lives and flourishes a tree that has been famous for 
many ages: it i.s the Shrew'-ash. It is interesting to note how little odds and 

ends of superstitions are rooted, like wild primroses, in out of the way wilds— 
the nooks and corners of our intellectual country. It is so difficult to define 
where faith ends, aud superstition begins, that sometimes we lose sight of 
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irrationality, in sympathy with the sentiment tiiat is blended with the super¬ 
stition. The shrew-ash is only a few yards beyond the pond which almost 
skirts the Professor’s lawn—where herds of dappled deer come fearlessly from 
the high ground of the park to driidr at early morning, and again, while the 
sky is yet glowing with the tints of the setting sim. Tins venerable and cele¬ 

brated tree stands on rising ground. 
AVhite, in his “ Natural History of Selbourne,” describes a “ shrew-ash ” as 

“an ash whose twigs or branches, when gently applied to the limbs of cattle, 
will immediately relieve the paius which a beast suffers from the running of a 
shrew-mouse over the part affected—for it is supposed that a shrew-mouse is of 
so hauefid and deleterious a natru'e that wherever it creeps over a beast, he it 
horse, cow', or sheep, the suffering animal is afflicted with cruel anguish, and 
threatened with the loss of the use of the limb. Against this evil, to which 
they were continually liable, our provident forefathers ahvays kept a shrew'- 
ash at baud, which when once medicated would maintain its virtues for ever. 
A Shrew-Ash was made thus: into the body of the tree a deep hole was 
bored with an augui-, and a poor devoted shrew'-mouse was thrust iu alive, and 
])lugged iu, no doubt, with several quaint incantations long since forgotten. As 
the ceremonies necessary for such a consecration are no longer understood, all 
succession is at au end.” The shrew-ash in Itichmond Park is, therefore, 
amongst the few legacies of the kind bequeathed to their country by the wisdom 
of our ancestors. We once knew a queer, spiteful, old Kentish gardener, who 
suggested, iu open defiance of legendary lore, that it would he far wiser to bury 
a shrew wife under an ash, than stop up a poor iunoeeut shrew-mouse in it. 
He laughed to scorn all superstitious ; and many of his old neighbours believed 
he vvould live and die a “ cast away,” he w'as so loud of holding everything 
connected with “ good old times ” in utter contempt. 

Our readers will perceive that across the hollow of the tree near the top 
there is a little bar of wood : the legend runs that were this bar removed every 
night, it would he replaced in the same spot every moruiug ! How ? AVho 
cau tell how? The legend calls the fact “established,” and so we are bound 
to believe it. The superstition now is, that if a child, afflicted with what the 
people in the neighbourhood call “ decline,” or whooping-cough, or any infantine 
disease, is passed nine times up the hollow of that tree, and over the bar, while 
the sun is rising, it will recover. If the charm fail to produce the desired 
effect, the old women believe the sun was too far up, or not up enough, or 
the “ verse ” (for we have been told there is a spoken charm) not properly 
repeated. If the child recovers, of course, the fame of the tree is whispered 
about—for the oldest croue would hardly dilate on such a subject iu her usual 
voice at mid-day; there is au Irish saying that “ every whisper has four 
wings,” and thus the tale spreads. There is a sort of shrew mother to every 
shrew-ash—the veriest ancient iu the parish; withered and bent, with lean arms 
and long fingers, that clutch her staff, her picturesque scarlet cloak giving that 
life to the landscape, of which painters never tire : she acts as guide and teacher 
to any young mother, who has an afflicted child and faith iu the charm; and the 
two may be seen iu the grey light of morning—the little creeping crone, and 
the tall gii'l enveloped in a cloak or large shawl, beneath whose folds is 
cherished her precious burthen. She follows through the long dewy grass, and 
heeds nor Jeer nor cattle; but she fears the chill air will make her darling 
worse, though she dare not say so, fur she must not anger the aged crone even 
if she handle the child roughly, as she thrusts it up and passes it over, under 
and over, until the accomplishment of the mystic nine. The child wails, of 
course, hut that is nut heeded by the sybil: it is speedily pressed to the warm 
bosom of its mother, and they creep away stealthily, half ashamed or afraid 
to be seen by their neighbours. 

The shrew-ash in Kichmoud Park is still used and still firmly believed in, 
rhe superstition having by no means entirely lost its force. The friend who 
communicates this fact to us, has more than once seen at daybreak a young 
mother, with her sick babe, resorting to the ash for cure, and eagerly watching 
under its withered branches the first streak of sunlight in the east.* 

We must descend the hill and enter the ancient village—the now populous 
town of llichmond. • We cannot long delay, although it is full of associations, 
any one of which might demand a chapter instead of a line. It is, however, 
essential that we visit the church, and then stroll to the green, in order that 
we may stand on the site of the ancient palace, “ to which the former kings of 
this land, being wearie of the citie, used customarily to resorte, as to a place of 
pleasure, and serving highly for recreation.” 

At llichmond resided Nicholas Brady, and here he translated and versified 
the Psalms ; here lived, and in the church is buried, James Thomson ;t here he 

“ Sung the seasons and their chan^'e 

and many memories of him are preserved in the house where he resided, “iu 
unaffected cheerfiduess, and general, though simple eleganee.” There are few 
who walk through the fair town, or row along the waters that lave its banks, 
who will not recall the graceful tribute of a brother poet— 

“ Remembrance oft shall haunt this shore. 
When Thames in summer wreaths is drest, 

And oft suspend tlie dashing oar, 
To bid thy gentle spirit rest! ” 

* Superstitions regarding trees have been rife in every age and country ; and may be 
referred to the “sacred groves" of the ancient idolaters, or the custom of consecrating 
trees to particular divinities; tinctured with the prevailing superstition of the more 
modern nations of tlie north, and tinged with a darker belief in mysticism. Hence tlie 
witch-hazel is believed to be as efficacious as the horseshoe, in preventing tlie incursions 
of a witch for evil purposes, if a branch be fastened over a door. But for cliarms in 
disease, no tree lias been so much used as the ash, whicli, in addition to the power it is 
supposed to possess, as narrated above, was also believed to cure other diseases. If tlie 
wound made in the tree was liound witli packtliread: tlie cliild recovered as the tree 
recovered, but the life of the patient depended so entirely on that of Lie tree, that if it was 
wilfully destroyed the disease returned and terminated in death. 

t 'Ihomson lived in a small cottage in Kew Lane. It h.as been enlarged and altered 
since his time. Tliere was no monument to his memory iu the church, until the Karl of 
Buchan placed, in 1792, a brass plate in the north aisle to denote the spot where he was 
buried, June 29, 1748, “for the satisfaction of his admirers," as the inscription states, 
“ unwilling that so good a man and sweet a poet should be without a memorial,” 

Richinoud Church has few old features, atid the most remarkable monuments 
are on the exterior. At the south-west angle is a marble tablet, executed by 
E. \V. Wyou, to the memory of Barbara lluflatul, authoress of “The Son of a 
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Genius,” &c. She was horn at Sheffield, iu 1770, aud died at Richmond, 
November 9, 1844. “ She endeavoured,” says the inscription, “ with Christian 
humility, to recommend, by her valuable example, the lessons inculcated in her 
writings.” We knew her long and well, and to know her was a privilege. 
xVfter a life of active and useful labour, aud the calm and patient endurance of 
many trials, she rests amid the scenery she loved so well, and near the places 
she cherished most in her warm and tender heart. The world owes her much; 
she was one of its best teachers. Her works will endure longer even than the 
monument that records her name, for they are the experience of her own 
natm'ally devout mind, her generous sympathies, aud her womanly wisdom. 
Here, in later times, died and was buried the great actor, Edmund Kean ; to 
his memory a simple monument has been erected by his accomplished son,* 
who, inheriting m\ich of the father’s genius, has avoided the “ perilous plea¬ 
sures” that led to death at the comparatively early age of forty-eight. There is 
no gentleman more thoroughly respected, or more entirely entitled to respect, 
than the younger Kean. If the stage owed a large debt to the acting of the 
fa,her, it has contracted a larger to the son, for his judicious and liberal 
“ management,” and especially for having made its “ means and aiipliances” 
sources of instruction as well as of delight. Many other great men and 
women have left their names as perpetual memories iu this neighbourhood ; 
it is full of associations, and these, added to the charms of beautiful scenery, 
must ever keep for Richmond a fame uusin-passed by that of any other locality 
iu the kingdom. 

REMAINS OF KICUMONL) PALACE. 

On Richmond Green is all that now remains of the Old Palace of Sheen, 
consisting of a stone gateway, aud a smaller postern gate beside it; above tlie 
large gate is sculptured the arms of England, supported by the dragon and 
greyhound, indicating its erection iu the time of Henry VII. Beside it may 

* It consists of a medallion portrait, surrounded by drapery, and was erected by his 
son, in 1839. Kean died in tlie house adjoining Richmond Tlieatre, in Jlay, 1833. Tliis 
theatre was built under tlie superintendence of Garrick, and was frequently patronised 
by George III., when living at Kew. Jl.any great actors have played tliere; it was here 
the accomplished actress and excellent lady, Helen Faucit, made her dibUt. 
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* “ It is well known that this place received its present name by royal command in 
the reis'n of Henry VII., who was Earl of Richmond in Yorkshire. In Domesday it is 
not mentioned; a record of nearly the same antiquity calls it Syenes; the name was 
afterwards spelt Schenes, Schene, and Sheen. Some writers, founding their conjectures 
upon the latter word, which signifies bright or splendid, have supposed it to be expressive 
of the magnificence of the ancient palace.”—Lysons. 

t The arms over the great gate, though much decayed, are still clearly to he distin¬ 
guished as those of King Henry VII., whc was 
Earl of Richmond before he achieved the sove¬ 
reignty of England on Bosworth Field. The 
supporters of the royal arms of Henry are 
unlike those of any other English monarch ; 
the shield is supported by the red dragon of the 
House of Cadwallader, the last king of the 
Britons, from whom Henry claimed his descent; 
and the white greyhound of the House of York, 
as represented in our cut. Henry VIII. retained 
the dragon, but adopted the lion of England, 
instead of the greyhound, for his other supporter. 

be traced a few portions of the old brickwork of tlie palatial buildings, with 
the characteristic reticulated pattern which gave diversity to the walls, it 
is believed to have been the entrance to the wardrobe court.* 

The ancient name of llichmond was Slicen, signifying beautiful (from the 
German word which still bears the meaning); it was considered as part of the 
Manor of Kingston, in the Domesday survey, when it was crown property. 
Edward III. died in the mansion of Shene, at which time it was a pleasant 
retirement for the English sovereigns. Henry V. rebuilt the palace, with 
“curious and costly workmanship,” which was destroyed by fire in 1498. 
Henry VII. immedialely gave orders for the rebuilding of the palace, and 
ordained tliat it should be named liiclunond, after his own title, before he had 
achieved the sovereignty of England on Bosworth tield.t King Henry VII., 
and his sou, Henry VITI., took much pleasure in the palace here, and fre¬ 
quently held tournaments aud festivals at Richmond. Henry VII. died in the 
palace; Katherine, the iirst (|ueeu of the eighth Harry, was confined here of a 
son, and the Emperor Charles V. lodged here on his visit to England in 1552. 
The manor was afterwards granted to Anne of Cleves, on her voluntary divorce 
from Henry VllI.; aud Queen Mary aud her husband, Philip of Spain, fre¬ 
quently resided in the palace, which was also a favourite with her successor, 
Elizabeth, who entertained the King of Sweden within its walls, when he 
visited England to make her a proposal of marriage. She died here on 
March 24, 1603. The sons of James I., Henry and Charles, both held the 
manor, aud here the latter laid the foundations of his important Art-collections; 
in 1627 the manor was settled on his queen, Henrietta Maria. After the 
execution of Charles, the parliament sold the manor. Hollar has published a 
view of it as it appeared in the reign of Charles I. It was a picturesque edifice, 
abounding with towers and pinnacles. On the Restoration the king restored it 
to the queen-mother; and it was leased to Sir Edward ViUiers. It was much 
dilapidated, and was soon afterwards pulled down. 

The many attractions of Richmond, and its proximity to the metropolis—from 
which it is distant eight miles—have alw'ays made the neighbourhood a favourite 
of the high-born and the wealthy; a long list might be given of “great people” 
who have had their dwellings on the hill or on the river banks ; Buccleuch 
Lodge is among the most conspicuous and the most beautiful as we reach its 
slope, just after passing the bridge, voyaging westward. 

There yet remain some of the fish of the Thames to which attention 
should be directed; and as we are ajiproaching that pai't of the river where 
the sport of the angler terminates, we may describe two—although neither of 
them are found in abundance so low dovvn. Richmond, however, has been 
always in favour with professors of the rod and line, and it is rarely we pass 
the banks of Buccleuch Lodge without encountering half a dozen punts; for 
during autumn the roach is numerous here, and of small barbel there is usually 
a plenty. 

The Chub is a shy fish, and although sometimes takeu with the worm or 
gentle when bottom-fishing, it is more frequently caught on the surface with 
a mimic fly or cockchafer; aud then under overhanging trees, where skiU is 

THE CHUB. 

requisite. They often grow to a large size in our river; we have more than 
once hooked a fish weighing five pounds. In its general aspect the chub re¬ 
sembles the dace, but is somewhat more taper; it is of little value as food, the 
flesh being poor aud “ waterish nevertheless old Isaac gives an elaborate 
recipe for “dressing him”—for drying up his “fluid watery humour”—and 
for giving him such a sauce as may “ recompense the labour.” 

The Pope, or “ ruffe,” is found in great abundance in many parts of the 
river; it bites greedily, and it is a common practice to take ladies to a “ pope 
pitch,” inasmuch as there is sure to be plenty of sport, the pope biting like 

TUB FOBE. 

We cannot part from this branch of our subject—the pleasures supplied to 
anglers by the all-bountiful river—without a word or two of comment on “ the 
Thames Angling Preservation Society”—a society by which much has been 
done to preserve the river from illegal nets and to punish the poacher. Its 
formal meetings are held once a year at Richmond—in July. Its report is 
published annually : the excellent secretary, Henry Parnell, Esq., is indefa¬ 
tigable in his efforts to advance its purposes; every angler is bound to support 
a society which does so much to enable him to enjoy a day’s ample sport in 
any of “ the deeps,” which it materially aids to preserve and to “ furnish.” 

the perch, and with a certainty of being hooked by a very small effort of skill. 
It resembles the perch, too, in other particulars, the fins being sharp and 
somewhat perilous to delicate fingers. It is small in size, seldom exceeding in 
length five or six inches. An idea prevails that the pope is a fish between the 
perch and gudgeon, but there is no foundation for it, other than its general 
likeness to the oue, and its habitat being the gravelly bottoms frequented 
by the other. 

We resume our voyage, setting out from Richmond Bridge, first turning with 
pleasure to the pretty and well-known ait, and looking back every now and 
then for a charming view of the town and the surrounding scenery. 

As, however, we shall not again have occasion to step on shore and examine 
the treasiu'es of the river Flora, we may delay the reader awhile in order to 
present to him another bouquet of the wild flowers that grow so luxuriantly, and 
at the same time submit to his scrutiny a few of the insects concerning which 
his ciu'iosity will be continually ex¬ 
cited as he rows or wanders along 
its banks. 

On the leaves of the Willow-herb 
we found feeding a grotesque-looking 
creature, which at first sight ap¬ 
peared to be staring malignantly at 
us from his perch ; but, on a nearer 
examination, these sinister eyes, as 
they appeared to be, proved to be 
mere painted resemblances of those 
organs ; and, to carry out the illu¬ 
sion, these spots are situated on an 
enlarged portion of the body repre¬ 
senting a head, from which proceeds 
an apparent proboscis somewhat like 
an elephant’s trunk, whence the 
creatm'e has been named the Elephant 
Hawk-moth [Chcerocanipa Elpenor), 
of which this is the caterpillar state. 
It is of a dusky colour, and on the 
sides are several of the curious eye¬ 
like spots; but when seen from the front, with only the two larger spots visible, 
the appearance of the thing is really somewhat startling: the true head and eyes 
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CIIIN’A-MAHK MOTH. 

are comparatively minute, and situated at the end of the proboscis-like portion 
of the body. The moth into which this “creature” is eventually transformed, 

presents a decided contrast to the weird aspect 
of the caterpillar form it bore in its earlier e.vist- 
cnce, being a soft, elegant creature, beautifully 
])ainted with rose-colour and olive-brown : it may 
be not unfrequeiitly met with in the same situa¬ 
tions as its caterpillar, either Hying ra))idly in the 
twilight, or at morning reposing inactive in some 
shaded and retired spot. 

There is a very charming Little motli, called 
by collectors the China-mark Moth, eonstantlv met 
with in moist, reedy jilaccs, and, of course, found 
abundantly by the banks of the Thames. This 
pretty species has white wings, elegantly marked 
with brown and grey. Its caterpillar makes 
itself a curious habitation by cutting out por- 
tioiis of a leaf, and then attaching them together 
into a kind ot portable tent, which accompanies 
the little animal in all its wanderings. 

The botany of the river-side, as we have intimated, becomes far more scanty 
as we approach the moi'e populous districts 
lying on either side, almost nninterruptedl^y 
until we reach London; and we cannot 
without regret take leave of the fair I’lora 
that has attorded ns such unfailing pleasure 
and interest, from the very cradle of the 
infant stream in Gloucestershire, through 
its whole course down to our jtreseut posi¬ 
tion, whence, for a time, objects of more 
immediately human interest must occupy 
our attention. We may notice one more 
tavonrite, which we have hitherto omitted 
to mention, but which forms a very strik¬ 
ing and beautitnl leature in most of those 
flowery groups that ornament the old locks, 
and conduce so much to their p)ictnres(pie 
effect. We allude to the Meadow Cranes- 
bill (Geranium prafense), a plant with ele¬ 
gantly cut foliage, ami clusters of large 
bright purple flowers. 

The Heed (Arundo Thraymites) must be 
familiar to every vo3'ager on the Thames, 
whose banks are almost constantly edged 
with deep beds of this common though 
graceful plant. The presence of these reed- 

MEADOW CUAXES-BILL. i,,,-. . .,1 c I ■ i 
oedb lb a powerful aid in the picturesque 

effect of the “bits” for which this river is so ftmious; witness the good 
service they render in the foreground of pictures by Boddiiigton and other 

painters, to wliom the Thames 
scenery is so dear : though, after 
all, in the best painted picture, 
we must still lose the peculiar 
charm of the reed—its graceful 
motion as it rocks and waves its 
feathery crest in the wind. But 
besides playing its ornamental 
part so well, the reed is not 
w'ithout some pretensions to the 
useful, both in its natural posi¬ 
tion, where it serves to protect 
einbaiikments and dykes for pre¬ 
venting the encroachineut of the 
sea; and also, when cut, for thatch¬ 
ing, and various purposes of build¬ 
ing and gardening. Then the 
flower-heads will dye wool green, 
and the roots are said to be use¬ 
ful as a medicine in bilious com- 
jilaints; but for the accuracy of 
this crowning recommendation w'e 
cannot vouch from our own ex¬ 
perience, for the tourist amid these 
charming scenes will have little 
need of a remedy “ against the 

TUE REED. bile,” and so we contented our¬ 
selves with admiring the “ effect ” 

of our friends, the reeds, in situ. We have more than once directed the atten¬ 
tion of the ornamental designer to the lessons he may receive from Nature on 
the banks of the river Thames. 

Passing under the railway bridge, which crosses the Thames at the eastern 
boundary of Kew Gardens, we have them on om' right hand for more than two 
miles. The left bank affords more diversity, and to that we direct special 
attention. The first object which attracts the eye is a palatial building, now' 
appropriated to the Female Naval Orphan Asylum. It was commenced by 
Lord Kilmurry as a residence; hut has been greatly enlarged, and is now 
devoted to a high purpose—as one of those noble institutions which do honour 
to England, rendering memorable over the w'orld the words—“ Supported by 
Voluntary Contributions.” A short half mile brings us to Isleworth Church, 
with its ancient ivy-covered tower. The body of the church is of red brick, 
and was constructed in 1705. It contains a few of the monumental brasses 

which were in the older edifice; one of them represents a kuight in armour 
of the litteeuth century; bid the most curious is affixed withinside the Duke 
of Northumberland’s pew, and is here copied: it pre¬ 
serves the figure of one, of the last of the English 
nuns, being to the memory of “Margaret Dely, a 
syster prolessed in Syon, who decesscel the vii of 
October, Anno, 15C1,”-—during the short while the 
nunnery was restored to the old faith by Queen Mary. 
The village of Isleworth is chiefly devo'ted to gardcii- 
ground, and from thence London is constantly supplied. 
Though never occuj)ying a position in history, it is 
always noted in our most ancient surveys. Simon de 
Moutfort encamped here with the refractory barons, in 
1263; and Fairfa.x fixed his head quarters here in 1047. 
It is a straggling, unpicturesque village, not offering 
inducements to delay the tourist. 

Sion House, wdiich occupies the site of the ancient 
religious fouudation, is close beside the church; it was 
originally granted to a convent of Bridgetiue nuns, by 
Henry V., in the year 1414 ; they seem to have led a 
quiet life of much prosperity; upon its dissolution, iu 
the reign of Henry VllL, the revenues of the Conveut 
of Sion was valued at the very large sum of £1731 Si.l rjr/. 
per annum. The king retained the desecrated buildings, 
and here imprisotied his unfortunate queen, Katherine 

Howard, while arranging her judicial nuirdcr. The body of the same king 
rested here on the road to his mausoleum at Windsor. Edward VI., iu the 
first year of his reign, gave the building and site to the Protector Seymour, 
Duke of Somerset. On his attainder it was granted to the Duke of North¬ 
umberland, iu w'hose family it has since remained, except during the short 
]>eriod wlien it reverted to the crown during the reign of Mary—the forfeiture 
heiug occasioned by the ambition of the duke, whose son married the Lady 

WATER PAVILION AT SION HOUSE. 

Jane Grey: it was iu Sion House she accepted the crown, having been con¬ 
ducted thence as queen to the Tower of London, so soon afterwards to die on 
a scaffold within its walls. 

Queen Mary was induced to restore the nunnery at Sion, and endow' it with 
the manor and demesnes of Isleworth; it was dissolved b}'Elizabeth, who, 
however, retained the lauds until 1604, when they were again given to the 
Dukes of Northumberland. The present house was constructed soon afterwards, 
and has some rich interior details ; the exterior is singularly plain, a mere 
quadrangle of heavy stonework. It contains some fine pictures. One of the 
prettiest and pleasantest points on the river, is the graceful pavilion we have 
here iutroduced. 

Brentford commences at the end of the walls of the park at Sion ; hut the 
greater part of the town is happily hidden by a long island thickly covered with 
trees. It is one of the most unpicturesque towns ou the river, abounding iu 
gas-works, factories, and distilleries ; its streets presenting an appearance of 
dirt and neglect, heightened by alleys, the abodes of squalid poverty. A large 
part of the population are emiiloycd in the extensive market-gardens which 
abound here, and chiefly supply London with vegetables. The town takes its 
name from the small river Brent, w hich here flows into the Thames, rising iu 
the adjoining county of Hertfordshire, and pursuing a tortuous course through 
the centre of Middlesex. It is a small stream, but its juiictiou w'ith the 
Thames at aii important locality led to the foundation, iu very early times, of 
a village here, the establishment of a large nuiiuery ou the opposite side of the 
ford materially aiding its grow'th. 

And so wc arrive in sight of Kew Bridge, but before w'e row' under it, we 
must step ashore to visit some of the attractions of this ancient and renowned 
village. 
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PllIVATE EXHIBITIONS OE PICTURES. 

HERR CARL WERNER S 

WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS. 

The collection now to be seen at No. 49, Pall 
Mall, is the fourth that the artist has exhibited, 
and it consists of twenty-five pictures, all of them 
executed in genuine and pure water colours. Body 
colour has no place in these works, yet they yield 
to none in elfectiveness and power of expression. 
In the faculty of rendering texture with exact tide- 
lity, this artist knows no inferior ; at the same time, 
his dextrous rendering of texture never induces him 
to forget the nobler qualities that leave their impress 
upon every truly great pictiu'c. llerr Werner’s 
drawings this year appear to us even to surpass 
those that we have studied with so much delight 
oil former occasions, in their depth of tone, their 
richness of colouring, and in the exquisite skill 
with which they convey their varied teaching. The 
subjects, as usual, comprise both figures and land¬ 
scape scenery and buildings. Ever attractive, Venice 
has again engaged the artist’s attention, but without 
eugrossiug it, for he takes us with him to Montenegro, 
Spalatro, Florence, Barcelona, and, above all, to that 
most picturesque of towns, Liibeck, once the chief 
seat of the Hanseatic League. Every picture has its 
own characteristic tale to tell, which it tells with 
the most impressive emphasis. The “ Hall of 
War,” and the “ Lumber-chamber ” adjoining the 
Tovvn Hall, Liibeck, are amongst the most striking 
pictures of their class: the wine cellars, with their 
capacious butts, not only furnish subjects for most 
excellent dravvings, but they significantly declare that 
the old Liibeck commercial spirit still lingers 
amongst the descendants and representatives of its 
mediaeval warrior-merchants. I'he “ Hall of War ” 
is remarkably fine, both as a composition and a pic- 
tiu’e. In all its details, it is most exactly truthful, 
even to the representing the long disused ballot-urns, 
as they now stand neglected in a corner. The colouring 
of this drawing is very rich and effective; and the 
historical group of figures is most happily introduced. 
The mice that cover the floor of the “Lumber-room,” 
and arc so evidently at home there amongst forgotten 
folios and illuminated MSS., declare how' great is 
the contrast between the fortunes of the Liibeck of 
to-day and those of the same city in earlier times. 
This drawing is remarkable for its characteristic 
representation of two very large figures carved in 
wood on either side of the entrance doorway, which 
may claim to be reckoned amongst the finest known 
productions of that class. No. 20, “ The Bravi of 
Venice assembled round the column of St. Theodore,” 
is indeed Venice and her Bravos, as both the grand 
city and her dangerous sons still linger on the scene 
of their past importance. No. 23, “ The Cloister- 
garden at Barcelona,” is another of the gems of the 
collection. Exquisitely peaceful, this arcaded walk 
of noble architecture encloses a fair garden full of 
luxuriant flowers, from the midst of which cool foun¬ 
tains are languidly playing in the hot air. Another 
most striking drawing is No. 1, “ The Remains of 
an old Church on the Coast of Sicily.” The Lipa- 
rian Islands appear in the distance through the 
storm-clouds that settle heavily on both themselves 
and the sea. The ruin stands amidst what has 
become a swamp, the water now partly covering 
the pavement, and staining with a green hue the 
displaced monuments. A single pier of rich By¬ 
zantine architecture is still standing, and attached 
to it is the pulpit, with its inlaid mosaics. The 
rest is composed of but the disjecta membra of a 
noble edifice. Notwithstanding the marshy condi¬ 
tion of this locality, it still retains so much of its 
ancient fertility that it produces abundant crops of 
olives. When they are gathered, for a single week 
in each year the ruins are thronged with human 
occupants, and the pulpit resumes its proper uses. 
That week past, all again relapses into the habitual 
solitude and desolation, which leave the ruined church 
to the storks and other birds, while the squirrels 
may range undisturbed amongst the olive-trees. 
Our space will not admit of our particularizing 
more of these pictures; and, indeed, to do full 
justice to the collection would require a separate 
notice of each work; for, though it would be 
too much to assert that all are equally excellent, 
it is most certain that every drawing possesses 
merits of its own which we recognise with the 

utmost pleasure. Our readers are aware that 
Herr Werner receives visitors daily at two o’clock, 
and that he devotes llie earlier hours of each day 
to giving lessons in the practice of his beautiful 
art. Those persons who may call at Herr Werner’s 
studio will not fail to be grateful to us for having 
directed their attention to it: and wc arc convinced 
that this sentiment will be greatly strengthened 
should any of our readers be induced to attend Herr 
Warner’s classes, as students of painting in Water 
Colours under his directions. 

M. TROTAIS’ riCTURES 

OF THE B-\TTLE OF IN KERMAN. 

It has become an established and recognised 
custom that, in addition to the regular picture ex¬ 
hibitions, there should, during the present season, 
be a series of small collections of jiictures in London 
to wliich public attention is invited. Wc always 
feel a peculiar satisfaction in being able favourably 
to notice any of these collections ; and, accordingly, 
it is with the utmost jileasure that wc now' record 
the high qualities of a few very remarkable jiictures 
that may be seen at 22 a, Mortimer Street, Cavendish 
Square, in the studio of the French artist, resident 
in London, M. Guerin. The two great jiictures, 
that ought to be at once established in our National 
Gallery (and which would be sure to find appropriate 
resting-places there, if it really were a national gal¬ 
lery), are representations of the Battle of Inkerman, 
from sketches painted on the spot while this fierce 
contest was raging, by M. Protais, an artist attached 
to the staff of General Bosquet. The larger of the 
two pictures (and both are of considerable size) ex¬ 
hibits the long range of mist-enveloped hills, with 
the apparently endless columns of the Russians that 
poured forth from them on that dark November 
morning: the moving masses sweep down towards the 
front of the composition, where the Muscovite torrent 
is held in check by an English infantry regiment of 
the line; to the right of the picture, and in the rear 
of the English, the division of General Bosquet is 
advancing at speed to deliver their famous charge; 
the Zouaves are seen rushing onwards to support 
the struggling but immovable British, and to take 
their part in the furious melee. There is a total 
absence of all dramatic sentiment, coupled with such 
depth and earnestness of real feeling in this entire 
work, that it is impossible not to be convinced that 
here is a battle painted as battles are fought. Not a 
single incident of peculiar pow'cr or pre-eminent 
importance distinguishes any part of the canvas, or 
heightens the general effect; and yet the whole pic¬ 
ture is an endless series of pow'erful and important 
incidents, all of them combining to produce the im¬ 
pression of a mortal strife—the strife of inkerman ! 
The second picture exhibits the Russians in retreat; 
and its representations of the peculiar scenery of the 
Inkerman valley and rocks are singularly interesting. 
From this picture we learn how to form some idea 
of the close of such a battle as that of the 5th of 
November. Both pictures are very ably painted, 
and possess high qualities as works of Art. M. 
Portals relates an anecdote wliich is so charac¬ 
teristic of that peculiar phase of artist-life, painting 
battle-studies “ under fire,” that w'e cannot refrain 
from associating it with our notice of his admirable 
and truly historical pictures. While actively engaged 
in noting dow'n some graphic incident very early in 
the year that followed Inkerman, the artist observed 
at no great distance from his position the first suow'- 
drop that he had seen lifting its head above the chill 
desolation of Crimean winter scenery. Knowing 
well the passionate admiration for flowers entertained 
by General Bosquet, he determined to gather this 
welcome snowdrop as soon as his sketches were 
completed. On second thoughts, however, the 
artist decided to secure his little prize at once, lest 
some one of the many soldiers near him should an¬ 
ticipate him, and so frustrate his intention. He 
rose accordingly ; and while in the act of gathering 
the flower, a round-shot from a Russian battery 
struck his sketching apparatus and his seat, dashing j 
them to atoms, and scattering in every direction the 
torn contents of his portfolio.—M. Guerin shows his 
visitors a very clever drawing in water-colours, exe¬ 
cuted by himself, after the celebrated “ Storming of 
the Malakoff,” painted for the Emperor Napo¬ 
leon III., by Avon. In his studio also are, in 
addition to various other interesting works of Art, 

three pictures of fruit and flowers, by a young 
French artist, M. Maisial, which might be studied 
with advantage even by Hunt, Lance, and Miss 
Jlutric. Wc shall be truly glad to hear that this 
gentleman has found that encouragement which real 
merit rarely fails to command amongst us, and that 
his beautiful pictures have found purchasers. We 
may add that M. Guerin has a courteous rcccjitiou 
for all visitors wlio call at his studio. 

ART IN THE PROVINCES. 

Rirmingiiam.—Mr. Lines, who since the founda¬ 
tion of the Birmingham Society of Artists, has 
efi'ectively filled the joint post of Treasurer and 
Curator of the Institution, has recently retired from 
it. _ The members have unanimously passed a reso¬ 
lution expressing, “ in the most unqualified manner, 
their deep sense of the obligation they are under to 
him for the valuable services he has rendered to the 
society during the long period of its existence; and 
they herewith record their high sense of his strict ' 
integrity in the performance of the onerous duties 
devolving upon him.” In further acknowledgment 
of Mr. Lines’s personal worth, it was also resolved, ^ 
“ That he be elected an honorary member of this 
society.” 

Exeter.—About a year ago a number of gentle- ! 
men residing in Exeter and its vicinity, established 
a society entitled the “ Devon and Exeter Photo¬ 
graphic Society,” of which Dr. Scott was president, ' 
Mr. J. Gendall, treasurer, and Mr. J. W. Harris, ' 
honorary secretary. The success of the institution j 
induced the general body’ of members to sanction the 
extension of its scope and objects, and for this pur¬ 
pose the co-operation of artists, photographers, and 
amateurs was invited to aid in carrying out such 
extension. On the 3rd of last month, the new 
society, which has assumed the name of the “ Devon 
and Exeter Graphic Society',” held its first conver¬ 
sazione, in the Assembly Room of the Royal Clarence ? 
Hotel, in which were exhibited a large variety of i 
works of Art, and of vertu,—paintings, drawings, ; 
coins, inedals, vases, sculjitures, cameras, photo- ■ i 
graphs, microscopes, and optical apparatus. During | 
the evening. Dr. Scott delivered an address to the 
company' on the advantages that may be, and are, 
derived from sueh exhibitions and reunions as the 
one at which the visitors were then assembled. 
Exeter, though the chief town of a county noted as 
the birthplace of distinguished artists, has hitherto ! 
done Rttle in the way of promoting the progress of 
Art: we hope that the dawn of a new and brighter 
day has at length risen upon her. ! 

IIanchester.—The executive committee of the 
“Art-Treasures Palace,” being unable to find a pur¬ 
chaser for the same as a whole, have been compelled 
to dispose of it “in lots,” by auction:—sic transit 
gloria Mancunii. 

Norwich.—The local papers state that during 
the recent removal of some buildings which form a 
portion of the episcopal palace of Norwich, a private j 

chapel, ofvery smalldimensions,hasbeendiscovered. 
The ceiling is in fan tracery, with a boss hanging as ! 
a pendant in the centre, on which are the arms of ' | 
Bishop Lyhart: the remains of a piscina are on the 
south side. ; i 

Taunton.—Mr. Wilde, government inspector of ; 
Schools of Art, visited the Taunton School on May 
the 3rd, and, after examining the works of the | 
pupils, awarded honorary medals to twenty-five i 
students, being fifteen more than were given at the ! 
preceding examination. This school has only been i 

in existence about tw-o years ; but, under the '' 
management of Mr. Williamson, it is making good ! 
progress. A balance of £60 yet remains unpaid for i 
expenses incurred on its formation: to assist in 
liquidating this debt two concerts have been given ! 
in the town. 

York.—The annual meeting of the York School 
of Art was held, last month, at the rooms of the 
institution in Minster Yard, Lord Londesborough I 
presiding. The Report shows an increase in the '! 
number of pupils, during the last sessional year, of 
twenty-three. The debt on the school is now 
reduced to £24; and the chairman expressed a hope 
that the recent improvements effected by Mr. j 
Swallow, the head master, would lead to an increase ,: 
in the funds of the school, so as to admit of the j 
entire discharge of the debt. 

ToRauAY.—The late Mr. Herbert Minton was, 
for some time previously to his death, a resideiit 
in this town : it is proposed, as a tribute to his 
memory, to add a spire to the new church of St. 
Mark’s, Mr. Minton having iiberally contributed, 
while at Torquay, to the embellishment of the sacred ; 
edifice. ' 
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\YILLiAlE WILEElirOIlCE. 

FROM THE STATUE BY S. JOSEPir. 

Among the multitude of illustrious dead who have 
found their last resting-place within tlie hallowed 
precincts of Westminster Abbey, or whose names 
and deeds the sculptured tablet on its walls com¬ 
memorates, there is not one more w'orthy of a 
nation’s reverence and admiration than William 
Wilberforcc, the political patriot, who spent forty- 
six years of public life in the noble cause of religion 
and philanthropy, leaving behind him a name that 
will for ever be associated in the annals of the 
world’s history with the emancipation of the slave. 
Such a man requires no patent of nobility, no 
jewelled coronet and ermined robe, to give him a 
place among the great; though it does seem strange 
that while titles and stars have been distributed 
without adequate desert on the part of the recipients, 
the successive governments under whom Wilberforcc 
lived, and for whom he often laboured assiduously, j 
could aw'ard no insignia of honour and approbation 
to him who, as a writer in the Edinburgh Rrvieio 
remarked, soon after the passing of the bill prohibit¬ 
ing slaver}^ in 1807, “has begun and led througli 
this glorious struggle; who has devoted to its success 
all his days, and all his talents; who has retired from 
all recompense for his labours, save the satisfaction 
of doing good to his fellow'-creatures ; who, giving- 
up to mankind -^vhat others have sacrificed to party, 
has preferred the glory of living in the recollection of 
a grateful world, to the shining rewards of a limited 
ambition.” 

There are few, very few, instances of a statesman 
attaining great popularity at so early an age as did 
AVilberforce : he was born at Hull in 1759, entered 
St. John’s College, Cambridge, at the age of seven¬ 
teen, and had only just passed his twenty-first year, 
when he was elected, by a large majority, member 
of parliament for his native town, in which his father 
had acquired considerable property as a merchant. 
By the death of his grandfather he also came into 
possession of a large fortune. Both of these 
relatives died wliile he was keeping his terms at 
college, where he became acquainted with Pitt: the 
intimacy thus early formed ripened into a friendship 
that was broken only by the death of the latter, to 
whose political opinions Wilberforcc, with a single 
exception, always adhered; the exception being, 
Pitt’s determination to enter upon a war with revolu¬ 
tionary France: this measure he resolutely opposed. 
On the dissolution of parliament in 178-1, he had 
made himself so popular in his native county, that 
the freeholders elected him one of the members, his 
opponents, though hacked by what was considered 
the overwhelming power of the Whig nobility, not 
even daring to go to the poll; this was before he 
reached his twenty-fifth year. 

The universal extinction of slavery was the one 
grand idea of Whlberforce’s life. Even after he felt 
himself compelled, from unremitting exertion and 
increasing delicacy of constitution, to resign his seat 
for Yorkshire, he accepted the representation of a 
nomination borough, in order to employ his parlia¬ 
mentary influence in furthering the great object of 
his existence ; while he embraced every opportunity 
of urging the various European powers to follow the 
example of the English nation. In 1825, he retired 
from parliament, leaving to the late Sir Powell Buxton 
the management of the cause so dear to his heart. 
His death occurred in July, 18.33, only three days 
after the bill for the total abolition of slavery 
throughout the British dominions passed the second 
reading in the House of Commons: when he was 
informed of its success, he exclaimed, “ Thank God 
that I .should have lived to witness a day in which 
England is willing to give twenty millions sterling 
for the abolition of slavery.” Truly has the poet 
said— 

“ Man is immortal till Iiis work is done." 

Wilberforce was buried in Westminster Abbey, 
with all the honours of a public funeral; and the 
statue which is here engraved w-as placed there, in 
1840, at the expense of the nation. As a life-like 
representation of a great and good man, it com¬ 
mands universal attention : pretensions to a work of 
Art beyond this it has none; the attitude is singu¬ 
larly unartistic, and seems constrained ; but it is that 
which the living statesman usually adopted. 
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MINOR TOPICS OE THE MONTH. 

The Dinner of the Boyal Academy was, 
as usual, attended by her Majesty’s ministers, and 
many personages of distinction: the proceedings 
were fully repoited iu the Times,—the council 
having thus relaxed the unwholesome rule by which 
they were long governed; now permitting reporters 
from the public press to share their annual banquet. 
The report consequently fills some four columns of 
the newspaper. So far, this is good—a wise con¬ 
cession : although no allusion, cither direct or in¬ 
direct, was made by the President to any benefit 
which British Art iu any one of its many ramifica¬ 
tions receives from “ the Press.” The President, 
how-ever, did not lose the chance of pressing the 
claims of the Royal Academy—not on the public, 
hut on the Government: the hint was too palpable 
to be avoided by the Prime-minister: accoj'dingly, 
when Sir Charles, with “bated breath,” intimated 
the wish of the Royal Academy for more accommo¬ 
dation, and expressed a hope that if “their domain 
was not to he enlarged, it was at least reasonable to 
expect they would not be unfairly molested where 
they were,”-—the Earl of Derby made these im- 
pi-essive remarks:— 

“ There was, however, one con.solation whicli I promised 
myself in attoiuling this banquet. I tlioiight that t should 
have been free for two hours at least from tlie importunity 
of tliose requests which, sometimes in a milder, sometimes 
in a more pressing tone, are urged upon the attention of 
the members of a governmert. (Laughter.) In Downing 
Street I expect, of course, tliree or four times a day at all 
events, to receive applications from clergymen for livings 
tliat are not yet vacant, from liarristers fir apprdntments 
wliicli nobody dreamt of making, from numberless indi¬ 
viduals for no end of commissionerships (l:inglitGr); but 
I had fondly tioped wiien I came to tlie tranquil and classic 
regions of Trafalgar Square to have liad no such solicita¬ 
tions made to me. (I.angliter.) I liave been disappointed 
(renewed laugliter). Yon, sir, in the most persuasive tones 
and witli most Hatfering allusions to what took place on 
former occasions, liave hinted your confidence tliat tlie 
government would not he deaf to tlie claims of Art; 
you have intimated tliat, great as are tlie services whicii 
the Koyal Academy lias rendered to the country, and 
whicii i cheerfully acknowledge, they might be greater 
still if you enjoyed greater accommodation.— 

“ O si angnlns ille, 
“ Proximus accedat." 

(Laughter.) If tlicre w-as anotlier room, nr another house, 
or a lietter liouse, it w-ould incalculaldy increase the 
advantages wliicli the piublio derive from your labours. 

There followed no inconsiderate or extorted pro¬ 
mise of any kind, such as Sir Charles Eastlake 
looked for, while tlie minister was influenced by hi.s 
eloquence and hos])itality. No doubt the first lord 
of the Treasury thinks, as do the public, that any 
pledge of additional accommodation must be accom¬ 
panied by such “ material guarantees ” as shall be 
securities for additional services to the nation. We 
dealt, last month, so fully with this subject, that we 
need not recur to it now : we may rejoice, however, 
that Lord Derby was not fouud, as he might have 
been, taking an after-dinner nap in the east room, 
to be cajoled, during momentary oblivion, into a 
disastrous pledge that might have been ruinous to 
the best interests of British Art. AVe may, how¬ 
ever, well question the taste of the President, and 
easily account for the “laughter” which followed 
his “ persuasive tones” and “ flattering allusions.” 

The Artists’ Benevolent Fund.—The Anni¬ 
versary Festival was held on the 8th of May, when 
Charles Dickens, Esq., presided, and very eloquently 
advocated the claims of the society. Several artists 
attended, and the ehairm.an was thus satisfactorily 
sup|iorted ; we regretted, however, to find there was 
no man of letters present—at least, we observed none 
at the upper table, “ above the salt.” The cause is 
not that of the artist only; the author owes so much 
to Art, and Art is so often indebted to the author, that 
it would have been more than pleasant to see “the 
sisters ” adequately represented, when the high seat 
iu the assembly was filled, and wortliily filled, by the 
most popular of the existing race of writers. 

The Society of Arts gave an “evening” on 
May 8th, iu the galleries at South Kensington, re¬ 
ceiving, we understand, nearly two thousand guests. 
It was a very briUiaiit as well as interesting “allair,” 
and honourable as well as creditable to the council. 
The siciety is thus contiuually moving iu its efforts 
to meet the increasing wants of the age ; after a sleep 
of twenty years it was roused into activity, and now 
iu very many ways it is meriting Ihe large amount 
of public favour it obtains. As an example as well 
as an encouragement, it might act advantageously 

on other societies, which continue to muse when they 
should think, and to dream when they should act. 

Artists’ and Amateurs’ Conversazione.— 

Tills society closed its meetings for the season, on 
the Cth of last month, with one of the most brilliant 
artistic reunions we ever remember; there could 
scarcely have been fewer than 400 persons, members 
and visitors, present during the evening; indeed, the 
large room at AVillis’s, and the adjoining apartment, 
were almost inconveniently crowded ; and it seems 
quite evident that, if the society continues to 
advance as it has done during (he last two seasons, it 
must hereafter “enlarge its borders.” Numerous, 
however, as was the company, there was more than 
enough of Art-works to occupy its attention; oil-pie- 
tares and water-colour drawings, iu frames and out of 
frames ; portfolios of sketches everywhere; photo¬ 
graphs, and engravings : we especially noticed some 
drawings, two of them very large, by D. Cox, painted 
a few years since; a very clever and heautifnl sea- 
piece by E. Duncan ; a small marine view, by Cres- 
wick, an early work, hut most truthful and lumi¬ 
nous ; several studies of Italian heads, by P. 
Goodall; large drawings by Copley Fielding; a 
portfolio of admirable sketches by the late AV. A1 idler; 
another by AY'. Bennett; two or three gems by Etty, 
coutributed by Alderman Spiers, of Oxford; the 
large picture by T. J. Soper, a “ Scene near Go- 
dalraiug,” exhibited last year at the Royal Academy, 
where it was hung so disadvantageously as to conceal, 
rather than show, its excellences, which are by no 
means few': it is by far the best picture Mr. Soper 
has produced. 

The South Kensington Museum.—The space 
beneath the Sheepshanks’ Picture Gallery has been 
fitted up for the reception of the Bernal Collection, 
and of the various additions of similar objects that 
are continually being acquired by the department 
by purchase. The whole have been carefully and 
judiciously arrauged, and look well. Even these 
collections, however, which form the elite of the 
museum, impress strongly upon the intelligent 
visitor the necessity that exists for a searching ex¬ 
amination of the contents of the entire museum, 
with the view to the removal of whatsoever has no 
real claim for a position there. AA’e were painfully 
impressed, on the oecasiou of a recent visit, with 
the conviction that a very large proportion of the 
entire national collections are comparatively worth¬ 
less, and ought never to have been purchased. This 
is a subject that will require from us the most at¬ 
tentive consideration. Her Majesty the Queen, 
with her customary thoughtful kiudness, has placed 
in the museum the group of specimens of modem 
oriental Art-manufacture that have recently been 
received as presents from the King of Siam. The 
priueipal objects consist of a chair of state, and a 
small elaborately enriched state bedstead, with 
canopy and hangings. The utmost spleudour that 
gilding and rich fabrics will produce, without the 
aid of any taste or discrimination, may he observed 
iu these objects. There is no little manipulative 
skill evinced in the execution of the whole; and 
throughout there is also apparent the action of that 
substitute for true taste, whiidi teaches the oriental 
to mix together brilliant hues and gorgeous mate¬ 
rials iu a manner calculated to produce the most 
telling dramatic effects. Our manufacturers may 
derive some useful hints and valuable suggestions 
from these productions, in their use of decorative 
materials. The textile fabrics used for the curtains, 
and in the production of various robes and hangings 
which accompany tlie chair and bedstead, are fine 
specimens of the versatile power of the eastern 
loom. There are also a number of vessels of vari¬ 
ous sizes, and intended for different uses, all of 
which are elaborately chased, while some are inlaid 
with enamels of brilliant colours. Some of these 
vessels are very beautiful, though, all are distin¬ 
guished by peculiarities, as well iu treatment as of 
form and outline. The South Kensington Museum 
.also contaius, for the present, two remarkable 
works of modem European Art, that have recently 
been placed there for public exhibition, by their 
no less liberal than spirited possessor, Air. AI. 
Uzielli. The first of these is Gibson’s life-size 
marble statue of ATnus, ivhicli vve reserve for 
future consideration ; the second being a picture by 
Henry Leys, of Antwerp, representing Alary of 
Burgundy giving alms to tlie widows and orphans 
of the burgesses of Bruges. This picture, perhaps 
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the finest production of the inodcrn Momisli school, 
has secured for the artist a veiy high reputation 
amongst his countrymen, and it can scarcely fail to 
elicit as warm and cordial approbation from all who 
are qualified to form an opinion on such a subject 

' amongst ourselves. The artist has avowedly aimed 
at combining the peculiarities of the early Meinish 
masters with the refinement, the power of expres- 

I sion, and the richness of colouring, that he may 
claim as qualities essentially his own. The result 

' proves to be a picture, evidently a recent worh, yet 
no less impressively characteristic of the period to 
which it refers. In this admirable picture the true 

i fifteenth century breathes again in the midst of the 
nineteenth. It is a great and noble historical work, 
and an equally excellent achievement of Art, which 

> we may rejoice to regard as having found its first 
’ home in our metropolis. 

The New Royal Opera House, Covent 
Garden.—With such energy and perseverance have 
the works been pushed forward, that this new theatre 
was actually opened with a performance of the “ Hu¬ 
guenots,” on the evening of Saturday, IMay the 15th. 
Much yet remains to be accomplished in order to 
complete the building in many of its accessories; 
and we presume that abundant occupation also still 
awaits the many busy hands that are employed so 
assiduously in preparing the scenery, and in working 
out all the subordinate details in such an under¬ 
taking. The decorations, as well as the arrange¬ 
ments of the interior, appear to be satisfactory, 
though there is nothing about them that is either 
very novel or very superior: the exterior of the 
building is as good as an immense mass of brick 
construction may be expected to be, when it has 
been covered with stucco, with certain columns and 
carvings in genuine stone associated with it. 

Rosa Bonheur and her Pictures.—The last 
production of Rosa Bonheur’s pencil is one of mode¬ 
rate size, and it recalls vividly to our remembrance 
the first of her pictures that were exhibited in this 
country. The subject is a family of “ Landais 

j Peasants going to Market;” the w'oman riding in 
their rude vehicle, beside which her husband is 
W'alking on his stilts; a fiock of sheep follow them, 
under the charge of another peasant. This simple 
subject the artist has painted with her full power, 
and, as one gazes fixedly upon the canvas, the 
greatness of that power becomes clearly apparent. 
Evidently at the first glance a work by Rosa Bon¬ 
heur, this picture gradually discloses the profound 
study which this accomplished lady continues to 
bestow upon her art. She is evidently far from 
being impressed with the idea that there remains in 
Art nothing more for her to learn: her great success 
is rather leading her to aspire to still nobler achieve¬ 
ments. The earnest thoughtfulness which pervades 
this unpretending picture is peculiarly gratifying, 
since it shows that the artist is altogether worthy of 
her eminent position. In all the varied qualities 
that ought to combine for the production of a great 
picture, the “ Landais Peasants ” is unsurpassed. 
Perhaps the sheep may be pronounced superior to 
any representation of these animals that ever was 
before put upon canvas. The foreground also, with 
the distant scenery, are absolutely perfect. Would 
Mr. Buskin ever desire, or could he consider it 

' possible, that furze, with its golden blossom, could be 
rendered at once with more exquisite fidelity or more 
consummate artistic skill? The group of Scottish cattle 
in a genuine Scottish scene, and with heather which 
is as true heather as the Landais furze is true furze, 

I known as the “ Morning in the Highlands,” accom- 
I panies the “ Landais Peasants;” and between the two 

hangs Edouard Dubufe’s admirable portrait of Rosa 
Bonheur. The three pictures are at the German 
Gallery, 168, New Bond Street, where they are 
exhibited by Messrs. Gambart. The “ Morning in 
the Highlands,” after the habit of Rosa Bonheur’s 
pictures, not only claims a cordial W'elconie vvhen, 
for the second time, making its appearance, but it 
at once rises to even a higher position in the visitor’s 
estimation than it before enjoyed. The same remark 
will also apply to the portrait, of which we gave a 
detailed notice in the volume of the Art-Journal for 
1857, page 197. We strongly recommend our 
readers to avail themselves of the present opportunity 
for studying at their leisure, and without any of the 
glare, and glitter, and confusion of a crow'ded 
exhibition, the three pictures which now form so 
striking a group. 

Messrs. Ogle and Edge’s Photoouaphic 
Views for the Stereoscope.—Our attention has 
been directed to a series of photographic views, the 
productions of these gentlemen, who arc locally 
resident at Preston, in Lancasliire, and whose works 
may be inspected at the establishment of Messrs. 
Negretti and Zambra, in Cornhill. They consist 

I exclusively of views in England and Wales, com- 
j jirising subjects of universal interest, being extremely 
[ beautiful in their scientific development, charmingly 

])icturesque and artistic in selection and effect, and 
showing in nearly all instances a refined discern¬ 
ment of objects, historically and pictorially, of rare 
value. In this series we have lake, mountain, and 
river, with views of some of the most striking and 
important among the many remains of feudal and 
monastic grandeur—pictures of the abbeys of Furness 
and Tintern, the castles of Conway and Carnarvon ; 
while views of Greta Hall and Rydal Mount, the 
homes of the laureates Southey and Wordsworth, 
and Nab Cottage, the lowly winter residence of the 
simple-minded Hartley Coleridge, are by no means 
among the least valuable of the collection, as well 
from their associations with the great men 

“ Who penned and uttered wisdom,” 

as from their scenic beauties among the ever-living 
charms of the English lakes. Moreover, we are 
here introduced to places which the “ lake poets ” 
have made familiar as household words : the ancient 
mill at Ambleuse; scenes on the Brathay and the 
Rothay, with their bridges and villas; Borrowdale 
and Rydal Mere, Grasmere and Elswater; the falls 
at Lowdore, Gowbarrow, and Rydal, and other 
points made renowned in immortal verse. We 
regard this series as a boon of no common magni¬ 
tude, peculiarly acceptable at this moment, when 
“ travel ” is likely to be in England, rather than on 
the Continent, where so many impediments to plea¬ 
sure now exist. How many there are who have 
journeyed over Switzerland and through “ the 
South ”■—nay, who know more of Sweden and 
Norway than they do of England, to whom these 
views may be suggestions and inducements, exhi¬ 
biting, as they do, so many attractions of delicious 
scenery, of hallowed associations, and of structmres 
rendered sacred by time and use. Artists who 
supply us with subjects such as these are patriots as 
well as benefactors—they add to our pride and love 
of country, making us more than content with 
“home,” and inculcating not alone a duty to be ful¬ 
filled, but a happiness to be enjoyed by visits to the 
scenes which nature and geniiis have made “ holy.” 

The Committee of the Royal Association for 
the Promotion of the Fine Arts in Scotland, have 
again engaged the gallery of Mr. Walesby, in Water¬ 
loo Place, for the exhibition of the pictures, &c., in¬ 
tended for distribution among the subscribers of the 
current year. The exhibition will continue open till 
the middle of the present mouth. 

AIr. Foley’s noble equestrian statue of the late 
Viscount Hardinge now stands uncovered, and open 
to the public, in the quadrangle of Burlington House; 
for the first time we see it to advantage; the fine 
proportions of the group, and the spirit of the general 
design, were half lost wdthin the comparatively con¬ 
fined limits of the sculptor’s studio, where we had 
hitherto examined it. The opinion will be universal, 
that it is one of the most perfect vvorks of the age. 

The Painter, Turner.—After the free-and-easy 
manner in which the testamentary intentions of this 
great artist have been carried out, we w'erc not a 
little startled to find Lord St. Leonards declaring, at 
the recent dinner of the Royal Academy, that the 
executors might have executed their trust, and the 
courts have given effect to the painter’s own dispo¬ 
sitions of the property which he had earned so 
laboriously, and bequeathed so nobly. “ He,” 
Lord St. Leonards, “ had laboured long to construe 
Turner’s will, but his labour had not been in vain. 
He had satisfied himself as a lawyer and a man, and 
he would state it boldly anywhere, that, obsem’e as 
that instrument was, it was capable of being carried 
into execution according to its legal import, and 
according to the testator’s own intentions.” It is 
too late now, of course, to turn this declaration to 
substantial use; but the cheers with which it was 
received, in the heart of the Royal Academy itself, 
by the guests assembled at the Academicians’ board, 
may, w'e venture to hope, have suggested to that 
body a course of action by which they might do 

themselves great honour. For the present we do 
not allude to it more particularlybut what shall 
be done to honour the man who, after a long life of 
toil, bequeathed to the nation its results in a shape 
“ the worth of which,” as Lord St. Leonards said, 
“ can hardly be calculated in money,” but which, he 
added, “ jilaces this country in the highest rank in 
Europe for the cultivation of Art ?” A suggestion 
on the subject has reached us, to which we should 
desire, so far as we can, to give all possible effect. 
It is observed, that as yet we have no statue of our 
great artists in the National Gallery, save only that 
of Wilkie, w'hich stands in the hall of the building 
in Trafalgar Square. The time will, we hope, come 
under the larger arrangements which await tliat 
institution, when we shall have a national scries of 
the greatest of these; and in that series, to whom 
should the nation give a first place, if not to him at 
whose hands it possesses this immortal treasure? 
In the present exhibition of the Royal Academy, 
there is a statue of their late great member by the 
sculptor Baily, full of a graphic Art-power, and 
which the deceased painter’s friends say fulfils all 
the conditions of the theme. It seems to us that if 
a subscription w^ere set on foot to secure the execu¬ 
tion of this work in marble, for a gift to the nation, 
the public would freely embrace the opportunity 
thus offered of recognising the large debt which 
they owe to this great artist. AVe should like to 
see the movement initiated in some influential Art- 
quarter. 

Barrett’s Crimean Pictures.—Two pictures 
of the highest interest have, during the last month, 
been exhibited at the establishment of Alessrs. 
Leggatt and Hayward, in Cornhill. Both are b}' 
Mr. Barrett, and both have been placed in the hands 
of experienced engravers, to be translated by them 
through the medium of their most valuable art. 
Considerable advance has already been made with 
these really national engravings, and they give 
abundant promise of proving worthy of the subjects 
which they will represent. The first of these subjects 
is Florence Nightingale receiving the wounded at 
the entrance to the great hospital at Scutari; the 
other is the first visit of Her Alajesty the Queen to 
the sick and wounded in the hospitals at Chatham, 
on Tuesday, Alay 3rd, 1855. The materials for both 
pictures were obtained by the artist on the spot—at 
Scutari his studio was in the hospital itself; at 
Chatham he sketched the affecting incident as it 
took place. Both works are distinguished by artistic 
qualities of a high order. The grouping is tho¬ 
roughly effective, without being in the slightest 
degree strained or dramatic. The colouring is at 
once brilliant and subdued, in accordance with the 
subjects represented. The pictures also tell their 
tale at once with clearness, simplicity, and earnest¬ 
ness. lu the one, the wounded heroes are being 
borne slowly to the western gateway of the hospital, 
from the vessels that crowd the shores of the blue 
Bosphorus; there they are received by that noble 
lady whose “mission of mercy” will be remembered 
with admiring gratitude as long as the English lan¬ 
guage is spoken. In the second picture, another 
lady, noble also in personal character, as well as 
most illustrious in rank, is gently and kindly in¬ 
quiring into the condition of others of the same 
gallant bands, as they lie in their hospital beds in 
England. Both the Queen and Florence Nightin¬ 
gale are surrounded by such attendants as would be 
expected on such occasions, and both have been 
painted by Air. Barrett in a manner that shows how' 
deeply he felt impressed with the touching pathos of 
the scenes in which they severally occupied positions 
so characteristic, and also so remarkable. 

Kugler’s “ Handbook of Painting.”—In our 
brief notice last month, of the death of Kiigler, it 
was stated that the translation of his “ Handbook 
of Painting ” was the w'ork of Sir C. L. Eastlake: 
we should have said that the book was edited by 
the President of the Academy. The translation was 
made by a lady, of whom we have a personal know¬ 
ledge, Airs. Hutton, of Dublin; but, until now, it 
so happened that we never heard of her connection 
with that excellent publication. Me have not the 
work at hand to refer to, but we are told the title- 
page informs the reader that the translation is “ by a 
Lady,”—Airs. Hutton, not caring to have her name 
publicly announced, though, it may be supposed, 
she is not willing that another should have the credit 
due—and honourably due—to herself alone. 
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REVIEWS. 

The Shepherd’s Trayeu, engraved after Sir 
Edwin Landseer, ll.A., by T. L. Atkinsox. 

Highland Nurses, engraved after Sir Edwin 
Landseer, E.A., by Thomas Landseer, and 
dedicated to Florence Nightingale. 

None but the Brave deserve the Fair, en¬ 

graved alter Sir Edwin Landseer, 11.A., by 
Thomas Landseer. 

Titania and Bottom, Fairies attending ; a 

Scene from “ The Midsummer Night’s 

Breaji,” engraved after Sir ICdwin Landseer, 

K.A., by Samuel Cousins, R.A. 

Portrait of the late General Sir Henry 

Havelock, K.C.B., engraved after the original 
picture by Crabbe, in the possession of Lady 
Havelock, by — Sinclair. 

The Lii.y' of the Field, engraved after Le Jeune, 
by J. E. Jackson, the engraving being hnislied 
by H. Cousins. 

The Sanctity of Childhood, engraved after 
Le Jeune, by James Faed. 

Published by H. Gr.vves & Co,, I.ondon. 

'Fhe group of seven admirable engravings which we 
have enumerated above, with various others scarcely 
inferior to them in interest and importance, have 
very recently been completed by Messrs. Henry 
Graves and Co.; some of them have been published, 
rvhile others are in a condition that fits them for 
immediate publication. It is difficult to speak in 
sufficiently strong terms, when seeking to render a 
just tribute to the excellence of these line and cha¬ 
racteristic examples of the English school of modern 
Art. The origin.al pictures, with the exception of 
the portrait of the lamented Havelock, must be 
fresh in the remembrance of those of our readers 
who are in the habit of visiting the metropolitan 
o.xhibitions. The engravings are most felicitous 
translations of those pictures. Perhaps in these 
engravings Sir Edwin Landseer appears more true 
to himself than even on his own eloquent canvas ; 
at any rate, we know when he hesitated to touch 
the proof of the “ Titania,” the great painter de¬ 
clared that the engraving e.xcelled the picture, and 
that he could not touch it without injuring, ratlier 
than improving, it. This most exquisite work has 
perhaps never been surpassed, and indeed hut 
rarely has it been equalled, by the httrin of a British 
engraver. For four years Mr. Cousins has been 
assiduously and thoughtfully at work upon it; and 
the plate, when completed, became his diploma 
engraving, on his election to the full honours of 
the Royal Academy. Light and shade cannot well 
accomplish more to convey, without colour, what a 
painter expresses through the agency of colour. 
Here is texture the most varied, yet ever equally 
truthful; and here is expression at once infinitely 
diversified and uniformly characteristic. Through¬ 
out the work there are everywhere apparent the 
feeling of a thorough artist and the touch of a master’s 
hand. Both touch and feeling also evince what we 
must consider to be a deep sympathy with fairy¬ 
land ; witness those white hares that serve as steeds 
to two of the elfish ministrants on the most strange 
object of I’itania’s love. Under a true Shaksperian 
inspiration Sir Edwin painted his picture; and 
Mr. Cousins has executed his engraving in the 
fulness of the same poetic influence. 

The three other Landseer engravings, all of them 
works of the highest class, will range with the best 
of the numerous translations from the same favourite 
artist that have already won for themselves esta¬ 
blished reputations. The two beautiful plates after 
Le Jeune are distinguished by qualities of another 
order, but they are not less excellent than the 
very different w'orks with which we have associated 
them. They must become popular, because they 
eminently deserve popularity. The Havelock por¬ 
trait also claims attention as a fine engraving : it 
conveys, moreover, a faithful representation of the 
personal lineaments of the Cliristian hero whose 
loss, like that of Nelson, overshadows with sorrow'- 
ing regret the brilliancy of his exploits. The 
General Havelock who yet lives has pronounced 
this portrait to be the “ very image” of his brother. 
'Fhis guarantee will satisfy those who desire to 
possess a genuine portrait. The merit of the en¬ 
graving speaks conclusively for itself. 

An Exact Delineation of the Cities of Lon¬ 

don AND Westminster, and the Suburbs 

thereof. By William Faithorne, 1658. 
Published by E. and A. Evans, London. 

The growth of a great city must be an interesting 
study to a larger number of persons than wo may 
at first imagine: its claims upon attention are 

world-wide when that city is London. It may 
seem like national partiality when we speak thus ; 
but it is only philosophic reasoning when we re¬ 
member that no site of equal size and importance 
exists in the world, or ever did exist. Babylon the 
great was not so harge, and imperial Rome was 
much smaller in its palmiest days ; when mistress of 
the world, it by no means rivaled modern London. 
Our rapid increase and continual expansion is an¬ 
other marvellous feature : at the commencement of 
the present century the inhabitants of London 
numbered about a million ; in the half century 
which brings us to the time present, we number 
two millions and a half. The necessity for housing 
this great increase has changed the whole character 
of the neighbourhood of London. 

The present engraving carries us back to the 
great metropolis of 1658, eight years before the 
great fire, which for ever destroyed many of its 
most ancient features. It is the rarest of prints 
(with the exception of that by Aggas), as only two 
im])ressions are known to exist, one in the Bi'olio- 
tlicque Iinperiale, at Paris, and the other in the 
jiossession of the jiublishor, who discovered it in a 
country library about three years since, and at once 
determined to publish it. It has accordingly been 
excellently engraved, in careful imitation of the 
original, by Mr. G. Jarman, and the title (wanting 
in the copy belonging to Messrs. Evans) obtained 
from the Paris one, which is perfect in every par- 
tiular. 

The time when the map w'as delineated seems to 
be accurately fixed as between the years 1643 and 
1647, but tile engraving not being completed till 
1648, advantage was taken to introduce new build¬ 
ings erected in that year. It is very questionable 
if the map was ever published : it appeared in 
troublous times, and the plates and impressions, if 
any, may have been destroyed in the fire of Lond m ; 
at any rate, the most ardent research in all public 
and private collections had failed to discover a copy, 
nor could the mention of one be found in the 
catalogues of any collections that have been sold 
during the last fifty years. It abounds with in¬ 
terest to the London topographer, and is one of the 
most valuable documents for his use that has been 
contributed for a very long period. It contains also 
much interesting detail, which we cannot here dilate 
upon, but which may be dwelt on for hours with 
interest. One curious trait of the era of its produc¬ 
tion is the absence of the prefix “ St.” to the 
various churches: the saints of the commonwealth 
appear to have been jealous of any others, what¬ 
ever their age or history migb.t be. “A straw 
thrown up will show which way the wind blows.” 

The Paradise Lost, of Milton. With Illustra¬ 
tions by John Martin. Part I. Published 
by W-ashrourne & Co., Loudon. 

Martin’s wonderful illustrations of “ Paradise Lost,” 
seem to possess remarkable tenacity of life, for when 
we have thought the plates, as we frequently have, 
dead and buried, or at least consigned to the custody 
of some dealer in old metal, they reappear, not cer¬ 
tainly as in early youth, but yet in a most vigorous 
old age. The first part of a re-issue, with the text, 
has just been published at a very reduced cost, by 
Messrs. Wash bourne : it contains two plates, one of 
which is in very fair condition, the other but a 
shadow—and a very faint one, too—of its former 
self; just suflicient to convey an idea of what the 
artist intended, yet scarcely more. The original 
edition of the same size as this, is now a rare and 
costly work : it is something to be able to procure 
impressions of these marvellous compositions, even 
as we see them here, at a cheap rate. 

The Photographic Albu.m of Literature and 

Art. No. I. Published by Houlston and 

Wrigiit, London. 

We have not a word to say in favour either of the 
“literature” or the “Art” shown here: the Art 
consists of a feeble photographic portrait of the 
Princess Frederick William of Prussia ; and the 
literature of a biographical notice of her Royal 
Highness, compiled, as we imagine, from the news¬ 
papers published at the time of her marriage. These 
are not the days when such a publication can be 
successful. 

God in his Works. By the Rev. R. Hemphill, 

A.M. Published by W. Robertson, Dublin; 
SiMPKiN, Marshall & Co., London. 

A little book the object of which is—to quote the 
words of the author—“ to direct the minds of those 
who love to contemplate the beauties of creation, to 
the particular lessons to be learned there by the 
light of Scripture.” Sir. Hemphill has employed 
the imagery of the Bible, as applied to the works 

of nature, as the groundwork of his design. He 
writes simply, unartectedly, and in a spirit in 
harmony with the holy nature of his subject: if 
we fail to discover aught that is new in his remarks, 
we find much that cannot be too often brought to 
our consideration, for “ beauty and holiness are,” 
as some one has written, “twin-sisters,” This is a 
book admirably calculated for the young especiall}'. 

My First Voyage. By W. Stones. Illustrated 
by E. Roffe. Published by Simpkin, Mar¬ 
shall & Co., London. 

Whether or not this little book is the actual record 
of a traveller’s “first voyage,” we neither know 
nor care : certain, however, is it, that it contains 
more varied and instructive information than is 
usually found in works of this sort. It professes to 
describe a voyage from London to New Zealand, 
but the incidents of the journey are so intermingled 
with other matter as to form but a small contribu¬ 
tion to the narrative. The captain of the ship tells 
his passengers a story about whaling; the first 
officer delivers a lecture upon sea-signals and flags ; 
the chaplain reads to them an admirable sermon 
from the text, “ Tliis great and wide sea;” the 
doctor lectures upon the philosophy of a sea-voyage ; 
the second officer upon ships ancient and modern ; 
and a young artist, who is taking a journey for the 
re-establishment of his health, gives his fellow- 
passengers an address upon various subjects in 
connection with the ocean. Then there are de¬ 
scriptions of the countries seen upon the voyage, 
and especially of that to which they arc bound. 
New Zealand, in its past and present conditions, 
occupying four chapters of the seventeen contained 
in tliis small volume, the plan of which is as 
original as the contents are varied and interesting. 
It is long since we have met with a “book for 
youth”—which this is announced on its title-page 
to be—more deserving of such a destination as the 
author intends it to have. It is illustrated with 
several maps, and a considerable number of well- 
executed wood-cuts, drawn by Mr. E. Roffe, with 
whoso engravings from sculpture most of our readers 
must be acquainted. 

The Evening Gun, Haulbovvline. Lithographed 
from a drawing by R. L. Stofford. Published 
by the Artist. Cork. 

Mr. Stopford has made the most of a subject which 
in itself cannot boast of much picturesque material. 
The guard-ship, quietly at anchor off Haulbowline, 
in Cork Harbour, is firing the gun that announces 
sunset: the drawing of the vessel, and of the 
various other objects introduced, is very careful, 
and the artist has succeeded in giving unusual 
transparency to the tranquil surface of the water. 
Three or four different tints have been used in 
painting, so as to produce an effect almost approach¬ 
ing to that we see in a chromo-lithograph, although 
the work does not come under that class. 

Sir Colin Camfbell, G.C.B. Lithographed by 

Baugniet. Published by E. Gambart & Co., 
London. 

This is a truthful portrait of the gallant commander- 
in-chief of the British armies in the East: it is 
strongly expressive of the decision and energy 
which have always, but more especially in this 
unhappy Indian war, marked his military career. 
Tlie print will be an acceptable addition to the 
portfolios of those who find an interest in collecting 
portraits of distinguished British warriors. 

The Birthd.ay. Engraved by J. H. Baker, from 
the Picture by A. H. Dubasiy. Published by 
E. Gambart & Co., London. 

This engraving belongs to a class of works which 
the modern school of French painters has introduced 
among us, and made popular. It is a prettily treated 
subject; a young mother has just taken her boy 
from the cot in which he sleeps, and greets him 
with a “birthday” kiss; on the corner of his bed 
hangs a “birthday” gift, a drum. It is quite a 
F'renoh version of a domestic incident, yet very 
naturally expressed. Mr. Baker has engraved it 
with much delicacy, and with considerable freedom 
in the ample folds of the drapery, the light and thin 
texture of which cannot be mistaken. 

Wild Flovver.s of Engl.vnd popularly De¬ 

scribed. By the Rev. R. Ty'as. Part I. 
Published by Houlston & Wright, London. 

The commencing number of a little work that de¬ 
serves to be popular : it is well compiled, carefully 
printed, and has a pretty coloured group of wild 
flowers as an illustration; poetry and prose are 
agreeably mingled in the descriptions. 
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London, July 1, 1858. 

T I T I A1^. 

Part I. 

Ills IDYLLIC AND MYTHOLOGICAL SUBJECTS, 

AND Ills “BELLAS,” OR BEAUTIES. 

N describing our impres¬ 
sions of the delightful 
romantic pictures by 
Giorgione in the Man- 
frini Palace at Venice, 
and in the Louvre, we 
compared them with a 
work of a similar class 

by Titian, which proves what a close 
sympathy of genius existed between 
these two jealous rivals. Titian, 
some of whose most charaeteristic 
and interesting works we now pur¬ 

pose to consider, painted several other 
idyls, or pastoral canzone—such as the r exquisite “Sacred and Profane Love,” in 

^ the Borghese Palace, in which the refined 
and sweet pensiveness is accompanied by 

something of an Ovidian warmth and luxurious¬ 
ness of sentiment. Some little allegory, per¬ 
haps, is proposed in them, wdth some sage 
significance or other in its depths ; and yet, on 
the whole, we had rather not solve it—partly 
from a recent nausea of typical trifling, and 
partly from our enjoying here, in an especial 
maimer, the charm of mystery. Besides, we 
are already quite sufiiciently captivated by 
the exquisite beauty and harmony of the soft 
warm twilight glow of colour, the almost 
solemn simplicity, and the quiet deptli of feel¬ 
ing shown in tlie serene but tender loveliness 
of character and expression, xind these atone 
for female forms somewhat diffuse and relaxed 
sometimes, and defective in true beauty of 
proportion; such being, it must be acknow¬ 
ledged, a frequent fault with Titian. These 
pictures may be likened to exquisite sonnets, 
or other short poems, in which some single 
lovely thought is expressed with perfect ful¬ 
ness, and, at the same time, with a shnplicity, 
which excludes every incident or minor acces¬ 
sory likely to disturb the unity or repose of 
the feeling to be conveyed. Choicest perfec¬ 
tions of harmony are these works, not only of 
colour, but of subject, light, and mental expres¬ 
sion, all contributing with it to one sentiment. 
Had Giorgione lived, he would, it is highly 
probable (as one of Venus’s chariot-birds keeps 
pace with the other), have run neck and neck 
with this same Catulhan and Ovidian softness 
and subdued richness of Titian’s; but his im¬ 
passioned and enthusiastic spirit would have 
awakened chords of feeling more pathetic and 
animated—tones having more ot the fervid 
melancholy of native Italian romance, with 
which his imagination was deeply imbued ; in 
this respect differing from Titian, whose ten¬ 
dencies were evidently rather towards classical 
fancies and imagery. Thus the productions 
of these painters might still have been as 

beauteous sisters—something alike in general 
aspect, but, on nearer view, how dilfercnt, 
yet liaving equal claims on our admiration ; so 
that we should scarcely liavc known wheilicr 
to linger longest willi the more placid and 
soothing attractions of VcccUi’s fair ones, or 
witli the more spirited and soul-lit eyes of 
Barbarclli’s. 

But presently the rose-bush of Titian’s 
fancy flowered forth amongst these classical 
remains. more largely and magnificently, yet 
with no whit less of tender fragrance, when he 
went to the court of Berrara; and there, as it has 
been said, “ first appeared as a great painter ” 
in those three mythological subjects which he 
wrought for the Duke, Lucrezia Borgia’s hus¬ 
band; his friend Ariosto, whose portrait he 
painted at the same time, being perhaps at his 
elbow, and stimulating his poetic invention 
with words like April showers and sunbeams, 
quickening yet more some fertile plat of land. 
Of these tliree works our own nation has one, 
the Bacchus and Ariadne, one of the most 
poetical of its author’s productions, and one 
of the most mellowly and ripely-gorgeous of 
them in colouring. Venice retains nothing so 
truly delightful of its kind. Binely imagined 
is our lovelorn Ariadne, pacing the Naxian 
shore: she is, all suddenly, met by Bacchus 
and his rout, but her modified surprise evinces 
that they have not yet disturbed her feeling of 
solemn lonelmess—it is too deep to be dis¬ 
pelled so easily. She is evidently disposed to 
pass on, vouchsafing them little notice. The 
Wine God, casting himself from his chariot, is, 
as manifestly, softened and awed by the sudden 
dart and tender thrill of love—as if one of 
Ariadne’s sighs had at once entered his very 
heart, and become its inmost air, its vital 
breath. Whilst flinging himself to the earth, 
he points away with animation to the distant 
mountains—as deeply azm-e are they as those 
of lapis lazuli, which Vulcan quarried all away 
for Juno’s palace. He is referring, I be¬ 
lieve, to the Athenian rock, and telling the 
daughter of Minos how the gods have avenged 
the inconstancy of Theseus through the suicide 
of his father. The forgetful bosom of the lover 
forgot also, in its clouded darkness (oh, work¬ 
ing of divine justice!), to hoist the precon¬ 
certed signal of his safety, as he neared his 
home. And old Egeus, ever on the watch, 
descrying the funeral black sails, with which 
he had hung his son’s ship, to picture his grief 
at parting with him—beholding these, instead 
of the white canvases which were to have 
heralded his victorious and safe retmm, cast 
himself in rash presumptuous despair from the 
cliffs. In his conception of the lacchic revel¬ 
lers who accompany the god, Titian has fol¬ 
lowed the admirable poem of Catullus closely: 
the swarthy Sileni, wreathing themselves with 
snakes, and brandishing the limbs of oxen, are 
especially from that source. But here the 
troop which so wildly raved, and yelled “ Evoe! 
Evoe 1 ” tossing their thyrsi aloft, and affright¬ 
ing Pan himself with the horrible clang and 
blare of their instruments, seem somewhat 
tamed and calmed after their fiercely-mirthful 
wanderings; as if by some spirit of gentleness 
and beauty, one thinks. It is as if they had at 
length emerged in some enchanted country, 
whose stillness, whose moveless placidity, im¬ 
parts itself to the hushed souls of all who 
enter it. The very leopards in the god’s car 
seem sharing some such sentiment of the place 
and hour, they look so docile and innocent, so 
pretty. One feels confident “ my Lady Betty’s 
mouse-ponies” themselves would not draw 
Ariadne along in her curriculum so smoothly 
and pleasantly as they will by and by. Are 
they not pui-ring, one asks; for leopards, 
be it remembered, purr no less than cats. ^ 
Mark with what essential softness and simpli¬ 
city Titian has painted them, and also the 

very sober and reputable looking ass, wliich 
comes in tlic background, bearing the glowing 
heap and rotundity of the drunken Bather 
Silenus through the forest shades. But, above 
all, admire—cordially, heartily admire—that 
little infant satyr, who, crowned with jasmine, 
is drawing a calf’s head along the ground after 
him : by Ids consequential bearing, his jaunty 
toss of the head, it is evident he thinks himself 
not inferior in dignity and importance to any 
one else in the procession. “Look at me, 
good people,” he seems to say, “ for this party 
would by no means have been complete with¬ 
out me. Me, my fair mother, of the gods be¬ 
loved, feeds witli kisses, and more and more 
of nice new kinds of dainties every day; and 
now she has crowned me with sweet jasmine, 
as you see. She is behind me; her, I mean, 
in the robes of blue and gold, lovely as the 
sky above and around us at the hour of supper 
—the hour of kid’s flesh well roasted, and 
sweet bubbling milk fresh drawn by her deft 
hands. Those smart robes were brought her, 
you must know, by the god Hermes, who then 
comes flying low across all the calm sea—who 
flies low as the lapwing—so low that the 
pretty bright golden wings at his heels are 
wont to brush the irises, the columbines, and 
the roses in the grass at our feet. I asked 
him to give me those wings, or a pair like 
them, and he said he would, at which my 
mother laughed aloud. I do not see why she 
should though.” This little fellow is one of the 
most deliciously poetical pieces of humour I 
know of in the compass of Italian art; he does 
his father, Titian, infinite honour. The an- 
tiquely-frolicsome Poussin, utterly delightful as 
he often is, has left unmatched his perfect, life¬ 
like individuality. The fair mother he alludes 
to is doubtless that sweet nymph with the 
cymbals, who glows and shines in the shade 
behind him. Sire, and her fellow with the 
tambourine, have enough of the favourite Vene¬ 
tian type in their faces, quite, to make one 
imagine them brightened and warmed by remi¬ 
niscences of the lovely ones Titian was wont to 
meet at Aretino’s supper-table,—La Violante, 
and “the divine Spadara Angela,” whose wit 
and learning are said to have been worthy of 
their beauty, but whose grave sweetness, never¬ 
theless, we will enjoy tlie pleasure of fancying, 
woidd sometimes look down their host Pietro’s 
ribaldry, when it was comely and proper to 
do so. 

And, by the by, w^e have in our country 
a sister-pictui'e by Titian, almost as valuable 
as this one. I do not now allude to Lord 
Ellesmere’s Acteon discovering Diana at her 
Bath, full of fine imagination though it is, 
with a more Rubens-like lustiness of life glow¬ 
ing in it; I refer to Lord Darnley’s Taurine 
Jupiter flying off through the sea with Europa, 
one of the most vigorously conceived and 
spirited of Titian’s works; a precious one, in¬ 
deed, as expressing the liveliest and swiftest 
action, such as he rarely departed from his 
senatorial sedateness, or Cytherean pleasant 
quietude, to depicture,—the more’s the pity, 
as this picture at once clearly convinces us. 
The princess is being carried off over the brine 
in a whirl of the most alarming speed; no 
ordinary Loves can here keep pace with the 
ardour of the Thunderer. The dolphins gasp 
and stare angrily in that strenuous pursuit; a 
Cupid, who still rides one of them, holds on 
witli anxious difficulty; and other Cupids are 
making long stretches through the sky in the 
hard endeavour to overtake her. This general 
impression of rapid flight being the painter’s 
all-prevalent aim, so far as the design is con¬ 
cerned; he has troubled himself but little u ith 
refined details of form. Not much of Eui-opa is 
seen but her arms and legs, which are spread at 
random most freely. Those dainty little Loves, 
who were wont to arrange her limbs for her 
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i so clcgaiillv, are now far, far beliiud indeed! 
But what colour smiles out ol them ; what 
exquisite, soft, warmth-breathing colour ! And 
it mildly flowers forth throughout the picture, 
here aiid tliere, especially in those desperately 
swift Cupids, who stretch aerially after her 
through that most rich and delicate azure 
firmament. For a peculiar refined loveliness 
of hues, if we nmuld match this tolerably, I 
believe we must go to Paul Veronese’s ceilings 
in the Ducal Hall of tlie Ambassadors bore; 
and yet the picture is sadly rubbed and injured 
in various ways. 

“ I recollect it well,” said my intelligent 
friend, corroborating my reminiscences. “ 1 
remember distinctly, that one of the dolphins 
looks very likely to throw his Cupid; but 
another of those mysterious semi-divine lish, 
scudding before alone, has, I suspect, just 
slipped free from a similar impertinent infant 
bricller, whose wet wings being too heavy 
with brine for use, he has perhaps, ere nowq 
been caught by the Nereids, who will make 
him smart—that audacious little human but¬ 
terfly—for his intrusion amongst their blue 
heaving vales. Mind, I give tliis as a mere 
conjecture of my own fancy, not as a matter- 
of-fact interpretation of the picture, for brilliant 
purposes, after the fashion you havm protested 
against. For the rest, the conception of 
swiftest flight is admirably maintained through¬ 
out. Europa’s maids, seeu indistiuctly, as if 
through the salt sea haze, cry out after her 
from the murmuring vmrge of the waves; and, 
truly, those very mountains which the painter 
has dashed in with such rapid streakings of his 
pencil, seem tottering and leaning forth un¬ 
easily, with a deep mysterious sense of Jove’s 
furtive, nymph-stealing visitation. What poetry 
and power are here! One cannot help wish¬ 
ing that Titian had aroused himself from his 
senatorial sedateness to give us such things 
more frequently.” But now, that we may 
advance somewhat with our subject, and en¬ 
tertain our minds with some notion of the 
magnificent variety of Titian’s powers, let us 
turn from these delicate and brilliant poetical 
fancies to his representations of the breathing 
life and mind actually around him—to his por¬ 
traits, some of which have perhaps a deeper 
grandeur than anything else he ever accom¬ 
plished. AVho else has given us evident truth 
of character with such force and life, and, at 
the same time, such unaffected majesty, such 
calm yet lively strength of intelligence, ex¬ 
pressed, too, with Art the richest, yet the most 
grandly simple in its effects ? All other por¬ 
traits of the select of the earth seem something 
inferior either in force or in refinement of 
expression, and most of the noblest even of 
them comparatively rather pretentious—too 
self-asserting. Baphael’s ])ortraits alone, per¬ 
haps, are of fully equal value; his inferiority in 
colour being balanced by a fuller and more 
perfect grace of composition, and a more re¬ 
fined precision in the forms. To those who 
have been at the Pitti Palace at Florence (for 
there Titian shows best in portraiture), what 
recollections arise from time to time of a living 
memoir of that most astute and refined Italian 
age, by this cunning yet noble Macchiavelli of 
the brush—politic cardinals, princes, scholars, 
beauties, looking forth from the splendid walls 
tranquilly, grandly, and often in such hues as 
if sunset itself were bent on doing honour to 
them. 

Amongst Titian’s portraits at the hlanfrini 
Palace there is nothing to be compared with 
these. Here is his so-styled mother, a coarse, 
ugly, wrinkled hag, with foul complexion, and 
scanty, dishevelled grey hair. If the subject 
is rightly named, Titian must have been in a 
highly unfilial state of mind when he painted 
it. And here is Caterina Cornaro, by him, 
in glittering oriental robes, the Cypriote queen. 

who must have o\it fattened her beauty, and 
perhaps somewhat dulled it too, in her flat, 
discrowned fortunes, when this was done; or 
else that other portrait of her, which so fasci¬ 
nated the young ))rince of Cyprus, her future 
spouse, must have been politicly flattered. 
And, above all, here is Ariosto, the picture of 
which Lord Byron says, it “ surpasses all my 
anticipation of the power of painting or human 
expression : it is the poetry of portrait, and 
the portrait of poetry.” But Lord Byron wms, 
no doubt, here thinking of his own antithesis 
rather than of the picture, and in his letter, 
generally, chiefly bent on writing something 
smart and gentlemanly-nonchalant, to be handed 
round amongst the notabilities in John Mur¬ 
ray’s parlour, for their admiration: which cer¬ 
tainly he often succeeds in, with a smart and 
delightful humour that almost reconciles one 
to his undistinguishing flippancy. Surely the 
portrait here which ]iasses for Ariosto is that 
of an observant, but hard broad faced man, 
decidedly deficient in the signs of sensibility, 
tenderness, playful fancy, and other jioetical 
faculties, such as we should look for especially 
in the author of the “ Orlando.” Lord Byron’s 
letter really should not be retained in the hand¬ 
book without something of a corrective com¬ 
ment, for the sake of some of the poor dear 
young ladies, whose tas^'cs even yet may incur 
some risk of being seriously damaged by it. 
The wultcr, in speaking of Titian’s very grand 
and solemn “ Entombment” bere, proceeds with 
))crhaps the shabbiest and scurviest antithesis 
that ever was antithesized even by him;— 
“ There is also a famous dead Christ and live 
apostles, of which I say little and thought 
less.” And then, after a few lively touches 
of Byronic gallantry and carelessness and 
blundering, he proceeds to a confession of his 
ignorance of painting, and his detestation of it. 
The first, no doubt, may be considered as 
accounting for the second, in a way the most 
agreeable to all sensitive lovers of Art. As it 
has of late been a frequent fashion to disparage 
Lord Byron’s talents unjustly, one should, how¬ 
ever, now especially, be careful not to sfieak of 
him with unmerited disrespect. The Byronism 
in morals and manners amongst our weaker 
youth in former years was doubtless a despica¬ 
ble coxcombry, ruinous to many ; nevertheless 
the travestied author of it was oue most highly 
gifted. He restored passion to poetry, and 
with Scott, and Wordswmrth, and Shelley, w'as 
mightily instrumental in emancipating the 
imaginative powers of man from the load of 
narrow pedantry and dulness wdiich had so 
long overlaid and well-nigh stifled them. And 
though in Byron this freedom was attended 
with much mischievous and deplorable licence, 
and a waywardness resulting from a mind in 
some degree, perhaps, inherently unsound, the 
larger liberty of feeling and of thought to 
wdtich his lyrings jtowerfully tended, remains, 
purified, in some respects, through the teach¬ 
ings of his sager rivals, to plead in mitigation 
of the severity with which his memory has 
been visited. In these days of poetical feeble¬ 
ness, wlien, in the absence of inventive power, 
our writers rack and strain the contemplative 
as a substitute for it, and dainty imagery 
(chiefly landscape-painter’s imagery), and dainty 
w'ord-music, and fine-drawn moralisings, take 
the place of sustained epic and dramatic con¬ 
ceptions, genuine unforced passion, and free, 
imaginative sympathies, we should really culti¬ 
vate a meek and studious respect for those 
Titans of the Begency, whatever their defects 
and errant wmnderings. Nevertheless, after 
this preamble, wc will not hesitate to add how^ 
much we think it to be regretted that, instead 
of flippantly sneering at Art, Lord Byron did 
not approach her with something of a more 
kindly and teachable disposition; since, in that 
case, she might have much improved his human 

imagery for him—a certain coarseness, and even 
a vulgarity in which are frequent blemishes 
and eyesores in his eloquent, magnificent, and 
pathetic verses. Might not Titian and the 
other Venetians, for instance, if really looked 
at steadily, have happily aided in giving him 
somewhat juster notions of the true dignity of 
the human aspect, so as to wean him in some 
measure from his prevailing gust for the dis¬ 
tortions of ruffian pride and insolence ? Might 
they not have lessened his unfortunate predi¬ 
lection for swelling nostrils and veins, and 
staring eyes, and his aptitude for dignifying 
the charms of his heroines by a profusion of 
zoological comparisons, and by those coarse 
exaggerations of feature wdiich i'ouud their 
pictorial representations for many years in our 
Annuals and Books of Beauty, dowm to the 
very numbers of La Belle AssemhleS? For 
lack of something else at the time, perhaps, to 
sneer at effectively, he often sneered at Art; 
and, as a natural consequence, the influence on 
Art of his poetry wus but of the most soi'iy 
kind—ill figure-painting certainly, if not in 
landscape. Byronism in Art was, in its place, 
as nauseous as the Byronism in sentiment and 
manners, wdiich it ensued and illustrated; 
witness the sentimental ruffians with raven 
ringlets, the softest odalesques with goggle 
eyes, and the brawnier heroines, fierce, yet of 
voluptuous a])peal, wdiich used to bestare us 
in every smart book and album on our tables, 
and in every gallery of new pictures. To a 
most serious extent did they engross and cor¬ 
rupt the fancies of the rising young ladies and 
gentlemen of the time, with their false senti¬ 
ment and nauseous prettiness; turning down 
young Charles’s shirt-collar, and up Miss 
Augusta’s eyes, and leading her to waste her 
time in the balcony by moonlight, languishing 
for a pet corsair. Such wms the inspiration 
bequeathed characteristically to Art by him 
who took it into liis head to despise it. 

By the time wm had ended these reflections, 
we found ourselves being oared with deliberate 
and stately gestures (often exceedingly like 
that of the Fighting Gladiator) down the Grand 
Canal; for though I am not myself more easily 
tired in a picture-gallery than in a garden, my 
companion’s eyes and thoughts needed rest and 
variety. Nevertheless, Titian’s portraits were 
soon again the theme; for the Fondaco de’ 
Turchi, as we passed it, added something 
fresh to our associations with regard to the 
painter. That building, before it became an 
exchange for the Turkish merchants, was a 
palace belonging to the Dukes of Ferrara; and 
there consequently one may imagine that a 
certain lady, ]n'obably one of the most beauteous 
subjects of Titian’s pencil, may now and then 
have shown a glimpse of her shoulder, or of a 
very unsatisfying angle of lier dress, to some 
unknown admirer beneath, whilst pacing along 
yon upper arcade of the edifice. It is in itself 
the most interesting ruin w'c know of in Venice; 
one of the six or seven remains of Byzantine 
palaces still existing there, and the finest of 
them ; but now so stripped of its marble facing, 
and indeed of almost all but the pillars of its 
two tiers of stilted round arches, as to look, on 
a cursory glance, very like some mean and 
ordinary building. A careless observer would 
most likely pass it by unnoticed, without dis- , 
covering the long row's of marble pillars, with 
capitals differing from each other, and some of 
them singularly superb and beautiful; one in 
which the foliage poetically turns aU one w'ay, 
as if a breeze swayed it, commencing the series. | 
Mr. Ruskin has drawn some of them admirably, 
with an unaffected delicacy, which we wish he 
would endeavour to impart to his writings more 
frequently. At the ends of the structure, some 
of the original marble casing remains, studded 
with minute Byzantine bas-reliefs of birds be¬ 
fore trees or fountains, typical, unless we arc 



mistaken, of the soul partaking of tlie tree or 
waters of life; but all the rest of tliis most 
rare speeimen of the earlier palaces of Veuice 
is denuded brickwork; and against its buoyant 3ringing beautiful stilted arches (genuine 

3s of Alhambra ones), some mean dwellings 
have been advanced, even like a party of beg¬ 
garly squatters, ensconced within the verge of 
some ruined princely demesne. The pile is 
sometimes called Lucrezia Borgia’s Palace, 
and we may suppose that this much contro¬ 
verted lady dwelt here, now and then, to 
enjoy Venetian life, and the society of her 
husband’s friends and allies. Here she may 
have taken the lead in festivities, having no 
slight tinge of that quaint sumptuousness 
which Sanuto describes so minutely in his ac¬ 
count of her fourth nuptials. Here, also, she, 
and the ladies of the houses of Montcfeltro and 
Gonzaga may have arrived in their bucentaurs, 
to* be met by the chiefs of the Porty and “ the 
Sages of the Ordersand at the dances and 
comedies, and Moorish ballets which ensued, 
they may here, as well, have changed their 
dresses ever so many times, each habit more 
costly and exquisite than the last one, and the 
whole well worthy of the invaluable and amusing 
diarist, who has recorded such things with a 
knowledge of whatsoever is recondite in milli¬ 
nery, and a minuteness, which in these degene¬ 
rate days finds no parallel except in the reports 
of the Morning Post, the day after one of our 
gracious Queen’s drawing-rooms. This was, 
of course, in Lucrezia’s maturer days, when 
she bad reformed so well, as to render it not 
simply ludicrous for Ariosto to exalt her above 
the antique Lucretia, for modesty as well as 
beauty, and when scandal itself ventured on 
nothing more than to give an unfavourable 
significance to her literary flirtation and senti¬ 
mental correspondence with one cardinal, and 
her family intimacy with another — to wit, 
Bembo, and her brother-in-law of Este. 

Whilst pausing with these reflections before 
the ruins of the Turkish exchange, we were 
soon quite full of Cinquecento romanceish- 
ness. “Halt a little. Gondolier—have the 
goodness to do so; there is surely company 
within. The most illustrious Marchioness of 
Mantua is there, and the Lady Lucrezia 
BentivogKo, with many other noble dames; 
the first in her boddice or ‘ camora, embroidered 
with musical notes,’ and the second in a most 
rich dress, in the Erench mode, of course—for 
Paris was almost as much the moon of fashion 
then as now; but both ladies alike with strings 
of large pearls on their necks, and jewelled 
bandlets on their fair foreheads. The Duchess 
of Ferrara herself, having (as Sanuto says on 
another occasion) been occupied all the morn¬ 
ing with ‘washing her head,’*" and keeping 
up her literary and political correspondence, 
did not appear till rather late; but when she 
came at last, she made ample amends for her 
tardiness, by mingling in the dance most 
graciously and gracefully, especially performing 
busia (whatever that may be) in the French 
style with one of her maids very admirably, 
and very much to the delight of the company 
assembled. The dancing lasted till sunset, 
when all adjourned to a play, by Messer 
Ludovico Ariosto (who was himself present), 
with two Moorish interludes between. One of 
these last was musical, in the wild Mantuan 
manner, and the other a ballet spectacle, in 
which the actors, garbed like antique soldiers, 
assail and batter each other violently, till Mon¬ 
signore Cupid comes in, shooting and spouting 

* Perhaps she then cut off that delicate lock of hair for 
Bembo which is now preserved at Milan, and which inte¬ 
rested Lord Byron more than anything else there. It 
seems very nearly to have caught his imagination. He 
ponders on it more than once in ids letters : very near was 
he, I do believe, making it the mother of some grand, im¬ 
passioned, rlietorical, epigrammatic tragedy, or eloquent 
epistle of Confessions. 
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vcrsicles by Messer Ercole Strozzi, the court 
poet,—an interruption which inspires them 
very suddenly witli more rational and pleasing 
dispositions. Tlic Love-god duly informs the 
audience that from his having poisoned—no, 
we beg pardon, we rather mean honeyed—the 
barb of his arrows at the ladies’ lips, and with 
the bloom of their cheeks, the fever of the 
wound has witty inspirations in it, which will 
express themselves in very discriminative yet 
playful compliments to the fair ones present, if 
they will have but the courteousness to listen 
to such boorish speakers. Next, some very 
good music was performed by viols, one of 
them played by the Duke himself. Finally, a 
fire-eater appears, wlio acquits himself very 
successfully. And then they pair off to snpper, 
during which the Duchess, seated between the 
two cardinals, talks very much after the fashion 
of Seneca and Epictetus—in a style, in short, 
which would certainly make those slanderous 
Neapolitan poets ashamed of themselves, could 
they but hear her.”* 

And this other balcony, in want of a lovely 
heroine—this other balcony, with crazy shutters, 
which has known far better days, is certainly 
mouldering away in this melancholy manner, 
because it has not been lately comforted by the 
presence of a Venetian beauty of the kind we 
have already been dwelling upon. Yet this 
seems the very place where one might even 
now, if anywhere, expect to meet with such a 
damsel. “ Halt a little. Gondolier ! stay awhile: 
cease for a little those deliberate and stately 
gestures with which you seem perpetually ad¬ 
vancing upon us. Is it possible, think you, in 
these degenerate days, to get up a stanza of 
Tasso; or have you a mandolin anywhere at 
hand, on which to thrum a few notes in a low, 
alluring tone ? And then perhaps (for who 
knows) she may come forth, and tend bnsily 
for a few fleeting moments her bird, whose 
cage hangs on the window frame. Ah no, ah 
no! we will come again at night, when mamma 
and nurse (the old woman who always says 
‘Felicissiiiia notte ’) are fast asleep; and she has 
made herself thoroughly sentimental by looking 
so long at the full round moon I’isen above San 
Giorgio. Wewill bring musicians for a serenade; 
and who knows what then may betide.” 

Tiie lady whom I have in my head all this 
while—the lady who has supplied me, whether 
accurately or not, with my fullest and com- 
pletest notion of a Venetian beauty—the lady 
whose nearest similitude I would, while here, 
fain try to discover and steal half-a-dozen wor¬ 
shipful glances at, is Titian’s “ Bella,” in the 
Louvre—Titian’s Bella, formerly so called, but 
at present conjectured, though still on doubtful 
grounds, to represent the fair Laura de’ Dianti, 
mistress of the very Duke of Ferrara we have 
been speaking of; and afterwards, on Lucrezia 
Borgia’s death, his wife and legitimate duchess. 
He styled her Eustochia, dextrovs in aiming; 

* Belial had rocked her cradle. The devilish nurture 
and training: of the Boi'gias, no doubt, deeply tainted her 
youth. But even in tliat darkness there were glimpses of 
better dispositions in her. The Venetian envoy even then 
writes to his masters that she is “ $avia eliberal;" and we 
have one distinct view of her tenderly keeping watch over 
her third husband, the Duke of Bisceglia, and preparing 
his food with her own hands, in the endeavour to frustrate 
her brother’s poisonous attempts. As soon as she was freed 
from the control of her relations, it is certain that her “ dis¬ 
creetness and liberality" flourished and bloomed apace; 
and there is no specific evidence that the charges brought 
against her from that time were other than scandal, 
strengthened, very naturally, no doubt, by the remem¬ 
brance of her former ill life. Unless she was the most 
consummate of hypocrites, in a way which the extreme 
laxity of the age assuredly did not call for, or unless the 
choicest spirits then living, who warmly eulogized her, 
could descend to the most despicable flattery, the reforma¬ 
tion of Lucrezia Borgia must have been one of the most 
remarkable on record. Her husband often committed to 
her the affairs of his dukedom; and the patronage of litera¬ 
ture, for which the court of Ferrara was so famous, is far 
more attributable to her than to him. The notions in the 
text of a grand soiree in Italy, in the Cinquecento period, 
arise principally from a perusal of Sanuto's account of her 
fourth nuptials; I do not believe I have added anything 
calculated to shock an antiquary. 
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and it appears from Vasari, that lie employed 
Titian to paint her twice, first during tlie period 
of her slippery tie with Alfonso, as midrapcd, 
and again, after her marriage, with an appro¬ 
priate significance (or as we sliould in these 
consciously intellectual days say, (gpicallg) as 
clad. This is the splendid beauty, witli tlie hair 
of umbery gold, which, crimped as by tlie Loves 
tlicmselves, flows rippling down her magnificent 
shoulder, like some stream, bathed in the in- 
tensest glow of sunset, scattering itself down 
beautifully-shaped heights of alabaster ; or like 
the tresses of some leafy parasite, enriched by 
the power of autumn, drooping from their 
prop and waving luxuriantly abroad in some 
bower of tenderly-blowing roses and full lilies. 
Her toilet not being completed, she holds a 
little bottle of oil, with which she is about 
(very superfluously, one cannot help thinking) 
to anoint her locks; whilst her respectfully- 
attendant cavalier, whoever he may be, holils 
up a dark-gleamin" mirror behind her. Her form 
is full; her superbly arched broivs are serene, 
yet replete with sweet pensive womanly thought 
and feeling. I do not know whether it can be 
ascertained that she is actually a Venetian; 
may be she is not: nevertheless, she has mani¬ 
festly a close resemblance to the other prime 
favourites of the Venetian painters of the 
Giorgione and Titian period, with just their 
type of features, the same w'arm and mellow 
clearness of complexion, the same dark brown 
eyes, and golden auburn silky hair. In short, 
to abbreviate a matter which I fear is running 
ajiace into desultory tediousness, she is the very 
])lenitude of luxurious beauty, health, and 
pleasant vitality; yet with a sw'eet, serious, 
intelligent air, whicli the more you look at her, 
the more it counteracts what certain individuals 
in the world might perhaps otherwise think 
somewhat too Cytherean in her fine form, and 
its tastefully, elegantly composed deshabille. 
By such a sweet, thoughtful, half melaneholy 
look, may the fair Laura de’ Dianti have mutely 
pleaded with her lord Alfonso marriage, when 
his ’first wife, Lucrezia Borgia, was no more. 
Yes ; that fair sisterhood of Venetian beauties 
must have been of the splendid order of loveli¬ 
ness ; and each class of observers will find in 
them what they seek most; the coarse-minded 
merely rich personal beauty, and the austere 
sentimentalist a theme to denounce in harsh and 
severe sentences—sentences severe, though per¬ 
haps, it may be, made up of unctuous epithets— 
betraying, it is pleasant to surmise, some under 
gleaming of a better, sounder, manlier taste 
within. But the liberal mind will look more 
delicately, and will linger rather on those graces 
of meditative feeling which seem to want only 
the training and example of a more moral age (or 
the guidance of some high-minded cavalier) to en¬ 
rich them with principles which would effectu¬ 
ally rem^ove all that sound unaustere moralists 
object to,—and ’twere pity, infinite pity, they 
should do more. 

Here my friend said, interrupting me, “In 
this last passage you resemble Mr. Buskin too 
much; I mean in a point in which you yourself 
have thought it not unseasonable to find fault; 
namely, the suffering the glow and enthusiasm 
of a warm fancy to elope with you altogether.” 
—“I beg your pardon,” I replied, rather im¬ 
patiently, “ what I have here said is quite true, 
moderate, and matter-of-fact. The addition of 
the feelings and sentiments one has actually 
experienced is of course quite right, provided 
they are appropriate, and within bounds, as I 
humbly conceive mine were in this case; and 
similes and fancies, generally, are surely allow¬ 
able too, if stated |nainly as sucb, and not as 
facts, and if also quite apposite and close, har¬ 
monizing in tone and colour with the object 
discoursed of, which I often take much pains to 
make mine. My object here is to awaken a 
livelier and nearer interest in the real beauty of 
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tlie tilings described, not to show I'ortli any 
supposed beauty in my own free lancips. In 
such a task—in endeavouring to appreciate the 
merits of otlicrs—let our fancy be as a busy 
and joyfully active bee, whose honey is sweet 
with a strong prevailing flavour of the flower it 
has fed on, and not as a butterfly from foreign 
parts, chiefly intent on showing its own fine and 
brilliant wings, which leave the flou'cr quite in 
the shade, overpowered with hues little har¬ 
monizing perhaps with its more modest and 
delicate tincture.” But to return for a few 
moments to our A^enetian windows. The Louvre 
“ Bella ” is perhaps the finest of her particular 
class. Titian’s “ Flora,” at Florence, from her 
similar style of features, might be her sister, 
but is supposed to be a portrait of La ATolantc, 
Palma II Vecchio, the painter’s daughter ; and 
truly, she so closely resembles Giorgione’s lovely 
“ Portia at the Caskets,” also said to have been 
inspired by the same lady, that one is much 
tempted to believe in their identity. Flora, at 
a far earlier stage of her toilet, has not yet 
shaken down her sunny hair from behind her 
rosy cars ; and still its golden lines are wan¬ 
dering over the am)fle ivory below, in search of 
our admiration. In her eyes Titian has painted 
a cou])le of very sweet and pensive sonnets. 
Then there is the haughty, but hardly less 
splendid Beauty by the same hand, in the 
Sciarra Palace, at Borne, who is evidently 
putting the last touches to her festal adorn¬ 
ment, before she flows forth ])roudly to conquer 
and subjugate. But here, I fear me, there is 
an imperious determined frailty indicated in her 
dark-glowing eyes, a something of the Bianca 
Capello, or Afictoria Coroinbona look, an inkling 
of the more tragical Italian romances, a gleam 
(though I almost fear to say it) of aqv.a Tophana 
light ! It is true I may altogether wrong her,— 
expression is often so utterly mysterious and 
deceptive ; but I cannot help suspecting, at the 
least, that danger, no less than delight, waits on 
her favourable regard. 

“Proceed,Gondolier; proceed, blue-eyed child 
of the Lagune; proceed, oh inan with a large 
family, but piteously limited emoluments, and 
let movement awaken us from reveries too 
dilatory.”—Away and away ; and we glide into 
broader space, where the clear green tremulous 
waters play more distantly with the bright 
reflections of the marble palaces, that descend, 
flash downwards, in long glittering shafts of 
light, crossed swiftly by the skimming black 
gondolas. These hurry along lightly as lap¬ 
wings ; their wakes bright as the eyes of 
Galatea’s dolphins, when they sparkled roguishly 
with the cousciousness of the pretty girl they 
were drawing across the briny fields of ocean; 
or rather (if this simile should be considered 
somewhat too excursive and flighty) bright as 
the lovelier eyes that at the last regatta here 
followed the barque of the Signor Pisani to the 
winning-post.—“ AVhere is Belmont, Gondolier, 
the seat of the illustrious Lady Portia and her 
lord Bassanio? Is it on the Breiita, within a 
morning’s gliding ? for we have high letters of 
introduciiou to them; and now we feel as if 
the dignity and beauty of A'^enice had raised us, 
by dint of our fancy, to such a cavalier-like 
capability of manners and deportment that we 
should by no means discredit our credentials. 
And there perhaps we might meet with one of 
the originals of Titian’s and Palma’s beauties. 
Yet at present we have seen nothing living like 
them. Good-looking women one is frequently 
passing, but they are commonly dark, and 
somewhat high and coarse-featured, not of this 
blonde, peculiarly and emphatically old A^’ene- 
tian type. At any rate a remarkably fair 
breed of damsels has been commonly said to 
have existed here; though many must have 
been partly counterfeits, since the golden hair- 
dye had an immense sale. I suppose this old 
race, in which the warm spirit of the south 
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clothed itself in tlie delicacy of the north, has 
died away.” 

“ Nonsense,” said my lively young friend, a 
painter, who had more exiierience of Ycnice 
than myself; “its beauty is sufficient security 
against that: nature is too well pleased with 
it. You might as well think of some particular 
kind of flower dying out, or becoming obsolete. 
Come to my lodgings ; and I will show you the 
signorina, my landlady’s daughter, who is 
quite of the old Titian breed, and I think as 
handsome as anything in the pictures; indeed, 
I shrewdly suspect handsomer.” Such an 
invitation was of course not to be slighted; 
so the very next evening we went in search 
of his quarters, in a certain open and airy 
situation near one end of the city, which I 
will not denote particularly. There he ushered 
us into his room, which, in its naked plain¬ 
ness and humbleness, was most suitable, cer¬ 
tainly, for the nobly independent state of 
mind characteristic of a painter, whose fancy 
is so rich in jucturesque and beautiful imagery, 
that he cares not a straw what appearance 
his room makes. Here, accordingly, though 
his various ideal ])alaces and gardens were, 
it may be, in very creditable order, nay, quite 
subtly and fastidiously laid out and fur¬ 
nished, his material goods and chattels were 
shuffled together in a litter, in most admired 
disorder. Articles of the toilet were mingled 
together on the only table of any kind, with 
drawing materials, all of a heap; whilst in the 
absence of every other accommodation for 
them, sketches and folios, and one or two 
fanciful articles of costume, which he had 
purchased to paint from, lay scattered on the 
floor. If we add bare white-washed walls, a 
bare floor, a truckle bed, and a couple of 
chairs, we shall, I flatter myself, have a tole¬ 
rably complete picture of this abode of the 
Arts, which its ju'eseiit tenant was evidently 
most serenely and buoyantly satisfied with; so 
utterly was his elevated artistic mind raised 
above all commonplace, vulgar consideration 
of upholstery, fittings-rrp, and nicknack orna¬ 
ments, such as many of us, and especially 
those with mean, imfurniflied, squalid 
can with difficulty dispense with cheerfully. 
The crone of the premises, a thin, needy, 
sharp-eyed old woman—the rough soil from 
which our lily s))rang, the ragged cave from 
which that silver fountain slipped into the 
world—having dvdy conducted us up stairs, 
she immediately went for the signorina, on the 
plea of introducing her to the signora Inglcse; 
and, accordingly, the signorina soon made her 
appearance, with the full cousciousness, no 
doubt, that she came to be merely admired and 
looked at. Nevertheless, was she nothing- 
abashed, being probably not wholly unac¬ 
customed to this flattering, though perhaps 
rather unceremonious, kind of homage; and 
as we stood freely criticising and praising her 
to one another in Englisli, a language not one 
syllable of which she understood, she gazed 
first at one, and then at the other, with a 
prying simplicity, a deliberate fi-aukncss, and 
l)erfect composure, which were certainly not a 
little amusing. Tliere could be no doubt, it 
was at once abundantly manifest, that our 
friend’s praise was well merited; and what 
made her especially interesting to us at the 
present moment, was her being, as he had 
said, decidedly of the right old fair A^enetiau 
kind, and resembling the favourites of the 
painters far more than any one else we 
ever met with. Her hair, which one wholly 
without an eye for colour would be apt to 
profane by the epithet “caroty,” was, I am 
quite confident, of a hue too pale and delicate 
to merit that iguominous appellation; and it 
was, moreover, that kind of hair which you 
cannot get to lie down. It icill wave up, and 
ripple, and feather out rebelliously: it was. 

in short, wavy, soft, and dimpling, like all the 
rest of her. Tier figure was indeed beautiful 
to behold, graceful in all its lines to a rare 
deg ree. Exquisite, too, was her complexion, 
of a warm and mellow fairness and pnrity; 
and no less than her hair, it u'as exceedingly 
well set off by her pretty pale blue earrings. 
Her featui-cs were altogHher excellently well 
formed, and very delicately, it must be candidly 
admitted; the arch of the brows, especially, 
being superb, with a wide serene space between 
them—a great point always. The eyes them¬ 
selves were large, yet by no means either 
round or prominent (always a great point, 
likewise), and of that rich dark brown which 
harmonizes so exejuisitely and delightfully 
with the rich warm light hair. So far, all was 
of the most refined and unquestionably Titian- 
cscpie beauty; and very gallantly I wish I 
could stop here; but, alas, my conscientiojis- 
ness as a veracious memoirist imperatively 
impels me forward; and I must needs add 
that there was a_ sad want of moral and in¬ 
tellectual cultivation shown in the vacant set, 
or rather falling off, of those most finely-shaped 
lips, and ill that undisciplined stare, in which 
ignorance seemed animated chiefly, I lament 
exceedingly to say, by something of foolish 
cunning or slyness. 

“She is so uncultivated and ignorant, and 
consequently says such really dull, such stupid 
things,” said the young painter in downright 
English, yet regarding her at the same time 
with a decidedly complimentary look, and de¬ 
livering himself with a very bland, and one 
may say, laudatory tone of voice. “ She talks 
such wret ched stuff. You would be infinitely 
amused at her coolness, though. AYu know 
that we young artists, having early in our 
career to battle it with little means against 
t he world,—or rather, I beg the dear world’s 
pardon, against cliques, and critics, and picture- 
dealers or middlemen,—cultivate with zeal and 
assiduity the art of economical catering; bar¬ 
gaining, and contriving, and cooking, with a 
spirit and ingenuity, which not only pro¬ 
vide us with fare wonderfully good for the 
money, but also with no little entertainment 
into the Ijargain. To improve these accom¬ 
plishments as far as possible, I am, most days, 
off the first thing in the morning to the fish 
market by the Bialto, to cheapen some of 
those John Dorys, or red mnUets, or other fish 
we don’t know in England, which are so 
silvery-grey, or “rubious-argent,” as Keats 
would call them, and so well flavoured, that one 
is never tired of eating and longing to paint 
them. And there are ever so many other local 
dainties which I have discovered, and sud¬ 
denly find myself cooking down stairs—here’s 
my toasting fork,” pointing to an old-fashioned 
rapier. “ But whenever these good things 
are in the wind, the signorina sniff's them 
out. Invariably she invites herself, yes, and 
helps herself too, with perfect freedom; and, 
moreover, eats so excessively fast, that my 
own jaws are obliged to work more rapidly 
than is jilcasant, in order to realize a tolerably 
fair share or moiety. Ah, signorina, fair play 
is a jewel, I am fain to obtest; but the truth 
is”—he continued, delicately lowering his 
voice—“the family are evidently as poor as 
rats; so that, after all, it is a real consolation 
to see her eat; and it would be positively de¬ 
lightful, if she would only have the sense of 
equity to eat a little more slowly. I am 
painting her portrait, by way of study; per¬ 
haps you may see it in the next year’s Academy. 
But my heart has not been touched in the 
slightest degree ; and, indeed, never could be, 
no, of that I feel perfectly convinced: she is 
so unintellectual; and it is quite out of the 
question for me to fall in love with a girl who 
is unintellectual.—And yet slie has something 
of a natural instinctive aptitude, too, for 
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making verses in the iinprovisitorial style. 
I Having, as I told you, made free with these 

dainties, which I elaborate for my own pccu- 
: liar benefit, off she suddenly whisks, without 

even staying to thank me. Indeed, the other 
I day I was tempted, almost before I was aware 
I of it, to infiiet a trivial penalty for a more 
I than usual amount of saueiness, when I had 

the misfortune to upset the inkstand over 
j her gown, which involuntary damage, I felt 
I myself called upon to make good with those 

earrings. The old mother here (just turn 
round ipiidly, and note what a sharp, needy, 

I rapacious eye she has, glancing first at one 
I and then at the other—quite a study for a 
, Bathsheba’s or Susanna’s duenna, isn’t she?) 

the old beldam, wanted to make out that the 
I damage to the dress was something very serious, 

and to convince me that I ought to make 
it good with a handsome new gros de Naples. 
But on holding a court of inquiry on the former 
petticoat, we found far too many traces of the 
washing-tub and darning-needle about it for 
that: old birds, &c. &c. Indeed, I grievously 
fear this fine young creature is not in the 
best hands, with this needy unprincipled old 
woman of a mother. Sometimes we happen to 

: hear, at different times, the haughty clang of 
i military spurs about the house, and catch a 

hasty gleam of a cadaverous Austrian uniform, 
or just the tip of a long rope’s end of a mous- 

i tache round a corner; and now and then we 
hear the most hideous familiar roarings of 

\ thoroughly German laughter, such as by no 
possibility could proceed from any but Teutonic 
lungs. Poor signorina ! What is the sweet 
gift of beauty, wanting the maternal stay 
without, or the innate moral strength within, 
which should protect it. It is often but as 
the mere hectic flush and brightness that por¬ 
tend speedy corruption and decay. Alas, poor 
signorina! ” 

It was thus he went on, closing with a slight 
touch of more serious feeling, however com¬ 
monplace its expression; the mother mean¬ 
while sharply and eagerly, and the daughter 
composedly and vacantly, looking first at one 
of their visitors, and then at another, till we 
took our leave, and departed. As we de¬ 
scended the stairs, the signorina, folding her 
arms and leaning over the banisters, continued 
to the last moment to study us with the same 
deliberate and unreserved attention, entertain¬ 
ing, I cannot help thinking, some strange 
speculations at our expense. 

“A splendid maid! ” I exclaimed, as we re¬ 
entered our gondola, “and certainly wonder¬ 
fully Titianesque. Why this is a great dis¬ 
covery. A picture by some delightful old 
painter whose works are so rare as to be 
almost obsolete—a delicious Giorgione, or a 
Carotto, such as those in Santa Euphemia, at 
Verona, found in some obscurest nook, were a 
parallel something inferior.” What a simple 
foolish wish I breathed at parting ! It was that 
I could fix and frame the signorina, and in- 

' tellectually varnish her, so as to bring out the 
fine tones within, and hang her in some fair 
and happy place, where she would be safe 

I from moral chill, damps, and decay. Eor as 
we glided away, I heard further reasons for 

i believing that she was girt, from more sources 
than one, by destructive influences. It is to 

! be feared (and how piteous it is to think of it!) 
i that this beauteous creature wiU prove but an 
* emblem of her own Venice, not only in its 
, features, but in its fate, so far as that was 
! accelerated by moral perversion and decline. 

Night was meanwhile stealing over the calm 
expanse of the Lagune, as we proceeded on our 
backward course. An exquisite warm hue jet 

• lingered high in the heavens, like the glow on 
the brow of that Madonna of Titian’s in the 
Vienna Belvidere—pensive yet tender, as she 
looks down upon her offspring, with love 

divine: and before St. Mark’s, bright lamps 
were being* lighted along the distance, and 
dropping, one by one, long trembling chains of 
golden brilliancy into the water, whose sur¬ 
rounding expanse elsewhere, though it had still 
a mellow gleam delaying in its smooth mirror, 
soon rcceeded into pale chilly mists and twi¬ 
light obscurity. Let us arouse ourselves even 
from this, and hasten to Aretino’s to supper. 
Titian and Sansovino have, no doubt, started 
already in a gondola together, and called for 
Palma and his lovely daughter on the way; 
and unless we make speed, we shall be too late 
for the first course, consisting chiefly of those 
dainties received by Pietro yesterday as a 
present from his assiduous admirer and courtier 
the Duchess of Eerrara, the tasteful appreci¬ 
ation of which by palates attuned to the most 
delicate emotions, was, according to Aretino’s 
lively letters of invitation, to be the initiatory 
enjoyment of the evening. We only trust that 
the “ Breath of Marbles,” as Pietro calls the 
venerable sculjitor Sansovino, having doctored 
himself in that independent way to which Vasari 
alludes, by taking to his bed in a darkened 
room, into which no nostrum was allowed to 
enter, will be restored to those powers of 
appetite and digestion, which may, without ex¬ 
aggeration, be styled prodigious in an octoge¬ 
narian ; since “ in the very extremity of his age 
he would often dispatch three cucumbers and 
half a lemon at a sitting.” These powers being 
in active and placid order, we may hope not 
only to see him well, with his most venerable 
aspect and beautiful vrhite beard, but to hear 
him discoui'se with that wonderful memory, fine 
sentiment, grace, and spirit, which made him still 
the delight of the fair sex even to his ninety-third 
year. Titian perhaps will talk less ; but what 
he says quietly and somewhat cautiously, wiU, 
no doubt, be exceedingly judicious, and to the 
point, whether on worldly matters, or litei-ature, 
or art, whether philosophical, humorous, or 
poetically fanciful. In these respects what a 
contrast wdU be found in the rattling volubility, 
and audacious satire, the monstrous vanity, and 
boisterous laughter of his host! peculiarities, 
however, considerably palliated in the eyes of 
the guests by the extraordinary delicacy of the 
entertainment, and by his boundless liberality 
shown even to the poor, the sick, and the halt 
—his much redeeming merit. Nevertheless, 
put him down, fair Laura de’ Dianti; give him 
no rest, “ Divine Violante; ” that we may 
learn to appreciate your intelligence, and senti¬ 
ment, and wit, as well as your beauty. And 
this must be the palace. Halt, Gondolier ! 

OBITUAEY. 

MR. E. S. BARTHOLOMEW. 

We have heard, with sincere regret, of the deatli 
of this sculptor, at Naples, shortly after his arrival 
there from Rome, in search of health. An attack 
of bronchitis, acting on a constitution naturally 
delicate, terminated his life at the early age of 
thirty-six. 

In the Art-Journal for April, 1856, there ap¬ 
peared an engraving from his clever bas-relief of 
“ Hagar and Ishmaeland we have it in contempla¬ 
tion to engrave one or two of his other works; 
especially his “ Ganymede carried off by the Eagle,” 
of which an excellent drawing is in our possession. 
Mr. Bartholomew was in London a few months 
since, and submitted to us several drawings of his 
various sculptured works, which enabled us to form 
a most favourable opinion of his talents ; had his 
life been spared there is no doubt he would have 
done honour to the country of his birth, America; 
he was born in Connecticut. 

Oar contemporary, the Critic, says—“his studio 
had long been among those most attractive to visitors 
of taste, and during late years had been filled by 
works on subjects very various, but aU displaying 
ability of treatment.” 

THE KOYAL PICTUEES. 

I.SCIIIA. 

C. StannekI, K.A., raintcr. 1!. Brandartl, Engraver. 

Size of the Rieture, 1 ft. IJ in. by 9 ft. g in. 

Rising out of the blue waters of the Bay of Naples, 
Ischia, the largest of its islands, appears ou one side 
an abi upt, precipitous, barren, rocky excrescence, the 
home of the sea-fowl only, and the dread of the 
mariner w'huse bark may chance to be driving helj)- 
lessly tow'ards it. But though, W'hcii looked at from 
one point of view, it assumes such a character, and 
has often been the scene of volcanic action,—so much 
so as in former times to have been characterised as 
“ the safety-valve of Southern Italy,”—on the other 
side, that of which Mr. Stanfield’s picture forms a 
portion, the island slopes down to the sea, w'hose 
shores are dotted with elegant villas, many of them 
standing in gardens luxuriant with the beautiful 
vegetation of the south of Europe. The population 
exceeds 25,000 persons, scattered through the various 
towns and villages, of which Ischia, the capital, Foria, 
Casamicciola, Moropano, and Pansa, are the chief. 
Bishop Berkeley, in a letter to Pope, written in 
1717, describes the island as “an epitome of the 
whole earth, containing within the compass of 
eighteen miles ”—its actual circumference is rather 
more than twenty—“ a wonderful variety of hills, 
vales, rugged rocks, fruitful plains, and barren 
mountains, all thrown together in most romantic 
confusion.But that w'hieh crowns the scene is 
a large mountain rising out of the middle of the 
island, once a terrible volcano, called by the ancients 
Blons Epomeus. Its lower parts are adorned with 
vines and other fruits : the middle affords pasture to 
flocks of goats and sheep; and the top is a sandy 
pointed rock, from which you have the finest pros¬ 
pect in the W'orld—surveying at one view, besides 
several pleasant islands at your feet, a tract of Italy 
about -300 miles in length, from the promontory of 
Antium to the Cape of PaUnurus; the greater part 
of which hath been sung by Homer and Virgil as 
making a considerable part of the travels and ad¬ 
ventures of their two heroes.” 

The view taken by Mr. Stanfield in the pictiue 
here engraved is from the upper portion of the town 
of Ischia, which, as we learn from Miuray’s “ Hand¬ 
book of Southern Italy,” contains “ a pojmlation of 
about 5500 souls, and is the seat of a bishopric: 
but it has never recovered its prosperity siuce the 
old town was destroyed by the eruption of 1302. 
The principal object of interest which it contains is 
the Castle, built by Alonzo I., of Aragon, on a lofty, 
isolated rock of lava, which, in ancient times, flowed 
from the crater of Campagnano. It rises out of the 
sea opposite the island of Vivara, and is connected 
with the mainland by a mole constructed on a 
narrow isthmus. The town stretches along the coast 
from this mole as far as the Punta Molina. The castle, 
which now serves as the garrison for the troops, has 
been the scene of many remarkable events in the 
history of Naples. Its picturesque beauty requires 
no eiJogy from an English author, since Mr. Stan¬ 
field has made it familiar to his countrymen by one 
of the most characteristic productions of his match¬ 
less pencil.” This alludes to the picture engraved 
for the “ Art-Lmion of London,” a few years since. 

It is a very rare circumstance to find a picture by 
this artist in which water, or rather the sea, is not a 
principal feature: it is the element in which he most 
delights ; and hence, whenever he ventures on shore 
to sketch an inland view, he generally contrives to 
keep the sea or some broad lake in sight, as if un¬ 
willing to separate himself from that element on 
which so many of his Art-Triumphs have been won. 
And very charming is the union of these natural 
materials, land and water; especially when, as in this 
view of Ischia, the painter is enabled to associate with 
them picturesque “ bits ” of architecture to enrich 
and enliven w'hat, in their absence, would be a com¬ 
paratively uninteresting solitude. The point from 
which the sketch was made brings these edifices into 
the composition most effectively; in the foreground 
he has introduced some ornamental fragments of 
those ancient Roman buildings whose remains are 
still found in many parts of the island. The picture 
is painted with a strong sun-light effect. 

It is in the Royal Collection at Osborne. 
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COERESPONDEjS'CE. 

To the Editor of “ The Art-Journal.” 

JIK. KUSKIN AND CONSTABLE. 

Sir,—Altliougli the fourth volume of Jlr. Ruskiu’s 
“ Jtodern Painters” has been published now more 
than two years, it is only within this month past 
that some very unjust and illiberal strictures on the 
art of Constable, in that and the preceding volume, 
have, for the first time, come under my notice. I 
read the first two volumes, but finding that I 
derived more annoyance and irritation than instruc¬ 
tion from the perusal, 1 mentally resolved to read 
no more. To this resolution I might have adhered, 
had I not the other day, in looking over the plates 
in these volumes, accidentally cast my eye on a 
very slight sketch of a tree, or branch of a tree, 
with the novel title “ Constablesque” appended to 
it. This induced me, being an old friend and warm 
admirer of Constable, to search deeper; 1 thus be¬ 
came acquainted with these criticisms, if such they 
may be called, which, I am afraid, a less amiable 
feeling than a wish to do justice to Constable impels 
me to exhibit in their true colours. I venture oii this, 
fully aware that Air. Ruskiu has publicly given notice 
that the friend of any artist who may incur his cen¬ 
sure cannot more effectually injure such artist than by 
attempting his vindication. Indeed, he avows that 
it is in accordance with this principle he now attacks 
Constable. “ I had,” he says, “ as will be seen in 
various passages of the first volume, considerable 
respect for the feeling with which he worked, but I 
was compelled to do harsh justice upon him now, 
because Air. Leslie has suffered his personal regard 
for Constable so far to prevail over his judgment as 
to bring him forward as a great artist, comparable 
in some kind with Turner. As Constable’s reputa¬ 
tion was, even before this, most mischievous, in 
giving countenance to the blotting and blundering 
of modernism, I saw myself obliged, though unwil¬ 
lingly, to carry the suggested comparison thoroughly 
out.” Air. Leslie had commenced his remarks on 
Constable, which are here alluded to, by saying that 
the place he filled in Art was unoccupied by Turner; 
but it takes little to suggest a comparison with that 
artist to Air. Ruskin. The result, in this instance, 
is thus summed up;—“ Constable perceives in a 
landscajie that the grass is wet, the meadows flat, 
and the boughs shady; that is to say, about as 
much as, I suppose, might in general be apprehended 
between them by an intelligent fawn and a skylark. 
Turner perceives at a glance the whole sum of 
visible truth open to human intelligence.” This is 
not criticism, but low, unmeaning abuse, and as 
such would appear beneath notice; and, in truth, 
it is not under any apprehension for Constable that 
I take up the pen, but under a strorrg feeling of 
indignation ; indignation at seeing a man of high 
feeling and intelligence, whom I knew well, thus 
senselessly caricatured; indignation at the cool way 
in which eveiything is ignored that my friend. Air. 
I/eslie, has written of his life and art. I mention 
Air. Leslie’s name here, not with the remotest 
intention of further noticing the supercilious, self- 
sufficient contempt with which Air. Ruskin treats 
the opinions of one of the most accomplished artists 
of the day, but in self-justification—to show that, 
if, in what I have to say, I speak otherwise than 
courteously, it is not without provocation. Setting 
aside for the present the above gross insinuation 
that Constable had only a mere animal apprehen¬ 
sion of nature. Air. Ruskin’s strictures, so far as I 
have ascertained (for I have only very desultorily 
looked through the volumes), are confined to tree- 
draw'ing; the imputation being reiterated, that he 
had no love for, or even knew, what he was paint¬ 
ing. In representing trees he had only arrived at 
the point of “ total worthlessness” and barbarism. 
AVe will go through his remarks in the order in 
which they appear; but I must first observe that, 
had there been a real wish to do even “ harsh 
justice” to Constable’s skill in drawing, reference 
might have been made to some of his larger and 
more finished pictures, or the engravings from 
them, rather than to these very slight but impres¬ 
sive studies, almost all hastily painted out of doors, 
to catch the fleeting, ever-varying aspects of English 
landscape. In the mezzotints there is even less of 
detail than in the original studies. Constable fre¬ 
quently, when he thought Air. Lucas had got the 
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effect, not allowing him to go further, lest he should 
spoil it. A’et mere scraps from these are selected, 
on which to found a charge of laziness, ignorance, 
defective drawing, and finish; whilst in the en¬ 
gravings from his larger pictures might be found 
as careful finish, the character of the trees as dis¬ 
tinctly marked, and even (on which Air. R. lays 
so much stress) the plants and grasses in the fore¬ 
ground as much made out as in the works of any 
painter of his time. AVe will now take the first 
case of “ a critic who sincerely desires to be just,” 
in which Constable is the patient; the modus 
operandi is of course to compare him with Turner. 
“ Fig I is the contom- of one of the distant tree- 
stems in the drawing of ‘ Bolton Abbey.’ In order 
to show its perfectness the better by contrast w'ith 
bad work, I will take a bit of Constable. Fig. 2 is 
the principal tree out of the engraving of the ‘ Lock 
on the Stour’ (Leslie’s ‘ Life of Constable’). It 
differs from the Claude outlines merely in being the 
kind of work which is produced by an uninventive 
person dashing about idly, with a brush, instead of 
drawing determinately w'rong with a pen: on the 
one hand worse than Claude’s, as being lazier ; on 
the other a little better, in being more free, but, 
as representative of tree-form, still wholly bar¬ 
barous. It is worih while to turn back to the 
description of an uninventive painter at work on a 
tree (vol. ii., chapter on Imaginative Association, 
§ II), for this trunk of Constable’s is curiously 
illustrative of it. One can almost see him, first 
bending it to the right, then, having gone long 
enough to the right, turning to the left; then, 
having gone long enough to the left, away to the 
right again; then dividing it; and because there 
is another tree in the picture with two long 
branches (in this case there really is), he knows 
that this ought to have three or four, which must 
undulate, or go backwards and forwards.” How 
far this tree may be curiously illustrative of any 
former remarks of Air. Ruskin’s I have no curiosity 
to inquire, but the above passage is very illustrative 
of the force and value of his universal process of 
criticism. Could he ever look at a picture so as to 
get the general effect, instead of beginning at once 
to pull it to pieces, he would have seen that every 
object in this plate that is susceptible of motion, 
from the clouds down to the single spray of foliage 
which he gives, is agitated by a brisk wind. Keep¬ 
ing this in view, I doubt whether a greater compli¬ 
ment could he paid to a.^ old willow branch than 
the remarks made on this. As for “seeing the 
uninventive painter at work,” &c., the idea, whence¬ 
soever derived, will receive no support from the 
plates in Constable’s “ English Landscapes,” almost 
every incident and scrap of which were painted 
from nature. Air. Ruskin, anticipating an objection 
to something in one of his own drawings, thinks it 
sufficient to say, “ It was there;” he never dreams 
that this can ever apply to anything it may be his 
pleasure to ridicule. I will say no more of this 
specimen of his skill, excejit to point out the 
absurdity of comparing the branch of an old willow, 
tom by the wind, with the stem of (apparently) a 
young ash, of which he thus commences a lauda¬ 
tion,—“ Note first its quietness.” Let us take the 
next. “ I place a bit of trunk, by Constable, from 
another plate of Leslie’s life of him (a dell in 
Ilelmingham Park, Suffolk), for the sake of the 
same comparison in shade that we have above in 
contour. You see Constable does not know whether 
he is drawing moss or shadow; those dark touches 
in the middle are confused in his mind between the 
dark stains and its dark side; there is no anatomy, 
no cast shadow, nothing but idle sweeps of the 
brush, vaguely circular. The thing is much darker 
than Turner’s, but it is not, therefore, finished; it 
is only blackened. And, ‘to blacken,’ is indeed 
the proper word for all attempts at finish without 
knowledge.” It is the proper word for attempts at 
some other things without knowledge; but this by the 
by. AVe are now getting on ; “you see,”—actually 
see: in the fonner case “ one almost sees,” and I have 
no doubt Air. Ruskin is fully persuaded iu his own 
mind that such are his powers of intuition, that he 
sees all that Constable saw, but could not paint: 
saw, but could not teU what it was, far more dis¬ 
tinctly—and that after the lapse of nearly half a 
century—than Constable ever saw it, or any one 
who might have been looking over his shoulder. 
AVhat purpose, then, would it serve to point out 

that Air. Leslie has recorded of him, that even 
whilst on a visit at Lord Egremont’s, “ his dressing- 
table was covered with flowers, feathers of birds, 
and pieces of baik with lichens and mosses adher¬ 
ing to them, which he had brought home for the 
sake of their beautiful tints?” or that I have 
myself heard him point out in an elaborate study 
(the one from vvhicli was painted the pollard oak in 
the picture of “ The Cornfield”) the marks by 
which you might tell a living from a dead branch 
by the bark, and other minutiae that would have 
escaped any one but the most accurate observer ? 
Air. Ruskin sees, and that is enough! I will full 
back upon a quiet reply of Constable to Archdeacon 
Fisher, who had been telling him of some equally 
wise criticisms of his skies: “You do not want to 
be told that I know very well what I am about.” 
As for “the bit of trunk” which is placed before 
us, it is a paltry caricature. It is cut out of a mass 
of deep shadow, and placed on a white ground ; it 
is ])laced alongside a much magnified trunk of 
Turner’s, so as to look like a portion of a thin 
branch, instead of w'hat Air. Ruskin himself de¬ 
scribes it, “ a trunk comparatively large and dis¬ 
tant.” The character is still further destroyed by 
its being made to taper rapidly upwards, instead of 
swelling larger, as it does in the engraving, as it 
ascends towards the branches. AVhether iu this 
distant trunk the dark stains and the dark side are, 
or ought to be, distinguishable, I will not pause to 
discuss : I only know that there is very little like¬ 
ness to the engraving in the libel here given, on 
which I feel already ashamed to have wasted so 
much time. AA’e now come to foliage; to illustrate 
which, or rather to exalt Turner in which, he pro¬ 
poses to take examjdes, not of our trees of a strong 
and marked character, but of the aspen, or trembling 
poiilar, a tree of unfrequent occurrence in English 
landscape, possessing little character, except that it 
generally appears as a patch of white, its tremulous 
motion showing the white underside of the leaves. 
He selects four specimens, including the “ Con¬ 
stablesque,” which he calls aspens, though he only 
sjieaks confidently of one, and another to represent 
mere conventionalism, in order to compare them 
with a bit of Turner, which appears to me equally 
conventional and commonplace. He is, however, 
perfectly welcome to call the rest what he likes; I 
only know that the one after Constable is part of a 
young ash. I anticipate the retort that I am placing 
him in the lowest type of modernism, which Air. 
Ruskin says he had not quite reached, as he could 
see what it was meant for; but if he could see no 
dift’erence in character between the tree in the en¬ 
graving and the bit he has given, I don’t set much 
by his recognition of it. Moreover, there are dif¬ 
ferent ways of seeing a likeness; a shepherd knows 
his sheep by the general expression, not by their 
limbs or the texture of their wool: and it would be 
as fair to ask a man to recognise one by a leg of 
mutton, as to know the tree by this mutilated frag¬ 
ment. Air. Ruskin thus describes “ an aspen of 
Constable’s :”—“ Here we have arrived at the point 
of total worthlessness, the tree being as flat as the 
old pm-ist one, but, besides, wholly false in ramifica¬ 
tion, idle, and undefined in every respect; it being, 
howevei', just possible still to discern what the tree 
is meant for, and therefore the type of the worst 
modernism not being com])letely established.” Say¬ 
ing that the tree is an ash (and I think I can show 
that I am as likely to know as Air. Ruskin) there is 
not much in this that requires any comment. If it is 
flat, I say again it is so, not because Constable did 
not know what he was about: before the critic’s 
hand could wield a pen, I have seen the painter hold 
up his, bringing the thumh and little finger near to¬ 
gether, and say, “ that is the w'ay the branches of a 
tree grow ; not as you frequently see them drawn, 
thus,” holding the fingers at full span. The frag¬ 
ment here given, is, I admit, flat enough, all the 
stems meeting in one, like a flat head of asparagus, 
which it a good deal resembles. But it is really dif¬ 
ficult to say which of two young ash-trees iu the 
engraving it is intended to caricature. It has 
nothing of the character of either. They have each 
both light and dark branches or stems; the light are 
here altogether omitted, or ignorantly represented as 
streaks of light seen through the dark branches. The 
foliage has the same defect, and is heavier wnth an 
attempt at leafing, of which there is none in the 
study, and which could not be seen at the distance. 
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and iu the liglit in which these trees are placed. Ou 
such misreprcseiitation arc tlicse vililyiug coiiipari- 
soiis founded. 'I’hat tlie trees are ashes I have not 
the slightest doubt. I have, indeed, compared the 
study with the spot, and found it very exact; hut it 
was so long ago tliat I do not rest much on that, 
but on their general character. I mueh doubt 
whether Constable ever painted the aspen; 1 have 
known him introduce the large white poplar or abclc, 
but never the aspen, that I cau reeolleet. I have 
now done with these attempts at blackening Con¬ 
stable, with the vain and very unnecessary purpose 
of thereby enhancing the brilliancy of Turner: there is 
however, an example of the same process in which 
another eminent English landscape painter is the 
object for comparison, to which I must be allowed to 
devote a little attentiou. It forcibly illustrates the 
tenour of Mr. Ruskin’s criticism. The subject is 
one which, though no reference is made to Constable, 
is yet intimately connected with him and his art — 
the Picturesque of Windmills. Mr. Ruskin’s atten¬ 
tion is first directed to a windmill of Stanfield’s, in 
which he sees much to admire; but applying his 
usual test, a windmill of Turner’s, of course he comes 
to the conclusion that the latter is a windmill proper, 
the former all wrong. The essential difference is 
very dogmatically pointed out. The first character 
of a windmill is lightness; Turner’s is light and 
serviceable: Stanfield’s is heavy and the reverse. 
He then explains, for the edification of cockneys, 
that the mill’s sails must turn round to whichever 
point the wind comes from ; but he omits to add that 
this is effected in two ways,—either by making the 
whole mill of xvood to turn on a pivot or central 
pillar, as Turner’s; or by placing a wooden top to 
turn on a tower of solid masonry, as the other : so 
that, because the character of a movable wooden 
mill is lightness, an immovable stone one should be 
light also. As Mr. Ruskin has asserted, once for all, 
in his preface that an illogical deduction is with him 
a thing impossible,* I am at a loss to characterise this 

* On the other hand, he is always regarding himself as 
doomed to be a martyr to the bad logic of others, not that 
logic would help them without sense. “ Marvellous are 
the logical errors into which our best writers are con¬ 
tinually falling, owing to the notion that laws of logic 
will help them better than common sense; whereas any 
man who can do it at ail does it instinctively.” Still he 
has “long entertained views which the reader will find 
glanced at in their proper place, respecting a more prac¬ 
tically logical education for our youth.” The extreme 
case which suggests this necessity being, that he is accused 
“to-day of being narrow and exclusive, to-morrow of 
admiring schools whose characters cannot be reconciled; 
one critic says that he is always contradicting liimself, 
another is vexed at his ten years' obstinacies in error.” 
The logical deduction to he derived from this reasoning 
“on instinct” is plain enough; as Mr. Ruskin cannot be 
inconsistent, the critics must. The proper place for 
glancing, as here threatened, he finds in the appendix, in 
which he looks with an evil eye on another old friend of 
mine, with whom, however, I had but a slight acquaint¬ 
ance, and tliat so long ago that I had almost forgotten 
him—Aristotle. He is at the bottom of all this bad logic 
that Mr. Ruskin has to contend against. It is rather a 
nervous business to try to lift such a lame dog over a stile; 
one might get bitten. And, again, there is a simile in 
the preface, comparing the attempt to follow instinctive 
reasoaers to gouty old gentlemen attempting to catch 
chamois hunters, which is not calculated to increase one's 
confidence; especially when it chances to be rather per¬ 
sonal. Still, unless these highflyers are to have it all 
their own way, the old ones must try to trip them up. 
His first bold position is, that it would more conduce to 
morality to make a gambler's book of legerdemain, or 
cheating at cards, a class-book at our universities than 
Aristotle's Rhetoric. It is impossible seriously to argue 
this point. I will only say that if Christian advocates 
strained their consciences no further than the heathen 
moralist allowed, they might incur less censure than they 
do. The second is, that “the Ethics of Aristotle, although 
containing some shrewd talk, interesting for an old reader, 
are yet so absurdly illogical and sophistical, that if a 
young man has once read them with any faith, it must 
take years before he recovers from the induced confusions 
of thought and false habits of argument.” And again,— 
“ The Aristotelian quibbles are so shallow, that I look 
upon the retention of the book as a confession by our 
universities that they consider practice in shallow quib- 
blings one of the essential disciplines of youth.” He 
follows up this sweeping diatribe by urging, first, that if 
such things must be taught, the iugenuous youth should 
be cautioned at the outset by his tutor—what does the 
reader suppose?—that Aristotle’s ethics will not teach 
him the love of God I Really, the youth who, approach¬ 
ing manhood, requires this caution (as Cowper says), 
“ must have a most uncommon skull.” Again, it must be 
explained to him that, inasmuch as the Christian is taught 
to fight against sin, and to do whatsoever his hand fiadeth 
to do with all his might, therefore Christian virtue cannot 
be a mean between two vices. If the youth or the reader 
see the logical deduction, it is more than I do. Does Mr. 
Ruskin think that we are commanded to do wrong with 
all our might? or that Christian virtues cannot be pushed 
so far as to become wrong? The expression, “habits of 
choice in moderation,” is his own, or only Aristotle’s as 

process of reasoning. lie then proceeds to give a 
lecture on the beauty of Turner’s study, more 
amusing than edifying ; in which attention is in¬ 
vited, with a persistence for which I tliiuk Turner 
would scarcely have thanked him, solely to the 
drawing. This appears to me by no means faultless 
even iu the points for which he bespeaks our admi¬ 
ration. I am not, however, going to adopt the 
l)rocess of dissection which I am censuring, but to 
call attentiou to the style of criticism, from which it 
would appear that nothing is to be re])rescntcd as it 
is, blit as it ought to be, according to one universal 
type. Novv, if so,—if the light “ spider like ” charac¬ 
ter of a mill must be always kept iu view. Turner 
has, in his, fallen short of it by enclosing the 
central post or pivot in a wooden case, whereas 
he might have found plenty of examples iu which it 
is left bare, strengthened only by straddling legs or 
props. If drawing or design is to be made a process 
of such ecleetic 0|)timisra, there would be no end to 
the exquisite refinements or absurdities which might 
not be extracted from the most simple incidents. 
Mr. Ruskin, who sees much further into a millstone 
than other people, sees a profundity of meaning in 
those, which, he says, Turner, “ because he could 
not get his mill dissected, and show us the real heart 
and centre of the whole, has put lying outside, at 
the bottom of it. There—the first cause and motive 
of all the fabric, laid at its foundation; and beside 
them the cart which is to fulfil the end of the fabric's 
being, and take home the sack of flour.” We live to 
learn : one would have thought the fabric was more 
the motive of the stones than they of the labric; 
but let that pass. Of millstones thus placed he 
might have found instances enough and to spare; 
there is one in an engraved windmill of Constable’s 
not introduced under the pressure of any such per¬ 
plexity as Turner’s, but simply because such things 
are to he seen more frequently at the foot of a mill 
than most other objects. And then the cart. How' 
many hajiless artists have put a cart by a mill, thus 
pregnant with meaning, which has hitherto been lost 
to the world, “ carent quia vale sacro," one, that is, 
with Mr. Ruskin’s obstetric skill. In the last plate 
of Finden’s “ Ports and Harbours of Great Britain,” 
there is an old windmill at Rye, with just such spider¬ 
like legs as I have described; a millstone lying in the 
grass ; the miller’s cart close by, with the raiUer him¬ 
self sitting on the shafts—carrying on “ the end of the 
fabric’s being ” to a still more remote conclusion— 

the garbled fragment of a definition. He next comes to 
quibbling. I think the reader must already suspect tliat 
it is not all on the side of Aristotle. But to proceed; 
Aristotle may have made some confusion as to the rela¬ 
tive positions of envy, indignation, and malevolence, but 
Mr. Ruskin only makes it worse confounded: it is not 
worth while, however, to attempt to make it clearer, as 
this is not what is complained of. t^ad he merely stated 
that the antithesis was not strictly correct, the criticism 
might not have been disputed ; indeed, Aristotle throws 
out what he says more as a suggestion than anyiliing 
else, saying he should return to the suliject; but he accuses 
him of tricks, of wilfully suppressing parts of his position, 
and catcliing at the mere verba! oppositiori of other parts 
in order to establish a theory. This 1 cannot believe; I 
cannot think it possible that Aristotle, the avowed oppo¬ 
nent of the Sopliists, could hope to tlirow dust in the eyes 
of the then frequenters of the schools of Athens by “ quib¬ 
bling sophistry,” which is thus ignnmiuiously exposed in 
this nineteenth century of the Christian era. His last 
mare's nest not all the quibbling in the whole world could, 
he says, for one moment hide from a practised eye. 
Aristotle says there are moral habits which have no name, 
amongst wliich is the opposite of intemperance. Temper¬ 
ance is the mean, intemperance is the one extreme: the 
other would be an insensibility to pleasures; but tliere is 
no name for it, because, in fact, there are no such persons; 
we will, he says, call them the insensate. The reader 
may see witli Mr. Ruskin that the whole system here 
breaks down. It may be so, these chamois-hunting jumps 
over gulfs leave me far behind. We might now call the 
extreme asceticism, and Christian tempeiance might very 
properly be called a mean between it and mtempei ance; 
but if Aristotle had heard of such a thing, he probably 
would not have considered it what he wanted, holding, as 
he did, that morals had to do with habits to be desired, or 
otherwise, simply on their own account, without reference 
to any higher principle. This is the substance of the 
grand eureka; this, at least, is all that Mr. Ruskin brings 
forward to show the infatuation of our universities (of one 
of which all the world knows he is a graduate), still keep¬ 
ing as a class-book the works of a shallow, quibbling 
driveller, who could not, or would not, write plain Greek. 
Whence the lamentable dearth of logical education, and of 
sense to use what little there is,—which are the grand 
obstacles to the appreliension and appreciation of his, 
Mr. Ruskin's, works. I am so late in the field, that, very 
possibly, much of what I have been here saying, has been 
better said before. Mj' excuse must be that I have for some 
years been living a very retired life in the country, not 
troubling myself about what Mr. Ruskin has been saying, 
or what has been said of him. 

cutting liis loaf, for the uoontide meal. If, iu sootli, 
the picturesque of wimlmills consists in their light, 
spindle form, and telling a long stoiy. Turner was 
but a novice at it. Indeed I am uot sure but that 
both he and his eulogist would have done well had 
they taken wariiiiig by Don Quixote, and let them 
alone. The fact is, this elaborate essay is all a 
mistake from begiiiiiiug to end. The eli'ect of 
Tiiruer’s study depends upon the chiaroscuro, and 
that not his own, but derived Ifom Rembrandt. It 
is so like, iu design and treatment,—though the mill 
is brought nearer,—to the well known Rembrandt’s 
mill, that you may almost cut it out of the centre 
of that picture. He even brings forward Remhraiidt’s 
most striking passages—“ the mill dark against Ihe 
sky, yet proud, and on the hill-top,” on which to 
moralise in Jaques’s vein, “an hour by his dial,” on 
the pathos of Turner, ami by contrast, the vulgarity 
of Stanfield in making the sun shine on liis old mill, 
because it is not as fi'esh as (laint could make it. It 
is, I repeat, a study from Rembrandt; and Turner 
shows his ivant of knowledge whenever he attempts 
to alter it. His mill is much more in profile than 
Rembrandt’s, aud yet the incliiiatiou of the sails 
from the perpendicular, in order to catch the w ind 
is even less, instead of which it ought to be much 
greater: so that in spite of what Mr. Ruskin says of 
“ the exact switchy sway of the sail,” the arms 
seem to me to hang idly down; and I have no doubt 
an experienced eye, such as Mr.Abram Constable’s (see 
Leslie’s “ Life,” &c.) would decide at once that they 
never could go round. Mr. Ruskin would have 
given us much more practical information, if, instead 
of reminding us of the sad lessons in political 
economy to be got out of this mill, including the 
exact state of the miller’s finances, and “ a dim type 
of all melancholy human labour,” he had explained 
why it w'as called “ The Lock.” For myself, until 
better informed, I shall always think that the sole 
reason for introducing the slight indications of flood¬ 
gates aud figiues, iu the foreground, and thence 
naming it, is as a blind. A title derived from the 
real subject might have assisted in bringing up recol¬ 
lections of the prototype. 

I have found nothing else in these volumes that 
directly bears upon Constable and his art. I must, 
however, he allowed to say a few words more on the 
general character of Mr. Ruskin’s criticisms, and his 
competency to pass judgment upon them. In so 
doing it will be impossible to avoid bringing the 
painter a little in contact with the critic. I have 
no wish to impugn the latter’s knowdedge of Art—a 
point on which he shows himself somewhat sensitive. 
He says he has served a ten years’ apprenticeship ; 
the other devoted a life to it: and I recollect more 
than once in delivering his lectures—all of which 
were given within a few years of his death—he said 
he should not have presumed to speak so much ex 
cathedra at an earlier period of his career. I think 
it no presumption to affirm my belief that iu all 
matters relatiug to Art accessible to a man w'ho 
never left England, his knowledge was infinitely the 
more correct. The reader, how'ever, need uot regard 
my opinion; I w'onld rather he read carefully his 
lectures, letters, and sayings on Art, as preserved by 
Mr. Leslie, and judge for himself. “ Knowledge 
puffeth up, but charity edifieth.” 

Constable’s knowledge delighted to edify or build 
up, to search out Art tvherever he could find it im¬ 
pressed with the touch of nature. He rejected 
nothing for shortcoming or imperfection; his only 
distinction was between the genuine and true—that 
derived from the fountain head and the spurious or 
second-hand. “ Mind,” he says in a letter to Mr. 
Leslie, speaking of a Gainsborough, “ I use no com¬ 
parisons; nothing injm’es one’s mind more than such 
modes of reasoning. No fine things will bear or 
want comparison ; every fine thing is unique.” The 
tendency of Mr. Ruskin’s mind, on the other hand, 
seems to be towards the discovery of imperfection, 
and by a process of analysis, of sifting, aud balancing 
this against that, to obtain a residuum of high Art. 
In some respects there was an affinity of sentiment 
between them, both strongly insist upon the natoal 
and real as the only source of the true and beautiful 
in Art. There is nothing which Mr. Ruskin has 
urged in this direction the substance of which the 
reader will not find given, if not as eloquently, quite 
as forcibly, in the recorded opinions of Constable. 
How is it, then, that, possessing great power of in¬ 
tuition, which no one wiU deny him, hlr. Ruskin has 
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so mean an opinion of Constable and his art, and ol 
mncli Art that Constable loved? If I must give an 
opinion, I should say it is that the charm of this art 
is its poetic feeling, and that the turn of .Mr. Ruskin’s 
mind is essentially unpoeiic. I don’t know whether 
or not he may take this as a compliment, lie says 
that “poets, and men of very strong feeling in gene¬ 
ral, are apt to ho amongst the very worst judges of 
painting.” This, perhaps, is not much to the point, 
and I feel hound to give my reasons for coming to 
this couelnsion. I, of course, do not mean that he 
is incapable of appreciating poetic Art—all good 
Art is poetic; to use the forcible language of a 
modern divine, “ poetry is the soul of painting, and 
without it painting is tit only to he hound apprentice 
to a surveyor” (Eruvin). IMr. Ruskin is an acute ol)- 
servcr, and has a correct eye ; what lie selects as good 
is generally good, hut it is selected, I suspect, for 
other qualities than poetic feeling. This, in itself, 
seems to have no charm for him. 1 form this opi¬ 
nion, first, from seeing that he regards Art so much 
through the spectacles of science. lie says, “ it is 
as ridiculous for a person to speak hesitatingly about 
laws of painting who has conscientiously given histime 
to their attainment as for Mr. Faraday to announce 
iu a dubious manner that iron had an affinity for 
oxygen.” And again : “ A critic of Art has to take 
some note of many physical sciences, of optics, geo¬ 
metry, geology, botany, and anatomy.” Words¬ 
worth says “ the contradistinction between ))oetry 
and matter-of-fact or science is more philosophical 
than between poetry and prose.” And the natural 

philosopher,— 
“ One all eyes— 

One that would peep and botanize 
Upon his mother’s grave,"— 

is one of the few whom he so earnestly entreats 
not to approach too near the grave of the poet. I 
acknowledge that the contradiction between these 
statements appears greater than it really is. I am 
quite aware that the truths of science may, nay, 
must be brought to the aid of both Poetry and 
Art. Still, they are essentially distinct from it; 
both the sisters being pretty equally untrammelled by 
rules : and when Mr. Ruskin says the laws of painting 
are as fixed as those of science, I only wish lie had 
specified some of them. Rides of gi'ammai’ are as 
necessary for the poet as rules of perspective for 
the painter; but both these are still rules of science. 
^Ir. Burnet has given us some laws of painting, but 
I think there are not many which he has made to 
appear as fixed and certain as the laws of chemical 
affinities. Mr. Ruskin certainly allows that there are 
many things iu Art w'hich cannot be brought under 
rules; but he seems to imply that these are the excep • 
tious. Science analyses, poetry generalises; science ad¬ 
dresses itself to the reason, poetry to the feelings; they 
havenot much in common. One of the most delightful 
effects of thepoetic in Art is that qualityjn a landscape 
which is often familiarly described as talcing you out of 
doors. This quality Mr. Ruskin allow's that Claude 
and Constable’s pictures possess more than Turner’s. 
But it is a quality he thinks meanly of. “ If,” he 
says, “ you want to feel as if yon were walking in 
the fields, cannot yon go and walk in them 
without help;” and then goes on to compare the re¬ 
lative value of a picture and a view from a window, 
making it entirely to depend upon what the view is, 
and what the picture; so utterly confounding 
nature and art, imitation and the thing to be imitated, 
that it can excite little surprise, that one who could 
so misunderstand the nature of aU imitative art, 
should have but an obtuse sense of the poetic. 
There is another quality of painting, without which, 
the effect above alluded to—and as far as I can see, 
poetic effect generally—could not be produced, of 
which Mr. Ruskin thus speaks in a note;—“ ‘Though 
my pictures should have nothing else, they shall have 
chiaroscuro.’ (Constable, in Leslie’s Life of him). 
It is singular to reflect what that fatal chiaroscuro 
has done to Art in the Ml extent of its influence. 
It has not only given shadow, but the shadow of 
death; passing over the face of the ancient Art, as 
death itself might over a fair human countenance; 
whispering, as it reduced it to the white projections 
and lightless orbits of the skiJl,“‘thy face shall have 
nothing else, but it shall have chiaroscuro.’ ” If 
by “ it is singular to reflect,” he means that it is 
a singular reflection, I quite assent, whatever there 
may be in it. I cannot, however, resist pointing out 
the logical deduction from Constable’s words: 

because he says that his pictures shall want any¬ 
thing or everything rather than chiaroscuro, there¬ 
fore, he says, they shall have nothing else. Ilis 
simile would imply that chiaroscuro had only to do 
with shadow’; but Constable says iu one of his 
lectiu’es—“ Chiaroscuro is by no means confined 
to dark pictures; the works of Cuyp, though gene¬ 
rally light, are full of it. It may lie defined as that 
power which creates space.” I always thought 
Turner a great master of it: but I cannot go fur¬ 
ther into the subject; if the reader does not feel 
iu his heart that Mr. Ruskin is w’rong, I will not 
try to di'ive it into his head. 1 have felt vexed all 
along at being drawn on to say so much more 
than I had intended; and the more so that I felt 
I had a great deal to say on the jioetvy of much Art 
besides Constable’s, which Mr. Ruskin treats with 
contempt; but I believe that I shall now pass this 
over with a very few’ observations. To what purjiose 
w’ould it be to reiterate what others have said before, 
only to call forth the same flippancy ? Air. Ruskin 
dismisses the art of the Poussins w’ith the epithet 
“mere Pastoral.” Say, for a moment, that it is 
mere Pastoral, which it is not, but grant it: Virgil 
is at least as groat in the Pastoral as in the 
Epic. Cuyp gives us truths, but only “ truths of 
the ditch and the dairy.” Jacob Ruysdael is not 
even mentioned; though he might have been amongst 
“ the teachers of Turner.” I w’ell remember Con¬ 
stable’s exclamation of surprise at seeing a bright 
breezy pasticcio of Turner’s on the walls of Somer¬ 
set Ilouse, with the description “ Port Rnysdael ” 
boldly appended to it iu the catalogue; and Mr. 
Rogers, I have been told on good authority, con¬ 
sidered him one of the most poetical, if not the 
most poetical, of landscape and marine painters. 
The w’hole school is denounced as vulgar, though 
Air. Leslie, in his Handbook, which is here treated 
with contempt, has jioiuted out with much felicity 
that the masters of the Dutch schools, though they 
may be sometimes coarse, are never vulgar. Vulgar 
art is bad art. Burns is often coarse, never vulgar. 
But the most monstrous and extravagant assertion 
of all is, that none of these masters ever painted any¬ 
thing “ in love of it.” They painted “ for the pic¬ 
ture’s sake, never because they loved the scene.” 
Consequently, “ from the last landscape of Tintoret, 
if w'e look for life, we must pass at once to the first 
of Turner.” 

xVdnlation like this is ahvays more damaging to 
the idol than to any one else. It provokes comparison. 
It leads one to ask, M'hether the man who could so 
enter into the very genius loci as to make a picture of 
a Dutch canal or an English Xceexo, a feeling, or the one 
whose genius ranged over the world, sometimes to 
paint scenes which lie never saw’, had most love 
for what he painted. If this is false of any school, it 
is of the Dutch: the great charm of the works of 
W’hich is, that they least suggest the idea of a ])ic- 
tiu’e; that they don’t appear as if made to be looked 
at. The truth is, that w'hich has so long blinded 
Air. Ruskin to the poetic beauty of this class of Art 
has been his own unbounded self-confidcncc. If, 
instead of cither deeming their opinions altogether 
unworthy of notice, or applying to them such epi¬ 
thets as “unfortunate,” or “ill advised,” the possi¬ 
bility had ever occurred to him that men of refined 
minds, and established reputations for practical skill, 
like fConstable and Leslie, might see something more 
in this art than he did himself, he might, ere this, 
have learnt to appreciate much beauty to which he 
now shows himself totally insensible. In the little 
poem ah-eady quoted, there is another character 
described, whose communion with the poet is quite 
as earnestly deprecated as that of the mere natu¬ 

ralist :— 

“ A reasoning', self-sufticing filing, 
All iiiteliectual All in Ail!" 

And a very litfle farther on, there is a seeming 
])aradox in the description of a poet, which I woidd 
earnestly commend to the attention of Air. Ruskin:— 

“ You must love liim, eve to you 
lie will seem worthy of your love." 

This is especially true of Constable, it is so of 
Turner, and of almost all men of original genius. 
Should he regard slightly the dictum of a poet, he 
may find the same sentiment frequently expressed in 
the works of a writer whose opinions he quotes with 
respect. Air. Carlyle says of know'ledge generally— 

“ To know a thing—what we call knowing, a man 
must first love the thing, sympathise with it—that 
is, be virtuously related to it. If he have not the 
justice to put down his own selfishness at every turn, 
the courage to stand by the dangerous—true at every 
turn, how shall he know ?” (“ Heroes and Hero- 
worship.”) Until Air. Ruskin can so far come out 
of himself as to believe it possible that “ there are 
more things in heaven and earth than are yet dreamt 
of in his philosophy,” he will never hiow,m\xb\\ less 
feel, the full power of X\\<i poetic. I must be allowed, 
iu conclusion, a few words on the poetry of Con¬ 
stable. In some remarks which I casually made 
whilst on a visit to the scenes which Constable 
painted, in company with Air. Leslie, and to which 
he gave an undue importance by inserting them in 
his memoir, I alluded to certain qualities iu Con¬ 
stable’s art, and quoted a trite maxim to show that 
a distinguishing characteristic, their oneness, had 
ever been held essential to poetry. I am not going 
to repeat them. Two short passages from his letters 
to Archdeacon Fisher wiU give the reader a much 
clearer insight into his mind and art. His friend 
had been tempting him by describing some of his 
own cougeni.al subjects, which he had seen in Hamp. 
shire ; “ mills, ro.aring backwaters, withy beds, &c.’ 
His first exclamation in reply is, “ How I wish I had 
been with you 1 ” but he presently adds, “ still, I 
should ])aint my own places best; painting is with 
me but another word for feeling, and I associate 
‘ my careless boyhood ’ with all that lies on the banks 
of the Stour ; these scenes made me a painter, and I 
am grateful.” This is the man who had no feehug 
for what he painted. Again, the archdeacon had 
been suggesting his varying his subjects a little. 
He says, in answer, “ I imagine myself driving a 
nail; I have driven it some way, and by persisting 
I may drive it home; by quitting it to attack others, 
though I may amuse myself, I do not advance 
beyond the first, while that particular nail stands 
still. No man who can do one thing well will be 
able to do any other thing equally well.” This will, 
doubtless, appear a narrow and contemptible scope for 
Art to Air. Ruskin. He prefers general mediocrity 
to particular excellence. “ Had Claude,” he says, 
“ been a great man, he would not have been so 
steadfastly set on painting effects of sun; he would 
have looked at all nature, and all Art, and would 
have painted sun effects somewhat worse, and nature 
universally much better.” I will appeal against this 
dogma to one whose name will carry much more 
weight with it in all that regards poetry, and whose 
remarks appear to me to bear with even greater 
force on painting. The very year after the life of 
Constable appeared, a course of lectures on the 
healing power of poetry was published at Oxford 
by the professor of poetry. Air. Keble, and I confess 
that 1 reverted with much satisfaction and pleasure 
to many such passages as those I have just trans¬ 
cribed, when I read in Air. Keble’s concluding sum¬ 
mary the following, given as the characteristics or 
qualifications for a great poet;—“ Neque enim vates 
unquam erit egregius, qui non assidue versahitur in 
Omni liac coeli ac terrarmn pulchritudine, ea mente, 
ut omnia et singula ad earn partem convertat, quo 
tendat ipse semper amove et studio.”—“ Deinde in 
ea provincia, quani non inviia Minerva semel sihi 
deleg erit aliquis,fortis volo sit aique const an s; neve 
hue illuc volitando vires ingenii profandat, arnittat 
fructum.”—“‘Hoc age:’ sit aliquid ununi atque 
simqde.i', quod in oculis atque in animo omni tempore 
teneatis.” 

I have now done—done, I trust, what I under¬ 
took to do, that is, proved tliese strictures on Con¬ 
stable and his art to be illiberal and unjust. In 
performing my task, I should not have so much as¬ 
sumed the privilege of years had I seen more respect 
paid to years and experience by their author. I am, 
as I said at the outset, under no apprehension for 
Constable’s fame. It is not for the pen to effect 
that much now, one way or the other. AVhether 
wisdom die with Air. Ruskin, or whether his mantle 
descend on successors worthy hereafter to fill his 
office of guardian of the public taste, good art, the 
art of Raffaelle and Claude, of Cuyp and Constable, 
will live as long as there are true hearts to see and 
feel in nature what they saw, and felt, and painted. 

June, 1858. MTlliam Purton. 
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BRITISH ARTISTS: 

THEIR STYLE AND CHARACTER. 

WITH ENGRAVED ILLUSTRATIONS. 

No. XXXVI.—DAVID ROHERTS, R.A. 

AVID Roberts was horn at Stoekbrulpic, near Ediii- 
bur);li, October 24th, 1796 : his early love of Art 

iriay in some measure be traced to a mother, to 
whom lie was devotedly attached. She was a 
native of the ancient episcopal town of St. 
Andrew’s, and often spoke to him of the mag¬ 
nificent remains of the cathedral and monastic 
ediliccs of this once celebrated seat of learning. 
'I'licse conversations, together with the legends 
eoimeeted with the locality, made a strong im- 
ju'cssion upon bis boyish mind, and no doubt 
influenced his taste for Art towards that parti¬ 
cular department wdiieli he may be said to have 

own, for there ivas scarcely an old castle or ruined chapel 
in or around his native town that he did not visit and sketch when 
a boy. By the advice of Graham, director of the “ Trustees’ 
Academy” at Edinburgh, and the master of Wilkie and Allan, 
young Roberts, at the early age of about ten years, was apprenticed 
to a house-painter named Gavin Beugo, who, having once followed 
the business of a herald-painter, probably gave the lad some little 

1 j instruction in drawing : beyond this, we believe, he has never been 
indebted to a single individual for helping him onwards in the 

art he has practised with so great honour to himself, and so instructively and 
delightfully for others. His own perseverance and unwearied industry have 
enabled him to overcome difficulties which, even with the aid of the best 

instruction, are but rarely mastered. 
No man of a rightly-constituted mind, who has risen to eminence from 

comparative obscurity, ever feels ashamed to speak of his humble origin, or of 

llic trials and dilliculties he has had to encounter during his jirogress through 
life; nor need he. The world—or at least that portion of it whose good 
opinion is alone worth having—values a man for what he is, and not for what 
his progenitors may chance to have been. David Roberts is one of those who, 
when (he oeeasion demands any admission of the kind, makes no secret ot liis 
early ocenpations and engagements. Having served a long and wearisome 
apprenticesliip of seven years to Bengo, a liarsli and ovcrijcaring master, we 
liear of liim, in 1818, as assistant scene-painter at tlie Rantlicon, a second-rate 
theatre in Edinbnrgli, under one Dearlove, of vvlmm notliing is known. In the 
following year lie became ))rincipal ])aiiitcr at tiie Tlieatrc Royal, Glasgow, and 
in 1820 and 1821, at the 'I'licatre Royal, Edinbnrgli. Before (lie latter year 
expired, liis fame liad readied the cars of flic tlicn lessee of Drury Lane, the 
celebrated Elliston, who otlered him an engagement for tliree years, in eoiijune- 
tiori witli liis friend Clarkson Stanlield: it is a singular circumstance tliat (liese 
two fellow-labourers sliould liave lived eacli to become tlic most distingnislied 
artist in liis respective department, and both to attain the liighest academical 
lioiionrs. Tlie remarks we made in tlie biography of Stanlield toucliiiig 
liis great merits as a secue-paiiitcr, apply witli equal justice to liis friend 
Roberts. 

From this point of time the history of Roberts as a jiaintcr in oils really 
commences, liis first picture being exhibited at tlie Britisli Institution in 1824. 
It was about this period that tlie Society of Britisli Artists was instituted; 
lioth Stanfield and Roberts were among its original incinbers ; lierc, as well as 
at tiic Britisli Institution and the Royal Academy, both were constant exhi¬ 
bitors. But all who remember the beautiful series of pictures, for they could 
scarcely be called scenes, wliieli tlie two artists produced at Drury Lane and 
Covent Garden Theatres, till 1830, must have felt liow greatly these pictorial 
works influenced public taste in what was beautiful in scenic art, compared 
w'itli what had previously existed. 

Tlic first picture exhibited at the Academy by Roberts was a “View of 
Rouen Cathedral;” this was in 1826. Notwithstaiidiiigthe incessant demands 
upon his time during the early period of his career, he found frequent oppor¬ 
tunities for visiting tlie continent, for many of his exhibited pictures were 
subjects sketched in France, Germany, and Belgium, while his own native land 
was not forgotten : every successive year, during the life-time of his parents, 
did he visit them, and on these occasions he was accustomed to make excur¬ 

sions through various parts of Scotland containing remarkable ancient edifices, 
of which he made drawings. One of the results arising from these home- 
travels was a series of etchings on copper, by his own hand, of the antiquities 
of Scotland, which were carried to a considerable extent; but from circum¬ 
stances over which he had unfortunately little control, they were abandoned 
and never again resumed. 

As soon as he found himself firmly established in the estimation of the 
public in a line of Art almost entirely his own, and enjoying the support and 
friendship of some of the greatest patrons of Art, among whom Lord North- 
wick claims especial mention, Roberts gradually relinquished painting for the 

theatres, and restricted his labours within the limits of the studio. Y ith the 
view of opening up what to him was new ground for operations, he proposed 
to visit Italy; but his friend WiUde advised him to relinquish this plan, and 
explore Spain instead, as a country less known, and one ottering a richer field 
for his pencil: this was in 1832. The same year, and before quitting England, 
he completed, and superintended the engraving of, a series of drawings for 
Sir E. Bulwer Lytton’s “ Pilgrims of the Rhine,” a work created, so to speak, 
by those elegant serials, the “ Annuals.” It is not, we believe, generally 
known that the drawings alluded to were intended originally to come out as an 
“ Annual,” and the book was actually written for the dramngs, instead of the 
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drawinss beiii" made to suit the text, as one would naturally suppose in a 

work of this character. 
Roberts devoted a jiortion of 1832, and the greater ])art of the following 

year, to his Spanisli tour; and after visiting Rurgos, Mailrid, Toledo, Segovia, 
Cordova, Granada, Malaga, Gibraltar, Cadiz, and Seville, settled down for a 
time in the last-named city, where, acting upon the suggestion of another 
artist-friend, the late Sir 1111110111 Allan, he painted several pictures in oil, two 
of the princi[)al of which are the projierty of Air. Lewis Iloyd, and were among 
the Art-treasures recently collected at Alanchester; these two are “The 
Interior of the Cathedral of Seville during the ceremony of the Corpus Christi,” 
and “ The Tower at Seville, called ‘ the Garalda.’ ” On his return from Spain 
in the latter jiart of 1833, he followed the series of bcantiful annuals com¬ 
menced by i’rout, and continued by Harding, which were published by 
Jennings under the title of “ The Landscape Annual.” Roberts’s contributions 
to tills work extended over four consecutive years, and with the exception of 
John liCwis’s “ Sketches in Spain,” they are almost the sole ]iictorial records 
we have of that romantic and picturesque country : they have been copied, or 
rather jiiratcd, again and again. A large folio volume executed in lithography, 
many of them by Roberts himself, was another of the results of his journey 
into Spain. One of the best ])ictiires that have come from liis easel is a 
S])anish subject, “The Chapel of Ferdinand and Isabella, at Granada;” it was 
exhibited at the Royal Academy, in 1836, and w'as jmrehased by the late 
celebrated connoisseur. Air. Beekford, of J’oiithill Abbey. 'I’his work, in all 
jirobability, was indirectly, if not directly, the iiieans of his secession from the 
Society of British Artists,—of wliidi, by the way, he was for some time vice- 
]iresident,—and ultimately of his placing himself on the list of candidates for 
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admission into the ranks of the Royal Academy. It was necessary to with¬ 
draw from his old colleagues in Snli'olk Street to render himself eligible for 
election into the academical body, for by one of the standing rules of the 
Academy—and the sooner it is expunged from the statute-book the better, it is 
a paltry, illiberal law—no member of any other Art-institution in London 
is allowed to become a candidate for the Academy. Stantield having led the 
way already in this move, his friend Roberts qualilied himself for following in 
the same stc])S by paying the fine provided by the laws of the Society of British 
Artists in the event of secession by one of its members, amounting to one 
hundred pounds, and a similar sum for his share of its liabilities. It is not for 
ns to question how far these two pillars of that institution were right in their 
withdrawal, but certain it is that the interests of the society were materially 
etfected by their absence from its annual exhibitions, no less than from its 
councils. So long, however, as honours are attainable, most men will strive to 
reach them : moreover, there were, we believe, other causes which operated 
to induce Roberts and his friend to act as they did in this matter. The former 
was elected associate of the Academy in 1838, four years after Stanfield had 
received his diploma of Academician. 

But before the election of Roberts as a junior member of the Academy, ho 
was making lu'eparations for the most important event of his life, namely, a 
journey to Ralestinc, Egy])t, &c.: this was an undertaking he had long con¬ 
templated, and it seems to have been entered upon solely from a love of artistic 
adventure : for although, as we have just remarked, he had not yet been 
admitted into the ranks of the Academy, his fame was not only well established, 

I but be was on the most friendly terms with the leading men in it at that time, 
I AVilkie, Turner, Callcott, Landseer, &c. ; and aTuong the most liberal patrons 

[|0. Jevritt. roKTico or the temple, edfou, upper Egypt, 

of Art, liis works had found place in the collections of Lord Northwiek, the 
Duke of Bedford, the Earl of Essex, the Alarquis of Lansdowue, the late Sir 
Robert Peel, General Phipps, the late Air. A’ernun, Air. Sheepshanks, &c. &c. 

Supplied with letters of introduction from the Foreign-otlicc to Colonel, now 
General Campbell, Consul-general for Egypt, Roberts started from England on 
his great and hazardous expedition in August, 1838, taking the route by Paris 
and Alarseilles. He arrived in Egypt at the period of the year that is termed 
“high Nile,” when the Delta is under water—a time when that most remark¬ 
able conntry is seen to the greatest advantage, and when each village, mosque, 
and temple seems to float upon the surface of the water. On reaching Cairo the 
traveller found the consul ready to afford him every assistance in the prosecution 
of his object; indeed, both with respect to this journey and that into S])ain, 
Roberts received the most flattering marks of attention from the British 
authorities; some of those to whose friendly aid be was indebted have been 
gathered to their fathers,—as Air. Alark, Consul at Alalaga, .Sir John Bracken- 
biu'y, Consul at Cadiz, Air. Drummond Hay, Consul at Tangiers, in Barbary,— 
but he often speaks with gratitude and esteem of the great kindness these gentle¬ 

men showed him on all occasions. 
Roberts ascended the Rile in a boat fully equipped, provided for him by 

Colonel Campbell, and accompanied in a second boat by Co'onel Nelley, of the 
99th regiment, and a friend of the latter officer. Air. Ahnderhorst, a British AVest 
Indian. By the time they reached the second cataract the two latter gentlemen 
had become blind from opthalmia; the artist, though exposed to a burning sun, 
and constantly sketching, most providentially escaped the calamity : wo have 
heard' him remark that he never enjoyed better health than during the period 
he passed on the Nile. It was not till his return to Cairo, in the month ot 

December, tliat he heard of his election, during his absence, into the Academy 
as Associate; the intelligence reached him at an ojiportune moment, for be had 

I been left so mnch by himself and to his own meditations that, as he once told 
us, he had “ begun to take an unfavourable view' of most things.” 

In February, 1839, he left Cairo in the company of two friends. Air. J. Pell 
and Air. J. AV. Kinnear, the latter of whom wrote an account of the journey,* 
to cross the desert by way of Suez, ALnmt Sinai, and Petra, with a caravan of 
twenty-one camels ; and, including themselves, their servants, dragoman, and 

! Arabs', as many men. Such a muster seems more like an expedition of a preda¬ 
tory nature than a company whose primary object was to search out for the 
))ieturesqne—certainly an artist has rarely gone forth to his labours with so 
imposing a cavalcade. Roberts parted from Kinnear at Gaza, and reached 
Jerusalem at Easter, when pilgrims assemble in the sacred city to witness the 
descent of the holy fire—a luonstrons imposition, and to bathe in the river 
Jordan. Having visited the most remarkable places from “Dan to Beersheba” 
illustrative of Biblical history, he retnimcd to Eugland in the latter part of 1839, 

after an absence of about sixteen months. 
The fruits of this expedition are too well known to require pointing out— 

“ Roberts’s Holy Land ” has a world-wide repvdation ; nothing of a similar cha¬ 
racter has ever been produced that can bear comparison with it. On the artist’s 
return, he submitted his di-awings to that “most enterprising and prince of all 
])ublishcrs,” Alderman Sir F. G. Aloon, who arranged with him to bring out a 
work illustrative of Scripture history, and to give him the sum of £3000 for 
the copyright of the sketches, and'for superintending their reproduction in 

* “ Cairo, Petra, and Damascus,’' by J. Kinnear. Published by J. Murray, London. 
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lithograpliy, a task intrusted to Mr. Louis Ilaglic. Now this sum of £15000 , offerings made to the wortliy alderman, while the painter was decorated 
seems at first sight a very large amount to receive, hut when we consider the with the crown of hay-leaves, and, a year after his return, was elected full 
toil and the dangers experienced by the artist in collecting his materials, and ' mehiher of the lioyal Academy. If we have heen righlly informed, neither 
that he and llaghe were occuj)ied nearly eight years in j)rcparing them for i Huberts nor his able coadjutor, Louis Haghe, has derived the least pecuniary 
publication, the sum dwindles into a very iusignilieant amount. ]f Hoherts advantage from the sale of this work, notwithstanding its large and profitable 
acquired a large increase of fame by his labours, the publisher found the specu- ^ circulation, beyond the original sum paid for the copyright and superintendence 
iation—scarcely a specidation, however, it was a sure success—most profitable; of production. Perhaps the jiainter never expected anything more than xvhat 
and, as for substantial honours, those awarded to the latter far exceeded any he was justly entitled to, and if so, he has not been disajipointed; hut he ecr- 
bestowed on the painter; diamond decorations from enilierors and kings are the taiiily did not cx[)cet to find his work pirated and published without his name 
rewards given to commercial enterprise, not to the incn who labour with ])eu or i even bebu/ attached to it, which a publisher of Brussels has had the effrontery 
pencil, night and day, in the quietude of their study; and they were the ! to do, and has received honours from most of the crowned heads of Kurope as if 
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for an original work, w'hile his holiness the pope has conferred a sacred order of 
merit upon this very unscrupulous Belgian, who unquestionably must feel proud 
of an honour so lightly and worthily won. .1 

To attempt to give any analytical description of the pictures of this artist 
must be considered a superfluous task. Ilis subjects are selected from the finest 
examples of ancient architecture which Europe possesses, xvhether ecclesiastical, 
civic, or domestic: his drawing is truthful, his colom-ing rich and brilliant, 
while the interest of the subjects is gi-catly augmented by the picturesque groups 
of figures, vividly and characteristically introduced. In some of the Venetian 
views, especially^, lately exhibited, we felt some apprehension he was quitting 
the style of painting w'hich had gained him so high a reputation for one more 

sketchy, unfinished, and colourless; it seemed as if he adopted the j)lan of out¬ 
lining the details of his subjects, both figures and architecture, xvith a pencil 
dipped in lamp-black, or dark neutral tint, before colouring them—a process that 
gives to the work a hard, formal character ; hut in the pictures exhibited this 
year, and the last, he has, in a great degree, reverted to his old practice, to the 
unqualified satisfaction of his numerous admirers. 

Roberts has painted but few' imaginary pictures; his two great works of this 
class are—“ The Departure of the Israelites from Egx'pt,” engraved many years 
ago by Quilley, in mezzotinto ; and “ The Destruction of Jerusalem by the 
Romans," reproduced in chromo-lithography by Louis Haghe; they are both 
grand compositions—epic poems, they may be called, on canvas. 
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TOMBS OF ENGLISH AIITISTS. 

No. G.—SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS, P.R.A. 

Aet in Englaml owes much to “Sir Joshua;” he 
was ever consistent in enforcing its claims to due 
distinction ; and when, with earnest labour, lie had 
won for it an lionourably recognised position, he, by 
his example, upheld the character of the artist, and 
in thought, word, and deed, was “a gentleman.” 
Plympton may boast of his birth, but London has 
more reason to be proud of his residence. 

The patient self-culture of the Devonshire lad in 
his somewhat dull home must be read in the pages 
of his biographers, and he has had many. The history 
shows, as usual, “ that the child is father to the man,” 
and how' little comprehension parents sometimes have 
of their children’s soul-struggles. Ills continuous 
sketching, and neglect of dull school-routine work, 
were considered as waste time by his father, when he 
wrote on the back of one of his drawings, “ Done 
by Joshua, ont of pure idleness.” How frequently 
such earnest training has been thus stigmatised by 
parents who, not understanding the phrase, “ As 
the twig is bent the tree inclines,” imagine that 
they are to bend it as they will! Joshua was 
“fated” to be a painter—it was no evil fate for 
him ; but it was no act of good fortune that gave 
him Hudson, the portrait manufacturer, for his 
master—a complete tradesman in Art, without 
enthusiasm or fancy; the young painter possessed 
both, and Hudson could not endure the success his 
heterodox disregard of mechanical rule evinced, so 
they parted, little pleased with each other. Iteynolds 
went to Plyinonth, practised there for some years, 
and at the age of twenty-three returned to London, 
and resided for a time in St. Martin’s Lane. Cun¬ 
ningham thus speaks of his position :—“His grow¬ 
ing fame and skill acquired and secured friends, and 
his graceful and unpresuming manners were likely 
to forward his success; he was polite without 
meanness, and independent without aiTogance.” 

Poreigu travel expanded Iteynolds’s mind soon 
after this, and his remarks on the great continental 
galleries evince the judgment of a sound critic, 
combined with that knowledge of the practical jiart 
of Art which few who write on Art possess. He 
returned in October, 1752, and again established 
himself in St. Jlartin’s Lane. J. T. Smith describes 
him as having once lived in the large house behind 
No. 104, in the lane: Sir James Thornhill, 
Hogarth’s father-in-law, had previously resided in 
it, and painted the staircase with allegorical sub¬ 
jects ; Van Nost, the sculptor, then inhabited it, 
and afterwards Francis Hayman, the great book¬ 
plate designer, and companion of Hogarth. Alalone 
describes its situation “ nearly opposite to Alay’s 
Buildings.” At this period the locality was a 
favourite one for artists, and in a court at the lower 
part of the laire was the first “joint-stock” Academy 
supported by English artists for their own use, 
and which led to the foundation of the Royal 
Academy on the 10th of December, 1768, with 
Reynolds as its president, knighted on the occasion. 

Long before this event he had left St. Martin’s 
Lane, to reside in the house, now' No. 5, on the north 
side of Great Newport Street, from whence he re¬ 
moved, in 1761, to Leicester Square, inhabiting the 
house now used for the Western literary Institution 
(No. 47, on the west side): here he kept “ open 
house” for the best literary society—Johnson, Gold¬ 
smith, Burke, Garrick—all who made the era famous 
were welcome to his house. At that time the 
square was “aristocratic”—nay, pastoral, for it occa¬ 
sionally rejoiced in the name of “ Leicester Fields,” 
and was as much in the outskirts of London as 
Bayswater is in the present day. The scpiare itself 
was a pleasant garden, and our sketch of the house 
was taken thirty years ago, when trees flourished 
there, and a statue of George IL, in the centre, was 
opposite his windows, as if to remind the President 
of “the Kotjal” Academy that Art had triumphed 
over a sovereign who hated poets and painters. 

His studio is described by Cunningham as “ octa¬ 
gonal, some 20 feet long, 16 broad, and about 
15 feet high. The window w'as small and square, 
and the sill 9 feet from the floor. His sitters’ 
chair moved on castors, and stood above the floor 
a foot and a half; he held his palettes by a handle, 
and the sticks of his brushes w'ere 18 inches long. 

He wrought standing, and with great celerity. He 
rose early, breakfasted at nine, entered his study at 
ten, examined designs, or touched unfinished por¬ 
traits, till eleven brought a sitter; painted till four, 
then dressed, and gave the evening to company.” 
Then came “ the rough abundance” of his dinners, 
and the noisy hilarity of his guests; “for,” says 
Northcote, “ as Sir Joshua’s companions were chiefly 
men of genius, they were often disputatious and 
vehement in argument.” But age came, and death 

hearse that conveyed his body from the house he 
had so long inhabited to the crypt of St. Paul’s. 
There, among other great names in Art, the last 
resting-place of Reynolds may be noted. Our cut 
shows the grave-stones as they lie thickly in this 
spot. What names are upon them to call up plea¬ 
sant memories of men who have made English Art 
famous! Lawrence, IVest, Dance, are on the upper 
stones; Turner, Barry, Reynolds, on the lower; 
Fuseli, Dawe, and Opic, beside them. It is sacred 

We bid adieu to the grave of our great countrymau, 
remembering the noble epitome of his character pro¬ 
nounced by his eloquent friend, Edmund Burke— 
“ In full influence of foreign and domestic fame, 
admired by the expert in Art, and by the learned in 
Science, courted by the great, caressed by sovereign 
powers, and celebrated by distinguished poets, his 
native humility, modesty, and candour, never for¬ 
sook him, even on surprise or provocation; nor w'as 
the least degree of arrogance or assumption visible 
to the most scrutinizing eye in any part of his 
conduct or discourse.” 

thinned the numbers of the talented friends who 
were once his frequent companions. Cunningham 
has a melancholy story of his last days, when a 
little bird he had tamed, and talked with as a friend, 
flew from an open window', and Reynolds roamed 
lor hours about Leicester Square in a vain search 
for the feathered favourite, rendered doubly dear to 
the old man by his loneliness. 

ground, and no spot of “ mother earth” can show 
an equal number of names, all noted in a great and 
ennobling profession, “ at rest from their labours.” 
Re3’Tiolds’s tomb is the third from the spectators 
left in the front row of slabs. There is a solemn 
influence over the whole scene—the stronger perhaps 
for the solitude and gloom which the visitor ex¬ 
periences immediately after the turmoil of the 
busiest of London thoroughfares, which he has just 
left to descend into these vaults. 

A statue, by Flaxman, is placed in the corridor 
beneath the dome of St. Paul’s. It represents Rey¬ 
nolds in his robes as president, with the volume of 
his lectures in his hand. He is the only artist so 
honoured there, and the simple propriety of the 
figure easts into shade the allegories, “ and such 
branches of learning,” which disfigure many other 
memorials in the sacred edifice. It is a honest 
statue of an Englishman, by a true artist, who, 
poetic in the highest sense, could also feel the beauty 
of simple truth where truth is chiefly valuable. 

F. W. Fairhoi.t. 

He died on the 23rd of February, 1792, and a 
long procession of ninety-two carriages followed the 

UEYNOLDS'S HOUSE, LEICESTER SQUARE. 

CRTPT OF ST. Paul’s catuedral. 
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“ Not vci’j long ago, an artist of established 
repute, whose pietures bear high prices, was 
visited by a dealer; and the following brief 
conversation took place between them :— 

‘-‘The dealer.—‘ I have about a dozen paint¬ 
ings in your style ; and, if you will give about 
half an hour’s touching on each of them, and sign 
them with your name, I will give you £500.’ 

“ The ariist.—‘ Sir, you mean to tempt me 
to commit an infamous fraud. I request, you 
will instantly leave my house.’ 

“There is little doubt, however, that the 
dealer did without the artist; and it is not im¬ 
probable that an unscrupulous ‘ brother ’ was 
found to do the touching, and to sign the name, 
at much less cost to the dealer.” 

This paragraph we copy from the number of 
the Art-Journal for December last;—and in 
the article in that number wherein it is intro¬ 
duced as a note, we stated broadly as follows:— 
“ We can tell where Stanfields, Turners, Wards, 
and Creswicks, as well as Liunells, are hanging 
in glory upon walls, in magnificently furnished 
drawing-rooms, or in spacious galleries, which 
these artists never saw, each of which is worth 
‘ about six pounds,’ but for which their unen¬ 
lightened owners have paid hundreds.” 

The paragraphs in question point to one of 
the more direct and obvious of the many evils 
that have arisen out of the unsettled law of 
copyright in works of Art; but we have copied 
them here because they show the evil in 
that precise point of view which should enable 
the artist, if he be clear-sighted, to see it 
on two sides. Of course, it is apparent enough, 
on the one side, bow much the artist is exposed 
to suffer, in pocket and in reputation, by such a 
state of things as these paragraphs disclose ; 
but he may, we think, at the same time, be 
startled by them into inquiring how far the 
practices indicated reflect, from the other side, 
certain loose and questionable practices of his 
own. An anecdote like the above might 
suggest the policy of examining whether the 
immoralities which invade his interests have to 
any extent derived their sanctions, or their 
opportunities, from irregularities in his methods 
of dealing. It is important, that the principles 
which the artist seeks to establish as the law 
of security to himself, shall not be capable of 
being referred to as sustaining an impeachment 
of his assumed relations to others. If it be 
hoped to obtain such a law of copyright as will 
give perfect protection to the artist as against 
the pirate, care must be taken that the law 
shall be so framed as to define reasonably, and 
recognise clearly, the rights of others as against 
the artist himself. 

We shall have occasion to show more clearly 
what we mean by these hints, in the course of 
that examination which we propose to institute 
into the various questions seeking for solution 
by means of the movement now making for a 
summary revision of the law that affects the 
property in works of Art. Dor the purpose of 
raising the discussion on the several points, it 
win be convenient that we should go into 
something like a statement of the present posi¬ 
tion of the general question. 

Our readers know, that the sense of wrong 
under which the artists of this country have 
long suffered, arising out of the insufficient 
amount of property which they have in the 
productions of their own genius,—and their 
indignation at the frauds perpetrated against 
them, under shelter of the defective arrange¬ 
ments by which even that insufficient amount is 
secured,—have found, at last, what they have 
wanted so long—an authoritative exponent, in 
the person of the Society of Arts. For a 
people singularly quick, as we English are, at 
the apprehension of a grievance, we are a people 

i curiously slow in our progress towards a remedy. 
In the history of a large proportion of our 
national redresses, there is always a period 
during which the parties complaining have been 
content, apparently, with the complaint itself, 
and have accepted the right of that complaint 
as to some extent, and for a time, a satisfac¬ 
tion of their demands. Most of our great 
social causes have had their many victims, cre 
they found their one efficient apostle. There 
comes a time, at length, however, when the 
widely spread feeling of an injustice suffered, 
begins to gather towards a practical issue; 
and, in the present case, the Society of Arts 
has offered itself as a conductor to the float¬ 
ing discontent, and constituted itself the 
centre of that combined movement which is 
the only agency that can command a cure. 
The office is a responsible one, — but one 
which it befits the character and position of 
this body to assume. The important matter is, 
that, having assumed it, the society shall not 
overlook the responsibility which it involves. 
They who undertake to collect a scattered body 
of moral forces, with a view to phenomenal 
action, must be held to some extent answerable 
for the character of the phenomena produced. 
Just because it is probable that the artists 
would not have been able, for the present, to 
move towards their end without the help of 
the Society of Arts,—it behoves the Society of 
Arts, which has set them in motion, to see that; 
their end is truly attained. The Society of 
Arts would scarcely, we presume, offer itself as 
the conductor of opinions which it might not to 
some reasonable extent control; and from its 
corporate chair it has a clear view over the 
whole field of the inquiry. With its generality 
of range and vision, it should see a peril, where 
the artist, with his personal views, may not. 
We believe we can show this body, that certain 
tendencies in the nature of the legislation now 
sought, involve a danger to the artist wliom it 
seeks to serve,—the danger, that his interests 
may be sacrificed in the name of his claims,— 
and that, in the desire to secure to him the right 
of way over too large a privilege, the way chosen 
may be that which leads him out of his market. 

To proceed with our narrative.—The first 
step taken by the Society of Arts, for the 
purpose of carrying out the objects which they 
had taken in hand, was, the appointment, as our 
readers already know, of a committee,embracing 
a large amount of the necessary conditions, to 
conduct the investigations. This committee, 
after wasting some time in doing little ornothiug, 
as is the manner of committees, arrived at two 
measures of movement. It called on its elected 
reporter, Mr. D. Robertson Blaine, a barrister, 
to furnish it with a Report explaining the exist¬ 
ing common and statute laws relating to the 
subject of artistic copyright:—and it addressed 
to the body of artists generally a series of 
questions, the object of which was, to obtain 
from them the statement of any instances of 
infringement of the rights derived under such 
laws,—so far as there might be any to infringe, 
—that may have come under the notice of each 
of them as individuals. The artists were also, 
and at the same time, invited to state their 
individual views as to the best means of apply¬ 
ing a remedy to the existing imperfections in 
the copyright law, and a check to the fraudulent 
practices which find impunity under it. As 
was expected, the answers of the artists dis¬ 
closed such a state of things as furnishes an 
imperative argument for the summary inter¬ 
ference of the legislator. In the uncertain twi¬ 
light of copyright privilege, a host of light- 
fingered gentlemen are abroad who demand 
the immediate action of the parliamentary 
policeman. By favour of an undefined law, a 
set of predatory practices have sprung up, 
which defy at once the producers and the pur¬ 
chasers of works of Art. 

In addition to the material wrong which these 
practices inflict on the artist in common with 
the Art collector, they have this further, and 
yet more unha))py, effect for the artist in par- 
ticidar,—that they tempt him—and too success¬ 
fully—on to the dcbateable ground whereon 
such practitioners find their prey. Of course, we 
know the qualification that will be demanded of 
us here. By the very conditions of the ])ropo- 
sition, of course it is the “ less rcjmtablc ” 
portion of the artist body who lend themselves 
to the forgery of copies,—and to all that vile 
machinery of spurious manufacture, in virtue of 
which no eminent artist is secure against larceny 
at once on his fame and on his profits, and no 
careless or incompetent collector safe against 
the degradation of his collection. But, besides ' 
the fact, that the young or the needy artist is 
painfully exposed, as we have said, to the 
temptation of being seduced into the class of 
the “less reputable ” by the opportunities thus 
afforded,—it rarely happens, that a relaxation 
of the moral code comes to be legally tolerated 
in anij branch of any profession,—to be recog¬ 
nised as a familiar incident, for which there is 
no remedy,—without the taint sapping upwards, ^ 
and exhibiting itself, at times, in places where 
it should be least expected. The pitch that 
society permits itself habitually to touch, will, 
on the very highest authority, defile what it 
touches,—and what it touches of course stands 
near and dangerous neighbour to something 
just above itself. The theory of contagious 
dissemination is sound doctrine at least in 
morals.—Wherever the law has neglected to 
draw its strong border lines, the merely 
theoretic ones that embrace an unsettled prac¬ 
tice are disputable at will and removable at 
convenience. The story of our own modern 
Art and artists is not without its painful illus¬ 
tration of these truths. Our readers will 
scarcely have forgotten a very distressing case 
which took place not many years ago, wherein 
the revelation of professional malpractice fell 
in the very highest Art-quarter. The wrong 
eharged belonged essentially to that same 
family of offences the known existence of 
which led the dealer, who has furnished us 
with the dramatic opening of our article, to the 
door of an artist who had himself sufficient 

^ scorn of all such immoralities to order his 
summary expulsion. Notwithstanding, how¬ 
ever, the extreme peril which the dealer incurred 
of being kicked in this particular quarter, his 
application w'as only a fair corollary from a state 
of things known to himself,—and of which the 
example w^e are now alluding to furnished the 

! general public with an unexpected proof. The 
delinquent in the painful instance in question 
was a member of the Royal Aeademy, in the 
first degree; and although the public ex¬ 
posure in his case necessarily marked him 
out for a viclim, yet there was only too much 
reason to apprehend that his delinquency not 
very unfairly represented a set of practices 
which had been looked upon with, at least, in¬ 
dulgence, until exhibited in the strong light of 
this exposure. It was not quite confidently i 
felt, that there was all the distance between his j 
offence, and the average doings of some unim- | 
peached branches of the profession, that was j 

expressed in the large amount of virtuous in- | 
diguation which was formulated for the occasion. ; 
At any rate, the best actual security for right, 
in this very busy world of ours, w'ill be, to 
have the right defined; and we are satisfied, 
that the liigh-minded majority in the artist i 
body desire the settlement of all questions ! 
relating to the property in works of Art, as j 

much on the moral grounds as on any other. | 
In any case, the Society of Arts, we repeat, 1 

received, it is said, in answer to the questions 1 
which they circulated amongst artists, a very j 
large body of instances showing that the pirate | 
is rampant in the field of Art, and establishing j 
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the pressing importance, on many grounds, of 
setting the law in force against him. That the 
committee of this society have refrained from 
giving publicity to all or any ot tliese instances, 
is a matter whicli we greatly regret, and by no 
means understand. The reason assigned by 
themselves, in their Report to the Council, for 
this abstinence, in regard to transactions which 
they characterize as “ wrongful and fraudulent 
acts,” is, that “ the communications having 
been received confidentially,” they “ are pre¬ 
vented from publishing them.” Now, really, 
this tenderness towards the dealers in fraud, 
whether on the part of the artist making, or on 
tliat of the society receiving, the communica¬ 
tion, is a refinement on the code of honour 
which, we repeat, passes our apprehension. 
We have heard, certainly, of “ honour amongst 

thieves,”—but, “ honour towards thieves,” is a 
new reading. In the duel of the swindler with 
society, it is something very like giving the 
swindler the choice of weapons. Why is there 
to be anything confidential in an artist’s state¬ 
ment that some man has picked his pocket ? 
In our opinion, the Society of Arts wovdd have 
done its work better if it had published every 
one of the cases. The exposure, rather than 
the concealment, of such instances, seems to us 
to be expressly an element of the task which 
they have undertaken. Such exposure we have, 
at any rate, considered a portion of the business 
of this Journal for many years;—and we have 
acted on it with great success. We have not 
felt, that the interests of any class demanded a 
delicate forbearance on our part towards the 
robber class. As a consequence, we can flatter 
ourselves with the consciousness that we have 
disturbed, or broken up, more than one manu¬ 
factory of “ ancient masters,”—and by keeping 
prominently before the jniblic the delinquencies 
of the dealers in “ modern artists,” have coii- 
tributed, as became us, our part towards that 
growing indignation on the subject which has 
issued, now, in this movement for redress.— 
However, since the Society of Arts is cautious 
of bringing the weight of its own denunciation 
to bear against the pirate,—let us see, by re¬ 
ference to the Report of Mr. Rlaine, what 
means there are for his suppression under the 
law as it at present stands. 

The aggregate of productions that may rea¬ 
sonably claim protection under any general law 
of copyright relating to works of Art, is divisible 
into three classes. The first and highest class 
is composed of all those works which include— 
whatever the technical Art-language that they 
speak—the spiritual element of design ;—the 
works, in fact, which are the expression of the 
artist’s individual thought, and include in them¬ 
selves their own intellectual germ. The second 
class comprises those works which translate a 
thought not their own into another Art-tongue 
which they use,—but by means that still are 
Art proper:—such, for instance, as the draw¬ 
ing which renders in the flat an original statue, 
or presents the perspective lines of an archi¬ 
tectural mass arranged into true ])icture. The 
third class,—such as engraving, in its various 
kinds,—translates too, but performs its transla¬ 
tion by mechanical means,—and so provides for 
the wide diffusion of an original thought, and 
of its expressive forms, as printing does in tlie 
case of written mind. Unlike literary type, 
however, the great difference which there is 
between one man’s engraving and anotlier’s, as 
a medium of translation, shows that in this 
class, also, there is an Art element, which may 
properly be made the subject of Art copyright. 
—Now, referring, for tlie present, to the first 
of these classes only,—it might really be sup¬ 
posed, that if there be any one thing more 
personal to a man than most others,—anything 
most intimately and absolutely his own,—any¬ 
thing of which the beneficial usufruct to him 
and his, as against all others, might find its 
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justification in the nature of the property itself, 
—it should be, this product of his own heart,— 
these fruits sprung from the soil that God gave 
to himself for an undisi)utcd possession, and 
ripened by the suns of his individual soul. The 
only wny, however, by which, as it would ap- 
])ear, a man cun retain a ju'operty in his own 
tlioughts, in this land which is so jealous of the 
rights of property in general, is, by shutting 
tliem up in his owui breast. The common law 
gives him no right in his own intellectual crea¬ 
tions beyond tlie boundaries of the home in 
which they grew, llis Art pronunciations, like 
other forms of mental expression, once abroad, 
—and tliey belong to the sparsa voces which are 
held to be irreclaimable in all senses, because 
they are so in one. The common law deals with 
these things because of their transcendental 
nature, as it deals with things that are ferae 

naturcc,—all men may run them down, and feed 
on them. According to Mr. Blaine,—who, 
as we have stated, has gone into the whole 
law of the subject,—by the common law 
of England, no copyright protection exists 
in favour of works of Art, beyond that 
wdiich forbids their piratical publication by 
another so long as the author shall not him¬ 
self have pulilished them. Now, a slight 
matter constitutes publication, in the legal 
definition,—- exhibition, for instance, on any 
walls to wdiich the public have access.—At 
common law, everybody, we repeat, is free to 
steal a work of Art the moment it comes 
abroad;—which, of course, is pretty nearly 
equivalent, so far as common law is concerned, 
to shutting up the Arts of the country. What, 
then, has the statute law done for the artist, 
in correction of the common law ? Why, if 
Mr. Blaine’s law be good, simply nothing;— 
or, at all events, the very next thing to it. 

The only protection given to painters by the 
legislature, is, that which they derive under the 
act known to lawyers as Hogarth’s Act, and to 
the public by the plate which he engraved in 
commemoration of that act,—and under the 
several acts passed to amend it. Hogarth, 
however, was an engraver as well as a painter. 
“It was his engravings that were pirated; 
and his act was, therefore, framed to meet 
the requirements of his own case, and those 
of other artists similarly placed.” The legis¬ 
lation which we own to him gives no pro¬ 
tection to pictures or drawings, as such; 
—but defends them against piracy only 
for the purposes of engraving from them. 

By virtue of certain Acts passed in the reign 
of George III., the sculptor has a fourteen 
years’ term of copyright in new works of sculp¬ 
ture, on certain conditions to be by him fiil- 
filled,—and a further term of fourteen years, 
in case he shall be living at the expiration of 
t he first term, and shall not have parted with 
his copyright in the meantime. The conditions 

which must be strictly fulfilled by him, on pain 
of the forfeiture of his copyright, are,—that 
he shall cause his name to be put on his work 
before the same shall be published,—and also 
the date of such first publication. Now, with 
regard to the insufficiency of this certain term 
of only fourteen years,—and it is all in which 
the sculptor’s fainili/ take any interest, unless 
he himself shall outlive it; whereas forty-two 
years are given to books, and twenty-eight to 
])ictures under the Engravings Acts already 
mentioned,—in regard, we say, to its insuffi¬ 
ciency in the sculptor’s case most particularly, 
Mr. Blaine states a strong argument, drawm 
from the peculiar nature of the sculptor’s prac¬ 
tice. “ It frequently happens,”—he says, most 
truly,—“that a sketch is made of a statue 
which is not commissioned for many years after¬ 
wards. Now, to insure his copyright in such 
sketch, or first model, it seems, that the artist 
must place his name and date upon it when he 
first publishes or exhibits it. The first four¬ 

teen years’ copyright runs from that day,— 
and may, therefore, expire before the work has 
been executed on an enlarged scale, and con¬ 
sequently when, so executed, it wmuld be en¬ 
titled to no copyright.”—It may be added, 
that Ihc works of sculptors are very generally 
pirated by a class of persons against whom the 
existing law's, such as they are, afford but a 
useless remedy, such as it is. The wandering 
Italian who parades his piracies through all the 
public streets, and robs the sculptor of a por¬ 
tion of his profits by means of a distortion of 
his art, is admirable as a test of the latter’s 
patience,—but scarcely tempts the summons 
for penalties or the action for damages. “How 
defective the present Sculpture Copyright Acts 
are in this respect,” says Mr. Blaine, “ may 
be judged of by the fact, that only one reported 
case arising under these acts is to be found. 
The instances of piracy are constant; but sculp¬ 
tors have wisely sirbmitted to the invasion of 
their rights, rather than embark in litigation 
with men of straw.” 

This, then, with the exception of some very 
slight and nearly profitless relief offered under 
the Useful and Ornamental Designs Acts, is 
all that legislation has done in correction of the 
common law, with a view to enlarging the 
estate of artists in their own productions. The 
existing protection, now that it comes to 
be looked into, appears to be even less than 
was believed. In such a state of the law, 
there is no property which can with any cer¬ 
tainty be made the subject of an action. With¬ 
out the firrther aid of the legislature, there is, 
we repeat, no remedy, for either producer or 
purchaser, against the pirate;—as was most 
strikingly demonstrated by the final failure of 
justice in the recent case of The Queen v. Class. 

The bill now prepared on the artists’ behalf, 
proposes to sweep aw'ay in a body the whole of 
the subsisting legislation—at once insufficient 
and inoperative—in the matter of copyright 
in Art,—and to replace the variety of acts thus 
repealed by one uniform and comprehensive 
enactment.—The subjects of the proposed 
new Copyright Law are described as being, 
“ all drawings and pictures, models and works 
of sculpture, and carving, architectural plans, 
sections and elevations, etchings, engravings, 
woodcuts, lithographs, photographs, and all 
other works of the Line Arts, made by any 
means or process, either separate or comoined, 
now known, or which hereafter may be in¬ 
vented —and to the author of every such 
work and his assigns, with an exception, to 
be hereafter referred to, is given a copyright 
therein for the term of the author’s natural 
life, and for thirty years after his death. 

It is explained by the bill, that, “ in cases 
where any work of Fine Art shall have been 
first designed by the author thereof, the copy¬ 
right in every such work shall mean and include 
the exclusive right of copying, reproducing and 
multiplying the same, or the design thereof, by 
any means, of any size, or for any purpose 
whatsoever ; and, where any work of Fine Art 
shall not have been first designed by the author 
thereof, the copyright therein shall mean and 
include only the exclusive right of copying, re¬ 
producing, or multiplying the same work of any 
size.”—The first part of the enactment em¬ 
bodied in this explanatory form is a very 
stringent one indeed,—and will hit a great 
number of practitioners whose practices cair 
by no stress of fair interpretation be stigma¬ 
tized as piracies, aird attack a variety of interests 
which liave no desire to sustain themselves by 
dishonourable means. If we understand it 
rightly, no person would be legally able, under 
its interdict, to make any drawing or engraving, 
“for any purpose” of public informatioir or 
public gratification, of such a public edifice, 
for instance, as Sir Charles Barry’s new Houses 
of Barliament, or of any portion tbereof, with- 



out Sir Charles’s consent (in writing, as by a 
subsequent enactment is required), previously 
obtained.—Another effect of this clause, if 
we read it rightly, wiU be, to throw us 
back upon the willow-pattern which mingled 
so wierdly in the dreams of our youth,—and 
has been receding more and more from our 
memories of that time, as new views of ceramic 
illustration usurped its place. The whole field 
of Art manufacture, which has had such rapid 
development amongst us of late, will be thrown 
out of cultivation by the enactments of this 
bill. The bill, if it shall grow into an act, will 
set up its snares all over that field; and the 
Art manufacturer, not knowing where he is safe 
on its high grounds, will retire, as we have 
said, upon his old wild walk among the willows. 
—However, there is retribution in this matter. 
As the Art manufacturer may not copy a statue, 
nor a landscape, nor an edifice, nor an Art 
device of any kind, on a vase or on a porcelain 
dish,—so, the artist will lose one obvious in¬ 
strument for the circulation of his fame, as 
well as a means whereby, without injury to 
any interests of his ow’u, he may be (as the 
true artist should desire to be) ministerial to 
the Art-education and Art-enjoyment of the 
people. 

It is in the right spirit, however, that the 
bill proceeds to extend the copyright privi¬ 
lege, whatever it may be, to all places, in or 
out of the British dominions, and to all artists, 
whether British subjects or aliens :—and then, 
it declares, that “upon any sale, exchange, 
gift or bequest, of any work of Art, in which 
there shall be a subsisting copyright, by the 
proprietor of such copyright, such right shall 
not pass with the possession of such work, un¬ 
less his intention to sell or otherwise dispose of 
such copyright be expressly declared in writing 
for that purpose.” To certain considerations 
connected with the policy of this enactment 
we shall have, at a later period of this article, 
to call the attention of our readers.—Infringe¬ 
ment of copyright, in whomsoever vested, is by 
the bill—as we hope it will be by the new act 
—-made a misdemeanour,—punishable, at the 
discretion of the Court, by imprisonment, with 
or without hard labour, for a term which is not 
to exceed two years—in addition to penalties 
and forfeitures of other kinds.—The forging, 
or altering, of the name, initials, monogram, 
or other signature, on a work of Art,—or the 
uttering of any such work, knowing it to have 
been so fraudently dealt with,—the offence for 
which, it seems, under the existing law, the 
Courts could not reach Mr. Closs,—-is by the 
proposed new act made felony, and visited with 
transportation for life as its maximum penalty, 
or a range of alternative penalties left to the 
discretion of the Court, but the lowest of which 
is to be an imprisonment of two years.—In 
reference to this enactment, it is necessary to 
state, ■ that Section VI. of the proposed act 
renders the affixing, “legibly and permanently,” 
of the author’s “ name, initials, or monogram,” 
on the face, or some other conspicuous part, 
of a work of Art, necessary to his acquisition 
of any copyright therein; and, in the case of 
etchings, engravings, lithographs, photographs, 
or works made by any other process whereby 
prints or copies may be mechanically or chemi¬ 
cally multiplied indefinitely, the copyright in 
the work is to be forfeited unless the name, 
initials, or monogram, be impressed on each 
individual print or copy. 

Before the publication of any impression 
from an incised plate, the bill requires, that 
public notice shall be given, by printed pro¬ 
spectus or advertisement, of the number of 
proofs or other first impressions intended to be 
taken from such plate,—and in default of such 
notice, not more than fifty are to be taken. 
All such proofs and other first impressions are 
to be numbered from One upwards consecu- 
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tively, and the number is to be legibly and 
permanently stamped on every such proof or 
first impression.—Any person wrongfully num¬ 
bering, or altering the number on, any such 
proof or impression, or utterin" such proof or 
impression with a knowledge that it has been 
so dealt with, is to be deemed guilty of a mis¬ 
demeanour, and punished by imprisonment, with 
or without hard labour, for a term not exceed¬ 
ing two years, besides incurring a penalty of 
not less than ten pounds. Tliis clause in the 
bill we reserve also for a few remarks,—toge¬ 
ther with that which immediately follows it, 
in case we rightly understand its intended 
effect.—“ Where the author of an engraving, 
(the italics are ours,) or any other work of 
Fine Art, * * * shall have sold or other¬ 
wise parted with the possession of such work, if 
any material alteration shall afterwards be made 
tliereof, bg repair, addition, or otherwise, no 
person shall be at liberty, during tlie life of the 
author of such work, without his consent, to 
make or knowingly to sell or publish for sale 
any copies of such work so altered as aforesaid, 
or of any part thereof.”—The language here is 
vague and enigmatical; but finding it in the 
connection that we do, we are led to conjecture 
that its intention is, that of helping to give 
effect to certain one of the objects avowedly 
put forward by the Society of Arts as bases of 
the legislation which they seek:—“To guard 
the public against * * * * the passing off, 
fraudulently, retouched engravings as first 
proofs, &c.,—or, as the works of the original 
engraver, though retouched by other hands.” 
As we have said, we shall have to return to the 
matters here involved,—for the purpose of en¬ 
deavouring to call to them the very serious 
consideration of the artist body, ere the fatal 
blow to their interests thereby threatened be 
struck. Better no legislation at all, than legis¬ 
lation in a spirit like this. Better that the 
artist should resignedly accept his present con¬ 
dition, with all its uncertainties and drawbacks, 
than escape from the one and the other by com¬ 
mercial suicide.. 

Here, then, is a bill which, however it may err 
in some respects, will, at least, should it take the 
shape of an act of Parliament, and be so worded 
as to carry out its own objects, give to the artist 
and his family a,reasonable amount of property 
in the work of his head and of his hands, and 
an effectual weapon against the fraudulent 
invader of that property*. To every work of Fine 
Art there win, for the future, attach as its incident 
an exclusive proprietary right, originating, of 
course, in the author, and which he can assert 
for himself and assign to others.—It is at this 
point of assignment, however, and of the 
artist’s relations to others which it affects, that 
certain questions arise which we think, as we 
have said, the former will do well very carefully 
to consider ere he commits himself to final 
legislation on the subject. 

In that uncertainty which has existed as 
to an artist’s own right in his works, it can¬ 
not be surprising that uncertainty should 
have prevailed as to what he passed to others, 
—and that a loose and unsettled state of things 
should have begotten a loose and unsettled 
practice. In this laxity of practice, however, 
it will not, we think, be difficult, in the end, 
to show, that the pirate has found, as we began 
this article by remarking, at once his opportu¬ 
nities, and such amount of merely logical jus¬ 
tification as suits the morality of a pirate. By 
some it has been held, that the artist who sold 
a work of Art, sold it, as he would any other 
chattel—a house, or a horse,—with aU its mate¬ 
rial incidents attaching; by others the works 
so sold have been dealt with after a fashion which 
reduces what the purchaser bought to little 
more than the right to hang them on his walls. 
A set of proprietary rights have been assumed 
to be reserved by the painter over a picture 
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for which a collector had paid a large price, 
that would assuredly have diminished the price 
by so much {supposing the sale to have taken 
place at all), in case the collector had known 
how limited a portion of the property in the 
picture it was wliicli he was expected to receive 
m exchange. However spiritual a possession a 
work of Art may be, it is by its material inci¬ 
dents alone, that the law can deal with it as 
property; and to attempt to deal with these 
on conditions different from such as tlie law 
applies to other properties, will be found diffi¬ 
cult in practice, and, as we believe, highly 
injurious in its consequences.—Now, we can 
imagine a man desiring to sell a horse, and 
reserve to himself the right to run it at all the 
public races, and the property in the stakes 
which it shall win,—but we cannot imagine 
his very easily finding a purchaser on such 
terms. Just such, however, has been the 
effect of the interpretation put by artists on 
a bargain in which the buyer believed he was 
a buyer of the whole.—Nay, so far is the illus¬ 
tration from being too highly coloured, that it 
is not highly coloured enough. The artist has 
claimed, as will be seen presently, even more 
than this: he has claimed the right to breed 
from the horse—or picture—too! 

We have never doubted, for ourselves, that, 
according to all the analogies and moralities 
of the case, in every contract between an artist 
and his customer for the sale and purchase of a 
work of Art, the work passes with every pro¬ 
perty inherent in it,—subject to such express 
reservation of any such property or properties as 
may be agreed on at the time between the par¬ 
ties contracting. The purchaser’s property in the 
thing bought and delivered is to be lessened, 
not enlarged, by any speciality in the terms. 
That, in the absence of a general declaration 
by law, or a particular declaration in the con¬ 
tract, seems to us the reason of the transaction. 
—Works of high Art, like all the works of mind, 
after the law has clothed them—as it should— 
with a property which may be made the subject 
of bargain and sale, have stiU this resulting 
gain to their authors over property of all other 
kinds;—there is a portion of them—and that 
the best—which cannot be sold. Whatever 
facilities legislation may create for enabling the 
artist to deal as chattel with the productions of 
his thought, there is yet that about them which 
legislative omnipotence cannot makemto chattel. 
Alienate all you may of a great author’s works, 
—and the author is still rich by virtue of them. 
Pass all you can,—and the artist yet retains 
a possession in his work that no bargain and 
sale can reach. The fame that belongs to a 
work of genius, the conveyancer is not subtle 
enough to transfer:—the consciousness that 
belongs to it, he must quit his desk to under¬ 
stand. It is just because of this transcen¬ 
dental character of a work of Art, that it has 
seemed difficult to clothe it with the tangibi¬ 
lities of property. This, however, the law does 
in its own way. Unable to deal with the 
property in the thought, it deals as a chattel 
with the form in which the thought is em¬ 
bodied ; and in clothing it with the rights of 
property, subjects the work also to its liabilities. 
He who buys it, like him who buys anything else, 
buys whatever can be legally done with it,— 
unless at the time of the purchase he agrees to 
buy something less. The Society of Arts seem 
to us to have recognised the true principle in the 
exception at which we before hinted, as made 
by them in their general rule with regard to 
copyright. That exception relates to the case 
of portraits.—“ The Copyright hi all por¬ 
traits of persons which shah, hereafter be 
made or taken * * * * forpecuniarg lewardio 
the maker or taker thereof, * * * shall, upon 
pagment of such reward, and, in the ahse7ice of 
any express contract to the contrary, become the 
property of the person by whom such payment 
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shall have been made.” AVe have been informed, 
indeed,—we kuownot howtrulj,—that eventhis 
exception has been struck out of an amended 
draft of the artists’ bill. This, if it be fact, 
illustrates curiously enough the inconvenience of 
fighting against a principle. The framers of the 
bill would seem to have perceived, that to let the 
enemy get a lodgment at this point, was to give 
up to him the whole of the defences. The entire 
question was jirobably, on further examination, 
felt to be surrendered by the admission which 
the exception made. Rather, therefore, than 
carry out to its conse([ueuces the principle let 
in by that exception, they surrender the excep¬ 
tion itself;—though tliis absurdity, whicli it is 
clear they had not originally overlooked, is the 
result;—The man who orders an art copy of 
himself for the use of his family, and pays its 
price, acquires, at law, no further right in the 
transmission of his own face, foolish or other¬ 
wise, than the right to hang the individual copy 
in his house. The right to do wdiatever else can 
be done with the Art-creation which came of this 
desire for family commemoration, remains wTtli 
the artist employed to realize tlie desire,—as 
against the family! The unobtrusive sitter, 
whose apjjeal to Art w^ent no further than for 
such help as it can give towards keeping alive 
the fading memories in the home that he must 
one day leave, may find, that by means of his 
pious aspiration he has incurred the immortality 
of the print shops, whether he will or no. To 
a certain extent, and for certain purposes, he has 
created rights over his own person, adverse to 
himself!—The framers of the bill have contrived 
to aj)ply the rcductio ad ahmn-dinn to the prin¬ 
ciple involved, by the admission first and rejec¬ 
tion afterwards of this exception. 

Tor, as we have seen,—generally,—the artists 
have chosen—as, of course, they may—to shift 
the assumption from the ground on which we 
lay it. By the new act wTiich they demand, 
the sale of a work of Art is to pass nothing 
more than can be carried bodily away,—all else 
remaining with the author. Whatever the 
purchaser obtains by his purchase more than 
the mere thiiui—picture, or statue—which he 
can so cart or carry off, must be gained by 
terms of enlargement at the time of the con¬ 
tract,—instead of the reservation of any of the 
inherent properties of a bargained and sold 
chattel being by him surrendered only by terms 
of diminution. “Upon any sale, exchange, 
gift, or bequest of any work of Art, in which 
there shall be a subsisting copyright, by the 
proprietor of such copyright, such right shall 
not pass with the possession of such work, 
unless his intention to sell or otherwise dispose 
of such copyright be expressly declared in writ¬ 
ing for that purpose.” 

Now, so far as the mere principle of the thing 
is concerned, it signifies little which way the 
matter be taken, so’that it be thoroughly iiuder- 
stood. When the law comes in to defiire, it may 
make its definition where it will, so that the defi¬ 
nition be clear and notorious. As all parties will 
know what they are doing, there will be no 
wrong done in one view of the case more than 
in the other. The only difference will be, that 
he v:lio bays at all will know that he buys less,— 
and so, will pay less.—But, we, who have very 
anxiously at heart the interests of artists, en¬ 
treat them serioirsly to consider how far that dif¬ 
ference will alfect their relations to tlie patrons 
of 2\rt. The artist will readily agree with 
us, of course, in such general propositions as, 
that he would profit little by tlie assertion of 
a privilege which should greatly narrow his 
market,—that nothing is gained by maintaining 
the right to a watercourse, if it be maintained 
by damming up the stream. We are intimately 
persuaded, both by the reasoning on the case 
and by facts within our owm knowledge, that 
the sale of works of Art will be very materially 
diminished by the manner in whicli this bill 

proposes to deal with the copyright that is ob¬ 
tained under it. There are whole classes of 
purchasers wdiom we verily believe this law 
would scud at once into other markets. The 
modern artist,—who is not an unwise person¬ 
age ill his generation,—has not overlooked the 
fact, that a race of picture-buyers have arisen 
ill our great comniercial towns, many of whom 
are impelled into the Art-market by pretty 
much the same motives that take them into 
other markets where a commodity is to be 
bought and sold, and a profit made. They 
have learnt to look on modern pictures as a 
good investment,—and, yearly more and more, 
a ready one. How much the painters of modern 
})ictures have been, and are, benefited by the 
existence and growth of such a class, they 

know:—wdiat shall be thought, then, of the 
wisdom of that legislation which goes to strip a 
work of Art of its most marketable qualities, 
and so gives up the class ?—Even among 
the more tasteful and luxurious buyers of 
pictures,—those who were the more ancient 
jiatrous of Art, and will always be the true 
ones,—how many do the artists think will 
continue to pay large prices for works of Art 
when it is known that they are encumbered 
with such conditions ? How many will consent 
to buy a property over which the seller retains 
a property nearly as large as their own ? How 
many will hang on their walls that over which 
some stranger outside has a right concurrent 
with theirs ? Who will put pictures ujr in his 
home which the artistmaytake down to engrave? 
We know, ourselves, many who will not:—who 
will be no buyers of works of Art with such 
incidents.—We remarked some little way 
back, that, under such a view of the law, the 
buyer of a picture buys little more than the 
privilege to hang it on his wudls; but this was 
too favourable a statement of the case,—for he 
does not buy the whole of that. The right to 
engrave reserved by an artist, to be wmrth any¬ 
thing to himself, must include the right to 
have the picture away from the walls of him 
who has paid for it during all the months or 
years that may be necessary to the completion 
of the engraving! 

There are so many points at which the peril, 
to artists, of the legislation contemplated may 
be shown, that this article, already long by the 
necessities of the subject, would take dimen¬ 
sions which we cannot afford to admit, if we 
should make any attempt to run over the whole. 
The matter may be put in twenty ways,—lead¬ 
ing all to the same conclusion. Take it, for 
instance, thus,—and as it affects one particular 
class. The written history of Art records, and 
its unwritten amials abound in, instances 
wdierein the artist, committed to that hard 
battle for bread wdiich has too commonly to be 
fought on his way to his final success, has 
owed to the timely sympathy of some generous 
patron the aid which turned the battle at the 
time, and made the final success possible. The 
final success itself gives incidents of value to the 
work of Art by wdiose medium the aid came, 
which it was far from possessing at the time 
when the aid was given; and tlien. the artist, by 
this bill, turns round on the benefactor wdio be¬ 
friended his hour of need, and claims to have 
reserved to himself all the eventualities. He 
who bought the smaller values which were all 
the poor artist had to sell, finds the prosperous 
artist claiming, as against him, the larger values 
w'liich his seasonable patronage wuis the means 
of creating. He wdio purchased when others 
stood aloof, see's himself divested of rights 
growing naturally out of his purchase, the 
moment they become of value to others.— 
Can it be believed, that friends of rising 
Art, such as many whom we could name, 
will not have these things in mind on some 
future occasion when a career may be in 
the balance ? Is not the artist, by these enact¬ 

ments, deliberately shutting a door against 
himsell on the jiatli by which he has to struggle 
forward to his fame ? Will the sympathy of 
generous men with the elforts of a generous 
prolession be proof against this sordid inter¬ 
pretation of the bond between them?—The 
copyriglit clauses ot this bill really appear as if 
they might have been framed with an express 
view to severing that bond for ever. 

It seems to us, that the whole difficulty is 
solved by adopting, under legislative sanction, 
the other view of the case:—by attaching the 
copyright to the work as its incident, and making 
it follow everywhere, uidess arrested by express 
stipulation. Let the buyer, j)rima facie, buy 
all,—and the seller recover as much of that all 
back by the terms of his contract as he can. 
In this w'ay, all classes of purchasers are saved. 
He w'ho will not consent to buy less of a work 
of Art than all the properties that belong to it, 
will have the right as he chooses to understand 
it, by law, and must pay for it accordingly;— 
and he who is willing to be a party to beneficial 
reservations in the interest of the seller, will 
buy so much less as he may choose to contract 
for, and naturally recover himself by virtue of 
a less price. 

Before leaving this part of our subject, let 
us devote a few remarks to a certain ])ractice 
that has arisen out of the unsettled conditions of 
cojiyright law,—and which is one of those prac¬ 
tices hinted at by us, in the outset of this article, 
as being in some degree answerable for the far 
worse practices that in a worse sense imitate it. 
We allude to the right which the artist has 
claimed, or at any rate practised, to copy for 
sale an original work of Art from his own hand, 
after he had once sold and been ])aid for it as 
such. To us this practice,—unless where it was 
distinctly understood, that the right to do so 
had been reserved at the time of the purchase, 
or where permission was given afterwards,—has 
always seemed entirely indefensible. This is 
something more tlian a mere dealing with the 
materialities of a picture or a statue:—by this 
practice, one of the essentials is invaded. One 
element of value in an original work of Art, is, 
its unique quality ; and the destruction of that 
uniqueness by unauthorised repetition, it is 
difficult to distinguish from piracy. We feel, 
that the jnratc might be likely to quote it in 
his own defence, if hard pressed. We feel, in 
any case, that this existence of a variety of 
copies of a picture from the same hand has 
helped him, as we have said, to his opportunities 
as a piratical dealer in copies, and complicated 
the difficulties of his pursuit and detection. This 
claim to multiply, for the, aiTist’s benefit, out of a 
jiroperty sold to another, is the claim which we 
have stigmatised as too extravagant for accept¬ 
ance in the sale of a horse.—Wekiiow, ourselves, 
of cases in which the artist, satisfied that his 
labour and his art had been already reasonably 
remunerated by the first price obtained, has 
acce])ted from a second purchaser a smaller 
price, as so much more gained out of the same 
work of Art, over and above the estimate. 
In such a case, the early purchaser suffers 
a double wrong,^—first, from the reduction 
which the new original makes in the value 
of his original, (for under such circum¬ 
stances, both works are originals, and both 
are copies),—and secondly, by the excess of 
price paid by the copy wronged over the copy 
that wrongs it.—The matter becomes even 
worse, when we remember, that artists who 
make these repetitions from their former works, 
and take the i)rice of a single thought over and 
over again, often employ another—and inferior 
—hand than their own to do all the work of 
the repetition, except only tlie finishing.—We 
know, that the practice to which we are ob¬ 
jecting has the sanction of honourable names, 
—the names of men who would not assert a 
right in which they did not faithfully believe. 
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But all such questions of right sliould have 
their distinct definition under the new copy¬ 
right law.—Really, if an artist may reserve 
powers of repetition and reproduction of all 
kinds over Ihe work of Art which he sells, we 
do not very well see what it is that the pur¬ 
chaser does buy. He might just as well, we 
think, for the future, content himself with a 
good proof impression “ from an incised ])late : ” 
— that is, if there arc to be any more proof 
impressions, or impressions at all, after this bill 
shall have passed into law. 

For, as we have said, the legislation by which 
this bill aims at tying up the hands of the print 
publisher, demands, also, the anxious attention 
of the artist body. It might really seem as if the 
inconsistent objects of the framers of this bill 
had been,—first to give to the artist a term of 
valuable copyright in his works,—and then, to 
render the copyright valueless :—to secure to 
him a commodity capable of being carried into 
open market,—and then, to shut up the market. 
The artists, having made one mistake by 
vesting the copyright absolutely in themselves 
for the purpose of engraving, would appear 
to think it logical that they should make another 
by alienating the engraver. The measure be¬ 
fore us is framed on the model of Dr. Kitchener’s 
prescription for dealing with a salad. Careful 
instructions are given by the eccentric Doctor 
for the preparation of the compound,—and end 
by a direction to throw it out of the window! 
—To imagine that, under the restrictions which 
this bill proposes to enact, the print publisher 
will continue to enter liberally into those 
speculations on the works of modern artists 
which have yielded to the artist himself so 
large an addition on his money profits, and so 
brilliant a form for the extension of his fame, 
is to overlook the free genius of modern 
commercial enterprise. Look at the parlia¬ 
mentary fetters which the printseller is ex¬ 
pected to wear,—or, to exchange them for 
two years’ imprisonment, and hard labour,— 
or, to carry his capital and his labour into a 
freer market! If the artist, with his know¬ 
ledge of what a respectable print publisher is, 
and of the course of respectable print-selling 
business, will just run over the clauses of this 
enactment, he will be very likely, we think, to 
break out into exclamation with old Lear:— 
“Who put my man in the stocks ?” 

Before the publisher, under the proposed act, 
may publish a single impressionfrom “ an incised 
plate,” he must give public notice how many 
such impressions he means to call proofs;—or, 
if he shall fail to give such notice, it is to be 
enacted by law, that no more of these impres¬ 
sions shall be proofs than fifty. These fifty, 
or such larger number as the publisher may claim 
by previous advertisement, are to be numbered 
consecutively from one upwards,—and each is 
to have its number conspicuously marked on its 
surface. Like hackney cabmen, each proof is 
to carry a badge, and be compelled to show it. 
—The great merit of this legislative set of 
arrangements is, that it carrfes us back towards 
the babyhood of principle, “ and dallies with the 
innocence of ^rAlove like the old time.” 
The effect will be, to give an artificial scale 
of values, having no reference to the fact 
of value, to the impressions taken; and number 
twelve will be a better copy than number 
twenty by act of parliament. Of course, as 
regards the actual fact, the value of a print 
consists not in its being either number twelve 
or number twenty,—but in its being a good im¬ 
pression ; and as regards this matter, the free- 
trade principle would leave the purchaser to 
take care of himself, and assume his capacity 
for doing so. But the print clauses of this bill 
proceed, in the old manner, on the supposition 
that the public are children, and must be led 
by the hand. It is assumed, that the purchaser 
does not know a good impression when he sees 

it,—and also, that the publisher has an interest 
in serving him with a bad impression if he can. 
Accordingly, a certain number of all impressions 
taken from an incised plate shall henceforth be 
“ commendable ” by label. Fifty shall be 
good, by law,—and no more. The public are 
warned against the fifty-first. If the publisher, 
justified only in its beauty, shall call that a 
proof, he shall expiate his oifence by two years’ 
liard labour, and a fine of ten pounds.—What 
child’s play is all this !—and what publisher 
can be expected to pay in future the large 
sums that have heretofore been given to en¬ 
gravers of first-rate eminence, for a plate that 
is thus to pass under the old and elsewhere 
discredited protection law, and have its sale 
forcibly kept down by legislative enactment ? 
—Were it even true, according to the pleasant 
fiction of this bill, that an act of parliament 
could confer a virtue on impressions, the legis¬ 
lation that limits the accredited copies of a 
work by Cousins, or by Doo, to fifty, is, in its 
way, a distant imitation of that spirit—called 
by the more liberal genius of our time. Vandalism 
—which occasionally strikes off a small number 
of impressions only from an engraved plate, 
and then breaks up the steel for the purpose of 
enhancing their value.—We have a firm con¬ 
viction, that Parliament will refuse to retrace 
its steps in the direction by these clauses indi¬ 
cated ;—and will leave the trade in prints after 
works of Art to adjust itself, like the trade in 
any other commodity. 

So, with the enactment which makes it penal 
to have a plate that needs repair touched on by 
any other hand than that which originally 
engraved it. Something like a copyright m- 
tention is, of course, discernible under this 
restriction; but a little consideration may con¬ 
vince the artist body that its principal effect, 
after all, will be, the difficulty which it will 
throw in the publisher’s way. If, after a 
very large price has been paid to such an artist, 
for instance, as Mr. Cousins, for a first-rate 
engraving, the publisher may not keep his 
plate in such working order as shall enable him 
to take off impressions enough to cover the 
outlay, and to yield the profit with a view 
to which the outlay has been ventured on,— 
then, for the future the outlay will not be in¬ 
curred. There will be an end of the enter¬ 
prise which by the engraver’s means brings so 
many of the best works of modern artists into 
our homes. If this work of repair can be 
done only by the original engraver’s means, 
then the publisher is at the mercy of the 
original engraver, to whom he had already paid 
so large a sum for his Art. Suppose such 
original engraver to be elsewhere engaged, or 
out of the way, when wanted,—the plate is 
stopped, and the speculation destroyed.—In 
this age of minute mechanical certainty, the 
skilful engraver may work, for repair, on another 
engraver’s lines, and the work to every reason¬ 
able intent remain the original engraver’s, still. 
—AVe cannot but believe that Parliament will 
infer, that the publisher who paid the large 
price to begin with, has a eontinued interest in 
the integrity of the plate, and knows that he 
will secure his market best by keeping his im¬ 
pressions worthy. 

Into the question of registration raised by 
this bill,—on which the Society of Arts and 
their reporter are at issue,—we have not left 
ourselves space to enter. The main thing about 
which we are concerned, is, the principles in¬ 
volved a question of means like that of regis¬ 
tration may be left to the practieal solution 
which it will receive in a committee of the 
House of Commons. Certainly, there seem to 
us all the difficulties in the way of a complete 
copyright registration of works of Art which 
the Society perceive,—while, as certainly, we 
do not see how, without registration, the 
evidence is to be obtained on which copyright 

protection must rest.—As we have said, how¬ 
ever, this matter may stand over until questions 
of more pressing importance shall have been 
settled. 

Let us conclude, by affirming, with great 
earnestness, that, as the course of our duty has 
carried us over the whole field of this align¬ 
ment, we have been more and more struck by 
the extreme jicril to which the bill before us is 
exposing the interests that it assumes to pro¬ 
tect. AVe rise from our task with a very 
greatly enhanced sense of its importance. If 
the artists will but reflect on the nature of pro¬ 
perty, they will jierceive beyond the possibility 
of a doubt that they must be narrowing the 
circle of their purchasers. If, to use the low 
class of illustration which the spirit of the bill 
suggests, they will examine, with the know¬ 
ledge that they unquestionably possess, the 
machinery by wliich, as producers, they come 
practically into relation with the Art-consuming 
world, they will see, inevitably, that they are 
putting clogs on all its wheels. In fencing 
their rights by act of parliament, they are 
building up the fence so high, that the world 
on whose commerce with them the value of 
those rights depends will refuse to come over 
it. By way of asserting their freedom of sale, 
they are depreciating the thing they have to 
sell. The principle of Art Copyright is re¬ 
fined upon by some of the provisions of this bill, 
till its practical worth nearly disappears in the 
process.—But, that is not all,—nor the worst. 
The whole Art-feeling is lowered by the 
clauses that do most mistaken duty in this 
most injudicious bill. It was already the 
taint of Art in this country of ours,—preventing 
the more frequent attainment of Art’s higher 
leaches,—that it is too much of a trade, and 
too little of an inspiration. Men take to it as 
they do to any other calling,—as a means of 
livelihood, not as the means of a revelation. 
The lofty spirit in which alone Art’s master- 
piecescan have been conceived, is lowered by too 
much going into the market. The old Greek 
Muse takes modern apprentices,—and trains 
them up to the worship of Mammon. “The fine | 
gold” has “become dim,” through too much 
of the world’s alloy.— In our day and land, we 
know, something of this must he. The wants 
of life are at war with its spiritualities,— 
and must have a part conceded, that they may 
not take all. The higher natures that “ live 
not by bread alone,” yet do live by bread. 
AVith the immense majority of mankind, even 
an Art must be a trade,—and the Art that is 
also a trade, must have its patrons. But, while 
we admit, and provide for, the trading element 
of Art, as we expressly propose to do by the 
wholesome clauses of this bill, we most earnestly 
denounce the sordid temper of others of its pro¬ 
posed enactments,—a temper which sets up the 
trading spirit as supreme in the Art temple, 
and subjects Art to it as its bondsman. 
And, while we recognise the artist’s need of 
the patron, we urge strongly the wisdom of 
not alienating the latter by an onslaught on all 
the reasonable conditions of his patronage. 
Our own life is spent in the service of Art,—a 
willing service, most earnestly paid; and we 
are sure, that, both in its dignity and in its 
interests. Art will suffer by the clauses of this 
bill. The growing love of Art which is abroad, 
the artist will be wise, in all senses, to con¬ 
ciliate by all means in his power,—and mad, 
in the worldly sense, if he affront.—For his 
sake, and for the sake of the cause which he i 
represents, we can but hope, that this bill | 
may undergo such revision, before it reaches j 
the House of Commons, or in committee of I 
that House when it gets there, as may secure 
to the artist that copyright which he most 
justly seeks, and by means that shall not rob 
him of the fruits of such copyright when at 
last he shall have obtained it. 

3 H 
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OllIGIXAL DESIGNS, 
AS SUGGESTIONS TO MANUFACTURERS, ETC. 

The three Jesigns which occujiy tliis jiage have been 
supplied to us by jMr. W. J. Mucki.ey, the master 

of the School of Art at Bursletn, a chief town of tlie 
Staffordshire Potteries. It is of so much import¬ 
ance to liave in this locality an artist conipetent to 
the task of directing taste and promoting the judicious 
education of students, that we may earnestly rejoice 
to lind a gcutlcmau jircsiding over ils Art-schools, 

who is not only able to give instruction a right 
direction to a right end, but who is desirous of cir¬ 
culating as widely as possible the knowledge he has 
ac(|niied. 

These designs speak for themselves, they are sug¬ 
gestions for many purposes, and may be made avail¬ 

able by many classes of manufacturers. The designer 1 and gold ; one of them having especial reference to I therefore recommend to Messrs. Ker and llinns, of 
considers them applicable to ornamentation in white j “ imitations of Limoges enamel,” and which we may 1 IVorcester, several of whose later productions mani¬ 

fest considerable excellence in that style. Such I of our manufacturers; for, although “the books” I upon, and the iiitroduction of “ novelty ” more simple 
designs as these are indeed much needed by several 1 furnish many such, they have been largely drawn | and less severe cannot fail to be of advantage—not 

only to the producer, but to “the consumer.” l\Ir. 
Muckley’s drawings may be referred to as giving 

new ideas to old and established forms; we have no 
doubt of their being adopted : more than oue mauu- 

fact urer vvill have reason to thank him for suggestions, 
very effective in character aud easy of application. 
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The three designs on this page are from drawings 
by Mr. Godfrey Sykes, Mr. KAiMBACir, and Mr. 

Fitzcook ; they are suggestions, and may be made 
available by manufacturers, to whom they are espe¬ 

cially addressed. The design for a silver cruet-frame 
is the production of Mr. II. Fitzcook ; it is in “the 

Italian arabesque style; ” the holders for the bottles 
being of light open-work, springing from the centre 
stem, and into these a coloured or opal glass socket 
is introduced to receive the bottle. Although manu¬ 
facturers of plated goods, both in Birmingham and 
SheflEield, are generally well supplied with artists, 
and it is certain they have been of late years pro¬ 
gressing in a right direction, there may be some by 

whom suggestions for improvements in this class of I usually presents difficulties not easily overcome, 
article will be valuable. The object is one that j The lectern is designed by Mr. Raimbach, of the 

Government School at Kensington. It is exceed¬ 
ingly graceful, and not costly in character, being a 
very agreeable variation from works of the class, 
yet preserving the indispensable characteristics which 
suggest its purpose. The object, it is obvious, is 
intended for the carver in wood. The bellows, to 
be carved in wood, is designed by Mr. Godfrey Sykes, 

one of the masters of the school at Sheffield; the 
ornamentation is based on the best models, and may 

be borrowed for objects other than that for which 
it is more particularly intended. 
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THE CRYSTAL PALACE. 

The administration of Mr. Bovvley, the new general 
manager of the Crystal Palace, seems to have com¬ 
menced auspiciously. Ilis first special attractions 
have proved themselves to be specially attractive, 
and there have already appeared indications of a 
general approval of the system of management now 
in operation. Mr. Bowley, ably snp])ortcd by the 
directors, has won for himself this most valuable, as 
well as most gratifying encouragement, by promptly 
striving to impress upon the public the conviction that 
his aim is to command their interest in the Crystal 
Palace by rendering it an object worthy of their in¬ 
terest. The great contrast between the past system at 
Sydenham and that which has been recently adopted 
consists in the present determination fully to develop 
what heretofore have been in so great a degree the 
latent qualities and capabilities of the Crystal Palace. 
No longer are the various courts and departments to 
he left without that popular illustration which alone 
can obtain for them a permanent poimlarity. It 
has been our custom in all our exhibitions and 
museums to rest contented with the mere fact of 
having first brought together certain objects, and 
then of having so arranged them as to jiroduce a 
pleasing and harmonious general effect. Visitors of 
all classes we have left absolutely to themselves, to 
discover from high-priced catalogues just that 
amount of information respecting any exhibition 
that they might be able to elicit without any other 
guidance than their own faculties of perception and 
inquiry. The Crystal Palace, for some considerable 
time, has been so far an honourable exception to this 
prevailing custom, that its various courts and their 
contents have been fully and legibly labelled. But 
labels are not sufficient to enable the courts of the 
Crystal Palace either to convey their teaching, or to 
impress upon the minds of visitors a just idea of their 
interest and importance. Visitors to the Crystal 
Palace require to he told, and they also arc particu¬ 
larly desirous of being told, what the courts contain, 
and what instruction they are in so peculiar a manner 
qualified to convey. We rejoice to be enabled to 
state that at length arrangements have been cotn- 
pleted for the regular delivery of popular lectures, in 
the Crystal Palace, >ipon the courts and their various 
contents. It is also intended to include in the 
system of lectures the departments of manufactures, 
the machinery, and, indeed, the entire range of the 
Palace. We anticipate the happiest results from 
these lectures, and shall watch their progress with 
the utmost interest. One thing is most important— 
that the lectures should really prove what they 
profess to he; that is, that they should be brief, 
simple, sti'ictly popular, frequently repeated, and 
copiously illustrated. Lectures of a higher aim may, 
indeed, be also given with advantage: hut these 
addre.sses can have reference only to certain classes, 
and comparatively speaking they must be prepared 
with special reference to both the tastes and circum¬ 
stances of exceptional audiences. It is more than 
probable, when once the lectures have become a 
recognised eleuient in the administration of the 
Ci'ystal Palace, that classes will be Ibrmed in some 
suitable u|)artineut in the birilditig for the more 
systematic study of the courts. The departments of 
maniifactures may derive more important advantages 
from these lectures than at first will appear to he 
probable. Not only may the manufactured objects 
exbibiied thus become better appi'eciated than is 
possible w'itbout some comment and explanation, 
blit maunfacturers themselves may reasonably expect 
to derive from the same source many most valuable 
suggest ions. Indeed, time alone can show liovv 
much latent power the Crystal Palace may bring to 
bear, in the way of impulse, upon all manufactures, 
and particularly such as are in any direct manner 
dependant upon Art. A better classification of tlie 
various objects in each department of Art is a matter 
which wdll not fail to engage the thoughtful attention 
of those who are now at work upon the courts. 
Such a classification, however, as would involve an 
actual rearrangement, conkl not he accomplished 
without great difficulty, and, under all circumstances, 
it is questionable vvhetlier it would be altogether 
desirable. Amongst the changes not yet etfected, 
hut which are in contenqilation, with the view to 
their being speedily taken in hand, is the removal of 
the pictures to the galleries in the immediate neigh¬ 
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bourhood of the new Canadian Court. We have also 
heard that it is more than probable that a permanent 
gallery of engravings may be expected to make its 
appearance, w'hich will both illustrate the history of 
this great art in the various branches of its practice, 
and will contain a numerous and ever-increasing series 
of flue specimens of the engraver’s skill. There is 
one other point that appears to demand from us 
particular notice at the present time. This is the 
small newspaper, bearing the title of the Crysfal 
Palace News, that is published (and also printed) 
weekly in the building. The directors have here an 
agency which they miglit with tlie utmost ease 
render available fur effecting the greatest advantages 
to the Crystal Palace. This paper commands, even 
in its present singularly unfortunate condition, a 
widely-extended sale, and there is a peculiar attrac 
tioii in it inseparable from the fact of its being 
produced before the eyes of the purchasers. Let the 
directors take care to have this paper well edited, 
as an organ of communication between the Crystal 
Palace and the public, and we venture to predict 
that another tong step in advance will prove to 
have been taken towards promoting the best in¬ 
terests of the institution. Would it not he possible, 
without any undue cost, to introduce il/us/nifioas 
into this paper ? Sncli an additional attraction 
woidd be found eminently useful. 

We regret much that we cannot perceive any 
marked indications of progress as regards the courts 
devoted to modern Art-manufacture: we see no 
reason why each of them should not be a successful 
rival to the Ceramic Court, which is not oiPy a 
most agreeable adjunct to the Palace, but a pow'erfnl 
teacher to all (and they are many) who study there ; 
while it certainly improves public taste by leading 
to a just appreciation of excellence. The directors 
have just issued an announcement that will perhaps 
go far to furnish tlmse Art-courts ; they atinonnce 
an Art-union, to be called The Crystal Palace 

Art-Union, the special purpose of which is to pro¬ 
duce and circulate pure and beautiful examples of 
British Art-maimfacture. The prospectus docs not 
at present say nuicli ; hut it appears the council is 
to consist of the directors of the Crystal Palace, 
and several noblemen and gentlemen, eminent as 
encouragers and promoters of Art, w'hose names will 
be published in due course; that the principal 
manager is Mr. Thomas Battam, jnn., F.S.A.; and 
that the principle on which the society is to be 
conducted is that which Las been heretofore fol¬ 
lowed by the Art-Union of London, the Scottish 
Society for the Promotion of Art, and the Art-manu¬ 
facture Association of Edinburgh;—or rather a blend¬ 
ing of the “ methods ” of the three associations. 

We shall he in a better position to deal with this 
subject when the project is in a more forward state ; 
hut we wish it well, and shall gladly aid it. The 
Art-Union of London is utterly inefficient for all 
useful purposes; and the only other societies—except¬ 
ing two or three minor and insignificant institutions 
in provincial (owns—are those which exist in Scot¬ 
land,—two of them being for pictures only; the 
other being exclusively for objects of manufactured 
Art; these have prospered greatly—finding a large 
proportion of their subscribers in England. 

It is certain that the resources of the Crystal 
Palace are very powerful to mature such a scheme, 
and to make it practically useful; there are few' men 
—perhaps there is no man—so well informed as to 
the capabilities of the British Art-producer, as Mr. 
Battam; although his special vocation has had refer¬ 
ence principally to ceramic art, his intercourse has 
been considerable as regards every other branch of 
manufacture: we therefore cannot doubt that under 
his direction the subscribers will be sure to obtain 
works of unquestionable excellence, not only in 
reference to the objects distributed to the subscribers, 
hut to the costlier “prizes” derived from the sur¬ 
plus of the subscriptions. 

If the Edinburgh Society has succeeded in obtain¬ 
ing—as we understand it has—nearly ten thousand 
subscribers, tbere is no reason why a similar society 
in London should not obtain a much larger number. 

But, as we have intimated, we shall treat this 
subject at greater length when it is more fully ripe: 
w'e may now, however, regard it as one of the proofs 
that a more intelligent spirit, and a more active 
energy, are prevailing over the direction of the 
Crystal Palace; from which the shareholders and 
the public will derive proportionate benefit. 

THE ROYAL PICTURES. 

THE INFANT CHRIST. 

Carlo Maratti, Painter. Lecomte, Engiraver. 

Size of the Picture, 3 ft. 4i in. by 2 ft. in. 

Carlo Maratti, or Maratta, as he is called by 
Lanzi, is considered as the last great painter of the 
Roman school—that school of which the “ divine 
Ilaffaelle ” was the head, and which gave bu'th to so 
many illustrious artists. He was born at Camurano, 
in the Marqnisite of Ancona, in 1C25, a period when 
the art of painting was rapidly passing, in Italy, 
into a state of decadence. Maratti was one of the 
few whose genius and talents helped to sustain it 
some years longer from the comparatively fallen 
condition which has subsequently overtaken it, for 
in Art, as in all else, the glory of Italy is engraven 
on the monuments of her dead : her vineyards and 
her olive-grounds, her valleys and mountains, are as 
beaut ilul and as picturesque, her lakes as placid, 
her skies as bine, as they ever were in the hour of 
her loftiest pride; but the dwellers in the land are 
another race than that whom the civilised world 
delighted to honour; they have become “ a poor 
epitome of former greatness.” 

At the age of tvvelvo Maratti evinced such taste 
for the art of design that his parents sent him to 
Rome, where he entered the school of Andrea 
Sacchi, under whom he studied several years, and 
became his most distinguished pupil. “ The early 
part of his life,” says Lanzi, “was devoted to copy¬ 
ing the works of Raftaelle, which always excited his 
admiration; and his indefatigable industry was 
employed in restoring the frescoes of the great 
master in the Vatican and the Earnesina, and pre¬ 
serving them for the eyes of posterity—a task 
requiring infinite care and judgment.” By the 
constant study of these and other works of Raffaelle, 
of the paintings of the Caracci and of Guido, he 
formed a style peculiar to iiiuiself, and acquired 
during his life-time the reputation of being one of 
the first painters in Eiu’ope, though his talent is 
decidedly inferior to that of any one of his great 
predecessors, llis easel pictures consist chiefly of 
madonnas, saints, and holy families; commissions 
fur works of this kind were so numerous, that the 
artists who were his contemporaries, and particu¬ 
larly Salvator Rosa, considering him incapable of 
producing anything of a higher order, sarcastically 
called him Carluccio delle ISladonne. His friend 
and preceptor, Sacclii, in order to afford his pupil 
the opportunity of refuting the charge thus implied, 
procured him a commission to paint a picture for 
the Battisterio of St. .John of Laferan; he selected 
as his subject “ Constantine destroying the Heathen 
Idols,” and produced a work which silenced the 
calumnies of the envious, and was esteemed one of 
the most able paintings of the period. This work 
procured him the notice of Pope Alexander IV., 
under whose auspices, and the patronage of his 
successors, Maratti became the most popular artist 
in Rome. His best pictures are those painted in 
the earlier period of liis life, when he followed the 
style of his master, Sacchi; he afterwards adopted 
a less dignified manner, but one, nevertheless, that 
gained many admirers, from its care and correctness. 

The most celebrated picture by Maratti is the 
“ Alartyrdom of San Biagio,” at Genoa: others held 
in good repute are the “ Death of St. Francis 
Xavier,” in the Cburch of St. Gesh, Rome; it is 
engraved by J. Frey; the ahar-piece in the Church 
of San Carlo, Rome; the “ Baptism of Christ,” in 
the Church of Santa Maria degli Augeli, Rome, 
copied in mosaic in the basilica of St. Peter’s; the 
“ Adoration of the Shepherds,” a fresco in the 
palace of Monte Cavallo, Rome; and a “Virgin 
and Child with St. John,” in the Dresden Gallery. 
Of his pictures in England, and others on the con¬ 
tinent, we shall find occasion to speak hereafter. 

The “Infant Christ” is a good example of the 
artist’s style in subjects of this class; the figure is 
well drawn, pleasingly expressed, and very lumi¬ 
nously coloured; it is circumstanced in a blaze of 
warm, mellow light, and surrounded by a wreath 
of flowers delicately and trnthfnlly painted, by 
another hand it is presumed; the depth and rich¬ 
ness of their colours stand in powertnl contrast to 
the soft, shadowy presence wliich tlie wreath 
encircles. The picture is in the Collection at 

Windsor Castle. 
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THE BOOK OF THE THAMES, 
FROM ITS RISE TO ITS FAEI,. 

BY MU. AND MKS. S. C. HALL. 

Part XIX. 

Sif^EW—“the situation of which near the watcr-siile 
might induce ouo to seek for its etymology from tlie 
word key or quay”—has been variously written at 
various times, “ Kayhough, Kayhoo, Keyhowe, Keye, 
Kayo, and Kewe.” Lysons, half a century back, de¬ 
scribes its greenhouse as famous, being 140 feet in 
length ; and Darwin, about the same period, pictured 

its garden as “ a erowning glory— 

• So sits entlironed, in vegetable pride, 
Imperial Kew, by Thames’s glittering side.” 

The historian and the poet, could tliey rise from their graves, would see with 
wonder and delight the greenhouse and the garden of to-day, filled with the 
floral beauties of a hundred lands—miles of walks among flowers under glass. 

Inasmuch as there is an admirable and chea]) guide-book for the use of visitors, 
compiled by the accomjrlished Curator, Sir 'William Hooker, w'e are relieved 
from the necessity of details descriptive of these beautiful gardens and con¬ 
servatories ; it will suffice to say that, although still the property of the Crown, 
and in charge of the Board of "Works, the public are freely admitted every 
day, under a few needful restrictions; that the privilege is enjoyed by very 
large numbers daihj; and that the result fully bears out the belief, that where 
advantages are given to “ the people,” they arc neither lost nor abused by 
carelessness or cupidity. Cases of impropriety are rare, while it is certain that 
health, instruction, and gratification, have been derived from the means thus 
generously placed at the disposal of all. 

Between Richmond and Kew there is no bridge; there are, however, three 
ferries, one of w’hich we have pictured as a very picturesque “ bit.” It is that 
which leads to Isleworth, and is called the Eails-head Ferry, a name it obtained 

an idea of the treasures they contain ; we are willing, therefore, to let fancy go 
back to the time of Queen Charlotte, whose love of nature laid the foundation 
of that which now yields—sometimes to thousands in a day—so much of 
health, pleasure, and information. The square red “ palace ”—w hich her 
Majesty loved suHiciently w'cll to select as a residence, above all others, after 
the death of her beloved husband—seems lonely and silent in the midst of that 
fragrant paradise, where trees are bursting into bloom, and birds are pouring 
forth the rejoicings that specially belong to the “sweet month of May;” but 
there is no difliculty in peopling it with “the great” of the past, and seeing, by' the 
light of history, the beautiful and brilliant family that once held court 

“ licsido tlie Tliaincs at Kew." 

In those days the “gardens” were, like the palace, the c.xclusivc property of 
the Crown : but when the former ceased to be a “ royal residence,” our Queen, 
desiring to enlarge the circle commenced by Queen Charlotte, devoted the whole 
of the estate to the fruits of botanical research; and it w'as finally determined 
that the public should be admitted daily. Thus the “gardens at Kew” may be 
ranked amongst the great teachers, as well as the healthful luxuries, of the people. 

before the introduction of those iron w'ays which now conduct tourists from 
London to the far-famed “ Flill,” and thence to “ regal "VlTiidsor.” 

Although we do not delay the voyager by describing the gardens, we ask 
him to visit the ancient and venerable palace, famous during 

“ Good King George’s reign 

and interesting now, although it is lonely and without inhabitant—standing as 
a striking and somevvhat gloomy monument to record the liberality of the 
sovereign and his successors, who gave the adjacent grounds to the peoide. It 
was once the property of Sir Hugh Portman, “ the rich gentleman who was 
knighted by Queen Elizabeth at Kew.” and was built during the reign of 
James I., although it retains very little of the style of architecture of that 
period, being of red brick, but exceedingly plain and without ornament. In 
1781 it was purchased by George HI.; his queen, Charlotte, died there, and 
during many years it was the favourite suburban residence of tlie royal family. 

Under the superintendence of her Majesty, the grounds were “ ornamented 
with various picturesque objects and temples, designed by Sir 'William Chambers ; 
among which is one called the Pagoda, in imitation of a Chinese building, 
49 feet in diameter at the base, and 163 feet in height.” No doubt this was 
a marvel at the time of its erection : it is still a conspicuous object from all 
adjacent parts, and the temples are attractions judiciously distributed. 

It is more than delightful to escape at this season from the turmoil of the 
hot, dusty, London world, to the peculiar serenity and beauty of Kew: the 
gardens are so full of interest, so varied, so suggestive, and so instructive, that 
a much larger space than we can devote to the subject would fail to convey 
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It is delightful to see how truly' this privilege is enjoyed by the various 
classes who visit Kew: the humble, but well-dressed artizan and his family' 
are generally “ taken” with the beauty of the grounds and the marvels of the 
“ House of Palms;” brilliant ladies, w hose dresses rival the flowers in variety 
of tone and colour, linger in the houses, or enjoy the charming promenades 
under shadows of lofty trees; the botanical student pores over the “ specimens,” 
both in the beds and in the houses—too often, while alive to what is rare or 
curious, forgetting the beaut// of the “wonderful works of the Creator.” 
Long after the mere pleasure-seeker has returned to London by the rail or the 
river, you may observe two classes of persons lingering in Kew Gardens, the 
mere botanical student, and the artist, sketching for popular botanical publica¬ 
tions that add so much to the interest and the information of our drawing¬ 
rooms. Foreigners are especially delighted w'ith Kew Gardens; the vegetation, 
the absolute (jree/i—so vigorous and fresh with us, is never so bright on the 
Continent as it is in England ; and however rare and wonderful the collections 
are in foreign lands, there is usually a slovenliness in their display, which no 
English gardener could endure : our lawns excite the especial admiration of 
strangers, who are lavish of praise of our “good order” and “arrangement.” 
To thoroughly appreciate “ Kew' Gardens,” they should be repeatedly visited; 
the changing seasons vary the character of their loveliness ; there is always 
something fresh to admire, something new to learn ; and though the “ new 
museum” is so totally devoid of architectural excellence as to be a blot where 
it might have been a beauty, yet its contents are of the greatest value and 
interest, and such as lead from the threshold of science by paths which the 
research and learning of gi'eat botanists render comparatively smooth and easy'. 

“Kew Green” is one of the most “quaint” and peculiar “ bits” of scenery 
within ten miles of the metropolis. The church may be taken as the principal 
feature—a clean, bright, stately English church, neither new nor old, flanked 
by noble trees, and a- broad and somewhat deep pond, set in the brightest 
grass, intersected by gravel walks—all looking as if the foot of man had never 
pressed the one or trodden down the other. This “green” is irregularly' 
“ flanked” by houses of all heights and qualities ; some trellised, some bare and 
stately, others hid away in the bright foliage which climbs their walls; some 
standing boldly forward, others receding modestly behind trees. 

The chm’ch stands on the west side of the green; it is not an old building; 
its grave-yard contains the graves of several remarkable men, among whom 
may be named Gainsborough and Zotfany'. Gainsborough was never a resident 
here: he resided for many years at Schomburg House, Pall Alall; it was at his 
own request that he w'as buried at Kew', beside the grave of his old friend, 
Kirby: but Zoffany lived in the little hamlet called Strand-on-the-green, which 

adjoins the bridge on the Middlesex side of the river. 
The bridge at Kew is a comparatively modern structure. Looking eastward 

a pleasant ait fortunately takes away from Kew and its river walks the view of 
“ Brentford’s tedious tow'n:” hence, in Middlesex, there is little to claim atten¬ 
tion until we approach Chiswick, while, on the Surrey side, we pass along by 
the side of osier beds, with nothing w'orthy of notice until Mortlake is reached. 
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“ The name of tliis place has been generally supposed to he derived from 
mortuus /aciis, or the dead lake;” in Domesday it is called “ Morllage.” 
Cromwell House, one of its attractions, has been recently pnlled down ; it is 
erroneously described as a residence of the Protector ; hut Hr, Lemon, of the 
State Paper Office, informs us that in the collection there are several letters 

dated thence by the Lord Henry Cromwell, of the reign of Henry VIII. The 
famous Dr. Dee, the astrologer, was born and resided here, and here he 
once received a visit from Queen Elizabeth ; * here also was the first tapestry 
manufacture in England; it was established in 1010, by Sir Francis Crane ; 
to this circumstance we are pi'obably indebted for the possession of the famous 
cartoons of Raphael, purchased as copies fur the artizan. Leading from iMort- 
lake are byways to Richmond and to Kew, through low and ill-draiued grounds, 
principally market gardens ; here and there, however, we meet some vali.able 
manor-house, seated in solitai’y and aristocratic grandeur, amid groups of 
ancient and wide-spreading cedars. 

^tOIlTLAIvE cnURCU. 

" Mortlake Church is in part a very ancient edifice, dating so far back as 
1348, although the earliest date on the building is 1543 :t the outward door 
of the belfry is, however, said to be the only remaining part of the original 

structure. It is full of interesting monuments. 
That portion of Barnes which is called the Terrace immediately succeeds 

Mortlake; it is a pretty and pleasant row of houses, chietly let as lodgiugs, 

* He records the incident in liis very curious diary. The queen, who believed in his 
powers of judicial astrology, was desirous of seeing for herself the siiirits lie conjured in 
his magic crystal; she came from the palace, at Richmond, to Dr. Dec's house, which 
stood to the west of tlie church, hut the funeral of the astrologer’s wife liad not been 
performed two hours before, so her majesty would not enter the house, hut alighted fropi 
lier coach, assisted by the Earl of Leicester, and stoed beside the church wall while Dee 
discoursed to her. 

t This date is on a stone over the belfiey door, inscribed “ Vivat R. 11. 8.” 

the place being much in favour during the summer mouths. The village lies 
further back Irom the river—a straggling village, with a cluster of houses sur¬ 
rounding a poud. Some parts of the church arc said to be as old as 
the time ot Richard L* The old “house,”—Barne-Elms,—in which Queen 
Elizabeth visited Sir Francis 'Walsingham, where lived Sir Henry Wyat, and 
where some time resided the poet Cowley, is one of the famous points of the 
district. 

Until we arrive at Putney, there is nothing to detain the tourist after he 
leaves Barnes, unless he desire a jieep at several “cozy” houses, called the 
Casteluau Villas; we must, therefore, conduct him into Middlesex, and ask 
him to land at Chiswick, jiroceeding thence to the hamlet of Hammersmith. 

There arc few localities in the vicinity of London so interesting as the pretty 
and [ileasant village of Chiswick ; its priueijial attraction is the charming and 
very beautifully decorated mansion of the Duke of Devonshire, with its delicious 
grounds and gardens. “ The house was designed and erected by Richard 
Boyle, Earl of Burlington, whose skill in architecture has been proved by his 
works, and whose eucouragenicut of his favourite science greatly promoted the 
progress of that taste which has since produced so many fine architectural 
examples in this country.” Tlie model which the architect generally followed 
is that of the Villa Capra, near Vicenza, the designer of which w'as the famous 
Palladio. It is magnificently furnished, and contains a collection of rare and 
valuable pictures, llere Charles Fox died, on the 13th September, 1806; and 
here Beorge Canning “put on immortality,” ou the 8th of August, 1827. 

The interest of Chiswick House is, however, surpassed by the church and 
church-yard of the village. In the former the architect, Kent, the associate 
of Lord Burlington iu the adornment of the house and grounds, reposes in the 
vault of his patron ; and hero there is a fitting monument to Charles Whit- 
tingham, the ))riutcr, whose skill and taste gave to the Chiswick press a fame 

UAMMEHSMITU liUIUOE. 

that “ went over the world.” The grave-yard contains the ashes of many 
persons of note : the imperious Duchess of Cleveland here mingles with com¬ 
mon clay; here “repose the remains” of CromweH’s daughter Mary; here 
Holland, the actor, Garrick’s friend, exchanged his motley for a winding 
sheet; here Lord Macartney, the jiioneer to China, rests from liis labours ; 
here calmly sleeps a man of marvellous genius, the exile Ugo Foscolo; 
here lies the painter Loutherberg; and here, still speaking from his sculptured 
tomb, reposes the great artist, William Hogarth. The monument was erected 
by a subscription among his friends ; and contains the epitaph by Garrick 

“ Farew'ell! great ]»aiiiter of mankind, 
Wlio reach'd the noblest point of art; 

^Vhose jiictur'd morals charm the mind, 
And through the eye correct the heart. 

If genius fire thee, reader, stay ; 
If nature touch tliee, drop a tear; 

If neither move thee, turn away, 
For Hogarth’s honoured dust lies here." 

At Chiswick, Hogarth lived, died, ami was buried; and his house—iu which 
his predecessor was Sir James Thorahill, and his successor the excellent and 
accomplished clergyman, Cary, the translator of Dante—still stands, a place of 
])ilgrimage, as his home, wlio, “while lie faithfully followed Nature through all 
her varieties, aud exposed witli inimitable skill the iutinite follies and vices of 
the world, was in himself an example of many virtues.” f 

♦ Mrs. Ann Baynavd was buried here on the 10th June, 1097 : we read in Lysons that 
“ she was so fond of the study of divinity that she learned Greek to read St. Chrysostom 
in the original; besides which she had numberless other accomplishments, on wliich, as 
slie possessed them in common with many young ladies both of that and of the present 
age, I sliall not enlarge." There is not now the least trace of her monument, which was 
at the east end of the church-yard. Tlie inscription is copied from Aubrey :— 

“ Here lies that happy maiden who, often said 
Tliat no man is happy until he is dead; 
That the business of life is but playing the fool, 
'Which hath no relation to saving the soul; 
For of all the transactions that s under the sun, 
Is doing of nothing—if that he not done. 
All wisdom and knowledge doth lie in this one." 

t Vide “ Pilgrimages to English f^hrines:—the Tomb of Hogarth." By l\Irs. S. C. Hall. 
Also “ Tombs of English Artists :—Hogarth," by F. "W. Fairholt, Af't-Journa!, April, 1858. 
As these papers are fully illustrated, we do not give engravings here. 
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We might linger long, and with advantage, in (his the most interesting of 
the many grave-yards of England, in which repose the ashes of (he great; hnl 
we must resume our voyage, glancing at “ the Water-works,” one of the 
metropolitan supplies of ‘‘ pure water,” a)ul landing at the graceful suspension 
bridge which crosses the Thames and conducts to Hammersmith.* 

The name of Hammersmith is not found in any record ])rior to the reign of 
Elizabeth, yet it is now a populous snhnrh of the metropolis; for, although distant 
some live miles from Hyde I’ark Corner, there is scarcely any interruption to 
the line of streets that leads to it through Knightshridge and Kensington. Its 

HASlMEaSMirU CBCKOU. 

pretty and jjicturesque church dates no further back than the reign of 
Charles I. It was built at the cost of Sir Nicholas Crispe, merchaut of 
London, a loyal adherent of the monarchy during the contest between (he 
Crown and the Parliament, llis history is touchingly told in an iuscription 
nlaced under an effigy of Charles L, at the base of which is a pedestal surmounted 
by an urn. 

“Witliiiithis urn is entombeil the hcartof Sir Nicliolas Crispe, Kriiglit 
and Baronet, a ioyai sharer in tlie sutTerings of liis late and present 
Jlajesty. He first settled tlie trade of gold from Guinea, and there Imilt 
the castle of Cormantine. Died tlie 26tli July, 16U5, aged 67 years." 

In the church-yard are many monuments with foreign names, servants in the 
household of the IMargravine of Anspach, who once inhabited Brandenhurgh 
House—a house which became famous as the residence of Queen Caroline, the 
wife of George IV. It was razed to the ground very soon after her death. 

We resume our voyage, and passing between hanks on which are several 
graceful villas, although generally the land is low^ and cannot he healthy, we 
come in sight of the ugly structure—ungainly piles of decaying wood—which, 
crossing the Thames, unites the villages of Putney and Fulham. Both these 
villages are famous in history, and we must delay the tourist while vve visit 
them. Let us land at Putney, first noticing that group of houses, in the centre 
of which is one that is familiar to all the “oarsmen” of the river, the well- 

TIU STAIl AND GAllTtli, PUT.NEY BUIUGE. 

known “ Star and Garter,” the head-quarters of several aquatic clubs. The 
illustration has been sketched to include one of the most conspicuous, though 
not the most picturesque, objects in this part of our course—the club-house of 
the London Rowing Club, the largest association of amateurs that has ever 
existed on the Thames in connection w'ith this healthful recreation. It has 
been recently erected at considerable cost; and if the popularity of this club 
continues to increase as it has done during the last two years, it will, we 
imagine, soon be found too small for the accommodation of its members. 

* The bridge was constructed in 1828, from the designs, and under the superintendence, 
of William Tierney Clarke. 

“ Putney,” according to hysons, “ is in Domesday called I’utclei; in suhse- 
(pient records it i.s spelt I’utteuheth, or I’ottenheth.” The village leads up-hill, 
through a street of good villa houses, to Wimbledon and Roehampton. It has 
an old church, and is famous as the hir(h-)ilace of three remarkable men: 
West, Bishop of Ely, (he son of a baker here; Thomas (.'romwell, Earl of 
Essex, whose father was a blacksmith in the town ; and Gibbon, the historian. 

The tourist will derive greater interest, however, from a visit to the Middlesex 
side of the river, and that interest will continue almost unbroken until he reaches 
London ; along its Surrey hanks are to he seen only objects (hat blot (he 
landseaiie, however much they may add to the solid wealth of (he country; 
for, excepting a group of very ugly and ehceilcss, though costly, domiciles, 
that have rei)laced as many quaint old dwellings of a by-gone time, and which 
skirt the river immediately after leaving Putney, there is hut a succession 
of factories and small cottage houses, which serve to shelter labourers and 
artiz.ans; unwholesome-looking swam])s divide (he space with yards, and quays, 
and waggon-sheds, auxiliaries to manufactories of gin, soap, starch, silk, paper. 

OI.U SU-M-IIEK-UOUSE AT BATTEKSEA. 

candles, beer, and vitriol—(he first-named and the last being no doubt mutually 
dependant for aid and assistance. Such is (he only picture to be contemplated 
all the way ; it includes long, straggling Wandsworth, and longer and still more 
sti-aggling Battersea, both with modern and ugly churches, that of Battersea 
being especially odious, inasmuch as it is thrust forward almost into the current, 
and it is impossible to avoid looking at an object, in jiroducing which, the 
architect seems to have studied how far it was in bis power to render it repug¬ 
nant : we, therefore, pass rapidly over the Surrey side of the Thames between 
the bridges at Putney and Battersea, a distance of perhaps three miles, preserv¬ 
ing, however, an old “ bit” of the scenery, which may serve to show its peculiar 
character—a mingling of (he antique with the grotesque, relics of old grandeur 
in combination with squalid i)overty—picturesque only in pictures. 

We breathe more freely as we cross the bridge and enter the village of 
Fulham ; resting awhile, it may be, at the venerable and still comfortable inn, 
which was (here “ beyond (he time of legal memory,” to enjoy a chat, perhaps, 
with Phelps, the veteran watei'inan, who still plies his “ trim-built wherry,” 
and is even to-day a good specimen of what his class were long ago, before 
the application of steam and the omnibus deprived them of their fare right.s, 

j and made mockeries of the privileges of—“ jolly young watermen.” Voyaging 
down stream, however, there are a few houses upon the banks which may not 
be passed without a word of comment. The first is Craven Cottage, once 
the residence of Walsh Porter, and in later times of Sir Bulwer Lytton; we 

Fn.HA.M CUCRCH. 

recall the days we have passed there with more than mere pleasure. The 
Bishop’s Palace succeeds—from which one good man has recently been removed 
to a vault in the neighbouring church, to be succeeded by another who has 
already made the country his grateful debtor; the house that has “ a gothic 
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look” is Prior’s Bank; we know not who dwells there now, but not many 
Years ago it was the residence of “ a pair of triends,” who made it renowned, 
iiot alone for genuine and liberal hospitality, but for refined elegance, and as a 
new birth-place of the graces, the whims, the amusements, and the “teachings” 
of that “olden time” of winch the mansion externally and internally professed 
to be a copy. The place is hallowed in the memories of many men of letters, 
of art, and of wit, who had, and gave, enjoyment there: Prior’s Bank will find 
a place in the biographies of not a few “ celebrities” of the nineteenth century. 
In a little group of small cottage houses close beside, lived Theodore Hook 
during the greater part of his life; a history of this small dwelling might till 
a volume; it has been removed to make way for a hidco\is bridge (uglier, if 
possible, than its neighbour), by which a water-company carries supplies to 
London ; while the Yorick of so many “ tables” sleeps among a crowd of right 
reverend prelates, in a retired nook of the church-yard close at band. The 
church and church-yard will largely repay a visit; in the latter rcj)ose the 
ashes of forty bishops, so at least says the cicerone of the place; but the series 
may begin w ith Irkenwald, that bishop nndci “ Sigibert, king of the West 

his “ beloved Chancellor,”—“a house neither mean nor subject to envy, yet 
magnificent and commodious enough,” with gardens “ w'onderfully charming,” 
with “ green meadow's and woody eminences "all around.” Here the Abbot of 
Westminster took him into custody for refusing to “ take the king as head of 
his church ; ” and for denying the king’s supremacy be was beheaded on Tower 
Hill. He bad anticijtated his death: and had caused his tomb to be made in 
the clmrch at Chelsea; whether his body was interred there is doubtful; but 
the place is full of memories of him of whom it was quaintly said : — 

“ When More some time Imd clianccllor l>een. 
No MORE suits did remaiii; 

The same shall never moue be seen. 
Till Moke be there again.” 

.V few yards farlher—leaving to the right the pretty pier at which steam-boats 

iiiEi.sE.v iiirucn. 

Saxons, and Conrad, king of the (Mercians,” to whom Fulham - then called 
F'ullenhanne or Pullenholme, which signifies rolitcrum (loinns, “ the habitacle 
of birdcs or the place of fowles,”— was originally given. Be they' forty, more or 
less, however, among these pillars of the English church arc men of whom the 
British nation will be for ever proud; men of learning, virtue, and piety; 
honour to their memories; he must be of a cold heart audof a dead imaginati<m 
who can stand unmoved in this small area of tombs, where sleep in death Sher¬ 
lock and I;Owth, and many others, “whose w'orks live after them,” and to 
whose graves tens of thousands yet to come will bow' in grateful homage. 

Between I’ldham and Chelsea, to which we now hasten, passing liy several 
graceful villas, we arrive at “ Cremorne,” a popular place of amusement that 
has taken the place of old Vauxball; but an object of far higher interest soon 
greets the voyager; it is the hospital in which the old and worn soldiers who 
have served their country, repose after their toils. AVe have first, how'ever, 
to row under Battersea Bridge; like that of Putney, it is coarse and unseemly 
and inconvenient in character; all its defects being brought into strong relief 
by the beautiful structure which now' crosses the river a little lower down. 

AVe must step ashore at Chelsea; for this locality is fertile of useful sug¬ 
gestions and inteiesting associations. 

I.yndsay House is seen on the left, and its old history' is full of interest, 
enhanced by the records of later residents : here the painter, Martin, lived and 

ply every ten minutes, and w'here a few of the old watermen still linger—w'e 
reach that famous row' of “good houses,” known as Cheyne AA’alk*—one of the 
most memorable “bits” that skirt the river-side from its rise to its fall. 

A few' steps onw'ard, if we are foot passengers, “a row” of a hundred yards if 
we are voyagers—passing on the left the old “ Physic Garden,” bequeathed, in 
the year 1673, by Charles Cheyne, Esq., Lord of the Alanor of Chelsea, to the 
coni])any of Apothecaries for a term of years, and afterwards purchased and 
presented to them by Sir Hans Sloane—and wc reach the long-renowned 

SIR Tuo.’u.is jkire's nor-SE. 

worked; and near it, the great artist. Turner, died—ungracefully, to say' the 
least. But associations multiply as we pass London-w'ard. A narrow lane, 
such as we still see sometimes at port towns, leads to the venerable church. 
The monumeiit to the memory of Sir Hans Sloane occupies the cast corner 
of the church-yard. The church and many neighbouring localities derive 
interest from associations with the history of that great and good statesman. 
Sir Thomas More. At his house, in Chelsea,* the eighth Harry frequently visited 

* TTie bouse stood some distance from tlie river, at the back of Lyndsay House, where | 
now stands tlie Jlnravian burial-ground. The gardens reached to the TTiames, and from 
their water-gate More stepped into tlie barge that carried him to tiie Tower. 

* Our view' of Cheyne Walk is taken from tlie centre, looking towards London.^ The 
first house on the left, with the old sign-board in front of it, is “ Don Saltero s (.otfec- 
house,' a place nincli renowned in the davs of tyneen Anne, and celebrated by Steele, in 
his TuiUr. Himself and other wits of tlie day patronised its proprietor, James Salter, 
whom they christened “Don Saltero;” he had been servant to Sir Hans tiloane, and 
opened this house in 1605, with a collection of curiosities, the refuse of Sir Hans collec¬ 
tion, calling his house “ tlie Museum Coffee-house." It was greatly added to by continued 
gifts, and this “ eminent barber and antiquary," as Steele styles him, became ftimous for 
his “ curiosities." Tlie walls were covered with glass cases, stuffed alligators hung froin 
tlie ceiling, and a “catalogue of the rarities to be seen," published, “ price tw'opence; 
it is a singular specimen of what were popular curiosities a century ago ; “ A piece of 
Solomon's Temple;” “ Job’s tears which grew on a tree, wherewith they make anodyne 
necklaces ;" “ a giant’s tooth ;" “ a young frog in a tobacco-stopper;’’ and “ a fiea-trap, 

I are among the “curiosities;” with whicli, however, ivere mixed really curious things. 
Pennant mentions having been taken there wlien a boy, and that his father saw there 
Richard Cromwell, “a little and very neat old man, with a most placid countenance. 

Hospital of f'helsea. AAT picture the side view, as it is seen on aseending or 
' descending tlie river. Assuredly there are few wlio cross the Thames to visit 

either the railway station at Battersea, or Battersea Park, who will not have 
Iheir atfeiitiou directed to this deeply inlcrestiug monument of an age which is 
niiliappily suggestive less of pride than of humiliation: hut of which this 
homo for battle-tried and weather-beaten soldiers is one of the redeeming 
points; where for two centuries the brave men who receive grateful proofs of a 

1 nation’s gratitude tell— 
“ How fields were won." 
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THE BRITISH INSTITUTION. 

This year’s coiiimemoration of tlie “old masters” 
is as iiitcrestine; as the celebration of any previous 
occasion, although among the Dutch pictures we do 
not find examples so signal as sometimes appear in 
these selections. “ Prc-Eaffaellisin” is comjdimentcd 
in the number and excellence of the productions of 
those men who were I’re-Kail'acllites because they 
could not help it—men who lived before, contem¬ 
poraneously with, aud after, the “ divine master.” On 
looking at the list of contributors, wc liud Mr. Barker 
an exhibitor of not less than sixteen pictures, all 
painted within a luindicd years of each other—that 
is, within a period beginning about the middle of the 
fifteenth, and ending about the middle of the six¬ 
teenth century; aud really among these arc some 
remarkable pictures in singularly fine preservation. 
We have just hung in our national collection an 
‘ Isotta da Rimini’—that is, a supposed portrait of 
this lady, by Pietro della Prancesca, when, lo ! there 
appeal's among Mr. Barker’s pictures a portrait posi¬ 
tively asserted as the veritable study from the face 
of this lady. Of the two we certainly prefer that in 
the National Gallery. If Isotta da Rimini sat for 
two such portraits, she must have died a victim of 
the art; indeed, she seems here somewhat out of 
health. Are we to be disappointed of a controversy 
anent these two pictures ?—is there nobody that has 
seen either of them on Prancesca’s easel, in his paint¬ 
ing room just behind the Orsanmichele ? By Orto- 
lano there is an admirable altar-piece—‘ St. Sebas¬ 
tian, St. Demetrius, and St. Roeque.’ The nude 
figm-e is wonderfully painted, and not less so are the 
draperies of both the others, and the armour of St. 
Demetrius. Of the works of Leonardo a feature is 
made, but the productions attributed to that great 
master are of very diverse quality. Lord Ashbur¬ 
ton’s ‘ Infant Saviour and St. John,’ as to the figures 
of the two children, we never see without much gra¬ 
tification, which would be greatly enhanced had the 
lamb harmonised with the children, but it is so offen¬ 
sively grey, as to suggest a doubt that Leonardo can 
have left it thus. T'here are extant other pictures, 
bearing the name of this master, which have been 
painted from the same model that has supplied the 
Saviom' here. ‘ The Last Supper,’ after Da Viuci, 
copied by his pupil D’Oggione, has been contributed 
by the Royal Academy; and we rarely see this pic¬ 
ture without wishing that some one of the academi¬ 
cians who could draw feet would remodel these too 
massive nether extremities; but, nevertheless, this 
copy, as a faithful transcript of what the picture was, 
is even now more valuable than the original. The 
‘ Head of one of the Apostles,’ and ‘ Head of the 
Saviom',’ apparently fresco studies, are attributed to 
Leonardo, but both appear to be fragments of com¬ 
positions which have been destroyed. If they be by 
Da Vinci, the works of which they formed a part 
must of course be known. There are, moreover, 
works by Botticelli (who is flat and dry enough for 
the wildest enthusiast), Crivelli, Credi, Signorelli, 
Palmigiani, Bartolomeo, Titian, hlaratti, Correggio 
—in short, examples to which attach names among 
the most famous in the annals of painting. There 
is one picture, however, we cannot pass without 
remark; it is No. 34—‘ Giorgione, his Mistress, and 
Pupil,’ said to be by Giorgione, and one of those 
belonging to iMr. Barker. Tliis is the piicture of the 
Manfi'ini collection, of which Byron so rapturously 
writes, ending— 

“ 'Tis but a portrait of his son, and wife, 
And self; but such a woman—love in life!” 

In Byron’s admiration of the lady we do not at all 
concur; she is the heroine of many essays, but in 
all there is a vulgarity and a heaviness in the person 
which must have been caught from the life. She is 
the same from whom Titian painted his ‘Plora,’ a 
picture that hangs “on the line” in the Venetian 
school in the Palazzo Vecchio, at Florence, the 
master’s most brilliant essay in colour. It is she 
who dresses her hair in the Venetian school in the 
Louvre, and who figures as the Virgin in some of 
Titian’s sacred subjects. As Titian and Giorgione 
were contemporaries, she may have been painted by 
both; but she is called here the mistress of Gior¬ 
gione, aud in Titian’s works she is called the mis¬ 
tress of Titian. As Giorgione died young, she may 
have been the mistress of each successively. But 

this is quite enough to base the question, “ Is the 
picture by Giorgione or Titian?” A portrait of a 
man. No. 45, the property of the Earl of Warwick, 
is attributed to Dosso Dossi. There are not many 
of the productions of this painter existing, but 
those which we have liad opportunities of examining 
are very ditferent from this, having been, as to the 
faces, finished with a rich glaze. In the middle 
room we are surrounded by examples of the Low 
Country schools, with a slight qualification of every¬ 
thing else in the wide cycle of painting. TIrere are 
Teniers, Berghem, Ruysdael, Backhuysen, Rem¬ 
brandt, Van dor Necr, Van der Heyden, both the 
Van der Veldes, Wouvermans, Both, Hobbima, &c., 
and some of the works are of the rarest excellence. 
There is a small landscape by Ruysdael, with an oak- 
tree, charmingly pencilled, but dark—dark ; aud the 
ground is so obscure, as to be quite invisible in its 
forms. No. 59, ‘ Brick-making,’ by 'I'eniers, is a 
curious and a bald subject, which he must have 
painted to commission. ‘ Cattle and Figures,’ A. 
Van der Velde, is a work of much sweetness, in the 
feeling of Bergliem. No. 68, ‘ Landscape and 
Figures,’ Both and Berghem; harmonious in colour, 
and beautiful in composition. There is more elegant 
sentiment in Both than in any other of the Dutch 
masters. A ‘ Scene on the Ice,’ by Cuyp, has but 
little of the exquisite feeling of the famous picture 
in the Sutherland collection. No. 70, ‘The Do- 
gana, Venice,’ Canaletto, is remarkable for local 
truth ; and it is curious that this man, so earnest in 
verifying his buildings, should satisfy himself on his 
water surface with a flick of the brush so insutficient 
to represent a ripple. No. 75, a pleasant river 
scene, by Van der Capella. No. 79, ‘ The Interior 
of St. Peter’s,’ Pannini, with the exterior, by the 
same painter, are excellent references for the cos¬ 
tume of the period. No. 81, ‘A Dutch Town,’ Van 
der Heyden, is a marvellous instance of finish with 
breadth. No. 85, ‘ Head of a Man,’ by Denner, re¬ 
markable for its transparent glaze. No. 91, ‘ Sea¬ 
shore,’ J. Ruysdael, is one of the few coast or sea 
subjects which Ruysdael painted. So vigorous, 
however, were they, that Turner has imitated one of 
them in his picture which he called ‘ Port Ruysdael.’ 
No. 97, ‘ Landscape—Moonlight,’ Van der Neer: so 
like all the other compositions of the artist, that 
when we see one all the others are readily determin¬ 
able. There are two Rembrandts of admirable 
quality—Nos. 100 and 102, ‘ A Goldsmith of Ant¬ 
werp,’ and ‘Rembrandt’s Mother;’ the former is 
very like one of the recent acquisitions in the National 
Gallery, but a finer picture; and the latter is a re¬ 
plica of Lord Overstone’s old woman with the ruff, 
but here hands are introduced, which had much 
better been omitted, so large and coarse are they. 
The south room is always an omiduin gatherum, 
containing specimens of all, with a dash of English 
Art, and containing as curiosities, landscapes by 
Rembrandt and Reynolds. There are on the screen 
two wondrous miniatures in oil—a portrait of a lady, 
by Isaac Oliver, aud Thomas Howard, Duke of Nor¬ 
folk, by Holbein; a ‘ Head of a Priest,’ said to be 
by Van Eyck; and by F. Bol, a portrait of a lady, 
the property of J. H. Mann, Esq., surpassing the 
utmost refinements of Rubens and Vandyke; No. 
132, ‘Maria, Duchess of Gloucester,’ Sir Joshua 
Reynolds; ‘ Landscape and Figures,’ Gainsborough: 
and really when we look at Gainsborough’s works, 
we cannot help thinking that when Reynolds eulo¬ 
gized him as a landscape painter, he meant that he was 
too good a figure painter. No. 136, ‘ "William Caven¬ 
dish,’ “the Loyal Duke of Newcastle,” by Dobson, 
is quite equal to Vandyke. No. 137, ‘ Evening,’ 
by R. Wilson, is a charming mellow picture. No. 
150, ‘A Sleeping Child,’ Hilton, is the sweetest of 
that painter’s works we have ever seen; and the 
next number, a landscape by Nasmyth, is worthy to 
be accounted among the gems of our school. There 
is ‘ Nelly O’Brien,’ by Reynolds, ‘ The Family of 
King George III.,’ by Zoft'ani,‘from her Majesty’s 
collection, with other examples of Van der Velde, 
K. du Jardin, Claude, Reynolds, Morland, Poussin, 
Teniers, Backhuysen, Canaletto, &c., which we see 
with much pleasure ; indeed, we look forward yearly 
to the “old masters” as one of the most agreeable 
opportunities afforded us of making the acquaintance 
of those we had not before known, and of renewing 
associations with wliat have long been familiar 
to us. 

PICTURE SALES. 

Matters more immediately pressing on our atten¬ 
tion comjielleJ us to omit last month our usual 
notice of the sales of pictures by auction. The fol¬ 
lowing have taken place since our last report: — 

A collection of water-colour drawings, belonging 
to the late Earl of Harewood, was sold by Messrs. 
Christie and Manson, at their rooms in King Street, 
oil May 1st: it realized LI520. The only examples 
to which we think it necessary to allude arc;— 
‘ A View of Snowdon,’ Girtin, 45 gs.; ‘ A Corn¬ 
field,’Dewiut, 103 gs.; ‘ Windsor Castle and Eton 
College Chapel,’ Sir A. Callcott, 54 gs.; and six 
beautiful drawings by J. M. W. Turner: ‘ Harewood 
Castle,’ an early specimen, 50 gs.; ‘ Kirkstall Abbey,’ 
with the waterfall, also an early di'awing, 62 gs.; 
‘ Westminster Abbey Chapel, north of the Choir,’ 
104 gs.; ‘A Castle in Northumberland,’104 gs.; 
‘ Pembroke Castle,’ one of the finest drawings made 
by the artist, 200 gs.; ‘ Lake Scene in the north of 
Italy,’ 265 gs. Among a variety of pictures sold 
afterwards were several excellent specimens of the 
elder Crome, of Norwich; of which a ‘View of 
Yarmouth Jetty,’ realized 55 gs.; ‘ The Blacksmith’s 
Shop,’ 80 gs.; a ‘Landscape,’ 78 gs.; ‘ The Willow 
Tree,’ 100 gs.; ‘Lane Scene,’ 120 gs.; ‘^Vood 
Scene,’ 135 gs.; and ‘The Stone Quarry,’ 150 gs. 

The sale of the small gallery of ancient pictures, 
about twenty in number, belonging to the late Mr. 
W. Hope, of Paris, attracted a large number of 
connoisseurs to the Hue Drouot, on the 11th of 
May, the character of these paintings being of 
the highest order as regards several of them: the 
following is a list of the principal works, and the 
prices they brought:—‘.Landscape—Sunset in 
Autumn,’ Claude, bought by Mr. Hope from the i 
Erard collection, .€880 ; ‘ A Water-Mill,’ from the ' 
Heris collection, £1620—it was reported that this i 
fine picture was purchased for England; ‘ Girl in a 
Red Boddice,’ a celebrated example of Jan Steen’s 
pencil, from the Perigaux gallery, £420; ‘ De¬ 
parting from the Hostelry,’ Wouvermans, from 
the Erard collection, £600 ; ‘ The Meadow,’ Paul 
Potter, a small, but exquisitely beautiful picture 
from the collection of the Duchess de Berry, 
£805; ‘A Man in a White Shirt,’ Teniers, the 
younger—a picture well known by this title, 
though it contains several figures in an alehouse— 
also from the collection of the Duchess de Berry, 
£860; a ‘ Holy Family, with Elizabeth and the 
Infant John,’ ascribed to Rubens, but considered 
doubtful, £168, from the Erard collection; ‘The 
Music Lesson,’ ascribed to Terburg, £80; ‘ Dutch 
Interior,’ Slingelandt, from the De Berry collection, 
£160 ; ‘ Fete Champetre,’ Dietrich, from the 
Heris collection, £60; ‘A Young Girl at a 
Window,’ Van Dyck, or assumed to be such, 
£84, from the Perigaux collection; ‘ The Angel 
and Tobit,’ Karel du Jardin, £120; ‘ The Dappled 
Horse,’ Paul Potter, very fine, £280; ‘ Portrait of a 
Young Girl,’ Greuze, £225 ; ‘ A Village on the Sea- 
Coast,’ Gudin, £68. 

The following pictures, among some others, were 
sold by Messrs. F’ester, at their rooms in Pall-Mall, 
in the early part of May; they formed, we 
believe, a portion of the stock of Messrs. Lloyd;— 
‘The Death-bed of Cardinal Wolsey,’ M. Claxton, 
180 gs.; a copy, by C. Baxter, of Etty’s ‘Coral 
Finders,’ 100 gs; ‘ Harmony,’ J. Sant, 91 gs.; 
‘ Alfred in the Neatherd’s Cottage,’ Wilkie, 125 gs.; 
‘ The Enquiry—Scenery near RedhiU,’ J. Linnell, 
195 gs.; ‘Preparing for the Chase,’ E. Isabey, 
230 gs.; ‘The Sick Boy,’ T. W’ebster, R.A., 220 
gs.; ‘ Coast Scene—lYesh Breeze,’ C. Stanfield, R.A., 
265 gs.; ‘ The Tired Reaper,’ Sir E. Landseer, R.A., 
200gs.; ‘Naples by Moonlight,’ J. M. W. Turner, 
340 gs.; ‘ The Spanish Letter-writer,’ F. W. Topham, 
185 gs. The entire sale realized upwards of £6200. 

A collection of forty-five pictures, principally by 
the old masters, was sold by Messrs. Christie and 
Manson on the 13th of May ; they were the pro¬ 
perty of Mr. Sandars, of Taplow House, Berkshire. 
The most important specimens were—A small cabi¬ 
net pictui'e by Poelembcrg, representing a landscape, 
in which appears the Holy Family, attended by two 
angels, 65 gs.; ‘The Return of the Holy F'amily 
from Egypt,’ Karel du Jardin, 63 gs.; ‘ View in 
Calabria,’ Salvator Rosa, 58 gs.; a grand classical 
landscape, in which the Temple of Vesta, at Tivoli, 
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is introduced—beneatli arc two women, one miUcing 
a goat, N. Bergliem, 210 gs.; an upriglit landscape, 
with cavaliers and ladies near the entrance to a 
garden, iMoucheron and Van der Velde, 87 gs.; ‘ The 
Birth of Adonis,’ Albauo, 81 gs.; an Italian land¬ 
scape, Both, formerly in the collection of IMr. J. 
Harman, 110 gs.; ‘Villa of Mmcenas, Tivoli,’ It. 
Wilson, 48 gs.; a ‘ Ihew in Norway,’ sliowing a 
river falling in a cascade between rocks, a very tine 
2)icture by Ituysdael, 215 gs.; a small painting in 
the best time of the master, A. Van der Velde, 330 gs.: 
it represents a landscape, with a female peasant 
bathing her feet in a stream—cows, sheep, and 
goats are introduced; ‘Portrait of Sir Joshua Rey¬ 
nolds,’ by himself, bought for the National Portrait 
Gallery for 270 gs. (reference is made to this pur¬ 
chase under our “ Minor Topics”); ‘Christ healing 
the Widow’s Daughter,’ Schiavone, 74 gs.; ‘The 
Magdalen,’ Titian, 500 gs.: this picture is one of 
three described by Ridolfi as having been painted 
by Titian dmdug his visit to Pope Paul III. at 
Rome ; it was taken from the Paruese Palace when 
the French occupied Rome in 1800; a ‘Landscape,’ 
Ruysdael, 250 gs. The amount realized by the 
whole of Mr. Sandars’s pictures was 3000 gs. 

The sale of the above was immediately followed 
by the dispersion of Colonel Hugh Baillie’s gallery, 
consisting of thirty-seven pictimes, many of the 
highest quality, by Italian, Spanish, Dutch, and 
English masters. The best examples were—‘Head 
of a Norman Peasant Girl,’ G. Newton, R.A., 110 
gs.; ‘ St. Paul,’ ‘ St. James,’ ‘ Archimedes,’ and a 
‘ Philosopher,’ four portraits by Ribera, 142 gs.; ‘ In¬ 
terior of an Apartment’—a cavalier and lady idaying 
at cards, a lady playing with a spaniel, and a cavalier 
near her, Netscher, 154 gs.; ‘ Portraits of the Arch¬ 
duchess Jeanne of Austria and Jeanne d’Archel of 
the House of Egmont,’ Sir A. More, 205 gs.: these 
portraits were formerly at EonthiU; ‘ Head of 
Christ,’ a smaU finished study by Rembrandt, 01 
gs.; ‘Woody Landscape,’ a beautiful cabinet picture 
by Gainsborough, 210 gs.; ‘ Italian Lake Scene,’ R. 
Wilson, “a cabinet example of the highest quality,” 
as truly described in the catalogue, 305 gs.; ‘ Don 
Balthazar, Infanta of Spain,’ exhibited at iNIanchester, 
V’elasquez, 185 gs.; ‘ Hagar and Ishmael,’ also ex¬ 
hibited at Manchester, a fine picture by F. Mola, 
200 gs.; ‘ Queen Maiianua of Spain when Young,’ 
Velasquez, 220 gs., exhibited at Manchester; ‘A 
Breeze off Amsterdam,’ a very choice example of 
Backhuysen’s sea-pieces, 400 gs., exhibited at Man¬ 
chester ; ‘ Noli me taugere,’ a large gallery picture, 
finely painted, by Tintoretto, 135 gs.; ‘ Portrait of 
Don Diego Ortez de Zuniga,’ the Spanish historian, 
IMurillo, 185 gs.; the portrait is enclosed in a carved 
stone oval niche, with the arms above, and tvvo Cupids 
below; ‘ Landscape,’ with a shepherd leaning on 
a staff, a flock of sheep reposing before him, a chui'ch 
and sjiire seen in the distance, Cuyp, “a vmry perfect 
work of the great master,” 560 gs.; ‘The Daughter 
of Herodias with the Head of John the Baptist,’ 
stated in the catalogue to be by Carlo Dolci, but 
subsequently pronounced to be the work of Fran¬ 
cesco Fui'ini, 95 gs.; ‘ Italian Landscape,’ peasants 
with a waggon, and a woman with cattle at the edge 
of a pool beneath a rocky height,—a very beautiful 
example of the pencil of Pynacker, an artist whose 
w'orks are comparatively rare in England, £445 ; 
‘ The Due d’Olivarez,’ a noble whole-length portrait, 
exhibited at Manchester, Velasquez, 370 gs.; ‘A 
Romaiitic Landscape,’ with a stream of water falling 
in a cascade between rocks, the banks cu each side 
richly wooded, the stem of a birch-tree lying partly 
in the 'water, near which a peasant famUy, with a 
fishing-net, is introduced by P. Wouvermans, a 
picture of rare and brilliant quality, by Ruysdael, 
£1120; ‘ Job visited by his Friends,’ Salvator Rosa, 
230 gs.: this noble chef d'oeuvre was formerly in 
the vSanta Croce Gallery; ‘ Portrait of Philip IV.,’ 
holding a gun in his hand, in an upright landscape, 
Velasquez, 143 gs.; ‘ Portrait of the Cardinal In¬ 
fanta Don Fernando,’ brother of Philip, Velasquez,' 
455 gs.: these fine life-size portraits formed panels 
in the Armoury at Madrid; ‘ Virgin and Child,’ 
!Murillo, 1500 gs.: this exquisite work has rarely 
been equalled by the great master for beauty of ex¬ 
pression and brilliancy of colour: it formed an im¬ 
portant featm’e in the celebrated Altamira Gallery. 
The large prices paid for some of the above pictures 
show that genuine and good specimens of the old 
masters are still eagerly sought for by the amateur. 
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Colonel Baillie's collection realized the large smn of 
£8256. 

On the 18th of May Messrs. Foster disposed of, 
by auction, a number of water-colour drawings, 
stated to be the projierty of “an eminent collector, 
and including sjiecimens of Stanfield, Roberts, AV. 
Hunt, Topham, Turner, Cattermole, Carl Haag, 
T. S. Cooper, Poole, J. F. Lewis, Richardson, De 
AYint, F. T’ayler, Linton, &c. &c.” Among them it 
seems only necessary to point out—‘ The Woodman’s 
Daughter,’ AV. limit, the landscape liy J. D. Hard¬ 
ing, 51 gs.; ‘ E.xterior of an Irish Cabin,’ with a 
bagpiper and several other figures, F. AV. Tojiham, 
110 gs.; ‘The Observatory,’ 32 gs.; ‘Aquatic 
Sports,’ 37 gs.; ‘ Northumberland Castle,’ 30 gs.; 
three very small drawings by J. AI. W. Turner; 
‘ ATews in Cashiobury Park,’ two larger drawings, 
painted by Turner for the Earl of Essex, 295 gs.; 
' Fonthill Abbey,’ also by Turner, and one of his 
finest works in water-colours, size 40 inches by 274 
inches, 225 gs.; ‘ The Alurder of the Duke of Cla¬ 
rence,’ G. Cattermole, 52gs.; ‘The Castle Aloat,’ 
G. Cattermole, 30 gs.; ‘ The AVatcr-earrier, Cerbai-a,’ 
Carl Haag, 49 gs.; ‘ Cattle in a Landscape,’ T. S. 
Cooper, A.R.A., 45 gs.; ‘ Interior of an Apartment, 
with a Lady at AAmrk,’ J. F. Lewis, 38 gs.; ‘ Inte¬ 
rior of a Turkish Harem,’ J. F. Lewis, exhibited in 
1850, 230 gs.; ‘ Frank Encampment in the Desert,’ 
J. F. Lewis, exhibited in 1856, 490 gs.; ‘Bolton 
Abbey,’ De AVint, 32 gs.; ‘ Sophia and Olivia,’ the 
engraved drawing, F. Tayler, 40 gs. This coUection 
realized upwards of £2860. 

On the 20th of Alay, and two following Jays, 
the collection of pictiu’es and drawings formed by 
Air. John Aliller, of Liverpool, was dispersed, with 
several other similar works, by Alessrs. Christie and 
Alanson, at their rooms in King Street, of the 
drawings we may point out:—‘ A Hill-side Farm, 
Isle of AVight,’ J. Li.inell, 30 gs.; ‘ The Bass Rock,’ 
J. M. AV. Turner, 110 gs.; nine small drawings by 

the same artist, namely,—‘Rokeby,’ 37 gs.; ‘ Hou- 
goumont,’ 32 gs.; ‘Kelso,’ 40 gs.; ‘Edinburgh,’ 
51 gs.; ‘Cathedral of Alilan,’ 45 gs.; ‘ Amjihi- 
thealre at Verona,’ 44 gs.; ‘ Bermerside Tower,’ 
28 gs.; ‘ Quai de Conti,’ 35 gs.; ‘Eye,’ 70 gs.; 
‘ Deal,’ 72 gs.; and the large drawing of ‘ Plymouth,’ 
engraved in the “Southern Coast,” 110 gs.; ‘The 
Valley of Amberley,’ J. B. Pyne, 40/. 19^.; ‘Lewes 
Fair,’ E. Duncan, 40 gs.; ‘ Christ Preaching,’ a noble 
drawing by G. Cattermole, 120 gs.; ‘ The Return 
from Hawking,’ the well-known work by F. Tayler, 
145 gs.; ‘The Greeting in the Desert,’ J. F. Lewis, 
160 gs. The principal oil-pictures w'ere,—‘ A River 
Scene, with Buildings and Boats,’ J. Linnell, 81 gs.; 
‘ Alarket Boats unlading,’J. Linnell, 51 gs.; ‘The 
Drove of Sheep,’ J. Linnell, 260 gs.; ‘ The King¬ 
fisher’s Haunt,’ J. E. Alillais, 70 gs.; ‘ Italian Lake 
Scene,’ R. AVilson, 63 gs.; ‘View in Devonshire,’ 
AA''. Aliiller, 65 gs.; ‘ Beech Trees and Fern,’ II. 
AI. Anthony, 300 gs.; ‘Autumn Leaves,’ J. E. 
Alillais, 550 gs.; ‘ Burd Helen,’ AA’^. L. AViudus, 
250 gs.; ‘ Capture of the Inca of Peru,’ J. E. Alil¬ 
lais, 50 gs.; ‘Alary anointing the Feet of Christ,’ 
AV. Etty, 55 gs.; ‘Dredge Boats,’ one of the finest 
works of the late AV. Midler, 230 gs.; ‘ Sabrina 
and Nymphs,’ AV. Etty, 148 gs.; ‘ AVedding Cards,’ 
J. E. Alillais, 112 gs.; ‘Hurley House, on the 
Thames,’ J. AI. AV. Turner, 125 gs.—an engraving, 
by E. AVallis, from this picture appeared in the 
Art-Journal for December, 1854; ‘ATew of the 
Tummcll Bridge,’ J. AI. AV. Turner, 120 gs.; ‘An 
old Oak in a Landscape,’ J. Linnell, 60 gs.; ‘ The 
AVhale Ship,’ J. AI. AV. Turner, 350 gs.; ‘Ahin 
Tromp,’ J. AI. AV. Turner, 540 gs.; ‘ Saltash, 
Cornwall,’ J. AI. AV. Tm-ner, 410 gs.; ‘The Blind 
Girl,’ by J. E. Alillais, which was included in the 
catalogue, was bought in, as we heard, for 300 gs. 
By far the largest majority of the “lots” were 
knocked down to the dealers in pictm-es ; but whe¬ 
ther they bought on their own .iccouut or as “ com¬ 
missions,” we have no direct means of ascertaining. 
Air. Gambart was the largest buyer; almost the 
whole of the more important works fell to his 

bidding. 
■ At the sale, by Alessrs. Foster, on Alay 24th, of 

a collection of water-colour drawings belonging to 
Air. J. Palmer, ‘The Farm-yard at Strathfieldsaye,’ 
by AV. Hunt, the largest work hitherto painted by 
the artist, realized 75 gs.; J. AI. AV. Tinner’s 
‘ Alonnt St. Alichael, Normandy,’ 80 gs.; and his 
‘ Old London Bridge,’ engraved by E. Goodall, 

195 gs. Air. Palmer’s collection sold for upwards 
of 1400/. 

Among a number of pictures sold by Alessrs. 
Poster, June 9th, were the following:—‘Evening,’a 
landscape, with cattle, T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., dated 
1850, 201 gs.; ‘ First Class,’ and ‘ Second Class,’ the 
pair of engraved pictures by A. Solomon, 420 gs. ;* 
‘ Abraham and Isaac proceeding to the Sacrifice,’J. T. 
Linnell, 280 gs.; ‘Lear and the Fool in a Storm,’ 
AV. Dyce, R.A., 100 gs.; ‘ Coast Scene, near Hast¬ 
ings,’ C. Stanfield, R.A., 160 gs.; ‘The ATUage 
Bridal,’ H. AI. Anthony, 200 gs. 

AET IN CONTINENTAL STATES. 

Paris.—The Gallery of the Louvre is now open 
to the public, and opinions are formed, but not 
openly expressed, as to the good or evil done to the 
“ Rubens ” paintings by the official picture cleaners. 
Some say, “ AVe never until now saw Rubens;” 
others, “The pictures are ruined.” AVe believe a 
middle course should be taken : much dirt has been 
removed, and many beauties are revealed; but 
several of the canvases now look raw and un¬ 
finished. The paintings being all large, and hung 
high, it is difficult to see them well; in some in¬ 
stances patches have been left uncleaned, in order to 
show what they were before the operation. No 
doubt Rubens and his school painted in a most solid 
manner; still some thin colour was applied, to 
finish and harmonise the parts : this seems to he 
entirely gone, and the paintings look glaring and 
crude. The Moniteur says, “ The restoration of the 
Flemish paintings is now finished; serious deteriora¬ 
tions having manifested themselves in the series of 
the ‘ Galerie de Alarie Mediois,’ the colour detaching 
itself from the canvas, and falling off. It was neces¬ 
sary,in order to preserve these fine works,to place them 
on fresh canvas : this operation necessitated that of 
taking off the old varnish, which has been done with 
the utmost care. The administration of the Louvre 
has seized the opportunity to clear away all the 
ancient retouchings, which had at different periods 
been added to Rubens’s work. AA’^e have thought 
proper to show these works in their actual state, with 
the injuries of time on them, and not such as they 
were with the injudicious retouches, and above all 
the several coats of yellow varnish which obscured 
their brilliancy. On several parts of Nos. 436, 437, 
440, 4.51, 453, 457, the old varnish has been left. 
No. 432—only half of this painting has been cleaned, 
in order to show in what state they were.”—Several 
paintings have been placed in the Galleries of A’'er- 
sailles, amongst which are the large one of the 
“Capture of the Malakoff,” by Tvon ; “ Smurs de 
Charite,” by Appert; “ Battle of Inkerman,” by 
Gustave Dore; “ Bombardment of Salee,” by Gudin, 
&o., &o.—Two large bronzes, by Jacquemard, have 
been purchased for the gardens round the Louvre, 
now open to the public : they represent “ A Lion in 
search of a dead body,” and “A Lioness playing 
with a young Dogthey are life size.—The whole 
of the Louvre is to be renovated. The Emperor 
will in the meantime reside at the Elysee. The 
private garden in the Tuileries is to be much en¬ 
larged, and a gate opened on the terrace ; it is also 
said the building is to he raised another story, and 
the roof altered. Thus the fine old palace built by 
Philibert de Lorme, will almost undergo a complete 
transformation.— The Government has purchased 
the painting, by E. Delacroix, of “ The Death of 
Alarcus Aurelius,” for the Luxembourg Gallery.— 
AI. Z. Prevost is engraving, for the Government, the 
“ATerge au donataire,” by Vandyke.—AI. Theodore 
Lejeune remarks, in an article on the deterioration 
of paintings, that the evils of cracking may be 
avoided by the following method ;—1st. Be very 
particular that the priming of your canvas be per¬ 
fectly dry and hard ; one priming is best. _ 2nd. Do 
not load your painting with numerous glazings and 
scumbliiigs. 3rd. The best pigments to use are 
good linseed oil well clarified, and rectified spirits 
of turpentine in equal proportions. 4th. Paint 
solidly at first, letting your dead colour dry and 
harden in the open air, and in the shade. 5th. Do 
not rub the picture with oil, as is customary, in 
order to make the parts sunken reappear, but use 
two of parts rectified turpentine, and one part of 
copal varnish, the whitest possible, and use this very 
sparingly. 6th. Leave your paintings at least a year 
without varnish. The best way to know if the oil 
is all dried out of a painting, is to pass a wet sponge 
over its surface : if vvell dried out, the water will Re 
evenly ; if not, in drops. 

* The appearance of Mr. Solomon’s two pictures in this 
sale ratlier surprised us ; we thought they were stiii in the 
possession of the Marquis of Lansdowne, who, we believe, 
purcliased them of tlie artist. Perhaps, liowever, Mr. 
Solomon may have p.ainted duplicates.—[Ed. d.-/.] 
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THE NATIONAL GALLEHY, 

“ COMPEOMISED.” 

It is a recognised item in the estimate of 
British character, that, as a nation, -vve are 
fond of crotchets. We play with cant words, 
till we erect them into principles:—and the 
principle uppermost for action, with us, just 
now, IS the one expressed by the, of late, fami¬ 
liar word, compromise. Of course, the principle 
has its logic,—and makes a show of argument. 
The British Constitution is said to have growir 
out of a succession of compromises,—and a sys¬ 
tem of compromise is insisted on as being the 
machinery by which it acts stOl. The cant of the 
day, is, that what is good for the whole, must 
be good for the parts; and that individual 
measures, like the great general scheme of 
government, are safe only when finally planted 
on the ground of compromise.—The doctrine 
involves a fallacy which nothing but the love 
of crotchet could conceal,—and generates an 
inconvenience which some day, we suppose, 
the people will find out. We grow our 
national crotchets at great cost,—which the 
nation has to pay both in loss of time and in 
waste of money. The last great compromise 
to which, as a people, we have been sum¬ 
moned, applies to the question of the National 
Gallery, so long debated in Parliament, and 
argued in these columns;—and it was an¬ 
nounced, by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
in the discussion on the estimates for the 
British Museum, in the course of the past 
month. 

Such a case of inversion of principle—such 
an instance of a syllogism standing on its head 
—as this debate supplies, one has rarely the 
opportunity of referring to. The discussion is 
most curious, for the way in which it states 
the case in one direction, and then turns aside 
to avoid follovring it to its conclusion,—shows 
the principle wanted for use, and then puts the 
principle on the shelf. The Chancellor of the 

i Exchequer lays down very clearly the arguments 
' that lead to a certain tvliole, and then contents 

himself with taking half,—in a form which 
makes the half the inevitable foe to the whole. 
And this illogical conclusion is to pass muster, 
if the House will let it, under the title of the 
National Gallery compromise. 

The double proposition which came clearly 
out of the debate on the Museum estimates, on 
the 4th of June last, was,—the pressing neces¬ 
sity, that something should now at length be 
done in the matter of a National Gallery,—and, 
the pressing necessity for such a methodization 
of our various national collections as shall render 
aU or any of them, the National Gallery amongst 
the rest, available for the best purposes to which 
they can be applied. The conclusion to which 
these two propositions point,—clearly indicated, 
as we have said, by Mr. Disraeli himself,— 
carries us irresistibly to Kensington Gore; 
where the people have an estate of their own, 
bought for a large sum of money, with an ex¬ 
press view to the meeting of these two propo¬ 
sitions. The fitness of the rendezvous is, how¬ 
ever, dwelt on by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, only as the prelude to a proposal 
for its abandonment. Having carried our con¬ 
victions with him to Kensington, Mr. Disraeli, 
suddenly, in the figurative language of the late 
Lord Castlereagh, turns his back upon himself, 
—and upon us,—and ends by asking us to put 
our convictions in our pocket, and sell back 
the estate at Kensington Gore! 

The aimouncement, as we have said, grew 
out of the debate on the Museum estimates. 
The British Museum has been well described 
as “ the most miscellaneous and comprehensive 
collection in the world,”—whose contents have 
been got together pretty much by chance med¬ 
ley, and consist of too much of everything. 

and not enough of any. While its cellars 
groan under hidden treasures which its upper 
floors have not space to display,—the upper 
floors are openly encumbered by treasures 
which arc especially wanted to the complete¬ 
ness of collections elsewhere. This happy 
arrangement has a double advantage:—it un¬ 
systematizes everything to which it applies,— 
and it multiplies the costly machinery by 
which the costly treasures of the nation are 
kept unsystematic. In January last, the Trus¬ 
tees of the British Museum passed a Eeso- 
lution, to the effect that they are prevented 
by “ great deficiency of space ” from “ the 
proper exhibition” of the multiplied ob¬ 
jects in “various departments” which they 
already have,—without taking into account the 
“ future and progressive ” increase of all the 
collections;—and recommending,—not that 
these should be so weeded as to relieve the 
institution itself, and feed other institutions 
that are languishing for want of them,—but, 
the adoption of a plan of Mr. Smirke’s for lay¬ 
ing out more money in the purchase of land 
on the north side of the Museum, and building 
thereon, so as to enlarge the evil, and perpe¬ 
tuate the provisional. Meantime, as Lord 
Elcho says, the public money is wasted in 
making collections in duplicate, and even in 
triplicate. There is a mineralogical collection 
in the British Museum, and another in Jermyn 
Street. There is a botanical collection at 
the British Museum, and another at Kew. 
There is a collection of portraits in the British 
Museum, and another making in Great George 
Street. There is a collection of mediseval art 
in the British Museum, and another at South 
Kensington, and a third in Jermyn Street.— 
How many things there are in the British 
Museum which a National Gallery should have, 
and which the Museum would gain valuable 
space by contributing, our readers, for the 
most part, know. 

We have said above, tliat, to remedy the 
want of space in the British Museum by an 
enlargement of its area, would be, to perpetuate 
the provisional; because, we are satisfied that, 
sooner or later, this confusion must be cleared 
up.—In the progress of common sense, we feel 
assured, that a day of system wiU come at last. 
The cause of logic in the matter is akeady 
visibly making way in the House of Commons.— 
“ Government,” Lord Elcho said, “ must boldly 
face the matter, and methodize its collections.” 
—Lord John Bussell did not think, the Trus¬ 
tees would be justified in expending the sum 
required for bmldiug towards the north, 
“without looking into the whole subject.”— 
Mr. Gladstone was of opinion, that “these 
several collections could not be kept together. 
The time must come, when the question of 
separation would have to be met.” And the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer said—“ It was in 
the various, almost the universal, character of 
that collection that the difficulties which the 
House had now to contend with found their 
principal origin; and he was afraid they would 
not be able to encounter the obstacles in their 
path until they simpkfied the contents in the 
Museum.” 

Towards a final and systematic arrange¬ 
ment of the national collections, let us see 
what is said of the step that had been taken at 
Kensington Gore,—in the very debate which 
aimounces, so far as concerns its most impor¬ 
tant featui-e, the retractation of that step, and 
by the minister himself by whom the announce¬ 
ment is made.—But, first, let us hear Mr. 
Gladstone.—“ He could not, as a trustee, or as 
a member of Parliament, recommend that the 
Government should make a demand upon 
the House of Commons for the purpose 
[of building at the Museum], without con¬ 
sidering what the public had been doing 
towards providing accommodation in other 

quarters. In 18.a2 no less than £140,000 was 
paid for the site of Burlington House, and in 
1853 and subsequent years £180,000 was paid 
for portions of the Kensington estate. Thus, 
something like £320,000 had been laid out bj 
the public in the acquisition of sites for this 
purpose. One of those sites was, the great 
quantity of land—something like one hundred 
acres—at Kensington, affording an immense 
amount of accommodation for objects of the 
nature now under discussion, and of which, up 
to the present t ime, only a small fraction had 
been applied to that purpose,—viz., the small 
portion upon which the new museum had been 
erected. The application of that small por¬ 
tion had been followed by most gratifying 
results. Both as to the number of persons 
who visited the Kensington collection and 
their demeanour, the result had been far be¬ 
yond what the most sanguine had calculated 
upon.”—The Chancellor of the Exchequer 
said:—“ Without space nothing effective could 
be done; and it was the want of space that 
had been the cause of the scattered position 
of our collections, and of our being unable 
to effect that convenient arrangement which 
was so necessary for the public accommo¬ 
dation. A great effort was made six years 
ago, when he proposed that the House of 
Commons should vote a sum of £180,000 in 
aid of a sum of equal amount, which was the 
balance left from the receipts obtained at the 
Great Exhibition of 1861. With that united 
sum, amounting to upwards of £300,000, an 
extensive portion of land at Kensingtoii was 
purchased, with the idea that there would be 
an opportunity of our scattered collections 
finding a home where they might be seen to 
great advantage by the pubke.” 

Well, then,—the end of all this is to be, 
unless Parliament will step in to the rescue, 
that strange non sequitur to which wc alluded 
at the outset of this article. The beneficial 
partnership between the Exhibition Commis¬ 
sioners and the public,—-deliberately considered 
and formally rafified by the people’s represen¬ 
tatives, and to the credit of which the Commis¬ 
sioners brought in a capital of nearly a couple 
of hundred thousand pounds,—is now, it seems, 
to be dissolved, in obedience to an outcry which 
sets logic at defiance, and to arguments which 
are almost swept away by the breath that states 
them. The Exhibition Commissioners, accord¬ 
ing to the compromise proposed by the Chan¬ 
cellor of the Exchequer, are to pay back the 
money contributed by the nation to the partner¬ 
ship fund; and on the fine site once secured to 
the country, and with the money of which they 
would have made the country a free gift, to 
carry out their objects as they can alone,— 
while the country builds its new National 
Gallery in the smoke!—The estimate for en¬ 
larging the gallery on its present site, as fur¬ 
nished to the Treasury by the Commissioners 
of Works, is £500,000,—including the re-in- 
statemeut elsewhere of the barracks, which 
will have to be removed, of the Workhouse 
buildings, and of the Baths and Washhouses, 
and the compensation to the Eoyal Academy 
for ejection,—all necessary incidents of this 
scheme. Add to this amount, the large sum 
lost to the object by the abandonment of the 
fund offered by the Exhibition Commissioners; 
and we have something like three quarters of 
a million for the nation to outlay, in order that 
parliament may stultify itself, and the Chan¬ 
cellor of the Exchequer inaugurate once more 
the reign of the provisional!—To save the very 
important objects now in peril of sacrifice, toe, 
for our parts, have done such earnest battle as 
we can. Will the House of Commons come 
to aid, in this crisis of the contest ? If so,— 
good!—if not, “ let them kill the next Percy,” 
themselves! 
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llAMPDEN. 

FROM THE STATUE BY J. H. FOLEY, li.A. 

When the Royal Commission charged with the 
duty of carrying out the erection of the “ Palace of 
Westminster” had determined upon the introduc¬ 
tion of sculpture as part of the internal decorations 
of this noble edifice, a statue of John Hampden 
was among the earliest works destined to find a 
place within its walls. And who, from the long 
roll of British w'orlhies, could have been selected as 
showing a higher title to such distinction, than he 
w'ho was one of the first to resist, in his place in 
Parliament, the impolitic, arbitrary influence of a 
w'ell-meaning but misguided monarch ? 

John Hampden, eldest son of William llami)den, 
of Hampden, in Buckinghamshire, was born in 
London, in 159-1, and succeeded in his infancy to 
the estates of his ancient and respectable family. 
He was educated first at a grammar-school, at 
Thame, in O.xfordshire, whence he proceeded to 
Wagdiden College, Oxford. In 1613 he w'as ad¬ 
mitted a student in the Inner Temple, and made 
considerable progress in common law, but never, 
as it appears, jiractiscd at the bar. Having mai'ried 
at the early age of twenty-three, he retired to his 
estates, and for some years continued to lead a 
country life, entering enthusiastically into the sports 
of the field, and other amusements of the age in 
which he lived. There were signs, however, in the 
political world of coming events calculated to dis¬ 
turb the internal tranquillity of the kingdom ; and 
of these signs Hampden was not an indifferent ob¬ 
server. He became ambitious of a seat in the par¬ 
liament in vvhich Charles I. was reluctantly com¬ 
pelled to summon ; the borough of Grampound, now 
disfranchised, first elected him as its member, and, 
subsequently, he was chosen three successive times 
for Wendover, a borough which is also now dis¬ 
franchised. He was then elected by the consti¬ 
tuency of Buckinghamshire, and sat for that county 
in the “ Long Parliament.” Hampden’s first resist¬ 
ance to the arbitrary proceedings of the king was 
at the close of Charles’s second parliament, w'hen, 
on his refusal to contribute to the loan demanded 
by the monarch, he was committed to prison, but 
afterwards liberated, with several other recusants, 
unconditionally. The attempt to levy ship money, 
in 1636, vvas also resisted by Hampden, and pro¬ 
ceedings were in consequence instituted against him 
on the part of the crown. Ten of the twelve judges 
before whom the case was argued, in the Exchequer 
Chamber, gave judgment against him. Many indi¬ 
viduals, especially among the Puritans, anticipating 
a period of trouble and danger, had already left 
the kingdom, and others were preparing to follow. 
It is said that Hampden and Oliver Cromwell, who 
were kinsmen, had engaged their passage to America 
in a ship then lying in the Thames for the reception 
of emigrants; but the departure of the vessel was 
prohibited by royal mandate. 

Hampden appears to have rendered himself so ob¬ 
noxious to Charles, that the king made an attempt 
to seize him, with several other members of the 
Commons, in the House. This unconstitutional act 
was, however, prevented by the firm attitude as¬ 
sumed by the representatives of the people. The 
civil war shortly afterwards broke out. Hampden 
raised and commanded a troop of horse, with which 
he joined the parliamentary army. In an engage¬ 
ment with the Royalist forces, under Prince Rupert, 
at Chalgrove field, June 18th, 1643, Hampden 
placed himself at the head of the attack, and in the 
first charge fell dangerously w'ounded. He left 
the field, and was conveyed to Thame, where he 
expired six days after the battle; his last words w’ere 
a touching prayer for the welfare of his country. 

After the lapse of more than two centuries, the 
senate-house of England once more contains the 
form and lineaments of Hampden in the noble 
statue executed by Mr. Eoley, in 1850. It is of 
“ heroic ” size, and may be classed among the 
finest examples of modern portrait sculpture. The 
attitude of the figure is bold and commanding, and 
the face, modelled from the best authenticated 
portraits, seems faithfully to express the character 
of the man—resolute and fearless, yet gentle, 
afl'able, and courteous. 

ORNAMENTAL IRON CASTINGS. 

England may, in a peculiarly appropriate manner, 
—when considering the position which she holds 
among the nations,—designate this as her Iron Age. 
In all parts of the country theearth is pierced in search 
of iron ore ; and the blaze of iron furnaces illumines 
the midnight sky, wherever the proximity of coal 
admits of its being smelted. The island is traversed 
in all directions by iron roads—iron buildings re¬ 
ceive us at the ends of all the railways—iron enters 
more or less into the structure of nearly all our large 
edifices. The Temple of the Italian Muse has sprung, 
like Aladdin’s palace, into sudden existence by the 
aid of iron; and the Crystal Palace stands on its 
hill at Sydenham, a triumph which might be dedi¬ 
cated to Vulcan, as the w'ork of the Cyclopes. On 
the river, and on the ocean, iron exerts its power ; 
and from the canal boat, to the Leviathan, iron boiler 
plate has taken the place of wood. Iron appears to 
be destined to aid largely in the progress of civiliza¬ 
tion, for “homogeneous metal”—a kind of semi¬ 
steel—is employed in the construction of the small 
steamer in which Livingstone is to lay open the 
treasures of central Africa to the world. Iron, too, 
has invaded the domains of fashion ; the fact that one 
house in Shetiield had a few weeks since orders for 
sixty-five tons of steel for ladies’ petticoats, will prove 
how successful the invasion has been. To achieve 
these triumphs the iron-making powers of the 
country have been taxeu to the utmost, as the follow¬ 
ing table, of the annual produce of pig-iron, will 

show;— 
Tons. 

Nortliumborland and Durham . . . 331,370 
Yorkshire. 275,600 
Derbyshire. 106,900 
Lancasliire and Cumberland .... 25,530 
Slu'opshire. 109,722 
North StaffordslTue. 130,560 
South Stafford.shireaiid Worcestersliire 777,171 
Gloucestershire. 2-1,132 
North Wales ......... 47,682 
South Wales. 877,150 
Scotland. 880,500 

Total . . . 3,586,377 

iMore than three millions and a half tons of pig-iron 
—equal in value to upwards of twelve millions ster¬ 
ling—are produced each year in these small islands. 
This, it must be remembered, is tbe value of this 
metal, ere yet any cost beyond that of smelting is 
incurred upon it. When this is converted into bars 
and rails only, the value is more than doubled ; and 
when we have this important element, by the aid of 
skilled labour, manufactured into all the numerous 
articles for use and for ornament to which it is 
applied, its value is increased more than a hundred 

fold. 
England stands as the first of the iron-producing 

countries of the world. Her stores of the raw ma¬ 
terial are more vast than those of any other country 
within the same area. Hence, consequently, we 
derive a large som’ce of our national wealth from the 
soil where for ages those mineral stores have awaited 
man’s industry. The following statement will con¬ 
vey some idea of the way in which this metal is 
distributed in our rocks. 

In Cornwall we have large quantities of the 
hematite, or peroxide of iron, and some of the car¬ 
bonates. Devonshire produces a great abundance of 
the latter {spatliose) ore, and some of the former. 
In Somersetshire and in Gloucestershire, there is a 
still larger production of those ores, and the argilla¬ 
ceous iron ore, or, as it is often called, clay hand iron 
ore, in addition. The hydrated oxide of iron is pro¬ 
duced in Wiltshire, Hampshire, Northamptonshire, 
Leicestershire, and Buckinghamshire. All the coal- 
prodneing countries yield abundance of the argilla¬ 
ceous carbonates of iron; w'hile Lancashire and 
Cumberland are both of them remarkable for the 
immense deposits of hematitic iron which they con¬ 
tain. The iron mines in the neighbourhoods of 
Ulverstone and of Whitehaven are the most remark¬ 
able in the world. The North Riding of Yorkshire 
has been scarcely less celebrated for the production 
of a peculiar carbonate of iron, which spreads in a 
remarkable baud through all the hills of Cleveland, 
and southward towards Whitby, extending through 
the vale of the Esk. These iron beds have given 
rise to new and very extensive industries around 

j Middlesbro’ and Stockton-on-Tees. Scotland ])ro- 
, duces the celebrated black band ironstone, and some 

hematite ; and Ireland appears to be rich in this 
ore, although, as yet, but little of it has been 
worked. 

Such is a rapid notice of our principal iron-produc¬ 
ing localities. In olden time, the iron districts of 
England were confined to the eastern and south¬ 
eastern counties; and hills of cinders now exist in 
the fertile counties of Essex, Sussex, and Kent, 
marking the sites of ancient iron manufacture. 
Attemjds’ are again being made to wmrk the iron 
ores which exist in the Green-Sand formations of 
tliese counties; and now that the railways alford 
facilities for transit, they ai'e likely to come again 
into use. 

With the failure of the forests of the eastern coun¬ 
ties the manufacture of iron passed away to the coal- 
producing districts. The only furnaces, from which 
we are now producing iron, smelted with charcoal, 
are those in the neighbourhood of Ulverstone, in 
Lancashire ; and the demand for this charcoal-iron 
is far greater than it is possible for the manufacturers 
to meet, their production being limited by the supply 
of charcoal, which is failing them. 

Notwithstanding the immense quantities of iron 
produced in this country, it has not, as yet, been 
turned amongst ns to much, account as an article of 
ornament. We, perhaps, are too busy with the 
more important useful manufactures to give much 
attention to the details, which the production of the 
ornamental demands. Circumstances, however, ap¬ 
pear to be leading us gradually into this manufac¬ 
ture, and there is little doubt but, in a few years, 
we shall be large producers of ornamental works of 
great beauty in iron. An accident led to the pro¬ 
duction of the far-famed Berlin iron castings. 
During the wars with the first Napoleon, the Prussian 
treasury becoming exhausted, an appeal was made 
to the people to contribute towards the defences of 
the country ; and the rich and poor contributed with 
true patriotic feeling—not money merely, but their 
gold and silver ornaments. To encourage this, it 
was determined that every one who gave up gold 
ornaments for the national cause, should receive an 
iron one, in the shape of a cross, in their place, in¬ 
scribed with the words :— 

“ I G.AVE GOLD FOR IRON.” 

These crosses of iron required chains of iron to 
suspend them. They wTremade; and the attempts 
of one manufacturer to rival another, led to the pro¬ 
duction of those beautiful chains, bracelets, and 
other articles in iron, which are alike remarkable 
for the delicacy of their workmanship, and the 
elegance of their design. 

There has been a general impression that the 
iron founders of Berlin possessed some secret pro¬ 
cess by which these things were made; it was some¬ 
times said to he the peculiar character of the iron 
ore used; we now know, that the Prussians buy 
English pig-iron for this very manufacture. It was 
again stated that we possessed no casting sand equal 
to theirs ; this is also proved to be incorrect. The 
whole secret of those exquisitely delicate castings 
depending on the temperature at which the iron is 
run into the moulds. At Hayle, in Cornwall, some 
years since, castings in all respects equal to the 
Berlin castings were made; and the Coalbrooke Dale 
Iron’Company, in Shro])shire, have been,in the produc¬ 
tion of tine ornamental works, eminently successful. 
We have been induced, however, to draw attention to 
this question, from the circiunstance that some ex¬ 
periments have recently been made, in the prepara¬ 
tion of a coal, which has been called mineral char¬ 
coal, possessing the property of producing greater 
fluidity in the iron than ordinary coal will do. The 
value of this has been rendered evident in the manu¬ 
facture of tin plate, which has hitherto required the 
use of charcoal in the process of refining the iron. 
The inventor of the “charred coal” states, that in 
1850, his attention was directed to the use of a sub¬ 
stitute for charcoal in the finery, and the result was 
a process by which coals could be charred in such 
a way as to produce a structure analogous to char¬ 
coal, and which was free of sulphur. Again, some 
experiments have been made with peat, which are 
of great promise. In both cases, the trials have 
been made on a moderately large scale, and the 

results have been satisfactory. 
“ The preparation of the charred coal,” says Mr. 

E. Rogers, the inventor of it, “ is very simple. The 
coal is first reduced to small, and w'ashed by any of 
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the ordinary means; it is then spread over llie hot- 
tom of a reverberatory furnace to the depth of about 
four indies, (he bottom of the furnace beiii" lirst 
raised to a rod lieat. When tlic small coal is thrown 
over the bottom, a great volume of gases is given 
off, and much ebullition takes place; this ends in the 
production of a light spungy mass, which is turned 
over in the furnace and drawn in about one hour and 
a half. To completely elear oil' the sulphur, water 
is now freely sprinkled over the mass unlil all smell 
of the sulphuretted hydrogen gas produced ceases.” 

We learn that it is intended to extend the experi¬ 
mental inquiry, and tlierc is but little doubt, as 
it appears to us, that in a short time we may 
expect to sec ornamental works of a peculiar and 
beautiful character, executed in a material of the 
most enduring description. As soon as the manu¬ 
facture is more matured, it is our intention to devote 
an article to the curiosities of these interesting con¬ 
versions of iron to the purposes of ornament and 
of Art. The subject is one of very wide and general 
interest: not alone as regards the improvements of 
the raw' material, but the advantages derivable from 
such improvements by so many important branches 
of British manufacture. In fact, the consequences 
may be universal in their influence on the commerce 
as well as on the art of the country. 

Robert Hunt. 

I THE EOTAL ASSOCIATION 

TOR PROllOTINC 

I THE EINE AETS IN SCOTLAND. 

i 1 

II EXHIBITION OF THE PRIZES. 

'I'iiis exhibition of the prizes of the Scottish Art- 
Union was open during the month of June in the 

! rooms of Mr. Walesby, No. 5, Waterloo Place. 
These works are seventy-one in number, ranging 
from the value of £260 downwards to £4. The 

I selection consists of pictures, a few drawings, and 
I' one piece of sculpture, ‘Chaldea Captive,’ by W. 
j Brodie. With rare exceptions, we do not observe 

I that stringency of execution in these works, by w'hich 
those of our southern exhibitions arc characterised, 
although the observance of natural phase is by no 
means less inquisitive. The subjects are principally 
landscape and simple incident. There is one subject 
from Scripture—‘Hannah and Samuel,’ by A. H. 
Buit. And perhaps the cause of the low tone of 
composition is, that the best works had been pur¬ 
chased before the prizeholders had the opportunity 
of making their selection. The first prize, £260, is 
‘ A Highland Raid; or, how the Maegregors lived 
and died a Hundred Years ago,’ by Gouiday Steel. 
It is a large picture, showing the Caterans tracked 
in their “lift” into a narrow pass, where is pre¬ 
sented a scene of dire confusion of animals and men, 
both the w'ildest of their kind. ‘ The Weald of 
Kent,’ £160, by S. Bough, A., is a large picture, 
affording a vie'.v of a richly-wooded district; and this, 
like the preceding work, is touched with a defiant 
licence, which would seem to challenge a comparison 

: with the more severe translations of our rising school. 
I ‘ BeUevue, Dort,’ £120, E. T. Crawford, R.S.A., 

shows the town from the opposite side of the river; 
and ‘A Winter Afternoon—Curlers and Skaters on 
Linlithgow Loch,’ £120, Charles Lees, R.S.A., is a 

I large picture, presenting in the background Linlith¬ 
gow Castle, and on the intermediate breadth of the 
loch an extensive distribution of figimes. ‘ A Strolling 
^Musician,’ £80, J. Burr, is a sad and sorry violinist, 
blind, and in rags, playing to an audience who have 
neither malt nor meal wherewith to reward him; 
but the old man is a successful study—there is much 
of the life in him. In ‘ The Dominie,’ £80, A. H. 
Burr, the figures are very carefully made out. ‘ The 
Soldier’s Widow,’ Hugh Cameron, instances the 
complete desolation of a humble home, the head of 
which being suddenly removed: the wife reads of 
the death of her husband. In ‘Will o’ the Wisp,’ 
J. A. Houston, R.S.A., we see a blue elfiu luring a 
wayfarer to a deep pond, a quaint rendering of the 
illusion ; ‘ A Gleam of Sunshine in the Woods,’ Ed- 
wai’d Hargitt, appeals to our remembrances of sun¬ 
shine and trees; and ‘ Glen Falloch,’ J. Milne Mac¬ 
donald, is a very firmly painted section of river-side 
scenery. ‘ Sunshine among Showers,’ H. Maccul- 
loch, R.S.A., is a romantic composition, charming in 

colour, and masterly in effect. In the ‘Lake of 
Ncmi,’ R. S. Lauder, R.S.A., there is an admirable 
refinement of feeling. In ‘ Pandy Mill, North 
Wales,’ Mr. Fraser has succeeded in communicating 
a most veracious character to the old weather-stained 
stones. ‘The Darnley ('onspirator.s,’ Thomas Bonar, 
is a sketch in which colour supersedes character. 
‘ The Old Oak Shade,’ T. Clark, shows a farm-yard, 
in which the buildings and incident are most studi¬ 
ously brought forward; but the feature of the pic¬ 
ture is the successful treatment of the light and 
shade. ‘A Cornfield, Loch Carron,’ D. Birch, is 
also clearly a study on the spot; and valuable natu¬ 
ral qualities distinguish the little view ‘ At Barnes, 
near Putney,’ by Miss Charlotte Nasmyth. There 
are also interesting works by W. K. Orebardson, 
Keeley ilalswclle, Erskine Nicol, A. W. Douglas, 
R.S.A., .James Giles, R.S.A., Arthur Pcrigal, A., 
.John J. Wilson, &c. The print for the current year 
is ‘The Politicians,’ engraved from the picture painted 
by .A. H. Burr, 

AET IN SCOTLAND, lEELAND, 

AND THE PEOVINCES. 

Edinburgh.—A variety of arrangements of in¬ 
terest are making with reference to the several 
institutions for the promotion of Art and arohmology 
in the northern metropolis.—The new building for 
the Scottish National Gallery of Paintings was, our 
readers know, completed about two years ago,—and 
has since been provisionally occupied by one Art 
e.xhibition succeeding another. A Treasury minute 
rccentlv published, determines the arrangementsnow 
made for the permanent appropriation of the edifice. 
The building contains, in two series of galleries, 
twelve octagonal saloons. Of these, six are to be 
devoted henceforth, for four months in every year, 
to the exhibition of the Royal Scottish Academy :— 
and six will be reserved for the permanent occupa¬ 
tion of a Scottish National Gallery of Art. The 
materials of such a gallery already existing in the 
northern metropolis, we need not tell our readers, 
are,—first, the valuable collection of the Royal 
Scottish Academy,.—secondly, the collection belong¬ 
ing to the Royal Institution,—thirdly, the collection 
bequeathed to the city of Edinburgh by the late Sir 
James Erskine, of Torrie,—and fourthly, the col¬ 
lection belonging to the Board of Manufactures. To 
these will be added various pictures belonging to the 
National Association for the promotion of the Fine 
Arts, and pictures belonging to private individuals. 
Mr. W. B. Johnstone, a member of the Royal 
Scottish Academy, has been appointed principal 
Curator and Keeper of the National Gallery, at a 
salaryof £2-50. On the removal of such of the pictures 
forming the new National Gallery as are at present 
exhibited in the building of the Royal Institution, 
the galleries there are to be given up to the exhibi¬ 
tion of the museum of the Society of Antiquaries of 
Scotland ; which museum that body has handed over 
gratuitously to Government,—to be opened perma¬ 
nently to the public, free of charge. For fitting up 
the saloons of the Royal Institution for this museum, 
a parliamentary grant of £2032 is to be asked. It 
is recommended, we may add, that the School of 
Design, hitherto upheld by the Board of Manufac¬ 
tures, which Board now undertakes the annual 
charge of the National Gallery, amounting to £1142, 
—shall cease henceforth to form a charge on the 
funds of that body,—and that it shall be affiliated 
tdithe Department of Science and Art, in London. 

Fini3-Arts Academy in Bristol.—The citizens 
of Bristol have recently been inaugurating a hand¬ 
some building, reared by them on the fine site 
which they have obtained at the top of Park Street, 
and nearly opposite the Victoria Rooms, as an 
academy and School of Art of their own. This 
institution, like so many others in England, is 
due to a private founder ; and in this instance, the 
Art stream which we trust is hereafter to fertilise 
the city of the Severn, flows from an Art fountain, 
and t//at a local one. Mrs. Sharpies was, it is 
stated, the wife and mother of artists:—her hus¬ 
band, a son, and a daughter, all following that 
honourable calling; and, in 1847, she left the bulk 
of a fortune acquired by that means to lay the 
foundation of this academy.-—k correspondent of 
the Bristol Journal thinks, that, under such circum¬ 
stances, the inauguration was scarcely complete 
without some material record of Mi's. Sharpies. 
As he walked through the rooms on the night of 
the celebration, he felt, he says, and it was felt by 
others, that something was wanting to the occasion. 
While he “ thankfully accords all praise to the 
gentlemen by xvhose cultivated judgment, diligent 

exertions, and auxiliary contributions, the Fine-Arts 
Academy has been brought to completion, and the 
practical schools which have found a shelter under 
its roof have been got into such suceessful and 
beneficial operation,” he is conscious of a sense of 
oversight, which takes the character of ingratitude, 
in view of the important result.— In all probability, 
the complaint is premature, and the oversight only 
an uncompleted purpose. It is not likely, that there 
is an intention of leaving Mrs. Sharpies wiiboiit a 
record in the fine edifice wbich her money has 
built. Her bust in the hall of the institution would 
be a fitting Art-acknowledgment of the Art-founda- 
into wbieb her bounty has laid. 

Belfast.—A meeting of the patrons and sub¬ 
scribers of the Belfast School of Art was held on 
June 14, “to consider a resolution passed by the 
committee at their la.st meeting, on the 8lh ult., 
respecting the closing of the school.” It seems that 
a deputation was appointed to proceed to London, 
for the purpose of procuring aid from head-quarters : 
the mission proved unsuccessful; and it has been 
resolved to close the institution, and sell oil' all the 
effects to meet liabilities. This state of things is 
not very creditable to Belfast. 

Dundee.—The School of Art was examined, on 
May 27th, by Messrs. Cole and Redgrave, who 
awarded 146 prizes in elementary drawing, and 14 
local medals. The number of prizes, last year, was 
56; and of medals, 20. The arrangements of the 
department rendered it necessary to anticipate the 
usual period of inspection this year; many of the 
works for competition were consequently unfinished, 
and hence the diminution in the number of medals ; 
but it will be observed that the number of prizes is 
nearly trebled. The “National Medallion,” in tw'o 
stages, was awarded to Mr. William Duncan, student 
of the school, at the last competition ; and three 
other students—Messrs. Andrew Stevenson, Joseph 
Kennedy, and Duncan Cameron—were admitted to 
the class for Masters in Training during the present 
se.ssion. Upwards of nine hundred pupils received 
instruction in this school within the year. 

Yarmouth.—The School of Art in this town, 
established so recently as 1854, is making consider¬ 
able progress under the management of Mr. Cheva¬ 
lier, with whom the Mayor and Corporation of 
Yarmouth are at last earnestly co-operating. The 
annual distribution of prizes took place about a 
month since, the successful competitors exhibiting 
marked improvement upon all previous examples 
furnished by the students. 

Banbury.—The nucleus of a School of Art has 
recently been formed in this town : a drawing-class, 
which already numbers moi’e than forty pupils, 
meets now in the room of the British School, under 
the superintendence of Mr. S. Reeve. AVhen all 
the arrangements are completed, it will he placed 
in connection with the Department of Science and 
Art. 

THE AET-ENION OF LONDON. 

The following jtictures, ainoiig others, have, we 
learn, been selected by the prize-holders for the 
present year — 

From the Boyal Academy.—Tlie Gaoler's Daughter, P. 
H. Calderon, 201)?.; Tibbie Inglis, the shepherd's daughter, 
T. F. Marshall, 100?.; Pensive Moments, S. B. Halle, 
73?. lOs.; At Trarbach on tlie Moselle, G. C. Stanfield, 
42?.; Kate—“Taming of the Shrew,” T. F. Dicksie, 
52?. 10s.; The 'Valentine, G. Smith, 36?. 15s.; A Highland 
Dairy, A. Cooper, R. A., 31?. 10s.; The Rest by the AVay, 
N. 0. Lnpton, 35?.; Loch Nicraig, A. Stanley, 25?.; A Quiet 
Pipe, G. Smith, 26?. 5s.; A Lane at Beckenham, R. P. 
Noble, 26?. 5s. 

From the British Institution.—Beatrice de Dante, H. 
■Weigall, 60?.; Sheep-tVashing, ,J. Stark, 25?.; Net-Making, 
E J. Cobbett, 25?.; “ Come into the Garden, Maude," J. D. 
Wingfield, 20?.; the River Teign, near Cbagford, T. J. 
Soper, 20?.; St. Mary's Redclitt'e, A. Montague, 20?. 

From the Society of British Artists.—Lyme Cob, Coast of 
Dorset, J. B. Pyne, 75?.; Distant View of Swansea, J. Ten¬ 
nant, 50?.; Near Snowdon, W. W. and J. C. Morris, 30?.; 
The Wedding Day, T. Clater, 40?.; Bay of Swansea, A. F. 
Rolfe, 30?.; Lyme Dinas, H. J. Boddington, 42?.; Hide and 
Seek, J. Bouvier, 25?.; Tlie Evening's Repose, R. Benedict, 
20?.; Gossip on tlie Way, T. Clater, 20?. 

From the National Institution.—Waiting for Fish, W. 
Underhill, 75?.; .4 Bright Dav at Ulleswater, S. R. Percy, 
75?.; Derwentwater, C. Pettitt, 50?.; Buttermere, E. A. 
Pettitt, 25?.: Scene on the River Trent, B. Shipman, 21?.; 
Going to tlie Mil), N. O. Lupton, 20?.; The Homestead, 
.1. F. Herring and A. F. Rolfe, 20?.; Babes in the Wood, 
F. L^nderliill, 25'. 

From the Old IValer-Colour Society.—Goiag to Market, 
W. Goodall, 40?.; Hastings—East Cliff, C. Davidson, 30?.: 
A Summer Noon, G. Dodgson, 20?. 

From the New tVater-Colour Society.—Still Life, Mrs. 
Margetts, 30?.; Near the Lac de Garda, Tyrol, Mrs. W. 
Oliver, 21?. 

From the Boyal Scottish Academy.—Wetheral Abbey, 
J. C. Wintour, 20?. 

From the Society of Female 4r??s?s.—Lower End of Loch 
Tiimmel, Miss Stoddart, 20?. 
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TOPICS OF THE MONTH. 

The National Portrait Gallery.—At the 
receut sale of the pictures belonging to Mr. Sandars, 
removed from Taplow House, a portrait of Sir 
Joshua Reynolds, the work of that master himself, 
was sold for the sum of 270 gs., and bought by the 
trustees of the National Portrait Gallery. The 
picture is a representation of the great painter at 
the period which preceded his visit to Italy, and 
presents him in a drab coat and blue waistcoat, 
holding his palette and maul-stick, and shading his 
eyes from the sun with his left hand.—From the 
applause, at Christie’s, which followed the an¬ 
nouncement of the purchase in this case, it must be 
presumed that the purchase is popular; and really, 
it seems so right a thing that this work should be 
secured for the nation, that we are reluctant to take 
exception to it. If the portrait had been bought, 
for that same great proprietor, by the trustees of the 
National Gallery, we should have had nothing but 
unmixed congratulation to otfer on the case. As it 
is, our objections shall be directed less to this par¬ 
ticular instance, than to the principles of action which 
it indicates on the part of those who are charged 
with the construction of the young institution that 
purchases on the present occasion.—It is obvious, 
that out of an annual grant of £2000, as yet only 
in the second year of its age, 270 gs. is a large sum 
to give for a single picture. At such rate of expen- 
ditiu'e, some fourteen pictures would be all that the 
nation would have yet to show, as the fruit of two 
years’ application, toivards carrying out its own 
intention for the formation of a National Portrait 
Gallery. A time may well come when, the collection 
having taken large and definite proportions, the se¬ 
curing of a work like this shall be a reasonable 
policy on the part of its trustees; but they are in 
no condition yet, with the means at their disposal, 
to go into open market, and bid against competitors 
for works of high Art, on behalf of an establishment 
the very framework of which they have to construct. 
It will be a very slow process indeed by which a 
collection made by means thus accidental will grow 
together through any principle of affinity or cohesion. 
As we have said, towards the foundations of an 
institution which, thanks to the richness of England’s 
moral soil, must be a large one,—and which is no 
institution at all until it shall have reached a consi¬ 
derable growth,—the annual sum assigned by Parlia¬ 
ment is wholly inadequate on any system like this. 
Had Parliament proposed to send the trustees into 
the Fine Art market, they would have put much 
larger funds at their disposal. The broad basis of 
an institution like that intended must be laid, we 
have said again and again, in copies ;—and the funds 
provided by the legislature were proportioned to that 
view of the case. The trustees have had proof 
already, that, if they will but furnish the large outlines 
of the edifice proposed, there are liberal donors look¬ 
ing on who will help them by degrees, and for the 
present, to the Corinthian columns.—As matters 
have, thus far, been proceeding, there is great reason 
to suspect, that the trustees do not quite clearly 
apprehend the scope and limits of the intention which 
they are charged to carry out;—that they do not 
distinctly disentangle the notion of an historical 
series from that of a Fine Art series. In this espe¬ 
cial department of our national collections, the one 
thing that we are in search of is, likeness,—not high 
Art. Our object in this case is, the excellence of 
the thing represented, not the excellence of the 
medium that represents. A gi’eat man by a little 
artist is admissible into this collection, as a little 
man bya great artist is admissible into another depart¬ 
ment of the National Gallery. If the worth of the 
original be great, the Art may be rude, in this case,— 
as in the other, if the portrait be by Rubens, the 
subject may be a Dutch burgomaster. If we can have 
portrait represented by high Art, at a cost within 
our means, so much the better, of coiu’se; but the 
only thing which W'e need buy, in the case in ques¬ 
tion, is portrait. A portrait of Sir Joshua we must 
have for this collection, and a portrait of Sir Joshua 
hij Sir Joshua is, of course, in itself a better thing; 
but it is a piece of extravagance, nevertheless, on the 
part of a young and very moderately endowed institu¬ 
tion. The first means of the institution should go only 
to the securing of essentials: when it shall grow older 
and richer, it may think of providing such essentials 

in a costly Art form.-—As we have said, we do not 
desire to record any very serious protest against this 
particular purchase of the Reynolds portrait; but 
we are anxious to warn the trustees charged with 
the formation of this particiJar collection against 
doing the work of another department instead of 
their own, and to remind them that a National 
Portrait Gallery is not a National Gallery of the 
Fine iVrts. 

Temple Bar.—The cause of prescription has yet 
a stronghold here and there, in which it maintains 
itself against the spirit of the times, and allies who 
are faithful to it in the day of its decline. On the 
whole, however, the genius of the age is at w'ar with 
Gog and Magog; and the fastnesses of mere anti- 
quariauism which -would hope to hold out, should 
keep themselves clear of the march of events. 
Tem))le Bar has stood many sieges,—and might yet 
stand more, on the strength of such defences as it 
has, or is reputed to have, if it were not so directly 
in the path of progress. As it is, however, a fresh 
attack is now making on the old gate; and it must, 
we suppose, go down at last before the yearly in¬ 
creasing force of the arguments that are directed 
against it. Neither is it in itself so intrinsically 
strong, it seems, as its defenders have been in the 
habit of maintaining. 'The antiquaries have been 
fighting for a structm-e which is not antique,— 
artists for a -w'ork which is disowned of Art,—de¬ 
fenders of city privilege for a gate which is not a gate, 
but a rock ahead in one of the great human emrents, 
—and Scotchmen for a building which has no histo¬ 
rical importance, except such as witnesses to their 
country’s defeat and humiliation. But, even had 
the Bar been all that it is not, still, in the progress 
of the life around it, it must now have been looked 
on as a good thing in a wrong place. Were it as 
graphic an illustration of the Past as it has been 
called, it could not be allowed to straugle the Present. 
It must as surely be swept at last, for the con¬ 
venience of the citizens, from its moorings in the 
great human tideway, as an old remnant of feudal 
law% or an ancient impeding custom. The gate has 
no significance where it stands,—no correlation to 
anything about it. Its monumental character suf¬ 
fers on a site where all that passes it rebukes it. 
What might elsewhere be a record, is an anachronism 
here. Things arc occurring on both sides of it 
every day, which throw it out in the strong light 
of a practical blunder. Logic and convenience 
are on one side of the argument which is now 
renewed for the twentieth time,—wdiat is on the 
other, by w-ay of answer ? As w'e have hinted, the 
structure is not beautiful, though Wren’s. It is not 
useful, though it stands in the W'ay of so much that 
is. It is not associated, like the Tower, w'itli 
memories dear to the national heart. Such memories 
as it has, are ghastly enough. They belong to the 
raw'-head-and-bloody-bones school; and though they 
have their moral, it is not such as they are entitled 
to thrust daily and hourly in the face of men en¬ 
gaged with the various business of life. Still, the gate 
is a mark and a monument. It is an historical illus¬ 
tration ; and there should be a place for the keeping 
of such, where, in testifying to the past, they may let 
the present have its turn. A compromise seems eas}^ 
which shall save the rights of antiquarianism with¬ 
out crippling a whole city. There is surely a middle 
course between the destruction of the monument 
and the surrender of pressing modern interests to 
its preservation. We need not be iconoclasts because 
we refuse to be idolaters. We would certainly have 
this monument preserved, and we would even save 
the genius loci, if that be possible without interfering 
with the genius of modern action. Suppose, now, 
for instance, the gate were lifted out of the rush of 
the great cm-reut which it helps to dam, and 
anchored at the top of Essex Street, not many yards 
from where it now stands, and forming, thus, an 
entrance for the quiet stream of life that Hows 
through the ancient coiu’ts and cloisters from which 
it takes its name. Were it even turned aside, on 
the very spot where it stands, so as to form the 
entrance to an avenue leading up what is now Shire 
Lane, towards Lincoln’s Inn, it might continue to 
read its legend unimpaired to those of the passers- 
by who have time to attend, with its feet in the very 
waters of the great human gulf-stream that flows 
through Fleet Street and the Strand. At the head 
of either Temple Lane, it might do the same. MMiere 
the Bar now is, it is a visible absurdity. It stands 

there, only on pretence of being a gate :•—but on 
the illogical condition, for a gate, that it shall be 
wide open day and night, for ever. It is a huge 
sham,—made endurable solely by the fact of constant 
self-confession. When the City had walls, it needed 
gates to let the citizens in ;—since the walls are 
thrown down, the Bar stands where it does to keep, 
so far as it can, the citizens out. By all means, let 
the old gate live,—but live a life which is not in 
constant breach of the law of progress. Make any¬ 
thing of the monument, that Gog and Magog will, 
hilt a breakwater,—where the water broken is, the 
daily tides of a great city’s life. 

Marochettt’s Cceur-de-Lton.—It seems, that 
the Baron Marochetti’s statue of “ Richard Coeur- 
dc-Liou ” can nowhere find a few feet of ground in 
the land which the original once called his own as 
its sovereign.—The fact is, that not only Coeur-de- 
Lion himself, but the series which he represents, is 
dead. 'I'he man and the moral of his times are alike 
deposed. Still, the figure of the great Crusader has 
its historic place—unlike that of Cromwell, whom 
the Fine-Art Commissioners have struck out of 
history,—and the Baron Maroohetti’s illustration of 
history is unquestionably a fine one. The work 
was bought by a body of subscribers, and by them 
presented to the nation; and it certainly is time 
that the nation should supply it with a site. The 
proposal to set it up somewhere in the provinces is 
a most unfitting return for the liberality which gave 
it to the public. Such interest as belongs to it is 
essentially metropolitan, and by no method t of 
reading can be localized.—The following suggestion 
seems to meet the difficulty in the case:—“ Near 
the Now Museum at Brompton,” says a corre¬ 
spondent of a morning paper, “ on the fine new road 
opened through the property of the Royal Commis¬ 
sioners for the Exhibition of 1851, (at which exhibi¬ 
tion this statue was first brought under public notice), 
there is a long and narrow angle of unoccupied ground 
which divides the new road from the Old Brompton 
Road, the two roads here forming a wide and open 
space, with the angle jutting far into it eastward. 
In this conspicuous and appropriate position we have 
to propose that the statue of Coeur-de-Lion shall be 
erected.”—But, may we not ask, if the site were 
found, is it quite certain that the statue is ready ? 
Is it, in fact, in any state except that in which it 
was seven years ago ? Of the large sum which the 
Baron hlarochetti has received, has he expended a 
shilling ? 

The Soulages Collection.—There is a rumour 
abroad, that this orphaned collection, the child of so 
much solicitous tending on the part of its late pro¬ 
prietor, cast adrift by his death, brought to a strange 
land on speculation, and rejected from so many 
doors at which it has knocked,—is at length, and 
after all, to find a home in the IMuseum at South 
Kensington. The purchase is not exactly a govern¬ 
ment purchase,—in the sense in which Govern¬ 
ment had already declined to come forward in the 
matter. As we understand it, the arrangement 
made, is, that the purchase money shall be paid by 
instalments, bearing interest, from resources econo¬ 
mised within the institution itself.—Our readers 
kuow% what we have had to say on the subject,—and 
W'e need not repeat it here. Probably, the Depart¬ 
ment, after extracting from the collection what is 
properly strength to itself, will see the propriety of 
circulating what would be repetition in its owm 
museum, as strength over the larger institutional 
area of which it has charge.—But, be the final fate 
of this collection what it may, the collection itself 
will stand as a crowning evidence of the utter un¬ 
reality of the love for Art to which IManchester has 
made such large pretensions. There are other signs 
to the same effect:—such as, the economical repeti¬ 
tion of the city’s public statues,—and the now 
notorious fact, that the private picture-buyer in 
Manchester is also a picture-dealer. But the crown¬ 
ing evidence, as w'e have said, is here. The Art- 
treasures Exliibiliou is, of course, a great fact,— 
testifying at once to the national Art-wealth and to 
the national Art-zeal,^—but the beginning and the 
end of that Exhibition proclaim alike, one moral,— 
the mistake made as to its locality. Once having 
determined to do something great in the way of Art, 
Manchester, at the outset, found it necessary to 
come abroad for the purpose of inquiring what sort 
of thing it was that she intended to do ; and having 
by the help of others achieved what in one sense 



was a spleucliil sueoess, she lias not had the heart to 
retain Ibr hersell', when it was in her liands, an 
appropriate monument of the thing which slic had 
done. She has had no pride in her own success, of 
the same quality as the success itself. Since she 
broke up, and sold, a few weeks since, in lots, to 
the marine-store dealers and the dealers in old iron, 
her Palace of the Arts,—the empty casket of a 
mind-wealth whose amount cannot ho told in money, 
—there is not a mark left within the city itself of 
the great presenee which has been in her midst, and 
out of which she should have realized an illustration 
that would have lasted all her future life. The 
Soulages Collection, which had been a part of the 
great E-xhibition itself, and was in the possession of 
citizens of her own, seemed expressly titted to lay 
the foundations of such an illustration. That goes, 
now, to Kensington, where, in a sense, it is super¬ 
fluous,—an error on the other, but, at any rate, the 
generous, side:—and from Manchester, the Exhibi¬ 
tion of 1857, and its morals, have alike utterly 
passed away. 

The Great Exhibition of 1851.—The ac¬ 
counts of the receipts and expenditure of the Royal 
Commission of the Exhibition of 1851 for the year 
1857 have been issued. On the debtor side of the 
account it appears that the balance in hand at the 
latter end of 1856 was £108,914 17'S. 8(7.; rents 
received during 1857, £1002 9x. \d.\ sale of old 
materials, £476 8^.; interest on Exchequer Bills, 
£1025 18^.: making a total of £111,419 12^. 9if. 
The total expenditure for the year was £34,324, in 
the following items:—£25,704 10^. for purchase 
of land, leases, and tenants’ interests, &c.; 
£1111 2s. 2d. for printing, stationery, salaries, 
incidental, &c.; £6180 5^. 8^. for museum building, 
fittings, purchases for collection of animal products, 
&c.; £855 15^. for making roads; £251 for sur¬ 
veyor’s charges; and £242 8.s. for taxes, &c.: leaving 
a balance in hand of £77,095. 

Merchant Tailors’ Hall. —Eour or five years 
ago we published a series of papers upon the “ Halls 
of the City of London,” one of which was devoted to 
a brief history of the Corporation or Guild of Mer¬ 
chant Tailors, and to a description of the large hall 
and premises in Threadueedle Street belonging to 
the company. In that notice we found occasion to 
advert to the condition of the principal apartments 
as one “ quite unworthy” of this ancient, honourable, 
and wealthy guild. Within the last few months, 
however, they have undergone an entire and complete 
renovation, under the superintendence of Mr. Edward 
I’Anson, the architect of the company, in a manner 
that reflects high credit on his taste and judgment. 
The banqueting-hall, drawing-room, the principal 
staircase, and the great corridor, have all passed 
under the hands of the restorer and decorator, with 
a result that all who have inspected them must 
pronounce perfectly satisfactory. We have not 
space to enter upon a detailed statement of what 
has been efiected; it is enough that we say the Com¬ 
pany of Merchant Tailors now possesses a building 
second to none in the metropolis, of a similar style 
of architecture and decoration, for elegance and 
appropriateness. The great hall especially has been 
rendered fit for the reception of the most noble and 
distinguished guests that are frequently invited to 
partake of civic hospitality within its walls. The 
Master of the Company, Joseph Turuley, Esq,, 
and the Wardens, entertained at luncheon, on 
the 29th of May, a number of gentlemen whom 
they had invited to inspect the improvements re¬ 
cently made. It is giving the Master no more 
praise than we believe to be his due, to state, that the 
members of this guild are greatly indebteci to him 
for the energy he has displayed in having the w'ork 
accomplished; his cordial co-operation with the 
architect, and his daily supervision of the labours of 
the workmen, were of essential service. 

Schools of Design.—Before the present num¬ 
ber of our Journal is in the hands of the public, they 
will have an opportunity of testing the practical 
working of our Schools of Design throughout the 
country, in the exhibition of manufactured Art¬ 
works, about to be opened at the South Kensington 
Museum, under the superintendence of Mr. George 
Wallis, late head-master of the Birmingham School. 
We understand that the entire collection is the 
result of the instruction given to the pupils, either 
as designers or artizans. The exhibition opened 
just as our sheets were being closed for press; a 
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detailed notice of its contents must, therefore, be 
reserved for a future notice. But we would now 
especially invite the attention of visitors to some fine 
examples of chimncy-picees, contributed by Mr. W. 
Potts, of Biriningliain. The combined materials of 
which they are made arc marble and bronze, the 
latter forming the principal portion of the ornament. 
We have little hesitation in saying that these cast¬ 
ings, in design and finished workmanship, may be 
placed in favourable juxta-position with the best 
examples of bronze-work produced on the (-ontinent; 
and that from them will hereafter be dated a new 
era in the interior economy of domestic architecture. 
We shall have something more to say on the subject 
when we again refer to the exhibition. 

The LATE Mr. Herbert Minton.—Mr. Digby 
IVyatt has delivered, at the Society of Arts, “ a 
Discourse” concerning this eminent, accomplished, 
and lamented gentleman, to whom the ceramic arts 
of England owe a large debt of gratitude. It was a 
worthy and well-earned tribute to his genius, indus¬ 
try, and high character; and although it be a 
novelty,—this pronouncing, as it were, a funeral ora¬ 
tion,—it is one we desire to see encouraged; for, 
unhappily, in England, unless a man of talent chance 
to be a soldier or a sailor, the world hears little of 
him after his death. The “victories of peace” are 
seldom recorded for after-thought. The only “ ho¬ 
nour” Mr. Herbert Minton received was sent to 
him from Prance ! When will the public create an 
"Order of Merit?” It is to Mr. Digby Wyatt’s 
credit that he has dealt so largely and so well with 
this subject: and as among the advocates of rewards 
to the deserving who are national benefactors, we 
thank him warmly and cordially for the homage he 
has rendered and the tribute he has offered to the 
memory of a great and good man. 

Interior views of the Houses of Lords 

AND Commons, by .Joseph Nash.—These drawings 
are on a large scale, and they have been executed 
with the utmost care by Mr. Nash, for the purpose 
of their being subsequently reproduced by himself 
in chromo-lithography. .4s would be expected, the 
two apartments in the new Palace of Westminster, 
which are directly associated with the great council 
of the nation, are here represented with admirable 
fidelity, and also with truly artistic effect. The 
drawings may, indeed, be pronounced to be portraits 
of the two “ Houses.” The House of Lords is 
represented on the occasion of the opening of par¬ 
liament by Her Majesty the Queen, when, as if to 
symbolise the gentle rule of our beloved sovereign, 
the peeresses and other ladies of England consti¬ 
tute by far the more numerous portion of the august 
assemblage. The brilliant and varied hues of the 
costumes have enabled the artist to produce a 
thoroughly splendid picture, and also one that is 
eminently suited forthe after purposeof coloured litho¬ 
graphy. An important debate engages the attention 
of the members of the Lower House, in which Lord 
Palmerston stands to the right of the Speaker, and 
appears as if in the act of addressing the “ House.” 
No glowing colours are here to be found, but yet 
there is that deep earnestness which ought to be 
characteristic of the scene represented. Perhaps a 
little more may be done in the lithographs to 
individualise the persons who appear in either 
House; if so, this will be a great improvement. 
These drawings are now being exhibited at No. 12, 
Pall Mall East, by Mr. Eairless, by whom the 
chromo-lithographs will be published. 

Mr. Gilbert, of Sheffield, one of the most en¬ 
terprising of our provincial print-publishers, will 
shortly issue an engraving from Mr. Phillip’s fine 
portrait of H. E. H. the Prince Consort. An etch¬ 
ing proof of the print has been shown us, and so 
far as we can judge from the present state of the 
work, it promises to become as popular as any en¬ 
graving of a similar kind that has been issued of 
late years. 

The Statue of Gener.il Sir H. Havelock, 

to be erected in Trafalgar Square, wiU be executed 
by Mr. Behnes, who is already at work on the 
model. The likeness of the lamented officer is 
copied chiefly from a photographic portrait taken 
a few weeks only before the relief of Lucknow. 

M. Ary Scheffer died in Paris, on the 15th of 
last month; we heard of the event only on the eve 
of our going to press; and must postpone all re¬ 
marks to our next number. 
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Thf, Plav-ground. Engraved by F. JouimuT, 
from the Picture by T. Webster, R.A. Pub¬ 
lished by the Art-Union of Glasgow. 

The gentlemen who manage the “Art-business” of 
the Art-Union of Glasgow have again been success¬ 
ful in the selection of a popular subject for the 
engrai ing to be distributed to the subscribers ; who 
that ever handled a “ taw,” or “ headed” his play¬ 
mate’s peg-top, or came away bruised and breath¬ 
less from the game of foot-ball, “ when the fight 
was done,” docs not enter into the spirit of Mr. 
Webster’s picture of “ The Play-Ground,” or feels 
no sympathy with Hood when he sang, in his 
“ Retrospective Review,— 

“ 01), wlien I was a tiny boy, 
Jly days and niglits were full of joy. 

My mates were blithe and kind; 
Ko w'onder that I somctinies sigh, 
And dash tlie tear-drop IVom my eye 

To ca,st a look behind. 

“ A hoop was an eternal round 
Of pleasure. In those days I found 

A top a joyous thing.” 
* * * * 

“ My marbles—once my bag was .stored: 
Now I must play with Elgin's lord, 

Willi Theseus for a taw.” 

Webster’s picture was, if we remember rightly, 
exhibited about five or six years ago; like all 
similar works of this artist, it is full of humorous 
subject and of individualised character. Here are 
bold boys and timid boys, boys who love play rather 
than work, and those who prefer books to marbles ; 
losers and winners in the sports of youth, even as 
they will grow up to be losers and winners here¬ 
after in the great battle of manhood. If “ the child 
is father to the'man,” one may almost trace out the 
future career of success or failure, of good and evil, 
in each individual of the large juvenile group— 
even to that of the greedy boy who would persuade 
a junior chum to purchase a pear from the poor 
widow’s store, that he may “ go halves.” 

Mr. Joubert’s engraving is not of uniform excel¬ 
lence throughout: the group at “ peg-top” comes 
out well, so does that of the widow, and the figures 
near her ; the distant group, however, is feeble and 
rather confused : in fact, like most of the large 
engravings issued by our Art-Union Societies, it 
seems to require the labour of another month or 
two to make it what it is capable, in its present 
state, of becoming, a finished and admirable work. 
It is a pity, as we have often said before, that Art- 
union committees issue prints of such dimensions; 
surely subscribers would be as well pleased with 
smaller engravings; more valuable they could not 
fail to be, if, as doubtless they would be, of a 
higher character of workmanship. Still “ The 
Play-Ground” must find a host of admirers, because 
it is a play-ground—by 'Webster. 

The Gothic Model-Book. The Architecture of 

the Middle Ages, with its associated Arts, 
illustrated by examples drawn from existing 
authorities in the Churches and Public Build¬ 
ings of Germany. By V. Statz and G. Unge- 

vviTTER, with descriptive text by A. Reichen- 

SPERGER. Translated by Monicke. Published 
by A. E. Evans & Sons, London. 

This publication, while containing much that is 
both interesting and valuable, is most unfortunate 
in its title. In no possible sense of the expression 
can it be regarded as a “ Gothic Model-Book,” 
whether the term “ model” be understood to signify 
choice and expressive specimens of what has been 
already produced, or authoritative patterns for 
future imitation. In the latter sense, indeed, we 
may protest altogether against such models for the 
study and guidance of those who, in our own times, 
are reviving the practical use of Gothic Art. The 
Gothic of Germany is not by any means the expres¬ 
sion of the style, even in the best works in that 
country, that it would be desirable to regard as 
furnishing the “model” for present and future 
architects and artists: and the work before us can 
scarcely pretend to illustrate the best and purest 
and most characteristic German Gothic. 

As a series of specimens of foliage, capitals, 
traceried windows, and other architectural details, 
with which painted glass, metal works of various 
kinds, and medimval alphabets are connected, this 
collection may be studied with advantage by ail 
who desire to acquire a complete knowledge of the 
architecture of the middle ages with some of its 
associated arts. But it must be understood that 
the student will not find a complete key to the 
Gothic of Germany in this portfolio, with its forty- 
eight plates, and eight pages of descriptive letter- 
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press. The several examples appear to have been 
selected with a certain degree of care, though witli- 
out any definite principle; and all have been 
rendered in the most satisfactory manner in outline 
lithographv, colour being introduced in some in¬ 
stances. 'i'he chief value of the work consists in 
the manner in which it associates various applica¬ 
tions of Art with architecture properly so called, 
thus showing how the same Art-sentiment ought to 
pervade both the subordinate details, and every ac- 
ce-sory of architectural works. The text does not 
extend beyond the simplest descriptions of the plates, 
and it is felt to be the more imperfect in consequence 
of the absence of any title, contents, or index, which 
might have given something of completeness to the 
publication. The want of an inde.x is, of course, a 
serious drawback from the practical utility of the 
engraved examples themselves. 

This publication may, perhaps, serve to suggest 
to some of our own andiitects a useful and conve¬ 
nient mode for conveying information upon their 
art,—such information, more particularly, as may 
lead architectural students to direct their attention 
with increased earnestness to the true “ Gothic 
JIodel-Book,” which was sculptured and carved in 
stone, and marble, and wood, and wrought in 
metal, and painted in glass, in the middle ages, by 
the hands of the great Gothic artists themselves. 

The Life of Sir John Falstaff. Illustrated 
by George Cruikshank. With a Biography 
of the Knight from authentic sources. By 
Koeert B. Brofgh. Published by Longman 

& Co., London. 

Was the doughty hero of Gadshill and of Shrews¬ 
bury a man or a myth a realitj’ or a shadow ? 
a creature “ palpable to feeling and to sight,” or 
the offspring of the poet’s imagination, existing 
only in the prolific brain of the bard of Avon 
This is a question Mr. Brough does not trouble 
himself to answer ; it is sufficient for him, for us too, 
and all the world who can read English, to know 
that Falstaft' lives, and ever will live, in immortal 
verse, however silent may be the sober annals of 
history as to his existence and his heroic deeds. 

We learn from the preface to this most amusing 
work, that Mr. Cruikshank’s illustrations were 
completed ei'e his literary colleague was applied to 
for his assistance : the artist has, of course, appealed 
to Shakspere’s text for the various subjects of his 
designs, and very humorously has he presented 
the most striking features in the history of the 
knight, the points of whose character, no less than 
those of Falstaff’s associates and friends, male and 
female, have received full justice from the free and 
ready pencil of the illustrator. These etchings are 
not caricatures of human nature ; they are—or we 
can easily suppose them to be—actual scenes, such 
as the poet describes; humorous, as we have already 
said, but undoubtedly truthful. 

Mr. Brough has fulfilled the not very easy task of 
weaving into a connected narrative or story all the 
events of the hero’s life, from his infancy to his 
death. As might be expected, he has drawn largely 
upon his'imagination in filling up the portions of 
the biography which the poet has not touched upon, 
and he has succeeded in bringing the whole into 
harmony. He seems to have spared no pains to 
render his work accurate in relation to localities, 
costumes, weapons, &c. ’I'he tale will very plea¬ 
santly beguile, for an hour or two, the ennui occa¬ 
sioned by such sultry weather as that which almost 
dries up the ink now in our pen ; and the illustra¬ 
tions cannot fail to provoke a hearty laugh, even at 
the expense of one’s personal comfort. 

! The Last Supper. Engraved on Wood by J. 
I Smyth, after the Picture by Leonardo da 

j Vinci. Published by J. S. Virtue, City Hoad. 

An attempt to produce an engraving on wood of 
Leonardo’s celebrated picture, similar in size to the 
well-known print by Eaphael Morghen, and aiming 
at the like delicacy of execution, is an “event” in 

\ the history of wood-engraving ; and were it far less 
successful than Mr. Smyth’s work undoubtedly is, 

I the attempt deserves commendation. Not many 
weeks have elapsed since we feasted our eyes— 

' for the sight is a feast—with the fine copy of the 
I picture owned by the Royal Academy; and after 

examining very carefully Mr. Smyth’s engraving, 
we are satisfied of the fidelity of tlie translation. 
'The character of the heads is most truthfully pre¬ 
served in their respective expressions, and the 

1 cutting of the lines in the draperies, &c., is remark¬ 
ably free and suggestive of the various textures. 
'Tlie engraver has done his task in a manner that 
few could expect to see in this branch of Art; but 
it will exercise the care and ingenuity of the printer 
to “ work” so large a block without a failure ; the 
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resources of the press-room are, however, so nu¬ 
merous, and machinery of the requisite kind has 
lately been brought to such perfection, that little 
apprehension of the result need be entertained; 
and then the public will have the benefit of 
procuring a worthy copy of one of the world’s 
famous pictures at a price which, only a few years 
back, none would ever have dreamed of. Such is 
the age in which we live, so far as commercial en¬ 
terprise, and scientific and mechanical advancement 
affect its actions and progress. 

School Lays of Eminent Men. By the author 
of “ 'Bhings not Generally Known.”, Published 
by Kent & Co., London. 

'Ihe present century has produced no man who has 
done better service to our literary memories and 
literary feelings than Mr. John Timbs. His anti¬ 
quarian taste does not in the least detract from his 
interest in what goes on around him : with a quaint 
but intense love of the past, he blends a cordial 
affection for the present; he dovetails them so 
effectually, that you do not know whether he is most 
of an antiquarian or a philanthropist. 

How pleasant it was some time ago, with a mind 
crammed full of his “Curiosities of London,” to set 
forth in the spirit of faithful investigation, and com¬ 
pare, and observe, and enjoy, the memories as well as 
the facts he presented to his readers! “'Things 

NOT Generally Known,” are volumes precious 
alike to age and youth ; no matter how often we take 
them from the shelf, w'e learn something fresh, 
though we imagined that we knew everything they 
contained long ago. 

The present book is not in any degree inferior to 
its predecessors, either in subject or interest. Few 
things we desire more to know than how and where 
the youthhood of remarkable persons has been passed: 
we believe the real root of this desire grows under 
the shelter of each individual roof-tree — every 
parent desires to compare the dawuings of great 
genius with the little dawn which is breaking from 
the blue eyes and coral lips of the olive branches 
that flourish around their hearths. The religious 
mother sees the same indications of piety in her boy, 
as are shadowed forth in the early days of Bishop 
Ken, at Winchester. Why should not the time 
come when he also might compose hymns, and sing 
them with his schoolmates ^ And then she prays to 
be spared to hear him pi'eaoh his first sermon ; and, 
perchance, she repeats the first verse of the evening- 
hymn, and thinks that what is so sweet and simple 
cannot be hard to write. And this domestic feeling 
is unconsciously cherished thi-ough all the volume. 

There cannot be a better gift-book to the young, 
or one more calcalated to elevate and enlighten 
“Young England.” 'The arrangement also is ex¬ 
cellent: the volume is divided into two sections; 
the first is historical, as well as biographical; the 
second section of the work is devoted to Anecdote- 

Bioguafhies,—“ the school and college days of 
eminent men, who, by their genius, learning, and 
character, have shed lustre upon their name and 
country.” For all that he has done—and how com¬ 
prehensive that “ all ” is !—we owe Mr. Timb.s, for 
our.selves and others, a large debt of gratitude. 

A Manual of Photographic Manipulation. 

By Lake Price. Published by J. Churchill, 

London. 

Wo have had a great number of manuals professing 
to instruct amateurs in one division or another of 
the photographic art. These have been of very- 
varied merit. 'The facilities of the collodion process 
are so great that, after a few weeks’ practice, and 
the production of a score or two pictures, men have 
thought themselves qualified to^instruct others, and 
assumed the garb of teachers, knowing little of the 
philosophy of the subject, less of the physics, and 
scarcely anything of the chemistry of photography. 

Mr. Lake Price should be widely distinguished 
from this class. This manual, the result of long 
experience and the most careful observation, is, 
without any e.xception, the best guide to the mani- 
])ulatory details of the collodion process which has 
yet been given to the public. It should be stated 
that it treats of photographic wanipulation only so 
far as the use of collodion is concerned ; but its 
treatment of this division is unexceptionable. 

British Sculpture, in Connection with the 

Department of Science and Art. By John 

Bell, Sculptor. Published by Chapman and 

Hall, London. 

The recent additions to the Museum at South Ken¬ 
sington of a collection of sculptured works of various 
kinds appears to have rendered necessary a lecture 

or address on the subject, to be delivered to the 
visitors. 'This task was undertaken by Mr. Bell, 
whose remarks now appear in a printed form ; and 
glad are we to see them in a position to have a wide 
and extended circulation, that the public may know 
•—and, it is to be hoped, feel—in what condition our 
school of sculpture at present stands, relatively to 
the patronage accorded to it, and what are its future 
prospects, supposing things are permitted to remain 
as they' are. He has spoken, and unreservedlv and 
boldly, upon our sins of omission and commission, 
and draws a comparison between our own doings 
and what is done on the Continent,—a comparison 
which it scarce needs to be said, is anything but 
favourable to our national credit. We hope Hr. 
Bell’s lecture will fall into the hands of those who 
are able to supply a remedy for the evil of which he, 
as well as all interested in this noble art, have just 
reason to complain. 

Rrinting : m Dawn, Day, and Destiny. By 

Henry Bradrury. Fublished by Bradbury 

AND Evans, London. 

'This is an interesting history—delivered by Mr. 
Bradbury, as a lecture, at the Royal Institution— 
of the rise and progress of that wonderful inven¬ 
tion, the art of printing—an art which, more per¬ 
haps than any other, has tended to change the 
moral aspect of the world ; and whose ultimate in¬ 
ti uenoe on mankind, whether for good or for evil, 
no one would be bold enough to predict. Mr. 
Bradbury, from his position in one of the largest of 
our metropolitan establishments, is well qualified 
to hold forth on such a subject; we know he has 
made it his espec.ial study, both in theory and 
practice : the knowledge thus acquired is very plea¬ 
santly embodied in this lecture : only in his pero¬ 
ration, so to speak, is he unintelligible, or, at least, 
paradoxical; if “ it is not the millions of Bibles 
that sow truth broadcast over the earth,” nor “ the 
billions of books that create and mould knowledge 
to the requirements and form of every mind,” &c., 
what else does 

'The Butterfly Vivarium. By H. Noel Hum¬ 

phries, Esq. Published by William Lay, 

London. 

All that Mr. Humphries does is entitled to respect 
and attention ; his taste is so e.xcellent, that in 
the illustrations his groupings are models of colour 
and arrangement. This pretty volume opens a new 
field to those who have hitherto been content with 
the fernery, and marine and fresh-water vivaria; 
but it requires greater patience than either. The 
butterfly vivarium must not be considered only a 
cage wherein butterflies may be placed and confined 
during their brief life ; to carry out the intention of 
Mr. Humphries conscientiously, the egg, or the 
chrysalis, must be introduced, and their progress 
and development watched until the beautiful insect 
expands into full existence. Mr. Humphries apolo¬ 
gises for the simple structure of his volume ; but, for 
practical purpose.", t\'e should desire still more simple 
information. It is very difficult for a scientific man 
w'ho understands his subject perfectly, and to whom 
everything connected with it comes as a matter of 
course, to graft a second childhood on his manhood, 
and tell of matters which, however self-evident to 
him, are wonders to the uninstructed. Those who 
desire to form an insect vivarium, must know more 
of the treatment of, and the food required by, the 
caterpillar, for every tribe has its favourite food. The 
schoolboy knows that silkworms feed on mulberry- 
leaves, and that if he feeds them on lettuce, the 
silk will be nothing worth ; but we are sadly igno¬ 
rant of what other caterpillars require. Still, this 
first step towards “ a new pleasure ” is well judged 
and well produced. 'The volume is worthy of a dis¬ 
tinguished place in a lady’s drawing-room. 

The Book of Ornajiental Alfhabets ; Ancient 
and Modern. Collected and Designed by F. 
Delamottb. Published by E. and F. N. Spon, 
London. 

Our own experience has frequently taught us to 
feel the want of such a book of reference or sugges¬ 
tions as this; it contains about fifty examples of 
alphabetical designs, including numerals; some of 
them original, but the majority copied from rare 
manuscripts and illuminated works. In this age of 
ornamental productions, whether issued from the 
press, or the result of hand-labour, Mr. Delamotte’s 
collection of examples must be of essential service. 
AVe presume they are printed from typos, and if so, 
their utility will have a far more extended applica¬ 
tion than if the designs were limited to wood-blocks 
or lithographic printing. 
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TITIAN. 

Part II. 

Ills AVOUKS NOAV REMAINING AT VENICE. 

VEN whilst Bellini was 
painting those aged works 
of his, in which the devo¬ 
tional Art of the Lagune 
attained, in its last mo¬ 
ments, its utmost beauty 

and brightness, a change over the spirit 
of the Venetian dream was rapidly 
consummating itself. The revival of 
ancient learning in Italy, accelerated 
and extended at this time by the 
arrival of so many Greek scholars 
after the conquest of Constantinople 

by the Turks, was now fast tending to unmon- 
asticize—it were something too much to say, 
absolutely, unchristianize—the imagination of 
men, and to increase to its height that classical 
fever or mania, which had prevailed in the land 
to a considerable extent, ever since the days of 
Petrarch and Boccaccio. We learn from the 
memoirs of the times that this malady (for 
such it was) diffused itself beyond the ordinary 
precincts of Literature and Art, into the manners 
of courts and of the higher classes generally, 
to an extent that is singular and surprising. 
The petty Italian tyrants of the period, those 
marvellous compounds of outrageous wicked¬ 
ness and refinement, who felt the necessity of 
making public compensation for their crimes 
by munificence and patronage of learning, mo¬ 
delled their very vices and passions, as well as 
their literature, their churches, and their tombs, 
by the old heathen standards, so far as they 
could; and even those “ Convent Parlours,” 
which became the most favourite resorts of 
luxury, gallantry, and sprightly conversation, 
were surrounded with paintings of the loves 
of Gods and Goddesses. In that age, over 
Christendom, presided successively the three 
popes who carried to their perfection the worst 
tendencies of the tiara. Sixtus IV., Inno¬ 
cent VIII., and Alexander VI., were the men, 
of all others, to encourage this total disregard of 
morals, and profaneness of the imagination. One 
may perhaps venture to penetrate just so far into 
their darkness, as to imagine them jocularly justi¬ 
fying their immoralities, and the licentious meta¬ 
morphosis of their manners and conversation, 
by the example of the monarch of the Olympian 
Vatican. Some of those hundred and fifty 
married women, who, without their spouses, 
or any distinction but personal attractions, 
were invited by Alexander the VI. to his 
daughter’s wedding supper, when the confec¬ 
tions were scattered over them from the silver 
cups, made laughing and giggling allusion 
to Daniie and her golden shower—is it not 
highly probable ? At all events, whether or 
not, Ave may venture this last surmise—timidly 
glancing towmrds the orgies of Ihe pontifical 
Comuses and Cotyttos, wdiere unusual kindli¬ 

ness of manner was slirunk from as the induc¬ 
tion to poison rather than wine, even as in the 
Church the very chalice was dreaded—in those 
days it was that the choicest spirits (those l)y 
the Arno) considered Socrates the most interest¬ 
ing adumbration of our Saviour, and Plato by 
far the sagest and most edifying of Evangelists. 
Savonarola, on first dwelling in a monastery, 
w'as shocked and alarmed to find the dogmas 
of Aristotle far more in vogue there than the 
precepts delivered from the Mount. By the 
clergy themselves, Cicero and Epictetus were 
often mingled wdth the Apostles, as of at least 
equal authority; and, somewhat later, a cardi¬ 
nal, Titian’s friend, Bembo, coolly dissuaded a 
young clerical aspirant from st udying St. Paul’s 
Epistles, lest they should vitiate his Greek 
style, and so materially retard his literary pro¬ 
gress. Titian himself (to contract, by the 
W’elcomc aid of this name, attention to our 
purposed subject) received, Ave are especially 
told, a learned education in his early youth, 
passing much of his time, very likely, over the 
elassical productions of the Aldine press, whicli 
was established at Venice in his twelfth year, 
to engross the studies, and stimulate stiU 
further the enthusiasm of the brilliant com¬ 
pany of scholars assembled there at the time. 
Thus were the Scriptures, and the legends and 
homilies of the Chureh, whieh had almost 
solely inspired his predecessors in his Art, 
prevented from attaining any exclusive or ab¬ 
sorbing influence in the early dreamiugs of his 
mind; and, with a modified interest in the 
subjects of religion, was implanted a love of 
the themes of Ovid and Catullus, which, even¬ 
tually, he depicted with a briUiaucy and luxu¬ 
riant warmth of fanoy that may have somewhat 
troubled his venerable master Bellini, and 
caused him to shake his head now and then, 
rather seriously. 

But it was well that though Titian thus 
derived a love of poetical subjects from classical 
literature, classical Art had no undue influence 
over him. It is, perhaps, on the Avhole, fortu¬ 
nate there were no great collections of antique 
relics at Venice, such as those at Rome and 
Elorence ; since otherwise, though Titian might 
have mueh improved his knowledge of beautiful 
forms, ill which he was most obviously de¬ 
ficient, he might probably have been betrayed 
into a more preeise and sculpturesque render¬ 
ing of form, incompatible with his own soft free 
melting glow of colour, and, therefore, most in¬ 
jurious, if not fatal, to his distinguishing exeel- 
lenee. Neitherhe nor the other|Venetianpainters 
were unfavourably influenced from this source, 
as were the Roman and Bolognese schools at a 
later period. His subjects, it is true, were 
often suggested by ancient poetry; but the 
forms in them were from the nature imme¬ 
diately around him, given with ease and soft¬ 
ness, somewhat diffused and relaxed at times, 
certainly, and by no means of the best propor¬ 
tions, but beauteous with that vital glow of 
unrivalled colour, and animated with that tran¬ 
quil, pleasurable, and refined thoughtfulness, 
which became thenceforth the prominent and 
truly delightful eharacteristic of Venetian Art. 

Some licentiousness of feeling, no doubt, 
now and then insinuated itself, partly as a 
natural re-action from the excessive Purism 
which had prevailed in Art before; for As- 
cetieism is one of the parents of Licentiousness, 
and the latter in her turn becomes the progenitor 
of the former. They are, as it were, the coun¬ 
terparts of each other; one being physical in¬ 
temperance, and the other sphitual intemper¬ 
ance, and both of them almost equally elements 
of disease, weakness, and deeay. Frail fear¬ 
ful man, ever prone to extremes, is bandied 
from one to the other. He will not ordi¬ 
narily stop at the golden mean, where mo¬ 
deration and common sense have their due 
influence, and such conditions prevail as are 

needed by his twofold nature of body and spirit, 
and indispensable to their combined health, 
vigour, and happiness. Hence, in these pro¬ 
fligate times, the pure-minded and fearful 
sought a complete refuge from the Avorld in 
the meditative quiet, and—as they fondly 
thought—innocent raptures of the cloister; and 
their visionary yearnings found expression in 
a manner of Art, Avhich, like their lives, was 
so exclusive and monotonous that even its 
greatest master, Penigino, from the lack of that 
liberal variety and relief indispensable to in¬ 
tellectual health, sank from those heights—too 
thinly aired for human beingsto breathe long Avell 
on them—to the level of a spiritless mechanical 
exercise, persisted in for base and sordid ends. 
We need not be surprised at the recoil from 
this forced extreme of Purism to the licence of 
the antique Renaissance, any more than at the 
transition from our own Puritanical tracts and 
acts of Parliament rendering their require¬ 
ments obligatory, to the comedies of Wycherly 
and Congreve. One extreme, Ave take it, Avill 
ever, in all probability, be folloAved by the 
other. From an unnatural and tyrannical au¬ 
sterity, a re-action will occur sooner or later : 
under strong opportunity or temptation, the 
mind, weary of the vexatious yoke, throws it 
oft'. The issuing captive loses faith Avholly in 
principles, a great part of which his inmost 
nature convinces him is monstrous and absurd. 
He soon suspects them to be a delusion, a 
sham, a crafty fabrication altogether; and so 
runs riot in his fresh liberty, indemnifying him¬ 
self for the undue restraint to whieh he has 
been subjected by a very saturnabaof excesses. 
We Avould, indeed, tenderly beseech those avIio 

still preach austere gloom, and religious exclu¬ 
siveness and melancholy, sometimes to think of 
this stiU roUing circle of consequences. And 
if they are truly anxious for the spread of pure 
Christianity, let them pause, lest they sow 
seeds which are not what they name them, and 
which will, perhaps ere long, father a erop of 
plants Avidely difl’erent from Avdiat they look for. 

It was, indeed, high time to take the cowl 
and coif away from Art, and give her religious 
freedom. Monkish Christianity was altogether 
too puerile for a scholarly and quick-Avitted 
age; and no better Christianity Avas encour¬ 
aged in Italy. It may easily be conceived how 
heartily a young man of genius like Titian, 
with sympathies led that A\'ay by his edneation, 
must have been tired of the monotonous, 
dreamy, pseudo-sanctity represented by the 
painters around him, usque ad nauseam indeed! 
and hoAv he must have longed, especially when 
fired by the example of Giorgione, to make 
something of the lovely, vigorous, and health¬ 
fully happy things teeming in the earth around 
him, and perhaps also to show that Religion 
herself should not dwell apart from simply 
human tenderness, and the cheerful enjoyment 
of life. The Venetian painters had hitherto 
represented the contemplative part of religion 
only, in a monkish or eremitical form; and 
Mr. Ruskin, Avhose ascetic Avhims and humours 
seem apt to delude him with a notion that 
anything short of the all-absorbing and in¬ 
tensely visionary kuid is absolutely devoid of 
religion, goes so far as to say that Titian has 
no religious feeling in him whatever. His 
words are these “There is no religion in any 
work of Titian’s; there is not even the smallest 
evidence of religious temper or sympathies 
either in himself, or in those for whom he 
painted. His larger sacred subjects are merely 
themes for the e.xhibition of pictorial rhetoric, 
composition, and colour.” Sentences repug¬ 
nant to our feelings. At the least, this is 
surely a subject in Avhich forbearance and 
modesty, if not a leaning towards charitable 
and liberal surmises, would have been but de¬ 
cent and becoming. In the instance of a great 
man, Avhose works indisputably abound with 
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many gentle and amiable thoughts, there is 
something exceedingly indelicate and in’csnmp- 
tuous in a ^vl'itel•, who has himself given but 
doubtful evidence of Christian temjmr in any 
of his productions, pronouncing dogmatically 
these sour harsh negatives.* That it is cha¬ 
racteristic of the want of common good taste 
so remarkable in this writer, that it is one 
of those very hasty assumptions of the seat 
of the Scoruer to whicli he is particularly par¬ 
tial, we think very certain; that it is unjust, 
we arc equally confident. In short, it appears 
to be one of tliose austere pieces of affectation 
so frequent in Mr. lluskin’s works, wliich would 
be wonderfully mended by simply striking out 
that ever-ready word “religious,” as often as 
it appears, and substituting the word ascetic. 
Indeed, it occurs to us, by the way—quite 
parenthetically—that a similar alteration would 
be an admirable improvement if carried out 
through whole libraries of well meaning “ reli¬ 
gious books ” with whicli our press now teems 
with such marvellous fecundity; since it woidd 
go a cousiilerable way towards setting them 
right, or, at any rate, put the simple and un¬ 
suspecting amongst us on thcii' guard against 
having their hearts and understandings nar¬ 
rowed and darkened by them. But to return 
to Titian.—His works, it is very true, are not 
remarkable generally for intensity of devotional 
feeling; he too often neglected expression of 
every intense or animated kind for the re¬ 
presentation of life in repose, of which he 
had a most refined and noble conception; but 
it is not too much to say that many of his 
pictures show a deep sympathy with pious 
feeluig of that kind, which, without being all¬ 
absorbent, and destructive or injurious to 
every other natural emotion, will, we humbly 
believe, be considered liy minds more capacious 
than Mr. lluskin’s, geuiune and sufficient; and, 
indeed, we would, without offence, wish to add, 
superior to the more visionary and ecstatic 
kind, ill the case of those who have other gifts, 
powers and capacities vouclisafed them, (pro¬ 
ductive of innocent healthy happiness to them¬ 
selves and to others), the due cultivation of 
wliich would be incompatible with any intense 
degree of the more dreamy and abstract kind 
of religion. The warmth and solemnity of 
devotion within such limits are sometimes 
beautifully expressed in Titian’s works. Some 
of bis Madonnas (without looking like melan¬ 
choly nuns, absorbed, as if for ever, in some 
brain-sickly dream) are full of tenderness, so 
pure and lovely, that to pronounce it decidedly 
not religious, would, we believe, be to narrow 
that term unwarrantably, and to separate reli¬ 
gion from the sweetest and loveliest human feel¬ 
ings, with far too confident a hand. Witness 
in Titian’s honour for this beauty of expres¬ 
sion, that most exquisite Madonna num¬ 
bered do in the Belvidere Gallery at Vienna; 
and, as instances of unequivocally “ reli¬ 
gious sympathies” in his works, let us refer 
to the Christo della Moneta, at Dresden; 
the figure of the Madonna at the Duomo, at 

* We do not intend to apply to Mr. Raskin words 
so severe as those with which Sydney Smith in his criti¬ 
cism on Mrs. Trimmer, denounced an otfence similar to 
that here reprehended; but his vigorous sentences so 
tlioroughly express the hearty contempt we feel for fana¬ 
tical arrogance in all its forms, that we will here transcribe 
them. “True, modest, unobtrusive religion—charitable, 
forgiving, indulgent Christianity is the greatest ornament 
and the greatest blessing that can dwell in the mind of 
man. But if there be one character, more base, more in¬ 
famous, and more shocking than another, it is who, for 
the sake of some paltry distinction in the world, is ever 
ready to accuse conspicuous persons of irreligion—to turn 
common informer for the Church—and to convert the most 
beautiful feelings of the human heart to the destruction of- 
the good and great, by fixing upon talents the indelible 
stigma of irreligion. It matters not how trifling and how 
insignificant the accuser. Cry out that the Church is in 
danger, and your object is accomplished; lurk in the walk 
of hypocrisy, to accuse your enemy of the crime of atheism, 
and his ruin is quite certain; acquitted or condemned is 
tlie same thing; it is only sufficient that he be accused in 
order that his destruction be accomplished.” 
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Yerona; and even to the devout faces of the 
Pesaro family, and the grand solemnity of the 
Paith, and Doge Grimani, in those two very 
pictures which Mr. Buskin cites so confidently 
as proofs of the want of them. It is true that 
the \'cnetian merchant nobles, and sea-captains, 
or diplomatists, and the warlike doge, have not 
the air of saints in a pious ecstacy, are not quite 
St. Francises and St. Bomualdos; but it would 
be manifestly unjust to say that devout fervour 
is not cbaracterist ically and finely expressed in 
them. 

It may perliai)s be said that in nothing lias 
A-euice been so great a loser as in the works 
of her greatest painter—for her greatest, and 
by far, we believe him to be, though Mr. 
Buskin considers Tintoretto greater, and we 
suppose it may be added (from the labouring 
and almost awe-struck admiration with which 
he sometimes speaks of him) Veronese not 
beneath him. But, surely, though it may be 
doubtful whether he equals in energy and fire 
some of Tintoretto’s conceptions, or surpasses 
Paul A'Tronese in power of composition and 
execution, he excels them both in vividness 
and beauty of imagination, in refinement of 
character and expression, in tenderness of 
thought and feeling, in tlie full and attrac¬ 
tive development of poetic ideas. Do either 
of the others give us such “ Bellas,” or 
such princes and senators, such tender pas¬ 
torals of the pencil as the “ Three Ages,” or 
such brilliant and lovely flights of purely 
poetic fancy as our Bacchus and Ariadne; or 
tragic solemnity and grandeur carried forward 
with such fine traits of individual character 
and expression as in that murder of the stern 
Dominican beneath the shadowy boughs of the 
sighing sympathetic forest? Titian’s mind, 
surely, gave the fullest and most refined expres¬ 
sion of Venetian beauty, and pensive quietude, 
and calm grandeur. He was a sweetly and 
superbly blowing rose of Art—a very “ General 
Jacqueminot,” or “ Eliza Savage” in her gar¬ 
den-royal ; and when, in his best works, he 
dealt with the more imaginative themes, the 
beings he created far surpass tliose by bis 
A'’eiietiaa rivals in appropriateness and refine¬ 
ment of character, expressiveness, and interest, 
in every way; theirs being but too frequently 
monotonous and mannered creatui-es in compa¬ 
rison. But now Venice has been so despoiled 
of her Titians, that she no longer retains any 
perfect example of some of his most delightful 
powers; no “ Bella,” not one of those Italian 
princes or statesmen who seem to show us how 
serene, placid, and open Macchiavelli’s aptest 
scholars can look; not one of his 0vidian or 
CatuUiau subjects. I am nualile to remember 
more than nine pictures there by Titian, of re¬ 
markable excellence and interest ;* but amongst 
these are two of his grandest works, and 
several of the most magnificent and beautiful 
of them. 

The altar-piece, in the Church of the Erari, 
of the Pesaro Family adoring the Infant Saviour, 
may be noticed first, since it so well exemplifies 
the utter change which had taken place in the 
treatment of such subjects since the Bellini 
period. The old Byzantine symmetry of ar¬ 
rangement is now for ever abandoned. The 

* Tliese arc tlie “ Three Ages,” in the Manfrini Palace; 
the “ Presentation” and “ The Assumption of the Virgin,” 
both in the Academy; “ The Pesaro Family adoring the 
Infant Saviour,” in the Church of the Frari; “ The Annun¬ 
ciation,” in the Scuola di San Rocco ; “ Tobit and the 
Angel,” in Sta Caterina; “The Doge Grimani kneel¬ 
ing before Faith,” in the Ducal Palace; “ The Entombment,” 
in the Manfrini Palace ; and the “ San Pietro Dominicano,” 
in SS. Giovanni e Paolo; the two last being perhaps 
Titian's grandest pictures. Then there is the beautiful 
picture of the “ Woman taken in Adultery,” formerly as¬ 
cribed to Titian, but now, I believe, to Bonifazio, which I 
forgot to look at particularly. Whoever painted it, it seems, 
from the fine engraving, to be one of the masterpieces of 
Venetian Art. “The Doge Grimani before Faith” has 
already been described in the second part of an article on 
Paul Veronese, published in this Journal, 

Madonna’s throne is on one side, and the saints 
and w'orshippers are freely grouped below, so 
as to form the most easy and richly-varied 
lines of composition. You might at first sight 
almost fancy it the levee of some infant prince 
or noble, in which the nurse, who holds out the 
child towards the sages and courtiers assembled, 
is some handsome, but decidedly underbred 
woman, of the ordinary sort. Certainly, the 
Madonna (at this period of Venetian art usually 
an elegant ladij) here looks as if she might 
have been co])ied from some fisherman’s wife, 
or fair one of the fruit-market; aud the St. Peter 
is a cold and artificial figure, resembling far too 
much a Boman philosopher or rhetorician. The 
Saints, it must at once be admitted, are not 
saintly—and so far Mr. Buskin is undoubtedly 
right, as regards this particular picture; but 
the male members of the Pesaro family, kueeling 
beneath, have truthful, solemn heads, of much 
devout expression—save one, a boy, who, with 
the wandering thoughts of heedless youth, is 
looking out of the picture with a most hite- 
restiug ah' of calm, frauk intelligence: truly, 
a memory-haimting head, an endearmg Venetian 
reminiscence. The colouring of this picture is 
deep and somewhat heavy in its richness, as is 
sometimes the case with Titian, from his too 
carefully over-labouiing it. But the kiieeliug 
worshippers at once appeal for a material modi¬ 
fication of Mr. Buskin’s assertion, that “ there 
is not even the smallest evidence of religious 
temper or sympathies in any of Titian’s works.” 
For myself, I humbly look upon these figures 
as good, healthy, appropriate religious work— 
that is to say, a feeling representation of the 
temperate and manly piety properly character¬ 
istic of that station of life to which it had 
pleased God to call these worthy citizens of 
Venice. It would have been deplorable, indeed, 
if Titian had so far forgotten himself—and 
them—as to make ascetics of them. 

But if the sacred figures in this picture are 
coldly artificial, the feeling in Titian’s Present¬ 
ation of the Virgin, in the Academy, is sweet 
and gentle throughout. It is a pure, tender, 
and truly amiable work, wliich gives one some 
very pleasing fancies about the state of Titian’s 
heart at the time when he painted it. The 
simple little girl, confident in innocence, and 
holding up her garment neatly and delicately 
in one hand, is proceeding alone along the 
steps of the Temple towards a Jewish high- 
priest, who (superb in his attire as an emerald 
set in gold) raises his hand in surprise at 
her infantine sanctity and heaven-led boldness. 
A rough old croue with a basket of eggs sits 
beneath, eyeing her earnestly; aud behind the 
Virgin, at the foot of the steps, follows a pro¬ 
cession of Venetian senators and procurators 
of St. Mark (whose faces are portraits full of 
a striking individuality of character), mingled 
with higlily-pleasing figures of women aud chil¬ 
dren; one of whom is receiving alms from 
au amiably venerable old senator. Titian, in 
this numerous succession of calm bystanders, 
has, once in a way, adopted the pleasing ar¬ 
rangement Gentile Belhui was so fond of in 
old times; but, otherwise, the picture is quite 
in his own freest, freshest manner. The colour¬ 
ing, however, has—melanclioly to relate—been 
rendered crude aud inharmonious by the over¬ 
daubing of the recent restorers of the Academy, 
which has made several pictures some three 
centuries old, iu tlie same room (Pordenone’s 
celebrated work especially), remind oue exceed¬ 
ingly of the newest smooth raw copies of similar 
productions, such as one most commonly meets 
with now-a-days. If, as Mr. Buskin says, 
“the most solemn spirit of religious faith ani¬ 
mates the works of Gentile Bellini to the last,” 
it is difficult to understand how it can be 
thought that “ there is not even the smallest 
evidence of religious temper or sympathies” 
in any work by him who painted this “ Pre- 
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sentatiou,” for the picture is as pure and 
tender in expression, and as pious in tlie air 
of its figures, as anything by Gentile Bellini 
either in Venice or Milan. 

Titian’s very gorgeous and magnificent altar- 
piece of the Assumption of theVirgin, produced 
in his fortieth year, and also in the Academy, 
is remarkable for the force and mastery of the 
painting; probably no other painter cvercqualled 
it for spirit and power, combined -wilh richness 
and tenderness of effect. It is a most jubilant 
display of lovely creatures in the skies, full of 
sweet and ardent feeling. The Madonna 
springing forward, with tender rapture in her 
uplifted countenance, is somewhat wanting, it 
must be admitted, in elevation of character; 
she stands wit h a somewhat awkward twist; 
and at first she reminded me, unpleasantly, 
of some cantatrice, a rich-complexioned senti¬ 
mental Venetian girl, singing the final bravura 
at the elose of an opera—"'Ah, non fjinnge!^’ 
for instance—with all the tenderness and 
fervour that eau be inspired by her own truly 
amiable sensibility, and also by the combined 
applauses of the most brilliant and discrimi¬ 
native of audiences. But, no; this was years 
ago, when my very juvenile taste had been 
deplorably uncatholicized by the enthusiastic 
advocates of the earlier religious painters; and 
before any personal acquaintance with those 
painters, my imagination had become, for a 
season, far too Fra Angelical or Peruginotis, 
so to speak. At present, having outgrown 
this weakness, the more I looked at Titian’s 
Madonna, the more beauty aud gentle depth 
of expression I elearly perceived inner. Sweet, 
tender, and lovely too (how much so!) are 
the faces of some of the girl-like angels hover¬ 
ing in the golden-blushing heavens around her 
rapturous upspringing; and the infant cherubs, 
thronging with them in most animated jubi¬ 
lation, and holding up her clouds for her 
(her celestial pages), are little perfections of 
childish beauty, of sunny colour, and light 
and shade, (shade most clear and transpa¬ 
rent, and full of warm and sweet reflected 
glow,) such as probably Titian alone has ever 
given us. He has treated the subject not 
with the calmness usual with the Venetians, 
but, once in a way, with more of a Correg- 
giesque vivacity; yet not uuelevated by his own 
majesty and grandeur. These are seen in the 
group of the Almighty, with the Angels bearing 
the Virgin’s crown and wreath, that floats, quite 
spirit-like, at the top of the picture, through a 
triumphal arch of crowded cherubs, whose 
hymning, adoring faces are almost lost in that 
serene outweUing of heavenly light. The 
Madonna had often been represented standing 
on a crescent moon, emblem of her purity; 
here these infant cherubs, and their somewhat 
maturer sister seraphs, notwithstanding all 
their freedom and enthusiasm, form in their 
general group, with the aid of the clouds on 
which she stands, a crescent moon of life, and 
blooming love, and joy, in honour of her glorious 
Assumption. The composition here, in which 
(as in the Madonna di San Sisto) intricacy and 
animation freely resolve themselves into simple 
leading lines of a symmetrical tendency, is 
highly skilful and excellent. But the colour— 
the warm, blushing, ardent assunta of Titian’s 
colour—that is, of course, the distinguishing 
merit of the work. The general effect of it is 
like some sumptuous bower of red damask and 
tea-roses flourishing before a most golden eve¬ 
ning sky, as magnified by the small eye of 
some little bird, or fairy, or amorbio, who has 
wandered there; or, rather, hke crimson rari¬ 
ties at one of our great flower-shows, which 
put out all the ladies dresses, so that you feel 
inclined to cry aloud, “Mrs. Solomon, the City 
stock-jobber’s wife, in all her glory, is not 
arrayed like one of these.” Indeed, notwith¬ 
standing the lovely splendour of parts, the 

picture, in its present |iosition at all events, 
IS, perhaps, on tlie whole somewhat over- 
gorgeous; three principal masses being huge 
red draperies, two of them most brilliant dahlia 
crimson, and the third an unpleasant bricky 
hue,—surely an infelicitous arrangement of 
colour. The admiring, upward gazing crowd 
of saints beneath, too, are decidedly theatrical 
and awkward in their attitudes; but there is 
a glorious relief from them above. Some of 
the recent German critics, and their English 
followers, arc not quite well alfected towards 
this picture; but it will ever refresh and re¬ 
joice the sound and healthy human heart, to 
see that more liberal feeling, whieh can recog¬ 
nize as embraced within the holy circle of re¬ 
ligion, and exalted in sacred spheres, that 
simply human loveliness and joy, which the 
strict aud sour zealots are ever disparaging, 
not in a spirit of true love and charity, 
but in the narrow conceit of their imperfect 
sympathies. This was the picture which 
Count Cicognara found in the Church of the 
Frari, blackened all over by the smoke of the 
altar-candles—a highly characteristic tribute of 
the Romish Church to Art, by-the-by. Guessing 
the value of the work, he mounted on high, 
and cleaned a small portion, and, having thus 
confirmed his breathless conjectures, he obtained 
it from the ignorant priests of the church in 
exchange for a smart new daub, and placed it 
here. 

Titian’s “Angel with Tobit,” in Sta Caterina, 
is slightly and roughly painted, but full of 
vigorous original character. The child, though 
a somewhat quaint and clumsy little creature, 
looks up with a truly infantine wonder and 
simplicity at the spirited angel, who, with a 
pair of flourishing and apparently highly efficient 
wings, holds him by the hand, and walks him 
along so rapidly. This is worth seeing; but 
no lover of Art should overlook the same 
painter’s “Annunciation,” on the stairs of the 
Scuola di San Rocco; since the Madonna there 
is a singularly refined and sweet-faced lady in 
the proper sense of the term; and the Angel, 
who comes tripping, or rather gliding so lightly 
into the room, is not unworthy to be envoy to 
her. To such subjects as this, Titian could 
impart a peculiar elegance and tenderness of 
sentiment not to be found elsewhere; but, for 
violent action and the more terrible emotions, 
were it not for the “ Pietro Martire,” we might 
here have thought his genius ill-suited. His 
pictures of that kind on the ceiling of the 
sacristy of the Salute, so praised by Fuseli, are 
but weak and turgid efforts. Kugler, how¬ 
ever, expatiating on a work of this class, in the 
Church of the Jesuits, of the Broiling of 
St. Lawrence, as “of incomparably more im¬ 
portance than the Pietro Martire,” we indulged 
hopes of meeting with a second awakening of 
Titian’s spirit by a magnificent inspiration of 
tragic energy and terror ; so to the Chiesa de 
Gesuiti we hurried, not without expectations. 
The church itself, of that ornate preposter¬ 
ous style which the Jesuits had recourse to 
for the purpose of concOiating the admira¬ 
tion and reverence of the vulgar and wholly 
benighted in taste, is, undoubtedly, one of 
the curiosities of Venice, and well worthy of 
a few minutes’ attention, as a perfect ex¬ 
ample of perhaps the lowest and most truly 
barbarous decline to which architecture ever 
sank. As we said of the Scalzi,—and the obser¬ 
vation is even more applicable here,—such is 
the flutter of form and colour in this building, 
made up altogether of shining materials, that 
your first impression on entering is as of some 
fabric reared aU of smart and new Dresden 
china. The white marble walls are inlaid all 
over—brocaded, as it were, with arabesques of 
verd’ antique, and so are the huge wavy columns 
of the principal baldacchino. Even the very 
pulpits repeat the same delectable device; a 

profusion of damasked curtains falling in dis¬ 
order being imitated in marble, green and 
white, inlaid in arabesque patterns. But, not¬ 
withstanding all this costliness, the effect is 
altogether poor, weak, and cold—anything but 
really magnificent. The appearance of the 
walls reminds one, whether one will or no, j 
of the ordinary paper of similar designs with 1 
which we cover our second-rate chambers; and ^ 
when, in addition to these particulars, we i 
have made even the briefest allusion to the 
lumbering distorted architecture, with all its 
bewildered ornament, aud the bombastic sta- , 
tuary, with windy drapery, with which the jj 
scene is still further perplexed and cncum- i| 
bored, it will surely be quite sufiicicntly undei^ j| 
stood (as we said with regard to Gli Scalzi) ' i 
that nothing could be more purely abominable 
in taste—unless, indeed, one feels inclined to 
add by way of modest afterthought, it be the 
casuistry of the holy brotherhood who built it 
all—the writings of Busembaum and Escobar, 
which twist, and turn about, and complicate 
the plain lines of conduct in very much the 
same manner. The last of the Doges, Manin 
(who had the dignity of soul to fall into a j 
swoon when he signed away the national sove- i 
reignty to the French), lies before the high- ; 
altar, where the besetting fondness for archi¬ 
tectural deception is repeated in a marble 
pavement resembling a rich variegated carpet, 1 
something disarranged. Thus everything is 
made to look like what it is not—^just as in 
many of the teachings of the order to which the 
church belongs. The opportune occurrence of 
this very precise analogy tended considerably 
to modify those strictures in which we had | 
previously been but too precipitately inclined 
to indulge. It must be confessed, after aU, 
that this architecture of the Jesuits harmonizes 
admirably with their casuistical and moral 
system. The material form should assuredly i 
ever indicate the nature of the spirit which | 
animates it, and a building be as the counten- ' j 
ance or physiognomy of the object for which it ! 
was intended—should it not ? In this respect !, 
the present church leaves nothing whatever to 
be desired. It is a very good and sufficient 
outward aud visible sign of the inward and 
spiritual grace, aud as such we left it on much 
better terms than when we entered. 

But with Titian’s “ Martyrdom of St. Law¬ 
rence,” the fame of which had drawn us here, 
we were altogether disappointed. It is ex¬ 
tremely injured by the restorer, and not only 
in its present condition very dark and obscure, 
but the original conception, so far as it can be l 
traced, seems to have been but feeble. Kug- ^ 
ler’s preference of it to the Pietro Martire, and | 
description of the sacred fortitude of the tor- ; 
tured saint, and of the unique effect of the 
various lights introduced, are so entirely un¬ 
supported by the picture, that it is evident his 
fancy must nave superseded his memory w'hen 
he penned his account of it. The young saint i 
lies weakly forlorn on his gridiron, and the pic- 1 
ture has a somewhat calm and insipid tone and 
character, devoid of striking terror, moral dig¬ 
nity, or pathos. 

What a contrast to it in depth of feeling is 
“ The Entombment,” in the Manfrini Palace— 
one of the painter’s noblest and most highly- j 
wrought productions; aduplicate of the painting 
in the Louvre, but more magnificent in colour, 
and more carefully finished. A solemn sorrow j 
and tenderness characterise the bending figures ^ 
who are bearing our Lord to his grave—though, : | 
nevertheless, they have much the air of being ;' 
taken fresh from the noble and manly life at 
Titian’s elbow. The Madonna, somewhat ad- i 
vanced in years, and tottering after the group, 
almost borne down by her afflictions, is a 
touching piece of truthful expression. The 
colouring in this duplicate, notwithstanding the 
subject, is in Titian’s magnificent, and almost 
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1 gorgeous inauner. It retains a v'ouJerful 
1 freshness, and quite lights up the room witli 

its splendour. 
j Lastly, to see Titian’s grandest ^york, let us 
’ repair to the Church of St. John and St. Paul; 

but, before proceeding within, we must not 
forget to pause for a few moments before the 
equestrian statue beside the church—the statue 
of the Bergaraasque chief of Condottieri, Bar¬ 
tolomeo Colleoni, in bronze, by Andrea del 
Yerrochio, the instructor of Leonardo da Vinci; 
the second equestrian statue, it is said, erected 
in Italy after the revival of the Arts, and still, 
perhaps, the finest one in existence. IPhat 

: striking force of character! what power and 
j energy are here! With what a soldierly au- 
, dacity, what a stern swelling resolve the vete¬ 

ran, armed cap-a-pie, bestrides his huge, power¬ 
ful horse! like one riding into some captive 
city, and warning the inhabitants by his grim 
scowl that they arc to expect no pity but in the 
lowliest submission. It is to all appearance a 
portrait, and of an old man, the flesh of whose 
face is worn away by toil and exposure, so that 
little more than a wrinkled skull remains, in 
whicli, within their deep hollow caverns, tlic 
eyes stare forth like those of the very fiend of 
war himself, or Death, one could imagine, 
bestriding his pale liorse. It looks, on nearer 
view, the very ideal of those terrible chieftains 
who were wont to devastate the Italian plains 
without pity or remorse: and it deserves to be 
placed immediately beneath Michael Angelo’s 
ideal of a sinister, scheming Italian prince, his 
thoughtful Duke Lorenzo, for its amazing 
vigour of conception and execution, and grand 
imaginative cliaracter. 

Yet truth should always out; and Colleoni 
was by no means a bird of that feather which 
we were just now contemplating. The last of 
the old race of stipendiary commanders, he was, 
on the contrary, as mild and innocuous a hire¬ 
ling as he well could be, with common decency 
to his employers. A notable captain was Bar¬ 
tolomeo in those courteous, half-sham battles, 
in which the principal anxiety of the leaders 
was, without losing credit, to abstain from any¬ 
thing sufficiently decided and energetic to put 
an end to the war, and so put an end lilcewise 
to the necessity for their own employment. If 
they had any sympathies at all, they were, most 
probably, with the hirelings engaged on the 
other side—men precisely like themselves in 
character and principles; and therefore a pre¬ 
vailing desire was only to kill just enough of 
them to keep up appearances,—and to keep 
them up as cheaply as possible, it is to be feared 
that the nobler horses were often very ruthlessly 
sacrificed. Thus, at La Molinella, after some 
hours’ fighting in disagreeably warm weather, 
this very Colleoni dispatched a trumpet to the 
enemy, politely intimating that it was high time 
for repose, and that therefore they had better 
postpone the conclusion of the fray till next 

1 morning; which proposal being accepted in the 
' spirit in which it was made, the leaders of both 

armies advanced to shake hands, and congratu¬ 
late each other on their escapes in the recent 
conflict, not without smiles, perhaps, at the ex¬ 
cessive simplicity of their employers. jMacchia- 
velli sneers at this arduous six or eight hours’ 
battle, as almost bloodless; but his intense 
contempt for the condottier system here seems 
to have betrayed him into exaggeration. 

There is an amusing story connected with the 
production of this statue. The Venetian Sig- 
nory, desirous of honouring their captain witli 
a public monument, sent for the Florentine 
sculptor, as of more ability than any of their 
own artists ; but by the time Andrea had pre- 

j pared his model, a spirit of favouritism tempted 
them so far to disregard their engagement with 
him, as to propose that the human figure should 
be done by a certain Paduan whom they wished 
to patronise, and the horse only by the Floren- 

tine. Andrea replied in disgust and indigna¬ 
tion, by bammering to pieces the head and legs 
of his model of the horse, and returning to 
Florence immediately, much to the annoyance 
of the Venetian magnificos, who found means 
of giving him to understand that if ever he 
ventured to return, they would punish his con¬ 
tumacy by decapitation. “Assuredly, then,” 
replied Andrea (with words like the lines of his 
statue), “I will not, most illustrious and magni¬ 
ficent Signors, return; for if you cut my 
head oft', you will not be able to supply me 
witli another, any more than you will be able 
to give anothei- head properly suitable to that 
model of a horse of mine, which 1 beheaded 
before I turned my back on your city.” This 
last surmise u'as justified by the event; for the 
Paduan who had succeeded Andrea, turning 
out to be a bungler, the Signory was obliged to 
dismiss him, ancl so far descend from the dais of 
their pride as to recall the Florentine, who 
then, further encouraged by double pay, pro¬ 
ceeded with the work, though he did not live 
to bring it to a conclusion. 

Tlie Condottier here, characteristically 
enougli, seems to keep watch by the tombs of 
the Doges; for the adjoining church itself is 
the Westminster Abbey of Venice — unless 
indeed the church of tlie F'rari better merits 
that appellation. Though, excepting St. Mark’s 
and the Frari, the only medimval church in 
Venice worth mnch attention, it has little to 
recommend it but size and loftiness, and the 
simple Gothic groining of the r-oof: the pointed 
arches of the nave are disproportioned from 
too mnch width, always a most injurious de¬ 
fect : besides, there is a poverty of design 
and details, which leaves it incomjiarably in¬ 
ferior to the fine Gothic churches north of the 
Alps. Neither are the numerous tombs of the 
Doges (heavy mural structures of sarcophagi, 
and pillars, and canopies, with pompous statuary, 
and long flourishing inscriptions) for the most 
part other than clumsy, awkward, and barbarous 
monuments, in a very bad llenaissance taste. 
A superb fox-coloured tom-cat, reposing on one 
of these monuments—we always found him 
there, he seems to nave thoroughly domesti¬ 
cated himself amongst the tombs of the Doges— 
formed, in his placid dignity, quite a striking 
contrast to the pretentious and frigid bombastic 
objects around him. 

With regard to pictures, there are several 
in “ Zanzenopolo ” well worthy of attcntioir; 
but our present business is witli its great orna¬ 
ment—this altar-piece of the Alartyrdom of 
St. Peter the Dominican, painted in Titian’s 
fifty-second year, and formerly, when works of 
Art were preferred from an absence of technical 
faults, rather than from any very refined or 
sublime conceptions in them, dogmatically 
ranked as the third picture in the world. An 
achievement it is which the academical and 
eclectic critics of the good old times were fond 
of agreeing to pronounce “ free from every 
shade of defect.” This is the picture which, 
when the fraternity of the church would have 
sold it for 18,000 crowns, the Council of Ten in¬ 
terposed to keep in its present place, annulling 
the bargain, on pain of death. This is that 
‘\ fciiiwsissimo quadroP t he preservation of which 
by the French during its visit to Paris was 
perhaps the most beneficial act performed by 
them during that generation. F’inding its canvas 
rotting away, they glued the face of the picture 
fast to a firm surface, and then proceeded to 
pick away the crumbling shreds behind, fibre 
by fibre, with a minute application of chemicals 
and instruments, and a patience truly ad¬ 
mirable ; and that done, they remounted the 
w'liole on a fresh fabric most successfully. 
What an antithesis to their attempts at political 
renovation! 

But now the lofty nave of St. John and St, 
Paul leads us to the verge of a forest; where 

between the solemn shades of those grand ! 
trees, we look fortli towards the mountain 
horizon, distinguishable under a gleam of 
troubled portentous light. In this ill-omened i 
spot the stern Dominican lias been overtaken. i 

He lies at his murderer’s feet. His brother 
Iriar, the blood streaming from Im forehead 
also, is springing into swift flight, in the wildest 
extremity of terror; but the victim gazes 
firmly at the assassin, even as his eye is beeom- 
ing glazed by death. One hand points to the 
earth, where, according to the legend, and 
Simone Memmi’s fresco of the same subject, in ' 
Santa Maria Novella, at Florence, he traced 
with dying finger the creed in the dust. His 
other liaud is raised, as with admonition and 
warning, towards the heavens, whence infant ’ 
angels descend, with the palms which are 
to grace his immortal unassailable spiritual 
triumphs—even the triumph of that very 
moment. The beam that comes with them 
lights up into bright gold one of the boughs ; 
but the others wave darkly over the deed of 
blood, as if with a mournful feeling of that 
which is being done beneath them : the forest 
leaves and the low heavy clouds seem moved 
by deep sympathies, stirred as with a living 
sense of the event over which they funereally 
sadden. 

This persecutor can then, it seems, suffer no 
less firmly than he could inflict. And though 
pitiless, he must surely have been self-approving, 
since he now sees, in sustaining vision, cherubs 
bringing palms, where others would probably 
think fiends with a crown of fire more appro¬ 
priate for him. His assailant, certainly, looks 
most ferocious and sinister; but perhaps recol¬ 
lections of hot oil, or thumb-screws applied to I 

father, wife, or brother, or the imminent dread 
of experiencing them himself, may corrugate 
his brows in that fierce and hideous manner. 
Ffl'a Pietro was a vehement preacher in Lom¬ 
bardy, in the 13th century, against the Cathari, 
or the Purified, a sect which, disgusted with the 
manifold corruptions of the Church, and the 
violence it exercised over Eeason, devoted 
themselves to a pure contemplative life, and to 
the improvement of Faith in alliance with that 
great Power, which (through Divine support) is 
the sole safeguard to preserve even our best 
religious feelings from the most ruinous errors : 
and excesses. The Dominicans were the chief 
instruments chosen for the suppression of this [ 
new sect; and, full of their gloomy faith in the 
expiatory power of human suffering, they pro¬ 
ceeded to carry out with relentless energy 
“ the divine and merciful theory of Persecu¬ 
tion.” Fra Pietro became one of the chief 
apostles of that theory. Whether inflamed by 
evil passions—as mortified vanity at the poor 
success of his arguments, or the flat reception 
of his most elaborate flights of oratory; or 
whether, agaijist the natural pleadings of the 
human heart, goaded on himself by a horrible 
superstition, which made him think severity the 
only true mercy, he exercised with unflinching 
rigour the office of Inquisitor in his monastery 
at Milan, till, at length, the miseries he inflicted, 
calling from the earth for vengeance too loudly 
and importunately to be denied, he was over¬ 
taken and assassinated at Barlassina, near 
Como. The church, charmed with his energetic 
proceedings, and grateful for their result, de¬ 
parted from its usual course by canonizing him 
thirty years after his death. So exemplary a 
pastor had not to wait the customary century 
for his divine honours. 

To return to the picture for a few moments; 
the colouring is remarkable for the freshness of 
its deep glow, shining through the transparent 
twilight shades, as if reflected from the burning 
of some cloud, yet lingering solemnly in flie 
west, over the now sunken sun. The assassin, 
especially, gleams like a jewel, with some¬ 
thing of Giorgione’s fervour, refined by more 
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exquisite hues. The execution is Ccareful, vet 
easy, in a broad, grand manner, and alto^ctlicr 
free from masterly trickery or slovenliness. 
But perhaps the landscape constitutes its dia- 
tiiiffiusliuiff excellence; those noble, waving, 
and wailing forest trees—chestnuts and beeches 
—being probably, as yet, the grandest, com¬ 
pletely-rendered delineations of such objects to 
be found within the whole compass of Art. 
Even our own English landscapists have hitherto 
left them unrivalled, for Turner himself too 
often tamed and enfeebled his trees for the 
sake of ideal grace of contour, and simple com¬ 
pactness of mass; and no other painter amongst 
us has shown sufficient power of drawung, com¬ 
bined with adequate feeling for grandeur of 
form and colour. This work excites a fre¬ 
quent regret that Titian did not devote the 
full strength of his mind to such subjects more 
frequently. 

Of those feebler productions of his old age, 
which made Vasari, when he last visited him, 
regret that he did not then content himself 
with painting merely for his own private 
amusement, there is at San Salvatore “ the 
Annunciation,” the subject of the well-known 
anecdote. When some one signified that it 
was too poor a thin^ to be his, he immediately, 
with the quick pettishness characteristic of an 
old man vsdio could not endure the thought 
that his powers were failing him, w'rote on the 
picture,—“ Titianus fecit, fecity Notwith¬ 
standing this petulant iteration, it is a dim and 
feeble work, with but faint traces of his former 
colour, and plenitude of noble life. Eor his 
last picture we must return for a moment to 
the Academy. When Henry III., quitting the 
throne of Poland for that of France, passed 
through Venice on his way, he visited Titian 
at his own house, and found the artist, then 
in his ninety-eighth year, engaged upon this 
work, which he intended to have placed over 
his tomb. It is said to have furnished his last 
employment, in his hundredth year; and being 
unfinished at his death, it was afterw^ards com¬ 
pleted by the younger Palma—most injudi¬ 
ciously, since its value as a memento of Titian, 
and as a criterion of his latest powers, is, of 
course, by that means much impaired. In this, 
a large and still ambitious production, a dead 
Saviour and saints, with a background of 
gloomy, crypt-like architecture, the hand is 
greatly shaken, the touch weak and wavering, 
and the sun of Titian’s colour is quite set; 
still there is enougli animation in the figures, 
and vigour in the effect, to make it a very ex¬ 
traordinary performance, considering the artist’s 
years. 

An unusual air of heavy melancholy dul- 
ness in Titian’s last work, recalls to mind the 
wretchedness of his last moments, as given in 
a paper by Mrs. Jameson, but on what autho¬ 
rity we do not remember ; for it is many years 
since we met with the essay in question. 
Titian’s life had been an uninterrupted career 
of health and splendid prosperity, graced, 
Vasari, his personal acquaintance, tells us, 
by courtesy and general goodness and recti¬ 
tude, which do not appear to have been ma¬ 
terially tarnished, except by an excessive love 
of gain, now and then, and by that petty 
professional jealousy—shown in the ignoble 
treatment of his more promising scludars— 
which was so unworthy of his refined and 
liberal genius. But at last misfortune, hitherto 
far in his rear, was able to overtake him 
on his death-bed. Titian, according to the 
account we have referred to, died miserably. 
He was stricken by the plague; and when the 
sanitary officers, in going their rounds, called 
at his house, they found his son Orazio and 
himself both ill of the pestilence, lying in the 
same room, deserted by their domestics, and in 
a neglected and forlorn condition. Orazio’s 
state holding out hopes of recovery, they im¬ 
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mediately took liim away to tlie lazaretto 
appointed for that purpose. But Titian 
lumself—liis sickness further aided by the 
infirmities of ninety and nine years—was 
evidently past all mortal cure: him, therefore, 
they left alone to die; and when the next 
visitors came, they found he was no more. 
The courted friend and gossip of so many of 
the leading magnates, scholars, poets, and witty 
fair ones of the day,—tlie caressed of monarchs, 
the county palatine, the untaxed of the Signory, 
had meanwhile died more forlorn and aban¬ 
doned than many a tattered beggar. And to 
aggravate even more the dismality of his fate, 
it was found that between these two last 
visits, the apartment had been entered and 
despoiled of some of his favourite articles of 
taste and costly ornament; and this, perhaps, 
under his own eyes, before they were finally 
glazed and fixed by death. 

EGYPT AND PALESTINE.* 

We have before us the very best work we have ever 
yet met with, to illustrate two of the most interest¬ 
ing countries in the world. Mr. Frith gives to 
people who sit at home at ease the result of his 
travels, in the shape of beautifully executed photo¬ 
graphs, with very brief notes of his own, referring 
to the places illustrated. He says, and says truly, 
“ Scarcely any one ever does read the letter-press 
which accompanies a series of views;” and, “ if the 
critics will he good enough not to call disagreeable 
attention to my writing, not one person in ten will 
think of looking at it.” Criticism is in this way 
disarmedand accordingly we have taken up Mr. 
Frith’s work—as we presume he intends us—to look 
at the drawings, and form oim estimate of his under¬ 
taking by them alone. The three numbers already 
published contain views of the Great Pyramid, 
Sphynx; Koum Ombo, Upper Egypt; the Pool of 
Hezekiah, at Jerusalem; Nazareth; Cleopatra’s 
Temple at Erment; the English Church at Jeru¬ 
salem ; Bethlehem; Jjuxor; and Sculptures at Deii- 
dera. We have in these a sufficient variety to show 
what the rest of the work may be expected to be; 
and when we contrast the immeasurable superiority 
of these photographs over all other views of these 
countries which have of late been accumulated by 
thousands, we feel that great praise is deservedly 
due to Mr. Frith for the resolution he has displayed 
in overcoming many difficulties, which, in the East, 
make photographing at some periods almost hopeless. 

Mr. Frith says, “ A photographer only knows— 
he only can appreciate the difficulty of getting a 
view satisfactorily into the camera; foregrounds are 
especially perverse; distance too near or too far; 
the falling away of the ground; intervention of some 
brick wall or other commonplace object, which an 
artist would simply omit; some, or all of these things 
(with plenty others of a similar character) are the 
rule and not the exception.” But these are not the 
only difficulties. There are superadded the trouble 
iu working the collodion, and the personal incon¬ 
venience of the artist. “When (at the Second 
Cataract, 1000 miles from the mouth of the Nile, 
with the thermometer at 110° in my tent) the 
collodion actually boiled when poured upon the glass- 
plate, I almost despaired of success. By degrees, 
however, I overcame this and other difficulties ; but 
suffered a good deal throughout the journey from 
the severe labour rendered necessary by the rapidity 
with which every stage of the process must be con¬ 
ducted in climates such as these ; and from exces¬ 
sive perspiration, consequent on the suffocating heat 
of a small tent, from which every ray of light, and 
consequently every breath of air, was necessarily 
excluded.” 

We have quoted Mr. Frith’s own words, in order 
to convey to the reader’s mind some idea of the 
obstacles which oppose themselves in the East, to 
such an undertaking as that wMch he has brought 
to so successful an issue. Although the temperature 
in Palestine is some degrees below that experienced 

* Egypt and Palkstine, Photographed and Described 
by F. Frith, jun. London: James S. Virtue, City Road 
and Ivy Lane. 
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during the hot weather in India, nevertheless, wifli 
an intimate knowledge of both climates, we can 
express the result of an experience in stating, that 
the glare and heat upon the hills of Palestine is 
more oppressive and stifling than in any part of 
India. We would infinitely prefer a six dajs’ march 
in May across the Delta of India, to the two days’ 
march across the Lebanon from Baalbcc to Damascus. 

It is due to Mr. Frith to have these facts put 
forward before making any remarks upon his sun- 
pictures, because their value would not otherwise be 
properly understood, and their defects would seem 
like faults, which the artist might have avoided. 

Mr. Frith’s illustration of the stone wall, which 
an ordinary artist would omit, but which the 
photographer cannot, is very much to the point: 
for instance, in first looking over his di'awings, we 
felt really disappointed with the view of Nazareth. 
As we learn from the letter-press, Mr. Frith first 
approached this lengthened residence of the Saviour 
from the south, coming from Jenin across the great 
plain of Esdraelon. Nazareth itself is secluded in a 
little basin adjoining the plain, which is surrounded 
by fifteen hills. The town itself climbs up the 
sides of the one towards the west. We should have 
expected that the photographer would have endea¬ 
voured to face the town, taking in the Latin Convent 
on the left, and the Greek Church of the Annunci¬ 
ation on the right, so giving a complete view of 
Nazareth, and of the hill on which it stands. But 
Mr. Frith has done the very reverse; he has fixed 
the camera among the prickly pears upon the hill¬ 
side over the town, and consequently in the picture 
we look down upon Nazareth and its small valley, 
and trace the outline of the southern hills of Samaria 
on the horizon. 

This is anything but a good view of Nazareth; 
indeed, strange to say, the one really picturesque 
view seems to have escaped the detection of every' 
artist who has travelled iu Palestine. For the 
benefit of future tourists we will mention it, hoping 
that some one following in Mr. Frith’s steps, may 
be able to secure for the public a view that is 
scarcely second to any in Palestine, and of which 
we have never yet seen a drawing. To gain a proper 
impression of Nazareth, it ought to be approached 
from the north, and not from the south; just as 
Jerusalem ought to be approached from Jericho and 
not from the Mediterranean. Mr. Frith, like almost 
every other traveller, saw Nazareth first, coming 
down from Jerusalem; he ought to have seen it 
coming up from Tiberias through Cana. If so, on 
surmounting the crown of the hills which intervene 
between Cana and Nazareth, and having passed 
through the narrow cut in the rock upon the summit 
of the hill overhanging the town towards the north, 
he would have beheld a view such as photography 
might well desire to represent. It is a view which 
takes in the whole of the little basin below—the 
town upon the hill-side, and the plain of Esdraelon 
beyond. But supposing this view had presented 
itself, there might, and we think probably would, 
have arisen an insuperable objection, over which 
an artist might have triumphed, but which would 
have 2)erplexed the camera. From the point 
of view we describe, the descent into the valley 
is so immediate (almost precipitate), and the effect 
of the panorama so entirely depends upon the 
steeps of the encircling hills, that we can quite 
believe a photographer would fail in attempting to 
catch the representation of this position. Even 
a partial success would be attended with great 
difficulties. It is, therefore, a matter of justice to 
consider what infinite obstacles there are in the way 
of such an undertaking as the present. 

When, however, the camera is directed upon 
objects of an architectural character, the triumph of 
the art was never more beautifully exhibited than it 
is in this work. We allude more particularly to the 
Egyptian views, though the same remark may, with 
equal justice, be applied to the Pool of Hezekiah 
at Jerusalem. The two plates, “ Cleopatra’s 
Temple,” and the “ View of Luxor,” will realize 
to every one who has been in Egypt, not only 
the familiar place of travel, but that which even 
painters so commonly fail in producing—atmosphere. 
In the view of Luxor more particularly, the pal¬ 
pable, almost tangible heat, is convey'ed in the 
picture. The figures crouching on the ground, the 
mud walls and rude thatch of the cottages, in the 
midst of the splendours of that gigantic architecture. 
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do not more truly represent the character of the 
place, than the hot haziness which pervades the 
platform reminds us of scorching moments passed 
among those ruins. We do not remember to have 
seen any drawing which so thoroughly made us con¬ 
scious of the atmosphere of Egypt as this view of 
Luxor does. We Alude to this, because it is a 
proof to us of the care with which ]Mr. Frith has 
pursued his art; and the fact is jtroved by our owu 
experience, for as we write we have photographs 
lying before us, made by ourselves upon the spot, 
which up to the present time we have regai'ded with 
peculiar satisfaction. Wr. Frith has convinced us 
of his immense superiority; and knowing, as we do, 
at what a cost that superiority must have been pur¬ 
chased, how much pains it must have demanded, 
both in the chemical and the ai'tistic departments of 
jjhotography, we feel we are doing no more than 
simple justice to this gentleman, in giviug him oim 
wai'in thanks for having produced such admirable 

works of Art. 
What we have said with reference to the view of 

Nazareth may also be said of Bethlehem. If we 
were to speak from the first impressions produced 
by the pictm'e, we should express disappointment. 
The view ought to have been taken approaching 
Bethlehem from Jerusalem, somewhere near Rachel’s 
Tomb. From that position the whole araphithea- 
trical platform of Bethlehem would have been pre¬ 
sented, and the background would have been tilled in 
with the entire length of the Convent of the Nativity. 

'This, we apprehend, is the view which a draughts¬ 
man would have presented. Mr. Frith has chosen 
the very opposite. He places us immediately be¬ 
neath the Convent, which we see only at au angle, 
catching sight at the extreme corner of the points 
of the roof of Queen Helena’s ever-memorable 
church: that church which is the most aucient 
Christian fabric in the world, and to repairs of the 
roof of which, at a later date. King Edwai-d con¬ 
tributed the oak of England. This is to us a matter 
of regret:—we shaU probably be told by iMr. Frith 
that he could not help it. 

The result, therefore, of om- remarks on these 
views is brietiy as follows. The ai’chitectural pic¬ 
tures are everything that can be desired; the 
landscape pictures ai'e not their equal. In the 
former case, IMr. Frith (to borrow a political phrase) 
was master of the situation ; in the latter he was 
not. It would be hypercriticism to make this a 
fault; because we believe it to be oue of the diffi¬ 
culties which beset photography in taking views in 
the East, which cannot, in the present infancy of 
that great art, be smunounted. It is amply com¬ 
pensated by such a pictm'e as that of Jerusalem 
from Hezekiah’s Pool. Anything more complete 
or satisfactory could not be desired. 

As journalists of Art, we ai'e therefore bound to 
express om- obligation to Mr. Frith, and to wish his 
work aU the success it so thoroughly deserves. 

[Since these observations were written, a fourth 
part has been issued; it contains—1. Nablous, the 
Ancient Shechem; 2. View' from Phil®, looking 
north; 3. Entrance to the Great Temple, Luxor. 
They uphold the interest of the work; and continue, 
with admii'able judgment, a selection of views that 
have value in all parts of the Christian world. 

It is only justice to say, that Mr. Frith has 
been fortunate in his alliance with the printer: om' 
readers know how much of the result in reference to 
this art will depend upon the manner in which the 
mechanical aids are supplied; if these be defective, 
the ai'tist labours in vain; he depends upon the 
printer even more than does the painter on the en¬ 
graver when a work is to be multiplied. In these 
photographs there is an amount of clearness and 
decision in hai'inony with the atmosphere in which 
the views were produced; we may add, also, that 
the publication is issued ■with aU the helps it can 
derive from graceful typography, and that it is 
altogether a vei'y elegant production of the press. 

It is certain that works of this class must increase, 
and that those of the engraver will decrease in pro¬ 
portion. In landscapes, and copies of all actual 
facts, the neaj'er we can imitate the originals the 
better. Where fancy may be, and where accessories 
ought to be, introduced, photography may in vain 
compete with the painter; but where facts merely 
are required, we are enabled to obtain aids invaluable 
by this wonderful art.] 

THE ROYAL PICTURES. 

IL PENSEROSO. 

J. C. Iloi-sley, A.R.A., Painter. T. Garner, Engr.avei'. 

Size of the Picture, 4 ft. lOJ in. by 3 ft. 64 in. 

Although the engraving from this picture is intro¬ 
duced under the above title, the composition in¬ 
cludes also a group from ^liltou’s companion poem, 
“L’.Hlegro;” aud if we remember rightly, the 
painting exhibited at the Royal Academy, in 1851, 
bore, in the catalogue, both titles. We have adopted 
oue only, partly for the sake of brevity, but chielly 
because the “II Peuseroso” group is the great point 
of the subject; the other is subordinate, while it 
affords a very beautiful, and almost a necessary con¬ 
trast, to redeem the composition from the power of 
absolute ilelaucholy aud her attendants. 

lu the whole range of English poetical literatm'e, 
there is perhaps no single poem, measuring the same 
number of lines, or about the same, which contains 
so many and varied subjects for the pencil as either 
of these two poems; Gray’s “ Elegy in a Country 
Church-yard,” destined equally with them to live 
coeval with the language in which they are written, 
may be adduced as an exception. Both of Milton’s 
poems are full of exquisite descriptive imagery 
drawn from nature, and his scenes are frequently 
“peopled” with personages that seem to have been 
sketched by his master-hand for the painter’s use, 
so pictorially has he di'awn them. Coleridge styles 
him a musical, not apictm'csque poet, when referring 
to his writings generally; “ the saying, however, is 
more pointed than correct,” writes another com¬ 
mentator, in allusion to this remark; " in the most 
musical passages of Milton (as the lyrics in ‘ Comus’), 
the pictures presented to the mind are as distinct 
and vivid as the paintings of Titian or Raphael; ” 
and, with the single exception of Shakspere, no 
poetical writer has presented such an abundant 
supply of materials for representation, aud has had 
them so universally accepted. Yet such is the 
character of the age in which we live with regard to 
literatm'e, aud especiaUy with regard to poetry, 
that it may be affirmed, without fear of contradiction, 
a very large proportion of even the educated public 
woirld know but little of what (Milton wrote if our 
ai'tists were not constantly bringing before its eye 
the majesty, the grandeur, the beauty, or the sim¬ 
plicity of his verse, rang’ug, as it does, from what 
may be termed the lowest point of description to 
one so lofty as to be little less than divinely inspired: 
the hand that struck the hai'p to sweet music at the 
sight of a scene of English pastoral, di-ew from it 
also strains of melody so powerful and sublime that 
the fingers of an archangel or a seraph might be 
presumed to have swept over its strings. 

(Mr. Horsley, not being a landscape-painter in the 
ordinary acceptation of the term, has selected a pas¬ 
sage from each poem for illustration, in which the 
poet’s ideal characters are introduced: the one, 
descriptive of the principal group,— 

“ Come, pensive nun, devout and pui'e, 
Sober, stedfast, and demiu'e," &c. &c.; 

the other, of the secondary gi'oup,—• 

Haste thee, njTuph, and bring with thee 
Jest, and youthful Jollity!" &c. &c. 

Both these groups are very happily conceived, and 
convey to the eye the impression of the mind. 

The artist has adhered very closely to Milton’s 
lines: Melancholy, the principal figure, is demurely 
personified, solemn and stately as one whose life has 
been passed in mortifying the flesh aud resisting 
the temptations of vanity : she is habited in a black 
robe, whose sombre hue is, however, brightened by 
reflected fights from the dresses—subdued crimson 
and purple respectively—of the figures on each side 
of her, Peace and Quiet, one of whom throws a 
pitying look on the joyous revellers whose mirth 
seems to mock the unworldliness of the saintly 
sisterhood. In everything the farther group is 
opposed to the nearer: the “ roundness” of com¬ 
position to its formality, boisterous mirth to demure 
gravity, fight, loose, and gaily-coloured garments to 
the “ sober liveries” of the quaternion. 

The picture is in the CoUection at Osborne. 

In colouring this marble statue, what medium arc 
we to use? In regard to the ancient statues, Mr. 
Lloyd says, “ Vitruvius, after describing (vii. 9) the 
preparation of minium, or vermillion, goes on to 
speak of its liability to change colour from the action 
of direct sunlight, aud gives instructions for pro¬ 
tecting it. He does not mention the medium em¬ 
ployed with the colour, but, as it is insoluble, we 
must assume the use of size, as in other instances, 
or gum, &c.” The wall lie speaks of is appai-ently 
stucco. “ When the wall is painted with vermillion, 
aud dry, lay ou with a brush (of bristles, a hard or 
rough brush) Punic wax, melted over the fire, and a 
little tempered with oil, then, by means of hot coals 
in an iron vessel, warm the wall well, and make the 
wax run and equalize itself; afterwards, rub it with 
a wax candle and clean cloths, as nude marble 
figures were treatedf So here it appears that in 
ancient practice statues were “ rubbed with wax,” 
and were left with this surface on them ; from which 
it is more than probable whenever, in such cases, 
colouring was added to marble statues, that its 
medium also was wax. 

Further, “ Plinj^ (xxi. 14) gives the preparation of 
Punic wax by a process, of which the chemical 
result, according to Dr. Turner, was a soap of 
twenty parts wax, to oue of soda. He also (xxiii. 7) 
describes the same process as Vitruvius above, appa¬ 
rently copying him or a common authority. The 
wax, he says, is ajrplied hot, heated with coals, and 
then rubbed with wax candles, aud afterwai'ds with 
clean linen cloths, as marbles also are made to shine 
{sicut et marniora nitescunt)." 

“ Now, how much of the treatment thus expressed 
applies to sculpture? Putting the case most 
strongly, it might be said, the whole, aud that 
nothing less than the whole will accord with the 
circumlitio of statues mentioned elsewhere; and by 
applying the whole we might connect these notices 
with those of Plutarch and Pausanias, of the em¬ 
ployment of vermillion in coloiu'ing statues (though 
these latter go for very little, as applicable to the 
best works of the best time). The construction of 
the words of both authors imply in strictness, that 
the wax and linen rubbings of statues were applied 
to wax previously laid ou and heated.” Thus the 
opinion of Air. Lloyd, a well known authority on 
Greek literatm'e, is evidently in favom' of wax having 
been the medium, or “ vehicle,” of the colour applied 
to marble statues; and that thus it was done in the 
encaustic manner ; and this is strengthened by 
Nicias having been an encaustic painter, of whom is 
quoted in a former number that well-known story 
indicating that he assisted his friend Praxiteles in 
adding to his statues the famed “circumlitio” which 
is such a “vexed question.” 

That wax was used by the ancients for this pur¬ 
pose does not, however, of course preclude their 
having used other substances, either as media for 
the colom'ing applied, or to give that last polished 
sm'face which, as I have mentioned before, was in 

I consonance with the habit they had of oiling their 
I own bodies on festive occasions; and I cannot but 
I here allude to the barbarism, as we should call it, that 

seems to hover about the whole question,—for not 
j only has it been seen that the painting statues was 

and is prevalent among barbarian states of the 
human race, but that it is also their well kuowm 
custom to lubricate the body either with oil or 
grease, or some other fatty matters, not always of 
the most pleasant kind. 

There are various gums and varnishes that might 
have been used by the ancients for the above colom'¬ 
ing aud polishing in regard to theii- statues, although 
their acquaintance with the variety of these sub¬ 
stances was inferior to our own; and even staining 
may have been effected by means either now known 
or lost to us. The rust of li'ou will enter into marble 
and stain it indelibly, at first producing a slight 
orange colour, and then red, aud even dark brown; 
and auy mode of staining analogous to this, but not 
injm'ious to the marble, wovJd, of course, be far 
more lastiug than any mere surface preparation, 
liable to fading or removal, and requiring repair and 
repetition. 1 have not, however, seen or heard of 
any ancient marbles that give evidence of any per- 

* Continued from p. 179. 
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manent staining of this character, although Pliny 
I makes mention of something of the kind having 
! been effected as regards some works in metal. 

Grease also enters into marble, giving it an ala¬ 
bastrine character (like the oriental alabaster); 
insomuch that if it could be applied evenly, it might 
even be thought by some an advantageous addition 

1 to marble, especially to such marble as possesses a 
kind of snowy opacity—which, however, is not the 
case with the best kinds. 

1 Sculptors admire for their works, among the 
1 varieties of the Luna (or Carrara) or statuary 
1 marble, that (juality which has a close wax-like 

charaeter ; and this not only from its being pleasant 
to work, and capable, from its firmness and grain, of 
taking high finish, but from its w'axy character, 
approaching to the alabaster surface which we see on 
some of the recumbent figures in Gothic cathedrals, 
in those parts that get accidentally rubbed, which 
possess a waxy character; and as this quality is 

1 pleasant, it has naturally led to the consideration of 
I wax as a medium, and as a finishing surface to 

marble. But wax, except, perhaps, under very 
peculiar circumstances, does not enter into the 
substance of marble, and only fills up the smaU 
pores of the surface. I, at one time, made some 
experiments with stearine as applied to marble. 
This material applied to plaster of Paris pro¬ 
duces what has been called “ fictile ivory,” and 
various little figures and groups are now to be 
seen in shops, or carried about on the boards 
of the Italians, cast out of gelatine moulds and 
steeped in this material, which have extremely the 
appearance of ivory, and which will wash very 
well; the surface also having been made essentially 
harder by aU the minute pores having been filled up 
with this substance—stearine,—which is done in this 
manner.—The surface of the plaster cast is perfectly 
cleaned and completed, and then it is set in a place 
to become moderately warm; the stearine has then 
to be melted, which, as it is most essential that it 

j should not burn in the slightest degree, is done in 
the same way as the carpenters do glue. As the 

‘ little figure, or group, or bust, or relievo, or what¬ 
ever it may be, has to be immersed bodily in the 
melted stearine (as the mere application of it with a 
brush on the warm surface of the plaster cast would 
not be equally etfectual), it is requisite to have the 
interior vessel of sufficient size for this purpose. 
Into this the stearine is put, and the lid put on. 
This is then piaced in another vessel sufficiently 
large to leave a space all round and at the bottom 
for water, which is to be the medium of heat between 
the outside fire and the stearine within. This is 
then put on the fire. The water begins to boil, and 
the stearine soon after to melt, which it does with a 
comparatively mild heat. By this time the plaster 
cast is moderately warm, when it is put into the 
stearine, the lid put on, and it is left to cook. 

In this condition of the two substances, the 
warmth of the plaster and the fluidity of the stearine, 
the coalition is so natural and intimate that I have 
seen, in a small plaster cast, which had been sub¬ 
jected for a considerable time to this process, on its 
being broken across, that the stearine had gone 
quite through the plaster (I speak of a little solid 
cast of a figure), and completely satm’ated it within 
and without; the result being an amaigamated 
material, in which the plaster was hardly to be 
recognised: contrary, however, to what one would 
have thought, perhaps, it was not in this case very 

1 hard. This may have arisen on this occasion from 
too much heat having been applied. In a more 
surface manner, in which the stearine saturates 
the plaster of Paris to the depth of an eighth of an 
inch or so, this process is applied, especially to 
small models of Crucifixions, in which the figure 
being thus treated, and placed on a varnished black 
cross, a very finished appearance is produced. 

Being aware of this process of adding stearine 
to plaster, I bethought myself of adding it to 
marble in an equally intimate manner; that is, 

; seeing if it could be made to saturate marble: 
but in my case without success. However, I 

' will state what I did, and how I tried it. First, 
I would premise that stearine is a most in¬ 
viting material for such a purpose. It approaches, 
in its cold state, more nearly to Parian marble in 
appearance, than any substance I know. It is of a 
faint golden-yellow tinge—the slightest possible; it 
is translucent and semitransparent, and its crystalli- 

zation gives it just that degree of sparkle which 
affords a kind of subdued vitality to its appear¬ 
ance, similar to fine specimens of Parian; such as, 
for instance, the fragment of a Psyche’s hand and 
butterfly in the British Museum. It is really a 
most poetical-looking substance; and if one could 
divest oneself of the idea of its being greasy, and 
endue it in fancy with endurance, if would seem just 
the material for beautiful form. But though so like 
Parian, one of the most lasting stones, we find it 
melt into a fluid mass at a very moderate degree of 
temperature. 

The mode I applied W'as one which I thought 
likely to try the question pretty effectually, which 
I had the opportunity of doing through the kind¬ 
ness of a manufacturer of candles in Kensington. 
His factory contains a number of boilers, or small 
vats, in which the component parts of different 
kinds of candles are kept boiling at a high tempe- 
ture. These are kept at this high heat separately ; 
and in one of these, containing pure stearine, he 
allowed me to have a piece of clean white statuary 
marble, about as large as a cocoa-nut, immersed, 
and kept there for a day, subjected to the action of 
the stearine, at so high a state of temperature that I 
found afterwards that this heat had in some degree 
affected the texture of the marble, in the same 
manner as we find great heats generally do; that 
it had in some degree disintegrated the crystals, and 
rendered the whole substance friable. Now I am 
not a chemist, but I fancy that this mode of ex¬ 
posing the marble to the action of melted stearine 
was just that most favourable to the saturation of 
the one by the other. On breaking the marble, 
however, I did not find that this had taken place at 
aU. The stearine appeared to me to have filled up 
solely the immediate surface pores of the marble, 
but to have penetrated no deeper, nor in any way 
to have amalgamated with its material. 

Anything, therefore, in the way of colour, 
applied through the medium of stearine, would obtain 
no further hold, I conceive, than gum or varnish; 
and would always be liable to come off as a film, or 
to be melted out by the application of heat even 
as gentle as that of the direct rays of the sun, 
and would offer no guard against those decaying 
influences of the out-of-door interchange of tempera¬ 
tures, which, by the alternation of summer’s heat 
and winter’s cold, act on the marble in this climate, 
through the partial absorption by marble of water. 
Thus in both respects—either as a preservative 
against climate, or as affording a lasting material of 
an even, ivory-like tint, or for a due preparation for 
colours to hold tight and lastingly to the statue— 
my experiment, as regards stearine, wholly failed: 
as also those which I have made with wax, although 
I ow'n I have not subjected marble to the same con¬ 
tinuous action of this material at a high temperature, 
as I have in the case of stearine. At any rate, it 
does not appear that the ancients had effected the 
almagamation of wax with the material of marble; 
for, besides not finding any evidence of this in the 
ancient sculpture, the process alluded to by Vitru¬ 
vius and others, refers to a mere surface application. 

We hear nothing of staining the marble, which, 
with all deference, appears to me the sole mode of 
applying colom’ to it that would either retain 
at all the delicate and flesh-like transparency of the 
material, or be consistent with the enduring character 
of the art of sodptm'e. Unless the colours could 
be fixed in the material, so as to last as long as the 
statue itself, they would of eom'se require renewing; 
and after a long interval of time this could not 
be done by the artist of the work. If colour and 
form are fitted to go together, they should do so to 
the end of the chapter, one as long as the other, 
which could not, while retaining the flesh-like 
transparency of the marble, be effected by anything 
short of a stain of the most delicate character 
pervading the material of the marble for some 
distance down in it, but dimming in no respect its 
own beautiful nature. 

Of such a character of colomlug as this might the 
artist dream in an enthusiasm of polychromy, in 
which the material might waft up to his enchanted 
eye pure blushing tints from below as of coral islands 
beneath the w'ave, and of azm’e veins, not streaked 
on the surface with colour, but as vital and motive as 
the blue waters of the ocean ; until the whole work 
became, as it were, one living gem, an opal in the 
sunlight, iridescent with celestial iclior 1 But this. 

I fear, is only a dream, and that, when we really begin 
practically to set about colouring marble, we shall 
find that we shall by no means be able to realize so 
poetic a reverie. Wax seems to be the material that 
lias the most precedent for use in this respect, and 
we will follow as near as wc can the process alluded 
to by Vitruvius. 

lie speaks of statues being treated in the same 
manner as walls in the laying on of the wax, and he 
says the wall was well warmed first “ by means of 
hot coals in an iron vessel”—a sort of movable bra¬ 
zier, it is to be supposed, which was moved up and 
down and about, close to the face of the wall, until 
it had communicated to it a degree of heat sufficient 
to semi-melt the wax, when it was rubbed on. Per¬ 
haps one of the best ways in which this degree of 
temperature could be obtained in a statue would be 
to have it in a warm room, such as they have at 
papier mache works, or in other manufactories 
requiring heat for their process, where the statue 
might be brought gradually to that equable warmth 
that would greatly facilitate the easy laying on of the 
wax, whether pure in itself or mixed with colouring 
material. Of course the wax could be laid on the 
statue in its (?. e. the statue’s) cold state by means 
of its being dissolved in some chemical compound, 
such as spirits of turpentine, and applied by 
a brush, but it would not by this means enter so 
firmly into the surface-pores of the marble. Being 
expanded by dilution at the time of its appli¬ 
cation, when the spirits evaporated it would leave 
it comparatively of a cellular and uncompact cha¬ 
racter, which indeed is to be noticed on the surface 
of little wax models when spirits of turpentine in a 
brush have been used to smooth and bring together 
the surface, as is frequently the practice with wax- 
modellers, and which generally afterwards, in con¬ 
sequence, has to be wiped off. We are considering 
the best way of applying the encaustic treatment j 
to marble, and I thus suppose for the purpose a warm 
room, specially adapted for the occasion, perfectly j 
clean, well lighted, and capable of being warmed up 
to as high a degree of temperature as is required in 
in the manual processes of several of our manu¬ 
factures. 

The first thing to be done to the statue would be 
to clean it thoroughly all over, and to give it as 
much as possible an equable surface, so that the 
texture should not cause the coloured material to ad¬ 
here more in one part than another. This probably 
would be best done by having the whole statue “ fine 
sanded,” as the process is called by sci Jptors, which is 
a very usual mode of finishing marble works ; the fine 
sand being rubbed all over the surface into all 
the little deep workings and depressions with 
water, and by means of little pieces of wood 
adapted to varieties of surface they have to reach. 
It would then be completely washed free of all the 
little grains of sand, leaving a quiet erystalline j 
glisten over it, which is very beautiful, and which 1 
ought not, in my idea, to be tampered with. How- | 
ever, we are going to colour it. 

The statue being then removed into the w'arm [ 
room, in about a day or so it would become of | 
the due temperature, viz. that which, without ren- i 
dering the wax fluid on its application to it, would [ 
not check its approaches with coldness, but would I 
welcome it with an attaching warmth. Now, it 
might seem that a first coating of white wax all 
over, in case the whole of the statue is to be 
coloured, would be an appropriate fii’st treatment, 
inasmuch as, by filling up the pores of the marble, 
a perfectly equable surface would be presented as 
a kind of ground for the application of the colour. 
It would appear that were such a first surface 
thus attained with colourless wax alone, the most 
delicate effect would be reached by the after appli¬ 
cation of colour merely in a state of powder, like 
rouge powder or enamel. 

In any mode of application, however, the first 
portion eoloured would naturally be the flesh, 
inasmuch as the character of tint for this would 
be the first point of this kind considered in 
the character of the figure; and the adjuncts 
of various draperies, &c., would have to be so 
tinted as to afford the most pleasing harmony 
and contrast with this as a fixed point; and so as to 
give the best effect to the whole as a piece of colour. 
And here occurs at once the consideration that if a 
statue is intended to be eoloured, it will be a very 
haphazard thing to put off the consideration of the 



colouriug uutil the foniiiug of the stutue is com¬ 
plete, iuasmuch as by that process an iuterarraiige- 
ment of flesh and draperies might be evolved 
which, though very satisfactory when all in one tint, 
woidd not be so when it became to be coloured, nor 
afford opportunities for com])letiug the whole work 
as a composition of colour. lu truth, at the outset 
of the work, indeed in the very sketch, before the 
statue itself were begun, it would be requisite to 
consider the coloiu-: iusomueh that the first thing 
to do in the contemplation of the work would be to 
make a little coloured sketch. Just as in a picture, 
the first thing a painter does very often is to make a 
little blot of tints to sec how his subject will allow 
of a triumph of colour. 

We all kuowhow attractive colour is—that it is like 
the melody of music, catching hold of the senses 
before even we enter into what is meant by it or the 
theme. A graceful manner has been said to be a letter 
of introduction to any one—so is an agreeable com¬ 
position of colour to a picture, which can be no less 
important to a statue if coloured. Colour is the first 
thing that strikes the eye; and iii a coloured work 
of Art, whether of painting or sculpture, this must 
be agreeably disposed, or the first impression cannot 
be happy. 

Now, if at the outset of looking at a work of Art 
of this kind we are impressed by the colour, so at 
the outset of composing it, it will not Jo to leave 
this out of the question. Thus it appeal's that, sup¬ 
posing a statue is to be coloured, it would be 
quite opposed to Art-reason to ])ut off the con¬ 
sideration of the colouriug till the statue, as far 
as form goes, is complete. The coloiu'ing in this 
case must not be an afterthought; but if not quite 
the first thought, must enter into the original con¬ 
ception, or the result will be a matter of chance 
instead of calculation. I am the more led to re¬ 
mark this, as I have heard the idea of colouring a 
statue treated quite as “ a subject of afterthought; ” 
and I have heard it suggested, even by a scidptor, 
that the assistance of painters shoidd be called in 
only at the time when the statue is about to be 
coloured. Now the more interchange of sentiments 
between the various professions of Art, the better, 
no doubt; we should all help one another; and 
experience in colour is certainly not to be gained 
by study solely applied to form ; but what I would 
suggest is, that if the assistance of the painter is 
desirable in this combination of the Arts, as it de¬ 
cidedly would be, the time to invite it, and call it 
into consultation, is not when the masses of flesh 
tints and draperies, &c., are fixed and completed in 
the marble, but, on the contrary, in the first sketch, 
denoting the arrangements and proportions of those 
parts which are to form opportunities, and which, 
in the case of coloured sculpture, should be so 
modified at the outset as to atfurd the most agree¬ 
able proportions of balance, composition, variety, 
and harmony, that the subject will allow of. 

This is the only mode in which I conceive the 
attainment of a pleasing effect eventually can be cal¬ 
culated on. In the triumphs of colour of Titian, 
Correggio, and Rubens, the artist at once perceives 
how very much the arrangements have been modi¬ 
fied, so as to aft'ord the freest scope to colour. 1 
say, the arrangements—I might say also the forms; 
for it can hardly be doubted, especially in the 
case of Rubens, that the somewhat over-voluptuous, 
and not unfrequently turgid, outlines he adopts have 
been the result of having his mind imbued, as it 
were to overflowing, with an almost delirious sense 
of colour, which seems to dilate and expand itself 
on his canvas, beyond his control. Colour seems at 
times to have, as it were, almost ran away with him, 
and dragged all his men and women after it. lie 
wreathes his pictures into vast living bouquets, in 
which everything seems growing, and waving, and 
blossoming, and fruiting in utter luxuriance. 

Of com-se his outlines would not do for sculpture; 
and the contemplation of his works on the one side, 
and of the purity of the outline of Greek sculpture 
on the other, almost leads one to doubt how far the 
essence of perfection in form, and the essence of 
perfection in colour, can be made to coalesce com¬ 
pletely. There seems a certain degree of quiet but 
understood antagonism between them, that has led 
to the non-introduction, in one work, of equal 
forces of each, lest they should, as it were, struggle 
and wrestle : and this mutual agreement that their 
atomic proportions may not form one compound on 

a perfect equality, is to be traced in the pictures 
ol the old masters, where, indeed, it may pretty nearly 
always be seen that these qualities do not meet 
on the same level, or in au equal ratio ; but that one 
gives theyMi a little to the other, and that by turns 
they play subservient parts. lu the works of 
Raphael, form, and all the impressions gained 
by form, occupy a much larger space than those 
gained by colour, and the same in those of 
Michael Angelo. In Titian, although the form 
is occasionally very fine in character, colour, in 
turn, occupies the larger space; and still more is 
this seen in the w'orks of Correggio, Raul Veronese, 
Tintoretto, and Rubens. The Carracci, perceiving 
this, proposed, as the object 'of their school and 
efforts, the combination of the “ design of Raphael 
with the colour of Titian : ” but it is not considered 
that they succeeded. Indeed, there Joes appear some 
semblance of truth in the idea that those forms in 
Art which are the most perfect aud precise in their 
beauty, are not those most suited to comprise the 
most exquisite triumidis of colour; aud if there be 
verity in this, assuredly it is a consideration that lies 
in the path of “ Coloured Statues.” * 

John Bell. 

COlUlESPONDENCE. 

To the Editor of “ The Art-Jouknal.” 

MR. FOLEY’S STATUE OF LORD IIARDINGE. 

Sir,—Are we to have, in London, a copy of the 
equestrian statue of Lord Hardinge, executed by 
Mr. Foley for Calcutta ? Such a project is, I 
believe, on foot, and as your pages are the chief 
medium of communication on all artistic matters, 
beg your advocacy, by a few lines on the subject. 

Manv reasons suggest its erection in the metro¬ 
polis ; foremost, the memory of the illustrious chief 
claims such a tribute ; Art demands it for her own 
sake ; and all lovers of Art, feeling the national 
honour elevated by such an achievement, seek to 
evince their appreciation of its grandeur and beauty, 
by desiring its daily sight—in knowing it as a 
household woi'd. 

We, of the passing generation, are the trustees of 
posterity—the holders in trust, for after ages, of the 
intellectual riches amassed in our own time, and as 
such are responsible to futurity ; but it will be a 
dark blot in our stewardship, should we suffer this 
magniticent creation to leave England without 
securing its duplicate lor London. Hence the 
obligations imposed on us of moving actively in the 
matter, have a deeper origin than personal or party' 
feeling. The work itself calls for a permanent liome 
among us, and which if not rendered, is at once an 
insult to the memory of the noble soldier, and the 
genius of the artist; a loss incalculable to Art, and 
a fraud on our descendants. Criticism is at once 
both defied and disarmed by the originality and 
power pervading this unprecedented work ; and 
surely the preudest aspiration of its author must 
have been realized in its consecration to Fame by 
the acclamation and unanimous verdict of the whole 
brotherhood of Art. 

AVith the increasing love of Art now so generally 
felt and recognised in all classes of society, a fund 
could easily be raised to secure its duplicate; 
whereby, while we should become enriched by one 
of the finest works of Art in the world, ancient or 
modern, shall be spared the blushes that must be¬ 
speak our shame, if it depart for Calcutta unrepre¬ 
sented here. 

To such a national project many would joyfully 
contribute their mite, myself among the number. 
My subject must be my apology for thus trespassing 
on your apace. 

I am, sir, yours obediently, 
“An Admirer or the St.xtue.” 

[We shall, indeed, with our correspondent, con¬ 
sider it a calamity if this work be suffered to leave 
England without our having secured a copy of it— 
such copy to be executed by the artist, with all the 
advantages it may receive from his “ afterthought.” 
We consider, and have described, this great work 
as a triumph of British Art; one which entirely 
removes an impression—we know to have prevailed 
lately—that whatever excellence our sculptors may 
achieve in the simple and graceful, they have been 
unable to grapple with the greater difficulties of the 
art. We shall gladly aid by every means in our 
power to advance a subscription that ought to be— 
and wo trust will be—national.] 

* To be continued. 

PORTABLE SWISS CHALETS. 

THE I'AHquETiiv or Messrs, aruowsmiih. 

In the rlrt-Jourual lor Ajiril, 1857, will be found 
an article on Mosaic Alauulacture, and especially on 
the New Solid Parquetry which the ilessrs. Arrow- 
smith have introduced somewhat extensively into use 
in this country. At the recent annual soiree of the 
President of the Institution of Civil Engineers, many 
very beautiful examples of this manufacture were 
exhibited. One application of this parquetry excited 
much attention,—this was a series of designs, applied 
as a bordering to Turkey aud other carpets. These 
were very elegant, aud in their application far more 
pleasing than the usual floorcloth. The reality of 
this kind of ornament is one of its great recom¬ 
mendations. We have seen several mansions in 
which this kind of (looriiig has been laid down with 
the best j)ossible cflect, at comparatively small cost. 

In immediate connection with this very interesting 
manufacture, our attention has been directed to the 
Swiss Chalets, which are now introduced by the 
same patentees. These chalets are aU prepared by 
powerful and couqdicated machinery (patented); with 
the floors, walls, aud ceilings, either plain, or beau¬ 
tifully designed in jiatent solid Swiss parquetry (a 
mosaic of different coloured woods), and so accurately 
constructed, including doors and windows, &c., as to 
be li.xed in a few days, either permanently, or so as 
to be removed elsewhere. These chalets are well 
ventilated, cool in summer, aud warm iu winter, aud 
ready for immediate habitation and sleeping iu, free 
from the disagreeable annoyance of wet plaster or 
new' paint. 

The several designs for the Portable Swiss Chalets 
are picturesque in outline, aud consist of the bold 
projecting roof, terminating in cautalivers, fret- 
w'orked valauce and cornices; the perforated balconies 
and staircases supported by numerous detached 
columns of elegant shape at regular distances, while 
the light aud transparent dark brown tints of these 
structm'es are relieved by elaborate and richly carved 
ornaments, interspersed with small quantities of 
bright colours, altogether combine to give a remark¬ 
able apfiearauce of lightness, airiness, aud delicacy, 
admirably adapted for embellishing the garden and 
pleasure grounds—for heightening aud harmonizing 
with the fine effect of wood and water—for con¬ 
trasting with the bolder outline of mountain and 
waterfall—aud for agreeing with the adjacent objects, 
while adorning, from different points, the surround¬ 
ing scenery. 

While those buildings offer to the landscape 
gardener the means of embellishment,—as by admit- 
tiug of a great variety of forms they may be 
adapted to almost any kind of scenery,—they 
offer the advantages of exceeding portability and 
considerable econonqy; the prices, for example, of 
the Portable Swiss Chalets, for summer-houses aud 
porters’ lodges, being from £60 to £100 each ; while 
complete and highly ornamented houses are executed 
at very small cost, when we regard the interesting 
nature of the structure, and its many conveniences. 

Varieties of form and colour in the woods enables 
the architect to produce many novel etfects; aud iu 
internal arrangement the utmost amount of elegance 
may be secured in the walls and floors of the several 
apartments. These buildings are all constructed iu 
Switzerland, and sent packed in cases, complete, to 
this country : they can then be forw'arded to any 
part of the kingdom, and erected in a few days, 
being at once ready for habitation. 

It will be at once obvious, that these “ buildings” 
will be desirable for very many purposes—other 
than those to which we have made slight reference : 
one object in this brief iiotioe is to direct attention 
to the subject, in order that persons requiring elegant 
auxiliaries of the kind, may make the further in¬ 
quiries that will be desirable. They may form, from 
what we have written, some idea of their character, 
and their practicability. Few more useful sugges¬ 
tions for improving small demesnes have been of 
late jiromulgatcd; w'e have no doubt they will be 
largely adopted. 

The first Portable Swiss Chalet is erected at Tulse 
Hill, where, by the permission of the proprietor, it can 
be inspected, every AA'eJnesday, from two till six 
o’clock, orders being previously obtained from the 
Alessrs. .Arrowsmilh, of Bond Street. 
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BEITISn ARTISTS; 

THEIR STYLE AND CHARACTER, 

WITH ENGRAVED IM.USTUATIONS. 

No. XXXVII.—WILLI.ViM KTTV, U.A. 

EEW inoiillis ago we conducted our readers to llic 
tomb of William Elty, a picturesque and (piiet spot 
in the place of his hirih, the ancient city of York, 
whither he had retired for a few weeks only 
prior to his death, in the hope of |)assing the even¬ 
ing of his life apart from the turmoil of our great 
metropolis, its “ night-fogs, and heated Life- 
Academies.” Most reluctantly, however, did he 

separate himself from old acquaintances, and old 
associations: so long as he remained in London, 

so surely would he he found in the schools of 
the Academy, even wlicn illness and cx- 

'■ haustion almost prevented his ascending the steps ol the edifice: 
Jf I am to die,” he would sometimes say, ‘‘I may as well 

Xli die at the Academy as at home.” And even after his return to 
''rJ his native place, for which he always entertained the warmest attaeh- 

jA\\\ ment, his thoughts and fondest desires were with that he had left :— 
v'j j “My place in London,” he wrote to a friend, “ of which 1 love in 

111 1 my heart every stick, hole, and cornel’, seems to have done its work; 
there, at the end of Buckingham Street, in the upper set of 

chambers, I have enjoyed happiness and peace for upw'ards of twenty-one 
years.Fifty years it is since I left this dear old city, and my dear 
father and mother, to go among strangers. lie has blessed me during that 
long period, and brought me hack in peace to within a stone’s throw of 

where 1 was horn. ... I have returned,hless God! with fame, and unblemished 
reputation, and a fortune large enough, or small enough, for all my moderate 
wants.”* 

In the Arl-Journal for 1810 appeared a concise hiographical sketch of 
kitty’s life, written by the artist six or eight months only before his dcatli : it is 
tliercfore unnecessary we should now go over the ground so well described by 
himself; our columns wil he better occupied by the narration of such matters 
—so far, that is, as they present points of interest—as he refrained from touch¬ 
ing upon, and hy referring to some of his principal pictures. 

Etty was horn in 1787, was apprenticed to a letter-|)rcss ])rinter, at Hull, 
whom ho served for “seven full years faithfully and truly, and worked at the 
business three weeks as a journeyman : but I had such a busy desire to be a 
painter, that the last years of my servitude dragged on most heavily. I counted 
the years, days, weeks, and hours, till liberty should break my chains, and set 
my struggling spirit free. . . . Seven long years I patiently bided my time, but 
the ii'on we7it into wy sonl; and I now even sometimes dream I am a captive, 
but wake and find it luckily hut a dream.”t In 1805, he came up to London, 
entered the schools of the Royal Academy, and applied himself diligently to the 
task of becoming a painter. Eleven years were passed in this effort, but he 
failed—at least, in the eyes of the critics and Art-patrons—of accomplishing 
his purpose, exhibiting annually, from 1811, at the British Institution and the 
Academy, yet unsuccessful in attracting much favourahle notice: still, as his 
biographer, Mr. Gilchrist, remarks, he was all the while, “ laying the foundation 
of that extensive knowledge of the human figure, male and female, which the 
practice of so many years of pains and studies must give.In early life, he 
has been outdone by scores of clever young artists,—^,just as the early poems ot 
Wordsworth (those previous in date to the “ Lyrical Ballads ”) are tlirown into 
the shade by the first-fruits of poets not ultimately exerting a tithe of his 
influence on the hearts of men. Genius is slow’er in its education than talent. 
With the latter, education consists in acquiring dextrous accomplisliments 
from without; with genius, in the development of creative power from within, 
'riiere were other causes to account for the extreme slowness of Etty’s progress 

Engraredby] CUPID IN A SHELL. [J. ani G. P. Nicholls. 

—slowness partly constitutional, partly inevitable (in our time) to his range of 
Art; in part attributable to the late commencement of his elementary training, 
—in part, perhaps, to the false bias it necessarily took under Lawrence. The 
lesson was begun at the wrong end: felicities of touch w’ere caught before 
drawing and even colour had been mastered. He had to turn back in search of 
these.” 

Eleven years thus passed aw'ay, resulting in little else, as he acknowledges, 
than the conviction that so much valuable time has been, by comparison with 

what it might have been, nnprofitably spent: he was looked upon by his com¬ 
panions as a w'orthy, plodding person, with no chance of ever hecoraing a good 
painter. “ It is a mortifying proof,” he notes down in his diary of the early 
part of 1816, “ ‘ how vast is Art, how narrow human wit’—to reflect how 
long I have painted, and that I should have neglected this very essential part of 

* “Life of W. Etty, li.A." By A. Gilclirist. D. Bogue, London, 
t Autobiography. Art-Journal, p. 13. 1S49. 
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good coloui'i[ig so long. But now, having iny eyes open, 1 trust I shall ever J 
be alive to itsTinportance ; not go on painting over ami over again, every time ; 
getting deeper and deeper in error, but endeavour to make every part of my ' 
work tell; nor do over to-night what 1 did last night.” 

Ill the autumn of ISIG Etty took a hasty journey into Italy, visiting | 
Bologna, iMilan, and I'lorence: his thoughts, however, weie too mueh occupied ■ 
with an “all'air of the heart ” to afford him the opportunity of profiting by even j 
a hurried insiiection of the Italian galleries of Art. “ I feel so lonely,” he i 

writes to his brother Walter, “it is impossible for me to he happy; and if not 
happy, 1 cannot apply vigorously to my studies.I think there are suf- 
licient line pictures in England to study from.” 

Three more years rolled away, leaving Etty still among the “ unknown:” but ' 
a little picture, entitled “Pandora,” exhibited at tlie British Institution in the 
spring of 18:10, drew attention to the artist: and another, the “ Coral Finders,” 
exliihited at the Academy in the same year, brought him more prominently into 
notice ; the latter was purchased by the late Mr. Tompkiusoii, pi:ino-forte manu¬ 
facturer, at the artist’s modest price of £30 ; in 1849, at the sale of the collection, 
by Christie and Mansou, of the late Jlr. Nicholson, of York, one of Etty’s early ; 
patrons, it brought 370 guineas: this graceful and poetical composition was ' 
engraved in the Art-Joi'rnal for 1848. Among other collectors whom the 
“Coral Finders ” had attracted was the late Sir Francis Frccling, who :it once 
commissioned Etty, on lindiug that this picture was sold, to paint him another, : 
similar in sulijcct: the artist selected tlnit of “ Cleopatra arriving in Cilicia ’ 

it was exhibited at the Academy in 1821, and left the impression on the mind 
of the public that a great artist was rising up among them. “ The price 
received by the painter, says iMr. Gilchrist, “ for his second master-])iece, has 
been stated to have Irecn 200 guineas ; it was, 1 believe, a much smaller sum 
a few years ago, IMr. Labouchere paid 1000 guineas for it. 

In 1822, another journey to Italy is uudertaken. lie was absent two years, 
studying and copying many of the finest pictures of the great masters in the 
galleries of Najiles, Rome, Florence, and especially of Venice, amid difficulties 
and discomforts sufficient to curb the enthusiasm of any but the most earnest 
and persevering artist; his rapidity of execution, and his masterly translation, 
of the clief-cVwuvres of Italy called forth the wonder and admiration of the 
modern artists of that country: “ He paints,” one exclaimed, “with the fury of a 
devil, and the sweetness of an angel.” The Academy of Florence elected honor¬ 
ary Academician the “ Fnglish Tintoret,” a surname the Florentines gave him. 

One cannot but deeply regret that so poetic a mind as Etty’s did’ not lead 
him to leave some lasting and instructive record of his foreign travels,—some 
relation of the impressions it received from what he saw both in nature and 
in Art,—some fruits of his experience in the study of the great painters of 
Italy : he might have given to the world many valuable remarks on them and 
their works—such information as one only who is a true artist, and imbued 
with kindred feeling.s, could give. Tuhappily I'or all Init himself, he was 
unwilling to devote to the pen any portion of the time he liad dedicated to the 
pencil: his object was to paint, not to write ; how he would have accomplished 

Engraved by] ULYSSES AND THE SYKENS. [J. and 0. P. Nioholls. 

the latter, if so inclined, is proved from the few fragments of his correspondence, ! 
and from the entries in his diary, which vve find in the volumes of his 
biographer. “ Venice, dear Venice !” he writes twenty-five years after his first 
visit to the city, “thy pictured glories haunt my fancy now ! . . . . Tower and 
campanile, rising, like exhalations, from the bosom of the Laguncs,—the Queen 
of Isles! 1 hear the bells from the towers thereof: I ‘mark well her bul¬ 
warks.’ The gondola glides—the dark gondola. Stanzas of Tasso and Ariosto 
are sung beneath my window. The scene enchants me, even on a dull day 
in November.The sun of her glories has set, yet has left a splendour 
in her firmament after-ages must admire. //> should do well to imitate , 
tiiat magnificent spirit, which, with similar riches, similar power, caused j 
palaces to rise from a sand-bank, peopled them with statues, embellished them 
with pictures. Ve rich East Indians, ye civic and corporate bodies of London, 
do that for the beautiful Muse the Venetians have done before, and she will bid 
a wreath eternal blossom on your brows.” From Itome he writes, in 1823 :— 
“I have been to visit the convent of Capuchins, to sec a fine Guido, ‘ The Arch¬ 
angel IMichacl binding the Devil for a thousand years.’ Evans his com¬ 
panion—“ took me through the convent to its expansive gardens, commanding 
fine views of Rome, and the mountains around. The sun was declining in the 
west, and shed a flood of liquid gold over the whole. The lofty palm-trees and 
dark cypress, the shady walks of the Ludoviso Gardens ; above all, the deep 
silence that reigned around, broken only by the wild and melancholy notes 
of an Italian air,—a gardener was singing while at work in the orange-groves 

of a neighbouring villa,-—were extremely impressive. 1 shall never forget it. 
The calm, tranquil life of a recluse, 

‘ The world forgetting, by the world forgot,' 

seems to have in it something very delightful. I said to Evans, ‘ I have a good 
mind to turn friar, and leave that world which gives me naught but disap¬ 
pointment.” He was at this time under great depression of spirits, arising 
from uncertainty as to the result of a love-suit. He had prior to his departure 
from England, formed a second attachment, which, like the first, and others 
that followed—for Etty was frequently “ in love,” a weakness he often acknow¬ 
ledged—turned out unsuccessful]}': he lived and died a bachelor. 

Here and there only do we gather from his correspondence any comments on 
the Italian galleries. Writing from Florence to Sir Thomas Lawrence, he says : 
“ Yon, I am sure, must have been much struck with the Tintorcts here, in the 
Academy, Ducal Falace, &c.; his ‘ Last Judgment,’ ‘ Crucifixion,’ small 
‘ St. Agnes’—a sweet and carefully painted picture. What a glorious group that 
is we see at the foot of the cross ! Really, for composition, for pathos, appro¬ 
priate and harmonious combination of hues, and great executive power, 1 have 
never seen it excelled, rarely equalled. The poetry of his ‘ Last Judgment,’ 
the hues, the teeming richness of composition,— figures whirled in all possi¬ 
bilities of action and foreshortening,—excite astonishment at his powers that 
does not easily subside.” Again addressing Sir Thomas, from Mantua, he speaks 
thus of the works there by Giulio Romano :—“ That chamber of Psyche, how 
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novel, classical, every way extraordinary ! it is a treat to find a scries of ])ictnrcs 
that handles classical subjects in so learned and anti(|ue a stylo, after being de¬ 
luged with saints, martyrs, and Virgin Marys by thousands. The imagination 
revels in his poetic landscapes. Ilia giants intimidate, llis fcinules, though 
voluptuous in the extreme, have an air of greatness truly Roman. What fore¬ 
shortening in the ceiling ! With breathless caution his .\eis and Galatea eye 
the sleeping Polypheme. What beautiful composition, boundless fancy ! liis 
monsters how monstrous ! llis fauns, satyrs, the beings of anti(piity and Bacchic 
revel. There are some in another room, of the Laiiithre and Centaurs rushing 
out, and engaged in battle, without exception the most beautiful knots of com¬ 
position I ever saw. Michael Angelo and Ralt'aelle are before him: Tis only 
they, lie and Poussin seem to me the only men who have painted .Tntiipiity.” 

These fragments of writing, disjointed and rhapsodical as they arc, will serve 
to show the “ inner mind ” of the painter, and the cliaraetcr given to it by his 
observant faculties. His descriptive povvers were evidently of no mean order, 
and, with some training in the school of literature, they might have been turned 
to an account profitable to himself and others. We will now return with him 
to England, and glance at one or two of the many pictures that resulted from 
his foreign travel,—those, especially, we have selected for engraving. 

Who that saw' the magnificent collection of Etty’s works which the Society 

of .\rts gathered within its rooms at the .\dclphi, in the summer of 1849, a few 
months only before his death, did not feel almost dazzled and bewildered by the 
gorgeous display lu'csentcd to the eye r Certainly, never in the Art-history of 
this country was there a more brilliant exhibition, from the mind and hand of a 

I single painter, offered to our homage and admiration ; and it is very doubtful 
whether the like was ever seen elsewhere, in any |)eriod of time. Among them 
was there not one which attracted niore notice than “TiiK Coxiii.VT; Wo.m.xn 

ei.EADiNf: I'oii Till-; \ A.NfjuisiiiD,” e.xliibited at the Academy in 1825, the 
, year after his return from the continent. What a noble composition is this!— 

how finely does it illustrate what the painter aimed at—the “ beauty of Mercy!” 
There, too, the kindred subject—“ Benaiah, David’s chief Captain;”—“both,” 
to borrow a passage from an excellent article in the Eclechc lleciem, for Sep¬ 
tember, 1849, upon the exhibition at the Society of Arts, “ both equally great 
in their several kinds: for power, for what may be called the exj)ression, the 
eloquence of Action, and for general distinctive character; for grandeur of 
manner and drawing, and for nobility of colour. The right character of force 
—quite unexaggerated—in the combatants, in both pictures, and the form, and 
appropriateness of form and sentiment, of the woman in the ‘Mercy,’ with its 
tender beauty and serious grace, are of pre-eminent truth and effeetiveuess. The 
‘Joan of Are’ somewhat declines before such triumphs as these; in some 

degree representing the general variance of attainment from his earlier time, 
accompanying the painter’s latter years of practice.” 

“Ulysses and the Syrens” is another of Etty’s great pictures to which 
every lover of Art—and particularly of English Art—w'ill point with exultation: 
“ it,” says the writer whom we have just quoted, “ stands a very august epic— 
in its thoughtfully suggestive and poetic general conception; in the composi¬ 
tion; in the eloquence of landscape, of near rocks and approaching thunder¬ 
clouds; in the detailed treatment of that dread feature, the bleached bones and 
yet decaying persons of the victims of the place, strew'ed around,—one, with 
the last fascinated expression yet resting on his face ; in the three grandly dis¬ 
criminated, nobly painted Syrens themselves; in the varied, strongly dramatic 
action of the ship’s company,—some withholding the becharmed, infatuated 
Listener ; some laying hands to the rigging, some to the helm,—all energy and 
action to escape from the fearful shore.” 

That Etty was a true poet, none, we believe, who understand and appreciate 
the poetry of Art, will be disposed to deny; not, indeed, one of those whose 
mind loves to trace out and describe, with delicacy of perception, what is 
minute, secret, and of comparatively minor significance; but as “a conceiver 
of beautiful and subtile thoughts, sometimes severe and religious—in the large 
sense of the w'ord—sometimes dreamy, luxurious, vague; as a realizer of deep 

' true feeling ; as an interpreter of somewhat of the glory of God’s natiu'e; as an 
achiever of the highest purely artistic greatness,—of design, manner, and, above 
all, of colour, he must take a rare and elevated rank among painters of all time.” 
As an example—one of the finest, too—of his poetically-constituted mind, w'e 
would point out his “Youth and Pleasm'e,” in the Vernon Collection, an alle¬ 
gorical conception in w'hich ever)' figure expresses an idea pregnant w ith mean¬ 
ing. On a much smaller scale, yet e.xhibiting equally with the other poetic 
feeling and significance, elevating the picture into a class of works of original 
thought and purpose, we w'ould instance the “Cupid in a Shell,” a subject 

I which the artist painted more than once, but in each case differently treated, 
j Our engraving is taken from a little gem painted by Etty, in 1846, for Mr. 

Alderman Spiers, of Oxford, to whom we arc indebted tor the loan of the picture 

to be engraved for this notice. 
Whatever opinion may now be formed by Etty’s countrymen of his genius— 

and W'e are far from thinking that, nationally, we estimate it as we ought—a 
time will most assuredly come when his name and his works will take rank with 
those of the great men who were before him—only by the accident of birth. 
It has been truly said that “his slyle is one of exquisite subtlety and delicacy, 
being a successful effort to graft the beauties of the Italian on the stamina of 

the English school.” 
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TOMBS OF ENGLISH ARTISTS. 

No. r.—WILLIAM BLAKE. 

Few persons coulJ look upon the portrait prefl.xed 
to Blake’s illustrations of Biair’s “ Grave,” without 
wishing to kuow souiething of the artist there 
pictured; that solid, well-formed face, that expan¬ 
sive forehead, that firm mouth, dreamy eye, and 
thoughtful eyebrow, could belong to no common 
man. The knowledge will reward the inquirer, for 
probably the world of Art can scarcely yield a 
])arallel to tVilliam Blake. Life with him was 
a long struggle with spiritualism, which at last 
completely mastered him, and the records of his 
last years are entirely composed of his supposed 
supernatural experiences. 

Blake’s father was a hosier—an unpoetic trade 
for a son who, at the earliest age, began to draw, 
and to compose verses, so he was ai)prenticed to Basire 
the engraver, lie worked hard as if at a trade, but 
all his spare hours were devoted to allowing his 
imagination full scope in making drawings, and 
elucidating them by verse, to he hung in his 
mother’s room, for she it was who first fostered his 
love of Art. lie soon afterwards made acquaint¬ 
ance with Flaxman and Stothard, both men of 
gentle and poetic minds, and they introduced him 
to many useful friends. It w'as at the expense of 
Flaxman and his early friend, the Kev. Mr. hlathew, 
that Blake’s first work, “ The Songs of Innocence,” 
xvas published. But such works are “caviare to 
the million,” and Blake toiled on with his graver 
for bread, employed daily in uncongenial drudgery, 
hut enjoying all his extra hours in noting down his 
thoughts ill sketches or verse. He had married at 
the age of twenty-six, and a happier match was 
never made, for his wife seemed specially created 
for him; she idolised his genius, she w'as uncom¬ 
plaining over the poverty of theii’ lot, she believed 
in his spiritualisms, and her thoughts and actions 
were all devoted to his happiness. F’ew, indeed, 
are the instances of such conjugal atfection as Blake 
enjoyed; that, and his day-dreaming, made up a life 
of greit happiness to him, and it was all that either 
cared for. As an engraver he was but little em¬ 
ployed, but a guinea a week was considered ample 
by him for subsistence, and he preferred that some 
leisure should he taken for his own ideal pictures. 
In all these works there is great originality of con¬ 
ception, and much poetic design, but it is mixed 
with bad drawing and ineffective engraving. They 
are productions of undoubted genius, but it is 
genius unregulated by the rules of Art. 

Blake’s happiest days were passed in the employ 
of Hayley the poet; while living near him in 
a cottage at Felpham, in Sussex, he engraved the 
plates for his edition of Cowper, as w'ell as his 

original designs for Ilayley’s “ Ballads founded on 
anecdotes relating to Animals.” In a copy of the 
latter work, which once belonged to T. Park, the 
bibliographer (now' in the possession of the writer), 
he has written this note;—“ These ballads were 
written to show off the erratic genius of Blake, 
who tries to out-Fuselize Fuseli. Mr. Hajdey is an 
enthusiastic patron of Blake.” The plates to this 
book are the best examples of Blake’s ability, 
as they possess good general effect and careful 
engraving. It w'as Flaxman who had introduced 
him to Hayley, finding he had been paid so miser¬ 
ably by Edwards, the bookseller, for his marginal 

illustrations to Young’s “Night Thoughts.” In the 
note of his arrival, written to Flaxman, he says,— 
“ Felpham is a sweet place for study, because it is 
more spiritual than Loudon. Heaven opens here 
on all sides her golden gates : her windows are not 
obstructed by vapours; voices of celestial inhabit¬ 
ants are more distinctly heard, and their forms 
more distinctly seen.” This mysticism assumes a 
more decided lone, as he continues,—“ I am more 
famed in heaven for my works than I could w'ell 
conceive;” and then adds,—“In my brain are 
studies and chambers filled with books and pictures 
of old, which I wrote and painted in ages of 

bi.ake’s house, fountain coukt. 

eternity, before my mortal life; and those works 
are the delight and study of archangels. Why, 
then, should I be anxious about the riches or 
fame of mortality ?” He believed that the spirits 
of the great departed held converse with him, and 
he actually sketched their forms as they appeared 
before him. It was the spirit of his beloved brother 
Robert that directed him, so he said, to engrave 
the plates to his poems in their original method of 
execution and colour. But one of his most bizarre 
visions Avas the ghost or spiritualization of a flea, 
which he depicted in a scaly armour of green and 
gold, with a cup to bold blood in one hand, a dry, 
eager eye, and a formidable month, thirstily open- 

of old ;” the rocks are composed of petrified huma¬ 
nity, and the lurid sky sweeps like a pall over Lethe: 
you feel the drear nature of the poet’s scene more 
fully as you study Blake’s pictured realization. 

These seven plates w'ere never puhlished, only a 
few' proofs were taken off for Blake’s own use. All 
of them are in an unfinished state ; in some in¬ 
stances the figures are slightly scratched on the 
copper with a dry point, and the burr remains on 
the lines. With much that is grand and poetic. 

mg, and displaying a sharp tongue quivering in 
anxiety for its sanguinary meal. This extraordi¬ 
nary fancy, after he had sketched it, passed into 
the hands ot the late John Varley, a fellow-artist 
and friend, and our cut is copied from the head of 
this portentous monster. 

Alter residing three years at Felpham, he re¬ 
turned to London, and lodged at 17, South Molton 
Street, where he soon afterwards published his 
“ Jerusalem,” the maddest of all his inventions. The 
designs are one hundred in number, and for them, 
when tinted, he charged 25 guineas. The public 
cared not for such dreams, and he w'ould have been 
unable to have completed another scries of tw'enty- 
one plates, to illustrate the book of Job, but for the 
kind aid of his brother-artist, Linnell. In 1809 he 
opened an exhibition of his works, of which he 
printed a catalogue as w'ild in its words as they 
w'ere in ideas. The public were naturally mystified 
over such jiictiires as “ the Spiritual form of Pitt 
guiding Behemoth ;” particularly when they were 
told “ the artist hud been taketi in a vision' to the 
ancient republics ol Asia, and had seen those 
w'onderful originals called in sacred Scriptures the 
cherubim,” and that he “ endeavoured to emulate 
the grandeur of those seen in his vision, and to 
apply it to modern times on a smaller scale.” 

Blake’s last residence, when an old man, was at 
No. 3, Fountain Court, Strand ; he expired in the 
back room of the first floor, on August 12, 1827, 
at the advanced age of sixty-nine. On his death¬ 
bed he persevered in his art, and, propped up by 
pillow's, continued his designs to Dante, affection¬ 
ately tended by his wife; one time he suddenly 
ceased sketching his favourite angels to delineate 
her features, “ for you have ever been an angel to 
me,” said the dying man. It xvas his last work ; 
he lay dreaming on, and the moment of his death 
was not perceived. He w'as buried in Bnnhill- 
fiehls Cemetery, about 25 feet from the north wall, 
numbered 80. No stone marks the spot: avisionary 
life of labour and privation has been ended in an 
obscure grave. 

For the illustrations to Dante he had completed 
nearly one hundred drawings, and had engraved 
seven plates. His enthusiasm for the author was 
so great that, at the age of sixty-three, he learned 
the Italian language to more fully enjoy his works. 
How he could interpret the great poet’s vision our 
cut must show. It illustrates the thirty-second 
canto of the “Inferno,” descriptive of the “frozen 
circle,” w'here the spirits of the condemned are— 

“ Blue pinch’d and slirined in ice.” 

The earthly visitant is told to take— 

“ Good heed thy soles do tread not on the heads 
Of thy poor brethren.” 

The icy sea freezes into oblivion many of “ the great 

there is mixed in these designs many horrible ima¬ 
ginings, and some faults of drawing. They are 
unfinished, and must therefore be judged for their 
conception only; all are marked by that strong ori¬ 
ginality which characterised their author, and made 
him unlike any other artist. His works are now ex¬ 
ceedingly rare, the illustrated books of iioetry particu¬ 
larly so; but there is so much beauty, fancy, and 
simplicity in them, that they deserve to be known. 

F. W. Faikholt. 
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BOTANY, 

AS ADAPTED TO THE ARTS AND ART-MANUFACTURE. 

BY CHRISTOPHER DRESSER, 
LECTORKU ON AUTISTIC BOTANY IN THE DEPARTMENT OF 

SCIENCE AND ART. 

Part VIII. 

Having now iioiiced the parts which are iliscover- 
able in the vegetable organism, and the members 
of which it is composed, we can at once enter 
into a consideration of the causes of the varied 
efl'eets produced by certain parts of the vegetable 
structure, and this we shall do, first in a purely 
ornamental point of view. As this view has several 
aspects, we shall first regard the flowers of plants 
as natural ornaments sprinkled over the field of 
nature, and therefore consider them as powderinr/s 
(insulated small ornaments which are repeated). We 
think we are justified in considering those flowers 
which have a star-like effect in this light, as this is 
certainly the effect produced by these floral gems ; 
indeed, their positive colours at once produce this 
effect: for example, take the common Primrose; 
here the leaves are green, the same colour as the 
grass in which they are entangled; they, therefore, 
are undistinguishable at a distance: but the flowers 
are ])ale and light, and are therefore conspicuous. 
As the flower is the only conspicuous part, and is 
star-like in form, it appears as a light powdering on 
a green background. 

Nothing need be said in order to show that 
various flow'ers have varied effects; the causes of 
these diverse appearances is the question now pro¬ 
posed. To our minds three things chiefly influence 
this, viz., form, texture, and colour, but the former 
only can nmv be noticed. We have said that only a 
given number of parts enter into the composition 
of the flow'er, it therefore follows that the diverse 
effects must be the result of modifications of these 
organs. 

The first of these modifications which we may 
notice is to be found in the number of the parts. 
Thus the flowers may be constructed on the number 
two, having but two sepals, tw'o petals, and so on; 
this, however, is of rare occurrence, and appears to 
exist only among the smaller developments. They 
may be on the number three, as in the Spiderwort, 
(Fig. 86, p. 38), where we have three sepals, three 
petals, six stamens, and a three lobed pistil; here they 
produce a triangular effect. Or on the number four, 
as in the Alcheuille (Fig. 90), where we have four 
sepals, four petals, four stamens, and a pistil which 
gives one point in the centre; here they produce a 

Fig. 90. Fig. 91. 

quadrangular or square effect. Or on the number 
five, as in the London Pride (Fig. 91), where we have 
five sepals, five petals, ten stamens, and a central organ 
or pistil; here the effect is pentagonal. On the num¬ 
ber six, seven, eight, &c.; this necessarily playing 

an important part in the effect 
of the organism. The point 
which plays the next powerful 
part in the general effect of 
the powdering is probably 
whether the parts are separate 
or united. Thus the flower 
of the Kalmia (Fig. 92), has 
a decidedly different effect to 
that of the London Pride, 

although the number of the parts coincide. The 
forms of the parts must also materially influence 
the general effect; but to point out these vari¬ 
ations is beyond the scope of these pages. We 
may just say in passing, that the forms of the 
sepals and petals coincide with the forms of leaves, 
and that the almost infinite variety of forms are 
mere modifications of about twenty types ; relative 
to actual form we can merely say, that whether the 
organs are pronounced in width or in length mate¬ 
rially alters the efTcet; for if they are wide, they 
necessarily meet or overlap, whereas if they are long 

Fig. 92. 

and narrow there is a space between the contiguous 
members. Whether the members are entire or vari¬ 
ously cut up, also influences the effect in a power¬ 
ful degree : thus the lacerated petals of the Ragged 
Robin {Lijchiis) (Fig. 93), at once gives a decided 

Fig. 93. 

individual character to this flower. The next point 
worthy of notice is, the degree of prominence given 
to the various members in virtue of their magni¬ 
tude and position. Thus, in the Pink (Fig. 94), the 
only prominent organs in a top view are the petals; 

Fig. 95. 

Fig. 94. 

in the Asclepias (Fig. 95), the petals and stamens; 
in the London Pride (Fig. 91), the petals, stamens, 
and pistil; in the Alchenille (Fig. 90), the sepals, 
petals, stamens, and pistil; while in the Passion¬ 
flower (Fig. 83) we have, added to these, the coronet 
or crown. 

Prominence can either be given by number or 
magnitude, or by both combined : thus in the 
Clematis (Fig. 96) the stamens are rendered con- 

Fig. 9G. 

spicuous by their number; in the Spiderwort (Fig. 86) 
by their size and hairy appendages, and in the Nigella 
(Fig. 97) by both size and number; while in the 

Fig. 97. 

Asclepias (Fig. 95), the sizes of the stamiual ap¬ 
pendages give prominence to them. In the Poppy 
the petals are rendered prominent by their mag¬ 
nitude, while in the Currant they are extremely 
inconspicuous, owing to their diminutive character, 
the sepals here being prominent. 

Having noticed the normal or most general forms 
of these natural powderings, we must not pass on 
without noticing exceptions to their usual formation. 
Sometimes a diverse effect is given by the number 
of the parts bearing an uncertain relation to the 

other members of the flower: thus the stamens and 
petals of the Nigella (Love-in-a-mist, or Devil-in-a- 
bush) (Fig. 97), instead of being arranged on the 
number five, as are the sepals, are disposed in eights. 
This, however, is of rare occurrence, from which we 
may infer that it is not so beautiful as those struc¬ 
tures, the parts of which are regular multiples of 
each other. 

This contrast of unequal numbers occurs in the 
common Borage (Figs. 98, 99), but is inconspicuous 
save at the back of the corolla (Fig. 99). 

Fig. 98. 

Fig. 99. 

\\c have now noticed simple powderings, and 
hence must glance at the compound. Flowers 
of diverse characters are often so aggregated as 
unitedly to form but one compound star-like orna¬ 
ment: thus the Marigold, Siinflow'er, Dandelion, 
Chrysanthemum, and Coreopsis (Fig. 100), are com- 

Fig. 100. 

posed of a number of small flowers, so ai'ranged as 
to give rise to the effect of one ornament, and not 
many. The florets (little flowers) of which these are 
formed, differ in character : thus some are all of a flat 
natm'e, and incline tow'ards the circumference of the 
aggregation, as in the Dandelion ; others are aU of 
a tubular nature, owing to the petals being com¬ 
pletely united, as in the common Groundsel; while 
others are a mixture of both, the central being tubu¬ 
lar, and those of the circumference spreading as in 
the Daisy, annual Sunflower, and Coreopsis (Fig. 
100). Then we have another class of diapers 
which differ from the former, in having their 
two halves only alike, and not being an aggre¬ 
gation of similar units. The variation consists 
either in the diverse degrees of the development 
of the parts, or in the unequal aggregations, or 

3 p 



unions, of the members. In the hlignonette (Fig. 
101) the petals are fully developed at the apex of 
the flower : thus the two upper are much lacerated, or 
are composed of numerous segments, while the lower 

Fig. 101. 

four are of a much more simple and diminutive 
character, being eomposed of but one member. In 
the Lopeda coronata (Fig. 102) this diversity is 
carried to a greater extent: thus the two superior or 
upper petals, wliich assume a somewhat ecceutric or 
uncommon form, are alike ; the next or lateral pair 

are alike, and are of the more 
ordinary petaloid character; 
while at the base we have a 
little scoop-shaped member. 
In the Alonsoa elegans (Fig. 
103) the petals, which are of 
diverse magnitudes cohere, 
giving rise to a gamopetal- 
ous (united petals) corolla. 
AVhere this deviation takes 
place in the petals, the other 

parts sympathise in the arrangement; thus the 
stamens and pistil usually decline, while the sepals 
usually stand midway between the petals. 

Next we must notice nature’s diaper patterns, or 
those simple repeating patterns, the parts of which 
are united. We will merely figure one or tw'o of these, 
as they are principally microscopic, and it would in¬ 
volve a complete series of new observations to enable 

Fig. 103. 

US to rightly understand these parts; suffice it to 

say, that as it is our object to show that vegetable 

structures offer examples for all varieties of orna¬ 
ments, we shall present these to complete the series. 

The class of ornaments which w'e have as yet no¬ 
ticed are such as are complete in themselves, but 
W'e must proceed to notice that class which may be 
extended to an indefinite length without the repeti¬ 
tion of the pai’ts; we shall therefore begin with the 
aspect of floral compositions when viewed laterally, 
—their side view'. The remaiks which w'e made 
relative to diversified eff'ect% being produced in the 
flower by the numbers and magnitude of the parts, 
&c., are equally applicable in this case, but here the 
effect is also very powerfully influenced by the 
directions of the parts. Thus in the Caiaphora (Fig. 
118), by the upward tendency of the petals the 

have already been explained, thcrefoi'e it now only 

stamens are almost concealed, while in the Nigella 
liispanlca (Fig. 107), by the sepals being reflected, 
and the petals being small, the central organs become 
visible; and in the Asclepias (Fig. 74), by the petals 
and sepals being recurved, the stamens, with their 
cup-like appendages, are rendered conspicuous. 
Varieties of these effects might be multiplied to an 

Fig. 108. Fig. 100. 

and the objects which wo here figure are w'ell know'n 
to botanists (Figs. 104, 105, 106).'^ 

* Fig. 104 is a highly magnified representation of tliat 
skin which forms the externai covering of all plants (tlie 
epidermis); Fig. 105 is from a Fir cone, giving the dispo.si- 
tion of its scales; Fig. 100 is from file fi'uit of a Palm 
\Sagus). 

Fig. 111. 

almost innumerable extent, but we must proceed 
to notice compound compositions. 

The principles on which plants repeat themselves 

devolves upon us to figure one or two varieties of 

these vertical compo¬ 
sitions, in order to 
show their perfectly 
ornamental nature. 
We have already given 
foliaceous composi¬ 
tions in our sketches 
of the developed leaf- 
hud, as well as of the 
germinating seed, to 
which we add the leaf¬ 
age of the Arborvitffi 
(Figs. 108, 109); W'e 
shall now also give 
the flow'er-head of 
the Syriiiga {Phi/a- 
delplms) (Pig. 112), 
which is a floral com¬ 
position ; and W'e have 
already given a deline¬ 
ation of a spray of the 
Jasmine in our second 
paper, which contains 
both flowers and 
leaves; we also now' 
append a side and top 
view of an aggregation 
of fruits of the Hy¬ 
pericum (Figs. 110, 
111). These patterns 
are, however, of a 
somewhat set charac¬ 
ter, but nature has not 
left us without the 
more free—thus we 
notice nature’s run¬ 
ning patterns ; of this 
class the Convolvulus, 
Hop, and Bryony, fur¬ 
nish us with examples, 
their free and graceful 
manner having given 
them this character, 
and I heir rapid growth 
cnlilling them to the 
literal interpretation 
of the designation, 
“running patterns,” 
or running ornaments, 
as they will acquire 

immense length: thus the Bryony will sometimes 
produce its running auuual branches of a hundred 
feet or more in length in the season. These, though 
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they strike us at once as running patterns, are mere 
extended repetitions of simple units ; therefore, by 
continuing the simple al¬ 
ternate, opposite, or any 
otherarrangement of leaves 
indefinitely, we have a 
running pattern; never¬ 
theless, the general idea 
of these ornaments is, that 
a series of foliaceous ap¬ 
pendages are attached to a 
waved or curved stem, and 
not to a straight one; this 
it is which stamps these 
free-growing plants with 
this peculiar charactei’. 

Having now noticed the 
various classes of orna¬ 
ments which are set forth 
in the vegetable kingdom, 
we just observe that some 
are adapted for upright or 
vertical positions—as are 
erect ornaments—while 
others arc pendant: this 
latter is obviously the 
result of the stem not be¬ 
ing sufficiently strong to 
support its appendages in 
an erect position; and this 
is a consideration worthy 
of attention,—that if a thin stem has to bear a large 
mass of appendages in a vertical position, it must 
have the appearance of great strength; on the con¬ 
trary, if it is pendant it must appear flexible or feeble. 

found among the race of Orchids, one of which we 
here figure (Fig. 113), as well as a flower of the 

Impatieus glandidifera (Figs. 114, 115), which, 
from the extraordinary forms of its parts, may be 
justty classed in this group. 

We must, before leaving the subject of the'orna- 

fig. 113. 

Before leaving the diverse characters of floral 
compositions, we must just allude to the grotesque, 
though of this part of our subject it is impossible 

ments of nature, endeavour to show that all parts 

Fig. 115. 

to convey a just idea, in the absence of colour. The 
grotesque, is brought about in plants by the extra¬ 
ordinary modifications of their parts; it is chiefly 

of certain flowers, if properly understood, are truly 

x 
Fig. IIS'. 

ornamental, or rather that each aggregation of floral 
parts produces a true ornament. In order to verify 

our assertion, we figure a flower of the Caiaphora, 
with its parts: first we have the front view of the 

flower (Fig. 110), second the back (Fig. 117), 
and third the side view (Fig. 118): all these are of 

Fig. 121. 

Fig. 120. 

the perfect flower. Our next figure is a top view 
of the flower stripped of its petals (Fig. 119); the 

Fig. 122. 

next the flower minus the petals, and one whorl 
of members, which form a coronet (Fig. 120) : for 

Fig. 123. Fig. 124. 

here there is a double whorl forming this organ. 
Our next is a top view of the central organ, or pistil 
(Fig. 121). The next is a side 
view of the flower minus the petals 
(Fig. 122). The next the flower 
minus the petals and the outer 
whorl of parts of the coronet 
(Fig. 123). Our next is stripped 
of both of the whorls of the 
coronets (Fig, 124); and our 
next of the stamens also (Fig. 
125). The next is a section of 
the ovary (Fig. 126). We leave 
our readers to judge whether these 
are ornaments or not. Here we 
have one section only. Had we 
felt disposed to introduce vailous 
sections, we might have largely 
augmented the number of orna¬ 
ments. This is the result of the 
flower in one stage; but it may 
qiiite as advantageously be used 
during diverse stages of develop¬ 
ment, as from the young bud to 
the matured fruit. Also we have 
given no leafage. The ornaments derivable from a 
plant are well worth the ornameutist’s attention. 
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THE EOYAL PICTHHES. AIISEHIC IN PAPEE-HANGINGS. 

THE STORM. 

'lY. Van iler Velde, the Young'er, Rainter. 

W. Miller, Engraver. 

Size of the Ricture, 3 ft. by 1 ft. 10 in. 

Van dek Vei.de is among the number of foreign 
painters whom England patronized when she had 
few artists of her own to whom she could extend 
her fostering care. Both he and his father, who 
was also distinguished as a marine-painter, resided 
for a considerable time in this country, and, it is be¬ 
lieved, both died here: the elder Van der Velde was 
buried in St. James’s Church : his tombstone bore the 
following inscriptionMr. William Van de Velde, 
Senior, late painter of sea-fights to their Majesties, 
King Chai'les II. and King James: died in 1693.” 

The 3’ounger Van der Velde was born at Amster¬ 
dam, in 1633 : his lirst instructor was his father, 
his second Simon de Vlieger, an eminent marine- 
painter, whose works were held in great estimation, 
though now they are comparatively little known. 
Under his instruction the pupil made so great pro¬ 
gress as to eclipse the talents of his master, and 
also of all his contemporaries. When the elder Van 
der Velde vvas firmly established in Loudon, he 
invited his son to join him : his talents soon brought 
him into notice, and recommended him to the notice 
of the king, who settled on him a salary equal to 
that which the father received. 

From a document found among the papers of 
Pepys, secretary to Charles 11., and which after¬ 
wards came into the hands of Dr. Eawlinson, the 
antiquarian, it appears that the younger Van der 
Velde was employed to paint, or colour, the pictures 
designed by his father. It runs thus :— 

“ Charles the Second, by the Grace of God, &c., 
to our dear cousin. Prince Rupert, and the rest of 
our commissioners for executing the place of Lord 
High Admind of England, greeting. 

“ Whereas we have thought fit to allow the salary 
of one hundred pounds per annum unto William van 
de Velde the elder, for taking and making draughts 
of sea-fights, and the like salary of one hundred 
pounds per aunum unto William van de Velde the 
younger, for putting the said draughts into colours, 
for our particidar use : our will and pleasure is, and 
we do hereby authorize and require you to issue your 
orders for the present and future establishment of 
the said salaries to the aforesaid William van de 
Velde the elder, and William van de Velde the younger, 
to be paid unto them, or either of them, during our 
pleasure; and for so doing these our letters shall be 
your sufficient warrant and discharge. 

“ Given under our privy seal, at our Palace of 
Westminster, the 20th day of February, in the 26th 
year of our reign.” 

CoNSiDEKABLE attention has been directed to the 
use of arsenic in paper-hangings—especially in (he 
very beautiful flock papers which are much used for 
dining-rooms—from the evidence given by Dr. A. S. 
Taylor before the select committee of the House of 
Lords on the Sale of Poisons Bill. Dr. Taylor 
stated that the largest quantity of arsenic used iu 
this country is employed in the manufacture of paper 
for covering w'alls. He considered it very injurious 
both to those living iu a house papered with this 
article, as weU to those employed m its manufac¬ 
ture. 'Phis evidence, when published, brought forth 
a reply from Mr. xVlfred E. Fletcher to the following 

etl’cct;—■ 

“ The colour principally referred to is the aceto- 
arsenite of copper, commercially known as emerald 
green. The chief advantage winch the colour pos¬ 
sesses over others of a similar tint is that, besides 
having greater brilliancy, it is quite permanent. 
The colour, when exposed to the air for any length 
of time, does not fade in tint or lessen in intensity', 
which would necessarily be the case did any evapo¬ 
ration of its constituent parts take place, though in 
the smallest degree, especially as the layer of colour 
exposed is often very thin. Were it true that such 
evaporation or dissemination w'ent on, it would 
indeed afford just cause for alarm, when we reflect 
that on the walls of houses in this country are dis¬ 
played some hundred millions of square yards of 
paper, most of which carries on its surface a portion 
of arsenical colouring mutter: our books arc hound 
with paper or cloth so coloured; cottons and silks, 
woollen fabrics and leather, are alike loaded with 
it. Now, it is stated by Dr. Taylor, that in a 
medical w'ork an instance is noted m which injury 
has been received by those living in rooms deco¬ 
rated with these colours: surely, were the prox¬ 
imity of those colours injurious, it would not be 
necessary to search in recondite books for the 
registry of isolated cases. The fact of the large 
extent to w'hich such materials have always been 
employed is a sutticient proof that there is no danger 
attending their use; moreover, workmen, wdio have 
been daily employed for many years iu inanul'actur- 
ing largo quantities of these colours, under the neces¬ 
sity of constantly handling them, are iu the regular 
enjoyment of perfect heahh, though exposed also to 
the general influences of a chemical factory. Let 
blame be laid at the right door, and let the 
public be assured that it is not the looking at cheer¬ 
ful waUs, the fingering of brightly ornamented books, 
nor the wearing of tastefully coloured clothing, that 
will hurt them, but the dwelling in ill-ventilated 
rooms, and a continual dread of pime water, will.” 

Dr. Halley, of Harley Street, replied to Mr. 
Fletcher, by stating that he had himself suffered in 
health from sitting five or six hours every evening 
iu a study papered with a newly-made rich emerald- 
green flock paper. Dr. Halley states some experi¬ 
ments instituted by him to determine the question 
of the volatilizatiou of arsenic from the paper, hut 
these are sufficiently in error, as the following quo¬ 
tation will prove, to destroy his evidence as an 
authority on the subject“ The air of the room 
was next carefully tested (by means of sheets of 
paper soaked in a solution of the ammonio-nitrate of 
silver, a very delicate test fqr arsenic), and distinct 
crystals of arsenious acid” were obtained. Now, 
every chemist knows that the ammonio-nitrate of 
silver test is the so-called Hume’s test for arsenic, 
and that had arsenic been present Dr. Halley would 
not have obtained crystals of arseniotis acid, wliich 
are white, but the yellow diarsenite of silver. 
We know from experience, that w'orkmen are em¬ 
ployed for years in the manufacture of Scheele’s 
green, and other arsenical co'ours, without suffer¬ 
ing in health. Yet it was thought possible, if we em¬ 
ploy, for purposes of illumination, gas in a room 
papered with the arsenical green paper, that the 
products of combustion, especially if the gas is not 
very pure, may act upon the paper, and remove 
some arsenic, in a vaporiform state from it. This is 
by no means an ascertained fact; but the evidence 
that for years we have been employing such paper- 
hangings without having discovered that any inju¬ 
rious effects resulted from their use, rather tends to 

prove that more alarm than is necessary has been 
excited by Dr. Taylor. 

The discussion of this question has been taken 
up by some of our most experienced analytical che¬ 
mists,—namely, by Dr. Paul, by Mr. Dugald Camp¬ 
bell, and by Mr. Abel, director of the chemical esta¬ 
blishment of the War Department. The result of 
careful investigations instituted by those gentlemen 
proves,beyonddispute, thatthearsenical green does not 
evaporate from the surface of the ornamental paper. 

Without detailing the experimental investigations 
of Dr. Paul and Mr. Dugald Campbell, it will be 
sufficiently satisfactory to quote one experiment by 
Mr. Abel, and the remarks of that chemist thereon. 

“In order to furnish indisputable proof that the 
green arsenical colour employed in the manufac¬ 
ture of paper hangings is not affected by air, even 
when iu a finely divided and perfectly unprotected 
condition, 600 grains of finely powdered emerald 
green were uniformly dispersed through a quantity 
of cotton-w'ool, sufficient to fill compactly a tall 
jar of about a half-gallon capacity. A tube, con¬ 
nected with the test apparatus, and plugged with 
cotton-wool, was passed to the bottom of the jar, 
and air was drawn ihrov.gli the apparatus ennii- 
nuov.sly for one week, the jar which contained (he 
emerald green being maintained at OOF. during a 
portion of the time. Not a trace of arsenic was found 
to have been volatilized at the conclusion of the 
experiment. It may, I thiuk, be very safely con¬ 
cluded from the experiments detailed, added to 
those performed by Mr. Campbell, that the possi¬ 
bility' of injurious consequences resulting from the 
employment of paper hangings coloured with arse¬ 
nical pigments has been disproved: and that the 
symptoms which have been described, as exhibited by 
persons who happen to occupy rooms hung with such 
paper hangings, can only be regarded as accidentally 
connected with that circumstance, and are ascribable 

to other causes.” 

Dr. A. S. Taylor appeals to the regulations of 
the I’russian government, in proof of the correctness 
of his conclusions ; one regulation is to this effect:— 
“ Green copper colours containing arsenic are not 
allow'ed to be sold as rvater or oil colom'S for 
painting indoor work or printing paper hangings. 
If found on the premises of dealers in the latter 
articles, they are confiscated, and the owner 
punished with fine or imprisonment.” Beyond this, 
Dr. Taylor brings forward several cases in which the 
dust arising from these and similar papers—as in 
hanging them, and in cutting up green papers for 
surrounding night-lights—are known to produce 
unpleasant symptoms. It appears, therefore, that 
the emerald green, which is placed upon the paper- 
hangings as a water-colour, may, w hen dry, be brushed 
off, or removed from the paper by merely mechanical 
means; but that the statement of the volatiliza¬ 
tion of arsenic, or of arsenite of copper, is quite 
unfounded. In several trials, involving nice chemical 
questions, which have lately taken place, the public 
have remarked the conflicting evidence of the scienti¬ 
fic witnesses : men, whose profession is the elucida¬ 
tion of truth, have assumed the position of special 
pleaders—and they have darkened knowledge rather 
than enlightened those who have sought their aid. 
The discussion of this arsenic question is another 
example of the same want of honest purpose. The 
question was—Can arsenite of copper be removed 
from paper hangings, so as to exert an injurious 
effect on the animal economy ? In reply, wt are 
told that air will not remove it, that it will not 
volatilize—which is not answering the question. 
Although the emerald green will not volatilize 
under ordinary circumstances, it may be removed 
from the paper in the state of fine dust; and in this 
state it may exert the injurious effects which have 
been attributed to it by Drs. Taylor and Halley. At 
the same time it cannot be denied that those gentle¬ 
men made their first statements so loosely as to lay 
themselves open to the charges of scientific inaccu¬ 
racy. The facts appear to be as follows : — 

1. The green arsenite of copper will not escape 
from the paper by volatilization, or by solution in 

the air of rooms. 
2. This poisonous colour is very liable to be re¬ 

moved in the state of fine pow'der; which, floating 
iu the air, may exert a most injurious influence on 

the animal economy. 
Robert Hunt. 

A recent biographer, Mr. Stanley, considers that 
the majority of the best cabinet pictures of this 
artist were painted before he came to England, from 
the fact that they represent Dutch scenes almost 
invariably; but such evidence is by no means con¬ 
clusive : the fact is, Van der Velde painted little else 
at any time; his coasts, his ships, and his sailors, 
are, so far as our owm observation has extended, all 
of his own country, with very few exceptions: and 
the probability is, that Van der ATlde was accus¬ 
tomed to make sketching excursions to the Dutch 
coast from his residence at Greenwich. Moreover, 
it is well known that he brought over to England a 
very large number of sketches and dravvings, from 
which, it may be presumed, he painted many pictm’es 
while residing here. These w'orks have found their 
way into every good collection of foreign Art in the 
country; they are justly esteemed for their truth of 
nature and for excellence of composition, and, gene¬ 
rally, they realize large prices when offered for sale. 
As an example of the increased value of his pictures, 
we may instance the “ View of the entrance to the 
Texel,” in the Ellesmere Collection, which is now 
valued at 1000 guineas : in 1766 it was sold for £80. 

The picture in the Royal Collection at Bucking¬ 
ham Palace, entitled “ The Storm,” is, we believe, 
one of those painted by Van der Velde for his royal 
patron: the view is taken from the beach, looking 
seaward : the effect of the heavy clouds throwing 
their dark shadows on the quiet waters is admirably 
shown. In colour this work is beautifully clear 
and transparent. 
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KILLARXEY: 

ITS ATTRACTIONS FOR AUTUMN TOURISTS. 

I There are, at this moment, thousands in England 
II who desire to know where a month of autumn may 
' j be most pleasantly and most profitably spent— 
I desiring to spend it “at home.” Various circum- 
I stances have recently combined to give force to the 

conviction that it is a shame and a reproach to he 
i better acquainted (as many are) with Italy, Switzcr- 
i land, Germany, and France, than with England, 
' Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. The ordinary im- 
I pediments to comfort and progress abroad have 

been of late very largely augmented; and there is a 
gi-adnally growing belief that the British Islands 
contain a wonderful amount of landscairc beauty un¬ 
explored, or but little known: facilities for travel¬ 
ling have so much increased, that a icis/t to go 

i “anywhere” is only a little more easy than to go; 
j hotels are acquiring the wisdom of reasonable charges; 
I in short, within the memory of persons by no means 
I old, there have been so many new inducements to 
i travel at home that, ere long, there will he few 

1 i among us who ai'e entirely ignorant of the charms 
I i or w’onders of their native laud. 
I! Xot many years ago, Ireland was a feirtz incogiiita 
II to England : a sea-voyage of uncertain duration, in a 
j 1 small and ill-ventilated cabin, was an evil not to he 
ii encountered by those who sought enjoyment only; 

while so many subsequent inconveniences awaited 
the voyager, that to imdertake it requii'ed an amount 
of courage and endurance hardly to he expected from 
“sight-seers,” whose holiday was limited to a month. 

i Now-a-days, in summer or autumn, the trip across 
is a pleasure trip : iii a few hours the tourist is landed 

! either at Dublin or Waterford—these hours being 
I passed in one of the largest size steam-packets, 
j with comfortable berths, and luxuries in the way of 

board as well as lodging. The journey to Ireland is, 
in fact, as easy, as free from annoyances, nay, as i 
little inconvenient as it would he to any distant part i 
of England, Scotland, or Wales ; it is but adding a j 

• few hours to a long summer day. And how abim- , 
' dant will he the added recompence! ; 
i Is the tourist in search of the grand and beau- ! 

tiful in nature? It is here in profuse luxmiance; ’ 
there are no “ bits ” in the British Islands so lovely | 

I as those he may encounter in Wicklow, upon the j 
Shannon, and especially at KiUarney. The wild sea- 

I coasts of the north, the west, and the south are , 
I unequalled for magnihcence, even in the Scottish 1 

sea-highlands; while the sublime and beautiful 
are so often and so happily combined in every part 
of the country, by rivers, lakes, and ocean, that, 
beyond all question, if the desires of the tourist tend 

I this way, his reward will be large and ample; he can 
scarcely expect too much, and have any dread of 

I disappointment. Is he seeking health ? These hUl 
breezes, passing over beds of heather, are full of it, 
—and freely give; these sea-winds from the broad 

; Atlantic, robust as the huge cliffs on which they 
j break, dashing white foam over rocks that elsewhere 
j would be moimtains—these sea-winds make us strong 
I enough to breast them, even in their fmy. Is he a 
j sportsman—a gentle or a hold brother of the angle ? 

The lakes and rivers have stores for him; the 
regal salmon or the spotted trout will he heavier 
than he will like to carry, save that his “ aid ” is at 
hand to bear the burthen his flies, his guidance, and 
his counsel have helped to take; for, go where he 
will, there will he always waiting “ his honour ” a 
“ boy ” who knows every hole and corner of the 
neighbouring water, and precisely what fly will 
“ suit ” that place on that day in that season. Does 
he aim to study character—that “proper study” an 
hour of which is worth a week of books ? There is 
no country of the world that will give opportuni- 

’ ties so rare or so recompensing; as we have heard 
! Maria Edgeworth say, “ There is no country in which 
^ happiness is so cheap.” The peasantry have indeed 
; lost much of their love of fuu—their wit is not so 
I ready as it used to he; faction fights are matters of 

I: history, no less than duelling, and drunkenness, as a 
habit, is almost as much so. You will seldom hear 
the “ keen,” and not often see a wake; of fairies 
you will learn nothing, except as whispered mysteries 
in out-of-the-way places; the “blarney” has grown 
weaker with time; poverty—never “ the clamorous 

I voice of woe ”—less continuously shocks the sight; 
I and although the nauseous “ heap before the door,” 

and the “ pig in the parlour,” are encountered far 
too frequently, and the hovel is still wretched as a 
dwelling for man, the peasant employment—and 
you know it. But a large portion of their origin¬ 
ality remains: their kindness and courtesy, and ever 
prompt zeal to render service ; their cordial welcome 
of the stranger; their unyielding honesty; their 
shrewd, yet simple humour; their deep devotion to 
natural and adopted ties; their familiarity, which is 
never vulgarity;—in short, if the Irish peasant has 
many peculiarities, they are only such as will interest 
and amuse the visitor, and seldom, or never, such as 
will annoy or offend him. 

We promise, therefore, to all who visit Ireland a 
rich fund of enjoyment—no matter in what part of 
the island he travel or is located; and believe that 
nowhere in the world can a month be so pleasantly 
or so profitably spent, as it may be in that country— 
a country so closely connected with England, so 
directly and essentially a part of it, that upon the 
welfare and prosperity of the one mainly depends 
the welfare and prosperity of the other; and 
which we trust to see, as we believe we shall sec, as 
thoroughly one as the two Kingdoms north and 
south of the Tweed. 

But at present om: sole business is with “ the 
Lakes,” fr'om which we have just returned; our object 
having been to prepare a revised edition of a book 
we produced some years ago, entitled—“ A Week 

AT Kiilarney.”* Our readers will, we trust, per¬ 
mit ns to report to them concerning this famous and 
very lovely district; and to hope we are not tres¬ 
passing on their favour if we ask them to read that 
book, in the event of our answering our present 
purpose,—TO induce them to consider the 

CLAIMS OP Ireland, when they are ponder¬ 

ing the various reasons that shall deter¬ 

mine the direction of their autumn trip. 

There is now a railway all the way from London 
to Killai'ney—excepting a comparatively brief and 
pleasant voyage “across.” This time, we selected 
the route via Milford Haven and Waterford—the 
South Wales Line—a line in all respects desirable, 
admirably managed so as to facilitate the progress of 
tourists, and one to which we can give a strong re¬ 
commendation as the result of experience. It passes 
through beautiful scenery, between Gloucester and 
Milford, including part of the Wye, old Severn, and 
the Vale of Neath; taking passengers on hoard 
packets of large size, and capital construction for 
comfort, within a few yards of the terminus, and 
landing them eight hours afterwards on the quay at 
Waterford; two hours of the eight being passed in 
the lovely haven of Milford, and the grand and 
charming harbour of Waterford. 

There is—or there need be—no delay at Water¬ 
ford ; it is distant about one hundred and twenty 
miles from Kiilarney, which is reached in six hours 
■—making fifteen or sixteen hours from London, 
including all delays. At the Limerick junction, the 
railroads from Dublin, Limerick, and Waterford 
meet; but the tourist will seldom have traversed any 
road more beautiful than that which intervenes 
between the junction and Waterford, beside the 
Suir, and into the golden vale of Tipperary. 

The tourist then has arrived at Kiilarney, where 
an omnibus from each of the five hotels which are 
somewhat distant (bordering the lake) will await 
his pleasure; but he may be sure to receive per¬ 
suasive suggestions from each of the attendant 
“ waiters.” The EaUway Hotel is, however, close 
at hand—a comfortable, although somewhat too 
“ stately,” house it is ; its disadvantage being that 

modious, comfortable, and admirably managed; 
there is the “ Lake Hotel,” standing at the water’s 
edge, with fine, though not extensive, views; there is 
the hotel at Cloghreen—the “Herbert Arms”— 
close by the gate to venerable Mucross ; and beside 
it the neat hostelrie of O'Sullivan; there is the 
“ Lake ^ iew Hotel,” high up on the hill; and the 
“ Tore ^ iew Hotel,” up still higher—with views in¬ 
conceivably grand and varied at morning, noon, and 
evening; or, if his taste so direct the tourist, he 
may be comfortably cared for at the “ Kenmare 
-Vrms,” in the town. There will be no danger of 
defective accommodation—somewhere, inasmuch as 

• A IVees at Kiixaenev. By Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Hall. 
Illustrattd by twelve engravings on steel, and two hundred 
engraiings on wood. ITioe S^. James Virtue, publisher. 

“ beds,” for perhaps five hundred, can be “ made 
up ” at the various hotels and lodgings in and abont 
Kiilarney. We have “gone into this matter” at 
some length in our book. 

.\nd now the tourist is at the Lares, and de¬ 
signs, we hope, to spend a week in this delicious 
locality ; a week may sullice ; for Ireland has many 
other places in which jirofitably to pass the other 
three weeks of his “ month ;” and, as we shall show 
presently, we are planning for him a journey to , 
the wild sca-coast. 

No matter where he is located at Kiilarney, the 
moment he begins his walk or drive the full beauty of 
the scene will hurst upon him. It is impossible for | 
either pen or pencil to do justice to the magic beauty 
of these lakes, deep in the midst of mountains—some j 
of them the loftiest of Ireland ; thickly studded w ith ; 
islands richly wooded; rapid rivers rushing over 
huge rocks; cataracts falling from hill-heights; 
passages occasionally so close that you have almost 
to push aside the branches for the boat to row 
between masses of arbutus, ferns, and wild flowers ; 
broad sheets of water iu which the “ Leviathan” 
might float and sport; rains of castles and abbeys; old 
churches and round towers : long and narrow bridges 
with half a score of arches ; rocks of fantastic forms ; 
precipices clothed in verdure from base to summit; 
others so bare that a blade of grass can scarce find 
sustenance; dells in which nature revels; hollows 
gloomy and barren; crags that, jutting over path¬ 
ways, seem to forbid outlet; others, high up, in which 
the eagle builds and has had his nest for centuries; 
foliage of a hundred hues everywhere; echoes on : 
land and on water, that give to the bugle note the ; 
solemn and prolonged cadence of the organ; clouds | 
that pass rapidly, and sunshine that fades as fast— 
making, by their quick changes in a moment, a new ! 
scene even whde the “ eye is on it; ” sun that lights 
up a gloom into instant brilliancy; shadows that | 
make awi'ul the gayest “ bit ” as rapidly as thought ! i 

Me have mingled without order the several pecn- i 
liarities of this marvellously grand and beautiful ' 
locality, because it is without order they occur, for : 
at any hour, under any form of weather, they have 
their special charms, insomuch that by their “ infi¬ 
nite variety” they create perpetual delight. j 

Perhaps the first day the tourist wUl row on the j 
lake, visiting “fair luisfallen ”—singing Moore’s j 

sweet song of farewell to this sweet isle, inspecting 
the remains of the small oratory, and recalling some 
of its legends and traditions ; for of these he may 
hear some, and read many, of which the heroes are 
the old monks, whose learning gave the place a 
name in history, or the O'Donoghue and his fairy 
followers, who, on !May morning, will rise from their 
jialace underneath the waters, bringing “good luck” 
to all who see the chieftain mounted on his milk- 
white and silver-shod steed. His c-astle is near at 
hand, occupying that fair promontory opposite—a 
ruin, hut a picturesque one, standing in grounds for i 
which Nature has done much and Art more. But of 
islands there are so many, and so lovely, that a row 
among them is all the tourist can accomplish iu a day. 

It may be, however, he will seek communion 
with the wild and ragged before he make acquaint¬ 
ance with the graceful and the heautiM: the Gap of 
Dunloe awaits him; it is a mountain-pass among i 
“ the Keeks,” awful in its grandeur—barren, stern, 
sublime; a wild liver rushes through it from lakes 
that send their waters thus, by various channels, into 
the lake, themselves supplied by streams or rivulets 
rushing or trickling from hiU-tops, now and then 
making on their way the sweet music that fairies so 
much love. 'The gap ends in “the Black Talley,” 
a broad dell beyond conception gloomy, even when 
the mid-day sun seeks to light it up. 

Is the tourist a bold cragsman ? There is work 
for him among those crags and hills: let him climb 
to that cromlech that overhangs the deU, and muse 
over old Druidic glories of two thousand years ago; 
for this is their monument: let him drink of that 
pure spring which, two hundred feet above him, , 
drips from the rock into a basin, crystal clear; let 
him follow the footmarks of yon hardy goat—nay, it 
may do as well if he tread where yonder Kerry cow 
has trodden—he will reach the hill-top then. But, 
if he be holder than the bold, let him ascend Carran 
Tuel, of which, being in the Gap, he sees the back 
only—a rough, yet comparatively easy descent, 
after he has been on the very summit of this, the 
highest mountain of Ireland, 3414 feet above the sea. 
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Tourist, “ screw your courage ” before you begiu 
this (ask; if you be weak of limb, do not attempt 
it; the chauces arc you will give iu when half way 
up; young and active, or even old but hardy, go 
on ! It will bo a feat, when finished, to remember 
a life long; not alone because to conquer a dilli- 
culty is in itself a reward,—you will have views, 
north, south, east, and west, such as may recom¬ 
pense even a longer and heavier labour—and it will be 
no light one; of that be sure. Yet such as it is, three 
months ago, this labour was undertaken and carried 
through by a lad aged but sixteen; step by step, he 
made the ascent boldly, breasting the tierce breezes 
that are never absent from the half-way up steeps—- 
moimting from crag to crag, leaping across brawliug 
currents, and stepping carefully, yet bravely, among 
the big stones that make footways over bogs: it is 
hard work, as we know, for strong men; this youth 
did it all, and stood upon the topmost height of 
Carran Tuel, hat iu hand, doing homage to great 
Nature—for by her only, and two others in these 
dominions, is homage asked for from him. It w'as 
the young Prince of Wales. God continue to him 
the ])hysical strength that must be his to do what 
many men in vigorous manhood would decline as an 
over-task! God be thanked for such evidence of 
health of lung and of limb! 

The tourist, moving homeward from this moun¬ 
tain work, gladly finds rest iu the row-boat that will 
convey him through the three lakes, for the Lakes 
are three iu number—divided, yet joined, and joined 
by water passages of siu’passing beauty. When mid¬ 
way iu that which connects the Upper with the 
Lower, rowing through the Long Range, he will be 
asked to pause awhile, for, underneath a charmingly 
wooded height—the Eagle’s Nest—the guide will 
aw’aken up the grandest of all the echoes. How 
truly grand! It is utterly impossible to convey an 
idea of the marvellous effect: you may fancy a score 
of organs sounding at once, each more or less dis¬ 
tant, but all iu harmony; no false note is there, if 
the instrument that gives theirr life be true: but if 
the player sound a discord, how terrific the result! 
as if a score of fiends were screaming in sudden 
agony. Unexpectedly, perhaps, one of the small 
cannon will be fired, followed by thunder from a 
hundred hills—near, far off, farther still—before, 
behind, around ! Then will come a strain of gentle 
beauty, then again a discord, then once more a shot; 
and so an hour, it may be, will be expended here, 
silent, wondering, delighted ; sometimes seated or 
reclining on the beach, you wall listen, in a sort of 
dreamy unconsciousness, the outer world will be far 
away, and you will commune only with beings of 
higher and holier spheres, as you give up soul and 
sense to those marvellously sweet sounds— 

“ Resoumling grace to all Ileavents harmonies," 

awakened again and yet again by Spillane’s bugle— 
Spillanc, best of guides, who knows and loves the 
lakes so well! 

But the charm of the Long Range is by no means 
limited to tins, its chiefest attraction: you wilt laud at 
that pretty island—it is Dinas Island; the arbutus, 
the yew, the elm, the oak, the holljq and the ivy 
grow' in rich luxuriance above masses of underwood, 
thickly strewn with wild flowers. Yet you will not 
long remain here; go on to Glena— 

“ Beautiful Glena ! ” 

It is not an island, but a small promontory jutting 
out into the lake. From its base almost to the top¬ 
most height of an overhanging hill, it is clothed iu 
beauty; nature is here lavish of her loveliness—as 
indeed she is everywhere about you: but at Glena 
she is profuse. There is a pretty cottage here, at 
which you dine : probably you will be supplied with 
slices of salmon just caught, and they will be toasted 
for you ou skewers of arbutus wood; you will judge 
if the fine flavour be derived from the process, or 
from the fact that ten minutes ago the fish was 
swimming freely in his own domain. Be sure, there 
will be a piper here also; and you may determine 
whether the “ Irish pipes ” be musical or otherwise: 
perhaps a single tune will content you; but the 
chances are that one of the boatmen will find “ the 
colleen of the place,” and you w'ill see an Irish jig, 
as well as hear an Irish song—a song in genuine 
Irish, a language very sweet, full of expression, 
and harmonious in sound, when you hear it as you 
may hear it, and not as it meets your ears, in coarse 
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guttural, at Covent Garden, or by the sides of new 
buildings about London. In short, Glena—“ beau¬ 
tiful Glena ’’—has many attractions for you ; and 
you will be in no hurry to leave it. 

But between this graceful bit and Dinas you will 
have encouutered a scene of anotlier character. 
Having shot the IVeir-bridge, through which there 
rushes a current so rapid that timid voyagers are 
usually put ashore before the passage is attempted, 
you pass through a corner of Tore Lake; the 
hoary mountain. Tore, looking down upon you, 
but hiding from your siglit, by a thick veil of 
trees, the waterfall, wbicli you will not fail to see 
some otlier day, when your excursion is to the 
beauties of the mainland. You are again among 
the rocks and islands of the Lower Lake : they 
are of all forms and sizes, some thirty of them ; 
you will see them all, but probably laud at none, 
for the sun has set, the clouds have gathered on 
the mountains, and tlie shadow's on the lake ; 
and to take “your ease at your inn,” is now the 
remaining duty of a day as fidl of pleasure, of novel 
and true and healthy enjoyment, as you have ever 
passed, or ever will pass, iu this fair “ world of ours.” 

\Ve have touched upon the waterfalls: tliei'e are, at 
least, three that you must visit—O’Sullivan’s, Derry- 
cunnihy, and especially Tore. There may be grander 
cataracts elsewhere ; no doubt there are; but there 
are none within a day’s reach of Loudon—none so 
surrounded vvith other beauties that they form only 
parts of a great whole. AYheu the midday sun is 
up, sit under either of the rock-breaks, just where the 
spray refreshes without wetting, and breathe the 
moisture after the ascent, and before you move again 
into the valley. 

But, good tourist, are your spirits toned to har¬ 
mony witli solemn thoughts, visit Muoross, the 
venerable abbey that abuts upon the Middle Lake. 
Think !—as you paee its cloisters, sit upon its ivied 
walls, or stand beneath the yew-tree, planted when the 
monks were in their glory and the abbey in its 
prime ! 'Lhere may be holier memories of the olden 
time : yet we may doubt if there be any so exquisitely 
touching as this lonely relic by the borders of that 
lovely lake. 

Good reader, we have written enough, we hope, to 
impress you with a belief that a tour to Kil- 
larney will be a “ rich and rare ” treat,—such as 
cannot fail to yield you a harvest of healthy enjoy¬ 
ment. We have but hinted at the many sources 
whence that enjoyment will be derived. And—if we 
may do so w'ithout presui.iption—w'e ask you to refer 
to the book W'e have produced, to know' them more 
thoroughly, and estimate them more justly. 

But we may not assume that you will visit Ireland 
only to see Killarney. The journey w'e have laid 
dow'n for you will have been by railway all the way, 
too rapid for observation—even for thought. AVe 
trust, therefore, you will not be homeward bound 
until you have examined somcw'hat the w'ild sea- 
coast. AA'e could plan for you several excursions, by 
any one of which you would be largely recompensed; 
but being at Killarney w'c w'ill recommeud to you 
one : it is to go by Kenraare, round to Derrynane, 
then to A’alentia, then to Dingle, then to Tralee, then 
to Tarbert—and so, by the lordly Shannon, to “ the 
city of the violated treaty,” Limerick ; and thence to 
Dublin, or again to AA'aterford. Reader, have you at 
hand a map of Ireland ? look at it; see how many 
grand bays there are along this grand coast. Begin 
with Bantry, near the head of which, in a most 
lovely little harbour of its own, is the fair rival of 
Killarney-—Glengarifl'. ’I'aken alone, perhaps, there 
is no single view at the Lakes so inexpressibly charm¬ 
ing as this most beautiful glen ; but we cannot pause 
to describe it here : we might give pages to it (as 
indeed we have elsewhere done), and to that “ gloomy 
lake” which you pass on the way, if yon journey 
from Cork— 

“ A lone island in lone Goiigane Barra.” 

We may not ask you to accompany us too far: 
we take you, therefore, “ round the coast ” to the 
bays of Kenmare and Dingle, and the stupendous 
sea-rocks, islands, and harbours that lie between 
them. Being at Kenmare—and “stopping” at the 
inn of Mr. Dow'ning, who will enlighten as well 
as assist you as to your projected tour, and furnish 
you with “ fitting flies,” if you be an angler—you 
will soon enter on a marvellous scene of compara¬ 
tively desolate grandeur. But on your way to this 

tow'n of prodigious capabilities—in which nothing is 
done, where neglect is a sin against nature—you will 
traverse a district rich iu pictorial beauty, inasmuch 
as for a long part of the way from Killarney you have 
continual view's of the Lakes, their islands, and the 
mountains that surround them, from the several 
heights you w'ill be called upon to ascend. If you tra¬ 
verse the northern side of Kenmare bay, you will visit 
the three mountain lakes of Clonee and luchiqnin ; 
and one as wild and nearly as beautiful as either—■ 
the lake of Glenmore. It is on the southern side of | 
the bay probably you will journey, for that is your j 
road—aud a good road it is, although it runs over 
morasses, cuts through stupendous rocks and by the 
sides of mountains, over precipices that we cannot 
look down without being dizzy. In time,—passing 
by the angler’s treasure trove, the Blackw'ater, four 
miles only between the sea and its source in Lough 
Brin, where, if “ the trout and salmon ” do not [ 
actually “ play at backgammon,” you may be sure to | ‘ 
kill more than you can carry,—you reach the plea- | i 
sant nook of AVest Cove, and proceed thence to ii 
Derrynane. We do not believe you will find in any 
part of the Queen’s dominions a scene so inconceiv¬ 
ably magnificent as that on which you will look 
dow'n from the road above Derrynane. You will not ■ 
leave your car ; but you will see it all: huge prcci- j 
pices, tiny bays, gigantic sea-cliffs—all! And if you j 
please, you may drive among yonder belting of trees, 
which hides and shelters a house that w'ill for ever ! 
have a place in history, for here “ the Liberator,” or ! 
“the Agitator,”—call him which you will,—had his ^ 
home, when the fierce waves of the broad Atlantic 
were his only auditors. Pass on—to Ballinskellig 
Bay: there is an inn here,—nay, there are two 
inns, although but a dozen houses,—one of them 
cold and stately, the other humble and comfort- | 
able: take your choice, for you are at Waterville, 
aud on the borders of Lough Currane, a lake which 
the angler know's and loves. AA^e hurry on —but it 
must be early next day, for to reach this locality 
you will have traversed forty miles. Avoid Cahir- 
civeen, a “big town” which you see before you when 
ten miles more are traversed, and turn off to take the 
ferry to A’alentia. Here is an island full as a full 
and good book—with its slate quarries, its antique 
remains, and especially its electric telegraph, by 
which you may send a message in five minutes to 
London. The Knight of Kerry has his seat here— 
“ monarch of all he surveys,” excepting the main¬ 
land, the far-out islands, and the many mountains, i 
including Carran Tuel and Mount Brandon, the 
highest aud the next highest of the Irish mountains, 
both of which he can see from his garden-seat. i 
From the eastern side of this most interesting 
island—very rich in fact, and richer still in promise [ 
—yon may obtain sea-views, rude yet grand beyond 
conception. But our space is limited; we must > 
hurry, if you, good tourist, do not;—we hope you | 
will not, for here is one of the neatest and plea¬ 
santest inns of the district; aud the Knight himself 
—happily a resident—orders all things wisely and 
well for the stranger. You have yet a rich banquet 
on wbich to feast; and that wbetber you go round by 
Dingle, Tralee, Tarbert, and the Shannon, or, abridg¬ 
ing your route, traverse Dingle Bay, and make your 
way back to Killarney. 

Let us tempt the tourist to make this torn'; not 
alone because of the grandeur, the positive magnifi¬ 
cence of its sea-coast, but because thus he will | 
make acquaintance with the ways and wants of \ 
the Irish people; not by rushing among them, 
railway-led, but by springing perpetually off “ the 
car ” to see something that is striking, novel, and 
interesting. He will undoubtedly note much that 
he must deplore: into this district improvements 11 
have hardly yet travelled. Civilization is creeping ! j 
but slow'ly into “the south-w'est.” If, however, j 
the people there are comparatively in a state of j 
nature, they have at all events its virtues; inha¬ 
bitants never care to lock their doors; theft is a thing j 
unknown there ; a stranger may travel or roam I 
about in any part of this wild district; go where j 
he will, he is sure to meet civility, courtesy, and I 
graceful, because natural, politeness, w-ith a ready | 
zeal to render service whenever, wherever, and how- ' 
ever, it can be required—clumsy it is often, no doubt, \ 
but ahvays cordial and heart)'. Those who travel 1 
here will therefore find ample studies of natural 
character, the picturesque in scenery, the peculiar 

in habit, and the original in all things. 
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But we must returu with the tourist to Killarriey. 
He will by this time have grown accustomed to the 
Irish jaunting-car, and like it for its freedom from 
restraint—the ease with which he leaps on and off; 
and he will have made acquaintance with the 
drivers—pleasant fellows generally, witty, intelli¬ 
gent, and communicative. At Killarney, he will 
have had “a guide;” he cannot well be wrong in 
this matter; upon which, however, much of his plea- 
.surc must depend. The guide will tell him every¬ 
thing—and more; the histories, the “ laagends,” the 
peculiarities of famous places—carry his coat, and 
himself, if needful—direct his footsteps, and take the 
roughness off all that is rugged by attention and 
good-humour. So it is with the boatmen also; 
pleasant and attentive fellows all of them are. The 
scores upon scores of boys and girls who will bore 
him in “the Gap,” and at the mountain-foot will 
have worried him, it may be; but there is so much 
of wit in what they say, and of kindliness in what 
they do, that he has a set-off against their obtru- 
sivencss. The crowd who will follow him—to ex¬ 
change bits of heather, cups of spring water, goats- 
milk, or potheen, for anything “ his honour plases” 
—are like no other crowds to be met with in any 
other part of the islands “ pertaining to the British 
crown.” In Ireland, even that which is disagreeable 
is not altogether so—the sweet is there always 
mingled with the bitter. 

It may to some seem absurd if we lay any stress 
upon the safety with which visitors to Ireland may 
travel: but there may be those who even yet feel 
the old alarms concerning that country, although 
at no period was “the stranger” ever subject to 
insults, much less to injuries, there. No matter by 
what kind of conveyance you journey, good tourist, 
or if you walk on foot—no matter whether it be 
noonday or midnight, whether on the Queen’s high¬ 
way, or on roads thi'ough pathless mountains or 
trackless bogs—-be sure you need no protector other 
than the umbrella you carry in your hand ; be sure, 
too, you will always find a guide wherever you 
meet a peasant. For ourselves, we have posted 
on the “common car” somewhere about six thou¬ 
sand miles in Ireland—through its highways and 
its byew'ays—in aU sorts of out-of-the-way places, 
and at all hours of the day and night,—not only 
have we never met with let or hindrance, much 
less insult or injury, but we have ever regarded 
ourselves—as aU other strangers may regard them¬ 
selves—in greater safety from evil there than we 
should do if we traversed the road that leads from 
London to Brentford, with gas-lights all the way. 

We must bring this article to a close : it is long; 
but we have said only a small part of what we might 
say to induce a visit to Ireland, to that portion of it 
more especially which is unequalled for beauty and 
grandeur in the British Islands. The Lakes of 

Killarney are famous all the world over. We 
have shown how' easily and how pleasantly they may 
be reached; we may add that “ tourists’ tickets ” 
make the voyage and journey “ cheap,” that the cost 
incurred at the Lakes will be much less than they 
can be at any other “ fashionable watering place,” 
that the sources of enjoyment are very numerous; 
and w'e “ go bail ” that not one out of a hundred 
travellers thither will return dissatisfied or dis¬ 
appointed. Moreover—and we admit this to be our 
chief reason for striving to influence aU we can 
influence to determine that their autumn trip in 
1858 shall be to Ireland—it is of the highest im¬ 
portance that the people of the two countries shall 
know one another. He who helps to promote 
intercourse between them is assuredly doing a good 
work. That Ireland has been undergoing rapid and 
large improvement is beyond doubt: if there be 
much yet to do, assuredly much has been done: it 
is certain, at all events, that “ the stranger” in that 
country will receive, as he ever has received, a 
cordial welcome; he will see little to depress, and 
much to cheer and encourage, and will return from 
his visit, brief or prolonged, with a kindly feeling 
towards it and its people, with hope in its future 
arising from conviction of its capabilities.* 

S- C. Hall. 

* The London Stereoscopic Company has just issued 
a series of views in Ireland ; we shall direct attention to 
them elsewhere; hut we may here state that they are verj’’ 
beautiful and highly interesting, and cannot fail to act as 
inducements to visit that country. 

THE NATIONAL POllTEAIT 

GALLERY. 

'J’liE trustees of the new “ National Portrait Gallery ” 
liave made, at length, a first Report to the Lords of 
the Treasury,—and this Re])ort w'as published a few 
days ago by command of Parliament. By its means, 
wc are enabled to arrive at a more definite apprecia¬ 
tion of what has been actnally done tovvards carrying 
out the objects for which they were appointed, than 
w’as before possible. Hitherto, our estimate has 
been in great measure speculative, and was worked 
principally out of a series of negations. Now, that 
we have actual figures before us, we can only say, 
that they give us nothing to correct in our argu¬ 
ment. The summing up of these positives yields 
exactly the same result as was obtained by our 
previous addition of the negatives that we found 
lying around the subject. For a convenient sum¬ 
mary, that result may be expressed in the following 
short formula:—The nation is just about as far from 
having a National Portrait Gallery, in any rational 
sense of the word, as it was when the trustees took 
the matter in hand. That is the credit side of the 
account which the trustees have with the nation; 
the other side, as our readers know, shows £4000. 

The total number of portraits that have been har¬ 
vested for the nation, out of a field standing thick 
with the grain—in case the trustees could have hit 
upon the best method of reaping it,—is, according 
to this Report, only thirty-five. As the trustees, 
it thus appears, have determined to reject the 
principle of quantity, in laying the foundations 
of the structure committed to their hands, it 
might be presumed that they did so because they 
chose to be eclectic; and this reason, though 
not, in our judgment, the best producible for ihe 
beginnings of the young institution,—still, would 
have been a reason. Between one reason and an¬ 
other there is fair ground for argument; and 
eclecticism is in the present case the natural altei’- 
native of numbers. But the trustees have found 
some other principle of action, which is neither the 
one nor the other of these,—which they do not 
state in terms,—and which our own sagacity fails to 
drag out of its hiding-place among the results. 
While they simply reject numbers, they insult eclec¬ 
ticism ; and, merely letting the one of these prin¬ 
ciples lie idle, they make the other do a duty which 
is repugnant to its nature and gives its own 
assumption the lie. Our readers will remember, 
that in our number for May last we gave a list of 
twenty-three of the pictures which this institution 
now contains; but it will be convenient, with a 
view to what we have at present to say, that we 
should repeat these, so as to produce here the 
completed list, and in a different arrangement. The 
portraits now' in possession of the trustees for the use 
of the nation, are the following:—The Chandos 
Shakspere,—William W^ilberforce,—Lord Sidmouth, 
—Spencer Perceval,—the first Earl Stanhope,— 
Stothard, the Royal Academician,—the poet Thom¬ 
son,—the first Viscount Torrington,—Fox, the 
martyrologist,—Wright, of Derby, the painter,— 
Nollekens, the sculptor,—Sir Francis Burdett, and 
Lord Chancellor Talbot;—Sir Walter Raleigh,— 
Handel, — Dr. Parr, —• Arthur Murphy, — Speaker 
Lenthall,—Horne Tooke,—Dr.Mead,—Harley, first 
Earl of Oxford,—Sir William Wyndham,—the first 
Earl of Cadogan, — Richard Cumberland, — the 
Comtesse de Graramont,—Huskisson,—Archbishop 
Wake,—Bishop Warbnrton,—Shai'p, the engraver,— 
Captain Cook,—Chambers, the architect,—Elizabeth 
Carter,—Bishop Hoadley,—Cardinal Wolsey, and 
Ireton.—To this list of portraits has to be added 
the portrait of Sir Joshua Reynolds, by himself, 
since piu'chased, as we stated last month, by the 
trustees, for a large sum of money;—and making 
the number of works now constituting the National 
Portrait Gallery, in all, thirty-six. 

Now, on the mere fact taken by itself, of the 
striking inequalities in the values represented 
by the names above given, we do not insist 
in the absolute and unqualified sense; because 
differences of value, even when the values are 
high, there will inevitably be. We contend, never¬ 
theless, that something like proportion there should 
be, at any rate; and that in a commencing list of 
thirty-five, cuUed from the entire unbroken field of 

British greatness, any considerable differences would 
have been an unnecessary fact,—and such differences 
as we liavc here are a monstrous one. A National 
Portrait Gallery of British worthies, when it shall 
be complete down to a given date, will, of course, 
represent all degrees of value, on a scale going as 
high in one direction as we can,—and in the other, 
down to a line below w hich, of course, we w ill not go; 
but that is no reason why we should begin by repre¬ 
senting anything like the two extremes. The names 
before us, in considering their titucss as the nucleus 
of a National Portrait Gallery, have to be regarded 
not only in their relations to one another, but in re¬ 
lation, also, to all the greatness that is yet wanting 
to the gallery list. 

Of the thirty-five names which that list does 
contain, the first thirteen portraits, our readers shonld 
be told, are gifts;—the remaining twenty-two are 
the purchases of the trustees. I’irst, let us register, 
that this gives an average of more than £180 for 
each purchase,—supposing the trustees to have 
exhausted their fund, as at this early stage of their 
proceedings they certainly should :—and ne.xt, let 
us remark, that the differences in the values of the 
names added to the gallery by purchase, are greater 
than the differences in those contributed by gift! 
So much for eclecticism, as against accident 1 Our 
readers will remember, that in our seach for the prin- 
eiple which could have brought together the three and 
tw enty names which w e laid before them in May last, 
we took upon ourselves to relieve the trustees specula¬ 
tively from the more striking anomalies of its action. 
We said, then, that if this collection could be 
supposed to be the spontaneous work of the trustees, 
it would have to be declared that, in their sweep 
over the field of British historic constellation, they 
had been in deliberate search of the minor stars. 
Of this order of moral astronomy we rashly under¬ 
took to acquit them,—and gave it as our belief, that 
the list as it stood plainly bespoke its own origin in 
casual contribution. There are names therein 
which we took for granted could have found their 
way there—just now, at least—only because the 
portraits had been gifts. We should have con¬ 
sidered that we wronged any body of trustees, iu 
eonjecturing that, with all the wide and starry heaven 
of British greatness before them, they had spent 
the money entrusted to them for a purpose like this, 
in making purchases like some of these. Now', here, 
for instance, is, as we have said, Arthur Murphy. 
We do not deny, that in a Gallery of British 
Worthies a time for Arthur hlurphy may come,— 
but his time is not yet. Nay, it is even a long 
way off. The trustees have a great deal to do 
among the eagles, before they could properly come 
down to a bird of Arthur Murphy’s quality,—though 
a most respectable bird in his place. We deny, that 
Arthur Murphy is one out of the four and twenty 
foremost names of historic England. W e should 
certainly have given precedence to Sir Isaac Newton. 
Then, before we spent much money, or any at all, 
on a portrait of William, the first Earl of Cadogan, 
W'e think we should have liked to secure Lord Bacon 
for a constituent of England’s greatness. Here, too, 
is the Comtesse de Grammout:—what possible title 
hurries the lady into this national collection as one of 
its most pressing features ? W hat is her title, at all ? 
Will the trustees tell us, in what conceivable sense 
it is, that La Belle Hamilton is one of England’s 
great historic names ? Has she, by any accident, 
been mistaken for Lady William Russell ?—One 
half of the list might be commented on in mnch the 
same sense. Where we find Richard Cumberland, 
is it unreasonable that we should look back, and see 
if Ben Jonson is provided for,—and w hen we come 
on the name of Dr. Mead, are we not entitled to 
inquire after Harvey and Jenner? Shai'p, the en¬ 
graver, and Stothard, the Academician, and Cham¬ 
bers, the architect, should all have had places in a 
National Portrait Gallery of our collecting,—but 
not till Rubens and Vandyke were placed;—and 
even Sir William Wyndham shonld have waited at 
the door, till we had led in ihe old blind Milton, and 
handed him to his seat high up among the immortals. 

With twenty-two, then, as representing the whole 
number of the purchases made up to the date 
of the Report,— and with names such as that 
number includes, negativing the idea of selection,— 
there is no other solution that suggests itself for 
such an action as this on the part of the trustees, 
save that one to which w e have referred again and 
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again, only to dejirecate it,— some possible confusion 
in tlieir ideas as to the objects and means of an 
institution like the one in question, and some pro¬ 
bable value, in the portraits so purchased, as works 
of Art. The high average that we have given above 
sustains this notion,—confirmed by the fact of the 
trustees since appearing iu the market as competitors 
for a coveted picture, and carrying oil' an Art prize 
as if they had been caterers for the National Gallery. 
Another confirmation of the fact is suggested by 
some of the ];ortrait-paintcrs’ names which we find 
in this list, attached to their purchases, and by 
the conne.vion in which wc find them. "Wc have, 
in the catalogue before us, for instance, works by 
Sir Godfrey Kneller, Romney, and Sir Joshua Rey¬ 
nolds:—the last, not the recent purchase to which 
we have before alluded ; but another, in addition to 
it. From the very birth of this institution, we 
have repeated ourselves in urging that its distinct 
and unraixed purpose is, the getting together in 
one point of view, for the reading of the national 
mind and heart, the presentments of those men 
who have, in any form of action or of thought, 
contributed to make the land illustrious, or to 
compose its history,—and that, with the Art 
which is a means to that end the trustees have 
to do only in so far as it is such means. The 
Art which is in excess of this eli'ect, has a special 
object elsewhere,—and is a good thing here, as every¬ 
where :—but is not to be paid for with the funds 
wanted, and little enough, for the one puipose for 
which they were granted.—Well, this principle, so 
steadily maintained by us the trustees them¬ 
selves in this, their Report, distinctly admit, so far 
as words go in admission. They will look, they say, 
“to the celebrity of the person painted rather than to 
the merit of the artist.”—Now, iu the first place, if 
the trustees had been true to their own rule in any 
reasonable sense, we should not have had this com¬ 
mencing list,—and, in the next, the rule itself seems 
to prescribe their most efficient course of action at 
the outset, beyond the possibility of mistaking it. 
This course, also, ice have again and again pointed 
out. As the Arl is not, by their own admission, 
a consideration in this collection, beyond the 
fact of its giving us likeness, it follows, that the 
purpose is served as well by a copy as by an 
original portrait. The galleries of England are 
filled with the portraits of her great men,—to an 
extent which would have made it easy for these 
trustees, with the parliamentary grant in their hand, 
to have laid the large framework of a National 
Portrait Gallery, which w'ould gradually fill up iu 
its details, and be clothed with beauties not its own. 
Such a scheme would have meaning and cohesion 
from the first,—and into it all things which are a part 
of it, however small, would fit iu their time and 
turn. To a national illustration of the kind, having 
a defined character and growing proportions, we 
cannot doubt that many a gift would come, having 
a value over and above its value as part of an 
historic series ; and a day may even be looked for 
when the institution itself, with increased funds and 
fewer necessary objects to expend them on, might 
have something to spare on Art for Art’s sake, when 
a temptation should come in its way connected with 
its own especial objects. Meantime, it is worth 
remarking, that good copies of some such portraits 
as the nation possesses in its other collections—look 
at the Vandykes, in Windsor Castle!—would be no 
mean teachers in an Art point of view, while they 
are matchless examples in their character of historic 
illustrations. 

It is needless to point out further how much more 
might have been effected by such a use of the 
funds in hand than a purchase of twenty-two pic¬ 
tures,—one half of them representing men who have 
come into the collection long before their time, and 
to the exclusion of the great historic names of 
England. To a grant so legitimately applied, and 
with the results of such legitimate application to 
show for it. Parliament, there is no doubt, would be 
willing to make such annual increase as might be 
wanted ; but we must think the legislature will 
be slow to sanction further advances to a cause thus 
running to waste. What is the case which the trus¬ 
tees, not far from entering on their third year, have to 
show to Parliament, by their own admission? The 
porlraitsintheir charge areshut away in private rooms 
in Great George Street, Westminster;—and “up to 
this time,” they say, “ the collection has not seemed 

sufficiently advanced for public exhibition.” It is 
amusing to find them adding, “ that, however, is the 
aim which they will have before them as their final 
object.” We should have ventured to assume as much. 
What final aim they could possibly have, it might be 
difficult to conjecture; ccriainly, the parliamentary 
grant was not given for the purchase of pictures in¬ 
tended to be finally and permanently shut u]).—The 
objection is, to the apparent remoteness of that 
“final aim.” Still, that the collection is shut up, 
under the circumstances, we, for ourselves, will not 
complain. It has no pretension to be called a national 
collection, or I he basis of a national collection, in the 
sense intended.—Is it not most strange, how the love 
of the casual and ))rovisional seems to follow all our 
institutions that have the national seal on them, 
and are committed to a body of trustees? Strange, 
that, with a delegation especially appointed to carry 
out a national purpose, these portraits should have 
got together fortuitously, as it might seem,—on no 
one principle of collection to which the trustees can 
point, and in dc.tiaiice of every argument that could 
prescribe a law to such a scheme! T'he trustees 
proceed as if they were rearing a young institution 
for some remote generation, and need be at no pains 
to develop wholesome conditions of early expansion. 
The National I’orirait Gallery is left to “grow,” 
like Topsy, as it can,—and very much by “ guess.” 

W’e see that, amongst the laws promulgated by 
the trustees fur the government of the National 
Portrait Gallery, when it shall he a national gallery, 
there is one which refuses admission to the portrait 
of any person still living, or who shall have been 
dead less than ton years—except in the case of the 
reigning sovereign, or of his or her consort. The 
policy of some such limitation as this is obvious 
enough, but the trustees will have to extend their 
excejjtions:—as, indeed, they seem to foresee. 
To make of this institution all that it might 
become, as an incentive to the many and an 
instrument of honoiu- to the fewg a jiriuciple like 
this must be the general rule, but not the governing 
law. in a former article wx pointed out that, wdien 
this gallery shall have grown into the really great 
institution that a wise disposition of the moral and 
intellectual wealth in England’s keeping can make it, 
a place therein would be an admission into Britain’s 
best oi'der of chivalry,—and a parliamentary vote for 
the portrait of a living man to be placed in this 
English Prytaneum would be equivalent to a na¬ 
tional gift of golden spurs. Parliament will do well 
to keep such a meaus ot reward as this in its hands, 
-—the exceptional quality, of course, constituting a 
portion of the value. It is perfectly true, that they 
who are most sure to earn such rewards are they 
who least need such stimulants; but a nation raises 
its own moral tone in the recognition of its own 
great men,—and the people who erect statues to their 
heroes, erect statues to themselves.—The ten years 
of death claimed by the trustees to complete a qua¬ 
lification for the Portrait Gallery, is not tenable at 
all. A man’s title to his fame, be it good or bad, is 
perfected at once by death. Nor years nor moments 
can alter the quality of that record. T'he character 
that is sealed for eternity, may well be considered as 
scaled for anything that time has to do with it. 
Thai is no true policy which would keep the great 
dead out of their inheritance for a day. Can it be 
doubted, that, when Sir Robert Peel was snatched 
away in the midst of his full career of statesmanship, 
—and Sir Walter Scott laid down the life which he 
wore prematurely out in adding moral brightness to 
his literary star,—and Sir Henry Havelock sheathed 
his victorious sword in the far grave at Lucknow 
from whose brink he had rescued so many weeping- 
women and children,—can it be doubted, that Eng¬ 
land, if this, her institution, had l)een complete, 
should have hastened, without an hour’s unnecessary 
delay, to enrol their great names among those of 
the mighty dead who arc one day,—we will hope, in 
spite of the present jiolicy of procrastination,—to 
“rule our spirits” from these walls, as “from their 
urns ? ” 

[The annual vote of £2000 was passed in the 
House of Commons on the 13th of July; the only 
member who objected to it was Mr. Briscoe, who 
represents West Surrey, and he did so on grounds 
very similar to those we have taken ; he has, at all 
events, directed the attention of Parliament to errors 
which, if they cannot be amended, need not.again 
occur.] 

AllT IN THE PROVINCES. 

Art Ac,xdf,mies, Metropolitan and Pro¬ 
vincial.— If examples were not, like precepts, 
thrown away on those whom the gods have doomed, 
we might return for a moment to the subject of the 
new Liverpool Society of Fine Arts, for the purpose 
of adding to the precept which we have, again and 
again, laboured out for the benefit of our own Royal 
Academy, a warning drawn from the example fur- 
nishea by the provincial Academy which the new 
society threatens to supplant. The moral of the 
story is, that the people of Liverpool, in their desire 
for the promotion of Art feelings and Art objects in 
that town, had grown gradually dissatisfied with the 
sectarian character and administrative assumption of 
the Academy already existing amongst them. This 
last was a body which had been liberally supported 
by the community to which it ministered,—and, like 
our own Royal Academy, had many titles to respect. 
It had really done much to promote the Fine Arts in 
the town ;—and in every way there lay a great 
career before it, if it would have met the spirit of 
tlie age, and the wishes of the community amid 
which it was planted. Rut, clinging to its authority 
as a coterie,—the attempts at reform which had 
failed within the institution itself, took another 
direction. Driven from within the citadel,—the 
reformers set up their standard without. The town 
took the matter in hand,—and determined that, 
since the old association would not supply the 
demands of the time, they would have a new one. 
No one who looks over the list of names by which 
this provincial movement is supported, can doubt 
that the old Liverpool Academy has let its oppor¬ 
tunity slip. The lord-lieutenant of the county, the 
bishop of tlie diocess, and the high civic officers of 
the town, the surrounding nobility, and the gentry, 
headed by the members for the borough and the 
members for the southern division of the county, the 
great merchants, and lovers and promoters of Art in 
the locality of every class,—are all represented 
here, and appear for the most part in acting capa¬ 
cities. The committee have published letters, too, 
from a large body of artists throughout the country, 
.—including certain of our own lioyal Academicians, 
—adopting the views put forward, and announcing 
their support.—The objects of the new institution 
are stated as follows;—“ 1. To establish an annual 
exhibition of paintings, sculpture, and architecture. 
2. To promote sound judgment in Art, by lectures 
and otherwise. 3. To establish a permanent gallery 
of modern Art, open to the public free,—and a 
school of Art.”—AVe think it well to point out, that 
this programme for a provincial institution, if ably 
and conscientiously carried out in practice, embraces, 
so far as its provincial nature admits, all the functions 
that we have claimed, in our several articles on the 
subject, for a National Academy. 

Birmingham.—The festivities occasioned by the 
recent visit of the Queen and the Prince Consort, to 
open the new park in the neighbourhood of Birming¬ 
ham, have been fully described in the daily papers, 
and consequently have become known to our readers; 
but there is one matter connected with the park, or 
rather with Aston Hall, which stands in it, that 
has scarcely been alluded to. Several of the rooms 
in this hne old mansion have been fitted up for the 
temporary exhibition of works of Art and of Art- 
manufacture, contributed by the leading gentry and 
manufacturers of the town and its vicinity. The 
picture-gallery is hung with some of the finest works 
of the English school; e.xamples of Etty, Maclise, 
Turner, Collins, Sir E. Lacdseer, D. Roberts, Stan¬ 
field, Dauby, A.ll.A., Leslie, Mulready, E. Goodall, 
Frith, T. S. Cooper, Herbert, C. Landseer, E. M. 
AVard, J.C. Horsley, J. Phillip, Muller, Liunell, sen., 
D. Cox, Pyne, Nasmyth, T. Faed ; and many others, 
•whose names even we have not space to mention. 
Of the FT-ench school there are specimens of Ary 
Scheft'er, Rosa Bonheur, Auguste Boiiheiir, &o. The 
collection of Art-manufactures is as numerous and 
diversified as is the trade of Birmingham ; the prin¬ 
cipal factories have contributed a large number of 
their most valuable and elegant productions. Be¬ 
sides all these several matters to interest and 
instruct visitors, there is the beautiful chapel, which 
has been completely refurnished, open for inspec¬ 
tion ; and the entrance-hall, decked out with mili¬ 
tary devices of various kinds, and ornamented with 
busts of AVeRington, Havelock, Sir C. Napier, Sir 
Colin Campbell—the works of, and contributed by, 
Mr. G. G. Adams. Here is certainly enough to 
attract a host of visitors to the old hall, irrespective 
of what is provided out of doors for their enjoyment. 
The committee, upon whom has devolved the labour 
of collecting and arranging the exhibition, deserve 
the hearty thanks of the public for so manifest a 
success. 
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THE BOOK OF THE THAMES, 
FROM ITS RISE TO ITS FALI.. 

BY MU. AND MRS. S. C. IIALI.. 

Part XX. 

F Chelsea Hospital the front view is the most 
striking; for, tliough it does not possess any 
very vcmarkahle architcetural feature, it has a 
certain “ nobility of look,” ami all its associa¬ 
tions arc of great interest. The foundation of 
the hospital—or, as its inmates jirefer to call it, 
“the college”—is known to have been one of 
the few good deeds of the voluptuary Charles II. 
— a king who proved an exception to the rule 
as regarded the sovereign 

“ AVIio never said a foolish thing. 
And never did a wise one." 

j There is a tradition, but it is without proof, that ” the merry 
’ ‘ monarch” was influenced to this mercifnl act by his mistress, 

.X'cll Gwyune. Be it as it may, it was a fortunate circumstance 
for the country. Many a battle has been won for these king¬ 

doms by the knowledge that the maimed soldier can never be a deserted beggar 
•—by the certainty that honourable scars will be healed by other ointment than 
that of mere pity—by the assurance that shelter and comfort are prepared for 
the wounded or aged, of whom a nation becomes the guardian and protector. 

CIIKLSEA nOSriTAL; FRONT VltW. 

Battersea Park has been laid out only within the last two or three years, 
it is therefore in its infancy—the shrubs are miniatures; but to the next 
generation it will be one of the chief adornments of the metropolitan suburbs. 

BATTERS.TA BRIDGE. 

From it we look upon the old wooden bridge, and the Dutch-looking church 
and village of Chelsea. Beyond the hospital is the new bridge, constructed 
by Thomas Page, Esq.; it is a toll bridge, and it has been pleasantly said that, 
‘‘Government gave a park to the people, and placed a toll-bar at the gate to 

keep them out of it.” The bridge is the most beautiful of the many that cross 
the Thames between its source and its full into the sea; and its value is much 
enhanced by the charmingly eonstruclcd station that stands in a dell almost at 

THE NEW llUIDGE AT CHIiLSE.l. 

its foot—“ the West End Crystal Palace Station,” that communicates also with 
Brighton and the southern counties of England. 

Close to the gardens of Chelsea College, on the London side, stood the once- 
famed Ranelagh. The line of trees which parts the college garden from the 
small garden appropriated to the veterans who are here domiciled after their 
warlike labours, was once a part of the “walks” of llanclagh; and a few years 
ago the remains of the lamp-irons which lit it were still upon some of the tree 
stems. This most aristocratic jilace of amusement was opened in 1742. The 
great feature of the spot was an enormous rotunda, a hundred and eighty-five 
feet in diameter, in which concerts took place, and wliich is the conspicuous 
object in our view, copied from a print published in 1743. Royalty and nobility 

KANELAOn. 

patronised the place largely : but its reign was brief; fashion soon chauged, 
and in 1804 it was taken down. The new road from Sloane Street to the 
Suspension Bridge passes over a part of the grounds. 

The whole of the district hence to Westminster, and from the river inland 
to Pimlico, was formerly a most lonely and dangerous locality, and so con¬ 
tinued until the commencement of the present century. The Five Fields and 
Tothiil Fields, which comprehended nearly the whole space, were desert spots, 
crossed here and there with footpaths and raised causeways, flanked by ditches, 
which divided a few wretched gardens, and having some half-dozen ruined sheds 
scattered over the ground, inhabited by the very worst classes of the London 
community, and where it was not safe for strangers to travel. Hollar has pre¬ 
served its features in his “view of the pest-houses” in Tothiil Fields in 1665 : 
Loudon is seen in the distance, as if on the confines of a desert. Now the spot 
is thickly covered with houses, streets, and squares, and aristocratic Belgravia 
occupies the once worthless marsh laud of old Chelsea. 

The opposite bank of the river was sacred to the market-gardener until a very 
recent period. The first great change was effected by the South-western Railway, 
which fixed its opening station originally at Nine Elms, wliere an extensive goods 
station still remains. Between this spot and Vanxhall Biidge thirty years ago 
was a place of general recreation known as Cumberland Gardens. The bridge 
which crosses the Thames at Vauxhall is of cast iron, and was begun by Rennie, 
and finished by Walker. It was opened for traffic in 1816. The trees seen 
above the houses at the foot of the Surrey side of the bridge are those of Vaux¬ 
hall Gardens, which have been of late years only opened at long intervals; 
they were long the glory of English pleasure-gardens, frequented by the highest 
ill the land, from the gay days of Charles 11. to those of "the Regency,” and 
were celebrated in musical history for talent of the highest kind here iutrodueed 
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to tlip jml'lic.* In the olil orclicsira, wliosc towering summit may be seen from 
tlie Thames, the greatest Tnnsieal celebrities have snug. Handel, and J)rs. Arne 
and Hook, superintended its concerts, and Hogarth decorated it with ])ainlings. 
It obtained its name from a very old mansion whieli once stood near it. This 

necessity for occasional \isits, at dilFcrent spots, of the Ballast-dredger—heavy 
looking Imt ])ietnresqnc boats, that clear the stream by a rotary series of 
iion-hnekets, which dig into the soil, till themselves, and, passing np an incline, 
empty into a boat beside them the de])osit of gravel and mnd.* 

The iMillhank Trison, once termed the Tcnitentiary, which is seen in the 
hackgronnd of one view of the i)ier, is the only great prison on the Thames 

riWKES-n.M.i. 

old imuior-hoiise of Fawkes hall, as it c.'iisted in the reign of Cliarles I., is shewn 
in onr engraving; at that lime it was desciihed as a “fair dwelling-house, 
strongly hnilt, of three stories high, and a jiier staircase breaking out from it nine¬ 
teen feet stpiarc.” This slairca.se occupied one of the towers, in accordance 
with the ancient plan, and the house was a curious specimen of the old limber 
houses of the gentry in the sixteenth century. It appears to have obtained its 
name from Fonkesde Brent, who married the heiress of I he manor, the Conntess 
of Albemarle, sister to Ihildwin, Archbishop of ('anterhnry; and it was granted 
by the name of the manor of Foukc.shall, by Filward 11. to his favourite, Hugh 
le Despcncer. It has always remained with the manor of Kennington as the 
property of the Crown, and belongs to the Prince of Wales as part of his Hnchy 
of Cornwall. 

Dropping tpiietly down the stream, we often encounter the Lntf-harge. As 
represented in the sketch, it is a smaller class of barge than the square barge of 
the Thames. They arc sharp forward, and appear to he altogether more like an 
ordinary vessel. Perhaps this accounts fur the name of clip]ier-harge, which 
they are sometimes called. They are rigged with a sprit and foresail, without 
a mizen, and generally carry goods where larger vessels arc tmahle to go ; 
their trade is Tiioslly eonlined to liondon and the upper part of the river. 

ll.U,I,.\sr-I)l!EDGEr.. 

hank; its ground-plan is very peculiar, and, in all plans of London, iookslike 
an ornamental star; a series of wings radiate towards a centre, where the 
governor’s house is placed, which thus commands the whole establishment. It 
originated with .leremy ISentham, and is chielly used for hardened olfendei'S, 
or crimiiials condemned to transportation or the hulks. Lambeth is on the 
opposite hank, and consists, as we see it from the river, of hoat-hnilders’ houses. 

MITia.nAXK MUSON AND STEAM-BOAT ITEP. 

lightermen’s sheds, gas-works, manufacturers of cement and glue, potteries 
for stonewarc,t drain-pipes, &e., and whitening-makers, whoso wooden-framed 
open warehouses, with their thousands of “ pennorths ” drying in the air for the 
use ol the London housemaids, arc conspicuons objects in the uninviting scene. 
Lambeth palace and church now come in view'; they are among the most 
interesting old hnihlings on the hanks of the river. The church was rebuilt in 
1852, and is a heaulifnl example of modern restoration ; before that time it 
was in a most neglected and unsightly slate—now it is a model of neatness, and 
the memorial windows are very heantifnHj; one is dedicated to the late Arch¬ 
bishop llowlcy, wliose career was especially deserving this recognition. 

Close beside it is the old brick gate-house of the palace, for more than six 
centuries the residence of the Archbishops of Canterbury ; it w'as built by Arch- 

* Curious tilings are occasionally “ fislicil-np " from the Tliames by these macliines. 
'I'lio Sc.al of Edward I. for the port of London was found in 1810, and lias been engraved 
in “Hone's Every-Day Hook," vol. ii. We engrave two bronze swords found in the 

TUE LUFF-BARGE. 

On the Middlesex hank of the river, at a short distance from I lie bridge, wo 
may note one of those steam-boat piers, which have been such cunsjnenous 
objects in onr journey from Wandsworth to London, and which the tralllc in 
cheap boats has rendered necessary for the thousands of passengers who liave 
again taken “ the silent liighway of tiie Thames ” for their road. Tvventy years 
ago this enormous trallic did not exist, and in tlic early part of the last century, 
tishermen threw their nets in the river here, not w'ithont hope of a salmon. 
Now, the water is in a constant state of turmoil and mud, rendering the 

* It lias given a n.ame to similar places abro.ad, where “ W’auxliall ” indicates generally 
a garden illuminated for promenades and singing. Its old title is given by I’epys, in 
his Diary, who often notes going “by water to Fox Hall, and then walked in tipring 
Garden.” Over the gate of the old house, erected for his own residence by Jonathan 
Tyers, the proprietor) at the early part of the last century, the old name, “ Spring 
Garden," may still be seen. 

Thames, near Yanxhall; they are the primitive weapons of the ancient Britons; and, 
as others precisely similar are found in Plitenicia, they are probably what were brought 
by the ancient traders in exchange for British tin. 

t “ Tlie 'Vauxliall Pottery, established two centuries since, by two Dutchmen, for the 
manufacture of old Delft ware, is probably the origin of all our modern potteries.”— 
Curiosities of London. By .1. Timbs, F.S.A. 

X In the church-yard, which is also beautifully kept, is the tomb of John Tradescaut, 
who, at his house in the fields beyond, formed the first important museum in this 
country, in the reign of Charles II. It passed, at his death, to Elias Ashmole (who is 
also buried here), and now forms part of the Ashendcan Museum at Oxford. 

I 
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bishop Morton at the close of the fifteenth century. On the water-side it is 
connected by a long brick wall with the Lollards’ Tower; above this wall may 
be seen the noble old^hall (now converted into a library), which was built 

wc reach the Houses of Parliament; this magnificent pile starts up like a 
glorious giant from the hovels near it. Its history is too well known to re¬ 
quire lengthened notice here. Designed and erected by Sir (’liarles Barry, 

with wood.* A few names and inscriptions have been cut in this wood by 
unhappy prisoners once confined here; the rings which chained them still re¬ 
main. These lonely walls speak loudly of the nature of the good old times, 
when “dissent” led quickly to “death.”! 

We cannot here dwell on the interesting associations this venerable palace 
conjures up in the mind, nor attempt to record the varied impressions that a 
visit within its ancient walls occasions. Por the artist it abounds with antique 
“ bits;” one of its most picturesque rooms, the “ Guard Chamber,” we engrave. 
It is mentioned by that name as early as 1424, and in it Archbishop Laud held 
his .state on the day of his consecration. The roof is singularly elegant, with 
oaken ribs richly carved; it was admirably restored in 1832, having been 
previously hidden by a flat ceiling of plaster. The palace was generally restored 
about the same time. The gardens and grounds cover eighteen acres; but 
they are now surrounded by houses and factories that deface their beauty and 
destroy their salubrity. 

Prom Lambeth to the opposite bank is one of the oldest ferries on the river, 
leading to “the Horseferry Road,” which obtains that name from this ancient 
river-way. A succession of coal and corn wharves now lines the banks until 

THE LOLLARDS' PRISOK. 

sive of official residences, state apartments, and the “ Houses ” of the senate of 
England. Before the great fire of October 14,1834, the river-frontage exhibited 

* A modern author has imagined that tliis was for the “ comfort ” of the prisoners ; 
such an idea did not exist in the old times. It was intended to deaden all sound of the 
voice, either in talking, or under the influence of torture; and is upon “the approved 
mode! ” of the horrible dungeons of Germany and Italy. 

+ Though popularly known as the “The Lollards’ " Tower, it cannot be proved with 
certainty that Wickliffe’s followers were imprisoned here, but the great Reformer was 
examined in the old chapel of this palace, and it is more than probable that some of 
his sect were confined here. The inscriptions above-named seem to belong to the era of 
Henry VIII. 

STAR-CUAJIBEK. 

a strange mixture of old brick and stone buildings, with the stone front of the 
ancient “ Chapel of St. Stephen ” in the midst. The Speaker’s house and garden 
were here; and close to the bridge was the old “ Star Chamber,” rendered memo- 

by Archbishop Juxon in the reign of Charles II. The Lollards’ Tower is faced 
with stone towards the river, and still bears on that side the arms of Archbishop 
Chichely, by whom it was built in 1435 ; beneath them is an ornamented 
niche, where a figure of St. Thomas-a-Becket was once placed. The prison 
is in the small adjoining tower, only to be entered by a steep staircase leading 
from the larger one. It is a narrow irregularly-shaped room, fastened by an 
oaken door, formed of three layers of wood strongly riveted, and studded with 
great nails ; the door case being of arched stone. The room is about eight 
feet in height, nearly fifteen in length, and eleven feet wide; it is lighted by 
two deeply recessed narrow windows; the walls and ceiling are thickly covered 

GUARD CHAMBER, LAMBETH PALACE. 

the buildings cover nearly eight acres of ground; the river front is 940 feet 
in length; and there are more than 500 apartments in the entire pile, exclu- 
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rable bv the state prosecutions of Charles 1. From this official department 
issued the numerous levies, forced loans, and royal prosecutions, which led to 
the great civil wars. The building was tahen down in 183G; our engraving 
is copied from a drawing made before its demolition : it received its name 
from the stars painted on its ornamental ceiling. 

The old Hall of AVestminster now forms the vestibule to the Houses of Lords 
and Commons, and the Law Courts. It was happily uninjured by the great lire 

WSST.MlNSXmi IIALI,. 

which destroyed the surrounding buildings. Our engraving e-\liibils the Law 
Courts as they were seen at the commencement of the present century, and is 
copied from a painting obligingly lent to us by the Lord Chief Baron. The 
buildings to the left were those first removed along with the Star Chamber; 
the Law Courts retained at the furthermost angle some of the brick-work of the 
sixteenth century. 

AATstmiuster Bridge, the work of Labelye, a Swiss, was the second erected 
over the Thames, London having but one bridge until the year 1750, when this 
was opened. It was built on caissons, and the foundations are bad; the stone 
is also decayed, and the bridge now ruinous. At the present time workmen are 
employed iright and day on the construction of a new bridge of iron, with stone 
piers, which is being executed by Air, Page, who erected that at Chelsea. 

Richmond Terrace, and the houses in “the privy garden” (in one of which 
Sir Robert Peel died), occupy the site, as they partly preserve the name, of the 
Royal palace and gardens which once covered the spot, and were destroyed by 
afire in January, 1698, through the carelessness of a Hutch washerwoman, 
one of AA’illiam lll.’s servants. It was an inconvenient series of old buildings, 
all of it that now remains being Inigo Jones’s famous banqueting-hall, the only 
portion ever executed of the great architect’s grand design for its entire 
renovation. 

The palace of AVhitehall, with its gardens and surrounding buildings, as it 
appeared in the reign of Charles II., when seen from the Thames, is given in 

OLD WUITEUALL. 

our engraving, from an ancient drawing in AVilkinsou’s "Londina niuslrata.” 
The statue of James II. does not appear at the back of the bampicting-house, 
thus enabling us to fix the date of the original sketch. The privy garden to the 
left of this, now covered with aristocratic residences, was then a garden, laid out 
with parterres and fountains, reaching from the Thames to Parliament Street. 
The old Horse-Guards is seen beyond, and the peculiar nature of this bird’s- 

eye view enables us to see a portion of St. James’s Park beyond, and the 
canal in its centre edged with trees. 

Along the banks of the Thames, in the olden time, were a series of noble resi¬ 
dences extending from AVhitehall to the Temple. The first and noblest of these 
was Sullblk House, which occupied the site of the present Northumberland 
House, erected on the site of the dissolved hospital of St. Alary Rouncival, by 
lleury Howard, Earl of Northampton, in the reign of James 1. He died there 
in 16LI, and it then became the property of the Earl of Sutfolk, and was called 
Sull'ulk House, when it was sketched by Hollar in the early part of the reign of 
Charles I. This sketch is preserved in the Pepysian Library, and is copied in 
our cut; it was a large quadrangular mansion, inclosing a courtyard, its lofty 
towers rising jiroudly on each side. The domestic offices were detached from 
the main building, and reached to the water-side; the space between, shaded by 
tall trees, was laid out iu walks and gardens. A gate in the centre and a flight 
of steps led to the Thames—an essential convenience, when every nobleman 
kejit his barge and liveried waterman, and the river was a great highway. 

SUFFOLK IIOUSK. 

The daughter of this Duke of Suffolk marrying the Earl of Northumberland, the 
house passed into his possession, and received the name of Northumberland 
House. Alany alterations have been made in it, but it is still the most inte- 
lesting aristocratic residence iu London, retaining its old garden, separated 
from the Thames only by the wharves in Scotland A'ard, above which wave 
the tree-tops, shutting out all surrounding houses from the quiet garden, 
and giving an air of almost pastoral repose to the back of the noble mansion, 
whose roof, crowned by the lion crest of the duke, can be distinguished from 
the l iver. It is the last of the old palatial residences of the nobility left to 
grace its banks. 

AVe next reach Ilungerford Alarket,* with its picturesque suspension bridge 
for foot passengers, completed in 1845, under the direction of Air. 1. K. Brunei, 
and notice the group of hay-boats, with their brilliantly painted hulls, and 

brightly coloured sails, unloading at the wharf beside it. They bring their cargoes 
of hay often from a long distance, and may be seen encountering the roughest 
weather. A number of them always come up every tide to Ilungerford 

Bridge, where their freight is landed. 

• The market takes its name from Sir Edward Hungerford, who, in the reign of 
Cliarles II., had a house on this site, which he converted into a market. 



THE WELLINGTON MONUMENT. 

If the country, for some eccentric reason of its 
own, were in search of a case wherein all the 
conditions had been carefully elaborated by 
which a nation may be presented as a laughing¬ 
stock to the world, we should have pleasure in 
once more directing attention to the story of 
the Wellington Monument. The humour of 
the piece seems to grow by feeding on itself. 
The chapter just added by Lord John Manners 
brings ont the quality of the whole in a manner 
whicn the satire of our neighbours must find 
irresistible.—No single liana could, in all pro¬ 
bability, have produced, as its individual work, 
this piece of curiosa infelicitas. Much of its 
merit of incoherence it owes, doubtless, to the 
delay which has handed over its execution to a 
succession of ministers,—giving to each suc¬ 
cessor the opportunity of adding his own eccen¬ 
tricity to the eccentricity that had gone before it. 
No better recipe than this could be devised for 
an anti-logical conclusion, at any time; but 
something more than a common genius for a non 
serjuitm' must have helped the new chief com¬ 
missioner to so striking an example of the 
figure as that which we have now before us. 
It is true, that the figure is one to which the 
minds of our public men, in a general way, are 
prone; and it is no longer ago than last month, 
that we had, in one article, to produce an in¬ 
stance of the fact, and in another, to refer to an 
eccentric authority for an illustration of the 
process. To that illustration, however, which 
we borrowed from the late Dr. Kitchener, Lord 
John Manners has now added a point of humour 
of which we scarcely knew it susceptible. The 
Doctor, our readers will remember, brings to¬ 
gether the materials of a salad, and carefully 
compounds them, with a view to the salad being 
thrown out of the window, as a thing in itself 
worthless, when all is done. Lord John’s 
improvement on this piece of practical humour 
consists in the scale on which he enacts it. 
From the four winds of the world the sculptors 
had been summoned, to assist in the compo¬ 
sition of the monumental salad; and now. Lord 
John Manners brings the eompound down to 
the great council of the nation, in session 
assembled,—and, before the Speaker in his 
robes, and in his character of a minister of the 
crown, deliberately opens a window looking 
towards St. Paul’s, and flings the whole prepa¬ 
ration into the Thames! 

The story of the Wellington Monument is 
well known to the readers of the Art-Journal; 
—but its striking points are, at this crisis, 
worth re-stating.—Six years have passed away, 
since the great Duke performed his last march 
at the head of an array,—and went up, with a 
people for his cortege, to his final bivouac in 
the cathedral on the hill. On the earlier steps 
which were adopted by Sir William Molesworth 
to carry out the last act of the solemnities 
instituted in honour of the dead, by the erection 
of a monument which might be suitable to the 
rest, and make posterity, as it were, a partaker 
in the memorial celebration, we will not pause 
here. They form no part of the little story 
whose continuation Lord John Manners has 
undertaken, except in the way of an introduc¬ 
tory chapter. We will say only of them, that 
they were marked by the hesitation and uncer¬ 
tainty which they most faithfully bequeathed,— 
and that, from them the measure whose history 
is now before us inherited a spirit of misleading 
and equivoque which it faithfully administers. 

It is, now, not very far from three years, 
since Sir Benjamin Hall, who followed Sir 
M’^illiam Molesworth, finding himself in posses¬ 
sion of a large sum of money as the rmexhausted 
portion of the fund voted by the legislature 
for the funeral honours to be rendered to Eng¬ 
land’s great soldier, conceived that this surplus ' 
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money could not be more appropriately applied 
than in enlarging the scheme of the monument 
to his memory. A sum of £20,000 was, with 
the consent of Parliament, set aside, as the 
price of a work of Art which should be worthy 
of the occasion:—and, this time, so far as Sir 
Benjamin Hall was concerned, there was to be 
no mistake in the matter. The lessons of the 
past, read out again and again by this Journal, 
were at length to be recognised by authority. 
For once, the processes of a public transaction 
held together by red tape, were to be held 
together also by their own logical cohesion. 
The means were to be honestly adjusted to the 
end in view,—and an end was to come out of 
the means. There was, by way of experiment, 
to be fair and open dealing on the part of a 
Board of Works,—and Sir Benjamin Hall 
undertook to show, that consistency, however 
exotic, might yet be made to flourish in the air 
of a government office. 

Not, our readers know, but what mistakes 
loere made, and very serious ones, too,—or, at 
any rate, what we, as wm were careful at the 
time to show, considered to be such.—In the 
first place, the snmmons to the foreigner for a 
monument, in a British cathedral, to a British 
soldier, was a mistake of the most indefensible 
kind;—but, one so signally rebuked in West¬ 
minster Hall, that we need not repeat here the 
arguments which, for ourselves, we urged 
against it from the first. We have good hope 
that, that particular mistake will not be again 
repeated.—Then, there was the mistake of site: 
—and this was a mistake of a complicated cha¬ 
racter. The sum of objection in this case was 
composed of, the general objection to a cathedral 
at all,—the particular objection to the cathedral 
in question,—and the local objection to the 
individual spot selected in the edifice chosen. 
Further to complicate this mistake, the last- 
named of the objections to it—the local one— 
was made up of a variety of groimds of objection. 
There was, for instance, the architectonic ob¬ 
jection. The monument, as proposed, was to 
stand beneath an arch,—and not an arch ter¬ 
minal, or in any sense independent,—but, an 
arch which was a member of a double series of 
similar arches, any one of which might as well 
have been chosen as itself. A sense of intrusion 
must always have attached to the monument 
here, until the other arches should have been 
similarly filled in. In any case, the corre¬ 
sponding arch in the opposite series would 
require to have a like monumental complement, 
ere this Wellington Memorial could be relieved 
from its air of an after-thought and a work 
misplaced. Even, then, indeed, there was small 
chance that it should ever come architecto¬ 
nically quite right; inasmuch as we are little 
likely to have again funds so large at our 
disposal for a memorial purpose, —and the 
means, therefore, of producing a corresponding 
monument on a corresponding scale.—Then, 
there was the objection as to light. The Wel¬ 
lington Monument was so placed by Sir Ben¬ 
jamin Hall under its arch as to have a window 
behind it:—and this ingenious contrivance had 
a double result. The light was to be inter¬ 
cepted where it was a boon, that it might be 
thrown where it was a distortion. While the 
monument arrested the ray which was needed 
in the nave,—the ray which could not reach the 
nave would so fall on the monument, that from 
the nave the latter could not itself be seen. 

As we have said, these were heavy mistakes ; 
and, springing up, as they did, in the midst of 
good intentions, they testified all the more em¬ 
phatically to the difficulty of getting a perfect 
growth, in a matter of this kind, out of the 
red-tape atmosphere. Such as they were, how¬ 
ever, and with all their faults, these conditions 
had been accepted as a part of the constitution 
of the monumental project, because they were 

i imposed as such,—and the labours of a wide 
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fellowship of Art had been directed to making 
the best of them. For the weak points, as for 
the strong, of Sir Benjamin Hall’s case, the 
Art-doctors wrought. As we have said, care 
had, at any rate, been taken by tlie then Chief 
Commissioner to give to his plan, such as it 
was, the air of a serious intention. Whatever 
objections there might be to certain features of 
the scheme of competition, it was so coloured 
by its author as to wear the complexion of a 
finality. Exceptions having been urged, by 
ourselves and others, against the manner in 
which essential principles of competition had 
been often violated, in the working of competi¬ 
tion itself. Sir Benjamin Hall had taken honest 
pains to restore its constitution, and guarantee 
its healthy exercise. All the conditions of this 
contest had been carefully defined:—the nature 
and materials of the work,—the measures and 
forms of the space to be occupied,—the siu- 
rounding accidents,—the size of the models,— 
and the period assigned for their preparation. 
Departure from any of the terms of the pro¬ 
gramme, in any degree, was to exclude from 
the competition;—and the public were to be 
called in, that they might assist in the deter¬ 
mination of that result which it was Sir Benja¬ 
min Hall’s firm intention should be arrived at 
out of these prescriptions. Looking back, 
now,—it might almost seem as if the particu¬ 
lars of an absolute project had been elaborated 
by that minister, with an express view to em¬ 
phasising more completely Lord John Manners’s 
summary and prerogative negation of them all. 
Under the conditions of the former Chief Com¬ 
missioner, as their laic, sculptors from all parts 
of the world wrought:—and, now, according 
to the new authority, the end is to be, a work 
which rejects all the conditions given as such 
law. The site and the character of the monu¬ 
ment are both to be changed, at the caprice of 
an individual wearing the very same official 
mantle under which both were insisted on. The 
Chief Commissioner of to-day takes upon him¬ 
self to solve an important public question in a 
way which answers none of the terms included 
in its proposition.—In a word. Lord John 
Manners throws overboard Sir Benjamin Hall’s 
salad, and all its ingredients,—and determines, 
authoritatively, that the country shall have a 
new compound of his own:—always, we take 
leave to suppose, in case Parliament will suffer 
him to impose it. 

Now, really, in the summary assumption of 
a responsibility like this,—under circumstances 
so extraordinary as those of the Wellington 
Monument,—there is an amount of practical 
dogmatism, which renders it inexpressibly 
amusing to read the rebuke administered to 
“ honourable members” by Lord John Manners, 
while in the act of making his own announce¬ 
ment, for their “habit of dogmatising on 
questions of Art.” That rebuke, in that con¬ 
nexion, there is no possibility of reading other¬ 
wise than as the assertion of right to a monopoly 
of dogmatism on the part of Lord Derby’s 
Chief Commissioner himself.—We were not 
sorry, then, to find Lord Lansdowne, in the 
other house, giving it as his opinion, that this 
Wellington Monument is a national, not a 
departmental, concern,—and declining, for his 
own part, to consent that a single individual 
shall be entrusted nuth the sole decision of 
such a subject,—even though that individual be 
Lord John Manners. For ourselves, we will go 
one step further,—and object the more strongly 
to the decision of an individual because that 
individual is Lord John Manners. We cannot 
say, that we derive any confidence from the 
mediaeval tendencies of his lordship’s mind. 
Lord John Manners’s mental attitude of looking 
back, is not, to our thmkiug, the best for a 
chief commissioner of modern monuments. In 
the case before us, the decision of the Chief 
Commissioner is, that, instead of a Wellington 
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^Monument iu the sciiljjture-seiisc most com¬ 
monly accepted amongst us now-a-days, wc 
shall have a Wellington Chapel, after the 
mediaeval fashion. Having “ come to the con¬ 
clusion, that the site indicated in the proposals 
for competition was not the best calculated for 
the erection of the monument,”—a conclusion 
in which it wUl have been seen that wm entirely 
concur,—his lordship’s next step in the ju'oeess 
of ratiocination is, that “a side chapel, at the 
west end of the cathedral, which has hitherto 
been used as a Consistory Court ” is the best,— 
and into that chapel we arc unwilling’ to follow 
him. Our objections to an interior, at all, for 
this monument, even when that interior is of 
dimensions so vast as the area of St. Paul’s, 
will scarcely be removed by shutting it up 
within the limits of a Consistory Chapel, and 
treating it with the commonplaces of mediaeval 
Art. How far Lord John iMauners’s fancies 
may travel in the direction chosen by them,— 
and whether they may go the length of a 
rhapelh’ afclente, with other kindred accompani¬ 
ments of decoration, not logically to be looked 
for in our great Protestant cathedral,— at 
present we know not:—but sure we are, in any 
case, that a fitting monument to the Duke of 
AVellington, and to the age which rears it, 
should be, whatever its site, a nobly expressive 
wmrk of sculpture art. Lord John, however, 
calls in the painter and the architect for the 
decoration of his AVellington Shrine,—and will 
so far recognise the sculptor, it appears, as to 
summon one “ for the purpose of erecting 
figures iu the chapel suitable to the monument.” 
Mr. Penrose, the architect of the cathedral, will, 
as the new Chief Commissioner jauntily an¬ 
nounces, be entrusted with “ the general adap¬ 
tation of the site and the ornamentation of the 
chapel; ”—and “the assistance of some painter 
of eminence will also be called iu.” And then, 
according to Lord Derby,—by way of appear¬ 
ing to respect the rightful presumptions of the 
competition, about which so much had been 
said, that it would scarcely have been safe to 
overlook them,—Lord John Manners goes into 
M’estmiuster Halt to see if amongst the models 
there exhibited he can find one which will meet 
his other conditions, and fit into his Wellington 
Shrine. It would have been strange, if he had 
not succeeded. In that rare assemblage there 
were at least a dozen, of more or less merit, 
well suited to such a design. In pursuit of his 
object. Lord John Manners has not to travel 
further than No. 18, where he comes upon the 
work of Mr. Stevens,—one of those which 
obtained a prize of £100 from the judges of the 
competition. This model, the Chief Commis¬ 
sioner and Mr. Penrose select as t he one which, 
in their opinion, can best be made to harmonise 
with their compositive scheme :—and that this 
is likely, we can well believe, because w-e our¬ 
selves said of that design, in our notice of the 
Wellington models in Westminster Hall, that, 
with very considerable merits in its own kind, it 
was of neai’ly all the works there exhibited the 
one least suited to what a Wellington iMonn- 
ment in St. Paul’s cathedral, as then understood, 
should be.—Of course, however, as, beyond what 
Lord John Manners has told ns, we know 
nothing of what he is actually doing,—as he has 
taken upon himself to decorate his shrine upon 
plans whieh, further than the above broad 
sketeh, are not before Parliament or the public, 
—we can, till we get a peep into the raree- 
show, offer no opinion of our own as to the 
appropriateness, in the new point of view, of the 
Chief Commissioner’s selection. 

Now, to return to our starting-point,—what 
strikes one painfully in this matter, is,—the 
absurd attitude in which it places the country 
before the eyes of the stranger. It must seem 
to the foreigners who competed for this work, 
as if the nation had formed no clear idea of 
what its own intentions really were. After all 

the stir made about this monument, and all the 
publicity given to it, it turns out now, and all 
at once, that something else was actually wanted 
than the thing demanded. An entirely new 
scheme hurried up at the last moment, as the 
substitute of an old scheme which summoned a 
world, is a piece of practical self-conviction 
which, where a nation is the convict, challenges 
a foreign verdict that we scarcely like to abide. 
Of course, wc, ourselves, know that some of 
this mischief arises from the system which not 
only hands over the management of our monu¬ 
ments to the caprice of an individual minister, 
but multiplies the caprice by an occasional 
change in the individual. Here, in a matter iu 
which variety of tastes is a proverbial thing, we 
are to have the patched-iip result of three 
several tastes, each bringing an assumed arbi¬ 
trary action of its own to bear upon an assumed 
arbitrary action that had preceded it. This 
fault in our system, as we have said, we know,— 
but it will scarcely be allowed for abroad. 
IVhy should an Art minister be a minister 
subject to political changes?—The next thing 
by which we are struck, is, that, under sucli 
circumstances, any minister should take on 
himself to deal with a matter like the present 
after this high-handed fashion. One chief com¬ 
missioner after another has seemed to assume, 
that his installation at the Board of Works 
invested him with the spirit of Art-prophecy. 
Here, now, is Lord John Manners dealing with 
this sum of £20,000 in a manner as free-and- 
easy as if it had not set a serdpture world iu 
action, and, on his own mere motion, calling 
in the decorator for the solution of a national 
Art problem, with as little misgiving as if the 
object had been to carry out some pet project 
for a shrine in his own garden ! 

Out of the confusion into which this Wel¬ 
lington afl’air has fallen, we arc free to confess, 
that it is not very easy for us to see the way to 
what should be done. IVe are, oidy, very sure, 
it should not be this thing w'hich is aunoiurced. 
As Lord Lansdowne truly observed,—“our 
national taste is on trial in this matter.” Our 
readers know what our own views are as to the 
result of the competition in IVestminster Hall. 
In the collection there exhibited, there was 
more than one model which might readily have 
been so adapted as to satisfy the conditions of 
an Art monument on the subject in cprestiou, in 
St. Paul’s Cathedral,—and there was, at any 
rate, abundant evidence of a native Art-power 
to produce a noble monument, under fittiim 
conditions, anywhere. Our own wish would 
have been, for a monument to the Duke, exe¬ 
cuted in bronze, and reared oir some character¬ 
istic site, in the open air. On such a site, for 
such a sum, might at last have arisen amongst 
us a great public monument, worthy at once 
of the theme and of the Art summoned to its 
illustration. There, such a work might have 
fulfilled the conditions of its subject, undisturbed 
by any other ideas than such as properly belong 
to, and express, the subject itself,—and having 
no more necessary connection with the things 
around it than the necessity that it should com¬ 
pose well with them. The monument should 
nave stood where the essential genius of the 
record was not unduly controlled by the r/enius 
loci:—where, as we have expressed ourselves 
before, it would have given and taken character 
as it stood,—conforming to all that was with¬ 
out itself, while making due assertion of its own 
individuality. Such a site we, ourselves, pointed 
out long ago,—and wc could point out others 
now. If any such result were, by any fair 
coiu'se of proceeding, possible of attainment 
even yet, we need not say how gladly we would 
see such a redemption of a great occasion, now, 
we fear, thrown away. In any case, however, 
we do ho])e, that, where so large a sum of the 
public money, and so much of national Art 
character, are at stake. Parliament will think it 

imperative that it should constitute itself asses¬ 
sor to Lord John. The national expectations 
in this matter are not to be summarily disposed 
of, in some new and quaint sense of his own, by 
an individual with red tape in his button-hole. 
Parliament knows very well, that the mere 
“ kissing hands ” cannot make an Apollo. In¬ 
fallibility in Art matters cannot pass with a 
portfolio. The ex cathedra method of dealing 
is inadmissible in cathedra, where a monument 
of this significance is concerned, at a cost of 
£20,000.—The people’s demand for a Wel¬ 
lington Monument, Lord John Manners will 
not, we trust, be permitted to answer with a 
AVellington Shrine.® 

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES. 

Pakis.—Everything here seems at a stand still; 
Paris, in the absence of the usual summer crowds of 
English and other foreigners, whom the passport sys¬ 
tem keep away, looks empty ; the English families 
we so frequently saw in our principal streets and 
boulevards are now few and far between ; indeed, 
who would brave the disagreeable necessities of the 
Salle' do la, Prefecture that could do otherwise ? 
Our artists are aux champs, and all is, like the 
weather, triste et ennuyeux.—The ornamentation 
of the Louvre continues: medallions, portraits, 
&o., hy Chavet, Brisset, Appert, &o., have been 
ordered. Episodes of French history, of the periods 
of Francis I., Louis XIV., and Napoleon I., are 
the principal subjects treated by these clever 
painters. Splendid houses continue to be built, 
while extensive demolitions will take place shortly. 
Barracks are building on all sides, and old Paris is 
disappearing: the Boulevard of Sebastopol, in the 
Quartier St. Jaqiics, is assuming a splendid appear¬ 
ance.—The controversy concerning the cleaning of 
the llubens paintings still continues: those who 
saw them immediately after the cleaning still main¬ 
tain their opinion of injury done.—Among the ten 
young artists admitted to paint for the Prix de 
Pome is M. Colin, jun. ; we are glad to see our young 
friend in such an honourable situation, and wish 
him success. 

Beuhn : THE Makriage Presents.—To the 
Prince Frederick William and his bride, the city of 
Berlin has presented a group of four objects, which 
may be united as a whole—all of solid silver— 
namely, a vase and plateau, a magnificent stand, 
and tw'o candelabra. The stand partakes of the 
design of the antique tripod, and is thirty-six inches 
in height. Three lion’s-olaw feet, ornamented with 
the acanthus, support the sitting impersonations of 
the three cardinal Virtues, on the wings of which 
rests the massive circular top, whereon is engraved 
a ground plan of the present city of Berlin, together 
with the arms of its different quarters. The vase 
stands on a plateau, ornamented with the forms of 
two genii, with impersonations of Art, Science, 
Commerce, and Profession. The whole is sur¬ 
rounded with a belt in relief, containing more than 
seventy figures, representing the procession that 
accompanied the royal pair into Berlin. Upon the 
cover of the vase is placed an allegorical figure of 
Berlin, offering the keys of the city. The two 
candelabra—both nine feet high—are, like the rest, 
of antique design. The feet are lions’ claws, united 
by tendrils and palm foliage ; and hence rises the 
shaft, a strong stem, bearing a rich composition of 
foliage, flowers, and buds, which form a boi'der for 
the support of a composition of figures, that em¬ 
body the national virtues of the two nations, above 
which appears the upper part of the candelabrum, 
still enriched by vegetable composition, the shaft 
being ornamented by leaves and tendrils, that 
derive life from three figures with musical instru¬ 
ments—and above these are seen five children 
dancing; and besides these are especially remark¬ 
able the figures of Britannia and Borussia. The 
design for this admirable work is the production of 
Professor Fischer. In addition to this, the magnifi¬ 
cent present of the capital, there are numerous other 
gifts of plate, glass, porcelain, richly bound books 
and albums, &c. ; and especially remarkable are 
the carpets, one of which, from GoiTitz, contains 
not less than 1200 square feet of work ; another, 
from Breslau, measures 616 square feet, and is of 
oriental pattern. The ladies of Breslau, as a mark 
of their patriotism, have presented a carpet worked 
by themselves, measuring 24 feet long and IS 
broad, consisting of fifty-four bouquets of flowers, 
each of which was the contribution of one lady. 

* Wo make no relcrencc lieve to certain “ rumours " that 
are in circulation on this .subject, inasmuch as they are as 
yet rumours merely. 



EXHIBITION OF AIlTOIvVNUFACTURE 
IN CONNKCTION WI'l'U TllK 

DEPAR'l’MENT OF SCIENCE AND ART. 

Tins exhibition can be regarded only as a first step: 
it claims indulgence, and ought to receive it. An¬ 
other year it ivill be our duty to consider it on its 
own merits alone. It consists of executed works in 
Art-manufacture, the designs for which have been 
produced by artists connected, either directly or 
indirectly, with the department of Science and Art 
at South Kensington. A large proportion of these 
artists have been entirely educated in the schools ; 
others have been associated with it cither as masters 
or as students for a time, to acquire information 
upon some special branch,—such are Ilerr Semper, 
-Mr. Jefferson, and Air. Perry. 

The collection, although by no means what it 
might be, and, perhaps, was expected to be, is 
encouraging. In the twelve divisions under which 
the objects exhibited are classified, there will be 
found evidence of large advances in a right direc¬ 
tion ; such evidence is apparent in each of them, 
although more distinctly marked in some than in 
others. Enough is undoubtedly shown to prove 
that the Schools are doing their work, aud that at 
length we are rewarded for enduring patience and 
hope long deferred. We may not forget, however, 
that the plan upon which the schools have been con¬ 
ducted was to educate the youug ; it was, therefore, 
a necessity that we should wait for results: these 
results ai'e beginning to manifest themselves, so as to 
leave no doubt that the manufacturers have been 
supplied with assistants, directors, or superintend¬ 
ents, who, having been wisely trained and rightly 
educated, are autists ; and who will so control 
the issues of the manufacturer, as generally to con¬ 
vey conviction, that truth and purity of design are 
always obtainable—that beauty is cheaper than de¬ 
formity—and that it is no longer even profitable to 
multiply absurdities. 

Until very recently a large proportion of pro¬ 
ducers were unable to distinguish what was good 
from what was bad; while those who had minds 
above the ordinary standard were unable to obtain 
the “aids” that could work out their own crude 
and indistinct notions. This w^as not the only evil: 
the public generally had no means of contrasting 
that which gratified and refreshed from that which 
distressed or degraded, in the articles of so-called 
“ Art-manufacture,” by which convenience or neces¬ 
sity required they should be smTounded. 

It is only common justice to the Department of 
Science and Art to say it has done much to remove 
these evils, by making the public familiar with 
excellence, cultivating the eye and mind to its 
appreciation, and inducing a sort of instinctive 
hon’or of that which is bad or base in design and 
execution; while ass\u-edly its directors have taught 
the manufacturers where they may study what is 
pure and good—in books, in models, in drawings, 
in ancient produce, in modern productions; and 
where they may obtain eflicient assistants, trained 
and taught under the best possible circumstances, 
and able to supply proofs of their capabilities to 
perform the tasks they may be called upon to 
undertake. 

To overcome the difficulties in the way By marked 
and certain progress was a work of time: time has 
done much, if it has not done all. Those who even 
now note defects, obtain evidence of w'rong, aud 
consider the vast deal that is yet to do before per¬ 
fection is obtained, will do w'ell to go back a few 
years in memory, and contrast that which they find 
to-day with that which they remember yesterday; 
if they do this, they will have ample reason to rejoice 
that much of what they hoped for has been accom¬ 
plished—that the greatest of many great obstacles, 
has been overcome. 

It is quite clear that the annual sums “ granted” 
for the Department of Science and Art are insufficient; 
perhaps the nation—acting through the Govern¬ 
ment, or rather through Parliament, always nig¬ 
gardly m reference to Art—has not yet obtained 
conviction that, as a mere matter of money policy, 
these schools have already largely repaid their- cost. 
In some articles of Art-commerce we are now ex¬ 
porters where formerly we w'ere importers; in 
others we fabricate at home that which we used to 
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buy in contiuental markets ; in othcr.s we now- com¬ 
pete for the palm of superiority with countries 
which, a few years ago, we never contemplated a 
possibility of rivalling. These arc facts capable of 
easy pi-oof; there can be no doubt, then, that our 
"returns” show dii’cct results,—that for the teu or 
twelve thousand pounds annually granted to this 
establishment there is a gain to the country : indeed, 
Jlr. Wilson, the late Secretary to the Treasury, 
describes such gain as immeuse.* Can there, then, 
bo any rational doubt that a more liberal outlay 
would obtain a larger prolit ? 

Upon this subject, probably, we shall offer re¬ 
marks—based on authentic statistics—hereafter. 

If there be a monetary advantage to the country, 
that is the least of its gains : wc might easily show 
how many other national advantages result from a 
popular cultivation of a taste for Art, and how 
much the manners, habits, and morale of the people 
may be in this way influenced or directed for good. 

We are not attributing to the Department of 
Science and Art the whole—or even a very large 
share—of the improvement we assert to be apparent 
in every branch of British Art-manufacture ; but, 
undoubtedly, that-establishment has greatly contri¬ 
buted to such result. Yet it is onlj'' beginning to 
point to the harvest which the country may in due 
time reap ; the ground has been prepared, and the 
seed duly planted. 

The exhibition by which these remarks have been 
suggested, contains productions of British manufac¬ 
ture, ranged under various heads, under which heads 
we shall consider them. It is impossible to ex¬ 
amine any one of the “divisions” without con¬ 
viction that much, and valuable, progress has 
been made. First, take “The Glass”—carry 
the mind back twenty or even ten years ago, and 
contrast the forms then manufactured with those 
contained in the case of Alessrs. Lloyd & Summer- 
field, designed and cut, or engraved, by Thomas 
Davies, William Sweene, and William Silvers, pupils 
of the Birmingham School. If Messrs. Lloyd & 
Summer-field had produced one such article a few 
years ago, it would have been a marvel: it will be 
now as rare to find a bad thing issuing from their 
estabiishment, as it would have been to have found 
a good thing then. There is evidence equally con¬ 
clusive in nearly all the glass exhibited. 

In Ceramic Manufactures the case is even 
stronger. We have not yet in this art competed 
with our achievements of a century back. But 
twenty years ago, when our own acquaintancerviththis 
art and its producers commenced, there was nothing 
issued in England approaching in excellence the 
articles here shown from the factories of Minton, 
Kerr & Binus—or even from establishments formerly 
famous for extravagances or monstrosities. The 
names of the designers are given in all instances— 
a wise and just accord of well-earned reputation. 

In Ornamental AIetal-Work the collection is 

very limited; the exhibition does not give us much 
that is new; but the cast-iron mantelpieces of Cole- 
brook Dale and Rotherham are of considerable ex¬ 
cellence. The fenders and fire-irons of Dudley are 
decidedly good: those of some of the Sheffield 
houses manifest much excellence; while the brass 
works, chiefly for ecclesiastical purposes, of Hart 
of London, maintain their supremacy. Of the very 
admirable, novel, and effective productions of Air. 
Potts, of Handsworth, we shall write more at length 
than we can do in this article. 

In Plated Wares there are many encouraging 
examples of progress. Alessrs. Elkington, of coui-sc, 
lead the van; but the productions of Prime, Atkins, 
Gough, and others, of Sheffield and of Birming¬ 
ham, leave no doubt of the great advance that 
has been made in truth of design, purity of form, and 

* Mr. Wilson said “ he believed that no money had for 
a long period been spent so well as the grants for the 
Schools of Design. It was not that these schools taught 
the principles of a very high Art, but they conferred a 
practical knowledge, aud afforded information to those 
obliged to earn their bread, that were really invaluable. 
See what had been done of late years, and it would give 
hon. members an idea of what these schools had done. 
Tlieir exports to France had risen from ^400,000 to two 
millions a year, principally of porcelain and articles of 
that description, of which the French had always the 
monopoly. The people of this country were now become 
their rivals: their whole exports of silk formerly to all 
parts of the world were not so great as those now sent to 
France alone; and he submitted that these facts showed the 
immense advantages conferred of late years by those 
Schools of Design on the manufacture of this country." 
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elegance of oruamentation. Under thi.s head there is 
one work—“a wliitc metal cast of vase, manufac¬ 
tured by Alessrs. Bernard & Son, designed by ! 
C. P. Slocombe,” that may be fearlessly placed be¬ 
side, and compared with, the best productions of 
Friincc, in a class of art in which, until very lately, 
England was groping utterly in the dark. 

In Jewellery there arc results absolutely start¬ 
ling; these are ehielly the productions of Alessrs. 
Bragg, of Birmingham. Let the ladies of “ a certain 
age” compare them with the adornments procurable 
in their youth ! 

In Furniture and Wood Carving wc are intro- 11 
duced to some old acquaintances ; but among those j' 
which are new will be found several works of gi-eat ■ 
beauty: such are the contributions of Alessrs. Trol- ! 
lope, and especially those of Air. William Ferry— i 
a carved clock-case and brackets, emblematic of the 
Seasons, exquisitely wrought. We may direct atten¬ 
tion to the tea-trays of Alessrs. Jennens& Bettridge, 
and ask that they may be compared with the issues 
in papier-mache of twenty years ago, when masses 
of huge gaudy colours, with unmeaning splashes of 
gold, were considered essential to make a work look 
valuable. Producers of this class of goods have 
found that if it be not a fraud, it is at all events 
a mistake, to make purchasers pay for an accumula¬ 
tion of cost that is worthless. 

In Lace and Linen Dam.vsks improvements | 
are very apparent. The productions of Nottingham i 
evidence the benefits of the schools perhaps more , 
than do those of any other (own in England. Look 
at those exquisitely beautiful imitations of point- 
lace, of Air. William Vickers, designed by John Fox, I 
and by Air. AV. Vickers, jun.; those lace toilet | 
covers, of Alessrs. Heyraan & Alexander; the lace 1 
lappets of Wright & Sou ; the lace cm-tains of | 
Adams & Co., and those of AIAI. Jacoby; aud it j 
will be impossible to arrive at any other conclusion , 
than that here, at all events, the schools have 
done a world of good. 

In Silks and Ribbons there is evidence less 
satisfactory : these articles are yet in the trammels 
of fashion, and the producer will cater to the 
customers he will not try to teach. 

Of Printed Fabrics and of AVoven Shawls 
much the same must be said, although Glasgow and 
Paisley show that their schools have not been idle or 
unprofitable. From neither Spitalfields nor Norwich 
arc there any contributions. 

Of Carpets there are many beautiful specimens; 
none of the old, huge, abominable bunches of big 
flowers, scattered among rocks, or temples, or in 
gigantic vases, now threaten to trip up those who | 
step upon them. Let us think of the past with a i 
shudder; but with gratitude, when we compare the ■: 
coveted floor coverings of past times with those that 
are now submitted to us by Jackson & Graham, 
Lapworih, Harrison of Stourport, Palmer of Kid- i 
derminster, and others, whose obligations to the |l 
pupils of the schools are recorded in the catalogue 
by the publication of their names. ; 

Among the “ AIiscellaneous,” there are many ' 
productions that claim attention and demand respect. | 
We need refer only to the Paper-Hangings—al- !j 
though why they are classed under this head we are ' I 
at a loss to know. There is no article of British 
commerce which supplies more indisputable evidence 
of satisfactory and valuable progress. Look at any 
old walls, hung twenty, fifteen, or even ten years 
back, and see what offence and injury is received 
from the horrid distortions then almost universal in 
English papers for rooms. AAF may not yet rival 
the best fahricants of Paris, but we are surely in < 
the way to do so; at all events, we imagine our ‘ 
imports from France of this article must have been 
growing less from year to year, and that the produc¬ 
tions of Alessrs. Woollam will content the most 
refined. But it is in the inferior papers—the cheap ! 
penny-a-yard papers—that the most extraordinary 
and the most beneficial change has taken place; it is 
now really difficult to find a very ugl)’’ specimen in 
the stock of any manufacturer; it has been found in | 
this instance, perhaps, more than in any other, that j 

“ Beauty is cheaper than deformity.” , 
AA’^e have not gone at mucli length into this sub- I 

ject; it was not necessary to do so. In recording ' 
our own satisfaction with this, the first “ Exhibition 
of Art-manufacture, designed or executed by students 
of the schools of Art in connection with the Science j 

and Art Department, South Kensington, London,” I 
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wc have, \ve believe, expressed the opinions of all 
visitors. But it is to be regarded only as the first 
instidmcnt of a public debt. It is surely very 
incomplete: from some cities and towns in which 
schools have been long established, there has come 
nothing; in several of those that have sent, the best 
manufacturers have, from some cause or other, held 
back. We see the “pick” of the various goods, no 
doubt-—of their poor or bad productions we see none; 
while iu several very important branches of Art- 
mannfaeture there is no evidence of any sort or kind 
to guide us. JIaking all allowauces, however, for 
defects, mistakes, or “ shortcomings,” the exhibition 
aft'ords us many proofs that “the Schools” are gra¬ 
dually working out their high purpose of educating 
not only the producer, but the public. They are 
establishing their right to the annual grant they 
receive from Parliament, and conveying conviction 
that it ought to be increased, as a sound policy and 
a wise “investment.” 

THE EOYAL ACADEMY. 

It.s days at the National Gallery arc numbered. 
During tlie debate iu the House of Commons, on 
which depended their existence in Trafalgar Stjuare, 
there was not a single voice raised in their advocacy ; 
they have fallen so far without a solitary tribute to 
their merit and value—without a syllable of lament 
or au expression of gratitude for services that extend 
over a period approaching a century. This is 
neither right, wise, nor just. The attack was led by 
Lord Elcho, supported by Mr. Coningham, IMr. 
Locke King, Mr. D. Seymour, Mr. W. Ewart, and 
Jlr. A. Smith; and even the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer intimated his willingness to carry into 
effect that which appeared to be the will of Parlia¬ 
ment. We have so lately treated this subject—and 
at great length—that we do not consider it necessary 
to devote space to it now: it is clear that the mem¬ 
bers of the Royal Academy must make prompt 
arrangements for a “ flitting;” not, we hope and 
believe, without receiving the compensation to 
which they are rightly and justly entitled: and 
which added to their own very large funds, may 
suffice to erect a building that will be their own, 
and in which they will be entirely independent. The 
difficulty will be to procure a site : there is one in 
every way desirable close to the Abbey at Westmin¬ 
ster, immediately opposite the “ IVestminster Palace 
Hotel,” now in course of erection. We may regret, 
we certainly do so, that an arrangement does not 
seem probable or possible, by which the Royal 
Academy could obtain the whole of the ugly building 
on “ the finest site in Europe while the eountry 
obtained an edifice that shoidd really be a Palace of 
Art worthy the age and the country, which the mass 
of stone, brick, and mortar in Trafalgar Square can 
never be; but circumstanced as we are, with the 
WILL of Parliament very clearly expressed, we must 
only hope that no indecent haste will be exhibited to 
deprive the Academy of the advantages—such as they 
are, and they are small and limited—it has received 
from the nation as a recompence for its services 
rendered to Art for eighty years and upwards in 
England. IVhy was there no one in the House 
to tell Lord Elcho and his supporters that the 
argument was not all on one side ? Certainly, 
the Academy has done little to conciliate enemies, 
and about as little to obtain friends: they will, no 
doubt, draw the toga gracefully about them, and 
meet their fate with “ dignity;” but with us, at all 
events, if with no one else, it shall not be that— 

“ Tlie evil that men do lives after them, 
Tlie good is oft interred -n ith their bones." 

In due time, we shall write, if we may not speak, the 
funeral oration of a body that has kept Art alive in 
England—educated nearly all oiu- best painters and 
sculptors—done many works of charity—and given 
to the profession in England a status it could have 
derived from no other source. 

We have treated the Royal Academy always 
freely : commented on its fault.s—and they are many; 
on its “ shortcomings”—and they are notorious ; but 
we may not therefore forget that we owe it much, 
and that its epitaph must be written with a grateful 
memory of the past. 
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HA TIER. 

ritOJI THE STATUE HY G. G. ADAMS. 

This statue of the “Hero of Sciude,” the name 
by which the gallant Napier is familiarly knowu 
among us, stauds at the south-west angle of Tra¬ 
falgar Square; it was erected by public subscrip¬ 
tion, a very considerable amount of the sum collected 
being contributed by the nou-commissiuned officers 
and the privates of the troops who at various times 
had served under his command. 

General Charles James Napier, K.C.B., &e., was 
eldest son of the Honourable George Napier and 
Lady Sarah Lennox, daughter of the second Duke of 
Richmoud ; he was born in 1782. At the early age 
of twelve years he obtained a commission in the 
33rd, the Duke of Wellington’s regiment, but did 
not join the army for active service till some time 
after ; in truth, though war was raging throughout 
the world, Napier was “ on duty ” at home, tiU his 
tw'enty-seventh year, when, as major in the 50fh regi¬ 
ment, he was suddenly called to Portugal, after the 
battle of Vimeira. Ou account of the absence of 
his colonel, the command of the regiment devolved 
upon Napier; and it was the 50th that mainly sus¬ 
tained the assailing colnmus of the French at 
Corunna: in tlie action he was severely wounded, 
and made prisoner, was soon after exchanged, by 
Ney, and returned to England. He remained at 
home for a few months, and then again joined the 
British army, as a volunteer, in the Peninsula, and 
served uuder Wellington, till promotion brought 
him once more to England. 

In 1812 he took command of a newly-raised 
regiment, the 102nd, and sailed for Bermuda ; the 
following year he exchanged into his old corps, the 
50th, iu which he continued till the cud of 1814, 
when he was reduced ou half-pay, and entered the 
military college at Farnham. 

When Napoleon escaped from Elba, and Europe 
rose in arras to resist him, Napier, like au old war- 
horse, “ sniffed the battle from afar,” and hastened 
to join the British troops as a volunteer; he was 
too late, however, to take share in the triumphs of 
Waterloo, but aided at the storming of Cambray, 
and in the attack on Paris. He remained in the 
latter city only a few days after its occupation, and 
then returned to his military college. In 1819 he 
was appointed inspecting field officer in the Ionian 
Islands. In 1830 he was superseded in his com¬ 
mand, and returned to his native country. 

We have not space to follow the steps of this 
gallant and noble-hearted soldier through the period 
that intervened between his last return to England, 
and that of his departure for India, in 1841. Since 
1838, or rather the commencement of 1839, he 
held the chief military command in the northern 
districts of our coimtry, at that time in a very dis¬ 
turbed state from the discontent of the working 
classes; his conciliatory counsels and conduct, no 
less than his courage and firmness, tended much to 
prevent disaffection breaking out into open warfare. 
Ilis career iu India forms one of the brightest pages 
in the history of British Indian rule; forcibly and 
eloquently has it been w-ritten by a brother, who, 
conscious of the merits and worth of his kinsman, 
has, in his “ Life of Charles James Napier,” laboured 
with feelings honourable to their fraternal relation¬ 
ship to do justice to his memory, and to place it in 
a right position before his fellow-countrymen, who 
have not been slow in recognising and appreciating 
the testimony recorded by Sir William Napier, in his 
biography of the late veteran ollicer, who died at 
Oaklands, August 29, 1853. 

Mr. Adams’s statue is a faithful and characteristic 
representation of the “ Hero of Scinde;” we see in 
it the man as he was when living. The sculptor has 
abstained—notwithstanding he had many induce¬ 
ments, artistically, for so doing—from modifying, 
to any extent, the peculiarities of personal appear¬ 
ance, and from any sculpturesque introductions that 
might give additional elegance to the work ; it is a 
bold, animated copy of a bold, lion-hearted, and 
gemrous soldier. The sculptor, we believe, is at 
present engaged upon another statue of the general, 
different in design, to be erected in St. Paul’s 
Cathedral, out of the surplus funds, so we under¬ 
stand, of the public subscription. 

OBITUARY. 

M. ARY SCIlEl-TER. 

Tins distinguished painter, one of the chief orna¬ 
ments of the French, whose death we briefly an¬ 
nounced last month, was born in 1795, at Dordrecht, 
iu Holland, where his father, an artist of some 
repute, followed his professiou. Young Schefler 
was sent to Paris at an early age to study painting; 
his first picture, “ Abel singing a Hymn of Praise,” 
was exhibited in 1812; the talent he displayed in 
this work at once established him as an artist from 
whom much might, at a futiu’e time, be expected. 
Ill 1817 he exhibited the “Death of St. Louis,” 
and two years after “Tlie Surrender of Calais to 
Edward Ill.” In 1822, his picture of “Francesca 
da Rimini,” gained for him universal applause; 
this period is referred to as an epoch in French Art, 
when the painters of that country made a successful 
effort to break away from the teachings of David 
and his immediate disciples, which had for a long 
time influenced the school of France. Gericaiilt 
was the first to raise the standard of independence 
in his picture of the “ Raft of the Medusa,” a paint¬ 
ing that attracted great attention in Loudon; Dela¬ 
croix soon after followed iu the “ Massacre of Scio ;” 
and then Scheffer came forward with his “Francesca 
da Rimini,” “Suliot Women,” and “Gaston de 
Foix; ” these tw'O last works are now in the Luxem¬ 
bourg. Ingres also adopted the new system iu his 
“Vow of I.ouis XIIL,” and in the “Apotheosis of 
Homer,” &c.; and thus these four distinguished 
artists, though of unequal age and experience, formed 
the vanguard of progress at this remarkable period. 

History, sacred and profane, poetry, genre, and 
portraiture, have found their representative iu the 
pictures of Ary Scheffer; of his sacred subjects, his 
most celebrated paintings are “ Christ blessing little 
Children,” “ The Agony in the Garden,” “ Christ 
and the two Ylarys,” and “ Christ the Comforter;” 
an engraving from the last-mentioned picture was 
given in the Art-Journal for 1846; the “St. Augus¬ 
tine and his Ylother,” though not strictlj" of a 
religious character, must be classed with these works. 

Of his subjects drawn from secular history, we 
may point out, in addition to those akeady referred 
to, his “ Battle of Talbiac.” 

From the writings of Gbthe came several pictm-es 
of “ hlargai'et,” his “ IMignon,” and others; from 
Dante, “ Beatrice;” from Byron, “Medora;” and 
from Schiller, “ King Thule';” in truth, Scheffer 
resorted to the best soiu’ces for subjects by which 
his genius might be drawn forth and developed. 
Many of his best works have been excellently en¬ 
graved. 

“ The admiration which they command,” thus we 
wrote tw'elve years ago, “ is not of that kind which 
is lavished upon voluptuous expression, or conven¬ 
tions in taste and style; but it is the result of the 
operation of one mind upon another. This artist 
may be called the sternest philosopher of his own— 
nay, of any—school of Art; for he dwells not upon 
those qualities so ardently taught by others; he 
rejects all display of drawing and colour, fine com¬ 
position ami picturesque effect; none of those upon 
which so many labom’ an entire life-time, contribute 
to the charm of his works. The absence of texture, 
execution, and superficial Art, cannot be regretted in 
productions constituted to fascinate by their depth 
of poetical feeling, and to appeal to the tenderest 
emotions by their touching and pathetic sentiment. 
It is the admirable purpose of this famous painter 
to search for, and select, motives characterised by a 
simple sublimity, that would, in other hands, be 
utterly untractable—to describe moral incident so 
vague and undefinable as to seem beyond the compass 
of Art—to paint, in short, that which so many have 
essayed with a measure of success so limited—that 
is, the immaterial—and, as a talisman, to endow the 
canvas with a mastery over the soul: and this lofty 
purpose is sufficiently evident in the works consulted 
by Scheffer for his subject-matter.It is 
not necessary to attempt to show how much of deli¬ 
cately constituted mind; how much of profound 
sensibility and of ardent imagination is necessary 
to range up to intimate communion with such men 
and such books; to become sensible of their images 
and most subtle creations. It can be sufficiently 
understood what qualities of mind are essential to 

1 appropriate to painting those grand poetical fictions 
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—to traiisllgHrc upon canvas those divine visions 
of e;enius. In the works of M. Scheifer, there is 
apimrent a restless desire of knowledge and search 
after the means of Art, and a religious labour of cxc- 
eutioii is not less manifest. It would be profitable 
to examine what the artist has done, and hence to 
estimate his precise value; to consider his manner— 
his transformations-—the two powerful inlluences by 
which in turn he has acknowledged himself moved— 
that is to say, colour and drawing; and to observe 
the progressive and con)j)lete fusion of the two, and 
it would be deeply interesling to pursue this obsti¬ 
nate struggle between form and idea, and these suc¬ 
cessive attempts at the attainment of powerful 
expressions and grand execution. Independently of 
his striking originalities, it is his imagination—depth 
of soul — pathetic sentiment, and infinite morfil 
tenderness, which will place Scheffer in the rank of 
the first painters of his time—or of any time.” 

All tlial Scheffer has done since these remarks 
were written, only serve to coufirtn us in the opi¬ 
nions we then expressed: throughout the whole of 
his career there has been an aim and a singleness of 
purpose which he ever sought to realize, and from 
which no efforts of contemporaneous or jireceding 
Art could turn him aside; so long as grandeur of 
design, combined with elevated sentiment and ex¬ 
quisite poetical feeling, are recognised as the highest 
qualities of Art, the works of ^Vi-y Scheffer will 
receive the tribute of a world s admiration : not 
only Ifrauce, but Europe has lost a great artist. 

As a man, no less than a paiuter, the memory of 
Scheffer deserves to be held in honour; his high 
moral character, the dignity, yet simplicity of his life, 
his probity, liberality, and the genuine nobility of his 
nature, were appreciated by all who had the oppor¬ 
tunity of knowing him. Apparently, a more 
“ loveable ” man never existed. lie was happy in 
his home until the death of his wife, an English lady, 
to whom he was deeply attached. He attracted 
around him a society renowned not only for genius, 
hut for virtue. He was the personal friend of 
liOuis Philip, and the whole of the Orleans family— 
his devotion to them was, indeed, a principle that 
influenced his life. IVe recall to memory the im¬ 
pressive, the almost religious feeling with which, a 
few years ago, he led us into a small oratory in his 
house, in which he had collected a large number of 
models, sketches in clay, and unfinished works, the 
productions of the amiable and accomplished Princess 
Marie: the earnest fervour with which he referred 
to this lamented lady was a kind of worship—that 
which the pupil often has for the master, but which 
the master rarely feels towards the pupil. 

We have seldom known any great man who so 
completely realized the idea that might have been 
formed of him from his works. There was a dignity 
in his bearing such as is seldom seen in France—a 
grave aspect, and a manner sedate, if not solemn, 
giving assurance of conscious power, of a mind 
rightly directed, a heart full of pure and natural 
feeling, a nature generous and benevolent, and a 
life swayed only by truth. Ary Sehefl'er was a good 
man; those who saw him instinctively knew him to 
be so. His name will be high among those of the 
race of genius—still higher among those who have 
been famous for virtue. 

His own pictures — first ideas and sketches — 
were evidences of the pime and holy feelings that 
influenced and directed his public and private life. 
His themes were in nearly all cases those which 
stimulate to elevated thought: his studies were 
those of a lover of Nature and Art, who know that 
the one ever illustrated the benevolence of the 
Creator, and that the great end of the other was to 
be a record of His mercies. 

MR. W. II. KE.VIINEY. 

This artist, one of the earliest members, if we 
mistake not, of the New Society of painters in 
Water Colours, died on the 25th of June, in the 
58th year of his age. He was essentially a land¬ 
scape painter, though often essaying, and not un¬ 
successfully, figure-subjects; his style was more 
characteristic of our early school of water-coloui- 
painting than of the present. His pictures manifest 
honesty of intent and a careful study of nature, 
but they lack the brilliancy which most modern 
collectors look for and desire. 

MINOll TOPICS OF THE MONTH. 

The Koval .\cauemy.—The Koyal .\cademi- 
cians, we arc happy to announce, have made one 
more step in the direction of common sense,— 
I hough the step is but a small one, and taken 
under tbe direct ])ressurc of the most imperious 
logic. They have made such an alteration in their 
laws, as gets rid of the chance that an associate’s 
])lace in their body (of whieb, onr readers know, 
there arc not too many when they are all tilled upj 
may remain vacant for twelve or fourteen months, 
according to the period of the year at which a 
vacancy in the higher rank of the body may happen 
to accrue. The election to the Associateship is hence¬ 
forth to take ])lace in the month of February:—so 
that it will follow immediately on the election which 
elevates a previous member of the body to the 
.teademician’s seat. The familiar figure of the 
empty chair is banished from the Academy:—let us 
hope that the other familial figure of the Professor 
who makes no profession may soon follovv it. 

Mademoiselle Rachel.—A case of piracy, in 
connection w'ith the name of this great actress, de¬ 
ceased, has just been brought, ou behalf of her sur¬ 
viving family, before the tribunals, in Paris,—in 
which the name of an artist of some eminence, 
Madame O’Connell, figures, in a way showing that 
some of our recent comments on the latitudinarian 
practices of artists themselves have a wider geogra¬ 
phical application than was originally given to them. 
The circumstances lying at the foundation of the 
case are striking in themselves,—in a sense, wild and 
painful;—and such as should have added a sanctity 
of their own to the fence which the mere moralities 
involved had established between the family of the 
actress and the pirate. Mademoiselle Sarah Felix, 
the sister of the illustrious deceased, anxious to 
perpetuate in her own home the last memories of the 
great mind that was passing away, engaged a photo¬ 
grapher, at Cannes, to catch a final likeness of her 
living sister as she lay on her death-bed. The artist 
was only too successful, according to his means:— 
the Art employed, too true to its own stern condi¬ 
tions. The representation obtained was described in 
court as being, in its fidelity, horrible to behold;” 
rendering the features of the dying woman as they 
were contracted—this time, not at the bidding of 
the actress’s art, but in obedience to the great 
natural law—by the death agony. Such a memorial 
could not be offered to the family and the few imme¬ 
diate friends for whom it had been intended;—and 
Mademoiselle Sarah applied to a photographer in 
Paris, to soften it down. The photographer so em¬ 
ployed signed an agreement, by which he bound 
himself to take every possible precaution against the 
original photograph, or his own modification of it, 
getting, either of them, into the hands of the public; 
yet, he had the imprudence,—in full reliance, we 
dare say, on the honour of Madame O’Connell, but 
it vjas a gross imprudence, nevertheless,—to permit 
that lady to make a copy of the awful presentment. 
Madame O’Connell made in it certain alterations of 
her own; and sent it to MM. Goupil, the well-known 
printsellers, with instructions to offer copies of it for 
sale.—The mere commonplace spirit of piracy acquires 
an intensity out of these facts, from which the mind 
turns with a sort of horror. Madame O’Connell 
announces the last scene in the last performance of 
the great actress, for her own private benefit,—and 
lifts, with a sacrilegious hand, the cm'tain behind 
which the stage is a death-bed and the drama a 
death !—Mademoiselle Sarah, under the laws applic¬ 
able to the subject, caused the unsold copies of 
Madame O’ConneU’s piracy to be seized,—and sued 
that lady before the tribunals for damages. She 
pleads affectiugly, that, though her sister had been a 
public performer, and as such public property, she 
was not acting here,—and her death-bed, like her 
private life, W'as the property of her family alone :— 
and she promises to give away any damages which 
the court will award her, to the poor. 

Bkitish Sculpture at the Crystal Palace.— 

Among the projects which have arisen from the 
change in the management of affairs at Sydenham, 
and the new hopes that grow out of it, there is 
one which proposes the establishment of a British 
Court of Sculpture at the Crystal Palace. Hitherto, 
this branch of our native Arts has experienced the 
same neglect at Sydenham which has grown, seem¬ 

ingly, into a fashion amongst constituted bodies,— 
but against which it might very lairly Imvc looked 
to this particular quarter for redress. 'I'hc projectors 
of the great institution in question were, however, 
smitten with that love of the foreiijii which is a 
prevailing mania of the day in this country. To¬ 
wards the bringing together of that grand collection 
of casts which make of this [dace the greatest school 
of ancient and modern sculpture (so far as the 
teaching by examples is concerned) in the world, 
commissioners were dispatched by them into all the 
continental states, furnished with ample powers and 
anijile purses for the purchase of copies or casts of 
classic and later works of Art down to the present 
time,— and witli instructions to defray the expenses 
of their transport to England, and to their final place 
of destination. 'I’he English sculptors were, at the 
same timc,DUv7e// to send copies of their best works, at 
their own cost,—and, the works to be at the absolute 
disposal of the managers of this institution as regards 
site and arrangement. That the consequence has 
been, a very imperfect representation hitherto of 
Britisli sciJpturc at the Crystal Palace, arises, natu¬ 
rally, both out of the conditions of such an appeal 
under any circumstances, and out of the fact tliat 
under the particular circumstances above detailed 
the British sculptor felt himself unworthily treated. 
This state of things, however, was highly unsatis¬ 
factory to alt the interests concerned,—and is per¬ 
ceived now to be so. It is felt ou all hands, that our 
native sculpture ought to take the place that of right 
belongs to it in the magnificent school of sculpture 
which has arisen amongst ourselves. This conviction 
is, as we are informed, intended to be carried into 
etfect, by the establishment of a separate court for 
British sculpture at the Palace, in which shall be 
assembled copies—and, of course, originals where 
they can be had—of the masterpieces of the English 
school:—and the works which this court contains 
are to be there arranged with a view to suitable 
accidents of light and draped background, somewhat 
after the method which our readers will remember 
as so cftective in the Italian .Sculpture Court in the 
first Crystal Palace, for the Exhibition of 1851. 

St. Paul’s Cathedral. — A correspondence 
which has taken place between the Bishop of London 
and the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul’s, on the 
subject of adapting the dome area of the cathedral to 
the purposes of divine service, has resulted in a 
determination to a])peal to the public for such a sum 
as will enable the object to be carried out in a 
manner which shall constitute a new adornment of 
our great ecclesiastical edifice. The bare fact of 
increased accommodation to the extent needed, 
could, it seems, be accomplished for £1000 ; but in 
order that such accommodation may be supplied on 
a scale worthy of Wren’s masterpiece, an eftbrt is to 
be made to raise by subscription a fund amounting 
to £11,000 or£12,000. The objects comprehended, 
include a plan for lighting the chm’ch, as well as 
warming it,—and for the enlargement of the present 
organ, or its substitution by a new one better suited 
to the dimensions of the vast interior. Towards 
the maintenance of this magnificent fabric the 
trustees have little more than £1000 a year,—and, 
therefore, no funds available for the objects contem¬ 
plated. These objects, it is urged, should not be 
carried out in such a manner as to impoverish the 
effect of one of the finest structures in the world, 
and discredit the grand legend which makes the 
cathedral itself the monument of its great architect.— 
“ I cannot,” says the Dean, “ think this [the amount 
named] an exorbitant sum to be expended on the 
metropolitan chm-ch of this opulent city, the last 
resting-place of so many of our greatest heroes, 
statesmen, men of letters, and of arts,—the centre of 
the Christian worship of the laud.” 

The PuBLic.moNs or the Arundel Society. 

—If the public be not acquiring an extensive know¬ 
ledge of the works of the Italian pioneers of Art, it 
is not the fault of their instructors. The National 
Gallery will now afford the amateur an insight into 
the beginnings and early development of painting; 
but constituted authorities are not our only teachers 
—the Arundel Society has pubUshed four prints 
from the works of Giotto and Perugino—“ The 
Giotto Chapel, at Padua,” and “ The INIartyrdom of 
St. Sebastian,” two chromolithographs by hlr. Vin¬ 
cent Brooks, and “ The Hiring of Judas,” and “ The 
Last Supper,” two wood engravings by Messrs. Dal- 
ziel Brothers. In the Jlartjmdom, we recognise 
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at once the tigiues of I’erugino. The saint is 
attached to a coliunn, and four ligurcs 'vitli the long 
and cross-bow are discharging their arrows at him. 
The figures arc highly finished, but too pleasing in 
expression and graceful in action for murderers. 

' The figures, in character and costume, are very like 
those in the uew Perugiuo in the National Gallery. 
It is painted on the wall, behind the high-altar, in 
the chapel of St. Sebastian, near the small town of 
Pauicale, which stands above the Lake of Perngia. 
It was painted in 1505, and allhongli the cost was 
only to be eleven florins, the Paniealese had not in 
1507 paid the money. In that year, Perugiuo was 
requested to lend some banners fur the fesUt of 
Corpus Christi, to which ho replied that he wo\ild 
paint fourteen for the occasion, but he required that 
they should be returned to him unless the money 
agreed for the fresco were paid; the debt was of 
course liquidated, and the banners were kept. Both 
the Giotto and the Perugiuo are large plates, and so 
well executed that, in the chapel, we readily recog¬ 
nise all the subjects on the walls. 

The Scenery or Ireiand.—We have much 
pleasure in directing public attention to a series of 
stereoscopic views issued by the London Stereoscopic 
Company; it amounts in number to 100—sufficient, 

I therefore, to convey a fair idea of the beauties and 
I ])eculiarities of the very iuterestiug country it thus 
I depicts. As we believe wo have seen every place 

pictured iu the collection, om* recommendation may 
' have some weight: we do recommend it cordially ; 

especially as it cannot fail to add other inducements 
to those that already exist, to tourists to visit Ire- 

'' land ; where they will find—by its lakes and rivers, 
i among its mountains, by its wild sea-coasts, in its 

ancient castles and venerable abbeys, gazing on its 
mysterious Round Towers, examining its fine build¬ 
ings, standing near its grand xvatcrfalls,—in short, 
wherever they may wander, attractions, such as, we 
believe, no other part of the British dominions can 
atford them, at so small a cost of time, labour, and 

I ’ money. This series does the country justice—in so 
i far as pictures can do it : we have here the most 

charming “bits” of all-beautiful Killarney; the 
loveliest dells and hills and lakes of Wicklow ; the 
most imposing and picturesque of its ruins—such 
as Cashel, .lerpoint. Holy Cross, IMucross, and 
Kilerea; the finest of its modern structures—the 
Bank, the Post-oflice, the Custom-house, the Four 
Courts, and the College, in Dublin; the grandest of 
its waterfalls—Tore, Powerscourt, and Duncmarc ; 
magnificent river breaks and cataracts, such as 
those on the Ouvauc and the Deenagh; the most 
solemn and impressive, or the most agreeable and 
lovely of its glens—the Devil’s Glen, the Dargle, the 
Gap of Dunloc, and the Scalp ; the quays at Dublin 

, and Cork ; the old castles—Blarney, Carrig-a-droid, 
I and Ross; xvith “miscellanies” of a varied and 
I striking order—such as Dangau Castle (the birth- 
j place of Wellington), the monastic relics and crosses 

at ilonasterboice, the Tunnel leading from Gleu- 
. gariff to Keumare, Cork Harbour, the hlines in 

Wicklow, Ilowth and Kilkenny Castles (ljuilt by the 
Norman settlers, and stiU inhabited by their lords), 

j &c. &c. It win be seen, therefore, that the scries 
I may afford pleasure of the highest order; not only 

to those who having visited the country know the 
, places well, but to those who delight in beautiful 

and characteristic sceuery—the works of Nature or 
of ArT. It is, thus, a valuable acquisition which 
this company has brought within our reach; and 
we thank them for it, as a boon to Ireland and a 

j gratification to England. 
! The Society oe Fexiale Artists.—The ex- 
\ hibition of this Society was closed on the 22ud of 
I June, having been opened to the public on the 
I 5th of Apiil. The sales of this season more than 
' doubled those of the last, whence may be drawn a 
I fair augury of the future success of this institution, 

which may now be eonsidered as established. The 
; quality of the pictures of this season was much 

superior to that of last year—an amelioration, un¬ 
doubtedly, due to a prospect of exhibition, a stimu¬ 
lus much more potent than any other we know; 
and hence, it is to be hoped, that a similar yearly 

: advance wilt be observed. Figure drawing w'e look 
to as the test of power in all exhibitions : the figure 
compositions here were neither numerous nor pre- 

j tentious, but on examining many of them, wc mar¬ 
velled where the ladies could have gathered their 

i knowledge, for xvith us there arc no facilities for 

lady students. In default, therefore, of a school iu 
which ladies could draw from casts, and paiut aud 
draw from the living draped figure, it would be most 
advantageous if, when the society is permanently 
settled in premises of its own, that the exhibition 
room be employed as a school during that portion of i 

the year that it is not open to the public. The pro¬ 
portion of flower and fruit comiiositions was ex¬ 
cessive in comparison with that of figure works,—by 
the establishment of a school this would be re¬ 
medied. 

Sir Gardner "Wilkinson on “Obelisks.”— 

This distinguished critic aud traveller has made I 
some remarks upon this snlijcct iu a communication 
to the honorary secretary of the Institute of Archi¬ 
tects, which our readers will thank us for transferring 
to our columns. He first asks, “"What idea wc 
associate with an obelisk? and what is our plea for 
adopting it as a monument?'’ Having answered 
this question, he reasons thus:—“ To copy the 
obelisk, with which wc have no association of ideas, 
gives the impression of inability to compose a monu¬ 
mental design. It is a mere repetition 'of a wxll- 
known form (even if correctly copied); and if men 
of talent are to do themselves credit by designing 
monuments displaying originality and some mental 
power, they should scarcely be satisfied with the 
copy of an object adapted neither to our wants nor j 
to our ideas. An obelisk before au Egyptian temple 
is deserving of admiration, because it fulfils the pur¬ 
pose for which it was intended; its form is graceful; 
aud the hieroglyphic? also add to its beauty when 
well cut. These, indeed, arc an important feature iu 
the obelisk; it appears heavy without them, aud 
never looks well, even in its proper place before an 
Egyptian temple, when unsculpturcd. But I do 
not suppose that any copier of au obelisk would 
advocate the addition of hieroglyphics in this 
country. If then it is not consistent to preserve 
this one of its peculiar and pleasing features, how 
can it be consistent to adoiit the obelisk itself, j 

which is injured by their omission? And I see no 
plea for its adoption as a monument, when neither ! 
its object nor its proper jiosition is regarded.” 
Circumstances have occurred to render it probable 
that this subject will be much considered and dis- | 
cussed; W'e aro anxious thus early to place on record , 
the opinion of one of the safest and best authorities. 

Herr Mundlee has been stripped of his poor j 

salary of £300 by the tender mercies of Lord Elcho. j 
This is rather pitiful: if his lordship liad moved to 
do away with the appointment altogether, there 
would have been good show of reason for the act; 
but Herr Mundler is still to be allowed his travelling 
expenses (somewhere about £700 a year), while he is 
to be without a salary. It is, however, probable 
that he will resigu altogether. 

The Lectures at the Crystal Palace.— 

These Lectures, which are delivered daily by the 
Rev. Charles Boutell, have, we understand, given | 
great satisfaction to the directors and the visitors. 
We shall take an early opiportunity of explaining i 
their nature and purpose, and probable results. 

The "Widow of the i.ate John Hogan.—It j 
is gratifying to learn that her Majesty has been 
graciously pleased to grant a pension of £100 a year 
to the widow of the distinguished Irish sculjitor. 
This is another instance of “justice to Ireland 
another recognition of the principle that Ireland is to 
be considered “ part and parcel ” of England. Of 
the pensions granted by tlie Crowm, we believe the 
larger number arc enjoyed by Irish men or w'omen. 

Quken’s College, London.—Mr. Scharf has 
resigned his post as Professor of Painting and 
Drawing in this Institution, and is succeeded by 
Mr. Cave Thomas. The resignation of Mr. Scharf 
has been occasioned by the increasing duties de¬ 
volving upon him as Secretary of the National 
Portrait Gallery. 

Engravings by Marc Antonio.—At the re¬ 
cent .sale of Dr. "Wellesley’s c.lcbralcd collection of 
engravings, by Marc Antonio, a very large numlier 
of the prints realized extraordinarily liigh prices : for 
example—‘ The Madonna lamenting over the dead 
body of Christ,’ after Raffaclle, sold for £38 ; the 
same design, engraved a second time, with the right 
arm draped, very rare, £51; ‘The Martyrdom of 
St. Felicita,’ £33 ; ‘ Death of Lucretia,’ £76 13^.; 
‘Cleopatra,’ £37; ‘The Judgment of Paris,’£63 ; 
‘ Orpheus and Eurydice,’ £49; ‘ Poetry,’ after 
Ratfaelle, £43; ‘ Peace,’ after Eatfaelle, £45; 

‘ Galatea,’after Eatfaelle, £44 ; ‘Lucretia standing 
iu a niche’ (before the alterations), by G. Francia, 
,£62. The whole collection sold for nearly £1736. 

Studies froxi Nature.—It will scarcely be be¬ 
lieved that, in the middle of the nineteenth century, 
a legislator, from his seat in the House of Common’s, 
should move the withdrawal of a parliamentary 
grant, from a Royal Academy of Artists, on the 
ground that students w'ere permitted to draw from 
the nude figure! Yet this startling event has 
actually occurred : Lord Fladdo having moved to 
cut oli £20 from the annual £300 allowed to the 
Royal Hibernian Academy', inasmuch as the said 
,£20 had been paid to persons who sat to the artists 
in a state of nature, iu order that they might make 
drawings from the natural figure. AVe have here 
deplorable evidence indeed of what is—in re¬ 
ference to Art. AA’e do not enlarge upon this sub¬ 
ject : it excites pity—but it is humiliating also. 

Mr. AVoodington, whoso studio is in Stanhope 
Street, Regent’s Park, has executed a statue of the 
late Mr. Steele, of Carlisle, the cost of which is de¬ 
frayed by public subscription. The figure is nine 
feet in height, and holds in one hand a scroll, the 
other being slightly raised, as if the subject were 
speaking. The only drapery is a loose long coat 
secured at the throat by one button; and we have 
never seen a more cftective aud judicious disposition 
of tills costume, so difficult to(deal with iu sculpture. 
The figure is in Sicilian marble, aud intended to be 
placed out of doors. It will be one of the most re¬ 
markable public statues in these kingdoms. 

Painted Glass.—The practice of glass-qiainting 
is that in which tlie progress of the time is less ob¬ 
served than in any other department of Art. AA’e 
are, therefore, glad to recognize any able and artistic 
composition tending iu its spirit to the amelioration 
of a means, now becoming very popular, of comme¬ 
morating departing worth. The smaller window's of 
Ely Cathedral are now nearly tilled with memorial 
compositions in painted glass, of which the subjects 
have been selected by the Dean aud Chapter. The 
subject of one of these—the production of Mr. 
Hedgeland—is “Jonah preaching to the Ninevites,” 
in which the artist emphatically marks his subject by 
direct reference to the Assyrian remains. It is a 
window of three lights, or compartments, each of 
them contains a portion of the subjects canopied by 
an arch, above W'hich rises a gable that again ocem’s 
Ujiw'ards, terminating the light with designs of the 
richest Gothic traeerv. The figure of Jonah, occu- 
jiyiug the principal compartment, is draped; it 
equals iu fumness and energy Masaccio’s “ St. Paul,” 
and the effect of his fearful denunciation is manifest 
iu the lateral groups, who are bowed down in lamen¬ 
tation at the prospects of the doom which awaits 
them. In the background ap])car the winged bull 
and the palaces of Nineveh, and all the studies have 
been made as carefully as if for an historical pictiu’e. 
The drapery' of the prophet is red over white, 
forcibly relieved by blue of two tints, and the dis¬ 
tribution of red, green, yellow, and blue, in the 
lateral compartments is brilliant and effectiv'e—in¬ 
deed, as a w'hole, it is a work of a high order of ex¬ 
cellence. The window' is still iu Mr. Hedgeland’s 
studio, in York Place. 

Art-Progress in Ireland.—The newspapers 
have informed us that a deputation, consisting ex-- 
elusively of Irish members of Parliament, waited on 
the Right Hon. the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
having for their object the establishment of a 
national gallery in Dublin; and it is understood 
that Government is willing to aid the project by an 
annual grant of £5000. Mr. Disraeli regards this 
application as a favourable sign of progress in that 
country,—and, undoubtedly', it is so. Hitherto, 
Irish agitation has rarely -assumed a form out of 
which could arise ,any practical benefit to Ireland; 
rare opportunities have been lost, but not irre¬ 
coverably. This proposal ought to receive, and no 
doubt will receive, the cordial support of England; 
and we have sanguine hopes that at no very distant 
period an institution will exist in Dublin that shall 
be suggestix-e only of “ peace and good will.” 
AA'hile we by no means advise that the useless off¬ 
shoots of the National Gallery shall be exported to 
Ireland, we may safely say that w'e can spare many 
good 'vorks from our collection—a collection tliat 
contains an unnecessarily large number of examples 
by certain masters. Nor is there any reason why 
the examples of British artists, such as the Vernon 



Gallery, sliould not be deposited in Dublin for a 
limited time, to be returned and replaced by others. 
The proposed Irish National Gallery is not even now 
non-existent—a fund called the “ Dargan Fund ” (a 
sum raised as a public tribute to the founder of the 
Exhibition of 1853) has been applied to the pur¬ 
pose ; it has been augmented by special subscrip¬ 
tions ; the Government is therefore only called upon 
to aid an undertaking already commenced : with such 
aid a success may be achieved—provided, that is to 
say, there be a competent stalfand a wise direction. 
At all events, it is a good move, and we heartily 
congratulate Lord Talbot de Malahide, and his sup¬ 
porters, on having thus far accomplished their 
patriotic object. We shall watch its progress with 
hope and failh; and, if they be not unmixed with 
anxiety, it is because, hitherto, so little real practical 
benefit has arisen to Ireland from the aid which 
Government has for a long scries of years rendered 
to the Koyal Hibernian Academy—the only Art- 
institution in the British dominions that receives an 
annual grant from Parliament. 

The Royal Hibernian Academy.—A report 
on the affairs and past management of this academy, 
by Mr. Norman jM'Leod, and certain official corre¬ 
spondence relative to the said report, have been 
published, on the motion of Mr. Maguire, M.P. 
The Royal Hibernian Academy has proved a failure 
as an institution for the cultivation of the Fine Arts. 
The causes’ arc alleged to be the narrowness of its 
constitution (the number of academicians being re¬ 
stricted to fourteen), and miserable mismanagement 
in matters of detail. To obviate these evils, sugges¬ 
tions are offered by Mr. M‘Leod. A correspondence 
has since taken place between the academy and the 
present Lord-lieutenant of Ireland, and his excel¬ 
lency was informed by Mr. Midrevin, the secretary, 
that the academy would be happy to accept the 
general proposition of the viceroy. 

Baeon de TniqUETi’s marble statue of “Ed¬ 
ward VI. as leader of the Protestant Faith ” has 
been purchased by the Queen for the sum of 500 gs., 
as it is reported. The statue, with a few other 
sculptural works, was recently exhibited for a short 
time, in the gallery of M. de Sachy, Great Marl¬ 
borough Street. 

Picture Sales.—We have little to report this 
month under this head, for the season is fast 
approaching its close. Some pictures, from the 
collection of Mr. Mordaunt, of Sheffield, have been 
sold by Messrs. Foster, at their rooms, in Pall Mall, 
since our last notice appeared: the principal works 
were—‘Cattle in a Shed,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 
193 gs.; ‘ Beating for Recruits,’ a small picture by 
T. Webster, R.A., 300 gs.; ‘ The Bay of Naples,’ 
W. Miiller, 215 gs.; and ‘A Wreck—Fishing 
Station, Coast of Normandy,’ by the French artist 
Isabey, 84 gs. Three pictures by F. Stone, A.R.A., 
that belonged to the late Mr. W. M. Nurse, were 
sold at the same time: these were—‘ A Scene from 
Hamlet,’ 105 gs.; ‘ The Impending Mate,’ and its 
companion, ‘ Mated,’ 290 gs. the pair. 

Honoeary Members.—At the annual dinner of 
the Royal Academy, at which the eagles were, as 
usual, gathered to the banquet of Art, the Bishop of 
Oxford entered on the arduous duties of his office as 
honorary chaplain to that institution, in succession 
to the late Bishop Blomfield. Of course, an insti¬ 
tution that avowedly keeps a set of officers for show, 
would not have less than a bishop for its chaplain. 
The functions of the office, which consist in the 
single speech delivered at the dinner, are discharged 
most decoratively in lawn sleeves. The Bishop of 
Oxford is, however, deemed to be a thoughtful man; 
and somehow, there is a certain something about an 
.appointment like this which grates on our convic¬ 
tions. An honorarij officer, in the sense in which 
the Academy uses the word,—not that of a working 
officer, doing real earnest duty, and taking the duty 
itself, and his consciousness of it, for all his hono- 
rarmm, but that of an officer kept for the Academy’s 
private honour and glory,—an honorary officer, in 
that 'oo'a.-official sense, is, of course, a contradiction 
in terms; but of all such offices, it seems to ns, that 
an honorary chaplainship, in the show sense, is that 
one which a thoughtful bishop of the Church should 
be least willing to fill.—The Bishop of Oxford, how¬ 
ever, entered into the spirit of his office; and came 
as near the nothing which he had to do as can be 
effected by doing something. He made his sjieech 
short and showy: composed it of filigree-work, and 
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set in the midst of it a little diamond,—in the shape 
of a quotation from the Eton Latin grammar. 

Furniture froji New Zealand Wood.—Wc 
have recently examined several highly meritorious 
works, I lie production of M. Levien, of Davies 
Street, the principal parts of wliich are manufactured 
from a very beautiful wood, grown in New Zealand, 
and imported into England by IM. Levien, who wc 
believe rightly claims the merit of discovering it 
during a brief residence in the country^ where it 
obtains the name of “ Totarc.” The works to which 
wc refer consist of a dining-room suite, very elabo¬ 
rately and admirably carved, for M. Westmacott, 
of Gordon Square ; the “sideboard” being that very 
remarkable production which was exhibited in 1851, 
to which a high class medal was awarded, and which 
was engraved in the Art-Joiirnal Illustrated Cata- 
loyne. The scries of tables, closets, chimney- 
pieces, panels, chairs, cornices, &c., are of excellent 
workmanship. Art has been somewhat extensively 
employed in their decoration, exquisitely carved 
panels of lime-wood being introduced wherever their 
admission was desirable; while the beautifully- 
marked exotic wood which forms their “ ground,” 
adds greatly to their interest and value. 'Wc allude 
to the subject mainly to express our surprise that 
notwithstanding the opening up of so many new 
soiu’ces, our wealth in this way does not materially 
accumulate. It is to the credit of M. Levien that 
be has shown the way to those treasure stores which 
maybe found in almost all the countries of the new 
world by those who industriously seek them out. 

The Society of Arts, it appears, advertised for 
designs for “a writing-case,” ottering a prize of 
£20, and the society’s medal, for such a design as 
should merit the award: sixty-two were sent in 
competition, but it seems the society could not find 
among them one of value sufficient to justify the 
prize; they therefore invite “further competition.” 
This result strikes us as “ oddif there were 
sixty-two so manifestly bad as to be rejected, under 
what circumstances will they look for better? It 
is somewhat humiliating to know that even in so 
comparatively insignificant a matter there has been 
no success. 

The South Kensington Museum has some 
temporary additions of a very interesting character. 
The Governors of Bethlehem Hospital have lent 
for exhibition the famous bronze tigures of “Raving 
Madness,” and “Melancholy Madness” formerly 
placed over the gate of the Hospital in Moorfields, 
and which were the work of Gabriel Cibber, the 
father of the more famed Colley Cibber. They 
were immortalised by Pope, as “ Great Cibber’s 
brazen brainless brothers.” They do not stand the 
strict examination their present position gives them. 
The authorities should raise them, so that the artist’s 
intention be carried out; at present they are open 
to unfair criticism. 

Flaxman’s Bas-reliefs, which occupied so con¬ 
spicuous a position in the fa9ade of the Theatre at 
Covent Garden, and escaped all injury from the fire 
there, have been carefully replaced under the pedi¬ 
ment of the New Italian Opera. It is pleasant to 
record a love of Art acting thus strongly on all con¬ 
cerned in the building. The Duke of Bedford has, 
on his own account, insured separately for a large 
sum these remarkable works of our great sculptor. 

A Series of Stereoscopic Views of “the 
Leviathan” steam-ship has been published by 
Messrs. Hewlett and Downes (New Bond Street). 
They are of considerable interest, and arc executed 
with remarkable skill, exhibiting the monster of the 
deep under several aspects, and enabling those who 
cannot see the actual sight, to arrive at a fair conclu¬ 
sion concerning its mighty proportions. These are 
shown on the sides, as well as “fore and aft;” the 
deck also is exposed, and occasionally groups are 
introduced, the whole giving a very clear and satis¬ 
factory idea of the great work in its progress. 
Probably the artists will complete their task when 
the vast ship is ready for sea; they can do it well— 
for, judging from the examples before us, there have 
been few more successful contributors to the delights 
of the stereoscope. 

St. James’s Park.—There is some talk about 
the erection, at the eastern end of the ornamental 
water in St. James’s Park, of a grand national 
military trophy to commemorate the events of the 
Crimean war : a Mr. Keyse—an unknown name to 
us—has, we hear, prepared a design for the work. 
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The Stereoscopic Magazine : a Gallery of Land¬ 
scape Scenery, Architecture, Antiquities, and 
Natural History, accompanied with descriptive 
articles by writers of eminence. Published by 
Lovell Reeve, London. 

The success which has attended the publication of 
Professor Piazzi Smyth’s “ Teneiitle,” with its 
stereoscopic illustrations, has induced the publisher, 
Mr. Reeve, of Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, to 
enter upon a periodical work, of which photo-stereo¬ 
graphs will constitutenot the secondary, but the prin¬ 
cipal feature. In these days of stereoscopes there 
doubtless are very many families who will be glad to 
be supplied monthly with three good and well-selected 
new views, at a very moderate charge; and if the 
said new views present themselves in company with 
equally good brief descriptive notices, it may be 
assumed that in almost every instance they will 
find a still more cordial welcome. The general 
idea of this “Stereoscopic Magazine” may, accord¬ 
ingly, be pronounced to be a sound one: the ulti¬ 
mate success of the Magazine itself, however, must 
mainly depend upon the subjects of the stereoscopic 
views which it will be found to contain, upon their 
merit as photographs, and also upon the character 
of the letter-press that is to be associated with 
them. 

The first part, now lying before us, appears to be 
about as favourable a specimen as first parts gene¬ 
rally are, and generally are expected to be; for, 
while it would be but reasonable that the com¬ 
mencement of every new publication should be at 
least equal to the average quality of the entire 
work, this is rarely found to be the case; and, 
indeed, so generally do first parts fall short of such 
an average standard, that it has come to be a 
custom not to expect any great things from them. 
Part I. of the “ Stereoscopic Magazine” adheres to 
the ordinary rule ; the views are fairly executed, 
and they “ come out” tolerably well. “Why the 
series should open with “ Falaise _ Castle, Nor¬ 
mandy,” we do not presume to surmise. There is 
a present interest in Foley’s noble equestrian statue 
of Lord Hardinge which at once gives a satisfactory 
explanation of the reasons which have led to its 
being selected to form the second photograph of 
the group. And the Royal Observatory at Green¬ 
wich, which must alwa5’s be an object of present 
interest, very consistently completes the first trio. 
The descriptive notices are much too long and 
much too ponderous. If they are to be read, 
they must be brief and attractive ; they must be 
“ descriptive notices,” and not historical or biogra¬ 
phical essays. Such articles as those that appear 
in this first part may be valuable, but they are out 
of place ; and they will only ensure the views being 
cut out for the stereoscope, while the letter-press is 
throw'n aside unnoticed. If the work is to be kept 
together, its literary department must be recast; 
the views themselves we expect to improve. 

Portraits of Eminent British Artists. Pho¬ 
tographed by Lake Price. Published by 
Lloyd Brothers, & Co., London. 

What is to be the fate of the miniature-painters and 
portrait-engravers ? their occupation, like Othello’s, 
seems almost, if not quite, gone. Photography has 
superseded the polished ivory and the colour-box; 
the professors of “ sun-painting” waylay the pedes¬ 
trian in every' great thoroughfare, soliciting a sitting 
for “ sixpence, frame included they have become 
a nuisance on the highways of the metropolis, 
while the caravan of the travelling photographist 
moves along the country roads, side by side with that 
of the wandering Zingari. In thickly populated 
towns, and at the door of the'rustic labourer, every¬ 
body is now enabled, by a cheap and rapid process, 
to have his form and features handed down to his chil¬ 
dren’s children ; such is one of the wonders of our 
age. It is no marvel, then, that artists—educated 
artists—are renouncing, as many have, the work in 
which for years they have laboured, to find employ¬ 
ment by means of this newly-discovered agency. 

Mr. Lake Price, for example, though he still 
exhibits to us, in the gallery of the Water-Colour 
Society, those charming representations of a past 
age, architectural and social, with which we have 
long been acquainted, is now one of our most suc¬ 
cessful photographists,—but certainly not of the 
class to w'hich reference has just been made ; the 
camera in his hands is made subservient to his taste 
and skill as an artist. We have frequently had 
occasion to notice his photographic pictures, eom- 
bining in their material and execution all the 
qualities that are essential to a real work of Art; 
and in this series of portraits such qualities are 
strikingly manifest; each individual is represented 
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as he usually appears in his studio, hirst, we see 
Jlr. U. lloberts, with a countenance frank, open, 
and huniorsonie ; a lively and pleasant conij)auion is 
David lloberts, either on a journey or at the table. 
Xext comes Mr. Stanfield, standing before his case], 
on whicli rests an unfinished picture of one of his 
North Sea views ; the likeness is admirable, but the 
expression of the face almost indicates that the por¬ 
trait must have been taken when this admirable 
artist was not quite free from bodily pain ; he has, 
we believe, long suffered from a chronic complaint. 
Mr. Elmore follows ; he also is sitting before an in¬ 
complete picture: his face is thoughtful, as if his 
mind were busy w’ith the subject of his work. Then 
we have Mr. Frith, whom we can scarcely fancy was 
“taken ’’ in his “working-dress;” he surely must 
be waiting for the “ drag,” to convey him to Epsom 
on a Derby-day, and the carriage is late ; he seems 
restless; the race will be over ere he reaches the 
course, Mr. Cattermolc, surrounded by ancient 
armour, and other picturesque materials for his 
work, is grave and studious; he looks the gentle¬ 
man and the scholar, kind, benevolent, and per¬ 
fectly unassuming. Mr. E. Tayler’s portrait scarcely 
does justice to his mild and intelligent face ; but all 
the accessories of the picture are wonderfully truth¬ 
ful and telling. Mr. Egg’s is not successful in e.x- 
pression, and the portrait is generally weak; the 
contraction of the eyebrows, the result, perhaps, of 
sitting in a strong light, gives an air of severity to 
the countenance that is not natural to the living 
man, Mr. J. Phillip’s portrait is very striking,—a 
bold, manly face, full of energy and determination : 
he has just turned aside from a canvas on which 
appear a Spanish lady and her duenna. Mr. Cope 
is serious and contemplative, as the general charac¬ 
ter of his paintings would lead any one to expect in 
his portrait: he is represented sketching the features 
of a child, doubtless one of his own juveniles, who 
are often made the models from which he paints. 
Mr. Ansdell is next in succession—a vigorous and 
efl'ective portrait; but we scarcely recognise him here, 
on account of the abundance of hair he has allowed 
to grow on his face since we last saw him. Mr. 
Maclise, and Jlr. E. M. fVard, come last in the 
series, but undoubtedly are not the last in excel¬ 
lence : both are admirable ; we should have at once 
identified these portraits h,ad we chanced to see them 
at the utmost limits of civilization. The individual 
characteristics of these two artists—Arcades ambo, 
in many respects—are marvellously expressed. 

The series is one that few lovers of Art who are 
interested in the personality of the artist will not 
desire to possess. 

Moni'MENT.^l Memori.vls : being Designs for 
Headstones and Mural Monuments. Parts 
1. and II. By J. IV. II.vll.vm, Architect. 
Published by M.vsters & Co., London. 

That such important accessories of ecclesiastical 
architecture, properly so called, as monumental me¬ 
morials are, should be designed by architects, is a 
matter of no trivial importance. Something like 
consistency may thus be both expected and ob¬ 
tained ; and sepulchral monuments, as they are 
used in our own times, may by this means be 
emancipated from the suspicion of unworthiness 
that so generally, and also so justly, attaches itself 
to them. The recent taste for archmological inquiry 
has led to a careful and minute investigation into 
the varieties and characteristics of mediseval memo¬ 
rials ; and there is no department of archmology 
that proves to be either more interesting or more 
popular. All this research into the history of earlj' 
monuments, and all the admiration which is so 
generally entertained for those memorials, have not 
yet been able to secure for the present era a class 
of works of the same description which are at once 
worthy of their primary object and purpose, and 
also impressed with the characteristics of the period 
which produces them. Early monuments were 
always monumental and always historical; why 
should not our own monuments be the same ? In 
the middle ages monuments were consistent and 
appropriate, as well to the highest as to the lowliest 
condition of life : why is it that we find it equally 
difficult to erect a humble church-yard headstone as 
we ourselves feel that it ought to be erected, and 
to spend £20,000 as we also feel that it ought to 
be expended upon a national memorial to our 
greatest of heroes for the metropolitan cathedral ? 

Mr. Hallam has published two parts of a series 
of designs for monuments, which certainly are far 
better than those with which we are so painfully 
familiar : they rvould have been really good, had 
they been less medimval while equally Gothic. 
Our architects must shake off raediaevalism in their 
Gothic, whether in churches or in monuments. 
We accept the Gothic style for both, but it must 
not be the Gothic as it expressed itself four, five, or 
six centuries ago. We want the Gothic of to-day, 

because we want churches for present use, and 
monuments which we ma)' transmit to after times 
as “sacred” memorials—records that we inscribe 
day by day, as our own contemporaries pass away 
from amongst us. Let Mr. Hallam in his ne.xt 
parts show us the same artistic and architectural 
feeling, without the meditevalism, and he may rely 
on a cordial reception from many friends besides 
ourselves. 

Geioi.vn Love; From the papers of an Alien. 
Translated by Su.s.vnxa Winkwortii. I’ub- 

lished by Cu.tr.M.vN & H.vli,, London. 

“ The great passion” has, in all countries and in all 
phases of society, certain characteristics in common ; 
but the delight of our phlegmatic, yet “passion- 
full” neighbours, is to gather extremes, and unite i 
them after a fashion of their own. That “ex¬ 
tremes”—certainly in novels of all lands—“meet,” ' 
is an old adage; but it is in the manner of the \ 
meeting, and in the development of the incidents ! 
which bring it to pass, that the Germans difl’er | 
so much from other people. In England there 
would be no possibility of a low’-born child being 
received into the domestic circle of a “ princess,” 
and becoming domiciled with her children; until, 
in process of time, the child grows into youthhood, 
and into love with the eldest daughter of the house, 
whose life under her sufferings is a mystery, and 
who is represented as having nothing of the “ earth, 
earthy” about her, beyond the form which is 
transparent from spiritual beauty. AVliy those of 
the royal household should be astonished and indig¬ 
nant at the existence of this “ love,” after per¬ 
mitting an intercourse which was pretty certain so 
to end, we do not know : but the rise and progress 
of that love gives occasion for some eloquent 
writing,—part beautiful, part metaphysical. There 
are numberless little touching incidents, most deli¬ 
cately imagined, and rendered with exquisite skill,— 
and the tale deserves a high place amid the German 
repertoire of imaginative literature : its theology is 
singular, but perfectly harmless. 

Through the whole book the shadow takes the 
place of the substance, but this spirituality walking 
abroad in the noon-day, pale and pure as a moon¬ 
beam, cannot but be regarded as a good influence 
in opposition to the coarseness and materialism of 
this present time : it is extraordinary how much of 
both the materialism and the spiritualism we get 
from Germany. The translation is so free and 
eloquent that we could have believed the story 
written originally in English. It is a charming 
myth, divided into what it has been the author’s 
pleasure to call “ memories,” each “ memory” 
being a distinct landmark of life : “ love” runs 
through the delicate embroidery of the tale—the 
one gold thread pre-eminent, alone. Yet, with 
the others, we place it on our shelf, beneath 
“Undine,” which proves our feeling towards it. 

The Boy’s own Book of Industrial Inforjia- 

'iioN. By Elisha Noyce. Illustrated with 
three hundred and sixty-five engravings, by the 
Brothers Dalziel. Published by Ward & 

Lock, Loudon. 

This is just the book to place in the hands of an 
intelligent boy'—or girl, for why should the useful 
information it contains be limited to sex ?—who 
desires to know something about those things from 
which so much of his comfort and enjoyment is 
derived. Every youth in Prussia, whatever be his 
condition,—the prince and the peasant alike,—is, we 
believe, compelled by the laws which apply in that 
country to education, to learn some trade or handi¬ 
craft ; Jlr. Noyce’s book will serve to initiate every 
boy in the United Kingdom who reads it, into the 
theoretical art and mystery of the material and 
manufacturing world. He divides his teachings 
into six sections, under the respective heads of 
Natural Products, >Manufactured Products, Products 
of Skilled Labour, Arts and Trade. Processes, Appa¬ 
ratus, and Machinery, and Engineering Works; 
bringing into notice more than one hundred and 
fifty different subjects. The explanations and de¬ 
scriptions are, as they should be, simple and un- 
technical, as far as possible ; concise, yet sufficiently 
demonstrative ; a nmltuni in parvo to which Messrs. 
Dalziel’s clear and well executed engravings give 
great additional value. Such a volume is worth a 
hundred story-books as a present to the juveniles. 

Guide-rooks. By an Englishman Abroad. Pub¬ 
lished by Longman & Co., London. 

Messrs. Longman & Co. have published three small 
continental guide-books : one an itinerary of Switz¬ 
erland, Savoy, Piedmont, and Northern Italy, with 

routes from London by France, Belgium, Holland, 
and the Rhine; another, a guide to Paris; and 
the third, a guide to the Rhine and the countries 
through w'hich it flows to the frontier of Switzer¬ 
land. 'These books will scarcely supersede, with 
those travellers who do not object to comparatively 
voluminous works, the “Hand-books” published 
by Jlurray ; but the “Englishman” has crowded 
a large amount of necessary information into a 
small compass, that will amply suffice for the majo¬ 
rity of those who meditate a “ run,” rather than 
a prolonged stay on the usual continental routes. 

Art : ITS Score and Purpose. By Josiah Gil- 

RERT. Published by J.vckson & "Waleord, 

London. 

The substance of this little work was delivered as a 
lecture last winter at the Jlechanics’ Institute, Not¬ 
tingham. 'The author is evidently master of the 
subject on which he has discoursed—perhaps too 
much so for such an audience as, in all probability, 
assembled to hear him ; for, though he has judi¬ 
ciously refrained from indulging in technicalities 
familiar only to those well conversant with Art, he 
has treated his subject with an abstruseness the 
meaning of which very man)' of his auditors, it 
may be presumed, would find very difficult to com¬ 
prehend. It must, however, be admitted that in 
the pages now put forth he says, “ he has endea¬ 
voured to render the survey somewhat more com¬ 
plete, and to enliven it by a few additional illustra¬ 
tions:” to this subsequent enlargement of the 
original plan it is, therefore, very possible may be 
traced the absence of that simplicity of treatment 
we discover in the published lecture. It is, in its 
present form, a comprehensive and well-written 
treatise, full of practical knowledge and sound 
theory, but better adapted to those who have paid 
some attention to the study of Art, than to those 
who have scarcely ever given a thought to it. 

Christian Gellert, and Other Sketches. By 

Berthold Auerbach. Published by Sampson 

Low & Co., London. 

This quaint but interesting story is translated from 
the German, and forms a pleasing and picturesque 
record of German habits and German feelings in the 
year 1768. Things have not progressed as rapidly 
in Germany as they have done in England ; and yet 
the outer German life of the present day differs 
materially from that which Berthold Auerbach has 
portrayed in this volume. “Christian Gellert” is 
the first and longest tale ; but the “ Notes from the 
Memorandum Book of the Pastor of the Mountains” 
are, to our taste, more full of life—more earnest 
than the principal story. AVe cannot recommend a 
more cheerful or pleasant volume to companion our 
readers under the shadow of our noble trees, or 
beside the murmuring river, or the grander ocean. 
The book is clearly printed on that fine, creamy 
paper, which adds so much to the beauty of the text; 
and the illustrations are either German, or from a 
pencil well studied in the style of German book 
illustration. 

The author is highly appreciated in Germany, 
and the Germans are fond of drawing comparisons 
between Berthold Auerbach’s “ 'Tales of the Village,” 
and Miss Mitford’s “ Our Village both are remark¬ 
able for their truth and fidelity, and both will live 
as the types of village life in their several lands. 
“'The Barefooted Maiden” is another of Berthold 
Auerbach’s popular tales ; but we have not seen it. 

A Telegraphic Map op Europe. By A. Mah- 

lan. Printed and published by R. Decker, 

Berlin. 

This map is A novelty and a curiosity; it is not, like 
all ordinary maps, engraved, but it is composed of 
common printing-types, lines and letters; but all so 
completely adjustedand fitted thatweshould havere- 
garded it as an engraved work, if the contrary had not 
been told us. 'I'he telegraphic lines were constructed 

I of bent brass “ rules,” running, so to speak, from one 
i place to another, or from one principal station on the 
1 line of railway to the next. The shaded parts that 
I indicate the shore-lines of the seas, are also pro- 
\ duced by small square types, ingeniously contrived 

to print with gradually diminished power. 'The 
map is beautifully printed, and the lettering appears 
to us clever and more uniform in strength and colour, 
than in the engraved specimens. Whether the plan 
is likely to lead to a revolution in works of this kind 
must, we suppose, depend upon the relative cost of 

j each process, but we should hardly conceive that 
1 the type-press will supersede the plate-press in map- 
i printing. 
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THE SUCCESSORS OF TniAH". 

ITIAN, tliougli imitated 
more or less by every one 
of bis Venetian succes¬ 
sors, bad few distinguished 
scholars in the proper 
sense of the term. He 
seems to have extremely 
the trouble and the inter- 

ruption of teaching, and to have 
been far too apt to fear a rival in any 

/(^ ^ pupil who displayed extraordinary 
I ability. He would (like our own Turner) 
1 J? never let any one see him at work, lest his 

' technical secrets should be discovered; 
and more especially, it has been said, lest it 
should be seen with what slow thought and 

j 1 labour he produced those results which seemed 
ji to arise from the most easy off-hand mastery. 

But thougli thus reserved in his instructions, 
I he is said, late in life, for his own money-loving 

purposes, to have encouraged his pupils to fre¬ 
quent the room where his finished works w'ere 
on view; so that they might be emboldened to 
take copies of them, which copies, if good 
enough, he would pounce upon for himself, 

I and after spiriting them up, or beautifying them 
with a few magical touches of his own, vent 

I them as original performances. 
! In the Academy are whole hosts of works by 
! his early imitators, and those of Giorgione, 
! marking the period when Venetian art was 
; newly emancipating itself from monkish sanc¬ 

tity and meagi-e stiff constraint. These are 
mostly small wide pictures of Holy Families, 
with attendant saints and worshippers, in which 
the sacred personages appear in remarkably 
good bodily health and condition, but for the 

! most part with placid inexpressive counten- 
! ances, which betoken a serious falling off in 

point of devotional depth and fervour. The 
Madonna is often absolutely clumsy, from this 

: new all-absorbing love of breadth and un¬ 
confined freedom; and expression is sadly too 
much neglected in the delight the painters take 
in this novel art of representing the health, 
bloom, and vivacity of mere physical life, glow¬ 
ing amidst rich harmonies of the warmest 

I and most splendid hues. The Virgin is often 
merely some stout and handsome Contadina, 

, nursing her offspring out in the fresh evening 
j air, (far away from apse or cloister), amidst 

some pleasant landscape near Vicentine or Friuli 
hills, of leaves, and lawns, and distant villages, 
and aziue mountains; and the adorer is fre¬ 
quently some simple sunburnt shepherd lad, 
whose sheep are around him, or some humble 

j village pastor, perhaps, who gazes (whenever 
the painter has feeling enough for the purpose) 
with mild and affectionate reverence on that 
lovely babe held forth to him, or on that young 

i mother, who quietly lays her cheek against her 
infant’s, in the placid and full enjoyment of 
maternal tenderness. 

On the wliole, whilst looking at tlie very 
numerous pictures of this kind for llic first 
time, one is surprised to find several Tilians 
here, of which, till lately, we heard but little 
in England. Not that they vie with Titian’s 
greatest works, but Titian’s greatest works 
have become scarce at Venice. His glorious 
imagination, besides, had very long fits of 
dozing, durin" which he produced numbers 
of pictures ot this kind, that is to say, of 
stout Contadina-Madonnas and their children, 
in which the purposes are far more technical 
than expressional; and these productions are 
so little superior to those of Falraa Vccchio 
and Bonifazio, that sometimes their several 

I work is not easily distinguishable. In these 
instances it is but a slightly broader and freer 
manner, a slightly superior freshness or dignity 

j of character that declares to you Titian’s hand. 
I He who after him shines most in works of such 

subjects, is his early imitator, Palma il Vecchio, 
—in the best of them proving himself a sweet- 
souled painter, rich in calm beauty, and elegance, 
and tenderness, and soft gentle animation, and 
in hues which vie with Titian’s in their melting 
harmonies; though sometimes Palma is over 
gaudy, chiefly from a too great love of briUiaut 

j red. His principal defect, however, is frequent 
insipidity of expression, arising, no doubt, in 
part, from the constant repetition of the same 
subject, after all freshness of interest in it had 
been worn away. Amongst his many saintly 
conversation-pieces there are but few of which 
the memory is able to retain anything peculiar, 
so much are they alike; so that something of 
surprise is felt when once in a wmy we meet 
with a figure so novel and out of the usual 
track as his Saint Barbara, in Santa Maria 
Formosa. Kugler describes some image exist¬ 
ing in his fancy only, not this, when he says it 
is “a figure of such devotion and grandeur of 
repose as Venetian art has seldom produced ;” 
for, in fact, there is nothing of devotion or 
obvious sanctity about her, though in point of 
spirited resolution and majesty, she is certainly 
by no means unworthy to represent the firm 
tow'er-precipitated heroine, the Patroness of 
Chivalry, and especially of artillery, arque¬ 
buses, and all the other fiery-throated engines 
of war. She is tall, robust, and very hand¬ 
some ; and, crowned and freely hooded like some 
young Queen of Mediaeval Piomance, she stands 
with a resolute and almost haughty coun¬ 
tenance—a Margaret-of-Anjou look, we were 
about to say—holding her branch of palm ad¬ 
vanced hke a sceptre, in regal style and fashion. 
Her beauty is said to be a shadow of the 
painter’s lovely and accomplished daughter. La 
Violante, a special favourite of Titian’s, and the 
original of some of both Titian’s and Giorgione’s 
most charming faces, also, as we have already 
seen. This certainly bears some resemblance 
to them, though in a loftier mood, and it is 
also like the portrait of Violante by her father 
in the Belvidere Gallery at Vienna, in whieh he 
has placed a viol in her hand, partly (it is pro¬ 
foundly conjectured) to jilay upon her name. 
This St. Barbara version of her, as we may 
perhaps therefore assume it to be, is assuredly 
one of the most majestic, striking, and remem- 
berable specimens of female beauty to be 
found in Venetian art. It is painted with 
that grand force, breadth, and richness of 
manner which may be called something be¬ 
tween Giorgione and Titian, and which indi¬ 
cates powerfully Palma’s well-known study of 
both those masters. It forms the centre of an 
altar-piece,which has five other compartments; 
the one on the right hand is a piously piteous 
old saint, equal to Titian’s finest work ; but the 
St. Sebastian on the other side, and the Pieta 
above are wmak and poor in every respect—as 
if even those subjects were beyond the very 
narrow circle of conceptions within which the 
painter, and some of his Venetian competitors. 

were in Inc habit of confining themselves. Yet 
we have seen, by Palma, placid mothers press¬ 
ing their cheek against tlieir otfsprings’m the 
fulness of their love, and pretty children, and 
mild unanxious adorings, and lovely soft warm 
nielting hues, which w’ould have done honour to 
Titian, and which Titian has scarcely surpassed 
in his happiest works. Santa Maria Formosa, 
by the by, where his St. Barbara is to be found, 
is the church whither the annual procession of 
young virgins, attended by the doge and the 
clergy, was wont to repair, in commemoration 
of the famous rescue of the Brides from the 
Istrian corsairs. The abduction, indeed, took 
place at the lonely Church of St. Peter, at 
Olivolo, a spot now occupied by the public 
arsenal; but it was the honest trunkmakers of 
Santa Maria Formosa w ho, on the sudden emer¬ 
gency, supplied the vessels for the pursuit; so 
here the annual thanksgiving was for ages paid, 
the visitors receiving, on every occasion, a hos¬ 
pitable welcome from the same worshipful guild. 
The creek w'here the corsairs were overtaken is 
still called the Porto delle Donzelle. 

If we were expatiating over the whole field 
of Venetian art, it would here be necessary to 
dwell a little on Palma’s companion and rival, 
Lorenzo Lotto, and to say something of that 
vigorous genius Pordenone, who was wont to 
paint with arms at his side, from an alleged fear 
of the enmity of Titian, in consequence of the 
rivalry existing between them. But as our 
present object is confined to those painters of 
whom there are interesting remains stiU at 
Y^enice, w'e must hurry by those distinguished 
men, and pass forward to Bonifazio, a pupil 
of Palma’s, but a close imitator of Titian’s 
colouring, and scarcely to be called inferior to 
any painter in powerful brilliancy of harmo¬ 
nious hues. Bonifazio Y'eneziano, a Y’^eronese, 
though until recently by no means so celebrated 
out of Italy as he deserves to be, was formerly 
much honoured by the writers of his own 
country, insomuch that it was a frequent say¬ 
ing with them, that the three most distinguished 
painters of his times w-ere Titian, Palma, and 
Bonifazio. His splendid picture at Zdilan of 
the “Finding of Yloses” was long thought one 
of Giorgione’s master-pieces; and many of 
his pictures have been ascribed to Titian. 
Indeed, we are told that in former days when 
a beautiful highly Titiauesque work could 
not, for want of biographical evidence, rather 
than want of merit, be accepted by the con¬ 
noisseurs as Titian’s, without risking much 
loss of reputation for critical knowledge and 
sagacity, their next thought usually was that it 
must be a Bonifazio. Bonifazio in expression 
is undoubtedly often feeble and insipid, yet 
there is at times a simple interesting air, a 
sweet fresh natural individuahty in the look cf 
the creatures of his pencil, which brings you to 
a pleased stop, and happily distinguishes him 
from the mistempered fervour or flatness of 
expression which so frequently weary you in 
Venetian pictures. In the Academy, and in two 
or three of the churches, he has also some noble 
single figures of saints, handsome, tender, and 
interesting in expression—good sufficient seeond 
rate saints, we suppose we may venture to call 
them, without the fervour or visionary rapture 
of those painted by the earlier men, it is true, 
but perhaps making amends by their manly 
and temperate ministry of the benevolent and 
charitable virtues. Above all, Bonifazio’s co¬ 
louring, in his most characteristic works more 
brilliant and powerM than Palma’s, is some¬ 
times wonderfully so, asserting itself beyond 
any other painter’s near it. His smooth Ma¬ 
donnas sit rmder a handsome Homan peristyle, 
before a fresh and deeply-toned landscape, 
amidst a mild and easy party of aged saints 
and other adorers, who have long since out- 
growtr asceticism. It must ingenuously be 
confessed that they oftentimes lapse into 
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downriglit insipidity, but their wondrously 
fresh and vivid lines excite an interest in 
their favour—their green and roseate and golden 
hues, like the richest euainel, or like gems 
themselves. lu Bonifazio’s “Massacre of the 
Innocents” very little terror or pity are dis¬ 
played ; and in that technically magnificent 
work, “The Expulsion of the Money-dealers 
from the Temple,” so enthusiastically lauded 
by Lanzi for power of expression, expression is 
feeble indeed; yet these glowing tones and 
gradations ever yield pleasure. And how much 
they remind you of those you still see at Venice 
in her sunset hour! The lustrous hues of 
Bonifazio, if no longer produced on canvas, yet 
shine with a force which recalls him to your 
mind, in her field of clear green water, some 

i rosy-russet old palace rising from it, and column- 
lifted cornices of fairer stone hard by kindling 
warmly, and the bright red tower aloft, that 
flashes like scarlet fire in the evening beams. 
Bonifazio’s colouring, indeed, is now and then 
somewhat over gorgeous, but in other instances 
it is of a soft and subdued mellow warmth. 

As in that most dclisrhtful picture of his, also 
in the Academy, called Dives and Lazarus, or 
“the Bich Man’s Supper,” where a rich Vene¬ 
tian family is seated in the evening air under 
the open columns of a palace which lead to a 
stately old garden, listening to a party of wan- 

i dering musicians. In the middle distance, are 
' terraces, and further olf lofty walls of trimmed 

foliage, receding into the warm twilight shades 
I with a mystery highly attractive to the imagina¬ 

tion. The old Moncenigos, we have not the 
slightest doubt whatever, had just such a 
garden at their country villa on the Brenta. 
It seems the very place for the deliciously 
stolen and eventful passages in some fine old 
Italian love-story. But now, unhappily, it has 
evidently fallen into more vulgar liands—per¬ 
haps forfeited, through an unredeemed bond, to 
some “ Merchant of Venice,” who however is, 
we sadly fear, no Antonio. Yet “ Dives ”—a 
somewhat plebeian-looking old notable in a 

! furred gown—seems to be a good sort of man 
enough in the circle of his family, within his 

: own garden gate—though (as is so often the 
, case amongst us) his sympathies and his bene¬ 

volence may very rarely extend themselves into 
the world beyond, where he may very generally 
be execrated as most unprincipled and rapacious, 
though his own family have not the least sus¬ 
picion of the fact, but judging entirely from his 
uniform generosity and tenderness to them¬ 
selves, believe him to be the warmest and best- 
hearted of men, till some sudden crash of retri¬ 
butive ruin comes, when their foremost flatterers 
are the first to disabuse them of that fond filial 

^ error ; or the horrible truth appears in the stern 
! criticism of some bystander on that most lauda- 
I tory epitaph which they have affectionately 
j composed for his splendid tomb, and inscribed 
j on it. At present, he holds his daughter’s hand 
[ affectionately, as he sits looking at his wife; his 
I t houghts, perhaps, now and then returning from 

his counting-house, or his ventures abroad, to 
mildly glide along with the music for a few^ 
moments, or seek in the eyes of his spouse for 
some statelier appreciation of this aristocratic 
luxury and elegance wliich he has gathered 
around them. Thus absorbed, he has not 

I 1 bought enough for poor Lazarus, to call off the 
i dog that is snapping at him, as he kneels 

timidly aloof, begging the unregarded crumbs 
j from his table. Dives’ daughter, also, as if not 
i yet taught to trouble her head at all about 
} poor beggars, sits listening, her cheek resting 
I on her hand, to the music, with a mild, patron¬ 

izing air, which seems deepening into a pensive 
interest. She is a fine young vvoman, right 

! Venetian, deep golden-tressed, and splendidly 
I habited in green and gold, evidently her parents’ 
j pampered hope, through the pow'er of whose 

charms and high-trained accomplishments, their 
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line may, they think, soon become no less noble 
than wealthy. But w'hilst her figure is inte¬ 
resting, exquisitely so is tlie group of itinerant 
musicians in whose strain, as they bend lowly 
and humbly before tlie supper-table, she is 
becoming so gently absorbed; especially a sweet 
meek modest girl playing on the lute ; her more 
heartfelt melancholy, bred of no dainty fancies, 
but of the harsh usage of a pitiless ungenerous 
world, contrasting touchingly with the mere 
luxurious pensiveness of that fine young lady, the 
rich man’s daughter, who is listening to her. 
IVhcn you look at these musicians, you feel the 
tune they are jilaying, and know full certainly 
that it is an adafio of tlie very swnetest low-toned 
mournfulness possible; for there is in their 
aspect every harmony of that vein which can 
take you captive through the eye; and that 
gentle melancholy girl playing her guitar in the 
midst of them, is one of the most endearing 
creations of the Venetian pencil. Whilst gazing 
on her, we cannot help beginning to speculate 
on her story, and to fancy it made up of some 
deeply touching incidents. This young garden 
flower, thus tossed on tlie rough hard highway 
of the world, and the noble-looking youth, one 
of her companions, arc they the iiow^ penniless 
children of the former lord of this demesne, 
w’ho W'-as disposses.jed by the cunning avarice of 
its present possessor ? Arc they come here to 
soothe their poverty, and their pride, with a 
stolen glance at the playground of their dainty 
and merry infancy; and is the moving old 
madrigal they now play together, (having per¬ 
chance some obscure allusion to that theme), 
rendered tenfold more moving by the contrast 
thus brought for the first time fully home to 
them ? Or has she now been drawn unwill¬ 
ingly into some plot for revenge and restitution; 
and is her melancholy a tender pit_y for the 
calamity which now aw'aits her parents’ wronger, 
and his courteous daughter, with whom she 
would at least share all she may now regain— 
indeed all her owm happiness ? These are but 
wandering fancies ; yet some impending reverse 
of fortune seems plainly indicated by a confla¬ 
gration, wliich you at length discover to be 
breaking forth in the background, on the ex¬ 
treme right, though not yet noticed by the rich 
man’s Vioorish pages, or by the group of full- 
fed lacqueys and falconers, who are drinking 
and loitering away their time behind the poor 
beggar, in the middle distance. 

This is indeed a charming picture, with some¬ 
thing of the spirit of one of Shakspere’s 
romantic plays in it. It is significant of beau¬ 
tiful characters and feelings, of delicate dis¬ 
tinctions of them, and of strange eventful 
stories. It tempts the fancy to linger and 
expatiate delightfully. Wdiat a thousand pities 
it was, what a thousand pities, we repeat once 
more, that these A^eiietian poets of the pencil, 
instead of being urged to the perpetual pro¬ 
duction of Madonnas and Bambinos, did not 
more frerpiently work that precious vein of 
mind which produced this exquisite romantic 
novelette in their most softly warm, mellow, 
and deep harmonious colours. 

The only other immediate follower of Titian 
whose works much interested us at Venice is 
Baris Bordone, an artist whose youthful talents 
so awakened his jealousy that he banished him 
from his studio, and afterwards even obtained 
the transfer of one of his employments to him¬ 
self, by an unworthy exercise of interest—a 
mode of persecution Bordone might well have 
disarmed by the quiet, contented, and retiring 
temper, which invariably distinguished him. 
llis sweet and elegant, but not profound or 
very powerful pencil has left a beautiful por¬ 
trait of a beautiful lady in the Manfrini Gallery, 
which excited the rapturous admiration of Lord 
Byron, and of his occasional gentle echo Thomas 
Moore ; and his most celebrated picture, repre¬ 
senting the fisherman offering the Doge tlie 

ring St. Mark had sent as a pledge of his 
having delivered Venice from the tempest cer¬ 
tain fiends had raised against her—as told in 
our remarks on Giorgione—is one of the con¬ 
spicuously splendid ornaments of the Academy. 
The Doge, and the most serene Senate in their 
scarlet robes, are seated in state, in a hall of 
magnificently ornate Renaissance arehilecture, 
w|iich shines like sunny ivory. Other chiefs 
of the Signoria stand below; and the courtly 
obeisances of those who introduce the poor 
fisherman are well contrasted by bis excited 
and awkward gesture, as he kneels to present, 
timidly at arm’s length, the ring to the mild 
and venerable Doge. The gorgeous colouring 
and light and shade are somewhat overlaboured 
and heavy; but the portrait heads and finished 
details of costume and architecture are very 
interesting as a lively record of Venice in better 
days. 

lYith Bordone we think we may close our 
remarks on the Venetian painters ; for of those 
of later date whose works attracted us to Venice 
we have spoken on a former occasion. We will 
content ourselves with briefly repeating that 
something of the brilliant naturalism of Titian 
and Paul Veronese surviving in their successors, 
]ireserved a considerable degree of life and 
vigour ill AVnetian art during the earlier part 
of the 17th century, honourably distinguishing 
it from the extravagant and insipid mannerisms 
with whicli the slavish followers of the ideal 
Leonardo, Raphael, Michael Angelo, and Cor¬ 
reggio, had so rapidly prostrated the other 
schools of Italy. Of the minor Venetians of 
his day Zelotti, the fellow-worker of Veronese, 
—he treads on his heels in the Ducal Palace— 
seems to have been far the most excellent. 
Jacopo Bassano imparted much of Venetian 
gravity and stately colour to farm-yard subjects, 
cow-sheds and poultry coops ; and somewhat 
later Palma the Younger, Leandro Bassano, 
Alieuse, and Contarini, produced brilliant and 
effective state pictures, in which there are pas¬ 
sages not unworthy of their great predecessors 
in colour and execution. But Titian and 
Veronese were then evidently thought of rather 
more than Nature, and narrow academical 
dogmas, founded on a superficial view of their 
works, more sought for than the genuine in¬ 
spirations of imagination and feeling. To a 
creative and sympathetic period succeeds a 
critical and falsely scientific one, in which the 
poor aim is to produce showy works chiefly by 
technical means ; and imitation of the merely 
external merits of those great predecessors takes 
the place of that independence and originality 
of thought, that unity of character and purpose, 
which are the very life of every true work of 
Art. The result before long is a general in¬ 
sipidity which it were tedious to follow; and 
therefore, without troubling ourselves with the 
“ Tenebrosi,” or the adepts in other “ new and 
exotic styles,” who from time to time during 
the 17th century ineffectually galvanized the 
dead body of Venetian Art, we will here bring 
our task to a final close. 

It would be most pleasing to the kindlier part 
of our nature if we might believe that wliilst 
thus employed, we have given to others some 
shadow or reflection of our own enjoyments 
—that some who have been unable to visit 
Venice in the body, may now, in a certain 
degree, have done so in the sjiirit, and that 
others who hare been there, may occasionally 
have had their memories quickened almost to a 
lively renewal of the delightful feelings they 
experienced on the spot. To entertain the 
first, the description of the work of Art must 
be of itself a picture, independently of all other 
considerations; and not to disgust the second, 
it must be truthful, and devoid of exaggera¬ 
tion. Our humble endeavour has been to unite 
these two requisites, and especially to avoid the 
errors frequent with the more eloquent and in- 
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genious writers, whose quick sciisitivciicss, and 
prompt fertility of ideas—sucli as they are — 
and eager love of “ richly expatiating,” are very 
apt, on these occasions, to supersede their un¬ 
developed powers of observation; insomuch 
that in some instances we arc acquainted with, 
they seem to have passed through cluirchcs and 
galleries with their eyes almost hoodwinked by 
their fancies. For ourselves, we have all along 
endeavoured to turn our own eyes to some 
little account, and even where it may seem 
otherwise, w'c have not (so far as we know) 
applied any epithet that is not justly and 
temperately characteristic of the object de¬ 
scribed ; and in following out trains of feeling 
and fancy we have also studied to conflne our¬ 
selves to sueh as the works themselves naturally 
and obviously suggest; plainly distinguishing 
any unavoidable excogitations of our own from 
such facts as are actually embodied in the pic¬ 
tures. In a word, it has been our chief purpose, 
and prime delight, to set forth the beautj of the 
truth, and not to display our own more arbi¬ 
trary and transcendental fancies and sentiments, 
or to make Art a mere peg on which to hang 
them aloft, a stalkiu"-horse, a vehicle for fasci¬ 
nating and effective literature. In these days, 
it may be highly expedient, if not absolutely 
needful, to inform the reader that we have 
conscientiously and carefully abstained from 
dancing him about, in high saltations, away 
from the subject, in this too frequent fashion. 

The connection between the Art and the 
Nature of Venice often occurred to us during 
our many glidings through the city. The cri¬ 
tical writers have very carefully defined the 
genealogy of the different schools, tracing the 
descent of one from the other, and enlarging on 
the obligations derived in each case; but whilst 
attributing so much to foreign influence, they 
do not, perhaps, dwell sufficiently on the inspi¬ 
rations of the nature immediately around in the 
several instances. But it is interesting ever to 
trace in nature still the old painters’ favourite 
types. Whatever notions of colour the Vene¬ 
tians in early days may have derived from 
Bruges, or of form from Padua, we have here 
abundant proofs that their great teacher was 
Nature, and that their finest things were a 
reflection in that magical mirror, the human 
imagination, of things of a very specific cha¬ 
racter about them. The colouring of St. Mark’s 
fapade and vestibule—the greens, the plum- 
colours, the warm and pearly lustres, recall 
their tones more than a Van Eyck or a Mem- 
ling. There, amidst rich glooming marble, is 

! the very golden semidome, with the dark- 
i winged cherubs, which Bellini has rendered 
I with such perfect force and truth in his altar- 
j piece for San Giobbe, and beneatli it we hap- 
I pened to see a pale and pasty, half sly, half 
j saintly-looking priest come forth, with the self- 
j same features and physiognomy as a saint by 
! Bartolomeo Vivarini, in tlie Academy. In a 

sunburnt gondolier sitting in the shade, count¬ 
ing out the one or two zicauziffers he has 
earned during the day, and finding them not 
enough for some purpose near his heart, we 
have much of the essence of Giorgione. “ And 

i in my landlady’s daughter, the signorina,” 
eagerly chimed in my companion, “ certainly a 
most true and precious representative, if not an 
actual descendant, of the heroines of Palma and 
Titian. Go and watch her, as she sits pensively 
thinking of her several admirers, made gently 
melancholy by the necessity of parting with one 
or two of them, and you would wish for nothing 
more than to fix ana frame her, were the most 
interesting Titian in the world your inmost 
heart’s desire. And as for more general tone 
and colour, once more look here ! ” 

As he said these words, we were gliding forth 
from a narrow canal towards the open lagune, 
where, indeed, is. Titian twilight prevailed,— the 
very hour and light which gave the great co- 
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lourist his favourite hues and tone ; for the 
flush over the deep purple of the Eugancan 
hills, after fading for a while, glowed forlli again 
wi( h increasing intensity—the tranquil ciiy long 
reflecting it with a luminous power and trans¬ 
parent richness most rcmarkalile to a northern 
eye. In such an aspect of things, with the 
jagged needles of Titian’s Cadorc mountains 
yet clear along the northern distance, it was 
natural to revert to him ; and when we turned 
to the rosily lingering island which fronts his 
windows, Murauo, the birth-place of that 
Venetian art whose distinguishing excellence 
he carried to its highest perfection, the for¬ 
tunes of that art would sometimes pass througli 
the thoughts, with a procession or pageant of 
splendid imagery, to which a fervid Venetian 
twilight willingly lent all its charms. The 
reader, perhaps, will not object to passing these 
things briefly in review, before bidding good¬ 
bye to the city and the lagune, since they may 
revive and sum up his impressions in an ani¬ 
mated manner, not unlikely to add force and 
durability to them. Yes: yon island, Murauo, 
is the very birthplace and cradle of Venetian 
painting, for there it was the Yivariui, in the 
middle of the fifteentii century, received her 
gaunt and meagre-shaped Byzantine mother; 
and there she gave birth, even in her old age and 
decrepitude, to the daughter, who, in infancy, 
much resembled her, but eventually became 
quite the most Cythcreally full-formed and 
sleek, the most softly and richly complexioued, 
the most lovely golden-tressed, the most spark¬ 
ling-eyed—yet, withal, a sweet, refined, pensive 
tenderness often qualifying her voluptuous ple¬ 
nitude of life, and health, and animation—of all 
the dear Italian sisterhood of high beauties. 
But, to return to her infancy, which, in my 
immoderate enthusiasm, I am too precipitately 
leaving behind me. Under the careful nursing 
of the Vivarini, she almost at once displayed 
symptoms of that unrivalled softness and bril¬ 
liancy of complexion which, as already said, 
was her distinctive charm. But her form, 
cramped and meagre in earlier youth, betrayed 
unequivocal signs of her Byzantine origin. 
Her infant training was much influenced by 
the homely instructions of old German masters 
from afar. But despite the advantage of a 
little schooling at learned Padua, where antique 
lore was then beginning to be taught (though, 
it must be confessed, in a very harsh and rigid 
manner), it was otherwise exclusively, ascetic- 
ally religious. And, according to the best of 
my diligent researches, it was, however sincere 
and fervid, of a too harsh and melancholy, uii- 
humanized cast, till she was transferred chiefly 
to the care and management of the admirable 
Giovanni Bellini. He, in his advanced old age, 
fed her mind with some of the gentlest and 
most really attractive and edifying graces of 
calm coutemjilative cloistral sanctity. In per¬ 
sonal beauty, in elegance and grace of carriage, 
she certainly did not equal her seraphic Um¬ 
brian and Bolognese sisters, at the same time 
raised to the perfection of their devotional 
training by Perugiuo and Francia; in the ima¬ 
ginative fervour of her waking dreams, and in 
touching softness of pity, she cannot be said to 
have vied with them; but perhaps in her few 
best moments, Avith much religious tenderness, 
this Venetian novice combined more sense, 
more vigour of understanding, a more dignified 
sobriety of mind. Yet, still was her form 
slightly constrained, still were the eyes of her 
affection bent chiefly on the Madonna and the 
Saints, of whose pensive, spiritually-loving souls 
she was at length vouchsafed some undeniably 
genuine visions; when the perhaps little devout, 
but humanly-impassioned and noble-minded 
young Giorgio Barbarelli liberated her from the 
cloister, ran quite away with her, and made her 
—all at once, too, he did it—a sweet and 
lovely heroine of romance. He placed her in 

the .s'rtA, for the devotion of such cavaliers as J 
tender-fancied maidens sigh for—finest adven- j 

turcs of love and war Iteing written in their ' 
fervid, dark glow'ing eyes ; and even in this 
hour he seated her uinler ihc greenwood tree 
in his native country yonder,—even in this i 
hour, when an ardent ilush, intense as some | ^ 
noble lover’s aspirations, yet lingering in the 
west, still shines through the solemn thought- jj 
ful landscape; and there, with sweet, but melan- ; 
choly strains of lute or pastoral reed, be made a 
love to her with deep and earnest passion— 
passion earnest and deep, though veiling itself , 
sometimes in simjile rustic songs and riddling 11 
allegories, which he breathed forth in a low, 
rich voice of touching harmony. And what ; 
beauty she developed under his liberal fostering 
care ! Ileleased from the fasting diet of ascetic 
devotion, her meagre limbs rounded apace; she ,: 
ripened into soft blooming graces, and human ll 
love began to look most sweetly jieusive in her 
intelligent eyes. But Giorgione died—died in 
his youth—a most sad loss to her; a death he !; 
died the most tenderly romantic that could be; ; 
and then this nymph, w'hose veracious memoir I 
I am so carefully inditing, fell into the hands of 
Titiano, whose successful rivalry, gained in no 
small degree by the dextrous adoption of Gior¬ 
gione’s peculiar graces, had galled him so 
bitterly. And indeed Titian equalled him, 
exeept in a certain noble romantic fire— 
equalled, if he did not surpass him, in poetic ii 
tenderness ; in a twilight of softer and yet richer 
wmrmth, eontinuing his tete-a-tetes with this 
Bellezza; w hen a quiet depth of gentle feeling 
prevailed in her, anon accompanied by a more 
Ovidian or Catullian luxuriousness; so that, ; 
although sometimes the “profane love”appears 
to 1)0 losing itself in the “ divine” (to quote the 
Platonic phraseology of the time), on other ; 
occasions her morality seems dubious. Indeed, j 

by-and-by, there was some little scandal about I 
Titian and her, and some have even thought 
that he made her his mistress in the equivocal 
sense of the term, and lamentably took the lead 
in destroying the purity of her thoughts and 
manners. Be this as it may (and, for our own j 

parts, we prefer regarding ambiguities by the 
light of the nobler conceptions emanating from 
the same mind), it is quite clear that her I'ormer 
all-absorbing devoteeisin bad now left her. 
Her education, indeed, w'as materially ebanged ' 
about this time. Classical literature was more j 

generally cultivated throughout Italy; and her j 

teachers, leaving the homilies and the legends ! 
of the church more in the background, were ' 
requently putting a neat little Ovid in her | 
hands instead. She went to mass, it is true, ' 
nearly as much as ever, but instead of being j 

almost absorbed in the fervent contemplation 
of the saints and the Beata Vergine, her devo- | 
tional spirit was sufficiently moderated to per- j 

mit her to look around more leisurely on the j 

high-bred members of the congregation assem¬ 
bled, the Pesaros and Grimanis, their serene 
sagacious looks, their easy dignified bearing. ji 
Titian, assuredly, as we have often staled, j| 
made her thoroughly acquainted with a vast 
variety of the most select society of his times, 
and, furthermore, he sent her to sport, like a ; 
nymph Ovidian, amongst the chestnut forests , 
and mountains of his own Friuli yonder, at¬ 
tended by lovely trains of the glorious old my¬ 
thological beings, illumined as things aromid 
us now are, when the air is still Avarm and 
tender Avitli Apollo’s parting benediction, his 
farewell gift, Avhich yet gloAvs Avith more and 
more of softly-rich beauty for some space after | 
his chariot has left the azure Occident. Caliari, ij 
the stately and magnificent Paolo Veronese, 
threw a silvery mantle over her splendid ij 
shoulders, and conducted her more into the jj 
broad and fair blue daylight. He led her a i 
cheerful and brilliant life at show's and re])re- ; 
sentations, religious and allegorical, in which ; 
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■n’liorasoevcr was most handsome and dignified 
at Venice acted some part, and at those gor¬ 
geous “Suppers” where, with the great oi the 
whole world, they sat as calm decorous guests. 
At these latter (however much her blooming 
looks sparkled with lively intelligence) no 
temptation either of jest or high cheer, as we 
have seen, ever prevailed upon her to forget 
the prescribed fashion of an ever-dignified and 
courtly seriousness. Indeed, it is to be la¬ 
mented that under that Veronese guide and 
stately master of the ceremonies, her carriage 
often became somewhat coldly pompous or 
osteutatious, so that you are even displeased, 
and the less apt to look for those really fine and 
delicate expressions which are to be found re¬ 
tired and ambushed (as it were) witliin all that 
quaintly modish magnificence of dress, and that 
too self-conscious elegance of deportment. Tin¬ 
toretto (whom we name later simply because he 
six years outlived Caliari) for his part, treated 
her very capriciously; sometimes rivalling the 
best gifts of her two last mentioned admirers, 
sometimes exalting her, with a boldness beyond 
theirs, to a high grandeur and beauty of place; 
but often degrading her to the office of an un- 
meaning posture mistress, in such coarse, dingy, 
and slovenly clothing, too, as awakens a decided 
distaste, especially when contrasted with the 
lovely-glowing and well-adjusted robes with 
which the others bedecked her, and with which 
he himself, in his more patient and judicious 
moments, respectfully and carefully arrayed her 
limbs. Soon after his death, at the close of the 
si.xteenth century, she sank, after a life of some 
hundred and fifty years, into feebleness, having 
survived long ago her saintly, and afterwards 
her romantic, Ovidiau, and nobly aristocratic 
graces, artificially counterfeiting some of her 
former charms for awhile. Eassano (oh rude, 
disrespectful, ungallant man!), after jiroviug 
that he ought to have known better, went so 
low as to make a scullery-maid of her, and set 
her to brighten pots and pipkins, and drudge in 
the poultry-yard. Her subsequent suitors were 
cavaliers of the smaller stamp, who sought her 
favours chiefly by making a superficial show. 
In crowds of little name they paid court to her 
with ideas borrowed from her highly-gifted 
admirers of the period immediately before— 
chiefly (as is most usual with imitators) imi¬ 
tations of mere externals, which they rendered 
of little value by their want of the inner spirit, 
and by their own barren heterogeneous inter¬ 
mixtures. And by-and-by, for a while as Tene- 
hrosi (ominous name), they sank into heavy and 
obscure ways, in which even the most ordinary 
attractions were neglected and forgotten. And 
finally, after rallying a little in somewhat better 
hands, she passed away. And now the Poets of 
Colour are no more; but numbers of their 
works, the vivid reflections of a noble, beau¬ 
tiful, and magnificent life here,—which, like 
themselves, is gone,—remain, lighting up the 
palaces and the churches around us, like the 
last rays of sunshine crowning long ranges of 
lonely and melancholy sca-worn cliffs. Together 
with some of those buildings that contain them, 
they are as a Palladium to their native A^enice, 
to save her fr^m utter neglect and obscurity— 
to keep her head with majesty above the waves 
yet a little while longer—to draw visitors from 
other lands to the island-bowers of the forlorn, 
deserted Ariadne of the Adriatic,—deserted 
twice; not only first by her Hero, but afterwards 
by the Reveller, who came to take liis place, and 
for a time afforded her most ignoble consola¬ 
tion. Yet many of these treasures are now 
sinking to ruin rapidly in the hands of their 
apathetic and stupid guardians—priests who 
leave them to moulder and rot in damp; and 
even worse, the restorers of the Academy, who 
have inflicted on numbers of them a more 
sweeping and entire destruction, smearing their 
faded but still lovely hues, with raw' and muddy 

paint, not simply destructive of the works them¬ 
selves, but most injurious to the general fame 
of the master, since a notion on the part of the 
inexperienced observer that such poor daubing 
is indeed his, must tend to destroy all admira¬ 
tion for him, and to weaken the interest in Art 
itself of every novice who ventures on an inde¬ 
pendent opinion of his ow'n. 

ATnice, we are loth to leave thee; and the 
Reader who has aceompanied us from picture 
to picture we w'ouhl fain also take far out over 
the open lagune, in an afternoon’s gliding of the 
gondola, and to St. Mark’s Square afteiwvards 
By lamp and moonlight, that he might w'cll know 
what other resources there are in this most en¬ 
joyable of cities, after having seen enough for 
the day of the interior treasures of churches and 
galleries. But for this there is at present no 
space. Y'et, as we are already resting on our 
oar in the wide waters between Alurano and the 
Church of “ Our Lady of the Garden,” let us 
not return without afeww'ords onwhatw’e saw' 
there, in those evening hours, during our many 
autumn excursions—of the glorification, and 
finally, the lieavenli/ Assumption of those hues, 
wliich in the works of Art of A’^euice had been 
a principal object of our contemplation. Mdicii 
the Vermillion towers at hand had ceased 
to cast reflections .'ike trembling show'ers of 
cactus leaves down the lustrous bluish-silver 
W'aters, and turned gray; and the lonely sea- 
marshes extending beyond them far and wide 
lay in deep solemn shade, then the glowing 
hues, departed from the low'er earth, rested 
in their upwmrd path on the undulating chains 
of the Julian Alps, whose snowy peaks, aloof, 
were coloured like garlands of roses dispersed 
around some Pajihiaii bow'er. Opposite, above 
the rich purple of the Euganean mountains, the 
lower horizontal clouds moved along rapidly, 
like scarlet drifts of flamingo plumage; whilst 
far higher—over the ethereal abyss of golden 
splendour behind them—the dnpplings extend¬ 
ing in long ray-like forms across the heavens, 
and untouched liy the W'armth of the sinking 
sun, or by the movements of the lower air, 
remained snow' white, and serenely, majestically 
still—as if there 'were a lovely winter in heaven. 
But presently the lower clouds all lost their 
glory, turning dun and gray ; and then the 
higher vapours resembled the w'aved and torn 
surface of an unlimited ocean of rosy fire— 
whose luminous spray slowly faded away into 
a pale and misty calm, till all was quieted and 
grave, all was unglorified and shadowy. 

But how unspeakably glorious it was, so long 
as it lasted ! Had not only the Doge and the 
Sages of the Orders and the rest of the Signory, 
but all the gentler classes of A'enice gone forth 
that evening to Lido to meet the Emperor; or 
were the Duke of Ferrara and his Duchess 
arriving with the ladies at her court, in quaint cst 
glittering bucentaurs; had the very w'aters been 
carpeted with pageantry, till all their expanse 
gleamed with the gilded mythological images 
of the piofes, or pleasure-barques, the Aloorish 
liveries of their rowers, the bravery of crowxled 
high forecastles and banners, and huge sails 
richly coloured and pictured,—I verily believe I 
should have vouchsafed to look on them but 
little; for the splendour above would have 
put to shame, nay seemed to annihilate, their 
petty glisteuings. There was now^ pageantry 
in the high heavens themselves, wliich would 
have achieved a serene and smiling victory over 
the utmost magnificence of those stately ones 
of the earth. 

A^enice, adieu ! AI"e left thee after weeks of 
happiness, cloudless as the morning when we 
came away. AVe then looked back insatiate 
with thy beauties, even though we carried 
away in our minds enough of them to make 
our memories a most enjoyable and recreative 
picture gallery for the rest of our days. 

THE ROYBAL PICTURES. 

THE MAREIAGE OF ST. CATHERINE. 

'\'aii Dyck, Paintci'. VV. Kidgway, Engraver. 

Size of the picture, 4 ft. li in. by 3 ft. 11^ in. 

"What wonlJ the old historical painters have done 
without the legends and stories of the Church of 
Horae and the patronage of the ecclesiastics ?—is a 
question that has often occurred to us. They must 
have directed their thoughts into other channels — 
not easily found, however, at a period when history 
was cornpai’atively but little known, and literature 
hut scantily diffused—and have looked elsewhere for 
patrons; yet it is very doubtful whether they would 
have found either answer their purposes so well, 
and it can scarcely be expected that, under other 
circumstances, we should have seen, or heard of, so 
many of their works, for the church supported Art 
liberally, if not always with judgment. There are 
two or three facts recorded iu the life of Van Dyck 
which show the kind of connoisseurship displayed 
by some of his ecclesiastical patrons. Soon after 
his return to Flanders from his journey into Italy, 
he painted a picture of “ St. Augustine,” for the 
church iu Antwerp dedicated to the saint: the 
work attracted much admiration, but when Sir 
Joshua Reynolds saw it he remarked that “it dis¬ 
appointed his expectations; that it has no effect, 
from the want of a large mass of lightthe fact 
being that ALn Dyck originally painted the dress of 
the principal figure, that of the saint, white, but 
the monks, before they would pay him for his 
labours, compelled him to alter it to black, thereby 
destroying the entire effect of the work. In another 
instance he had to contend against still greater 
ignorance, and at a period when his reputation 
stood as high as that of any living artist in Europe; 
the canons of the Collegiate Chiu'ch at Courtray 
gave him a commission to paint a picture for their 
principal altar, and on this occasion he felt de¬ 
sirous of surpassing himself. lie chose for his 
subject the “Elevation of the Cross,” and bestowed 
on it all his art to produce a tine work. The 
picture was sent to Courtray and placed in its 
position, when the monks hurried to examine it. 
To the astonishment and mortification of the 
artist, his patrons regarded him and his production 
with the utmost contempt, and did not hesitate to 
express their opinion that the picture was detest¬ 
able, and the painter a miserable dauber. After 
)n'onouncing their verdict the monks withdrew from 
the church, and it was only with much difficulty 
that A’an Dyck obtained payment for bis laboiw. 
But his judges soon had reason to regret their deci¬ 
sion, and the manner in which it had been ex¬ 
pressed : the picture was seen by those who knew' 
what is really a good work of Art, and wffio un¬ 
hesitatingly declared this not only to be one of A’an 
Dyck’s finest, but a chef-d'oeuvre: and so, by way 
of mitigating their offence, and of making some 
reparation for the injury inflicted, they resolved to 
order from the artist tw'o other pictures for their 
church : he refused to comply with their request, 
and sent them word that there W’as a sufficient 
number of “ daubers” at Courtray to answer their 
purpose. 

We began by referring to the debt of obligation 
which the “ old masters” owed to the legends of 
the Roman Church ; and here is an example in A''an 
Dyck’s famous picture of the “ Alarriage of St. 
Catherine,” for which George IV. paid the sum of 
2500 guineas. St. Catherine of Alexandria is the 
lady represented; she was “ the patron saint of 
philosophy and the schools.” The pictures of her 
arc almost innumerable—as patron, saint, or martyr. 

This is undoubtedly a picture of the highest class, 
though it is deficient in some of those graces of 
form and character that distinguish the works of 
the great Italian painters. The influence of the 
bold conception of llubcns is evident in the outlines 
and forms of the figures, especially of the Infants, 
and in the “massiugs” of the draperies; but iu 
colour it is more subdued than we are accustomed 
generally to see it in the works of Rubens and his 
followers. “The superlative beauty of the A irgin 
has long acquired for this picture the distinguishing 
appellation of La plus helte des Vie'i/es." 

It is in the collection at Buckingham Palace. 
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PHOTOGRAniY; 

CONSIDERED IN RELATION TO ITS EDUCA¬ 
TIONAL AND PRACTICAL VALUE. 

The pages of the Art-Journal bcai' witness to 
the interest we have ever taken in the progress 
of this physico-chemical art. From its cradle, 
—when, as photogenic drawing, it first pre¬ 
sented itself to the English public—up to its 
present state of maturity, wc have watched 
its steps, and recorded, with all care, its rapid 
advances. We have not now to speak of any 
remarkable discovery, or to note even an especial 

1 achievement in photography. Of discoveries, wc 
1 are not aware that there have of late been any; 
j the scientific investigation ceased—or nearly 
1 so, as it always does—as soon as the art assumed 

that importance which makes it commercially 
valuable. All the manipulatory details have 
been carefully studied, and the causes of suc¬ 
cess or of failure worked out with the utmost 
diligence, until an exactness has been secured, in 
the bauds of the skilful, which almost surpasses 
belief. Not merely can the good photographer 
depend ujion every plate he prepares, but he 
can prepare them at his ease and at his leisure 
at home, pack them in his portfolio, travel 
without the encumbrance of chemicals, and de¬ 
velop his picture on his return. It was but 

; recently that we witnessed such an experi¬ 
ment : thirty collodion plates had been pre¬ 
pared; these and the camera-obscura only were 
taken to the continent: thirty invisible pic¬ 
tures were brought home, every one of which 
proved, when developed, to be excellent photo¬ 
graphs. Another advance, dependent entirely 
upon careful manipulation, has been made. 
We have long possessed beautiful views of 
cities, of temples, and of palaces—but they 
were lifeless. The plague may have passed 
like a destroying angel, leaving the streets of 
the city desolate, turning the temples into 
tombs, and making the palaces the sad abodes 
of solitude and silence. These pictures are 
like the poet’s Greece— 

“ So coldly sweet, so deadly fair,— 
We start, for soul is wanting there. 
Theirs is the loveliness in death, 
That parts not quite with parting breath; 
Bat beauty, with that fearful bloom. 
The hue which haunts it to the tomb — 
Expression’s last receding ray, 
A gilded halo hovering round decay." 

Pictures have now been taken of a London 
thoroughfare with its noonday crowd: we 
have realized what Daguerre vainly hoped he 
had accomplished when, in 1S41, he informed 
the writer of tliis article that, “ by means of my 
new process, it shall be possible to fix the images 
of objects in motion, such as public ceremonies, 
market-places covered with people, cattle, 

This has now been effected by the collodion 
process. In one lialf of a second the jirepared 
plate has been impressed with all the thousand 
details of the buildings and their adornments; 
and life has been given to the picture—men, 
women, and children, cabriolets, omnibuses, 
carts and horses, have all left their impressions 
on the tablet. The human eyelids open and 
close less rapidly than the screen in front of 
the lens of the camera-obscura; in each case a 
picture of every external object is formed upon 
the retina of the eye, and upon what we may 
call the retina of the camera : a physical effect 
in one case, and a chemical effect in the other, 
gives to the mind a correct impression of 
everything which the sun has rendered visible. 
Add to this the use of the Stereoscope, and 
We may reproduce in all solidity each object 
in nature. Such is the position in which we 
find photography at the present moment; let 
us consider its real value, first to Art, and then 
to the Arts. 

The Artist, looking at a photographic pic¬ 
ture, may learn some of the mysteries of light 
and shadow, which cannot be arrived at by 

any other study. If, especially, lie examine 
the sun-])ic(urc with a lens, he will discover 
that the cll'cct of solidity is given on a jilaiic,— 
in a manner which it is the ))erfcction of Art 
to imitate,—by a simjile graduation of shadow. 
If he brings the stercoscojie to his aid, he 
then calls into play some physiological ])heno- 
mena, with which it is not our purpose at 
present to deal. 1’he sinijilc, single photo¬ 
graphic picture teaches the combination of 
infinitely minute detail with that which we 
technically call “breadth of cfl'cct.” Although 
we liave a thousand objects faithfully repre¬ 
sented, there is no sense of littleness, such as 
meets us in looking at many of our Erc- 
Kaphaelite pictures. Everything is there, but 
no one object obtrudes itself upon the eye. 
A tree is represented with all its leaves, each 
leaf lying in a difl'erent position relative to 
the incident light; and the result is not an 
assemblage of leaves, but a tree, in all its 
unity, and a tree, too, which wc can at once 
declare to be either an oak, or an ash, an elm, 
or some special member of the vegetable king¬ 
dom. There is no doubt about a photographic 
tree; we would that we could say so about 
many artistic ones. Sir Wilham Newton, an 
artist and a photographer, says, in a paper 
which appears in the first number of the 
Journal of the Photographic Society,—“ I con¬ 
sider it to be a sort of duty, as an artist, to 
recommend the student in Art not to take up 
the camera-obscura as a means of advancement 
in his profession until he has' made himself 
well acquainted with the true principles of his 
art, as well as acquired considerable power of 
hand, wdth a view to draw wilh ease and cor¬ 
rectness the outline of any object he may wish 
to represent. If, however, any student should 
imagine that the camera will help him to this 
desirable attainment, without the requisite 
study on his part, he will find himself much 
mistaken, when, perhaps, it may be too late to 
repair the injury. I am the more desirous 
of directing the student in Art to the foregoing 
observations, because I am well aware of the 
seductive nature of the practice of photo¬ 
graphy, and how' it is calculated to divert him 
from his principal object in the earlier part of 
his studies.” There is much truth in tliese 
remarks, and the want of attention to such 
advice is clearly showing itself in the produc¬ 
tions of our young artists; and, indeed, there 
is evidence of its influence upon some of tlie 
pictures of our older landscape painters. There 
is a winning charm about the productions of 
photography w'hich may well seduce the artist 
from his true path. The photographic picture 
of even the rotten stump of an ancient tree is 
so true—moss, fungus, ligneous structure, 
bark and all, are represented with so much 
fidelity, and all effected by light and shadow- 
only—that the more we examine it tlie more 
w'e are delighted with the result. We per¬ 
fectly understand the desire of the young 
artist to imitate so perfect a production, and 
in this desire is the danger which should be 
avoided. 

The result of taking a photographic study 
as a guide in the production of a wmrk of Art 
is, that however perfect the finished picture 
may be, it will want tlie evidence of mind. 
No picture w'as ever painted—no matter how^ 
great the mechanical dexterity may have been 
by wEich it was produced—tchich could live as 
a work of Art, unless it bore the impress of 
thought. It is a marvellous power, but it is 
ever manifest; the mind makes itself felt 
through the works of the hand. Two pictures 
painted by the same hand, one a study from 
nature, in which the mind of the artist has 
been busy, and the other a copy from the 
most exquisite photograpliic picture, will pre¬ 
sent striking differences; one would represent 
living nature, and the other nature—dead. As 

a means for directing the mind to observe the 
minute details of Nature’s works, and to 
study liow slie produces licr beautiful effects, 
nothing can be more useful than pliologra[)liy. 
fi’licrc is, however, that disposition to indo¬ 
lence in human nature, that men will be led 
to copy direct from the i)hotogra])hic jiicturc, 
rather than to study it, and then copy from 
nature : and here is the mischief w hich jihoto- 
graphy is doing to Art. The landscape-painter, i 
using his camera-obscura jiroperly, may greatly 
advance his art; the historical painter may ; 
catch the best expressions of his model ere , 
yet they have time to fade, and from these 
advance to the study of the life, with the finest 
effects; and using photography so far, and no '• 
farther, will lead eventually to highest ex¬ 
cellence. 

The Engraver, whether upon copper or i 
on wood, should find in photography a most 
important aid. The processes of etching upon 
the steel plate; of preparing the lithographic 
stone; of precipitating by the electrotype pro¬ 
cess a copper-platc on a matrix; of cutting 
through the drawing upon w’ood, which has 
been produced by photography in the first 
stage, cannot yet be regarded as successful. 
We have, in the Art-Journal, duly recorded 
from time to time the particulars of these 
attempts, which appear to us to have fallen 
into a state of slumber, from which we believe 
the art may be awakened to the production of 
the best results. Something has been done 
in the directions indicated, but in either of them 
the study of an observant mind is yet required ! 
to secure the desired perfection. 

The Sculptor, by the aid of photography, 
may secure within his portfolio all the marbles 
of the Vatican, and the rich treasures of our 
owTi museums. Ey the aid of the stereoscope 
he may study these in all the roundness of 
reality, and trace those delicate touches which, \ 
giving the semblance of life to stone, declare ' 
the greatness of the artist’s mind. ■ 

The Architect especially should be a stu¬ 
dent of the art of photography. It enables 
him to preserve examples of every fragment of 
ancient or of modern skill within a space com¬ 
paratively small. The recent photographic 
exhibitions have shown us the perfection with 
wliich Egyptian temples and tombs, with their | 
myriads of hieroglyphic characters, can be 
copied : those of Greece, and of Rome, in like : 
manner, are brought home to us by photogra- ; ■ 
phic travellers; and those remains “of hood 
and cowl devotion,” sacred to us from the i 
memories which crowd their moss-bemantled \ 
wmlls, and which are at the present time the 
favourite studies of the ecclesiastical architect, 
may be secured with the utmost fidelity, and 
preserved in portfolios for daily reference. 

The Engineer has in many different ways 
availed himself of the advantages of photo¬ 
graphy. The Royal Engineers have, by means 
of the camera-obscura, secured drawings of 
the land and coast fortifications of difl'erent 
countries; and these have been obtained under 
such conditions that an exact measurement 
may be made from the photograph of every, or 
any part of the stronghold, which is sufficiently 
correct for all military or naval purposes. The 
rule for this is a simple one. You have a 
picture of a fort or a tower, which is, on your 
paper, we will say, one inch high; this has 
been obtained at the distance of twelve inches 
from the lens, and the camera has been three 
hundred yards from the object. Now if twelve 
inches give one inch, what will three hundred 
yards give ? resolves the problem. At the 
reeent Photographic Exhibition, the staff of 
engineers exhibited the results of photography 
in their well practised hands. The progress of 
great military works was regularly recorded, 
the camera-obscura supplying a report in every 
way superior to any report from a clerk of the 

3 X 
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j works. At the Ordnance ilaji Ollice, nnder 
the direction of Colonel James, the reduction ot 
maps from the six-inch to the onc-inch scale is 

j; elfected by i)hotography, saving many thou¬ 
sands annually to the nation in the expense of 

' ^ reduction hy the ordinary processes. 
The civil engineer has, in like manner, used 

this art to aid him in his works; and since 
Jdr. Vignoles and the late Emperor of llussia 
ciuployed the camera-obscura to register the 
progress of tlic work at the suspension bridge 
of Kieir, others have had recourse to the same 
means of recording the advances of large under¬ 
takings in which they have licen engaged. 

Machinery is now frequently copied by ])ho- 
, tographic means; thus, by one impulse, in a 
I: few minutes, the most elaborate system of 

wheels, cranks, piston-rods, &c., can be copied, 
which would occupy the ordinary draughtsman 
days, or even weeks. Patterns of parts of 
machines are also copied by the camera, and, 
as these can be sent by post, time and money 
are economised. 

The Weavee, and Cahico-frinter may 
not only employ photography to multiply their 
patterns, but there is a prospect that the art 
itself may be made available for purposes of 
ornamentation. The use of the bichromate of 
potash for producing copies of natural objects 
upon cotton and silk, has been on several occa¬ 
sions advocated, and some very promising re¬ 
sults have been exhibited. Attention has heen 
conliued to the salts of silver; but several of the 
salts of iron and other metals arc susceptible of 
photograpliic change, and capable of being jier- 
manently fixed, while by their use a considerable 
variety of colours might be obtained. 

The Schoolmaster—regarding that func¬ 
tionary as the public educator in the largest 
sense of the word—will find in photograpliy 
numerous useful aids to study. Botanical 
specimens may be copied with a fidelity which 
cannot by any other means be obtained; the 
minute down upon the stalk, every delicate 
vernation of tlie leaf,—the structure of every 
jiart, can be shown and studied witli a facility 
which is only excelled by the natural object 
itself. AVe have recently seen selected speci¬ 
mens of minerals copied by the stereoscopic 
camera, and inspected them witli the stereo¬ 
scope. It was difficult to believe t hat real 

1 crystals of quartz, of iluor spar, and baryta 
jj were not before you, so true were they in 

form, in colour, and in transparency. These 
and similar examples of fossil remains were in¬ 
tended for the use of schools. The three 
kingdoms of nature, in all their infinite variety, 
admit of being thus treated, and they might 
thus be used with the best elfect for purposes 
of instruction. 

Wdth the xlereomoiioscopc of IMr. Clandet 
these results of high relief can be shown upon 

; a ground glass to a class of any numher. “I 
was led to tliink,” say Mr. Glaudct, ‘‘ that it 
would be possible to construct a new sterco- 

[ scope, in which, looking with botli eyes at 
I once upon a ground glass at the point of 

coalescence of the two images of a stereo¬ 
scopic slide, each refracted by a separate lens, 
we could see it on that surface in the same re¬ 
lief wliich is produced by the common stereo¬ 
scope.” This result has been obtained in the 
most satisfactory manner, and no doubt, in a 
short time, we shall find tliis new form of ste- 

j reoscope iir very general use for such purposes 
as those suggested. 

[ Those who have examined the beautiful pic- 
turcs of jMr. Lake Price—“The llod” and 
“ The Gun”—fish and game—cannot hut have 
been struck with the perfection of every part. 
The truth to nature is really a marvellous proof 

j of the power of photography in tlie hands of a 
! skilful operator. Some recent travellers in 
I the East have brought homo a great number of 
I casts of the faces of the diilVient native tribes 

of the Himalayan range and Thibetan val¬ 
leys. The difficulty of transporting those has 
been very great. If these men had been in¬ 
structed in the use of the camera, they would 
have ccjually served the science of ethnology, 
by obtaining and preserving photographic por¬ 
traits of the peoples amongst whom they had 
travelled. 

The Astronomer points tlie camera-obscura 
to the heavens. The sun instantaneously im¬ 
presses his image, and marks witli all distinct¬ 
ness those wondrous black spots which are 
so si.rangely connected with the temperature, 
and the magnetism of our earth. The moon 
faithfully draws, by her own rays, those moun¬ 
tains and valleys which mark her surface, in¬ 
dicating a period of terrific distiirhance long 
since ])ast away. All is now quiet; hut the 
grandeur of the rock-piled hills, and the terror 
of the deep chasms and vast gorges tell the 
tale of convulsions, such as those which are 
indicated to the geological student upon this 
planet. Photography, too, jiromiscs to lead to 
the solution of the problem—lias the moon an 
atmosphere ? is she lifted to be the abode ot 
organised beings? It is thought that the pho¬ 
tographic moon indicates an atmospheric stratum 
of considcrahle density. The iilancts have also 
been ])icturcd by means of photography, and 
some new facts have been observed, which had 
hitherto escaped attention. 

The Physicist—we have no other word 
in the English language than this sibilating 
French derivative to express this class of na¬ 
tural philosopher—has cmi)loycd photography 
to register the ever varying temperature of the 
day, and the year; the rise and tall of the baro¬ 
meter arc in like manner recorded; and the 
variations of the earth’s magnetic intensity, 
however slight, are, by the agency of light and 
a chemically prepared paper, detected and re¬ 
gistered for every minute of the day. 

Such are the numerous pur|ioscs to which 
photography has been applied. There are 
many others. 

It is scarcely necessary to mention the or¬ 
dinary process of portraiture, now so very 
common, but the extraordinary one of making 
the camera-obscura a detective officer, must 
not pass without a word. The jiortraits of 
convicted thieves are now regularly taken, 
and preserved in a gallery, to which constant 
reference can be had. Tims every criminal 
leaves in the hands of the police unmistakable 
evidence against himself, to be used on a future 
occasion it necessary. Photographic pictures 
may be adapted to the magic-lantern, but we 
may-soon expect to see the stercomonoscope 
employed with a similar object, and made an 
instrument similarly adapted to educational 
purposes. The solar rays fall upon the surface 
of the earth, and give rise to all the wonderful 
organizations which live and move, and have 
their being, iqjon the surface. Those rays arc 
the supporters of life, and the developers of 
beauty, in form and colour. Kot only do 
tlicy, under the Supreme cause, create organic 
forms, but they give to man the means of 
copying these creations in all their trnthfuluess. 
fVhen the alchymist first noticed that Horn 
Silver (l/ie clihride of silver), blackened by ex¬ 
posure to the liglit, he little dreamed that he had 
made a discovery which was to lead to the great 
ends which now mark the photographic art. A 
fewonly of its useful and educational applications 
have beennamed. Abrief contemplation of those 
few will prove instructive, showing the great 
importance of noting the most simple, appa¬ 
rently, new facts, and proving that no new 
fact can be born into this world, however 
abstract it may appear to be, without its be¬ 
coming, sooner or later, in various ways, of tlie 
greatest use to the arts of industly, and to the 
purposes of advancing the human mind. 

Hohert Hunt. 

THE NATIONAL G.kLLEIlY. jj 

In a recent muuber of this Journal, we gave some 1 
brief account of the interesting additions which 
liave just been made to the national collection. But 1! 
in reference to the purpose with which such works 1; 
have been selected for our public gallery, much 
remains to be said ; especially as the catalogue begins | 
to assume dimensions which, at its jiresent rate of 1' 

increase, will, in a few years, describe the contents of | 
a gallery in every way worthy of the epithet— | 
“ national.” IVitli respect to the site of the eollce- ;l 
tion—arc we to receive tlie glazing of the most | 
precious works as an admission that they cannot be 1 
more advantageously situated than tliey are at ' 
present P If so, the uselessly debated question of :i 
situation thus receives its solution. Protected by 
glass, and secured from damp, tliese pictures will, a !; 
thousand years hence, yet be in tine preservation. :' 

These recent acquisitions, selected from the Lom- 
bardi-Baldi collection at Plorencc, occupy the small 
room on the riglit, at the top of the stairs, which is j 
sullicicntly well lighted for works that have been ■ 
principally executed for interior ecclesiastical de¬ 
coration. To the light of this room, in reference to 
such works, we simjdy allude because iu the larger 'j 
rooms///e have long been tilled. In those li 

rooms, when the question is the extiibition of the 
best pictures of the maturity of tlie art, we feel 
at once that there are degrees of light — differ- i 
euces which ought not to exist iu an edifice erected 
expressly for the purpose of showing works of Art. 
In a design fur such an erection as the new Palace ; 
at Westminster, the rule of sclectiou was perhaps to ; i 
entertain that proposition which, with due nobility 11 

of structure, combined the most signal fitness for ;! 
the contemplated end. The so-called houses, with i j 
the multitudinous halls, corridors, and chambers, ’' 
have been jdanned in obedience to a taste which ; i 
affects the sacredness of subdued light. The ex- ' j 
licuditure upon Art has already been lavish in the j 
Houses of Parliament; but there is not light enough ' | 
to enable us to estimate accurately whether the j 
money has been worthily bestowed—a negative 1 
advantage in certain eases, as sparing the sjiectator 
pain and the artist condemnation. Although more 
should have been done for the display of the interior 
decorations of the houses, yet the exhibition of Art 
was not iu those edifices a primary condition of their 
erection ; but, in the case of the National Gallery, 
every architectural crotchet should yield to the best 
means of lighting the pictures. The consideration of 
this subject is forced upon us whenever we enter the 
National Gallery, for it contains no works which will 
not stand the test of the most overt exposure. These 
late accessions to the public catalogue suggest the 
question—“ In what way is it proposed to class 
the works, so as to realize the proposed history of 
Art ? ” The question is not now premature, since 
the collection of materials for the earliest chapters of 
the history will soon be, if not ample, at least exem- 
])lary and suggestive. All the great collections of 
Europe are disjointed into an affectation of “ schools ” 
—an arrangement suitable to the meagre acquisi¬ 
tions of conuoissem's w ho speak freely of “ schools ” 
and “styles,” but who have never penetrated into 
principles. The arrangement of a gallery iu schools 
presupposes a certain knowledge of Art in the 
visitor ; and wo know of none of the public galleries 
in Enroi)e, thus disposed, that are not labyrinths of j 
dire confusion ; we are led j 

“ From Dutch to Roman—Roman hack to Dutcli; ; 
Compare Teiiieis with R.aphael, touch for toucli." 

In all the German galleries the school arrangement 
jtrcvails. In Dresden the works are not better 
lighted than those in JIarlborough House, and the 
classified confusion is most embarrassing; at Berlin 
the lighting is somewhat better, but the arrange¬ 
ments are equally objectionable. At IMunich, much 
iiiight have been expected; but oven there inveterate 
tradition holds its own ; and as to lighting, there 
also the enthusiast will be disappointed. The Tri¬ 
bune at Elorence is a casket of inappreciable gems; 
yet the composition of its contents is an outrage on 
the school system professed throughout the rest of 
the collection. From all of these we turn with 
pleasure to the splendid mixture in the Pitti, in 
which there is no affectation of order. Tlie arrange¬ 
ment of our own collection has hitherto been simply 
that of temporary expediency, and must continue so 
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I until a sufficient edifice shall be appointed for its 
1 reception. Before such a desideratum be supplied, 
I it is probable that the catalogue will bo much ex- 
I tended, and the collection will be assuming the im¬ 

portance necessary to the end kept in view in 
j making the selections—that is, a history of Art as 
I circumstantial as can be set forth in a scries of 
! pictures. But we trust that the arrangement will 
! be intelligible to the masses of visitors, who do not 
1 inquire to what school Leonardo da Vinei belonged, 
I but iu what year ho lived, and who were his eon- 

temporaries. To persons possessing a considerable 
knowledge of Art the school arrangement is often 
very embarrassing, as the appreciation of any given 

I painter in respect of his contemporaries can only be 
etfected by visiting it may be half-a-dozen different 
rooms. And many gratuitous difficulties will stand 
in the way of such inquiries in any arrangement 
that is not in chronological scries. The walls or 
rooms should be divided into centuries, which might 
be again subdivided into halves and quarters, show¬ 
ing the works of all the estimable masters who lived 
or flourished within those periods ; and on an orna¬ 
mented frieze above should appear their names, the 

I dates of their birth and death respectively, and the 
1 schools to which they belonged. Such an arrange¬ 

ment wmuld show the progress of painting, and 
would afford the means of directly comparing the 
feeling of different schools—would signalize the 
culmination of the art in the Italian and other 
schools, and also mark its decrepitude and decadence. 
If the classification of the works be not in chrono¬ 
logical succession, we know not how' a narrative is 
to be extracted from the canvas. If the same care 
be exercised which has hitherto prevailed in the 
selection of the pictures; we shall possess the purest, 
—the least questionable, of the public collections of 
Europe. 

The “ Madonna and Infant Christ,” by Mar- 
garitone d’Arezzo, will by no means be commonly 
understood as a valuable addition to the collection. 
By that section of the public that is not curious as 
to the infancy of painting, it will be regarded as a 
grotesque and puerile essay; yet in the w'ork there 
is a self-possessed touch as linn as the conventional 
decision of Egyptian outline. The most potent and 
revered of the divinities of the pagan world are 
always found, as to their construction, to be the 
farthest removed from the human form ; and to the 
pious community for whom Margaritone painted, 
anything more nearly approaching humanity might 
not have been acceptable. The superstitious tenacity 
with which the lower classes in some parts of Italy 
have clung to what we may now safely call the 
hideous traditions of Byzantine Art, can only be ex¬ 
plained according to that principle which induced 
the Egyptian hierarchy to promulgate the law pre¬ 
serving their kings and deities in one form, lest the 
sculptors, as they progressed in the cunning of their 
Art, should improve upon their gods, and give them 
eventually the vulgar forms of men to worship. 
The merit of Byzantine Art was its essential coarse¬ 
ness ; and that has been held in superstitious rever¬ 
ence by the low'er classes in Italy through good 
and evil report—from the superccssion of Byzantine 
practice by the study of nature, until the glorious 
meridian of painting, and yet also through the 
twilight by which it was succeeded. If the wretclied 
Madonnas exhibited at shop doors were not greener 
than those of the early painters who drew their 
inspirations from the expatriated Greeks, they were 
unacceptable for worship, as differing from the first 
beatific patterns. But Margaritone’s Madonna is 
in complexion a brunette—honest light red seems 
to have been his favourite pigment—used, perhaps, 
with too much feeling for the black and tan. Of 
the drawing of the features we have nothing to say 
—save that in his day (inasmuch as there is nothing 
in the modelling of the heads and hands that a 
person using a brush for the first time might not 
do) any one might have become a painter if such 
works constituted a claim to the distinction. There 

j is in the Church of St. Agatha, in Florence, a very 
early example of the works of the Greek artists—not 

' less than the work of Margaritone, suggestive of 
I simple reflections and plain questions. There are 

in the same church tolerable works by Matteo 
ilosselli, by Allori, Passignano, and members of the 
school of Ghirlandaio; and when we see such per¬ 
formances nnder the same roof with the works of 
these masters, w'e marvel greatly that they should 

have been preserved Ihrough ])crlods, the ])roductions 
of which have put them so utterly to sliame. Yet 
these works have a certain value—they illustrate the 
meagre base on which the superstructure of the 
revival was reared. 

Ill the work under consideration, the Virgin and 
Infant Saviour form the centrepiece, and on each 
side there are four incidents from Scripture— 
St. John in the Cauldron of Boiling Oil, the Mar¬ 
tyrdom of St. Catherine, St. Nicholas in the Ship, 
St. John and Drusiana, St. Benedict upon a Bed of 
Thorns, St. Nicholas of Bari liberating Captives, and 
St. Margaret Swallowed and Disgorged by a 
Dragon. If the painter himself did not select 
these subjects, they have been well selected for 
bim; for, althougb between them there is no relation, 
yet, being pointed, they subserve well the end of i 
impressing pious and superstitions minds with the | 
patience of the saints and martyrs. Each of these 
compositions is explained by a legend of straggling 
and slovenly characters, which the painter might 
have executed much more neatly, since w'e must 
recognise him rather as an ornamentist than a 
figure-painter. The face of the Virgin is long, with 
the eyes close together, and all the features made out 
with the rudest markings. The hands are painted 
without any attempt at imitation of the natural 
outlines of the fingers; but, on the other hand, the 
folds and ornament of the lower drapery are drawn 
with the utmost nicety of detail. Margaritone is 
said to be the inventor of the practice of gilding with 
leaf-gold upon Armenian bole, and there is every 
evidence that he piqued himself more on ornamenta¬ 
tion than figure-painting. The upper part of the 
principal figure is enveloped in a heavy black 
mantle, and she wears a crown ornamented with 
lilies—the same forms being also pendant from the 
sides. The Infant Christ wears a brown vesture ; 
the right hand is raised in the action of blessing, and 
the left grasps a scroll—the volimen of the ancients 
—the yet incomplete Evarif/elium, but already 
bearing the symbol of the Cross. The first of the 
descriptive legends to which we have alluded runs 
thus—“ Hic BEAT. JoHES. FVG. A FERVOEE OLEI 

i.iBEEATUE.” The work is mentioned by Vasari as 
having ornamented the altar of the Church of the 
Sisters of St. Margaret, at Florence. In reference 
to the reputation of the painter, it is amusing to 
see the panegyrics of his biographers. With respect 
to colour, the work is of the second phase of Byzan¬ 
tine Art. In the first period, the flesh tints were 
orange, which was succeeded by the red-brown 
of Yiargaritone’s work; and lastly, the green 
tint which we see in the pictures by Duccio da 
Siena. It is executed in tempera, or water-colour, 
and bears the signature of the painter—“Mar- 

GAEIT . DE . AeITIO . ME . FECIT.” It is noW’ 
glazed, and, considering that it has been exposed 
during six centuries, is in fair condition for tempera. 
The large Madonna by Cimabue, who was four 
years the junior of Margaritone, affords a striking 
contrast to the w'ork of the latter. According to 
the advance of the times, it represents the progress 
of half a century. It is represented as the same 
picture which Vasari mentions having been in Santa 
Croce, at Florence; the absence of which leaves 
Santa Croee, if our memory be faithful, without any 
work by Cimahue, although there is a Madonna and 
other works by Giotto. Cimabue’s famous Madonna 
surrounded by Angels, which was horue in pro¬ 
cession to the Church of Santa Maria Novella, 
forms one of the ornaments, and the most remark¬ 
able, of the Eighth Chapel. It were difficult to 
believe that this picture, and that of Jlargaritone, 
were by contemporaries, if w e w'ere not well assured 
of the fact. The features are modelled into round¬ 
ness and relief, the general flesh-tiut is low' toned 
and grey, w'ith an appearance of having faded. The 
painter has consulted nature, but has not been 
assisted to the accurate conclusions at which his 
successors have had the means of arriving. The 
Virgin is seated, and holds the Saviour before her, 
and on each side three angels are represented in 
adoration. The drapery is blue, covering a red robe 
beneath, and telling against the gilt background of 
the time. We are fortunate iu the possession of 
this picture, for, in execution and feeling, it is equal 
to anything remaining by the artist. Tlie most 
remarkable works of this artist are the embellish¬ 
ments of the Church of St. Francis, at Assisi, the 
roof of wliieh consists of five square compartments. 

the first, third, and fifth of which contain figures, ' 
but the second and tourtli only stars upon a blue i 

ground; and, iu one of the minor spaces, there is a j 

Madonna closely resembling that in Santa Maria | 
Novella; and yet more interesting than these arc— j 

“The Apprehension of Christ,” “Josepli and his | 
Brethren,” “The Marriage of Cana,” and others i 

less perfect. [ 
The work of Duccio da Siena is a small triptych, | 

of wliich the centre presents a Madonna and Infant ! 
Christ. The principal figure, at half length, w'ears j 

a liglit hlnc mantle and hood, and the Saviour is jj 
attired iu white and purple. On the wings, which 
open with hinges, are two saints—St. Dominic, and j j 

a female saint wearing a crown, St. Catlieriuc. [ 
The proportions, draperies, and attitudes of these ' | 

I figures are unexceptionable. Duccio was a con- ! j 
temporary of Cimabue, and was established iu Siena 11 

in 1283, where, in 1308, lie undertook his greatest I 
work, the embellishment of the cathedral. His pro¬ 
ductions resemble those of Cimabue, but they arc ■ 
more advanced; the drawing and painting of the I 
two saints are of a superior character. 

The Coronation of the Virgin, said to he of the j 

school of Giotto, is a performance so excellent for its J 
time that there ought to he no difficulty in assigning j 

it. The high cjuaiity of the picture could only be 
arrived at by study and lengthened practice, and | 
there must therefore be many productions by the 
same hand. It is ascertained to have been painted 
about 13-30. Both figures are seated, and the 
Saviour is in the act of placing the crown on the 
head of the Virgin. The robes of both figures are 
blue, over wliich falls a white mantle studded with 
gold stars. Below are four angels, two giving 
incense, and two worshipping; and a similar 
arrangement of colour is here observable — two 
wearing green mantles and two pink. In the treat¬ 
ment of the subject, there is an extraordinary light- , 
ness and tenderness. In many public collections, 1 
this work would be unhesitatingly and at once as¬ 
signed to some famous name; hut it is much more 
creditable to have it anonymous than to attribute it | 
unauthentically. ,' 

Over the door of the room is hung the remark- | 
able crucifix by Segna di Buenaventura, who painted 
ill 1305 and 1319. The cross on which the figure 
is painted is black, with a gilt moulded border. At 
the extremities of the arms of the cross are panels, 
on which are painted the Virgin and St. John ; and 
on a corresponding panel at the top is the usual 
inscription. That portion of the cross on which 
the body is painted is widened into a panel chequered 
with red and blue fields alternately, hearing stars ^ 
formed of the symbol of the Trinity duplicated trans¬ 
versely. This painter was of the school of Duccio 1 
da Siena, and ventures, in some respects, further 
from the conventionalities of Byzantine Art than 
his master. There are indications of study of the 
figure. The arc formed by the sternum and the 
points of the ribs is indicated in a manner which 
declares the figure to have been studied from nature, 
and the emaciation of the person bespeaks an essay 
after deatli: the drawing is extremely timid. The 
model, hovvever, has not been well selected, and the 
colour of nature being so indifferently imitated, it is 
probable that the picture has been executed from a 
sketch on paper. The nimbus is brought forward 
by a carved projection, so as to shade the head. 
We recognise in this work the same tendencies as 
in those of Duccio, whose great works, “ Christ’s 
Entry into Jerusalem,” “ The Holy Vomen at the 
Tomb,” &.C., he had studied, and no doubt aided iu 
executing. j 

Taddeo Gaddi, the pupil of Giotto, who was also ^ 
his godfather, is represented by an altar-jiiece, the !: 
principal theme of which is the Baptism of the i' 
Saviour. The Almighty is seen above, and tlie ' 
dove appears between these passages of the corapo- , 
siliou. Gaddi does not subscribe to the idea of 
representing the Deity by an aged figure ; the im¬ 
personation here is comparatively yonllifiil. This 
centre is supported on the right and left by St. ! 
Peter and St. Paul, one on each side ; and in con- I 
tinuation of the narrative, there are above, again, 
the Deity and subordinate figures of the Virgin ^ 
and Isaiah. Taddeo Gaddi was born in 1300, and ij 
was living in 1366; and yet, during the century 
which we may assume that painting had been ; 
advancing in Italy, the ornamentativc Byzantine j 

still prevailed over the study of nature. The neces- i 
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sity of reference to the human form is recogniseJ, 
but relief and effect are entirely superseded by 
the gilded lields on which the figm'cs are placed. 
In this work there is a fragmentary landscape essay, 
with all the faults of the most youthful practice. 
On the predella are painted incidents from the life 
of the Baptist, as the Birth, the Supper, Salome 
Dancing, and the Decapitation ; llerodias receiving 
from her daughter the Head of the Baptist ; and 
on the right and left are supplementary figures of 
St. Benedict and St. Romuald. 

Of Andrea Orcagna there are numerous ex¬ 
amples, all in high preservation. The most im¬ 
portant of these is The Coronation of the Virgin, 
distributed in three compartments ; the Saviour ancl 
the Virgin occupying the principal, and tlie flanking 
panels showing numerous companies of saints and 
raar'tyrs adoringly contemplating the act. The 
Saviour and the Virgin are attired in white robes, 
and below them are angels assisting with music at 
the ceremony, the instruments being those popular 
in the ti7ne of tlie artist, such as the lute, dulcimer, 
and even the Italian bagpipe. The throng of saints 
on each side, with faces upturned, witnessing the 
ceremony, are grouped as if kneeling on a gradated 
platform, the heads thus appearing in rows above 
each other, but without any appearance of the 
manner in which they are supported. The picture 
is a remarkable instance of the fine preservation in 
which arc maintained so many of the most ancient 
w'orks of Art throughout Italy ; it is everywhere 
clear and definite, the surface being in the most 
perfect condition. A period of nearly five centuries 
has elapsed since it was executed, but it is in better 
order than many of the productions of our own 
school which have not yet been fifty years in e.vist- 
ence. There are mannerisms in the work which 
must strike every observer, showing that Orcagna 
was satisfied with his knowledge of human form. 
.Vll the noses approach the aquiline cast of the 
Byzantine remains, and the eyes derive an extremely 
sinister expression from being half closed, and 
having the pupil retracted in a point, and ojiposed 
by a very sharp touch of white, to represent the 
white of the eye. But this centre, with its lateral 
compartments, was only part of a great work executed 
by Orcagna for the Church of San Pietro IMaggiore, at 
Plorence. The su])plenientai’y pictures formerly 
placed above the ‘‘ Coronation,” are the Holy 
Trinity and .4.doring Angels, the Nativity, the 
Adoration of the Hagi, the Resurrection, the Three 
Marys at the Sepulchre, the Ascension, and the 
Descent of the Holy Ghost; and all these, which 
belong to this great altar-])icce, ai'e hung in dif¬ 
ferent parts of the room: but we cannot believe 
that this distribution is intended to be permanent, 
for this great work by Orcagna affords an oppor- 

1 tunity of exhibiting that system of theological narra- 
i tive in Art which impressed—more deeply than any 
i other method of recital—the public mind in the 

middle ages. Here is a rehearsal of certain of the 
1 gi’eat truths of our evangelical faith complete, as it 

appeared to the devout frequenters of the Church of 
San Pietro ; and we trust that when an opportunity 
serves, that the whole will again be re-united as it 

j stood over the high altar. The church which this 
1 great work adorned was destroyed in 178.3. Orcagna 

painted in the latter half of the fourteenth century, 
and died in 1376. He was the son of the Ploi’en- 
tine sculptor Clone : his Christian name was Andrea, 
and the surname by which he was known, Orcagna, 
or more correctly Arcagno, is a corruption of Arca- 
gnolo. This artist was a sculptor as w'ell as a painter, 
and his name is associated with that portion of the 
public buildings in the Piazza del Granduca known 
as the Loggia dell’ Orcagna, or dei Lanzi. 

The three saints, St. John the Baptist, St. John 
the Evangelist, and St. James the Greater, by 
Spinello Aretino, exemplify an advance on the 
method of study practised by Orcagna, inasmuch as 
in the three heads there is a diversity of character, 
each impersonation having been studied from the 
life. The di-aperies are as effectively painted as 
they were centuries after, and the simplicity of the 
treatment of each figure bespeaks a closer reference 
to nature. By a glance at these three figm’cs, we 
learn that the powers of Spinello were of an order 
to vanquish the difficulties which had opposed the 
advance of those who preceded him. He was a 
pupil of Jacopo di Casentino, but at the age of 
twenty he excelled his master. 

The large altar-piece by .Taeopo di Casentino is an 
extensive gathering of incidents from the “ Golden 
Legend.” There are, as usual, three principal divi¬ 
sions—the centre one of which shows St. John the 
Evangelist raised from the grave by the Saviour and 
a company of prophets and holy men. The saint, 
now an old man, wears that ceremonial v^estment of 
the Catholic Church called a chasuble. The figure 
being raised from above by the hands being drawn up¬ 
wards, the pose of (he figure is not the most gracefid ; 
and the lines of the arms and those of the drapery 
yield endless repetitions, in triumphant violation of 
the laws of composition. Beneath the ascending 
figure is the grave from which he has been raised, 
and he ascends upon a gilded cloud, as the figures 
above rest upon clouds also gilded. The right-hand 
compartment contains four saints—St. Peter, St. 
Romuald, St. Catherine, and St. Jerome ; and in the 
left are St. Bernard, St. Benedict, St. Scholastica, and 
St. John the Bajitist; the tigm-cs in both groups 
standing close together. Over each of these com¬ 
positions the frame forms a Roman arch, within 
which is laid a dentated sprig. Each of these arches 
supports a supplementary panel sunk in its frame. 
The centre subject is the Trinity, the Father, the 
Son crucified, and the descending Dove. The two 
others taken together illustrate the Annunciation, as 
one contains the xVngel Gabriel and the other the 
Virgin Mary. Above the principal compartment, in 
small figures and distributively, is the narrative of 
the Saviour’s triumph over death, and a direct allusion 
to the Redemption. In the centre of the predella 
we see St. John sleeping in the island of Patmos ; 
the two lateral incidents being St. John in the act of 
baptizing, and St. John in the cauldron of oil. The 
frame containing this work has hiteral columns 
pierced, so as to contain numerous medallions and 
supplementary figures of saints. 

Examined as a whole, we find this woik executed 
still under the regimen of the Byzantine school ; 
every space vacant of figures being tilled up with 
gilding, and much more attention being given to 
enrichment than natural form. The hands of some 
of the principal figures are ridiculously small, a fault 
which by any of those early painters might have 
been obviated by a very slight inquiry into personal 
proportion, but the rules of the Byzantine school 
placed the representation of the human form as 
subordinate to gorgeous ornament. 

The amiable Fra Beato Angelico da Flesole is not 
represented by a picture to which his name attaches, 
and of which the subject is the Adoration of the 
Magi. It is small, and although yet brilliant, not 
in good condition. Angelico da Fiesole was a 
brother of the Monastery of St. Mark, at Florence, 
and it is there where some of his noblest woiks 
are to be seen ; especially a crucifix, before which 
a company of saints are worshipping—the features 
of whom describe a variety of emotions with an in¬ 
tensity of expression far beyond the essays of all 
who had gone before this painter. There is also 
in the gallery of the Uffizj a large tabernacle, on 
the doors of wdiich are saints of the size of life— 
also in the Louvre a Coronation of the Virgin, at 
w'hich is present a throng of saints and martyrs. 
The name of this eminent painter w'as Giovanni 
Guido, to which 11 Beato Angelico was prefixed in 
token of his purity of life. He might have lived 
in the w'orld, honoured and w^ealthy, but he pre¬ 
ferred the seclusion of the house of St. Alark, where 
he practised painting—not for money, but in sincere 
devotion to the Art. 

The next work of which we shall speak illustrates 
a “profane” subject, said to be “The Rape of 
Helen,” and attributed to Benozzo Gozzoli. It was 
formerly ascribed to Gentile da Fabriano, and was 
then called “The Brides of Venice.” The theme 
and the painter are, therefore, equally uncertain. It 
is a small composition, in which appears an edifice 
something like the portico of a Greek temide, within 
which is an assemblage of w'omen, all richly attired 
in the costume of the fifteenth century. The feeling 
of the picture is perhaps rather that of Benozzo, but 
he did not acquire from his master, Beato Angelico, 
his taste for subject-matter of this kind. One of 
the women is borne off towards a ship that is moored 
in a creek by one of the men wearing scarlet hose, 
while a second carries off another, and a third within 
the building is selecting a lady from the crowd 
of beauties assembled therein. On the left there 
is a group of men, of whom one wears a suit of 

armour, mixed plate and mail; the others wear the j| 
civil costume of the time, but all are armed, 'fhe 
background of the composition consists of cliffs 
rising immediately from the water’s edge. In 
these days it causes a smile to see a Rape of Helen 
effected by gentlemen in hose of scarlet and parti- 
colour, with belted tunics and peaked beavers ; but 
if this be really the subject, who are the other gen¬ 
tlemen, w ho, following the example of Paris, are also 
helping themselves to ladies ? There is no resist¬ 
ance; the principal figure—the victim of him in the 
scarlet hose—seems to say, like the French marquis, 
“ Fades comme vous voudrez, mais ne me thiffonuez 
pas and, by a mutual arrangement, the dress is 
tenderly treated. The subject cannot be “ The 
Brides of Venice,” quoad their abstraction from 
Venice, because the scene is not Venice; but it may 
be “The Brides of Venice,” as to their rescue, not¬ 
withstanding the Greek building on the right. 

The large picture by Paolo Uccello, representing 
the Battle of Saint Egidio, fought in 141A presents 
on the left an advance of knights armed cap-a-pie in 
suits of mixed plate and mail; there are, however, 
two uncovered heads—those of Carlo Malatesta and 
his nephew Galeazzo, who were made prisoners at 
the battle. The armour is all very carefully drawn, 
and the plates have been overlaid with silver-leaf, 
which, where necessary, has been glazed into shade. 
The pieces of mail chain armour are marvellously 
painted, and the variously patterned helmets and 
crests distinguish their owners. The ground is ; 
strewed with fragments of broken lances and helmets, i 

and there is one dead man—a very bold essay at 
foreshortening. But the horses are the least satis- 
facdory portion of the picture, inasmuch as they all 
look as if they had been painted from bad wooden 
models; and the false scale of shade in the drawing 
is yet more prejudicial to the effect. The sky has 
become green and dark. The appearance of the 
whole is exceedingly heavy—the figures realize 
James I.’s idea of men in panoply; the action 
of the horses is spiritless, and the lances and other 
weapons are ponderous to the last degree ; but, 
nevertheless, the picture is an interesting curiosity. 
The subjects treated by Uccello are pidncipally 
sacred, the execution, therefore, of this picture is 
doubtless due to a commission. 

The altar-piece by Filippo Lippi is divided into 
three parts, the centre containing the Virgin and 
the Infant Jesus. Below, are two angels, one 
playing the guitar, and the other the violin. On 
the left are St. Nicholas of Tolentino and St. Au¬ 
gustine, and on the other side are St. Monica and 
St. Bartholomew. There is by the same master 
another picture, also a Madonna and Infant Christ, 
painted in a manner to show that art was now 
emancipated from the superstitions by which it had 
been entrammeUed : the gilding, which was a sub¬ 
stitute for want of power, is now dismissed, and we 
find perspective advancing, and the figures redieved 
by backgrounds descriptive of locality. By some i 
member of the school of Lippi there are two pic¬ 
tures, formed of two groups of figures—the two 
saiuts, John the Baptist and the Evangelist, and | 
St. Alark and St. Augustine; and by Filippino j 
Lippi there is an Adoration of the Magi, anticipating ^ 
very much of the technical excellence upon which ; 
was founded the reputation of some of the most 
eminent of his successors. Cosirao Tura is but little 
known ; the example, however, of his feeling that is 
numbered in the list of these acquisitions, shows that 
the time is now come when every legitimate means 
of Art will be made available. The subject is an 
Entombment, in which the body of the Saviour is 
supported by Joseph of Arimathea and John tbe 
Bai)tist. The Madonna and Infant by Lorenzo di 
Credi, of exquisite finish, evidences the tendency to 
that bulky form in the Infant which we see imitated 
by other painters, and even by Raphael. Nothing 
can be more brilliant than the two heads by 
Quintin Matsys—the Salvator IMundi and the 
Virgin, especially the latter; and not less beautiful, 
though in a different manner, is the so-called por¬ 
trait of Isotta da Rimini, by Piero della Frascesca. 
Of these last-named works we shall take occasion 
to speak more fully in a future article on the wants 
of the National Gailery. A genuine Byzantine speci¬ 
men, representing Saints Cosmas and Daraianus, by 
the Priest Emmanuel, of the seventeenth century, 
completes the list of new pictures lately added to 

the national collection. 
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BRITISH AJITISTS: 
THEIR STYLE AND CHARACTER, 

WITH KNGRAVKD ILMISTRATIONS. 

Nn. XXXVm.—IIKNUY LK .lEUNE. 

\TUitK endows the great family of iiiaiikiiid 
with a diversity of gifts; seldom, however, 
allowing many to he aecumulated by one in¬ 
dividual, but dispersing them wisely and bene¬ 
ficently among her favoured children, so that 
each may enjoy what appears to be his rightful 
possession. For example, it is rare to see an 
artist great in two distinct characters or quali¬ 
ties of Art; he has an intuitive perception of 
what nature intended to make him, and fol¬ 
lows, generally, the path marked out for him 
as the only one in which he can hope to he 
successful. We do not believe that Raffaelle 
could have painted the “Last Judgment” as 

JJichael Angelo painted it on the wall of the .Sistine Chapel, 
nor that Michael Angelo could have produced such a picture as 

L Ualfaelle’s “ Transllgm’ation and, to come down to our own 
time, no one would expect to see a “ Village Choir,” like 

Webster’s, by the President of the Royal Academy, nor a picture 
like “ Christ AVeeping over Jerusalem,” from the pencil of Webster: 
the artist-mind has limits assigned to it which Xature rarely permits 
it to pass in its operations. 

AVhen such a result is the inevitable consequence of uncontrollable 
laws, and is almost nniversally felt and recognised, it would apjiear 

to be useless to ])oiut out special instances: but the recollection of the pictures 
painted by ilr. Le Jeutic forces the fact so strongly upon the mind that we 
could not do less than adv'ert to it, even thongh the reference is to an absolute 
truism. AVe will not say that his art is altogether engrossed by his love of 
children, hnt they certainly occupy a very large portion of his ideas, and, there 

is little doubt, form the most numerous class of models in his studio ; they 
are the most pleasant and welcome fancies of his Art-dreams—the beings with 
whom his waking thoughts are in close and delightful companionship, and in 
whom he constantly discovers something “ever changing, ever new.” In 
looking back, however, on what this artist has produced, we shall see that 
he has often, like (tullivcr, broken away from the cords with which the 
Liliputians have tied him down, and has found other scenes and other models 
to engage Ins )icncil : in the earlier part of his career this was especially 
the case. 

Henry Le Jcune was born in London, in 1820 : his name wonld favour the 
idea that he is of French extraction : possibly this may be the case : his father, 
who is still living, and his brothers, are in the musical profession. Evincing 
at an early age an earnest desire to become an artist, he was sent to study in 
the IJritish -Aluseum. In 1834 he was admitted a student in the Royal 
Academy, where he obtained, in succession, four silver medals, and finallyin 
1841, the “gold” medal, the subject of the picture being “ Samson bursting 
his bonds. AA ritiug ol the gold medal recalls to mind an observation made 
to us not very long since, that of all the names now on the list of the Royal 
Academy, both academicians and associates, three only, those of IMr. Macli’se, 
iMr. frost, and Mr. Hook, are mentioned as having won this honour: we believe 
this to be a fact, though wc do not speak with absolute certainty ; if it be so, it is 
singular, yet it verities the scriptural declaration that “ the race is not always to 
the swift.” In 1845 Air. Le Jeiine was appointed head-master of the morning 
class at the Government School of Design, which he resigned in 1848; in the 
latter year he was nominated to the curatorship of the “ Fainting .School” of 
the Academy, which now includes the duty of instruction in painting. This 
appoiiitment he still holds. 

Mr. Le .Jeune’s first picture, exhibited publicly, appeared at the Academy in 
1840, the subject, “Joseph interpreting the Dream of Pharaoh’s Butler 
but the earliest of his works in our recollection was that which gained the 
prize of the gold medal, the “ .Samson” just referred to : this was sent to the 
British Institution in 1842 ; it was an ambitious, and, in many points, a very 
meritorious painting, showing, however, as might be expected, more of 
academic study than of original conception and treatment. “ L"na and the 
Lion,” a later production, we presume, but exhibited at the Academy in the 
same year, 1842, manifested maturer powers, and elicited from us the 
remark,—“ the artist tak'es at once high ground, and we do not sec that he 

I 
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has mistaken his position.” -Again, xvritiug of one of three pictures in the 
Academy exhibition of 1843, “Prince Arthur’s Dream,” we said:—“This is 
a remarkable picture, and betokens clearly a degree of progress in its author. 
AVe are looking to him anxiously for great things.” A canvas of comparatively 
small dimensions, sent to the British Institution in 1844, represented an 
incident in the poet’s story of “ Prospero and Miranda,” with unatlected 
simplicity and originality. 

Leaving for a time Spenser and Shakspere, we find Air. Le Jeune, in 1843, 
referring to the pages of Scripture for subjects : at the British Institution he 
exhibited a scene suggested by the verse in the gospel of St. Alatthew—“ But 
they shall sit every man under his vine and under his fig-tree.” It is not a 
picture of uniform excellence, one group of figures showing far greater defi¬ 

ciency of power in conception and execution than the others. His “ Ruth 
and Boaz,” the only picture he sent to the Academy, is a beautitul and 
gracefid composition, one that would confer honour upon a veteran in Art. 
The same remarks will apply to another work exhibited in the Academy the 
following year, the title of which was supplied by a passage from the book 
of Samuel,—“ Ye daughters of Israel, weep over Saul, w ho clothed you in 
scarlet,” &c. The composition, drawing, and colonring of this picture could 
scarcely be surpassed, while the feeling or sentiment thrown into the figures 
no one could mistake, it was so obvious. At the British Institution, in 
1847, he exhibited “Bassanio choosing the Casket;” “a small composition 
of only two figures, but conceived and realized with the most exquisite 
feeling and masterly power.Of this little picture we have, in a kw 
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words, to observe tliat it is painted in a taste which few living painters 
could evince such was onr record after seeing it in the gallery in Pall 
Mall. At the Aeadeniy in the same year hung the most anddlious work 
the artist had hitherto attem])ted, the “Liberation of the Slaves:” this picture 
was purchased by the Prince ('oiisort. .Mr. .Icens has made considerable 
))rogress in his engraving from it for our series of “ Royal Pictures,” and as 
we hope before very long to introduce the print into the Arl-Jonrinil, we 
postpone any comment on the jiainting till the engraving is published. ^Ir. 
Le .Jeune’s contributions to the British Institution, in 1818. were—“ I’au 
teaching Apollo;” and a little picture entitled “Hush!” a young mother with 
her infant child: the latter is a gem that shows the highest (pualities of Art. 
To the .\eademy he contributed “ Ferdinand and Miranda.” 

Of his two pictures in the British Institution in 1849, “Una,” a small, half- 
length figure, and “Ophelia,” hanging wreaths upon the boughs, the latter 
please-s us most: it is more freely painted than the majority of the works pro¬ 

duced by the artist up to this period. “Lear and Cordelia,” exhibited the same 
year m the Academy, is a picture of great excellence, replete with tenderness 

; and filial emotion. 

I Ihere was a heautifnl little jiicture by i\lr. Le Jcune in the British Institu- 
; tiou in 1851) ; it was called the “ Ilonr-tilass.” the running sands of which were 
, intensely watched by two children. The heads of the child'i-eu are most forcibly 

painted, and the composition is altogether full of poetical feeling In the 
exhibition of the Aeadeniy that year, his “iMartlia Reproved” pre'sented the 
scriptural narrative in a style remarkable for its simidicity, and relincd taste- 
wisely rejecting any presumed advantages derivable from brilliant colouriim and 

; auxiliary iiitrodnetioiis to give interest to the composition, the artist’s aim seems 
' to have been to develop iu the counlenanccs of the figures the expression each 

would he expected to portray; and in this he has completely succeeded. 
Blackberry Gatherers a boy and a girl—a small painting in the Academy 

the same year, is a bright, sunshiny “ bit ” of nature, very carefully finished. 

Engravecl bj] HU.STIC MUSIC. [J- Cooper. 

.\nother work, something akin to this in style and subject, was exhibited at 
the British Institution iu 1851 ; it had no title appended, but it represents a 
boy half, stretched on a grassy bank, and attempting to catch a pair of huttcrllies, 
that have come within the reach of the bathe holds in his hand: it is admirably 
painted. “Anglers” and “ Archers,” a pair of pictures exhibited at the Academy 
in that year, introduce the spectator to groups of children occupied as expi'essed 
in the titles: these charming little works—so true and natural—have been 
excellently engraved by Mr. Joubert, and are consequently well known to the 
public. A subject of far more elevated character was hung at the same time— 
“ The Sermon on the Mount,” a picture manifesting very considerable power as 
regards expression and feeling, but deficient in individuality, and restrained in 
the arrangement of the figures. A large engraving, by Jackson, has been pub¬ 
lished from this picture, under the title of “ The Lily of the Field.” 

In 1852, .Mr. Le Jeuiie sent tw-o jiictures to the British Institution ; one he 
called “ Rush Gatherers :” three children have collected a quantitv of bull- 

I rushes, two of them are employed in binding their water-side “harvest ” into a 
i sheaf, while the third stands by, holding a single rush in the hand; the group is 
1 arranged and painted with exceeding taste and delicacy. The other subject was 
^ a “Lady and Child:” it forcibly recalled to mind,by its sweetness of expression 
j a.id simplicity of composition, some of the pictures that Guido and other Italian 
I artists of that school, w-ere accustomed to paint. His contribution to the 

Academy this year was a scriptural subject: it bore no title, or rather the verses 
from the gospel of St. Mark, that suggested the woi'k, took the place of a title 
— Christ’s answer to the rich young man, who asked, “ Master, what shall I do 
to inherit eternal life ?” The interest of the composition rests chiefly with 
these two piincipal figures; but fhei'e are others introduced with much skill 
and judgment, to carry out the instructive lesson which the history teaches. 
We scarcely remember any picture by this artist that so well evidences his 
power as a colourist: the effects are produced less by light and shade than by 
opposition of tints combining 'orilliancy with harmony. 
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The “Spirit’s Flight ” is the title given to n small pieture exhibited at the 
British Institution in the following year. “Infant I’rayer,” and a “ Seene 
in a Green Lane,” were hung at the Aeademy in 18.)d ; both unpretending 
works, but of a character to render them valuable and pleasing additions to any 
cabinet collection. 

In 1854, Mr. IjC dcune exhibited at the Royal Academy only, to which he 
sent two pictures : one, “Tlir, I’LOU'ill,” engraved on a preceding page. W e 

can otter no other remarks on this charmingly playful and truthful design than 
those we wrote after seeing it at the Aeademy:—“The manner in which this 
artist ])aints children is unique. The plough is a forked branch of a tree, which 
is held by one little fellow, as plonghman, while two other children, a boy and 
girl, draw' it along as horses. In the features of these children there is a 
refined and elevated sentiment that is by no means of the every-day world. 
Their amusement, is that of children as they arc ever before us, and their dress 
is humble, but there is yet a tone in them which separates them from their 
play. The picture in colour and feeling is most felicitous.” How seientilically 
the ))loughboy holds his implement, as if he had served an apiirenticeship on 
the farm, his hair streaming back, from the rapidity with which the “team ” 
has descended the slope, turning np the grass, but not the clods ; that sturdy 

young horse, too, on the near side, how bravely he “clings to his collar,” as the 
learned in those matters say, [mlling with all his infantine strength, while his 
more delicate companion “ in harness,” w ho appears not thoroughly broken 

i in yet, is a willing, but somewhat wild, worker—one whom the plougher 
i evidently linds it dillicult to keep in a straight line. .\ very different subject is 

the other ])icturc of this date—“ Christ blessing little Children,” a subject that 
always seems to provoke comparison ; yet -Mr. Le .leune’s composition will stand 
the test of anything of a similar character, so far as we know, that could be 
brought into competition with it. 

“ Sec-saw ”—another of those rejiresentations of child life which this painter 
always renders so captivating—was exhibited at the Academy in 1855. It is 
painted to a lower “key” of colour than is usual with him, but loses nothing 
in value on such account; it is a sweet little picture. This, and several other 

; pictures by IMr. Le Jeuue, “ The Bulrush Gatherers,” the “ Plough,” “ On 
the Look-out,” with some that have not been publicly exhibited, are iii the 

‘ possession of Alfred Brooks, Ksq., Finchley. 
Between 1853 and 1850 Mr. Le Jeune was absent from the British Institu- 

I tiou : in the latter year, however, he sent “ Little Gretchen,” the name given to 
1 a young child, represented half-length, sitting with a book on her knee. “ The 

face is Hutch, and the feeliug of the picture is entirely Rembraudtesque. There 
is no straining after poetic beauty, it is a purely natural essay; the llesh is soft, 
warm, and yielding, and the expression life-like and intelligent.” “ Mary Magda¬ 
len at the Sepulchre,” and “ On the Look-out,” were his contributions to the 
Academy this year. Regarding the pictures in an artistic point of view, we 
prefer the latter, it is so unaffectedly simple and truthful; the subject shows a 
boy and girl seated on a cannon by the sea-side; the boy holds a small tele¬ 
scope to his eye,—and this is “On the Look-out.” In 1857, he sent to the 
Bi'itish Institution a small painting of Christ’s agony in the garden, to which 
he gave the title of “ Thy w'ill be done:” it is a w'ork that only an artist of 
elevated mind could have produced. “The Vision of Queen Katherine,” from 
the text of Shakspere, w'as hung at the Academy: unquestionably a clever 
picture, yet it interested us less perhaps than any other work from the same 
hand. 

This year Mr. Le Jeune was again unrepresented at the British Institirtion, 
but at the Academy he had “The early days of Timothy,” and “ Children 

GATHERING Water-i.ilies,” the latter engraved on this page : our comments on 
these works have been so recent that it is unnecessai-y to refer to them again. 

I The enumeration we have thus given of the pictures by this artist will, 
perhaps, induce some of our readers to ask why, at the commencement of our 
remarks, we associated his art so especially with childi’en, seeing that very' 
many of his works are of a different character. To this we reply, that what¬ 
ever merits his other pictures possess, his real strength lies in his representa¬ 
tions of those “small folk:” here he stands without an equal among our living 
school of artists, for truth, beauty, and natural expression ; there is in them— 
we mean the children—nothing commonplace and rude, nor, on the other 
hand, do they convey the idea of being “ dressed up for their portraits; they 
are of the aristocracy of nature, ere, as it would seem, intercourse with the 
world has robbed them of their innocence and vulgarised their manners. But 
in all that Mr. Le Jeune produces there is abundant evidence of elevated 
sentiment, refined taste, and high purpose, resulting from a well-ordered and 
accomplished mind; by his art he is a sound, eloquent, and most interesting 
teacher of moral and religious truths, and as such is entitled to our respect 
and esteem. IMoreover, apart from the subject-matter of his works, he is 
thoroughly conversant with, and practises, those principles on which good 

Art is based, and which alone constitute its true value. 
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TOMBS OF ENGLISH AllTISTS. 

No. S.—RICIIARl) COSWAY, R.A. 

Ancient Art seems to have known no such persons 
as “fashionable painters;” men followed Art then 
because they felt their "euius impel them to the 
course; and they were rewarded by fame or fortune, 
as their works compelled patrons to reverence the 
talent they displayed. Their g'enius made the laws 
which all others have followed: and how powerful 
they were in their strength of mind, and pure iude- 
pendeuee of action, our museums and galleries of 
.Art can show, “fashionable” artists, hutterllies of 
an era, are of a totally diftereut genus ; called into 
practice by the sickly taste of over-refinement, they 
trim nature as a Dutch gardener does his trees, with 
a foolish notion of improving her; yet although 
their errors often are solely on the side of elegance, 
they are offensive to educated tastes by an exaggera¬ 
tion of refinement and beauty, and their works con- 
seipiently do not possess the vigour and vitality which 
can carry them beyond the patronage of their own day. 

Cosway, with much ability, and with a host of 
friends among the titled and wealthy—commanding 
the highest prices, and living as luxuriously as a 
prince, is already more than half forgotten. A 
refined draughtsman, and a patient manipulator, his 
w'orks suited the boudoir of the beauty, or the 
cabinet of the dihHianti; but the people of this 
w'orld are fashioned in a rougher mould, and the 
“faultless monsters” of the pencil, with their con¬ 
ventional prettiuess, must endure the fate of other 
“Cyntliias of the minute;” they are to Art what the 
rhymes of a “ Rosa Matilda” are to poetry—insipi¬ 
dity is the most fatal fpiality in either art ; the 
errors of pow'cr are more readily forgiven by the 
world than those of weakness. Between Barry and I 

Cosway how great is the distance; yet the former 
starved over his great works, while the latter lived 
nobly on his little ones. They pass from the scene 
of their trials or their pleasures, and an unbiassed 
justice reverses the doom under which they lived. 

It must not, how'ever, be imagined that Cosway’s 
talent is here denied—he had much ; but he had not 
that higher gift of genius that will give enduring 
fame to an artist’s work after his death, though it 
obtain for him friends and fortune during his life. 
These remarks more naturally arise when speaking 
of him, because his position was so eminently above 
other and greater English artists. Ilis career was a 
remarkable one, and might have secured enduring 
fame had he been less self-satisfied, and less under 
the inlkience of the false “ refinements ” of a taste 
that strove to “ throw' a perfume o’er the violet.” 
Brought up in Devonshire, he seems to have led the 
life of an ordinary country lad; neglecting the teach¬ 
ing of his father, a schoolmaster at Tiverton (where 
Richard was born in 1740), and taking to drawing 
at all opportunities, by the time he had reached the 
age of thirteen he had shown so much ability that he 
was placed under Hudson, the master of Sir Joshua 
Reynolds, the expense being defrayed by a rich uncle 
until he was enabled to obtain employment, vvhich j 

soon came, for his draw'ings were always possessed of 
that refinement of cliiar oscuro and minuteness of 
finish that chieily delight the half-educated patrons 
of Art. lie was employed to make drawings of 
heads for shops, fancy miniatures, .subjects for 
suutf-boxes, for the jewellers ; “ and,” says J. T. 

vSinith, “ from the money he gained, and the gaiety of 
the company he kept, he rose from one of the dirtiest 
of boys to one of the smartest of men.” 

Life was henceforth one long success to him. He 
studied no more of Art than w'ould enable him to 
please the tastes of his patrons, and they came in 
never-ceasing succession. Wealth followed rapidly to 
the courtly artist, and he sjient it lavishly on his 
establishment, which soon rivalled that of a noble¬ 
man. He delighteil in dress to an extent that made 
him the subject of caricature.’^ Smith has left us 
his remembrance of Cosway, “ full dressed, in his 
sword and bag, with a small three-cornered hat on the 

* The best of these were drawn by Dightoii, engraved 
in mezzotinto by Earlom, and pnblislied by Bowles and 
Carver, then tlie niost popular print-publishers. It is 
called “ The Macaroni Painter,” and represents Cosway in 
the most fashionable costume of the day, as worn by tliat 
class of fops then called “ Macaronis" (from a style of 
dress imported by a silly Englisli nobleman from Italy), 
employed on the portrait of another fop even more extra¬ 
vagantly dressed. 

top of his powdered ioupe'e, and a mulberry silk coat 
profusely embroidered with scarlet strawberries.” 

His marriage with a lady born in Italy* increased 
his taste for display; for she gave large parties, 
to which the nobility and the heir-apparent came. 
She was herself an excellent artist, on a par with her 
husband, and, like him, attached solely to the ex¬ 
treme refinements of .\rt. Their house is described 

stately groui) of houses, the architect had placed 
figures of lions on each side of the street; this gave 
occasion to some wicked wit to ilraw an unpleasant 
comparison between the painter inside, and the lion 
outside his residence, in these rhymes:— 

When a man to a fair for a show brings ,a lion, 
’Tis usual a monkey tlie sign-post to tie on ; 
lint liore tlie old onstoni reversed is seen, 
For tlio lion's witliont. and tlic monkey's within.” 

worthy to he his fellow in the grave; but fate 
ordered otherwise, and he lies in the vaults of Mary- 
le-bone Chttreh. His death occurred in 1821, while 
taking a drive in a carriage, in his eightieth year. 
A monnraent was erected to his memory by his 

* Her maiden name was Maria Iladlield, and her parents 
were Englisli liotelkoepers, who had become wealthy. On 
the death of her father, her mother returned to England, 
and introduced lier daugliter to Angelica Kautfraan, and 
thus she became known to Cosway ; at Ids deatli slie re¬ 
turned to Italy, and kept a ladies’ .scliool at Li'di. 

as most luxuriously furnished, overloaded with buhl 
and marqueterie, carpeted and hung with the best 
products trom the looms of Persia and Prance; 
sculpture, bronzes, china, and choice articles of veiia 
crowded the tables and cabinets. At this time he 
lived at the corner of Stratford Place, Oxford Street, 
in what was then considered one of the best London 
mansions. To give effect to the entrance to this 

Cosway was not happy in all his splendour. He 
felt fhe sneers of his brother artists, who, possessing 
much greater ability, never secured a tithe of his 
liatronage. As he grew older, he became querulous, 
and his vanity increased so greatly that he reported 
imaginary conversations he fancied he held with the 
great of old, who came to compliment his genius. 
He desired to he buried with Rubens, at Antwerp, 
as the only artist in talent and princely tastes 

widow, who soon aftervvards left England for her 
native Italy. The sculpture represents a medallion 
of Cosway, surrounded by figures of genii, emblematic 
of Art, Taste, and Genius, thus alluded to in the 

lines beneath:— 

^ “Art weeps. Taste mourns, ;ind Genius drops tlie tear, 
I O'er liim so long tliey loved, who slumbers liere. 

While colours last, and time allows to give 
I The all-resembling grace, his name shall live.” 

F. W. Fairiiolt. 

oosway’s noesu. 
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SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM. 

OBJECTS OF DECORATIVE ART SUGGESTIVE TO 

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS. 

In resuming our illustrations of works in this not 
less important than popular collection, the engrav¬ 
ings first in order are of glass ware, of which a very 

admirable specimens of the florid style of cutting 
of the early eighteenth-century German glass. The 
three next in order belong to a different school and 
period; these were fabricated in the world-renowned 
workshops of Murano, as were likewise the three 

the succeeding century: it is of elegant and taste¬ 
ful design, very suitable for modern reproduction 
as a champagne glass, the width of the cord pat¬ 
tern in the stem rendering it a convenient glass 
to hold. The large bowl, or tazza, in the centre. 

obvious; very possibly, however, they were “ frut- 
tiere,” or centrepieces for dessert: both these spe¬ 
cimens are enriched with gilding and enamelled 
ornaments, the latter consisting of a scale-work 
pattern, and small beads or dots of vari-coloured 

numerous and complete series has been brought to¬ 
gether at South Kensington; the nucleus of this, 
as of so many other sections, having been furnished 
by acquisitions from the Bernal sale. The glass 
goblet in the centre of the first cut is of French 
origin, of the period of Louis XVI,; the ornamenta¬ 
tion engraved or cut. The other two are of earlier 
date, and probably of old Bohemian work, and are 

following specimens. The piece on the left, with a 
diamond-moulded bowl, and twisted, involuted stem, 
is the most modern of the scries of Venetian glasses ; 
it is certainly not older than the second half of the 
sixteenth century, and more probably belongs to 

and the one beneath, of very similar design, are of 
a much earlier period, and are characteristic types 
of a numerous class; they date towards the latter 
end of the fifteenth, or beginning of the sixteenth 
century. The use of these bowls is not very 

enamel, intended to imitate jewels. The small 
globvdar vessel, on the right of the upper bowl, is 
of dark purple glass, enriched with a bold and 
elegantly designed band of scroll foliage in wKite 
enamel: the cover of this piece is in chased silver. 

This exquisite and most valuable specimen is also 
of early date, perhaps before 1500. Of the small 
pieces in the lower cut, the one on the right is probably 
a rose-water sprinkler; it is finely decorated with 
enamelled ornamentation. The small low goblet is 
likewise a good specimen of the jieculiar style of 
enamel decoration in use at Murano during the 
Quatre and Cinque-cento period. The gilded and 

jewelled ornaments are here seen very characteristi¬ 
cally applied. Our next illustration is of an ancient 
ivory comb, probably intended as a present; it is 
believed to be of Indian work, most likely of the 
sixteenth or seventeenth century, and a Dutch or 
Portuguese importation to Europe. The elegant 
interlaced pattern offers a valuable motive for re¬ 
production ; and it is not a little singular that it 

very closely resembles in character the interlaced 
knot-work seen in the next engraving, which is 
nevertheless of an entirely different period and 
origin. The latter cut represents the end of a carved 
and painted wooden box of Byzantine Greek work, 
dating as early as the tenth or eleventh century. 
The analogy alluded to, however, is easily accounted 
for when it is considered that Byzantine Art was 

radically tinged with an oriental bias, and that in 
the East decorative motives have a prescrij)tive per¬ 
manency, giving them currency for centuries. The 
box in question is represented geometrically in three 
different views ; first the end view already alluded 
to, next the lid or cover, which is slightly raised, 
as will be best shown by the third view, a side 
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elevation. It was formerly in the well-known col¬ 
lection of M. Leven, of Cologne, and probably was 
originally deposited as a receptacle for relics in 
some one of the nnmerons cburcbes of that city : 
it is one of the most ancient monuments in wood 

now extant, and, on the whole, is in extraordinary 
preservation. The ornaments are carved with great 
precision in low- relief, and elaborately pricked out 
in colours and gilding, tlie original tints of which 
may still be well discerned. The grotesque animals 

flanking a species of tice is another example of pre¬ 
scription in oriental Art: this singular type, which 
had originally a symbolical meaning, is first seen in 
the ancient Babylonian sculptures ; it is the one cha¬ 
racteristic representation of Sarrauian Art, and was 

evidently continued in the East for centuries after 
its original signification had been lost sight of. 

The mirror represented beneath is entirely in 
plate glass, including the frame or border, and 
ornamental pediment; it is of Venetian seventeenth- 

century w'ork, and is a veiy chaste and elegant 
specimen of its kind. Here, again, is a valuable 
hint tor modern adaptation; mirrors of this descri|)- 
tion are of a highly decorative character, the ])ris- 
matic hues reflected from the numerous angles and 

polished faces of the glass varying, it is scarcely 
necessary to say, with every change of position of 
the spectator. Of the two Venetian drinking glasses 
next engraved, the one on the right is a most im¬ 

portant specimen of a fifteenth-century Venetian 
enamelled gift—a marriage glass; the glass itself is 
dark green, and the ornamentation in gold and 
enamels. 

The coffer beneath was probably also originally 
intended as a wedding present; it is of Italian 
tifteeidh-eentury work, in bone, the cover inlaid 
with a mosaic of dark wood. The last cut in the 
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oblique work and silk cord, on a ground of crimson 
velvet. We have next a medallion in high relief, 

in silver, the engraving being of the full size of the 
original object; it is a fine specimen of German 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE OF 

ALEXANDER ANDERSON, M.D. 

page shows a quaint and simple iiindcl of a Flemish 
sixteenth-century chair; and on the next leaf the 

embroidered pattern of the seat or cushion cover is 
drawn geometrically; the design is executed iu 

style exhibited in this fragment would lead one to 
suppose it to be of Italian work, were it not known 
to have been brought from the Abbey of Tongerloo, 
iu Flanders ; it is, however, doubtless the work of 
one of the early Italianised Flemings of the Bernard 

van Orley school. 
Our scries is now' for the present concluded : it 

is hoped that the increased publicity given to so 
many admirable specimens of Art, by their repro¬ 
duction in our columns, will induce our readers to 
pay more frequent visits to the very remarkable 
collection of which the originals form part. It had 
been long a reproach to this country that we had 
no national collection on the same footing as the 
Hotel dc (Jinny in Paris, the Green Vaults at 
Dresden, the Keinst Kammcr at Berlin, &c. Now, 
however, this reproach can be no longer urged ; 
indeed, so vigorously and successfully has the work 
of forming the South Kensington collection pro¬ 
ceeded, that it is now doubtful if—in real import¬ 
ance to the Art-studeiit or the manufacturer, or 
indeed in the actual extent and variety of its 
acquisitions—this, the newest of our national Art- 
collections, is not already entitled to a first rank 
amongst the museums of Europe. 

rWe have received from a vaiued correspondent in New 
York (B. J. Lossing, Esq., the distinguished autlior of 
the “Field Book of the Revolution,''and other works) 
the following interesting memoir of a veteran in Art— 
the pioneer in whose step, so many gifted men have fol¬ 
lowed ; it will be read by many, in the Old World as well 
as in the New, with much interest, and may be regarded 
as a contribution to the Art-history of America of no in¬ 
considerable importance. The Arts have indeed made 
very great advances in the United States since this 
veteran commenced his career; happily, he is living 
to witness the progress his country has made, not only 
in the comparatively subordinate art of the engraver, 
but in that of the sculptor and the painter. The artists 
of America are assuming a position of entire equality 
with their brethren in Europe: and we cannot doubt 
that the generation wliich is to succeed sucli labourers 
as Dr. Anderson, will have their full share of glory in 
the triumphs of their countrymen. A time will come— 
perhaps is already come—when the artist, whose name 
now honours our pages, will be classed among that of 
the worthies who have made a country gp.eat.] 

cast and chiseled work, and is kuowu to be from 
the hand of a celebrated old German medallist and 

goldsmith, Heiurich Reitz, of Leipsic, who flourished 
during the first half of the sixteenth century. The 

concluding example is a frieze iu carved alabaster, j also of sixteenth-century vvork. The purity of 

Alexander Anderson, AI.D., the pioneer engraver 
on w'ood ill America,—indeed, the virtual inventor 
of the art on this side of the Atlantic,—is yet with 
us, full of physical and mental vigour, and engaged 
daily in his vocation as an engraver, by which for 
almost three score and ten years lie has earned his 
bread. His name has been familiar to booksellers 
and readers iu the United States from the com- 

I menceraeut of the present century ; and the myste- 
I rious little monogram “A.A.” in the corners of 
! woodcuts in educational books lias attracted the 

attention of millions of children in school-rooms and 
at firesides, many of whom have been, and many 
more are now, great in their countrymen’s esteem. 

Dr. Anderson was born near Beckman’s Slip, 
in New York, on the 21st of Aiiril, 1775, two days 
after the first flames of the old war for American 
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iadepemlcace were kiudlcJ at Lexington anJConcord. 
Ills lather, a native of Scotland, and differing in 
politics from most of his countrymen in America, 
was then the printer of a republican newspaper 
called Tiie Constitutional Ga::ette, and continued to 
publish it in opposition to the ministerial papers of /R 
llivingtou and Gaine, until the autumn of 177(5, 
when the British array took possession of New 
York city. The “rebel printer” was then com¬ 
pelled to tly with his press, his types, and his books, 
nearly all of which were lost on the way before he 
reached a place of ahsolute safety in Connecticut. 

From his earliest years, Alexander evinced a love 
fur Art, and at the age of twelve years he began to 
use the graver for his own amusement, lie was a ilil 
timid lad, and gained by stealth and silent obser¬ 
vation what others aetpure h}'asking questions. He 
learned the manner of using the engraver’s implc- 
lueuts by peeping into the shop windows of silver¬ 
smiths when they were lettering spoons and other 
articles ; and he iirocured copper for engraving by 
having cents rolled out into thin plates. General 
science was also very attractive to his young mind, 
and especially that branch which explains the eco¬ 
nomy of man’s physical life. Some of his earliest 
efforts in Art were in making copies of anatomical 
tigures from medical hooks, rerceiving this pro¬ 
clivity, and rather deprecating the lad’s manifest 
love of .\rt, his father allowed him to prepare fur 
the profession of a physician ; and in Jlay, i7'J(5, at 
the age of twenty-one years, he received the degree 
of Doctor of I’hysic, from the medical faculty of 
Columbia College, in New York. 

The subject of his inananral disssertation, on that 
occasion, was Chronic Mania, and the theories and 
opinions he presented coneeruing its causes and cure 
have long been established facts in medical science. 

At the age of about seventeen years, soon after 
he commenced his medical studies, young Anderson, 
who had made rapid advances in Art, considering 
his opportunities, was employed by 'William Durcll, 
a bookseller, to copy the illustrations of the popular 
little work, well known to English readers, called 
“ The Looking Glass.” Those illustrations were 
made by Bewick, the father of modern wood en¬ 
graving. Lp to this time Alexander’s engravings 
for newspapers had been on type metal, aud he had 
110 idea that wood was used for the purpose. 'When 
he had completed about half the illustrations, he 
was informed that Bewick’s pictures were engraved 
on bo,x-wood. lie immediately procured some, in¬ 
vented proper tools, and, to his great joy, he found 
lhat material more agreeable to work upon, aud 
more easily managed, than type metal. Two of 
these wood blocks, the first ever engraved in 
America, arc in my possession, somewhat worn by 
use, electrotypes of which are herewith communi- 

Aiiderson’s family all died, and ho made a voyage 
to the West Indies to visit his paternal uiiele, Ale.x- 
andcr Anderson, who was the king’s botanist at St. 

THE ROYAL PICTURES. 

cated. The first, representing a beggar at a door, 
is at the head of the little story in “ The Looking 
Glass,” entitled “ The Destructive Consequences of 
Dissipation and Luxury.” The second illustrates 
a part of the story of “ William aud .Amelia.” 

.\t the commencement of his practice of medicine. 
Dr. Anderson drew and engraved on wood, in an 
admirable manner, a full-length human skeleton 
from -Albinus’s “ .Anatomy,” which he enlarged to 
the length of three feet. This, I believe, is the 
largest fine and carefully elaborated engraving on 
wood ever attempted, aud has never been excelled 
in accuracy of drawing and characteristic execution. 

When he was twenty-three years of age, Dr. 

A’iucent. On his return he resolved to abandon the 
medical profession, aud devote himself to engraving, 
for which ho had conceived an irrepressible passion. 
At that time John Roberts, an eccentric Scotch 
artist, who painted miniatures, etched aud engraved 
on copper, was a clever musician and mathematician, 
and a competent draughtsman, was in New York, 
and Dr. Anderson placed himself under his instruc¬ 
tion. Ilis preference was for wood engraving, but 
with Roberts he soon became proficient as an en¬ 
graver on copper. That proficiency is well attested 
by the frontispiece to Robertson’s “ History of 
Charles V.,” and a portrait of Francis I., which he 
engraved, and which were published in that work 
in New' Y'^ork, by Hopkins, in the year 1800. But 
he did not remain long with Roberts because of his 
irregularities; that artist’s intemperance compelling 
Dr. Anderson to give up the advantages he might 
have derived from his practical instrirctions. 

Soon after leaving Roberts, Dr. Anderson estab¬ 
lished himself as an engraver, and up to the year 
1820 he used both wood aud metal, as occasions re¬ 
quired. He illustrated one of the earlier editions 
of Webster’s “ Spelling Book,” which for nrore than 
fifty years has been the leading elementary book in 
the common schools of the L’nited States. It still 
has an enormous sale, amounting to almost a million 
a year; and very recently a more fully illustrated 
edition has been published, the engravings having 
been executed by Dr. Anderson, from drawings by 
Alorgan, one of his early pupils, who is now about 
soveutv-live years of age. 

During his long and busy life. Dr. Anderson has 
engraved many thousands of subjects. Fifty years 
ago he engraved on wood sixty or seventy illustra¬ 
tions for an American edition of Bell’s “Anatomy,” 
which he copied from the originals etched by Bell 
himself. Ten years earlier he executed several large 
copper-plates for Josephus’s histoiy. His last en¬ 
graving on copper was made betw'een thirty and 
forty years ago, to illustrate a quarto Bible. The 
subject was “The Last Supper,” from an English 
design. Since then he has engraved on wood ex¬ 
clusively, and has found continual employment 
until the present hour. Within the past three or 
four years he has engraved for Cooledge and Bi’other, 
the pmblishers of IVebster’s “ Spelling Book,” forty 
octavo and forty smaller illustrations of Shakspere’s 
Plays, from original designs. They are executed in 
the substantial and characteristic style of the best 
English woodcuts thirty years ago. 

Dr. Anderson is now in his eighty-fourth year. 
In person he is a little below the medium height, 
rather thick set, and has a countenance full of bene¬ 
volence and kindly feeling. He is extremely regular 
and temperate in his habits, genial in thought and 
conversation, and uucommoiily modest and retiring. 
He consented to engrave his own portrait, and 
])lace his name upon it, only as a special favour to 
the w'riter, because it seemed to him like egotism, a 
quality that never found a congenial resting-place 
in his character. The likeness is excellent, and in 
the three pictures that illustrate this brief memoir 
the reader sees a specimen of the earliest and latest 
productions of the American pioneer wood engraver, 
having au interval of more than sixty-five years. 

li. J. L. 
New A’okk. 

THE FARM AT LACKEN. 

Rubens, Painter. A. Willmore, Engraver. 

Size of the Picture, 4 ft. 2| in. by 2 ft. 10 in. 

Few, if auy, artists, whether ancient or modern, 
have left behind tlieui so many and such diversified 
proofs of their genius ns Rubens—“ the consummate 
painter, the eulightencd scholar, the skilful diploma¬ 
tist, and the accom2)lished man of the w'orld ;” he 
painted history, portraits, landscapes, animals, fruit, 
and ilowcrs; and it would be difficult to decide in 
which he most excelled. In the nine pictures by 
him that form so noble a feature in onr national 
collection, are examples of these respective sections 
of Alt, cither as primary subjects themselves, or as 
accessories in compositions of another character, 
which evidence the variety and fulness of his'’pow'ers. 
Born of parents wlio were in a position to afford 
him every educational advantage, and who were able, 
personally, to mould his taste and direct his mental 
pursuits—introduced at an eaily’age into the society 
and service of the Flemish aristocracy, it is almost a 
w'oiidcr that the world should ever have kuow'n him 
but as a distinguished cavalier or burgomaster, ably 
fulfilling the duties of office : in the former of these 
characters his merits are almost forgotten; they 
have been absorbed by the glory which surrounds 
his name as a great artist. 

“ From his birth,” says one of his biographers, 
“ Rubens evinced a lively, elevated, and universal 
genius; and he had enriched his mind with an ex¬ 
tensive and intimate acquaintance with history, 
poetry, aud the belles lettres. AVith the possession 
of such resources, he invented w'ith facility ; and his 
incessant practice gave him an unexampled dexterity 
of execution. Of the fertile powers of his imagina¬ 
tion, regulated by learning and taste, he has given 
abundant demonstration in his admirable series of 
allegories in the Gallery of the Luxembourg. His 
genius was adapted to the grandest compositions ; 
aud his powers appear to have expanded themselves 
in proportion to the scale on which they were called 
upon to act.” 

AYhat a catalogue of great artists may be formed 
of those who laboured in the studio of Rubens, and 
learned there the principles aud practice of the 
master in every department of his art: Y'an Dyck, 
Jordeans, A’an Hoeck, De Vos, Snyders, AVildens, 
Van IJden, Alompers, &c. &e.; these were among 
his numerous pupils, and there is no doubt that 
many of the pictm’cs ascribed to him were in great 
part the worlc of those whom he instructed,— 
painted under his direction, and from sketches or 
designs furnished by himself; but it may also be 
assumed that the master’s hand, no less than his 
mind, had some share in their production. AVithout 
such aid, how would it be possible to account for the 
vast number of paintings which he is said to have 
left behind liiin,—amounting to about eighteen 
hundred, according to Smith’s Catalogue. Rubens 
practised nearly forty years, which would give an 
average of forty-five pictures produced annually : 
what should we think of the industry of an artist of 
our own time, who every year sent out even a 
fourth part of such pictures as are assigned to 
Rubens ? 

The landscapes of Rubens are not among the least 
remarkable of his works ; we shall have something 
to say of them when noticing another picture of the 
same class, which is now being engraved for this 
series. The “ Farm at Lacken ” is deservedly con¬ 
sidered one of the best; it was in the possession of 
the artist at his death, and descended in the family, 
from one of whom it was purchased by George IV., 
at a large cost. Dr. AVaageu says of it, “ No land¬ 
scape Rubens ever painted can compare with this in 
the power, brilliancy, and delicious freshness of the 
colouring.” The subject is full of materials, arranged 
with undoubted skill. AVe have an idea that the site 
of the “ Farm ” is that on which the summer- 
palace, built in 1782, by the Archduke Albert, now 
stands : the situation is fine, commanding a view of 
Brussels—from which it is about nine miles distant, 
on the Antwerp road—and the adjacent country. 
Possibly Rubens, or some of his family, held posses¬ 
sion of this farm ; his own principal residence was 

in Antwerp. 
The picture is in the collection at Bnckinghain 

Palace. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY POR PORTRAITS. 

A DIALOGUE HELD IN AN AIITISt’s STUDIO. 

ANALYSIS. 

[Tlie object of this essay is to sliow that tlie body of 
photograpiiy is incompetent to maintain its existence in 
antagonism with the soul of Art: that no mechanical pro¬ 
cess can long supersede the living agency of man’s mind; 
that there could have been no jealous anticipation of the 
discovery of photography in Sir Joshua Reynolds’s hypo¬ 
thetical allusion to the “liltleness and meanness" of “a 
view of nature represented with all the truth of the camera- 
obscura,”—photography not having been even dreamt of 
till more than half a century after his death ; besides, that 
the camera reflects nature in all her rainbow hues, instead 
of the ooiourless stains which photography produces: that 
as well might the heart-strings of a Paganini’s violin be 
emulated by the revolving cylinders of a patent music-box, 
or the ephemeral wax beauties in a barber's window vie 
witli the sculptures of Michael Angelo, as photography’s 
pretensions, in arbitrating for itself the noble rank of 
equality with the arls, be able to maintain it in posses¬ 
sion of the usurpation which it now assumes; for it is 
nothing—and never can be anything—more than “a ser¬ 
vant of servants and, lastly, that all the extraordinary 
expertness and parade of literal detail which delight the 
common people, are just the very objects which the 
educated painter studies to conceal; “for,” says Reynolds, 
“ if the excellence of a painter consisted only in this kind 
of imitation, painting must lose its rank, and be no longer 
considered as a liberal art, and sister to poetry, this imita¬ 
tion being merely mechanical, in which the slowest intel¬ 
lect is always sure to succeed best, for the painter of genius 
cannot stoop to drudgery, in which the understanding has 
no part: and what pretence has the art to claim kindred 
with poetry, but its power over the imagination ? To 
this power the painter of genius directs his aim ; in this 
sense he studies nature, and often arrives at his end even 
by being unnatural, in the confined sense of the word. 
To mingle the Dutch with the Italian school is to join 
contrarieties wliich cannot subsist together, and which 
destroy the efficacy of each other. The Italian attends 
only to the invariable, the great, and general ideas which 
are fixed and inherent in universal nature; the Dutch, on 
the contrary, to literal detail, as I may say of nature 
modified by accident. The attention to these petty pecu¬ 
liarities is the very cause of this naturalness so much 
admired in the Dutch pictures, which, if we suppose to be a 
beauty, is certainly of a lower order, that ought to give 
place to a beauty of a superior kind, since one cannot be 
obtained but by departing from the other."—R. C.] 

The Studio. 

(A knock at tke door.) 

Artist. Come in. 
Mr. Doqherry (in apparent haste). You take oiF 

portraits here ? 
A. I paint portraits. 
D. You do them always from the photograph, of 

course ? 
A. No. 
(Mr. Dogberry looks at the artist, and, with a 

nod of surprise, protests, “they cannot be very 
correct.”) 

A. My aim is not that they should be literally 
correct, but that they should be real. 

D. How can they be real if they are not correct ? 
A. If they were correct according to your view 

of the case, they would not be real; that is, they 
would not be good portraits. 

B. (with smiling self-complacence). I do not un¬ 
derstand you, sir. 

A. I know you do not; you must be taught a 
good deal before you do: it is a difficult subject, 
aud, without meaning to disparage yom’ insight, I 
think you have not studied it deeply. 

B. I see nothing so very deep ; I suppose any¬ 
body with an eye in his head can judge if a likeness 
be correct or not. 

A. Your being unable to see its depth only im¬ 
plies that it is too much beneath you to admit of 
your being able to see it; truth lies in a well. It 
is certainly a popular aphorism, that anybody with 
common sense, aud half an eye, can see a likeness 
in proportion to its merits. But even upon this 
very low view of the question, there are difficulties 
to be solved. People evidently do not see alike, or 
with the same eyes, otherwise our perceptions would 
coincide; whereas we find the opinions and criti¬ 
cisms upon any proposed subject greatly at variance. 
An eye for resemblance in portraiture, is equivalent 
to an ear for melody in music: as some ears are 
incapable of distinguishing one tune from another, 
so we find obtuseness of various degrees in the 
simplest subjects of common vision; the incapa¬ 
bility of drawing a straight line, for example. 

B. I don’t think you could find such a case. 
A. O yes, I have seen several instances; such as 

that of a .good landscape painter, to whom the draw'- 
ing of anything eonsisting of perpendicular walls 
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was an utter impossibility: and I have known 
highly-educated musicians, gifted with every capa¬ 
bility for exquisite singing, except the certainty of 
always being in tune. There arc also jicrsons whose 
organs of vision seem well developed, except in the 
faculty of distinguishing colours. 

B. I’ve heard of that; but I think any one could 
tell a likeness. 

A. I think there are few who could fail to recog¬ 
nise a portrait of Wellington, or of Lord Brougham, 
however execrable it might be;—anybody, with 
such materials as their noses being provided, could 
be taught to draw an unmistakeable likeness with a 
few touches of the pencil. Methinks it would re¬ 
quire no very extraordinary acuteness to be able to 
point out the leader at the head of a flock of sheep; 
his horns would be an infallible guide ; but it would 
need some observation, and a good deal of practice, 
to distinguish the face of one sheep from another. 

B. I think it would be impossible. There is 
little or no difference in the faces of a flock of 
sheep, where their colour is alike. 

A. I believe the difference is obvious to the eye 
of an intelligent shepherd ; he knows the individual 
face of every sheep in his flock, and so does his dog. 

B. (with a shi’ewd grin of incredulity). Well, I 
think I know enough of the world to differ from 
you there; if you had said a herd of Niggers in¬ 
stead of a flock of sheep, I would have agreed with 
you. When I first went out to Surinam, I had 
some hundreds of them to oversee, and I couldn’t 
see the least chance of ever being able to tell one 
from another; but I hadn’t been over them long 
when I began to perceive a considerable difference, 
and now I could tell them as easily as if they were 
the real sort of men. 

A. I quite coincide with yom’ illustration, only I 
cannot see that they are not as much real men as 
you or I. But you are refuting your own argu¬ 
ment. 

B. I don’t see it. I come to you and say,— 
“Now, sir, I want a portrait of myself, that my. 
dog, or anybody else will know ; and if you can’t 
do that, you are not likely to reach my standard.” 
For the sake of argument, we’ll suppose a case of 
life and death. I must have it correctly reported, 
exactly as I see it. I want none of your perspec¬ 
tive—none of your imaginary lights and polishings 
off; I want the story of my face told as it is: no 
fact of the case omitted or smoothed down. To 
please me, you must state every point and portion 
of it with equal and perfect precision ; none of your 
reserve, as you call it; no part of the price kept 
back; you must speak the truth, the whole truth, 
and nothing but the truth, otherwise you cannot 
arrive at a true conclusion. Moreover, what you 
would consider a vast heightener of my appearance, 
perhaps I should think the very reverse. 

A. By adopting your conceptions, I think we 
should not arrive at the true conclusion; it would 
be the death instead of the life of the case. 

B. I have no wish to come to that conclusion 
prematurely; and when I must come to it, I shall 
not ask you to paint my phiz. 

A. You are taking a low view of things; “re¬ 
joicing,” as the wise king says, “ in thy youth, and 
walking in the sight of thine eyes.” Youth and in¬ 
experience are twins. You wish me to paint you, 
not as I see you, but as you see yourself. But you 
never did, and never can see yourself; you only see 
an inverted copy of your outward form. You see 
yourself dimly as in a glass, or photograph—your 
right eye being transferred to the wrong side, and 
your right hand identified with your left. Mffiereas 
I do see you in some degree; that is, I see you 
under one or other of those various aspects of light 
and circumstance which colour and influence you; 
just as a landscape is seen under the prevailing 
sky, changing, as it does, with every passing cloud, 
from the morning’s dawn till the shades of night 
descend and cover it with gloom and darkness ; or 
leave it visible under the pale light of stars, or the 
softening beams of an unclouded moon. Y'’ou have 
heard of hills and vales rejoicing, and of trees of 
the field clapping their hands {Aside—I am not sure 
that he has though). Suppose one of them to 
remonstrate thus with the painter, whose province 
it is to point out and interpret the meaning of their 
ever-varying beauties,—“ Come now, paint me as I 
am; none of your perspective—your arrangements 
of chiaroscuro — your harmonies of colour and 
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form, and so forth ; just take me as you find me— 
you cannot improve me.” The painter would 
modestly reply,—“ Pardon me, divine creature, I 
should never think of turning my pencil to so 
servile a use ; I am only poring over your exquisite 
leaves that I may read and manifest to others the 
mystery of beauty and of love which it is your high 
vocation to reveal. Were I to copy you, I should 
only counterfeit you.” 

B. Now, sir, do you expect me to comprehend a 
rhapsody like that ? I hate poetry ; and more, I 
don’t believe in it. But I’m wasting your time. 

A. Pray do not say so; time is never wasted in 
helping one another to see what we have cither never 
looked at, or misunderstood. You arc a si ranger to 
me only in the usual sense—not on the common 
ground—of humanity. Your patience has already 
proved greater than I expected ; here is an easy 
chair for you : I wiU try aud make myself more 
intelligible. 

B. Only let me smoke a cigar, aud I’ll listen to 
you for an hour. 

(The artist endures this kind proposal of IMr. Dog¬ 
berry with great equanimity, and tries to make him 
comfortable). 

B. Well, you arc very civil, after all; and I 
don’t mind what you say now : but I cannot see 
what you mean about copies being counterfeits !—• 
take a cigar, won’t you ? 

(Strange to say, this artist never smokes.) 
B. What! don’t smoke !—I’m sorry for you, 

that’s all.—But, as I was going to tell you, I saw a 
sweetly pretty thing the other day in Cheapside—a 
female’s face, done in coloured lithography; I 
bought it for the matter of a few shillings,—and I 
can assure you it’s better done, aud looks fifty per 
cent, more natural than that seventy or eighty 
guinea girl’s head I saw at the Old Water-Colour 
Exhibition the other day, by some Frenchman 
called Carl Haag. And those landscapes, good 
heavens ! that they make such a talk about, by a 
man—what’s his name now—Fox, or Cox, or some¬ 
thing. I wouldn’t disfigure my drawing-room walls 
with such dirty-looking splashes—mad pictures, 
painted for mad people ! I saw an old man looking 
at them as if he was enchanted:—1 call that the 
height of an insane imagination. He couldn’t have 
thought them natural; I never saw anything like 
them, either in nature, or anywhere else, except in 
the land of Nod: they are like night-mares, or as 
confused, at least, as the confusion of dreams. But 
the strangest fact about them is that people actually 
buy them. I saw ‘sold,’ upon every one of them. 
Will you teU me what beauty you see in such things? 
•—it must be something very deep, I suppose. 

A. It would be as impossible for me to com¬ 
municate to your mind any conception of what I see 
in those pictru’es, as to make a man who was born 
stone-blind comprehend what the moon is like. You 
m’ust first get eyes, and then you must patiently 
learn to see with them. The mere forms of nature 
are as literally painted upon the retina of an infant’s 
eye, when it is first opened to the light of heaven, as 
in yours or mine; but the infant’s mind sees little of 
those shapes and colours, which are given alike to the 
perfect mirror of every eye made for the light. The 
organs of vision, in passive silence, exhibit a series 
of pictures to the mind; but how differently those 
pictures are seen, or read! The eye itself reads 
nothing ; its function is only to hold up those pic¬ 
tures to the perusal of other faculties, just as it does 
the pages of a book impressed with letter types. 

B. If I understand you rightly, you are compli¬ 
mentary now. 

A. I am complimentary, and yet you do not 
understand me; it is impossible you can understand 
me; and yet I am not deep as you suppose; I am 
talking of some of the simplest things in philosophy, 
—its first principles. It seems to me that your 
reflections have been confined to the dross of earth; 
to the mere refuse and dregs of things. You must 
try and thinle; people do not like the trouble of 
thinking;—besides, it awakens responsibilities. If 
you knew better how to estimate the real value of 
things, and could judge of them according to their 
comparative merits, you would see yom’self, as I now 
see you, in the aspect of one of those savages who 
prefer a sixpenny string of coloured glass beads, to a 
bracelet of orient pearls. You will perhaps retort by 
telling me that the intrinsic value of such a bracelet 
is really no greater than that of the glass beads; 
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and so, by the same kind of reasoning, tliat a cojiy 
—a paste representation—of an empress’s brilliants, 
would be quite as good as the real ones. In short, 
that the difference between a lie or counterfeit of any 
kind, and sterling truth, is merely lictitious,—that 
it all lies in the name. 

D. Oh, to be sure ! T am only one of those 
savages—I don’t pretend to know anything about 
the deep rules you speak of; 1 am only one of the 
ignorant public;—but—I know what pleases myself, 
—aud I think 1 have as sharp an eye perhaps as you 

j have,—at least everybody says so : I suppose what 
everybody says must be true. 1 only pretend to be 
a member of that ignorant rabble, the public, whose 
opinions notwithstanding their profovnd irjnorauce, 
cause and goverti every tide in the affairs of men. 
What have you to say to that ? 

A. I have sim])ly to say that, with one exception, 
your premises arc as unsound as your deductions are 
illogical. I deny the very existence of public opinion 1 

j There is no such thing ! Under the feet of that 
1 richly apparelled automaton, whose brains lie in his 

stomach, I see the real man that moves the machine. 
1 The game is played by various candidates, but the 

linger of that lictitious figure is certainly not one of 
1 them. The real chess-players are poor fellows 
\ enough, if we may judge of them by their hat aud 

coat, or their toeless boots: Rousseau, for in- 
' stance ;—one or tvvo of his moves wrapped the 
I French empire in tiames, and guillotined a good many 

who tried to escape ! 
In the second place, I deny that what everybody 

II says must be true: there is no imth in what every¬ 
body says: — ’tis a mere soulless image of truth 

i set up, the instant it obtains universal suffrage. Let 
i 1 the prototype of that idol, whose excellence is the 

i rage of every ignoramus, only come amongst the 
multitude again with his threadbare cloak, and his 
salt herring, as he first appeared, and see how he will 
be received! 

You very modestly disclaim all knowledge of the 
subject you ai'e debating upon ; and sum up your 
argument by the facts that “ you know w'hat pleases 
yourself, and that your eye is as sharp as minein 
both these points I certainly concur with you,— 
especially the latter, which is much sharper than 
mine, or it would not cut so quickly.—I had a little 
Scotch terrier, whose greatest sport was cutting holes 
in my carpets ; he once made an unnatural breakfast 
upon oue of my children’s caps, and the sleeve of a 
great coat. I gave him away. The little brute bad 
no heart; he adopted his new master just as readily 
as he relinquished his former one. The only heroic 
action he ever did was putting the finishing stroke 
to the life of a poor bird that a prowling cat had 
caught, and was playing with its anguish. The 
terrier, having more powerful jaws, seized the poor 
fluttering creature—no doubt, to put it out of pain— 

and bore it off triumphantly. Nothing could induce 
him to part from it all that day, which he spent 
carrying it about, and showing his prowess to all 
the other little dogs he could find. 

1 Rut in regard to your too generous admission, 
i that you do not pretend to know anything about the 

art of painting, and that you only profess to be one 
of the ignorant public,—does it not occur to yon 
that there is some discrepancy between that pro¬ 
fession, and your assurance that the coloured litho¬ 
graph, or photograph, or whatever it may be, which 
you said you had purchased for a few shillings, is as 
well done, and more natural than the “ Biirger- 
meister’s Tochter,” of the highly-gifted artist (he is 
not French) Carl Ilaag ?—Or the audacity of open¬ 
ing such an uncompromising volley of criticism upon 
the works of David Cox ? 

D. I don’t see it. 1 only say I wouldn’t dis¬ 
figure my walls with such rubbish ; and I’ll get ten 
thousand people to say the same thing, against every 
unfortunate enthusiast who will take your view of 
the question. 

A. True; at least ten thousand—“whose praise,” 
as -Milton says, would be “ no small dispraise.” 

D. Well, the truth is, I do not understand 
Milton a bit more than I do Mr. Cox—though, I 
suppose it’s aU right. I cannot get through Milton; 

! he’s too dry for my taste. I’ve tried him twice— 
that’s giving him a fair chance, is it not? but I 
can’t get on with those angels of his—not to speak 
of the devils, and all the rest of it; —well, I suppose 
I mustn’t say anything against the like of I'lilton, 
but I’ll leave him on the book-shelves. 

A. Poesy is an angelic language, little spoken or 
understood where the crowds and tongues of Babel 
prevail. Its various forms, or dialects, are those 
graceful sisters we call Painting, Music, Sculpture; 
they are not denizens of the plain,—but dwell among 
the cloud-capt towers, tbe gorgeous palaces, the 
solemn temples of an ideal world which the swarms 
of vegetative men see not, immured in brick walls, 
and inhaling the malaria of swamps aud cesspools. 
Man’s eye does not readily take in the forms, nor his 
ear perceive the harmonies that descend from the 
inaccessible regions of light, in sympathy with the 
divine instincts of man’s living soul. We must 
wait upon them. 

Historical, or photographic, truth, which is sup- 
jiosed to consist of facts, is at best only true to the 
letter—not to the spirit of truth ; whereas. Poesy is 
not true to the letter, but is true to the spirit. 
Historical truth is the mere spawn of fallen humanity. 
No mind in any degree erected above itself is satisfied 
with things as they now exist. The educated artist 
endeavours, by his readings and illustrations, to 
manifest the absolute certainty that in the wide 
universe there exists not even an unredeemed blade 
of grass ; and that Solomon, in all his artificial 
glory, was not arrayed like one of these simple 
beauties of the field. 

A good portrait is not a piece of cunning flattery, 
to excite jealousy by the assumjition that mine is a 
prettier piece of flesh than yours :—it rather aims 
at representing humanity disrobed of its own filthy 
rags, and arrayed in garments impervious to moths 
and sensual stains. The illiterate man of sense is 
offended with this attempt, and cries out—“ Why, 
he has made a lord of you! It is very like, I 
can’t deny it—but >/o/t never looked half so well 
as that! Come, w'e won’t have you set up in this 
style.” 

Does it not, I say, occur to you that whilst you 
profess yourself utterly ignorant of the fundamental 
principles of the grammar of this language, you are 
actually assuming the attitude of an adept, com¬ 
petent to probe into the very roots of its verbal 
criticism,—like the musical gentleman who told me 
that he did not give it as a mere opinion, but as an 
unquestionable fact, that Henry Rivellwas a greater 
composer than Beethoven. “ What correct car,” 
said he, “ could endure those wild German dis¬ 
sonances? No man likes a discord, whatever ho 
may pretend, for the sake of being thought critical. 
Take Henry RivelTs beputifid song ‘ To the North,’ 
and compare it, foriustance, with the ‘ -■kdcleiade,’of 
Beethoven ; you can make sense of the one, but as 
for the other, why, I can perceive no air in it at all! 
no tune wdiatever. And then its harmony, which 
connoisseurs pretend, or persuade themselves, is so 
transcendent—what is it?—a high-flown progression 
of discords and concords, so heterogeneously jumbled 
up, that it sounds like the grumbling of an orchestra 
while the various instruments are blowing and 
scratching themselves into tune. The idea of two 
contiguous notes, C and D, for example, played to¬ 
gether in one chord ! Horrible I Give me plain 
sweet barmonies—such as thirds, fifths, and octaves; 
I’ll leave all the rest to the critics, and the Germans. 
But I can show you a few of the popular airs of Ger¬ 
many, which, now that I have corrected them, and 
made common sense of them by changing or throw¬ 
ing out those grating conceits of discords, (my ear 
is too good to stand jarring sounds of auy sort); but 
now, as I say, that I’ve made them fit fora Christian, 
I like them uncommonly well.—I can catch the ai>- of 
them,—that’s what pleases people ; aud, let me tell 
you, that’s the secret why Rivell is so popular; every¬ 
body can whistle his songs;—‘To the North, to 
the North ’—beautiful! I could never get tired of 
that.” 

B. Who was it said all this? he must have been 
a conceited goose, whoever he was. 

I believe he was considered, in his rank, a 
good judge ; he told me he could play upon almost 
any instrument he had ever seen. No, he was no 
goose; his ideas upon the subject of musical com¬ 
position were just what yours are upon painting. 
His ear was as sharp as your eye ; he could instantly 
drteet a discordant assemblage of notes—aud he 
wouldn’t have them. 

B. 0, I assure you he knew nothing about it I 
RivelTs songs are all very w'ell for barrel organs, and 
moukies to dance to, but 1 W'ouldn’t give a penny 
for them, 

A. Perhaps, neither would he give a penny for l 
the coloured photograph you think so excellent; for, | 
strange to say, he drew w'ell, in a small W'ay; and 1 
seemed to think nothing of his drawings after all— 
upon that ])oint he had no conceit, and was always 
delighted when an artist “condescended” as he said, 
to point anything out to him. I first saw him a 
lew days ago at the Water-Colour Exhibition. He 
bad a book in his hand, and was looking up inten- 
tively at a little picture by David Cox, the general 
effect of which he was trying to jot down in his 
sketch-book. I happened to say: —“ I am glad, 
sir, to see your good taste so far matured.” He 
responded with a pleasing smile, evidently happy to 
find some one who could sympathize with him. 
I pointed out several beauties w'hich he had not quite 
comprehended. He was much pleased, and offered to 
accompany me part of the way to my studio. We 
got upon the subject of music in consequence of my 
having praised some of his little pencil sketches. 
“ Oh,” said he, “ they are nothing—I am thought a 
very bad draughtsman by all at home; but they say 
I do understand something about music, and so 
I have quite given up my drawing, and taken vigor¬ 
ously to music.” He then gave me those hints 
W'hich I have just rehearsed to you. 

B. Well, I shouldn’t like to be as ignorant of 
painting as he is of music ; I can’t see wherein I’m 
wrong, it seems to me all very simple. 

A. Yes, as simple as the science of harmony is 1 
to him. j 

B. But can you give me a good reason why a ! 
coloured print should not be as fine, aud the paints 
as well laid on, as in what you call a real picture ? 
Explain it so that I can understand you. 

A. I cannot promise to do that; but I can make 
certain assertions which you may consider at your 
leisure, aud you are welcome to come and see me 
again ; perhaps after the castigation of a few weeks 
you may begin to see a shade of possibility that the 
toil and arduous research of thirty years have at least 
given me a little more insight than you probably 
have attained, who never thought about it at all. . . . 
A coloured photograph is, at best, no more like a 
painting, than a coloured print is—and a coloui-ed 
print bears no better comparison with a picture of 
merit, than a paste diamond to a real gem; the life 
is wanting, as a jeweller would say, in both. I do j 
not speak to the million, but to the educated and in- 1 
teliigent thousand, more especially to a select portion j 
of it. Even the million are beginning to open their 
eyes to the simple truth that mechanical painting is 
no more capable of speaking to man’s introverted 
perceptions, than mechanical music is able to appeal j 
to the human heart. lianguage, to touch the heart, 
must emanate from the heart. Poetry and aU her 
lovely sisters—Painting, Music, Statuary, Architec¬ 
ture—are unknown tongues to the million. I knew 
a child, so passionately fond of music that he w'ould 
sometimes wait through the sultry hours of a w'hole 
summer day, listening, in ecstasy, to the unmitigated 
grinding of a street organ; but as his faculties gra¬ 
dually expauded under the uufluence of culture, the 
same child was forming progressively a higher and 
yet higher standard of the science of harmonious 
sounds, its beauties, and its powers. 

1 do not wish to disparage the camera picture, nor 
the street organ ; they are each, within its own sphere, 
a public boon, but beyond that sphere, they are much 
less than inadequate, they are utterly incapable of 
satisfying the cultivated miud—or even pleasing the 
uatiu'al feelings of good taste—however laboriously 
finished the sun picture, or accurately constructed 
the poor Italian boy’s organ may be. 

You have jjrobably seen Madame Tousseau’s famous 
exhibition of wax figures. They are not only cleverly 
modelled—but they are correct representations—nay, 
indisputable likenesses of their originals; Michael 
Angelo or Canova’s seulptm'es are incomparably less 
lileraUi/ true. Those wax figures are, indeed, re¬ 
markable for their historical accuracy, without the | 
defects of photographic inversion, false perspective, j 
shadow representation of the ethereal vermeil of a 
lady’s cheeks and lips, together with various other 
inevitable impediments that obviate the promises and 
pretensions of photogra|)hy as a substitute for por¬ 
traiture. In short, it promises you facts, while it is 
utterly incapable of fulfilling them. But even if 
it were possible to fulfil them to the very letter, 
and to “ suppose,” as Sir Joshua says, “ a view of 
nature represented with all the truth of the camera- 



obscura, and the same scene rc))rosentcd by a great 
artist, how little and mean will the one ap])ear in 
comparison of the other, when no superiority is sup¬ 
posed from the choice of the subject.” Ileynolds 
again says, “ If our judgment is to be directed by 
narrow, vulgar, untaught, or rather ill-taught, reason, 
we must prefer a portrait by Denner, or any other 
high finisher, to those of Titian or Vandyck ; and a 
landscape of Vanderheyden to those of Titian, or 
Rubens, for they are certainly more exact representa¬ 
tions of nature.” But the man whose perceptions 
of truth depend upon a mere reference to fads, does 

! not see nature, he only looks into the mean details 
of circumstance, which inevitably tend to shackle 
and pervert his judgment. The painter of genius 
does not depart from truth when he throws into 
eloquent silence whatever is unnecessary to give a 
fair representation of his subject. Incapability of 
any such reserve is the very boast of ])hotography. 
All that is earthly, sensual, and devilish in humanity 
is, with unscrupulous detail, wrung out by this in¬ 
quisitorial process, just as the inherent deformities 
of the human heart are confessed iuto the ear of 
the priest. It is not the material and sensuous that 
should be held up and handed to posterity, hlan’s 
body is a glorious temple. I have eyes to see some¬ 
thing regal in you—that is, in your humanity— 
which you do not see, and which 1 am now' striving 
to point out to your inw'ard sight. All that you 
have hitherto been cognizant of is a pretty piece of 
hesh, to paint which would not be painting you, 
but only what you are at present able to appreciate. 
W'e all wish to be judged and reported mth lenity, 
not as the Pharisee describes his brother man, 
but with that charity which looks with a kindred 
eye upon every countenance, and is able in some 
measure to discriminate those essential attributes 
which, impressed upon the features of the “ human 
face divine ” leave, in various degrees, the records of 
moral beauty, or intellectual jrower. The painter’s 
vocation is to read and delineate those qualities, for 
it is within their province alone that the elements of 
his art are to be found. 

i). That’s aU very well, but it’s seldom one finds 
those indications; and what are you to do with a 
face where there is no trace of them to be seen ? 

A. A face without some trace of good, however 
slight, would not be a human face, but that of a 
demon. Man’s soul, during every moment of his 
existence on this side of the grave, has either an up¬ 
ward or a downward tendency. It either rises at 
the call of conscience, or gravitates down, in obe¬ 
dience to the insatiable desires that boil within the 
centre of our flesh, and feed upon our vital powers, 
as earth’s central tires prey upon and devour her 
tortured bowels. Divest a man’s face of every 
element of virtue, and you have remaining nothing 
but the diabolical countenance of the despairing 
.ludas—the liai’, thief, mm-derer. A good portrait 
is, therefore, an elevation of humanity more to what 
it should be, than what it literally is. It represents 
the rising upwards, not the - sinking dowmwards. 
A man in looking at a good portrait of himself, sees 
certain indications of a higher and nobler destiny 
than he generally realizes. He sees some reference 
to the pristine character of uufallen natui'e, and says 
to himself, “ I feel that there is something here point¬ 
ing to higher powers and capabilities than the gro¬ 
velling resources that so often keep us wallowing in 
the mire. I will try and always look like that.” In 
short, a good portrait is a kind of didactic epigram 
which one addresses to one’s self, and with which 
we are at least never offended. 

It is the latent poetry, which exists in the com¬ 
monest productions of nature, that the painter is to 
elicit and manifest. This is why his imitations are 
not copies. In every real picture there is some lesson 
inculcated—some central philosophy to wdiich all the 
other incidents are subsidiary merely, and conse¬ 
quently, subordinate. 

The animal-man, with his external marks, is all that 
the swineherd sees or is cognizant of in humanity : 
the spiritual, which is the essential existence, he 

1 knows nothing of. He looks at a flower with a 
I similar view and feeling—it is of no 71.se; a cab¬ 

bage he can understand—he can put it in his pot; 
; but he sees nothing in the flower—it awakens no 

emotion! 

Coleridge says:—“ It is a poor compliment to pay 
to a painter to tell him that his figure stands out of 

I the canvas, or that you start at the likeness of the 
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jioi'trait. Take almost any daub, cut it out of the 
canvas, and place the figure looking into or out of a 
window, and one may take it for life. Or take one of 
Mrs. Salmon’s wax queens, and you w'ill very sen¬ 
sibly feel the difference between a copy, as tlicy 
arc, and an imitation of the human form, as a good 
portrait ought to be. Look at that flower vase of 
Van Hysum, and at these wax or stone peaches and 
ajiricots ! The last are likest to their original, but 
wliat pleasure do they give ? None, except to 
children.” 

D. “ Copy, as they are, and an imitation, as a 
good portrait o\ight to be.” Now, 1 call that pal¬ 
pable nonsense! I don’t care who says it, if he 
were as big as Goliath, I call it nonsense. Cojiy— 
imitation—why, they are the same thing! Gold- 
rige, or whatever you call him, is making out a flat 
contradiction. 

A. He wiU tell you what the difference is. “ Imi¬ 
tation,” says he, “ is the mesotliesis of Likeness and 
Difference. The difference is as essential to it as the 
likeness, for without the difference it would be copy 
or facsimile. But, to borrow a term from astro¬ 
nomy, it is a librating mesothesis; for it may vei’ge 
more to likeness, as in painting, or more to differ¬ 
ence, as in sculpture.” 

B. (shaking his head). I don’t understand a 
word of it 1 

A. I knew that befoic you told me so. 
D. What was the use of telling it me, then ? 
A. In hope that some spark of emulation may 

just make your darkness so vaguely visible that 
you shall begin to suspect the possibility of its 
existence. And now I will conclude my present 
illustrations by showing you two passages to prove 
that I can adduce more recent evidence in favour 
of my argument than the opinions of Reynolds and 
Coleridge. 

Alluding to the falling off in number of the minia- 
t\ires at the Royal Academy last year, a writer in the 
Illustrated London News says:—“There will, how¬ 
ever, probably be to some extent areaction when thereal 
character and unavoidable short-comings of photo¬ 
graphic portraiture (as so ably explained in an article 
inthelast number—CCII.—of the (^uarterl//Review) 
are better understood; and, above all, when more 
general good taste eschews those nondescript pro¬ 
ductions—coloured photographs—productions which 
have neither the beauty of Art nor the approximate 
truth of science, which are neither picture nor photo- 
graph, and w’hose dauby meretriciousness fades in a 
few months from the chemically-prepared surface 
which it covers.” 

One passage from the article referred to in the 
(Quarterly Review. “ But while ingenuity and in¬ 
dustry—the efforts of hundreds working as one— 
have thus enlarged the scope of f he nevv agent, and 
rendered it available for the most active, as well as 
for the merest still-life, has it gained in an artistic 
sense in like proportion ? Our answer is not in the 
affirmative, nor is it possible that it should be so. 
Far from holding up the mirror to natm’e, which 
is an assertion usually as triumphant as it is erro¬ 
neous, it holds up that which, however beautiful, 
ingenius, and valuable in powers of reflection, is yet 
subject to certain distortions and deficiencies for 
which there is no remedy. The science, therefore, 
which has developed the resources of photography, 
has but more glaringly betrayed its defects. For 
the more perfect you render an imperfect machine 
the more must its imperfections come to light; it is 
superfluous, therefore, to ask whether Art has been 
benefited, where natm’e, its only source and model, 
has been but more accurately falsified. For 
these reasons it is almost needless to say that we 
sympathize cordially with Sir WiLtiam Newton, who 
at one time created no little scandal in the Photo¬ 
graphic Society by propounding the heresy that 
pictures taken slightly out of focus, that is, with 
slightly uncertain and undefined forms, ‘ though less 
chemically, would be found more artistically beauti¬ 
ful.’ Much as photography is supposed to inspire its 
votaries with aesthetic instincts, this excellent artist 
could hardly have chosen an audience less fitted to 
endure such a proposition. As soon could an ac¬ 
countant admit the morality of a false balance, or 
a sempstress the neatness of a puckered seam, as 
yoiu’ merely scientific photographer be made to com¬ 
prehend the possible beauty of ‘ a slight burr.’ 
His mind proud Science never taught to doubt the 
closest connexion between cause and effect, and the 
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suggestion that the worse photography could be j 
the better .\rt, was not only strange to him but dis- ^ 
cordant. It was hard too to disturb his faith in his j 

newly-acquired powers. Holding, as he believed, q 
the keys of imitation in his camera, he had tasted | 
for once something of the intoxicating dreams of the 
artist; gloating over the pictures as they developed ! 
beneath his gaze, he had said in his heart ‘ ancho ; 
io son jyiltore.’ Indeed, there is no lack of evidence ' 
in the Photographic Journal of his believing that 
Art had hitherto been but a blundering groper after 
truth, which the cleanest and precisest photography 
in his hands was now destined to reveal. 

“ But let us examine a little more closely those 
advances which photography owes to science—we 
mean in an artistic sense. We turn to the portraits, 
our premiers amours, now taken under every appli¬ 
ance of facility both for sitter and operator. Far 
greater detail and precision accordingly appear. 
Every button is seen—piles of stratified flounces in 1 

most accurate drawing are there,—what was at first 
only suggestion is now aU careful making out,—but i 
the likeness to Rembrandt and Reynolds is gone ! j 
There is no mystery in this. The first principle in 
Art is that the most important part of a picture 
should be best done. Here, on the contrary, while 
the dress has been rendered worthy of a fashion-book, j 
the face has remained, if not so unfinished as before, 
yet more unfinished in proportion to the rest. With- | 
out referring to Mr. Claudet’s well-known experi- I 
ment of a falsely-coloured female face, it may be i 

averred that, of aU the surfaces a few inches square, 
the sun looks upon, none offers more difficulty, artis- j 
tically speaking, to the photographer than a smooth, | 
blooming, clean-washed, and carefully combed ; 
human head. The high lights which gleam on this j 
delicate epidermis so spread and magnify themselves, 1 

that all sharpness and nicety of modelling is ob- j 
literated—the fineness of skin peculiar to the under ' 
lip reflects so much light, that in spite of its deep 
colour it presents a light projection, instead of a dark 
one—the spectrum or intense point of light on the 
eye is magnified to a thing like a cataract. If the 
cheek be very brilliant in colom’, it is as often as 
not represented by a dark stain. If the eye be blue, 
it turns out as colourless as water; if the hair be 
golden or red, it looks as if it had been dyed; if | 
very glossy, it is cut up into lines of light as big as 
ropes. This is what a fair young girl has to expect 
from the tender mercies of photograjjhy. j 

Generally speaking, the inspection of a set of faces, 
subject to the usual conditions of humanity and the I 
camera, leaves us with the impression that a photo¬ 
graphic portrait, however valuable to relative or 1 

friend, has ceased to remind us of a work of Art j 
at all. 

“ And, if further proof were wanted of the artistic j 
inaptitude of this agent for the delineation of the \ 
human countenance, we should find it in those * 
magnified portraits which ambitious operators occa- . 
sionally exhibit to our ungratefid gaze. Rightly ! 
considered, a human head, the size of life, of average j 
intelligence, and in perfect drawing, may be expected, 1 

however roughly finished, to recall an old Floren- j 

tine fresco of four centuries ago. But ‘ ex 'nihilo | 
nihil fit,’ the best magnifying lenses can in this j 
case only impoverish in proportion as they enlarge, i 

till the flat and empty Magog which is born by this 
process is an insult, even in remotest comparison, 
with the pencil of a Masaccio.” 

D. That’s good; I can understand that better 
than any thing you have yet said. I always thought 
those overgrown photographs rather “ too much of a 
good thing: ” when they rise to that climax they 
ought to speak out at once, and assert all the pre¬ 
rogatives of live portraits; a sliding pair of eye-balls, 
flexible jaws, and a man at a shilling a day to pull 
the strings, would perfect the conceit. But in regard 1 

to the fading of the colours, I don’t see so very much 
objection to that; you know, the man behind with 
the strings could occasionally add a touch of new 
paint to fi’eshen the face up a bit! 

(The dai’kness being now visible to hir. Dogberry’s 
mind, he takes his leave of the artist, promising 
to retm-n to the studio to see him again ere 
long—assuring him at the same time, that he now- 
begins to feel considerable interest in the subject of 

painting). 
A. When a man will only take the trouble to 

think, the interest is sure to foUow. 
Ronald C.amfbell. 
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AllT IN CONTINENTAL STATES. 

Paris.—On tlie 13th of July l.-ist the following 
notice was in the Monitciir :—“ The director of the 
Imperial Museum informs tlie artists that there is 
to be an exhibition of the works of living artists in 
1859. This exhibition is to be opened on the 15th 
of April, and closed on the 80th of June following. 
The artists are to send their works to the palace 
of the Champs Elysees from the 15th of February 
to the 1st of March, 1859.” The number of 
works is not to be limited.—.1 sum of money had 
been voted to purcliase several fine pictures of the 
Soult Gallery remaining' unsold. AVe hope soon to 
see at the Louvre the following :—‘ Nativity of the 
Virgin,’ and ‘Miracle of St. Diego,’ by klurillo; 
‘ St. Peter and St. Kaymond,’ and ‘ Funeral of a 
Bishop,’ by Zurbaran; ‘St. Bazil,’ by Herrera, Sen. 
—An exhibition of sculpture by M. A. Lc<hesne, in 
the Champs Elysees, has been very successful. The 
minister of state has purchased a group in bronze— 
a “ hunting piece”—by order of the Emperor.—The 
magnificent Hotel of the Prefecture at Evreux has 
just been restored by order of the town council.—A 
Gallo-Koman burial-place has been discovered at 

!' Chambons (Correze) : in it have been found several 
most interesting objects; ninety earthen vessels 

i. have been dug out.—The difterent provincial exhi- 
I j bitions in France are exerting themselves to encou- 
'' rage Art: many works have been purchased, thereby 

setting an example to the capital, which it would 
do well to follow.—Several statues of celebrated men 
have been lately executed : one of Marshal Jourdan, 
by M. E. Tvobert; of Inguimbert, Bishop of Car- 
pentras, by M. Daumas; and of Itossini, by Dan- 
tan, Jun., for the Academy of Music.—AVe expect 
to see ere long at the Louvre the celebrated ‘ De¬ 
scent from the Cross,’ by Daniel do A’’olterre. Thus, 
by degrees, the chef-d' auvres ot Italy find their way- 
northward. 

Dresden.-—The staircase of the new museum is 
ornamented with a gypsum frieze, containing com¬ 
positions illustrative of the history of Art. The 
right side is devoted to the history of painting in 
Italy, after designs by Knauer, a sculptor of Leipzig. 
The embellishment of the left side was confided to 
Professor Hahnel, who postponed the execution of 
the work, and in consequence of other important 

i commissions, engaged his pupil Schilling to carry it 
out. The whole is now completed, and the history 

I of the German schools, and that of the Low Countries, 
I is set forth in panels by the following subjects—six 
i large and four small. The subjects illustrating the 

Komanesque style are; 1. Charlemagne commis¬ 
sions a monk to execute a fresco—Aliniature painting 
among the monks. 2. King Henry I. commands the 
painting of his palme at Mersebui'g. 3. An artist 
named Heinrich paints, for Henry the Lion, a fresco 
at Brunswick.—The period of the German style is 

; j illustrated by the following subjects : 1. Henry 11. 
!; causes the edict in reference to falconry to be orna- 

I mented by miniatures. 2. The Empei'or Charles lA’’. 
employs many artists. 3. AVilliam of Cologne, and also 
Stephen of Cologne, are represented at their respective 
works.—The early Flemish school: 1. The Van Eycks 
busied with the preparation of oil colours. 2. Anto- 

I nella and Messina come to JohnA’an Eyck as pupils. 
-: 3. Margaret Van Eyck—so devoted to her art that she 
II never married—she dismisses a suitor. 4. Hemling 
i| paints the hospital of St. John at Bruges. 5. Uuentin 

' Matsys, the smith, becomes an artist, through love 
of a painter’s daughter.—The old German style 

Icomprehends ; 1. Lucas Cranaok painting Charles A^. 
n as a child. 2. Albert Diirer in his studio, and with 
i - him his friend AA''illibald Perkheimer, visited by 
II Melancthon, Ulrich A''an Utten, and Ilans Sachs, 

i 3. Hans Holbein exhibiting his Madonna.—The 
I Netherlands: 1. Mabuse travels to Borne. 2. Peter 

Breughel among the Boors. 3. Eubens in his studio. 
4. Van Dyck paints Charles I. 5. Ecmbrandt paints 
his wife.—.And, lastly, is illustrated the new move¬ 
ment in the German school, wherein are celebrated— 
Veit, Schnorr, Carolsfield, Hess, Overbeck, Cor- 

I nelius. King Louis of Bavaria, King Frederick 
AVilliam IV. of Prussia, together with the busts of 

j numerous celebrities connected with Art. 
! Munich.—It was intended to open the newly 
i restored court theatre on the king’s birthday ; but it 

is feared that there is not time sufficient to prepare 
it. This theatre was built a hundred years ago, in 
the time of Maximilian Joseph I. by' the French 
architect, Couvillers, and was in use until about 
thirty years ago. In 1852, the king commanded the 
architect Ludwig Foltz to prepare estimates for the 
restoration of the theatre. The project, however, 
remained in abeyance until 1857, when it was again 
entertained, and carried out with extraordinary dili¬ 
gence, insomuch as to have afforded a hope that it 

, might be opened on the occasion above mentioned. 
The original designs were all Eococo, and the restora¬ 
tion has been effected in the same style. 

Cologne. — Opposite to the ancient Frankish 
station, Xanten, some poor fishermen have dis¬ 
covered, in the bed of the river, an antique bronze 
statue, representing a boy with a wreath of corn ears 
and flowers and fruit, of exquisite design, which, 
with the elegant proportion—the free and natural 
motion of the figure, bespeak it a work of Greek 
design. It is perfect, with the exception of an arm 
and the pupil of one of the eyes, which may have 
been of silver or some precious stone. It is pre¬ 
mature to speculate either as to the history of the 
statue, or its future abiding place. 

AET IN SCOTLAND, IRELAND, 

AND THE PROVINCES. 

Edinburgh.—At the last annual general meeting 
of the Eoyal Association for the Promotion of the 
Fine Arts in Scotland, the Eeport stated that the 
amount of subscriptions for the current year was 
£5444, an increase of £40 over the preceding year. 
The committee had purchased seventy-one works of 
Art—a notice of which appeared in our July 
number—at a cost of £2,680, being £271 beyond the 
amount so expended last year. It is expected that 
the pictures which have at various times been 
acquired by the Association for the Edinburgh 
National Gallery, and which are at present tempo¬ 
rarily placed in the galleries of the Eoyal Institu¬ 
tion, will, ere long, be permanently deposited in the 
former edifice, under the provisions of the royal 
charter of incorporation. 

Stirling.—At the recent half-yearly examina¬ 
tion of the pupils in the High School of Stirling, 
the productions of the drawing-classes, which are 
under the superintendence and instruction of Mr. 
Leonard Baker, attracted well-merited attention. 
The drawings and oil-paintings of Miss L. Drum¬ 
mond—who gained the first prize, for a head in oil 
—of Miss Thomso.i, Miss McPherson, and Miss J. 
Eeid, were especially noticed for their excellence. 
One of the local papers says :—“ Mr. Baker is a 
credit to the High School, and our hope is, that he 
may be long in connection with it; although such a 
thing can hardly be expected if he be not better 
supported than he has yet been. It will hardly be 
believed by friends at a distance that this accom¬ 
plished teacher of drawing and painting is allowed 
to labour on without a farthing of salary, while in 
other departments, only equally important, good 
salaries are given, and no end of assistants.^ Mr. 
Baker is not in need of assistance. He is an indus¬ 
trious artist and an ent’rusiastic teacher, and per¬ 
fectly fit for his work ; but we submit that he ought 
at least to be remunerated for his work somewhat 
like the other teachers.” AA^e take leave to add that 
Mr. Baker’s position, as it is thus described, is not 
very creditable to the “ gude folk” of Stirling, and 
ought not to remain as it now is. 

Dublin.—The fifth annual exhibition of the Irish 
Institution was opened a short time since. The 
society was founded in 1853, with the object_ of 
securing a collection of pictures for, and promoting 
the establishment of, a National Gallery for Ireland. 
The rooms in Baggot Street, where the exhibition 
is now held, are quite inadequate to its purpose, and 
it was, we believe, with reference to the erection of 
a larger and more suitable edifice, that a sum of 
£5000 was recently voted by the House of Commons. 
This sum is in addition to previous parliamentary 
grants amounting to £6000, and also to the £5000 
collected for the “ Dargan Fund.” About £900 have 
been received tow'ards the purchase of works of Art; 
so there seems a probability' that Ireland will, ere 
long, have a National Gallery to which she may 
point with satisfaction, if not with exultation. 

Bp.least. — A correspondent in this town has 
written to us to complain of some remarks we made 
in our July number, with reference to the closing 
of the School of Design : he intimates that our 
notice “seems to convey a censure on the committee, 
and also on the inhabitants of the town, for not 
exerting themselves with greater success in making 
the institution self-suppoiting; and comparisons 
are drawn between this and other provincial towns 
where schools are, greatly D our disadvantage. It 
argues if schools can be established and maintained 
in less important places, there can be no good reason 
why so improving a town as Belfast cannot support 
one also.” Now our correspondent must have read 
our observations with a glass of large magnifying 
powers, for we neither said nor intimated one half 
of that we are charged with. After stating in a 
very few words that the committee bad determined 
to close the school, and assigning the reasons, bor¬ 
rowed from the Eeport read at the last meeting, 
which have led to such a step, we added—“ This 
state of things is not very creditable to Belfasta 

remark which we beg leave again to repeat, for it is 
unquestionably “ not very creditable” to a large 
and flourishing town like Belfast, that it will not 
free the institution from “ an accumulation of 
debts ” amounting to the large sum (f £180, which 
debts are the chief cause of the dissolution of the 
establishment. It appears that with the exception 
of Cork—where the inhabitants have a self-imposed 
rate in support of their school—and Belfast, all the 
Irish schools of Art “ live rent-free.” The Belfast 
school pays £75 annually for its premises; this 
dead weight—which the supporters of the institu¬ 
tion think, and justly, as we consider, ought not to 
lie upon them—is another cause of the decay of the 
school. AVould it not be “ creditable ” to the inha¬ 
bitants if they followed the example of the Cork 
people, and taxed themselves ? 'Their unwillingness 
to do this justifies our previous comment. 

Birmingham.—A special meeting of the sub¬ 
scribers to the Society of Arts and School of Art has 
been recently held, to consider the desirability of in¬ 
corporating the society under the Joint Stock Com¬ 
panies’ Limited Liability Act; and also to enable 
the society to enter into agreement for tenancy with 
the Midland Institute and the Society of Artists. 
'The agreement with the Midland Institute provides 
that this body is to find accommodation for the 
School of Art, free of rent or taxes. Eesolutions to 
these effects were moved and adopted. 

Southampton.—The School of Art here appears 
to be making good progress ; the number of pupils 
has increased during the last sessional year, and their 
improvement under Mr. Baker, the master, has been 
considerable. The total number of pupils who have 
been under instruction both at the chief school, and 
the various branches, one of which has been recently 
opened at Eomsey', is 656, during the last twelve 
months. 

AVolverhampton.—The annual meeting of the 
subscribers to the School of Art in this town was 
held in July. AFe ascertain from the Eeport that 
the income of the institution during the past year, 
including £160 13s. 6f?. from students’ fees, and 
£120 14s. from annual subscriptions and donations, 
amounted to £317 4s. Gd. ; while the expenses, in¬ 
cluding salaries, interest on mortgage, &o., were 
£372 18s. 8(7. ; leaving a balance against the trea¬ 
surer of £55 14s. 2d. Mr. Chittenden, head master, 
has resigned his post, and has been succeeded by 
Mr. AV. J. Blackley, who filled the same office at the 
Bilston school. 

Midland Counties.—The following table shows 
the number of persons receiving instruction in 
drawing in the Schools of Art in the Midland 
Counties for the years ending June 30th, and also 
the amount received in fees from the students ;— 

185C. 185T. 
Eirmingliam, with brandies 
at Smethwick (Spon Lane), 
and C’ape. . 153G . £714 
Burslem. . 1C4 . . 53 
Coventry. . 564 . . 139 
Dudley. . 809 . . lOG 
Hanley. . 259 59 
Newcastle-under-Lyne . 195 . . 180 . . 29 
Stoke-on-Trent. . 188 . . 293 . . 166 
Stourbridg’o. . 436 . . 115 
Wolverhampton. . 349 . . 247 
Worcester. . 730 . . 137 

The results of the competition last year for the local 
and national medals were, that Birmingham carried 
off twenty-four local an(i three national medals ; 
Burslem, thirteen local and four national; Coventry, 
eighteen local and three national; Dudley, five 
local; Hanley, seven local and four national; New- 
castle-under-Lyne, six local and two national; Stoke, 
twenty-two local and seven national; Stourbridge, 
three local and one national ; Wolverhampton, 
seven local; and Worcester, twenty-five local and 
three national. 

Scarborough.—The exhibition of paintings by 
modern artists was opened on the Ist of last month : 
we trust it may be so far encouraged as to warrant 
its annual continuance. The collection, numbering 
upwards of 300 pictures, contains many excellent 
works, several of which are by well-known artists. 

Leeds.—The new' town-hall, though not complete, 
will, it is expected, be sufficiently advanced to admit 
of its inauguration on the 7th of this month. The 
Queen has expressed her intention to honour the 
ceremony with her presence. 'The building is of a 
character that will make it the principal oi-nament 
of the town, and not less so of the county. Its tower 
will be of an elevation to render it distinguishable 
at a considerable distance. 

Llandaff.—The ancient cathedral of this city is 
now undergoing restoration : the arcade is to be re¬ 
paired, the clerestory reconstructed, the walls of the 
side aisles rebuilt, as well as a portion of the southern 
tower, and the old timber in the roof of the nave 
will be replaced by new. 'The entire cost of the pro¬ 
posed works is set down at £3425. 



THE BOOK OF THE THAMES, 
FUOM ITS RISE TO ITS FAI.E. 

BY MK. AND MI{S. S. C. HALL. 

Part XXL 

ONTiNUiNG our foui'sc towards tlie City from 
Llungerford Bridge, \vc brielly describe the olden 
glories of the Thames banks, when the space 
between the river and the Strand was occupied 
by the palaces of the nobility. Close beside the 
bridge, on the site of the present Buckingham 
Street, stood York House, wdiich w'e engrave 
from Hollar’s view'. It w’as anciently the town 
residence of the bishops of Norwich, and ob¬ 
tained its name from the e.vchange made witli 
the archbishops of York, who adopted it as their 
palace in London, until Archbishop Alathew', 
in the reign of James I., exchanged it with the 

crown for several manors. It was afterwards granted to the philo¬ 
sophic lord-chancellor. Bacon, and, in the reign of Charles I., to 
his favourite, George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham. It W'as be¬ 
stowed on Fairfax, the parliamentary general, in the great civil war; 
and his daughter marrying the second Duke of Buckingham, thus 
restored the property to its earlier owner, who resided here after the 

Restoration; but his dissipated habits led to a necessity for its sale ; it was then 
pulled down, and varions streets were built on the site, which preserve his worth¬ 
less name in the titles “ George Street, Villiers Street, Duke Street, Cf Alley, 

yOllK UOL'SK. 

and Buckingham Street.” The house was a noble building, remarkable for 
the sumptuous character of its internal fittings, as well as for the fine antiques 
the duke had purchased from Rubens. The stairs which led to the river were 
surmounted by Inigo Jones’s celebrated water-gate, still standing at the end of 
Buckingham Street, one of the most interesting and beautiful relics of ancient 
architecture in the metropolis. The garden joined that of Durham House. 

nCKUAM UOL'SE. 

Durham House, which stood on the site of the present Durham Yard, and 
occupied that portion of ground now covered by the Adelphi,* possessed very 

* The Adelphi was built by the brothers Adam, and named from the Greek word 

(^adeXipog, brothers), in compliment to them, because of the diflSculties they had sur¬ 
mounted in erecting the important structure on what was bad and unprofitable ground— 
a muddy deposit from the i'hames. It is constructed on vast arches, celebrated as the 
“night residence” of houseless and abandoned persons, the “Pariahs" of London life. 

great historic interest, and preserved some antique fealures when Hollar 
drew the sketch (about the year lOKlj from whicli our engraving is copied. 
The strong walls of stone, tiie jiointed arches, and the fortress-like towers, 
which appear to have been incorporated with more modern work, seem to be 
portions of the old work of the bisho|)s of Durham, whose lowu residence 
was fixed here as early as the reign of Ldward J. Bishop Tonstal surrendered 
it to Henry YHII., who converted it into a royal palace, giving in exchange 
the building known as “Cold Harbour,” in Thames .‘street. Edward Y'J. 
granted Durham House to his sister Elizabeth as a temporary residence, but 
Alary, on her accession to the throne, returned it to the sec of Durham. 
Elizabeth afterwards gave the use of the house to the great Sir Walter Raleigh, 
but he was obliged, after her decease, to restore it to the cjiiscoiml see. The 
man.sion was not long tenanted by the bishops, but was purchased in Iti-tO by 
the Earl of Pembroke; it was pulled down in the early part of the last century, 
and the ground covered with houses. 

Salisbury House was separated from it only by a small garden, and was bnilt 
in the reign of James I. by his treasurer and secretary, Robert Cecil, Earl of 

S-VLISBUKY .4ND WORCESTER IIOU.SES. 

Salisbury. It was a massive rectangular building, with turrets at the angles, 
and presented an imposing frontage to the Thames. After the earl’s death it 
was divided into two mansions, and then sub-divided; ultimately converted into 
an exchange, but having no success through all changes, it w'as purchased hy 
Iniilders, and Salisbury and Cecil Streets were erected on its site. 

Close beside Salisbury, stood YYorcester, House, which, in the reign of Henry 
VIIL, belonged to the see of Carlisle, but then passed into the hands of the earls 
of Bedford, and from them to the carls of YYorcester, the last of whom died here 
in 1627. Llis son being created Duke of Beaufort, it then changed its name to 
Beaufort House; and the space of ground it once occupied is still nrarked by 
Beaufort Buildings in the Strand, erected after its destruction by fire through 
the carelessness of a servant. Pennaut informs us that the great Earl of Cla¬ 
rendon lived in it before he built his celebrated mansion in Piccadilly, paying for 
it at the extravagant rate of £500 per year, a sum fully equal to .£1200 at present. 

The old palace called the Savoy was the next important residence on the river- 
bank. It was a fortress-like building close upon the stream, and without tl e 

TUE SAVOY. 

intervening garden which characterized the others. It was original!}' founded 
by the Earl of Savoy in the reign of Henry Ill., and rebuilt by Heni'y, Duke of 
Lancaster. Here was imprisoned John, King of France, who died within its 

The centre house of tlie terrace. No. 5, was occupied by Garrick, wlio died in it, .Jan. 20, 
J(79, and there “iay in state” previous to his interment at AVestminster. liis widow 
also resided there, dying' in tlie same room as her liusband, in IS22. 
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walls. It was burnt by the “rabble rout” who followed Wat Tyler, afterwards 
restored as a hospital by Henry VII., suppressed by Edward VI., re-eudowed 
by Queen Vlary, and continued as a hospital aud sanctuary, “ a nursery of 
rogues aud masterless men throughout that century.” Strype describes the 
old building as “very ruinous” in 1720. It was patched up, aud chiefly used 
as a barrack for soldiers and a ])risou, until its final destruction iu 181G to 
form the approaches to Waterloo Bridge. The old chapel, ouce within the 
walls, remains, and is a curious relic, containing many old monuments. 

The Surrey bank of the river between Westminster and llungerford Bridges 

comprises the district known as “Pedlar's 
Acre,” a piece of ground given to the parish 
of Lambeth, and situated on the verge of 
the Tliames. Popular tradition asserts the 
gift to have been made by a pedlar, who 
owned the land, on condition that himself 
and his dog should be commemorated on one 
of the church windows. AVe engrave this 
far-famed ])iece of glass-painting, which is 

_ . certainly of the time of Elizabeth; but 
]) fliere is no record in the parisli accounts 

to justify the old tale.* 
The Lion Brewery and the great Shot 

Tower are the most conspicuous objects 
past llungerford Bridge. The latter is of 
cylindrical form, a hundred feet in height. 
The shot is formed by ]iouring molten lead 
from the upper part through small perfora¬ 
tions, tlie drops rounding as they fall to 

the bottom iu water. The whole of this district was formerly known as Lam¬ 
beth klarsh, an unwholesome aud unprofitable locality, frequently overflowed 
iu high tides. The buildings on this bank have all been erected since the 
opening of AVaterloo Bridge iu 1S17. 

AA'aterloo Bridge, long celebrated as the finest over the Thames, and ])raised 
by Canova, as “the noblest bridge in the world,” was constructed by Bennie, 
at the expense of a public company. It cost £4(10,000 ; the aiiproaches, V'c., 
making uji the sum to nearly a million, f Close to the foot of the bridge, on 
the City side, is .Somerset House: it is a noble ])ile, now entirely devoted to 

WATEIU.OO nillDaU AND SOMEIiSET JIOUSE. 

gov'crnmeut offices.t It was built by Sir AA^illiam Chambers, and is his finest 
work. The Thames front is 800 feet in length, and is provided with a tcj’race, 
sujjported on ai-ches, 50 feet above the bed of the river ; and is the same mini- 
Ijcr of feet in advance of the main walls. This terrace forms a noble [u-omcnade ; 
it is much to be regretted that the public are excluded from what was ouce an 
agreeable airing-place for Loudon. Immediately adjoining Somerset House is 
the modern building. King’s College. 

The Old Palace of the Protector Somerset, uncle to Edward A’L, stood upon 
this site, and gave name to the present structure ; it was a pief uresiiue bilck and 
stone edifice, erected for him from the designs of .lolin of Padua. AA'hen the 
“ proud Somerset” was beheaded in 1552, the house devolved to the crown; 
Edward VI. assigned it to his sister, the Princess (afterwards Q.ueen) Elizabeth; 
and .lames I. settled it on his queen, who named it Denmark House, in compli¬ 
ment to her native country. By this time Inigo Jones had added new buildings 
to it, and this is the condition of the building as exhibited in our view. Here 
lived Henrietta Alaria, Queeii of Charles I., aud here she founded a convent; 
here Oliver Cromwell “ lay in state,” so also did General IMouk. It seems 
to have been considered the private property of the Queens Consort of Eng¬ 
land, but in 1775 Buckingham House was given to Queen Charlotte iu lieu 

of it. 
Between this place and the Temple there is now nothing of importance to 

arrest the attention of the voyager. In the old time the ground was chiefly 

* Some writers beiieve the glass is a rebus on the name Chapi an. “ Pedlar’s Acre” 
was not called by that name till the end of the seventeenth century: its old name was 
Church Hojies. 

t Owing to the heavy rate of its tolls, it was for a long time unprofitable to the share¬ 
holders ; so great was its loneliness, that it was almost unsafe at night, and tlie scene 
of frequent suicides. 

X Except the rooms granted to the Antiquarian, Astronomical,and Geological Societies. 

occupied by two noble mansions and their gardens, the first being Arundel 
House; the home of Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel, whose classic tastes 

OLD S )5tERSET HOUSE. 

made the mansion celebrated iu the days of James aud Charles 1., for the 
rare collection of marbles and gems of all kinds he here collected. At the 
instigation of Evelyn, fhe grandson of the carl give his library to the Royal 
Society ; the marbles being sent to Oxford, where they are still celebrated.*' 

ARUNDEL nOCSE. 

' Essex House, adjoining, obtained its name from Queen Elizabeth’s unfor¬ 
tunate favourite; and from it he made his unsuccessfid attempt to excite a 
revolt in the city, which led him to the scaffold. It has been well described by 
Pejns, as “a large yet ugly house;” but it was continuously inhabited by a 

ESSEX HOUSE. 

series of noble residents until the close of the 17th century, soon after which 
period it was destroyed for building purposes. 

AVe now' arrive at the Temple Stairs, and admire the group of trees which 
sti'l surround the little fountain that inspired the muse of L.E.L. Close to it 
is the noble old Hall, remarkable as tlie only building remaining in which a 
play of Shakspere’s was acted by his coutem[ioraries,t as part of their 
Christmas revels. The fine old Garden on the river’s bank, has been a garden 
from the days when the chiefs of the AVhite aud Red Rose factions plucked their 
flowers here as badges for their adlierents—a scene so vividly rendered iu 
Shakspere’s “ Henry VI.” The present gardener has restored the glories of 

* In 1646 Hollar engraved tlie view of Loudon from the roof of this house, which we 
liavc copied above. 

t It is recorded in the Diary of John Manningham, a student here, as foilows 
“ Feb. 2, 1601. At our feast we iiad a play called ‘ Twelfth Niglit; or. What you Will.”' 
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until ilie reign of Queen Elizabeth; and was ultimately destroyed in the great 
lire of London, although it still gives its name to the Ward* in which it stood. 

A short distance onward and we arrive at the old haven known as Queen- 
hithe.f It retains more of the characteristic features of the Thames bank 
during the last century than are to be seen in any other part of London. The 

* The City of London is divided into twenty-six wards, each governed by an Aider- 
man and one or more deputies; tlie Alayor is uliosen from the Aldermen; lie must be 
a inombev of one of the twelve great livery companies of merchantmen or traders. 

t We engrave a iienny of Alfred the Great, found in the mud of the Thames near this 
spot, and which is of immediate interest 
here, as it is his “ London type,*’ and 
contains on the obverse, the monogram 
“ Londinium,’* the letters forming )'art 
of each other—a convenient nu de of 
getting a long name in a small compass. 
These early coins, though excessively 
rude, are of value in history; and tell 
of the very low state of general art at 
the era when they were executed; many 
are remarkable for their rude imitation 
of the superior works of the Romans. 

BARGES AT BLACKFRIARS. 

They have discharged their cargoes, and are waiting for high water, to be “off” 
with the next ebb. The principal vessel in the cut is one of the old fashioned, 
square bowed, flat-bottom barges, having a large hatchway in the centre for the 
cargo, with the small bunk, or cabin, for the crew. She also carries ingenious 
weather-boards, to prevent the great amount of lee way a vessel without a keel 
would make beating in a fresh breeze. The sails consist of a spreet, foresail, 
and mizeii, and her mast lowers down by the forestay, during the passage under 
bridges. The crow consists of a captain and three or four men. 

ST. P.1Ul’S CATIIEDliAL. 

The number of church steeples that now crowd above the city wharves, com¬ 
pared with the few seen farther west, brings to memory the remark of Sir Roger 
de Coverley, who argued therefrom on the morality of the two districts. Grandly 
above all, rises St.Paul’s Cathedral, the noble work of Sir Christopher Wren, to 
whose genius we are also indebted for the greater number of the church steeples 
that also invite attention. The river-hanks are lined with tall warehouses, 
where once stood Baynard’s Castle, an antique edifice, so called from a fol¬ 
lower of William of Normandy, its original occupant. It was a strong hut 
gloomy pile, the occasional residence of many remarkable people, and the scene 
of some few historic events, one of which is immortalised by Shakspere, in his 
“ Richard III.” On many occasions of formality it was lised as a royal palace. 

On the Surrey side of the river, and exactly opposite Somerset House, was a 
celebrated old place of amusement, known as Cuper’s Gardens. They were formed 
by a gardener of that name, who had been servant to the Earls of Arundel; and 
he laid them out in shady walks, arbours, and flower-beds, decorating them 
with such antique fragments as the earl was willing to spare him. Some few 
of these were aftervvards found in the Thames, and excited muck curiosity. 
The gardens, which ultimately obtained a had repute, were closed in 1753. 

Blackfriars Bridge, the third bridge built in London, was erected by Robert 
Mylne, and opened for general traffic in 1769. The bridge and approaches cost 
the City £273,000. It has been since repaired at a cost of £71,000. Close 
beside the bridge (on the west of the London end) is a large arched sewer, which 

the old garden as well as such glories can be restored to a place in “ populous 
city pent.” The show of summer flowers is generally good, but that of chry 
santhemums at the close of last year attracted and gratified thousands; the beds 
being masses of variegated flowers. The picturesque group, called^'New Paper 
Buildings,” of red brick and stone, forrniTig so striking a feature at the eastern 
side, was erected by Sidney Smirkc, A.R.A., in I8-1S. The memories that arc 
associated with this spot, the early home of tlie Knights Templars of London, 
the solemn old church, where their elligies still lie, and wliere such men as 
Selden and Oliver Goldsmith repose, demand a volume for their due description. 
Between the Temple and Blackfriars Bridge, was the old lawless district known 
as “ Alsatia,” celebrated by Scott in his “ Fortunes of Nigel;” he there gives 
a vivid and true picture of the loose characters by whom it was inhabited. Its 
jumper name was “ Whitefriars,” from the church of the Carmelites, originally 
founded in the 13th century, which, with the monastic estahtishment, were 
dcslroyed at the Reformation ; hut the privileges of sanctuary continued, until 
it became a nest of rullians, fraudulent debtors, and the worst members of 
society, who crowded into the narrow lanes, where the law had no power. It 
ultimately became so dangerous a nuisance that its jjrivileges were abolished, 
and the district is now principally occupied by factories and gas-works. 

The Southwark side of the river, originally low marsh land, is now thickly 
covered with houses; the river-hank presenting a continued series of wharves, 
where may be constanlly seen groups of barges, such as are depicted in our cut. 

is alt that now rejireseuts the old river Fleet, thus converted into an immense 
drain; hut in the olden time it was a stream wide enough to allow barges to 
go inland as far as Holhorn, and s])anned by a bridge near the Thames, “after 
the manner of the Rialto, at Venice.” There is preserved in the library at 
Guildhall, a enrions jiaintiug, executed at (he early part of the last century 
(attributed to Canaletti, hut most jirohahly by Hogarth’s friend Scott), which 
preserves a view of the “ River Wells,” as it was anciently called, but which 
had obtained an unsavoury reputation at that time, not a little aided by the 
severe lines of Pope, who summoned Ihe heroes of his “Hnnciad”— 

“ Wliore Fleet ditcii, with iliscinlioguiiif,' streams. 
Rolls the large tribute of cloud dogs tt> 'J'liaines.” 
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old wooden wharves, the boats in the little dock, tlie high steps leading from the 
water, and the picturesque tree overshadowing them, seem to belong to the davs 
of Anne, when the tralfic in boats on the river was considerable, and the rich 

QUEEXHITIIE. 

citizen and his wife would “ take water ” here for Vauxhall or llanelagh. It 
probably obtains its name from .the gift of it by Iving John to his mother, 
Eleanor, queen of Henry II.; hut it was knowir in Saxon times as “ Edrid’s 
hithe,” and has been a common quay for nearly nine hundred years. 

A short distance further and we reach Southwark Bridge, designed by 
Ilennie, and built by a company at a cost of 4800,000. It has otrly three cast- 
iron arches, the span of the central one being 2-10 feet, that of each side arch 
being 210 feet; the piers and abutments are of stone. It was opened 
.March 22,1819. 

AVe must now describe the Surrey bank from Blackfriars Bridge, for the 
most interesting points of its early history are comprised between these two 
bridges. This side of the water was a gay scene during the reign of Eliza¬ 
beth, the Londoners being ferried across to the j)laces of popular amusement 
thei’c thickly located. 'I’he Blackfriars Load now passes over the site of 
“ Paris Garden,” where bear and bull-baiting rejoiced the citizens, the gala 
days being usually Sundays. Our cut is copied from the rare woodemt ma|j 
of London in the time of Henry VUL, in the library at Guildhall, and exhibits 
in the foreground the kennels for the dogs, and the tanks in which they 
were washed. A graphic description of the place has been left by Paul 
Ilcntzner, a German, who visited it in 1.598. He says it was “built in the 
form of a theatre, for the baiting of bulls and bears; they are fastened behind, 
and then worried by great English bull-dogs; but not without great risk to the 

dogs, from the horns of the one, and the teeth of the other ; and it sometimes 
happens they are killed upon the spot; fresh ones are immediately supplied in 
the place of those that are wmunded or tired. To this entertainment there often 
follows that of whipping a blinded bear, which is performed by five or six men, 
standing circidarly with whips, which they exercise upon him without any 
mercy, as he cannot escape from them because of his chain. He defends him¬ 
self with all his force and skill, throwing down all who come within his reach, 
and are not active enough to get out of it, and tearing the whips out of their 
hands, and breaking them. At these spectacles, and everywhere else, the 
English are constantly smoking tobacco. Emits, such as apples, ])ears, and 
nuts, according to the season, are carried about to be sold, as well as ale and 
wine.” The same author mentions the theatres for dramaric representation on 
this side the water : the most westerly was the Swan, which seems to have gone 
to decay in the early part of the 17th century. Near that part of Southwark 
crossed by the road from the iron bridge, stood the most famous of all—The 

Globe, of which Shakspere was part proprietor, and for which he wrote his 

grandest plays. Its aspect will be best understood from our cut, copied from 
Visschcr’s map, 1610. Beside it stood the Bose and the Hope theatres, all 
receiving their titles from the signs or figures painted or sculptured over their 
doors. Bose Alley and Hope Alley still mark the sites of these theatres; the 
more celebrated “ Globe,” is believed to have stood where the iron-works of 
Messrs. Shecres are now located, close beside the bridge. 

THE GI.IIliE TIIEATIU;. 

Crossing to the London side of the bridge, our attention may only be 
directed to the busy wharves and the trading boats near them ; one of these 
we engrave, of peculiar kind; it is termed a “Billy-boy,”—the sailors’ name 
for a round bow' and stern coasting schooner; they arc excellent sea boats, and, 
IVom their box-like form, carry a large cargo. These vessels frequenlly come 
from Yorkshire, hut are generally found on most j)arts of the English coast ; 
their masts lower like the London barges for going beneath bridges. 

THE “ BILLY-EOV.” 

We meet with no important building until we arrive at the Eishmongers’ 
Hall, at the foot of London Bridge. It is a modern structure, built ou the 
site of the old hall, in 1831. We engrave the original stone-fronted hall that 

nSU.MOXGERS’ BALL. 

existed 011 the same spot before the great lire of London, as depicted by 
Hollar, in 1647, including also some of the wharves and buildings of that era, 

to complete as near as possible our picture of the banks of the Thames. 
AVe have thus arrived at London Bridge, having been compelled to limit 

our descriptions to a mere enumeration of the various objects of interest the 

voyager will meet on his w'ay. 



MONUMENTAL COMMEMOEATIONS. 

The genius of monumental commemoration is so 
active in our day, that to keep pace with its doings 
demands from us the service of a continuous record. 
The months, as they succeed each other, yield all 
something in the way of narrative or of suggestion 
to that page of our Journal which undertakes to 
keep complete the chronicle of its doings. That 
page, amongst the variety of our Art-records, has an 
especial interest of its own, which it draws from 
foreign fountains. The lam'el and the cypress that 
meet above a great man’s grave yield their lofty 
morals and elegiac strain to its other illustrations; 
and the chapter in question of our Journal is a 
record at once of departed greatness and of the 
Art that enshrines it. 

First, let us record, with great satisfaction, that 
Mr. Foley’s noble statue of 

Viscount Hardinge, recently exhibited in the 
courtyard of Burlington House, seems likely, 
amongst its other merits, to have the merit of up¬ 
rooting a government heresy. There has appeared 
to be a sort of opinion entertained by persons in 
authority, that an equestrian statue was a thiug not 
to be expected from an English sculptor,—and that, 
if the want of such an illustration should happen to 
arise amongst us, we should have, of necessity, to 
fall back upon the Baron Marochetti. On what 
ground the first of these propositions founds, cer¬ 
tainly does not appear; but, to sustain the second, 
the Baron’s statue of Richard Coeur-de-JJon has 
been perseveringly put forward. It would seem as 
if, by a capricious logic, of the kind which is rather 
apt to grow in the air of authority, the merit in that 
particular work had been taken as implying the 
absence of merit elsewhere. A more emphatic 
refutation of a false dialectic never came out of the 
schools than has issued, in the instance before us, 
from Mr. Foley’s studio. Our readers know, that 
we have not, for ourselves, been slow to recognise 
the merit of the Baron Marochetti’s work; but the 
most adventurous of that artist’s supporters will not, 
we fancy, risk bringing it into competition with this 
great sculpture composition of Mr. Foley’s. From 
the courtyard of Burlington House, a very striking 
lesson has been read to our native Government, as to 
what the English sculptor can perform when he has 
the opportunity given to him. It is very probable, 
that a feeling that this is so may have operated as 
one of the stimulants to a movement which has 
been making in the profession itself,—but which, to 
our knowledge, has nobler motives also, that do 
great honour to the body of English artists. Per¬ 
haps the highest testimonial that a sculptor can 
achieve, is, a testimonial from his brethren; and 
the professional movement in reference to Mr. 
Foley’s work, while it takes the character of a 
testimonial to himself, forms a moral testimonial 
of a very pleasing kind in favour of those who 
make it. A number of his brother sculptors, and 
of the artist body generally, have been bestirring 
themselves to obtain signatures for an application 
to the Government, with a view to securing a copy, 
in bronze or in marble, of the great work in ques¬ 
tion, to be erected on some conspicuous site in this 
metropolis.* 

* Onr advertising sheet, to which we would direct the 

attention of our readers, will show the nature of the move¬ 

ment referred to in the text above. The document in 

question is the most remarkable of its kind that has ever 

appeared in this country: nearly one hundred and fifty 

artists and gentlemen—painters, sculptors, architects, en¬ 

gineers, and engravers—have entered into a confederation 

to do honour to a brother artist, primarily, and, secondarily, 

to a distinguished soldier. 

Looking down the list of signatures appended to the docu¬ 

ment, we find in it tlie names of twenty-four Royal Acade¬ 

micians," including that of the President, out of thirty- 

nine—the number of that body at present; fifteen out of 

twenty-five Associates; the Presidents of the two "Vi'ater- 

Colour Societies, and a long array of the majority of the 

most distinguished men in tlie united professions. Baron 

Marochetti, too, of Cceur-de-Lion fame, also doffs liis hat to 

the representation of the more recent English warrior; and 

Signor Monti, whose eye is filled witli the graces of Italian 

sculptm-e, finds under our less sunny skies something he 

would fain keep in] sight. At tlie preliminary meeting, 

which was hold on the Z-ith of June, its object was set fortli 

in the following words:—“The manifestation of public 
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It is affecting to observe the efforts that arc 
everywhere making, by all who can set up preten¬ 
sions of any kind, to appropriate to themselves some 
share in that rich inheritance of glory which 

Sir Henry Havelock leaves behind liim. 
Wherever a community can establish a title of kin¬ 
ship, in any kind or degree, to the illustrious soldier 
who wore out his great heart in the struggle to get 
at the beleaguered women and children of England, 
and lies dead in the scene of the rescue,—a claim is 
advanced to an especial legacy of honour derivable 
out of the greatness. Among other claimants of the 
kind, the Carthusians have bethought them that it 
is something praiseworthy, as it were, to have drunk 
at the same educational fountains with the chief, 
and in virtue of that common baptism, have deter¬ 
mined to have a monument of their own. The 
sentiment of brotherhood, thus aroused to a special 
end, has swept into its purview—as it is in the 
nature of generous sentiment always to do—whatever 
else appealed to it on kindred grounds; and memories 
of all whom the Charterhouse has sent out to die for 
their country gather round this memory of the 
noblest of them all. A subscription has been set 
on foot, with a view to perpetuating the names of 
Sir Henry Havelock and such other naval and 
military officers as, having been educated at the 
school in question, have fallen in the service of 
their country in the Russian and Indian wars; and 
it is intended, that, to the Art-monument to he 
erected within the walls of the building, shall be 
added such other memorial, in the form of a prize 
or otherwise, as the amount of funds will permit.— 
For the statue of General Havelock which is to 
match with that of General Napier inTrafalgarSquare, 
the artists of the country are invited into competi¬ 
tion and, as competition seems to be the rule now 
for works of this description,—instead of the ex¬ 
ception in such especial cases as might appear to 
justify, or to demand, it,—we think the particidar 
instance before us suggests a few words of com¬ 
ment. We have already pointed out, on former 
occasions, the very serious character, where works 
of the finest Art are concerned, of a practice which 
sets in motion ten times the amount of labour 
that is meant to be employed, and summons a 
multitude of Art-creations where one only will he 
paid for. It is quite clear, that by just so much 
as genius may have given a speciality of character, 
in conformity with the object demanded, to any one 
of these rejected works, such work will he unfit for 
any other application, and will incur the risk of 
being wholly lost to its author. The tendency of 
such consideration, very obviously, is, to beget a 
tameness of design, which is one of the worst forms 
of mediocrity. Men who are never commissioned, 
but summoned constantly into competition, will be 
apt to turn the power that is in them to the 
elaboration of showy groups, which may not have 
an individuality of expression so pronounced as to 
prevent their serving some other turn, w'ith a new 
label, should they miss the one that summoned 
them. The struggle of genius with the subject 
itself, is exchanged for the struggle of talent against 

opinion in favour of the equestrian statue of Lord Hardinge, 

by Mr. Foley, as a work of Art, and the feeling of regret 

at the same time, that, being destined for India, it will be 

lost to this country, are the motives of the undersigned 

artists to recommend the raising of the means, by sub¬ 

scription or otherwise, for obtaining another cast in bronze, 

for the ornament of tliis metropolis, as well as to do honour 

to the Arts of this country as to the illustrious commander- 

in-chief commemorated by tliis work.” The artists have, 

in a manner most honourable to them, taken the initiative 

in this proceeding; and there is little doubt of their follow¬ 

ing it up zealously ; but it must rest with the public gene¬ 

rally to give efficient aid, to bring tiie matter to a successful 

issue. What has been done since the preliminary meeting, 

we know not for certainty; but we are satisfied that as 

soon as it is known where subscriptions may be paid, money 

will be flowing in. The present time, when all the world 

is away, is not the most auspicious time for collecting; 

still a beginning should he made at once. We have heard 

of many anxious to subscribe, who are only waiting to 

know where their contributions will he received. The 

object is national, especially as regards the Arts of the 

country. Let us have at least one statue in the public 

highway of London, which we can point out to the stranger 

with pride and exultation. We have no doubt that tlie 

Hon. Sec., Professor Donaldson, will attend to any com¬ 

munications he may receive. 
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a host of competitors; and a certain uniformity of 
design inevitably results, which in itself announces 
the abdication of that high and prerogative pow'er 
that has produced the masterpieces of Art. It is 
certainly of the tendency of competition to kill the 
crowning sculpture grace, emphasis.—Well, now, let 
us see how this tendency towards non-originality 
has been carefully improved on in the instance 
before us, and observe well whither this habitual 
use of competition is leading us. No great artist 
should wrong himself by working under such condi¬ 
tions as are laid down for this Havelock memorial. 
At the south-west corner of Trafalgar Square there 
stands, on a granite pedestal, a bronze statue of Sir 
Charles Napier; and the bronze statue of Sir Henry 
Havelock is to occupy a granite pedestal at the 
south-east corner, and to match the other in every 
respect. It is to he of exactly the same height as 
its jiredeccssor; and some geometrical necessity of 
absolute correspondence is so strongly apprehended, 
that we feel, as we read the directions, that the 
model would be most likely to succeed which should 
adopt Mr. Adams’s very pose, and square in all 
respects with his work, like the figures in a fire¬ 
grate. To inculcate this suggestion, and secure this 
effect, a drawing of tlie Napier statue is sent round 
with the circular inviting artists to compete and 
prescribing the terms of competition;—and alto¬ 
gether, an impression is created that the impossi¬ 
bility of matching the Napier nose (of which 
Mr. Adams has made the most) will inevitably 
detract from the contentment of this committee 
with ail!/ work which they are likely to obtain.— 
Then, having set Art to work in a straight-waist- 
coat, the committee call on artists to work cheaply. 
—“ The designs are required to he made to a scale 
of two inches to the foot; and to he forwarded to 
the secretary on or before the 1st of October next, 
with an estimate of the cost of the work, includ¬ 
ing all expense of erection, and such inscription as 
the committee map desire.”—That is, the sculptors 
having striven against each other for who can best 
cojiy Mr. Adams’s statue iu a Havelock figure, arc 
to bid against each other for who wiU do it at the 
lowest price. The artists are summoned to work 
to pattern, and to offer their work by tender. The 
whole advertisement is after the fashion of those 
inviting contracts for the supply of shoes for the 
army or shirts for the navy. High Art can, of 
course, not be had on these conditions. Under 
such a dispensation, should it finally prevail, our 
sculptors must inevitably degenerate into statuaries 
and stonemasons.—Meantime, a letter from a British 
officer stationed at the Alumbagh informs us, that 
the narrow strip of ground in the compound there 
which forms the great soldier’s grave is not to he his 
final resting-place. In the Report of a Lunacy 
Commission which sat some weeks ago, one of the 
delusions ascribed to the subject of the inquiry was, 
a wild belief that General Havelock w'as not dead. 
“They buried him, it is true,’’ said the unfortunate 
gentleman; “but he rang his bell in the grave, and 
they took him out, and he is coming to England.’’ 
Well, something like this, in a sense less wild, is 
taking place in fact. Out of that eastern grave, 
marked ouly with its “ scathed and withered tree,” 
the fame of this soldier has rung through the world, 
till it is felt that his fitting place of mortal repose 
can be only amongst England’s illustrious dead. 
At the expense of the officers who followed his 
“ monarch march,” as this writer calls it, to the 
rescue for which he paid his life, his body is to be 
disinterred, and it “is coming to England.”—“If 
ever I retui-n,” says the writer of the letter, himself 
a subscriber to the fund for the object in question, 
“ the tomb of Havelock in Westminster Abbey will 
be visited by me with no common feelings.” 

In the same spirit as that of the Carthusians, the 
men of Rugby have determined to memorialise, as 
their own especial heroes, the soldiers who went out 
from amongst themselves to find graves on Russian 
soil. By way of monument to— 

The Rugbeivns in the Crimea, a window of 
stained glass, by Hardman, of Birmingham, offering 
a representation of the Centurion at the foot of the 
Cross, has been recently placed in the chapel of 
Rugby School. A tablet of brass, let in to the wall, 
immediately beneath the sill of the memorial window, 
is inscribed with a legend recording the.names of 
thirty-three men “ of that House ” who fell in the 
different actions in the Crimea. 
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LTiidcr the influence of the same sentiment, sub¬ 
scriptions have been likewise entered into tor a 

Ckimean jMonujient in ■\VESTJIINSTElt.—The 
contributors are, for the most part, gentlemen who 
have received their education at AVestminster School, 
■—and the parties to bo commemorated are those, 
who, having shared with them this incident, fell in 
battle or by disease, in the campaign of the Crimea. 
On a monument which is to be of granite, sixty feet 
in height, a set of tablets will be engraven with the 
names, naval or military, of those who thus died, 
and with, in each case, a statement of the manner of 
the death :—and for this memorial a space of ground 
near AVestminster Abbey, and adjoining the entrance 
to the schools, has been assigned by Her hlajesty’s 
Commissioners of AVorks. It is immediately oppo¬ 
site “ The AVestjunstek Palace Hotel.” 

From Lucknow to Cawmpore, is now a summer 
morning’s ride ; but into every inch of the way be¬ 
tween these henceforth historic sites is trodden im¬ 
mortal memories,—and that dreadful road, at one end 
of whiidi a mortal terror sat not many months ago, 
as the shadow of the horror which sat at the other, 
was daily and hourly, in that terrible time, traversed 
by the throbbing and trembling heart of England. 
AVith the losses sustained in this latter scene, which our 
heroes reached too late for rescue, there mingle no 
consoling thoughts of any kind that can be gathered 
on mortal ground ; and the first idea, therefore, with 
a view' to consecrating perhaps the bitterest memory 
that our country preserves, was to hand over the 
well which it haunts to the keeping of religion. It 
was originally designed that a— 

hlEMOraAL Church at Cawnpore should arise 
over the very grave of the martyrs; but it is 
found now, that the distance of the well from the 
mission station, and other considerations, render 
it ineligible as the actual site of the sacred edi¬ 
fice. It has been determined, therefore, to mark 
the dreadful spot itself by some suitable monu¬ 
ment of a simj)le, though lasting, kind,—and to 
build the church (which, though it need not be 
large, must, from its monumental character, be 
of good architecture, and therefore expensive), in 
connection with the mission buildings already exist¬ 
ing near the native town. The simple piety of 
soldiers on the spot had anticipated the former por¬ 
tion of this new design, by rearing a cross near 
the well;—and the resident chaplain has already taken 
steps for expanding this mark into a memorial of 
greater monumental pretension, on the precise spot. 
The committee propose, therefore, to associate them¬ 
selves with him in carrying out this part of the 
design to its completion;—and they announce, fur¬ 
ther, their desire to promote the views of those who, 
having—like many of themselves, they say—lost 
friends at Cawnpore, or elsewhere in this Indian 
war, may wish to raise special monuments connected 
with the architecture of the church. 

Let the great soldier lie where he may at last,— 
the grave of Havelock in the compound at Lucknow 
will, like the Memorial Chm-ch at Cawnpore, ever 
be a shrine:—and this brings us to speak of another 
great soldier, though of a far other type, whose 
mortal remains also underwent funeral translation, 
and in respect to whonr steps are now' taking to 
save and consecrate the memories that hang about 
the sepulchre in which they were originally laid. 
The land forming the site of Longw'ood, and that, 
in Napoleon’sA’ale,which holds the tomb of the first— 

Emperor Napoleon, had passed into private 
hands; and these lauds have been recently' pur¬ 
chased by the British crown, at a cost of £5100, 
for transfer to the present Emperor of the French, 
and his heirs in perpetuity. The legislative corps 
of France has voted a sum of 180,000 francs to 
carry out the objects contemplated. One of those 
objects is, we presume, the repayment of the pur¬ 
chase price to the crown of England. 

Let us see, how'ever, whether our own monu¬ 
mental doings at home will not furnish us with 
some more cheerful materials than those with whicli 
we have last been dealing, before w'e bring this 
article to a close.—Our readers have seen, with 
gratification doubtless, that, almost at the very 
moment while we w'ere uttering our recent lament 
over the disgrace which the British Lion has sus¬ 
tained in Trafalgar Square,—and as if it w'ere in 
answer to our pleading on his behalf,—the cause of 
the royal animal was revived in the Flouse of Com¬ 
mons, and a minister was found with the spirit to 

promise him redress. It was frankly admitted by 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, that the unfinished 
condition of the monument on this site to the greatest 
of England’s naval chiefs, and the piece-meal fashion 
in w'hich it had struggled into such life as it has, 
W'ere a discredit to the nation ;—and that discredit, 
so far as is now' possible, he undertakes that the 
nation shall repair. After what we have said on 
the subject, we arc bound, of course, to admit, that 
something of poetry is lost by this change in the 
noble beast’s fortunes. The desolate grandeur which 
w'c found in the theme not many weeks ago, is gone : 
—hut then, the lion recovers his honours,—which is 
a better thing. Cains hlarius sitting among the 
ruins of Carthage, was a line poetic figure;—but 
his friends would rather have seen him Dictator at 
Rome. AVe will be thankful for the lions, even 
at the cost of discrediting a prophecy of our own. 
For the— 

Nelson Lions, which are to he executed in 
bronze, a vote of £0000 has been taken: and Sir 
Edwin Ijandseer is understood to have undertaken 
the duty of seeing that the aspects and anatomy of 
the lord of the forest are truly rendered.’*’ 

AVe sec, at the same time, from some proceedings 
in the same House of Commons, and with the satis¬ 
faction due to the theme, that the disposition to 
utilise our public Art monuments, which began 
with the tott'n of Chelmsford when it put Judge 
Tindale on the pump,—and which the great com¬ 
mercial cit}' of Manchester show's a disposition to 
carry out in the true economic spirit, and after a 
fassion of its own,—is spreading to the metropolis, 
in conformity with a previous suggestion which we 
take credit for having ourselves made. Like all 
striking innovations, this one meets with its oppo¬ 
nents,—and the metropolitan demonstration in its 
favour has received a check. Our reatlers should 
know, however, that there has been an idea enter¬ 
tained, in high quarters, of making the— 

Marble Arch carry a clock:—and they w'ill 
hardly have forgotten, we trust, our ow'ii suggestion, 
in reference to this very spot, when there W'as a 
proposal made for erecting here the statue of 
Richard Cmnr-de-Lion,—that the Crusader should 
lift up a gas-light on his lance. AA’e take a natural 
])ride in thinking, that the Board of AVorks has 
caught the spirit of our suggestion.—To LordElcho’s 
proposal, however, for putting a timepiece in the 
cocked-hat of the Duke of AA^ellington’s equestrian 
statue, at Hyde Bark Corn"!', w'e object at once,— 
but also on the economic ground. 

Some time ago, as our readers will remember, a 
subscription was set on foot by the persons em¬ 
ployed in the service of the Bridgewater trustees, 
and promoted by the friends of— 

The late Lori) Ellesmere, with the object 
of erecting a memorial of that liberal and accom¬ 
plished nobleman on a I'ising ground, not far from 
Worsley Church, forming a conspicuous object from 
the Manchester and Liverpool Railway. It is now 
stated, that the monument is to be a tower, of the 
transition Gothic character, executed in stone, brick, 
and marble. The main member will be, an octagon 
shaft, climbed by a spiral belt of coloured tiles, and 
rising from an elaborate square basement, which 
will cover forty-nine feet of ground. The height 
of the tow'er, from the ground line to the finial, is 
to be 133 feet. 

In the adjacent county the men of Salford have 
been inaugurating their monument to— 

The late Mr. Bkotherton :—which, after all 
the display of utilitarian ingenuity' elaborated for 
the behoof of the good and busy borough with a 
view to this memorial, cuds, satisfactorily, in the 
simple Art achievement of a full-length statue, in 
bronze, from the model of Mr. Noble. The statue 

* We hear that the models of tlie lions have been com- 
pletcd,—hut not “ hy authority,” we presume,—by Mr. 
Milnes,who has copied them from *he life; the Timfs, in a 
somewhat recent notice of the intended completion of the 
column, asserts that “ six of our leading artists prepared 
models (some of which ai'e of the highest orderof merit),” 
and that they were sent in to tlie President of tire Board of 
Works, who returned tliem, witli the “ curt intimation that 
tlie execution of these gigantic pieces of sculpture had been 
entrusted to Sir Edwin Landseer.” Weliavo not been able 
to ascertain whetlier tlie facts arc really as tbey arc tlius 
stated; but if so, lliey seem to be something like what has 
taken place with regard to the Wellington Monument; and 
that just now those in exalted official stations are carrying 
matters with a liigli liaud as regards oiir national monu¬ 
ments. XVe cannot suppose that Sir Edwiu Landseer un¬ 
dertook the task of executing the work. 

stands in the Peel Park; and out of a sum of 
£3550, which was collected towards this memorial 
purpose, a remaining balance of £800 is to he 
invested as a fund, the interest of which will be 
applied annually to the purchase of hooks for 
dividing between the Peel Park Pree Library, the 
AVorking Men’s College, and the Pendleton Me¬ 
chanics’ Institute. The statue is nine feet five inches 
in height; and is said to represent well the gentle¬ 
man who, as the inscription on the pedestal re¬ 
cords, was “ the first, and for upwards of twenty- 
four successive years the faithful, representative of 
the borough of Salford in the House of Commons.” 
The Bishop of Manchester, in a very striking 
tribute to tlie memory of the deceased member, well 
observed, that it is a proud period in the history of 
a country when those of her sons who have culti¬ 
vated the civil arts receive the full honours that a 
people has to bestow:—and, for ourselves, we will 
take leave to congratulate the town of Salford, that, 
while paying their debt of gratitude and commemo¬ 
ration to a practical man, his townsmen have felt 
that it could he appropriately paid in an Art form. 
It is among the somewhat rough realities of com¬ 
munities like this, that we earnestly desire to see 
the Art feeling run clear and unadulterated. In 
the metropolis, the Art circidation in the long run, 
is safe enough;—our anxiety is, that it should flow 
in a healthy current along all the arteries, and 
pronounce itself wholesomely at all the extremities 
of the national body. The town of Salford has 
rejected some very strange nostrums that were offered 
to her, on this occasion, hy the Art-quackeries of the 
day; and, much to the gratification of her friends, 
has taken excellent ground in the matter of this 
Brothertoii monument. 

0 B I T U A11Y. 

MRS. LOUDON. 

The month of July took from us one of that 
sisterhood of writers, whose contributions to many 
departments of our literature have given to the 
sex so honourable a place in the authorship of 
file thirty years of our century last past. Mrs. 
Loudon—the widow of the late Mr. J. C. London, 
the well known writer on floriculture and on 
English forest trees—belongs, like her husband, hy 
the subject of her hooks, to a class whose appeal 
lies outside our department as journalists,—hut she 
has a claim to special record in our columns by 
virtue of their form. Her various publications for 
the instruction of ladies in the practice of garden¬ 
ing are made elegant and attractive by not less than 
some fifteen hundred coloiu'ed illustrations of flowers, 
in their wild or in their cultivated condition. By 
means of these illustrations, they form drawing- 
room and boudoir books of great beauty; while they 
will long hold their place as directors to the sex hi 
one of the recreations, scientific and sentimental, 
best suited to the refined and sensitive nature of 
feminine taste.—Of encouragement to those hy 
whom the subject, as a graceful and intelligent 
pursuit, may have been neglected, Mrs. Loudon’s 
own history supplies the example. She came first 
into the literary circles in which she met her futm’e 
husband, as Miss AATbh, the authoress of a three- 
volume novel called “ The Mummyand at the 
time of her marriage knew as little of the language 
of flowers, in any other sense than the poetical one, 
as a mummy might. But, catching the spirit of 
the atmosphere into which marriage had introduced 
her, her desire for a knowledge of its secrets was 
cultivated hy her husband to a result, of which the 
six ouarto volumes of Flower Books hearing her 
name remain as an abiding fruit.—Mrs. London’s 
individual instincts were of that social kind which 
led her into wide personal intercourse with the 
literary circles of her time. On the death of her 
iiushand, the Government of the day recognised his 
claim and her own by an annual pension to her of 
one hundred pounds; and her death, at the age of 
fifty-eight, somewhat prematurely relieves, to that 
extent, the not over-ample funds applicable, where 
needed, to the acknowledgment and reward of in¬ 

tellectual lahoiu'. 



THE ART-UNION OF LONDON. 

The close of the exhibitions is as usual succeeded 
by the exposition, ia Suflblk Street, of the works 
selected by the prizeholders of the Art-Union. Not¬ 
withstanding the depression that, during the past 
year, has weighed upon the commercial world, the 
subscription for the year amounted to 11,C58/., of 
which 5309/. have been expended in the purchase 
of pictures and drawings, in number onehundred and 
ten. The council of the society have extended the 
variety of the prizes by the addition of three hundred 
volumes of photographs, each of which contains 
twelve pictures—five by Mr. Fenton, four by Messrs. 
Cundall and Hewlett, one by Frith, one by Thomp¬ 
son, and one by Caldesi and Montecchi. With respect 
to bronzes, the council have confined themselves to 
the distribution of works executed in former years. 
These cabinet bronzes we never contemplate without 
admiration, and regret that for such works there is 
not existing among us a more extensive taste. If, 
however, this branch of Art grow in imblic favour, it 
must not be forgotten that the Art-Union of London 
has effected much towards that desirable end. In 
addition to the pictures and the photographs we 
have mentioned, there will be distributed also to 
prizeholders one bronze, ‘ Mercy on the Battle 
Field five bronzes, ‘ Her Majesty on Horseback 
forty porcelain groups, ‘ Venus and Cupid;’ thirty 
porcelain statuettes, ‘The Stepping Stones;’ ten 
vases in iron, fifty tazzas in iron, thirty-two silver 
medals of Banks the sculptor, two hundred and 
thirty volumes of etchings; seventy-two proofs, 
‘ Tyndale translating the Bible;’ and one hundred 
proofs, ‘ The Crucifixion,’ after Hilton : in the 
whole nine hundred and eighty prizes. Turner’s 
picture, ‘ Bellini’s works conveyed to the Church of 
the Redentore, Venice,’ has been engraved by WiU- 
more, and is ia the possession of a proportion of the 
subscribers ; and another work by Turner is in the 
hands of the engraver for a future year, and the 
engraving, by Sharp, from Frith’s picture, entitled, 
‘ Life at the Sea-side,’ but more commonly known 
as' ‘ Ramsgate Sands,’ will be distributed to the 
prizeholders of the current year. One of the most 
interesting features of the exhibition in Suffolk 
Street is the progressive series of medals, struck] in 
memory of celebrated men ; the obverse and reverse 
of each presenting the profile of the man and his 
greatest work ; as Reynolds, ‘ The infant Hercules;’ 
Wren, ‘ St. Paul’s Cathedral;’ Vanburgh, ‘Blen¬ 
heim ;’ and in like manner, Hogarth, Chambers, 
Flaxman, Inigo Jones, Wyon, Banks, and Gains¬ 
borough. Too much praise cannot be given to 
the Art-Union for its encouragement of medalling, 
since, in the recent state of the art, it is probable, 
that in the event of a national medal being required, 
we should have been compelled to have recourse to a 
foreign artist. Thehighestprizedrawn is two hundred 
pounds. We have made our readers already familiar 
with nearly all the picture prizes; and the principal 
selections we have also enumerated. To go over the 
subject again is therefore needless, neither is it 
necessary to comment on the now notorious fact, 
that prize-gainers have no chauce of obtaining good 
pictm’es: consequently the collection is—as under 
existing circumstances it ever wOl be, and cannot 

fail to be—below mediocrity. 

THE ART-UNION OF GLASGOW. 

The annual exhibition in London of the prizes of 
the Art-Union of Glasgow was opened on the 7th of 
August, at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly. The 
catalogue enumerates ninety-eight pictures, many of 
which we have already seen and noticed : but there 
are many others which have never been publicly 
seen, having been transferred directly from the studio 
of the painter to the society. We regret that we 
cannot find space to describe this collection, which 
is really excellent; giving continued assurance of the 
supremacy of the Scottish school—for from that 
school chiefly the prizes are obtained. The print for 
the year is from Webster’s pictirre, ‘The Play- 
Grcnnd,’ engraved by Joubert; proofs of the prize- 
plates of former years are also exhibited, adding to 
tlie attractions of this really interesting collection. , 

THE ANTWERP BOURSE. 

An old historic building, of interest alike to Bel¬ 
gium and England, has recently ceased to exist. 
The Exchange, or “Bourse” of Antwerp, erected 
in 1531, after outliving many perils by siege 
and fire in the vicissitudes of fortune through 
which the city has passed, was utterly destroyed 
a few weeks ago by an accidental fire. The docu¬ 
ments which were connected with the trade his¬ 
tory of this, the most important mercantile town of 
the middle ages, and which were of the utmost value. 

were also burned. The Antwerp Bourse, with 
its cloistered square for the protection of the mer¬ 
chants in foul weather, first gave the idea to our Sir 
Thomas Gresham fora similar building in London: 
our merchants at that time met in the open street 
in all weathers; and Sir Thomas, who resided as 
British agent in Antwerp for some years, deter¬ 
mined to provide his fellow-citizens with a place of 
business like that at Antwer)), which was the earliest 
erection of the kind. When he perfected his London 
building, he called it “ Britain’s Bourse,” thus 
retaining the name of his prototype; but when 
Queen Elizabeth visited the place in 1571, she gave 

THE BOURSE, ANTWERP. 

it the name of “ The Royal Exchange,” which it 
has retained to the present day. 

The Antwerp Bourse was a quaint and highly 
enriched old building, resting on pillars of blue 
marble, each decorated with sculptured ornament of 
intricate pattern, varying in each piOar; the roof 
was covered with interlaced bauds equally fanciful 
in arrangement. This supported a floor devoted to 
public offices, and containing historic documents 
—now, as stated above, totally destroyed—but 
which must have been of the greatest value, as con¬ 
taining the history of the early commerce of Antwerp, 
as well as that of our great merchants, such as Sir 

Thomas Gresham, who were established in “ the 
English House” still shown iu the old city. The 
upper floor of the roof was devoted to secondary 
offices, and, above all, rose the old clock tower. 
Our sketch shows the interior of the quadrangle as 
it existed a few years since, when it still preserved 
unaltered its original features. About four years ago, 
this quadrangle was entirely covered with glass in 
an ornamental framework of iron, which gave it the 
aspect of a large conservatory; and although the 
old building was untouched, it entirely destroyed its 
original effect. 

The Antwerp Bourse was the origin of all others. 

THE KOVAL EXCHANGE, AS BUILT BY GRESHAM. 

the first copy being Gresham’s; the next was 
at Amsterdam; and they were succeeded by many 
a Bourse, Bolsa, and Exchange, in Europe and 
America. Gresham’s original building we also in¬ 
troduce ; and the close character of the copy, in its 
general arrangements, will be at mice detected. 
Gresham’s arcades were simpler than those at 
Antwerp, and there is more of classic, and less of 
renaissance in the general style of architecture 
adopted by our great citizen. The arrangement of 
the upper floors was entirely similar to the Antwerp 
original; the tower differs, being square, with external 
balconies; and the vane surmounted bv his crest— 

the grasshopper. This building was destroyed in 
the great fire of 1666. That which succeeded it 
was subjected to the same fate in 1838, to be 
again succeeded by the present noble structure. 

The Bourse at Antwerp was a monument which 
all visitors to the quaint old city reverenced. Its 
walls spoke eloquently to the historic student. It 
typified tlie world’s progress in the middle ages, 
when the freedom reluctantly forced on the narrow 
policies of the day advanced with difficulty to its 
great culminating point, over the ruins of feudal 
restriction; its destruction is, therefore,_ on many 

accounts to be regretted. 
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THE YOUXG HUSSAR. 
(LORD FlTZGIBliON). 

FROJr THE STATUE ISY P. MACDOWELL, R.A. 

Tins is a statue of the late Lord Viscount Fitz- 
gibbon, of the 8th Hussars (Royal Irish), “executed 
ill bronze, for the city of Iiimerick, and erected to 
the memory of his lordship, and that of his brave 
companions in arms, natives of the county and city 
of Limerick, who fell at Balaklava.” A model of 
the statue w’as exhibited at the Royal Academy 
during the season just closed. 

Viscount Fitzgilibou was eldest sou and heir of 
Richard Robert Fitzgibbon, Earl of Clare, Lord- 
Lieutenant and Custos Ttotulornm of the county of 
Limerick, by Diana, daughter of the late Charles 
Woodcock, Esq. : he was boru in 1829, and had 
scarcely reached his twenty-fifth year at the time 
of his death. lie entered the army at an early age, 
obtaining a coruetcy, we believe, in the 8th Hussars, 
with which, as lieutenant, he went out to the 
Crimea. In the memorable cavalry charge at Bala¬ 
klava, on the 25th of October, 1854, he fell despe¬ 
rately wounded, and died shortly afterwards. 

Events that have since occurred in our Eastern 
empire now cling so closely to our memory, that 
we seem almost to have forgotten those exploits 
which, during the Russian w'ar, filled the heart of 
every Englishman with wonder and delight, and 
of England’s foe—one worthy of him—with dis¬ 
may :— 

“ Gill men forfret, yet sliall not all forget 
The deeds they did that day," 

when the light cavalry brigade—“the gallant six 
hundred,” as Tennyson calls them—swept over the 
valley on the artillery of the Russians, and returned 
with their force diminished by two-thirds. Leoni¬ 
das, at Thermopyltc, old Dentatits, with his back 
against the rock, each fighting against overwhelming 
numbers, offers no brighter example of indomitable 
valour, and willing self-sacrifice, than every one of 
that gallant band who rushed forward to almost 
certain death at the sound of the trumpet’s voice ; 
it seems a miracle that a man lived to tell how 
the battle was “ lost and won.” 

We had written thus far when a copy of the 
Times, of November 14,1854, containing an account 
of the engagement, came into our hands : the lead¬ 
ing article, in referring to it, contains the following 
eloquent passage;—“ There is something in the 
pomp and solemnity of this fatal exploit which 
takes it out of ordinary war, and makes it a grand 
national sacrifice. The Roman citizen hardly rode 
more gallantly, more deliberately, than those de¬ 
voted six himdred rushed to the place of their 
glorious doom. They went as fanatics seek the 
death that is to save them, and as heroes have 
sought death in the thick of the fight, when they 
could no longer hope to conquer. But this was 
something more than individual prowess or the 
enthusiasm of a crowd. There was organization 
and military skill, at least enough to enable the 
chiefs to know the terrible nature of the deed. 
They saw that in the execution of the order in their 
hands they would have to run the gauntlet of bat¬ 
teries, ambuscades, reserves, enough for the de¬ 
struction of an army; but they went with their 
eyes open, as if under a spell. It was a skilful, 
murderous, and powerful foe that prepared the path 
for their destruction, and yet at that challenge they 
went on and persevered to their doom. This was 
not war, as (he French general said; it was a spec¬ 
tacle, and one worthy of the ‘cloud of witnesses’ 
that encompassed the performers. When our first 
horror and admiration have subsided, one feels a 
species of mystery in the deed which interests us even 
more than the more important tidings that are now 
pouring in. What is the meaning of a spectacle so 
strange, so terrific, so disastrous, and yet so grand?” 

The mystery never has, and now never can be, 
satisfactorily cleared up; it must suffice that the 
story is indelibly engraven on one of the most 
glorious pages of British history. “ Peace to the 
souls of the heroes ! their deeds wmre gi'eat in war,” 
says the son of Fingal: honour to those who survive. 

Mr. MacDowell’s statue has already been de¬ 
scribed in the Art-Journal—in the January part. 

THE WELLTNGTOH MONUMENT. 

.\n attempt was made, before the House of Com¬ 
mons rose for the recess, to apply the censorship of 
the collective wisdom to the strange unconnected 
drama of this ilonument, and obtain, if possible, a 
new last Act. A catastrophe which detaches itself 
completely from all the grounds and motives pre¬ 
viously laid, is too daring a violation of the unities 
to be sanctioned even in a poet like Lord John 
Manners,—and Mr. Stuart Wortley sought to extract 
from the House a declaration that a Chief Com¬ 
missioner of Works has no authority thus to defy 
Aristotle. But, the rule was moved too late in the 
session. The House was in a hurry,—and had 
little disposition for criticism, and none for com¬ 
petition. From the stubble fields of England the 
messengers of the season had been crowding in, and 
the distant whirr of the partridge was a summons 
not to be resisted by the sons of St. Stephen. The 
floor of the House was already strewed with bills 
laid out for packing up,—and here and there a 
chipped or a broken measure showed the haste em¬ 
ployed. Through all their pre-occupation, however, 
the members saw, that there was something in Mr. 
Stuart Wortley’s dogma,—but they had no time left 
for dealing with it. The character of the House 
was to be saved,—hut so was the shooting season. 
Lord John (Manners’s last act could not possibly re¬ 
ceive the impimatur of Parliament,—but there was 
not leisure foi’ amending it. In this dilemma, (he 
members bethought them of a w'ell-accustomed par¬ 
liamentary resource—and the House, more suo, fell 
back on compromise. 

The moral of Mr. Stuart Wortley’s motion is 
elear and simple enough. He puts it thus.—A 
large sum of money is in hand, for a monument to 
the Duke of Wellington, which, both because of the 
importance of the object and the greatness of scale 
on which the funds admit of its being carried out, 
should be, at the same time, a monument of the 
nation’s Art. The Art-opportunity is one which the 
country has rarely at its command, and cannot afford 
to see thrown away, k fourth-rate monument to 
the Duke of Wellington must, under such conditions 
as the nation has just now at its disposal, stand, to 
the foreigner and to the future, as an admission of 
Art-incapacity in our country and time. The case 
is emphatically one of those which will not bear 
tampering with by red-tape dilettantism, or hud¬ 
dling up at the caprice of a minister.—Well, then, 
it is pointed out, that a body of artists have been 
invited to compete for the work under conditions 
which are not the conditions of the work now to be 
executed. The designs submitted by them were 
designs fitted to incidents which are withdrawn as 
unfavourable ones, and restrained by limitations 
arbitrarily removed after they have done their office 
of restraint. Models wrought under express pre¬ 
scription for an arch in the nave of St. Paul’s, 
are to stand rejected now because they have 
not been wrought to suit its Consistory Court. 
Lord John Manners goes into Westminster Hall 
to see which model will best furnish the new 
locality, by himself arbitrarily assigned, in con¬ 
sequence of its being worst fitted for the par¬ 
ticular locality to which Sir Benjamin Hall had 
specifically required that it should be adapted. The 
logic is curious. The ground of failime in the com¬ 
petition becomes the ground of recognition in the 
work :—unfitness is accepted as qualification ! For, 
there will be no doubt whatever among artists, or 
among those who give any study to the principles 
of Art in its architectonic relations, that the change 
of site does change some of the essential conditions 
of design;—and Sir Benjamin Hall well expressed 
himself as very forcibly struck with the consideration, 
“that the model which had been prepared for one 
part of the building could not with any propriety be 
put up in another part of the building, for which it 
was in no way adapted.” But Lord John Manners 
considers, that this particular model, because it was 
conspicuously deficient in the qualities which could 
have recommended it to that “part of the building” 
of which Sir Benjamin HaU speaks, may be most 
readily doctored so as to “be with propriety put up” 
in that “ other part of the building” which he himself 
has appropriated to it ex post facto. Having taken 
on himself arbitrarily to change the site,— on very 
good grounds, we admit, if he had made that change 

the ground of an entirely new proceeding,—Lord 
John Manners takes also on himself arbitrarily to de¬ 
termine the manner in which that site shall be occu¬ 
pied, and the man who shall carry out some new and 
unknown design of his. Lord John’s, own.—To this 
Mr. Stuart Wortley asks Parliameiit to say, “ No 1” 
The Wellington Monument must not be jobbed:— 
nor must Lord John Planners have the national 
£20,000 to fit up, for anything that parliament 
knows, a toy-shop. Let Lord John Manners be as 
mediscval as he likes,-—but not in honour of the great 
soldier of the nineteenth century, and not at the 
public cost. Mr. Stuart Wortley’s propositions, 
then, are these. We have this large sum,—we 
want a fine Art-monument for it,—and the site 
of that monument, it is now determined, shall be, 
the Consistory Court of St. Paid’s. To this site 
the great artists of the country have never had 
their attention called. Till that shall have been 
done, there is no reason whatever why we should 
consider ourselves as driven to patch-work. “ It is 
therefore expedient,” he moves the House to declare, 
“ that a limited number of distinguished artists 
should be further employed by Her Majesty’s Govern¬ 
ment to furnish models with special reference to the 
new site and altered circumstances,—and that these 
artists should be remunerated for their labour, and 
their models purchased for the country.” 

As we have said, the motion was driven by circum¬ 
stances to a period of the session loo late for its 
sufficient entertainment. The House was winding up 
its business for adjorn-nraent,—and glad to escape 
into compromise. It having been suggested by some 
one that the matter should remain in a provisional 
state,-—that condition, we have to repeat again and 
again, so dear to our legislators,—the House caught 
at the suggestion :—and so did the minister. As at 
present arranged between the high contracting par¬ 
ties, the matter stands thus. Mr. Stephens is to erect 
a full-sized model of his proposed monument in the 
Consistory Court,—that we may see how we like it. 
If the model be not then approved by the nation, 
we can pass into better hands. The House felt 
that it had solved a problem. It had got rid of 
a troublesome motion, without committing itself to 
a false course in the matter of the monument;— 
and it carried a clear conscience out into the stubble. 
Unhappily, ive have certain memories which do not 
permit us to acquiesce in that state of contentedness, 
as regards this matter, which is now walking the 
furrows, gun in hand, as an Irish member might 
say. We have paid for this form of the provisional 
before, and know its tendency to become the per¬ 
manent. It is in (he nature of things, to take root 
where they are once planted. Our readers know 
the bronze ogre, that, to the dismay of the artists 
of the world, stood, after the proper prescription of 
fairy lore, right in the path by which, in 1851, the 
nations had to approach the enchanted palace in the 
park,-—and stands there still; and they will scarcely 
have forgotten the discreditable trick by which that 
specimen of jobbing in Art obtained its “ bad 
eminence.” That figure was to be set up just to 
see if we liked it,—and to come down if we did not. 
We have never yet, for ourselves, met with the men 
who did like it. Wo tried hard, we remember, to 
persuade our neighbours that it was a joke; but 
they put on serious faces, and hinted that it was 
too practical a joke for a nation making preten¬ 
sions to a love of Art. There, how'ever, as we 
have said, the monstrosity stands to this day :—and 
the arguments which kept it there, are susceptible 
of being repeated. There was something very 
suspicious in Lord .Tohn (Manners’s eagerness to 
accept the truce olfered by a member of the House. 
The plea of work done, and of a footing conceded, 
tells always with a practical nation. The thing will 
need closely watching :—and shall not want ours. If 
Parliament, when it again meets, will, on its part, 
redeem honourably, and enforce rigidly, the terms 
of the compromise into w Inch it has been persuaded 
to enter, the nation may yet hope to have a Welling¬ 
ton Monument worthy at once of the chief com¬ 
memorated and of the art which it has summoned 
to the commemoration. Meanwhile,— 

The Wellington Sarcophagus may now be 
seen by the ])ublic, in the crypt of St. Paul’s Cathe¬ 
dral appropriated to the remains of the great duke. 
The coiiiu which it encloses has, since the day of the 
funeral, borrow'cd, until now, a resting place from 
the tomb of his brother in greatness, Baron Nelson 
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of the Nile. The duke has at leugtli a sepulchre of 
his own; but the two temples of the immortal 
mortals stand close together,—and each of the chiefs 
contributes a portion of his memorial greatness to 
the other. The dark brown mass of Cornish por¬ 
phyry which forms the new sarcophagus, relieved by 
the yellow markings that symbolise decay, carries 
two inscriptions ; the one recording only the name, 
the other only the birth and death dates, of the 
illustrious sleeper. The sarcophagus rests on a 
granite base, with lion-heads watching, in stone, at 
the corners. The chamber is floored with Minton’s 
tiles, and seen by light streaming from candelabra of 
granite. There is no ornament on the sai’cophagus 
but the herald’s cross.—On three days of the week, 
Mondays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, the public are 
admitted into this sepulchral chamber free : a charge 
of si.xpence on the other days defrays the expense of 
lights and attendants. 

THE LAW OF ART-COPYRIGHT. 

The questions connected with an enlargement of 
the terms and an improvement in the protection to 
be given to property in works of Tine Art,—into 
.the consideration of which we entered largely in 
our number for the 1st of July last,—were brought 
before the House of Lords, by Lord Lyndhurst, on the 
26th of that same month. His lordship’s introduc¬ 
tion of the matter took the form of petitions from 
the Society of Arts, from the Royal Institution of 
British Artists, and from a large body of practising 
artists, including the president and members of the 
Royal Academy. The subject is thus, dining the 
recess, formally as regards the one house and inci¬ 
dentally as regards the other, under the consideration 
of those who will have to deal finally with it: and 
we trust earnestly, that in that sufficient interval 
there will be a careful examination of the principles 
by which legislation in respect of Art property 
should be governed. By this question, and by 
some others that are tending surely now to an early 
solution, the Arts of this country are in a period of 
crisis,—and measures of more kinds than one that 
are about to be almost immediately taken, will 
affect the condition of their professors amongst us 
for many years to come. In the interests of that 
body whose cause is our own, we anxiously solicit 
the attention of those members of both Houses who 
feel an interest in Art to the arguments which 
we have felt it our duty to advance, for the purpose 
of averting, so far as our warning can extend, the 
imminent peril in w'hich, according to our view, 
the artists now appealing to Parliament stand. 
There is no mischief so incurable as that which is 
done under the misapplication of a true principle. 
The denial of the principle wiU right itself. Men 
answer certainly to its appeal at last, and rise in 
its favour. But that which is done under the 
authority of the principle itself, is done for many 
years to come,—and society cannot constantly be 
reopening questions so sanctioned. A mistaken 
position achieved for themselves under the banner 
of a right to be now asserted, the artists will pro¬ 
bably find themselves powerless to retrace during 
this their generation. The time for the wise and 
wholesome course is now, while the questions are 
all open:—and reaUy the questions, themselves, are 
so plain and practical, that, once more, we ask only 
a serious consideration of our own statement of 
them, on the part of the artist body, and of those 
who will have to decide ultimately for them. 

To a certain extent. Lord Iiyndhurst supplemented 
the omission of which we complained against the 
Society of Arts, w'hen they declined to give publicity 
to the individual instances of fraudulent, or other¬ 
wise wi’ongful, invasion of copyright, which, never¬ 
theless, they had collected as the basis of their 
argument for its protection. The evidence relating 
to these cases the society have, however, now laid 
before Lyndhui'st; and this evidence,—forming, as 
his lordship says, “ a mass which is most extraordi¬ 
nary,”—he will bring before the select committee 
which he has obtained to consider these copyright 
questions during the recess.—“ One gentleman with 
whom I have communicated upon the subject,” he 
states, “ says that he has known as many as seven¬ 
teen copies made from one pictm'e. —A noble mar¬ 
quis purchased from the exhibition a picture of some 
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merit, called ‘ Second Class—The Departure,’ for 
which he paid a considerable sum. lie was asked 
to allow it to be engraved, and, with his usual 
kindness and fondness for the Arts, he consented. 
Some time afterwards, he found, that, while it had 
been in the hands of the engraver, it had been 
copied, and the copy sold as the original at a sale 
in Loudon. At that sale it w'as described as a 
very popular work, aud the evidence of its popu¬ 
larity was that it had actually been engraved.—The 
painter, Morland, made a contract with a dealer to 
go to his shop every morning at a certain time, and 
work for a certain number of houi's each day until 
he had completed two or three pictures. At the 
same time the dealer engaged two inferior artists, 
who, as soon as Morland left, assumed his place, 
and copied the work which had been done during 
the day ; so that, when the picture had been com¬ 
pleted, instead of two or three, five or six came into 
circulation.—Another story is of this description :— 
A naval officer, whose novels and writings of that 
sort are very popular, sent tw'o pictures to be lined. 
They were detained a long time; and when he went 
to inquire after them, the man to whom he had 
entrusted them said that his workshop w'as not 
there,—it was at a place some miles off. 'Ihe 
officer went to this workshop, but he did not find 
his pictures. The servant there said they were at 
another place a mile or two off; but, seeing a ladder 
slung under a trap-door, ho ran up it, opened the 
door, and in the loft to which it gave access found 
his pictures, surrounded by copies, three or four of 
which were completed, and two or three more still 
in progress.” 

The list of cases might be extended to almost any 
length desired, and, so as to form a very amusing 
anecdotical chapter in the history of fraudulent con¬ 
trivance. But there is one case mentioned by Lord 
Lyndhm’st, not coming exactly under the category 
of wilful wrong, to w'hich we must allude,—because 
it is very difficiJt indeed to draw the moral distinc¬ 
tion,—because the intending pirate may well plead 
such cases in countenance of his own wrong,—be¬ 
cause the principle involved is one of those to which 
we earnestly called attention in our article on the 
subject of copyright, to which we have alluded [see 
Art-Journal, No. xliii, p. 205], and because the 
artist in this case has come forward to defend the 
principle, with most conspicuous iU-success.—“ A 
lady of very large fortune,” says Lord Lyndhurst, 
“ who is remarkable for the admirable manner in 
which she applies it, purchased a picture from an 
artist for £600, on the understanding that it should 
not be copied; and she w'as very much astonished, 
on going to the Manchester Exhibition a few years 
afterw'ards, to find there a painting which, with the 
exception of some of the suhordinate details, was an 
exact copy of her own.” Now, Mr. Faed having 
underwritten this anecdote with his name, we need 
have no delicacy in the matter:—but, indeed, our 
readers know that we are not in the habit of allowing 
any presumptions of delicacy to stand between what 
we consider artistic wrong aud our exposure of it. 
We have formerly said, that we know the practice 
thus denounced by Lord Lyndhurst, and previously 
by ourselves, to be a common one ; and Mr. Faed 
undoubtedly has, in this matter,—as he claims to 
have,—the support of honourable names. But, we 
must grieve that any artist of character should 
find himself involved in a kind of dealing, whose 
defence leads him into such helpless meshes of 
special-pleading as those w'herein Mr. Faed is 
entangled on the present occasion. The lady 
alluded to as the purchaser of the pictui-e in 
question, is Miss Coutts; and something like a 
misstatement is charged on her, or on Lord Lynd¬ 
hurst, in respect of the assertion, that any under¬ 
standing whatever existed against the picture being 
copied. “ I cannot account,” says Mr. Faed, “ for 
Lord Lyndhurst’s statement, unless from the fact, 
that on the 20th of August, 1856, I requested Miss 
Coutts’s permission to have a water-colour copy 
made for publishing purposes. Correspondence on 
this subject led to a voluntary statement on my part, 
to the effect that I never made copies of my pictures 
in oils.” So far as we can understand Mr. Faed, 
he would seem to propose, for the public acceptance, 
some moral difference between the obligation of a 
voluntary undertaking not to copy a picture and an 
undertaking demanded:—but what, at any rate, w'e 
do not understand, is, how that can properly be called 
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a voluntary engagement, which explains the artist’s 
ow n practice in a justificatory way, as an answer to the 
correspondence whicli had questioned it.—Fallacy 
No. 1, Mr.Faed!—In any case, the engagement was 
good and binding, however suggested. Most cer¬ 
tainly, if Mr. Faed assured Miss Coutts that 
he “ never made copies of his pictures in oils,” 
Miss Coutts was entitled to infer that he bad not 
made, and would not make, a copy of lids par¬ 
ticular one. The greater includes the less, [sec 
Elementary Loyic, for the use of Schools] :— 
and Miss Coutts was safe, it woidd have seemed, 
under the never. Mr. Facd’s dialectic breaks down, 
in a way which should warn his brother artists 
against rushing into print in a bad cause.—But, 
“ the small picture Miss Coutts saw iu hlanchester, 
was,” it appears, “not a copy.” “ It was my 
original sketch, worked on and finished by me, some¬ 
time jirior to my tetter above referred to!' Here, 
the case becomes very bad indeed. Then, the 
“ letter above referred to,” takes a character on which 
we do not like to dwell,—because there is no doubt 
at all as to what understanding Miss Coutts would 
draw, and must have been intended to draw, from 
its terms. Surely, the letter which was written to 
re-assure Miss Coutts as to the amount of the 
artist’s dealing in this express matter,—and in reply 
to expressed misgiving on the subject,—could not 
have omitted the fact of the work that had been 
done from the original sketch, but by design.—As 
for the dialectic which suggests that, that is not a 
copy of a picture sold which is copied, not from the 
picture sold, but from the original sketch from 
which the picture sold was copied :—fallacy. No. 2, 
Mr. F’aed ! Things which are copies of the same 
original, are copies of one another, (see Elementary 
Loyic, for the use of Schools).—As we have saiA 
the practice of such evasion is not peculiar to Mr. 
Faed,—aud his excuse may be, that he has been 
led into a questionable transaction by the had customs 
of his professiou. It is his peculiar offence, how¬ 
ever, that he has defended the transaction, and 
the custom.—The particular case may serve our 
own general argument, as an individual example of 
the peril in which the artists as a body «ill stand, 
should the principle of this transaction be mcralized 
by legislation :—we ask the artist seriously to con¬ 
sider, if he thinks Miss Coutts is likely ever again 
to buy a picture from Mr. F’aed ? 

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH. 

The new National Galleey.—If we are not 
in all cases satisfied—and in some, om- readers 
know, we are very far from it—with the direction 
which the zeal is taking, we are, at all events, glad 
to recognise that there is a zeal in Art-matters 
among the present ministers, which promises an 
early settlement of more than one that has too long 
stood over for solution. The enlargement of the 
National GaUei’y, in such manner as to admit of an 
enlargement of its scheme, is one of these. The 
question of site is settled :—not to our taste, it is 
true, but it is something that it is settled. The 
Chancellor of the Exchequer appears to have con¬ 
sidered himself bound by the last decision of the 
House of Commons in the matter ; and though we 
do not think he selected the best of the decisions at 
his disposal to anchor by, it is any way gain that we 
are to be no longer at sea. Oui' readers know, that 
there have been a variety of commissions and a con¬ 
flict of decisions; and had the Chancellor of the Ex¬ 
chequer worked the question arithmetically, he would 
have obtained a diU’ereiit result. But then. Lord 
Elcho would have asked for another commission; 
and the Chancellor of the Exchequer felt that the 
time had come for a finality of some kind,—and, 
considered, we suppose, that such finality would 
most properly take its colour from the commission 
that stood nearest to it. After such an unreasonable 
amount of talk as there has been, action of any kind 
was better than no action; and whatever course 
may be the right one, any further continuance of 
the provisional must be the wrong. Lord Elcho’s 
views and ours in the matter of the National 
Gallery are generally much farther apart than can 
be measured by the distance between 'rrafalgar 
Square and Kensington Gore,—but, for the moment, 
they have met. tVe are persuaded, that, even if a 
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mistake has been made, a worse mistake yet would 
have been further standing still.—We were glad, 
then, to find Lord Iterhy, before he dismissed 
pai'liament, announcing his intention to give im¬ 
mediate e&ct to the resolution at which the house 
had arrived,—however much we may wish it had 
resolved otherwise. “ The question of providing 
new and fitting accommodation for the exhibition of 
the various treasures of Art possessed by the country, 
would,” his lordship said, “occupy the attention of 
the government as soon as they were released from the 
pressure of legislative business.” AVe believe, it is 
intended, that on the present site a building shall 
early arise worthy of the object and of the nation ;—■ 
though we have been a little amused at an argument 
used in reference to this result, by a zeal of the 
kind that “ o’erleaps itself, and falls o’ the other 
side.” To the new edifice, as our readers know, the 
Royal Academy, the barracks in the rear, and St. 
Martin’s workhouse, will have to contribute their 
spaces; and for the barracks and the workhouse it is 
urged,—by what must surely he an oversight, con¬ 
sidering who are they who urge it,—that, more 
heaUlnj sites can easily be obtained! To us, this 
seems rather a significant plea against a certain 
“ foregone conclusion —hut we will not re-open the 
question.—In answer to Lord St Leonards, Lord 
Derby said, that the national obligation to Turner 
would be kept in view,— audthat the housing of his 
bequest would constitute a part of the general 
arrangements intended. Of com-se, that is satis¬ 
factory as a single fact; but the logical deduction 
is, to point directly to one ?<;isatisfactory fact into 
which the country has been betrayed by the present 
retrograde movement. The Sheepshanks collection, 
which, of course, should also be a part of the national 
collection, must exist as a fragment elsewhere ; be¬ 
cause, by the terms of the deed of gift, it must go to 
Kensington,—whence the national collection has 
broken loose. This fact, which to the national 
collection means incompleteness, to the Sheepshanks 
collection means want of due relation and support.— 
Meantime, it is much more satisfactory to be the 
reporters of a pledge which Mr. Duncombe obtained 
from the Chancellor of the Exchequer, previous to 
the rising of the House,—and which is but a just 
corollary from some of the arguments that were 
used for keeping the National Gallery where it is. 
The honourable member reminded Mr. Disraeli 
that within the last few years arrangements had 
been very extensively made by merchants and 
tradesmen in the metropolis for giving to their clerks 
and servants a half holiday on the Satm'days ; and, 
if it be true that the people employ their spare 
hours in visiting this institut ion, and should for that 
reason have it close beside them,—the institution is 
kept shut against them exactly at the time when 
some fifty thousand persons are ready to make their 
only considerable use of its advantages. The Chan¬ 
cellor of the Exchequer admitted the force of the 
argument, and promised to “ see what could he 
done ” towards making the popular opportunity 
coincide with the popular leisure. The public may 
reckon, we think, on seeing the National Gallery open 
on the Saturday afternoons, at no distant period.* 

The National Portrait Gallery.—To the 
list of portraits which we gave in our number of 
last month, as having come oddly together, in Great 
George Street, to lay the foundations of the new 
national collection, is now, we believe, to he added 
a portrait of the poet, Robert Rums, which the 
trustees are said to have accepted as a gift:—-we have 
not heard it stated from whom. The addition of 
this portrait—the subject, an unquestionably fit one 
for either acceptance from others, or selection by 
the trustees in their chai'acter of purchasers— 
suggests one ground of caution which the public 
will certaiuly expect that body to keep steaAly in 
mind, hut on which it had not occurred to ourselves 
that it could be necessary, at this commencing 
period of their proceedings, to insist. If the esti¬ 
mate of Art-values is not amongst the functions 
especially committed to these trustees the estimate 

* Since the above was written, we liave heard that the 
National Gallery will, after the vacation terminates in 
October next, be opened to the public in future on Satur¬ 
day, and closed, e.xcept to students, on Thursday: this 
alter.ation of days has been acceded to from consider¬ 
ation that the afternoon of Saturday being a sort of 
general holiday, a large number of persons released from 
their ordinary occupations may have opportunities of 
visiting the gallery. 

of authenticity is. Fidelity is the very essence of 
the. value in this collection. There should he no 
questioning of the truth of the portraits, original 
or copied, found in the National Portrait Gallery. 
The very fact of a picture being there, should he 
in itself a title of authentication. Such title, 
however, is not to be obtained on a jjriuciple 
similar to that which is recognised in au Encum¬ 
bered Estates Court. The function of the trustees 
is not to sup])lement by their own authority a 
defective title. Their duty will consist in seeing 
so absolutely that the previous title is good, that it 
will never afterwards be necessary to look further 
back than their certification.—Now, the authenticity 
of this Rums portrait is questioned. Perhaps the 
questiouiug can be answered,—and the trustees 
may have with the work a sufficient pedigree for 
their satisfaction : but it has, certaiuly, been un¬ 
derstood, that the only genuine portrait of the Scot¬ 
tish minstrel existing, was that which Nasmyth 
painted, and which is still in the possession of the 
poet’s family. 'The matter should be put beyond a 
doubt.—Resides this Rums portrait we hear of one 
or two more additions that have been recently 
made to the gallery. These include, a miniature of 
Wilkie, painted by himself, in oils,—a portrait, by 
Dawe, of the Princess Charlotte, when she was a 
young girl,—portraits of John Kemble and Mrs. 
Siddons, by Hopner and his pupil Stuart, presented 
by Mr. Delane,—and a portrait of General Wolfe, 
presented by the King of the Relgians. — The 
Government has deeffied on the pm-chase of Sir 
George llayter’s large picture of the first House 
of Commons that assembled under the Reform 
Rill. 'This picture is au historic document whose 
interest is essentially that of portrait. Other 
grounds of interest, no doubt, the work presents, 
that would make it a worthy feature in more 
than one of the national collections; but the large 
body of contemporary portraits which it contains 
•—many being of the men whose mark is on our 
institutions—is the one great characteristic of the 
picture, as a public record. I.ord John Russell, 
the colleague of all the originals, and author of 
the Reform Rill itself, is one of the committee 
by which this national purchase has been recom¬ 
mended :—and so, the likenesses are certified on 
the best authority.—It is, therefore, gratifying to 
know that the Government has presented this work 
to the National Portrait Gallery; and that the pay¬ 
ment for it will not be deducted from the annual grant. 

The Royal Academy has found an advocate in 
the venerable Lord Lyndhurst, himself the son of an 
artist, and of one who was “anciently” a member 
of that body. He has given notice in the House of 
liords that early next session he will direct the 
attention of Parliament to the claims of the institu¬ 
tion on the country. Jlcanwhile, its members are 
beginning to awaken from their long-indulged apathy, 
and are making prcjiarations for battle; preparing— 
when their adversaries have occupied the ground, 
and are strong in the assm’ance of victory. What 
the Academy is now doing ought to have been done 
many years ago: “ better late than never.” Any 
protest against the rough treatment they have re¬ 
ceived will not have the eft'ect of changing the resolve 
of the House of Commons, based as it is upon the 
admitted necessity of more space for the national col¬ 
lection, and suggested, as it undoubtedly has been, by 
personal feeling, amounting almost to inconsiderate 
animosity. Rut it is none the less a duty of the 
society to show, by incontrovertible proofs—wdiich 
certainly they can do—that they have not partaken 
of the public bounty for nearly a century, and have 
given nothing in retmm. The document they are 
framing, and which they will not, we trust, delay to 
issue, will no doubt surprise many who fancy that 
the Royal Academy has been all these years levying 
an annual tax on the nation, and expending the same 
entirely and exclusively for their own advantage. 
We shall await its publicat’on, and then bring the 
whole subject under the consideration of our readers. 
Meanwhile, it is a melancholy fact that as yet no 
single voice has been raised anywhere in its behalf; 
that throughout the press, with our own solitary 
exception, there has been a shout of joy that its days 
are numbered in so far as the always grudged “ libe¬ 
rality” of “the country” is concerned. Instead of 
regarding as a calamity the threatened ruin of this 
institution, there seems to be a general belief that its 
loss will be a gain to the Arts, and a disposition 

nearly as general to drive the members from their 
dwelling with insult added to injury. Nothing can 
be more unjust; that it is so will be made clear 
when the statement of the Academy is in the hands 
of the public. Rut how injudiciously and how ill 
must they have managed, to create a sentiment so 
universal. Perhaps no body ever existed who seemed 
so studiously to scorn that public opinion which 
gives vigour,if not life: its faults have been many; 
its arrogance large; its narrow and selfish policy 
manifest; it has held back on nearly all occasions 
when it was hound to go forward; its concessions have 
been ever ungraceful if not reluctant; it has failed 
to obtain even the respect of those it served; while 
it has truckled to aristocracy, it has been oblivious 
of intellectual rank, or acknowledging it only when 
associated with wealth or power. The natural con¬ 
sequence has followed: where are its friends, its up¬ 
holders, its advocates, when its enemies are in force 
everywhere ? Rut to deny that it has done much 
good—aiding and advancing Art, promoting its best 
professors, and giving to the profession a status in 
England which the natiou has never given to it—is 
to commit an act of injustice which we expect ere 
long to see admitted uuiversally w'hen “ both sides 
have been heard.” 

The Soiree at the Royal Academy took place 
at the close of the exhibition, and w'as, as usual, 
attended by a large number of artists, all exhibitors 
being entitled to admission on such occasions. There 
was also a fair “sprinkling” of the aristocracy and 
men of letters. No doubt w'hen the Academy has its 
own Art-palace—somewhere !—care wull be takeu 
that refreshments shall not be given out in the 
cellars. “ IVant of space ” at present compels a 
course so utterly undignified. It vvill not be neces¬ 
sary when members give entertainments in their 
own rooms. 

'The Royal Academy Exhibition of this year 
has, it is affirmed, added a larger sum to the funds 
of the institution than any preceding season since its 
foundation. Nine thousand pounds, we understand, 
were taken at the doors, and paid by one hundred 
and eighty thousand visitors: the exhibition con¬ 
tinued open for seventy-two days, consequently the 
daily attendance would he, on an average, tw'o 
thousand five hundred persons. 

'The Picture Gallery at the Crystal Palace. 

—'The collection of paintings by Rritish and foreign 
artists and the old masters has been removed from 
the rooms it occupied at the “ further end” of the 
building, and placed in the north-east gallery, at the 
Crystal Palace. It is now under the care of Mr. 
.1. W. Wass, a gentleman of much knowledge and 
experience, and fully able to aid and “w'ork out” 
the project of the Directors to make in this way 
the establishment both interesting and useful. In 
some respects the removal is au advantage; the new 
gallery is more accessible, more compact; its con¬ 
tents are more easily inspected; the light is not so 
good; the pictures are not seen to so much advan¬ 
tage ; hut in all such cases we must take the benefits 
as sets off against the drawbacks: and, on the whole, 
assuredly the change is an improvement. The col¬ 
lection is very varied, and certainly instructive. A 
large proportion of the pictures are mediocre, some 
unequivocally had, hut there are several good w'orks 
—several admirable paintings; and the majority are 
of such a character as at once to satisfy and to gra¬ 
tify the visitors for whom the gallery has been 
formed—the uninstructed many rather than the 
enlightened few. We know there is a determination 
to keep perpetually weeding. It was better perhaps 
to fill it entirely at first; to half fill a gallery is to 
give it a miserable look. We do not doubt that in 
the course of three or four months a large number 
of the inferior works will disappear, and their places 
he supplied by productions of unquestionable merit; 
indeed, much of this was done during the three 
weeks between our first and our latest visit to the 
collection; and we have the assurance of IMr. Wass, 
that arrangements are in progress for giving to it 
that completeness of excellence, to the necessity of 
which he is fidly alive. Contributors may he assured 
that pictures placed here are in positions of entire 
safety. The arrangements for supplying free and 
sufficient currents of air between the roof and the 
walls are perfect; the works arc not placed high; 
while the line is some three feet from the ground. 
Care is taken to avoid as far as possible all danger 
from dust; while an active and continual super- 



inteiidencc is exercised to ])revent any evils that 
might be created by a crowd. We may, therefore, 
and do, recommend this gallery as an important and 
valuable acquisition to Art, and a very desirable 
auxiliary to artists. It will be an agreeable duty on 
the part of collectors to assist in rendering it useful 
as a public teacher. There are many who can easily 
spare a few works, which may be well placed here 
to aid the great cause of progress. Of the collection 
generally we shall report more fully when a few 
months have ])assed, and the “weeding” to which 
we have alluded has been effected. 

The Crystal Palace Art-Union.—This society 
is now formed; and Mr. Thomas Battam, P.S.A., 
its “ managing director,” has succeeded in submit¬ 
ting to the public a list of patrons, presidents, and 
council, which may be received as a guarantee not 
only for the honourable conduct of proceedings, but 
as security for the judgment, liberality, and good 
taste of the issues in Art and in Art-industry. Cer¬ 
tainly such an institution in the metropolis is impe¬ 
ratively demanded: the Art-Union of London has 
done its woi k, but it has become effete; and while 
we are grateful for its past, we have no confidence 
in its future, so long as it perseveringly adheres to 
“ rules ” which prevent progress. The Art-manu¬ 
facture association of Edinburgh has done service 
to the cause, but it is local in power and in its 
appliances, aud is not likely to make a permanent 
home in London. The Crystal Palace possesses ad- 
vantages for the establishment of an Art-Union such 
as could be found nowhere else : its exhibitions must 
be seen daily by thousands; it has a competent 
“ staff” for carrying out all requisite arrangements; 
the superintendent, and a large majority of the 
council, are familiar with the capabilities of Art in 
its various ramifications; and, moreover, all the 
operations of the society, while on the one hand they 
will receive -continual publicity from the press as a 
part of its duty in reporting progress at the Crystal 
Palace, will, on the other hand, be subjected to con¬ 
tinual criticism and careful guardianship. We be¬ 
lieve, therefore, the Crystal Palace Art-Union may 
be, and will be, a most important and valuable 
medium for circulating a knowledge and love of Art 
by distributing Art only in its purity and excellence. 
We shall, probably, next month be enabled to report 
more fully the several circumstances under which 
this society applies for the large public support it 
anticipates, and will receive. 

Herr Mundler.—Sir Charles Eastlake has 
addressed a letter to the Lords of the Treasury, the 
main object of which is to obtain compensation for 
the late travelling agent of the National Gallery, “ for 
having been abruptly dismissed without inquiry ;” 
the office having been “ suppressed,” in consequence 
of Ms salary being “disallowed.” There is no ques¬ 
tion that this gentleman has been harshly and un¬ 
fairly dealt with: no servant, public or private, 
ought to be summarily dismissed without evidence 
of wrong done or contemplated : and it is not even 
alleged that Herr Mundler has been guilty of any 
act not authorised by his position or instructions. 
It may be that the appointment was useless or pre¬ 
judicial; but it was made: possibly evil may have 
arisen out of it: but it is neither proved nor in¬ 
ferred that such evil was the result of carelessness, 
ignorance, or cupidity. We do not believe that 
Lord Elcho, when he carried the motion which has 
led to Herr Miindler’s rethement—and was perhaps 
equivalent to a dismissal—anticipated so sudden a 
consequence of his appeal to Parliament: for injus¬ 
tice in so high a quarter is a public wrong and a 
national dishonour. Herr Mundler is, therefore, 
entitled to the compensation demanded for him by 
Sir Charles Eastlake: he has a moral right to it: 
but it is also a legal claim, and will be undoubtedly 
conceded. In common fairness to this gentleman, 
we publish the testimony of Sir Charles Eastlake in 
his behalf:— 

“ I beg leave to state, that I liave nevei- had any reason 
to question his veracity or integrity ; that I have always 
found him active and zealous, and that he has regularly 
fulfilled his prescribed duties. He was, in my opinion, 
singularly fitted for the office he held, speaking and 
writing the principal European languages well; versed 
oy observation and study in the history of pictures, and a 
constantly improving connoisseur. His diaries, to which 
allusion was made in Parliament, as they contain notices 
of eligible pictures, are at present for the sole use of the 
trustees ; but a time may come when those diaries may he 
referred to .'as containing abundant and accurate details 
which may be useful for the history of Art.” 

THE AET-JOUKNAL. 

Artists’ General Benevolent Institution. 

—From the last report of this excellent and well- 
conducted institution, read at the annual meeting on 
the 4th of August, we are pleased to find it in a 
very favourable condition, though still requiring the 
earnest aid of all who can sympathise with the dis¬ 
tressed and suffering artist. During the past year 
the claims on the society have been fewer in number 
than usual, particularly in urgent cases, of which 
only four were submitted to the council. The 
receipts for the year amounted to £1250 lOi. Set., 
to which must be added the sum of £77 6i. 8d., 
arising out of the sale, by Messrs. Graves & Co., 
of the engravings of the “ Wreck of the Minotaur,” 
aud of the “Vintage of Macon,” the liberal dona¬ 
tions of the Earl of Yarborough, making a total of 

£1321 12i. let. 

The funded property now consists of— 

New 3 per Cents. £11,660 13 5 
3 per Cent. Consols . 5,485 5 1 
3 per Cent. Reduced, the Jernegan 1 g g 
Bequest./ 

£17,550 5 2 

Relief has been granted during the year to 56 cases at the 
half yearly meetings, by 

Sums amounting to. £764 
To 4 urgent cases. 105 
In one case under the Jernegan Bequest Fund 15 

£884 

and the whole of the balance was appropriated to the relief 
of cases in July 1858. Among the many cases of distress, 
the following are worthy of especial notice:—A sculptor, 
an inmate of St. Luke’s, with a wife and four children, a 
fourtli donation of 201.; a miniature painter, 62 years of 
age, a donation of 201.; tlie four orphans of a painter on 
glass, a donation of 307.; a sculptor who was labouring 
under great temporary difficulties, arising from ill health 
—the relief of 307. supported him through the winter, and 
enabled him to finish works which have procured him 
important commissions; an engraver, eminent in his 
profession, in great distress, and 75 years of age, a dona¬ 
tion of 407.; a distinguished subject and portrait painter, 
aged 80, a second donation of 307.; an historical and por¬ 
trait painter, under mental imbecility, witli a widow and 
three children, a third donation of 207.; a landscape and 
architectural painter, a fiftli donation of 207.; a painter of 
rural and sentimental subjects, aged 72 years, a sixth 
donation of 207.; a landscape painter, from defect in sight, 
207.; an architect, 77 years of age, 407.; an architect and 
surveyor, aged 76, under a distraint for rent, a seventh 
donation of 357. 

Thomas Creswiok, Esq., R.A., was nominated a vice- 
president, in lieu of the late Thomas Uwins, Esq., R.A.; 
and James Lahee Esq., William Gate, Esq., Henry 
Twining, Esq., Carl Haag, Esq., Ernest Gambart, Esq., 
Decimus Burton, Esq., Philip Charles Hardwick, Esq., 
and John Phillip, Esq., A.E.A., were elected directors, in 
lieu of the eiglit senior directors, who go out by rotation. 

Surely no words of ours are necessary in order to 
enlist the kindly feelings of others on behalf of tMs 
charity; the above facts speak for themselves. 

Me. E. H. Baily, the sculptor. — We learn, 
with pleasure, that the Koyal Academy of the Fine 
Arts, at Antwerp, has elected this distinguished 
English academician to be also a member of its 
academic body. 

The French Gallery in Pall Mall has recently 
been hung, for a few days, with some works of Art 
which are being engraved for Mr. Gambart. First, 
Mr. Millais’s “Proscribed Royalist” claims atten¬ 
tion, the engraving from which, by Mr. W. H. 
Simmons, is very far advanced, and promises to be 
among the most striking prints of modern times. 
Then Mr. Holman Hunt’s “ Light of the World” has 
been commenced by, we understand, the same en¬ 
graver. We have not seen these two pictures since 
they were exhibited at the Royal Academy; they 
look now much richer in colour than on their first 
appearance: the talent that originated and designed 
them, the deep thought and poetical imagination they 
express, and the unwearied assiduity which executed 
them, cannot be withheld, especially from the latter; 
but the only impression they leave on the mind—at 
least on ours—is far more painful than pleasant. 
A series of small landscapes of American scenery, 
by Mr. Cropsey, a transatlantic artist now resident 
here, show many points of rare excellence : these are 
to be reproduced in lithography, and cannot fail to 
he interesting as well as valuable, as another link 
between us and our brethren of America. And 
lastly, a number of etchings, “ Illustrations of Hood’s 
Poems,” by the Junior Etching Club, will, when 
published, be a work many would desire to possess: 
several of those exhibited were in an unfinished 
state. In all there is sufficient evidence of the 
taste and skill of the various contributors. 
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New Act on Art-Union Societies.—The act 
passed at the close of the session was merely to 
discharge from liabilities certain societies—that 
especially which distributes objects of Art-manu¬ 
facture—not contemplated when the original act 
was passed. It provides no new enactment. 

Prize Plate.—Soraethiug more must he said 
iu favour of our national sports and pastimes than 
that they give a vigorous, healthy, and manly 
tone to the social aud physical character of the 
people, when we see the benefits to Art which 
arise from them. A very elegant sideboard salver, 
designed and executed by Messrs E. and E. 
Emanuel, of Portsmouth and Portsea, has been 
recently brought to our notice: it is the prize 
presented by J. T. Turner, Esq., to the successful 
competitor of the “Royal Victoria Yacht Club,” 
and was “sailed for” on the 16th of last month. 
The salver is of highly burnished silver, with a 
border of oak leaves and acorus : round the interior 
are three oval panels, which may be removed to 
insert glass fruit-dishes. The first pauel has for a 
design “ The attiring of Venus by Sea-nyraphs and 
attendants;” the next, “Britannia crowned Queen 
of the Ocean by infant Sea-deities,” the emblems of 
Peace and Plenty being introduced; the third, 
“ Europa carried over the Sea by Jupiter in the 
form of a Bull.” These designs are in very hold 
relief, the composition is effective, and the modelling 
careful and correct: the weight of the salver is 
upwards of 180 ounces. C. Weld, Esq., is now the 
possessor of this valuable and beautiful work of 
Art-manufacture, as well as, we may be sure, a fine 
specimen of the yacht-builder’s art—the “Lulworth,” 
the winner of the race. 

REVIEWS. 

Mejioirs and Letters of the late Thomas 

Seddon, Artist. By his Brother. Published 
by Nisbet and Co., London. 

When, nearly two years ago, the grave closed over 
the mortal remains of Thomas Seddon under the 
burning skies of Egypt, it shut out for ever from the 
busy world a true artist,—and, better still, a true 
Christian ; a man who, had his life been prolonged, 
would in either character have commanded the 
respect of his fellow-countrymen in an eminent 
degree : it was otherwise ordered, however; he was 
taken away almost suddenly, at a comparatively 
early age, but not till he had lived long enough to 
win the affection of a large number of friends for 
his moral worth, and the approbation of a consider¬ 
able section of the public for his talents as an artist. 

The story of the painter’s not uneventful life is 
related by his brother with modesty and propriety. 
Thomas Seddon, horn in 1821, was the son of a 
gentleman, whose family, for nearly a century, 
carried on the well-known, extensive cabinet manu¬ 
factory in Aldersgate Street, and afterwards in 
Gray’s Inn Lane. His father intended him for his 
own business, and, with a right regard to filial duty, 
the youth endeavoured to master its details, but the 
work was distasteful to him. In 1841 his father 
sent him to Paris to study ornamental Art, hoping 
thereby to render the knowledge he might acquire 
professionally useful, while he was gratifying his 
son’s love of drawing. To some extent the plan 
succeeded: he worked diligently in Paris, and 
after remaining there a year, returned home and 
pursued his studies in every available way ; devoting 
the day to business, and the evening to the acqui¬ 
sition of Art-knowledge of a kind far more congenial 
with his feelings, first as a student with Mr. C. 
Lucy, and afterwards in theClipstone Street School. 
In 1849 he visited North Wales, where several well- 
known artists were at the same time; and it was 
there he seems to have acquired a feeling for 
that Pre-Raffaellitish manner of working that sub¬ 
sequently won for Mm the favour of Mr. Ruskin’s 
good opinion. A year or two afterwards he set on 
foot a school for the instruction of workmen in 
drawing, and personally exerted himself to secure 
the co-operation of a number of gentlemen to aid 
him in the scheme, while he actively canvassed the 
streets of St. Paneras parish to invite the attendance 
of the artizans : his exertions were amply rewarded 
by the success wMch followed them. 
' It was not, however, till he had reached his 

thirtieth year, that either he or his friends had 
seriously made up their minds that business was to 
be abandoned, and the profession of an artist to be 
followed. Family circumstances combined to jus¬ 
tify the latter course, and he ardently entered upon 
it. The first work he undertook was the comple- 
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tion of a picture commenced some time previously, 
the subject “Penelope;” it was sent to the Academy 
in 1852, but hung so high as almost to escape notice. 
In 1853 he sent a small landscape—“A Valley in 
Brittany;” and in the year follosving, “Leon from 
Mount Parnasse, Brittany;” the latter was pur¬ 
chased by Mr. AV. Leaf. 

Towards the end of the same year he started 071 

his first visit to the East, where Mr. Holman Hunt 
joined him. In the early part of 1855 he returned 
with several finished pictures, and a large number 
of advanced sketches, which wei-e open to exhibition 
by private tickets in Bond Street, in the summer of 
1856. At the end of the year he was again cn route 
to Egypt, whei'e he was destined to find a grave. 
He reached Cairo about the 26th of Octobei-, after a 
miserable passage from Marseilles, during which 
he sutfered sevei'ely from unwholesome diet and 
want of comfort in the vessel, combined with very 
boisterous weather. An attack of dysentery was 
the result, and on the 23rd of November he sunk 
under the disorder. A marble slab, on which is 
inscribed his iratne, profession, the date of his death, 
and a verse from scripture testifying to his Chris¬ 
tian faith, marks the spot where his remains lie in 
the small cemetery at Cairo. 

The little volume which a brother’s love and ad¬ 
miration have give:i to his memoi-y is chiefly made 
up of letters written by the artist to his family and 
friends, from youth to manhood, and from the dif¬ 
ferent parts of the world where he was at various 
times located. There is in them less appertaining 
to Art than of descriptive nai-rative, but they ai-e 
instructive and amusing; they show, too, how en¬ 
thusiasm in the work of his profession and a rational 
enjoyment of the blessings and pleasui'es which 
circumstances gather round us are not incompatible 
with—rather are heightened by—deep consciouness 
of future responsibility, and an earnest desire to ex¬ 
emplify the beauty of the true Christian character. 

The majority' of our readers will doubtless recol¬ 
lect the movement made after the death of Mr. 
Seddon to acquire for the National Gallery his large 
picture of “ Jerusalem,” now at Marlborough House ; 
it was the highest compliment that could be paid to 
his talent and his moral worth. Tfe believe that 
the latter was as influential a mainspring of action 
in that movement as the former, and that the result 
would scarcely have been obtained unless there had 
been a combination of the two qualities in the 
deceased artist. This remark must not be taken as 
any depreciation—not even the least—of the picture, 
which is most worthy of the honourable place it has 
reached. 

The B.vttle of Tkafalgar ; “ England ex¬ 

pects EVERY SIAN TO DO HIS DUTY.” En¬ 
graved by John Burnet, from the picture 
by ,1. M. AV. Turner, in the Gallei-y at Green¬ 
wich. Publishers H. Graves & Co., London. 

Perhaps there is no picture by the great artist of 
the age the engraving of which is a more desirable 
boon to the public. It is one of the chief treasures 
of our naval gallery in the palace-hospital, having 
been placed where it ought to be—at once a stimulus 
and a reward to the sailors who have fought, and 
those who are ready to fight, the battles of their 
country on the element which it is no fiction to 
say “ Britannia rules.” The incident commemo¬ 
rated by the painter is famous in British history; 
it was the last message of the bravest of our 
naval heroes, and no doubt contidbuted much to 
the victory which gave to a nation so much of 
sorrow mingled with joy. It was simply a call 
throughout the fleet to “duty,” stirring up no 
sudden ebullition of enthusiasm, stimulating to 
no momentary excitement—not even exciting to a 
love of glory : the mariners of England w'ere sum¬ 
moned by their great captain to “ do their duty” 
and nobly they did it. The signal was seen by 
“ every man,” from the admiral to the me.anest 
cabin-boy ; and it is seen as much to-day as it was 
fifty-three years ago—still acting, as it will long 
continue to act, upon the minds and hearts, and 
thews and sinews, of British seamen. To circulate 
a work like this is, therefore, a high duty of Art; 
Art is thus made a teacher : the picture is at once 
a glorious memory and a holy prompter. The 
print is, moreover, a fine work: the artist selected 
the moment when the signal was‘given—the flags 
making the sentence complete—“ England expects 
every man to do his duty.” The huge ship is seen 
in the immediate foreground, [surrounded by the 
several sea-accessories, dismal or grand. The ex¬ 
cellent engraver has performed his part of the task 
with much ability'. There is a large portion of the 
public who will like better the free and “artistic” 
manner he has adopted, than the style, more 
finished and refined, to which we have been per¬ 
haps too much accustomed in publications of the 
class. The engi-aving is, therefore, “historic,” 
commemorating one of the leading glories of our 

country, and very valuable as a work of Art. Its 
merits should be known throughout the service ; 
and it would be a benefit of no common order if a 
framed copy were placed in every cabin of evei'y 
ship in our navy. 

and comprehensive handbook; it will tell them 
more than the most indefatigable lioniser among 
tbe gownsmen can toll of what is worth seeing and 
knowing about the place. 

The Origin of Interlaced Ornamentation. 

By G. J. French, of Bolton. Published by 
Kimms, Manchester. 

In this agreeable brochure, Mr. French, who is well 
known in his own artistic walk, has endeavoured to 
establish a theory of the origin of that most elabo¬ 
rately interlaced style of decoration so very con¬ 
stantly seen on tbe ancient sculptured stones of 
Scotland, Ireland, and the Isle of Man, as well as 
in illuminated manuscripts, such as “The Durham 
Book,” in the British Museum. He labours to 
prove that the basket-work, for which the ancient 
Britons were celebrated, was the origin of this 
involved enrichment. The Homans fully appi'o- 
ciated the neatness and beauty of the baskets made 
by our rude forefathers, and it became a fashion 
with the noble ladies of Italy to place among their 
luxurious furniture the hascanda Britamiis. Our 
author then shows that the earliest monastic foun¬ 
dations were such fabrics as a basket-maker would 
build, and notes that St. Columba, the great 
apostle of the Scots, “sent forth his monks to 
gather twigs to build their hospice,” and that Glas¬ 
tonbury, supposed to have been the earliest Christian 
church in England, was, on the authority of 
AAfrlliam of Malmesbury, “ a mean structure of 
wattle-work.” He also shows that as late as 1630, 
the celebrated island in Lough Derg, known as 
“St. Patrick’s Purgatory,” had upon the altar of 
its church a cross made of interwoven twigs : from 
all this the author seeks to prove the origin of the 
very' elaborate conventional ornament, sometimes 
termed “runic knots,” which is so common on 
early stone crosses, and which he thinks was re¬ 
tained from old association. The question is a 
curious one, and deserving attention, even if it be 
not so fully established as its author might incline 
to think it. AVe cannot so completely assign a 
British origin to the stylo, for we find the proto¬ 
types of all these crosses and monuments in Denmark 
and Norway; and some given by our author have 
runic inscriptions upon them. AVc dissent also 
from the “basket-work” theory of the ornamenta¬ 
tion of British urns. By dw'clliug on one theory 
solely, an author is frequently led to deductions 
which others cannot see. There is an affinity in 
tbe enrichments of all barbaric nations ; the South 
Sea islanders and the Britons w'ere not very dissi¬ 
milar in Art-workmanship. Every addition to a 
comparative history of decorative Art is welcome. 

A Handbook for Visitors to Oxford. Illus¬ 
trated by one hundred and twenty-eight wood- 
cuts by jewitt, and twenty-eight steel plates by 
Le Keux. Published by J. H. & J. Parker, 

Oxford. 

A new edition this, of a work that has for some 
years been the standai’d guide-book to Oxfoi'd, a 
city which strangers and foreigners visit for its pic¬ 
turesque beauty and its reputation as one of the 
great Eui'opean schools of learning, just as they 
visit Liverpool to see docks, and quays, and gigantic 
steamers, the result of our commei'cial enterprise, 
and Birmingham and Manchester as the centres of 
our unceasing manufacturing industry. But can 
any contrast be stronger than that presented between 
the maritime town and those allied with it in the 
social scale, and the city that almost appears to 
sleep on the banks of the gently-flowing Isis.*’—this, 
solemn, silent, and venerable,—trees and towers 
mingling with each other, and all inviting to thought 
and study; those, active, bustling, dingy, unpoe- 
tical, unsuggestive of everything but “ weariness 
of the flesh,” its wants and necessities, the perse¬ 
vering energy and toil of the head and hand in pro¬ 
viding the comforts and luxuries of life. 

AVe reverence Oxford because it is beautiful in its 
old age—its towers and its spires, like hoary hairs 
on the head of an octogenarian, are a crown of 
glory; and because there have risen up in it, and 
gone forth from it, men that have proved burning 
and shining lights to the world. It is a relief to 
steal away from the overpowering noise and activity 
of our huge meti'opolis, 

“ AVith all its cares, its toils, its pains,” 

and to pass a few days in strolling .about the quad¬ 
rangles of the ancient colleges and halls, and through 
the shady walks, where they have loitered whose 
names are enrolled in the archives of their country. 
Strangers to the university, who purpose paying it 
a visit during the “long,” — an undergraduate 
rarely takes the trouble to add “vacation,”—and 
do not happen to know any of the residents, should 
supply themselves with Messrs. Parkers’ intelligent 

The Mediaeval Architecture of Chester. By 
J. H. Parker, F.S.A. Published by Roberts, 

Cattierall & Pritchard, Chester. 

Chester is a city so well known for its interest that 
it requires no note here to enforce its claim on the 
attention of all who love such localities. This 
little volume is a good handbook for the visitor 
who would wish to more fully comprehend the age 
and peculiarities of its ecclesiastical architecture, 
which has been cleverly dissected by Mr. Paiker, 
with his usual acumen. It is to be regretted, how¬ 
ever, that the old buildings of the town devoted to 
secular purposes have been so very slightly noted. 
The origin of “ the Rows,” or open arcades which 
occupy the first floors of the houses, is accounted 
for on the supposition that after some great fire it 
was most convenient to make the footway on the 
top of the cellars of the houses, and so give up the 
narrow roadway entirely to carriages : but we think 
the author’s own work on the domestic architecture 
of the middle ages sufficient to prove the general 
custom of building arcaded streets ; and there are 
many continental towns at the present day like 
Chester in arrangement, though that city is the 
most perfect example in England. A most in¬ 
teresting book might be compiled on the secular 
architecture of this place, and we hope some Chester 
publisher may see his way to do it. This book, 
except that it be a little dry in style, will be a 
good example for him to follow. 

The Triumph of Juliu.s C^sar. A Series of 

Outlines from the Original Pictures at Hamp¬ 
ton Court Palace, by Andrea Mantegna. 

Drawn on Stone by Henry Duke. Published 
by Row'ney & Co., London. 

How few among the thousands who annually visit 
the pictui-e galleries at Hampton Court, stop to look 
at these noble cartoons, second in interest only to 
those by Rafl'aelle. There is, however, a valid i-eason 
for the neglect or indifference shown towards them, 
for they are in such a dilapidated state that exami¬ 
nation, for almost any other purpose than to satisfy 
a vague curiosity, or to raise a feeling of deep regret, 
would be useless ; and yet for these works Man¬ 
tegna i-eceived the honour of knighthood—no small 
compliment at a time when such a distinction was 
the ambition of the chivahy of Europe. One has 
only to look carefully through these outline plates, 
nine in number, which Mr. Duke has lithographed, 
to see how much luxuriant invention, richness of 
composition, and poiverful expression, the old 
painter threw into his designs, and what an abun¬ 
dance of valuable matter for an artist to study do 
they supply. Mr. Duke has done good service to 
Art by the production of his work, for although a 
series of engravings from the cartoons is in existence, 
they are so rare as to be little known, and almost 
inaccessible to the public : these engravings, or 
rather woodcuts, were executed by Andreani, about 
the end of the sixteenth century. Mr. Duke’s 
outlines are boldly and correctly drawn, but if Ihe 
lines that show the anatomy of the figures and the 
folds of the draperies had been rather more delicate, 
the general appearance of the plates would have 
been improved ; the subjects are so crowded with 
figures they require some modification of lines, or 
some “ shading ” to disconnect them : to get at the 
outline of a single figure without carefully tracing 
it with the eye is not easy. 

A H.vndbook of Dorking. Published by John 
Rowe, Dorking. 

There have been few prettier guide-books than this ; 
it is very neatly printed and bound. A mass of 
useful and interesting information has been bi-ought 
skilfully together, and it is very beautifully illus¬ 
trated by “numerous engravings” on wood and 
steel, from drawings by “ John Rowe”—we presume 
the publisher. Surrey is one of the most charming 
counties of England, and the scenery about Dorking 
is its pride; but the neighbourhood has other attrac¬ 
tions : its antiquities are of the I’arest order; and 
some of the best of our great men have there 
flourished. M'^otton and Deepdene have high places 
in history. The letterpress is exceedingly well 
done. The writer has felt his subject; his heart 
has been in it; yet, although an enthusiast in his 
theme, there is nothing in the style either exagge¬ 
rated or overstrained. It is full of illustrative 
anecdote, as well as of elegant description ; and, 
altogether, as a book for the locality', and at the 
same time worthy of the library, there are few pub¬ 
lications of its class so altogether good. 
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London, Octobeu I, 1868. 

EAllLY AllTISTS OF FLOllENCE. 

YEN when first we descended 
tlie Alps towards the plains 
of Italy, the anticipation of 
visitiiif? Florence, the in¬ 
tended term of our excur¬ 
sion, divided our thoughts 

delightfully with the impressions aris- 
' ing fromtheexquisitelandscapesaround 
us. It was in the Val Anzasca, that 
most beautiful, and, they say, the hap¬ 
piest of the Piedmontese vales, which 
extends from the very roots of Monte 
Rosa, a long day’s w^alk, down to Vo- 

gogna, on the verge of the Ausonian lowlands. 
One of the fullest and noblest manifestations of 
that mountain crowns its upper end, and, as you 
proceed, still appears at the end of the long 
vista of lofty steeps, clothed with woods of 
various leaf, in wonderful magnificence. Lawns 
green as an emerald lie immediately around 
you, sprinkled with flowers and flitting insects 
no less gay—red grasshoppers and pale blue 
butterflies; descending rills abound at every 
turn, whose younger progress you see gleaming 
among those higher forests above the fleeey 
clouds; and the superb trees frequently em- 
bow^ering the path are vigorous in stem, and 
umbrageous in leafage, as any Orlando or Tan- 
cred ever hung their shields on whilst restfully 
musing in their errant wanderings. And Monte 
Rosa still is there, shining through the branches 
like a fair white summer cloud; and glacier 
ridges gleam above Erminia’s bowers in this 
Alpine Ausonian Arcady. It was an Elysian 
evening when w^e reached that part of the val¬ 
ley where the heights no longer bear an Alpine 
character. They part asunder, in smoother 
shapes; and then it is you begin to notice the 
terraced vineyards ranged along their sides, and 
the white oratories shining aloft, beside their 
green paths and platforms; and tall, slender 
campanili rise amongst villages seated in the 
middle of the valley, where the convergent 
steeps meet, or crest some sunny sylvan emi¬ 
nence afar. And this eastward vista of slopes, 
more smooth and retiring, is closed by a remote 
group of mountains of a mild form, quite Appe- 

nine in seeming, as we thought. Their peaks, 
as we well knew, discern, on the other side, the 
multitudinous heights of Como and Lugano, 
and the Milanese plain itself; then, perhaps, in 
the tender cloudless distance, resembling the 

last of the skyey vapours, sinking and dying 
away in the horizon—vanishing with exquisite, 
to-heaven-exhaling calmness. 

_ “ Italy! Italy! ” we exclaimed with delight, 
with voices as serene and joyous, at least, as the 
little bird’s then trilling from the thicket in 
that light air. It was our first picture of 
Italy; and those far heights seemed tons as 
Etrurian hills. Even then (so enamoured are 
we of the Arts, and of the associations connected 
with the fair city to which all that ennobles and 

refines our earthly life is so much indebted), 
the delightful expectation of visiting Florence 
frequently prevailed, brightening almost to 
visions, and enhancing the unrullled happiness 
of that hour, when paradise-like objects and a 
paradise-like air, woke us to paradise-like feel¬ 
ings. Bliss absolute it was, that walk down 
from Ceppo Morelli to Vanzone, the hoarded 
memory of which has brightened many an else 
dull hour. 

On such another eve»iing, not many days 
afterwards, with these pleasing anticipations 
no way lessened, but rather quickened, we 
drew near the haven of our wishes, as fast as 
the railway from Leghorn well could carry us. 
Fisa was hidden behind trees: only just the tip 
of her leaning tower appearing over the tall 
flags of the Indian corn. But, by-and-by, the 
landscape opened, and beyond the festoons of 
the vine hanging from tree to tree, and forming 
the only hedge between the luxuriant little 
fields,—they were festoons which the fancy is 
apt to turn into a swing for a frisky Bacchante, 
—we beheld before us wdiat Guiccardini calls the 
granary of Tuscany, bordered by a line of mild 
and sunny hills, their skirts scattered at various 
heights with bright dwellings. Empoli, one 
cluster of them, was passed, where, in the par¬ 
liament of the victorious Ghibellines, Farinata 
degli Uberti, one of the haughtiest spirits 
Dante encountered in the Inferno, by his sole 
voice saved Florence from being swept from 
the earth; for which good service the patriotic 
Dante might at least have given him a tolerable 
berth in purgatory, instead of that cruel, red- 
hot tomb in the infernal regions, from which he 
saw him rear his indignant form so proudly 
that he seemed to scorn hell itself. Further 
in the evening, Monte Lupo shone amidst hills 
covered with whole groves of the stone pine. 
They extend over the country far and wide, 
around heights crowned by convents, and by 
castles famous in the early w^ars of Florence. 
I remembered it was from these groves Benve¬ 
nuto Cellini obtained the loads of pine-wmod for 
that marvellous casting of his Perseus, which 
he describes so boastfully, but with such a plen¬ 
itude of life and vigour, that any little disap¬ 
probation of his vanity soon escapes from the 
rising corners of one’s mouth in a smile of 
satisfaction at that potential lustiness of spirit 
which often bore him through his troubles so 
bravely. Magnificent, crowning appropriately 
a truly Italian landscape, are these extensive 
groves, running over rock, and hill, and dale, of 
the round-topped, umbrella-shaped pines, with 
their ruddy shafts, quite rosy in the evening 
light, and their rich velvet-green, close-matted 
foliage, forming the most antiquely poetical of 
shades; the very umbrage under which the 
bashful nymphs sought shelter from the too- 
fervid oglings of Apollo in the earlier golden 
days. We make no doubt whatever that Foly- 
pheme, glowiug within and broiled without, 
carried one of them about uprooted in his hand 
by way of parasol, when he sought the im- 
movabiy cold Galatea, by bawling his compli¬ 
ments, in a voice like a whole herd of bears, at 
the mouth of all the jEtnean grottoes, or margin 
of the thickets round the Hybla fields. Plea¬ 
santly we bowled along; the engine emitting 
swift curls of purest fleecy white vapour, wliicli 
rose wreathing themselves under the golden 
evening hills as gracefully as if they had been 
Naiads, who, having started from then- silvery 
beds in the morning to attend the blazing car 
of Phoebus, were now about to descend again 
in filmy dews, at this sweet resting sacred hour. 
Pleasantly we rattled on, we repeat; the long 
train of almost open carriages quite full of 
lively passengers—English tourists, with porte- 

monnaie and wideawake amongst the rest, and 
ladies and gentlemen of the land, looking 
strangely civilized, and conversing with that 
animated fluency, that ever-active, courteous 

sympathy, that positive enjoyment of their con¬ 
versation, that downright luxury in it to wliich, 
alas! we are so little accustomed in our own 
country. But meanwhile the olive slopes and 
the villas scattered at the bases of the neigh¬ 
bouring hills were sinking in twilight shades, 
and a group of domes and towers in front, 
extending beyond a few lighted lamps, looked 
faint and unsubstantial as wandering shapes of 
mist. In fact, the end of all this is, we did not 
reach Florence before dark. 

Next morning we sallied forth on our pere¬ 
grinations Florentine, with our spirits as full of 
sunshine as a certain pair of little white clouds, 
the only ones in the serene azure, which we 
saw hurrying past Giotto’s various-coloured 
marble belfry-tower, as we approached it. Be¬ 
side it, as we rounded a corner, the whole 
cathedral suddenly shone on us—a pile of a 
strange nondescript style. Not Gothic exter¬ 
nally, except in doors and windows, nor dis¬ 
tinctly resembling anything antique, it may, 
nevertheless, be said to have prepared the way 
for the transition from the Pointed style to the 
classical Renaissance, of which Brunelleschi, 
who added the dome, was the great promoter. 
With white marble is the vast pile encrusted, 
variegated by rows of oblong-square panel 
borders, dusky red, green, and black, composing 
a decoration flat, formally square, and wholly 
unmeaning, with something of the character of 
stiff old cabinet-work, of Brobdignagdian dimen¬ 
sions. It does not, in any way, illustrate con¬ 
struction. There is little other ornament on 
the surface generally; these architects in 
marble much relying on the costliness and 
colour of their materials for magnificence of 
effect. Nevertheless, on drawing near, one has 
to admire in those portals and tall narrow win¬ 
dows many Gothic details softly translated into 
Tuscan, in a very delicate and fascinating 
manner. Conspicuous amongst them are the 
most slender spiral columns, so characteristic 
of these Ausonian versions of northern ideas, 
and also the fig-leaf borders of the doors, 
charged with little living creatures of various 
kinds; every object presenting some newffeature, 
and chiselled with as much beauty and finish as 
if the sculptor thought the chief interest of the 
pile was to be looked for here. Thus do the 
Italians, by their matchless delicacy and refine¬ 
ment as carvers and mosaicists, no less than by 
their unapproachable genius as fresco-painters, 
commonly atone for the barrenness and flatness 
of their invention as architects. Lifting your 
eyes far up from these minuter beauties again 
and again, they return to expatiate with delight 
on the dome, the largest, and, perhaps, after all, 
the most beautiful in the world; not so finished 
and ornamented as its Michael Angelesque 
daughter at Rome; more in the rough, indeed, 
in parts, but of delightful shape and propor¬ 
tions. What a satisfying ease and fulness in 
its curves, descending to the octagonal drum 
(Brunelleschi’s unrivalled triumph), with the 
lesser half domes crowning the apses beneath; 
these last, like little children grouped round 
their parent, repeating the lines of the vast 
cupola above, with a continuous harmony of 
composition which is one of the happiest fea¬ 
tures of the whole. Truly one thinks Michael 
Angelo may have been right when he said he 
coidd not surpass this. It is a fabric which, as 
one of the noblest ever reared for the highest i 
purpose, the sun, no doubt, is glad to salute 
solely with his first fair rosy beams, before they 
descend on any other structure in Florence; or j 

in the evening, when he says adieu beyond the ! 
Carrara Mountains, is no less pleased to honour 
with a crown of ethereal gold, even after twi¬ 
light has thrown a solemn meditative robe of 
shadows over every neighbouring object. 

In the earlier parts of the church w'e see a 
partial attempt to follow the Gothic; but it is 
an exotic which did not take firm root here. 

4 E 
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In tlie ruder nortliern countries, wlierc there 
was little or nothing for it to supplant, and 
where it was in harmony with the robust, 
daring, and active spirit of the people, it 
nourished with all vigour and native beauty. 
Eut here an architecture descended, with what¬ 
ever degeneracy, from the glorious auticjue, 
and perhaps in itself more congenial with the 
calmer and more cheerful Italian mind, still 
retained a distinct possession. The time- 
honoured classical traditions were too deeply 
and proudly interwoven in the Italian memory 
and heart to be eradicated; and so, like the 
old Eoman language, the old Homan art made 
head against the ultramontane invaders, and, 
before long, entirely prevailed over them. We 
see it here, even at its feeblest period, main¬ 
taining itself in the long horizontal leading 
lines, unbroken by Gothic aspirings of pinnacle 
or other vertical form, and triumphing outright 
in the simple calmness of the later dome, for¬ 
cibly is illustrated in the marble the extent of 
the intluence of the northern mind over the 
southern, the temporary struggle between the 
two, and the speedy victory in its owm laud of 
the latter over the former. 

The bright consummate flower of this Tus- 
canized Gothic is, however, the adjacent Cara- 
]iauile; for there the Italian mind has modified 
the northern conceptions into harmony with 
its own more quiet, sunny, and femininely 
graceful feeling, with the most finished elegance 
and completeness. The northern buildings are 
restless with upward strivings; but this seems 
rather the work of serener beings, who have 
already attained the object of their aspirations. 
The Gothic, after its long impetuous wander¬ 
ings, here reposes on the banks of the Arno. 
Here it rests, in slenderest shafts, like stems 
entwined with parasites, and quieter flowerings 
and enwreathings, worthy indeed of some 
angelic bower. Were not Dante’s Paradise 
altogether spiritual, this tow'er, designed by his 
friend, is such a one as he might have seen 
there, raised for a monument of St. Barbara’s 
tow'er-precipitated martyrdom. Exquisite are 
its windows, some of which Giotto copied 
from the Duomo, with their rich Gothic borders, 
translated into flat mosaic of difl'erent coloured 
marbles, and their separate stars and rosettes, 
not repeated mechanically, but each differing 
in some way, and so proving itself to be an 
object of separate thought, and loving inven¬ 
tion. These lovely decorations rise almost be¬ 
yond your sight, yet are evidently as delicately 
finished to the top as ever; as if the fabric 
W'ere intended for the contemplation of the 
aery intelligences, not for man only. And 
beautiful is the colour. The white marble 
groundwork, and the green and dusky red 
borders and backings-out of similar costly 
materials, have a cool silvery harmony. Bising, 
when first we saw it, in the blue air, Avhicli it 
reflected delicately in its pale shadows—the 
spiry edges of slenderest shafts and ilower-likc 
crockets just catching the sunshine, like dewy 
frostwork—the pile wore an aerial look, as if it 
had more affinity with that pure sky, than with 
the earth on which it is founded. 

A highly intelbgent critic, Mr. Pergusson, 
finds fault with its utter straightness, its 
strongly-marked horizontal divisions, and “ the 
false character of its ornamentation.” In the 
two first objections we think he overlooks the 
siii (jeneris poetical virtue of the pile; the 
calmness and chasteness of which seem to us 
much owing to the peculiarities he complains 
of. With regard to the superficiality of the 
marble ornamentation, is not that sutficiently 
vindicated by its costliness and exceeding 
beauty? Nor should the sculptures be here 
forgotten—the reliefs designed by Giotto and 
in part executed by him, representing the dis¬ 
covery of all the Arts, productions full of 
thought and imagination—the Virtues, the 

Works of Mercy, the Beatitudes, the Sacra¬ 
ments. There are also round the base of the 
structure numerous statues by Donatello, 
Luca della Itobbia, and others, “ Sons of the 
Morning,” those admirable sculptors aaIio freed 
their art from mediaeval ignorance and weak¬ 
ness. Pursuing the course begun by Nicholas 
of Pisa and his school, they studied the newly- 
found antique with simplicity for its truthful¬ 
ness and purity of form, and always in due 
subordination to their OAvn independent in¬ 
spirations, and to Nature, which they loved 
with a true and guileless fervour not often 
rivalled; and yet retaining a reverence for the 
old faith, they could, Avith their fresh and 
vigorous naturalism, produce saints and angels 
which Avill veritably pass muster as such. 
There are but fcAv indeed of any time to Avhom 
Art is so much indebted as to these bold and 
single-hearted men. 

A more complete contrast to the minute 
delicacy of the Campanile cannot be, than the 
vastness, the utter plainness, and bareness of 
the inside of the cathedral itself. In general 
])lan it has been styled one of the grandest of 
churches. The heightening of the ellect till 
you reach the vast dome at the other end, AAlth 
its apsidal recesses, has rarely been equalled; 
but in details, in all that gives interest aud 
beauty to separate parts, it is utterly Avanting. 
The nave has, simply, four immense excessively 
broad pointed arches on each side, having large 
clumsy keystones with armorial bearings, aud 
some few other most flat and incongruous 
attempts at decoration; and the venerable and 
solemn character of the whole is now grievously 
impaired by a drcB coat of paint, such as spoils 
so many Italian churches. In that excessive 
gloom, Avhich the brightest sun never dispels, 
the small narroAv stained windows, however, 
designed by Ghiberti and Donatello, are 
strikingly rich and brilliant; their colours being 
arranged in unusually broad masses aud melt¬ 
ing gradations, for large effect, and not sacri- 
ficecl to the figures by being much broken and 
scattered amongst them. At the end, the vast 
concave of the dome soars above you into a 
shade Avhich happily much obscures that miser¬ 
able fresco of the “ Last Judgment,” painted on 
it by Vasari. The choir, Avhich is under the 
dome, aud corresponds with it in size aud 
shape, is surrounded by a marble dado, or 
barrier, only three or four feet high, sculptured 
in relief with saints by that much abused artist 
Baccio Bandiiielli. They are, nevertheless, 
very praiseworthy figures, executed in a mas¬ 
terly style, and with fine drapery. 

In a remarkable dearth of tombs and monu¬ 
ments, the eye pauses for a moment on a stiff 
and inanimate old portrait of Dante, placed 
there by public decree. It just serves to 
remind one a little of his wrongs, and of his 
tomb elseAvhere, in the land of exile. The 
monuments of Giotto and Brunelleschi are 
near each other. Of all whose lives Vasari 
wrote, none are rendered more interesting by 
their moral and intellectual energy than Bru¬ 
nelleschi. Like Giotto, he is described as an 
ugly and insignificant-looking little man, but 
kindly and generous, aud of the utmost vigour 
aud perseverance in his calling. “You have 
crucified a clown,” said he, looking at Dona¬ 
tello’s “ Dying Saviour.” “ Make one thyself,” 
was the retort. Brunelleschi said not a w'ord, 
but before long suddenly uroduced a figure 
which so astonished Donatello, that he dropped 
from his apron the eggs he had brought for 
their joint dinner, and acknowledged the in¬ 
feriority of his own AV'ork. When Donatello 
described a beautiful antique vase he had met 
with at Cortona, Brunelleschi became moved 
with so ardent a desire to see it, that he set 
off immediately, just as he was, in his rough 
attire, hood, aud wooden shoes, aud proceeded 
on foot to Cortona, unable to rest until he had 

satisfied his curiosity; and Donatello, aaIio 
thought he had merely gone to his ordinary 
work, was greatly astonished wBen, a day or two 
afterwards, he returned with a carefid draAAUUg 
of the admirable relic, to which he had called 
his attention. For years Brunelleschi medi¬ 
tated one great scheme, to raise, aud on a far 
grander scale than had previously been designed, 
the cupola of the cathedral, which from the un¬ 
precedented vastness of the space to be over¬ 
arched, had been left undone since the death 
of the first architect of the pile, Arnolfo, a 
century before; and on a visit to Borne, he 
minutely studied the ancient vaultings there 
to qualify liim for the task. At length the 
wurdeus of S. Maria del Eiore, and the Guild of 
Wool workers, determined to raise the cupola, 
aud, by Brunelleschi’s own advice, they con¬ 
vened a meeting of architects from the several 
more civiUzed countries of Europe, at which 
many strange aud absurd contrivances were 
propounded; Brunelleschi alone contending 
that the work coidd be raised without columns, 
or other costly and cumbrous supports. But 
his audience only laughed at his daring theories; 
aud on his becoming more heated, voluble, and 
demonstrative, they ordered him out of the 
room, aud the indomitable little man refusing 
to go, they actually had him carried out by the 
ushers forcibly. Eilippo, nevertheless, though 
now pointed at in the streets, was not long dis¬ 
couraged. He set himself to talk over privately 
one by one those who had treated him so uncere¬ 
moniously. Aud at length they placed the wmrk 
in his hands ; though much to his mortifica¬ 
tion, Ghiberti was associated with him as some 
check on his supposed extravagances and rash¬ 
ness. The work then proceeded, but with ex¬ 
treme annoyance to Brunelleschi, who soon 
found the credit of his inventions in great part 
attributed to his colleague, notwithstanding 
Ghiberti’s very inferior ability in architecture 
generally, and his total ignorance of the prin¬ 
ciples of the particular design in progress. 
Unable to endure this protracted irritation, he 
conceived a plaufor getting rid of him altogether. 
He pretended illness, and took to his bed. 
The builders then, of course, had to apply for 
orders to Ghiberti, who, not having been per¬ 
mitted even to see the model, and indeed know¬ 
ing very little about the matter, was unable to 
conceal his inefficiency much longer. So soon 
as this was fully proved by a dead stop; and a 
loud murmur arose against Ghibertifor receiving 
his salary without equivalent services, Brunel¬ 
leschi recovered; and after a little more job¬ 
bing against him, he was appointed sole director 
of the bvulding for life. He disjflayed extra¬ 
ordinary energy in its progress, inexhaustible 
ingenuity in combating every difficulty as it 
rose, untiring industry in superintending the 
execution of every part, even to apparently 
trivial details, which in his care for beauty and 
still more for durability, he frequently wrought 
laboriously with his oavu hands. 

After listening to a story which places 
Ghiberti in a someAvhat unfavourable light, we 
should lose no tinre in crossing over to the 
Baptistery, to raise our admiration of him 
before his immortal gates. Of the three pairs 
of bronze doors to that budding, the first was 
begun in 1331, by Andrea of Pisa, after a de¬ 
sign by Giotto. Andrea may be said to have 
first brought fair Sculpture with him to Elorence 
from his native city, early in the fourteenth 
century. She had been born anew" in the latter 
place, nearly a century before, to Niccola of 
Pisa, of a Greek mother, and wus cradled beside 
the door of the Duomo there, in the wull-knowm 
antique sarcophagus, brought in a Pisan ship 
from the classic shores: and she wms there 
baptized by her sire, and consecrated to the 
Christian religion; and now", only about a 
hundred years old, her hody had stdl something 
of the meagre stiffness so frequently charac- 
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terislics of early girlhood (one should not be 
surprised at it); but her spirit, full of guileless 
faith and deep feeling, was lovely, touching, 
edifying—breathing sacred enchantments from 
her cold hard habitations of stone and bronze. 
In this her early achievement, the southern door 
of the Baptistery, the subjects, in twenty small 
compartments, are from the life of the Baptist, 
the guardian saint of Florence, with eight alle¬ 
gorical figures beneath. Merely as a door, the 
design is perhaps better than Ghiberti’s; the 
small reliefs forming panels more subordinated 
to the object they ornament; whereas Ghiberti’s 
designs (though peerless in themselves) are 
simply ten pictures in bronze, hung close to¬ 
gether in most exquisite frames. Indeed, in 
other respects, Andrea’s gate has been far 
too much eclipsed by its neighbour. The de¬ 
signs it is true, are essentially Gothic in man¬ 
ner, but that elegance in the air of the figures, 
and in the beautiful chaste flow of the dra¬ 
peries, so often met with in the best mediceval 
work, is very conspicuous in them; and the 
lively dramatic expression of action, and above 
all, the simple and solemn earnestness and 
pathos in certain of the groups, are highly ad¬ 
mirable. In this last respect they possess a 
venerable charm which Ghiberti’s gate, with all 
its superior art, leaves unrivalled. We know 
no design more solemnly beautiful than that of 
the figures bearing the body of St. John the 
Baptist to the grave. In the next group of 
the mourners bending over him, the unity 
of action reminds one especially of Giotto. 
One figure repeats exactly the attitude of that 
before it, quite in his emphatic manner. This 
is impressive, pathetic, significantly true to 
nature. The deepest passions make us like 
each other, bring us all to the same level, and 
tend to efface for the moment those individual 
distinctions of character and manner which 
prevail independently under less overwhelming 
circumstances. But though thus far, by all ac¬ 
counts, and according to all appearances, only 
carrying out the design of Giotto, it is notice¬ 
able that Andrea, in knowledge of form and 
power of rendering it, is far superior to him, 
and indeed to every other painter before Maso- 
lino and Masaccio. Kor, of course, is this sur¬ 
prising, since the more complex art. Painting, 
which requires much various science for its de¬ 
velopment, is ever of later and more gradual 
growth than Sculpture. Neither had Giotto 
inestimable relics of antiquity to help him in 
his art, such as those which taught the Pisan 
to express his designs with more refined and 
finished truth than he himself could have given 
them. 

Specially Giottesque, too, are the allegorical 
figures on this gate, much resembling those 
wrought at Padua, when Dante was at the 
painter’s elbow, and probably suggested some 
of the highly ingenious and significant fancies 
with which they abound. On this Florentine 
portal we have, in the same spirit. Temperance 
sheathing a sword; Prudence holding fast a 
snake, which seems endeavouring to free itself; 
Hope, youthful and winged, raising her hands 
towards a heavenly crown, and other similar 
devices. These Virtues are ranged beneath 
the Scripture events. It is pleasing to see it 
here hinted that the instruction to be derived 
from the latter must be based in some know¬ 
ledge and practiee of the former. Fortitude, 
Temperance, Justice, and Prudence, are placed 
at the bottom of all, as fundamentals, as the 
very anehors of the mind, as our refuge in ex¬ 
treme disturbance and despondency, as the 
aids through which we are graced with calm¬ 
ness, judgment, and a perception of the juste 
milieu in all things. Above them sit Hope, 
Faith, Charity, and Humility, whom they will 
protect and guard against fanatical and foolish 
excesses. This is wise, and eminently “ sug¬ 
gestive too wise perhaps for the intemperate. 

unjust, bigot Dante; and a pregnant liiut for cer¬ 
tain wcaltliily-wordcd but thin-idcaed teachers 
amongst us, who would goad and whine us 
into a hair-brained notion of religion, in which 
such of these virtues as are the very ballast of 
the mind (Temperance and Justice especially), 
are as wholly overlooked and ignored as things 
of which they have no notion whatsoever. 

[laving madeourselves suQlcicntly acquainted 
with this admirable gate by Andrea the Pisan, 
it were well to proceed in order to the neigh¬ 
bouring Church of Or’ San Michele, to examine 
a work by his scholar Orcagna, finished in 
1357, twenty years afterwards, and the next 
great achievement in architectural decoration 
and sculpture produced in Florence. We 
allude now, of course, to the famed “ Taber¬ 
nacle ” for the miracle-working picture of the 
Virgin. If Ghiberti’s gates are worthy of 
Paradise, this work of Orcagna’s may be said 
to be beautiful enough to enshadow some of the 
almost Saintly Spirits on the breezy summit of 
the Pm'gatorial mountain, when they read 
there, even for their information and enlighten¬ 
ment, some tender tragic poem of the heart, or 
gently humorous essay, or other lovely record, 
of this sweet human planet, which they so pur- 
blindly disparaged when they were on it,—a 
serious foible they have now to expiate. They 
find that with unvenial dogmatism, they misun¬ 
derstood the scriptural word “ the World,” and 
kept from Love herself that liberal freedom 
needful to her health and sanity. The fabric 
to which we would now draw attention is as 
elegant,'—in its Gothic way, that is,—and as 
elaborately magnificent as the other we have 
just alluded to. At all events Dante, had he 
lived later, might have seen the fair Matelda 
garlanding such a pavilion with the flowers she 
liad just gathered on the banks of Lethe; or 
Beatrice might have stood under a similar 
canopy, perhaps, when she reproved her Poet 
for forgetting her after her death, prolonging 
her reproaches till his compunctious sighs and 
tears ended in a deadly swoon, poor man!—And 
yet, after all, the architecture is not stiff and 
cramped enough to be worthy of association 
with her most prudish and exceptious doctrines. 
It is ajsquare isolated structure of marble, that 
once upon a time was white, but is now soft 
ivory-tinted, having an arch on each side, 
crowned by a Gothic gable, and a dome sur¬ 
mounted by a statue of St. Michael, which rises 
nearly to the roof of the church. Like a true 
Italian, Orcagna here prefers the round arch, 
though the main spirit of his design is Teutonic. 
The Gothic, then descending from the grand and 
free poetical imaginings of its Lest period,—the 
latter part of the thirteenth century,—had lately 
become more circumspectly elegant, previous 
to its vainly-constructional and florid decline ; 
and between the times when St. Ouen, and 
Cologne, and Winchestei’, were perfecting their 
graces, this small Italian fabric arose, rich and 
beautiful too, in its far lesser kind, and tem¬ 
pered to the spirit of those who reared it, by a 
strong infusion of Romanesque details. Beau¬ 
tiful in ^themselves, these are here additionally 
pleasing, inasmuch as they impart something 
of that national character which is generally so 
acceptable. The numerous wavy spiral columns, 
much resembling those in the cloisters of St. 
John Lateran, in San Clemente, Ara Coeli, and 
other early churches at Rome, are inlaid with 
coloured and glittering mosaic; and octagon 
compartments are backed out by starry-work 
in gold and azure, and marbles, and shining 
metal and glass of brilliant hues, sometimes in 
patterns almost classical in style. The simple 
cockle-shells (like memorials of pilgrimage), 
studding the white marble framework, form a 
beautiful and signifieant ornament. But the 
most important feature in this romantic little 
pavilion (in which Goffredo would have liked 
to hang up and dedicate his victorious arms, or 

Edward the Black Prince, for it was begun the 
year after the battle of Crecy) remains to be 
alluded to : the alto-relievi of tlie lower part of 
the structure. These are, we believe, the only 
authentic productions of Urcagna’s chisel now 
known to exist. They arc weak and incapable 
in (Irawiufj; so far, as well as in spirit and dra¬ 
matic power, much inferior to the work of his 
own master Andrea the Pisan; yet a pure and 
noble Gothic grace, of a tranquil kind, distin¬ 
guishes the best of them. The “Marriage of the 
Virgin ” has much of this. Mr. Ruskin, speak¬ 
ing of the “ Clirist disputing with the Doctors,” 
says the story is marvellously told. This can¬ 
not by any means be said ; but. at all events the 
compartment is highly attractive from its ex¬ 
treme simplicity and picturesqueness. The 
divine Child stands half way up a staircase; and 
a bearded elder, under an arch at the top of it, 
holds up his hand in astonishment; whilst 
hlary and Jose]fli appear below, at the side of 
the stairs. These larger reliefs are from the 
life of the Virgin. The smaller traceries are 
embellished with the usual “ Virtues,” conceived 
quite in Giotto’s manner. 

The whole was constructed out of the 
offerings made in the Church of Or’ San 
Michele during the great plague of 1318, de¬ 
scribed by Boccaccio. Petrarch twice visited 
Florence during the progress of the work. Very 
likely—at least, it is a peradventure—he may 
have called in upon the artist whilst he was 
employed on it; and may, even to the verge of 
a sonnet, have conceived that it would have 
made a charming and truly amiable tomb for 
his Laura, who was indeed released from the 
trammels of her spotless flesh by the self-same 
pestilence, the remission of which this taber¬ 
nacle commemorates. When we turn from the 
delicacy of its architecture and sculptures to 
those grand and vigorous motives in the frescoes 
of “Death’s Victory” and the “Final Judg¬ 
ment,” so rudely scored in youth by the same 
hands,on thewalls of the Pisan Campo Santo, we 
must needs admire the power and versatility of 
this artist, and begin to comprehend why he was 
surnamed Arcagnolo, the Archangel, or, more 
briefly, Orcagna. Yet w'e entertain no doubt 
that the name of this so-styled Michael Angelo 
of the fourteenth century has recently been far 
too much exalted. Tlie grandeur and force 
of the conceptions in the Pisan frescoes just 
alluded to are indisputable : yet even these have 
been made too much of by ardent discoverers in 
criticism. For the most part, Orcagna’s re¬ 
maining pictures are lifeless, flat, and most 
medisevally conventional; distinguished, indeed, 
by a certain Gothic elegance in the air and attire 
of the figures, but displaying a rudeness of Art 
not satisfactory, not altogether creditable, in 
the scholar of Andrea the Pisan, and a poverty 
of invention which excludes all comparison 
with Giotto, excepting Giotto’s mannerisms, 
the most ungainly of which Orcagna (like all 
his immediate contemporaries) very ploddingly 
adheres to, and painstakingly perpetuates. 

The window's of Or’ San Michele were also 
designed by him in an original style, which re¬ 
mains peculiar to this building. The arches 
are circular ; and the foliated traceries of sin¬ 
gular elegance, minute and delicate, even like 
the filagree-work of the orifice, and reminding 
one that the inventor, like so many of his 
Florentine fellow artists, w'as a member of that 
craft, as well as poet, architect, sculptor, and 
painter. 

After the completion of his Tabernacle, little 
or no progress was made in sculpture at Flo¬ 
rence till some forty years afterwards, when 
those most vigorous geniuses, Brunelleschi, 
Ghiberti, and Donatello arose, and rapidly car¬ 
ried the art forward to an excellence which then 
paused for the august coming of Michael Angelo. 
Ghiberti, especially, took the lead in that which 
gives the most refined ideal beauty and elegance 
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to the productions of the chisel. Tlie advance 
in this respect, even in the first of Ids Baptis¬ 
tery Gates, begun inldOl, is remarkable. 

This first gate was commenced more than 
seventy years after the completion of Andrea’s. 
The Signoria of Florence, and the Guild of Mer¬ 
chants, resolving to add another door of a simi¬ 
lar kind, decreed that all the eminent artists 
throughout Italy should be invited to a compe¬ 
tition. Then it was that the worthy goldsmith, 
Bartoluccio Ghiberti, eafrerly wrote to his son- 
in-law, Lorenzo, a member of the same craft, 
at that time working at Pesaro, urging him to 
hasten back, since there was a glorious oppor¬ 
tunity for raising them both above the necessity 
of making “pears” (earrings, that is) for the 
rest of their days. Lorenzo immediately re¬ 
sponded to the call, and presented himself, with 
tiie other candidates, at that ever celebrated 
Passage of Arts ; and out of the whole number, 
the judges selected seven, as the best qualified; 
amongst whom were Brunelleschi, Lonatello, 
.Tacopo della Quercia of Siena, and Ghiberti. 
Each of these was rerpnred, in the first instance, 
to produce, within a year, as a specimen of his 
powers, a work in bronze, suited for one of the 
compartments of the door. The masters, thus 
set to work, concealed their labours with the 
usual narrow-thoughted prudence, all but Ghi¬ 
berti, who, with a more liberal and wiser courage, 
permitted every one to see his work, inviting all 
who visited his hottega to declare their opinions 
freely. The result was a specimen with which 
no one could find fault. Even Brunelleschi 
and Donatello, though their own designs stood 
next in estimation, disinterestedly declared their 
preference for it, and recommended that the 
work should be given to Ghiberti. Art, they 

I added, would be wi-onged by any otlier decision; 
j so that this gate is a monument not only of the 

genius of Lorenzo, but of the highmindedness 
of those two competitors. It contains twenty 
subjects from the New Testament, expressive, 
beautiful designs, lively, vigorous, simply pathe¬ 
tic, and in style (as in chronological position) 
something between Andrea the Pisan’s admirable 
door, and his own later masterpiece, which has 
far too much eclipsed it in renown, as it has 
also the production of the Pisan. It is inte¬ 
resting to see how, in adopting Andrea’s general 
plan, Ghiberti has improved upon it. The panels 
which enclose his relievi are of the same Gothic 
form ; but for lions’ heads at every corner he has 
substituted human heads in constant variety; 
and for mere lozenges and rosettes, a border of 
ivy leaves and berries, with lively creatures on 
them, executed with the freshest truth and 

1 spirit—a distinct prophecy, certainly, of the 
I unequalled Art-victory which he achieved over 
i such objects afterwards. 
I The commission to execute the third door, 

the Old Testament Door,—the door,—was given 
to him spontaneously twenty-three years later; 
and the work was twenty-eight years in pro¬ 
gress. In this, few of the imperfections of the 
earlier manner remain. It is wonderfully in 
advance of every other work of the age in grace 
and beauty, and in richness of design and com¬ 
position. The al)lest of the contemporary sculp¬ 
tors, admirable as they are, remain behind him 
in these respects, exhibiting in their productions 
instances far more numerous and conspicuous of 
inaccurate or ill-chosen form -. and as for paint¬ 
ing, it was scarcely emerging from the archaisms 
of SpiueUo Aretiiio and Lorenzo de’ Bicci, into 
the uncouth and almost laughable attempts at 
naturalism of Paolo Ucello. No other compo¬ 
sitions before Raphael (or indeed after him, we 
may add) are so nobly and beautifully Raphael- 
esqiie as those of Ghiberti’s second gate ; and 
to them was Raphael perhaps more deeply in¬ 
debted than to any other works he studied at 
Florence during his youthful visits there. In 
vigour of drawing, and manly dignity of cha¬ 
racter, he learned much from Masaccio; but 

in that serene noble beauty and harmonious 
grace, which form the most prevailing and cha¬ 
racteristic charm of his works, he obviously 
drew far more inspiration from the Beautiful 
Gate of San Giovanni at Florence. 

To begin with the border in our inspection of 
it. Its plants, tlowers and fruits, bearing birds 
and little animals, and succeeding each other in 
bunches, with all the happy abundance and 
freedom of nature, seem to wave, rustle, and 
flourish in the bronze, as in their own gardens, 
woods, and sweet fresh fields. Here arc squir¬ 
rels cracking the bearded filberts, owls perched 
upon pineapples, peas traceable in their pods, 
birds pecking exuberant corn, and a truly mar¬ 
vellous variety and luxuriance of similar things. 
And nothing in Art, at least so far as we know, 
combines lively expressiveness with ease, grace, 
and elegance, more perfectly than the beauteous 
little figures abounding in the ten panels, or 
bossy pictures, thus surrounded; of which it is 
especially noticeable that they are clad in dra¬ 
pery of such grace and beauty of line and mass, 
that linen itself (so to speak) is made lovely. 
In the fii'st panel, or rather the first chapter of 
this Bible History in relievo, the whole story of 
our first parents smiles out on you, delightfully 
as the first lively sunbeam breaking forth over 
a landscape. The Almighty is paternally raising 
Adam from the dust, as He alone has raised his 
children ever since. In the middle of the com¬ 
position (the place of honour) Eve floats upwards 
from his side, an emanation of beauty and 
joy, supported by love-like little cherubs, and 
crowned, as it were, by a circling choir of them. 
The Gathering the Fruit, and the loud-lamenting 
Expulsion, are also seen in the self-same panel, 
which, for high poetic invention, is perhaps the 
finest. Michael Angelo was not slightly in¬ 
debted to it in his Sistinc frescoes of the Crea¬ 
tion. Shem walking aw'ay with the drooping 
head of shame from his inebriate father, a 
fervid little Abraham kneeling before three dig¬ 
nified and flourishingly-winged young angels, 
next greet you in the bronze. The wives of 
Esau, grieving over the issue of his brother’s 
fraud, have a lovely curving grace in their forms 
and sinuous draperies, on which the youthful 
Raphael must long have dwelt with cmvdous 
determinations, when he stood before them. 
This panel, including every circumstance relat¬ 
ing to Jacob’s unfratcrnal device, is consjncuous 
for a certain domestic grace and quiet beauty. 
But in other compartments stirring and ener¬ 
getic acts and emotions are represented with 
high powers of expression and the liveliest ani¬ 
mation ; as—the anguish of Jacob’s brethren, 
tearing their garments when they find the cup 
in one of their sacks—admirably given; the 
astonishment and terror of the Israelites whilst 
the Lord is delivering the tables to Moses; 
their hosts marching across the .Iordan, and 
bearing elatcly the stones wliich were to be the 
monuments of the miracle. Neither may we 
forget those little heads in the inner border, 
starting forth from the circlets with wonderful 
truth, variety, and animation; some of them 
being portraits, and of a piquant and humorous 
individuality. Nor the small full-length figures 
in niches between them, let us overlook, since 
they are exquisite indeed for poetic feeling and 
character, and minute beauty of form and execu¬ 
tion. Such is a slight glance at this incom¬ 
parable work, just touching on some few of its 
innumerable incidents and beauties. No length 
of application seems to have had power to im¬ 
pair the freshness and animation of the artist’s 
thoughts; and when all is done, with what a 
charming humility and modesty he alludes to 
his work, in his own manuscript account of it, 
now in the Magliabecchian Library ; saying that 
“ he had done his best in all respects to imitate 
nature, so far as was in his power. All had 
been done with his best diligence.” * 

* To be continacd. 

THE ROYAL PICTURES. 

THE OLD MILL. 

Hobbema, Painter. J. Cousen, Engraver. 

Size of the Picture, 2 ft. in. by 2 ft. 85 in. 

Mindeuiiout Hobbejia is another of those foreign 
j)ainters of the Dutch and Flemish schools whom 
English collectors have brought into special notice, 
and thereby given a pecuniary value to their works 
which otherwise they never would have obtained. 
The place and time of his birth are unknown. Pil- 
kington supposes Hobbema to have been born at 
Antwerp, in or about the year 1611: Bryan says— 
“This conjecture becomes, however, extremely dis¬ 
putable, when we consider the style of his pictures, 
and the scenery they represent. It is much more 
probable that he was a native of Haarlem, or that he 
resided there, as his landscapes are faithful transcripts 
of the views in Haarlem wood, and the environs of 
that place.” We do not find that any of the Flemish 
writers upon Art claim him as their own. Mr. 
Nieuwenhuys, the latest, and a living, authority upon 
the works of the Dutch and Flemish painters, 
remarks that “ Houbraken makes no mention of 
Hobbema, neither is anything positively known of 
his private lifeand positively contradicts the 
assertion made by Pilkington that he was born at 
Antwerp, and that Ostade and Teniers painted the 
figures in the majority of his pictures. “ I have known 
many well-informed Dutch amateurs and painters, 
many of them of advanced age, who have assured me 
that in their youth they were told by old people 
that Hobbema was born at Coeverdeti; and such is the 
general belief in Holland. Still nothing positively 
can be asserted, for some have said that he was a 
native of Vriesland, others that he was a Noord 
Hollander.”* We are told that nine cities contended 
for tire birthplace of Homer; now, although we do 
not find that any such honour is paid to Hobbema, 
we are quite sure that a far larger number of places 
have contended for the possession of his works. 

The principal argument for classing him with the 
Dutch school is, that his pictures, both in subject aud 
treatment, hear greater resemblance to this than to the 
Flemish ; the landscapes of Rubens, Teniers, Artois, 
Wildcns, Huysman, Van Uden, and other Flemings, 
arc readily to be distinguished from those of Ruys- 
dael, or Ruisdael, Both, and Berghem, the great 
masters of Dutch landscape, and also from the works 
of Hobbema, whom some biographers aud critics 
suppose to have been the pupil of Ruysdael. “It is 
certain that these two great men were upon friendly 
terms, and there is not the slightest doubt they 
travelled together over picturesque countries, in order 
to sketch and paint the scenery most adapted to 
their studies. In consequence of this circumstance 
the same subjects are often repeated by them, and 
they even frequently delighted in imitating each 
other’s style. We have seen productions of Ruisdael 
that remind us forcibly of Hobbema; but, notwith¬ 
standing, there is always a perceptible difference: 
the pencil of Ruisdael, and the touch of his foliage, 
are more defined by his triangular handling; Hob¬ 
bema is richer in colour, and his style of execution 
more magically harmonious.It is to he traced 
in Hobbema’s works that he was on friendly terms 
with Jacob Ruisdael; and it appears certain that 
the two painters were already finished artists when 
they made each other’s acquaintance, ■which probably 
took place at Amsterdam, where Hobbema resided. 
He reckoned also as his friends several other eminent 
painters of his time, among whom were Nicholas 
Berghem, Adrian Van de Velde, John Lingelbach, 
Wyntrank, and others, who adorned his beautiful 
landscapes with figures and animals.”! 

No collection of pictures by the painters of the 
Dutch and Flemish'schools is considered to he com¬ 
plete without an example of this charming and 
natural painter. Lord Hathertou is said to possess 
the finest specimen, for which he has refused an offer 
of £3000. Dr. Waagen is of opinion that it is un¬ 
surpassed by any landscape in the world. The 
“ Old jMill,” in the Royal Collection, is a good 
picture, very carefully painted, and doubtless, at one 
time, was sunny and brilliant in colour, but the 
shadows have become very dark. 

It is painted on panel, and is in Buckingham 

Palace. _ 

* “ I’eview of the Lives .and XYorks of some of the most 
Eminent raintei's." Hy C. J. Nienwonhuys. 

f Idem. 
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BOTANY, 

AS ADAPTFI) TO THE AllTS AND ART-MANUFACTUliK. 

BY CHEISTOPHER DRESSER, 
LECTDItER ON ARTISTIC EOTANY IN THE DEPARTMENT OF 

SCIENCE AND ART. 

Part IX. 

In these papers we have, at some length, noticed 
botany as adapted to the Ornamental Arts, and 
consequently have noted the forms of the various 
vegetable organs, and the ditferent works which 
they are called upon to accomplish, as well as the 
principles upon which they are coiistruetcd. As, 
however, man is an intelleetual being, it is obvious 
that he is not destined to be a mere cojiyist, but is 
gifted with high faculties of origination, which he is 
called upon to exercise. Nevertheless, although 
man is in possession of these ereative powers, the 
extent of their exercise is limited; and although he 
is apt to learn, quick to imbibe even faintly re¬ 
vealed prineiples, and to remould so as to adapt 
to his particular purpose, yet his faculties are 
materially exhilarated and enlarged by continual 
reference to the works of a perfect hand; and he, by 
his quick perception and active appropriating and 
remoulding powers, imbibes the feeling, apiiropriates 
the principle, and creates new images adapted to 
his purposes, yet, in many points, possessed of Ihe 
feeling and beauty of the master’s hand. It is in 
this light which we now wish to view botany, viz.. 

as suggestive of ideas or principles : we shall, there¬ 
fore, term it sv.gyeslive bola7iy. 

No lengthened treatise is necessary in order to 
show that botany, or rather botanical subjects, have 
been used by ornamentists in all lands, and in all 
ages, in this light, or for this purpose. That they 
furnished the Egyptians with ideas is certain, as also 
the Greeks, the Romans, and the tncdiccval artists, 
and even the most modern ; therefore, we naturally 
expect that, rightly understood, they will lend us 
also individually this aid, for the fountain is yet 
une.xliausted,—yea, it is only within about this last 
century that botany has to any extent opened its 
vast ornamental treasury, and fevv ornamentists 
have yet reviewed its contents; so it still contains 
its great riches. 

Whether certain characteristic forms of given 
Ai't epochs were derived from vegetable products 
or not, it is not the object of these pages to inquire; 
whether the Greeks derived their aiitheniion from 

the Honeysuckle, or whether it 
was the result of a pure ima¬ 
ginative faculty, we know not. 
This, however, we do say, that 
vegetable objects might readily 
have suggested it, in verifica¬ 
tion of vvhich we here figure 
one petal of the common garden 
Mignonette, the Reseda odoraia 

Fig.\21. (Fig. 127). 

That Gothic tracery might have been originally 
suggested by trees is more than probable, the prin¬ 

ciple of which our figure will readily explain (Fig. 
128) i but without dwelling longer on this, we pro¬ 
ceed to show that the varied parts and combinations 
of vegetable organs are suggestive of an infinite 
variety of forms and treatments. In these investi¬ 
gations we shall in no case give literal copies. 

The manner in whicli vegetable organisms sug¬ 
gest ideas is various; they may suggest principles 
of diverse characters, as of construction, or of aggre¬ 
gation or arrangement, or they may suggest certain 
forms or combinations of lines; or from the per¬ 
fect fitness which an object or treatment may seem 
to possess for a given position, it may suggest the 
adaptation of a similar object or treatment to the 
required position. 

First we shaU notice botany, or rather botanic 
structures, as suggestive of constructive principles. 

“ Construction” is rendered of the highest im¬ 
portance to the ornamentist as well as to the archi¬ 
tect ; for man, either instinctively, from necessity or 
from desire, dwells in edifices which he has to raise, 
and a civilised people have many and varied require¬ 
ments. To the architect a knowledge of “construc¬ 
tion” is absolutely necessary, in order to enable him 

to i'aise edifices upon such a principle as shall ensure 
firmness and security, for a building cannot stand 
unless its constructive principle is such as will secure 
a given amount of strength. To the ornamentist a 
knowledge of construction is necessary in order to 
enable him pleasingly to decorate the raised edifice, 
—for no decoration can be agreeable which is not 
in harmony with, or that does not take cognizance 
of, the structure. In this assertion we are borne 
out by Air. Owen Jones in that proposition where 
he says that “ construction must be decorated; de¬ 
coration should never be purposely constructed: ” 
in which sentiment we cordially acquiesce; and this 
principle, as we have before intimated, is fully and 
beautifully carried out in vegetable nature. 

Relative to constructive principle we notice first, 
that, from the very nature of the higher vegetable 
organisms, a secure attachment to the earth, or sur¬ 
face from which they rise, is necessary, this being 
imperatively demanded by their vertical position. 
The means by which this union between the lower 
portion of the organism and the earth is sustained, 
is of high interest. Roots by growth elongate at 
their extremities, w'hich is obviously the most easy 

method of penetrating the resislable medium in 
which they are called to develop; by growth they 
also multiply themselves by generating lateral arms, 
and this accomplishes, necessarily, a two-fold end, 
namely, that of imbibing more nourishment, and of 
lixing the plant by a secure tie in the desired posi¬ 
tion. This branching is carried to an unlimited 
extent, till ultimately, by generation and multipli¬ 
cation, an extended, complex web is formed beneath 
the earth’s surface, varying in depth and in strength 
according to the size of the organism which it has 
to support, which furnishes the means required for 
the support of the plant. In order, therefore, to 
overthrow one of these structures an extremely ex¬ 
tended series of fibres must be snapped, or that 
mass of earth, through which the roots are anasto¬ 
mosed, must be disturbed and raised. 

The branching of the root is not the only means 
found to exist in the vegetable world in order to 
secure plants in their required vertical position; this 
is also accomplished by the distension of certain por¬ 
tions of the root’s fibres, w'hich fact we shall now 
notice. We have already shown that certain roots 
are diversely distended by nourishing matter being 
aggregated in their interior, either through their 
entire length or at given points; this accumulation 
of food not only serves to nourish the future plant, 
but, also, by producing a distension, becomes one of 
the most secui'e means of support to the structure. 
Fibres are first generated by the root or axis, in 
vvhich, after they have attained a given magnitude, 
these depositions take place ; therefore the forma¬ 
tion of these protuberances is an after work. Now 
it is obvious that when these enlargements are 
situated at intervals upon a fibre, that the difficulty 
of extracting that fibre by force is much increased, 
these distensions having the same effect, necessarily, 
as placing knots ou a rope in order to enable a more 
secure grip to be sustained. The root of the Spircea 
is a direct illustration of this principle, which was 
figured in our fifth paper; and the Dahlia root is 
one of its modifications, also figured in paper five. 
The conical root, as that of the Carrot, and the 
globular, as that of the Turnip, do not contract, 
on behalf of the plant, a more secure tie than a 
more cylindrical form of root, such roots never 
being situated entirely beneath the surface of the 
ground; but we must not lose sight of the fact 
that those are, to a very great extent, the result 
of cultivation, and are, therefore, not what we 
may consider as purely natm'al: these, however, 
even in their cultivated state, are possessed of 
small lateral expansions, which, to a considerable 
extent, secure the vegetable in its vertical position. 
The extent of this adhesion can readily be expe¬ 
rienced by drawing one of the roots in question 
from the earth. These latter forms of root, we 
must also notice, are never possessed by large 
structures. 

We not only discover a constructive principle in 
the root, but also in the ascending axis, with its 
ramifications. Thus the arrangement of the arms, 
or lateral developments, must not only be such as 
will give an equal weight on aU sides of the struc¬ 
ture, but also such as will transmit the weight to 
the centre of the mass, or central axis, and this must 
be accomplished by the smaller arms also. 'I'his is 
a consideration prominently manifest in certain small 
structures, where each axis is surmounted by a 
comparatively large head of flowers, as an illustra¬ 
tion of which the Sweet William may be given. 

Without pursuing this subject further, space not 
permitting, we proceed to notice the manner in 
which constructive principle is revealed in the union 
of the leaf with the stem: on this part of our subject 
we shall, however, be enabled to offer but one or 
two examples. Leaf-stalks, which are of a succulent, 
and, hence, of a weak or feeble nature, and which 
have to sustain large leafy developments, are fre¬ 
quently of a triangular sectional form, the apex of 
the triangle being directed dowmvards, and this is 
connected with the axis by a curve, which gives 
necessarily great strength, as is at once obvious ; 
and the grasp of the upper margins of the leaf-stalk 
is often of the most secure character, as our figures 
at once reveal (Figs. 129, 130). 

One particular instance, in which the constnic- 
tiv'e principle is beautifully revealed, we must here 
notice; it is found in the Cow' Parsnep {Heracleiim 
splwndylimn). This plant is furnished with very 
large foliaceous developments, thereby necessitating 

4 F 



the leaf-stalk to be of considerable magnitude; 
however, the lower extremity of the leaf-stalk be¬ 
comes so expanded or flattened as to be reduced to 

little more than a membrane: nevertheless, by a 
certain treatment of this expansion, and a certain 
attachment of this membrane to the axis, the large 

foliage of this structure is supported. It will be I union between this expansion and the axis takes 
observed from our sketch (Figs. 131, 132) that the | place around the entire circumference of the stem. 

Fij. 131. 

this necessarily giving the greatest possible amount 
of strength; but, added to this, the margins of this 
sheath are incurved, forming a volute or spiral, 
which obviously gives even greater strength than 
that of a tube, on which principle the axis to which 
it unites is constructed. 

Having briefly noticed construction as exhibited 
in vegetable organisms, we proceed to notice botanic 
structures as suggestive of principles of ornamental 
grouping. 

We stated, in the commencement of these papers, 
that the top view of all vegetable structures was 
that of a circular ornament, that is to say, that 
there is a given centre from which all the members 
radiate; and upon the arrangement of the various 
lateral appendages will depend the character of the 
comjiosition : thus, if the members are arranged 
spirally (the top or upper developments necessarily 
being the smaller) a regular spiral ornament is pro¬ 
duced ; thus we say that the spiral principle is 
suggested, therefore we may use what form we 
please to enable us to produce a given effect, and 
yet borrow and appropriate this arrangement: tluis 
nature suggests a spiral centrifugal disposition of 
parts. It also suggests that a series of parts or 
members of equal magnitude should be arranged 
round a fixed point by such developments as pro¬ 
duce their leaves in rings surrounding the stem, and 
by such flowers as the Pijik and Buttercup, and 
such aggregations of flowers as the Daisy. Vegeta¬ 
ble developments also suggest radiating ornaments, 
which are accented in given directions: thus we 

-TsV. 132. 

have the triangular arrangement, as well as the 
square, pentagonal, hexagonal, and so on, by leaves 
being arranged upon these principles, as well as the 
parts of the flowers : thus in the Spiderwort W'e 
have a triangular composition, in the Wallflower a 
square, in the Pink a pentagonal, and the Lily au 
hexagonal. 

Vegetable products not only suggest radiating or 
circular compositions, but vertical or long aggrega¬ 
tions. Thus they suggest the arrangemeut of soli¬ 
tary members in a given order upon an elongated 
axis ; and this order or disposition may be con¬ 
structed upon the spiral principle, in w'hich two, 
three, or more members may form one unit of the 
spiral; and this spiral may revolve once, twice, or 
many times, in order to complete one unit of the 
arrangement of the parts, or to arrive at the repeat. 
These diverse arrangements are also suggested; but 
these are not all, for plants also suggest that mem¬ 
bers shall be placed opposite to each other upon the 
axis, or in whorls ; and that .hese pairs, or whorls, 
shoidd be placed over each other, or alternating 
with, or crossing each other. 

Without entering upon the almost infinite varie¬ 
ties of modifications of these arrangements, we 
notice that vegetable developments suggest not only 
the aggregation or disposition of parts of similar 
forms and magnitudes in these diverse arrange¬ 
ments, but also these groupings of parts of diverse 
characters: thus the first leaves developed by a 
plant differ from the normal leaves, and they again 
from the last, although the arrangements of all 

^ir 
Fig. 133. 

are similar. They also suggest this grouping by 
the arrangemeut of buds round a flower, or by the 
arrangement of flowers round buds (Fig. 133). 

Plants, as we have before said, not only suggest 
structure and the grouping of 
parts, but also individual forms 
and unions of lines. Relative - rt 
to the forms which they sug- hytj) 
gest we can say nothing, as 
forms cannot be described, 
but must leave each with a 
knowledge of the fact that 
the forms suggested by the 
membraneous, or leafy expan¬ 
sions alone, are almost infinite. 
Also in reference to combi¬ 
nation of lines we can only make one or two re¬ 
marks. It is a point worthy of notice, that a 
harmony, or pleasing contrast of line, seems to exist 
between all the parts of one structure, as between 
the form of the flower and the contour of the leaf; 
but as this relation is not understood, or has not 
been reduced to normal rules, we must satisfy our¬ 
selves with merely calling attention to the fact: 
this, however, is obvious, that certain groups of 
lines harmonize, that is to say, that there are a 
number of plants which develop leaves with similar 
boundary lines, and yet have flowers of diverse con¬ 
tours ; thus the lines of these various flowers har¬ 
monize with the form of the leaves. We must make 
one other remark, which may also serve to correct 
a popular error. It has been said that a certain 
combination of lines wdiich occurs in architecture, 
viz., two arcs or quadrants one superposed on and 
springing from the other, cannot be found in the 
vegetable world. It is found both in certain of the 
Alhambra and the mediaeval arches. This combina¬ 
tion, however, occurs in the vegetable world in 
several plants, one of which is an orchidaceous plant, 
which develops young plants from an old stalk: it 
also occurs abundantly in certain ferns called proli¬ 
ferous, on account of their generating young plants 
from the old fronds. 

Nature also offers other suggestions, as the 
covei'ing of joints, or the unions of lines, with 
diverse expansions (stipules), or the adorning of 
joints, by the judieious arrangement of certain pro¬ 
trusions and membranes, as in the Impatrens rjlan- 
dulifera and Scrophularia nodosa (Fig. 129). It 
also suggests the branching of lines and the union 
of the straight with the curve, which may often be 
judiciously employed in ornament. Without here 
entering fiu'ther into this subject, we must notice 

that ornaments of diverse characters are sug¬ 
gested by the various parts of vegetable structures, 
that is, that a leaf-bud presents certain general 

characters which suggest the embodiment of similar 
general principles in varied detail, and which 



nevertheless produce a similar effect, owing to 
the presence of the primary characters, which may 
be furnished by the structure, or the aggrega¬ 
tion, or disposition of the parts. We here present 
two or three ornaments suggested by the deveIo])ing 
leaf-bud (Figs. 134, 135). Let it be clearly under¬ 
stood, however, that we do not put tliese forth with 
any pretensions to beauty: we offer them merely to 
show the principle, and leave it for oriiamentists 
individually to appropriate the principle, aud develop 
their richer compositions. 

We ne.xt offer a few treatments of leaves, which 
embody their characteristic features. The charac- 
teristical point of the Horse-chestnut leaf (Fig. 136) 
is, that it is composed of seven somewhat elongated 
segments, radiating from a common centre. Of the 

Fig. 137. 

Sycamore (Fig. 137), that the leaf is not divided into 
disunited segments, but is characterized by having 
five lobes; our sketch, to an extent, gives these points. 

We next take cognizance of the effects produced 
by certain flower-heads. We here offer one or two 

Most of these are, however, sectional, 
therefore been suggested by sections. 

aud have 

Fig. 142. 

The root also seems to suggest certain treatments 

Fig. 143. 

or characters which the ornamentist w'ould do well 

Fig. 138. 

sketches containing some of the characters of the 
Thistle-head (Fig. 138), the Heliotrope (Fig. 139), 

Fig. 144. 

to notice. We here give oruamental treatments, 

l\ 

Fig. 140. 

and the Scabious (Fig. 140); then we have the ar- 

Fig. 141. 

rangement of the flower of the Onion (Fig. 141). 

Fig. 145. 

derived from the roots which w'e have before figured 
(Figs. 142, 143, 144). We also add a figure derived 

from a young plant which has just issued from the 
seed (Fig. 145). 

One or two other points demand notice before 
leaving this subject, one of which is, that, in the 
vegetable organism, every part is treated ornamen¬ 
tally ; therefore this suggests that all parts of our 
composition should be treated thus also. When W'c 
take a spray from a plant, there is a little charac¬ 
teristic end to the branch, which is susceptible and 
suggestive of an ornamental treatment; and as ail 
parts are treated in this spirit in the vegetable, we 
may certainly treat this thus for our purposes. We 
subjoin two treatments (Figs. 146, 147) of this 
extremity of the branch (Fig 148). 

Fig. 146. Fig. 147. Fig. 143. 

Further, vegetable structures suggest that every 
part of a structui’e should be employed for orna¬ 
mental purposes, for some plants develop their 
roots in the air, which appears to demonstrate that 
they, in combination with other parts, are truly 
ornamental; and this w'e do say, that if a complete 
drawing is made of a plant which has been undis¬ 
turbed in its grow'th, the result will be a true 
ornament. 

Certain principles which have doubtless originally 
been suggested by vegetable structures, are so 
universally felt, that they now appear to be required 
instinctively. Thus the law of the alternation of 
parts, discoverable in almost every flower, appears 
to be universally required in all ornaments which 
even approach the floral form. The examples here 

Fig. 149. 

figured (Figs. 149, 150) we have procured from an 
ancient warming-pan, and it will be at once seen 

Fig. 159. 

that, although the means of working these orna¬ 
ments was merely by punching, yet the principle 
of alternation has been felt, for these little strokes 
w'ere placed between the cii-cles, &c., to give the 

required effect. 
We cannot now enter more deeply into our pre¬ 

sent subject, but strongly suggest the propriety of 
searching the inexhaustible mine of nature for 
ideas—for it is rich in suggestions, and it is ever 
willing to impart them to the earnest searcher. 
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THE AET-SEASOH OE 1858. 

Whereas Art in other capitals is celebrated by one 
universal gathering, it is with ourselves a festival of 
many courses, from February until the “ season ” ex¬ 
pires of sheer fatigue. We commence with the 
Exhibition of the British Institution, upon which 
follow that of the National Institution and of the 
British Artists ; then come the Water-Colour 
Societies, who surround us with their twinkling 
lights as with showers of asteroids ; and in May the 
Academy opens its doors, when we may behold that 
which wc have once seen, hut eschevved ever after,— 
the crowd of uou-academical contributors waiting at 
the doors for their admission-tickets. We have at 
the same time an exhibition of French pictures, and, 
perhaps, a German collection ; and a notable addi¬ 
tion to the category in the shape of an e.xposition of 
the essays of the newly-established Society of Lady- 
Artists. Necessarily, the last in the field are the 
various Art-Unions, whose authorities invite a pub¬ 
lic inspection of their selections of prizes ; and, 
linally, we gird ourselves up, resigned to the rigid 
canons of high Art, for an examination of the year’s 
progress in the Houses of Parliament, for therein is 
our only exhibition in which “high Art” forms 
the important element. Although so w'ell abused 
thereauent, we have as much of exalted quality 
in painting as our neighbours; for, “mark it Ce- 
sario,” their highest aspirations, like ours, are 
prompted by public patronage, aud the words “Cabi¬ 
net pictime,” designate a thing by no means of British 
growth. If of the 1160 paintings hung on the 
walls of the Academy this year there w'ere six con¬ 
ceived in the full spirit of our lecturers, which be 
they ? Alas ! we have given to the wunds the pithy 
aphorisms of these steaming orations, which now' for 
eighty-nine years have been so impressively deli¬ 
vered in Somerset House, and in Trafalgar Square. 
Reynolds, Fuseli, West, je have preached and coun¬ 
selled in vain ! Year by year we witness your conclu¬ 
sions reversed; w'e have iu our time seen your most 
“ incontrovertible” demonstrations shattered; for we 
live contemporaneously with a sect of splendid here¬ 
tics, who prefer the adoration of Nature to the tradi¬ 
tions of men. There needed not a glance at the 
exhibitions of this year to tell ns that we have long 
since entered the era of the light literature of paint¬ 
ing. It is an easy, idle kind of study, demanding 
no reading up, nr drawing upon any musty stores of 
learning. Behold there!—look here !—we 
see charming pictures realized from frivolous sub¬ 
jects, and other gemmy trifles that affect our inmost 
solicitudes made up of no subjects at all; for, as 
Murillo, and that pompous Diego Velasquez, did 
long ago, so do our painters—that is, go forth into 
the streets and highways, and cull from the amenities 
aud acerbities of every-day life. And with all our 
admiration of the grand style, w'e acknowledge 
warmly the domesticity of the popular material: aud 
yet, are there not mighty professors wlio declaim 
against those citizens of the world, who condescend 
to anecdote in colours ; who would pluck from the 
w'alls of every exhibition aU minor incidents— 

“-All our )iretty ones ! 
Dili they say all ?— 
-at one fell swoop?"— 

And were it so, there would he nothing left—so im¬ 
portant a feature of our exhibitions does this class 
of subjects form. The “ pictures of the season” in 
the recent exhibition of the Academy w'ere not of 
high class as to subjects; indeed, as a rule, we have 
ever observed that the more ambitions the subjects, 
the more commonplace the treatment. “ The Derby 
Day” is a popular subject with a large section of the 
English people, having its upper extremity iu the 
drawing-rooms of Belgravia, aud its lower in the 
darkest nooks of Whitechapel; and within these 
lie diversely-charactered and inany-shaded varieties 
of society, which all contribute their quota on the 
Derby Day. That picture has very much augmented 
the receipts at the door this year; for the fame of 
the work attracted crowds from the country who 
understood the points of a race-horse—for these 
had been well eared for by J. F. Herring; men who 
fraternized at once with their acquaintances on the 
canvas, who had been so admirably studied by 
Frith : and to these visitors all the rest was unintelli¬ 
gible. But for the upper links of the chain there was— 

“ The glass of fashion and the mould of form”— 

those for whom champagne is not good enough— 
those who live upon ortolans and Tokay—Frith has 
show'll us that in this work he is more at home than 
in medifeval or even scenic story, and with a higher 
moral tone aud concentration, he w'ould effect some¬ 
thing more profoundly impressive. O’Neil’s pic¬ 
ture w'as a surprise, and so essentially different is the 
w'ork in conception and execution from everything 
which has before come from his hands, that we should 
have gone through the entire catalogue ere accus¬ 
ing him of such a w'ork had we been left to divine 
the authorship. Not only do the simplicity and 
firmness of the painting show a marked antithesis to 
all antecedent manner, but the subject itself is a 
departure from the long series of prettinesses by 
which his name has been signalized. The subject is 
popular, w'cll understood, and much more deeply felt 
than itw'ould be tw'oyears hence—so much has proxi¬ 
mate contemporaneity to do with the impression 
made by a work of Art. Patou’s ‘IiiMemoriaiu,’ with 
all its Roman grandeiu' of character, w'as passed with 
a shudder, although qualified witli an exaltation and 
a mechanical treatment iu themselves sufficient to 
make a reputation. ‘ The Bluidie Tryste’ was also 
unfortunate as to choice of subject; its marvellous 
perfection of painting made it interesting to artists. 
Egg’s series—his narrative in three chapters—was 
also most infelicitous as a subject. Who is there 
as the head of a household that w'ould maintain 
before the eyes of a rising family a history so 
hideous? Of such a picture w'e should be glad to 
learn the future destiny. He who seeks to possess 
such a work, must do so under suffering of some in¬ 
ward and yet open wound, for we cannot understand 
the taste that would dictate such a selection. But 
these subjects have ever been the highest in finish— 
an evidence of a most unwholesome idiosyncraey, 
and iu working out such narrative the painter suffers 
infinitely greater fatigue than in realizing any sim¬ 
pler tale, because the excitement is proportionahly 
greater. Many of the most remarkable pictures of 
recent exhibitions have been of revolting character, 
rendered yet more repulsive by microscopic treat¬ 
ment. Hunt’s ‘ Awakened Conscience’ w'as of this 
class, as was also Wallis’s ‘ Chatterton;’ and yet 
more so his ‘ Stone-breaker ’ of this year. When, 
as in the case of O’Neil, there is otfered in some par¬ 
ticular W'ork a strongly-marked contrast to all that 
have preceded it by the same hand, that contrast 
being the fruit of more earnest thought, the result 
will certainly enhance the reputation of the artist. 
But if we be told that there is iu progress a land¬ 
scape, or an interior, a battle-pictime, or a dramatic 
composition from this or that famous painter, we 
know precisely w'hat to expect; we can name be¬ 
forehand the colours with which the trees will be 
painted ; we can indicate their forms, and name the 
colours which shall prevail iu the foreground ; in the 
interior, also, the colours may he named, and the re¬ 
lative quantities of light and shade; and in the figure 
composition, the colours of the draperies, and the 
tints of the complexions: so much for confirmed and 
inevitable manner. And pictures thus painted are 
soon forgotten, being superseded in interest by any 
other in which natime has been grappled with. 
Mulready is, perhaps, the only one of onr senior 
artists who yet w'orks with the freshness of a stu¬ 
dent; his recent drawings from the figure are inimi¬ 
table, but he has been a yearly improving painter 
for the last half centiuy. No two w'aves have ever 
been exactly alike, but we see in exhibitions the 
same waves year after year; yet, for the sake 
of nature’s varieties, it is not necessary to live 
patiently and watchfully at high-water mark. No 
two trees are precisely similar, yet the majority of 
painters have their own form for the poplar, and the 
like for the elm ; still, for the sake of truth, it is 
not requisite to live in the woods, as did Mindert 
Hobbema, with a lark for his companion to wake him 
in the morning, yet it were h'^tter to take counsel 
of nature than thus year by year bestow their 
tediousness on a long-suffering public. 

In figure pictures we look for something more 
than the picturesque; but in a great proportion of 
works which assist at all exhibitions this is the 
only quality we find. Who has not seen in the 
Shakspere subjects of the last and the early part 
of the present century the everlasting doublet and 
hose given to every male figure of every period— 
from that of “ Lear ” to that of the “ Merry Wives 
of Windsor?” And even had we possessed a school 

as early as the commencement of the last century, 
the stage would not have stood alone in dressing 
Julius Cresar in a peruque and embroidered salin 
waistcoat. The doublet and hose period was suc¬ 
ceeded by the prevalence of the cavalier costume, 
and with such material, and the looser execution of 
twenty-five years ago, it was not difficult to make 
a picture ; and while these two modes so entirely 
occupied attention, there was hut little study of 
expression : the most successful that we remember 
in this particular was Newton’s “ Lovers’ Quarrel.” 
A relief to these were the studies of Italian peasant 
life, which have been repeated until the mere sight 
of the costume to the ImhHvc of the exhibitions 
causes a revulsion which can only he calmed by 
turning to some sedate and thoughtful emanation. 
We are threatened with a continuation of the mere 
picturesque by an invasion of Spain ; but what we 
have already seen of Spanish costume has almost 
exhausted the field, and should Spain he crowded 
by our artists as Italy has been, we shall have a 
lengthened period of the prevalence of Spanish 
costume as before, without variation—the eternal 
mantilla, high hack comb, short petticoats, with 
pink and black su])plementai'ics: then we have for 
the men the small round hat, dating from the six¬ 
teenth century, the jacket, the padded waistcoat, 
brown or blue continuations, and leather gaiters; 
with sheepskin for shepherds, and calfskin for 
herdsmen, with capricious variations, differing in 
little from the appointments of the raw Roman 
levies before they were drilled into legionaries. A 
consideration of such works shows at once their 
meagre merits, and how small a modicum of thought 
will suffice for the creation of a work of Art. The 
Fine Arts Commission has at length discovered 
those who, in the profession of painting, are the 
men of thought; hut we know not whether we 
should declare ourselves indebted to it for so 
exclusively occupying them on the Houses of Par¬ 
liament. Such men as Maclise and Herbert have 
painted something more than costume pictures; 
they do not feel it necessary to go to the Campagna 
or Grenada in search of the most vulgar element 
wherewithal an artist can invest his works. Of the 
1160 pictures exhibited, members of the Academy 
have conti'ihuted 170 of all genres, though remark¬ 
ably weak iu landscape and what is called history; 
but it must always be remembered that Maclise, 
Herbert, and Dyce, did not exhibit. The absence of 
“ history,” however, is not so remarkable as the 
want of landscape, the decadence of which is strik¬ 
ing iu successors to such men as Richard Wilson, 
Gainsborough, and Constable. There were charm¬ 
ing examples of pure landscape painting, hut they 
were not by members of the Academy. It is the 
most praiseworthy passage in the history of the 
institution that its members should have exerted 
themselves to assist in removing the grounds of 
that reproach to which our school was so long ex¬ 
posed—we mean imperfection of drawing. It is 
just that they should recruit their bodx' from their 
own school, and perhaps their elections are justified 
by merit; but pure landscape is certainly ignored 
as a branch of Academical Fine Art. Hart’s 
“ Athalia,” aud Leslie’s subject from St. Mark, are 
the only two scri])tural compositions by members. 
Alas! ’tis true, there is little demand among us 
for scriptural Art; a religious picture by the side 
of a well finished social subject, would have no 
more chance of popularity than a theatre for the 
representation of medimval mysteries next door to 
a house at which the staple were vaudeville and 
ballets. George III. expended thousands of ])ounds 
in promoting what to him was the grand style, 
but in this he was not seconded by a capable 
agent: he was, however, disposed to do more for Art 
than his two immediate successors, and in his time 
it woidd have been easier to assist the cause than 
it is now, when profane Art charms so wisely 
with beauties incompatible with gravity of concep¬ 
tion. National history is a national vanity, and it 
is, therefore, the duty of a public to celebrate its 
great men, and by communities only can this he 
worthily done. How enchantingly soev'er Sir Edwin 
Landseer might paint the fable of King Log and 
King Stork, the Houses of Parliament would be 
by no means a fitting place for the reception of 
such a picture; but an artist very inferior in every 
quality to Sir Edwin, might paint King Francis 
and King Henry in such a manner as to be accept- 



able a3 an adornment of the palace at Westminster; 
and yet, setting entirely aside tlie vast dilforence in 
the reputation of the two men, we know full well 
which of the two, the fable or the history, would 
be the more coveted in the picture market. The 
public prefer light and amusing reading to a dull 
narrative of facts, however important; they yield 
their admiration at once to the pretty, the interest¬ 
ing, and the picturesque—the most facile and super¬ 
ficial of all pictorial qualities. An artist who paints 
repulsive subjects does so to please himself, and not 
his patrons; those who search out and adore the 
memento mori of Art, are an infinitesitnal propor¬ 
tion of those who seek to gratify their tastes in 
picture galleries. O’Neil’s and Frith’s pictures are 
at once understood, the narrative in each is through¬ 
out perspicuous; but Egg’s series is disqualified by 
two grave primary objections—firstly, a harrowing 
story; secondly, great obscurity in the paraphrase. 
A thousand different versions of the tale have been 
given, and there were thousands of persons who 
contemplated it as an enigma without a solution. 
Patou’s picture is exalted by points of expression 
that have never been surpassed in the best times of 
Art; but these are not patent to the intelligence 
that is untutored in Art, while the appalling story 
oppressed with woe the heart of the spectator 
whoso teaching had not extended to an appreciation 
of the highest power in painting. But, after all, 
we are not more unhappily conditioned in respect 
of “high Art” than other nations. While the 
governments of other countries have been doing 
everything for the highest class painting, our rulers 
did nothing until the new Houses of Parliament 
afforded an opportunity for that kind of patronage, 
without which the school of Munich had never 
existed—without which the great works of Kaulbach, 
at Berlin, had never been designed, not the school 
of Diisseldorf heard of—and without which the 
French school had never risen to that degree of 
excellence by which it is distinguished. 

But many are the sacrifices which have been made 
in the acquisition of public works. Versailles is a 
great museum of Art, but the palace contains, 
besides its works of merit, a large catalogue of 
productions, none of which we should be at all elate 
in possessing. There are, in our own first essays 
in the Poets’ Hall, in the Houses of Parliament, 
certain of the series which are altogether unw'orthy 
of their position; and so it is wherever Art has 
received government protection. When Barry, 
Haydon, and Hilton, threw themselves into the 
breach and died there, how little knew they of the 
natural history of the human heart! each blindly 
believed that his enthusiasm was the stimulus of a 
regeneration. On looking round the great room in 
the Academy, the visitor is surprised to see such 
a diversity of style. The tendencies of om’ pro¬ 
fessors of the art show a wider range of manner 
and feeling than is to be observed in any other 
European exhibition. In the Louvre—that is, in 
the yearly expositions—everything is sealed with 
the impress of a school reflecting most vividly the 
national character. The limited varieties bear 
strong cognate relations, and the emanation of the 
whole is one school and one teaching. That this 
does not occur among ourselves there is the evidence; 
and that the “ school” system has not been popular 
among us is, in truth, a matter of congratulation. 
Mr. Ruskin, in speaking of the section of painters 
calling themselves Pre-Raffaellites, alludes to them 
affectionately as “our school;” and perhaps the 
uniformity of their manner may entitle them to the 
designation; but those which are properly Pre- 
Raffaellite pictures, form so small an element of 
our exhibitions as only to afford one shade of these 
differences of which we speak. We have alluded 
to the past periods of the picturesque—those of the 
doublet and hose, and cavalier periods; upon these 
the curtain has fallen, and a new era, that of 
domestic story, has broken upon us: and in this 
the picturesque is not felt as wanting, because these 
subjects are treated with such sweetness of expres¬ 
sion and masterly technicality as have been rarely 
instanced among us. These, therefore, are the days 
of small pictures, for such now are the essential of 
all our annual collections; and if the objeet be an 
estimation of the public taste, let the curious 
inquirer visit the various institutions where the 
works are marked “ sold,”—he will, by a just pro¬ 
cess of calculation, arrive at a fair conclusion. This 
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is said to have been a season of great depression 
with respect to pictures, yet, as in seasons of pros¬ 
perity, everything of any merit is disposed of. The 
sculptors have suffered much more than the painters 
from the absence of commissions. We know mem¬ 
bers of this department of the profession of Art 
who have not, during the last two years, executed 
any work of importance. 

The other exhibitions partake of the complexion 
of the Royal Academy, the range of subjects compre¬ 
hending everything but the religious and historical, 
and presenting a variety of small and very highly 
finished works. The works nnmhercd in the cata¬ 
logue of the Society of British Artists is 919; 
those in that of the National Institution, 570. 
At the New Water-Colour Exhibition were hung 
333 ; and at the Senior Institution, perhaps a greater 
number; then there are the British Institution and 
the Society of Female Artists : making a total of 
works of Art exhibited this season by living British 
artists, of about 4400. As it is our duty to visit 
every exhibition, we have never missed one for the 
last twenty years, and on each succeeding season have 
Art-productions increased in number. They must 
find an abiding-place somewhere, and we marvel at 
the small number of pictures we have again seen 
that have made their first appearance at these exhi¬ 
bitions. The rule is, that we see them on the vvall 
during their brief season, after which we see them 
no more. With respect to “ high Art,” we are cir¬ 
cumstanced very similarly to our neighbours ; but 
who wilt say that in these islands there is no encou¬ 
ragement for Art ? 

KING LEAR, AND THE MERCHANT 

OE VENICE, 

AT THE princess’s THEATRE. 

The brilliant succession of revivals at the Princess’s 
Theatre, which, under the management of Mr. 
Charles Kean, have made of that house Shakspere- 
classic ground, is drawing to its elose. “The 
Merchant of Venice,” recently produced there, is, 
we believe, the last of what in the more emphatic 
sense may be called the illustrated series. The fact 
is one which we cannot state without regret. It is 
a triumph in an especial sense, that, after such a 
line of triumphs, the parting one should in some 
particulars overtop them all;—aud in the light of 
this concluding revival, we look lingeringly back on 
the long sequence that is so soon to be laid away 
among our other memories of lost stage glories. 
The review suggests to us certain considerations, 
which we cannot but state here, both because of the 
affecting character of their intrinsic truth, and be¬ 
cause they strongly enforce the argument of that 
debt which the public owes to Mr. Kean for the 
labour, of many kinds, bestowed by him upon these 
great reproductions. 

As our mind reverts to the character of the Art 
lavished on this succession of revivals—the match¬ 
less stage effects, whose charm as picture was made 
up of constituents every one of which was a 
teacher,—we are painfully struck by the evanescent 
nature of that to which so much of thought aud 
genuine endeavour had been devoted, aud out of 
which so much of beauty had been elaborated. In 
these reproductions, the Muses are invoked towards 
a creation which they endow with all their gifts 
save only a portion of their immortality. The re¬ 
sources of genius, of scholarship, and of taste are 
exhausted for a result, soon broken up, to make 
way for its triumphant, and as transitory, suc¬ 
cessor; and the whole brilliant series, after de¬ 
lighting and instructing the town for a fleeting 
time, passes irrecoverably away into the world 
of traditions. Next year, which will be the last 
of Mr. Charles Kean’s lesseeship at the Princess’s 
Theatre, it is, we believe, his intention to pass all 
these rich creations once more before the eyes of 
his audience ; and then, they who come after will 
know only what that audience shall tell them of 
productions wrought out with the zeal and labour 
that men bestow when they hope they are working 
for eternity.—The thought is affecting; and leads 
the mind yet farther into reflection on the condi¬ 
tions of the actor’s lot, taken in its general point 
of view. 
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Of all the children of genius, the actor is em¬ 
phatically the one who out of the world of shadows 
to which he descends flings back only the shadow 
of a name. Things that he stamps witli the visible 
characters of immortality, arc yet as mortal as him¬ 
self. His starry writing to his time dies out in its 
heaven of thought, like the seventh Pleiad. How¬ 
ever far, in life, he may project the figure of his 
greatness,—he is unable to detach it by the grave¬ 
side, and it goes down with him. To the actor arc 
wanting all the material devices by which the other 
poets of the world have been able to give an abiding 
form to their creations,—to collect and concentrate 
the subtile es.scuccs of their minds for posterity. 
Spending his days in a prodigal outlay of fancy and 
of feeling,—flinging about his life-path the tine gold 
of his inspirations,—the actor yet makes no invest¬ 
ment for immortality. The fire of his living genius 
brings out types that should be deathless, to die out 
for ever in the chill of the grave. The instrument 
is not invented which can photograph for eternity 
the crowding figures of his gifted heart. His in¬ 
tellectual shows “ come like shadows, so depart.” 
His gi’aeious presentments, however substantive a 
body they may have worn to the men of his day, 
were yet “ all spirits, and arc melted into air,—into 
thin air.”—The sage of Crotona was said to have 
the faculty of writing on the moon what might be 
read in far places, and through all times ;—and, for 
the most part, the prerogative of genius is of this 
kind, and involves the spirit of this fable. The 
poet, the painter, and the sculptor leave each his 
work behind him, to justify to the ages the renown 
it won, and, in its “beauty,” be “a joy for ever.” 
The actor,—who, in a sense, is poet, painter, aud 
sculptor, all in one,—has no evidence to either 
character in a form less fleeting than himself. 
However much he may possess to spend, be has 
nothing to bequeath. The stamp of his personal 
mortality is on all he does. The consummate 
flower of his rearing withers with the hand that 
reared it:—the fountain of his genius fertilizes 
only the narrow spot of time on which he stands. 
“ Sta.t nominis umbra” is all the substance of the 
actor’s record. To the men of our generation, 
Garrick is but a great name, and Roscius is the 
shadow of a shade. 

In the case of none other of the candidates for 
fame is the return of fame so instant and direct as 
it is in that of the actor; and it is well this should 
be so, and that such return should be most un¬ 
grudgingly rendered, since his gift of fame is thus 
fleeting. The actor should have noble treatment, 
because of this touching condition of his genius. 
That just debt of appreciation which is not paid to 
him in his own day, none can pay hereafter. The 
titles of his genius must be admitted at once, or 
they are so never. Of the judicial wrong done him 
now there can be no reversal in time to come, 
because the documents which are evidence in the 
case are by death obliterated for ever.—It is, thus, 
obvious, that the affecting condition of the actor’s 
being to which we have alluded is not limited to the 
shadowyuature of his fame, when that fame has been 
truly assigned,—but includes the risk of his missing 
it altogether. From the critical wrong done them 
during life, the other sons of genius have, as we 
have said, their appeal to posterity;—and the errors 
of criticism are, thus, to them of small comparative 
account. The witnesses in their cause are immor¬ 
tal ;—and so, every fresh age is for them a court of 
reversal, and every sensitive heart that is born into 
the world is a judge of appeal. No great aud 
abiding wrong can be done to the renown that can 
show' always its own right. But the actor stands 
on oral evidence,—and his witness dies with him. 
For his place in the mere traditions of his Art,— 
which is all that his Art leaves him,—he must abide 
finally and irrevocably by the assessment of his con¬ 

temporaries. 
We have dwelt on this somewhat by repetition, 

because we think it has not been sufficiently con¬ 
sidered,—and that the office of criticism has not, 
in our day, been administered, where the actor was 
concerned, with all the earnestness demanded of it. 
It has been scarcely felt as it should, that this 
office, rightly understood, has something of a retri¬ 
butive function,—and that the actor, for the reasons 
which we have given above, has, besides his plea of 
right, the plea of a more than common sympathy, 
bespeaking a large and generous appreciation at the 
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luinds of the critie.— Not, we can coiilideiitly 
affirm, that any literary courts of ours are open to 
the charges of venality and corruption by which 
those of a neighbouring nation are dishonoured. 
The dramatic critic does not here traffic with the 
fame which he registers, as he does in France :— 
young Paris of the press taking a bite out of the 
a[iple ere he awards it. But, passion, and prejudice, 
and the indulgence of a fantastic mood, and incom¬ 
petence in the judges commissioned, and other forms 
of irreverent or iudift’erent dealing with the theme, 
have all occasionally interfered with the frank and 
conscientious award of the honours due. From 
every one of these methods of wrong Mr. Charles 
Kean has been, himself, a sufterer, in the midst of 
efforts which should have enlisted the sympathies 
of all literary men in his behalf.—Now, it is to be 
observed, that, whatever moral difference there may 
be, the material difference to the actor is nothing 
between a careless verdict and a malicious one, if 
both be w'rong ;—that he suffers injustice as great 
from a false judgment accidentally, as from one 
wilfully, delivered. The picture, as we have said, 
and the statue, and the poem, are each its own 
redresser,—to convict the carelessness and to con¬ 
fute the malice, with its undying tongue ;—but no 
voice beyond the grave to which he has gone down 
pleads the player’s protest to another generation, 
against the false or insufficient sentence passed 
upon his head in that fleeting period of time “when 
Roscius was an actor in Rome.” 

It is partly on considerations like these, as well 
as on the ground of the Art-constituents that make 
their especial appeal to columns like ours, that we 
have determined to make this Journal a complete 
record to the future of Mr. Kean’s remarkable 
series of stage revivals. Since last we reported on 
these, the manager has added two new pieces to his 
repertory of Shakspere reproductions,—the tragedy 
of “ King Lear,” and the play of “ The Merchant 
of Venice :”—he, himself, of course, playing in each 
case the leading part. In these two pieces, taken 
together, the method which governs Mr. Kean iu 
his illustration of Shakspere is clearly expressed,— 
and, taken severally, in each the success of the 
method is triumphantly vindicated. It is no mere 
picturesque and unreasoned form of scenic enhance¬ 
ment that Mr. Kean employs. The character and 
amount of the decoration are in each of the in¬ 
stances before us, as in others of this manager’s 
revivals,'expressly determined by the genius of the 
thing decorated ;—prescribed, as it were, by Shak¬ 
spere himself. The scene-painter, though instructed 
to be profuse in his illustration, is yet placed under 
the immediate direction and restraint of the poet.— 
In “King Lear,” the incidents of the tragedy, as 
Mr. Kean says, “are presumed to occur when the 
laud.was peopled with rude heathens, and the minds 
and hearts of men, as yet unreclaimed by the 
softening influences of Christianity, were barbarous 
and cruel. It would be useless,” he observes, “to 
attempt any chronological rejiresentation of the 
costume and architecture of Great Britain about 
the period when, if we could possibly credit the 
strange relations of Geoffrey of hloumouth, Romu¬ 
lus was yet unborn, Nitocris ruled in Egypt, and 
Isaiah prophesied in Israel. I have, however,” 
continues Mr. Kean, “ deemed it advisable to fix 
upon some definite epoch as the supposed time of 
action, if only for the sake of uniformity of charac¬ 
ter in the accessories of this great drama. The 
Anglo-Saxon era of the eighth century has been 
selected for the regulation of the scenery and 
dresses, as affording a date sufficiently remote, 
while it is, at the same time, associated with British 
soil.”—Here, the limitation of that species of ac¬ 
tuality in illustration which Mr. Kean employs 
elsewhere, is applied by the poet himself, and re¬ 
cognized by the manager. In obedience to the law 
of the dim period to which the action of the piece 
is relegated, no attempt is made in this particular 
revival to give any vivid presentment of an actual 
particuhar life aud time. There is no effort at a 
delineation of living and familiar manners, because 
the text itself has not furnished the sketches which 
at once prescribe the picture and are its material. 
The scenic facts are confined to the above ar¬ 
chaeological details,—introduced only for the sake 
of a stage unity; and the wild poetry of motive 
and of action that triumphs through the grand old 
poem receives no other stage-interpretations than 
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the stage-realization of those natural voices to 
w'hich the bard himself makes such magnificeut 
appeal. Here, as elsewhere in these Shakspere 
revivals, Mr. Kean speaks no language but Shak- 
spere’s by the voice of his scene-painter.—In “ The 
Merchant of Venice” the ease stands differently,— 
aud the same law of the text prescribes a more 
emphasised method of scenic enactment. Here, 
w'e are within the w'eU-lighted historic time,—and 
its strong and clearly defined individualities are 
among the express motives of the piece. The 
characters of time and place are strongly insisted 
on by Shakspere as dramatic means,—and their 
emphatic marking on the stage becomes a part of 
the duty of finished presentment. Towards this, 
our means are abundant. To the student Venice 
and its mediaeval fashions are familiar,-—-while 
enough of what is peculiar to the City of the Sea 
remains unto the present day, to assist in their 
revival. The text of Shakspere’s play expressly 
plants us amongst a generation whose modes of life 
W'e know,—and Mr. Kean reproduces these modes, 
in honour of the text.—“ In ‘ The Merchant of 
Venice,’ ” he says, “ it has been my object, to com¬ 
bine with the poet’s art a faithful representation of 
the picturesque city ; to render it again palpable to 
the traveller who has actually gazed upon the seat 
of its departed glory ; and, at the same time, to 
exhibit it to the student who has never visited this 

‘-pleasant place of all festivity, 
The revel of the earth, the masque of Italy.’ 

The far-famed Place of St. Mark, with its ancient 
church, the Rialto and its bridge, the can.ils and 
gondolas, the historic columns, the Ducal Palace, 
aud the Council Chamber, are successively presented 
to the spectator. Venice is repeopled with the 
past, affording truth to the eye and reflection to the 
miud.”—Accordingly, in this latest of Mr. Kean’s 
great stage presentments, w'e are visibly in the city 
of the salt lagoons,-—aud the daily life of Venice 
flows along its tides and over its bridges. In the 
tow'n whose streets are strips of the sea, men, on 
his stage, hail each other, in the dialogue of the 
piece, from their gondolas, as with us they would 
talk to each other from their cabriolets. The Place 
of St. Mark is filled with the many-coloured life of 
the south aud of the east:—the nobles, citizens, 
merchants, and popidace of Venice, and the strangers 
in her streets,—each engaged in such pursuit of 
business or of pleasime as is a comment on the 
place and on the period. Through its appropriate 
human aud architectural accompaniments pours the 
procession of the Doge. The masquing groups 
constitute a scenic interpolation; but one which 
(introduced at the close of au act, where the text itself 
refers to the masquings as forthcoming) offers no 
interruption to the text, while it contributes strong 
local colour. And through all this throng and stir 
of a life intenstdy Venetian, walks, iu his fitting 
relations and w'ith the true back-ground, the great 
central figure of the mediaeval Hebrew. Here, in 
this visible presentment of the island city, w'e have 
emphatically before us “the Jew whom Shakspere 
drew —the Jew who, in that middle-age time, 
haunted all communities, but mingled with none,— 
had his house in all the great marts of the world, 
but his home only in the far and desolate Jerusalem, 
—the Jew found everywhere, though everywhere 
solitary and a stranger,—hut here, iu his solitude 
and his strangeness, conforming to the peculiarities 
of that Venice wherein he is a merchant, and 
thrown into stronger Shakspere-relief than ever till 
now on the stage by the accidents of locality with 
which Art has here surrounded him. Something 
of the heightening effect is conveyed at the Prin¬ 
cess’s which we fancy we might experience if we 
read “The Merchant of Venice” as we “swam in 
a gondola” on a Venetian canal. Since the famous 
episode scene in “ King Richard 11.,”-—or before 
it,—there has been nothing like so successful an 
attempt to place on the stage the real life of a 
dramatic action;—and if Mr. Kean did really need 
an answer to the objections which have been urged 
against his illustrations of Shakspere on the ground 
of their interference with the text, he has himself 
fur- ished it most emphatically and triumphantly by 
this final production of his illustrated series. 

Under the sanction and safe guidance of the 
intelligent principle to which we have referred, no 
amount of illustration can, in fact, overlay the text 
of Shakspere. They have very deficient reverence 

for the poet, who imagine that the scene-painter 
can contend against him in a concurrence of ex- 
pi-ession. It might be so with meaner texts. That 
which we are not unwilling to see overlaid, it may 
be quite possible by profuse illustration to overlay. 
But, it should be observed, that, in the sense of 
these Kean illustrations—most entirely subordinated 
when they are most largely expressive—it is not 
common texts that can be illustrated. What is, of 
all things, most striking in these illustrations of 
Mr. Kean’s is, the emphatic testimony which they 
bear to the poet’s own marvellous jiower as a scene- 
painter. There is not any one of these pictures 
that is not, as we have said, a reflection of the 
bard’s own imrnorlal language. In the most elabo¬ 
rately picturesque of these presentments, Mr. Kean 
gives only what he finds. What page but Shak¬ 
spere’s, for instance, could supply to the stage a 
scene like the episode scene in King Richard 11.,— 
obtained for the scene-painter by the very closest 
rendering of the everlasting text ? Mr. Kean, who 
himself speaks Shakspere’s great original language 
so well, is never more a worshipper than when he 
thus shows how marvellously that language will 
lend itself to translation. The reverent hand that 
hangs Art-garlands on the Shakspere page, hides 
not with them so much as a letter of the undying 
inscription. The effect of these accessories of Mr. 
Kean’s is, as it were, to point his text,—not sup¬ 
plement it. By their means, he does for the eye 
what a good reader does for the ear,—emphasises 
his theme. His illustrations are contributions to 
the clear reading out of what Shakspere wrote.—- 
Here, for instance, in “ King Lear,” Mr. Kean has 
elaborated his resources for the production of a 
stage storm such as never before shook the stage. 
Now, if the play in question is to be presented to 
the sense at all, it is clear that this stage war of 
the elements, whether more or less grandly imitated, 
is of the express prescription of the text. In the 
closet, the mind, left to herself, and sufficient to 
herself, will do her own work of interpretation,— 
and will hear the roar of the tempest through the 
everlasting verse. But the manager who tempts 
the student away from the closet to a sensible pre¬ 
sentment of the drama, imperfectly replaces that 
which he disturbs if he cannot surround his auditor 
with hurricane.—How grandly, then, in the midst 
of Mr. Kean’s stage storm, comes out the sublime 
egotism of the old man’s great sorrow,—which 
identifies the passion of his own grief with the 
passion working in the natm’e around him, and 
arraigns the elements that are beating on his head 
as co-conspirators with the daughters who have 
struck against his heart!—So, with “ The Merchant 
of Venice,”—as we have already said. In this last 
of Mr. Kean’s Shakspere revivals, the actual life of 
the city of the lagoons is produced with accessories 
which confer a w'ouderful vitality—not on the text 
itself, for there, as we have said, Mr. Kean found 
it—but on the stage reading of that text. The 
pictures painted by Messrs. Grieve and Telbin are of 
exceeding beauty as pictures ; but their distinctive 
merit is, that, like everything else that helps them 
in the getting up of this piece, they are coloured 
by the genius of the place and time. The stage 
atmosphere is, we repeat, intensely Venetian,—and 
the merchant Jew of Venice is thrown out by it 
iu a striking effect of chiaroscuro. 

After what has incidentally transpired in the 
course of our examination into Mr. Kean’s prin¬ 
ciples and methods of illustration, it is needless that 
we should dwell at further length on particular 
instances. It will be sufficient to say, that, in 
“ King Lear,” the Anglo-Saxon hall of state in 
W'hich the aged monarch—surrounded by the pic¬ 
turesque incidents of his regal dignity, as con¬ 
structed from existing delineations of the remote 
time supposed—enacts that strange, wild story of 
surrender and disinheritance, out of whose quaint 
circumstance as motive grows the wondrous and 
immortal drama,—the heath scenes, swept by the 
tempest through which the vexed spirit wanders, in 
the majesty of its grief,—and the coast views, with 
that cliff as a feature which poetry has consecrated 
into one of the famous peaks of the world,—and, 
in “ The Merchant of Venice,” the scenes already 
mentioned in St. Mark’s Place and by the Rialto 
Bridge, through which fluctuates the many-hued 
life of the city of the Adriatic,—w'ith the Hall of 
Senators, set out for the trial on the bond,—the 
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Saloon of the Caskets in Portia’s liouse at Belmont., 
filling with the trains of her princely suitors, re¬ 
stored by Mr. Charles Kean’s version, from their 
stage banishment, to their places in Shakspere’s 
text,—and the avenue to the same house at Bel¬ 
mont, with the moonlight lying on the still lagoon, 
and the silence broken by lovers’ whispers and “ the 
touches of sweet harmony,”—all these are examples 
at once of the scene-painter’s art in its best utter¬ 
ance, and of the manner in which that art is made 
ministrant at this house to the text of Shakspere.— 
With the further remark, that we feel assured Shak¬ 
spere himself would have been well pleased to see the 
manner in which his matchless drama, in all these 
revivals, is expressed under the auspices of Mr. 
Charles Kean, we must bestow a few parting words 
on Mr. Keau’s personal share as an actor in these 
latest two of his Shakspere reproductions. 

The first remark that we have to make on this 
subject,—and it certainly is a satisfaction to us that 
we can do so,— is, that we do not find in Mr. 
Kean’s rendering of the Shakspere meanings what 
some of our contemporaries profess to have found. 
We cannot agree, for instance, with one of them 
who discovers that Shakspere has intended to paint 
King Lear as “ a good-natured and rather stupid 
old man,”—or, that Mr. Kean so presents him. 
Neither is it our opinion, that in any part of his 
performance, it has been Mr. Kean’s design to 
regard the character of the king “ from an almost 
comic point of view.” The “ foolish, fond old 
man” of Shakspere’s text means a very different 
thing indeed to our apprehension from what this 
critic implies,—and so it does in Mr. Kean’s 
rendering. Neither on any occasion when we have 
been present during Mr. Kean’s performance of the 
part of Shylock, has he exhibited such an elaborate 
misapprehension of his author as is implied in the 
following bit of descriptive criticism:—“ The sug¬ 
gestion that a surgeon ought to be in readiness to 
stop Antonio’s wounds, coming as it does from the 
‘ second Daniel,’ puzzles him not a little. May 
such a provision be in the bond after all? He 
looks; he cannot find it, ‘ ’tis not in the bond,’— 
and confidence is restored.”—As these criticisms 
come from an eminent quarter, it is right that we 
should inform any reader of ours who may, very 
reasonably, hereafter decline to see Mr. Kean, on 
their report, that he does no such thing. Shylock’s 
search over the bond, in Mr. Kean’s impersonation, 
is, our readers may take our assurance for it, the 
sneering and affected search that Shakspere intended 
it to be. Mr. Kean makes no such mistakes as 
either of the above in his Shakspere readings. 

Mr. Charles Kean’s conception of the great 
Shakspere part of King Lear is clearly made out, 
and most emphatically pronounced. The besetting 
danger of the view which he takes is, that the 
emphasis may at particular points be too strong. 
While occasionally we, for ourselves, apprehend too 
great a strain on the leading string, yet it is undeni¬ 
able that in his most violent expressions of the old 
man’s moods, Mr. Kean is in harmony wdth his first 
and presiding intention,—and certain, that out of 
their strong colouring he gets an effect of contrast for 
some of the finest bits of psychological shading that 
the stage has to show. It seems to us that while, 
in this rendering of one of the most profound of 
all the Shakspere conceptions of a moral nature 
in exceptional circumstances, Mr. Kean gives us 
grander revelations than any in his Hamlet,—he is, 
as regards the entire part, on the track of a study 
as perfect as his Hamlet now is, without having 
attained to the perfection. The key-note of Mr. 
Kean’s reading of the part of Lear is struck in that 
very sceue of disinherison which has procured for 
the wayward monarch from certain critics the title 
of “ a rather stupid old man.” The passionate 
quality of the genial-hearted and fortune-spoilt old 
king has so overridden all the other parts of his 
nature, that his very egotism takes the character 
of a passion. Whatever chord in his heart is at 
the instant struck, rings passionately, and silences 
the suggestions of the rest. Hence it is, that, when 
a sudden blow is directed against his self-love, the 
very vibrations of a holier love, which are awakened 
at the same time, play in subjection to the chord 
that is master for the moment, and, under its 
influence, they actually contribute their part towards 
the infliction of the irrevocable wrong which be¬ 
comes the great tragic motive of the piece. Out 

of the key-note so struck, and so borrowing from 
chords more sacred than itself, grows the full 
diapason of the part. The wrong which jve did 
to itself, makes a part of the pang which ii suffers 
in view of the wroug done to it by others. Tlie 
sense of outraged nature is iu proportion to the 
passionate quality of the nature that has been out¬ 
raged. The strength of the sentiment which had 
betrayed the hasty old man into weakness—as 
excess of light will induce momentary blindness— 
has in itself something sublime, which the word 
” stupid,” as applied to its action, ill describes; 
and the strength and the weakness are alike por¬ 
tions of that mighty after-sorrow which the pas¬ 
sionate spirit feeds till the mortal tenement is too 
narrow for its expatiation, and it looks abroad to 
the nature without for its types and its exponents, 
and summons the universal elements as its witnesses 
and its avengers. The manner in which the 
wounded heart gradually loses the power, while it 
retains the habit, of self-reference,—in which the 
world w'ithin and the world without mingle their 
figures for the smitten brain,—iu which the imagi¬ 
native faculty that had enhanced the pang from the 
first, gilds it afterwards with illustrations,—wdiile 
fragments of a wisdom most profound, and snatches 
of a kindliness most affecting, turn up, amid the 
wreck of the mind, to testify to the wealth of its 
original freight,—all this constitutes one of the 
grandest mental pictures that the page of Shakspere 
yields,— and was interpreted by Mr. Kean in a way 
that for the most part was of the highest art, and 
at points attained to the sublime in presentment. 
The growth of the sorrow, and the growth of the 
madness in which it ends, are alike psychologically 
explained in Mr. Kean’s acting; while ever and 
anon, through an occasional break in the mental 
cloud, he gives us glimpses into the native gentle¬ 
ness of the spirit that had been overcast.—The 
nature of the old man, too, has become solemnized 
by its suffering. The grief which came at first, in 
conformity with his own quick instincts, like a 
sharp and intolerable sting, has sublimed into a 
great and regal sorrow, that sends the injured 
monarch out into the tempest, wearing it as his 
tragic crown. The old whiteheaded king talking 
with the storm, not shrinking beneath it,—or from 
out the visible shadow on his mind uttering oracular 
truth,—has put on the air and aspect of a projrhet. 
The transitions, too, from the wilful passion that 
nourished itself, to the mental helplessness that 
played with straws, wei’e most finely marked. So 
were the partial re-awakenings from this epilepsy of 
the mind,—and the limit shown to the re-awakening. 
We are made to see quite clearly, that no after¬ 
sunshine could ever again have lighted all the 
corners of that clouded heart.—If we were to hiut 
objections, where we have so much for which we 
are thankful, we would warn Mr. Kean against the 
resort to emphasis of another kind than that to 
which we have already alluded,—emphasis in small 
matters, where it is not worth while,—over-elabo¬ 
ration of minute points, which his detractors will 
be sure to produce against him and his system. 

A few words are all that we can afford to bestow 
on Mr. Kean’s Shylock,—and, fortunately, a few 
words are sufficient. We have already shown, that 
the manner in which the play that includes this 
part is put on the stage, throws the particular Jew 
of the time and the place and the action into 
strongly prominent relief,—and of this promineuce 
hir. Kean marks all the points. If we had more 
space for expatiation than we have, we would yet 
refuse to follow the critics into the search after 
motives for the character of Shakspere’s Venetian 
Jew more subtle and recondite than the few and 
simple ones which, to our reading, are clearly ex¬ 
pressed in Shakspere’s own text. The enmity of 
race, intensified by the enmity of commercial 
rivalry,—the first embittered by Antonio’s scorn, 
and the last by his active and personal opposition,— 
are general motive enough. The two enmities in 
question, be it remembered, are passions in the 
breast of a mediaeval Jew, by the circumstances of 
their birth. The enmity of race is in him the child 
of centuries of exile and persecution,—and the 
thirst after gold, which begets the other enmity, 
is the only outlet permitted to a heart which in all 
things else is shut up in the distant Jerusalem. Add 
to this, a strong idiosyncracy, which none of Shak¬ 
spere’s great characters w'ant, working below the 

sui 'ace to give subtlety to the malice, but surging 
up A'ith the occasion to give energy to the revenge, 
—and we have the sufficient constituents, general and 
individual, of a character which Shakspere has so 
modelled with his master-hand as actually to take 
away their air of improbability from the strange form 
and nature of the legendary action. To say, that 
Mr. Kean interprets Shakspere clearly, and reads 
him emphatically,—letting all these springs of 
motive appear in their order, and powerfully ex¬ 
hibiting the jets of passion which they throw up, 
is to say that he is here master of his art. Perhaps 
in no Shakspere reading of his has he marked this , 
mastery more clearly, save only in his Hamlet,— 
where, the motive being more complex and obscure, j 
and the reading more subtle and speculative, a finer 
apprehension is implied, though not a higher his¬ 
trionic power. 

The finished manner iu which the by-play of this 
great drama is conducted at the Princess’s Theatre, 
adds powerfully to the effect of the illusion. Of 
the numerous figures with which hlr. Kean fills his 
stage, none are dummies. In the Hall of Senators, 
for instance, the stage audience, in all their various 
groups, are visibly swayed, as they would be in real 
life, by the emotions that follow the fluctuating 
issue,—while Mrs. Kean, standing, as the disguised 
Portia, in the centre of a haU strikingly arranged 
both as picture and for dramatic effect, conducts, 
with admirable elocution and fine solemn emphasis, 
the magnificent moral argument, and the sharp legal 
one, on which the catastrophe hangs.—But Mrs. 
Kean’s contributions to the perfection of this re¬ 
presentation are of many kinds. The romance of 
the drama belonging to the tale of Portia and the 
caskets, which relieves and beautifies the darker 
portions of the piece, while it is so skilfully con¬ 
nected with them by the trial scene,—and the 
comedy scenes to which it leads, bringing the yet ! 
lighter mood of laughter into the earnestness of the ; 
romance,—each, in their turn and kind, develop a | 
separate stage grace in this accomplished performer. j 
All the various interests of the piece, in some shape | 
or time, meet at Belmont,—and Mrs. Kean, iu her ^ 
easy mastery, meets each with the mood that befits j 
it.—It would be unjust, in this enumeration of the 
points of the play, to overlook a very fine thing 
done by Mr. Ryder, as Bassanio. We allude to the 
manner in which he read, at Portia’s request, the 
letter wherein Antonio announces the perilous pre¬ 
dicament in which he stands. The thing was a 
novelty, so far as we know,—and made a separate 
point of its own.—In a word, never before, on the 
stage, were all the many Shakspere meanings that 
crowd this marvellous play so clearly made out :— 
and, we repeat, Mr. Kean has contrived to exhibit 
this last production of his Shakspere series as the i 
crowning triumph of that series, and of his system. i 

It is now, we believe, eight years since Mr. Kean i 
assumed, at the Princess’s Theatre, that manage¬ 
ment of which the coming season is to see the close. 
The first part of that management was distinguished, j 
our readers will not have forgotten, by an honour¬ 
able attempt on his part to restore to the stage the 
legitimate drama through the original works of its 
modern cultivators. - If the public refused to follow 
on the path by which then he led, the fault must 
lie at any other door rather than ilr. Kean’s.—■ 
True to the mission which he had undertaken, he 
then determined to fight the battle of legitimacy by 
means of its highest expression ; and, that he might 
do so with effect in a sophisticated time, he appealed 
in its cause to the other and more popular tastes of 
the day. The means w'ere, these great illustrated 
Shakspere revivals:—the result has been, the re¬ 
awakening of a Shakspere taste in the play-going 
public. Out of this renewed allegiance to the legiti¬ 
mate Muse, let the modern playwTight make his ' 
profit, if he have the genius.—To Mr. Kean himself 
the gain has been great. Contrary to the manner of 
his craft, but in the true spirit of his worship, he 
had the courage to sacrifice, as we have heretofore 
remarked, a portion of his own prominence. His i 
reward is, that what he gave up in its meaner, 
comes back to him iu its nobler, form. He retires 
from his management at the Princess’s Theatre in¬ 
comparably the greatest actor of his later time,— 
and leaves to the traditions of his Art, besides his 
name as a great actor, his name in connection with 
one of the most striking chapters in the history of 
the modern English stage. 
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OBITUARY. 

RICHAKI) FORD, E?Q. 

Many of oar readers, we feel assured, have shared 
our deep regret to hear of the death, ou the first of 
last month, of this gentleman, w'hose name has been 
for many years associated with the world of Art in 
the metropolis. We abridge, from the columns of 
the Times, the following biographical notice. 

Mr. Ford was born in Sloaue Street, Chelsea, 
in 1796: his father, Sir Richard Ford, descended 
from an ancient Sussex family, was for a long time 
chief police magistrate of London, and in the year 
1789, was elected member of Farliaracnt for East 
Grinstead. Richard, his eldest son, was educated 
at Winchester, entered Trinity College, Oxford, and 
was called to the bar in Lincoln’s Inn, yet without 
any intention of following the law as a profession. 
‘‘The prospects of hereditary affluence enabled him to 
indulge iu foreign travel, which e.xtended over 
several year's and the greater part of Europe. He 
began very early to develop his taste for the Fine 
Arts, and to lay the foundation of his choice library 
and his rich collection of drawings and engravings. 
In 1830, he visited Spain, where he passed several 
years, wintering in the south, and spending the 
summer in rambles over the provinces of the Pen¬ 
insula—lands, at that time, rarely trodden by the 
tourist. A long residence in the Alhambra of 
Granada, and his winters at Seville, enabled him to 
digest the information acquired during his wander¬ 
ings, and fixed the direction of those studies whicli 
were to employ his future leisure and adorn the 
literature of this country. On his return to Eng¬ 
land, after an absence of about three years, he 
settled in Devonshire, at Heavitree, near Exeter, 
where he built himself a charming residence, and 
surrounded it with gardens and terraces, which he 
adorned with graceful Moorish buildings, and 
planted with pines and cyjjresses from historic 
groves by the XenU and Guadalquiver.” Mr. Ford 
now became a tolerably regular contributor to the 
Qi'.arterhj Teview, the subjects engaging his pen 
being generally those which related to the life, 
literature, and Art of Spain. In 1837, he published 
a small work, or rather a long pamphlet, full of 
powerful argument, entitled “ An llistorical Inquiry 
into the Unchangeable Character of a Spanish War.” 
A year or two afterwards he went to Italy, 
passing the winter of 1839-40 at Rome, where he 
added largely to his Art-treasimes, especially to his 
cabinet of majolica; the greater part of the latter 
coUeetion was subsequently sold by Messrs. Christie 
and Manson; some of these gems found their way 
into the hands of the late Mr. Bernal. 

At the request of his friend Mr. Murray, of Albe¬ 
marle Street, Mr. Ford undertook the task of 
writing the “ Hand-book for vSpain,” a work of very 
considerable literary labour: it was published in 
two volumes, in 1845, aud most deservedly met 
with a hearty welcome: the first edition, of two 
thousand copies, was sold within the year, though 
the price, thirty shillings, was considerable: the 
Times says truly, that it ‘‘ has taken its place among 
the best books of travel, humour, and history, social, 
literary, political, and artistic, in the English lan¬ 
guage.” A second edition, greatly abridged, and 
published in one volume, appeared in 1847; this 
also had a large sale : and another edition, as the 
first, in two volumes, was brought out in 1855. 
This was Air. Ford’s greatest literary vvork; but 
the various articles written by him for periodical 
publications, would, if collected together, swell into 
a voluminous and most valuable book. 

“ In the Fine Arts his knowledge, his skill, and 
his judgment were remarkable. Had he not been 
an eminent writer, ho might have achieved success 
as a painter. His portfolios were stored with ad¬ 
mirable sketches of Spain and Italy; and these 
portfolios were always at the service of his literary 
and artistic friends. From his sketches were made 
some of the beautiful drawings by Air. D. Roberts, 
so popular in the ‘ Ijandscape Annuals ’ of other 
days. His sketch-books have contributed to the em¬ 
bellishment of many various works, from Lockhart’s 
‘ Spanish Ballads,’ to the Illustrated News. He 
was not only familiar with the masters of literatm'e 
and Art, with Homer, Shakspere, and Cervantes, 
with Raffaelle and Velasquez, but he was at home in 
all the minor mysteries of connoisseurship.” The 
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fine collection he formed of etchings and drawings, 
by Parmegiano, is now in the British Aluseum. 
His mansions at Heavitree and in Park Street con¬ 
tain numerous fine pictures, especially of the 
Spanish school, besides about sixty examples of 
Richard AVilson’s pencil, inherited from Air. Ford’s 
mother, daughter of Air. Booth, one of Wilson’s 
chief patrons. Ilis library is rich in literary and 
illustrated works ; peculiarly so in the literature of 
Spain. 

On the appointment of the “ Royal Commission ” 
with reference to the National Gallery, in 185G-7, 
he was nominated, with his own consent, one of the 
commissioners, but was compelled to withdraw his 
name, before the commission met, on account of 
impaired health : yet till towards the end of July 
last, he continued to mix iu society, though fre¬ 
quently subject to attacks of illness. All who were 
intimately acquainted with Air. Ford speak of him 
as a man whose tastes and accomplishments, large 
and generous sympathies, genial nature, aud un¬ 
assuming manners, rendered his friendship an objeet 
to be coveted, and his society most agreeable and 
instructive. 

Air. Ford was three times married; his first wife 
was the daughter of the late Earl of Essex ; his 
second, daughter of the late Lord Cranstoun ; and 
his third, a sister of the late Sir AV. Alolesworth. 

ART IN THE PROYINCES. 

Taejiouth.—Some time last year we found occa¬ 
sion to advert to the condition of the Nelson column 
at Great Yarmouth; our comments and those of our 
contemporaries of the press have awakened the good 
people of Norfolk to a sense of what is due to their 
monument of the hero : the work of restoration is 
shortly to be commenced ; it will cost about £700, 
we understand, of which nearly £500 have been 
already subscribed. 

Cambridge, a great seat of learning, has not 
hitherto, with all its educational means and appli¬ 
ances, brought Art into its syllabus of instruction, 
either for “gown or town.” At last, however, a 
meeting has taken place, at which it was unani¬ 
mously agreed upon, “That it is desirable to esta¬ 
blish a Cambridge School of Art.” Of course this 
school is intended for the townspeople, and will have 
the assistance of the Government, like other similar 
institutions. AA'’e wonder if we shall ever live to 
see a professor of Fine .,rts among the university 
dignitaries : Doctor of Painting or Sculpture surely 
sounds as euphonious as Doctor of Alusic, though 
not so suggestive of sweet notes ; and why should 
not Cambridge and Oxford too have professors and 
members of the former as well as of the latter 
sciences ? 

Ltyerpool.—The statue of the late Archdeacon 
Brooks, senior rector of Liverpool, has arrived from 
Rome, where it was sculptured by Mr. Spence, to 
whom the execution of the work was entrusted. 
It is to be placed in one of the niches in the large 
concert-room in St. George’s Hall. The funds for 
the work were supplied by public subscription in the 
town of Liverpool. 

Leeds.—An attempt is being made, with little 
doubt of success, to open a Fine Arts gallery in 
this town, and to use for this purpose a portion of 
the magnificent town hall, which has recently been 
inaugurated by the Queen with such manifestations 
of loyalty and rejoicing. At a meeting of the Town 
Council, ou the 30th of August, the following reso¬ 
lution was moved and adopted—“That the Council 
reiteive, on behalf of the town, works of Art, with a 
view to their being placed in the Town Hall; that 
the Council should make arrangements to preserve 
them from injury, and allow them to be seen by the 
public free of charge at suitable times ; and that 
they should not permit them to be removed to any 
other building without the consent of the donors.” 
The Council has already, we understand, received 
several offers of pictures for the proposed gallery. 

AVolvekhampi’on.—A meeting to inaugurate the 
opening of the fifth session rf the School of Prac¬ 
tical Art in this town, was held at the institution 
on the 2nd of last month, when an address was 
delivered by Mr. G. Wallis, and another by Mr. 
Buckley, head master of the school. 

Hexham.—Alterations and repairs are taking 
place in the venerable abbey-church of Hexham. 
The Lady Chapel, which has been iu a ruinous state 
for some time, is to be entirely removed ; the pre¬ 
sent modern galleries are to be cleared away, and 
other changes made, that will in some degree restore 
the edifice in appearance and architectural character, 
to what it was many years ago. 

THE ROYAL PICTURES. 

THE FOOT-BATH. 

A. E. Plassau, Painter. p. Pel^e, Engraver. 
Size of the picture, 10 in. by 7| in. 

A VERY few years ago the idea of an exhibition, iu 
London, of Hie works of living foreign painters 
would have been considered such an invasion of the 
privileges and rights of om- own artists, as to justify, 
or at least to call forth, an expression of public dis¬ 
approbation, on the ground that the craft of oiu’ 
countrymen was in danger. Yet during the last 
four or live seasons wc have regularly bad in the 
metropolis an exhibition of French Art; we have 
also seen two of German pictures, and two of Belgian, 
and all favourably received : still the demand for the 
productions of the English school has not diminished, 
nor, as it seems to us, has the influence of the foreign 
schools in the least degree affected our own style and 
character. There can scarcely be a doubt that some 
advantage would be gained by our own artists were 
they to imitate the careful drawing and refinement 
of manner which generally distinguish the works of 
the Erench painters in particular; yet we should 
regret to see the bold, vigorous, and natural style 
characteristic of the former, exchanged, absolutely, 
for whatever excellences are possessed by the latter. 

In these exhibitions of French paintings, the 
highest departments of Art have invariably been but 
feebly represented: true, examples were seen of the 
works of Delaroche, Ingres, Ary Scheffer, Vernet, 
and other magnates of the Paris Academy; but, 
with a few exceptions only, these examples were not 
of an order to show the power of the respective 
artists, who appear to have lent their names to the 
exhibition rather than their genius: historical Art 
has been loth to cross the Channel which divides the 
two countries, and would not expose herself to the 
chilling influences of our English atmosphere. The 
pictures which, as a rule, have constituted the 
atti'action and the strength of the gallery iu Pall 
Mall, are small figure subjects, elegant in conception 
and exquisite in execution—boudoir pictures, fit 
only to hang in apartmeuts whose owners “live 
delicately.” The artists who excel in these produc¬ 
tions “ are the MollH-es and the Corneilles of their 
school; there is a grace in their conception which 
renders them always agreeable objects of contempla¬ 
tion ; we mix with pleasirre in their cmiseries and 
coteries, because their reunions are in the best taste 
of the dramatic masters whom they follow.” This 
class of painters has appeared again within the last 
fevv years ; they may bo considered as disciples or 
followers—tbougb at a long interval of time—of 
that to which belonged the old Dutch artists, Ter- 
burg, Aletzu, Mieris, and Gerard Douw; but the 
taste and refinement of the French artists far eclipse 
these qualities in the works of their foreign prede¬ 
cessors, an advantage gained by the superior grace 
aud elegance of the models from which they work, 
and from the condition of society that characterises 
the two countries respectively, and the periods iu 
which the painters lived : Art of this kind is but 
the reflected image of the customs and manners of 
the people among whom it has its existence. 

Antoine Emile Plassan, the painter of “ The Eoot- 
bafh,” holds a conspicuous position among these 
French artists : he is a native of Bordeaux, and, in 
1852, gained a medal from the Academie des Beaux 
Arts for genre painting. Since the establishment 
in London of the “ French Exhibition,” as it is 
popularly called, he has been a regular contiibutor 
to the gallery, usually sending three or four little 
“ boudoir pictures,” such as that here engraved; the 
titles of a few of these will show the class of sub¬ 
jects to which he devotes his pencil:—“The Con¬ 
cert “ Lady and Lap-dog;” “ A Young Girl 
purchasing Fruit;” “The First Whisper of Love;” 
“The Message,” &c. &c. “The Foot-bath” was 
exhibited in 1854: like the other works of this 
artist, it is almost a marvel of delicate manipulation 
and high finish; the composition is very elegant, 
though the lady shows some small degree of affected- 
uess iu her attitude and action ; this, however, can 
scarcely be considered a venial offence under the cir¬ 
cumstances in which she is placed. Her fille-de- 
chambre is as graceful a representation as the 
mistress. The drawing of the figures is perfect. 

It is in the collection at Buckingham Palace. 
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BRITISH ARTISTS: 

THEIR STYLE AND CHARACTER, 

■WITH ENGRAVED IILUSTRATIONS. 

No. XXXl.'C.—Sill D.WH) WILKIE, R.A. 

I ome time about the year 1792, a “wee siuiiiy- 
liaircil bairn” was one of a nmnber of boys at 
sehool ill an obscure village in Scotland. “I mind 
him weel,” said one, many years alter, who knew 
the child at that period of his life, “ and t mind 
his brithers too ; but he was a ([nieter and kindlier 
lad than his cider brithers, and liked better to 
stand and look at his companions iu their games 
than join in their ])lay. 1 think I see him now 
standing smiling, with his hands iu his pouches. 
Ay, but he liked best to lie a (jroufe on the 
ground, wi’ his slate and pencil, making cpieer 

drawings.” Such were the earliest indications of a love of Art in 
one destined to occupy a prominent niche iu the temple dedicated 
to British jiaiuters, and to obtain a celebrity superior, perhaps, to 
that of any ancient or modern artist—so far, that is, as the world 
at large has been able, individually, to become acquainted with the 
respective productions of the various great painters of Europe. 
The “ wee sunny-haired bairn,” as his schoolfellows called him, 

was David Wilkie, whose works have penetrated and found a home where the 
honoured name of Balfaelle has never been heard;* the admirers of the latter 
may be counted by hundreds ; of the former by thousands, or tens of thousands : 
—so opposite are the conditions on which popularity rests ; for who would 
think of classing these two together? yet each is great in himself. 

Biographies of distinguished men are frequently written, and re-written, til! 
the subject is almost, if not quite, exhausted. Allan Cunningham has done this 
for his friend and fellow-countryman, Wilkie; to Cunningham's volumes, 
therefore, we must refer those of our readers who desire to know' the details of 
a history of which we can only offer an outline. 

David Wilkie was born November 18, 1785, at the little village of Cult, 
near Cupar, Fifeshire, of which place his father was the minister—a good and 

devout man, whose sjiirilual teachings “pointed to heaven,” while his life and 
conduct “ led the way.” We have shown that at a very early age the boy who 
was then at sehool in the neighbouring village of I’itlessic, exliibited an ardent 
love of Art: his models w’cre sometimes his schoolfellows, and his studio w'as the 
schoolroom; on other occasions he made—unknovvn, of course, to his cx'ccllent 
father—the church his studio, and some of the most striking figures of the 
congregation, intent on the minister’s sermon, his models. His gatherings 
were universal, his school everywhere, and his studies indifferently the men 
and things around him; and even in the absence of tilting subjects he studied 
from himself. 

Young David made but little progress iu book learning under the worthy 
dominie of I’itlessie, so at twelve years of age he was removed to the grammar- 
school of Kettle, but hero also his prcee])lor was unable to keep him assi¬ 
duously to his tasks: drawing was the only work in which he felt the 
slightest interest, and, after remaining eighteen moiiths at Kettle, his father 
took him away, and consented to allow the boy, though most unwillingly, to 
follow his own course ; the good minister was unable to see that a respectable 
livelihood could be gained by the pursuit of Art as a profes.sioii. In 1779 
AVilkie left home for Edinburgh, taking with him some drawings and a letter 
of introduction from the Earl of Leveu to Mr. T'hompsou, then secretary of 
the “Trustees Academy;” this gentleman, however, was not satisfied with the 
specimens the young artist placed before him, and at first refused to admit 
the applicant to the institution, but at the earnest request of the Earl of Leven 
he at length consented. At this time the sehool was under the direction of 
John Graham, from whose instructions Wilkie ))rofited during four years ; 
among his fellow'-studeuts were the late Sir AV. Allan, Alexander Eraser, who 
is also dead, and Mr. John Burnet, the eminent engraver, who has often 
narrated to the writer anecdotes of AAulkie. Mr. Burnet says of him, with 
reference to this early period,—“In that sort of drawing in which taste and 
knowledge are united, he was far behind others who, without a tithe of his 
talent, stood in the same class. Though behind iu skill, he, however, sur¬ 
passed, and that from the first, all his companions in comprehending the 
character of whatever he was set to draw.” And Allan has recorded that the 
progress made by AVilkie when at Edinburgh “was marvellous. Everything 
he attempted indicated a knowledge far beyond his years ; and he soon took 
up that position in Art which he maintained to the last. He was always on 
the look out for character ; he frequented trystes, fairs, and market-places.” 

The “ Trustees School” was not an institution for education in the Fine 
Arts, but was rather a school of design for manufacturing purposes ; but 
the head-master was accustomed to propose themes or subjects for painting to 
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those pupils who were studying for higher branches of Art, and prizes were 
aw'arded to successful competitors: young AVilkie gained, in 1803, the ten- 
guinea premium for the best painting, the subject, “ Calisto iu the Bath of 
Diana;” it was sold after his death for £48 6^. In 1804 he left the academy 
and returned home ; but before his departure he had made the sketches for his 
jiicture of the “ Village Politicians.” AA'hile at home he painted the first of 
those works by which he earned his great reputation, “ Pillessie Fair,” a 
commission from a Scottish laird, Kinnear of Kinloch; it contains about one 

* The numerous engravings from the works of Wilkie amply justify these remarks; 
the most extensive and popular series is tliat published by Jlessrs. Virtue, under the title 
of “ The Wilkie Gallei-y.” 

hundred and forty figures, mostly portraits, many of which he sketched, it is 
said, at church, as he had no other way of procuring them; he received from 
his patron the sum of £25 for this picture. He painted also at this time 
several portraits, both large and small, aud also the “ Village Recruit,” which 
he brought with him to Loudon, where he arrived in 1805. 

Unfriended and unknown in the great metropolis, he was compelled, as 
many other clever young artists have too often been, to the readiest and most 
simple means of disposing of his productions : the “ Village Recruit” was 
exhibited for sale in the window of a frame-maker at Charing Cross, where it 
soon found a purchaser at the price of £6. Other pictures were disposed of 
through the same agency, and by these and other means he was enabled 
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years after he had come up to London, namely, in 1814, "Wilkie went over to ; 
Paris, accompanied by his friend Haydoii, and in a journal of his visit he | 
makes the following remarks upon the pictures of the Flemish and Dutch 
schools which are contained in the Louvre ;—“ I was particularly struck with 
those of Ostade and Terburg, the latter of whom has risen greatly in my 
estimation from what I have seen here. Tie possessed a most perfect style 
of colourins;, and re])resents his objects with a manner of handling the most i 
beautiful and least artificial of any I ever saw. I observed to-day that a j 
number of pictures that did not strike at first, began to gaiu upon me 
exceedingly. The Ostades and the liemhrandts improve greatly ; the Tenierses, ! 
and others in that style, rather lose.” It is quite evident frmii tliese observa- | 
tions that Wilkie never had an idea of being an imitator of Teniers. 

The “Village I’oliticians ” was followed by the “Blind Fiddler,” painted 
for Sir George Beaumont in 1800, was exhibited in 1807, and is now one of ! 
the British gems in our National Gallery. Sir George w'as not only one 
of Wilkie’s earliest patrons, but proved to him a true friend and judicious 
counsellor till death separated them. Many of his letters, published in Cun¬ 
ningham’s Life of Wilkie, contain much excellent advice, which young aitists J 
of any time, and especially of such a period as our own, wovdd do wisely to 
study and accept. “ Ai.PiiKD 7\ the Neathekd’s Cottage,” engraved on ' 

the preceding page, was also painted in 1806. The “ Rent Day,” engraved 
on this page,; was painted for the late Earl of Mulgrave in 1807, for the 
sum of 300 guineas. xVfter the death of his lordship, the picture was, with 
others, ottered for sale at Christie and Manson’s, but was bought in by the 
earl’s family at the price of 750 guineas. “ The Card Players,” painted for 
the late Duke of Gloucester, in 1808, and for which the artist received 50 
guineas, was sold by the Duchess at a subsequent period to Mr. Bredel for 
500 guineas. We mention these facts for the purpose of showing wliat insig¬ 
nificant sums Wilkie received for many of his best pictures, compared with the 
prices that artists now ask and receive for their works. 

In 1809, Wilkie was elected Associate of the Royal Academy ; he was then 
only twenty-four years of age, and had only exhibited four seasons. Two years 
afterwai’ds he was chosen Academician. W’e doubt much if the annals of the 
Academy could produce a parallel case of honours so earlyg yet so worthily, 
won. In May, 1812, he opened an exhibition of all his pictures, tweuty-nine 
in number, including sketclies, from which he expected to derive considerable 
profit ; but the expenses of the exhibition exceeded the receipts to some 
amount, so that though it added to his reputation it impoverished his purse. 

It is quite impossible, in our allotted sjiace, to enumerate all the pictures he 
painted of those subjects upon which his fume will ever most firmly rest. 

to maintain himself while pursuing his studies in the Royal Academy, into the 
schools of which he obtained admission soon after his arrival in London. 
"Wilkie’s first patron here was the late William Stodart, the well-known 
piano-forte manufacturer : and. singularly enough, Tomkinson, another nuisieal- 
instnimeiit maker, was oue of Etty’s earliest patrons, as we wrote in the 
biography of the artist two or three months ago. .Stodart, who had married a 
lady of the name of Wilkie, but uot, as we believe, a relative of the young- 
artist, sat to him for his portrait, gave him a commission to paint two pictures 
fur him, aud introduced him to a valuable connection, which prodneed several 
sitters. Among those to whom Wilkie had been introduced by Stodart, was 
the Earl of Alansfield, who, when he saw the sketch of the “ Village Roliti- 
ciaus,” requested that a picture might be painted from it. The artist demanded 
LI5 as the price of the work, to which the carl only replied, “Consult your 
friends aboiit this.” The picture vvas finished, and exhibited at the IToyal 
Academy in 1806, where it excited such universal admiration that Wilkie was 
advised not to part with it for less than 80 guineas. This sum he demanded 
of the earl, who paid it under protest; but the painter pleaded his lordshiji’s 
advice in justification of his request; he had been ollered tlOO for it by two 
other persons respectively. This picture, which had its origin, it is said, in 
the “ ale caup commentators,” introduced by Macueil in his ballad of “ Will 

and .lean, excited no little curiosity among the connoissetirs of the metropolis 
aud some animadversion among the artists, and especially the Academiciatis: 
Northcote designated it the “pauper style,” and Fuseli, meeting young Wilkie, 
who was then only in his twenty-first year, said to him,—“ Yoiiiig man, that 
is a dangerous work. That jticture will either prove the most happy or the 
most fortunate work of your life;” it turned out to he the latter, and deter¬ 
mined the artist’s ftiture destiny. “ Every jiainter of eminetice”—thus we 
wrote soon after his death—“ has had in early life a progressive period—a 
time when improveineiit vvas obvious in every successive work—the works of 
sitch time being feeble in comparison with those of matured experience; hut 
Wilkie had no period of this kind—he never was a pwmisiny yoiwff artist, but 
came at once before the public a master, and an originator of a style.” It is 
possible that Wilkie, while in Edinburgh, may have seen piclures by some of 
the Dutch painters, as Teniers, Ostade, and others of the same class, which 
may have fixed his purpose, though they never could have created it; his 
peculiarity was innate, as his first childish attempts at drawing testify; neither 
was he in any degree a copyist of those Dutch artists ; in colour, in character, 
and in feeliug, his iiictures are truly original. People who call Wilkie the 
“ Teniers ot the English school,” as wo have heard some speak of him, show 
their ignorance of the merits and ipudities that appertain to each. A few 
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A few of the more popular we cau only point out :—“ Bliiidiuau’s Burt',” 
painted in 1813, for the Priuee Regent; “Distraining for Kent,” in 1811, for 
the Directors of the British Institution; the “ Breakfast,” in 1810, for the 
Marquis of Stalford; the “ Penny Wedding,” in 1818, for the Prince Rctgent; 
ill 1820, the “ Reading of the Will,” for the then King of Bavaria, from nhoin 
the artist received 450 guineas as its price; after the death of the inonarch, it 
w'as purchased by his successor, Louis I., at the sum of 1000 gniinias ; it is 
now in the royal gallery at Sehleissheiin. In 1821, he completed the “ Chelsea 
Pensioners,” eommenced, in 1817, for the Duke of Wellington. 

Prom 1806 down to the year 1823, with hut one or two exceptions, Wilkie 
contributed annually to the exhibitions of the Academy, then held in Somerset 
House ; but, after the appearance of the “Chelsea Pensioners,” very little was 
seen worthy of the honourable name attached to his works, lie not only 
changed his subjects, but he changed his style of execution also. In his own 
peculiar manner he was without a rival; in that he adopted, after the year 
1817 or 1818, he had many superiors. One of the most unfortunate of these 
works was the “Entrance of George IV. into Ilolyrood,” a picture of which 
onr opinion w'as expressed when the engraving from it appeared in the Arl- 
Jouriiii/, among the “Royal Pictures.” On the death of Sir Henry Raeburn, 
in 1803, Wilkie was appointed “ Limner to the King in Scotland.” 

The death of his mother and of one of his brothers, in 1824, were terrible 
losses to the artist, whose own health was at this period in a very declining 

state; it was deemed advisable that lie should abstain from severe labours, 
and seek the benefits of change of air and scene. Accompanied by a friend 
and a relative, he set out, in the summer of 1825, for I’aris ; thence proceeded 
through Switzerland to Italy, where he remained eight months. He then 
visited many of the chief places in Germany where galleries of .\rt exist, and 
returned to Italy for another season. During this second visit to Italy his 
iiealth began to i-evivc, and he painted three pictures at Rome. Prom Italy he 
went through the south of Prance ; entered Spain in October, 1827, and 
travelled to Madrid, where he painted the “Spanish Council of War” and the 
“ Maid Of Saiiagossa,” and returned to England in the summer of the 
following year. In 1830, he received the honour of Knighthood from the 
hand of William IV. 

But we must now approacli the last scenes in the life of this inimitable and 
great artist. In the autumn of 1840 he set out, witli his friend Mr. IVood- 
burn, upon a tour to the East. The causes that led him to undertake the 
journey have been variously stated, hut without any delinite. result. What they 
were is now of little moment; we only know that he left England never to 
return to it again. Having reached Constantinople, and painted a portrait of 
the young Sultan, Wilkie and his friend left the city, and proceeded, about the 
middle of January, 1841, to Smyrna, arid thence to Jerusalem, which place they 
loft again, April 17, on their route to Alexandria. He had not been very well 
for the preceding three months, and at jMexandiia he comidained of illness; 
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still he was not prevented from commencing a portrait of Meheract AH, 
who desired to have one from his pencil. On the 21st of May, he embarked 
on board the Oriental steamer for England ; arrived at Malta on the 26th, 
where he was attacked by fever, but not so severely as to excite uneasiness in 
the minds of his friends and fellow-passengers. However, the vessel had 
scarcely left the harbour when unfavourable symptoms were manifested; and, 
notwithstanding the efforts made by the medical attendants, he expired on the 
1st of June, off Gibraltar, and on the evening of the same day his mortal 
remains w'ere committed to the deep, to mingle with its ever-restless waters 
till the sea is commanded to “ give up its dead.” 

There are very few of the multitudinous admirers of Wilkie who do not 
greatly lament the change in his style produced by his long residence on the 
continent. Had we known nothing but his later works, we might not have 
“ loved them less ” for their own merits ; but, if weighed in the balance with 
those that preceded them, they must be pronounced “wanting.” Yet in truth 
the pictures of the two periods ought not to be placed in comparison : com¬ 
parisons can only properly be made between things that are more or less alike, 
and Wilkie’s two styles are as dissimilar as if they were the productions of 
two different heads and hands. The principal characteristics of his latter 
W'orks are effect of colour, and chiaroscuro, which, with breadth and facility, 
he appears to have now considered the proper objects of high Art, and an 
advance beyond the truth, simplicity, and character of his earlier works. 

Writing, when in Spain, to a friend, he says, with reference to this new style,— 
I “ I have now, from the stndy of the old masters, adopted a bolder, and, I think, 

more effective style, and one result is rapidity’’ The Spanish and Dutch 
masters seem to have been his types rather than the Italian, for, although he 
talked of his imitations of Correggio, his colouring and effect are more after 
the manner of Velasquez and Rembrandt. “Though a whole storm of criti¬ 
cism was poured upon his new pictures,” writes his biographer, Cunningham, 
“and his change of style, Wilkie endured it all with astonishing composure: 
he had made up his mind in the matter ; he felt that if he continued to work 
in his usual laborious style of detail and finish, he would never achieve inde¬ 
pendence, nor add another sprig of laurel to his wreath; so he resolved on 
fresh fields and pastures new, in spite of the warnings of friends and the 
admonitions of critics.” We entertain a very strong opinion, shared too, we 
believe, by nine-tenths of the painter’s admirers, that the leaves which were 
first plucked for his wreath will long outlive those of a later date. 

The high rank which Wilkie attained in his profession ; the respect in which 
he was held as a man, and so truly merited ; his upright miud ; his straight¬ 
forward honesty; his modest, yet moral courage; his enduring friendships; 
his patient and determined study ; his appreciation of the beautifid ; his honour 
of the true,—show' how deserving he was of universal homage, and how talent 
and industry, when supported by such character as the son of the Scottish 
clergyman brought into his profession, must ultimately triumph. 
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TOMBS OF ENGLISH ARTISTS. 

No. 0.—WILLIAM WOOLLETT. 

English landscape has ever shone pre-eminent in 
Art. Some ])ortion of the success may be due to 
our insidar situation, and even our proverbially 
“ foggy clime” may aid in the aerial ])erspcctive so 
charmingly rendered by our native artists. 'I'he 
golden hues and ethereal distances of Eiiyp are onr 
only rivals; and this may be legitimately under¬ 
stood when we remember how like the climate 
of Holland is to our own. But engravers of 
landscape may claim unrivalled honour in their 
branch of art: by no other than those of the 
Eiifflish school have landscapes been so truth¬ 
fully and gracefully rendered ; nor can a more 
successful plate be shown than that noble e.x- 
ample of British Art, the “ Niobe” of Richard 
Wilson, engraved by William Woollett. 

The history of thisjilate, the first great work 
of the kind executed by an English artist, may 
be best told in the words of Boydell, who was 
Woollett’s employer.* Boydell was in the 
habit of trading for ])rints to France, the 
French priutsellers obliging him to pay in cash, 
and taking none of the prints he published in 
return. “ In the course of one year,” says 
he, “ I imported numerous impressioiis of 
Veruet’s celebrated ‘ Storm,’ so admirably 
engraved by Lerpiniere: upon IMr. 'Woollett’s 
expressing himself highly delighted with it, I 
was induced, knowing his ability as an en¬ 
graver, to ask him if he thought he could 
produce a print of the same size, which I 
could send over, so that in future I could 
avoid payment in money, and prove to the 
French nation that au Englishman could pro¬ 
duce a print of equal merit: upon which he 
immediately declared that he should like ranch 
to try. At this time the pi-iucipal conversa¬ 
tion among artists was upon Mr. Wilson’s 
grand picture of ‘ Xiobe,’ which had just 
arrived from Rome. I therefore immediately 
applied to his Royal Highness the Duke ol 
Gloucester, aud procured permission for Woollett 
to engTave it.” At this time Boydell was anything 
but rich, and hired but half a shop for the sale of | 
prints; he therefore liad to deal prudently, and on ' 
inquiring from the engraver the probable cost of the 
plate, after some consiilcration he said he thought 
he could engrave it for 100 guineas. “ This sum,” 
says Boydell, “ small as it may now ap[)ear, was 
to me an unheard-of price, being considerably more 
than I had given for any copper-plate.” But 
on reflection he bade him set to work, and ad¬ 
vanced him sums of money,—for at this time 
the great engraver was iii serious difficulties, 
struggling for a living with a wife and family 
in an upper room in a small court in Castle 
Street, Leicester Fields. Nearly the whole 
sum contracted for was drawn aud spent be¬ 
fore the plate was half finished, and Boydell 
advanced another £2.5. He savvthe engraver’s 
ability, his earnest labour, his poor home ; but 
he was also a struggling printseller, aud he felt 
they were both getting beyond tlieir depth. 
He therefore came to an understanding with 
W^oollett for another final £25 ; the ])late was 
finished, and the print published for five shil¬ 
lings. “ It succeeded,” Boydell said, “ so 
much beyond my expectations, that 1 imme¬ 
diately employed iMr. AVoollett upon anotlicr 
engraving from another picture by Wilson ; and 
I am now thoroughly convinced that had I 
continued publishing subjects of this descrip¬ 
tion, my fortune would have increased ten¬ 
fold.” 

Woollett’s fame was now well established, 
and so was the fortune of Boydell, who ultimately 
became Lord Alayor of London. The inscription on 
his tomb records—‘‘ As a printseller he caused such 
productions to become a source of commercial 
benefit to his country, and of such profit to himself 
as to enable him to allbrd unexampled encourage¬ 
ment to the English school of historic painting.” 
Woollett afterwards engraved Wilson’s “ Phaeton,” 

“ Celadon and Amelia,” “ Ceyx and Alcyone,” and 
other fine works, whicli justify Siiiith’s encomium, 
who says,—“ The palm for landscape engraving 
must be given to Woollett, whose birth was humble, 
and his life most honourably enviable.” And he 
elsewhere adds:—“ Our three most eminent en¬ 
gravers have never been equalled in any part of the 
globe, though AAilliam Woollett’s master, Tinuey, 
was so insignificant au artist, that Strutt, in his 
Biographical Dictionary, has not thought proper to 
give the least account of him ; Sir Robert Strange’s 

WOOLLETT S HOCSE. 

tutor was Cooper, an obscure engraver in Scotland; 
aud William Sharp was originally an engraver of 
the letters upon pewter-pots, dog-collars, door¬ 
plates, visiting-cards, &c.; and he assured me that 
the only difference he ever had with AVilliam Byrne, 
the landscape engraver, was respecting the quantity 
of door-plates they had engraved,—Sharp insisting 
upon his claim to the greatest number by some hun¬ 
dreds.” What would a modern engraver say to this? 

* The venerable alderman related the t.ale to ,J. T. 
Smith, who publidied it in the appendix to liis Lil'e of 
Nollekens. 

WOOLLETT S TO-MB. 

Woollett resided for many years in the house No. 
11, Green Street, Leicester Square. It is the first 
house from the corner one in Castle Street. Both 
have undoi'gone alterations since our sketch was 
taken, and Woollett’s house is now a curiosity shop. 
It is traditionally said that he was in the habit of 
firing a cannon from the roof of this house when¬ 
ever he completed au important engraving. The 
last engraving he worked upon was “The Landing 
of King Charles the Second,” after the picture by 
Benjamin West, P.R.A. His death prevented the 

completion of the jdatc, but his equally eminent 
successor, William Sharp, finished the work as we 
iiow see it. Woollett is described by Smith as 

a little man he died at the somewhat early age 
ot htty. He was buried in the churchyard at Gld 
St. 1 ancras, where a plain tombstone marks the 
spot, upon which is sculptured the following inscrip¬ 
tion : “William AVoollett,Engraver to His Alajesty, 
was born at Maidstone, in Kent, upon the lOtli of 
August, 1735. He died on the 23rd, and was in¬ 
terred ill this place on the 28(h day of May, 1785. 

Elizabeth AVoollett, widow of the above, died 
December 15, 18H). Aged 73 years.” In 
this crowded place of sepulture the tomb is 
not easy to tind, without due direction. It 
stands beside the chancel, on the north side. 
The graveyard is thick with monuments, and 
has always been a favourite place of interment 
with Catholics, from the fact of its being one 
of the oldest religious foundations in Middle¬ 
sex ; as well as from the tradition that it was 
the last in which mass was celebrated in Eng¬ 
land. AVoollett is not the only name connected 
with the Arts in this place. Ravenet, the en¬ 
graver, Scheemakers, the sculptor, and Samuel 
Cooper, the celebrated miniature painter, are 
all buried here. 

Some admirers of the eminent engraver, 
wishing to see a more important memorial to 
his memory than this at St. Pancras, sub¬ 
scribed for a public monument, and placed it 
rather sti'augely in the west cloisters of West¬ 
minster Abbey. It was executed by Banks, 
the Royal Academician, and is inscribed simply 
with the date of AVoollett’s birth and death, 
and the epithet “Incisor Excellentissimus ” 
beneath the bust. A more ambitious labour 
is below: it is an attempt at allegory, for¬ 
tunately explained in plain English, and re¬ 
presents " the genius of Engraving handing 
down to posterity the works of Painting, 
Sculpture, and Architecture, 1x10181 Fame is 
distributing them to the four quarters of the 
globe.” It is a glorious example of the “art 
of sinking in poetry.” AA’oollett is at work 

engraving from a picture before him, but he is sur¬ 
rounded with so many nudities on all sides, that he 
is lost in the crowd of “ allegoricals.” The sculj)tor 
appears to have had his misgivings as to its being 
understood by the ordinary spectator, and has 
luckily left a key to the whole in our vernacular ; 
the Latin term, which tells of his ability, would do 
as well for au eminent surgeon. The whole thing 
is a ludicrous mistake. The rude gravestone of 

St. Pancras is a more sensible work: the one is 
a simple record, the other a pretentious failure. 

AVoollett’s earnest and laborious life passed 
quietly in his own workroom. Engravers have 
less of “incident” in their career than any 
other class of artists. Few persons know the 
continuous labour, sometimes of a most weari¬ 
some and monotonous kind, that must be un- 
si)ariugly given for months together to a large 
copper-plate in its preliminary stages. Human 
patience, in its supreme perfection, is necessary 
for the task. The amateur wlio glories over 
the exquisite prints in his portfolio, scarcely 
thinks of the wearisome application of years 
necessary to complete his valued gems. Less 
healthy than prison-labour, the engraver pro¬ 
secutes his art, “cabin’d, ciibb’d, confin’d,” 
in his studio, aud pores over his plate, until 
health, and sometimes eyesight, is a total 
wreck. His croivn is often one of martyrdom. 
The Arts exact their victims as well as other 
professions. AVoollett lost one-third of the life 
allotted to man. If the connoisseur thought 
of the artist as well as of the artist’s work, 
and gave one glance at the events of his career, 

he would discover the sunshine that delights him 
in the picture, was often ])roduced amid the clouds 

and darkness of a chequered life. 
The two plates by AVoollett w'hich have received 

the highest commendation of foreign amateurs, are 
“The"Death of General Wolfe,” and “The Battle 
of La Hogue,” from the pictures by Benjamin 
AVest: these works have never been surpassed by 
any engraver. His best portraits are those of 
George III., after Ramsay, and of Rubens, after 
A'an Dyck. ‘ F. AV. Fairholt. 
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THE STEHEOSCOrE AND ITS 
IMPROVEMENTS. 

MR. G. C. COOKE’S STEREOSCOPE, MR. CLAUDET’S 

STEREOJIONOSCOPE, AND M. D’ALMEIDA'3 

NEW STEREOSCOPIC APPARATUS. 

It would be a psychological inquii-y of much in¬ 
terest, to ascertain the principles by which we 
arc led to receive pleasurable impressions from 
the contemplation of the productions of the 
mimetic arts. Prom the earliest childliood, up 
to the very evening of life, we delight in repre¬ 
sentations of nature. This feeling is not con¬ 
fined to any one class—it is not a peculiarity 
of any favoured nation; the peasant and the 
peer, the highly cultivated and the unci¬ 
vilized man, enjoys, each in his own way, 
copies of those things with which he has been 
familiar. This peculiar faculty of the mind is 
manifest in every human being, but it varies 
greatly in its character, and yet more widely in 
its degree, according to the education of the 
indiviclual—according, indeed, to the circum¬ 
stances by which he has been surrounded. 

The extraordinary popularity of the stereo¬ 
scope—especially that form of the instrument 
which we owe to Sir David Brewster—is a 
forcible illustration of this. We look upon a 
photographic picture of—it may be—an avenue 
of trees, or a chasm in an Alpine country, and we 
express pleasure at the perfection of the detail 
and general beauty of the picture: we place 
either of those pictures in the stereoscope, 
and our expressions of pleasure are exalted 
into bursts of delight. The distance, the sha¬ 
dows, the visible hollows, the truth—the almost 
more than truth—of the solid picture which we 
see, appears to give us a new pleasure. We are 
charmed with a work of Art presented to us on 
a plain surface; but if, by the trick of Art, we 
are led to imagine that we look upon a figure 
of three dimensions, our pleasure is increased. 
How often have we heard the exclamation, 
“ The figure seems to stand out of the picture!” 
and this has been, by the uneducated admirer, 
regarded as the very perfection of artistic effort. 
Realizing this, as we do, in the highest degree, 
in a good stereoscope, with a truly executed 
stereoscopic picture; it is not surprising that 
the little instrument—which originated in re¬ 
searches for an explanation into the phenomena 
of single vision with a pair of eyes—should 
have become so suddenly popular, and so long 
retained its popularity. 

That constant attempts should be made to 
add to the facilities of our enjoyment in the 
use of the stereoscope, is not to be wondered at. 
We have stereoscopes produced for a shilling, 
which, to some extent, have brought the plea¬ 
sures of them home to the poor; and we have 
these instruments fitted with all the appliances 
and ornamentation which give it a place amidst 
the luxuries of the wealthy. Tastes of every 
order are catered to—very bad taste, indeed, 
in many cases;—and the production of these 
instruments and pictures has generated for 
hundreds of hands new forms of industry. We 
have described in previous numbers of the 
Art-Journal the ordinary forms of the stereo¬ 
scope ; we have endeavoured to render clear 
the principles upon which the stereoscopic 
effects depend; and we have already referred 
to some of the modifications which have been 
more recently introduced. Our attention has 
lately been called to a new form of the instru¬ 
ment, which has been patented by Mr. George 
Colleton Cooke, and is manufactured by Ne- 
gretti and Zambea, of CornhiU, who have in 
many ways been valuable contributors to the 
art. Several of their admirable publications 
we shall ere long bring under review. 

This instrument possesses advantages over 
every modification which we have yet exa¬ 

mined. Tlie improvements made by Mr. Cooke 
arc several, and we must endeavour to render 
tlicm as intelligible as possible to our readers. 
Ordinarily, the stereoscopic lenses arc placed in 
cylindrical tubes, without any arrangement by 
which the eyes arc left to view the picture 
undisturbed by the lateral rays which naturally 
fall upon them. Mr. Cooke applies to his 
stereoscope conical or pyramidal, or trumpet- 
mouthed tubes for the eye-pieces, as shown in 
the accompanying woodcut; by this arrange¬ 
ment the eyes arc protected, the field of 

view is increased, and larger lenses than usual 
can be employed: therefore, less in impedi¬ 
ment or obstruction than heretofore is offered 
to the rays emanating from the picture, and 
the eye of the observer is enabled to range 
more freely over the field of view. One 
difficulty has constantly presented itself in 
the use of the ordinary lenticular stereoscope. 
Whatever may be the conditions of vision, 
w’hether the observer had “long or short 
sight,” the same lenses were used, and fre¬ 
quently the pictures were very imperfectly 
seen; and we are convinced that in many cases 
the stereoscopic effect was never seen at all— 
imagination, to some extent, supplying the defi¬ 
ciencies of the eyes or the instrument. 

In the new form of stereoscope we have the 
adaptation to the eye-pieces of additional move- 
able lenses, adapted to different kinds of sight, 
for the purpose of assisting the observer in 
viewing the pictures. These lenses are either 
meniscus, concave, plano-convex, or double- 
convex, as may be required; and they are adapted 
to the instrument in such a manner that they 
are moved into and out of use by means of 
small levers projecting through the sides of the 
box, as shown in the drawing. If thought 
desirable, these lenses may be coloured, or 
coloured glass may be similarly adapted to 

the instrument, so as to throw any particular 
tint or colour over the picture when viewing 
the same. By this arrangement tlie snowy 
appearances of some photograjihs arc removed, 
and many charming efi'ccts may be produced 
— the golden glow of a meridian or of a 
tropical sun, may be cast over the landscape, 
the roseate tints of a summer evening may 
be imitated, or we may look upon the grey 
valleys and the purple hills of the gloaming of 
the autumn. Beyond this, such an arrangement 
presents to the philosopher the means of study¬ 
ing some of the law's of natnral coloration in 
a manner—as it appears to us—far more satis¬ 
factorily than with ihe coloured spectacles of 
Wollaston or Hcrschcl. These lenses or 
glasses, in Mr. Cooke’s stereoscope, may cither 
be placed immediately below the eye-pieces, as 
would be most desirable for persons having 
short or defective sight, or they may be placed 
about half way between the picture and the eye¬ 
pieces, as w'ould be best if it be deshed to 
magnify the picture. If mamifying lenses of 
short focal distance are employed, and placed 
immediately under the ordinary lenses, then 
the picture must be brought nearer to the eye, 
for which purpose, a shelf or ledge, upon which 
the picture is placed, is adapted to the inside of 
the instrument. This arrangement is shown at 
the opening nearest the eye-pieces. In addition 
to this there is the adaptation, immediately above 
the space occupied by the picture, of a double 
‘‘passe-partout’^ or frame, for the purpose of 
preserving uniformity of size in the pictures, as 
well as to prevent any light from being reflected 
from their margin and confusing the eye. 

The arrangements which have been described 
open for the stereoscope a new epoch: the in¬ 
strument is rendered effective for every pair of 
eyes, and all the adjustments are of the most 
simple kind, so that any person can at once rea¬ 
dily obtain the conditions best suited to his cir¬ 
cumstances of vision. The screen, or as the 
inventor calls it, the “ passe-partout,” is a very 
ingenious and a most important introduction. 
With it in the stereoscope you look absolutely 
into a dark chamber, and see, in all the beauty 
of light and shadow, the picture you desire to 
see, and that alone,—there is no intrusion of 
pieces of lateral images upon the stereoscopic 
one. The power of magnifying the picture is 
another improvement; and looking at the or¬ 
dinary picture, and at it when magnified, the 
difference is such as can scarcely be understood 
unless it is seen. In one case w'e looked upon 
a champagne country, beautiful in all the effects 
of distance, but bounded by a band of indis¬ 
tinct hills; in the other, every tree put forth 
additional clusters of leaves, and the remote 
hills were developed in all their characteristic 
details. In one example a temple of Thebes 
was seen, and we were pleased with the truth¬ 
ful representation of ancient Egypt; while in 
the other we realized—which w'e had never done- 
before—the colossal grandeur of those temples 
which were designed as emblems of eternal 
pow'er, and to subdue the minds of the wor¬ 
shippers by the awful vastuess of their sculp¬ 
tured columns. Hieroglyphics, which were but 
dimly seen in the smaller pictiu-es, came forth 
distinctly in the larger one, and it required 
but small effort of the imagination to feel that 
you looked upon the actual ruin of a fane in 
wliich a Pharaoh had prayed to the mighty and 
mysterious Isis. Eor portraits, there is in this 
instrument a novelty,—instead of looking on a 
miniature of our friends, there they are, in size 
and in solidity, before us. 

After a most careful examination of all the 
conditions of Mr. Cooke’s stereoscope, we are 
bound to state that it is by far the greatest 
improvement which has been made in this most 
interesting instrument. 

Mr. Claudet and M. D’Almeida have been 
working in another direction. With the ordinary 
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form of stereoscope, but oue person at a time 
can view the picture. They have been endea¬ 
vouring to render it visible to many. Mr. 
Claudet’s ideas arc best communicated in his 
own words :— 

“ I found that tlie images produced sepa¬ 
rately by the various points of the whole aper¬ 
ture of an object-glass are visible only when 
the refracted rays are falling on the ground 
glass of the camera-obscura in a line nearly 
coinciding with the optic axes, so that when 
both eyes are equally distant from the centre 
of the ground glass, cacli eye jtcrceives only 
the image refracted iii an obbque direction on 
that surface from the opposite side of the 
object-glass. Consequently each side of an 
object-glass, in proportion to its aperture, giving 
a dilferent perspective of a solid placed before 
it, the resrrlt is an illusion of relief as conspi¬ 
cuous as when looking naturally at the objects 
themselves. From the consideration of these 
singular facts, unnoticed before, I was led to 
think that it would be possible to construct a 
new stereoscope in winch, looking with both 
eyes at once on a ground glass at the point of 
coalescence of the two images of a stereoscopic 
slide, each refracted by a separate lens, we could 
see it on that surface in the same relief which 
is produced by the common stereoscope.” 

The Stereomonoscoiie is, in fact, a camera- 
obscura supplied with two lenses, each mounted 
on a sliding frame, in order to be able to give 
them, according to the focal distance, the hori¬ 
zontal separation necessary for producing on 
the ground glass the coalescence of the images 
of the two sides of a slide placed before the 
camera. The slide being cut in two parts, the 
two images can also, moving in a groove, be 
separated in a horizontal direction, until they 
are sufficiently apart to be refracted on the 
ground glass by the two lenses in the most 
oblique direction consistent with the production 
of a well-defined image; for it is to the in¬ 
creased degree of obliquity of the refracted rays 
in falling on the ground glass that is due the 
more effective extinction, or evanescence, of 
the image for the eye, whose axis consequently 
deviates in a greater degree from the line of 
refraction. 

M. D’Almeida proposes to obtain such a 
disposition as shall render the stereoscopic 
images visible at the distance of many feet, and 
that the illusion of relief shall be perceived 
from different points of the apartment in which 
the experiment may be tried. By means of a 
lens he projects upon a screen the image of 
two ordinary stereoscopic pictures. The pro¬ 
jected images are brought together, but they 
are not superposed line upon line—this is im¬ 
possible, for the pictures are not identical. 
The two images form upon the screen a con¬ 
fusion {enchevetrement) of lines: it becomes 
necessary, therefore, that one image only should 
be offered to each eye. To effect this, M. U’Al- 
meida places in the path of the rays two 
coloured glasses, the colours employed being 
complimentary—thus one is a green glass, and 
the other is a red oue. By this means the pro¬ 
jected images on the screen are rendered, one 
green and the other red. If we then place be- 
I'ore the eyes coloured glasses of the same tint, 
parallel to these, the green image is shown 
only to the eye covered with a green glass, and 
the red image to the eye covered with the red 
glass, and thus stereoscopic relief is obtained. 

Motion has been employed by M. D’Almeida 
to produce the same result, with uncolourcd 
images. A similar arrangement of the lens and 
pictures to the preceding is adopted, except 
that a perforated card is placed before each 
stereoscopic picture, and these cards can be 
made to revolve with rapidity,—this motion 
being produced by an electro-magnetic appa¬ 
ratus,—the picture falling on the screen only 
when the light passes through the perforation: 
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a similar arrangement is placed in front of the 
observer, moved, indeed, by the same apparatus 
at the same rate. It will be understood that 
the perforations arc so adjusted that the two 
images do not fall 07i the sci-een at e.vactig the 
same time. With great rapidity, first one and 
then the other picture becomes visible; and 
when the motion is sufficiently ra))id, the indi¬ 
vidual placed behind the second system of per¬ 
forated cards sees the picture with all the effects 
of stereosco])ic relief. 

We have no doubt birt, from the suggestions 
furnished by these very ingenious arrangements, 
we shall in a short time be called on to view 
stereoscopic exhibitions. R. Hunt. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

To the Editor of “ The Aut-Journal.” 

THE OBELISK AS A FEATURE OF BIUTISII ART. 

Sir,—At the last meeting hut one of the Architects’ 
Institute, the Itev. Mr. Burgess read a most inter¬ 
esting paper on Obelisks, especially alluding to those 
re-erected in Koine; and in its course strongly ad¬ 
vocated the adoption of the obelisk in Britain, as 
one form of monumental record. The subject caused 
so much interest, that the discussion was continued 
on the following meeting; at the commencement of 
which a communication on the subject from Sir 
Gardner IVilkinson was read, which is quoted in 
the August number of the Art-Journal; and to some 
points of which I should be glad of a little space in 
your columns to advert. 

Sir Gardner says,—“ But it may be asked what 
idea we associate with an obelisk, and ivhat is our 
plea for adopting it as a monument ? We have no 
feeling, no association connected with an obelisk'. 
The Egyptians had a reason for its invention and 
employment.” 

Now, to start hi limine, a pyramid is a scarped 
small mountain, and an obelisk is a splinter of 
rock fashioned on four sides; and it is possible 
that both these vvere originally images or emblems 
adopted from hill-worship. However this may be, 
as regards our use of the obelisk, we have its pro¬ 
totype in many places around our own isles, among 
which, the “ Needles,” in the Isle of Wight, are 
perhaps the best known, although by no means the 
most perfect examples. Such natural forms in many 
places, approacliing very near to the obelisks in shape, 
are to be found indeed in many places iu the world, 
and I believe that very nearly, if not the exact 
prototype, iu small, of the Egyptian obelisk is to be 
found among the natm'al crystals. Perhaps, there¬ 
fore, of all forms adopted by Art, the obelisk is the 
one that is thus the most common heritage of 
man. This is one plea for adopting the obelisk; and 
two ideas we may associate with the obelisk are, 
those of Elegance and Endurance. Tliere are obelisks 
yet standing, which we have reason to suppose, 
have held their position for not less than 3000 
years, and this forms another plea for adopting it as 
a monumental record. 

Sir Gardner proceeds to object that the point of 
the “pyramidion,” or angular summit of the 
obelisk, has been deformed in some examples in 
Rome, by the adjuncts of crosses, rays, and various 
other conceits, and that they have been placed on 
incongruous bases. This is, however, only an ob¬ 
jection applied to these iuharmouious adjuncts, and 
has no just relation to the. employment of the obelisk 
itself, free of these additions. As regards, indeed, the 
additions of any finial to the obelisk, Mr. Burgess 
expresses himself very clearly that he greatly objects 
to it; in which opinion, I, for oue, beg thoroughly 
to join, as 1 conceive that any adjunct of this kind 
injures the character of the obel’sk, and destroys its 
upwardness. Also, as Sir Gardner remarks, “ that 
when we have treated it w'e have erred in depressing 
the apex.” Tliis again is a perfectly just observation 
as regards defects in rendering the ohelisk, but con¬ 
tains no argument against this feature justly treated. 

Sir Gardner further says that the Egyptians “em¬ 
ployed the obelisk as a contrast to the long horizontal 
lines of the cornice of their temples; and two obelisks 
were placed for this purpose in front of the towers of 
their propylaea ;”—that is, these were associated in a 
twin treatment on these occasions ; but this, I appre¬ 

hend, contains no more argument against their.being 
treated otherwise on other occasions than such as 
would argue that because the dome and the spire are 
occasionally treated double, that they should not some¬ 
times he single ; or that because some statues stand 
iu niches, that none ought to be allowed to have their 
places singly on a pedestal. 

I confess, if I may venture to say so, that it 
appears to me the whole argument to which this 
has reference, is swayed by an archeological feeling 
that the obelisk wholly belongs to the Egyptians, 
and that we have no right to it. Now this is an 
obstruction which, if it had been entertained at the 
time of Pericles, we should have had no Parthenon, 
for the Parthenon has columns as well as the temples 
of Egypt. It is an obstruction of a nature also 
directly in the path of the progress of Art. The 
Greeks, however, although I believe they did use 
single columns, did not adopt the obelisk ; if they 
did I hold that they would no doubt have improved 
it, as they did the columns which they adopted from 
those of Egypt. But as it is, the Egyptians seem 
to have carried the natural type of the “splinter of 
rock ” but a short way in Art; and, as far as I have 
been as yet able to learn, its problem remains to this 
day in the unfinished state in which it was left by 
the Pharaohs. Would Sir Gardner Wilkinson desire 
to interpose his authority iu the path of the worldng 
out of one of the most interesting problems which 
perhaps remain to the architects of the present day 
to solve, viz., the perfecting of this feature by means 
of a compensatory curvilinear treatment, analogous 
to that by which the Greeks improved the, in some 
degree, similar feature of the column? As, how¬ 
ever, by the kind invitation of the Royal Institute 
of British Architects, I, on two late occasions, en¬ 
tered pretty fully into my views on this subject, I 
may be excused from further detailing them here. 

As regards, however, iu a general view, the use 
of the obelisk, as a separate monumental record, I 
would draw attention to this point, that, although 
in several of the Egyptian examples they were directly 
associated with buildings, they were never joined 
to them, nor were they ever features of support, 
which columns were and are; and yet columns were 
used separate and isolated, as I understand, even by 
the Greeks. A fortiori, therefore, obelisks seem 
more natm'ally appropriate in the latter situation. 
Also obelisks were used as features of record ; Hiero¬ 
glyphics being incised over their surface, they thus 
became, as it were, open books of vast endurance. 
In the case of the adoption of an obelistic monolith 
of large size in this country, in memory of any 
subject worthy of the record, I would likewise 
suggest a similar employment of its whole surface, 
that is, not iu hieroglyphics of course, but iu in¬ 
scription iu our own language and time, which, in 
my belief, might, by proper treatment, be so incised 
as to enrich the sui'faces with an arrangement of 
letters which w'ould be perfectly legible even at the 
top, however high the obelisk might be. 

.My view is, that the question should be regarded, 
if possible, freed from archfeological trammels ; that 
we should consider the types of obelistic form which 
nature affords us in our own country; that ex¬ 
amples of the treatment of the obelisk by the 
Egyptians and other nations (for its use, even in 
old times, was not confined to Egypt) should of 
course be cousulted, and their effects, good or insuf¬ 
ficient, tested; and that improvements should be 
thoroughly tried and tested according to the- best 
rules of Art, especially those which have bequeathed 
to us the columns of the Parthenon : and further, 
that in case such a feature of record be recpiired, 
it be a British obelisk of British granite. In 
regard to this last point, I understand that our isles 
will afford such of dimensions as large as, or larger 
than, any of those which were hewn of old time from 
the quarries of Egypt. John Bell. 

ARSENIC IN FAFER-HANGINGS. 

Sir,—I must beg of you to pardon the liberty I am 
taking, in addressing you on the subject of one of 
your articles in the number for this month. I refer 
to that on “Arsenic, in Paper Hangings,” signed 
“ Robert Huntin which that gentleman has 
alluded to my name in a disparaging, and, in what 
appears to nie, a somewhat unfair manner. 

Mr. Hunt says—“ Hr. Halley states some experi¬ 
ment instituted by him to determine the question 
of the volatilization of arsenic from paper, but these 



are sufficiently in error, as the following quotation 
will prove, to destroy his evidence as an authority on 
the sidyect'.—‘Tlie air of the room was next carefully 
tested (by means of sheets of paper soaked in a solu¬ 
tion of the ammonio-nitrate of silver, a very delicate 
test of arsenic), and distinct crystals of arsenious 
acid’ were obtained.” ilr. Hunt adds—“ Now, 
every chemist knows that the ammonio-nitrate of 
silver test is the so-called Hume’s tost for arsenic, 
and that had arsenic been present. Dr. Halley would 
not have obtained crystals of arsenious acid, which 
are white, hut the yellow diarsenitc of silver.” 
Now, sir, the above objections to my statement can 
ho plausible only with those unacquainted with the 
subject. In replying, on the spur of the moment, 
to Mr. Fletcher’s letter in the columns of an un¬ 
professional journal, I did not enter into every step 
of an analysis of a purely chemical nature, but gave 
the result of the experiments, indicating the key, 
however, to the means employed for obtaining those 
results, in order that any other chemist, curious in 
the matter, might, if he so pleased, repeat my 
experiments, of course filling up the blanks left in 
the process—not for a moment conceiving it possible 
that any person, with scientific pretensions, could 
construe my words as Mr. Hunt has done. The 
obtaining of arsenious acid crystals was a positive 
and conclusive result—the fact—terminating the 
whole experiment, the commencement of which 
was, the suspension in my room of sheets of paper 
soaked in the solution of ammonio-nitrate of silver; 
the merest tyro in chemistry is perfectly aware that 
arsenious acid crystals could not be obtained direct 
in such a case. 

But now, if you will allow me, I will state 
further, that my experiments were most carefully 
performed and repeated ; that, throughout, I had 
the advantage of the kind and able assistance of 
Mr. Williams, of New Cavendish Street, W., a 
gentleman professionally engaged in chemical manu¬ 
facture on a wholesale scale ; the tests used were 
all prepared by him, and he most kindly undertook 
much of the minutise of the analyses. Neither 
Mr. Williams nor myself expected the result ob¬ 
tained ; and at the conclusion of the experiments 
the test-tubes, to the naked eye, gave no distinct 
result, until, on being submitted to the microscope, 
the unmistakeable crystals of arsenious acid, numer¬ 
ous and well-defined, were evident. 

I can only explain the failure of other gentlemen 
who have tried the experiments, to which Mr. Hunt 
alludes, by supposing either that the process was 
not continued long enough to obtain a result, or 
that, from the very minute character of the result¬ 
ing crystals, they may have been overlooked—orS'that 
from some papers the arsenic is more readily given 
off, in what manner or form I am not prepared to 
affirm ; but I have no hesitation in reasserting the 
facts contained in my letter to the Times, of the 11th 
of January last, the only statement I have made on 
the subject. Alexandeb, Halley, M.D. 

7, Harley Street, August 23, 1858. 

Sir,—I have read, with all care. Dr. Halley’s letter, 
and I am unable to put any other construction upon 
the passage quoted from his communication to the 
Times than that which I have given. If Dr. Hatley 
detected arsenious acid on paper soaked in a solution 
of the ammonio-nitrate of silver, I must confess I 
do not understand it.* Kobeut Hunt. 

* Since tlie above was written, tlie following report lias 
come to hand. The new offices of the Inland Kevenue 
Department being hung with the green arsenical papers, 
Mr. Phillips, the chemist to the hoard, was directed to in¬ 
vestigate the subject. Mr. Pliillips lias made his report, 
and from it I beg you will allow me to make tlie following 
quotations :—“Ammonio-nitrate of silver is a test of arse¬ 
nious acid, but not in. the manner which Dr. Hatley seems to 
suppose, as it does not cause the deposition of crystals of arse¬ 
nious add (which are colourless), hut produces a bright yellow 
precipitate of arsenite of silver, provided the amount of 
ammonia present in the test he very exactly proportioned 
to that of the nitrate of silver. If such he not the case, no 
lirecipitate is produced. These particulars are mentioned, 
because Dr. Halley appears not to have resorted to any 
other test, but to liave concluded merely from the appear¬ 
ance of the crystals formed on his test paper, and without 
analyzing tAem, that tliey must be those in question.” The 
conclusions arrived at by Mr. Phillips, after a series of 
careful experiments, were as follows:— 

“ 1st. That even when a small bulk of air is allowed to 
remain for a considerable time in contact with a large sur¬ 
face of arsenical paper, and that, too, at a temperature of 
80“ Fahr., not the slightest trace of arsenical acid is dif¬ 
fused in the air. Still less might the air of an ordinary 
room, which occupies a large space in proportion to the 
surface of the walls, and which is constantly changed by 
ventilation, be expected to become contaminated by the 
poison. 

“ 2nd. That the products of the combustion of gas do not 
facilitate the liberation of arsenious acid from the surface 
of green paper. 

“ 3rd. That arsenious acid is not volatilized from the 
surface of iiaper, except at temperatures too high for human 
endurance.” 

n. H. 

PICTUIIE JOBBERY IN AUSTRALIA. 

Sir,—As a subscriber to the Art-Journal from its 
commencement, and one truly thankful to see your 
vigorous and persevering efforts to expose and decry 
all that is false and unsound in Art, and thus save 
many ytmsf-patrons both their credit and their 
money, permit me to relate to you the inglorious 
termination of an “Art-Union” scheme in the city 
of Melbourne. 

Public attention was recently invited by an attrac¬ 
tive advertisement setting forth the merits of a won¬ 
derful “Tintoretto,” price £600; a “ Doust,” at 
£200; a “ Goodall,” at £400; a “Williams,” at 
.£150 ; a “ Blind Fiddler,” by Boberts, at £150, &c., 
in all, I believe, ten pictures, whose value was esti¬ 
mated at £1600. The advertisement also contained 
the names of several influential gentlemen, who 
appeared to have lent themselves to the scheme un¬ 
wittingly ; these were appointed as a committee of 
management, and to superintend the drawing. There 
were 1600 shares at £1 Is., Thus making the whole 
1,600 guineas. These paintings were exhibited, in 
an indifl'erent light, in an auction room. I went to 
see them, and perceived at a glance the almost utter 
worthlessness of the whole collection. They were 
in gorgeous frames, but the pictures were not even 
tolerable copies. The “Tintoretto” (£600!) was 
execrable. The “ Goodall” (his “ Village Fes¬ 
tival”) was a most miserable copy. The “Blind 
Fiddler,” said to be by Roberts, but really about as 
bad an imitation of Wilkie’s picture as I ever saw. 
The “Doust,” a marine subject, was below the 
average of furniture pictures ; and there was a large 
gaudy “Fruit-piece,” and a Welsh view by “Wil¬ 
liams,” which, so far as I could see the picture, was 
the only genuine painting of them all. This ap¬ 
peared to he really a good picture. I think I may 
safely say of the whole, this last excepted, they 
were not worth the frames that enclosed them. 

After being exhibited for several days, and regu¬ 
larly advertised, a short letter appeared in the lead¬ 
ing journal, the Argus, throwing some doubts on 
the genuineness of these paintings, and signed 
“Sceptic.” Another letter quickly followed by 
“ Sceptic 2.” Then a relative of Goodall’s wrote, 
to testify he had seen his cousin at work on the 
original, and that this was not the picture he had 
seen in England. This was replied to by a friend 
of the proprietor of the “ scheme,” who altogether 
evaded the question of the genuineness of the 
“ Goodall,” and spoke largely of the merits of the 
other works. Then came testimonies to the real 
value of the paintings from other gentlemen, com¬ 
petent to give them ; among these, Mr. Clarke, a 
landscape painter here of considerable ability. The 
other side attempted some replies, when the Argus 
gave forth a telling article and a criticism on each 
painting, and this, I am happy to say, has extin¬ 
guished the “ scheme.” From to-day’s Argus I ex¬ 
tract the “dying speeches,” which I send you. 

My object in forwarding these particulars to you, 
is, that you may notice (either by printing this 
letter, or otherwise) the failure of this daring attempt 
to foist very bad copies on the public here, in order 
that its promoters may receive from the unsuspect¬ 
ing no less [a sum than one thousand six hundred 
guineas in return. You may thus prevent the recur¬ 
rence of similar attempts, and sc, indirectlj', en¬ 
courage the few artists we have among us, who 
must have been sorely disquieted to see such prices 
affixed to vile works, while their own meritorious pro¬ 
ductions are passed by for the supposed picture of 
some famous name at home. J. G. Medland. 

The Parsonage, Williamstown, Victoria, 
July 12, 1858. 

[tYe received by the same mail that brought this letter, 
another from a personal friend of our own, who is an artist 
resident at Melbourne, giving us full particulars of this 
most nefarious scheme, which we rejoice to know is nipped 
in the bud. Happily our labours to expose dishonest 
picture-dealing have extended to other lands than our 
own; and although instances of imposition are still seen 
at home,—tlie recent St. Paul's Churchyard job, for ex¬ 
ample,—both here and elsewhere there are those able and 
ready to e.xpose the cheats.—Ei). A.-/.] 

THE DRAWING MASTER. 

Sir,—To draw with respectable accuracy has now 
become an important feature in several examina¬ 
tions required for the public service; but until 
certain reforms have been set afoot, the drawing- 
master will remain, as he has always been—the 
obscure individual, the forgotten one, the Pill Gar- 
lick of his profession : his boots will still remain 
cracked, and his coat and hat as seedy as ever; in 
short, many of them must remain in the mire until 
they are helped out of it. “ But who is to do that ? ” 
inquires the public, and answer says, “His own pro¬ 
fession.” Most professions have earnestly sifted their 

own members, especially in obliging them to pass 
examinations of proficiency; the result of which is, 
that higher rank is obtained, and its sequence— 
better pay. It is true that the Arts have been con¬ 
sidered open professions, and more is the pity. 
A man may have a taste for Art, and none for the 
desk he was destined for; but it ought not to follow 
that he is fit to instruct. And 1 beg to maintain 
that if the spirits of the profession had guided the 
drawing master, ho would not only have occupied 
his chair in as dignified a manner as university 
men, but he would have received what his due is— 
a remuneration equal to his services. 

Now let us inquire into the drawing master’s 
real position—what he has to teach, and how he is 
paid. Every public school in England has its 
drawing master, but he certainly is not in reality 
“on the staff;” his name is there to be sure, but 
his pocket is not, except, probably, in the very 
wealthy foundations, where “ cash is no object.” 
The salaries were all distributed, ages ago, to pro¬ 
fessors of Latin and Greek, and to this day the 
drawing-master pays himself by the extraction of a 
fee from every scholar. This is a gross and scan¬ 
dalous injustice to our public schools ; they were 
intended by their noble founders to be gratuitous, 
but in those days many branches of learning, now 
absolutely necessary, did not exist in any shape, 
and no provision was ever made for them. SVe 
may include masters of foreign languages, who, 
although better provided for, are still in the same 
rank with the drawing master. Now, most public 
schools are quite wealthy' enough to pay all their 
professors; and not only that, but to support them 
in the same respectability as any other master. 

In many public schools drawing has been taught 
in a remarkably useless w'ay; it has been looked 
upon only as a recreation to the scholars, something 
for a wet half-holiday; and in many schools yet, 
drawing is not looked upon as any branch of learn¬ 
ing, and is taught and practised only in leisure time 
and half-holidays; then they copy lithographs, 
and call that learning to draw. Sui'ely drawing 
has a higher meaning ; is there no science in archi¬ 
tecture or fortification .f* Is perspective nothing ? 
On the contrary, these three subjects alone are ex¬ 
ceedingly difficult, and contain the real science of 
drawing. The first step required is time to teach 
drawing,—one day, or at least four hours in the 
week, to every boy in the school. Now until this 
point is gained, and drawing considered as a branch 
of public education, the master will never be pro¬ 
perly paid, unless he is paying himself by the ex¬ 
traction of very high fees. Until, also, he has ob¬ 
tained a status by passing an examination, he will 
not stand in that rank which he ought to have ; a 
good drawing-master ought to be a good mathema¬ 
tician, or he can never understand the above 
subjects thoroughly; and when some ordeal is esta¬ 
blished, and none employed unless they have been 
taught professionally, so long will the drawing- 
master remain in his anomalous condition. 

I cannot say how this is to be done; the Royal 
Academy is the head of the profession, but whether 
their function extend into the educational parts of 
it I do not know, or whether the subject is too low 
or too high ; it seems to me W'orthy of attention. 
They might find it not an ignoble subject to endow 
a few professional chairs, with any small amount, for 
their deserving students ; but the examination and 
discipline would have to be special. The Law 
Society and the College of Surgeons do not consider 
it infra dig. to look after the members of their 
profession; why should not the Royal Academy 
pay some attention to theirs ? They would gain 
mightily in popularity', and, I may add, in legiti¬ 
mate power; but the matter is publie, and any' of 
our artistic societies may lend a fostering hand to 
it. Of one thing they may be certain, the general 
support of the profession, and the gratitude of the 
drawing master. 

I was, sir, educated at a public school, learned 
Art in a Royal Academy, and am a drawing master 
in a public grammar school, and you have here 
twenty years’ experience slightly sketched. If the 
drawing master’s position is ever improved I shall 
not see it, for I am too old ; but of this I am con¬ 
fident, that if drawing is to be made a part of 
education, or a knowledge of Art given to the 
youths of the middle class, it will do more service 
than all the schools of design in the world. To 
appreciate Art, you must give a knowledge of it; 
to give a knowledge of it, time must be allowed to 
the student; and that time may very well be spared 
from the mass of cumbrous learning stuffed into 
our youth. Much that they read is worthless, 
has no practical use whatever ; and in most cases, 
happily for them, the books are closed when they 
leave school, never to be opened again. 

R. lY. 
September 14, 1858. 
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WILLIAII PITT. 

The anuals of the British empire present no two 
more illustrious names among our statesmen than 
those of the Earl of Chatham and his son William 
Pitt. iMcn differ, and alwa3's will differ, as to the 
wisdom of the jjolicy which, at the various epochs of 
their career, the father and son pursued ; yet few deny 
them the merit of devoted patriotism, great powers 
of oratory, and the highest official qualifications. 
We have in our time two statesmen, the Earl of 
Derby and Lord Stanley, whose career furnishes a 
somewhat parallel case to that of Chatham and 
Pitt—e.veept in this point, that Chatham died before 
his son entered Parliament; now we have father and 
son occupying the highest posts in the Government. 

William Pitt, second son of the Earl of Chatham, 
was horn at llaycs, near Bromley, in Kent, on the 
2Sth of May, 1759. At the age of foiulecn he was 
sent to Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, where he pursued 
his studies under the direction of Dr. Prettyman, 
who afterwards took the name of Tomline, and be¬ 
came Bishop of Winchester, and the biographer of his 
iUustrious pupil. After leaving Cambridge, Pitt 
entered himself at Lincoln’s Inn, and was called to 
the bar in 1780, intending to follow the law as a 
profession; but after going the western circuit once 
or twice, he was returned to Parliament for the 
nomination borough of xVpplcby, through the interest 
of the patron. Sir James Lowthcr, afterwards Earl of 
Lonsdale. The law courts were now esohanged for the 
more culai'ged arena of public exhibition—the floor 
of the House of Commons, where his first parlia¬ 
mentary essay as an orator is said to have astonished 
the members by its eloquence and powerful rea¬ 
soning ; he at once took his place as a debater by 
the side of Burke, Fox, Sheridan, and the other 
great statesmen who at that time were the leaders 
of the two great senatorial parties in the lower 
house. 

That the genius of Pitt was equal to the onerous 
duties devolving upon him, the history of his admin¬ 
istration abundantly testifies: for nearly seventeen 
jTars he directed the affairs of the state at a most 
important and critical period: his master-mind suc¬ 
cessfully combated his opponents at home, and 
erected a barrier of opposition against Euglish demo¬ 
cratic, and French revolutionary, principles: he was 
literally “the pilot that weathered the storm” which 
agitated Europe, keeping the nations in continual 
alarm, and jeopardizing the thrones of their sove¬ 
reigns. It has been regretted, by some who have 
written the history of the country during Pitt’s 
administration, that the outbreak of the French 
Revolution, not very long before he came into ])ower, 
should have transformed him from a peace-minister 
into a war-minister; these writers suppose that if 
circumstances had permitted him to devote his 
administrative talents to the internal economy of 
England and her colonies, and if his political rivals 
had not goaded him into opposing measures he had 
once supported, neither the country nor its depen¬ 
dencies would have been compelled to w'ait the 
passing of those beneficial legislative enactments 
which succeeding ministries have carried forward, 
and which we have lived to see. It was well, how¬ 
ever, for England, that she had at the helm of affairs 
one who was able to direct the vessel of the state 
safely through the most terrible years of the revolu¬ 
tionary tempest on the Continent. 

Pitt died on the 23rd of January, I80G: his 
death, at the comparatively early age of forty-seven, 
is attributed to the anxieties of mind, and the cease¬ 
less strain, upon a constitution natmally not strong, 
which he had undergone almost from his youth : it 
is also said to have been hastened by the successes 
of the French revolutionary armies in the latter part 
of the year 1805, against the European coalition 
which he had formed to oppose them ; the battle of 
Austerlitz, fought December 2, 1805, between the 
French and the Austrio-Eussiau armies, dissolved 
the allied confederacy for a time. 

Mr. Daily’s statue of Pitt has recently been 
placed among those of other distinguished statesmen 
in the corridor of the House of Commons: the figme 
has a commanding, but not agreeable presence; 
moreover, the costume of the period is anything but 
scidpturesque, though it assists the spectator in 
realising the individual. 

SKETCHING SOCIETIES. 

The publication, by Mr. Hogarth, some time since, of 
a set of plates from drawings by “The Sketching So¬ 
ciety,” has occasioned among amateurs and patrons 
some curiosity as to the constitution of this society, 
of which so little is known beyond the professional 
sphere of -Vrt. In years gone by, and at various 
intervals, we remember to have seen reminiscences 
of this society in turning over some teeming folio 
at the Graphic, or the Artists’ Conversazione, or 
elsewhere; perhaps when on some special occasion 
a skctcher may have exhibited instances of his own 
quality. But these works arc generally overlooked 
in mi.xcd collections ; of some of them respectively 
we have heard it said by a discriminating public, 
that it was “too rough”—“too smooth”—“per¬ 
haps his earliest attempt”—“ very hard”—“very 
soft”—“Leslie! nonsense, he never saw it”—“by 
Stanfield ! a vile forgery,” &c. And hence “ The 
Sketching Society,” after an existence of just half 
a century, has in nowise impressed the public mind; 
because their utterances are the “high jinks” of 
Art, for the relish of which some practice in the 
same arena is necessary. When any of these slight, 
but characteristic and very masterly productions are 
publicly seen, it is not generally known—and per¬ 
haps if it were it w'ould he but little heeded—^that 
they are the resrdt of a tw'o hours’ sederunt—a 
brief discussion of some pleasant topic—a charade 
limited to one scene, wherein each actor interprets 
the proposition according to his own fancy. But 
slight as are these works, we are struck at once— 
as well in recent essays, as in those of antecedent 
periods—by the pleasantry of Leslie, the sentiment 
of Uwins, the satire of Chaloii—constitutionally a 
sketcher—the descriptive counterpoint of Stanfield; 
in short, by these inalienable characteristics of all 
the circle which, in the thst conception as in the 
finished work, are bone of their bone, spirit of 
their spirit, xkn Art-devotee, for his full and entire 
gratification, need not have an iron constitution, 
but he must be a person of certain stamina, for he 
must see everything, and consent to the sacrifice of 
being considerably imdone by exhibitions at the 
end of the season. We have fallen on an epoch of 
exhibitions; when we escape for a short time from 
their turmoil, we are either thinking on those that 
are past, or preparing for those that are to come; 
never was human life more purely and simply a 
study of colour and effect. But these sketches— 
they are not of a character appreciable in the glare 
of what the public know as an “exhibition:” they 
may be dry and learned, or they may be extravagantly 
hilarious, but they must shrink oppressed by the 
impertinent hues and curious finish which an in¬ 
exorable public now demand in works of Art; and 
thus the reputation of the society has extended but 
little bejmud professional circles. 

The idea of the first sketching club of which any 
certain account is extant, originated with three 
artists, Francis Stephens and the two Chalons, on 
Twelfth-day, 1808, for the study of epic and 
pastoral design. The number of the members was 
limited to eight; and even so the society, with the 
supply of the incidental vacancies of so long a 
term of years, has continued until the present time. 
In this the original society, the sketches become 
the property of the artist at whose house the meet¬ 
ing takes place, so that each in rotation becomes 
the possessor of a set of drawings, and thus in time 
an extensive collection is formed. So well stocked 
indeed are the folios of the members, that, on a 
recent occasion at one of the Hampstead conver¬ 
sazioni, a selection of them entirely covered the 
walls of the assembly room. The following in¬ 
teresting minute stands in the record of the transac¬ 
tions of the society, under date Jan. 7, 1842:-— 
“ Subject, by command of he’’ Majesty the Queen, 
‘ Desire;’ members present, J. J. Chalon, A. E. 
Chalon, S. J. Stump, T. Uwlus, C. Stanfield, 
J. Partridge, and J. Cristall. President E. II. 
Leslie absent through indisposition.” 

A subject having been proposed by the president 
for tne night, the members then assembled were me¬ 
ditating on the various modes of treating it, when 
Partridge, arriving from Windsor, brought an envelope 
sealed with the arms of the Queen and Pr ince Albert, 
inclosing a command from her hlajesty, written by 
herself, and now fixed in the society’s book, that 

the subject of the evening should be ‘Desire.’” 
It may be supposed that her IMajesty’s autograph 
occasioned no small excitement in the little society, 
and it will be believed that each member taxed his 
powers to the utmost in acknowledgment of the 
regal compliment. On the occasion of the next 
meeting the Queen again honoured the society by 
proposing the w'ord “ Elevation” as a subject, and 
all the sketches were sent to the palace the next 
morning by ten o’clock for her Majesty’s inspec¬ 
tion. The interest felt by the Queen in this 
society w'as further evinced in the expression of a 
desire to purchase a drawing from each of the 
members; but as the society had a rule which they 
were unwilling to infringe, w’hich interdicted the 
sale of these wmrks, they resolved unanimously to 
request her Majesty’s acceptance of a set to be 
selected by herself from the” folios of the club; 
which the Queen was graciously pleased to do, 
expressing in most flattering terms her admiration 
of the talents of the artists, and her sense of the 
pleasure afforded her by their valuable presents. 
The subjects proposed by the members among them¬ 
selves frequently does not extend beyond a single 
w'ord, as “ Elevation,” A. E. Chalon; “ Rachel 
weeping for her Children,” J. J. Chalon; “ Cupid 
and Psyche,” T. Uwins ; “ Scene in Switzerland,” 
S. J. Stump ; “ Daughters of Minins,” J. Cristall; 
“ Desire,” C. Stanfield; “ Ophelia,” C. K. Leslie ; 
“ Curiosity,” J. Partridge ; and “ An imitation of 
Berghem,” was a subject proposed by Sir E. Land¬ 
seer on an occasion wlien he was a visitor. As the 
time allowed for these sketches w'as so short, it will 
be understood that they could not be highly finished ; 
indeed, they are remarkable for freedom of execution, 
whence many of them derive properties which they 
would inevitably lose in a detailed realization. 

It is now many years since the institution of the 
Friday night sketching meetings, held by the Artists’ 
Society at Langham Chambers. These meetings 
were first appointed at the old rooms of the society 
in Clipstone Street, where for a long scries of years 
the society night by night set their life-model, alter¬ 
nately nude and draped; and to the facilities 
afforded by that society, many men who now enjoy 
a proud distinctiou in their profession are indebted 
for much of their proficiency in their art. 

The Sketching Club, of which we describe the 
constitution above, has been the model on which 
many others have been formed; but the evening’s 
practice is generally limited to water-colour, whereas 
at Langham Chambers the appliances and means 
admit of sketching in oil, water-colour, or charcoal. 
The “sketching” season, that is, the term during 
which these weekly assemblies take place for ideal 
composition, is what may be called the winter half 
year; but the “sketching” season, so called, gene¬ 
rally is that period of the year when landscape 
painters proceed to the country in search of subject- 
matter. From week to week the subjects—for there 
are two—are set forth on a black board, one of the 
themes interpretable in figure, and the other in 
landscape, composition. The model rises at eight, 
and at eight commences the two hours’ sitting with 
the service of tea and coffee by Wall {noineii viira- 
hile!) for the suggestion of Quince, the carpenter, 
has been acted on these thirty years, there is ahvays 
“ a Wall in the great chamber.” The subjects pro¬ 
posed are generally limited to one wmrd ; they might 
be “ Temptation” for figure composition, and “ The 
Hill-side” for landscape essay. At the expiration 
of the two hours the sketches are exhibited; and 
marvellous is the variety of resource, conception, 
and treatment show'll in the drawings produced in 
one brief passage of two hours. Even in this short 
space some of the oil sketches are finished with a 
brilliancy, and even a sharpness, almost emulative 
of repeated paintings; and some of the water¬ 
colour drawings are signalized by the utmost 
beauty of the material and masterly skill. One 
version of “ Temptation” may be a desultory inci¬ 
dent from the highways and byways of our mighty 
Babylon ; the point may be an handkerchief peeping 
from the pocket of a elderly city clerk standing 
at a print-shop window. Here the sore trial is of 
an urchin, who eyes an apple fallen from a fruit- 
stall ; there also the temptation is in an apple, but 

on a tree, where— 
“ Grows the euro of all, a fruit divine,] 

Fair to the eye, inviting to the taste, 
Of virtue to make wise ; what hinders then 
To roach, and feed at once both body and mind V", 



WILLIAM PITT. 
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Another is a story of a canine ineiidicant, wliose ribs 
make proclamation of liis poverty, and having, like 
Hobson’s Mcdica, “ no whereabouts —another is 
from the fifth act of Othello ;—another from the fifth 
scene of the lirst act of Macbeth; others from the 
fourth chapter of St. Luke, and others in diverse 
qenres, satirical, and sentimental. Then there is the 
landscape, which, in one essay, is interpreted as lake 
and mountain under a sunny sky ; another concep¬ 
tion is the snow drift and the lost sheep; another 
takes us to Wales, with an introduction to 

“ Catfvvatlader and all tits goats 

and many others arc as cloudy as Cox or as bright as 
Turner, yet nowhere lose they sight of the hill-side, 
be it mossy, rocky, grassy, ferny, or heathy. “ And 
to what good end is all this sketching, the public 
sees nothing of it?” observes the dry utilitarian; 
to whom we reply, that the public sees it every¬ 
where, as from the school at Langham Chambers 
(for a school it is—a right worshipful academy) have 
arisen many of those illustrators who are continually 
busied in scattering their starry fancies on the pages 
of our worthiest literature; to assist dull and leathern 
intelligences to au understanding of our poetic 
wealth; or afford drowsy inquirers personal in¬ 
troduction to historical celebrities; or suggest to 
them the importance of the most notable foregone 
events of our annals. All our practicable literature 
is now profusely illustrated, and wood engraving, 
in its modern excellence, is a Hritish art, and we 
have maintained our superiority iu it over all other 
schools. Nothing can surpass the sweetness of the 
landscape illustrations of our poets, more espeeially 
those who have sung the “ lesser things,” bucolics, 
pastorals, the scenic condition, or what you will, of 
our rm-al state—Cowper, Thomson, Goldsmith—all 
those whose endeared verse is never absent from 
our memory, while we are obliged to recall the 
terms in which sublimer themes are treated. 
Something remarkable iu illustration has always 
been rising among us since the time of Hogarth, 
though his essays were socially satirical; and he 
did little towards historical or genre illustration. 
But there was the Boydell Shakspere, with all its 
errant mannerism of costume and expression : the 
Fuseli Milton, with its Rhodian drawing, making 
the lovver moiety of its figures by far the better 
half, yet with many ideas worthy of Milton, but 
emphatically “ Fuselized.” Then there was Stothard, 
who lived all his life in that equalized temperature 
with which he has surrounded all- his creatures: 
the gentle Stothard, who clad his angels iu doublet 
and smallclothes, and gave wings to his earthly 
creations ; yet most penetrating is the sentiment of 
many of his conceptions, and overpowering their 
impressive eloquence. Then there w'as Timner, be¬ 
hind whom marched a host of earnest labourers. 
We mention the few men that everybody knows, 
though our progress has also received impetus from 
a whole galaxy of minor artists ; and now there are 
in the field many who have season after season 
sketched at Langham Chambers : and we may w'ell 
remark here that the artist who in two hours can 
produce a picture in oil or water-colour, is among 
the most aecomplished of his vocation. These 
“sketches” are not “ esqnisses” in the French 
sense, noxslcizzeu” m the German, but pictures 
and drawings, of which many are finished sufficiently 
even for engraving. For our information relative 
to the elder sketching society, we are indebted to a 
recent number of the Brighton Gazette. 

While writing of this senior sketching club wc 
ought to mention that it is a private institution, 
which has rigidly adhered to its ride of limitation 
and strict e.xclusiveness, but to the sketching meet¬ 
ings of the school invitations are liberally sent forth 
and visitors are welcomed; at the conclusion of 
the sitting, when the various performances are 
exhibited, that of the facile draughtsman and 
habitual sketcher stands prominently forth. During 
the last season there were appointed periodical 
meetings, at which finished pictures w'ere brought 
forward, and upon these oceasions were seen many 
productions of a character that would do honour to 
any exhibition, and which became subsequently 
works of mark in the respective collections to which 
they were sent; and the friendly criticism which is 
at these assemblies interchanged on all hands is of 
the utmost value to those who leave nothing un¬ 
done to improve their pictures. 

THE rPcOVlNCIAL EXHIBITIOXS. 

LIVEIiPOOL AC.VDEMY. 

'I’llE Exhibition of the Livcrjiool .Academy opened 
for the thirty-fourth season on the Gth of September, 
so that the two rival .Art-societies arc soliciting at 
the same time the suffrages of the townsfolk : two 
opposing hosts are in the field; not, hovvever, as we 
trust, with the intention of destroying each other— 
but, it may be hoped, after a little show of fight, 
and a fc\v passages at arms, to unite once more, and 
move forward together in harmony, and with mutual 
good feeling. 

AVe have not received any direct intelligence of 
what is contained in the exhibition, and therefore 
can only report what we have heard incidentally. 
The Prc-Ratfaellitcs, w'e are told, muster in great 
force to support, as they were bound to do, a cause 
which has carried schism into the ranks of the 
Liverpool artists and patrons; while the council, 
true to its doctrinal creed, has again awarded the 
prize to one of its champions, but not by any means 
one of the most doughty: Mr. F. Madox Bkowne is 
the fortunate winner of the laurel wreath, valued at 
fifty guineas, for his picture of “ Chaucer reading 
the Legend of Custance to Edward III.he hears 
it away, too, from such competitors as Mr. Holman 

Hunt, who exhibits “Rienzi vowing Vengeance over 
the Body of his dying Brother;” from the “ Autumn 
Leaves” of Mr. Millais; “The Bluidy Tryste” of 
Mr. J. Noel Raton; from Mr. RosErn, who con¬ 
tributes “ A Christmas Carol,” “Dante’s Dream,” 
and “The Wedding of St. George;” from Mr. 
Campbell’s “Trudging Homeward ;” and from half 
a score other artists who are travelling the same 
road, but at long intervals of distance. Surely such 
a gathering of the productions of our Art-reformers 
must prove most attractive to their disciples, whether 
iu faith or in practice, or both. 

This is all the information we are able at present 
to give of what is to be seen this year in the Liver¬ 
pool Academy: we may, possibly, next month, be in 
a position to report more fully upon the exhibition. 

LIVERPOOL SOCIETY OF FINE ARTS. 

This institution—which, as our readers have been 
already informed, has been called into existence by 
the dissatisfaction felt by the community of Liver¬ 
pool who take an interest in Art-matters with the 
proceedings of the Liverpool Academy—opened its 
first exhibition on the 1 Ith of last month, in the 
Queen’s Hall, Bold Street, under most favom’able 
auspices. Upon the causes which have led to the dis¬ 
ruption of the artists of this place it is not our inten¬ 
tion again to comment: we can only express our re¬ 
gret, as we have before done, that the Academy should 
have placed itself in a position—one which we find 
by its recent proceedings it still pertinaciously ad¬ 
heres to—that left the opponents of its policy no 
other alternative than to separate themselves; and, 
to judge by the long array of influential names which 
appear as supporters of the new society, the course 
taken by the latter body has met with very general 
approval. AVhether or not Liverpool can maintain 
two such institutions time alone must determine. 

The exhibition contains upwards of 8-50 works of 
Art of all kinds: some few important pictures, such 
as Mr. Dobson’s ‘ Alms-deeds of Dorcas,’ lent by 
the Queen, and of which au engraving is being 
executed for the Art-Journal, as one of the “ Royal 
Pictures.” Mdlle. Rosa Bonheur’s ‘ Horse Fair,’ 
Sir E. Landseer’s ‘ Maid and the Magpie,’ Stan¬ 

field’s ‘ Castle of Ischia,’ F. Goodall’s ‘ Cranmer 
taken to the Tower,’ &c., have been lent to the 
society for exhibition; and many of the works hung 
on the w'alls have alread)' appeared in the galleries 
of the metropolis; this, how'cver, is invariably the 
case with provincial exhibitions. In arranging the 
gallery, the council, or committee, or whoever had 
this duty to perform, has divided the gallery into al¬ 
phabetical districts, a ground plan of which precedes 
the catalogue, with the letters of reference. The 
names of the contributors are given alphabetically 
in the catalogue, and all their works in the exhibi¬ 
tion are “catalogued” together, though in v'arious 
parts of the gallery. The object sought to be 
effected by this plan is to assist the visitor in study¬ 
ing “ the various works of the same artist, the 
individualities of artists, and the styles of schools 

of Art.” The plan, certainly, is novel, but we 
have great doubts of its utility, for few visitors, we 
apprehend, will take the trouble to go about from 
one part of the room to another, for the sake of 
seeing what other pictures A. or 15. may have, 
besides the one that first attracted their attention : 
we confess it docs not seem to us an improvement, 
bnt rather the contrary, on the plan adopted by the 
Royal Academy and other metropolitan Art-societies, 
except that the visitor is spared the trouble of turn¬ 
ing to the end of the catalogue if he desires to know' 
the number of works of any one artist, and where 
he may find them. 

Among the principal works enrolled in the cata¬ 
logue of the Liverpool Society we find—‘ English 
Conspirators at Boulogne, in 1857,’ by Absolon ; 
‘Retribution,’ E. Armitage; ‘Napoleon on the 
Field of Bassano,’ the engraved picture, by T. J. 
Barker ; ‘ A Showery Day on the Thames,’ by 
H. J. Boddington ; ‘ Guy Fawkes Day,’ T. 
Brooks ; ‘ Ruth and Naomi,’ M. Claxton ; 
‘ Scheveling Trawler,’ and ‘ San Giorgio Maggiore, 
Venice,’ E. W. Cooke, A.R.iV.; ‘ Battle of Assaye,’ 
A. Cooper, R..\. ; ‘ An October Evening,’ and two 
others, by T. S. Cooper, A.R.A. ; ‘ Le Death 
of Abel,’ F. Danby, A.R.A.; ‘The Houses of 
Parliament,’ the large picture, by H. Dawson, ex¬ 
hibited this year at the British Institution ; ‘ Hagar 
and Ishmael,’ W. T. C. Dobson ; ‘The First Break 
in the Familj',’ the beautiful w'ork by T. Faed, ex¬ 
hibited last year at the Royal Academy ; ‘ Italian 
Cottage Door,’ A. D. Fripp ; ‘ Ruins of Salona,’ 
Carl Haag ; ‘ Cavaliers and Puritans,’ T. P. Hall ; 
‘ Landscape and Cattle—Scene near Maidenhead,’ 
J. D. Harding; ‘Horse Fair,’ J. F. Herring; 

‘ Fotheringay,’ D. 0. Hill ; ‘ Sheep,’ W. Huggins ; 
‘ The Destruction of the Fortress of Emaum Ghur,’ 
G. Jones, R.A. ; ‘Ben Nevis,’H. Jutsum; ‘Christ 
and the Woman of Samaria,’ W. D. Kennedy ; 
‘ An Interior—Preparing for the Feast,’ G. Lance ; 
‘ La Belle Isonde,’ J. E. Lauder ; ‘ Peter’s Denial,’ 
R. S. Lauder ; ‘ Burial of Charles I.,’ C. Lucy ; 
‘ Matilda relating Mortham’s Historj',’ T. H. 
Maguire ; ‘ The Parting Day,’ T. F. Marshall ; 
‘ Bower of Bliss,’ G. Patten, A.R.A.; ‘ Cromw'cll 
at Woodstock,’ H. Pearse ; ‘ A Spanish Lady,’ 
J. Phillip, A.R.A.; ‘ Return of the Prodigal,’ 
A. Rankley; ‘The Flight,’ A. Solomon; ‘Saar- 
burg, on the Saar,’ G. C. Stanfield ; ‘ The Mis¬ 
sing Boat—Pas de Calais,’ F. Stone, A.R.A.; 
‘Valley of the Usk,’ J. Tennant; ‘Boccaccio at 
Naples,’ W. C. Thomas ; ‘ Bed-time,’ Mrs. E. M. 
Ward ; ‘ Charles II., NeU Gwynne, and Evelyn,’ 
E. M. Ward, R.A.; ‘ A Welsh Valley,’ A. W. 
Williams, &c. &c. Very many of these pictures 
have been already exhibited in London. 

A number of foreign artists are exhibitoi’s, among 
whom the Belgian painter. Van Schendel, is the 
most conspicuous; he contributes four pictures,— 
‘ Etienne Van den Bergh falsely accused of Treason;’ 
‘ A Poacher Surprised ;’ ‘ Un marche a la Ilaye ;’ 
and ‘ The Birth of Christ;’ the last is, we presume, 
for we have not seen it, a large w'ork ; its price, as 
set down in the catalogue, is £2000. 

Sculpture is represented in the productions of 

E. Ambrose, E. Davis, T. Duckett, jun., J. 
Farrell, J. H. Foley, R.A., G. Fontana, J. 
Francis, J. Geefs, W. Geefs, G. Halse, J. R. 

Kirk, C. F. Lynn, P. MacDowell, R.A., F. M. 

Mili.er, C. Moore, A. Munro, C. E. Smith, 

T. Thornycroft, Mrs. Thornycroft, J. S. West- 

macott, &c. &c. 

Since the exhibition was opened the council has 
passed the following resolution :—“ No picture ob¬ 
tained for exhibition without the sanction of the 
artist shall he eligible for the Prize Competition.” 
The object of this is to prevent the possibility of using 
private collections for prize purposes, which would 
be considered unfair to the artists who contribute. 

ROYAL MANCHESTER INSTITUTION. 

The members of this society also opened the doors 
of their gallery, last month, for the reception of 
visitors to their annual exhibition, which, including 
twentj'-two examples of sculpture, numbers about 
600 works. Here are hung many pictures with 
which we have in mouths, or years, past made our 
readers familiar :—J. Scott Lauder’s ‘Effie Deans 
on her Trial;’ C. Duval’s ‘ Dedication of Samuel;’ 
J. S. Raven’s ‘The Avenue, Cobhani;’ ‘Leonora 
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d’Este readinp: Tasso,’ by H. W. Pickersgill, 

E.A.; ‘ A ^Mountain Torrent,’ T. Ceeswick, R.A. ; 
‘ Fetching Water—Scene in Surrey,’ by T. J. Soper, 

and one of his best works; ‘The Rehearsal-Scene, 
the Garden Elevation, Derbyshire,’ J. D. Wingfield; 

‘Waiting for the Boats,’ E. Nicol; ‘Thoughts of 
the Futui'e,’ R. Caerick; ‘The Harvest Moon,’ 
T. F. Marshall; ‘The Fountain,’ A. !M. Madot ; 
‘ Now is done thy long day’s work,’ II. TV'^allis, the 
pictm-e exhibited at the Royal Academy this year, 
without a title, the subject borrowed Irom Sartor 
Resartiis ; ‘ Waiting for the Ferry,’ F. Underhill ; 
‘ Sheep and Goats,’ T. S, Cooper, A.R.A.; ‘Athalia’s 
Dismay at the Coronation of Joash,’ S. A. Hart, 

R. A.; ‘ Sunday Evening,’ T. Webster, R.A.; ‘ 'The 
Letter,’ E. Meissonier, from the French exhibition; 
‘Bacchus and Silenns,’ G. Ratten, A.R.A.; ‘Mystic 
Circles, Stonehenge,’ A. McCallum; ‘ May in Re¬ 
gent’s Park,’ C. Collins ; ‘ Flora Macdonald’s 
Farewell to Charles Edward,’ P. H. Calderon; 

‘ The Gardens of the Enchantress Armida,’ .1. Ten¬ 

nant ; ‘ F'ishvvives of Dieppe, after a Gale—Faith, 
Hope, and Charity,’ II. Johnston ; &c. &c. 

Of pictures which, so far as we recoUect, are new 
to us, we would point out,—‘ Canute listening to 
the Waves,’ by W. Cave 'Thomas ; ‘ Margaret,’ 
S. B. Halle ; ‘San Pietro in Castello, Venice,’ 
and ‘ Bragozzi, fishing craft of Venice off the 
river Schiavoni,’ both by E. W. Cooke, A.R.A.; 
‘ Wreck under the Land’s End,’ T. S. Robins ; 
‘ Fruit,’ two pictures by G. Lance ; ‘ Mid-day, 
North Wales,’ H. J. Boddington; ‘The Expec¬ 
tant,’ Bell Smith ; ‘ Leaving Home,’ J. Collin- 

SON; ‘Vesuvius, from Naples,’ W. Wyld ; “I'he 
Huguenot Conventicle surprised,’ and ‘ Danger Past,’ 
both by J. Ritchie ; ‘ Found,’ by C. Stone, a son, 
we believe, of iMr. F. Stone, A.R.A.; ‘ The Little 
Stranger,’ D. E. Gibson ; ‘ Preparing fur the Fes¬ 
tival of Corpus Christi,’ G. Brion ; ‘ A Beggar 
Ghl,’ J. G. Gilbert, R.S.A. ; ‘ The Cavalier and 
Pm'itan,’ T. P. Hall ; ‘ 'The Way to the Forest,’ 
S. Bough; ‘Ventnor, from St. Lawrence, Isle of 
Wight,’ F. W. Hulme ; ‘ Bonnie Annie,’ A. John¬ 

ston; ‘A Hard Word,’W. Helmsley; ‘The Baron’s 
Favourites,’ G. W. Horlor; ‘Scene in Swansea 
Bay,’ J. Tennant ; ‘ View from Richmond Park,’ 
S. Bendixen ; &c. &c. 

The local artists exhibit in considerable force, 
and maintain the reputation of their school. Duval, 

of whom we have already spoken, is one of them; 
others are H. C. Wiiaite, who exhibits three land¬ 
scapes of great promise; G. Hayes sends a ‘ View 
in Wales,’ a vigorous work ; R. Crozier, ‘ Peaceful 
x\ge and Happy Childhood,’ and another; J.Thomp¬ 

son, Keeling, and J. V. Gibson, are contributors 
whose pictures wiU repay examination. 

The water-colour room is well filled with draw¬ 
ings by T. hi. Richardson, Mrs. Bartholomew, 

Holland, T. L. Rowbotham, A. Penley, G. 
Fripp, A. Fripp, D. H. McKewan, J. Callow, 

Miss E. Lance, B. R. Green, J. F. Lewis, Oakley, 

C. Vacher, S. Rayner, C. Shields, C. Mitchell, 

&c. &e.; while the principal sculptures are, ‘ The 
Mother’s Kiss,’ by H. Weekes, A.R.A.; ‘ Newton,’ 
by J. Bell; ‘ Rebecca,’ by E. G. Papworth, jun.; 
‘ Resignation,’ ‘ Child listening to the roar of a 
Shell,’ and ‘ ‘The Pet Bird killed by kindness,’ all 
by E. H. Batly, R.A.; ‘Madonna and Child,’ 
E. Davis ; and ‘ Hebe,’ F. Thrupp. 

THE BIRMINGHAM SOCIETY OF ARTISTS. 

We are glad to see that the members of this Insti¬ 
tution have at length returned to their old quarters 
in New Street, from which they have many years 
been absent. 'The rooms where they are once more 
located, are in every way well adapted for the exhi¬ 
bition of works of Art: moreover, they are situated 
in the most busy part of the town, and thus come 
under the daily notice of the crowds who throng the 
streets. The entire gallery has been thoroughly 
cleaned and decorated; the fine dome in the prin¬ 
cipal room is coloured with a suitable and effective 
tint; the ribs which span the dome are richly gilt; 
and a gilt hand encircles the rim of the broad lantern 
light. The walls are hung with crimson draperies 
that reach to the uppermost row of pictures ; there 
is not, we believe, in England, a finer exhibition- 
room than this, its circuiar form distributing the 
light equally on all the pictures on its walls. 

The exhibition, for the present season, opened on 

THE AET-JOUENAL. 

Monday, August the 30th, with a collection of 600 
paintings and drawings: among them were many 
with which the London public is well acquainted; 
such, for example, as Frost’s ‘ Una,’ and ‘ Cupid 
Disarmed,’ graciously lent by her Majesty; E. M. 
Ward’s ‘Last Sleep of Argyle,’ the property of Mr. 
James Baguall; ‘ Alice Lisle,’ and ‘ West’s First 
Lesson in Art,’ the latter belonging to hlr. R. G. 
Reeves; D. Roberts’s ‘Attack on a Caravan;’ 
J. C. Horsley’s ‘ Prince Henry assuming his 
Father’s Crown,’ and a ‘ Scene from Don Quixote,’ 
both engraved in the Art-Journal, to accompany the 
biographical sketch of the artist; Sir E. Landseer’s 

‘ Twins;’ Frith’s ‘ Coming of Age,’ the property 
of Mr. J. McArthur; Knight’s ‘ Portrait of Sir C. 
L. EastlakeRothwell’s ‘ Contemplation ;’ Les¬ 

lie’s ‘ Hermione ;’ Rosa Bonheuk’s ‘ Breton Pea¬ 
sants;’ A. Solomon’s ‘First Class’ and ‘Second 
Class;’ Poole’s ‘ Alountaineers ;’ Ansdell’s ‘Sjia- 
nish Muleteers,’ and ‘ Highland Shepherd’s Home ;’ 
J. Phillip’s ‘ Meal-time;” T. S. Cooper’s ‘ Sunny 
Evening;’ G. Jones’s ‘Battle of Waterloo.’ Among 
other well-known artists, E. W. Cooke contributes 
‘ Dutch Trawlers Preparing for Sea,’ "I'opo—Fishing 
Boat of theLaguue aground on the Palludi, Venice,’ 
and ‘Bragozza,off the Arsenal, Venice;’ E.Niemann, 

‘ k. Summer Loch,’ and ‘ Ludlow Castle ;’ W. Cave 

'ITiomas, a picture of considerable size and merit, 
entitled, ‘ Rivalry ;’ the veteran David Cox, several 
works, some of them of his best period, and lent by 
their owners for exhibition; Louis FIaghe, ‘ The 
Church of San Miniato, near Florence;’ H. Dawson, 

a large landscape, ‘ Gravel Pit, St. Ann’s Hill, 
Chertsey;’ A. Johnston, a scene suggested by an 
old Scotch song, ‘ Wooing,’ and ‘ Little Mischief;’ 
Hemsley, ‘ Grandfather’s Pets;’ Mrs. E. M. Ward, 

‘ 'The Suppliant;’ J. D. Wingpield, ‘ A Florentine 
Holiday;’ J. Danby, “Tynemouth;’ W. Dufpield, 

three beautiful specimens of‘Fruit;’ Carl Werner, 

‘ Interior of the Cathedral, Lubeck,’ and ‘An Anda¬ 
lusian ;’ G. Sjiith, ‘ The Photograjiher.’ The names 
of Hulme, H. W. Pickersgill, H. Pickersgill, 

F’aerier, Dukes, G. Cole, Bartholomew, Bate¬ 

man, W. and J. Callow, Clateu, A. Cooper, 

M. Claxton, Desanges, J. Peel, E. Hayes, 

E. Hargitt, G. Patten, J. Stark, C. Bolt, F. and 
W. Underhill, Vickers, J. 'T. Willmore, the en¬ 
graver, who exchanges sometimes his Jourm for the 
pencil, appear in the catalogue. 

The local artists seem to have exerted them¬ 
selves to maintain the credit of the society, and to 
give their works a just claim to the attention of the 
visitors among the productions of those artists whose 
names have become familiar to the lovers and patrons 
of Art. Henshaw’s large landscape, ‘ Sion, in the 
Valley of the Rhone,’ would grace a “ Royal Academy” 
exhibition; his ‘ Atranto, near Amalfi,’ is also a 
fine work ; H. H. Lines contributes fom- pictures, 
the most important of wliich is ‘Clapton, in the 
Vale of Portbury,’ a truthful and very agreeable 
example of English landscape; S. Lines, Sen., ‘The 
Falls of the Llwgwy, Bettws-y-Coed, after a night’s 
heavy rain,’ very cleverly represented; nor will 
works hung by W. FI all, FI. Harris, and C. W. 
Radclippe, he overlooked by those who are seek¬ 
ing out for something worth examination. Mr. A. E. 
Eyeritt, the secretary of the society, has several 
water-colour drawings that show talent far above the 
average. 

EXHIBITIOiT AT ANTWERP 

OF the works op modern artists. 

The Exhibition at Antwerp contains 979 works of 
Art, the productions of more than 700 artists; 
among tliem are a few copies in water-colours from 
the ancient masters, and about 40 works in sculp¬ 
ture ; tlie copies lieing, we believe, entirely by Mr. 
Wheelwright, an English artisi,; it is said at An¬ 
twerp some of them are commissioned by the Queen, 
They are generally slight in cliaracter, but admi¬ 
rably true, and of great excellence, as conveying cor¬ 
rect impressions of the originals. The sculpture is 
of a playful rather than a severe oharacter; nymphs 
and children for the most part, with a few efforts at 
higher themes, obviously for churclies, but which 
do not pretend to soar above mediocrity cither in 
design or execution. The Belgian sculptors are, 
liowever, generally entitled to respect; and they 
receive it not only at home, bat in England. 'The 

900 paintings by nearly 700 artists are of various de¬ 
grees of merit: there are good, there are indifferent, 
and there are bad; assuredly tlie had are not the 
most numerous; and if the eye he only on “ the 
line,” there will be very little cause for complaint, 
for of the reaPy excellent there are abundant exam¬ 
ples ; and the English visitor will render liomage 
to a school so numerous, and also so earnest and 
honest as that of Belgium. We liave, indeed, 
learned to respect tliat scliool by the examples we 
have seen at the Exhibition in Fall Mall, and also 
in that at tlie Crystal Palace, but the former was 
limited, and the latter has been chiefly formed of 
“ inferiorities,” although there has been always a 
sufficiency of the good to induce faith in the capabi¬ 
lities of the masters whose povrers we know prin¬ 
cipally by repute. Eiforts at “ high Art ” are 
comparatively rare in the Exhibition under notice. 
The subjects generaUy treated are the commonplace, 
elevated, however, very often by some touching 
incident, or original thought, and rendered valuable 
by the careful finish which gives assurance of rightly- 
directed labonr. The artist who leads is De Keysee, 

a great man, the author of many great works. His 
subjects are, “The Death of Karl Maria Weber;” 
“ Milton dictating to his Daughters;” and “ Dante 
in Exile;” the latter being, to our minds, the best, 
reminding ns, but by no means disagreeably, of Ary 
Scheffer. It is finely conceived and vigorously 
painted, telling the story of the divine poet who, 
standing absorbed in thought at the entrance to a 
monastery, was asked again and again by the attend¬ 
ant monk what he sought for, and at length replied, 
“ Peace !” The “Milton dictating to his IDanghters,” 
has been painted for the Duke of Brabant—a good 
sign! It is a most masterly work, and may take 
rank among the w'orthiest productions of any coun¬ 
try. Two other admirable painters have also selected 
themes from English history; one is t’ae. “ Madness 
of King Lear,” by J. B. Wittkamp ; and one, 
“Oliver Cromwell at tlie Death-bed of his Daugh¬ 
ter, Airs. Claypole,” by Schrader, of Berlin. Ver- 

BCECKiiovEN maintains his long-established fame, 
altliough he confines himself to portraits of sheep; 
they are so painted, however, as to throw into the 
shade even the earlier, to say nothing of the later, 
productions of Sidney Cooper. It is impossible 
to compare the master with the pupil, and not admit 
that a wide space divides them. Henri Scheffer 

contributes a capital portrait of Charles Dickens. 
Of ScHLESiNGER there are two good examples. A 
storm, by Schaffers, is a production of which any 
artist might be proud; while the landscapes of 
Jacob Jacobs, of which there are three, are among 
the most excellent and attractive of the whole col- 
leotiou. With tins admirable painter we have made 
the English public acquainted, liaving engraved one 
of his works. Two pictures of great merit supply 
evidence that Belgium is maintaining rank in a class 
of Art ill which England is admitted to excel. The 
Dogs and Puppies of De Vos might be claimed by 
Landseer, and do him honour. The artist who seems 
especially and deservedly famous, and of whom we 
know too little, is J. Dyckmans ; he exhibits two 
works of wonderful finish; the one represents an 
aged woman at “Prayer;” another, “The Toilet 
of the Bride.” Every portion of this truly grand 
picture is wrouglit with amazing industry, giving 
proof of labour, but of lahom’ rightly directed and 
rightly applied, accompanied liy matured study and 
careful thought. 'The spirit of the old and for ever 
famous “Flemish school” has guided the pencil of 
this great painter. Henri Leys admirably treats a 
higli theme—Adrien Van Haemstede secretly preach¬ 
ing the Reformation at Antwerp, in 1552. It is 
not, perhaps, so excellent a work as that by him, 
with which w'e have been made acquainted in the 
Museum at South Kensington; its peculiarities are 
more marked; its elaboration is more evident; its 
adlierence to the faults of the very early masters 
more obvious than its aim to “catch the spirit” 
by which they were animated. The picture is, 
however, one that cannot fail to augment the fame 
of tile accomplished painter. There is also a work 
of great merit—“ Ciiiderella,” by Van Leeius. 

It is impossible for us to do more tlian thus glance 
at this Exliibition, yet tliere are many works of 
rare value that we retain in memory; such are the 
landscapes of F. Keeliioff; the “Fisherman’s 
Daughter,” by Josef Israels, of Amsterdam ; the 
“ Little Savovard,” by P. J. Touissant ; “ A Dog 



jrt'otecting Sheep from an Eagle,” by Ciiakles 

Veulat; “ Eathers,” hy J. Wagner ; some charm¬ 
ing compositions of horses caparisoned for the 
chase, hy Moereniiout, (one of whose works has 
been engraved for the Arl-Journal;) and a “ View 
of Heidelberg,” by William Wiim. Some admi¬ 
rable bas-reliefs in plaster, which bear the name of 
Lalmand, will claim and merit attention ; they are 
marvellously accurate copies of llowers from nature. 

With the Exhibition is associated an “Art-Union,” 
and many of the pictures are marked as purchased 
by the Committee. These purchases give assurance 
that the selection has been guided by judgment and 
good taste. Subscribers of ten francs receive a poor 
jirint, but those who contribute twenty francs obtain 
an excellent engraving, by hi. Michicls, from a 
painting by the Baron Wappers—“Peter the Groat 
at Saardain.” 

THE COLLECTION OF M. BAILLIE, 
AT ANTWERP. 

Visitors to Antwerp ought to know that there exists 
in this city a rare collection of works by the famous 
masters, principally of the Elemish school, which 
may be seen by strangers at all times, on making 
application to the proprietor, whose residence imme¬ 
diately adjoins the principal hotels. M. Baillie is 
an Englishman, or rather a Scotchman, and was 
formerly an officer in the British service; having 
married a lady of Antwerp, he settled there. Some 
of his pictures he obtained from his wife’s family, 
with whom they had long been “ treasures;” and 
others he acquired by purchase, when facilities for 
such acquisitions ivere not so rare as they have of 
late years been.’*’ The collection consists of nearly 
a hundred w'orks, nearly all, if not all, true ; and 
among them are some that may be rightly coveted 
for the National Gallery of England. Such are— 
the two Claudes of Perrier of Paris, representing 
Alorniug and Evening, llubens, the Saviour on 
the Cross, from the collection of Provost Wellens, 
of Antwerp; a beautiful specimen of the master, 
and highly finished. Ruysdael, from the collection 
of Baron Verstolk Vanzuilen. Backhuysen, mag¬ 
nificent Sea-piece, from the Gallery of Amster¬ 
dam, representing the subsiding of the storm. 
Backhuysen, a View of Amsterdam from the Sea, 
from the collection of Senateur Van Dooren, of 
Tilborgh. Rubens, Landscape, engraved as the 
Flock of Sheep, from Geelhand Stevens’ collection in 
Antwerp: a picture of the highest quality. Five 
beautiful Tenierses, from the collection of Provost 
Wellens. Portrait of the Baron de Roose, of 
Antwerp, by Van Dyck, engraved, and a fine ex¬ 
ample of the master. Portrait, by the same, of 
Princess Elizabeth, daughter of Henrietta Maria, 
from the collection of Provost Wellens. T. Weeninx 
from the Vanlanckeren collection. Berghem, from 
the same collection. A splendid example of Pynacker, 
from the Duchess of Berry’s collection. Domi- 
niquini, from the De Wall collection, rcjjrescnting 
St. Gecilia in a concert of angels. Wynauts, Land¬ 
scape, from the collection of Baron Schamps, of 
Ghent. Vander Elst, three family portraits, the 
fruit and animals by Weeninx, and the landscape 
by Philippe De Coninck, from the collection of 
jMadame Kerry. x\ Moonlight, by Vander Neer, 
of the highest quality, from the Netschcr collection, 
in Holland. A splendid Landscape, by Adrian Van- 
develde, with many figures. A Calm, by William 
Vandevelde. The Cathedral of Antwerp, by Peter 
Neefs, and figures by Gonzales. A fine work by 
Ommeganck. A Gerard Dow of the first quality, 
from the Stevens’ collection, representing a Dutch 
cook chopping vegetables; engraved. Jaii Steen,from 
the Le Grelle collection ; and charming specimens 
of ATieris, Dehem, Dewit, Hobbema, Hondecoeter, 
Rachel Ruisoh, Poelenberg, &c. &c. 

* It is worthy of note that Mr. Baillie manufactures 
the famous “black silk” which gives such renown to 
Antwerp. His wife was the daughter of one of the earliest 
of the manufacturers; lie conseiiuently “ inherited,” so to 
speak, a kncwledge of the process. This material is not 
only celeb’' ted for its substance and richness, but for its 
intense colour, which even acid of ordinary strength can¬ 
not remove. It is a remarkably beautiful fabric, and, 
although costly, it may he considered cheap, inasmuch as 
it is “ everlasting,” and, like the “ brocades ” of our grand¬ 
mothers, is liandcd down from generation to generation 
unimpaired y time. 
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AllT IN CONTINENTAL STATES. 

Paris.—On the loth of August, the fete of the 
Emperor, the Alinister of State distributed nume¬ 
rous statues and paintings to several departmental 
museums, as is customary each year.—The provincial 
exhibitions in France have, considering political 
inlluenoes, done pretty well this season, and artists 
arc generally contented with the sales made.— A 
drawing class has been added to the comniunal 
schools of Paris; and the various government 
architects have been requested by the Prefect of the 
Seine, to preserve the plaster casts used, for the 
reproduction in stone, for the purpose of models.— 
Durand Brager, the painter of the “ Campaign in 
the Crimea,” has received a commission to execute 
some pictures of the different scenes of Cherbourg. 
—An exhibition of the works of Ary Scheffer, similar 
to that of Delaroclie, is talked of.—The prize of 
3000 f., founded by M. Bordin, has been given by 
the Academy to M. Bouchitte, for his work entitled 
“ Poussin—^his Life and Works.”—A fourth gallery 
is now completed in the Louvre for the Assyrian 
Alnseum ; it contains many curious inscriptions.— 
Ingres has presented to the town of Orleans a picture 
of “ Joan of Arc.”—The Minister of State has given 
orders that the fine statues of the Tuileries be 
moulded and reproduced in bronze ; the marbles to 
be placed in the Louvre : this is a right move, as the 
rain would in a few years have infallibly destroyed 
them.—The new “Bridge of Alma,” facing the 
Invalides, is now decorated with statues, eighteen 
feet high, representing military personages.—An 
interesting discovery has been made by the Alarquis 
d’Azeglio, at Lucerne ; it is a tapestry, representing 
the “Meeting of Joan of Are and Charles VII.,” 
and of that period : it seems to be of German manu¬ 
facture.— The Government has presented to the 
town of Rouen a marble statue of Joan of Arc, by 
AI. Feucheres; she is represented on the funeral 
pile: it is to be placed at the Hotel de Villc.—Al. 
Dubuffe has received orders to paint the portrait of 
Allle. Rachel, for the Thiatre Frmi<;ais.—A steeple, 
or spire, in the florid Gothic style, is to be placed 
on the Cathedral of Notre Dame, at Paris, at the 
central point of the transept. AL Viollet le Due, 
the architect, hopes to complete the restorations, &c., 
of the cathedral within two years.—'Fat Marche des 
Innocents is about to be formed into a square ; the 
fountain, by J. Goujon, will be placed in the centre. 

Worms.-^It has been suggested, that to the statue 
of Luther should be added that of Alelancthon, the 
memory of the latter not being less worthy than that 
of the former, to be preserved as a great promoter of 
the Reformation in Germany. The modest Melano- 
thon retired in presence of the bold and ardent 
Luther, insomuch that the merit of his share in the 
Reformation has been overlooked; and yet he 
worked with Luther in such a manner that it would 
have been difficult for the latter to have efi’ected all 
that was done without his co-operation. Indepen¬ 
dently of his counteracting the impetuosity of Luther, 
it was his learning which assisted Luther in his 
translation of the Bible ; and but for him Luther 
had never cut so distinguished a figiu'e as be did, 
for it was principally Alelancthon who entered the 
lists on occasions of learned disputation. 

Danzig.—A so-called Art-Union has been esta¬ 
blished here, with a viesv to the preservation and 
restoration of monuments of antiquity. The society 
has been established two yeai’s, but the results are 
not so satisfactory as might be desired. The number 
of subscribers is seventy-three, and the funds 
amount to only 157 thalers ; it is however hoped 
that something may be effected—as the moral effect 
of the society has been to prevent the sale of ancient 
carvings, and the removal and sale of old sculptures, 
and public attention has been called to the restor¬ 
ation of ancient ornamental edifices, which it is 
believed, but for such a movement, would have 
crumbled into ruins. 

Austria.—The monument which is to be erected, 
at Prague, in honour of the late Alarshal Radetzky, 
is now to be seen at Nuremberg, in the foundry of 
Burgsehmiet and Lenz. It is described as consist¬ 
ing of eight colossal figures—representing, severally, 
a grenadier, a rifleman, a cannoneer, a Tyrolese 
chasseur, a Hungarian hussar, a Dalmatian sailor, 
a Polish lancer, and a borderer (a Croat), all bearing 
shields, which support the great commander. The 
figures are cast in bronze. The monument is twenty- 
three feet in height, from the soles of the soldiers’ 
feet to the point of a flag which the Alarshal carries 
in his hand. The entire monument weighs 150 cwt., 
and it is composed principally of the metal taken 
from the Sardinians during the war in 1849.^—The 
first Austrian vessel which has reached Frankfort- 
on-the-AIain, passing up the Danube, had on board, 
as its freight, the statues of eight German Kaisers,— 
the gift of the Emperor of Austria to the Cathedral 
of Speyer. 
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THE llO:\f.\NCE OF FICTUllE 
HEALING. 

As if with an express view to enforcing that argu¬ 
ment for a more enlarged and belter defined ])rotec- 
tion in matters of Art copyright which we have 
urged so long,—and wbicli is now under the con¬ 
sideration of all those jiartics who can have a share 
in Luving it clfect,—a very striking little drama has, 
ill the course of the past month, been brought out, 
and has had a run of several days, at the police- 
court of tlic city Guildhall. The story which under¬ 
lies the action of the piece is romantic enough. It 
turns on the distresses of a widow lady of high rank, 
a cousin of either the Duke or the Duchess of New¬ 
castle, — it does not clearly appear, nor greatly 
matter, which, and we believe the public may lake 
their choice, — left with a gallery of pictures 
worth £100,000, and two extravagant sons. On 
this pivot the interest of the piece, which is a very 
brisk and lively performance, is made to hinge. The 
subject-matter of the drama is, the sale of the pic¬ 
tures,—and its merit consists in the ingenious de¬ 
vices put in practice for converting the widow’s 
canvases into daily food for the extravagance of 
the half cousins of a duke. The lady herself, who 
is aft'ectingly described as “ a most kiud and 
gratefid woman,” does not appear, except by pic¬ 
ture ; and the princijial parts are enacted by a 
Airs. Earns, who is “ very desirous of serving her,” 
and Air. William Thomas Barns, who keeps bring¬ 
ing in a van pictures “ from the collection belonging 
to the lady whom his mother mentioned.” The 
character of dupe is ivell sustained by Air. Robert 
Herries Peter, a gentleman of independent fortune, 
residing in Hyde Park Square; — and Alderman 
Wire plays the part of a magistrate with great spirit 
and effect.—As we have said, the moral of the piece 
is, the pressing necessity that exists for a better mea¬ 
sure of protection to the painters and purchasers of 
pictures, and for more stringent methods of repression 
applicable to such practices as those which are illus¬ 
trated hy this clever little drama. As we have also 
said, the thing appears most seasonahlj',—and has 
as one of its leading merits, that it is a piece 
d’occasion. 

Very seriously, our readers who may have fol¬ 
lowed this case through its various phases in the 
police reports, will have found themselves at a loss 
which most to admire,—the matchless effrontery 
and perseverance with which the opportunity offered 
by a dilettantism without knowledge was followed 
up, on the one hand,—or, on the other, the utter 
simplicity of the faith which could he so practised 
on. Air. Herries Peter, one fine morning in Ala}^ 
takes a stroll into the city; and, attracted, as he 
passes the notorious shop of the notorious Air. Barns, 
a picture-dealer and auctioneer in St. Paul’s church¬ 
yard, hy some of those vases and other articles of 
Art and verlu which make such a tempting decoy in 
many windows, he drops in, and makes a purchase 
or two. This time, he limits himself to an expen¬ 
diture of £70,—for two pictures, whose recom¬ 
mendation to him seems to have been the fact, that 
Air. W. T. Barns, the son of the proprietor, “told 
him they had been exhibited in the Brussels Exhi¬ 
bition.” His appetite for pictures with such a 
testimonial seems to have been whetted, too, by 
a little opposition: — as, in addition to the £70 
paid for pictures that had been to Brussels, he gave 
£5 to “a person who said he had previously purchased 
them.” Whether it was, the easy and unsuspicious 
way in which Air. Peter parted with this additional 
£5,—or whether there was altogether something in 
his manner of picture dealing which pointed him out 
to experienced cj’cs for a ready victim,—certain it is, 
that Airs. Barns a few days afterwards paid him a 
friendly visit at his house in Hyde Park Square, 
and then and there recited the romance of the widow 
lady, with a hundred thousand pounds in pictui-es and 
a ciuke for her cousin, yet reduced to extremity 
through the extravagance of her sons. There was 
no attempt to sell on that occasion; hut, ever and 
anon, through the elegiac of the meeting, there 
dropped a testimonial to the pictures, which—like 
the relation wherein, through their owner, they 
stood to a duke,—was probably intended to be of 
the “Brussels” pattern. These hints were left 
for a little while to do their work ; and then, as if 
on the assumption that their effect was certain 
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and the victim sure, without more ado iMr. Barns, 
the son, brought four pictures in a van, ordered 
them into Mr. Peter’s dining room, — and took 
away, even as he had proposed, a cheque ! 

'J'he action after this grows very rapid. The van 
became a familiar featm-e at iMr. Peter’s door; and 
the lady in the background, unless the extravagance 
of her sons was something quite unnatural, must 
have been living pretty well ou the cheques she got. 
The thing is nearly incredible,—either as regards 
the effrontery that asked or the facility that gave,— 
hut the transactions came at last to have very few 
days’ interval between them,—and not always one. 
There is a cheque for £70, dated the 14th of June,— 
one for £200, dated the 18th of June,—one for 
£200, dated the 21st of June,—one for £30, and 
two for £15 each, dated the 23rd of June,—one for 
£100, dated the 25th of June,—and one for £50, 
dated the 8th of July. Then, there is a bill for 
£1000, dated the 25th of June. As Mr. Barns 
was selling for an invisible lady, whom his mother 
so much wished to serve, of course he had his com¬ 
mission,—but the curious thing is, that he took it 
from 3Ir. Peter.—“ When I paid IMr. IV. T. Barns 
the check for £40, dated the 18th of June, he said 
that was for his commission on the pictm’es he had 
brought.—I did not ask how it was 1 had to pay him 
commission.”—IVe suppose, Mr. Baras’s mother 
would not allow him to ask the widow lady whom 
she was “doing all in her power” to help,—or, 
that commission paid by an invisible personage was 
not satisfactory to iMr. Barns himself. 

Of course, during all this time there was an ad¬ 
ministration of stimulants, in the shape of testi¬ 
monial to the pictures. One—“Ploughing with 
Oxen ”—was, it was said, a llosa Bonheur,—and 
had cost the husband of the invisible lady £500. 
This estimate was reduced by the evidence of iMr. 
Manson, of the firm of Christie and Manson, to 
something under £17 Os. Gd.:—-for which smn he 
had sold it, “including the frame,” to iMr. Barns, 
on the 12th of June.—One picture was a“ Rubens,” 
—worth, of course, anything that could be got out 
of iMr. Peter for it,—and one was a “ Turner.”— 
There was a picture, “ iMussel Eaters,” by Murillo, 
“ the finest he had ever painted,” — and worth 
£6000.— Then, stimulants of another kind were 
also given. The widow, with the profligate sons, 
turned out to be the “ kind and grateful woman ” 
that iMrs. Barns had called her. In return for iMr. 
Peter’s cheques, she sent him various tokens of the 
hold that he was gaining ou her affections,—she, the 
cousin of a duke ! She sent him a walking-stick,— 
she sent him a Chinese mandarin :—and at last, 
when the £1000 bill was given, her nature over¬ 
flowed. From her invisible retreat, she had it 
announced to iMr. Peter, that she was causing a 
handsome piece of plate to be engraved for him;—and 
by the hands of iMr. Barns came, a few days after¬ 
wards, a silver-gilt cup, handsomely chased, bearing 
on its face this gushing inscription from a grateful 
heart;—“ Presented to Robert Herries Peter, Esq., 
hj a dear and beloved friendl' (!) On the lid was 
a ducal coronet, surmounted by a ram’s head. AVe 
suppose, Mr. Peter did not see that by the terms 
of this inscription the love was attributed to his 
side;—but, in any case, this cup may be taken as 
the fiual expression of the effrontery on the one side 
and the folly on the other. The vessel bore another 
inscription besides, which the donors, whoever they 
might be, had not thought it worth their while to 
have beaten out, — and which indicated jdainly 
enough that the piece of plate prepared expressly 
for Mr. Peter was an ordinary racing cup.—“ New¬ 
ton Races, 1855, the Gift of the Lord of the 
Manor.” 

Of course, this does not read like a story of real 
life ;—and if the ordinaiy police reports had not been 
dealing with it, we should think it necessary to assure 
our readers that we are writing history, and not ro¬ 
mance. The issue of the matter was, that, some diffi¬ 
culty having arisen about taking up the £1000 bill, 
Mr. Peter applied to his solicitor for assistance; and 
the solicitor, thus becoming acquainted with the 
facts of the case, very properly brought all the 
parties before the magistrate at Guildhall. The case 
has been before the public on several occasions; and 
at the adjourned examination on the 10th, the pro¬ 
secutor was not forthcoming. It was evident, that 
an attempt had been made to hush the matter up, by 
the return of these very considerable sums of money; 

and, in the interests of public justice, .\ldcruian Wire 
resolutely refused to suflcr the police-court to be 
made the means of effecting a compromise. “There 
are,” he said, “ two awkward facts before me :—one 
is, the absence of Mr. Peter from this court,—the 
other, the absence of the pictures from Mr. Peter’s 
house.” The magistrate determined, nevertheless, 
that the parties implicated should go to trial;—and 
we hope, as we have said, that this strange case may 
help ou the legislation which next session should, 
without firil, bring forth. 

There is one point comrected with the facts that 
transpired ou this occasion, to which we must call 
attention. It relates to a subject in which some | 
measiu'es of remedy are gravely needed,—and which 
should not be overlooked in framing a bill for im¬ 
proving the general morality of pictnre transactions. 
We take the following extract from the evidence of 
Mr. Manson, the eminent auctioneer', as given on the 
second examination of Mrs. Barns and her sou :— 

“ J/)'. Manson.—The picture described as a ‘ Satyr 
carrying Emit, and a Bacchante in the backgrourrd,’ 
has the rtarne of Rubens against it in the catalogue, 
and I sold it to Air. Barns for ten guineas. 

Alderman Wire.—Did you sell it as a Rubens ? 

Witness.—N'o. 
Mr. 3Ietcalfe.—Is it a Rubens? 
Witness.-—I do irot think it is. 
3Ir. 3Ietcalfe.—Then, if this jrieture is not a 

Rubens, why do you place the name of Rubens 
against it in the catalcgrre ? 

Witness.—To indicate that it is either a Rubens 
or belongs to the sarrre school. It may be a Rubens, 
brrt it is rrot described as a Rubens in the catalogue.” 

—N'ow, of the respectability of Alessrs. Christie 
and Manson there is no doubt; and yet, we can 
scarcely wonder that the counsel for the parties 
accused should have followed up the above answers 
by the following pertirrent inquiry ;— 

“ 3Ir. 3Ietcalfe. — Have you been treated to a 
criminal summons in this matter? 

Witness.—Not that I am aware of. 
Mr. Metcalfe.— This, then, is what is called 

meting out even-handed justice!” 

—The practice alluded to is, to use the very mildest 
form of characterization that it will bear, a very 
loose one. The whole matter of auctioneers’ cata¬ 
logues wants reforming. If the name of Rubens 
opposite a picture does net mean that the picture is 
by Rubens, then some note in the catalogue should 
say so,—or, better still, the name should not be 
there at all. If it means, that the picture is by 
Rubens, or his school,—then, say, “ Rubens, or his 
school,”—and let the purchaser appraise for him¬ 
self the value of the latitude taken. It is so 
obvious, and so easy, to do this, that the omis¬ 
sion cannot be withont intention. The purpose 
to mislead must be inferred by him who is so 
misled. To any such misapprehension it is un¬ 
questionable that Alessrs. Christie and Alanson, 
under this practice, do lend all the authority of their 
respected names. The thing is not an immorality 
only so long as attention is not directed to it. And 
these immoralities hang together ;—a loose practice 
like this helps—and if justified, justifies—the loose 
practices of others. AA'e commend the matter to the 
serious consideration of the auctioneers themselves. 

RATn^SOME’S process eor pre- 
SEKYIKG STOYE. 

The importance of the discovery of a process, 
which could be relied on, for the preservation 
of the stones employed in the erection of our 
public and other buildings, has long been felt; 
and many experiments have been made in the 
hope of attaining this object. In London, and 
in several of the large towns in the provinces, 
we could point to buildings which have within 
a very few years exhibited the most unmistake- 
able signs of decay. Lamina after lamina falls 
off, exposing a new surface to be freshly acted 
upon by the destroying agents; and thus, with 
comparative rapidity, the work of decay pro¬ 
gresses ; this has been referred to atmospheric 
causes, existing 'note as the result of our exten¬ 

sive manufactories and greatly increased popula¬ 
tion ; but, to whatever cause the disintegration 
ot the stone my be traced, certain it is, that 
scarcely any modern building, whether con¬ 
structed ot the coal measure sandstones, dolo¬ 
mites, oolites, or other well-known building 
stones, but exhibits, in a few years after its 
completion, lamentable evidences of decay. 

Our attention has been directed to the Baptist 
chapel built l)y Sir Morton Peto in Blooms¬ 
bury. Por some time past the Caen stone 
used in this structure has been crumbling, 
especially where it was exposed to the action 
of water. The disintegration was proceeding 
so rapidly that it became necessary to give 
immecliate attention to it. It was determined 
that Mr. Prederick Ransome should make an 
experiment upon the towers, where the stone 
was in a worse condition tlian in any other 
part. The result of this experiment was so 
satisfactory that it was resolved that the entire 
building should be subjected to this process. 

The most enduring stones in nature are those 
in which the cementing agent is silica—and 
it became a problem with the patentee, to pro¬ 
duce a true siliceon-t surface upon any stones 
which appeared naturally liable to decay. All 
the sandstones are more or less porous, con¬ 
sequently they absorb water readily—this is one 
cause of their rapid disintegration. Availing 
himself of this, Mr. Ransome produces the 
desired result. Pirst, the stone is made to 
absorb as much of a solution of the silicate of 
soda as possilAe ; this being effected, it is 
waslied with chloride of calcium. The play 
of chemical altiiiity is now brought into action in 

the stone: a double decomposition is effected, 
and insoluble silicate of lime fills the interstices; 
chloride of sodium (common salt) being formed, 
which is readily removed. It will be evident 
to all, that since every particle of the stone, to 
the depth penetrated by the solution, is sur¬ 
rounded by this silicate of soda, and that too— 
according to the law of surface action—in a 
concentrated form, that the silicate of lime 
which results from the action of the chloride 
on it, must completely fill the interstitial spaces, 
and thus render a stone, whicli was previously 
absorbent, absolutely non-absorbent.— {Vide 

Art-Journal, Sept., 1857.) 
It will be found, that the stone surface 

of the Rev. AV. Brock’s chapel is now ac¬ 
tually repellent of water, and that the hard¬ 
ness of the surface indicates a complete 
casing of the preservative silica. It should be 
distinctly luiderstood that this process w-ill not 
merely protect new stone from the influences of 
atmospheric action, but it stops decay in stones 
already exfoliating, and preserves them from 
future action. 

Stones which have been in a state of ra])id 
decomposition have been, for experiment, pai'- 
tially treated by this silicifying process. The 
result has been that the prepared parts have 
withstood the action of air, rain, and frost, 
showing no signs of injury, wliile the unpre¬ 
pared parts have completely broken up. 

Beyond this, its preservative power, another 
advantage of the process is, that it can be 
applied to any stone without in the slightest 
degree affecting its colour or "rain: all the 
natural conditions are preserved, and the har¬ 
dening superinduced. 

Now that a well-known public building has 
been treated by this process, the result can be 
observed by every one. The rationale of the 
process alone—independently of the expei'i- 
ments which have been made—satisfies us that 
there is little chance of disintegration ensuing 
after the proper application of the solutions. 
AVe liope to watch the influences of heat and 
cold upon the surface of the Bloomsbury 
Baptist Chapel, and we will faithfully report 
the results of our examination to the readers of 
the Art Journal. R- Hl'xt. 
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THE BOOK OF THE THAMES, 
FROM ITS RISE TO ITS FALL. 

Vissclicr’s view, in 1579. The bridge was at that jieriod coveied with liouses, 

a narrow road passing through arcades beneath them; and they abutted 

on props over the river on eitlier side. The open spaces on the bridge were 

few ; its general aspect is exliihited in our view, as delineated by Hollar, iu 

Part XXII. 

75 HE various houses from Southwark Bridge 
' to “the turn'’ leading to Barclay’s brewery 
have nothing to recommend them to no¬ 
tice but that they stand on the spot where 
the disreputable “ garden-houses’’ of the 

Shaksperian era were located, and the “stews” 
that were rented from the Bishop of Win¬ 
chester. Amid the wharves close to the river¬ 
side may still be traced some of the walls of 
the old palace, whicli, with its gardens, here 
occupied a large piece of ground: the old hall 
was burnt down iu 1814; the gardens had been 
previously built upon. Along the banks are 

closely “congregated” the coal barges; and a busy scene is there 
when the colliers unload their freights, by aid of numerous “ coal- 
whippers” employed by dealers. A small creek, called “St. Saviour’s 
Dock,” comes nearly up to the principal door of “ St. Saviour’s,” or, 
as it is sometimes termed, “ St. Mary Overy’s” Church, one of the 
finest edifices on the banks of the Thames, but which has been 
unfortunately “restored,” and partly rebuilt. Twenty years ago it 
was remarkable for the variety of its antique architecture, all of which has 
been destroyed : the Lady Chapel at the back would have suffered the same 
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1647. It was proudly spoken of by our ancestors ; thus, in the translation 
of Ortelius, published by J. Shaw, in 1003, he says of the Thames,—“It is 
beautified with statelye pallaces, built on the side thereof; moreover, a sump¬ 
tuous bridge, sustayned upon nineteen arches, with excellent and beauteous 
housen built thereon.” Camden, in his great work, the “ Britannia,” says,— 
“ It may worthily carry away the prize from all the bridges in Europe,” being 
“ furnished on both sides with passing faire houses, joining one to another in 
manner of a street.” Two of these buildings we may briefly describe : the 
first of these was a picturesque w’ooden gate and tower, erected in 1579 : the 
second, a little further on the seventh and eighth arches from the Southwark 
side, was the far-famed “ Nonesuch House,” a term applied to it from its 
supposed unique character; it ivas built entirely of wood, cut and carved in 
Holland, brought over in pieces, and fastened, when erected on the bridge, 
with wooden pegs only. The other houses do not demand particular notice ; 
they were allowed to incommode the structure till 1758, when, for con¬ 
siderations of public safety, they were removed. In Scott’s view of London 
Bridge, 1756 (now' in the Vernon Gallery), we can trace the ruinous 
remains of the old Nonesuch House, as well as fragments of the Southwark 

EOOSES ON LONDON EKIDGE, 1756. 

GATE : OLD LONDON ERIDGE. 

A strongly-embattled gate protected the entrance from Southwark to Old 
London Bridge in the reign of Elizabeth, and it was usually garnished with 
traitors’ heads iu “rich abundance,” as may be seen in our cut, copied from 

' Gate, and the squalid buildings that were heaped on the ancient structure. 
' The arches were rendered still uarrow'er by protecting them from the wear 
; of water by wooden starlings, which may be seen in our cut above. By 

this means many of them were impassable, and others, only afforded passage 
. for very small boats; this contraction produced a fall of water of several 

feet, aud at every change of tide it rushed through with great noise and 
' foaming velocity, carrying boats beyond Billingsgate. (Many lives and much 
I property were lost yearly, and ultimately this bridge, erected by Peter of 
I Colechurch, in 1209, ceased to be used, after the opening of the new bridge 

iu 1831; soon afterwards it was entirely removed. In the process of clearing 

' away the foundations many antiquities were discovered; it had been the great 
highway over the Thame's from the Roman era, and numerous relics were 
obtained, varying in date from that period to our own.* 

* We engrave such specimens of Roman coins found here as belong to the Britannic 

BY MR. AND MRS. S. C. HALL. 

COLLInKS ENeOADING. ) 
1 

fate but for the strenuous exertions of the parishioners. It has many curious ; 
monuments, the most remarkable being that of the poet Gow'er, the friend ] 
of Chaucer, and the favourite poet of the unfortunate Richard II. Here ; 
are also buried Edmund Shakspere, the youngest brother of the immortal i 
William, and his friend Henslowc, the great theatrical manager; Fletcher, 
Ihe ally of Beaumont; and, greater than all, Philip Massinger, who died 
poor, without a mark by which to know his grave, his interment being simply 
noted in the paiish register as that of “ a stranger.” 
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A group of Clippers auJ sharp bowed Steamers, all busily taking in cargo 
or passengers, arrests our attention on the left after passing the hiidge; this 
is at Fresh'Wharf. The vessels arc unloaded by porters, having an equal number 
of metal tickets, denoting the quantiiy each man biings as he delivers his load 
and his ticket to the warehouseman. l!y this means fraud is prevented, the 

fliESU WUAUF. 

work is fairly apportioned to each, aTid they are paid by reckoning the number 
of tickets delivered to the superintendent. 'I'hese vessels present a strong con¬ 
trast in their more graceful outlines to the bluff-bowed colliers and barges that 
lie so thickly in the vicinity, and serve to indicate the rapid improvement made 
in ship-building of late years. 

A few hundred yards from this wharf and we arrive at Billingsgate, now a fine 
and convenient market, but a few years since a collectiou ol dirty hovels and stalls. 

BILLIXGSOATE. 

disgraceful to a civilized community. It has been a market from the earliest 
times, and the toll on fishing-boats is noted in the laws of iEthelstan, who died 
A.D. 940.’^ Opposite the market, in Thames Street, is the New Coal Kxehange, 

series. The I.arge central cniii is one struck tiy Haiti ian, and reinarkalile for tlie figure 
of Britannia, the first time impersrmatcd as an armed female seated on a rock. It is the 

prototype of the more modern Britannia, reintroduced by Charles It., and which still 
appears on our copper money. The smailer coins are such as v ere struck, during the 
reign of Constantine tlie Great, in the city of London, and are marked with the letters 
r. LON., for “ Pecunia Londinonsis,” money of London. 

* Tlie name is said to liave been derived from Belin, King of the Britons 400 years 
before Clirist. tint upon no better evidence than Geoffrey of Monmouth affords, and 
which is of not the sliglitest value; it more probably obtained it from the spot being 
owned by some one named Billing, or Beling, as it was anciently spelt. 

a noble building erected by tbo eminent City arcliitcct, J. B. Buiming, Esq. 
Ibe circular ball is decorated with figures of fossil plants found in coal strata, 
and the whole ol Ibe decoration is similarly appropriate; it is surrounded by (bree 
liers ot^gallcrics, and lighted by a glass dome. In digging for tlie fomidation 
in 1847, tile fragmeiils of a Itoman liouse were discovered it was built upon 
piles, and provided witli drains to carry off" tlie waste water; beneath the lloor 
of rough stucco and red tesscric was a hypocaust for warming the apartment, 
and o])cn flues were coutiuued tlicrefrom up tlie walls. Tliis interesting frag¬ 
ment has been arelied over and preserved, and is the only portion of a Itoman 

KE.MAI.NS OF IIO.VIAN HOUSE, COAl, EXCIIANaE. 

liouse existing in London, thougli traces of many such have, from time to time, 
been discovered. A descent of several stairs leads to tlie ruins now preserved, 
wiiieh consist of flic principal fragments exhumed, comprising parts of tlie 
liypocaust and walls, and a seat formed of itoman tile. On a lower level beside 
this seat is a fragment of pavement laid in coarse red tcsseric. The visitor 
now (reads upon Ihe pavement where once the Roman inhabitant walked. 
The hypocaust, supported by blocks of red square tiles, firmly compacted witii 
mortar, is nearly filled with pure spring-water, for which a drain has been 
provided, so that the same necessity for preveiiliiig an overllovv is obliged to be 
adopted now, as was adopted in (he days of the Cresars. 

'Tlie long facade of the Custom-house next attracts the eye, with its nohie 
csidaiiade, adjoining Billingsgate (Market. It is from the design of Sir Roheit 
Siiiirkc,iii 1825,the old Ciistom-lniiise having been destroyed liy lire February 12, 

THE CUSTOM-HOUSE. 

1814. The long room is one of the largest in Europe, being 199 feet by 06, 
and nearly 40 feet in height. Here is transaelcd the principal business of our 
enormous London trade, and no more striking picture of the vast importance 
of our city can lie given tlian this always busy scene presents. 

'The Tower of London is the next great feature on the Thames. 'The csjilanade, 
now closed to the public, once formed an agreeable jiroinenade. \Vc sie 
from the water the Traitors’ Gale, with ils round towers at each angle, and (he 
deep stone stairs that led to the prison from the water. 'This gate exhihils a 
specimen of the most ancient part of the fortifications, being surrounded hv a 
cjvcred way, and jirovided with loopholes, by which archers miglit defend it 
from external assailants, or harass them within if they obtained entrance. 
Above it rises (he Bloody 'Tower, so named from the traditionary story of its 
being the scene of the murder of the young princes, sons of Edward IV. It has 

no doubt been— 
“ With many a foul anil midiiiglit murder fed.” 

.\l)ovc all rises the square mass of the White Tower, (he oldest part of tlie. 
buildings, and a conspicuous object from many points of the river. It was erected 
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by Gimdulph, the clerical architect to the I'ouiider, AVilliaiii the Conqueror, 
and was begun in 1078^ tlie walls are from ten to twelve feet in thickness; it 
lias been occasionally rcjiaired, and the external features somewhat altered by 
the insertion of vvindows and the additions of turrets in the time of William III.; 
but it is substantially ancient: the staircases and rooms are all antique. The 

council-chamber, and the vaulted rooms on the first floor, are of much interest; 
but the great feature of the interior is the small chapel of St. John, the most 
perfect piece of Norman architecture the metropolis can show; and which was 
used for centuries by our ancient kings when the Tower was their chief royal 
London residence. It is supported by massive round columns, with capitals 
simply decorated, and has an ambulatory outside them; the end is apsidal, and 
it is lighted by deeply-recessed, round-headed windows. It was for a long time 
used as a repository for records, which have now all been removed. 

Prom the Tower Stairs the view', looking either way, is very striking; the 
river is crowded with shipping and steamers, and from this point begins that 
succession of vessels w'hich affords the voyager so grand an idea of the vast trade 
of the British metropolis. There are, perhaps, few sights in the world more 
striking—certainly none more calculated to make an Englishman proud of his 
country. Here are not only the merchantmen of every part of the Queen’s 
dominions, but the ships that bear “to and fro” the wealih of every civilised 

CHAI’EL IN THE TOWER. 

nation and people. “ The Pool of the Thames ”—for so is named that portion of 
our noble river that runs between the Isle of Dogs and the Tower—is truly a 
grand and glorious sight; the proudest “station” in the world: where gather 
vessels of all sizes, of every form and character, from every seaport of the globe. 

The Surrey side of the river, from London Bridge to Rotherhithe, is now 
covered with warehouses and buildings: anciently it was open fields and 
grazing grounds; it is only in comparatively recent time that it has been 
densely populated. The Church of St. Olave, with its low, square steeple, is 
first noticed after passing London Bridge ; the church at the foot of the bridge 
on the City side is also dedicated to the same saint.* Near it in olden time 

* St. Olave was the first Christian king of Norway, and was martyred by his rebellious 
subjects A.D. 1030. He assisted King Ethelrcd, his godfather, in dr-iving the Danes from 
London and Southwark, coming up the Thames with a strong fleet, and planning tlie 
destruction of London Bridge, which thus cut off tlie two bodies of invaders, and made 
them an easier victory. The dedication of tliese two churches, on the scene of liis 
prowess, is generally thought to have originated in gratitude for his timely aid. Tooley 
Street is a modern corruption of St. Olave's Street. 

stood the mansions of the Earls of Warren and Surrey, of the Prior of Lewes, 
the Abbots of St. Augustine, Canterbury, and other important personages. 
Then came an open space, still known by its old name, Horslydown, where 
the parish butts were set up for archery iu the days of Henry VIII.; a mill 
belonging to the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem was close by tlie river-side, 

SHirS AT lOWEK STAIRS. 

and the large monastery of Bermondsey at about half a mile distant from it. 
Towards the middle of the seventeenth century building commenced in this 
quarter; it has increased until Rotherhithe has been joined to Southwark by 
streets. 

Rotherhithe is a town of very ancient foundation, and some etymologists 
derive its name from two Saxon words, signifying “the Sailor’s Haven.” It 
was originally part of the royal manor of Bermondsey, and the residence of 
some of onr early kings; Edward III. here fitted out one of his fleets; it is 
now chiefly remarkable for the Commercial Docks, which are said to occupy 
the trenches first cut by Canute in the eleventh century, and which extended 
to Battersea, thus turning Southwark into a sort of island, as a defence against 
attacks iu that quarter. The docks are five in number, and comprise about 
sixty acres of water and forty of land, and they liave immense granaries beside 
them. Close beside Rotherhithe Church is the entrance to the Thames Tunnel, 

EOTHERUITUE CUUROU : TUNNEL PIER. 

wliich unites the banks of the river by an underground communication, con¬ 
sisting of a double passage, conjoined by a cenlral arcade lit with gas, witli 
footways in the centre for pedestrians, and a carriage-way ; but as it would 
require a very leiigthy inclined plane to the mouth of the Tunnel on each side, 
that part of the scheme has never been carried out; foot passengers descend 
by a weU-staircase. Each archway is about 20 feet iu height; the entire 
width of the Tunnel is 35 feet, and at high water it is 75 feet below the 
surface. It was planned by the late Sir Isambart Brunei, iu 1S23 ; and on the 
25lh of March, 1843, it was first opened to passengers. It is kept open day and 
night, the toll being one penny; and, on some occasions, a kind of fancy fair 
has been held in it. 

From the Tower to the entry to this Tunnel, at Mapping, the Thames is 
lined with warehouses, wharves, and docks. Of the latter, the most important 
are St. Katherine’s Docks, in close contiguity to the Tower; they take their 
name from the old hospital dedicated to St. Katherine, which once stood on 
this site, and which was founded by Alatilda, the wife of King Stephen, 
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A.D. 1148. 'Wlieu the old buildings were pulled down iii 1827, the hospital | 
aud church were rebuilt in the Uegcnt’s I’ark. The docks were begun iu May, 
1827, and tiuished iu October of the following year—a gigantic work, coui- 
pleted iu an incredibly short time, by the continuous labour of 2500 workmen. 
The lock from the Thames has greater depth of water than any other dock- 
entry ; it is 28 feet at some tides, aud ships of 700 tons burden can always 
enter. The warehouses surrounding it are on a gigantic scale, and arc specially 
secure, owing to the lofty walls surrounding them. These docks were plauued 
by Telford, aud constructed by Hardwick, at a cost of £1,700,0()0. 

'I'he London Docks adjoin St. Katherine’s, and have three entrances from 
the Thames. They were constructed by John Kennie, aud opened iu 1805. 
The larger docks cau accommodate more than 300 vessels ; there is warehouse- 
room for 220,000 tons of goods, aud cellaiage for 80,000 pipes of wine. 
These cellars are one of “ the sights” of London, and a “ tasting ticket” for 
wines is a ju'ivilcge strangers are generally anxious to obtain through merchants 
who keep stock here. A small dock is exclusively devoted to vessels laden 

isLu OF nous. 

with tobacco, and a very large warehouse is consigned to its exclusive use, 
with a furnace near, where damaged or forfeited tobacco is destroyed. To a 
stranger there is no more curious and instructive sight than the Loudon Docks, 
and nothing cau give a better idea of the vast wealth and trade of the 
kingdom. 

M’appiiig, Shadwcll, and Limehouse (and the hamlets of llatclitfe and Pojdar) 
are the parishes in which these docks are situate ; their churches may he seen from 
the river, b\it they are comparatively modern, and call for no especial remark. 
The tower of St. Anne’s, Limehouse, is most conspicuously seen where the 
river widens to the well known “ Pool of the 'I'liames,” and is crowded with 

ENTIiANCe TO WEST INDIA DOCKS. 

craft of all kinds—a more striking scene than can be viewed between I,ondon 
and the Nore. The river here sweeps round ” Cuckold's Point," where the 
gates of the Regent’s Canal may be seen ; those of the City Canal, which cuts 
across the Isle of Dogs to save the circuit made by the rwer op|iosile Green¬ 
wich ; and the entrance to the 4Vest India Docks. These are said to be the 
largest iu the world; they are nearly three times as extensive as the London 
Docks, and include about 290 acres. The Import Dock, to the north, cau 
accommodate 250 vessels of 300 tons each ; and the southern, or Export Dock, 
cau hold 195. They were commenced in the year 1800, Jessop being ihe 

JOURNAL 

engineer, and opened two years afterwards: they occupy the whole length of 
the back ot the Isle ot Dogs, from Inmchouse to Illackwali, and their tall 
warehouses and tiers of ships rise boldly above its level, and form a striking 
background as we jiass them on the Thames. The canal which culs across it 
is nearly three ipuirters of a mile long, willi lock-gates at each end 45 feet in 
width ; it is now chiclly used as a dock. 

At Deptford, opposite, wc ari'ive at the first town in Kent: its name has 
little altered iu the course of ages, so that its original meaning, deep ford, mav 

Dtl'TFOKD DOCKYAKU. 

still be traced. This manor was given by William the Conqueror to one of 
his followers, Gilbert dc itlaignent, who erected a castle here. It is chiclly 
remarkable as the place of residence* of Peter the Great, when he lived here 
to learn the art of ship building; and as being the Royal Dockyard, established 
as early as the time of Henry VIII., aud continued with improvements to the 
present day. The whole is immediately under the inspection of the Navy 
Roard : about 1500 labourers are constantly employed here.t 

In the river a little below was placed, as a hospital ship for all nations, the 
l)rciidiWiif/ht, which had been famous iu many sca-lights of Nelson’s era. It 

THE OLD DKEAD^OUOHT. 

was used for a chaiitable institution, supported by voluntary contributions, aud 
the old vessel, novv broken up, was granted for the purpose to the Seamen’s 
Hospital Society by the Government. Another liue-of-hattle ship, formerly the 
Cdledoiiid, has been lately altered at Woolwich, and admirably fitted to receive 
a larger number of jiatients. Here also is, at present, moored the great ship¬ 
building marvel of the age and Ihe world,—the Lematluin, or the Grenl Enstern. 

We now arrive at Greenwich. It is a town which has been famous since the 
days of the Saxons, who named it Greuewic, which name it has retained, with 
a very slight alteration, to the present day. Its park is a favourite resort for 

the I.ondouers ; its hospital the pride of England. 

* Unfortunately, tliis interesting structure has been recently taken down, and no 
vestige of it now remains. 

t Dev'tford Dockyard is famous for its liakeliouses and biscuit factory, wliich are most 
adniirably constructed, and make some of tiie best broad licr khijesty's service is sui>]>Iied 
with. It is considered as one of tlie chief victualing establisliments for tiie navy, but has 
also some very large slij.s, where many of our linest vessels have been built. The whole 
is under the insnoction of a captain superintendent. 
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MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH. 

The Crystal Pat.ack in Canada.—TlieCryslal 
Palace, since its birth in 1851, has been making the 
tour of the world ; and such is the hardy and enter¬ 
prising character of its nature and constitution, that 
it had already onee crossed the Atlantic when it 
was but a few years old. Now, it passes the great 
waters once more, and is about to visit Canada. In 
the City of Toronto, at the corninenccment of this 
present month of October, one of these great crea¬ 
tions is to open its doors, for the exhibition, on a 
plan similar to the Exhibitions of London and Paris, 
though on a provincial scale, of the products of 
Canadian nature, industry, and skill. It is not un¬ 
natural that, in an imperial dependency, the institu¬ 
tion should cling closely to the incidents of its 
original constitution,— and that the enthusiasm 
which follows everywhere on its path should here 
attach itself to the particular forms of enthusiasm 
that waited on its original birth in the mother 
state and old country. Accordingly, the Cana¬ 
dians bethought them, as the hour of their cere¬ 
monial drew nigh, that one feature of the interest 
in Hyde Park was due to the opening of the earliest 
Palace of Glass by the Queen in person. Conti’ary 
to the old ponderous and sleepy character of Euro¬ 
pean Courts, so living and locomotive has been the 
Court of England under Queen Victoria, that it need 
seai’cely be wondered at if something like a vague, 
instinctive belief in the possible ubiquity of British 
royalty has got abroad ; andj for a single dreamy 
moment it seems to have crossed the Canadian 
mind, that they might have over the Queen herself 
to inaugurate their Palace in Torojito. A little 
further reflection showed them, as of course, that 
imperial ubiquity is a word of serious significance, 
and implying all its impossibilities, in the case of a 
Sovereign whose sceptre spans aU the seas, and on 
whose empire the sun never sets. The loyal thirst, 
however, which had been awakened in connexion 
w'ith the occasion, demanded a draught, if at a lesser 
fountain ; and it seems to have occurred to a private 
citizen of Toronto, a Mr. Norris, that the next best 
thing to a queen in esse was a king in posse, and 
that it might serve many good purposes, present and 
prospective, if they could get over, while he has the 
leisure of his youth, their future sovereign, to open 
the Palace of Glass. That this, though an individual 
thought, represented a colonial sentiment, was proved 
by the fact, that the petition which Mr. Norris ini¬ 
tiated for carrying out its suggestion received, in a 
few days, such a body of signatures—in every rank, 
calling, and department of authority—as constituted 
a representation of the province. Armed with this 
petition, Mr. Norris came over to this country, to 
obtain, if possible, from the Queen, the attendance 
of the Prince of Wales, or if that were deemed inex¬ 
pedient, of some other prince of the blood, at the 
coming ceremonial in Toronto.—It is not for us to 
estimate the reasons which have determined that this 
strong expression of Canadian loyalty must be 
altogether disappointed in the sense sought,—nor 
even to remark upon them, further than to lament 
that they exist. Such a visit might have sown the 
possible seeds of much future good. Sir Bulwer 
Lytton has, however, announced to Mr. Norris,—of 
course, in terms of full appreciation of the loyalty ex¬ 
pressed, and cordial good wishes for the success of the 
exhibition,—that her Majesty is “ under the neces¬ 
sity of declining the request ” of her North-American 
province. 

It is understood to be, as far as may be, an imi¬ 
tation of the Great Exhibitions of England, France, 
the United States, Ireland, and some of the provin¬ 
cial cities of England, on a limited scale no doubt— 
but we trust and believe with very beneficial results 
to our brethren of the other hemisphere. At present 
we are not in possession of such facts as may be 
useful for the guidance of our readers. We cannot 
as yet say to what extent, if to any, they look for 
aid from the mother country: we imagine, however, 
that the Exhibition is to be self-supplying as well as 
self-sustaining ; and that we shall hence obtain only 
the evidence of such resom’ces as our active and 
energetic friends of the Canadian Colonies possess. 
Such evidence, however, wiU be interesting and 
valuable : and we shall endeavour to submit to the 
English public full accounts of the proceedings. 
These accounts, however, will be condensed or en¬ 

larged according to the nature and worth of the 
materials collected. Meanwhile, the gentleman by 
whom the Committee is represented in England— 
Mr. Norris, Bridge House Hotel, London Bridge— 
may be communicated with by parties desiring infor¬ 
mation on the subject: and, next month, we sliall be 
enabled to bo more explicit in our statements as to 
the plans and arrangements “ in progress.” 

A Rei'out ok the Co.mmissioners of the 

Fine Arts has been printed and issued; it contains 
little or no information of which the public arc not 
already possessed. But it is satisfactory, as show¬ 
ing tliat “progress” is making, and to be made, in 
reference to the Art-decorations of the new Palace 
at Westminster. We select from the Report the 
passages most interesting to our readers. 

“ In onr last report we proposed to commission Daniel 
Maclise, U.A., to paint a subject in fresco in tlie apartment 
c.alled the Painted Chamber, or Conference Hall; but 
some <lifficulties having been found to e.xist with regard to 
the lighting of some compartments in that locality, the 
work was postponed, and tlie artist was, at his own re¬ 
quest, finally released from such undertaking. A grant 
of public money, amounting to X1500, which had been 
voted by Parliament for this object, was, with the consent 
of the Lords Commissioners of your Majesty’s Treasury, 
appropriated to the painting of twenty-eight whole-length 
portraits of personages connected with the Tudor family, 
to be placed in the apartment called the Prince’s Chamber, 
as proposed in the appendix to our seventh report. 

“ Of such portraits, executed by or under the direction 
of Mr. Richard Burchett, fifteen have now been completed. 
Being taken from autlientic sources, and executed in 
methods fitted to reproduce tlie style of the original works, 
they at once serve a decorative purpose, and constitute 
trustworthy resemblances of the historical personages re¬ 
presented. 

“ In our ninth report wc had proposed that twelve com¬ 
partments in the same room should be filled with metal 
casts from models of bas-reliefs, to be provided by a com¬ 
petent sculptor. The subjects proposed—relatingto events 
corresponding with the periods of our history to which 
the before-named portraits belong—are enumerated in the 
appendix to our seventh report. The preparation of the 
models referred to was ultimately committed to Mr. ’Wil¬ 
liam Theed. Eleven models, the design and execution of 
which are highly approved by us, have been completed by 
him accordingly ; and ten of such models, cast in metal 
by Messrs. Elkington, Mason, and Company, of Birming¬ 
ham, have been fixed in their places in the Prince’s 
Chamber.” 

“ We propose to commission Daniel Maclise, R.A., to 
paint in fresco one of the subjects in the Royal Gallery, at 
the price of £1000. 

“ The subjects proposed for that gallery, and which are 
also enumerated in the appendix to our seventh report, are 
eighteen in number, two of them measuring 45 feet in 
length. The magnitude of the undertaking not only 
suggests the subdivision into two series of the upper and 
lower range of subjects, but, as regards the lower range 
alone, it appears advisable that the artists should contem¬ 
plate the treatment of such subjects as have a correspond¬ 
ence or local relation with each other, so that, in the event 
of liis being interrupted in the prosecution of so great a 
work, the portion which he may have been enabled to 
complete may still, as far as possible, form a whole by 
itself. 

“ For the above reasons we have thought it expedient to 
invite the artist, while confining himself to the lower 
range of subjects, to prepare designs for the two larger 
compartments on the east and west walls, and, in the first 
instance, to undertake one of the smaller compartments at 
the north or south end of the room.” 

“ With regard to the Peers’ Robing-room, the subjects 
for which, to be executed in fresco, and which are ex¬ 
plained in the appendix to our seventh report, liave been 
committed to John Rogers Herbert, R.A., we are enabled 
to state that the artist has completed, to our entire satis¬ 
faction, a large cartoon for the subject of ‘ Moses bringing 
down the Tables of the Law to the Israelites;’ and we 
trust that the fresco from the same will proceed without 
interruption.” 

We draw attention to the paragraphs which state 
that the commission has appropriated a sum of £1500 
“ to the painting of twenty-eight whole-length por¬ 
traits of personages connected with the Tudor family, 
to he placed in the apartment called the Prince’s 
Chamber, as proposed in the appendix to our 
seventh report. Of such portraits, executed by, 
or under the direction of, Mr. Bm’chett, fifteen have 
now been completed. Being taken from authentic 
sources, and executed in methods fitted to reproduce 
the style of the original works, they at once serve 
a decorative purpose, and constiinte tnistvjorthj 
resemblances of the historical personages repre¬ 
sented.” The price paid for these historical portraits 
averages just over £50 a piece;—and we have quoted 
the passage here, for the purpose of inviting to it the 
attention of the trustees of the National Portrait 
Gallery. If the paragraphs in question had been 
penned with the expi’ess view of enforcing the 
argument for copies which we have all along main¬ 
tained as suitable to the youth of the new institution, 
they could not have served us more effectually than 
they do by the precept which they imply and the 
illustration which they offer. 

The British Institution.—The following pic¬ 
tures have been lent by their resjicetive owners to 
the Directors of the British lustitiition, for the use 
of the students wlio may he desirous of copying 
them:—“The Infant Saviour sleeping on tlie 
Cross,” by Murillo, Earl Howe; “The Saints of 
Seville,” Mnritlo, Duke of Sutherland; “Land¬ 
scape,” Both, Mr. Perkins; “ Nelly O’Brien,” Sir 
J. lleynoUs', “Dead Game,” &c., Snyders, Earl 
Howe; “The Duke of Newcastle,” Dobson-, “Lady 
Beaumont,” Sir J. Reynolds-, “ V'eniee,” ('anatelto, 
Earl Howe ; “ The Rabotcur,” A. Carrncci, Earl of 
Suffolk; “Venus and Cupid,” attributed to jfVtiVzw, 
Earl Weinyss ; two “ Portraits,” JA' Vos, !Mr. Bro- 
derip ; “ Portrait,” Tintoretto, Mr. G. Richmond, 
R.A.; “ Head of Christ,” Guido, Earl of Suffolk ; 
“ Elijah,” Guido, Sir C. Burrell; “ Landscape,” 
Salvator Rx)sa, Mr. I’erkiiis; “ Landscape,” Mouche- 
ron and Linyelhach, Mr. Cholmondeley. Year by 
year, as the season comes round for opening the 
“ School of Painting,” as it is caUed, at the British 
Institution, we have pointed out its almost entire 
inutility for any really beneficial purpose: copies 
are made—some good, certainly, some indifferent, 
others decidedly had; the majority of them find 
their way, we believe, into the hands of the nefa¬ 
rious dealers, who dispose of them to such connois¬ 
seurs as Mr. Peters, whose Art-patrouage has figured 
so conspicuously of late in the police-court. The 
whole thing is a mistake,—well-iutentioued, we 
admit, but still a mistake. 

The Trafalgar Lions. — The Nelson Monu¬ 
ment, it would seem, is destined to retain its ex¬ 
ceptional character to the last. No movement can 
be made, apparently, in the matter of this memo¬ 
rial which is not an eccentricity. Men, as well 
as things, change their characters where it is 
concerned. As regards things, our readers know, 
that the method chosen here for glorifying a great 
admiral is to mast-head him:—and, that the state of 
giiasi ruin in the case of this column has belonged to 
the period of its youth. As regards persons, a noble 
worshipper of mediaeval methods becomes here an 
inventor of new ones,—and a painter, in this ease, 
is translated into a sculptor for the nonce. The 
commission to Sir Edwin Landseer for the bronze 
lions, which we dealt with doubtfully as an anomaly, 
turns out to be also a fact,—and the intrinsically 
striking character of the innovation becomes more 
striking as proceeding from one who in all matters 
else proclaims it as his desire stare super antiquas 
vias. Lord John Manners, retrospective and old- 
English in St. Paul’s, has got somewhat in advance 
of the modern logic in Trafalgar Square. The point 
of consistency, in these inconsistencies, seems to be, 
that the present Chief Commissioner of PublicWorks 
is unable to do anything like anybody else. It is 
needless to conceal, that the sculptors are seriously 
dissatisfied. The matter is not much, so far as the 
commission itself is concerned,—and in its mere 
character of a benefice, would not be worth the 
irritation it creates. But the resolute intention to 
ignore the sculptors manifested here, is all the more 
offensive for the triviality of the scale. So poor, it 
seems, is England in their branch of the plastic arts, 
that Lord John Manners, wanting a sculpture lion 
or two, is driven, perforce, among the painters. 
Unluckily, Lord John is not in the Commission of 
the Fine Arts, or he might balance matters by giving 
to one of our sculptors an order for a fresco-painting 
in the House of Lords.—The worst of the affair is, 
that it has the character of a job. Lord John 
has, in fact, farmed out the Lions. Nobody sup¬ 
poses, of com’se, that Sir Edwin Landseer wUl model 
the animals with his own hand; hut he receives the 
privilege of selecting, instead of the minister, some 
sculptor to do so,—paying such portion of the 
£6000 as he may contract for, and carrying the 
balance to his own account. The commission is 
unquestionably jobbed. Sir Edwin Laudseei’, we 
must say, puts himself iu a false position towards 
his brother artists by consenting to he a party to 
such a transaction. We, for ourselves, have a firm 
belief,—and hope that many wUl share it,—that the 
calculation of profit has not entered into Sir Edwin’s 
motives, and that there is no danger of his starving 
the public work with a view to his private gain. 
But, the transaction is unnatural in itself,—offensive 
to the sculptors of England,—and the painter has 
certainly exposed himself to unfavourable interpreta¬ 
tions. Cost what they may, of the £6000 put at Sir 
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Edwin’s disposal, and ev'eu if they should demand the 
whole money,—we have, om'selves, no doubt that we 
shall have line lions from his design.—And, by the 
way, we may mention, in reference to that matter, 
that the sn'eat animal painter has, if ^ve be rightly 
informed, determined on the introduction, into his 
treatment of the subject, of what in such a situa¬ 
tion will be a novelty. The four lions keeping 
watch at the base of the pillar on whose summit, by 
the questionable device of the original artist. Lord 
Nelson stands, like Simon Stylites in a cocked hat, 
are, we ai’e told, to be on all fours,—instead of in the 
attitude of more or less repose that has hitherto 
been deemed proper to the otlice. Certainly, such a 
presentment will harmonize better with the uueasy 
position assumed, fur his bronze eternity, by the 
great admiral aloft,—and there seems no good reason 
why the subordinate lions should be allowed to sleep, 
or to rest, while the chief is keeping a look-out 
tlu'ough the centuries. Seriously, w'e cannot ven¬ 
ture to predict beforehand the probable effect of a 
novelty in composition like this, — but w^e may un¬ 
hesitatingly announce our faith in any forms of 
animal presentment that are likely to proceed from 
Sir Edwin Landseer’s design. 

The Sculptuke Eooii m the Kensington 

Museum.—The collection of British w'orks of sculp- 
I ture in the Kensington Museum, is so generally 
i considered a success, and is so attractive to the 

public, even within the limits at present afforded by 
that establishment, that we may rely on further 

[ opportunities being afforded for the Exhibition of 
j British sculptm-e at some future time, and w'hen- 
I ever that most useful brauch of Goverument Educa- 
i tion, represented by the Department of Science and 
I Art, is further developed. Within the last few 
; weeks, two beautiful statues have been added to the 
1 collection—the “ Venus,” of Gibson, and the “ Greek 
j; Slave,” by Powers—both in exquisite marble, which 
j, have been here arranged side by side, so that the 

I spectator has the opportunity of comparing these 
I examples of British and American Art. Although 

the collection is closely restricted to Native Art, this 
regulation was not held to shut out the work of our 
brothers across the sea. At any rate, the Sculptors’ 
Committee would not so construe it, and it appears 
that they took the opportunity of according a grace, 
which none can regret. We may add that we never 
saw' the “Greek Slave” look so w'ell as she does in her 
present situation, simply taking her chance with the 
other works around, and free from the adventitious 
pseudo-adornment of a canopy, &c., as w'e have here¬ 
tofore been accustomed to see her. The entire col¬ 
lection will, we understand, be soon rearranged, and 
some of the works changed, that being in accordance 
with the original plan, viz., that although the Ex¬ 
hibition is to be of a permanent character, there are 
to be changes of works, and of arrangements, from 
time to time. Some w’orks of deceased artists also, 
we are glad to see have been added since our last 
visit, so that the collection is gradually taking the 
form that it is intended to present, namely, that of a 

t representation of the British School of Sculpture. 
; W'’e hope to find soon some examples of the work of 

Plaxman in the collection. The noble group, by that 
great artist, of “ Michael and Satan,” would be espe¬ 
cially appropriate. We are sure, and, indeed, have 
taken every opportunity to say, that British Scnlp- 

I ture only wants to be fairly dealt with to form a 
; leading public attraction, and we are glad to see 
I that the enlightened management which characterizes 

the Department of Science and Art at South Ken¬ 
sington, is not blind to the fact. 

' The Poulszky Collection oe Gems.—Amongst 
i the indirect, but not the less important, results of 
i the Manchester Art-Treasures Exhibition may be 

numbered an increased (and, as we hope, a continually 
increasing) facility of access to various private col¬ 
lections of works of Art, for the purposes of exami¬ 
nation and study. Public taste has decidedly been 
awakened, and the inclination of the public mind 
bears strongly in the direction of Art, with the view 
to the acquisition of sound and comprehensive in¬ 
formation. And, on the other hand, the possessors 
of Art-treasm'es are, at least, beginning to show a 

I tridy liberal readiness to render their collections 
available, as teachers of Art under its diversified 

j forms of expression. The singularly interesting 
collection of sculptured and engraved gems which 
is now the property of Prancis Poidszky, Esq., has 
been entrusted by that gentleman to Messrs. How'ell 

and James, the eminent goldsmiths and jewellers of 
Kegeut Street, in order that tliey may be examined 
and studied at their establishment, by all persons 
who are desirous to form an acquaintance with works 
of Art of this class. The collection has been care¬ 
fully arranged and catalogued; and visitors are not 
only received in the most gratifying manner, but 
they find that their attention is directed to the gems 
by a gentleman who is thoroughly master of this 
department of Art. It would be difficult to form too 
high an estimate of this collection, both from the 
excellence of the various examples that it contains, 
and also from its historical completeness. Com¬ 
mencing with the cylinders of Babylonia and Assyria, 
and with the ancient works of the Egyptian engravers, 
this collection passes on through the several periods 
of Greek and Etruscan art, until it reaches the pro¬ 
ductions of those artists who laboured to adorn the 
dignified greatness of imperial Rome. Nor does 
it rest here ; but extending to the middle ages, it 
exhibits many specimens eminently characteristic of 
that era, and then it again advances to the works of 
still more recent gem-engravers. On the present 
occasion we do not propose to do more than to 
direct the attention of our readers to this rare 
and precious collection, and to acquaint them with 
the advantages they may derive through the judicious 
liberality of Mr. Poulszky: hereafter w'e may hope 
to be enabled to give a detailed description of some 
of the more remarkable of the gems. We cannot, 
however, close even the present brief notice, without 
expressing our special admiration for the arrange¬ 
ment of the case of intaglios. These gems are 
exhibited in such a manner that they are set 
against the light, and consequently they are both 
seen and seen to advantage. They are also placed 
on plates that have been richly gUt, and thus a 
reflected light is thrown upon the gems themselves, 
which greatly enhances the generally excellent effect 
of their novel and ingenious arrangement. 

Mueillo.—There is at Messrs. Williams and 
Norgate’s, in Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, an 
example of Murillo, in excellent preservation. It is 
an “ Immaculate Conception,” and the arrangement 
is similar to the version of the same subject in the 
Louvre, but containing symbols which that picture 
does not. The draperies are a white robe with a 
flowing dark blue mantle—a favourite coloiw always 
with Mm-illo, as a principal in this part of the com¬ 
position. The features constitute that face so 
familiar to us in all the Virgins and Madonnas of his 
mature period, and supposed to be a study from his 
wife. Dona Beatriz de Cabrera y Sotomayor. As 
in the picture in the Louvre, the figure is enwreathed 
in cherubim; and also, as in that picture, the 
Virgin rises on a crescent which composes w'ith a 
cloud and a company of cherubs beneath the feet of 
the figure. As usual, the relief is a warm sky, and 
tw'o of the principal cherubs, in the upjjer part of 
the picture, present on one side a rose, and on the 
other a lily to the Virgin. The group of cherubim 
in the lower part is exquisitely painted; some 
of the figures are in shade, but they have not 
been originally painted so—they have, in finishing, 
been toned down by a glaze, as is evident from 
the sweep of a broad brush; and in certain pas¬ 
sages of this part, one of two things may be sus¬ 
pected—either that the hands of the cherubim have 
been retouched, or that in cleaning they have been 
too severely treated. Inasmuch as the composition 
evidences more thought than that of the Louvre 
pictm'e, it is probable that it has been painted sub¬ 
sequently to that work; the dispositions are more 
graceful, and the complementary passages are more 
perfect. The size of the canvas may be about four or 
four and a-half feet by about six feet. The history 
of the pictiu’e is this :—It was one of the collection 
in the monastery of the Carmelites in the city of 
Mexico, to which society it was presented in the 
seventeenth century, by Don Juan dc Palafox y 
Mendosa, Archbishop of Mexico. It remained 
there until the beginning of the present century; 
when, at the instance of Lord Cochrane, the Carme¬ 
lites were induced to part with it. With a view to 
its embarkation for Em-ope, it was removed to Vera 
Cruz, but this intention was frustrated by the 
breaking out of the Mexican revolution in 1810. It 
was then for security placed in the monastery of the 
Carmelites of that town. The archbishop, Don 
Antonio Joaquim Perez Martinez—ambassador to the 
Spanish Cortes in the year 1812—a great connois¬ 

seur in xtrt, obtained possession of the picture, and 
took it with him on his return to Spain; wdiere, 
until his death, it formed one of the gems of his 
collection. After his death it was purchased by 
Don Prancisco Pablo Vasquez, Archbishop of 
Mexico and plenipotentiary of his Holiness the 
Pope, from whom it was ])urchased, in 1851, by 
Don Jose Lang, a merchant of Puebla, who sent it, 
in 1853, to his friend and correspondent Mr. J. H. 
Dick, of Olfenbach near Frankfort, from w'honi it 
comes into the posssesion of the present proprietors. 
Such is the account given of it by Messrs. Williams 
and Norgate. 'I’he proprietors possess written 
certificates of conviction of the authenticity of 
the work from Professor Magnus of Berlin, Dr. 
Waagen, and j\Ir. Miiudler. But these w'ere en¬ 
tirely unnecessary, since the work speaks unequi¬ 
vocally for itself; and without travelling further 
than our home circle of connoisseurs, there are 
many persons not less qualified to pronounce upon 
the work, than the authorities above named. The 
background looks as if it had been tampered with, 
yet the picture is in better condition than that at 
Paris, and if the price be not exorbitant it ought to 
be in o\u’ national collection. 

Garrick’s Photographic Pictures. — The 
greatest step that has yet been made towards the 
utilization of photography has been accomplished 
by the process adopted by Mr. Garrick, the eminent 
miniatiu'e paiuter, in his translation of photographic 
portraits into miniature pictures of the most exqui¬ 
site brilliancy and finish. These works are executed 
upon photographs taken by Mr. Savony, whose 
establishment is at Scarboi’ough, and the perfect 
success w'hereby their translation has been effected 
into miniature pictm'es of the highest class, reminds 
us of even the very best works which Mr. Garrick 
has contributed to the exhibitions of the Royal 
Academy. The practice and feeling of hlr. Garrick 
eminently qualify him to translate photographs into 
pictures, since it is evident by all his works that his 
great principle is the preservation of that personal 
individuality w'ithout wliieh all portraiture is im¬ 
perfect. We have been much struck by the un¬ 
exampled beauty and lightness of his vignette 
miniatures, which, in opposition to an extremely 
piu’e white ground, show the utmost sweetness and 
mellowness of tint, with a delicacy of drawing and 
vivacity of expression far siu’passing everything that 
has hitherto been accomplished in the most success¬ 
ful treatment of photography. These elegant pro¬ 
ductions are peculiar to the practice of Mr. Garrick 
—he has made them his own; and such renderings 
from photography are fuRy equal to the gems of the 
same kind that have from time to time been ex¬ 
hibited by him on the walls of the Royal Academy : 
the recollection of them there brings also to remem¬ 
brance many remarkable likenesses of the celebrities 

I of om' time, as Lord Lyndhm’st, Lord John Russell, 
Rogers the poet, Wordsw'orth, Lablache, Farren, aU 
resemblances so perfect and so naturally expressive, 
as to place us at once on terms of intelligence with 
those eloquent identities. The photographs of Mr. 
Savony are the clearest and most definite we have 
seen, and by his patented process are in perfect 
drawing. In contemplating the splendid results 
effected by Mr. Garrick, it is difficult to suppose 
them other than examples of his most successful 
miniatures, for which the highest rate of compensa¬ 
tion has been paid. 

Tubul-ar Draw'ing Pencils.—Some time ago 
W'e directed attention to a new kind of pencil, 
patented by Messrs. Winsor and Newton, the espe¬ 
cial advantage of which is that they require no 
cutting, the lead being placed in a case like an 
ordinary patent pencil-case, only that it is made of 
wood. Those pencils were manufactured especially 
for artists, and pupils w'ho are learning to draw'; 
and, from our own experience, w'e can testif}' to 
their utility, their cleanliness, and the purity of 
the lead. The patentees have just now submitted 
for our approval some specimens—HH, H, andllB— 
intended expressly for architectural and engineering 
drawings ; they possess all the good qualities we 
found in the others, and deserve to be brought into 
general use. A small instrument for sharpening 
the points is necessary for those who use the 
pencils—it may be purchased with the latter. ^ 

The Metropolitan Schools op Art will re¬ 
open for the session of five months on the 1st of 

October. 



The “ 18G1 ” Exhibition.—There is some dis¬ 
cussion “a-foot,” promoted, \vc believe, by the 
Journal of the Society of Arts, coneeruing the best 
site for the proposed exhibition — tlie ground at 
South Kensington and Battersea Park, each finding 
strenuous advoeates. At present we offer no opinion 
on the subject. We take it for granted the Council of 
the Society is taking active steps for obtaining the 
requisite aid to render the exhibition elfective, locate 
it where they may, for a couple of years will pass 
by very rapidly. 

The late Earl oe Leicester.—The new stone 
statue of the late Earl, placed on the top of Dere¬ 
ham Corn-ball, has been formally inaugurated. It 
is said to be a very suitable ornament for the new 
building, as well as an appropriate monument to the 
greatest farmer in the world. The statue weighs 
over three tons, and was cut out of a block weigh¬ 
ing seven tons. The stone is from the Isle of Port¬ 
land. The present earl is said to have pronounced 
the model for the statue to be one of the best which 
lie had ever seen. Mr. Butler, of London, was the 
sculptor.—Builder. 

The movable collection of specimens from 
the Government Department of Art having been 
lent to Clonmel, an effort has been made to provide 
suitably for them, and to produce a creditable exhi¬ 
bition, which, so far as we can learn, and making 
due allowance for limited resources, we believe to 
be “ a success.” To the committee of the local 
Mechanics’ Institute is mainly due the credit of this 
event, both as to its origin and accomplishment; 
but several gentlemen of rank and position volun¬ 
tarily came forward and tendered their assistance, 
both by valuable contributions and otherwise. 

Steel on Copper-plates.—M. Joubert, a French 
engraver long settled in this country, whose works 
are well known to our subscribers, has recently 
introduced here from France, and patented, a process 
of depositing steel upon an engraved copper-plate, 
without injury to the most delicate lines upon it. 
A copper-plate thus faced will, we understand, print 
several thousand impressions; and when the surface 
becomes in the least degree worn, the deposit is 
easily removed, and a new face given to it; so that 
the plate may be worked almost ad infinitum with¬ 
out being deteriorated. A brief notice of the inven¬ 
tion has already been given in the Journal of the 
Society of Arts. Next month we hope to speak 
of it at some length. 

The Art-Manufacture Association — the 
locale of which is Edinburgh, but which extended 
its ramifications south—has, we understand, ceased 
its functions. We do not, at present, notice the 
rumours afloat on the subject; but it will be our 
duty to inquire concerning them, and report to our 
readers. 

The Crystal Palace Art-Union.—This asso¬ 
ciation has not yet commenced operations; but a 
committee is formed, at the head of which is the 
Earl of Carlisle. Commissions have been given for 
the production of various Art-works for distribution 
to subscribers,—aud to subscribers only,-—and we 
have reason to believe that within a very short 
period a very inviting prospectus will be issued by 
the manager—Thomas Battam, Esq., F.S.A. 

The Crystal Palace.—It is stated that the 
directors of the Crystal Palace have it in contempla¬ 
tion to light the tropical end of the building, by 
means of the electric light, during the winter months. 

Monumental Commemorations.—A few short 
paragraphs under the head of minor topic, wiU, for 
the past month, carry forward the record which we 
keep of this continued monumental movement.—Of 
these paragraphs, the earliest must on this occasion 
be given to science, because of the great names in¬ 
volved.—The men of Grantham have been (as we 
have elsewhere noted) inaugurating, with becoming 
ceremonial, their long promised monument to the 
greatest of all,—Sir Isaac Newton. The statue 
stands now upon St. Peter’s Hill, in the good town; 
and on that site it w'as handed over to the keeping 
of the ages by an inaugm-al address from Lord 
Brougham.—Then comes the great name of George 
Stephenson. In the large hall of the terminus at 
Euston Grove,—presiding, as it were, through all 
time, at the starting-point of that iron network with 
which he bound together the North,—stands, in 
marble, the figure, by Baily, of the great engineer; 
but the North itself has no monumental record of 
the remarkable man whom it sent forth on his career 
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of scientific conquest. A movement is at length in 
progress to supply tliis want. On the occasion of 
its first proposal, by Mr. I'nirbairu, a sum of L500 
was at once subscribed, as a commencing fund : and 
a public meeting is to be in a few days held, with 
the view of forming a committee to conduct the 
project, and widening the area of appeal.—Turning 
from these scientific honours, we open again the sad 
volume of the Indian war, for another illustration or 
two. First, we have Cajitain Peel,—whose high 
distinction it is, that he added something of honour 
to the great name he bore. In his case, the proposal, 
at home, is, that his picture shall be painted by Mr. 
John Lucas, and presented to Greenwich Hospital, 
on condition that it find a place in the Painted Ilall. 
A cabinet picture, copied from this original, is to be 
presented to the dowager Lady Peel,—the chief 
mourner over two such dead :—and a print, which 
Messrs. Graves and Co. hope to have ready in May 
next, will be presented to every seaman and marine 
who served in the Naval Brigade under Sir William 
Peel.—To Major-General Sir H. W. Barnard, one 
of the heroes of Delhi, a handsome monumental 
tablet is about to be erected in the military chapel 
of the Wellington Barracks, in Bird-cage Walk. It 
is of white Carrara marble,—and reckons Sebastopol 
in the account which it keeps for posterity of the 
titles of the chief whom it records.—A tablet has 
been lately placed, too, in the chancel of Cottenham 
Church, in memory of the late Major Banks, Provi¬ 
sional Chief Commissioner in Oude, “who was 
killed,” says the inscription, “ in discharge of his 
duty, during the siege of the Residency at Lucknow.” 
—The “ Sir Henry Lawrence Memorial” will, in all 
probability, have to take some other form than that 
wliich, our readers will remember, had been as¬ 
signed to it. In the spirit of Sir Henry’s own life, 
it had been determined to commemorate his death 
by devoting the funds subscribed to help towards 
the maintenance of the two asylums for the chil¬ 
dren of soldiers which he had founded near Simlah 
and at Mount Aboo. It is now believed, that the 
government of India will charge themselves with 
the support of these institutions; in which case, 
the Lawrence memorial committee will have again 
to consult their subscribers as to the disposition 
of the fund.—Quitting the Indian field of death, 
we may announce, that the marble statue of Arch¬ 
deacon Brooks, subscribed for, as our readers will 
remember, by the town of Liverpool, with a view 
to its erection in St. George’s tlaU,—and en¬ 
trusted to Mr. Spence, a yoimg artist of that town, 
but now studying aud w'orking in Rome,—has 
arrived from the Eternal City; and will probably 
have reached its pedestal before this number of our 
Journal sees the light.—The statue, in marble, by 
Behnes, of the late Mr. Edward Baines, has been 
erected iu the new Tow'n HaU at Leeds:—and the 
townspeople of Huddersfield are about to erect a 
statue to Mr. Crossley, their member, to perpetuate 
the memory of the enlightened liberality that gave 
to the people the land for a park, outside the town. 
The commission has been given to Mr. Durham. 
—Some weeks ago, the foundation was laid, on the 
Windy HUl, a conspicuous site near the town, of a 
monument to the memory of Margaret McLaughlan 
and Margaret Wilson, the two heroic maidens who, 
some century and a half ago, suffered martyrdom in 
the waters of Wigtown Bay. The “ Martyr’s An¬ 
them” was sung iuthe square of Wigtown by a crowd 
of persons assembled from aU the country round; 
and the magistrates aud clergy, with the member 
for the boroughs, led out the procession, moving 
four abreast, to its solemn act of memorial-homage 
on the Windy HiU. 

The British Museum. — Among the natural 
fruits of that predilection for the provisional and 
unsystematic, of which the last overt manifestation 
was the separation of the National Gallery from the 
Trustees of the Kensington Gore estate, we may 
point to what is now taking place in the British 
Museum. Here, everybody is at his wits’ end for 
want of room,—but nobody will consent to make 
any. No officer can exhibit his collections in the 
encumbered space which he commands,— yet no 
officer will have the encumbrance cleared away. 
Everybody is in the way of everybody else,—aud 
ends by being in his own. Science is kept bottled 
up in cellars,—and there is not elbow-room to draw 
the cork. To say, that the departments are all 
overflowing, would be a mistake in terms, where all 
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arc dammed. One-half the collections are unseen. 
Learning is bought at heavy prices, to be kept packed 
up iu cases. For any use we have, or can have, of 
them, we might as well have left a large portion of 
the treasures for which wc have toiled and paid in 
the places whence we imported them.—This happy 
state of things is, as we liave formerly pointed out, 
brought about by the ingenious device of keeping 
the national treasures iu duplicate and in triplicate. 
Out of this clever arrangement, we get several cha¬ 
racteristic effects. We starve certain of our insti¬ 
tutions, for the jiurpose of choking others. Some 
we keep imperfect for want of specimens, that we 
may render the rest imperfect by heaping specimens 
together. Wc take our treasures away where they 
would be illustrations,—that we may set them down 
w’herc they are encumbrances.—The remedy for all 
this is obvious and direct. It cannot be overlooked, 
—though it is repudiated. Every outcry of the 
officers for want of room involves the proposition,— 
and then, denies it. ,The disease prescribes its own 
cure; and it is, in fact, not long since we were, or 
thought we were, on the way to a better system. 
The great space at Kensington Gore and Brompton 
was secured, to assist iu the promotion of a sounder 
state of things,—and we were approaching danger¬ 
ously near to a rational arrangement. Luckily, we 
pulled up in time. The approaching peril of con¬ 
sistency was perceived early enough to check it; 
and we recovered om’ position of plethora here pro¬ 
moting atrophy there, and atrophy there feeding 
plethora here.—Of course, we fall back upon the 
old nostrums,—so familiar to John Bull. Instead 
of marshalling oiu’ treasures in the ample spaces 
that we have, w'e are to provide larger spaces at 
immense cost, and there leave the treasures unmar- 
shailed. We have already called the attention of 
our readers to the resolution of the standing com¬ 
mittee at their meeting in January last, to the effect 
that there is a great deficiency of space in the 
Museum, and recommending the adoption of Mr. 
Smirke’s plan for the purchase of land to the north 
of the Museum. This resolution was communi¬ 
cated to Her Majesty’s Government at the time,— 
and in June Mr. Pauizzi recalled the attention of 
the Lords of the Treasmy to the subject.—As the 
matter stands just now, their lordships have, we 
believe, suggested to the trustees the postponement 
of the question of enlargement, until other and 
more general questions connected with the subject 
shall have been finally considered;—and it may be 
hoped, perhaps, that this further breathing-space 
will give oue more chance to the argument of sound 
economy aud of common sense. 

Art in Tasmania.—Thi-ongh the courtesy of a 

correspondent at Hobart Town, Mr. W. G. Robertson, 
a catalogue of an exhibition of pictures, now open 
in the Council Chamber of that city, has been for¬ 
warded to us, with some brief critical remarks on the 
works that are there collected. We regret to be un¬ 
able to devote more than a short space in om’ columns 
to a notice of the exhibition. It contains about 260 
paintings in oil and water-colours, and about 100 
bronzes, statuettes, and photographs, all of which 
are contributed by their respective owmers, and are 
therefore, we presume, not intended for sale. We 
have little doubt of the majority of the pictures 
being genuine works, as the possessors of the few’ 
which bear great names are men of position in the 
colony, such as the Bishop of Tasmania, the Vene¬ 
rable Archdeacon Davies, Sir V. Fleming, &c., &c. 
Moreover, we know that the Art-Union Societies of 
London, Glasgow’, &c., have greatly contributed to 
enrich our fellow-countrymen at the antipodes with 
many excellent productions of our artists at home ; 
hence w’e are not surprised to see iu the catalogue 
the names of Boxall, Jutsum, J. S. Prout, Wood- 
w'ard, J. P. Knight, R.A., Stanfield, R.A., Holland, 
Hunt, Carmichael, Herring, Muller, R. S. Lauder, 
Chalon, R.A., H. W. PickersgiU, R.A., Bright, D. 
Cox, Carl Haag, &c. We do not presume to say 
that all the works thus designated are original, but 
that they are so is very probable. Om’ correspon¬ 
dent, touching on this subject, says ;—“ While the 
Art-Unions disperse so many prizes in the colonies, 
but little encouragement will be given for commis¬ 
sions to resident artists. I trust, how’ever, that 
eventually Tasmania will not only require good pic¬ 
tures, but good artists themselves.” We hope so too, 
and rejoice to find a love of Art producing, even now, 
such fruits as are there seen. 
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Caston showing the rinsT Speci^ien of his 

Feinting to King Edward IV. in the 

Al'monry at AVest-minster. Painted by 
D. AIaclise, R.A. Engraved by F. Bromley. 

Published by H. Gr-ayes & Co., London. 

Nearly four centuries have passed since the first 
English printer lit in England the lamp that was 
to give light in every dwelling—to the palace and 
to the cottage alike. The power to read, which was 
then the costly privilege of the few, gradually ex¬ 
tended to the many; and the whole world became 
heritors of the great bequest of a compai'atively 
humble man of energy and enterprise. Honour to 
his 'memory ; it is a rare and enviable privilege of 
Art to perpetuate the fame of those who are bene¬ 
factors of mankind ; and Maclise has never been 
better occupied than in recording the glory of 
William Caxton. Until within a recent period, 
there stood in one of the most miserable and 
wretched districts of Westminster, an aged and 
dilapidated house, with low rooms, gaunt window’s, 
narrow staircase, and all the inconveniences of a 
gone by time—a house that was the first printing- 
office in England. We saw it some twenty years ago, 
when it was literally a den of thieves ; there is now 
no trace of it; the Almonry, famous and infamous, 
is gone ; in its place there is now erecting a large 
and stately hotel; and we know that one of the 
earliest duties of those who are building it, will be 
to place a statue of Caxton exactly over the spot on 
which stood that ancient and once honoured dwell¬ 
ing—recording the interesting fact, and aiding to 
perpetuate a memory which is a glory to every 
English w’oman and man. 

In this engraving we see the printer explaining 
the mystery to the king and to his court; ho does 
this standing by the press, from which the first sheet 
has been removed, to excite the wonder of the 
sovereign, the delight of the “ patrons”-—a noble 
earl and a mitred abbot—and the admiration of all; 
for there are present none of those who must have 
foreseen in this invention the dawn of freedom and 
the downfall of despotism and bigotry. The 
artist, as best suited to his purpose, has placed 
his characters in one of the “chapels” of the 
abbey, where it is probable Caxton may have 
been located for a time before he was established 
in a fixed residence. To this licence the pain¬ 
ter was undoubtedly entitled, if indeed it be a 
licence at all; for the house to which we have 
referred, although traditionally described as Cax- 
ton’s, and so considered by historians of West¬ 
minster, seemed not of so remote a date as the epoch 
of the printer, and was most likely built on the site 
of a structure still older ; very old it certainly was— 
a timber and plaster erection of three stories in 
height, the upper story having a wooden balcony 
resting on the projecting windows below, with doors 
leading on to it. It is described, and also pictured, 
in the “Pilgrimages to English Shrines,” by Mrs. 
S. C. Hall. 

Mac.lise has conceived his subject well, and 
treated it with great ability. So worthy a theme 
could not have been in better hands. The characters 
are sufficiently diversified ; the portraits have been 
carefully studied (we believe, however, that no 
authentic portrait of Caxton exists), and the cos¬ 
tumes are correct copies of the period. We have 
to speak of the print rather than of the picture ; 
but when the picture was exhibited, it satisfied 
the most exacting among the antiquaries and the 
archaiologists, while it sustained, if it did not aug¬ 
ment, the reputation of the accomplished painter. 
It has been very creditably engraved by Mr. Bromley. 
Altogether there has been of late years no contri¬ 
bution to British Art so entirely acceptable ; it is a 
production of national importance and of universal 
value. 

The Slide. Painted by T. Webster, R.A. En¬ 
graved by Robert Graves, A.R.A. Published 
by Agnevv & Sons, Manchester. 

This admirable print is a rare treat to artists and 
lovers of Art; and hardly less so to “ the public,” 
for the theme is one that all can comprehend and 
enjoy. The picture was painted many years ago, 
when AVebster was in his zenith; we by no means 
say that he is yet in his decline : his works are still 
unrivalled in their way, and those he might exhibit 
to-day would be classed among the most admirable 
of the country and the age. But to paint many 
such pictures as this is the lot of few; assuredly, if 
it be not his best, it is that we recall to mind as 
most especially the memorable production of his 
pencil. The “Slide” represents agroup of boys on 
the ice in winter : every varied attitude, every variety 
of expression, will be found here ; the boys are full 

of fun, relishing the cold that calls their muscles 
into action, and the delight that is born of danger ; 
every group is a story ; there is an incident, look 
where you will. Happy young rascals, how we 
envy them! even the little rogues who are half 
frozen because of the fear that keeps them idle , 
even those who are smarting from tails, or have been 
hit by the snow-ball that some reckless “ gamin” 
has flung with accurate aim—even those are to be 

envied. 
Yes, it is indeed a treat to examine a print so ab¬ 

solutely delicious—one that is very rare now-a-days; 
for what with mezzotint and mixed styles, litho¬ 
graphy and photograph)’, and huge wood-cuts, the 
highest branch of the engraver’s art seems to hpe 
vanished from among us, and a line engraving is a 
boon to be valued for its rarity .as well as for its 
beauty and worth. Mr. Robert Graves is one of the 
British engravers who holds in hand the puie cii, 
and will not be seduced from allegiance to his art 
by iiTiy t6nipttitioiis to Gxecute without laboui, and 
finish without time. He has here done himself 
honour ; during the more prosperous times of the 
profession, the graver produced few, if any, worthier 
achievements; the work is one that may be saiely 
placed beside the best productions of the best period 
of our school; and cannot fail to be universally 
received as an admirable example of the capahilities 
of either art—that of the painter and that of the 

In the honours thus obtained, the publishers are 
entitled to a large share;_ they have long been 
eminent for liberal enterprise; their contributions 
to Art are many and good; a list of their publi¬ 
cations contains a considerable portion of the 
meritorious Art-issues of the country during the 
last twenty years; this print, however, is un¬ 
doubtedly the best of their productions; it cannot 
fail to be profitable as a speculation, for it will be 
coveted by all to whom art is a health-giving and 

refining luxury. 

Every Man his own Trumpeter. By G. AV. 
Thornbury. 3 vols. Published by Hurst 

and Blackett, London. 
It is well for Mr. Thornbury that he did not come 
forth as an author half a century ago, for he may rest 
assured no one, in that slow age, would have read 
his works, unless it had been some ardent fox-hunter 
whose cap was frequently adorned with the brush, 
who, when there chanced to be hard frost and snow 
on the ground, so that the hounds could not meet, 
or when the season was over, might be induced to 
beguile the weariness of his hours by taking up.’i 
book like this. Such a reader would probably he m 
at the death, that is, would live out the last page ot 
the last volume ; but all others of that geueratiou of 
novel readers would be, in sporting phraseology, 
“ no-where ;” they would sink down breathless and 
exhausted, from sheer rapidity of motion, ere the 
second volume was reached. But, however un¬ 
adapted to the age of our grandfathers, he is just 
the writer for our own, when everything is done, 
even reading, with the celerity of an express tram , 
bold, vigorous, and, to a certain degree, oil-hand, 
he dashes at once into his subject, without any cere¬ 
monious introduction, and carries his reader with 
him till the journey is ended. , i i 

The hero of his present story is Crosar de Mirabel, 
of an ancient family in the French provinces, who 
is sent by his father, a veteran soldier of the hre- 
eating school, to Paris to try his fortune at the court 
of Louis XIV. The youth starts, at a couple ot 
hours’ notice, on an old war-steed, with his father s 
well-tempered and w’ell-tried sword belted on, and 
fifty louis in his pouch. He is no Don Quixote, yet 
he meets with numerous adventures ere he enters 
the gates of Paris—some of them of his own volun¬ 
tary seeking, for he is bold, impetuous, and loves a 
joke. In the capital, and more especially at A^er- 
sailles, the abode of the court, we are mtroduoed to 
a number of personages whose names and histones 
are familiar to all who have read the annals oi 
the reign of Louis, and also to most novel leadeis 
of the present day; that period of French history 
with its wars, its intrigues at home and abroad, 
its voluptuousness, and its irreligiqn, has been a 
favourite subject with our novel-writers,_ and ample 
scope does it afford for story, real or imaginary , 
ample subject, too, is it for sober reflection when \ve 
think of the terrible doom that overtook the nation 
in a subsequent reign, disasters the foundation of 
which may be dated from the corrupt influences of 
the court of Xc Grcind Monarfiue. The characteis 
brought forward by Mr. Thornbury, though some of 
them are old acquaintances, are rendered so new by 
his dramatic and brilliant getting up, that they 
have all the charm of freshness, while those who 
make their entrance for the first time are worthy 
of the company to which they belong : king and 
courtiers, soldiers and priests, ladies of unsullied 

honour, and fair ladies whose beauty was a snare to 
themselves and others; men of high degree, and 
men of low estate, poets, dramatists, essayists, and 
divines, are crowded together into as e.xciting a story 
as any it has been our fortune to read. Mr. Thorn¬ 
bury [is a most vivacious painter; with broad, 
rapid, and vigorous touches, he gives life and sub¬ 
stantiality to the characters as they appear on his 
canvas, arranging and grouping them with the skill 
of a master-mind. 

The Ancient Poem of Guillaume deguileville, 

entitled “Lb Pelerinage de l’Homme,” com¬ 
pared with the “Pilgrim’s Progress” of 
John Bunyan. Edited from Notes collected 
by the late Air. Nathaniel Hill, of the Royal 
Society of Literature, with Illustrations and 
an Appendix. Published by B. M. Pickering, 

London. 

“ There is nothing new under the sun,” said the 
wise king thousands of years ago. Almost all the 
world who have read the “Pilgrim’s Progress,” by 
the prisoner of Bedford gaol, cherished the idea they 
had in their hands a book of undoubted originality, 
in thought, plan, and execution ; this, however, 
seems not to be the case, John Bunyan’s popular 
allegory is younger, by three hundred years, than 
one of almost the same character and description, 
written by Guillaume de Guileville, prior of the 
royal abbey of Chalis, or Calais, who died in 1360 : 
he was the author of a poem entitled “ Le Pele- 
rinage de I’Homme,” which appears to have been 
translated into our language, both in prose and 
verse, on several occasions not very many years 
after it was written : of these translations various 
copies, both in manuscript and print, exist in the 
British Aluseum, the libraries of Oxford and Cam¬ 
bridge, and ill a few private libraries, but they are 
all more or less imperfect: very old printed editions, 
in French, are also contained in the British Aluseum, 
in Paris, and in Holland. 'The most important of 
the metrical translations is that by the “ venerable 
monk Don Jehu Lydgate,” which is in the British 
Museum collection of MSS., and is numbered “ Vi- 
tellius, cxiii.” Lydgate was a monk of the Order 
of St. Bennet, in the once famous Abbey of St. 
Edmund’s Bury, in Suffolk ; he is supposed to have 
died in 1440. 

The book now published, which results from the 
researches of the late Mr. N. Hill, is curious, as 
showing the source from which Bunyan may have 
derived the idea of his work: there seems to be 
every probability that he must, in some way or 
other, have met with Guileville’s poem, and taken 
it as the groundwork of his own allegory ; _ it is 
scarcely possible to entertain a contrary opinion, 
there is such a remarkable parallel in many of the 
passages, and in the general treatment of the sub¬ 
ject, in both writings. But Bunyan, assuming that 
he had seen the “ Le Pelerinage,” can scarcely be 
called a plagiarist, except in subject, for, as it is 
here said, “The allegory, which becomes in the 
hands of the former a fascinating narrative, full of 
vitality and Christian doctrine, is in the latter only 
a cold and lifeless dialogue between abstract and 
unembodied qualities.” AVe know not who has 
been entrusted with the materials collected by Mr. 
Hill for his projected work, but they certainly are 
not brouglit forward so methodically and clearly as 
could be wished. There is in the matter a wide 
field for comment and annotation, but it has been 
sparingly sown, and that which is grown up is not 
of the best kind—not so good, that is, as it might 
have been under more judicious culture. Had Mi. 
Hill lived to carry out his plan of showing the world 
that Bunyan was indebted to some of the early Me- 
diteval Romances for his “ Pilgrimage,” we should 
doubtless have seen a very different work from this, 
which, however, with all its shortcomings, will be 
read with considerable interest. 

Infant Prayer. Engraved by Henry Cousins, 

from a painting by J. Sant. Published by 
Henry Graves & Co., London. 

This is a charming print; one that will touch the 
he.arts of all who see it: two lovely children are 
kneeling at prayer; pure and innocent, as welt as 
beautiful, they have that holy expression we believe 
the cherubim to have ; untouched, as yet, by trouble, 
untainted as yet by wrong, in act or in thougbt. 
A more attractive work of Art has been seldom 
issued; the artist seems to have drawn on his 
imagination for forms and features perfect in nature; 
yet we know these fair young things are portraits, 
living and growing into actual manhood and woman¬ 
hood. God preserve them!—not only in life but in 
purity. There is no living painter who can paint 
a work like this so well as Mr. Sant; his own mind 
must be of kin to the themes he so often pictures. 
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EAKLY AllTISTS OF FLORENCE.* 

ELL might Micliael 
Angelo say that 
Ghiberti’s Baptistery 
Gates were wortliy of 
Paradise. Ilis praise 
suggests the fancy of 
Ghiberti’s Spirit, 
with angelic facility, 

fabricating a pair of 
j, gates to the regions of light after this 
^ model, approved of even there; am- 

plifying his thoughts to heavenly di¬ 
mensions and splendour, in stones of 
unimaginable tenderness and harmony 
of hues, embellished around with radiant 

glories of celestial gems and gold. May we 
indulge one more of those Dantesque associa¬ 
tions which beset us constantly in these pre¬ 
cincts which the poet best loved to pace in 
meditation, or to remember in his burning 
exile, till its bitterness melted to tearful love ? 
lie who saw the beatified spirits, like count¬ 
less glowing rubies, range themselves together 
in the forms of the Eagle and the Cross, to 
chaut the divine wisdom and glory, and com¬ 
bine in sacred sentences, to teach them to 
the eye, might, had he lived later, have beheld 
the sculptor who so graced his beloved San 
Giovanni in Florence, unravelling all along the 
gold of the heavenly parapets, with the unim¬ 
peded ease and pleasantness of his thought, the 
imaged history of God’s gracious providence to 
man; forming memorials so lovely, and in spirit 
so true, that the seraphs may well pause, and 
hang in mid flight through the sappiiire firma¬ 
ment, to gaze at them, charmed and delighted. 

We approached his lovely “ first-thought” 
for til at work, by picking our way amongst a 
display of scraps of old rusty iron arranged 
on the pavement for sale in irreverend propin¬ 
quity to the Beautiful Gates, dinned liy the 
bellowing and ringing roar of the vendors in 
the streets, which, though one of the harshest 
of sounds, is, in a certain sense, by no means 
ungrateful, since it proclaims a vigorous and 
healthy vitality on the part of the utterers. 
It is so far in harmony with that vivid, life¬ 
breathing sunshine and lightest atmosphere; 
and comes with audible conviction that you are 
indeed away in that bright land, where, how¬ 
ever depressing may be the wiles and power of 
man, the influences of nature are immortally 
strengthening and exhilarating. Of the hosts 
who have visited Florence, how many let slip a 
little gush of their customary stock of enthu¬ 
siasm whenever this gate is mentioned; yet 
few, at least few whom we have met with, 
appear to have looked at it sufficiently to come 
away with any very clear and definite know¬ 
ledge of that of which its beauties really consist; 
and, therefore, universally as its general aspect 
is known, we scarcely fear that in alluding to 

* Cuntmued fritm p. 292. 

some few of its incxhaustilde details, wc have 
dwelt loo mncli on tilings already commonly 
familiar. Indeed, after all, better service, wc often 
think, may be sometimes done by inviting closer 
attention t o those great masterpieces with which 
wc only funcy ourselves acquainted, than by 
turning away from tbcm, for tbc sake of a supc- 
ficial novelty, to inferior things wholly unknown 
to us. Professor Wcstmacott, in his recent 
lectures, thus renews an old objection against 
these gates:— 

“ The error of tlic‘?e compositions s, that tlicy are ar¬ 
ranged on tlic principle of painting and not of sculpture. 
They exliihit in a variety of planes, groups of foreground 
figures, other groups and objects retiring to middle dis¬ 
tance and extreme background, and the whole intermingled 
with landscape, mountains, trees, cattle, and other objects. 
Yon will at once perceive liow much interest is lost by the 
confusion caused by the crowding of so many small parts 
together, and next how each portion of the composition is 
injured liy the overpowering force of the part or object 
near it, especially in the foreground figures. The effects 
produced by the attempt to represent miles of distance by 
distinct objects on several planes, when the whole distance 
from the foreground to the remotest perspective is scarcely 
an inch, are most anomalous and unsatisfactory. In 
painting, wliere there is no difference at all in surface 
between the foreground and background, no disappoint¬ 
ment is felt, because the painter can supply the illusion of 
atmosphere by colour; but in sculpture, trees cast their 
dark shadows against the clouds, figures reduced in size, 
with the view of making them appear distant, are, for want 
of atmos])here, as distinct and clear as foreground objects; 
and though they may be intended to be represented as 
miles off, they may, and indeed do, throw their shadows 
on and over the objects nearest the front plane of the com¬ 
position.” 

On wliicli criticism we humbly offer the fol¬ 
lowing. Unless when the mind teems with 
exceUeut inventions, it may be conceded that 
sculptors had better not introduce into their 
compositions the crowding of many small parts, 
and attempts to render various distances, as 
Ghiberti lias done. But be has gained so much, 
that the objections seem to us more thau coun¬ 
terbalanced. The course be adopted enabled 
him to give four or five subjects in each panel 
instead of one; in all, between forty and fifty 
subjects, instead of ten; the whole group of 
events belonging to each story instead of one 
event only; in short, a rich Bible history of 
inexhaustible interest. And would we willingly 
exchange it for the representation of ten events 
only, treated on the more simple classical prin¬ 
ciple ? Should we like him to have suppressed 
four-fifths of these beautiful ideas, for the sake 
of the “ unities,” and the mere distinct enun¬ 
ciation of the remaining fifth portion ? Is not, 
we venture to ask—for in demurring to a Royal 
Academical Glyptic Professor we must be on 
our p’s and q’s—is not this profusion of inte¬ 
resting conceptions an abundant recompence for 
any inconvenience arising from such things as 
the imperfect rendering of perspective, and the 
anomalous shadowings objected to ? Where so 
much is gained for imagination and feeling, may 
we not be well contented to admit certain 
imperfections of a technical character which 
unavoidably accompany tliem; accepting much 
as mere suggestion, not full and perfect imita- 
tation ? Yet, after all, the confusion attributed 
cannot be said to exist to any prevailing or 
embarrassing extent. On the contrary, the sepa¬ 
ration and distinctness of the different groups 
in the same panel is so clear and skilful, that 
the sculptor deserves high credit for this part 
of bis work; and even a lively idea of distance 
is conveyed by the exquisitely delicate lassis- 
simo-relievo into which the remoter groups are 
subdued. They are not by any means so distinct 
as the objects in the foreground. But apart 
from technical considerations of this class, a 
most copious richness of objects and incidents, 
still leaving something to be “ spelt out,” and 
to call you again and again for the gratification 
of your curiosity, and the reception of new 
images and ideas, seems occasionally a not im¬ 
proper characteristic of works of Art; wliicli in 
this resemble many of the admirable combina¬ 
tions in nature; and, on the whole, we believe 
it is a matter for felicitation that a man of 
Ghiberti’s abounding invention, should here 

liavc followed what may be called the mediaeval | 
and modem fulness of representation, rather 
tlian tlic more simply selecting classical mode. j 

Standing before bis gate, and making an attempt 
for the purpose, wc could uot determine which 
of bis beautiful groups to su[)|)rcss in sufficient 
numbers, for tbc sake of that so much coveted 
simplicity, and perfection of perspicuity. I\’e 
should ourselves as soon find fault with the 
number of crockets and pinnacles of a Gothic 
cathedral, or of similes in such a poem as 
Sliclley’s “ Skylark,” the multitude of flowers 
on a hedge bank, or tlic variety and i)rofusion 
of tlic closely-packed colours in the magnificent 
lied of “sweet-williams,” wc have just been 
looking at in the garden. 

Donatello, often somewhat meagre and rigid 
in form, and inferior to Ghiberti in beauty and 
grace, excels in masculine force and a strong 
feeling for individual character. Ills saints 
and heroes, though striking and sometimes 
imaginative, tend much towards naturalism, 
and have the air of transcripts from life. His 
merits assert themselves nooly in the niches on 
the front of Or’ San Michele, where stand bis 
St. Mark and St. George, the objects of 
Buonarotti’s musing and sympathetic apos¬ 
trophes, “ Why do you not speak to me ?” 
and “ March !” The “ Saint George ” is espe¬ 
cially admirable for cliaracter and spirit. The 
unlielmeted young knight stands firmly planted, 
his hands resting on his shield. He seems 
considering the dragon before he attacks him, 
resolutely, yet not wholly without that doubt¬ 
ful questioning which so daring an enterprise 
may reasonably suggest. Ills tall, slender 
figure is martially thoughtful. Donatello’s 
“ David ” is a resolute but over-meagre youth, 
with painfully prominent shoulder blades. In 
a broad-leafed hat, such as Italian peasants wear, 
garnished with leaves, he triumphs grimly but 
picturesquely over the giant’s severed head, 
and a wreath of victory surrounds the base on 
which he stands. The youthful “Baptist,” by 
the same hand, is a delightful figure, immor¬ 
tally fresh with innocence and simple spirited 
life. For strict appropriateness of character 
these statues may not quite satisfy our exacting 
imaginations ; but at a time when Art, having 
escaped the bonds of mediaeval ignorance, was 
striving in her regenerated youth for nature 
and truth, so lively and single-minded a faith 
in them, accompanied by so much nobility and 
sweetness of sentiment, must needs win our 
warm and unalloyed admiration. A master¬ 
piece of grand portraitui'e and execution is 
Donatello’s colossal bronze equestrian statue, 
at Padua, of Gattamelata, a veteran with features 
dried and hardened by toil and exposure, and 
also by grave determinations. It is surpassed 
only by the marvellously spirited statue of 
Coileoiie, by his scholar Andrea del Verocchio. 
Donatello was so enthusiastically lauded at 
Padua, for this and other works he had wrought 
there, that he declared his head would be 
turned, till he forgot everything he knew; and 
therefore it behoved him to return to his native 
Florence, wliere the stricter criticisms, ever 
lavishly bestowed, would suggest fresh matter 
for study, and so lead to his advancement in 
skill and reputation. Like most of the great 
workmen of those Art-glorious times, he was 
so devoted to his calJiug as to think little 
of worldly advantages. He is said to have 
placed what money he had, from time to time, 
111 a basket suspended from the roof, that 
“ his assistants as well as his friends ” might 
take what they needed, without disturbing him. 
Akin to this was his disregard of appearances. 
His friend and patron Cosmo de’ Medici, being 
a little scandalized at his costume, sent him a 
more seemly and appropriate set of habiliments 
on the morning of a certain fete, trusting that 
he would consequently appear with more de¬ 
corum on that somewhat dressy public occasion. 
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Eut Doiiateiio, after once or twice wearing, 
returned it to the donor, observing that it was 
too dainty for him. The admirable Cosmo— 
admirable so far at least—on Ids death-bed left 
the care of Donatello’s infirm old age to his 
son Piero, who consequently presented him 
with a farm in Cafaggiuolo adequate for his 
commodious residence and support. But after 
a few months, the old man would have restored 
it to the giver by the proper legal forms, de¬ 
claring that his quiet was so disturbed by 
household cares, by the comydaints of farmers 
about the wind unroofing the dovecotes, the 
seizure of cattle for taxes, the uprooting of 
vines and olives by the storms, and a bewilder¬ 
ing variety of other such matters, that lie would 
ratlier starve than continue to lead such a life. 
Piero, laughing at his simydicity, exchanged 
the farm for an income in money of equal or 
larger value, much to the relief and satisfaction 
of the venerable sculptor, who seems never to 
have endured that any trivial cause, whether 
jealousy, cupidity, or the ordinary alfairs of 
daily life, should vex the clear current of his 
noble thoughts. 

Donatello worked with nurch of a Slichacl 
Angclesque impetuosity and fire, and a keen 
knowledge of what was required for effect; 
and yet his finish was often singularly delicate 
and beautiful, as may be seen in his admirable 
treatment of the hair, especially. Those stiac- 
ciafo, or fattened relievi, for which he is pecu¬ 
liarly celebrated, are graceful, not only in con¬ 
ception, but execution. In sculptures of this 
class, the outline is sharply defined, but no 
projection beyond low relief, no 'proportionate 
projection, is given to the parts most promment 
in nature, and the inner parts are little more 
than drawn; the result of all which is, as close 
a resemblance to colourless pictures in marble 
as well may be. Donatello’s sharp-featured 
Madonnas, rendered in this way, are sometimes 
defective in form, especially in the long, meagre 
hands, but tender, elegant, refined in expression 
and character; and the children are lovely, and 
now and then delightfully graceful; and the 
limbs, the hair, and gauzy drapery, are rendered 
in this stiacciato relief with such exquisite light¬ 
ness and freedom that the effect resembles that 
of some highly-accomplished drawing by the 
best Italian painters of almost a century later. 
Those painters borrowed much from Donatello 
and his contemporary sculptors in design and 
composition; and one sees in such works as 
these bas-reliefs the true germs of the more 
cheerful and elegant INIadonna compositions for 
which Leonardo and Piaphael were so famous. 
Lorenzo de Credi and Perugino derived some of 
their most admiredgrotrpings from this source; 
and Leonardo da Vinci, in his “Last Supper,” 
so helped his slow, unfertile invention by avail¬ 
ing himself of a bas-relief of the same subject 
by Luca della Eobbia (now in the Souiage 
Collection), that his general arrangement, and 
even the composition of his principal figures, 
can hardly be called original. 

Luca della Robbia, the inventor of the cele¬ 
brated glaze which gives permanence and deli¬ 
cate fairness to modellings in clay, the last of 
this immortal triad of Renaissance sculptors,— 
for he was born some sixteen years later than 
Ghiberti and Donatello,—was not inferior to 
them in single-minded devotedness to their 
common calling. The indomitable, delightful 
stripling would sit half the night through at 
his drawing, up to the knees in shavings, to 
exclude the bitter cold: and his juvenile profi¬ 
ciency was such that early in his sixteenth 
year he was employed at Rimini on the magni¬ 
ficent sepulchre Malatesta raised for the wife 
he probably murdered, as he had her two pre¬ 
decessors. Luca, though on occasion by no 
means wanting in grace and dignity, is distin¬ 
guished from his two compeers by devout 
feeling and simple natural tenderness, with 
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something frequently of a homely domestic air. 
These merits give an endearing value to his re¬ 
lievos in terra-cotta of genlle Madonnas with 
their babes. Once in a way, in his delightful 
frieze of “The Singers,”—wroughtfortheorgan- 
loft of the Duomo, but now in the gallery of 
tlieUifizii,— he shines forthwith a spirited cheer¬ 
fulness rarely rivalled in his art. IVhat de¬ 
lightful animation, na'ice earnestness, and gaiety 
here abound ! A group of youths is singing 
together from choral books; and young girls 
are playing on lutes, and lifting up their heads 
and their voices, in joyous accordance with 
them. Other youths arc trumpeting with manly 
self-importance; and yet another party—pea¬ 
sants, figures more rustical—arc laughingly 
dancing, and beating their tabors. And naked 
children appear all along, like little round buds 
in a wreath or garland, with more fully opening 
flowrets. One, whilst his fellow beckons him, 
dances into the group saucily, yet holding 
l)ack his head with infantine shyness—bold¬ 
ness in his legs, bashfuluess in his face, how 
truly rendered! Others, seated on the ground, 
most gravely point up, for your admiration, 
at the bevy of singers; and, lastly, a pair 
are dancing, flinging about their legs, wilh 
a hearty sturdy joyousness, which, verily, it 
docs one good to look at. Then, how earnest 
are “ the Singers” tlmmselves, how strenuously 
swelling their throats, how thoroughly, actually, 
seriously singing! They open their mouths 
like young throstles when the coppice newly 
kindles with emerald buds; like larks trilling 
in a cornfield, when the sense of vivid life 
and sunny spring first animates them; like 
nightingales gurgling at the cowslips, beyond 
wliose banks they vow never to wmiider.- In¬ 
deed, the heartfelt cheerful nature throughout, 
tending something to the rustical, yet wfith a 
spice of the antique, enough to add dignity, 
without impairing the Ireshuess and originality 
of the sculptor’s feeling, marks this as one of 
the happiest works in Art. Something more of 
beaut!/ of face and form, and of grace and ful¬ 
ness of line, here and there, is all that is left to 
w'ish for.f It w'as begun in the year wTien our 
Henry AH. espoused Margaret of Anjou—to 
illustrate the advancement in Tuscany by a mo¬ 
mentary glance homewards. A noble ornament, 
once in a way, for a recess of the solemn and 
sublime Duomo; like a benign and liberal smile 
on the divine face of Religion herself, to re¬ 
mind us that she truly loves free joyousness, 
such as is here portrayed; w'ell-knowdng how 
strengthening and restorative it is to the heart, 
wdiich becomes dull, and ofttimes even uncon¬ 
sciously hardened, from a too prolonged 
monotony of serious and loftily-strained 
thought. In this point of view, the bas-relief, 
in its original place, would have been, as some 
of our critics say, “ eminently suggestive.” 

AYc would willingly say something of Luca’s 
other w'orks at Florence, but space wdll not per¬ 

* III our clinLTte, at least, nnt the rose but the cowslip 
seuns to be tlie lady-love of the niglitingale; for the bird 
seldom or never frequents places Avhore that floiver is 
absent. In Devonshire it is very rare, and nightingales 
are unknown : but in tlie neighbouring county, Somerset, 
where it is unusually common, there riiilomcla also 
abound*?. Thomson notices tins tender connexion between 
tlie iiightingalo and the cowslip. 

f So far as avc know, the work of modern sculpture most 
■worthy of being ranked, for lively cheerfulness, with this 
frieze of Luca della Robbia’s, is T'. Drake's vase at Berlin, 
covered by a relievo illustrative of the jEeasures of public 
gardens. This production, representing children and 
youths recreating themselves in the open air, climbing 
about their happy young motheiA-, playing with swans, 
gathering flowers and dancing before their grandsires, Avho 
feel young again as they gaze on them, so abounds with 
innocence, enjoyment, beauty, and grace, enwreathed 
together by a most remarkable richness and variety of 
composition, that Ave have seen nothing of the kind so 
charmini'. Some of the attitudes and expressions are mani¬ 
fest Aariations of some in Luca’s Avork ; hut Drake’s figures 
have more beauty, grace, elegance, and soft pliancy of 
form, however inferior in force and decision of character 
and execution. Not to forget the Florentine’s pre-emi¬ 
nence, Ave must bear in mind his superior originality and 
boldness—and Avhat he did for Art generally at an early 
period of its revival. 

mit: and we must also postpone all considera¬ 
tion of Mino da Eiesole, Benedetto da Maiano, 
ipidrca del A’^erocebio, and other sculptors of 
T uscany, the immediate followers of those we 
have endeavoured to characterize, and the not 
unworthy heirs of much of their talents and 
principles. But on the three great Renaissance 
sculptors of Florence we trust we have not 
dwelt too long; for there are but few names 
connected wiih Art that we more venerate. 
Beyond all others, these men were instrumental 
in restoring to the sphere in which their genius 
moved, truth, nature, and immortal beauty, after 
a thousand years’ ignorant neglect of them; in 
this influencing not only sculptni'c. but painting, 
so far as the one art can be stimulated and 
guided by the other, and evincing in their 
personal qualities a comlnnation of good seuse 
and feeling, industry, energy, and generosity, 
but rarely rivalled in the annals of their craft. 

AHSITS TO PRIALATE GALLERIES 

OF THE BRITISH SCHOOL. 

THE nCTUKES OF RICIIAUD NEWSIIAM, Esq., 

OF FKESTON. 

This is one of those collections on which we have 
already remarked as evincing the growing taste for 
Art in certain districts of the country. Galleries 
of modern Art are numerous in tlie vicinities of 
Preston and Alaucliester; and it is to those patrons 
who, instead of piu'chasing copies of the works of the 
ancient masters, hang their galleries with nndoubted 
productions of our own school, that British Art is 
indebted for its flourishing condition. Air. Newsliam 
was one of the earliest collectors in Preston or its 
neiglibourliood ; and to tlie judgment with which 
his catalogue has been formed, the undermentioned 
titles amply testify. 

‘ The Wild Coast,’ F. B.vxby, A.R.A.—This is 
one of the most successful of Danby’s dark pictm’cs, 
the “ wildness ” of the scene being much enhanced 
by the aspect under which it is represented. The 
time is sunset; and to the fiery horizon the remains 
of a wreck rises in opposition. On the right lies 
an iroii-bouiid shore, with dangerous spits of rock, 
bespcaldug instant destruction to any unfortunate 
ship tliat may be thrown on the coast. The only 
life in the composition is represented by a few sea¬ 
birds, which the declining light warns to betake 
themselves to their nests. The effect is impressive. 

‘ The Cornfield,’ J. Lixnell.—This pictm-e was 
never exhibited, and is undoubtedly a composition 
from material in the immediate neighbourhood of 
Air. Iiinnell’s residence, near Keigate. The view is 
closed on the right by a rising ground, which de¬ 
clines towards the left, opening a glimpse of dis¬ 
tance, through which a road passes. The field and 
the com are represented in a manner doing ample 
justice to every incident; the corn especially is 
drawn with scrupulous nicety. The sky, as is usual 
in the works of the artist, is a striking feature of 
the composition,—clear, atmospheric, and remark¬ 
able for its perspective. 

‘ The Boucpiet,’ A. Egg, A,11.A.—A single figure 
—that of a girl arranging flowers—presented as a 

small half-length. 
‘ The Attendant at tlie Baths, Cairo,’ John 

Lewis.—This is an oil picture, one of the earliest 
of Air. Lewis’s productions in that medium. The 
figure is doubtless a faithful transcript from the life, 
and represents a man wearing a green tunic and red 
turban, having a towel on his shoulder. It is not 
realized with the high finish that characterizes the 

later works of the painter. 
‘ From first to last man needs support,’ J.Piiielip, 

A.R.A.—The theme here is the infirmity of the 
dawn, and of the close, of human life. An aged man 
comes forth from the door of a cottage, supported 
by (U’utches; and a child, yet scarcely able to walk 
alone, is anxiously watched by its mother. It is a 
large picture, in what may be called Air. Phillip’s 
first manner ; for since his visit to Spain his feeling 
has undergone a revolution. 'I'he female figures 
have been most carefully studied. It was exhibited 

we think in 1849. 
‘Street Scene in Cairo,’ AV. AIuleer. — This 
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I).'iinter was one of oui' earliest recorders of Egyp¬ 
tian incident; but, generally, colour and the pic¬ 
turesque are the qualities which he has most sought 
to attain. We sec here a group of figures, among 
which is prominent a Nubian slave, slandiug be¬ 
fore the booth of a dreamy hadji, who transacts alt 
his business scaled on his shop-board or counter. 
Painted in 1841. 

‘ Welsh Peasants returning from JIarket,’ \V. 
Collins.—The figures and the scenery arc botli 
impressively Welsh. The view |)resent3 a breadth 
of sea-coast, bounded by a mountain background ; 
and the sky—which has been painted at once—is 
full of sunny clouds, rendered with a perspective 
truth which direct application to nature alone can 
give. The picture has all the breadth and air of 
the artist’s best productions. 

‘In Ischia,’ C. Stanfielti, R.A.—The feature of 
the picture is a vine-trellis supported by columns, a 
combination telling so well in composition that we 
find it not only in other works of the author of this 
picture, but in those of almost all landscape painters 
who may have seen the incident. 'I’he town also 
appears, encompassing the little harbour. 

‘ The Pose, Thistle, aud Shamrock,’ C. Paxtf.r. 

—Three female heads, to which the painter attri¬ 
butes distinct nationalities by type and allribufe. 
They have Mr. Baxter’s usual sweetness of expres¬ 
sion and brilliant colour. 

‘ Sum.mer Time,’ T. Ceeswick, E.A.—One of 
tliose earlier subjects ou which Mr. Creswick’s re¬ 
putation is based; composed of principally the bed 
of a river like the Greta, with foreground rocks and 
stones, closed ou each side by trees, and in the dis¬ 
tance by mountains,—full of the reality of nature. 

‘Antwerp Cathedral,’ D. Robekts, Il.A.—We 
sec the cathedral here from the market-place,—the 
gracefid and richly-sculptured tleche rising above 
the houses iu a manner to reduce their masses aud 
height to insignificance: the picture is upright in 
form-—the effect is that of sunset. 

‘ The Last Ripening Sunbeam,’ G. Lance. — 

A fruit picture, consisting of a pine, a pear, a plum, 
a basket, with a sunbeam lighting the composition. 

‘Crossing the Heath,’ R. P. Poole, A.R.A.— 
The wayfarer is a little girl walking against the 
wind, which blows her red cloak about, aud com- 
])cls her to hold her hat. It is on the whole a de¬ 
scription of great point. Painted in I83C. 

‘ The Bolero,’ J. Phillip, R.A.—A single figure 
—that of a Spanish lady in the act of dancing with 
castanets, and wearing a dress strictly national. The 
movement is extremely spirited, and the execution 
has a finish which the paiutcr now seldom gives to 
his pictures. 

‘ 'The Fallen Monarch,’ J. Linnell.—One of 
the simplest aud most purely natui'al representa¬ 
tions we have ever seen under this name. The title 
is applied to an oak, which lies on the ground 
topped, lopped, and partly barked. The composi¬ 
tion describes very consonantly a passage of wild 
forest scenery, painted throughout with extreme 
care. Another work by the same painter, but very 
different in character, is entitled ‘ St. John Preach¬ 
ing in the Wilderness,’—a pictiu’c of very impres¬ 
sive character. 

‘ The Royal Family of France in the Dungeon of 
the Temple,’ E. M. Ward, R.A.—Estimable as one 
of iMr. W'ard’s most memorable works. It was at 
the grand exhibition at Paris, and is so well known 
as not to require description here. It is of the 
scries on which the painter’s reputation rests. 

‘ Gillingham,’ W. Muller.—'i'his is one of those 
sketches of which Muller executed so many “on the 
sj;ot,’’ without again touching them. It is grey 
in toue, and very spirited—full of the materiality of 
nature. 

‘The Opera,’ W. P. Frith, R.A.—A lady seated 
holding an opera-glass. The picture has, we believe, 
been eunraved. 

‘ The Present,’ C. R. Leslie, R.A.—A study of a 
girl leaning over a table contemplating a miniature. 
She is attired in white, aud holds the portrait be¬ 
fore her. By the same painter there is also ‘ Con¬ 
sultation,’-—a younger consulting an elder sister on 
the subject of a declaration, contained in a missive 
which she holds iu her hand. ‘Olivia’—also by 
Leslie—is im])er5onated by a figure in black iu the 
act of lifting her veil. The manner in which these 
studies are brought forward is extremely substantial. 

‘ The Flower Girl,’ W. P. Frith, R.A.—She car¬ 

ries two or three flower-pots, aud is looking about ! 
her for purchasers. A representation full of appro- 
jiriafe truth. 

‘Prayer,’ C. W. Core, R.A.—Tliis composition 
shows two figures—a little girl aud her elder sister, 
tlie former repeating her prayers. The grou]), which 
is relieved by a dark liackground, is qualified by an 
cxjircssiou most happily appropriate. 

‘ Colin, thou know’st the southern shepherd boy,’ 
J. C. Hook, A.R.A.—The subject we may suppose 
to have been suggested by the verse of Speuser, 
though the treatment is .so substantive as to possess 
little of either allegorical or poetic sentiment. There 
are two figures, a male and a female, and the scene 
resembles very closely a section of the Surrey Downs, 
which seems to have been so carefully painted from 
the veritable locale that every tuft of herbage has 
been conseicntiously transplanted to the canvas. 

‘Venice,’ J. B. Pyne.—A distant view of the 
city,— ligbt, sunny, dreamy, Turneresque. 

‘ By the waters of Babylon we sat down and 
wept,’ W. Etty.—This is perhaps the least probable 
version of this subject that has ever been painted ; 
but Etty piqued himself more iu repeating those 
distinctive qualities which were peculiarly his own, 
than iu consulting the proprieties of his subject. 
It contains two sedent figures and a third lying— 
another hlagdalen, reminding us of Correggio, though 
painted with but little diversity or force of colour. 

‘ The Tired Gleaners,’ F. Goodall, A.R.A.— 
A group of three children, of whom two are ex¬ 
tended on the ground near a stile leading into a 
eorntield, the third standing near, in the shade. The 
faces of those ou the ground are very brilliant ; and, 
throughout, the picture is most carefully fluished. 

‘Youth at the helm and Pleasure at the prow,’ 
W. Etty.—A small replica of the Vernon picture, 
but differing in the skyL 

‘ Nora Creina.’ W. P. Frith, R.A.—This was 
painted some twelve years ago for engraving : the 
plate is well knowm. 

‘ Evelyn Woods,’ R. Redcrave, R.A.-—A large 
upright picture, containing numerous immediate 
agroupments of forest trees, pierced hero and there 
by the light, and relieved by more distant foliage. 
Through the wood winds a road, now in the light, 
now iu the shade, with a truth of perspective which 
could be suggested only by nature. 

‘ Lytbam Sands,’ R. Ansdell.—The pith of the 
representation is the admirable drawing and paint¬ 
ing of the sheep, which here constitute the life of 
the picture. Besides these there is the shepherd 
and two dogs. The whole is broad and bright. 
Lytbam is in Lancashire. 

‘ Maria of Maliues,’ W. P. Frith, R.A.—She is 
seated playing on her pipe; her hair hangs loosely 
on each side of her head ; a tear starts in her eye, 
and the expression of the features responds in its 
melancholy to the moving description of Sterne. 

‘The Nun,’J. Sant.—She is represented reading, 
but has turned her head partially aside, having the 
eyes cast down. This artist stands aloue as to the 
expression and nature with which he invests these 
simple studies. 

‘Young Daniel,’ J. R. Herbert, R.A.-—This is 
a version in oil of a portion of the fresco composed 
by Mr. Herbert for the Houses of Parliament. The 
picture was exhibited entire iu the Royal Academy'. 

‘ Venice,’ E. W. Cooke, A.R A.—The centre of 
the canvas is occupied by a crowd of fishing craft, 
with their quaint gear and painted sails. The 
vessels, and all their equipment, are made out with 
the most minute scrupulousness. The quays and 
palaces appear upon the right hand, and in the 
distance. This is one of the best of J\Ir. Cooke’s 
Venetian pictures. 

‘ The Fisherman’s Return,’ J. C. Hook, A.R.A.— 
He is welcomed by his wife and child as he lands. 
'I'he boat, with all its gear, together with the scene 
itself, is represented with a research so penetrating 
as to look as if painted from a photograph; it is, 
however, a style of naturalism which we should 
scarcely like to see generally follow’ed. 

‘Contemplation,’ C. R. Leslie, R.A.— One of 
those single figure subjects of which this artist has 
produced many: the flesh tints are very clear. 

‘ Ruins of Pscstum,’ D. Roberts, R.A.—A long 
j picture, preseuting a view of a flat country, wherein 

two ruined temples appear, just cutting the horizon, 
j hir. Roberts’s works of this period are much more 

careful than those of more recent production. 

‘ St. Oucu at Rouen,’ E. Goodall.—We see the 
exterior of the church, together with a section of 
tlie neighbouring buildings to give due ctl'cct to the 
massive edifice. All the arcliilcctural jiictures of 
tliis artist are scrupulously accurate. 

‘Cow and Sheep,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R.A.—These 
animals arc miicb more exact in drawing and paint¬ 
ing than the more recent works by the same hand. 

‘ llefuge under Alarm,’ R. F. 1’oolk, A.R.A.—A 
small and highly finished group of a girl and a 
child circumstanced in an open background. 

‘Shrine of St. Gomerre, at Lierre,’ 1). Roberts, 

R..\.—There is in the collection of Mr. Bicknell, 
of llcrue Hill, aversion of this subject, but it is 
difi’erent in treatment from this jiictnre, which is 
distinguished by all the merit of Mr. Roberts’s best 
productions of this class. 

‘ L’Allegro,’ J. I,innell.— 

“ Many a youtli and many a maid 
Uancing in tire cliequered sliade." 

The “shade” is formed by the meeting of branches 
over the foreground, especially by those of a venerable 
tree on the left, and beneath this shade is a com¬ 
pany of dancers, with other figures as spectators. 
The distance is a rising ground, covered with xvood. 
The composition is a satisfactory deduction from 
jMilton’s verse, with the sentiment of which the 
whole is profoundly embued. 

‘ The Outskirts of the Park,’ Collins.—A 
small picture, showing a dark mass of trees opposed 
to the sky. 

‘ Girl listening to a Robin at a AVelsh Alountain 
Stream,’ P. F. Pooli:, A.R.A.—She stands iu an 
attitude consistent with the title, xvhile the moun¬ 
tain rill fills her xvater-can. This is one of those 
earlier studies, which the artist endowed with a grace 
and sweetness wanting to his later works. 

‘The Opera Cloak,’A. Egg, A.R.A.—A young 
lady', in a white mantle, reading the bill of the 
Opera. The figure is well known from the engraving. 

‘ The Rescue of the Brides of A'^euice,’ J. C. 
Hook, A.R.A.—This picture, which xvas exhibited 
in 1851, contains more than twenty large figures. 
It describes the pursuit aud rescue of the brides at 
that point when the conflict is going on between 
the two boats. The figures are characteristic and 
full of movement. The realization of the athletic 
poses, and the appropriate expression, must have 
been a work of long and earnest study. 

‘ Irish Children,’ F. Goodall, A.R.A.—One 
stands knitting, and the other is seated at a cottage 
door—charming in colour. 

‘ Cupid in a Shell,’ AAL Etty, R.A.—This subject 
has been treated by Etty more than once; an en¬ 
graving of the subject, from the picture of Alderman 
Spiers, appeared iu the August number of the Jrt- 
Joiirnal. 

‘ The Swing,’ F. Goodall, A.R.A.—A small 
replica of three of the figures contained in the large 
jiicture: the group aud accessories are made out 
with as much minute manipulation as appears iu 
the ])rincipal work. 

‘ Catherine Seyton,’ Sir E. Landseer, R.A.— 
This little picture is xvell known by the engraving : 
at the bottom we read—“ IJnfinished. E. L.” 

‘Landscape and Cattle,’ F. Lee, R.A., and T. S. 
Cooper, A.R.A.—A small picture, iu which the 
cattle apjiear, of course, in the foreground: a 
stream, trees, and other ordinary material, consti¬ 
tute the landscape composition. 

‘ Shepherd Boy aud Scarecrow,’ P. F. Poole, 

A.R.A.—He stands playing ou his jiipe, and a 
second rustic, iuterested iu the music, listens; and 
while th.e two are thus occupied, the hungry' crows 
enjoy their repast undisturbed. 

‘ Water-mill, Gillingham,’ AA’. Muller.—There 
is scarcely an object of any picturesque interest iu 
the district that has not been signalized by the 
pencil of Muller: this work has the truth and earnest- 
ut'ss of all his transcripts from nature. 

‘ The Picnic,’ AV. Etty, R.A.—The picnic is 
limited to a tete-a-iele, the couple being a nymph 
and a Phrygian shepherd, who are about to partake 
of a basket of fruit. The group is relieved by trees 
and blue sky: it does not appear to be a studied 
subject, but is most probably composed of two acade¬ 
mical sketches placed iu relation to each other. 

Since we have seen Mr. Newsham’s collection, he 
has, we believe, added several pictures equalling iu 
interest and merit those here mentioned. 
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THE EOYAL PICTURES. 

THE JAGEH'S WIFE. 

F. Foltz, Fainter. C. II. Jeens, Engraver. 

Size of the Picture, 1 ft. 4 in. by 11J in. 

IIazlitt, ill liis “ Criticisms on Art,” makes tins 
reniai'k :—“ If a picture is admirable in its kind, we 
do not give ourselves mncli trouble about the sub¬ 
ject.” It may be assumed that the observation 
applies to his own individual feelings, for he could 
scarcely have supposed it to be of universal applica¬ 
tion : most people do trouble themselves “about the 
subject,” and if this be not to their tastes, the ex¬ 
cellence of the picture, as a work of Art, avails 
nothing in the way of imparting gratification. On 
another page he says :—“ A fine gallery of pictures 
is a sort of illustration of Berkeley’s ‘ Theory of 
IMatter aud Spirit.’ It is like a palace of thought 
— another universe, built of air, of shadows, of 
colours. Everything seems ‘ palpable to feeling as 
to sight.’ Substances turn to shadows by the pain¬ 
ter’s arch-ehemic touch ; shadows harden into sub¬ 
stances. ‘ The eye is made the fool of the other 
senses, or else worth all the rest.’ The material is 
in some sense embodied in the immaterial, or, at 
least, we see all things in a sort of intellectual 
miiTor. The world of Art is an enchanting decep¬ 
tion. We discover distance in a glazed surface; 
a province is contained in a foot of canvas ; a thin, 
evanescent tint gives the form and pressure of rocks 
and trees ; an inert shape has life and motion in 
it. Time stands still, and the dead reappear by 
means of this ‘ so potent art.’ ” Now, if we watch 
the crowd of company collected within such a 
gallery of pictures, bow shall we find them occupied ? 
— singly, or in groups, standing before some canvas 
the subject of which harmonizes with their taste: 
some of the paintings rivet attention—the eye 
never seems to weary with looking, nor the mind 
rvith feasting ; others attract a momentary inspec¬ 
tion, perhaps, and are then passed over; while 
others, again, are scarcely favoured with a glance, 
or, if they arc, it is only a look of contempt or dis¬ 
satisfaction. No jiicture, wliatevcr its merits, can 
become all tilings to all men; there must be a com¬ 
munity of feeling aud idea, so to speak, between the 
painting and the spectator, ere the former can 
interest and the latter can appreciate. This is the 
condition on which Art appeals to the multitude: not 
so, however, to him who knows what good Art is; 
he is satisfied when he finds a “ picture admirable 
in its kind,”—its truth or its beauty he can feci and 
acknowledge; and though with him, as with others, 
there must be identity of emotion or sensibility be- 
tvveen him and the work he most esteems, he enter¬ 
tains a friendly and sympathizing regard for every¬ 
thing worthy of his notice. 

Such a ])ictm’e, for example, as the “Jager’s 
Wife,” by Eoltz, is one he would value, because—■ 
to revert once more to Ilazlitt’s remarks—it fulfils 
the conditions of being “admirable in its kind:” 
he may care little for the subject, which is simply a 
portrait of a young Tyrolese woman resting, perhaps 
after a wearisome climb up some Alpine height : 
but the beauty of the figure, its easy and natural 
pose, the modest, expressive countenance, the truth 
of the landscape, and the delicate pencillings of the 
entire painting, would at once arrest his attention, 
and fix it. These qualities wmuld scarcely fail to 
recommend the picture to any one, whatever his 
taste or judgment may be. The arrangement of 
colours in the costume of the figure is excellent, but 
of a peculiarity that must have given the engraver 
much difficulty to represent effectively in black and 
white: the hat is straw, of a bluish tint; the upper 
part, or body of the dress, is red; the skirt a rich 
dark brown; the stomacher deep blue; the apron 
white; the handkerchief round the neck is black: 
the landscape is entirely of a low tone of colour— 
the soft misty light of the setting sun has thrown a 
golden haze over it. 

The picture is the “ companion ” of the “ Jiiger,” 
by the same artist, which appeared in this series of 
engravings some time back; in both of them Foltz 
has given to his representations of the peasants of 
the Tyrol a poetical sentiment that is ideal rather 
than actual, for it has been truly said that “ tbereal 
life of the herdsman of the Alps differs widely from 
the beau-ideal of poetry and romance.” 

The “Jager’s Wife” is at Osborne. 

TUE 

BRITISH ASSOCIATION AT LEEDS. 

As tlie advancement of science naturally leads 
to the improvement of Art-manufacture, and in 
a less evident, but still a very appreciable man¬ 
ner, to the exaltation of Art itself, we have felt 
it important that we should, from year to year, 
record the results of the meetings of the Parlia¬ 
ment of Science. As in physical phenomena it 
is believed that modes of motion are the causes 
leading to the great visible effects, so in moral 
phenomena a system of undulations appears to 
mark the progress of mankind. 

As the great tide-wave of t he Sontli Atlantic 
Ocean, modified by the conditions of the shores 
by which it flows, regularly elevates the waters 
in all the harbours of our islands, so, under the 
influence of a spiritual undulation, we perceive 
each science rising sometimes to the crest, aud 
again falling to the hollow of the wave. The 
meetings of the British Association may be 
regarded as the spring tides, which, influenced 
by multitudinous causes, rise some years higher 
than in others, and like the billows of a summer 
ocean, reflect more or less brightly the beams of 
the Sun of Truth. 

The British Association in Leeds will be 
marked in future years by a fine philosophy, 
which wms diffused over it by the influence of 
its President, Richard Owen, and the Presi¬ 
dents of Sections, such as Hcrschel, Whewell, 
Hopkins, and others. There was nothing of a 
very marked character brought before the Sec¬ 
tions—nothing standing out as a grand disco¬ 
very ; but it was evident that— 

“ Sparks were kindling in the ashes, 
Soon to break in brighter flashes.” 

There were many indications of the awakening 
of great thoughts which must, ere long, be 
born unto mankind. Professor Owen, in his 
fine address, says:— 

“ Great and marvellous have been (be manifes¬ 
tations of this power imparted to us of late times, 
not only in respect of the shape, motions, and solar 
relations of the earth, but also of its age and inha¬ 
bitants.” 

But it is evident to the contemplative mind 
that unless the human intellect suffers some 
sad eclipse, still greater and more marvellous 
are the truths which must in a few years be 
developed to mankind. Our age will be dis- 
tinguishingly marked by tlie number and im¬ 
portance of the practical applications of science: 
and thus we advance, one generation discover¬ 
ing, and another generation applying to useful 
ends the facts which have been discovered. 

Prom Professor Owen’s admirable introduc¬ 
tory address, we are disposed to transfer to our 
pages a few of the very remarkable instances 
of scientific applications, especially relating 
to photographic art, which cannot be put 
more forcibly than our greatest naturalist has 
put it. After describing the process of photo- 
galvanography, already duly recorded in our 
pages, he proceeds :— 

“ M. Nibpee (le St. Victor has succeeded iu repro¬ 
ducing the colour of the original on metallic plates, 
though he cauuot fix it. Uufortunately, these lovely 
‘ heliochromes’ vanish like the breath from the 
mirror. M. De lallue has obtained photographs of the 
moon, in which the details of its illuminated surface 
are well defined—the cone in ‘ Tycho,’ the double 
cone in ‘ Copernicus,’ and even the ridge of ‘ Aris¬ 
tarchus.’ A photograph of t’.e planet Jupiter has 
been obtained, in which the belts are very well 
marked, and the satellites distinct. The portrait of 
a 13-inch shell has been secured while in full ilight, 
a few feet after it left the mortar; and, in effecting 
this. Mr. Scaife has obtained a representation of 
phenomena iu the development of the smoke too 
transitory for the eye to ascertain when they occur. 
The photographic eye is, in fact, more sensitive than 
the living one; it can receive and register impres¬ 
sions too fine for human vision, until made visible 

by increased light and developing agents. Hence, 
photography may^ superadd a new defining function 
to the highest attainable telescopic power. Photo¬ 
graphy is now a constant and indispensable servant 
in certain important meteorological records. Ap¬ 
plied periodically to living plants, photography sup¬ 
plies the botanist with the easiest and best data for 
judging of their rate of growth. It gives to the 
zoologist accurate representations of the most com¬ 
plex of his subjects, and of their organization, even 
to microscopic details. The engineer at home can 
ascertain by photographs transmitted by successive 
mails, the weekly progress, brick by brick, board by 
board, nail by nail, of the most complex works on 
the Indian or other remote railroads. The phy¬ 
sician can register every physiognomic phase accom¬ 
panying the access, height, decrease, and passing 
away of mental disease. The humblest emigrant 
may carry with him miniatures, such as Dow' could 
not have equalled in the perfection of their finish, of 
scenes and persons which will recall and revive the 
dearest affections of the home he has left. In its 
lowest application, photography becomes an instru¬ 
ment of 'tbe criminal police.” 

Of tlie most wonderful of all tbe applications 
of science in tbe electric telegrapb, w'e cannot 
refrain from quoting Professor Owen’s excel¬ 
lent remarks. We make no excuse for this, 
for tbe advance of civilization is so intimately 
connected wdtli tbe progress of Art, that tbe 
power wbicb connects tbe Old and New Worlds 
togetber, must exert a most important influence 
upon everytbing tending to refine tbe human 
mind. After describing Oersted’s small expe¬ 
riments, wbicb went to sbow' that a magnetic 
needle always placed itself at right angles to 
tbe direction of an electric current, and refer¬ 
ring to tbe Swedish philosopher’s refined spe¬ 
culations, be proceeds;— 

“ Remote as such profound conceptions and subtle 
trains of thought seem to be from the needs of every¬ 
day life, the most astounding of the practical aug¬ 
mentations of man’s power has sprung out of them. 
Nothing might seem less promising of profit than 
Oersted’s painfullyr-pursued experiments, with his 
magnets, voltaic pile, and bits of copper-w'ire. Yet 
out of these has come the electric telegraph ! Oersted 
himself saw such an application of his convertibility 
of electricity into magnetism, and made arrangements 
for testing that application to the instantaneous 
communication of signs through distances of a few 
miles. The resources of inventive genius have made 
it practicable for all distances, as we have lately 
seen in the submergence and working of the electro¬ 
magnetic cord connectiug the Old and the New 
World.” 

“ Whoever has been engaged in the delicate phy¬ 
sical and chemical experiments requmed in the 
present state of natural philosophy, will know how 
small is the expectation of success on the first trial 
of a new experiment in the laboratory. Only the 
experienced manipulator realizes how hard it is to 
foresee every condition requisite for success : but it 
is he who bears the bravest heart under failures, 
well assured that through them are acquired the 
conditions of success, and that every cause of failure, 
w'ell ascertained, is an encouragement to the repeti¬ 
tion of the trial. Every practical pihysicist, there¬ 
fore, was prepared to expect a certain number of in¬ 
structive failures iu the attempt to can y out thegraud- 
est philosophical experiment on record — the most 
stupendous which mortal mind ever ventured to pro¬ 
pose to itself. Our surprise is, that the failures were 
so few,—the success so speedy. But the persever¬ 
ing and determined men who achieved this success, 
temporary as it has been, were animated by the 
spirit iu which Lord Bacon tells us experimental 
philosophy should be entered upon :—‘ For there is 
no comparison,’ he writes, ‘ between that which 
we may lose by not trying and by not succeeding; 
since by not trying we (brow away the chance of an 
immense good, by not succeeding we only incur the 
loss of a little human labour.’ On the 6th of 
August, 1858, the laying down of ujiwards of 2000 
nautical miles of telegraphic cord, connecting New'- 
foundland and Ireland, was successfully completed ; 
and on that day a message of thirty-one words was 
transmitted in thirty-five minutes along the sinuosities 
of the submerged hills and valleys forming the bed 
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of tlie great Atlantic. This first message e.'i pressed 
—‘ Glory to God in the liighest: oil earth peace, 
goodwill towards men.’ Never since the founda¬ 
tions of the world were laid could it be more truly 
said, ‘ The depths of the sea praise him ! ’ More 
remains to be done before the far-stretching engine 
can be got into full working order ; but the capital 
fact, viz., the practicability of bringing America 
into electrical communication with Europe, has been 
demonstrated ; consequently, a like power of instant¬ 
aneous interchange of thought between the civilized 
inhabitants of every part of the globe becomes only 
a question of time.” 

Amongst several points of interest wliieli 
were brought before the British Assoeiatiou, 
the following, more partieularly, are of interest 
to the readers of the Art-Journal. An impor¬ 
tant letter, from Mr. Wm. MeCraw, of Edin¬ 
burgh, to Sir David Brewster, on a new means 
of preventing the fading of photographs. Mr. 
MeCraw adopts the following proeess:—1. 
Take the white of eggs and add about 25 per 
cent, of a saturated sdution of common salt, 
to be well beaten up and allowed to subside. 
Eloat the paper on the albumen for thirty 
seconds, and hang up to dry. 

2. Make a saturated solution of bichromate 
of potash, to which has been added 25 per 
cent, of Beaufoy’s acetic acid. Eloat the 
paper on this solution for an instant, and 
when dry it is fit for use; this must be done in 
a dark room. 

3. Expose under a negative, in a pressure 
frame, in the ordinary manner, until the picture 
is sufficiently printed in aU its details, but not 
over-printed, as is usual with the old process. 
This requires not more than half the ordinary 
time. 

4. Immerse the picture in a vessel of water 
in the darkened room. The undecomposed 
bichromate and albumen then readily leave the 
lights and half tints of the picture. Change 
the water frequently, until it comes from the 
prints pure and clear. 

5. Immerse the picture now in a saturated 
solution of protosulphate of iron, in cold water, 
for five minutes, and again rinse well in water. 

6. Immerse the picture, again, in a saturated 
solution of gallic acid, in cold water, and the 
colour will immediately begin to change to a 
fine purple black. Allow the picture to re¬ 
main in this until the deep shadows show no 
appearance of the yellow bichromate. Repeat 
the rinsing. 

7. Immerse, finally, in the following mix¬ 
ture :— 

Pyrogallic acid.2 grains. 
Water.1 ounce. 
Beanfoy’s acetic acid.1 ounce. 
Saturated solution of acetate of lead 2 drachms. 

This mixture briglitens up the picture mar¬ 
vellously, restoring the lights that may have 
been partially lost in the previous part of the 
process, deepening the shadows, and bringing 
out the detail. 

A communication was made by Dr. Glad¬ 
stone, on the preparation, from coal-tar, of a 
beautiful purple dye, already described in the 
Art-Journal. Sir John BLerschel observed, 
“ That there appeared to be no limits to the 
transformations effected by coal tars. After aU 
the useful results we owed to it, it seemed we 
were now to be indebted to it for the creation 
of the more lovely colours; what would next 
come of it it was impossible to say.” In con¬ 
nection with the subject of dyes, there was a 
communication from Mr. Bedford, “ On colo¬ 
rific lichens,” during the reading of which some 
beautiful colours were produced; and Mr. Grace 
Calvert announced that the soft violet or purple, 
which, on account of its fugitive character, 
was called. The Ladies’ Despair, had just been 
successfully fixed by a dyer at Lyons, after 
many years spent in experiment. 

One morning was devoted, in the Chemical 

Section, to ])hotograpliy—a consideration of 
dry coDodion processes ;—on the means of mea¬ 
suring the quantity of chemical (actinic) 
power in the snn-bcain;—photographic printing 
on calico, and the—“choice of subjects in 
photography, and the adaptation of different 
processes,” were the subjects brought before 
the Section and discussed. IVc do not find 
any matter, however, of sufficient moment to 
occupy our pages. 

With the learned matters of the physical 
section, the practical ones of the mechanical 
section, or ot economic science, and statistics, 
we have nothing to do. The numerous inte¬ 
resting papers of the geological and geographi¬ 
cal sections, are, in like manner, excluded from 
our attention. A careful examination of the re¬ 
ports of the meeting at Leeds, convinces us that, 
although no striking novelty has been brought 
forward, yet that there were indications of steady 
progress. Suggestions were made, and intima¬ 
tions given, of many new and important points, 
which appeared nearly ready for the birth. 
Indeed, there seems to be every probability, 
that the next meeting of the British Associa¬ 
tion at Aberdeen, under the presidency of the 
Prince Consort, will be marked by the advent 
of a crowning discovery. 

R. H. 

THE CATALOGUES 

OE THE ROYAL ACADEMY, 
AND 

THE PAINTERS AND PICTURES THEREIN 
CHRONICLED. 

The private records of the Royal Academy might 
on certain questions of the policy of the institution 
he interesting, though scarcely more so than the 
earliest catalogues of the exhibitions, with all their 
curious revelations. We look back upon the first 
catalogue through the vicissitudes of ninety years, 
and we can even see the landscapes on the broad 
principle, theorised not naturalized—the stiff my¬ 
thological portraiture—the thin and cold water¬ 
colour drawings—various “ Pieces'of Blowers,” with 
numerous essays in crayon, and a proportion of 
honorary contributions, and all these commingled 
in one room—for to this space was the first exhi¬ 
bition limited. We see the whole lighted up, yet 
obscured, by the splendours of Reynolds’s art, with 
here and there a scintillation from the lesser stars. 

Reynolds returned from his prolonged continental 
tour in 1752, at the age of twenty eight; and 
at this time such was the state of portrait painting 
in England, that Hudson, the fashionable artist of 
the day, could not paint the figures to his own 
heads. This department was executed by Van- 
haaken, whose death deprived not only Hudson of 
his right hand; but, according to Hogarth’s famous 
caricature, others were equally inconvenienced by 
his decease. If the mere imbecility of the painters 
of the time be our especial wonder, what are we to 
say of that taste prevalent in the profession which 
placed Lely and Kneller ^above Vandyke? “Ah, 
Reynolds,” said Ellis, a portrait painter of some re¬ 
pute, “ this will never answer. Why, you don’t paint 
in the least degree like Kneller.” Reynolds essayed 
a justification of his own principle, but the votary of 
KneUer would not hear him. Patronage of Art 
indicated at this time an exalted taste, when it 
was extended it was munificently ministered. The 
gusto grande is not now evidenced in the same man¬ 
ner by the highest ranks of society as it was a hun¬ 
dred years ago ; it has become vulgarized,—much to 
the benefit of the profession. We may exjiress our 
surprise at the inferior degree of executive power 
possessed by Hudson and others of his contempo¬ 
raries, who were not without a certain reputation ; 
but we are more than astonished that men should 
practise Art for the best part of a lifetime without 
the attainment of the ability to paint a portrait 
throughout. When we know that Hudson recom¬ 
mended Reynolds, as his pupO, to copy the engravings 
of Guercino’s works, the problem is solved, if we may 
suppose that Hudson and his contemporaries went 
no further than this. The establishment, however, of 

the school in St. Hartin’s Lane introduced a better 
order of things; and, although the manner of work¬ 
ing there did not generally transcend what we now 
call “ sketching,” it imparted to those who attended 
it a power far beyond those who professed Art with 
the meagre accomplishment of being able to paint 
a mask. Wo have alluded to the substantial pro¬ 
tection extended to Art from high places. With 
unexampled liberality the Duke of Richmond opened 
his house at Whitehall with an invitation to aspi¬ 
rants to go thither and study the antique. The fol¬ 
lowing unique and quaint advertisement appeared in 
the London Chronicle, of Eeb. 25, 1758 ;— 

“ Eortlie use of those who study Painting, Sculp¬ 
ture, and Engraving, will be opened, on Monday, 
the Gth of March next, at his Grace the Duke of 
Richmond’s, in Whitehall, a room, containing a 
large collection of original plaster casts from the 
best antique statues and busts, which are now at 
Rome and Plorence. 

“ It is imagined that these most exact copies from 
antiques may greatly contribute towards giving 
young beginners of genius an early taste and idea of 
beauty and proportion, which, when thoroughly 
acquired, ivill in time appear in their several per¬ 
formances. 

“The public is therefore advertised, that any 
known painter, sculptor, carver, or other settled 
artist, to whom the study of these gessos may be of 
use, shall have the liberty to draw or model from 
any of them, at any time; and upon application to 
the person that has the care of them, any particular 
figure shall be placed in such light as the artist shall 
desire. 

“ And likewise any young man, or boy above the 
age of twelve years, may also have the same liberty, 
by a recommendation from any known artist to 
Mr. Wilton, in Hedge Lane. 

“ For these young persons a fresh statue or bust 
will be set once a week, or fortnight, in a proper 
light to draw from. 

“ They will only be admitted from the hour of 
nine to eleven in the morning, and from the hour of 
two to four in the afternoon. 

“ On Saturday, Messrs. Wilton and Cipriani will 
attend to see what progress each has made, to cor¬ 
rect their drawings and models, and give them such 
instruction as shall be thought necessary. 

“ Nobody is to touch any of the gessos on any 
account, or to move them out of their places, or 
draw upon either their pedestals, or the wall of 
the room; any person offending in such a manner 
will be dismissed, and never admitted again on any 
consideration. 

“ There wifi, be given at Christmas and Midsum¬ 
mer, annually, to those who distinguish themselves 
by making the greatest progress, the following 
premiums:— 

“ A figure will be selected from the rest, and a 
large silver medal will be given for the best design 
of it, and another for the best hasso relievo. 

“A smaller silver medal for the second best 
design, and one for the second best hasso relievo." 

“ The servant who takes care of the room has 
strict orders not to receive any money. It is there¬ 
fore hoped and expected that none will be offered.” 

Since this public invitation was issued, we have 
greatly advanced in Art, but in the present day there 
is no parallel example of liberality. I'he utmost 
that, perhaps, could be accorded, might be permis¬ 
sion to copy the works of the great masters; but 
when has such a com’se of study been useful to a stu¬ 
dent ? We should be much concerned to see private 
galleries thrown open for such a purpose. It is 
this privilege in respect of the Italian palaces that 
has deluged the market with so-called repliche and 
“speculative” pictures. We cannot be surprised at 
the terms of the Duke of Richmond’s advertisement, 
remembering that it was put forth at a time when 
our commonality w'as naturally and capriciously 
vandalic. From what causes we know not, but his 
Grace’s collection was open, we believe, only two 
seasons; at least, the advertisement appeared wily 
in 1758 and 1759 ; but even this brief course, with 
assiduity of attendance, ought not to have been 
without its advantages. 

About the year 1760, public attention was at¬ 
tracted to the pictures which had by several painters 
been presented to the Foundling Hospital; and so 
eager was the public to see these pictures, that the 
artists of the time resolved upon a public exhibition 
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of their productions, of which l')r. Johnson says, in 
a letter to Baretti, “ The artists have instituted a 
yearly exhibition of pictures and statues, in imita¬ 
tion, I am told, of foreign Academies. This year 
was the second exhibition. Tliey please themselves 
much with the multitude of spectators, and imagine 
that the English school will rise much in reputation. 
Reynolds is without a rival, and continues to add 
thousands to thousands, which he deserves, among 
other excellencies, by retaining his kindness for 
Baretti. This exhibition has filled tlie heads of the 
artists and lovers of Art. Surely life, if it he not 
long, is tedious: since we are forced to call in the 
aid of so many trifles to rid us of oiu- time—of that 
time which can never return.” Johnson professed 
not only to know nothing of Art, but to dislike it, 
and scarcely in the presence of Reynolds spoke 
respectfully of the profession, llis near-sightedness 
might have been tantalising to him, hut there were 
other causes, doubtless, for his frequent sneers. 

At the first exhibition the catalogue was the 
ticket of admission, but as this arrangement was 
productive of inconvenience, it was determined that 
the price of the entrance ticket should be one shil¬ 
ling ; and to the catalogue a preface, explanatory of 
the cause of the impost, was written by JJr. Johnson, 
wherein it is observed, “ When the terms of ad¬ 
mission were low, the room was thronged with 
such multitudes as made access dangerous, and 
frightened away those w'hose approbation was most 
desired.” Thus crowded rooms have been the rule 
ever since pictorial exhibition has been established 
among us. The success of these first exhibitions 
suggested the propriety of a closer alliance among 
the painters, the result of which was, “ The Society 
of Artists of Great Britainand about the same 
time was established the well-known school in St. 
Martin’s Lane, where a school has existed until a 
recent period. This society was incorporated; their 
charter bears date, the 26th of January, 1765, and 
their exhibitions were lield in the great room, in 
Spring Gardens. But this incorporation was the 
cause of much bitterness and dissatisfaction in the 
profession, an analysis of which does not come within 
our purpose ; but, with a view to the reconciliation 
of the complaining parties, a more comprehensive 
scheme in the form of an Academy, to be dignified 
with the epithet “ Royal,” was favourably enter¬ 
tained by the King. The plan of the institution was 
laid down by Sir William Chambers, West, Cutes, 
and Moser; and it was matured entirely without 
the knowledge of any other members of the profes¬ 
sion. It was with great difficulty that Reynolds 
w'as induced to accept the Presidency of the Aca¬ 
demy. West was appointed to call upon him to 
endeavour to persuade him to accede to the wishes 
of the body, thirty of whom had been already named, 
and they were waiting the return of their delegate at 
the house of Wilton, one of the academicians. West 
succeeded so far as to persuade Reynolds to accom¬ 
pany him to Wilton’s, where he was at once and 
unanimously hailed President of the Royal Academy; 
and he is said to have been much affected by the 
enthusiasm with which he was elected. Then fol¬ 
lowed the other appointments, Johnson as Professor 
of Ancient Literature, and Goldsmith as Professor 
of Ancient History: on which occasion the latter 
wrote to his brother his famous joke about the 
rnffles without a shirt. 

We may suppose that every academician an¬ 
nounced himself on the occasion of the first exhibi¬ 
tion. The catalogue does not give us the list of 
names with which the catalogues of these days are 
graced. The names occur alphabetically in the 
catalogue, with the w'orks of the artist beneath them ; 
and in this alphabetical order the pictures w'ere hung, 
the first number under B, and the last under Y. 

The members were John Baker, George Barrett, 
Prancesco Bartolozzi, Agostino Carlini, Charles 
Cotton, Mason Chamberlin, William Chambers, 
Baptist Cipriani, Erancis Cotes, Nathaniel Dance, 
Thomas Gainsborough, John Gwynn, Francis Hay- 
man, Nathaniel Hone, Angelica Kauffmann, Jere¬ 
miah Meyer, George Michael Moser, Mary Mosoi’, 
F. Milner Newton, Edward Penny, Joshua Reynolds, 
John Richards, Thomas Sandby, Paid Sandhy, 
Dominick Serres, Peter Toms, William Tyler, Sam¬ 
uel Wale, Benjamin West, Richard Wilson, Joseph 
Wilton, Richard Yeo, and Francesco Zuccarelli; in 
all thirty-three, of whom nine were foreigners, in¬ 
cluding the two lady members. 

Out of these, how few have bequeathed a pro¬ 
fitable idea to their successors !—in hut few cases 
has the impression which they made in their time 
vibrated to our day;—how few of these names are 
brought down to us by the merits of the works of 
the men who bore them ! Reynolds was a giant in 
his time—he began at once by demolishing the 
hollow prestige of Lely and Kneller. But Reynolds 
never learnt to draw—if he had, we may reasonably 
ask, if it woidd not have spoilt him as a portrait 
painter ? He came direct from home to Hudson, 
with whom he was two years, at which time there 
was no school or academy. Hudson recommended 
him to copy prints. On leaving this master, he 
settled at Plymouth with his two sisters: whence, 
on hoard of the Centurio7i, with his friend Commo¬ 
dore Keppcl, he visited Algiers, Cadiz, and pro¬ 
ceeded to Rome; where, says Northcote, “ he 
qualified himself for his profession ” by an ac¬ 
quaintance with the great masters. But he never 
learnt to draw—if he had, it is probable he would 
have been no greater than West. That which we 
call “ colour,” is a gift, without which even 
Michael Angelo did not consider himself a painter; 
but drawing is only an accomplishment—which 
even Reynolds did not possess—yet he w'as in his 
gifts equal to Titian. We wxre infinitely scandalized 
on reading, for the first time, the inscription by 
R. P. Knight, which appeared under a statue of Rey¬ 
nolds, on the occasion of the Commemoration in 
1 813. That the sixth line, 

“ Vi-x ulli veterum secuiulo,” 

is liable to misconstruction, is attested by Northcote, 
w ho translates it— 

“ Scarcely inferior to .any of tlie ancients." 

Whereas Knight meant— 

“ Inferior to sc.arcely any of the ancients.” 

But the line ought to have been re-constructed and 
strengthened, for after all it conveys but a question¬ 
able compliment. 

John Baker, the first arfist alphabetically on (he 
list of the Academy, was originally a coach painter, 
but he became a flower painter, and we believe that 
the Academy possesses an example of his art. 
George Barrett is favourably known from his varied 
powers, as well in water colour as in oil; his de- 
])artment was landscape. Bartolozzi is more ex¬ 
tensively known by his engravings than his 
drawings; his contribu Jons are of the latter. 
Carlini was a sculptor ; and Cotton was, like Baker, 
originally a coach painter, but he learnt to draw the 
figure in vSt. Martin’s Lane, and became subsequently 
an animal painter. 

Chamberlin w'as a portrait painter, as w'as Cotes, 
but he worked principally in crayons. Cipriani was 
a man of varied powers, who left behind him works 
of considerable merit; we know him rather through 
the engravings of Bartolozzi than from any other 
source. Nathaniel Dance, afterwai'ds Sir Nathaniel 
Holland, was a portrait painter: and Gwynn, an 
architect. Francis Ilaymau was a portrait and 
historical painter, and was extensively employed by 
the booksellers as an illustrator. Nathaniel Hone 
was a man of some talent as a miniature painter; 
but his election w'as, morally, not a credit to the 
academj'. Angelica Kaufl'mann is sufficiently known 
by engravings from her compositions from mytho¬ 
logy and ancient history. Meyer was an enamellist, 
as was also Moser, the keeper of the Academy, and 
Mary Moser professed flower painting. Francis 
Milner Newton, the Secretary of the Academy, w'as 
a portrait painter; and Penny, though Professor of 
Painting, painted principally portraits. Richards w'as 
a landscape painter, and T’homas Sandby an archi¬ 
tect, but Paul, of that name, may be called the 
founder of the British school of vvater-colour 
painting. Dominick Serres, a Frenchman, is prin¬ 
cipally know'n as a marine painter. Toms was 
much employed by Reynolds as a painter of dra¬ 
peries ; W.ale painted history ; Wilton was a sculp¬ 
tor; Yeo was a medallist, and Zuccarelli was a 
landscape painter. Gainsborough, West, and “Wil¬ 
son are sufficiently known. We may suppose an 
effort to have been made on all sides to signalize 
this, the first Exhibition of the Royal Academy, 
but, with some necessary exceptions, very few of 
the pictures w'ould be qualified to command, at the 
present day, a place on the walls of the Academy. 
The works exhibited by Reynolds were “A Por¬ 

trait of a Lady and her Son, whole-lengths, in the 
character of Diana disarming Love;” “ A ditto of 
a lady in the character of Juno rescuing the Cestus 
from Venus;” “Portrait of two Ladies, half- 
lengths,” and “Hope nursing Love :” the titles of 
these works show the taste of the time. The circle 
of the goddesses was exhausted to do honour to 
Reynolds’s patrons —groups of three became Graces, 
and, according to character, was this or that Muse 
pressed into service to do duty in shape of some 
distinguished gentlewoman. In this mythological 
masquerade Reynolds ranged up side by side to 
the most pantheistic of the French painters ; but 
there was this difference between the two aspira¬ 
tions—Reynolds’s figures try most earnestly to look 
their characters, but, on the other hand, the mytho¬ 
logy of painted marquis and marquises seem one 
and all gradually to close one eye and quickly 
open it again—they did not enter into the spirit of 
the thing—from their impersonations the stage 
could never be excluded. But to return to the 
alphabet of our catalogue—“ The First,” as it is set 
forth in those importunate capitals, which have been 
prominently maintained since the institution of the 
Academy. It has been ah'eady stated that the in¬ 
corporated society of artists W'as com|)elled to 
institute the shilling admission, in order to secure 
patrons and connoisseurs from being jostled by the 
offscourings of the streets. No experiment in 
reference to free admission was ever made, we be¬ 
lieve, by' the Academy; but a fee for admission was 
at once determined—the necessity for which is 
stated in the following advertisement that appeared 
on the reverse of the title-page, annually, for some 
years:— 

“ As the present exhibition is a part of the 
institution of an academy supported by royal 
munificence, the public may naturally expect the 
liberty of being admitted without any expense. 

“ The Academicians, therefore, think it necessary 
to declare, that this was very much their desire, but 
that tliey have not been able to suggest any other 
means than that of receiving money for admittance, 
to jireveut the room from being filled by imjiroper 
persons, to the entire exclusion of those for whom 
the exhibition is apparently intended.” 

The sum first given by George HI. for the 
support of the Academy was five thousand pounds. 
How long the king continued his bounty we do 
not know, but Northcote speaks, as we under¬ 
stand him, of a net income of some £2500, not 
many years after the establishment of the in¬ 
stitution. A curious feature in the catalogue is 
the fact of very few pictures being for disposal; 
of the hundred and thirty-six exhibited works, there 
are no more than four marked for sale. This, 
indeed, must have been the golden age for painters, 
if everything was sold before (he exhibition—a 
happy class were they, who felt not the mortifications 
and heartburnings to which all “outsiders” in the 
present day are subject. 

The works exhibited by Gainsborough were “ A 
Portrait of a Lady,” a whole length—“ Ditto of a 
Gentleman,”—“A large Landscape,”—“A Boy’s 
Head.” At this time Thomas Gainsborough w'as 
forty-two years of age, and he resided in Bath, 
whence he returned to London in 1774, and settled 
in Pall Mall—the house will be found repre¬ 
sented on page 332. Reynolds was always de¬ 
sirous of signalizing Gainsborough as a great land¬ 
scape painter, without just reference to his pow'er in 
painting the figiu'c. On the occasion of a meeting 
of one of the clubs, of which Reynolds and Richard 
“Wilson were members, the place of assembly being 
the “ British,” Reynolds observed, aloud, that he 
thought Gainsborough the most eminent landscape 
painter of his time. Whereon “Wilson observed, 
loudly enough to be heard by all in the room, 
“And I think Gainsborough the greatest portrait 
paiuter of his time.” It was a principle with Sir 
Joshua never to forget himself in so far as to make 
an enemy ; hut upon this occasion he committed 
himself, feeling rather the annoyance from the 
praise bestowed on Gainsborough’s portraits than 
remembering the presence of “VVilson, who imme¬ 
diately took the observation home, and replied to 
it with a remark which, under ordinary circum¬ 
stances, would mean nothing, but in this case was 
the emanation of bitter mortification. Without 
subscribing to Wilson’s opinion, it cannot be de¬ 
nied that Reynolds was unwilling to admit the 
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• power of Gainsboroiipih as a portrait painter ; but 
we humbly submit that his merits as a figure pain¬ 
ter greatly transcended his powers in landscape. 

. The nature, as he showed it in the latter depart¬ 
ment of his art, was superseded by manner, and 
there was by no means the earnestness and point 
which we now look for in landscape art; but in his 
female and youthful figures there was a refinement 
and a sweetness to which Reynolds never attained. 
The suave and elegant e.vamples of Gainsborough, 
which were to be seen at the Manchester Exhibi¬ 
tion, differed essentially from the full-blown beauty 
of Reynolds’s works ; they were endowed with a sen¬ 
timent and a delicacy which have been rai'ely equalled 
—never surpassed.* 

WINDSOE, 
AND ITS HISTORIC ASSOCIATIONS.t 

No country can boast a nobler homo for its Sovereign 
than England—none has more ancient memories— 
none more regal bearing than “proud Windsor.” 
Yet its history has hitherto been briefly or badly 
narrated; and the theme, though tempting, has met 
with surprising neglect. It was reserved for Messrs. 
Tighe and Davis to effect this much-required labour; 
and the two goodly volumes they have produced are 
woi’ks that must do them honour, and cannot fail to 
be accepted with pleasure by our most gracious 
Queen, to whom they are dedicated; not simply as 
a work well done, but also as an example of the 
zeal and public spirit that is euterprizing enough to 
do this by private resource alone, for we believe in 
no other country would such books be produced un¬ 
aided by government grants. 

The history of 'Windsor Castle is essentially the 
history of the private lives of many of England’s 
monarchs. Its foundation is owing to WTlliam the 
Conqueror, before whose time Windsor, though oc¬ 
casionally a royal residence, was not the castellated 
hill, which now bears the name, but the village still 
called Old Windsor some two miles to the north¬ 
west of it. A few serfs and swineherds dwelt in 
straggling huts near that old palace or manor-house 
of the Saxon kings, tending swine in the woods, 
which, stretching southwards and westwards, formed 
the outskirts of the Royal Eorest of Windsor. At 
the time of the erection of the castle by William, 
there does not appear to have been any town or 
village where the present town of Windsor stands. 
It must have gradually arisen under the walls of the 
castle, partly from the convenience or necessity of 
having residences in the vicinity for persons con¬ 
nected with the court, and also for the sale of wares 
to the attendants. The first dii’ect mention of 
Windsor as a residence of the Conqueror is iu the 
year 1070, when a passage in the chronicles of 
Roger de Hoveden notes the gift of archbishoprics 
made by the king while there. The earliest mention 
of the castle as a state prison is in the succeeding 
reign, when the Earl of Northumberland was incar¬ 
cerated there in a.d. 1095. In the ensuing reigns 
we meet with continued reference to courtly feasts 
at the castle. Its aspect was changed and greatly 
improved by Henry III.; than whom, say our 
authors, “perhaps no English sovereign ever paid 
so much attention to painting, sculptui-e, and archi¬ 
tecture.” The glories of its history begin in the 
reign of Edward I., who held a splendid tournament 
in the park in 1307, of which our authors furnish 
the items for dress and decoration of the p-eux 
chevaliers who crowded to exhibit their prowess; 
but its greatest days of chivalric glory occurred in 
the reign of the sumptuous third Edward, w'ho, iu 
imitation of King Arthur, the imaginary founder of 
British chivalry, determined to hold a round table 
or assembly of knights at Windsor, which should be 
open to all noble comers; and which brought toge¬ 
ther a brilliant assemblage of English and foreign 
chivalry, and many high-born dames, in the Jan¬ 
uary of 1344. This feast, for which letters of safe- 
conduct wxre granted, and all royal protection given 

* To be continued. 
t Annals ofAVindsob: being a History of file Castle 

and Town, with some account of Eton and places adjacent. 
By R. R. Tighe and J. E. Davis, Esqrs. Publi.shed by 
Longman and Co. 

to foreign knights and their servants on the journey, 
was so great asuccess, and brought the kirigsomucli 
glory in an age devoted to feats of arms, that it was 
repeated in 1345, and again when the monarch re¬ 
turned from Cressy. About that time w'e first 
meet with a notice of the existence of a badge or 
device of the garter. It incidentally occurs in 
wardrobe accounts towards the end of 1347, or 

beginning of 1348,when we find sums expended “for 
making a bed of blue taffeta for the king, powdered 
w'ith garters, containing this motto, honi soil qui 
mal y pease,” and “for making twelve blue garters 
embroidered with gold and silk,” each having the 
same motto. 

Our authors have gone carefully into the history 
of this famous order and its badge, and their re- 

WINDSOR IN THE REIGN OF GEORGE II. 

searches lead them to the conclusion, that the old 
popular story of the garter being adopted from one 
taken up by the king, after it was dropped by a 
noble lady (some writers stating her to be the 
Queen, others the Countess of Salisbury, and others 
the Countess of Kent), is fully in accordance with 
the tastes and habits of the age, and “ very likely to 
have occui'red.” The same opinion was held by 

Sir Harris Nicolas, an antiquary by no means of 
a romantic or fanciful mind. We cannot fairly 
judge of the idiosyncracies of any age by our own; 
and the whimsical fantasies of knight-errantry, pue¬ 
rile as they may seem in this modern “ work-a-day 
world,” were obeyed as cheerfully in the middle 
ages as if they had been the decrees of a Solon. 
This badge, and all its associations, might then be 

WINCnESTEB TOWER, WINDSOR CASTLE. 

regarded with a romantic feeling of which posterity 
can form no adequate conception. 

Under Edward III. the castle was enlarged 
nearly to its present extent; it was a regal home 
worthy of the British sovereigns ; and the pages of 
our authors abound in brilliant details of feastings 
and pageantry held at Christmas, tournaments, or 
great public ceremonials. Our authors have de¬ 

voted one most interesting chapter to a disquisition 
on the early romances and metrical tales and ballads 
connected with Windsor,—a chapter we would 
linger long and willingly over; for “ we love a 
ballad in print” as well as did the country girl in 
Shakspere’s immortal play. There is one here of 
King Edward and the Shepherd, which must have 
been an especial favourite with our ancestors—it is 
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so fresh auJ full of jollity, and affords such excel¬ 
lent pictures of court and country life, in the olden 

time before us. 
During the reign of Henry VI. Eton College was 

founded, and the events connected therewith are all 
faithfidly chronicled by our historians. They give a 
charming view of the old chapel there, as seen from 
the Brocas Elms in Clewcr meadows, which we 
transfer to our pages. This Brocas meadow, so 
weU known as the playing-ground of the scholars of 
Eton, it may be worth noting, takes its name from 
the ancient owner of the laud, the famed Sir Ber¬ 
nard Brocas, who was beheaded at the commence¬ 
ment of the reign of Henry IV., and died possessed 
of much land in this county. 

"VVe cannot give more than a slight idea of the 
vast amount of historic research, and the resulting 
accumulation of curious facts, contained in these 
portly volumes: suffice it to say that the rise, 
growth, decay, and resuscitation of Windsor Castle, 
are given with great pers])icuity and most scrupulous 
accuracy. The labour necessary to jiroduce such 
volumes is what few persons, even among the literary, 
can form a notion of. These researches in our 
authors’ hands have the merit of not being dry—a 
quality not very frequent in works of their class. One 
chapter is devoted to a sirbjeet in which all who 
read the works of England’s master-poet—and that 
includes not Englishmen alone—must feel the greatest 
interest: it consists of such “local illustrations” of 
Shakspere’s “ Werry AVives of Windsor,” as en¬ 
able us to realize in “ the mind’s eye” the action 
of the great drama with a vivid truth unknown 
before. AVith the aid of Mr. Eairholt’s excellent 
copy of Hoefnagle’s large view of the castle, 1575, 
and his picture of Datchet Mead from the Suther¬ 
land Collection, together with the various wmodcuts 
scattered over the text, we again see the AA’iudsor of 
the days of Elizabeth. The researches of our authors 
have enabled us to fix the site, by giving rrs a co¬ 
temporary drawing, of the inn of “ mine host of the 
Garter,” showing that it joined thepresent AVhite Hart 
Inn,facing the castle hill; and that there was a family 
of the name of Ford living at AVindsor. The spot 
in Datchet Mead where Ealstaff got his unsavouiy 
ducking is pointed out as a ditch or creek, kuow'u 
as “ Hog-hole,” which afterwards was converted 
into an arched drain, and ultimately destroyed by 
the embankment raised to form the approach to the 
irevv Victoria Bridge. AA’e may point to the length¬ 
ened examination of the history of Herne’s Oak, and 
its excellent rvoodcuts, as a specimen of a painstaking 
discrimination, that, we think, for ever settles the 
disputed point of the destruction of the tree, which 
happened about the year 1796, in consequence of a 
sweeping order given to clear the park of old timber, 
a command much regretted by George III. when he 
found this tree among the number. 

The appearance of the castle in the previous reign 
may be seen in one of the cuts we borrow from these 
volumes; it wanted dignity, aud it lost its castellated 
grandeur. The enormous w'orks undertaken here 
by Sir Jeffrey AA''yattville for George IV. restored its 
royal stateliness; still, had they been effected now, 
there is little doubt the nation would have been the 
gainer, inasmuch as the true principles of medimval 
architecture are much better understood; and 
tastes would not have been offended as they now are 
with much that is merely “Strawberry-hill Gothic”— 
that is. Gothic only m name. Happily the great 
external features of the building are good ; and we 
may again repeat that a more regal residence does 
not exist in the world, combining as it docs ex¬ 
ternal majesty with grandeur of situation. 

But it is not to the town and castle alone, or even 
to Eton’s “learned shade” and its many associations, 
that the research which constitutes the value of the 
present volumes is confined. The neighbourhood 
abounds with local history, w'hich has been care¬ 
fully gleaned, aud finds a proper resting-place in 
these pages. AVe have already noted what has been 
done to fix the Shaksperian localities; the same 
good office has been effected for those to which the 
muse of Gray has given an undying fame ; the church 
of Stoke Pogis, the “ ivy-mantled tower” at Upton, 
the old churches at Clewer, Bray, &c., have aU a 
share of attention. A large amount of general 
county history may he gleaned from these volumes, 
as well as much cmlous information of “the old 
time before us.” 

A vivid picture, full of the lights and shadows of 

Euglish history, is this narrative of our Sovereign’s 
home; much is there in it to please the lovers of 
the romantic era iu the middle ages,—much to in¬ 
struct, perhaps to sadden, the thoughtful student 
w ho reads the “ levelling” narrative of the great 
civil war. The succeeding ages, though perhaps of 
uupoetic tendencies, are not without their noble 
moral; for throughout the confusion of party poli¬ 

tics we can still find the strong bias toward the 
wholesome and w'ell-dclined liberty so dearly won 
at last, and enjoyed by every grade in its ])roper 
station, which is yet the proud privilege of English¬ 
men to boast. The battle of peace, began at Runny- 
mede, was fought through many generations; but 
the innate love of liberty, which is so strong a fea¬ 
ture in the British character, was bequeathed from 

ETON, FI’.OII CLEWCIl MEXD0W3. 

one generation to another, aud, persevering in its | Not the least curious part of these volumes are 
legitimate demands, won at last the victory of , He I’cpi’O'^'ictious in fac-simile as regards size, colour, 
freedom. ' and general effect, of the ancient maps and plans of 

The chapter on Runnymede aud its memories is i AA'indsor, and the older views of the castle and its 
ouo that is full of interesting details, well worthy ' neighbourhood. They are admirable as copies, and 
as attentive a study from the reader as it has re- 1 all that the most fastidious autiquary could desire 
ceived from the authors. British greatness was esta- 1 for accuracy. The volume is iurther illustrated 
blished on that field of undving memory. with many wood-engravings, preserving views of 

erxoN cnoiicn. 

ancient buildings now destroyed, or jiicturesqne bits 
still in existence. AVe are enabled to give four 
specimens of these cuts in our pages, from which 
our readers may judge of their merits. Throughout 
their labours the authors seem to have been cogni¬ 
zant of the importance of the task they had so 
cheerfully imposed on themselves, and to have been 
determined to complete it, regardless of any other 

consideration than the attainment of excellence. 
Their labours cannot fail of due appreciation, and 
will long make their name remembered. They coidd 
have no better monument than these volumes, which 
are aU the more welcome in these days of ephemeral 
literature, and a wholesome proof that there are 
students among us, still labouring diligently as ever, 

in the fields of Euglish history. 
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BLITISII ARTISTS: 

THEIR STYLE AND CHARACTER, 

WITH ENGItAVED 11. L U ST K A T I 0 N S. 

N’o. XL.—I'liEDERICK T-VYLEIL 

vEiiY country shows especial interest in that parti¬ 
cular class or phase of Art which exhibits what¬ 
ever is most closely associated with the national 
feeling; there is, so to speak, an intimate alliance 
between the painter and the public;—not the 
patron only, who hangs his walls with jiieturcs of 
seenes that he loves to contemplate, but the mass 
of the people, whose acquaintance with Art is only 
through the medium of some publie gallery, or 
the contents of the picture-dealer’s and print- 
seller’s shop-window, or the clieap illustrated 
periodical. Thus, in the early history of painting, 
when the church held captive the popular feeling. 

Art was made subservient to its purpose, and the people were taught 
by implication, if not directly, to regard it with reverence and awe, 
till at lengih they paid to it a voluntary homage. As the power of 
the ehui'ch declined, and the printing-press began to circulate know¬ 
ledge of another kind over Europe, we see the artists of the period 
enlarging their sources of operation, and mingling with sacred 
subjects those with which the people had become familiar, through 
the light that literature shed upon them; allegory and representa¬ 
tions of classic history, as in the productions of the Venetian school 

especially, occupied a very large share of the artist’s attention. The Dutch and 
Flemish painters of the seventeenth century appealed to the nationalities of 
their countrymen by conversational subjects, rusticand cabaret carousals; 
their landscapes of rich pasturage with groups of cattle—the pride of the Dutch¬ 
man’s farm ; their shipping—the heavy, clumsy war-vessels in which De Iluyter 
and Van Tromp contested the supremacy of the sea with jMonk and Blake, and 
the equally unsightly merchantmen freighted with the wealth of distant lands, 
whose arrival at the ports of Amsterdam or Antwerp was a season of rejoicing 

to tiic opulent burghers of those nourishing cities. Under Louis XIV., France, 
engaged in unmerons wars, consoled herself for the defeats and losses she so 
frecpicntly experienced by revelries and frivolities at home ; and her artists, 
R'attcan, Lauerct, and others, have immortalized on canvas the festive scenes in 
which the court and the populace ctiually delighted. In England, the two 
classes, or characters, of Art which lind the largest number of admirers, are that 
having reference to our maritime jiropcnsities and our naval supremacy, and that 
representing onr national sports and )jastimcs; the artist who makes cither of 
these his speciality, and proves himself a master of his subject, as well as of 
his pencil, is sure of a reputation that may be called an enviable notoriety. 
Hr. 'I’ayler, as the artist of the sportsman, is a prominent example. Sir E. 
Landseer in oils, and i\lr. Tayler in water-colours, may he associated together, 
but uot compared with eacli other, for the one is the artist of the held, tlie other 
of the court-kennel and stable; Landseer almost humaid.ves his animals—he 
makes them think and converse; Tayler jirescnts them at work, following the 
duties allotted to them with the instinct and intelligence that is their nature. 

The first Napoleon designated us a nation of shopkeepers; and, so fur as our 
commercial habits and enterprise justify the appellation, it is not a misnomer; 
but we are also a race of sportsmen—from the little urchin who, “ with crooked 
pin, baited with one unwrithing ring of a dead worm, and attached to a yarn- 
thread, his rod of the mere willow, or hazel wand, stands on the low bridge of 
the little bit burnie during all his play-hours, as forgetful of his primer as if the 
weary art of printing had never been invented, day after day, week after week, 
month after month, in mute, deep, earnest, passionate heart, mind, and soul- 
engrossing hope of some time or other catching a minnow or a beardie,” to the 
wealthy noble or commoner, who is owner of a stable of hunters, and two or 
three score couples of noble fox-hounds,—English boys and English men love 
the pastimes of field, flood, and fell. At the proper seasons the merchant leaves 
the counting-house and “ ’Change,” the tradesman his counter, to tempt the trout 
from his deep haunts, or put up the covey in the stubble, and the red grouse on 
the moor-lands, or follow the trail of the fox with fleet-footed hound. It is a 
well-known fact that some of the most skilful anglers, the surest shots, and the 
boldest riders at a five-bar gate are men, the far largest portion of whose time 
is spent amid the throngs of our commercial and manufacturing cities and 
towns. If we take another section of the community, the aristocracy, the men 
of independent means, and our agricultural population—not the mere labourers, 
however—this enthusiasm for field-sports is almost universal, and its indulgence 
is considered as much a matter of duty as more serious occupations. It is to 
this national peculiarity, or rather tendency, that England is so much indebted 
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for the honours she has won on the “ tented field.” Christopher North ' 
speaking, in his “ Recreations,” of hunting, says—“ The liills and dales of merry 
England have been the best riding-scliool to her gentlemen—her gentlemen 
who have not lived at home at ease, but with Paget, and Stewart, and Seymour, 
and Cotton, and Somerset, and Vivian, have left their hereditary halls, and all 
the peaceful pastimes pursued among the sylvan scenery, to try the mettle of 
their steeds, and cross swords with the vaunted Gallic chivalry; and still have 
they been in the shock victorious—witness the skirmish that astonished Napoleon 
at Salhanda, the overthrow that uncrowned him at Waterloo.” 

There is another passage in the same chapter referring to our national love of 
huntins, and which seems so apposite to many of Air. Tayler’s pictm'es, that we 

I 

cannot forbear quoting it:—“ In a land like this, where not even a wolf has 
existed for centuries—nor a wild boar—the same spirit that would have driven 
the British youth on the tusk and paw of the lion and the tiger, mounts them 
in scarlet on such steeds as never neighed before the flood, nor ‘ summered 
high in bliss’ on the unsloped pastui’es of undeluged Ararat, and gathers them 
together in gallant array on the edge of the cover— 

* When first tlie hunter's startling horn is heard 
Upon the golden hills.’ 

What a squadron of cavalry ! What fiery eyes and flaming nostrils—betokening 
with what ardent passion the noble animals will revel in the chase! Bay, 
brown, black, dun, chesnut, sorel, grey—of all shades and hues—and every 

4 p 
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courser distinguished by his own peculiar cliaracter of shape and form—yet all : 
blending harmoniously as they crown the mount; so that a painter would only ; 
have to group and colour them as they stand, nor lose, if able to catch them, 
one of the dazzling lights or deepening shadows streamed on them from that 
sunny, yet not unstormy sky.Look there ! Arabian blood and British 
bone ! Not bred in and in to the death of all the line strong animal spirits, but ! 
blood intermingled and interfused.Form the Three Hundred into squad¬ 
ron, or squadrons, and in the hand of eacli rider a sabre alone, none of your 
lances, all bare his breast but tor the silver-laced blue, the gorgeous uniform of 
tlie I Inssars of England—confound all cuirasses and cuirassiers !—let the trumpet 
sound a charge, and ten thousand of the barbaidc chivalry be opposed with | 
spears and scimitar—and through their snow-ranks will the Three Hundred go I 
like thaw—splitting them into dissolution like tluinder.” Had Christopher, i 

when he wrote the last passage, the ]iower of seeing into futurity? Was he 
lavonred with a vision ol that glorious onset which, some twentv-five years 
alterwards, thousands of admiring but anxious hearts witnessed from the heights , 
of the “Valley of Death,” when the gallant “Six Hundred” of England’s ] 
chivalry rode nndanutedly at Balaklava through the opposing ranks of the 
Russian legions ? It would almost seem that such a sight was presented 
to him; but vvhether an intentional prophecy or not, it has proved a 
true one. 

None who are acquainted with the works of Mr. Frederick Tayler will con¬ 
sider the rentarks in which we have indulged irrevclant to the subject; they ! 

seem to arise naturally, as it were, Ironi the recollection of a large number of 
his p'.ctnres, the majority of his productions being associated with the sports of 
the lield. lie was born at Barham M’ood, Hertfordshire, on April 30lh, 180-1, 
and is the sixth son of the late Archdale AVilson Tayler, Esq., of the same 
}ilace: his father was a sportsman, and the sight of the dogs and guns, which 
formed a part of the household deities at home, probably laid, in early life, 
the foundation of that taste fur animal jjainting and sporting incidents which 
have formed the most jirolilic and the favourite subjects of his pencil. His 
parents, however, had no intention to make an artist of him, but proposed to 
educate him for the church. AVith this view, the youth, after leaving school, was 
placed under a private tutor; but the love of pictures and painting had obtained 
such complete mastery over his mind, that the clerical project was abandoned, 
and the would-be artist permitted to follow his inclination. By the recommen¬ 
dation of Northeote—then a very old man—young Tayler was placed at the 
Art-school of Air. Sass, now Air. Cary’s, in Bloomsbury Street ; an establish¬ 
ment at which not a few artists who have risen to distinction have received 
such instruction as has conduced to their future fame. While attending the 
classes under Air. Sass, he also entered as probationer at the Royal Academy ; 
but he had not been thus occupied very long, when he was induced to joiii his 
brother, then Chaplain to the British Embassy at Florence, by a desire to 
visit Italy and study from the noble collections of works of Art there. On 
returning, he determined 1o stoj) a short time in Paris fur study and improve¬ 
ment ; but meeting with every advantage and encouragement there in the pro- 

Engravei by] A HIGHLAND GILLIE. [M Jackson. 

fession he had adopted, he resolved to remain. The sight of the works of | 
Gericanlt, the distinguished French painter, jiarticnlarly of subjects in which the 
horse figures ])romir,ently, inspired the young Englishman with ardent emula¬ 
tion. Gericanlt died about the time when Air. Tayler arrived in Paris, and his 
sketches and unfinished pictiu'es were sold by auction not very long after his 
death : Air. Tayler had, therefore, a favourable opportunity of examining them. | 
He began to work incessantly in the study of the horse, purchased heads and I 
limbs of the animal, dissected them, and made careful drawings of the 
dissections, so as to obtain a thorough knowledge of its anatomy. In Paris 
he met with the greatest kindness, and received most valuable assistance from 
Paul De-la-Roche, whose studio was his daily resort, and where he found the most 
ready help, the best professional advice, and was at all times permitted to avail 
himself of the privilege of drawing from the models the great French painter 
had accumulated in his studio for his own pictures. Here, also, he became the 
intimate friend and associate of Bonington, and we can well believe that the 
companionship of an artist so rarely endowed as w^as Bonington, was not lost 
upon his friend. After a residence of nearly four years in Paris, Air. Tayler 
returned to England, in 1828, with Prout, and soon aft"r his arrival here, 
was elected an associate exhibitor of the AA^ater-Colour Society, From that 
time to the present, his favourite subjects hav'e been taken chielly from the glens 
and mountains of the Highlands of Scotland, over a great part of which he has 
travelled with his knapsack on his back, his sketch-book in his hand, and a 
friend bv his side; and still in the herds of wild deer, the shaggy ponies, the 1 

goats and sheep, the dogs and game of that romantic land, he finds his greatest 
delight and his most pi'otitable occupation.. •* 

On the opening of the Palais des Beaii.v Ar/s, at the great French Exposi¬ 
tion in 18-)5, Air. Tayler was accredited to Paris as one of the four jurors of 
jiainting for England, and had the mortification to find how' few' medals the 
jurors were disposed to award to his countrymen in proportion to the great 
mass of British talent there represented : the number assigned them for this 
jiurpose was altogether inadequate to the deserts of the exhibitors, and, as a 
matter of course, a large body of artists, well deserving of honours, felt keenly 
the disajipoiutraent. For his duties on this occasion, the Emperor of the French 
conferred on him the Cross of the Legion of Honour. 

When, last year, Mr. J. C. Lewis resigned the office of President of the 
AVaier-Colour Society, Air. Tayler was unanimously elected to succeed him: a 
better choice out of their united body, the members could not have made. 

Our jiersonal recollection of his pictures does not extend further back than 
about tw'enty years, previously to which he had been associated with the AVater- 
Colour Society ten or eleven years. The earliest of his works in our remem¬ 
brance, is one exhibited in 1839, “ King Charles the First conveyed a Prisoner 
to Hornby House,” a remarkably clever composition, well studied, and most 
effective in the arrangement of the figures, but, for a picture of such size and 
character, too sketchy in manner, and, consequently, weak ; it looked as if it 
had been sent in to the gallery in an unfinished state. The following year, in 
which he exhibited several works, showed amanifest advance; two especially 
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arrested our ntteutioii, “ Tlie Morning of the Chase,” a seene wliieh iniglit have 
been borrowed from Christopher Nortli’s deseription, liad ho written of the 
olden time instead of a modern limit, and “ Highland lasses tending Goatsthe 
former a work of great jiDwor in eomjiositiou and execution : knights, squires, 
and dames—the figures arc of a period long anleecdent to our own—huntsmen, 
horses and tiomuls, are all admirably drawn ; the dogs eager to be laid on, the 
horse and his rider as eager to follow: the latter jiicluro a beautiful and pic¬ 
turesque group; while both showed a dcjilh and richness of colour which, at 
first sight, seemed to have been jirodneed by oils rather than water-colours : at 
Unit distant date so much force and vigour was a rarity with artists who only 
used the latter medium; of late years, these qualities are by uo means uneommon. 
“Early Morning — Uiikeniiclling,” and “The Highland Keeper’s llottiy,” 
two pictures exhibited in 1841, maintained the high character of the princiiial 
work of the ]ircceding year ; in the former, the hounds are capitally drawn and 
grouped, and their impatience for the run is manifestly rendered ; the latter, 
where two or three moustached sportsmen arc refreshing themselves, is most 
cli'eetively composed. Ii\ the following year, one of his most attractive works 
was “A Scene from the ‘Black Dwarf;’” another equally clever, though not 
so picturesque a subject, was “ Sophia 'Western playing the Si|uire to sleep;” 
and a third, “The Uld .\dmiral and his Daughter,” walking in a garden, lias 
somewhat recently reappeared as a ehromolithographie print. 

A scene from “The Vicar of Makelicld,” which Mr. Tayler named “Too late 

for Church,” was exhibited, with some others,—sporting subjects,—in 1818 : it 
reincsents that part of the narrative where the Primrose family, desirous to 
make a decided impression on their neighbours, resolve to go to church on 
horseback ; and the moment chosen is, that where the animals refuse to proceed, 
and the vicar, returning from ehureh, discovers his wife and daughters in the 

I midst of their mortification: the subject is treateil with much humour, the 
dismay of the ladies is unequivocally expressed, and the quality of the artist’s 
painting leaves nothing to be desired. “ Interior of a Larder” (181tj is one 
of the most exquisite drawings of the kind ever made. In the room stands a 
comely caiuni'en-, dressed to perfection in the costume of a century back—an 
ancient gown of tlowered chintz and quilted petticoat; she is surrounded by an 
abundance of “ still-life”—fish, fowls, and vegetables: every object is delineated 

! with the most jierfect truth and finish. Were wo to take our choice of the 
pictures exhibited by this artist in 184."), we should certainly select that which 
showed “A Group of Draught Horses,” animals powerfully yet symmetrically 

! moulded, and most skilfully yet naturally grouped ; every where it evidences great 
anatomical knowledge and artistic feeling. Prom his five or six exhibited works 
in the year following, we should choose the “Scene from ‘Waverley,’-—the 
Baron of Bradwardiue takes Waverley out Roebuck Hunting ;” David Gellatlcy, 
leading a couple of deerhounds, is waiting for them low dowm in a grassy vale ; 
this group is very charmingly represented, and is brilliant and pure in colour. 
“ Roadside Travellers,” hung at the same time, is a striking picture. 

Engraved by] ^ PKTU CHAMPETEE OF THE TIME OF CHARLES II, [J. Cooper. 

One of the largest, if not the largest picture painted by Mr. Tayler, was 
exhibited in 1848: it is called “Weighing the Stag—Interior of a Highland 
Larder:” this picture has become familiar to the public by means of the 
engraving from it; it is, therefore, unnecessary'to otter any explanation or 
description of the subject, which, as a composition and as a work of Art, xviil 
bear comparison with Sir E. Landseer’s well-known “ Bolton Abbey in the 
Olden 'Time.” 'J'he two prints “pair” admirably; and we can pay Mr. Tayler 
no higher compliment than to express such an opinion : if the engraving of both 
pictures had been entrusted to the same hands, we feel satisfied there would ; 
have been no difference in the relative value of the prints. “The Chase in the 
Time of Charles II.” (1849) is a very graceful and well studied composi¬ 
tion, showing ample knowledge of the customs and dress of the period. 

In 1850, Mr. Tayler sent to the British Institution a little picture in oil- 
colours—the first, we believe, he ever painted, or, at least, exhibited: it is called 
“ Harvest-Time,” and represents a little girl carrying on her head a bundle of 
wheat, the result of her gleanings: the picture is painted with a firm, masterly 
touch, and is every way worthy of its author. In the following year he contri¬ 
buted another—“ Children feeding a Tame Eagle, in the Highlands of Scotland,” 
a truthful and masterly essay. These are the only two pictures in oil which we 
remember this artist to have painted. 

'I'he picture from which the engraving on this page is copied, a “ F£te 

Champetue of the Time of Chari,es II.,” was exhibited in 1851: it is a 

large work, very brilliant in colour, but somewhat less harmonious in tone than 
usual ; the incidents are impressively pourtrayed, while the grouping and 
drawing show the hand of a master. “Evening—Coming Home” (1852) is 
also a large picture: it represents two Highland gillies leading two ponies, each 
bearing a dead stag—all, if our readers will pardon the Hibernicism, painted to 
the life. The “ Festival of the Popinjay,” another of our engravings, was 
exhibited in 1854. The pictm-e is of great merit; but our print scarcely does 
justice to the composition, from the small size of the numerous figures, dimi¬ 
nished to a scale to which it was necessary to reduce them. 

The general character of Mr. Tayler’s style is that of remarkable freedom, 
combined with great delicacy; he paints, generally, with a very full pencil, 
and, except in his skies and distances, rarely, we should suppose, uses thin 
washes; his colours, especially in his smaller drawings, appear to be laid on at 
once, or without repetition. His compositions are always exceedingly picturesque 
and spirited, and attract scarcely less by the interest Englishmen feel in them 
than by their excellence as xvorks of Art. 'Phere is no living artist who thi-ows 
more, or even so much, grace into sporting scenes as he does. 

A very elegant edition of “ Sir Roger de Coverley ” has been illustrated by 
him, and his pencil has frequently been employed in the work of embellishing 
literature : a beautiful volume of coloured lithographs has also been published 
from his drawings and sketches, and he has contributed in his ow'n line of Art 
to the talented works of the Etching Club. 
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Frederick, Duke of Schomberg, who was killed tral part as his own residence, and placed over the 
lighting beside his sovereign, at the battle of the doorway the bas-relief of Fainting, which is still to 
Doyne, in 169U. Ilis son, the third and last duke, ; be seen there. Another “bean” artist succeeded 
added various decorations to the house, and employed him in ISichard Cosway. Astley converted the upper 
an artist named Berchett to paint the grand stair- story at the back of the house into a convenient 
case with landscapes in lunettes. The house was painting room of amiile proportions, which com- 
afterwards the town residence of 'William, Duke of inanded a vierv over the ])ark, and to this and some 
Cumberland; “ the hero of Culloden,” as he was ' other apartments he liad a private staircase; he 
termed by one party; the “butcher” as he was : termed it his “ country-house,” and used to enjoy 
named by the other, lie died in this house in 170'). I his ms in nrhe by shutting himself in them when- 
John Astley the painter succeeded him, and was ever be felt disposed for retirement and uninterrupted 
known by a more agreeable cognomen, “ the Beau.” work. In another part of the building once resided 
lie divided the house into three, retaining the cen- the famous quack. Dr. Graham; there he con- 

SOHO.MBERG HOUSE, PALL-.MALL : THE RESIDENCE OF GAINSBOI.OJOD. 

TOMBS OF ENGLISH AKTISTS. 

Ko. 10.—TlIO.MxtS GAINSBOROUGH, R.A. 

Bkitish Akt is welltypilied in the person of Gains¬ 
borough. llis earliest studies were iu his native 
Suliblk fields ; his latest in the metropolis, where his 
talent assumed its highest position. About all his 
works there is a striking earnestness, and the discri¬ 
mination of true genius, which casts no dishonest 
relle-v from courtly to cottage life. Gainsborough’s 
peasants arc true peasants, they are not the relined 
and unnatural beings who seem but aristocrats iu dis¬ 
guise, such as occasionally emanate from the ateliers 
of fashionable artists, and which never e.xisted but in 
their fertile brains. Gainsborough’s cottage children 
can be appreciated for their truth, by cottagers as 
well as connoisseurs iu Art; they bear the impress 
of nature—the same nature that laughs iu such 
abundance of beauty iu his rich landscapes. 

Gainsborough’s boyish years were spent at Sud¬ 
bury, iu Suffolk. Ilis early bias was so strongly 
toward Art that he was allowed to follow it. His 
sketches were of the most vigorous and truthful kind. 
At the early age of fourteen he left his native ])lace for 
London, that he might there obtain the instruction 
he required to tiuish what nature had begun, lie 
studied under two artists, who are now [uiucipally 
known from the drawings they contributed to the 
adornment of books. One was Francis Hayman, a 
friend and companion of Hogarth ; the other was 
Henry Gravelot: and those who are couversaut with 
the editions of popular authors, published at the 
earlier half of the last century, will frequently meet 
with their names at the corners of froutisjiieces and 
copper-plates. They were industrious men, but 
“the ingenious Air. Hayman,” as the booksellers 
often termed him, and Gravelot, the designer of 
mythic groups for encyclopu'dias, w'ere not the men 
to do much for the genius of Gaiusborough, except 
to teach him the mere manipulation of .\rf—a valu¬ 
able thing iu its way to a countiy lad, but not of 
sutiicieiit importance to affect his style. He re¬ 
turned to his father’s house after four years’ residence 
iu London, and went back to Nature as his school¬ 
mistress. Before he reached his majority he mar¬ 
ried; the match was not so imprudent as it at first 
sight appears : the young lady had an annuity of 
two hundred pounds, and tbe rent of the house they 
first inhabited at Ipswich was but six pounds per 
year. At Ipswich he remained for many years, but 
was induced about the year 1758 to go to the then 
great seat of fashion—Bath. He was now thirty- 
one years of age, his portraits procured him much 
employ, his prices were gradually raised, and he be¬ 
came a prosperous man. From this time his pros- 
jierity never ceased, and the ealni tenor of his way 
leaves nothing for the biographer to record, e.xcept 
that he left Bath for London in 1771‘; coming to 
one of the best houses in Pall Alall, and dividing 
some share of the fashionable patronage bestowed 
on the president of the Royal Academy. A pros¬ 
perous man’s career is soon told. 

Gainsborough’s personal appearance was striking; 
he was a noble, gentlemanly man. His relaxation was | 
music, in which he was a proficient; he would part 
with money or pictures for a favourite violin ; and 
his house was always open to the musical profession. 
The profoundcst feelings of his nature could be 
elated by “the concord of sweet sounds;” and a 
tale is told of the paiuter and Colonel Hamilton 
being once together, when the colonel, who was a 
first-rate violinist, played so exquisitely, that tears 
of pleasure rolled down the cheeks of the excited 
artist, who rewarded him by the gift of one of his 
best pictures, with which no money could previously 
induce him to part. 

His studio iu Pall Alall was “a most admired 
disorder” of old and new sketches, musical instru¬ 
ments, and all the odds and ends of an artist’s room ; 
after his death his widow arranged his works therein, 
which consisted of one hundred and fifty drawings 
and fifty pictm-es. 

The house iu which Gainsborough resided from 
1777 to 1778, when he died, is one of the most re¬ 
markable old houses in London for its connection 
with men of note. In the painter’s time it was, as 
at present, divided into three tenements; but it 
was originally one large mansion, and named after 
its first noble resident — Schomberg House; for 
here lived King AVilliam lll.’s favomite general. 

ducted his lectures and impostures on the gullible 
Fniglish public, who crowded to listen to the doctor’s 
discourses on the wonderful powers of his specifics, 
and the virtues of his mud-baths; aud were received 
on stated occasions at the doors by gigantic porters 
iu magnificent liveries, to view the doctor, immersed 
iu his favourite mud, with his wig in the first fashion, 
full dressed, aud powdered en (jrande teuue. Be¬ 
side him, in a full state of immersion, and an equally 
magiiificent coiJJ'nre, was Emma Lyons—afterwards 
better known as Lady Haiiiilton, and the “ ruling 
spirit” of Admiral Nelson. Graham at this time 
advertised her as the “ rosy goddess of health,” and 

who came to Ids bedside iu time to see his happy 
and very “ professional ” end. His last words were, 
“ We are all going to heaven, and Vandyke is of the 
company.” 

The painter’s grave is marked by a large flat slab 
in the isolated churchyard of Kew. It is no un¬ 
pleasant spot, for trees shadow it, and a free air is 
around; it is a more agreeable pilgrimage to per¬ 
form than that to the place of greater honour, the 
crypt of St. Paul’s, where so many of his brethren 
lie. He desired to be buried by his friend Kirby 
the artist, and author of a work on perspective, 
which was printed at the expense of George HI., 

hired her as a living illustration to one of his lec¬ 
tures on “ Health and Beauty.” 1 lore her loveliness 
attracted the notice of Romney the royal acade¬ 
mician, and other artists, w ho, as well as Hayley the 
poet, all delineated or praised her beauty; here she 
became acquainted w ith Mr. Greville, the nephew of 
Sir William Hamilton, and ultimately became the 
wife of the latter. 

The eastern wing of this house was pulled down 
iu 1852 ; the western wing is still intact, and this 
was the portion tenanted by Gainsborough, wlio 
died iu a back room on the second floor. His last 
desire was to be at )ieace with Sir Joshua Reynolds, 

whose gravestone is close to the church wall. Rey¬ 
nolds aud .Sheridan saw' him placed as he wished. 
He desired that his name only should be cut upon 
the stone ; it is therefore simply inscribed “ Thomas 
Gainsborough, Esq., died August the 2nd, 1788, 
aged 01 years.” His widow reposes with him, aud 
her death is thus recorded, “ Margaret Gainsborough, 
wife of the above Thomas Gainsborough, died De¬ 
cember the 17th, 1798, iu the 72nd year of her 
age.” The gravestone occupies the centre of our 
sketch: it is a plain slab, without ornament or deco¬ 

ration of any kind. 
F. W. Fairholt. 

GAINSBOROUGH’S GRAVE. 
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BOTANY, 

AS ADAPTED TO THE ARTS AND ART-MANUFACTURE. 

BY CHRISTOPHER DRESSER, 

LECTURER ON ARTISTIC BOTANY IN THE DEPARTMENT OF 

SCIENCE AND ART. 

Part X. 

Nothing seems to have arrested the attention of 
modern ornamentists so much as what we in oiir 
first paper designated Rustic Botany—that is, the 
general effect of growing vegetation; we must, 
therefore, offer a few remarks upon it. Let it, how- 
ever, be understood that, although we admire rustic 
botany when in its place, we must condemn it as 
disagreeable, and often even intolerable, when out 
of its place; for we fully acquiesce in the old 
maxim, that there is a place for everything; and 
to this we add, that things when out of their place 
are obtrusive and offensive. 

In order that the subject on which we are now 
about to treat may be fully understood, and the 
limits of its range defined, ive invite you to follow 
us to the woodland glade, and behold the living 
forest, with its towering trees; find out the craggy 
wild, and there behold the old and well-nigh worn- 
out oaks, as they, tottering, bend over the awful 
chasm; the ferns, as they spring from the naked 
rock ; the ivy, winding itself around the old decayed 
trunk; and the young trees, as they spring up 
amidst the boughs of the mother plants: in behold¬ 
ing this scene you see displayed rustic nature. 
Again: wander o’er the emerald meadow, and 
behold the lovely gems which bestud its surrounding 
banks; climb the village stile, and pass on to the 
open moor, and here again you see rustic nature. 
Stand on the summit of the alpine mount, and look 
down into the rich-clad valley, where you see one 
mass of verdure, and tier after tier of beauteous 
trees rising on the ascending ground; and here you 
have botanic structures in their rustic form. Roam 
o’er the bmming sands of the hotter climes, and see 
the ])alm-tree rising here and there, w'eU nigh 
scorched up by the sun’s directer rays. Travel on, 
and see the verdant spot in the midst of the dreary 
desert, where the creeper ascends the sturdy tree, 
and bough is knit to bough, and all together form 
one bright mass of the most luxuriant vegetation, 
displaying the most gorgeous colours, and the most 
delicate greens. Here you have again innumerable 
subjects which fmmish examples for the students of 
rustic botany. 

Now it is obvious that in pursuing this subject 
the two questions to be solved are, the nature of 
the effects and their cause. 

We have already said that effect is chiefly influ¬ 
enced by form, colour, and texture. The two latter 
it now behoves us particularly to notice, as we have 
already to some extent considered the former. How¬ 
ever, briefly to recapitulate, we have said that the 
distant effect of the vegetable structures is influenced 
chiefly by their form, or rather that at a distance we 
discern little else than the general contour. As we 
approach, however, we distinguish prominent lines 
and primary segments; and upon closer approach 
our eye is arrested by detail. Though form is of 
such high interest in a consideration of distant effect, 
other circumstances play a more or less prominent 
part in even the distant appearance of the structure, 
according to their intensity. Thus even texture 
and colour modify the aspect. 

Plants are of very diversified textures. Thus 
some are extremely smooth and glossy, as the Holly; 
others are of a duU texture, being covered with a 
“bloom” similar to that found on the fruit of the 
Vine; others are covered with very short hairs, 
which are widely dispersed—others with these more 
closely set; others with longer hairs, which may 
again be sparingly or closely arranged; and some 
with extremely long hairs. This variation of texture 
exists usually most prominently in the leaf; how¬ 
ever, in herbaceous plants it is often found to exist 
on the stem also; and in such plants as the Piloce- 
reus senilis, which have no proper leaves, the entire 
structure is enveloped in these diverse coatings. 

As the leaf is the part of the organism usually 
most materially affected by texture, it is obvious 
that the aspect of the entire structure must be mate¬ 

rially altered by variations of its surface, as leaves 
are generally so numerous and conspicuous as to be 
the sole objects of attraction in the plant, at least 
during certain periods of their growth. 

The inaiiiier in which the texture influences the 
effect is necessarily this—that a polished surface 
reflects light, a dull surface diffuses it, while a 
plumose or velvety surface absorbs it. Now the 
extent of these variations is a point well worthy of 
study, as it materially intluences the effect as well as 
the aspect of the colour. Thus, if the foliage of the 
plant is glossy, the near effect is sparkling and 
sharp, and hence exciting; if it is dull and velvety, 
the effect is usually rich and sombre; if the medium, 
being just dull, the effect is soothing and grateful. 
This is obvious; for when we behold a glabrous or 
glossy leaf, the rays of light cast upon its polished 
surface are reflected back upon the retina of the eye 
of the observer, and the nervous system is thus 
agitated or excited; whereas when the surface is such 
as will tend to absorb light the reverse effect is the 
result. 

Texture also intluences the colour, as we have 
just said. Thus, although each leaf of the Holly- 
bush is of a full rich green, this tree has a remark¬ 
ably blue appearance. So prominent is this, that in 
the forest the extent of this effect is most astonish¬ 
ing, and is even conspicuous at a great distance. The 
cause of this effect is the leaf reflects the blue 
colour of the atmosphere by its glossy surface. This 
also verifies the statement, that surface influences 
the distant effect. The effect of texture also con¬ 
verges into that of form, or rather the effect of 
form, in certain instances, converges into that of 
texture. Thus the margins of the leaves of certain 
plants are furnished with spines, which give a crisp, 
sharp effect, the result of which is somewhat similar 
to that of a leaf with a glossy surface. 

Leaves are also diversely undulated, or waved; 
at other times embossed; these variations modifying 
or increasing the effect. Thus, the sharp effect of 
the Holly leaf, resulting from its glabrous surface, 
is increased to its maximum by its pointed cha¬ 
racter and deep undulations, thus producing sharp 
and vivid lights, which immediately contrast with the 
deep shades and shadows of the depressions. "Where 
the membrane of the leaf is distended and raised 
between each vein of the leaf, and the surface is 

give a more neutralised effect, the real darkness, or 
absence of light, giving a shade to the blue-green, 
while the vapours, adding white, give a tint which, 
mingling, cause a neutral aspect, tinged with blue- 
green. 

Monotonous indeed would be the view of the dis¬ 
tant landscape were it aU mere shades of blue-green, 
though this would be cheered by the general forms 
of the distant trees, by the shades and shadows of 
these relief masses, by the craggy rock and wide¬ 
spread plain, which alternately break the monotony, 
and diversity the effect of the wide-spread landscape ; 
but the monotony is not only prevented by the land¬ 
scape being varied by lights and shades, and by 

some cases this is increased by a rigid hair or 
prickle rising from the apex of each distension. 

Effect is also materially influenced by the cha¬ 
racter of the foliage. Thus, if it is large and flat, 
the effect is bold; if small, or large, with its surface 
much broken up, the efl'ect is more crisp, and usually 
less attractive. 

The abstract form also influences the result. 
Time, round foliage gives a different effect from long, 
regardless of the varied individual manners of plants 
which usually produce these diversified forms of 
foliage. Peculiar habits of plants also influence the 
ultimate aspect ; however, these latter may be said to 
refer more to general appearance than what the artist 
calls “effect.” 

Having briefly glanced at texture and form as in¬ 
fluencing effect, we proceed to notice colour. 

Colour, by varied dispositions of quantity, and 
diverse degrees of intensity, may materially alter 
the general appearance. As a general principle, 
colour is used to assist form, and also by its enchant¬ 
ments to add to the beauty of the organism. 

In vegetable structures the primary colours, viz., 
blue, red, and yellow, are exhibited sparingly, occur¬ 
ring almost exclusively in flowers of a more or less 
diminutive character when compared with the entire 
organism. Secondary colours* are widely diffused—at 
least the secondary colour green, which is remarkably 
cheering and grateful. The tertiary colours f are also 
promiuent in the general effect of nature, and, if not 
in their maximum intensity, they are exhibited 
in their tints and hues. Although the general 
colour of vegetable nature is green, which is a 
secondary colour, nevertheless this green only 
appears as such when near the eye of the spectator; 
for not only is there an opacity in the atmosphere, 
which must necessarily change the green into a hue 
or shade of that colour, but the atmosphere is also 
more or less blue, which, added to the green, as the 
spectator recedes, causes the green landscape to be¬ 
come more and more blue; and as one equivalent of 
blue added to green makes a compound of these, which 
would be an extremely blue-gi-een, it follows that the 
aspect of the distant landscape is that of a blue-green, 
and not green proper; and as the opacity of the atmo¬ 
sphere tends towards white or light during the day, 
the distant landscape wiU become a tint of blue- 
green, and as evening dawns the white aerial 
vapours, mingling with the evening twilight, will 

being more and more neutral at a distance, and more 
and more positive in the foreground, but also by 
diversified colours reigning throughout all nature. 

The manner in which these variations are brought 
about we now proceed to shew. 

Spring is the particular season at which the colour 
green most abounds, but it is then varied by the 
almost infinitely diversified varieties of greens. Thus 
the young foliage of some trees is yeUow-green, 

• The secondary colours are purple, green, and orange, 
for each of these is formed by the mixing of two primary 
colours. 

t The tertiary colours are olive, citrine, and russet; 
each of these results from the mixing of two secondaries. 

glossy, a sharp spotted effect is the result; and in 

Fig, 161.—Sloe or Blackthorn.—Primus. 



some blue-greeu, and some a brown-green, and 
these varieties, mingled wdth the darker colours 
of evergreens, produce a pleasing variet}’. Also we 
must not overlook this in the larger structures— 
viz. that the foliage, when young, exposes neces¬ 
sarily much of the wood of the plant, which is 
usually of a brown colour, or sometimes of a golden 
tint, at other times silvery ; these at a distance 
mingle with the green, and neutralize its power. 

Not only have we at this season a variety of 
greens, but some trees develop their leaves much 
earlier than others: thus, some are brown, 
naked, or skeleton structm-es, while others are 
clothed in their fresh emerald mantle. Now, 

by the time the later trees put forth their foliage, 
that of the former has become, darker. But this is not 
all: the earlier have by this time developed their gay 
and Sprightly flowers, for they are unfurled with the 
leaves, and in some cases are developed before them. 

as in the Sloe or Blackthorn (Pig. 151). Thus, 
we have mingled with the green foliage of the trees 
many a gay flower, which necessarily varies both 
the distant and near aspect. Not only do flowers 
thus appear on the trees, but the meadows, the 

Fig. 153.—CONVOLVCLDS. 

woods, the plains, and the hills, now begin to be 
cheered by sparkling floral gems; for no sooner has 
winter passed away than flowers begin to appear, 
which increase in number and importance till about 
the end of June, when the decline commences. As 
our hills and plains are covered with flowers of 
varied colours, it necessarily follows that the tint 
of the distant landscape also varies. This variation, 
though to a certain extent casual, is also to a given 
extent fixed and limited. Some fields appear to 
be entirely clothed by certain flowers at given 
periods. Thus a locality may be covered with 
the Buttercup at one season so copiously, that the 
plain appears to be almost one mass of yellow; at 
another time with the Lady’s Smock, or common 
Gillyflower {Cardamineprafetisis), which gives a lilac 
aspect, and so on. Thus the season influences the 
colours of the landscape, so that meadow land or 
plains scarcely appear in the same colour during 
any two of the spring or summer months; and 
hence the period of time influences the effect. Next, 
the geological constitution of the locality, or the 
chemical composition of the soU, influences the aspect, 
as certain flowers have blossoms of a given colour, 
and a given class of vegetable organisms only can 
grow on a given soil. Effect is also influenced by 
position. Thus a marshy land has one class of 
flowers, a dry plain another; a low land one class, 
elevated spots another: all these circumstances ne¬ 
cessarily modify and alter the effect of the land¬ 
scape. Sufficient has now been said to establish the 
fact that numerous colours are continually mingled 
with the general green of vegetable nature, which, 
according to their colour, quantity, and intensity, 
must materially vary the distant effect in point of 
colour, and this even in spring, when green is the 
most powerful. 

Advance now to summer, when the greens have 
become deepened, and the blossoms of the varied 
plants which now develop these showy organisms are 
usually of a more positive character, this being re¬ 
quired in order that they may not be overpowered by 

the direct and more powerfully luminous rays of the 
sun. Many also of the earlier leaves of the trees now 
begin to change their tints. The colours of summer, 
as a whole, are more powerfid and i)Ositive than 
those of spring. Summer is, in fact, the transition 
from the delicacy of spring to the golden riches 
of autumn. Autumn now ajipears, in which the 

whole aspect of vegetable nature becomes changed, 
the green colours of leaves being now replaced by 
the golden and ruby tints of the autumnal shade. 
This change increases in extent and power, till the 
whole face of Nature becomes one mass of the 
richest verdure. Added to these fading tints are 
the sparkling fruits, blushed with the summer’s sun. 

Fig. 152.—Bkyosy.—Aryonia dioka. 

and r'pened by its heat. The variously coloured 
berries now clothe the trees of the moor, some 
adding richness by their sparkling red, others by 
their darker purples; and thus the vegetable world 
during the months of autumn is characterized by the 
abundant richness of its colours. But added to this. 

autumn is not without its flowers, for the mountains 
are covered with Heather, which also intensifies the 
richness of the effect. 

No more need be said in order to show how the 
colours are varied, although many incidents might 
be named which give and modify colom-, as that the 



stems of herbaceous plants are often real, and when 
very numerous this alters the local colour of the 
aggregate mass; at other times [larts which would 
not popularly be considered as flowers, although 
really such, yet of a rudimentary nature, being of 
rich colours, alter the local tint. Thus, the head of 
the Sorrel (Rumex acetosa), &c., which abound in 
our summer meadows, being red, gives a general 
tone to the landscape, and thus, instead of having a 
landscape of a blue-green tint, we have at all times 
a more or less rich bloomy efl'ect. 

I'he manner in whicli colours become mixed by 
the distance of the spectator, aud the effect of the 
more or less perfectly mingled colours, we cannot 
now enter upon. Suffice it to say that a number of 
small specks of various colours, if duly harmonized, 
will, when viewed at a little distance, produce a 
most agreeable, rich, bloomy efl'ect, similar to the 
bloom of the peach. In this way the mingled 
colour's of nature produce their rich harmonious 
aspect. 

Now, respecting the distant effect of vegetation, 
it may not only be a low-toned blue-green, but it 
may also be a citrine, olive, or russet, or any shade, 
tint, or modification of these colours; and the nearer 
aspect may be a green, purple, or orange, or any of 
their modifications. None coirld help^ while wan¬ 
dering among the Welsh or Scotch mountains, 
being struck with these diversities, one mountain 
being of a rich low-toned purple, from the abundant 
blossom of the Heather; another of a rich russet, 
an aspect imparted by its being covered with Ferns, 
which have now exchanged their green colour for 
their autumnal tints; another of an olive, from the 
neutralized effect of the mountain’s short turf; and 
these, beautifully blended by the atmospheric vapours, 
impart unitedly a most charming effect. The mingling 
of these often gives richness and bloom, and aU are 
influenced by distance, as we have already shown. 

The distant effect of vegetable natm'e, then, in all 
cases, as regards colour, is a tint or hue of a 
secondary or tertiary colour, with, usually, a tinge of 
the primary blue predominating—or, at least, min¬ 
gling—with the other colours, blue, as we have 
before said, being the colour of the atmosphere; but 
as we cast our eye from the distance along the 
intervening expanse till we view the foreground, 
we perceive that the tertiary hues gradually become 
more and moi'e positive, till they are ultimately 
superseded by and lost in the more attractive 
secondaries. The foreground is enriched, however, 
by the presence of the primary colours, and white 
ofttimes, but in small quantities only, these being 
destined to give life, energy, and beauty to the nearer 
objects, and to enable us to distinguish more readily 
the beautiful and refined forms of these organisms. 

There are also other circumstances which bear 
upon these effects, so as to modify them, amongst 
wliich are the peculiar habits of colours as to giving 
distauce, &c. To explain ourselves: blue is, of all 
colours, the most receding, therefore it tends to give 
distance to those objects which are possessed of its 
hue. Thus, the fact that the atmosphere is blue, 
aud that distant vegetation is tinged with its cast, 
gives the very idea of distance. Yellow is the 
most advancing of all colours, and therefore never 
appears in anything like a primitive state in vege¬ 
table nature at a remote point; whereas red, 
being stationary, may have its tinges throughout 
all positions, but it rarely occurs, save in its ter¬ 
tiary tones, except in the foreground; blue, how¬ 
ever, is often extremely prominent at a distance, 
even in its purer state, being receding and retiring. 
Added to these effects are those which we have 
already named—viz. those of surface and form, 
which, as we have already shown, materially alter 
the general aspect. We have said that some surfaces 
are absorbent—that is, that they absorb the lumi¬ 
nous rays of light. This, however, can only occur 
fully when the surface is black, as is obvious from 
the fact, that the cause of colour is that the coloured 
surface has the power of absorbing certain rays, and 
reflecting others; thus, a red surface absorbs the 
blue and yellow rays (which with the red enter into 
the composition of light), but reflects the red. Hence 
all coloured surfaces must be to an extent both 
absorbent and reflectent; however, by the surface 
being in some cases smooth, a portion of white 
light is reflected with the colour rays, and at points 
all the rays arc reflected (at high lights); whereas 
when the sui-face is dull a quantity of rays are 
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entirely absorbed, and a jiortion reflected, the ab¬ 
sorbed rays producing black, wliicb, mingled with 
the reflected eoloim rays, give the sombre efl'ect 
which we have before alluded to. 

Having now noticed as much in detail as is con¬ 
sistent with our allotted space, the efl'ect of colour, 
form, and texture, as influencing the general aspect 
of vegetable nature, we proceed to touch upon other 
circumstances which play prominent parts in giving 
nature a diverse aspect, which efl'ect we have called 
Rustic Nature, or Rustic Botany. 

Prominently among these agents are the varied 
disturbing causes which interfere with the normal 
growth or development of plants. Thus insects 
abound on vegetable products, which, by continually 
removing buds, &c., interfere with the normal 
development of the plant, and bring about the irre¬ 
gular or loose efl'ect popularly called the freenoss of 
nature. Insects, however, are not the only agents 
which bring about deformity in plants ; blights play 
a powerful part in these mutilating operations, de¬ 
stroying often numerous buds and leaves. As these 
occur year after year, we do not wonder at the 
casual observer denying the fact that vegetable pro¬ 
ducts are symmetrical. However, whether an en¬ 
tirely mutilated or a normal growth is the most 
beautiful in an ornamental point of view, we leave 
the observer to judge. Though disturbing causes 
play a prominent part in bringing about the effect 
popidarly regarded as the normal growth of plants, 
nevertheless, other circumstances also lend their aid 
in producing this aspect. Creeping plantsarefavonrite 
examples of this manner of natural growth, or, 
at least, those plants which have feeble stems ; also 
old well-deformed trunks are prized specimens. 
Now, creeping plants are necessarily dependant upon 
others for support, or, at least, upon some supporting 
agent; but in some cases this is not present (Fig. 152), 
as wmuld naturally be expected, in consequence of the 
mode in which Natm'e distributes and sows her seeds 
(by the bursting with violence or dehiscing of the seed- 
vessel). Now, when this is the case these feeble struc¬ 
tures become prostrate, and creep along the earth tiU 
they find sustaining aid, when they mount by their 
twining stems or other means of support. Perhaps 
this prop now discovered is not of any great 
height or length, which necessitates the climbing 
plant, after having gained its snmmit, to elongate, 
and thus hang down till it discovers another sup¬ 
port (Fig. 153). The form and character also of 
the support must necessarily influence the appear¬ 
ance of the whole composition. Added to these are 
circumstances which must necessarily result from 
these. As the stems of the plants in question are 
of a feeble nature, when they hang between supports, 
the curves of these festoons must be the result of the 
ordinary laws of attraction, and therefore must be 
of a refined character, as we have before shown. 
Although this is the case, yet we must not forget 
the fact, that light acts as an attracting agent, as we 
have before said, and will necessarily influence the 
varied vegetable structures more or less, according 
to their position ; therefore the position must be 
duly considered, and harmonized with the efl'ect. 

To briefly recapitulate our conclusions, and to 
enumerate the points which demand special con¬ 
sideration, we notice, first, that locality must be 
taken cognizance of, as to its geological position as 
well as its geographical station. Thus the nature or 
composition of the soil will govern to an extent the 
vegetable inhabitants of the locality, as will also 
its geographical site. Next, the season of the 
year, as each month has a diversified flora; thus 
certain flowers are characteristic of spring, others 
of summer, and so on; to reverse this order would 
be contrary to truth. Next, the position of the 
spectator, as well as the length of space inter¬ 
vening between him and the object viewed. Thus, 
if the individual is at a distance, the general form of 
the vegetable object only can be distinguished; if 
nearer, the secondary forms of the larger structures 
will be discoverable; if near, the detail wOl be seen. 
The character of the intervening space is of import¬ 
ance ; for if it is damp and marshy, the quantity of 
aqueous vapour given off wiU be greater than if it 
were di'y, and will thus necessarily alter the effect. 
The texture of the structure must also be duly con¬ 
sidered, as this influences the distant as well as the 
near effect. If near objects only are to be dealt 
with, whether they are of a rigid or running cha¬ 
racter is of importance; also the position, as whether 
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exposed to light, or excluded to a great extent from 
this agent, all these things materially altering the 
aspect of the striiclure; therefore the ambition of 
the artist must be to produce a perfect harmony 
between efl'ect and circumstances. 

Although the preceding remarks may appear to 
apply particularly to the pictorial artist, neverthe¬ 
less, they are intimately associated with the studies 
of the decorative artist; for although relief, as well 
as distant and near efl'ect, may belong to the pic¬ 
torial artist, nevertheless, the same pleasing har¬ 
monies, and contrasts of colour, aud of light and 
dark, can be introduced into compositions which 
are perfectly adapted to their destined positions. 

May we be allowed, in conclusion, humbly to 
suggest, that it is the privilege of the ornamentist to 
study Nature, and borrow all her beautiful hints of 
form, colour, and efl'ect, and appropriate them by 
his intellectual skill to his particular necessities. 

In our nest, and concluding paper, we shall offer 
a few hints on the methods of delineating flowers. 

APPLICATION OP PHOTOGRAPHY 
TO WOOD-ENGRAVING. 

Numerous experiments have, from time to time, 
been made to produce photographic pictures upon 
box-wood blocks, of such a character that the wood- 
engraver would be enabled to work upon them. 
Hitherto success has not attended these efforts ; but 
from some examples which we have lately seen, there 
is every reason for supposing that the desired end wiU 
shortly be accomplished. 

It should be understood that there is not the 
slightest difficulty in producing very perfect photo¬ 
graphic pictures upon box-wood blocks. Even by 
applying the nitrate or the chloride of silver to the 
surface of the wood, very satisfactory photographs 
could be obtained; but the difficulty in this case 
is that the silver salt gives a brittleness to the 
wood, and it is liable to “chip off’’ under the tool; 
hence it is not possible to produce fine lines. 

By coating the wood with albumen this has been 
avoided, but the wood-engraver complains of the 
presence of the film of albumen preventing him from 
working with his usual facility. This objection is, 
however, almost entu'ely overcome by the use of 
collodion, the attenuated film offering scarcely any 
obstruction to the engraver’s tool. AU that is 
necessary is, to adopt one of the so-called dry col¬ 
lodion processes, and to obtain from a good negative 
on glass a positive copy on the block. It is important 
that the processes should be simplified as much as 
possible, to avoid all risk of injuring the wood. It 
is weU to coat every part of the wood, except the face, 
with a thin layer of a transparent varnish, so that 
the iodized collodion may be applied, and the face 
dipped into the solution of nitrate of silver, without 
the risk of having any absorption. Again, in the 
slight fixing process which is necessary, no very 
high degree of permanence being required, this var¬ 
nish also protects the wood. By employing a some¬ 
what sluggish coUodion process, very charming 
pictures may he easily obtained and rendered suffi¬ 
ciently permanent. 

Now arises the wood-engraver’s difficulties. He 
has been trained to cut along certain well-defined 
lines, and he does not understand working upon a 
drawing in which there are none of those lines. It 
is, however, merely a question of education ; the 
conventional system must be abandoned; and the 
engraver must be taught to use some judgment iu 
the execution of his work. It has been proposed 
that practised draughtsmen shoidd be employed to 
indicate, by- lines on the photograph, where the wood 
should be cut. This would be stiU preserving the 
same mechanical system which at present exists. 
Something beyond this is required, and a class of 
engravers must be educated to work directly from 
the photograph, without any adventitious aid. We 
have before us a representation of an amphora, pho¬ 
tographed on wood, and engraved by Mr. G. R. De 
Wilde, of ClerkenweU, which is, in itself, an admi¬ 
rable example of what may be done. This woodcut 
shows that no real difficulty exists in the production 
of photographic pictures upon box-wood blocks, 
which may be cut, and from which very beautiful 
impressions may be obtained. 

The advantages of such an application are mani- 
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fold. The truthfulness, in the first plaee, is one of 
its greatest recommendations ; and for objects which 
have any relation to science, this is paramount to 
every other consideration. The rapidity of production 
is another advantage, since it would enable authors 
and publishers to be far more liberal in their illustra¬ 
tions than they can afford to be at present. 

.4t this time we have wood-engraving advanced to 
a high degree of excellence, and we very justly 
admire the results; but if we could at once transfer 
to the vvood the copy of a negative on glass, which 
represented some scene of sacred or historic interest, 
how much more satisfactory would it be to all. We 
know that the wood-engraver is supplied with photo¬ 
graphs of machinery and otherobjects, which he copies 
with great labour, Ijy the pencil, on the wood. The same 
photograph on the wood should be at once available; 
and instead of the pencil, the wood-cutter should be 
instructed to use the graver. The perfection of such 
reproductions, as it regards the relative dimensions, 
distances, &c., and the correctness of all the details, 
w'ould be unfailing recommendations. We learn 
that the wood-engravers of Germany are now avail¬ 
ing themselves of photography to a considerable 
extent; and we hope we shall not be long before 
we have to refer to English examples of this most 
useful application of a very beautiful art. 

Robert Hunt. 

COERESPONDENCE. 

To the Editor of “ The Akt-Jotjrnal.” 

THE LAW OF PICTURE COPYRIGHT. 

Loui) Lyndhurst is usuallv very clear and correct 
in what he utters in the House of Lords; and I 
have no doubt that he will be greatly annoyed to 
find that he has had a garbled brief put into his 
hands by his clients—the artists whose cause he has 
taken up. He has thereby fallen into serious errors 
in his speech on presenting the Petition to the 
House of Lords for a reconsideration of the Law of 
Artistic Copyright. 

To show the extent to which artists are subject 
to fraud from the “ spurious” and “ unskilful imita¬ 
tions” of their pictures, from the fact of their not 
being able to reserve the copyright of them, he 
gives two instances that have occurred within the 
last few years. One in which an estimable lady 
paid six hundred guineas for a picture by a modern 
painter, and afterwards found, to her surprise, a 
copy of it in the Jlanchester Exhibition; and also 
an instance in which a noble lord (Lansdowne) 
bought a picture called “ Second Class,” or the 
Departure, and having lent it to be engraved, found 
that it was copied during that process, and the copy 
sold at public auction. Unfortunately for his lord¬ 
ship’s argument, these copies were not “spurious” 
and “ unskilful,” but were painted by the artists of 
the original pictures, and launched on the world 
bv themselves, so that the only two instances quoted 
by the learned lord tells directly against his pro¬ 
teges. 

It has become a very great grievance to pur¬ 
chasers of the works of modern Art, that no sooner 
has an artist received the money for, and parted 
with, his picture, than he at once proceeds to make 
one or more copies, according to the popularity of 
the subject, without consulting the feelings or asking 
pel-mission of the original purchaser. I know that 
the lady mentioned by his lordship has another pic¬ 
ture in her possession for which she paid a large 
sum, and of which there are very little less than a 
dozen copies in existence, all painted by the artist 
who painted the first; and this done not only with¬ 
out the lady’s sanction, but very much to her an¬ 
noyance. 

It appears to me that it is the purchasers of pic¬ 
tures that require a copyright for theii- protection, 
and not the painters. 

I will not now take up your valuable space, or the 
time of your readers, by going into the question of 
the painter’s claim to a copyright of his works; 
if I did, I could show that the argument is not on 
the side of the painters ; but I will only say that I 
fully believe the copyright of a picture belongs, in 
all fairness, to the purchaser of it. The painter, 
unlike the author or composer, is paid for his labour 
and invention by the sale of his picture; the two 
latter receive nothing for their manuscript as a 
mere parcel of writing, but for its value as a copy¬ 
right ; and when a person buys a manuscript he is 
at liberty to do as he pleases with it, and make 
money, if he so please, by the multiplication of 
its copies. If the author or composer did not have a 

copyright in his work he would get nothing for his 
labour. 

I cannot see why the purchaser of a picture should 
not have the same liberty as the purchaser of a 
manuscript—the painter having received the price 
of his labour in the sum he has received for the 
picture. 

It certainly is a pi-eposterous thing that a collector 
of paintings, after having given a large price for a 
picture, shall be annoyed by finding two or three 
of his personal friends with copies of it on their 
walls, or by seeing them exposed for sale in the 
shop-windows or at public auctions—some of them 
quite as good, and some better, than his own ; in 
fact, making it quite impossible to say which is the 
original, all of them being painted by the same 
artist. 

I have been in daily intercourse with painters and 
lovers of Art for many years, and I am prepared to 
say that his lordship’s statement—“that the extent 
of the frauds by spurious and unskilful copies is 
surprising”—is without foundation, and that the 
number of “spurious” copies of modern pictures is 
as nothing compared with the copies, or replicas, or 
easel pictures, as they are termed, which are painted 
by living artists. 

I do not advocate that the possessor of a picture 
shall be at liberty to have a copy m.ade of it in 
imitation of the original by an inferior or by any 
other artist, and place the original artist’s name to 
it; that would be a rank forgery, and should he 
punished as such; but he certainly should be able 
to control the original painter in the production of 
his replicas. 

I trust that before the committee of the House of 
Lords come to any resolution, or commit themselves 
to a report, in this business, they will make all 
due and necessary inquiries, and examine parties 
interested on both sides of the question. 

Apologizing for trespassing to so great a length on 
your patience. 

An Amateur. 
London, October \0th. 

OBITUARY. 

MR. .JOHN DWYER. 

IMr. John Dwyer, the architect, one of the suc¬ 
cessful competitors in the competition last year for 
the Government Offices, died, on the last day of 
August, at the Lord Warden Hotel, in Dover, at the 
premature age of thirty-nine,—and under circum¬ 
stances much to be lamented, as cutting off unex¬ 
pectedly a career of great promise. On crossing 
the channel to Dover, after a short tour abroad, he 
suffered severely from sea-sickness; and after land¬ 
ing, he was seized with pains in the region of the 
heart, which carried him off within an hour after he 
had left the fatal vessel. 

MR. H. O. CURETON. 

A few words must record the death of this emi¬ 
nent numismatist, in the seveuty-foui’th year of his 
age. On his subject, which involves a large amount 
of knowledge and accomplishment, Mr. Cureton 
was one of the leading authorities of his time. His 
judgments in disputed questions relating to coins 
were considered to carry with them such finality as 
belongs to the matter. With him, as with others 
of his class, a form of research which to readers in 
general seems somewhat of the driest took the cha¬ 
racters of a passion. It is, indeed, not a little 
remarkable, in how many cases the enthusiasm of 
the student bears a direct pro])ortion to the coldness 
of the study. There are few philosophers, for 
instance, who throw more passion into their squab¬ 
bles than the archmologists,— and a more peppery 
set of gentlemen in view of the present are no¬ 
where to be met with than they whose minds one 
might expect to find subdued and solemnized by 
their habit of consorting with the past. Our 
readers will, w-e dare say, remember more than one 

j case in which a vast redundancy of life has been 
[ thrown into discussions that concerned the dead. 

Mr. Cureton’s love of his theme took the more 
agreeable, and no less persuasive, shape of courtesy ; 
and with him, that which was studiously acquired 
was frankly communicated. For some years, Mr. 
Cureton was connected with the numismatic depart¬ 
ment of the British Museum. His very considerable 
fortune is left, we believe, for want of immediate 
heirs, to charitable uses. 

THE ROYAL PICTURES. 

CROSSING THE FORD. 

N. Berghem, P.-iinter. J, Cousen, Engraver. 

Size of the Picture, 1 ft. 1 in. by 1 ft. 4 in. 

Nicholas Berghem, or Berchem, is ranked among 
the most eminent painters of the old Dutch school; 
lie was born at Haarlem, in 1(124, from wdiich place 
his real name. Van Haarlem, was derived; that by 
which he is now known having been given to him 
on an occasion that will be referred to presently. 
He received bis earliest instruction in Art from his 
father, Peter Van Haarlem, a painter of “ still-life” 
ol no remarkable talent; afterwards he became the 
pupil successively of Van Goyen, Moyaert, Jan Mils, 
and IVeeninx. It was wliile in the school of Van 
Goyen that, on the authority of Karel de Moor, a 
Dutch artist and writer, he acquired the name of 
Berchem. The story is, that the boy, being pur¬ 
sued by his father, who wished to chastise him for 
some juvenile delinquency, ran off to the house of 
his preceptor: Van (Joyen witnessing the chase, and 
desirous of shielding his pupil from the anger of the 
parent, called out to his other scholars,—“ Berg 
hem,” which in the Dutch language means, “hide 
him.” Other writers, however, affirm that the 
family name was in reality Berchem, and that the 
father was called Van Haarlem, from being born in 
the town of Haarlem ; these biographers regard De 
iMoor’s story as a fable. 

For some time after Berghem had quitted the 
studio of Weeninx, he painted sea-ports and ship¬ 
ping ; his pictures of this class bear a close resem¬ 
blance to those of his master; but subsequently he 
devoted himself almost exclusively to landscapes, in 
which figures and cattle occupy very prominent 
positions, but not, perhaps, to such a degree as iu 
the works of his fellow-countrymen, Paul Potter 
and Cuyp. While iu the zenith of his reputation 
he received a commission from the Burgomaster of 
Dort, Vanderhidk, to paint a picture in competition 
with his contemporary, Jan Both. The price stipu¬ 
lated for each picture was 800 guilders, and a con¬ 
siderable additional sura was promised to him who 
should produce the best work. Berghem painted a 
magnificent ramre of mountain scenery, with nume¬ 
rous figures and gronjis of cattle. Both selected a 
passage of ideal Italian landscape, which he treated 
with the most appropriate feeling. The pictures 
were finished and placed side by side, the better to 
compare them. The burgomaster having carefully 
examined them—those old Dutch citizens knew 
something about pictures, and could estimate their 
merits—declared that he found both so excellent that 
he was unable to decide between them. He then 
generously presented each of the painters with the 
sura he had promised as a premium for the superior 
performance. 

Berghem’s reputation among his countrymen was 
so high, and the demands for his pictures so great 
that, notwithstanding his industry—and he w'as 
most indefatigable iu his labours, usually painting, 
during the summer months, from sunrise to sunset 
—he found it difficult to satisfy the claims of his 
patrons ; and though it is stated that he painted 
with great rapidity, there are no signs of haste in 
his works, nor is there any want of careful finish. 

Few of the old landscape-painters show greater- 
variety of subject-matter in their works than this 
artist; this is scarcely to be w'ondered at, if we con¬ 
sider who and what were his instructors. Iu the 
studio of his father he learned how to paint fish, 
fruit, dead birds, &c.; Van Goyen taught him marine¬ 
painting ; Moyaert, arid Wils—whose daughter he 
married—instructed him in landscape-painting ; and 
the example of his uncle Weeninx gave him a taste 
for representing sea-port tow-ns. 

His picture of “Crossing the Ford” is one of 
eight in the collection at Buckingham Palace : it is a 
small work, but has ahvays been considered as a 
beautiful example of this artist, true to uatiu-e, and, 
simple as the composition is, of much elegance. Like 
some of Berghem’s pictures, it is of a low tone of 
colour throughout, so low indeed that, were it not 
for the bright blue skirt of the woman’s dress, it 
would be positively Hat: this slight object, however, 
aided by the white cow, serves to enliven the vvhole 
and give it brilliancy. 

The painting is on copper, and is dated 1650. 
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DUSSELDOEF : 
THE ANNUAL EXHIBITION. 

The Exliiliitioii of ]\Ioderii Art in this Art-city 
conveys but a poor idea of its artist strength ; and 
those to vi'hom its fame is familiar will be grievously 
disappointed if their impression of its capabilities is 
obtained only by the information acquired during a 
visit to the Academy. The collection consists of no 
more than 238 pictures, in wliiuhthe leading masters 
of Dusseldorf are not represented: but the exhibi¬ 
tion is to be considered merely as an assemblage of 
works out of which the Art-Union (KunstoereinJ is 
to select its prizes. The revenue of the society is 
considerable—amounting annually to between £2000 
and £3000; it does not, however, purchase produc¬ 
tions of price; the object being rather to encourage, 
by judiciously timed patronage, such painters as give 
promise, and are not yet in a condition to dictate 
terms. Many are they who have thus found their 
early stepping-stones to fame and fortune ; the Art- 
Union of Diisseldorf has thus been the safest and 
best of patrons, and, under its fosterage, genius has 
often made its way to glory. This is labouring for, 
and achieving, a better and higher purpose than 
helping those who require no help— 

“ Giving its sum of more 
To lliat wliioli hatli too much." 

If our Art-Union of London would learn a lesson 
out of the book studied at Diisseldorf, its retro¬ 
spect would be happier and more honourable than, 
under existing regulations, it ever can be. 

The Annual Exhibition is but a lame affair; we 
have accounted for its poverty; yet there are on the 
walls of the Academy several very admirable works, 
in landscape more especially—a branch of Art in 
which Germany is making rapid advances; and not 
in this way only, for, although the ocean is usually 
to the Germans a myth, they produce pictures of 
storms, and sea-cliffs, and ships, and boats, that may 
make Stanfield and Cooke “ look to their laurels.” 
In a collection to which we shall refer presently 
there are paintings of this class by the elder Achen- 
bach, that are fully equal to the best productions of 
the sea-girt isle; yet Achenbach is a dweller in 
Diisseldorf, far away from a sea-side, which he can 
know only as a stranger. His younger brother, 
Oswald Achenbach, has another, walk ; his forest 
scenes, sheltering ancient buildings, with character¬ 
istic figures, are of high excellence. There are 
examples of this painter in the collection of Her 
Majesty and Prince Albert, which it will be our 
privilege, ere long, to make known to the English 
public. In the exhibition under notice he exhibits 
one beautiful work. Other contributors of excellent 
landscape are Adloff,Bergslien,Gude,Elamm,Kupers, 
Maurer, Rodde, Bodom, and Scheins. Their works 
are, for the most part, very carefully studied and 
minutely finished; yet in no degree tainted by 
“Pre-RaffaeUitism,” which the artists of Diisseldorf 
entirely ignore. Mr. Ruskin would not find in this 
Art-city a solitary tree or a single leaf under which 
to shelter an idea; we can imagine him wandering 
among its multitude of ateliers, “ a discontented 
and repining spirit,” shaking the dust from off his 
feet as he departed, and leaving his ban with the 
six hundred artists—its inhabitants. It is no ex¬ 
aggeration thus to number them ; there are actually 
six hundred artists in this comparatively small 
city—artists of all ranks and orders, painters, sculp¬ 
tors, engravers, modellers, &c. &c., all of whom 
live, or strive to live, by the profession they have 
adopted. 

Those who would form a reasonable idea of the 
Art-wealth of Diisseldorf must, however, visit the 
Gallery of Heer Schulte, the successor of Herr 
Buddeus—his successor, that is to say, in so far as the 
trading establishment is concerned; for Herr Buddeus 
—to whom, as a publisher, Art iu Germany owes so 
large a debt—still continues to issue engravings, and 
has recently produced two or three works that will 
obtain honour in all the countries of Europe : to 
these we shall refer hereafter. The gallery of Herr 
Schulte is a trade concern; here are pictures pur¬ 
chased by him, and others confided to him for sale 
by the painters. As will, therefore, be supposed, a 
very correct idea may be here formed of the Art- 
power of the famous school of Dusseldorf. The 
collection consists of about 150 woi'ks, all good; it 

is neither his will nor Ills interest to exhibit aught 
that is without merit: while, necessarily, to attract 
visitors, and thus make his scheme profitable, it is 
essential that he show examples of many of the 
leading masters. It is a permanent exhibition; but 
there is no catalogue, inasmuch as additions and 
subtractions are frequent. We do not, therefore, 
occupy our space with details which in a week may 
be of no value; but assuredly visitors to the Rhine, 
or to any part of Rhenish Prussia, may profitably 
spend a day in this beautiful and tranquil city, to 
form acquaintance with the Art and artists who 
have made it renowned throughout the world. 

One of the great props of the School at Dussel- 
DOEF, Lessing—who is equally famous as a landscape 
and an historical painter—has removed from that city, 
and now resides at Darmstadt, having been seduced 
from his allegiance to the creator of his renown, by 
the Grand Duke of Baden, a prince in all respects 
estimable, and who has recently laboured to render 
his capital famous and attractive by means of Art. 

It will bo our pleasant task to notice some of the 
more recent publications of Heee Schulgen, whose 
exquisite volume of the purest and most perfect Art- 
engravings from the drawings of Overbeck, illus¬ 
trating the evangelists, has recently received recog¬ 
nition from the King of Prussia, not only by liberal 
assistance and patronage of the work, but by a per¬ 
sonal compliment to the publisher. Such incidents 
ought to be recorded; they are honourable to the 
giver and to the receiver; they act as salutary 
stimulants to patriotic services ; they reward, while 
they encourage, desert. The work to which we refer 
is a costly work ; and perhaps without the aid of the 
government, it might have been a commercial failure; 
thus supported, however, it has no doubt been, as it 
ought to be, a success. The “Album des Evangiles,” 
engraved from the designs of Overbeck, is far too 
little known in England. We have noticed it more 
than once in the Art-Journal; but it is very difficult 
to convey to the reader a just idea of the beauty, 
merit, and value of a series of fifty engravings, every 
one of which is an exquisite example of Art, and all I 
of which are worthy illustrations of “ the Book of 

books.” 

AET IN' CONTINENTAL STATES. 

Paeis.'—As usual, the fete of the Emperor has 
been the occasion of distributing to the various pro¬ 
vincial museums the paintings accumulated by go¬ 
vernment purchases during the 5’ear. About thirty 

ictures have thus been disposed of.—M. Landelle 
as received a commission from Government to 

decorate the Chapel of St. Joseph, in the Church of 
St. Sulpice, Paris.'—M. A. Tvon, the painter of the 
large picture, “ Tlie Capture of the Malakoff,” has 
'ust finished a companion to it, representing a pre- 
iminary assault, the title of which is “ Courtine de 

Malakoff.”—Madame de Montazan has left her gal¬ 
lery of paintings to the Museum of Caen.—The 
council-general of Vaucluse has memorialised the 
Government to restore the Palace of the Popes at 
Avignon.—-The prize for painting this year {Concottr 
prix de Rome) has been gained by M. J. J. Henner; 
the second prize by M. B. Ulmann. The compe¬ 
tition brought out several good works. The subject 
treated was “ Adam and Eve finding the Dead Body 
of Abel.”—M. Galimard has just finished a “Visi¬ 
tation” for the Chapel of the Tuileries.—M. Bou- 
terwek, a Prussian, has painted, by order, for his 
native country, “ Christ rising from his Tomb,” 
and “Christ in the Garden of Olives.”—M. Bou¬ 
langer, architect, has been commissioned to ei-ect at 
Athens an edifice for the corps legislatif, a theatre, 
and other buildings.—The paintings and drawings 
from the French students of Rome have been ex¬ 
hibited; they consist of the usual copies from 
frescoes and studies from" nature.—A statue is to be 
erected to Eugene Sue.—M. Leval, the sculptor who 
designed the equestrian statue of Napoleon I. at 
Cherbourg, has received a eommission from the 
Government to execute another, to be erected at 
Longwood, St. Helena, where the emperor died. 

Berlin.—Professor Fischer has been entrusted 
with the execution of the monument to be erected 
in this city in honour of Mendelsohn. The funds 
for the work are supplied by public subscription.— 
Wolff’s statue of the Electress Henrietta Louisa, wife 
of the great Elector, is now in its place at Oranien- 
burg. It stands on a pedestal of sandstone nine feet 
high, the figure being eight feet in height, and 
habited according to the fashion of the middle of the 

seventeenth century. The right hand is extended, 
holding the charter of the Orphan Asylum, and the 
left hangs down, holding the ermine which falls 
from the shoulders. The statue is of zinc, and, 
with the exception of the Griefswald monument, is 
the first zinc portrait-statue that has been executed. 
Oranienburg is a little town situated about four 
miles from Berlin, and it owes its name to this 
princess, to whom the castle, with its grounds, were 
presented by her husband, and from her received its 
name, Oranienburg, in memory of the_ family of 
Orange, of which she was a member. 

Hamhuiigii.—The statistics of the Art-Union of 
the last year show an increase of twenty-three 
in the list of members, the number of sub¬ 
scribers of the foregoing year having been nine 
hundred. The exhibition has been made perma¬ 
nent ; and it contains examples of perhaps a greater 
variety of schools than has ever before been repre¬ 
sented in any similar institution. 

Stuttgart.—The portrait of the first Duke of 
Wurtemberg, Eberhard with the Beard, has excited 
the greatest interest and admiration among the 
artists and antiquaries of this place, because it was 
not believed that any genuine portrait of this cele¬ 
brated character was in existence ; though there are 
three pictures supposed to represent him, but they 
are altogether unauthenticated. In this portrait he 
wears the grand cordon of the Golden Fleece, which 
he received in 1491 from the hands of King Maxi¬ 
milian, and at this time, in his forty-seventh year, 
it is supposed that this portrait was painted. The 
artist was Schiile, or Schiilein, a Swabian, and a 
citizen of Ulm, who was often entertained at the 
court of the Duke at Tubingen. As a young man 
the hair of Eberhard was fair, but it is in this pic¬ 
ture blanched, not so much by time as by an active 
life and much suffering.—It is remarkable that the 
portrait of his wife, the Duchess Barbara Gonzaga, 
daughter of the Duke of Mantua, was found in 
England. This portrait is now in the Royal Aca¬ 
demy at Stuttgart, and, with that recently re¬ 
covered, is known to have been the property of the 
house of Wurtemburg; but both pictures are sup¬ 
posed to have been sold with quantities of old furni¬ 
ture which were disposed of between the years 1800 
and 1822, 

AET IN THE PEOVINCES. 

Taunton.—The School of Art in this town, 
though it has been established but two years, seems 
already to have become one of the most prosperous 
institutions in the kingdom, when the size of the 
town and the number of the inhabitants are taken 
into consideration. At the meeting held, in the 
commencement of the past month, for distributing 
the medals and prizes to the successful competitors, 
Mr. W. F. Elliot, who presided on the occasion, 
stated—The class for artizans had increased during 
the year from thirty-seven to forty-three students, 
and the entire number of pupils receiving instruc¬ 
tion had advanced in the same period from one 
hundred and fifty-five to nearly four hundred. In 
1857 the local medals awarded were ten; in the 
present year, twent3'-five. Last year the pupils 
had not made progress sufficient to enable them to 
compete for national medallions; this year they had 
carried off three of these prizes, gained in competition 
with ail the schools throughout the United Kingdom; 
while of other similar institutions in the west of 
England, Plymouth and Bristol had each gained 
none, and Bath and Exeter only one each. The 
total number of prizes awarded this year in the 
Taunton school was ninety-three, being an increase 
of forty over the preceding year. This institution 
is under the superintendence of Mr. Williamson, to 
whose excellent management and judicious instruc¬ 
tion. so much of its success and efficiency is due. 

Brighton.'—The fourth exhibition of “The 
Brighton and Sussex Society of Arts” is again 
open; it is therefore to be hoped that it is now 
permanently established. The number of contri¬ 
butions is two hundred and forty-eight, and among 
the names of the contributors we find those of Sir 
Watson Gordon, R.A,, E. H. Baily, E.A., W. Salter, 
M.A.F., G. Patten, A.R.A., J. Sant, W. S. P. Hen¬ 
derson, H. Johnson, F. Y. Hurlstone, S. A. Hart, 
R.A., A. Cooper, E.A., G. Cole, L. J. Wood, W. 
Goodall, M. Claxton, John Barnett, V. Bartholo¬ 
mew, Kenny Meadows, Aaron Penley, Matthew 
Noble, E. C. Williams, J. Bustock, R. H. Nibbs, 
A. Munro, T. Woolner, &c. The curator of the 
exhibition is Mr. Cordwell, who has exerted him¬ 
self strenuously to promote the interests of the 
institution, the continuity' of which seems now 
beyond a question. 
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OEIGINAL DESIGNS, 
AS SUGGESTIONS TO MANUFACTURERS, ETC. 

co-operation of a German, resident in London, and believe he may be found a valuable 
auxiliary to many classes of Art-manufacturers ; probably, he might work out verv advan- 

! 

Terrace, 'Westbouime Grove West. We have thus obtained the scope of his varied abilities, resulting from a long experience obtained in some of the best 
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scliools of the Continent. The designs we 
publish speak for themselves ; we may direct 

attention, however, to the excellent mirror 
frame, and the designs lor cast-iron bedsteads 

—subjects we suggested to him: in designs for cast- 
iron bedsteads our manufacturers are very deficient. 
These arc, as will be observed, simple rather than 
elaborate, and by no means costly to produce. 
This article is daily growing more and more into 
use : it has been of late greatly improved in con¬ 
struction, and an advance in ornamentation is much 

that our readers, as well as ourselves, have been dis¬ 
appointed to find, in the series we have from time 
to time published, so few Designs that exhibit 
ORIGINALITY — SO few that make manifest the ad¬ 
vancement we believe we are making in all the 
branches of the Industrial Arts. We confess the 
assistance we have obtained in this respect has not 

so that parties desiring their aid might know where 
to obtain it, and that consequently collateral ad¬ 
vantages might be very beneficial to such designers 
as were practically able to aid the views of those who 
manufactui’e. 

Our first step was to advertise our plan—our next 
to address a circular to every School of Art through- 

to be desired—such as may combine convenience with 
grace, and completeness with simplicity. 

With these pages we shall probably take leave of 
the subject for some time, believing that the space 
thus occupied may be employed to better advantage, 
and the cost thus incurred be made more produc¬ 
tive of value if expended otherwise. It is probable 

been encouraging: yet our subscribers will do us the 
justice to admit that the fault has not been with us; 
we have done “our best” to procure such designs as 
would be really instructive to designers and sugges¬ 
tive to manufacturers — opening our columns freely 
to all contributors—remunerating the artists in all 
cases, and giving the names and addresses of all artists. 

out the kingdom associated with, or controlled by, 
the Department of Science and Art in London. We 
confess we were sanguine enough to expect very ser¬ 
viceable results from these applications. We have, 
however, had few or none. Excepting some two or 
three from the head school at Kensington, and about 
a dozen from some of the provincial masters, there 
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has been no response of value; scarcely one indeed 
from a pupil -nlio either has been educated, or is 
receiving education, in any of the schools. We may 
not, therefore, congratulate the heads of the Depart¬ 
ment on the evidence of progress they are enabled to 
adduce, now that time has been given to mature the 
tree and produce the fruit; nor the public on the 
recompence they receive for a large outlay of money 
—extending over about twenty years, and annually 
increasing in amount. 

It is, however, very probable that in the several 
leading manufactures of England, there are artist- 
designers at w'ork, who have been educated either at 
the School in London, or at the Provincial Schools, 
or both, and who consequently were debarred from 
offering to us designs such as were required and 
sought for in the establishments at which they w'ere 
employed. AVe have indeed reason to believe that 
this is the fact; for undoubtedly in the late exhibi¬ 
tion at South Kensington (very limited in quantity 
as it certainly was) there were abundant proofs of 
progress, such progress being derived more or less 
from the operations of the Department. 

We shall perhaps in future occupy a portion of 
our space by Deports from the leading manufacturers 
of the staple Art-produce of England, visiting for 
that purpose the principal manufactories of the 
leading manufacturing towns-—those of Porcelain, 
Glass, Bronze, Iron, Paper-hangings, &c.; and in¬ 
cluding those which fabricate silk, woollen, and 
cotton goods. AVe shall hope, therefore, again to 
aid the plans of all such producers as are striving to 
associate their jn’oductions with true Art, and thus to 
educate the public in a right knowledge and just 
appreciation of the goodaudthebeautiful. Somefifteen 
years have passed since w'e sought in this Journal 
to ally Art, in its more limited sense, with the issues 
of the factory; it is unnecessary to say that we thus 
became instrumental in promoting au earnest desire 
for improvement in very many manufactories through¬ 
out the kingdom, and that in other ways beneficial 
results followed our labours. Although, on many 
occasions since that time, we have continued such 
reports, w-e have done so but partially. The changes 
that have taken place are many and great; and it 
will not be without interest to contrast the produc¬ 
tions of the period to which we refer with those that 
now issue to meet the demand of the public. AA^e 
have reason to believe that evidence will thus be 
adduced to bring conviction that if our progress is 
not entirely satisfactory, it is, at all events, large and 
encouraging. 

It is within the memory of jiersons whose age is 
less than that of this Journal, when a good produc¬ 
tion by a manufacturer of England was a rare event 
—the result of chance rather than thought; and 
when graceful designs in any of the objects of daily 
use were looked for only as imports from the Conti¬ 
nent. It is far otherwise now : wx are enabled to 
supply many European countries with articles wliich, 
while they maintain their supremacy of material and 
manufacture, are accepted also as good in form, in 
decoration, and in mauijnilation. Those who travel 
through continental cities are often agreeably sur¬ 
prised to see in shop windows objects that cannot 
fail to gratify, and to learn, perhaps for the first 
time, that they are the produce of English manu¬ 
facturers ; and that, if there purchased, they will 
cost about double the sums for which they may be 
obtained in England. 

There is, we repeat, much cause for gratification 
at the progress our British Art-producers have made 
within the last ten years; it is continuing, and 
it is certain to increase more and more. It will, there¬ 
fore, be our pleasant task again to make our readers 
familiar with such progress. AA''e shall probably 
adopt no specific plan, but w'e shall search out such 
manufactories—no matter of what class or order 
appertaining to Art—as best evidence the improve¬ 
ment it will be our duty to report upon and describe. 

It has been announced—though not, we believe, 
formally—that there will be an Exhibition of Art and 
Art-industry during the spring and summer of 1861. 
AVe may be of opinion that tlie time will not even 
then have arrived when this object can be effectually 
accomplished; but we shall endeavour to uphold it 
none the less, and counsel manufacturers to make 
preparations to encounter a new trial, which may 
be very beneficial to them, in extending a know¬ 
ledge and appreciation of what has been done in 
England since the memorable year 1851. 

THE AKT-JOUENAL 

J. M. W. TUENEE, E.A. 
FKOM THE STATUE BY E. H. BAILY, Tl.A. 

It may be affirmed almost, we apprehend, without 
fear of contradiction, that not more than one of 
every thousand who knew' and admired the pictures 
of this great painter was acquainted with his per¬ 
sonal appearance, his form and features. Turner’s 
retired habits, his monkish seclusion in that dismal, 
dirty, and cheerless abode, in Queen Anne Street— 
how strange that the glorious sunshine and light of 
natm'e should have rested within the dwelling, 
though only on the canvas before which the artist 
sat!—his unwillingness to enter into society, and his 
insuperable aversion to sit for a portrait of any sort 
or kind,—aU these circumstances contributed to keep 
the public in ignorance of the personality of the 
magician who conjured up such wonderful pictures 
of beauty and grandeur. Like the audience in a 
theatre, we saw the scenery constantly passing be¬ 
fore our eyes, but knew nothing of the machinery 
by which it was w'orked ; nor W'ere the hands visible 
that set it in motion. Our engraving, from Mr. 
Baily’s statue, will, we are sure, be welcomed; not 
only by our regular subscribers, but by all wlio 
respect the genius of the greatest landscape-painter 
that ever lived ; it will cause Turner’s to be to them 
an “ old, familiar face.” 

None of our sculptors are so w'ell qualified, from per¬ 
sonal association and acquaintance, for the execution 
of such a w'ork as this, as Mr. Baily. During a period 
of more than thirty years they were feUow-members 
of the Royal Academy, where the sculptor must 
have had very frequent opportunities of studying the 
character of the painter’s personality. It is, we believe, 
from such “memories” that Mr. Baily modelled the 
statue. Our own recollection of Turner enables us to 
testify to the accuracy of the portrait, and to the 
general fidelity with which the figure is represented. 
This great painter, as those who knew him will re¬ 
member, paid little respect to his personal appearance; 
the tie of his neckcloth, the fit of his coat, the length 
and breadth of his nether garments, were matters to 
him of jjerfect indifference. He had a soul above 
broadcloth and muslin, and cared nothing for the 
maxims and example of Chesterfield and Beau 
Brummell as to what constitutes the outward and 
visible sign of a “ gentleman.” Neither Phidias 
nor Praxiteles could have sculptured a “thing of 
beauty”—a graceful yet manly figure—from such a 
model as Turner. But Mr. Baily has done what is 
cf far more value to those who reverence the genius 
of (he artist; he has shown us iYiemvid that was in 
him ; the deep, earnest, impassioned soul that held 
liigh communings with Nature, reading her, study¬ 
ing her, loving her, presenting her in all her beauty 
and glory, her sunshine and her storms. Those 
broad, massive features, that expansive forehead, 
those shaggy eyebrows, which never could veil the 
bright intelligent sparkle of his eyes ; those thin lips 
developing in themselves a “ line of beauty,” com¬ 
bine to make a portrait that belongs only to one of 
more than ordinary intellectual powers. Turner’s 
face, even to those who know not the artist, stamped 
him as a man of mark—a man not to be passed by 
unnoticed, how'ever carelessly and slovenly he may 

have been habited. 
The sculptor has very judiciously rid himself of a 

portion of the incongruous and unartistic forms of 
costume by covering them with the robe of his profes¬ 
sorship. Will Turner’s Art-mantle ever descend upon 
another painter f we suspect not. Such artists, 
like the great luminous body in the heavens that we 
have all so lately been admiring and wondering at, 
only appear once in the roll of centuries ; but they 
are fixed stars, not passing meteors, or whatever else 
comets may be ; their light does not fade aw'ay after 
a few successive changes of day into night, and night 
into day ; it stays with us ar.d our children’s chil¬ 
dren unto many generations, illumining their path- 
w'ay through the w'orld of Art, as it has done ours, 
the glory of the land over which it shines, and a 
guide to those who would walk by its enduring and 

attractive rays. 
There are ciremnstanees of many kinds which 

contribute to give a more than common interest to 
the statue of the great Painter which we this day 
present to our readers. The pre-eminent place 
which his single name, if there were none to help 

it, secures for the English school of landscape¬ 
painting among the schools of the world,—the eccen¬ 
tricities of a life and character devoted to Art, 
with an almost unexampled imity of devotion,— 
the munificent bequest of the Art-fruits of that life 
to the nation, which they help to make illustrious 
as W'ell as rich, and noble appropriation of all its 
other fruits to objects connected with the education 
of the younger and the solace of the poorer mem¬ 
bers of his profession who are to follow' in his foot¬ 
steps as they can,—and the extraordinary manner 
in which, as regards some of these objects, the 
testamentary intentions of the generous artist have 
been set aside,—all these things are constituents of 
that strong feeling towards the illustrious deceased, 
which demands the satisfaction of a personal record. 
In the case of Turner, this natural desire on the part 
of survivors, and of posterity, for a perpetuation of 
the lineaments of genius, was, as we have intimated, 
singularly thwarted by his own refusal to lend him¬ 
self to representation. The fact gives, we repeat, 
value to the figure of the painter which w'e have 
here engraved. The work was exhibited to the 
public in the Sculptiu'e-room of the Royal Academy 
during the past season. 

The statue of the late Mr. Turner, by Baily, has 
not yet found its way into marble; but it must 
inevitably, from the circumstances, take that more 
enduring form,—and, as we recently hinted, a 
scheme has been suggested for its ajipropriation, 
which would seem’e it to the nation under conditions 
greatly to be desired. AVe have remarked, that, w'ith 
the single exception of the statue of AArilkie, standing 
in the hall through which the present rooms of the 
National Gallery are approached, that institution 
possesses no sculpture records of the great artists 
by whom its w'alls are enriched. In progress of 
time, when the new building about to arise on the 
site shall afford the opportunity for this most appro¬ 
priate form of decoration, it may well be hoped that 
a series of such marble illustrations will add its own 
feature of interest to the national collection. It is 
clear enough, that there can be no memory to which 
such a form of honour can be more justly due than 
to that of the great master whose works, while they 
constitute a priceless portion of the treasure which 
the collection includes, contribute to it the peculiar 
glory, that the portion in question is of native 
growth. AA'ho should stand on a pedestal here, if 
not he whose matchless body of pictures—the pro¬ 
duct of a life, and the title to an immortality—are 
the double gift to the nation, first of the painter’s 
genius and then of his munificence? It seems to 
many, that tlie national obligation demands the ex¬ 
pression of a statue,—and that the Turner Gallery 
is incomplete as au institution w'ithout a likeness of 
Turner himself. The suggestion, then, is, that 
Baily’s statue of the great painter shall stand, 
in marble, amongst the great painter’s own works; 
and if that suggestion be practically followed out, 
the country would, in all probability, be most 
willing to take such a method of at once paying a 
great debt and perpetuating a great memory. 

Those of our readers who had any personal 
knowledge of the late Mr. Turner, will see, as w'e 
have already remarked, that not only are the form 
and features of the man rendered with great fidelity, 
but the moral peculiarities of the artist are ex¬ 
pressed by Mr. Baily with a very graphic pow'er. 
It is beside the question, that neither the forms nor 
the features of the painter were such as lend them¬ 
selves favourably to Art, after the high Greek ideal. 
In the matter of 'portrait sculpture, we have arrived 
now-a-days at an idea more true, and less transcen¬ 
dental, than the old one ; and the case before us is 
one of those in which the Art is adopted for the sake 
of the great model, not the model for the sake of 
the high Art. The painter is here represented in 
his w'orking hour, and the characteristics embodied 
are emphatically his own.—The figure is w'hat is 
called heroic size, and stands seven feet high. 

The history of this painter’s life, and of the phi¬ 
losophy of his Art, is much needed, but it has yet 
to be written. Mr. Buskin has told us much about 
the latter, but that much is not of a character w'hich 
even the present generation—still less posterity'— 
does, or will, accept as an impartial, unbiassed re¬ 
cord. AVe have heard that Mr. Thorubmy is pre¬ 
paring a “Life of Turner,” though w'e cannot speak 

authoritatively upon the matter. 
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♦ “ The society of the Trinity House, founded by Sir Thomas Spert, Comptroller of the 
Navy to Henry VIII., "U’as first established at this place, and incorporated by the name of 
“ The IMaster, AVarden, and Assistants of the Guild or Fraternity of the most glorious 
and undivided Trinity, and of St. Clement, in the parish of Deptford, Stroud, in the 
county of Kent.” This company consists of a master, deputy-master, thirty-one elder 
brethren, and an unlimited number of inferior members, out of whom the elder brethren 
are elected. Among these are always some of the great officers of state ; the remainder 
are captains either in the royal navy or of merchantmen. This corporation having for 
its object the increase and encouragement of navigation, the good government of seamen, 
and the security of merchantmen on the coasts, is invested with the powers of examining 
the mathematical classes in Christs Hospital; of examining and licensing masters of 
ships; appointing pilots both for the royal navy and for merchant ships; settling the 
rates of pilotage; erecting, ordering, and maintaining light-houses, buoys, beacons, and 
other sea-marks for the better security of ships ; granting license to seamen to row on 
the Thames in time of peace, or when past sendee; licensing aliens to serve on board 
English ships; hearing and determining complaints of officers and seamen in the merchant 
service, subject to an appeal to the Admiralty. The revenue of the company, wliich 
arises from tonnage, ballastage, beaconage, &c., and from contingent benefactions, is 
applied (after defraying the expenses of light-houses, &c.) to the relief of decayed seamen, 
their widows, and orphans. The members of this corporation enjoy various privileges 
and immunities. The ancient Hall at Deptford, where their meetings were formerly 
held, was pulled down about the year 1787, and an elegant building erected for that pur¬ 
pose in London, near the Tower. The arms of this corporation are Arg, a cross G 
between four ships of three masts in full sail, proper.”—Lysons. 

t “ The name of this place was anciently written Depeford, signifying the deep ford, 
where the bridge now is over the Ravensbourne.”—Lysons. 

GREENWICH HOSPITAL. 

al Deptford.t Rising out of a pure stream on Kestou Heath, it pursues its 
pleasant coiu'se,— 

“ "Wanders in Hayes and Bromley, Beckingham vale. 
And straggling Lewisham, to where Deptford Bridge 
Uprises, in obedience to its flood.” 

AYe have been voyaging among the ships of all nations, with huge store¬ 
houses, quays, and wharves on either side; the river now, however, widens out, 
and begins to clear somewhat; the steam-boat has a freer pathway, and may 
proceed with less hazard of running down some barge or row-boat, of which 

* Henry VIII. made Greenwich, as Lambard says, “a pleasant, perfect, and princely 
palaicekeeping his state here “ with great noblenesse and open court, “ with revels, 
masques, disguisings, and banquets royal.” 

t The hospital was opened for the reception of pensioners in the month of January, 

1705. 

THE BOOK OF THE THAMES, 
FROM ITS RISE TO ITS FALL. 

BY jMR. and Mli.S. S. C. HALL. 

Part XXIIL 

THE NAVAL SCHOOI, GREENWICF. 

At the entrance to the park, fronting it, and immediately behind the hospital, 
is the Naval School, where numbers of happy hoys may he seen during play-hours. 
The long colonnade on each side was constructed for the use of the hoys in wet 
weather. The whole was built in 1783, from the designs of “ Athenian Stuart.” 
The boys are fully educated for sea-service, are bound to it for seven years on 
leaving the school; and many sailors have been trained here to fight their 
country’s battles, and afterwards repose upon their laurels in their old age, 

close to the scene of their earliest education. 
The terrible experience of the past few years has taught us to estimate 

our soldiers almost as highly as they deserve : om: “ brave fellows” in the 
Crimea, our wonder-working troops in India, have ai'oused ns to the neces¬ 
sity of a “ standing army” as well as of a “ floating armament.” The change, 
certain as unavoidable, that has followed our colonial increase, renders us no 
longer in fact an island; our head still wears the crown of Neptune, but our 
body and its members have continental requirements. The “ tight little 

EFORE we visit Greenwich, “the palace hospital 

OF England,” we should pause awhile at Dept¬ 
ford. If we are journeying by laud, we have just 
passed the boundary of the county of Surrey and 
entered that of Kent, which we do not again 
leave, inasmuch as it continues to border the 
right bauk of the river all the way to its junction 
with the sea. Deptford is made famous by its 
dockyards, commenced here so far back as the 
reign of Henry VIII.: its supremacy was long 
maintained ; but its neighbour, Woolwich, has 
usurped the place it formerly held in the naval 

history of the country.* Saye’s Court, once the residence of 
•lohn Evelyn, and some time occupied by the Czar Peter 
the Great, is now entirely gone: but tradition is yet active 
in the localit.y, and in the writings of “the lover of trees” 

may he found much curious matter concerning the Muscovite, 
who had sadly disturbed the harmony and tried the temper of him 
who, at all times and in all places, was a worshipper of Nature,— 
the czar was a “ hedge-breaker,” who ruined his garden, and who 

had “ a house full of people right nastyand it was a joy to the gentle old 
man when the time of imperial tenancy—and hut a short time it was—expired, 
and he had again his garden “ most hosc-iresque, being, as it were, an exemplar 
of his book of forest trees.” A small river, the Ravensbourne, joins the Thames 

there seems to the inexperienced eye a peril perpetual, all the way from the 
Tower, through “ the Pool,” and in the over-crowded highway that leads from 
Loudon downwards. A sudden turn brings us within view of Greenwich. 
Those who approach the hospital by driving tlirough any of the pleasant villages 
that divide it from London—nominally so, indeed, for the road is now a con¬ 
tinuation of houses all the way—will see with exceeding delight the glory 
of England,—the pride of every Englishman ! Taken from any point of view 
it is “a palace”—beautiful in construction, graceful in all its proportions, as 
grand and imposing a structure as any nation of the modern world can show. 
But it is especially striking when seen as we voyage the Thames, either upwards 
or downwards; and dead must be the heart of him who does not share the 
seiitimeut—if he cannot repeat the lines—of tlie poet:— 

“ Hail I noLlest structure, imaged on tlic wave! 
A nation’s grateful triliute to tlie brave: 
Hail 1 blest retreat from war and sldi>wreck, bail! ” 

It is not because here many monarchs had their chosen seat, that as a “royal” 
palace it was famous for centuries—it is not even because it “gave Eliza birth” 

that we 
“ Kneel and kiss tlie consecrat -d cartli 

hut because here three thousand veterans repose after years of tempest and battle 
—maimed many of them, aged all of them ; they have done their work; they 
have earned repose as the right of toil, and honour as the meed of victory. 

The Old Palace at Greenwich, commenced by Duke Humphrey, enlarged by the 
fourth Edward, added to by Henry YIL, embellished by Henry I'HL, by whom 
it was named Placentia, or “ the Manor of Pleasaunce,”* and subsequently a 
favourite residence of Edward VI., Mary, Elizabeth, and the four kings of the 
Stuarts, and one of the dwellings of the Lord Protector—that is not the palace 
our brave seamen inhabit as their own “ for ever.” After the Restoration, 
Placentia was in part rebuilt, and during the reign of IVilliam and Mary, it was 
dedicated to its high and holy purpose—the good and merciful suggestion emanat¬ 
ing from the Queen. Although principally the work of the architect Wren, it was 
added to by successive sovereigns, and finally completed by George II.—large 
sums having been supplied for its “ finishing” out of the forfeited estates of the 
Earl of Derwentwater (in 1715), during the reign of George I.f From these 
estates, the hospital still derives a revenue, augmented from other sources—a 
small tax upon aU seamen, duties arising from certain lighthouses, market-rents 
in the town, and forfeited and unclaimed prize-money. 

The “ old sailors” have their library, their reading-room, their picture-gallery 
(the famous Painted Hall, which contains a series of glorious records of 
glorious sea-fights)—their walks in piazzas, under shelter in foul weather, and 
their park for promenade when the sun is shining ; their doctors, their um’ses, 
their spiritual guides, and, above aR, their memories of the victories they have 
aided to win, and the knowledge that duty and gratitude have provided for 
easing their ailments and comforting their old age. 
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island” is not ovir boundary. Despite the well-intentioned but feeble remon¬ 
strances of the “ peace party,” and the ultra “ moderation” that w'ould govern 
and protect the people by the people, and make bonfires of gun-stocks, we 
are conscious that if we are to keep what we have got, we must be ready to 
tight for it on land as well as on sea. 

It is somewhat remarkable that the two palaces of refuge—one for the 
worn-out soldier, the other for the worn-out sailor—should stand so bravely on 
the banks of cur royal river. There is no need to tell John Dull he ought 
to keep up his navy, and provide “like a Briton” for his old Jack-tars 
when their 

“ I.ast sea-fight, is fouglit, 
Tlieir task of glory done.” 

lie is as proud of Gkeenwyicii Hospital as he is of his own estate, hereditary 
or acquired; or of his handsome wife, or half dozen or dozen of fair-haired 
children, or any particular happiness or glory that belongs exclusively to 
himself. There is something grand in seeing the way in which a regular 
Englishman wakes up after his “night’s discomfort” in an Antwerp or Rotter¬ 
dam boat when it comes in sight of Greenwich Hospital; he seems to have an 
instinctive knowledge of the fact, and you see his broad white forehead, and 
firm masculine features, at the right moment, as he thrusts himself among 
a troop of black-browed, pallid men, whiskered and bearded — the 
“ Mussoos”—whose gaze is tixed on the solid, well proportioned, elabo¬ 
rate mass of masonry, with its lawns and its arches, its courts, its magniti- 
cent eutranee, its comprehensive beauty and dignity, forming such a noble 
whole. Our genuine John Bull of the middle class does not speak French 
or German sufficiently well to be mistaken for a “ native,” but he gives 
forth the information warmly and gratuitously in a mingling of the three 
languages ; he tells them that no continental king has so fine a palace as that, 
nor so tine a river to build it by : and he perplexes them by the assurance that, 
properly speaking, it is not a palace notv, but a hospital—a home for the old 
sailor-men of England—the “Jack-tars” who man “the wooden walls” they 
hear so much—and know so much—about. There they are for the rest of their [ 
days—well taken care of—with goose at Michaelmas, .and roast beef and plum- j 
pudding at Christmas; and there isn’t a man in England who would not spare ‘ 
sixpence out of his shilling to keep them there—such tine, brave old fellows ! 
And the “JIussoos” wonder at his enthusiasm, and ask a few questions, 
which are willingly answered ; for he loves the theme : he advises them to go 
and see Greenwich the tirst thing, for there is no home like it in the world for 
old sailors—nor any other old sailors that deserve such a home. About this 
there can be no dispute; and without bating an ato)n of our love for the sons 
of the ocean, w'e may surely hope that we are learning to legislate as well fur our 
soldiers as we have done for our sailors. There is a better feeling also growing up 
between the two bulwarks of our safety and libert}'; scenes of the most tender 
and affectionate brotherhood have passed between sailors and soldiers during the 
fearful wars of the last five years, and many a fine sailor now' laid by, remembers 
with affection the help reudered him by a soldier during dreary and disastrous 
sacrifices in the Crimea. 

A friend of ours, who lives near Greenwich, and is as proud of the “Palace 
Hospital” as an Englishman ought to be, told us a lit'lc incident which it gra¬ 
tifies us to repeat. It is quite impossible not to observe that old Jack-tars have 
their favourite “runs” about Greenwich ; you meet the same wooden leg at a 
particular corner, and at the same hour, almost (fair vveather or foul) every day 
in the year, the same old trio “ chaffing” and “yarning” on the same bench ; 
the same “lot,” with their pipes, of an afternoon in the park; their weather¬ 
beaten, broken-up faces, and their brokeu-up limbs, become your “ familiars.” 
They are not cordial at tirst with strangers, but our friend considers them worth 
knowing, and whenever he approaches a bench where trios or duos of the old 
fellows meet, there is immediately a courteous recognition of the “ gentleman” 
who carries a snnff-canister always, and a roll of pigtail sometimes, for their 
especial comfort. You may coax a soldier w'ith a cigar, but a sailor scorns it, 
and remains true as the needle to the pole to his “ quid.” 

Y hen the Crimean war was at the hottest, and liands trembled to unclose 
the lists of killed and wounded, our friend, on his morning walk down to 
“the boat,” which he prefers as a mode of transit to the great Babylon, 
observed a somewhat stately old sailor walking by the aid of a wooden leg and 
a stick, sometimes beside, the park wall when it was shady, at other times 
sitting on the grass in the sun. His habits were different from those of his 
messmates; he had no particular “ run,” but seemed to study the jdeasure and 
caprice of a small Skye terrier, who was his constant companion. The dog was 
as shapeless and ragged as even “a Skye” can be; his large, bright, intense 
eyes glared from beueatli his shaggy brows, and his short, stumpy legs were 
terminated by masses of blackish hair. He was what “ the fancy ” call 
“ blue,” and his broad black nose and sweeping tail constituted him a perfect 
“ beauty.” Sometimes he chose to walk by the park wall, and then his master 
followed ; then “ Skye” would take to the common, and, without a vvord, the 
obedient master vvould steer after him; then he would converse with other 
little dogs, and the old sailor would wait until the conversation was over. He 
never interfered except when “ Skye” desired to attack donkeys or donkey boys ; 
then his protector would hook him up (he could not weigh more than four 
pounds) with his stick, tuck him under his arm, and disappear with him 
altogether. There w'as something so odd in the old sailor reversing the order 
of things, and following the dog, instead of the Jog following him, that our 
friend desired to make his acquaintance ; but the old man evidently chose 
to keep out of every one’s way. One evening, however, our friend suddenly 
came upon him at a turn in the park; the dog had taken a fancy to a tuft 
of fiorn grass, which dogs have the sagacity to know is good for them ; and 
while he was picking off its long narrow leaves, the old man rested against 
a tree, patiently waiting the little beast’s pleasure. Our friend opened the 
acquaintance by praising “ Skye’s” beauty; but instead of the courteous reply 
he expected, the old tar caught up the dog, and then turning sharply round, 
surveyed the gentleman from head to foot. 

“ You cannot suppose,” said our kindly friend, “ that I wmuld deprive you of 
your dog?” 

In reply to this he laid him gently down. 
“ No, sir,—HOW' I see you clear,—I don’t think you would; but you, as well 

as others, often cast an eye at him, and some come and offer me money for 
him, thinking that such as I would sell love for money! Why, bless your 
heart, selling that dog would be like selling my own flesh and blood!” 

“ It certainly is a heautiful little creature.” 
“Well! so everybody says. I wish it w'cr’n’t, for the dog-stealers are 

after it, and if I lost it, it would kill me: it seemed to take a deal to kill me 
too. I don’t think there’s six square inches of my body wilhout a scar, and I 
wish I had a dozen bodies to give to the same service; but though they didn’t 
send me to the locker, if 1 lost that dog I should never leave my bed again.” 
He was about to follow the dog, who had finished his frugal repast, but our 
friend tempted him with a “quid.” For once a low whistle intimated that he 
requested the dog’s return, and Skye came, and laid him meekly down at his 
foot. A pinch of snuff cemented the acquaintance; and though they parted 
immediately after, at their next meeting he told our friend why he so loved 
the dog. 

His grandson was a soldier in the 50th regiment: he would rather, he con¬ 
fessed, he had been a sailor, but his fancy was for the scarlet instead of the 
blue. No matter ! his heart and his life were his Queen’s, and a finer or hand¬ 
somer lad was not in the regiment. He went out as lance-corporal. Before 
he went he brought him his little dog; and, though contrary to regulations, 
they let the old man keep his grandson’s dog until his return—only, of course, 
until his return. No wonder he was so careful of .lamie’s little dog. Here he 
paused; and then asked our friend if he saw the papers daily. 

“ Certainly.” 
The hard cordage of the veteran’s face twitched and moved convulsively, and 

his hand a|)peared as if knotted to his stick. “ Was there anything about the 

50th regiment?” 
“ Nothing yesterday, but an engagement w'as expected.” 
“ Of course, sir, he knows his duty, and will do it, and has as cood a chance 

of his life as another. I used ahvays to spend an hour or tw'o at the ‘ Anchor,’ 
hearing the news, and the talk that followed; but now' 1 can’t bear it! The 
sight, sir, of a newspaper sets me all of a tremble. Isn’t that quare fur an old 
hulk like me, whose masts have gone by the board, and w'ho hasn’t a rag of 
canvas left? But it’s true, sir. I steer clear of all my comrades, for it shakes 
me worse than the wind of a twelve-pounder to hear their talk. I have been 
ancle deep—ay, ancle deep in blood, sir, before now on the deck of a ‘ seventy- 
four,’ and never heeded it—the more death the less care. And now—If I could 
read the paper myself I should not mind it, I think; but I am no scholar, and 
the dread of hearing—But I have one comrade, who reads the news every day ; 

! and W'e hit on a signal. He comes over there, just at post meridian, and as 
long as all’s w'ell, why, he steers up and down a bit, and then gets under way; 
but if there should be anything wrong—if the boy was badly hurt—he’d tie 
his black neckerchief to his crutch, and put it over his shoulder—a black flag, 
you know. There! he’s heaving in sight: that’s my old comrade.” 

The stick fell to the ground as he poiuted him out; he threw back his hat, 
shaded his eyes from the sun, and grasping our friend’s arm, pointed to w'hcre 
his “ comrade” moved slowly' on—the black handkerchief floating behind him 

like a pennon! 
What follow'cd must be imagined, not described: it was too true—the brave 

sailor’s grandson was returned amongst the list of “killed” as having “fallen 
in the trenches.” 

The old man remained rigid as marble, fixed in a state of coma long after he 
was laid on his bed, surrounded by his old comrades, and tenderly cared for by 
the physician. The first symptom he gave of returning consciousness was 
putting out his hand to feel for the dog. The fond animal was then permitted 
to follow' its own will; it crept up and licked his face: this had the hap])y itfect 
of causing a heavy burst of tears; and while he w'cpt he pressed “ Skye” closer, 

and closer to his bosom. 
There was no harm in suggesting that there might be an error; that men 

w'ere frequently returned dead who had been only badly w'ounded or missing ; 
that such had been the case even with officers. He did not seem to heed or to 

hear, but w'cpt on. 
In the strength and blessing of his hopeful spirit, our friend w'ent to 

the Horse-Guards, but there they could only refer to the list as it was in 
the last despatch. The next was long in coming; but when it did arrive 
there was more tlian usual excitement among the Greenwich pensioners; 
many of “the maimed and the halt” cheered, as in the days of their youth; 
and as to the old bearer of the Mack flag, he sec-sawed into the ward— 
which our friend’s friend had never quitted since his bereavement—with a 
small snowy window' curtain depending from his crutch ; and then came a con¬ 
vulsed cry and trembling words—“ He is not dead ! ” “NotdeaJ?” “No; badly' 
W’ounded—doing well—complimented—coming home ! ” And he did come home 
too, the brave, gallant soldier, with three stripes on his arm; and his grand¬ 
father—ay, and his little dog—saw him receive his medal from the hand of his 

own honoured Queen. 
The Observatory at Greenwich occupies the site on which formerly stood 

“a tower,” which tower was “sometimes a habitation for the younger branches 
of the royal family, sometimes the residence of a favourite mistress, sometimes a 
prison, and sometimes a place of defence.” It was founded by Charles II., for 
the benefit of his “ pilots and sailors,” “ for the purpose of ascertaining the 
motions of the moon, and the places of the fixed stars, as a means of discovering 

that great desideratum, the longitude at sea.” 
The town of Greenwich’” is busy, populous, aud prosperous; its church 

contains many interesting monuments; it is, however, comparatively modern, 

* “ Grenewic, or Grenevic, as tliis place was called by the Saxons, is literally the 
green village ; meaning, perhaps, the village on the green.”—Lijsons. 
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havinp: been consecrated iu 1718, occupying the site of a very venerable edifice, 
the old Church of St. Alphege. Here, as will be supposed, rest many of our 
naval heroes. There is one object, fronting the palace on the waterside, that 
will attract the eye of all passers ; it is a inonuinent, erected by public subscrip¬ 
tion, to the memory of a young and gallant French officer. Lieutenant Bellolt, 
who died a volunteer in the service of England, the companion and friend of 
our arctic voyagers. 

While at Greenwich, we may visit Blachheath,—“ so-called, as some think, 
from the appearance of the soil, or, as others suppose, from its bleak situation,” 
—the picturesque villages of Lewisham and Sydenham, and the venerable man¬ 
sion of Elthani, concerning whidi the history of many periods is full. Nor 
may vve pass unnoticed an object seen from every ])art of the river, and from 
the adjacent country, as w’ell as from the heights and house-roofs in and about 
London, that wonder of the modern world, tlie Crystal Palace. 

On the shore opposite to Greenwich, after passing the extremity of the Isle 
of Hogs, is Blackwall, famous chielly for its fertility in producing the tiny lish 
known as whitebait, concerning which a few particulars will not be unwel¬ 
come to the reader. 

WnilKISAIT. 

There are few denizens of London unacquainted with this tiny fish, as it 
appears daily during the season, dressed, at Blackwall and Greenw'ich, where 
alone it is obtained “in perfection for unless “cooked” wilhin a very brief 
space after rimoval from the water, it undergoes a change which the “nice” 
palate can at once detect. It would be curious to ascertain how many millions 
are taken daily during the months of June, July, and August of each year. It 
is unquestionably a delicacy, and is relished greatly by tens of thousands who 
can afford to buy luxuries ; “ a whitebait dinner” being a treat peculiar to the 
metropolis, and enjoyed accordingly even by those who believe and maintain 
that the fish is engendered by London mud, and that, when the Thames is 
cleansed and purified, the whitebait will vanish altogether from the river. 

An idea prevails that it is the young of some larger fish. Yarrell, whose 
authority on such matters is universally accepted, says “it is a distinct species,” 
and in its habits differs materially from all other British species of Clupca 
(Chpeidee, the family of the herrings) that visit our shores or our rivers. From 
the beginning of April to the end of September they are caught in abundance; 
in April, they are small, “apparently but just changed from the albuminous 
state of very young fry; in September “ specimens four or five inches long are 
not uncommon,” but mixed, even at this late period of the season, with others 

fISUING FOR WHITEBAIT. 

of very small size, “ as though the roe had continued to be deposited throughout 
the summer.” Yet the parent fish are not caught, and are believed by the 
fishermen not to come up higher than the estuary, where nets sufficiently small 
to stop them are not much in use. The largest whitebait Mr. Yarrell had seen, 
was in length six inches. “The colour of the sides is uniformly white“the 
length of the head, as compared with that of the body, alone is as two to five; 
the eye large; the irides silvery ; the upper part of the back pale greenish ash.” 
Ill their habits they appear to be similar to the young of the herring, alw'ays 
keeping in shoals, and swimming occasionally near the surface of the water. 
Miv Yarrell thus describes the mode of fishing for whitebait:—“The mouth of 
the net is by no means large, measuring only about three feet square in extent; 
but the mesh of the hose, or bag-end of the net, is very small. The boat is 
moored in the tide-way, where the water is from twenty to thirty feet deep, and 
the net, with its wooden framework, is fixed to the side of the boat. The tail 
of the hose, swimming loose, is from time to time handed into the boat, the 
end untied, and its contents taken out. The wooden frame, forming the mouth 
of the net, does not dip more than four feet below the surface of the water.” 
There is no doubt of their being found in other waters besides the Thames. 

Passing the East India Hocks, with another “ forest of masts,” we reach the 
estuary of the river Lea; here it enters the Thames, having, after its rise in 
Lcagrave Marsh, near Luton, iu Bedfordshire, adorned the lordly demesnes of 
Luton floo. Brocket Hall, and Hatfield, and watered and refreshed Hertford, 
Ware, lloddesdon, Broxbourne, Cheshunt, Waltham Abbey, Enfield, Edmonton, 
Tottenham, Walthamstow, and Bow. It is “the gulfy Lea, with sedgy tresses,” 
of J’opc; and “ the wanton Lea, that oft doth lose its way,” of Spenser. 

The Lea is, and has long been, in liigh favour, with the angler ; it is the 
river made famous by honest Izaak Walton ; all readers of his book are familiar 
with the places w hich adorn its banks, from “'J'heobalds ” and Amwell Hill to 
Bow. Sitting lure on one of its banks, arranging his hook or trimming his 
lly, the good old man may be supposed to have uttered that sentiment so dear 
to every brother of the gentle craft—“ No life, my honest scholar, no life so 
hapjiy and .so pleasant as the life of a well-governed angler; for when the 
lawyer is swallowed uji with business, and the statesman is preventing or con¬ 
triving plots, then we sit on cowslip banks, hear the birds sing, and possess 
ourselves of as much quietness as these silent silver streams, which we now see 
glide so gently by us. Indeed, my good scholar, we may say of angling as 
Hr. Boteler said of strawberries, ‘Houbticss God could have made a better berry, 
but doubtless God never did and so (if I might be judge) God never did make 
a more calm, quiet, innocent recreation than angling.” 

“ The old course of the Lea affords many a charming picture. An old 
pollard willow, with an angler under its shadow', a few cows, perhaps, standing 
in the water, and enjoying with philosophic quiescence the cooling luxury,— 
perchance a punt in the middle of the river,—a bright blue sky overhead, 
rellected with a softened lustre in the clear stream, an abundance of yellow 
water lilies at our feet, and the low banks decked w ith all gay flowers,—these 
are the materials of the picture; and he who has not his heart gladdened as he 
gazes on them, has yet to learn that there are things in Heaven and earth not 
dreamt of in his philosophy. M'alton was not one of these:— 

“ ‘ The meanest flowretof tlie vale, 
'i’he simplest note that swells the gale, 
'File common sun, the air, the skies. 
To him were opening Paradise.’ 

And only such as, in a measure, can participate in these feelings and sympathies, 
are fitted to wander along Izaak Walton’s ‘Lea.’”* 

For a mile, and often more, in breadth, the river Thames in Essex is bordered 
by a low swampy plain; upon which, however, a range of small hills look 
down and form an agreeable background; but for beauty of scenery, and those 
interests which are derived from “ history, tradition, and places populous,” we 
must refer to Kent, which not unjustly claims pre-eminence as “ the garden of 
England.” 

We must pass (he somewhat distant village of Charlton, witli its old 
manor-house of the time of James I.,—keep in sight, as a most pleasant view', 
far-famed Shooter’s Hill, and rest awhile at Woolwich,t to visit, if we can 

WOOLWICH. 

and may, the noblest dockyard of the world,—its foundry, its arsenal, its 
schools, and its barracks. It is the most ancient of those magazines of our 
national strength and glory, and furnished our country with most of its largest 
ships during the course of several reigns,—from that of Henry YIIL, wheu 
the big Harry Grace de Dieu was launched here, to that ol Queen ^ ictoria, 
when it may be said to have achieved its highest glory. 

It is not our purpose to describe Woolwich ; to do so would require a voluine, 
and not a page. It is the great school of our artillery—a branch of the service 
in which officers and men are alike eminent for that educated intHligence which 
gives the soldier true strength. The arsenal is one of the chief wonders of 

* We extract tliis passage from the concluding volume of a very charming series of 
books, “Eambles by Eivers,” by James Thorne, published by Charles Knight, whose 
name is so honourably asscciated with the highest and best order of English topographic 
works. To Mr. Thorne's volumes we have been often indebted during^the course of our 
tour; we record our debt with gratitude. The “ Eambles by Eivers is the work of a 
scholar, a gentleman, a close observer, and an intense lover of nature, 

t Woolwich is, in Doomsday, called Uulciz, or “ the dwelling on a creek of the river. 
The records of succeeding periods mention it under the title of Wulewick, and afterwards 

Woolwiche.” 
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England : science has lierc carried machinery to perfection. The academy is 
admirably governed; hence issue the cadets rvho obtain rank aecoiding to 
ability and desert. The dockyards give employment to thousands of artizans, 
shipwrights, and labourers. The war-ships here created bear the flag of 
England over the waters of every sea and ocean of the world,— 

“ Far as the breezes blow, the billows roam. 
Survey our emiiire and bebokl our home." 

From North Woolwich the l.tockyard* may best he seen, with its long sea or 
river wall, e.vtending from Charlton to the lower part of the town ; and this 

WOOLWICH DOOtYAKD. 

surface being eovcre.l with sheds, fadories, and basins (containing many of our 
war-steamers, with several ships building of the first class), it assumes a sin- 
!riilarly interesting appearance. The river here is also dotted with picturesque 
bulks, reminding one of olden time s and tights long past ■, they loom large 
against the departing sunlight, with the dockyard shears rearing up, endea¬ 
vouring to compete with the great factory funnel for height. In the distance 
may be seen many of the numerous shipping dropping up the river with the 

last of the flood-tide. 
(ireeuwicli and Woolwich are nciglihours. How large a volume of tlionglit 

is suggested by the union of two such mimes ! 

EEJTH. 

Between Woolwich and Ihc cheering village of Erith, the Darciit contributes 
its waters to the Thames,— 

“ Tlie silver Diarent, in wliosc waters clean. 
Ten tbou.sand lislies play and deck bis pleasant stream ; ’ 

and here it is joined by the Cray, another “faire” river; the former rising 
near Westerham in Kent, the latter near Orpington in Surrey, and both flowing 
through districts famous iu the annals of the, kingdom,—majestic mansions, 
picturesque churches, historic sites, fertile plains, ciuiet villages, and busy tovvns 
—the busiest of which is Deptford—happily intermixed. 

The sketch of Erith was taken from the jiier looking up the river, the limited 

* Visitors are admitted by signing tbeir names in a book at the dockyard gates, and 
tbe wonders of tbe great steam hammer, and the interesting process of boring a cylinder 
for a steam engine, with tbe latbes, wberc metal sbavings are cut twenty to thirty feet 
b ng, are certainly worth the trouble and e.vpense of “a return ticket” from London. 

niB CUIiFtW TOWLK, BARKING. 

space ouly represents the few houses nearest the water, with its jiretty church 
and the rising woodland at the hack. 'I'he suii was passing through a cloud, 
which cast a shadow over the background, giving all the near objects that 
glittering light so peculiar to the water. It is certainly one of the most charm- 
lug spots on the river. 

Nor is the coast opposite, low and uninviting, and unhealthy as it seems, 
without its interest. Ilere the river Boding pays its tribute to the Thames ; 
the sjiire of Barking Church is seen in the distance; Dagenham Reach, llorn- 
chnrch iMarslies, and “ the Rands,” indicate the nature of the low-lying fields and 
sheets of water that skiit the great river’s hanks. About Burlleet, however, 
lliere is a gradual rise of chalky dill's, on one of which was placed the standard 
of England when our island was threatened by that Spanish invasion which 
Providence “set at naught.”* 

The once-renowned abbey of Barking must not he passed without a word of 
notice, as it is now the parish church, and is a conspicuous object on the Essex 
side of the river, nearly opposite ’\’\’ooluich, standing as it docs on an eleva¬ 
tion among the Hat lands. It is of very 
ancient fomnlalion, and wasamonastic estab¬ 
lishment well endowed iu the middle ages. 
It was dedicated lo the Virgin Diary, and is 
said to have been the first nnniiery fur 
womi'ii estahlishcd in this kingdom. “ It 
was founded about the year 070, by St. 
Erkcnuald, Bishop of London, in conipliance 
with the earnest desire of his sister, Filhel- 
hurg, who was appointed the lir.st abbess.” 
Dloiiy of her successors were of high laiik, 
and some of them of the blood-royal. In 
S70, the abbey was burnt by the Danes, 
and the nuns were either slain or dispersed. 
About the middle of the tenth century, it 
was rebuilt by King Edgar. The nuns were 
of the Benedictine • order. It was surren¬ 
dered to Henry VIII. on 14th of November, 
153'J, “Dorothy Barley” being Ihe last 
abbess, 'riiere is scarcely a vestige remain¬ 
ing of the once magnificent pile, which a 
succession of sovereigns delighted to honour. 
But at Ihe entrance of the churehvard 
stands an ancient gateway, over which is “ the chapel of the holy rood lofte 
atte gate edified [as is expressed in an old record] to the honor of Almighty 

God, and of Ihe holy rood 
that is there, of right ^ , - . _ -. .. 
great devoeion, as it 
sheweth by great indiil- 
gens graunted to the same 
chapel anil place by divers 
of our holy faders, Bojies 
of liunie.” It is also 
known as the Curfew 
dower; ami from thcuce 
the bell rung out at morn¬ 
ing and evening, some¬ 
times to the great safety 
of travellers in winter 
nights. 'J'here are records 
of gifts lo the monas¬ 
tery of many who were 
guided over the lonely 
marsh lands through the 
winter fogs by the tolling 
of the curfew alone.f In 
the old time, the road¬ 
way hctwccii this place 
and London was singu¬ 

larly disagreeable : the 
land was only partially 
drained; the pathways 
were bad, and they were 
constructed in raised em¬ 
bankments, wliieh made 
them dangerous to the traveller in dark nights. The parish church, dedi¬ 
cated to St. DIargaret, contains many interesting and venerable monuments; 
a singularly picturesque piscina we thought it desirable to copy. 

* At I’urflcet is tlie great ileyot of gunpowder; and the voyager will observe several 
vessels moored in the river, wliich are 
also use as floating magazines. 

t The curfew bell was rung, according 
to .ancient custom, as a warning for tlie 
iiiliabitants of towns and villages to put 
out their fires and retire to bed: it was a 
simple policy for general safety in an¬ 
cient times; and fliongh generally con¬ 
sidered to be a vexatious law enacted 
after the Norman Conquest, is certainly 
as old as the days of Alfred. The ringing 
of the curfew is still a custom in some 
of the towns of England. The curfew', 
or courre-feu, used to extinguish the fire 
on the sound of the w.ariiing bell, w'as an 
implement of metal, which covered in the 
.ashes raked together on the hearth, and 
brought them in a heap to the back of 
the grate, and so extinguished them. Our cut will fully cxliibit its peculiarities, 

THE PISCINA. 
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ART FESTIVITIES AT iUUNICII. 

Not only had there been an nnusual influx of 
visitors into Munich for the last week or two in the 
month of September, other signs also gave notice of 
an approaching festivity. Night after night in the 
artists’ club “ Stubenvoll,” might be seen faces 
which W'ere not those of the daily guests, and as the 
20lh September approached, the walls of the room 
became too narrow to hold all those who poured in 
there from far and near—from Hamburg and Vienna, 
from Frankfort, Diisseldorf, Hanover, and Milan. 
It was a pleasant sight to witness the greetings 
exchanged at sudden and unexpected meetings ; to 
watch the reverence with which a group would turn 
their looks on some figure pointed out to notice,— 
some celebrity in Art; and, above all, to see the 
hearty good fellowship that prevailed in that ever- 
increasing circle. All had poured into Alunich to 
behold that magnificent exhibition of German Art to 
which it would be ditlicult to liud a parallel; to 
have presented to them, at one view, the result of the 
various schools into which that Art had formed 
itself. And besides this, they had before them the 
pleasant perspective of the festivals which the tow'n 
and the artists were preparing for their greeting— 
an agreeable anticipation ; for they well knew that 
what the artists of Munich arrange and execute, 
bears always the stamp of taste and originality. 

There was the architect Lange, who had been 
long in Greece, himself almost like a Greek, with 
his full black beard ; and Becker of Diisseldorf, 
slender in form, and flue in feature ; and Echter, 
who executed the grand frescoes of Kaulbach in the 
Museum at Berlin, now returned again to his old 
haunt after many a year of absence ; and Neustetter 
of Vienna, with a head resembling Mendelsohn 
Bartholdy; and Schleich, whose landscapes take 
so prominent a place in the present exhibition; and 
Widman, with many more who made their appear¬ 
ance there evening after evening,—all come to Munich 
with the intention of being present at the general 
meetings to be held on the 20th and following days. 

And on the 20th, at nine in the morning, the 
first assembly took place. The arrangements w'ere 
befittingly neat, and all wore an air of good taste. 
A handsome carpet covered the platform, and here 
the painter Dietz, who had hitherto acted as chair¬ 
man, now took his place, with the other members of 
the committee, preparatory to resigning their office 
into the hands of those whom the assembly should 
appoint their successors. The chairman opened the 
meeting with a speech, in which he said that “ asso¬ 
ciation ” w^as a deeply-felt want characteristic of the 
present time, that it supplied the place of the anti¬ 
quated “ guilds,” and that though it had bee7i said 
by some that artists in general were not fitted for 
“association,” the meeting at Diisseldorf in 1840, 
that at Stuttgard some years later, and finally the 
great event—the exhibition—of the present year, 
proved how entirely such supposition was without 
foundation. That exhibition was a fact unparalleled 
as yet. It proved more thoroughly than anything 
else could do, how much strength depends on unity. 
Without such union the present exhibition would 
have been an impossibility. The speaker then w'ent 
on to say that German Art suffered for want of cen¬ 
tralization. He impressed, too, on his hearers the 
sympathy which ought to exist between all the 
members of the great body, saying that Dusseldorf 
should feel a pang when Munich took a w'rong step, 
and Vienna rejoice when Dusseldorf triumphed. A 
centre-point would be as the heart of the great body 
corporate, from w'hich strength, health, and energy 
could emanate and pervade even the remotest parts, 
exercising on all a healthy invigorating influence. 
Herr Dietz then made a most graceful allusion to the 
charming picture—itself a fairy tale—of Moritz von 
Schwind; and, speaking of the efforts of the com¬ 
mittee, observed how much they were warmed, and 
vivified, and strengthened by the enchanting in¬ 
fluences surrounding them ; and hoped that in their 
efforts they might he found not to have fallen far 
short of what was expected of them ; that it might 
not be said they had fluttered on weak pinions, 
even although a little black raven’s wing might still 
be discovered.* 

Herr Dietz was then re-elected president by accla- 

* An allusion to 
Ravens.” 

Schwind's picture of “The Seven 

motion ; and indeed a man moi’c fitted to (he office 
could not well be found. With great self-possession,- 
easy unembarrassed flow of woials, courtly manners, 
and of pleasing exterior, be is the very man for the 
presidentship. Like Sir IMartin Archer Sbec, you 
felt at once here was the right man in the right 
place. Dietz is full of energy—detennined energy, 
and of unwearied perseverance. To these (pialities 
is owing the existence of the present exhibition,— 
by all acknowledged to be “an era in Art.” Tt was 
he who set the work in motion, and it w'as be who 
removed the ever-recurring difficulties. He was 
untiring in his endeavours, for be bad determined 
that wbat he had in view should become a reality, 
—and lie made it so. He has practical qualities 
which are rather rare among his countrymen. But 
they know' how to a])preciate them, and by his 
re-election proved that they do so. Professors 
Eybel, of Dresden, and Kumnier, of Vienna, were 
chosen vice-presidents. Herr Becker, of Diisscl- 
dorf, and Von Siecartsburg, of Vienna, were elected 
secretaries. Nor were those forgotten who, possess¬ 
ing galleries or single works of Art, had willingly 
lent their pictures to the present exhibition; and 
who, forgetting all selfish views, despoiled their 
walls to add to the glorification of a great enterprize. 
The kings of Bavaria, Prussia, and Hanover, the 
Duke of Saxe Weimar, and others, were mentioned 
as those to whom thanks and a feeling of much 
gratitude were due. 

Before the meeting closed, the president rose to 
announce the wish of the chief magistrate and tovvn 
council of Munich, to offer the artists who had 
assembled in tbeir walls some W'elcoming festival to 
unite all together in conviviality, and at the same 
time to present them, if possible, with a picture— 
with one phase at least—of what w'as essentially 
Munich life. They were therefore all invited that 
evening to honour with their presence the great 
brewery of Pseborr, where, at seven o’clock, the 
burgomaster and their brother artists of Jluuich 
w'ould be ready to receiv’e them. 

TOE FESTIVAL. 

This was a fete which certainly could be seen 
nowhere but in Munich. It was characteristic, and 
essentially national in all its features. The brewery 
of Pschorr is on the grandest scale; its possessor is 
the Barclay of Munich. And let it not be thought 
that because the scene of the festivity was a brewery, 
and the beverage ale, that vulgarity must be in¬ 
separable from such a feast. All that met the eye 
was in such perfect taste, the ornaments so fitted to 
the place and the occasion, and every arrangement 
so thoroughly artistic, that the most fastidious could 
hardly have failed to express pleasureable surprise 
at the sight. The most common-place objects were 
arranged and built up with architectural symmetry, 
producing a monumental effect. The very rafters 
of the building, partly hidden by, partly seen amons, 
the evergreens and garlands, had a good appearance; 
and you saw there most strikingly how Art was 
able, by its magic touch, to transmute the com¬ 
monest materials into things of beauty and attrac¬ 
tiveness. 

You approached the building through a long 
avenue of flaming watch-fires, at the end of which 
W'as raised, like a trophy, and w'ith surpassing in¬ 
genuity, and W'ith architectural skill, a monument 
composed of various sized casks. A mighty tun 
composed the lower part, adorned with flags and 
garlands ; above this rose smaller casks, new and 
bright, W'ith polished brass hoops; some upright, 
and others, laid dow'ii, seemed to protrude from the 
battlements of the castellated pile. Pennons, arms, 
devices, and wreaths, filled up the intervening spaces, 
and served to unite the parts in one harmonious 
and picturesque whole. The gable front of the 
brewery w'as illumined, and, on entering, a vista of 
many coloured transparent lamps ushered the visi¬ 
tors into the hall itself. At any other time this hall 
W'ould have seemed a large, bare, empty barn, and 
the white-w'ashed w'alls, in all their nakedness, w'oidd 
seem to preclude the possibility of fitting them for 
festal decoration. Yet what a gay aud pleasing 
woodland air pervades the scene that bursts upon 
your view' 1 What verdure, what bright colours 1 
How unlike common, everyday-life 1 And the more 
you gaze, and the more minutely you examine, the 
more do you find to admire and to be pleased with. 
From rafter to rafter hang in all directions long 

festoons made of twigs of fir, interspersed with large 
bright tlowers, dahlias and roses ; so that the whole 
is a tracery of foliage through which the brown 
rafters peep, breaking very agreeably the otherwise 
monotonous green above your head. Then the 
pillars, too, are cased in branches, and at the top is 
a capital, formed of long spreading green rirshes, or 
of the elegant leaves of the fern, w'hich fall over in 
a curve, like those seen in the old teiniiles, hewn 
out of the rocks. Large aud small lanterns, round 
like balloons, transparent and gaily coloured, hang 
from the rafters, and light up the verdure in number¬ 
less profusion ; w'hile here and there the brightuess 
falls on large masses of colour, crimson or white, the 
folds of some flags festooned around a column, or 
forming a background of drapery at the further end 
of the hall. Pound the three sides of the building 
were large shields, bearing the municipal arms of 
the principal cities of Germany, which had con¬ 
tributed to the exhibition ; and each of these was 
entwined with a w'reath of oak-leaves. Six long 
tables formed rows the w'hole length of the building, 
aud at them, w'ithout crowding or difficulty, the 8.50 
guests who had received cards of invitation took 
their places. The burgomaster of hlunich, Herr 
von Steinsdorf, some members of the corporation, 
the ministers of the crown, and other notables, took 
their seats at one end of the hall, and opposite them, 
among a trellis-w'ork of branches, w'as an excellent 
band of music. Young birch-trees w'ere ranged 
along the walls where the darker pine branches did 
not cover them; aud here aud thei'e, in the recesses 
of the windows, lamps were placed, which shone 
with a mellow light through the delicate foliage. 
Here and there, too, large chandeliers w'ere sus¬ 
pended, the arms of w'hich were entwined with 
mosses, or festooned with creepers, w'hile the light 
itself shone forth from what looked like the w'hite 
chalice of a flower. 

All the servants of the brewery were dressed in 
t-he ancient costume of their guild — a crimson 
jacket, trimmed with broad gold brocade, black 
cloth breeches, white stockings, and buckled shoes. 
On their head they wore a cap turned up at the 
side, W'ith a tuft of feathers stuck upright. And 
right w'ell did they perform their service. Tankards, 
countless tankarL, of the clear bright ale were 
brought up from cool cellars; and with unwearying 
diligence w'ere coutinually replenished. And with the 
viands it was the same. There was no dearth, nor 
any lack of mirth and hearty good fellowship. It 
W'as not long before His Majesty, King Louis, made 
his appearance among the guests, and was received 
W'ith a hearty cheer. A true English cheer is not 
to be heard out of England ; and indeed there is an 
energy and a power in it that is overwhelming. 
Well might the present King of Prussia say to the 
boys at Eton, when on a visit to them, they gave 
him three such cheers as he had certainly never 
heard before, “ Well, my lads, I congratulate you 
upon the state of your lungs 1 ” 

A cheer in Germany bears but a feeble resem¬ 
blance to such an English hurrah, yet that which 
comes nearest to it is the loud, out-bursting accla¬ 
mations with which the artists hail their most mag¬ 
nificent of patrons. King Louis. This is, perhaps, 
the next best thing to a genuine English cheer. 
And this time they set about it with a wilt expres¬ 
sive of their joy at the visit with which he honoured 
them. He passed from table to table, talking to this 
one, nodding in token of recognition to another, 
now putting a question, and now alluding to some 
circumstance that happened at Borne or Athens, 
where he had met the artist many a year ago. But 
his majesty, being an early riser, goes early to bed, 
and therefore soon left the party. AU regretted 
this, for the scene which follow'ed w'ould no doubt 
have pleased him. At one end of the hall a cm-tain 
W'as drawn up, and you looked into a dimly lighted 
cavern, where King Gambinus held a court among 
his mighty casks of potent October. After a mock- 
heroic speech in rhymed verse, he advanced with 
crow'n and royal mantle, and waving his sceptre, 
commanded his fair and dainty spirits to appear. 
At the summons there came pouring forth from the 
dim recesses of the cellar an endless troop of Munich 

Kellneriimen ” girls, dressed as are the daughters 
of the Munich citizens; the gold two-horned cap 
upon their head, with bright-coloured silk kerchiefs 
over their bosom, and as bodice the pretty “Mie- 
der,” with its silver chains, and large pendent coins 
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and medals. On they came trooping one after the \ 
other, a veritable army of bright-faced, arclily-laugh- 
ing girls, each with her white apron turned up at 
the side, and bearing to the guests a foaming tankard ; 
in each hand. You may be sure there were among 
them faces that might have claimed a place in any 
gallery of beauty. Here you saw some dark-haired 
gipsey-looking girl, detained by those she had come 
to serve, and made to put her lips to the cup she 
had brought them; while at another table all were 
gazing at a genuine German maiden, blue-cycd and 
fair-haired, just as Tacitus has described her. These 
Amlkyrs added to the brightness of the scene, and 
with the servants in their gay liveries, made the 
whole look cheerful and festal. 

The health of His Majesty, the reigning king, was 
drunk with applause, being proposed in a really ex¬ 
cellent speech by Von Steiusdorf. That of King 
Louis was proposed later, with words of most ani¬ 
mated eloquence, by the painter Dietz. As the 
evening advanced some guest from Vienna, or Diis- 
seldorf, or Milan, rose to express his and his coun¬ 
trymen’s sense of the kind reception they had met 
with. The words of the ^Milanese were given again 
in German, with readiness and elegance, by Count 
Thun ; hut from one party no recognition came, 
either of acknowledgment of a hospitable reception, 
or of the pleasm’e which a sojourn in this centre of 
Art had occasioned. The Berlin artists were silent 
as the stones in Bendemann’s picture of “ Jeremiah 
amid the Ruins of Jerusalem.” It was strange; 
but it was so. 

The “ WalhallaLied” was played, and, at intervals, 
other pieces, which, from their associations, awake 
pleasant feelings in German hearts. There was no 
flagging of interest, no diminution of gaiety : old 
friendships were revived, new acquaintanceships 
were formed; and there was surely not one present on 
this evening that did nut carry with him a gladdeir- 
ing and cheerfid recollection of the iMnuieh Festival. 

THE LAKE OF STAItEMBERG. 

Three days after the original/etc above described 
the stranger guests were invited to another, one 
which, from a combination of circumstances, espe¬ 
cially from the loveliness of the weather, and beauty 
of the surrounding scenery, was of rare and even 
e.xquisite enjoyment. The supper, with its merri¬ 
ment and decorations, was a bit of Munich life. It 
belonged to, and could only be found within, the 
walls of that city, that a week later was to celebrate 
its seven hundredth birthday. The second festivity 
was an artistic and poetical creation, but it might 
have taken place elsewhere, needing only poetic 
minds to call it into existence. 

The Lake of Staremberg is a few miles from 
Munich : a piece of water about ten miles in length, 
with here a village, there villas amid gardens, slopes, 
and park-like woods ; while, in other parts, the w ild¬ 
ness denotes that there, at least, all is pretty much 
in a state of nature. But as you look southward, 
what a magnificent background ! There peak be¬ 
side peak, some tipped with snow, rise up into 
the deep blue sky. There is the mighty Zug-Spitz, 
nearly 11,000 feet high, and beside it the range of 
the Wetterstein Mountains. Hero and there, despite 
the distance, rises some jagged peak, and looks across 
from the Tyrol; and later in the season some of 
these giants may be seen gleaming in their snowy 
mantle, while those immediately before us are still 
of an ethereal blue. It is a grand sight at any sea¬ 

son. 
The mornings here are lovely beyond description ; 

and when the sun is setting, the effects of shade and 
brightness on the mountains arc grand, and even 
sublime. It is a spot to which a landscape-painter 
would love to resort; and hither did one, who has 
immortalized his name by his tridy wonderful tran¬ 
scripts of nature, frequently come and sit for hours, 
drinking in the bcanty that lay around him. Roth- 
mann, the painter of those scenes in Greece which 
till one room in the new' Finokothek, in iMuuich, loved 
to saunter to an eminence in the neighbourhood of 
the lake; and as it was his favourite resort, in 
remembrance of him the spot has been called, 
“ Rothmann’s Hohe ” (Rothmann’s Hill), and a 
simple monument erected there, on which is in¬ 
scribed the name of him who there passed so many 
hom's gazing on the mountains. The lake with its sur¬ 
rounding scenery being so beautiful, it was thought 
that an excursion thither would, especially for those 

who had come from northern Germany, be a most 
acceptable proposition; and, accordingly, the com¬ 
mittee made the necessary arrangements for conduct¬ 
ing their guests there. 

By nine o’clock in the morning the railway had 
brought hundreds of visitors to the borders of the 
lake; and this time there w'as no lack of ladies to 
grace the festival. The weather was beautiful, the 
bridal morning of the earth and sky : both smiled 
brightly and lovingly on each other. The lake lay 
unrutlled in the light, and the mountains W'cre wrap¬ 
ped in that transparent haze which lends them such 
a peculiar charm. On the water were innumerable 
pleasure-boats, while in a little cove were moored 
large stately vessels, with high arches and trellis- 
w'ork of gold ; and flags, green wreaths, and garlands 
of fresh llowers, hung in festoons from the masts, at 
the prow, or along the gunw'ale close to the water. 
This golden lattice-work had an enchanting effect. 
All round the vessel a little above the surface of the 
lake, w'cre large medallions of gold, entwined with 
oak-leaves; and you saw the same again in the cen¬ 
tre of each compartment of this floating fairy palace. 
In some such wise might Cleopatra have drifted 
down the Cyduus. There w'as one yacht, the ropes 
of which were entwined with fresh moss, and gay 
ribands were the shrouds; while round the mast 
rose the long tapering leaves of rushes, and at the 
top a tuft of the feathery blossoms of the bulrush 
formed a spreading crown. On another stately 
barge the crimson cloth covered with gold stars, 
seemed to speak of the glories of olden Venice; and 
the ancient-looking banners of the philharmonic 
societies were displayed on either side. What ihese 
private musical clubs are capable of, the Cologne 
Club showed by its presence in England some 
years ago. Two large barges, containing the mem¬ 
bers of such societies, with a band of music in a 
third, led the way across the lake. Then came the 
floating bower and the light edilice of gilded trellis- 
work ; and behind, boats and gondolas, all Idled 
with partakers in the festival. The whole proces¬ 
sion is now in motion, slowly drifting onwards in 
double line to the opposite shore. Suddenly the 
rowers stop : every voice is hushed; no word, no 
laugh is utter'cd; there is not even a ripple on the 
lake, so profound is the calm that reposes there. 
And now yon hear from the two barges of singers 
a low gently-rising chant, which soon rises into a 
hymn of exultation, and praise, and thanksgiving; 
and, “ This is the day of the Lord,” swells in a loud 
chorus up to heaven. There was something so grand 
in the music, so impressive in the quaint beauty of 
the scene, so touching in the sudden impulse and the 
breathless hush, that few could listen unmoved. 
The chant over, the procession again moved on, 
while guns saluted from the heights, and the music 
in front led the way with a merry strain. 

It was really a glorious sight; the clear green 
water, the sun-lit transparent atmosphere, the vessels 
in all their bravery of colour, the gay dresses of the 
women, the luxuriance of the flowers—this was the 
scene on the foreground; while in front lay the 
chain of mountains, and on either side rose woods 

and uplands. 
On floated the larger, more richly adorned vessel, 

as it seemed, 
“ XThose duty ’tw.as to take. 

Over her lucid kingdom 
The Lady of the Lake 

for, let me tell you, gentle reader, this lake has such 
fairy mistress, who loves to skim by moonlight over 
its surface, as these very eyes have witnessed. At 
last, all are disembarked, and in two processions, 
one through the wood, the other over the open 
slope, proceed to the hill-top. The summit is covered 
by a grove, and here, in a lai ge circle, were suspended 
on the trees the great shields, with the municipal 
arms of the various tow'ns of Germany which had 
figured at the former feast. The monument to 
Rothmann was decorated with evergreen, and gar¬ 
lands were hung from trophy to trophy, placed 
around it. The lake was seen through the trees, 

I and here and there the villages on its shores ; w Idle, 
iVom the commanding height, vale, and hamlet, and 

^ church, and all the intervening country which lay 
[ betwven you and the mountains, were at once over- 

1 looked. 
I There was music, and dancing, and feasting; for, 

hidden by the trees was a kitchen, nor were the 
stores of the cellar forgotten. As the days at this 

season arc short, the company began betimes to turn 
towards the boats, and as it grew dark, barge after 
barge shone out in lamps and C'ninese lanterns of 
various colours. As they approached Staremberg, 
the whole shore gleamed brightly with Bengal lights; 
and there was such a forest of torches, that there 
W'as no dilliculty or danger in the landing. Showers 
of rockets Hung blue and crimson stars over the 
lake, and so ended—certainly to the delight of all— 
the German Artists’ Festival. 

C. B. 
Munich, Oct. 2nd. 

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH. 

]\Iii. SXANPIEI.D, R.A.—This distinguished land¬ 
scape-painter, who has been making an artist’s tour 
in Scotland, in company with his brother acade¬ 
mician, ilr. David Roberts, has received from the 
Royal Scottish Academy their diploma of member¬ 
ship. Mr. Roberts had the diploriia and medal 
already. Both artists have recently been entertained 
by the Corporation of Edinburgh, who conferred the 
freedom of the city upon hir. Roberts. 

FiCTUiiE OF THE Bai'Tisji of Christ.—A para- 
grajih has lately appeared in the columns of the 
daily and weekly papers, the meaning of which we 
do not quite understand : it is to the effect that the 
premium of £1000 offered for the best picture of 
the “ Baptism of Christ,” has just been awarded to 
Mr. John Wood: it is this word “just” which 
puzzles us. The history of the picture is this: 
About thirteen years ago tw'o gentlemen—Mr. T. 
Bell, of South Shields, and Mr. C. Hill, of Birming¬ 
ham, members, we believe, of the dissenting body 
termed “ Baptists”—offered a premium of £1000 for 
the best oil painting representing the baptism of 
Christ by immersion. The offer was made by ad¬ 
vertisement in the columns of the Art-Journal and 
other serials. In the spring of 1847, eleven paint¬ 
ings, in answer to the call, were exhibited in the 
gallery at Hyde Park Corner, where the Chinese 
Exhibition was shown ; among these eleven works 
was one by Mr. John Wood. It had been arranged 
by the gentlemen who offered the prize, that the 
decision should be left in the hands of the compe¬ 
titors themselves ; but some proceedings, not of the 
most creditable nature having taken place,—they 
will be found narrated in the June number of our 
journal of that year,—the award w'as postponed for 
a time; in the follow'ing month we announced, upon 
reliable authority, that it had been made in favour 
of Mr. Wood: from that time till now we have no 
recollection of hearing more of the transaction in 
any shape or form, or of the picture. It is curious 
that a matter which w'e had long since considered as 
tinally settled should, at the expiration of ten years, 
come before the public as something new; we 
wonder if it has been made the subject of a chancery 
suit, it seems to have been long enough in abeyance 

to justify such a supposition. 
Burford’s Panorama.—A view' taken from the 

summit of Mount Righi, in Sw'itzerland, known as 
the “ Queen of Mountains,” is now to be seen in 
Mr. Burford’s Panoramic Gallery, Leicester Square. 
Tourists who have visited this locality—and few 
persons, we apprehend, travel through Switzerland 
for pleasure w'ithout seeing it—well know what a 
maguifieent region lies all around it, included within 
the three Imudrcd miles of circumference which the 
eye, on a clear day, takes in—from the Jiu'a, on the 
west, to the Moimtaius of Glams and the Grisons, 
on the east; from the Gothard Pass and Le Vallais, 
on the south, to Basle and the country beyond the 
Rhine, on the north. Below the spectator, or rising 
above him, is the country embracing seven cantons 
—namely, tho.se of Lucerne, Zng, Uri, L'uterwalden, 
Schwytz, Zurich, and Aargau, scattered through 
which are no few'er than seventeen lakes of large size, 
besides many of smaller dimensions, the whole com¬ 
prehending a huge landscape of the grandest and 
most picturesque character; and with the exception 

of the hotel on the Righi, there is not an edilice to 
be seen of sufficient size to abstract the attention of 
the spectator from the vast and glorious solitude of 
Nature, in the centre of which he stands. The time 
of day in which the scene is presented is early 
morning; the mists have rolled away from the 
valleys, the sky is cloudless, the mountain-peaks are 
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tinged with sunlight, and the whole expanse is re¬ 
vealed in a pure transparent atmosphere, that brings 
out every feature of the landseape clearly and defi¬ 
nitely to the eye. The picture is the work of an 
artist who has felt the grandeur of his subject, and 
had the power to express it on his canvas. 

Mr. WvtD has recently added to the numerous 
attractions of his exhibition at the Great Globe, 
Leicester Square, a scries of dioramic views of the 
coast and ports of China—the scenes of the late war. 
The pictures, or tableaux, are twenty-six in number, 
painted from sketclies made by British officers ser¬ 
ving in the country, and by native artists: they 
include the most important features which present 
themselves to the traveller from Hong Kong to 
Pekin. We cannot say much in praise of the 
paintings ns works of Art; but, assuming the views 
to be correct, they form an interesting and instruc¬ 
tive exhibition, embodying, as many of them do, the 
peculiar characteristics of Chinese life in the great 
navigable river of the country. 

Liverpool Society of Fine Arts.—The final 
decision of the prizes awarded by this new Art- 
institution for works in the present exhibition was 
not made, so far as we could learn, when we went 
to press ;• but the Liverpool Mercunj makes the fol¬ 
lowing remarks upon the subject:—“It may not 
be out of place for the benefit of the public generally 
to make known what that decision is likely to be. 
The council will merely confirm the voice of the 
subscribers. The plan which the council has taken 
has been the means of sounding public feeling, and 
thereby strengthening their position. That plan 
was to solicit from subscribers an expression, by 
means of voting-cards, of individual opinion on the 
most meritorious pictures in the several classes 
which were eligible for competition; and the only 
exclusion from competition was the borrowing of a 
work of Art without the kaowdedge and sanction of 
the artist. Eleven such works have been withheld. 
These voting-cards have been carefully examined, 
and the prize-award committee has met to deliberate 
on this important question. By a large majority 
the public have given the £100 prize to Mr. Frede¬ 
rick Goodall, for his fine picture of ‘ Cranmer going 
to the Toiver,’ and by an overw'helming majority the 
council have also decided (though not finally) on 
that pictm-e. By a great majority the public have 
awarded to Mr. T. S. Cooper’s “ October Evening,” 
the beautiful landscape with windmills and cattle, 
the £50 prize, and the council have adopted their 
verdict. Dawson stood high,—his ‘ Houses of 
Parliament’ is a wonderful pictui-e,—but Cooper 
w'ill carry it. In the water-colour class the public 
and the council agairi agree in giving Carl Haag 
pre-emineuce, with this difference, that the public 
place Haag and Eayner almost side by side, and the 
council Haag and Newton, whose ‘ Declining Day’ 
is one of the finest works in this class upon their 
w'aUs. In sculpture there is also a happy unity of 
sentiment. The public have been unable to decide 
betw'een Calder Marshall and Ambrose—both were 
equal; but the council consider the ‘ Ophelia’ of the 
former as the greater work. Whatever the final 
decision of the council of the society may be,—and 
it is pretty clearly indicated,—the artists may feel 
satisfied that there has been a most impartial tribu¬ 
nal, and the public may be congratulated. The 
sales 'are akeady up to a sum not much below 
£600, aud many buyers are holding back till the 
drawing of the Art-Union in connection with the 
society.” 

The Cryst.xl Palace.—The Crystal Palace 
Company have determined on a winter campaign; 
and their arrangements with this view are of the 
kind which wiU keep summer lingering within their 
fairy walls, whatever severities the north wind may 
enact without. At Sydenham we are to have 
summer all the year round; and they who know 
how wondrous a presence summer is at Sydenham, 
even when it is summer elsew'here, may guess what 
her charm will be when it constitutes a triumph 
over the austerities of the season, and offers an inner 
world created, as it were, in evasion of the dreary 
natural law. This year, the area of the winter- 
summer kingdom is to be enlarged. The screen 
which separates the main aisles from the tropical 
department has been set up much farther south 
than usual,—so as to make a winter-garden of far 
greater extent and embracing more and richer inci¬ 
dents. The whole of the large basin, with the two 

great interior fountains, and the Alhambra and 
Byzantine Courts, with the vestibules leading 
thereto, are included in the winter fairyland. Ar¬ 
rangements have, at the same time, been made 
for keeping the entire building at a more equable 
temperature throughout the cold months.—If the 
scheme of illumination by the electric light which 
has been spoken of, as we have already stated, shall 
be carried out, in addition, the current of interest 
that has set steadily towards this marvellous pro¬ 
duct of Art during the past summer will probably 
continue to flow, even after the frosts of winter shall 
have, for ordinary purposes, chilled the love of 
locomotion and frozen up the spirit of enterprise. 

Stereoscopic Slides.—We have been much 
pleased with some of the recently-introduced stereo¬ 
scopic slides, producing day and night effects. There 
is an ingenuity and an interest attaehed to these 
simitar to that which gave to the diorama so high a 
degree of popularity. The night effects are pro¬ 
duced by very carefully perforating the ordinary 
photograph, and placing coloured media behind 
those perforations. Of course, when we look at the 
stereoscopic picture so treated, with the light re¬ 
flected from its surface, we have the ordinary day¬ 
light effect; but making it the screen through which 
the light passes to the eye, the result is that of 
night, with its gas-lit streets and illuminated win¬ 
dows. It will be readily understood that, by intro¬ 
ducing, as any ingenious artist may do, a system of 
opaque and transparent painting into the stereo¬ 
scopic picture, superadded to this system of perfora¬ 
tion, an infinite variety of day and night effects 
can be produced; and it appears to us exceedingly 
easy to obtain the means for varying the effects, by 
opening screens behind the picture when the ob¬ 
server is inspecting it in his stereoscope. Those 
already produced by Messrs. Negretti aud Zambra 
are highly interesting. 

Mr. John Bell is executing in marble his well- 
known figure of “ The Eagle Slayer,” the commis¬ 
sion for the work w'as given by the late Earl Fitz- 
william, and has been confirmed by the present 
earl. Mr. Bell has also in hand a statue, in marble, 
of “ Lalage,” suggested by the lines in Horace :— 

“ Duloe ridentem Lalagen amabo, 
Dulce loquentem." 

His “ Guards’ Memorial,” originally intended for 
Hyde Parlf, is now, we hear, to be erected at the 
lower end of Waterloo Place, on the northern side 
of Pall-Mall. 

Improved Portfolios.—We have been called 
upon to examine several improvements in the manu¬ 
facture of portfolios, “registered” by Mr. Harvey, 
of Eathbone Place, and “ invented” by him. They 
consist of a large variety, adapted to various purposes, 
for music, |_drawings, and engravings; and are of 
several sizes, from a foot to six feet in breadth, the 
height being in proportion. Moreover, Mr. Harvey 
exhibits, of his invention also, lecture desks, music 
desks, and portfolio easels, and a lock of peculiar 
and very “facile” construction. AU of them are 
undoubtedly “ improvements,” and merit the honour 
and paironage they have obtained for the inventor. 
That with which we have especially to do, is “ the 
large Drawing-room and Library Portfolio, on 
wheels.” It is thus described : “ It is made with 
side flaps, which are fastened or opened in a moment; 
and as these are on the outside, they can be placed 
out of sight when the portfolio is open, and are 
therefore free from that Tittering appearance’ which 
pertains to those hitherto in use.” This is its chief 
feature, but by no means the only one ; it is recom¬ 
mended also by the durability of the fastenings, the 
security of its contents from dust, the absence of 
strings, and the addition of very light wheels, by 
which it is readily moved from one place to another; 
while, because of all these and other advantages, it 
forms a graceful aud agreeable appendage to the 
drawing-room or library. 

Original Picture of the Battle of Water¬ 

loo.—The engraving executed (in the year 1819) 
in the line manner, by John Burnet, of the Battle 
of Waterloo, is generally well knowm, and is highly 
interesting, both as an engraving and as a memorial 
of that great and important event. The original 
picture, however, after which this ehgraving had 
been produced, had been lost sight of, and, indeed, 
until very recently its existence may be said to have 
been altogether forgotten. An accidental circum¬ 
stance has led to its discovery, and it has become 

the property of Mr. Grittcn, the picture-dealer, in 
King .Street, St. James’s. This picture it has been 
proposed to purchase by subscription for presenta¬ 
tion to the Wellington College, Sandhurst; but the 
idea does not appear to have been favourably received. 
Most certainly it is altogether to be desired that 
such a work, certainly painted within a very short 
period of the great battle itself, should be secured 
for a public institution in some degree associated 
cither with the name of Wellington or with the 
military profession. We have of late been but too 
prone to manifest an indift'erence to the memories of 
some of our most glorious days in the past, and we 
here have an opportunity for showing that we still 
know how to cherish a memorial of our greatest 
soldier and his greatest achievement. The picture 
is of considerable size, and contains many portraits 
of the most distinguished personages present. The 
incident which will identify it is the riding up of 
Lord Uxbridge to the Duke and his staff to make 
a report, and to obtain permission to execute a 
cavalry movement. There is very much about this 
work that deserves attention, though as a work of 
Art it is hardly equal in merits to Burnet’s engrav¬ 
ing of it. 

The Cartoons by Raffaelle at Hampton 
Court are being photographed by Mr. Thompson, 
Photographer to the Department of Science aud Art. 
The photographs will be published, so that the 
public will have an opportunity of possessing them ; 
aud it is also intended to distribute them as prizes 
to the pupils of the various schools of Art. 

Gainsborough.—The pictures which were dis¬ 
covered a short time ago at Schomberg House have 
been very carefully restored, lined, and placed upon 
frames. They are in the possession of hlr. Hogarth, 
in the Haymarket, under whose direction they have 
been thus successfully dealt with. As they were 
painted on the plaster of the wall, the process of 
their removal and lining was a work of extreme 
delicacy. There were originally fom’ of them, but 
a window was cut through one, and the three 
(hat have been rescued from destruction are now 
in good condition. Schomberg House, in Pall 
Mall, more recently known as Harding’s, was, as 
we have elsewhere said, the residence of Gains¬ 
borough, and it is supposed that he himself painted 
these landscapes, which, being on the wall, could 
not easily be removed. They are semi-circular, 
on a diameter of six or seven feet, and when first 
removed, they were so veiled by dust and smoke 
that it was impossible to determine the subjects. 
But now they are in a condition to show both colour 
and detail. They are romantic landscape com¬ 
positions, and the series, when entire, illustrated, 
it is supposed. Morning, Noon, Afternoon, and 
Evening. 

Facsimile “Hamlet.”—A curious and interest¬ 
ing application of photography has been recently 
made, to the reproduction in facsimile of the margin 
copyof thefirsteditionof Shakspere’s “Hamlet.” This 
facsimile was liberally ordered, at the expense of the 
late Duke of Devonshire, for multiplication of the 
copy to the extent of forty examples, with a view to 
their circulation among the great libraries of the 
country and those of a few favoured private indivi¬ 
duals. The text w'as transferred by photography to 
stone ; and Mr. Netherclift undertook to translate it 
from the stone to paper. As a facsimile each copy 
is perfect. 

A Rare Book.—The costumes of Hans Weigel, 
of Nuremberg, are not so weU known as they should 
be to painters, for in costume, as in all else, artists 
are becoming monotonously conventional. We have 
seen a copy of this book which has recently become, 
by purchase, the property of the Artists’ Society, in 
Laugham Place. It is entitled “Habitus Preeci- 
puorum Populorum tarn Virorum quam Foeminarum 
Singulari Arte depicti,” Nuremberg, 1577, and 
contains no less than 219 woodcuts of the costume 
of that period, comprehending even the personal 
adornments of the American Indians. The wood¬ 
cutting is generally very clear, and many of the 
figures are really well drawn. The Royal Academy 
has recently made acquisition of a copy of this work, 
but we believe it is not so perfect as that which we 
particularly describe. At the time of its publication, 
the utility of this work could not be so great as it 
has since become. Thus Hans Weigel’s book becomes 
authority for the_dresses of its period. 
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REVIEWS. 

The Infant Jesus {Date et dabilur vobis). En¬ 
graved by X. S I'EiFENSAND, froui the Picture by 
E. Eegeu. 

“ It is finished !” {Consummatum cst). Engraved 

by N. Bathelmess, from the Picture by J. 
Kehuen. 

The Virgin and Infant Jesus. Engraved by 

X. Stf.ifensand, from the Picture by Cake 

Muller. 

Thf, Calling of the Apostles James and Joh.n. 

Engraved by E. A. Pflugfeldek, from tlie Pic¬ 

ture by E. Oveureck. 

Published by A. W. Schuloen, Diisseldorf; 
SciiuLGEN & ScinvAN, Paris. 

We have been much amused, though not much edi¬ 
fied nor convinced, by some remarks in a little work 
sent to us with the engravings enumerated above. 
The book is entitled Chretien et VEcole 
AUemagncE Its author is JI. Bathild Bouniol; but 
although professing to speak only, or principally, of 
the German school of what is called Christian Art, 
it also brings under notice, and at considerable 
length, the French school, and gives a passing 
glance at that of our own. In his concluding pages 
5l. Bouniol says—“ Setting aside the English school 
[of course, as unworthy of regard], there remain 
only two great schools to which Art can at present 
look: on the one side, the French school, which, in 
a Christian point of view, is too forgetful of early 
traditions, and too intent on hand-work ; on the 
other, the school of Germany, which adheres with 
filial sympathy to the old masters, thereby mani¬ 
festing its origin, but which, voluntarily yielding 
itself to its austere meditations, however anxious for 
the result, sometimes appears to disregai-d the means 
of attaining it.” These remarks are prefaced by 
others, in which the w'riter, in a fit of rhapsodical 
enthusiasm, eulogizes the German school for the 
eflbrt it is making—so thinks M. Bouniol—to entice 
all Christendom—nay, all the world—into the bosom 
of the Church of Rome—“that Church wliich, 
whether she is triumphing freely and gloriously, or 
wrestling against oppression, assumes a vigorous 
offensive attitude—here, against rationalism and 
philosophy, there, against Protestantism, whose 
desperate rage, like convulsive agonies, testifies 
that it feels itself more and more broken-hearted. 
See it in England ! look at it in Germany ! where, 
in both countries, Art is becoming, like Science, 
the active and powerful instrument of propagan- 
dism.” 

Xow, we are quite willing that M. Bouniol should 
indulge as long as he pleases in these fancies and 
speculations; we would only let him know that he 
is altogether mistaken in his application of them to 
this country generally. Protestantism in England 
is not in her death-throes; it requires no Art, 
whether Christian or pagan, to sustain or overthrow 
it. Protestantism respects Christian Art, but only 
as it is catholic and universal, not Romish. We can 
admire a good picture of the Virgin or a saint quite 
as much as does the most faithful son of the Church 
of Rome, but we admire it for its pictorial e.xcel- 
lence, and oftentimes for the pure and holy feeling 
with which the painter may have embued his work ; 
yet the grandest subject of sacred or legendary Art 
that ever appeared upon canvas would fail to win 
over a true disciple of the reformed faith to the 
alluring but unscriptural and demoralising doctrines 
of that church wliose head sits supreme over the 
“ seven-hill’d city.” It is not our custom to make 
the pages of the Art-Journal the medium of poli¬ 
tical or polemical observation, and if the little 
volume of M. Bouniol had not come into our hands 
with the’ prints, to which it forms a sort of appen¬ 
dage, we should not have been enticed from our 
usual habit; but we could not, under the circum¬ 
stances, refrain from exposing the misconceptions 
and errors of the writer. We will now return to 
the engravings in question, which certainly do 
honour to the German school of Christian Art. 

Eeger has taken a painter’s liberty with the 
>5ermon on the Mount, by representing the divine 
speaker as an Infant, or rather as a Child ; he is 
seated on a piece of rock, in the attitude of address¬ 
ing the multitude; the right hand is uplifted, the 
left slightly stretched forward ; the countenance 
calm and expressive, and with a tinge of melancholy, 
that greatly heightens the interest it calls forth. 
The subject is exquisitely engraved, with delicacy 
yet firmness ; the colour of the drapery is very finely 
rendered. 

“It is finished !” by Kehren, is a composition 
of deep pathos. At the foot of the cross, with her 
long hair streaming down her back almost to the 
ground, kneels Mary Magdalen, her head resting 
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against the feet of the Saviour, as if she would wipe 
off the bloodstains with her tresses, as she once 
before dried his feet in the house of the disciple ; 
her arms encircle the cross, and her face, seen in 
profile, betokens intense sorrow. The picture is in 
shadow,—for there is “darkness over the land,”— 
except the upper portion of the crucified One, round 
whose head is thrown a halo of light, which irra¬ 
diates the arms and bust. This arrangement of 
light and shade is most eft'ective by contrast; and 
the treatment of the subject, which is small in the 
engraving, shows the painter as one in the posses¬ 
sion of the highest qualities of his art. But surely 
the muscles of the left shoulder are not anatomically 
true; such disjointing or overlapping of the fleshy 
muscles—for they present rather the latter appear¬ 
ance—cannot be correct, especially under the rigidity 
of death. 

The Virgin and Infant Jesus, by Carl Muller, 
may, as a composition, and for beauty of form and 
holy expression, be classed with the best period of 
the Italian schools. Raifaelle, or Correggio, or 
Albano, might have been the painter of this picture— 
so pure and spiritual is the sentiment it embodies, 
so gracefully and delicately are the figures grouped 
together. The Virgin, whose head is crowned, and 
surmounted by a wreath of stars, is rising from the 
earth, bearing in her arms, in a standing position, 
the Infant, whose feet rest on her left arm ; his 
right arm is stretched forward, and in his left hand 
he holds a globe, on which a cross is fixed. The feet 
of the Virgin appear to rest on a cloud, and the two 
figures are surmounted by clouds irradiated by sun¬ 
shine. The composition is after the old types of 
this favourite subject of the ancient masters, and it 
scarcely yields in beauty and interest to any. 

The Calling of the Apostles James and 

John, by Overbeck, seems to have been engraved 
from a cartoon, or possibly from a design for a 
painted window, as the subject is surrounded by a 
border of floral ornament, into which figures are 
introduced. It is engraved in outline, with the 
draperies slightly shadowed in parts, just sufficient 
to separate the principal figures, and to give some 
efl'ect to the print. In composition and treatment 
the work carries us back to the early days of Italian 
Art, the period which Overbeck has laboured so 
diligently to restore in the German schools. It is 
severe in style, but shows a simple grandeur, and a 
characteristic sweetness of expression, which are 
very charming, and very recommendatory to those 
who look for and desire something beyond the e.x- 
ternal and obtrusive graces of Art. 

These engravings have alt been executed for the 
publisher, Schnlgen, of Diisseldorf, who is doing 
much to uphold tlie interests of German Art in his 
country : the selection of such pictures as he has 
caused to bo reproduced are evidences of taste and 
liberality. 

The Gardens of England. By E. Adveno 

Brooke. Published by T. IMaclean, London. 

England has been described by foreign travellers as 
one vast garden—not a garden of flowers only, or of 
vineyards and olive-trees, but a garden in which 
pastures are the grass-plats, fields of golden corn 
the flower-borders, thick umbrageous woods the 
shrubberies, broad rivers the streams that water it, 
stately halls and village churches the temples that 
adorn it. If, however, the traveller will turn aside 
from the high-road along which he journeys, he will 
then find that amidst the expansive garden through 
which he has passed there are others of smaller 
dimensions, and of such picturesque beauty, that, on 
surve) ing them, he may well ask himself whether he 
is not gazing on some vision of fairy-land, or the 
haunts of the nymphs we read of in mythological 
stor)'. The “ gardens of England” are everywhere; 
vastand magnificent, with sparkling streamsor broad 
lake, with temples and statues, in glades and rising 
plats, with extensive parterres, filled with all 
manner of blossoms beautiful to the eye and fra¬ 
grant to the scent, they surround the dwellings of 
the wealthy noble and commoner; trim and neat, well 
stocked with fruit and flowers, often of rare quality,— 
the latter reared in the small and pretty conservatory 
that stands at the side of the house,— is the garden 
of the thriving merchant and tradesman, in which 
he luxuriates when he returns from the counting- 
house or shop to his suburban “ villa;” sweet with 
the odour of the June rose, the honeysuckle, and 
clematis, gay with pansies and holl}hocks, with 
wall-flowers ami purple columbine, and half a 
dozen more of the common floral tribes, backed by 
rows of green peas and cabbages, and dotted with 
patches of onions and spinach, is the garden of the 
agricultural labourer, and of the artizan who resides 
where he has the benefit of a few yards of ground 
to cultivate: these are the “gardens of England” 
that meet the eye of those who journey through our 
fertile, lovely, and glorious country. 

It is, however, from those first referred to that 
Mr. Brooke has gathered materials for his large and 
beautifully-illustrated volume. The idea is good, 
as it is novel, and it has been very carefully and 
artistically carried out, though it is by no means an 
easy task t6 construct a pleasing picture from the 
somewhat formal appearance which a garden, how¬ 
ever tastefully laid out and embellished, assumes. 
Mr. Brooke shows us first “The Lake in Trentham 
Hall Garden” by moonlight; next, “The Terrace” 
and “The Parterre” attadied to the same aristo¬ 
cratic residence; and right worthy of its noble 
owners are these beautiful portions of their domains. 
“The Great Fountain,” and the “River-Horse 
Fountain,” in Enville Gardens, the seat of the 
Earl of Stamford and AVarrington, seem to trans¬ 
port us to a region of Eastern fable. The view of 
the “Upper and Lower Terraces at Bowood,” with 
its long lines of balustrades, its gigantic vases filled 
with flowers, and its numerous beds of rainbow'- 
coloured hues, is a dazzling picture to look at. 
The “ Colonnade, Alton Gardens,” vies in beauty 
with the famed classic gardens of Italy. The 
“ Vista,” in the gardens of Lord Hatherton’s seat 
at Teddeslcy, presents a scene which no other 
country could olfer. A “ Bird’s-eye View of Mon 
Flaisir, in the Gardens of Elvaston Castle,” the 
mansion of Lord Harrington, is remarkably curious. 
Other gardens which the artist offers to notice are 
those of “ Shrublands Hall,” “ At''oburn Abbey,” 
“Eaton Hall,” “ Holkham,” “Castle Howard,” 
“ Wilton House,” “ Harewood House,” &o. &c. 

The volume, which is of folio size, contains about 
twenty-si.x large coloured plates, and sixteen vig¬ 
nette views in lithography, not coloured, of the 
residences to which the “gardens” are attached. 
'The letterpress, which is carefully written, describes 
the gardens, and also includes a history of the various 
mansions. 

Favourite English Poems of the Two Last 

Centuries. Illustrated with upwards of Two 

Hundred Engravings on Wood, from Drawings 
by the most Eminent Artists. Published by 
Sampson Low, Son, & Co., London. 

The summer roses are still blooming here and there 
in our suburban garden, and the row of clipped lime- 
trees, which, in the dog-da^s, shelters our flower- 
borders from the heat of the noontide sun, has 
scarcely begun to put on its golden tints, and yet 
we are reminded, by the appearance of this richly- 
bound volume, of the near approach of Christmas¬ 
time and another year, when such books are pre¬ 
sented and accepted with mutual expressions of 
kind feelings from the giver and receiver. Out of 
doors, the sunshine and the blossoms seem loth to 
leave us; at our desk we find the wintry months 
advancing with rapid feet—not, however, as Shak- 
spere says, “ to push us from our stools,” but to fix 
us more firmly thereon, that so we may be prepared 
to open the next year’s campaign with renewed 
exertions. 

This volume, the pioneer, it may be supposed, of 
a large force in its rear, is not unworthy to take its 
place at the head of the advancing troop ; there are 
few of its followers, we apprehend, that will excel 
it in any of those qualities of careful printing and 
elegant illustrations which this class of publications 
has reached. On glancing over its pages, how'ever, 
we thought we recognised among the engravings 
some fimiliar faces, and such, on referring to the 
short preface, appears to be the fact. Several of the 
poems introduced have already appeared as separate 
works; for example—Bloomfield’s “ Farmer’s Boy,” 
Campbell’s “Pleasures of Hope,” Real’s “Eve of 
St. Agnes,” Goldsmith’s “ Deserted Village,” and 
Milton’s “ L’Allegro;” the two last illustrated by 
the “Etching Club,” who have given permission to 
the publishers to reproduce their designs. We seem 
also to recollect seeing, in times past, the illustra¬ 
tions to Byron’s “ Battle of AVaterloo,” Coleridge’s 
“ Ancient ilariner,” and 'Tennyson’s “Charge of 
the Light Brigade.” But these republications by 
no means render the book less acceptable ; on the 
contrary, it is something to have such bright pic¬ 
torial stars gathered into a cluster, and shedding 
their aggregated effulgence before us at once. The 
other poems included in the book are Dryden’s 
“Alexander’s Feast,” Pope’s “Messiah,” Thomson’s 
“ Hymn to the Seasons,” Collins’s “ Ode to Even¬ 
ing,” Gray’s “Elegy,” Cowper’s “John Gilpin,” 
Burns’s “ Cottar’s Saturday Right,” Dibdin’s “ Poor- 
Jack,” AVolfe’s “ Burial of Sir Joiin Aloore,” Shel¬ 
ley’s “ Skylark,” Walter Scott’s “Christmas-tide,” 
Mrs. Hemans’s “ Homes of England,” Southey’s 
“Battle of Blenheim,” Moore’s “Evening Bells,” 
Wordsworth’s “ Michael,” and Rogers’s “ Mine be a 
Cot,”—all good selections from the writings of many 
of England’s sweetest and most admired poets. 

AV^e cordially wish thisaudfif courier of gift-books 
for the approaching festive season all the success 
its merits deserve. 
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TIIR A1ITJOTJ1WAL. 

London, Deckmecr 1, 18S8. 

E arc to-day of full 

ice have completed 
Twenty-ONE Vo- 

- lUMEs of the Aet- 

J<o\5'&.'sk\.affords&uf- 
fi dent evidence that 

^ ^ %ve have received a 
large amount of public support 
by earning and meriting public 
favour. There can be no presump- 

tion in saying so much; for we have 
£. laboured industriously and zealously, 

during twenty-one years, to render this 
Journal useful in the service of Art, to pro¬ 
mote its mfluence, to extend its power, and 
to render Aet effective as a source of 
national glory and national loealth. 

During nearly the tohole of that period 
the Aet-Jotjenal has been alone—not only in 
England but in Europe—as an exponent of 
the Arts; it is so at the present moment; for 
although in Germany, in France, and in the 
United States of America, there are Art- 
newspapers, there is, strictly spealdng, no 
publication by ichich the Arts are adequately 
represented. We trust, therefore, we shall 
be considered as justified in reviewing with 
pride our laboxtrs of so many years; and in 
the belief that we have aided to produce the 
satisfactory state in which ice find the Arts 
—in all their branches, the higher and the 
comparatively loiver—at the close of 1858, 
as compared with that in which ive found 
them at the commencement of the year 1839. 

The public tcill, therefore, accept our past 
as a guarantee for our future in the con¬ 
duct of this Journal: year after year we 
have studied how ice could improve it and 
increase its utility. We shall continue to 
avail ourselves of every possible meaxis by 
which to retain its place in public estima¬ 
tion, and, by augmenting yet more its large 
circulation, obtain that power which is ever 
essential to success. 

While we neglect nothing of importance 
to artists, ice shall endeavour to mahe the 
Aet-Jouenal a more welcome guest to the 
library and the drawing-room of the con¬ 
noisseur and the amateur, by various arrange¬ 
ments, the nature and value of which will be 
developed as ice proceed. 

We, therefore, for the twenty-first time, 
express our gratitude for the very large 
amount of publie support ichich this Journal 
has received, and assure our subseribers that 
we shall labour with thought, industry, and 
energy, for its continuance. 

FIIA ANGELICO DA FIESOLE. 

4, Lancaster Place, Stkand. 

VisiTOES at Elnrencc wlio wish to become ac¬ 
quainted with tlie rise and progress of’painting 
in Italy, will often find themselves in the first 
part of the Gallery of the Ufli/.ii, which eoii- 
tains along series of works by tlie earlier Tus¬ 
can masters, arranged, in the main, chronolo¬ 
gically. The greater part of them was brought 
together by Vasari for Cosmo, the first grand- 
duke, as an illustration of the early periods of tiie 
art; and the collection derives some additional 
interest as the first formed for such a purpose. 
It begins at the beginning—with some first 
efforts of the Italians, made in the thirteenth 
century, to throw a little life and spirit into 
the dead traditionary Byzantine forms. Ci- 
mabue is brought into comparison with a certain 
Andrea llico di Candia, a painter a few years 
precedent to him, it is said; their subjects being 
identical—a Byzantine notion of a Madonna. 
The earlier figure of the Virgin is utterly stiff 
and flat, without countenance or physiognomy. 
But in the Child, (though like a little grown 
person,) roundness and relief begin to appear, 
with something even of grace and animation 
in the turn of the head. In the Cimabue, with 
exactly the same types of form, and even much 
of the same greenish and cadaverous flesh tints, 
something of a benign and pleasing physiog¬ 
nomy manifests itself—a most acceptable step 
in progress, an early beam of the day-spring 
of Italian art, just faintly quivering! Cimabue, 
however, was much too little in advance of 
those Byzantine mosaicists who first kindled 
his spirit when he was a young scholar at Santa 
Maria Novella, for him to merit the title of 
Father of Italian painting, which formerly 
graced him; that honour far more belonging to 
his pupil, Giotto, who threw aside lifeless con¬ 
ventionalities with unexampled boldness, and 
gave vigorous action and dramatic spirit to his 
art. Rude and slight as were his technical 
means, and much beneath his other powers, his 
skill in rendering the human countenance, his 
simple, earnest, solemn manner of telling a story 
by the action of his figures, has, perhaps, never 
since been equalled by any Florentine painter— 
assuredly it has never been surpassed. His 
picture here of “ Christ Praying in the Garden” 
is not an advance on the work of his formerly 
more renowned master ; but rather a contrast 
between the productions of one who with the 
utmost originality goes to Nature, vitally re¬ 
constructs, and powerfully invents, and those 
of a Byzantine bondsman who does little more 
than soften and ornament what he finds around 
him. 

A picture by Giotto’s pupil, Giottino, comes 
next in order, the “ Deposition of our Lord.” 
It has less of severe dignity than the Giotto; 
but the execution is softer, and the colouring 
much more warm and tender ; and the expres¬ 
sion of grief, so far as the attitudes are con¬ 
cerned, is earnest and admirable. The St. John 
clasping his hands, the Magdalen solemnly 
kissing the hand of the Redeemer, the Ma¬ 
donna, so closely embracing his head with a 
simple intensity of action rarely equalled in the 
later works, are all heartily and energetically 
expressed. Vasari says of this picture, wrought 
for the Chui’ch of San Romeo, in Florence, that 
it was painted with such earnest love and care, 
that no better work on panel was known to 
have been done by the painter. Giottino, it is 
said, was one of those “disinterested lovers 
of glory,” who pay but slight regard to the 
conveniences and amenities of life, contenting 
himself with little, and thinking more of grati¬ 
fying others. He was of a melancholy tem¬ 
perament, a lover of solitude, profoundly de¬ 
voted to his art. He died of consumption, in 
his thirty-second year. But few of his works 

The Giottcschi, however, were all inferior 
to their master in originality, invention, and 
spirit; and too much their imaginations were 
subjected to liis mannerisms and ugly type of 
face. Not that his favourite pupil, Taddeo 
Gaddi, failed to produce in Santa Croce frescos 
with much that is graceful and pleasing in inten¬ 
tion ; but in the Gallery of the Ullizii, to which 
we at present confine ourselves, the pictures by 
the Gaddi, and Memmo of Siena, their contem¬ 
porary, and Orcagna, all of the Annunciation, 
are vapid productions compared with those we 
have just passed, by Giotto and Giottino. The 
Madonnas resemble, in their costume and ele¬ 
gant air, sentimental mediaeval queens or prin¬ 
cesses standing before slender little porches of 
Romano-Gotliic architecture. The Virgin of 
Angelo Gaddi, the son of a far better painter, 
Taddeo, is modest and demure, but incontest¬ 
ably mawkish. She does not awaken much 
regret that Angiolo should have deserted the 
pencil for those commercial pursuits through 
which, with his brother and father, establishing 
large connexions at Venice, he enriched and 
ennobled his house. The Madonna of Simone 
Memmo (who painted Laura’s portrait for Pe¬ 
trarch, and whose fame is embalmed in two of 
his sonnets) is most studiedly affected in her 
attitude, and wholly wanting in appropriate 
expression : she writhes her meagre person in 
vast conceit, looking half asleep, half in dis¬ 
dain; and the angel is a fantastical failure. 
The Memmi, nevertheless, were highly instru¬ 
mental in infusing amongst the Florentine 
painters more of the tender devotional spirit 
which was the distinction of their native 
school of Siena—a school whose first painter 
of celebrity, Duccio, contemporary with Cima¬ 
bue, has been recently considered scarcely less 
the parent of the dreamy pietism of Italian 
art, than Giotto was of its naturalistic and dra¬ 
matic spirit. Siena, a city specially dedicated 
to the Virgin, and more ancient in its political 
greatness than Florence, had, from an early 
period, been famed for the fervour and child¬ 
like simplicity of its religious faith; and the 
sacred types and traditions of its school of 
painters were transmitted throngh the Memmi 
to Orcagna, and through Taddeo di Bartolo, 
and the exquisite missalists, to Angelico himself. 
Orcagna is the remaining great name in Flo¬ 
rentine art, during the period immediately suc¬ 
ceeding Giotto. His picture here is soft and 
mild. The Virgin, with her long Chinese eye 
and inexpressive face, sits on a kind of sofa, 
bending forward in an easy, lady-like manner. 
The angel kneels with a countenance of more 
sensibinty than usual; but you would hardly 
recognise his heavenly nature. 

An air of religious awe and reverence charac¬ 
terizes most of the works of these early Tuscan 
painters; and many graceful and vigorous 
conceptions, rudely carried out, may be found 
in them; but the acceptance of the inane, 
morose, peevish, and lackadaisical expressions 
which greatly preponderate in their pictui'es, 
as something in a high sense devout, Christian, 
and heavenly, into which we might be led by 
the vague admiration of recent writers, would 
certainly do them too much honour. The more 
refined emotions of the soul are, of course, 
to any large extent, expressible in the face 
only; and the incapability of these painters to 
represent the human countenance must surely 
be admitted by their warmest admirers. Their 
faces arc nearly all alike, and the little ex¬ 
pression in those long, narrow slits of eyes, and 
hard meagre features derived from Giotto, is 
disagreeable rather than otherwise. In mild 
sorrow they knit their brows together, as if 
affectedly pensive; their deeper grief is fret¬ 
ful whimpering: a smile, a look of tender¬ 
ness, is something beyond them. Sleepily, 
with their grim and swarthy heads on one 
side, do they look on each other for sym- 
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path?. The power of depicting moral beauty, 
or the sweet and amiable feelings of the lieart, 
has not dawned on tlie pencils of these painters ; 
and such ill-favoured purgatorial countenances, 
contrasted heterogeneously with gaudy colours 
and gilding, do not, we think, betoken a healthy 
state of feeling or imagination on their part. 
Eio, nevertheless, in that unctuous, incense- 
perfumed style, which may perhaps do some 
little for Rome, but wdll neither irow, nor hence¬ 
forward do any thing for Art but emasculate, 
celebrates this as the pure age of religious 
painting, when all was faith and pious unity of 
purpose, exempt from every taint of those 
naturalistic and paganish tendencies, of w'hich 
he has a fear and horror, perfectly intelligible 
in one who would fain subject the imagination 
entirely to the medireval superstition. But we 
would ask those disposed, by weakness of tcnr- 
peraraent or corruption of fancy, to be inllu- 
enced by him, to pause, and examine the expres¬ 
sions in t.hese pictures, and ascertain of what they 
are really composed. Melancholy to us is the de¬ 
gree in which the imaginations of these painters 
were enslaved, first by ugly and dreary types of 
form, and secondly by the puerile and dis¬ 
mal Christo-paganisni of the middle ages, if 
we may be permitted such an expression. The 
poetical tolerance of the Antique Paganism, 

1 even in a moderate degree, has been recently 
decried, wnth a laughable prudery, by a few 
morbid-minded writers, whose skill in expres¬ 
sion, and fertility of thought, showy rather than 
sound, have given them a lleeting intluence 
greater than they merit; but wiser authors 
will, we trust, eventually denounce with a more 
permanent success that ascetic medimval my¬ 
thology which they regard with a foolish com¬ 
placency and tenderness. We believe it of the 
two the far more needful to be deprecated. In 
these days, at least, many will aver, even anxi¬ 
ously, that St. Francis and St. Dominick, St. 
Chiara and St. Catherine, are persons far more 
insidious and dangerous than Bacchus and 
Venus. We have ourselves recently knowm 
two or three much corrupted, indeed absolutely 
unliumanized by such as the first; but none 
has it been our lot to meet wdth in any way 
injured by a poetical partiality for the others. 

Next, in this Uffizii Gallery, succeed works 
by others of less note, very rude and feeble, 
and perhaps even more lugubrious and ugly. 
After Orcagna, little advance was made in 
painting till the bold step forward into nature 
by Masolino and Masaccio. There is little 
here to commemorate this great movement, 
except some rude attempts at animal painting 
by Paulo Ucello; and, judging from wdiat 
hangs on these walls only, you might suppose 
Art dying away again, when suddenly, for 
your refreshment and relief, you come upon a 
surprising display iiideed—a large tabernacle 

j picture, a picture rendered imposing by shutters 
painted with colossal saints w’itlhn and without 
—a gorgeous work, singirlarly mediaeval in effect, 
all gold-leaf and gay colour, with no shade to 
moderate its brightness—an enthroned Ma¬ 
donna and Child, far surpassing in the splendour 
of mere materials, most likely, any picture you 
ever saw, that is, if inexperienced in such 
things. If such should be the case with you, 

1 you w'ould ])robably start outright on finding 
that this blaze of apparent barbarism is 
the work of no less than the seraphic Fra 
Beato Giovanni Angelico da Fiesolc, whom our 
eloquent critics have of late so raved about, as 
unapproachable in Art for his heavenly sanc¬ 
tity of expression, raised far above all earthly 
soil of impurity and disturbance. A. colossal 
Madonna, magnificently robed, sits w'ith the 
Bambino standing on her knees—a slender little 
boy, very sleepy-eyed, but lively in other re- 

1 spects, in a long tunic, girdled with gold, a 
1 globe in his hand, a blood-red cross almost 

flaming athwart the disk-like glory round his 

i 

head. Golden curtains, inwrought with ara¬ 
besque stars, fall behind; and the arch which 
surrounds them, also of gold, is filled wdth 
standing figures of girl-like angels in long 
gowns, playing on musical instruments. The 
first impression is surprise at the early medi¬ 
aeval aspect, and the shadowless glare and 
gaudiuess of the whole; and the second, dis- 
ajipointment at the expression, which, notwith¬ 
standing certain rapturous encomiums lavished 
on this very picture, is in truth, insipid and 
almost nugatory. The Madonna’s face, here 
at least, is inane and inexpressive; and the 
Bambino, though livelier, a frivolous-looking 
little being, of somewhat doll-like tendencies. 
The musical angels around, standing in simple, 
airy, flowing attitudes, suitable to their nature 
and occupation, are more jfieasing; yet even 
here the faces are for the most part of a re¬ 
markably commonplace prettiness, insipid and 
girlish. The colossal saints on the shutters, 
in a more subdued tone of colour, seem to us 
the most expressive and meritorious part of 
this work. They are tender-souled, pnre- 
thoughted personages, whose sanctity few 
would think of calling in question. 

This picture w-as painted by the Beato for 
the Company of Flax Merchants, in 1-133, his 
forty-fourth year. It has not generally been con¬ 
sidered one of his best. Angelico was emphati¬ 
cally a miniature painter, whose technical fee¬ 
bleness was commonly too severely tried in 
larger productions. Yet, hear what Mr. Bus¬ 
kin says of it in his Quarterly-Review criticism 
of Lord Lindsay’s work on Christian Art. 

“The child’s face,” which we have termed 
that of a little lively frivolous thing, “is quiet, 
Ju|)iter-like, and very sublime, owing to the 
smallness of the features in proportion to the 
head.” As if sublimity arose from mere pro¬ 
portions! Mr. Ruskin then gives these pro¬ 
portions, or rather disproportions, which amount 
to absolute deformity: “ the eyes placed at 
about three-sevenths of the whole height, leav¬ 
ing four-sevenths for the brow, and themselves 
only in length about one-sixth of the breadth 
of the face, half closed, giving a peculiar ap¬ 
pearance of repose.” “ j.n all the treatment,” 
lie goes on to say, “Fra Angelico maintains his 
assertion of the authority of abstract imagina¬ 
tion, which depriving his subject of all material 
or actual being, contemplates it as retaining 
qualities eternal only, adorned by incorporeal 
splendour.” Now, setting aside the absurd 
notion of painting attempting to divest its sub¬ 
jects of “all material or actual being,” can such 
an idea of the Virgin Mary and Bambino as 
this, overlaid with costume and finery pecu¬ 
liarly characteristic of the mediaival ages, be 
called a wmrk of “abstract imagination” so 
uncorporealized ? But the key-note is now 
struck, and hlr. Ruskin rises into the full 
flow of his favourite phraseology. “ The eyes 
of the beholder,” he adds, “ are supernaturally 
unsealed ; and to this miraculous vision, what¬ 
ever is of the earth vanishes, and all things are 
seen endowed with an harmonious glory; the 
garments falling with strange visionary grace, 
glowing with indefinite gold (!) ; the walls of 
the chamber dazzling as of a heavenly city.” 
These w-ords away from the picture may sound 
well enough to those unsuspecting persons 
whose fancies are far more sensitive than their 
judgments ; but before the object of them one 
sees that they are even ridiculously inapplica¬ 
ble. All this missal-like splendour of mere 
materials, made np of very definite gothic orna¬ 
ments, and devoid of any imagery of a con¬ 
ceivably celestial kind, is, in fact, but a puerile 
unimaginative notion of the heavenly raaguifi- 
cence. It wonhl be characteristic enough of 
King Arthur’s Queen Guenever, or fit for the 
throne and alcove of some early princess of 
the line of Capet or Ilohenstanfl'en, but is 
very poorly significant of the higher spheres. 

Mr. Ruskin, having descanted on the splen¬ 
dour of the general effect, proceeds to ex¬ 
patiate on the expression of the Madonna. 
“ The mortal forms themselves,” he adds, “ im¬ 
pressed with divine changelessuess, no domesti¬ 
city, no jest, no anxiety, no expectation, no 
variety of action, or of thought. Love all-ful¬ 
filling, and various modes of power, are alone 
expressed. The Virgin never shows the com¬ 
placency or petty watchfulness of maternity. 
She sits serene supporting the child, whom she 
ever looks upon as a stranger among strangers. 
Behold the handmaid of the Lord for ever- 
written on her brow.” Phrases with something 
of the tone of profundity about them, but on 
examination shown to be confused and shallow, 
and as inapplicable, every whit, as those just 
before them. And even were they otherwise, 
surely a cold and uirfeeling, a dreary and dis¬ 
agreeable notion of the Virgin Mary ; a bundle 
of odd negatives linked together in but a frigid 
and pompous spirit. “ No domesticity, no 
jest!” He might as well have said at once, 
no cap and bells, no comic mask, no over- 
tlowing bowl in her hands. VVe need surely 
but glance at the uumeaningness of the “ vari¬ 
ous modes of power,” coupled with the dulness 
attributed by the “ ?/o variety of thought.” 
The equally unmeaning reference to love, im¬ 
mediately followed by a suirercilious allusion 
to maternal tenderness and simplicity, (feelings 
so beautiful that we are rather apt to imagine 
even their slighter manifestations might grace 
heaven itself,) is highly characteristic of this 
writer. For ourselves, we always dislike ex¬ 
ceedingly these high-flown, summary allusions 
to love, in compositions which discover no 
other signs of tenderness; and we very much 
doubt in the present instance whether the 
gentle Beato himself wmuld accept such an 
interpretation. In expression the head is nega¬ 
tive indeed, not intentionally so, in the sense 
ascribed, but, simply, in all probability, from 
the painter’s untutored hand not having power 
to keep pace with his intention. 

This is the first Angelico we ever saw; and 
w-e w'ell remember our disappointment. Nor 
did his other works in the Ulfizii lead to more 
satisfying impressions. In the “ Coronation of 
the Virgin,” an inferior replica of the Louvre 
picture, the numerous saints assembled have 
insipid countenances; and in some smaller 
works, (miniature or predella pictures,) the same 
vapidness, approaching to childishness, prevails, 
both in expression and technical qualities. 
Nevertheless, wc then said, it is improbable 
those clever writers are alike mistaken. All 
these pictures must he unwmrthy of a moment’s 
comparison with the masterpieces on which 
they expatiate so enthusiastically. Let us 
immediately in quest of them; and first to 
Santa IMaria Novella, where on a reliquary, in 
the Sacristy, is an Annunciation w'hich Mr. 
Ruskin pronounces the finest small w'ork by 
him—“ the most radiant consummation of his 
powers”—in Florence. Accordingly, we were 
soon hurrying along the sunny quays of the 
Arno, towards the church which IMichael 
Angelo, rather liberally, pronounced beautiful 
as a bride; and on the way we took out our 
little note-book again, to refresh memory with 
a few more of the eulogistic sentences devoted 
to the Beato, by Rio, Lord Lindsay, and Mr. 
Ruskin—all of them his enthusiastic admirers. 
First in oracular loftiness, determination, and 
picturesqueness of praise comes Mr. Ruskin. 

“The highest beauty of^the human form” he must 
mean human expression, “has been attained once only, 
and ilien by no system-taught jtainter, but by a most holy 
Dominican monk of Ficsole, and beneath him all stoop 
lower and lower in proportion to their inferior sanctity,” 
ctoc., &c. “Even in rerugino there is about his noblest 
faces a shortcoming undefinable, an absence of the full 
outpouring of the sacred spirit tliat there is in Angelico.” 

Mis colour is in its sphere, and to its purpose, as perfect 
as human work may be, wrought to radiance beyond that 
of the ruby and opal.” “ So inherent in him was his holy 
tranquillity of mind that he could not by any exertion 
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even for a moment conceive eitlier agitation, doubt, or 
fear, and all actions proceeding from such passions, or, a 
fortiori^ from any yet more criminal, are a!)surdly and 
powerlessly portrayed by him ; while, contrariwise, every 
gesture consistent with emotion pure and saintly is ren¬ 
dered with an intensity of truth to wliich there is no 
existing parallel.” “ Ills drawing of movement is subject 
to the same inllucnce: vulgar or vicious movement lie 
cannot represent, but give him for his scene tlie pavement 
of heaven, or pastures of paradise, and for liis subject tlie 
inotfensivc pace of glorified souls, or the spiritual speed 
of angels, and Michael Angelo alone can contend witli 
him in majesty—in grace and musical continuousness of 
motion no one. The inspiration was in some degree 
caught by his pupil lienozzo; but thcnco forward for ever 
lost.” 

llio’s words, as usual on sucli occasions, 
rise like a soft cloud from a censer, sweet but 
rather mawkish, and partially obscuring. 

“Ho was undoubtedly the greatest ornament of the 
lyrical and mystical school. We must be insensible to all 
the delicious emotions wliich Christian art excites, if we 
can allow ourselves to criticise minutely the technical 
imperfections of this divine pencil—imperfections much less 
owing to any feebleness, than to an indifference for every 
thing foreign to the transcendental aim with which his 
pious imagination was pre-occupied. The compunction 
ofthe heart, its aspirations towards God, ecstatic raptures, 
the foretaste of celestial bliss—in short, all those profound 
and exalted emotions which no artist can express without 
Iiaving previously experienced them, formed, as it were, 
a mysterious cycle for the exercise of the genius of Fra 
Angelico.” “ It is in these mystical subjects, so perfectly 
in unison with the vague and infallible presentments of 
his soul, that he so profoundly displayed the inexhaustible 
riches of his pencil. Painting witli him served as a 
formulary to express the emotions of faith, liope, and 
charity. 

To which may be added a few sentences by 
Lord Lindsay, whose gentler and calmer de¬ 
light in, Angelico, though not without extrava¬ 
gance too, IS more in harmony with the subject 
than the authoritative hyperboles of the first 
writer we have quoted, in which, as is almost 
universal with him, the value of thoughts in 
themselves ingenious and significant is much 
impaired by the exaggeration with which they 
are put forth. 

“ All,” writes Lord Lindsay, “that Spirit could achieve 
by herself anterior to that struggle with intellect and sense 
which she must in all cases pass through, in order to work 
out her destiny, was accomplished by him. Last and most 
gifted of a long and imaginative race, and flourishing at 
the moment when the transition was actually taking place 
from the youth to the early manhood of Europe, he gave 
full, unreserved, and enthusiastic expression to that Love 
and Hope which had winged the Faith of Christendom in 
her flight towards heaven for fourteen centuries—to those 
yearnings of the heart and the imagination which ever 
precede in universal as well as individual development the 
severer and more chastened intelligence of reason,” 

Some of these sentences being travelling 
texts, copied in our little note-book, prepara¬ 
tory to an acquaintance with the Beato, and 
our wish to be delighted sincere and earnest, 
we were, we confess, a second time disap¬ 
pointed, on finding this “radiant consumma¬ 
tion of Angelico’s powers,” in Santa Maria 
Novella, so weak a thing—according to the 
best of our deliberate judgment; to which 
opinion we will give free utterance, believing 
that it has of late been the fashion to praise 
this amiable painter with at least much want 
of discrimination; wronging him by the ex¬ 
citement of false expectations, and offending 
the good sense of an age more enlightened than 
his, by converting him into a mere peg on which 
to hang vanities by no means conducive to a 
healthy state of imagination, or to sound reli¬ 
gion and morality. The present work consists 
of a group of four little pictures of miniature 
delicacy. The first and most admired is the 
“ Annunciation.” Here the angel, with lightly- 
curling flaxen hair, and gold-flowered, lilac- 
tinted gown (altogether too like some elegant 
young lady at a masque, or carnival celebra¬ 
tion), kneels, before the Virgin with a ceremo¬ 
nious air: the face is pretty, and very tenderly 
painted, but not expressive. The Madonna, 
too, has a pretty face; but it tends, we doubt 
not, much to insipidity, and the commonplace 
kind of beauty. With upturned mild blue eye, 
she sits acknowledging the salutation by press¬ 
ing her hands on her receding drawn-in bosom, 
and advancing her head in a manner that re¬ 
sembles, remarkably, the more modish and 
courtly sort of courtesy; and this we found, 
on further experience, to be characteristic of 

Angelico’s crowned and angel-saluted Virgins. 
Her eye is fixed, not on the angel, but on tlie 
Almighty, surrounded by cherubs—a group 
almost entirely in dark blue, which appears 
above. The carpet and background are of 
crimson, with gold medallions, in a very rude 
barbaric taste. In the somewhat dollish faces 
we could not by any means discover the won¬ 
ders of expression which with so sweet and 
unctuous a plausibility have been attributed to 
this painter. We regret it. It would liave 
been pleasant to be charmed after the fashion 
of those charming writers. But truth is truth, 
or rather we should, with more modesty in the 
present instance say, sincerity is sincerity. We 
may be thought by those who differ from us 
incapable of appreciating divine expressions. 
But we do not think that it is so. Baces by 
Raphael and Francia, Bellini and Perugino, 
have deeply touched us, and abide even now 
in the heart of our memory, we trust with 
no unedifying power; but these visages by 
Angelico, as also tliose of the “ Wise Men 
adoring,” in the picture underneatli, appear 
to us but vapidly innocent productions. The 
smiles of the good souls are simple indeed, 
but weak, verging on the silly, with little of 
capable efficient humanity in their eyes and 
lips. The drawing is very feeble of course, 
since, even according to his eulogists, the 
Beato was so deeply absorbed in spiritual 
things as scarcely to waste a thought on mat¬ 
ters merely corporeal. The sprigging and 
dotting with gold-leaf is also puerile and rude; 
the sliadeless, abruptly-variegated colouring, 
though pretty in some of its tones, here at 
least excites a smile at Mr. Ruskin’s ruby and 
opal hyperboles. In more points of view than 
one, inaeed, the tiny bottles and tiniest scraps 
or crumbs of relics, wrapped up in crimson, 
with gold thread around them, set in the frame 
of these pictures, seemed a not inappropriate 
border. 

The picture in the middle of the group, the 
Madonna della Stella, is one of those specially 
venerated on religious grounds. The crowned 
Virgin, a standing figure, is extremely sleepy- 
looking; and the Infant in her arms, who 
resembles a little priest in a child’s long gown, 
touches her chin, and seems whispering some¬ 
thing to her in a confidential but mystical 
manuer, which has a peculiar cliarm for the 
initiated. In the fourth compartment, the 
“ Coronation of the Virgin,” gorgeous as some 
Indian pageant drawn by an Indian artist, the 
Christ has kingly dignity. The steps of the 
throne are of rainbow tints, melting into eacli 
other without reference to the form of what 
they cover—a slight poetic hint of heavenly- 
ideal magnificence in this child-like vision of 
the Court of Paradise on a high occasion. 

The truth is, the Beato’s fame as a painter 
has been greatly enhanced by the spotless inno¬ 
cence of his dreamy life. His gentle enthusi¬ 
astic piety and modesty, combined with his 
high gifts, and his saintly seclusion in the 
Dominican cloisters of beautiful Florence at 
her most beautiful period, all charm the fancy, 
and excite such partiality in his favour, that it 
is not surprising sensitive minds of a certain 
order should fall absolutely in love with his 
innocent and purely-intentioried works. We 
need scarcely think it strange that they should 
lavish even on those of a negative purity the 
fondest graces of their own minds; imping his 
weak wings with the choicest plumage of their 
own breasts; supplying, we mean, his short¬ 
comings out of the stores of their own fancies, 
and exalting him into the realized ideal of that 
which they so delight to contemplate. And, 
indeed, when we consider what this amiable 
monk truly was, it begins to look something 
like a sin to disparage him in any degree; and 
certainly it is somewhat perilous, since in 
objecting to him, we may be accused by critics 

who have allotted to tliemselves the higlier 
rounds of severe morality and holiness, of 
epreciating those sacred things with wliich 

tliey have so fervcnily identified liis name. 
Angelico, we are told, would never take up 
the pencil without first offering a prayer, and 
never painted our Saviour’s sorrows or suffer¬ 
ings without tears streaming from his eyes. 
Mr. Ruskin adds that he seldom smiled; but 
we rejoice to find that this is an embellishment 
of his own, tlirowii in to heiglitcii a picture, 
and resting on no autliority. Angelico’s tender 
tearfulness whilst contemplating tlie divine sor¬ 
rows, is, as that writer woultl say, beautiful 
and “perfectly right;” but the superadded 
fancy that the poor painter rarely smiled is 
quite another thing; and we confess that it 
haunted us as such an imago of morbid, piti¬ 
able, chronic gloom that it was a real comfort 
to find no trace of it in his only trustworthy 
biographer. Neither, this biographer informs 
us, would Angelico ever retouch a picture 
after once dismissing it from his hand, believ¬ 
ing each work a pure inspiration from heaven, 
not to be dishonoured by faithless efforts at 
improvement. Nor would he accept remu¬ 
neration ; to those who sought his works ever 
courteously replying, that they had only to 
obtain the assent of the prior, when he would 
readily comply with their wishes. Indeed, so 
scrupulous of conscience was he, that once, 
when breakfasting with the pope, he declined 
to avail himself of his permission to eat of the 
meat before them, considering that his own 
prior alone could properly grant such an in¬ 
dulgence. He is said never to have displayed 
anger amongst his brethren—-a blessedness of 
spirit which Vasari thought almost incredible. 
Cosmo de’ Medici, who highly esteemed him, 
sent his friend Tommaso da Sarzana to arrange 
and catalogue a library which had been left to 
the Convent of San Marco ; and that eminent 
scholar, during his sojourn at the monastery, 
conceived so high an opinion of the seraphic 
painter, that after he had been raised to the 
papacy under tlie name of Nicholas V., he 
would have made him Archbishop of Florence. 
But Fra Giovanni, in his love of devout retire¬ 
ment, and meek consciousness of inability to 
govern men, entreated that some one else 
might be appointed. He even ventured to 
name a companion of his own, a brother of his 
order. Fra Aiitonino, a friend of the poor, a 
God-fearing, learned, energetic personage, as 
every way fitted for the sacred office; and the 
pope adopted the recommendation; and so well 
did Antouino grace the exalted functions that, 
eventually, he was canonized by Pope Adrian 
VI. Fra Angelico himself continued to live 
ill his convent of San Marco at Florence, 
devoted to religious exercises and to those 
saintly visions of which his pictures are said to 
have been but humble, implicit, faithful copies. 
Late ill life he was summoned by his friend the 
pope to Rome, to paint in the Vatican some 
frescos from the lives of St. Stephen and St. 
Lawrence, which are amongst the most sweet- 
spirited and humanly interesting of his produc¬ 
tions. The women and children listening to 
the protomartyi’s discourse are tenderly and 
gracefully pensive, and grouped with a happy 
simplicity; and the action of the blind man 
groping his way witli his stick towards St. 
Lawrence is thoroughly blind. In these, aud 
other figures beside them, the varied expression 
and simply human tenderness surpass any thing 
we remember in his other works, hinting for 
our deep and lasting regret, how much more 
delightful his productions might have become 
under a liberal and uuexclusive training. But 
little is known of his artistic education. His 
pencil, his admirers tempt us to fancy, was 
made of au angel’s curl secretly deposited one 
night near his easel. The more earthly aids 
were apparently the works of the devoutly 
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contemplative and mystical Sienese school— 
Taddeo de Bartolo, and the exquisite missals 
and choral books, beautified by Sienese influ¬ 
ences, though painted at Florence by the monks, 
especially the Camaldolese of Sant’ Angeli, 
who gained a reputation wide as that of Italian 
art itself, by their unrivalled productions of 
that miniature class. The faces in Oreagna’s 
“ Paradise,” in Santa Flaria Novella, arc 
also thought to have been another luminous 
channel of inspiration. But by the naturalistic 
and dramatic progress then so vigorously 
carried forward from sculpture to painting, by 

! ilasolino and Masaccio, he remained unin- 
! fluenced, deeming it fraught with consequences 

fatal to the pure sanctity of Christian Art. He 
died at Rome, in his sixty-ninth year, and was 

j there buried, and beatified. As the meed of his 
1 holy life and character he was afterwards graced 
! by one of the popes with his title of Beato or 
; Blessed—an appellation which denotes an in- 
\ ferior order of sanctities, something beneath 
i the larger glories of the fully-accomplished 
1 Saint. 
j His convent has many interesting associa¬ 

tions besides those connected with his name. 
Fra Bartolomeo also was a monk there. Savo¬ 
narola was prior of the same fraternity. It 
was under a damask rose-tree, in the garden of 
this convent, that he begun those marvellously 
eloquent discourses against the corruptions of 
the papacy, and reviving ])aganisni in matters 
of taste and imagination, which soon caused 
the vast cathedral to be insufficient for the 
throngs of jmople, and left the hill-villages 
empty, and the terraced vineyards and olive 
slopes without their evening song. In this 
garden Lorenzo the Magnificent would some¬ 
times loiter, after attending mass in the church, 
not unwilling that the prior should join him, and 
so afford some opportunity for a more friendly 
understanding between them. “The Magni- 
fico is lingering a long while yonder amongst 
the flowers,” said a monk to Fra Girolamo. 
“ Unless he has asked for me, let him pursue 
his meditations undisturbed.”—“ But, father, 
he has just put a very large sum in the poor- 
box, partly in silver, but partly in gold crowns.” 
—“The silver suffices for our humble wants,” 
was the reply; “ take the gold to the good 
brothers of San Martino, for distribution 
amongst the poor.”—“ This is the only monk 
I have known,” said Lorenzo, “ who acts up 
to his professions.” And he walked away, 
disappointed at his inability to wheedle and 
corrupt one who disliked his insidious en¬ 
croachments on the liberty of his country, but 
abhorred his Blatonism and licentious love of 
classical Poetry and Art. 

A visit to San Marco strengthened the con¬ 
viction that Fra Angelico has been praised 
with a singular absence of discrimination—a 
remarkable want of distinction between his 
feebler and his better works, to say the least. 
The much-lauded fresco of “ the Crucifixion,” 
bearing in mind what has been said of it, is 
surprisingly rude, both in general conception 
and execution. A number of monkish saints 
kneel round the cross, without a background, 
or much attempt at grouping. Except in the 
head of St. Dominick, whose countenance is 
more pathetic than any thing else by Angelico 
■we saw at Florence—he is said ever to have 
painted his patron saint with a peculiar sensi¬ 
bility and affection—he falls, it appears to us, 
in the expression of what is interesting and 
noble in grief. The figures knit their brows 
with a peevish air; and the attitudes of sor¬ 
row in some of them are such as would be 
assumed only by very weak and childish 
persons. 

The devout timidity of the Frate, and the 
simpleness of his undeveloped neglected intel¬ 
lect, left him but indifferently qualified for 
such a task as this; the Christ and the profane 

thief are, truly, imbecile productions. Not 
having power to convey an impression of the 
agony in any better way, he endeavours to 
excite emotion of some sort by thick lines of 
blood running down in numerous cords, and 
twining themselves round a skull at the foot 
of the cross—a mode of treatment which has 
been styled “ strange and typical,” but which 
we feel to be, nevertheless, a wretched substi¬ 
tute for direct expression. The representation 
of grief being fretful whimpering, the piety is 
that of persons suited for nothing but to be on 
their knees, and turn up the white of their eyes 
all the days of their lives in some profitless 
cloister or desert—whither, indeed, one would 
willingly and heartily commend them; for they 
are manifestly unfit for the active duties of life, 
and altogether wanting in that manly moral 
energy, of which our blessed Saviour and his 
Apostles are the teachers and shining exemplars. 
Besides, the mental epidemic under which they 
are suffering, it must be admitted, is (such the 
immortal weakness of man!) deplorably catch¬ 
ing ; and therefore do we benignly, and most 
charitably, wish them wholly aloof from the 
rest of mankind, on the loneliest and rockiest 
Appenine (somewhere beyond Laverna), where 
there are plenty of stones to beat their breasts 
with, and but little water to tempt them to 
bodily indulgence of ablutions, and they may 
freely indulge all their melancholy humcm-s, 
without spreading them. It is truly an emas¬ 
culated idea of religion, our gentle respect for 
the sincerity in which should be qualified by a 
large infusion of pity. Now and then (as in 
the listeners in the “ Christ preaching in the 
monk’s dormitory”) Angelico produces a pretty 
placid figure enough, especially when the back 
is turned, and the face, wdiich he commonly 
makes too weakly amiable, is unseen; but 
nothing else could we succeed in being much 
pleased with, though not wanting in good will 
or patience, or we trust, reverence for the beau¬ 
tiful and sacred things which form the painter’s 
subjects. Mo should state, however, that the 
“Coronation of the A^irgin,” which Lord Lind¬ 
say describes as perhaps the most exquisite of 
Angelico’s frescos, was not to be seen—being 
covered up by a board to protect it from the 
whitewash with which the surrounding walls 
were being refreshed. Some of these frescos 
were painted in the monks’ dormitories—little 
chambers very like those in our old poor- 
houses, and destitute of every other grace or 
ornament. The odour in some of these close 
and gloomy cells, which Angelico has thus 
enshrined with the productions of his pencil, is 
not exactly symbolical of sanctity—being, in 
fact, the pure unmitigated effusion of unlaved, 
unventilated humanity. In one of them, beside 
a most loathsome image under a glass-case of 
our Saviour, coloured so as to seem stream¬ 
ing with gore, w'e saw a copy of the Satires 
of Persius, lying open on a heap of literary 
lumber which was strewed about the apart¬ 
ment. Our conductor, a simple lively man, with 
large, black, thoroughly Italian eyes, went into 
ecstasies with the pictures, and put himself into 
the attitudes of the mourning figures in them, 
the more completely to testify his sense of their 
expressiveness and beauty : “ 0, che bella cosa ! 
Chegrazia—espressione amahile !” he kept ejac¬ 
ulating, with an animation and fervour which 
made us, at the moment, seriously tax ourselves 
with a want of sensibility and artistic cultiva¬ 
tion. His imitative pantomime was really ex¬ 
cellent. Nevertheless, with the exception of 
the cicerone, w'e were greatly disappointed with 
San Marco in every respect. How often had 
we dreamt of the convent where Savonai-ola 
preached, and those two pious and gentle- 
hearted monks. Fra Angelico and Fra Bartolo¬ 
meo mused and painted! Our visions were of 
arcades, neat and fair, adorned with a pencil all 
but inspired, and, as in a hermit’s dream, con- 

templating from an airy height, the charms of 
Florence, spread aloof beyond silvery slopes of 
olive, glittering in the noontide, and ancient 
tufts of cypress. Alas, we did not look for 
the mean, and fusty, eyeless cells we met with, 
and such works of Art in them as we have en¬ 
deavoured to characterize justly. Our faith in 
the beauty and poetry of the seraphie painter’s 
monastic life was grievously shaken; for we 
saw no reason for believing that these cells were 
cleaner, or better ventilated, or had more win¬ 
dows in the fifteenth century, than in the nine¬ 
teenth. One must admire tlie imagination that 
could in any degree rise above such barren 
depressing influences; but how much more 
varied, and beautiful, and perfect, might its 
visions and productions have been, if meditated 
in free communion with healthy and vigorous 
nature! 

The privacy of the frescos at San Marco, in 
the hands of the white-washer, was unluckily 
soon followed by a close parallel. In the 
FlorentineAcademyis a seriesof thirty-five small 
panel pictures, by Angelico, of the life of 
Christ, considered by Lord Lindsay as ap- 
proaebing his best works in merit; besides two 
others celebrated for paradisaical beauty, and 
simple pathos. Unfortunately for us, however, 
the biennial exhibition of the works of living- 
artists then occupying the walls of the Academy, 
and concealing most of these pictures, we have 
not as yet seen them. It was not slightly vexa¬ 
tious to find but a few of the old saints unhidden 
by the slimy crudities of the present most 
vulgar and degraded period of Italian painting. 
Portraits of ladies and gentlemen, not better 
than those we are accustomed to meet with in 
the parlours of our country inns—indeed, very 
much like them ; landscapes, abominably raw ; 
and historical subjects which looked like remi¬ 
niscences of some third-rate operatic theatre—■ 
such were principally the works that veiled the 
picturesof Giotto, Angehco, and Fra Bartolomeo, 
and marked a decadence that scarcely can sink 
lower. The figures copied from life wore, with 
very few exceptions, an air vulgar, gross, and 
stupid; and those drawn from the imagination 
had not the stamp of humanity upon them ; in 
the more violent and tragical passions, remind¬ 
ing one of the zoological rather than the human 
—of serpents and tigers in their rage, rather than 
of the coheirs of Adam. An utter incapability 
to conceive any thing of moral or intellectual 
beauty was manifest in these works. The gem 
of the collection, was a picture of Intemper¬ 
ance, personified, very adequately, by a nude 
Odalisque, sitting alone in a palace, in a state 
of intoxication ; the empty cup dropping from 
her nerveless hand. But the extremely soft 
fulsome manner in which the artist had ela¬ 
borated her charms, and the various means of 
her pleasures, sufficiently proved that the gross 
sensuality depicted, was the object not of his 
repugnance, but complacency and wishes. Yet 
the vulgar recipes for beauty here, resulted in 
nothing but absolute ugliness—and need we 
wonder at it, since beauty can be produced 
only by beauty of mind. 

From these causes, we left Florence without 
seeing,for the present, either Angelico’s “Coro¬ 
nation of the Virgin at San Marco,” or his 
“ Last Judgment,” in the Academy. Yet have 
we elsewhere met wdtli pictures by him, of the 
same subjects; the one, perhaps, on the whole, 
not much inferior, and the other, we must say 
at once, so admirable that it seems scarcely pos¬ 
sible for him to have surpassed it. It is a 

beautiful embodiment of his supreme and dear¬ 
est vision, and wonderfully superior to his 
representations of those many other subjects 
for which his simple abstracted mind left him 
so little qualified. But first, of the inferior 
of these two pictures, the “ Coronation of 
the Virgin,” in the Louvre, formerly in the 
Cathedral of Fiesole, a work which Vasari 
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considered liis masterpiece, and A.. W. Schlegcl 
made tlie sul)joct of a fine fly-a-\vay essay, 
and Rio thinks impossible to be surpassed in 
beaiiti/. Compared witli the little pictnre 
of the same subject in Santa Maria Novella, 
it is as the sjdeiulid full-blown flower compared 
M'ith its unshaped infant bud. In the beauty 
of the Virgin, and the less simple and spiritual 
conception of the whole, we suppose it must 
be inferior to the St. Mark’s fresco; but the 
spirited magnifiecnce of the general elFect, has 
a fine romantic attractiveness; and the charac¬ 
ter of some of the heads surpasses almost 
every thing we saw by the same hand at 
Florence. Its glittering sumptuousness, like 
that of the Tabernacle picture, in the Ufiizii, is, 
at first sight, quite surprising. A mediceval 
picture, of some mediseval pageaut! the unini¬ 
tiated would be likely to exclaim. A court- 
day at Provence, in the times of the Trouba¬ 
dours, a Parliament of Love and the Gale 
Science at Toulouse ; or the King crowning his 
Bride (victress in song, or in sweetest highest 
theme for song,) under a sumptuous canopy; 
the Jongleurs, the lady-minstrels, courtiers, and 
ecclesiastics assembled around to do her honour; 
the whole thing as bright and cheerful as gold- 
leaf, and damaskings, and scarlet, and tender 
azure, and budding vernal green, without shade 
anywhere, can make it! It is only on drawing 
near, and observing the golden disk-like glories 
around the heads, the wings, and some of the 
countenances, that you would suspect the reli¬ 
gious character of what is before you. On 
each side of the richly-fretted canopy, under 
which that mediseval notion of the heavenly 
king is crowning the beautiful courtly elegant 
Virgin, the angels, girlish figures, in long gay 
gowns, with rosy flames quivering on their 
foreheads, play apace on their twangling lutes, 
viols, and long golden trumpets, and lift up 
their placid cheerful profiles with looks of gen¬ 
tleness and innocence, as they do so. The 
Saints in crowds, each with his name, for per¬ 
spicuity’s sake, inscribed on the aureole behind 
his head, stand lower down, or kneel in front, 
in pictured copes, starry albs, and royal man¬ 
tles, many of them no less gaily attired than 
Aurungzebe’s courtiers; the female saints and 
martyrs on the left, and the males, including 
the founders of the different monkish orders, 
on the right; for though there is no marrying, 
or being given in marriage in heaven, the men 
and women are still punctiliously separate. 
Their various robes, the canopy, the throne of 
that celestial palace, are coloured and gilded 
iUumination of Gothic art, wrought with much 
delicacy, and redeemed, it should not be un¬ 
noted, from absolute gaudiness by a certain all- 
prevalent fairness and tenderness in the colour¬ 
ing, which, so far as this picture and the 
following one are concerned, in some degree 
justifies Mr. Buskin’s term “opalescent.” 
Notwithstanding much injurious repainting, it 
is still in some passages better in this respect 
than any other work by the same hand we had 
hitherto seen. If Van Eyck, or Bellini’s hues 
remind one of the deep stained window of some 
shadowy aisle at evening, the ideal of Ange¬ 
lico’s colouring, more light and tenderly pris¬ 
matic, would resemble some delicate oriel of 
a lady-chapel at noonday; all of it slenderest 
tracery, permeated by the heavenly azure, and 
bright as a parterre of vernal flowers in silvery 
April, glittering with the sunny drops of dews 
and fountains, and seeming to shoot their 
colours into heaven itself, by means of the rain¬ 
bow above them. The Virgin we have already 
characterized. He who sits crowning her is 
handsome and kingly; but it is not quite easy 
to look on him as other than the throned hero 
of some Provencal siroenfe, or chivalrous ro¬ 
mance of Normandy, in the Langue d’oil. 

This work is interesting, as one of the last 
crowning efforts of mediasval art, in which the 

old traditionary arrangement is, to a late period, 
fully retained, but animated by features and 
expressions more pleasing and amiable than 
arc to be found in tlic works of previous pain¬ 
ters, with whom, indeed, ugliness may be said, 
for the most part, to reign supreme. The 
heads of two or three of the saints arc beau¬ 
tiful. San Domenico, especially, here again 
apparently painted with Angelico’s usual pre¬ 
dilections, is solemn and fervid in expression, 
a fine example of monkish piety; and the meek 
St. Agnes, meek, as the lamb she bears, has a 
countenance of much gentleness and tenderness. 
Speaking generally, this painter’s faces are con¬ 
spicuously distinguished from those of his 
Elorentine contemporaries and predecessors by 
a pure and delicate prettiness, sweet in inten¬ 
tion, but often tending to insipidity—a defect 
probably arising from a want of the power of 
drawing preventing the fulfilment of his inten¬ 
tions. His countenances often remind one 
even of the commonplace prettiness seen in 
inferior works of Art of our own times; but 
this type of face, though common with us, was 
a rarity in Angelico’s days, and in his case, 
perhaps, has something of the merit of an 
original discovery. On comparing it with the 
remarkable ugliness so characteristic of the 
works of his Giottesque and semi-Byzantine 
predecessors, it becomes clear that he was for 
his times singularly gifted with a sense of 
beauty, which with a higher technical cultiva¬ 
tion would, in all likelihood, have produced 
truly divine results, with, of course, far more 
variety and sustained power. Not that, even 
in Angelico’s pictures, all, on examination, 
seems ideal. On the contrary, the clerical 
sanctities have, some of them, much the air of 
being taken from life ; exhibiting that peculiar 
self-complacent smile of conscious piety, with 
a certain dash of slyness beneath, which is a 
strong image in the memory of those who have 
loitered much in precincts where incense cus¬ 
tomarily rises. A heavenly host including 
such faces, abounding in others insipid from a 
tenuity of intellect, and dressed out in me¬ 
diaeval finery, however much sensibility or feel¬ 
ing it may display, cannot surely (whatever 
Mr. Ruskin may allege) be considered a high 
flight of pure and “ abstract imagination.” It 
is, sooth to say, scarcely satisfactory in these 
ages of “ complex reasoning Christianity,” as 
Lord Lindsay calls them. There is, however, 
another picture by Angelico, the last we shall 
mention, in which not only is the general con¬ 
ception incomparably more imaginative, but 
the faces also are finer, partly, perhaps, owing 
to their miniature smallness demanding less 
technical power. We allude to the “Last 
Judgmoit,” formerly belonging to Cardinal 
Eesch, but now to Lord Ward, a picture im¬ 
measurably superior to any by this painter we 
saw at Elorence, and one of his supreme mas¬ 
terpieces, as may be supposed, simply because 
it seems impossible to surpass the principal 
parts of it in beauty of feeling. It is much 
that this country possesses such a treasure— 
a ray of his inspiration, tender and bright as 
any that illumines the cloisters of his own 
land, and graces its very hills and olive-skirted 
vales with ideal attractions, which form one of 
the dearest causes of our hearts’ yearnings to 
visit them. The melancholy consideration is 
that a crack—a deadly crack, runs down the 
most precious part of the work, surely one 
of the most lamentable seams of ruin any 
where to be met with. Hitherto, indeed, it has 
providentially wound away from the exquisite 
figures ; but who can say how much longer 
this will be so ? 

This part of the picture, which represents 
a number of the Blessed passing away to the 
regions of eternal happiness, is perhaps the 
most purely and simply beautiful conception 
of such a subject ever met with in Art. They 

are proceeding up a hill, in long and steeply- 
ascentiing ])erspcctive, linked, some of them 
hand in hand, in a winding group, which as 
mere composition, is charming. Lovely little 
figures arc tlicrc, in long garments of tender 
hues, and with serene and gentle countenances. 
White-robed monks ascend, and mitred dig¬ 
nitaries of the Church, and fair ladies, who, no 
doubt, abstained from giving over much trou¬ 
ble in the world they liave left; all alike become 
innocent in aspect as little children, and hav¬ 
ing, wc clearly perceive, been graced with the 
corresponding inner spirit also, thus entering 
into the kingdom of heaven. They are handed 
courteously by angels, so like the fairest of 
those they lead, as not readily to be dis¬ 
tinguished from them but by their splendid 
wings, usually folded, but sometimes flashing 
abroad gloriously, with a quaint and delicate 
sumptuousness that fills you with sudden won¬ 
der and delight. Their starry skirts sweep the 
asphodels with something of a regal air; and 
you look upon the strangeness of their pretty 
wings with something of the same glad sur¬ 
prise the naturalist lately felt, on first seeing 
in the spicy tropical wood, the “ Great Bird of 
Paradise,” and being delightfully startled by 
those fountains of amber plume that rise be¬ 
tween its wings, to fall again in lightest fila¬ 
ments of silky silver, and catch, or enshrine 
as it were, the brightest essence of the sun¬ 
beams. Or rather, (it may perhaps be said 
more boldly,) you survey these superb little 
seraphs’ wings, fledged of Angelico’s dream, 
with some touch of the same emotion with 
which the angels themselves, in the joyous 
prime of creation, looked on the first little bird, 
the lovely winged gem, that seemed to them in 
part copied from themselves, when, clapping 
their own wings with pleasure, they exclaimed 
delightedly at the felicitous new idea then 
glancing forth. But to return to the picture, 
from this most lightly-winced digression. The 
beauteous bevy, manifestly purified from all 
earthly stain and sorrow,—there can be no 
doubt of it,—and linked together in cordial fel¬ 
lowship by the heavenly ushers, proceed up the 
dusky hill of Pm-gatory, till they issue forth on 
the open space of gold above it; when they 
form themselves into a more orderly procession, 
reverentially, as if suddenly impressed by some 
manifestation of divine glory; and thus they i 
pass away, further and further, suffused more 
and more by the azure aerial hues of heavenly 
distance ; yet their starry vestments still glit- i 
tering distinctly, like brilliant galaxies twink- | 
ling in the thin pure veil of dawn, ere she is 1 
merged in the glory of serene sunrise. 

In the opposite compartment of the picture, 
the damned are represented in torment; and 
here every thing shews the total unfitness of 
this painter’s mind to dwell on aught that is 
harsh or painful. All is rude, imbecile, and 
simply disgusting. However, with the mind 
attuned to serenity and cheerfulness by the rest 
of Angelico’s painted hymn, few would wish 
torment, and anguish, and despair, here at least, 
so represented as to detain the thoughts a 
moment. Impressive woe and terror would have 
been artistically out of harmony with the other 
parts; and the eye gladlv escapes to that middle 1 
space at the foot of tlie picture, where the 
blessed are rising from their graves in a con¬ 
fused crowd, and embracing each other with i 
fervid affection. This is feelingly expressed, 
yet childishly; and to contemplate the painter ! 
in his full glory, it is necessary to follow him 
upwards, where the hierarchy of heaven are 
seated in many lines, in judgment, on each side ' 
of the Redeemer. Certainly, few things we 
have seen in Art equal their heavenly iuno- i 
cence and tenderness of aspect. In their j 
glittering “opalescent” garments, they sit j 
enthroned, with sweet and holy countenances, 
roseate with tlie newly-enkindled immortal 
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bloom of love. Tlie condemned must have 
been finally tliouglit of; and nothing, surely, 
now remains in their eyes and hearts but sen¬ 
tences of pity, tenderness, and everlasting 
peace. 

The Saviour’s wounds shine like golden orna¬ 
ments; and he is enthroned Avifh all the 
symbolizing pomp ■which tlie churcli had 
adopted to indicate his power and purposes. 
He is surrounded by a vesica piscis, the typical 
fish, or almond-shaped glory, formed of azure 
cherubs; and within these, (the spirits dis¬ 
tinguished for knowledge,) is an inner and still 
more sacred glory, composed of crimson seraphs, 
the ardent messengers and media of supernal 

I love. And, above all, are the angels, the 
' army of God, the Chivalry of Heaven, in long 
1 horizontal ranks. Their wings, joining over 
i their heads, along tlie top of the jiicture, form 
I a line of pointed arches, and give them the 
I look of being installed in Gothic canopies of 

I gold arabesqued with bright colour, like those 
' in thechoir of some great minster—a quaint, but 

superb idea. It ajrpears as if henceforward 
j they would sally forth but on embassies of peace 
: and joy. The last shade of sternness and sor¬ 

row seems passing away from the J udge’s brow 
for ever and ever; and all eyes are raised to 
him like the choral voices of an universal hymn, 

i singing one note of love and bliss, 
j These numerous heads, of a miniature size 

are wrought with exceeding tenderness and 
i delicacy, yet with a naive simplicity of execu- 
I tion, which indicates much natural capability 
I that way. And the colouring here has a fine 
’ appropriate poetical character. A beautiful 
I violet-grey and silvery azure, almost peculiar 

to Angelico, remind one of the serene heaven, 
when its hue is somewhat faint with excess of 
light; and the roseate flushings are truly illus¬ 
trative and significant of heavenly ardour and 

' love. It is the Vision of Visions of the 
mediaeval Church embodied! and discovers 
such powers on the part of the painter, as, un¬ 
der a liberal training, might, perhaps, in various 
ways, have anticipated the perfected beauty of 
the times of Leonardo and Itaphael. Could 
he have left more his cloister, and Sienese 
missal, and have ventured to open his heart to 

I Ghiberti’s Gate, or Masaccio’s earlier efforts, 
I he might much have varied and extended his 

expressions, and fulfilled far better the beauty 
of many of his motives, which, even in his 
best works, are manifestly often much im¬ 
paired, and probably quite lost, through his 
want of skill as a draughtsman. Better Art 
would have given interest to numberless works 
of his which are now entirely insipid; and less 
of cloistral exclusiveness and monotony rendered 
impossible that childishness, approaching to 
silliness, so frequent with him. Writers of the 

i Ilio and Buskin order are prone to admire his 
weakness in the dramatic and “merely human,” 
attributing it to “ a glorious incapacity in his 
angelic nature, too exclusively occupied with 
religious abstraction and ecstasies to familiarize 
itself with scenes in which hateful and violent 
passions are to be represented.” We have our¬ 
selves but a qualified sympathy for a mental 
condition which arose from mere inexperience 
and ignorance, at least as likely as from tlie 
lofty causes attributed. His ultra admirers 
would probably contend that frequent contact 
with the world might have impaired the pure 
spirituality of his mind. But it was not so 
with Dante, or Milton, or with Shakspere, who 
bequeathed us Ariel, and Miranda, and Brutus’ 
Portia, near the close of his career; and we 
have more faith in Angelico’s imagination than 
to believe it would have been so with him. 
At least, we feel sure that monkish or ascetic 
seclusion is not necessary for the conception 
or support of any one good or beautiful 
thing. 

THE BOYAL PICTUBES. 

THE BUNCH OF GRAPES. 

G. Metzn, Painter. G. Levy, Engraver. 
Size of the picture, 1 ft. 2j in. by II5 in. 

Metzu—or Metsn, as he eenerally signed his name 
—must he placed among the greatest of those Dutch 
and Flemish painters whose pictures constitute the 
most faithful records of the domestic life which the 
wealthy classes of those countries passed dui'ing 
the seventeenth century: the artists who may he 
associated with him are Gerard Douw, Terhurg, and 
Mieris; they were the representatives of the more po¬ 
lished orders of sociel}^ as Ostade, Teniers, Brauwer, 
and Van Maes, were of the lower classes. Gabriel 
Metzu was born at Leyden, in 1615; it is not 
known under whom he studied, for, as with many 
other great painters whose names and works only 
have been familiar to the world, there is extant no 
record of his life. Thus much only has come down 
to us, that in early life he removed from Leyden to 
Amsterdam, where his works soon rose into high 
estimation, and that he died there; hut the precise 
time of his death has never been accurately ascer¬ 
tained: Ilouhraken says it occurred in 1658; Bal- 
kema in 1069; the latter date is in some measure 
corroborated by a jiicture by Metzu in the Dresden 
Gallery, which is signed 1607 : still, this is scarcely 
sufficient to establish the fact, l)ecause the figures 
may, not improbably, have been altered in cleaning 
the picture. 

Metzu is thought to have taken the works of his 
contemporary, Terbiu'g, as his models, though he 
certainly did not adopt the style of the latter with 
respect to manipulation : his touch is more free and 
vigorous, and his light and shade are more strongly 
pronounced. In elegance and correctness of drawing 
he is not excelled, and but rarely equalled, by any 
painter of the Dutch school; and, if his figures are 
not remarkable for expressive beauty, the fault lies 
in his models much more than in himself: we may 
be assured that he made the best of the materials at 
his command, and by his taste and judicious treat¬ 
ment supplied whatever was lacking in natural 
beauty. “ Metzu,” wrote au anonymous critic a 
few years since, “perhaps attained perfection in his 
style, and carried painting, as a mere imitative art, 
to its highest degree of excellence. The tone of his 
pictures is complete nature ; every tint is perfectly 
true, and every object is, rccordingly, in its proper 
place, for his drawing and linear perspective were 
equal to his light, shade, and colour. Beyond this 
he did not go; his works exhibit nothing choice 
or extraordinary either in subject or arrangement, 
and the faithful representation of familiar life ap¬ 
pears to have been the end of his art, not for the 
sake of the scenes, but for the imitation’s sake. He 
was essentially a materialist in Art, and this is the 
distinguishing characteristic of the Dutch painters 
generally^;” as it is of a large number of the modern 
French school, in genre subjects. 

No one must expect to fiud exciting interest, or 
even poetical feeling, in the works of these artists of 
the Low Countries : a lady in her boudoir or at her 
toilet, an imaginary conversation scene, a cavalier 
with his guitar, or a girl receiving a musical lesson 
on her harpsichord or spiimet, are not subjects that 
make a strong appeal to the imagination of the 
painter, or the spectator of the picture; we must 
look for the excellences these works have, not for 
what they cannot by any possibility have, and give 
to the artist the honour duo to him for fully ac- 
couqdishiug what he undertook to perform. There 
is nothing, for example, in Metzu’s picture, known 
as the “ Bunch of Gi'apes,” to render it attractive as 
a subject; it is little else than a portrait,—possibly 
of some rich Dutch burgher’s wife,—the lady cer¬ 
tainly is not among the most beautiful of the fair 
sex, but a cheerful, conifoitablc-lookiiig person, 
whom “the winds of heaven have not visited too 
roughly;” she is clad in silk and fur, and is about 
to close the window after plucking the grapes. 
Every portion of the composition is worked out 
with the utmost delicacy of pcucilling, combined 
with freedom ; and the colouring, though the pic¬ 
ture has lost much of its original brilliaucy, is yet 
rich and luminous. 

It is in the Collection at Buckingham Palace, and 
is painted on panel. 

THE WINTEB EXHIBITION, 
AT 120, PALL JIALL. 

After an interlapse we have again a “Winter 
Exhibition ;” but although constituted of a great 
proportion of “ cabinet jiictures,” it does not, as a 
prominent feature, contain an assemblage of those 
quaint sketches which characterized the early esta¬ 
blishment of the winter exhibition, which at first 
aspired to nothing beyond a collection of sketches— 
running mementoes of what was to he done, im¬ 
proved with loose copies of what had been done— 
among w'hich were even found the dark and faded 
browns and blues of the harmonic scales of those 
historic personages, the old masters. But the aspect 
of the thing is changed,—everywhere is instanced 
an intensity of manipulation ascending to the utmost 
subtlety of the art called “ Pre-Kaffaellite,” with 
certain pithy instances of the art which the “ new 
school” declares shall be extinct. Compared with 
the lengthy catalogues of the summer exhibitions, 
that to which we now refer is but of small co-mpass 
—the number of works being only 131, and among 
these there are numerous water-colour drawings. 
The aspect of the whole is essentially fresh and 
sparkling,—even hilarious,—with a few grave excep¬ 
tions. Here we see the signs of ovxrenaissatice, before 
our school had sown its wild oats. The rising sections 
of the profession have much of their own way here ; 
of those who fleshed their brushes at an earlier time 
but few are present. The visitor may take a chair 
in the centre of the room, and, on a quiet survey of 
the walls, he becomes at once sensible of the con¬ 
tention between the new lights and the old darks ; 
but what a profligate expenditure of white do we 
see in many of these works, which, with their painty 
surfaces, ceaselessly and unprofitably importune the 
eye! 

It is scarcely etiquette, in the presence of sm'- 
passiug figure subjects, to speak preferentially of 
marine material; but there are two pictures near the 
fire-place entitled, ‘ Scene on the Gulf of Salerno,’ 
and ‘ The New deep Zuyder Zee,’ painted by Clark¬ 

son Stanfield, R.A., in whose work we see the 
convictions of a man who feels that he lives in a 
free country; modest and retiring though they be, 
they speak to us in a tongue not yet unknown. 
But of the figui-e pictures, prominent among the 
darker harmonies there is No. 122, ‘Scene from 
Peveril of the Peak,’ E. M. Ward, R.A., in which 
the well-judged lights are as precious as gold ; it is 
full of thought and purpose, insomuch that we forget 
the art, and in this we are assisted by the earnest¬ 
ness of Major Bridgenorth. Joseph Noel Paton, 

R.S.A., exhibits ‘ The Dead Lady,’ an inspiration 
from (as we learn from the catalogue) Isaiah ; but 
the essay is not in the spirit of what we call re¬ 
ligious art; it is poetic—dramatic,—the dead lady 
being extended on a couch within a cloister-like 
composition, with the contour of the features and 
person opposed to the moonlight sky. A figure 
wearing a red cloak kneels and prays by the side of 
the deceased, which we only guess to be masculine, the 
sex not being sufficieutly definite; the eye of the 
lady, but half shut, would indicate that her death 
had been lonely:—but to what end these illustrations 
of death?—theymake bynomeaus agreeable pictures. 

From the chamber of death we timn for relief to 
the morning of life, in Sant’s ‘ Little Subject of the 
Middle Ages ;’ a study of a child, pre-eminent for 
the simplicity of its nature and the sweetness of its 
colour. Nos. 47 and 48, called respectively, ‘ The 
First Study for the Picture of the Racecourse,’ and 
‘ The Sketch of the Racecourse,’ by W. P. Frith, 

R..\., show us the beginnings of Mr. Frith’s pic¬ 
ture of the past season, and enable us to see the 
changes he has effected in the finished work. No. 
44, ‘The Sailor’s Beacon,’ by Faed, is a study of a 
woman—the sailor’s wife, it may be supposed— 
waiting with her child the return of her husband ; a 
deep-toned picture with a mountainous background. 
By H. O'Neil there are two pictures, one is en¬ 
titled ‘ The Departure,’ No. 97 ; the other, ‘ Home 
Again,’ No. 98; the former being an extract from 
bis picture of the past season, and the latter having 
for its subject the return of a wounded soldier to his 
home; both as earnest and forcible as his great pic¬ 
ture. Nos. 67 and 68 are ‘ St. Agnes’ Eve,’ and 
‘Ophelia,’ in the mauuer called Prc-Rafl'aellite, 
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Ihougli differing materially from each other in feel¬ 
ing, inasmuch as the latter is paljtable—substantive, 
but the former is visionary to a degree. In ‘Ophelia’ 
we find the essence of the new-school principle ; 
everytliing—the herbs, the flowers, the water itself 
(for she is at the brink of the brook)—seems to have 
been created for the nonce; and Ophelia—poor 
Ophelia—is a pale wax figure, modelled with particu¬ 
lar attention to the nursing of such repugnant featui'es 
as present themselves in the full bloom of Pre-Raffael- 
lite art; and yet there are passages of the work unsur¬ 
passable in their mimicry of nature, and in these the 
principle is the beautiful,—and wherefore should not 
also the beautiful prevail in the humanity of the pic¬ 
ture? The head of the figure is large and vulgar in 
character, and the gaunt arm and coarse hand in no 
wise justify the infatuation of Hamlet. No 51, ‘A 
Scene at Wexham Priory—Madlle. Rosa Bonheur 
Sketching Cattle,’ by Fkederick Goodall, A.R.A., 
shows literally the famous jiittrice painting a group 
of two highland oxen, which are feeding quietly near 
her; although the picture is small, the impersona¬ 
tion is at once determinable. No. 52, by the same 
artist, is ‘ Morano Beggars on the Laguna, Venice;’ 
a novel incident—being a lady in a passing gon¬ 
dola giving alms to some mendicants in another 
boat. No. 82, by John Linnell, represents 
‘ Cattle Descending a Hilly Road,’ and the cows are 
of an importance in the composition, which makes 
it a cattle picture—a new department for this veteran 
painter. James Thomas Linnell exhibits. No. 81, 
‘Moorland;’ and William Linnell, No. 83, 
‘ Companions of Ulysses seizing the Cattle sacred 
to Apollo ;’ a large work of much merit in the 
abstract, but without reference to anything Greek. 
No. 84, ‘ A Picnic Party,’ J. D. Luaed : in this 
picture the office of the cedar in the upper part of 
the composition is to cast shadow, andfforce the sun¬ 
light ; but it embarrasses the composition, which 
is otherwise exquisitely felt as to its opponent lights 
and darks. In the character of the art there is a 
studious refinement, but the illusion is broken,—the 
whole is vulgarized by the neck of a champagne 
bottle, which peeps from a basket near the two girls 
that constitute the picture; angels in crinoline pic¬ 
nic on biscuits and soda-water. No. 86, ‘ A Study,’ 
J. H. S. Mann, is a small female head and bust; 
she is busied in the arrangement of a bouquet; the 
features are beautiful in colour and manipulation. 
No. 108, ‘Sissie,’ by John Phillip, A.R.A., is a 
study of a girl’s head, and although English, agree¬ 
ably Spanish in character, and painted with much 
firmness. No. 112, ‘Tip-Cat,’ Charles Rossiter; 
a small picture, in which we find three boys eagerly 
engaged in that game, which is now expelled from 
the streets of London: their playground is a green 
lane, of which the incidental circumstances are 
admirably rendered. 

Mrs. E. M. Ward contributes two pictures. 
Nos. 123 and 124, called respectively, ‘Summer 
Flowers,’ and ‘ the Young Archer,’both possessing 
qualities very rarely seen in the works of ladies. 
‘Trout Pishing,’ by Willmore, A.E., shows this 
eminent engraver gifted in more than one branch of 
Art. No. 1, ‘ The Duke of Wellington at the Battle 
of Assaye,’ by Edward Barker, is a somewhat 
large composition, with merit of a certain kind ; but 
battle pictures are generally the least interesting 
works in every exhibition. No. 14, by Calderon, 
is a sketch of ‘ The Gaoler’s Daughter.’ No. 28, 
‘ Steele and his Children,’ Eire Crowe ; an inci¬ 
dent from one of Steele’s letters to his wife, w'hich 
scarcely any amount of good painting could render 
interesting. ‘ He gave me this Bouquet,’ No. 42, 
Alfred Elmore, R.A., is a study of a lady with 
the bouquet in question; and by the same artist 
there is No. 43, ‘Audrey,’ a small half-length, relieved 
by a carefully executed landscape background. No. 
49, ‘ Evensong,’ William Gale, a miniature in oil 
of marvellous finesse. No. 32, D. W. Deane, ‘ A 
Breton Interior,’ with one figure, is a study of 
powerful effect. No. 32, ‘Dresden Flower Girl,’ by 
Thomas Dobson ; a little figure charming in every¬ 
thing—her sordid rags contrasting strongly with the 
signs of opulence by which she is surrounded. The 
‘ Madonna of St. Sixtus ’ must have suggested the 
white background, certainly too indefinite for a mun- 
dane subject. Nos. 72 and 73 are ‘Lovers,’ and 
‘ Cottage Girl,’ Alexander Johnston ; pointedly 
exemplifying the free and firm manner of the artist. 
No. 87, ‘ A Scene from “ the Winter’s Tale,” ’ H. 

Stacey Marks ; the dispositions here would tell 
effectively in a larger picture. By W. C. Thomas 
there are Nos. 12G, 127, and 128, entitled respec¬ 
tively, ‘ A Study for the Head of the Saviour,’ 
‘ Rivalry—a Sketch,’ and ‘ The Martyr for Truth’s 
Sake ;’ and each is worthily justified. Lance’s two 
pictures, ‘Democracy’ and ‘Aristocracy,’ are modi¬ 
fications of his work in the Vernon collection, but 
richer in colour, and perhaps more minute in mani¬ 
pulation ; the former associates a monkey with a 
composition of the choicest fruits—in the latter the 
monkey is reduced to the companionship of cab¬ 
bages and turnips; both are whimsical enough. 
There is a picture by Frith, which we have almost 
forgotten. No. 46, ‘ The Crossing-Sweeper,’ in which 
appears a lady looking anxiously for an opportunity 
of crossing the street, while the crossing-sweeper 
importunately sues for what he calls “ a copper.” 
In this very busy picture we think the background 
reduces the importance of the figure. By W. 
Holman Hunt there is a small picture. No. 71, 
entitled, ‘ Fairlight Downs—Sunlight on the Sea,’ 
said to be an essay in “ Pre-Raffaellite art,’ although 
the men who lived before llaft'aelle never contem¬ 
plated anything like this. It presents simply a 
portion of high-land in shade, harshly opposed to the 
said sunlight. Nothing in nature was ever so hard 
as are those ridges, so arbitrarily thrown up against 
the distant sea. So subservient here is nature to 
execution, that we feel only the insolence of manner. 
No. 59, ‘The Two Gentlemen of Verona,’ Elmore, 
R.A. 

“ Duke, this love of theirs myself have often seen, 
Haply, when they have judged me fast asleep." 

This picture w'as exhibited in the Royal Academy, 
and is remarkable as a study of colour of Venetian 
inspiration. The position of the quasi-sleeping duke 
is a proposition of that bold kind that few artists 
essay. No. 118, ‘A Welch Kitchen,’ A. Provis, is 
a most favourable example of that minute execution 
combined with depth and brilliancy peculiar to the 
rustic domesticity which this painter especially 
affects. No. 148, ‘ Home,’ view of Canterbury, 
taken from the fields near St. Martin’s Church, 
T. S. Cooper. This picture, it niay be remembered, 
was exhibited at the Academy last season; it is a 
composition on which the painter has bestowed a 
large amount of careful labour. 

By J. D. Harding are Nos. 58 and 59, ‘The 
Vale of St. Nicholas,’ and ‘ Remembrance of Olden 
Times,’ in which are exemplified a reduction of the 
highest principles of Art with the executive power 
of an accomplished master. Nos. 65 and 66 are 
‘ The Island of the Piscatori,’ and ‘ From Baveno, 
Lake Maggiore;’ two subjects from the lake scenery 
of Italy, by G. Hering, sweet exceedingly in the en¬ 
joyment of their airy tranquillity. Ceeswick has two 
pictures. No. 22, ‘ The Quiet Pool,’ and No. 23, ‘The 
Old Bridge—North Wales;’ a class of simple subject 
in which this painter succeeds better than in compo¬ 
sition. By J. F. Cropsey, an American artist of great 
power and extensive experience, there are Nos. 24, 
25, 26, and 27, being ‘The Thousand Isles,’ ‘Ann 
Hathaway’s Cottage,’ ‘ Corfe Castle,’ and ‘ Cottage 
at West Lulworth, Dorset.’ By F. W. Hulme, ‘A 
Wayside Sketch,’ and ‘ A Visit to the Hencoop;’ and 
by George C. Stanfield, No. 121, ‘Near Luggio, 
Lake of Lugano; ’ an interesting passage, worked out 
in the best manner of the painter. W. E. Bates 
exhibits Nos. 2 and 3, ‘ Sandwich, Kent,’ and ‘ On 
the French Coast—Portel;’ both rendered in close 
observation of natm’e. Among the water-colour 
works there is a most chaste study by Miss Gillies, 
No. 50, ‘ Vivia Perpetua on the Eve of her Mar¬ 
tyrdom ;’ and we find two drawings by George S. 
Cattermole, who has not now exhibited for some 
seasons : his subjects are ‘ The Dream of the Future,’ 
and the ‘Warning Voice;’ both compositions full 
of that kind of effective material and costume of 
which Mr. Cattermole avails himself so effectively. 
In the same category are four drawings by Walter 
Goodall, Nos. 54, 55, 56, 57, ‘The Young Brood,’ 
‘ The Pool for Crabs,’ ‘ The Kennel,’ and ‘ The 
Scramble amongst the Rocks.’ 'There are also, by 
T. W. Oakes, Nos. 88, 89, and 90, ‘ Studies on 
the Coast,’ ‘ Studies near the Coast,’ and ‘ Shady 
Part of a River ;’ subjects, perhaps, not so felicitous 
as the river-bed of last season, but brought forward 
with the same preternatural energy of pm-pose. 
‘Fern Gatherers,’ by Frederick Tayler, is a 
charming example of water-colour art 

THE HATTOXAL GALLERY. 

The national collection re-opens after the usual 
annual recess with the addition of three pictures— 
one is a Madonna and infant Saviour, by Ghirlan- 
dajo; the other is a portrait of a lady, by Sir 
Anthony More, as he was called in England; and 
the third is a portrait by iloretto. 'The Ghir- 
landajo was the property of the Contucci family, 
settled at Volterra, from whom it has been pur¬ 
chased. It is in high preservation,—an excellent 
example of the more elaborate manner of the master of 
Michael Angelo, w hose subsequent feeling, even in his 
early practice, had no reference to the works of 
Ghirlandajo. In this picture the Virgin is seated, 
and the Saviour rests on her lap, having his head 
supported by an angel, wearing a dark under gar¬ 
ment, with a red drapery. 'There is on the other 
side another angel, draped in white, holding a lily, 
and looking upwards; but the other, at the head of 
the child, looks out of the picture. 'The Virgin is in 
the act of prayer—she clasps her hands before her, 
and looks down. In considering this picture, and 
the rapidly progressive period in which it was 
painted, we cannot help alluding to the influences 
felt and acknowledged by Ghirlandajo, and to those 
other precepts enunciated by him in his works. 
We may at this time express some surprise that all the 
contemporaries and immediate successors of Masaccio 
did not endeavour to imitate his breadth, ease, and 
force. Dominico Ghirlandajo worked in Florence, yet 
he felt more the splendid instances of the minute detail 
of the qnattro cento than that grandeur which Raf- 
faelle communicates to his works from the study of 
Masaccio. But Ghirlandajo was an innovator in the 
right direction, and it is to him, and those like him, 
that w'e are indebted for the grand simplicity which 
characterized the art of the sixteenth century. The 
finish of the draperies in this picture is infinitely 
elaborate, but there is little of that supplementary 
circumstance which in earlier w'orks virtually con¬ 
stituted the picture. Yet although the painter 
dismissed from his compositions the ancillary aids 
of the barbaresque infancy of Art, the time was not 
yet come for the abandonment of elaborate accessory : 
we find, therefore, the draperies and ornaments 
worked out with an assiduity rivalling the devotion of 
the most self-sacrificing German or Dutch schools. 

The character and general aspect of the Madonna 
as to feature is rather northern than southern—con¬ 
taining more of the Dutch than of the Italian 
element;—the features are of the same cast as those 
of the lady in the small Van Eyck picture. Many 
versions, much more various, have been given of 
the features of one individual, and the German 
nationality is farther simulated by the almost foxy 
hue of the shaded passages. The head-dress is a 
white kerchief attached to the hair by pins, and 
from the shoulders falls an ample light blue mantle 
over a red robe. The angel on the right of the 
Virgin bearing the lily is a highly successful figure, 
but the other on the left is coarse and common¬ 
place in feature. The picture appears to have been 
cleaned ; and in order to keep it in good condition, 
it is placed under a glass. The background is 
open, a landscape studded with trees, and bounded 
by mountains, with a light-toned sky; but the upper 
part of the composition suffers from tw'o pieces of 
di-apery, which cut the upper corners of the pic¬ 
ture without identity with the composition. 

The second picture, by More, is a portrait of 
Jeanne d’Archel, and was painted in 1561. It was 
the property of Mr. Beckford, and passed subse¬ 
quently into the possession of Colonel Hugh BaUlie, 
from whom it was acquired as national property. 
It is a very remarkable work for its period—briUiant 
in colour, and evidently the work of a man of great 
experience, as, indeed. More was ; but More devoted 
too much time to copying, and thence a certain 
stiffness, which nothing can correct except a course 
of drawing from the figure. He was one of the 
most popular portrait painters of his time, and was 
employed by many of the sovereigns of Europe : 
his works were especially admired at the Courts of 
England and Spain. While in this country he 
painted the portrait of Queen Mary, by whom he 
was so highly esteemed that she presented him with 
a chain of gold, and allowed him a pension of one 
hundred pounds a-year. 
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The jMorctto isaniagnificeut portrait of an Italian 
nobleman, who sits with his head resting thought¬ 
fully on his right hand; he is dressed in black velvet, 
with a tippet of light fur, the ends of which descend 
down the front of his dress. The figure is relieved 
by a brocaded curtain, of a large pattern. It is in 
the whole admirable, and is more of a picture than 
a portrait. In spirit, it is superior to a long cata¬ 
logue of Titian’s portraits, and almost equal to the 
best of them in quality. Alessandro llonvicino, 
known better as II hloretto, was a pupil of Titian, 
and he imitated the feeling of his master until he 
saw the works of Raftaelle, after which he devoted 
himself entirely to the study of the labours of the 
“ divine master.” This picture was in the collection 
of Count Lechi, at Brescia; then it became the pro¬ 
perty of Mr. Ilenfrey, of Turin, from whoso posses¬ 
sion it passed into the National Gallery. 

A PROCESS OP HARDENING 
ENGRAVED COPPER PLATES. 

The discovery, some years ago, of the process of 
softening steel iilates, so as to render them avail¬ 
able for engraving, was an invaluable accession of 
power to authors and publishers of illustrated works, 
wliich came forth in successive editions of many 
thousands. But it was some time before the steel 
surface yielded impressions at all approaching in mel¬ 
lowness, a good steel proof of the present day. In 
comparison with the penurious returns of the plates 
of the best engravers who flourished earlier in the 
present century, the plenteous harvest from both 
steel and copper in the present day is as the endless 
wealth of the wonderful lamp in the Eastern tale. 
And the result is that a great proportion of the best 
figure pictures of our school are engraved. These 
plates appear for a time in the windows of the pub¬ 
lishers, but they soon disappear, superseded by 
others, which in turn yield to the succeeding stream. 
The softening of the steel plate was considered a 
power of almost unlimited resource. But there was 
yet a desideratum, and that was the induration of 
the copper plate; and to that end many experi¬ 
ments have been made, but every attempt has 
been fruitless, until, at length, a successful result 
has been effected in a patent just secimed by M. 
Joubert, a French engraver, who has been for some 
years settled in this countr3^ According to this 
process, a copper plate, after being engraved, can be 
prepared with a smlace of hard metal, wliereby it 
becomes qualified to yield an almost indefinite num¬ 
ber of impressions ; indeed, wlien we state tliat from 
one plate thus prepared ten thousand impressions 
have been taken without in anywise impairing the 
perfection of the printing surface, the fact will attest 
the value of the discovery. Engravings, in the first 
instance, are costly productions, and a print that 
does not at once achieve popularity, entails heavy 
loss; and even those which find favour with the 
public, after giving a few thousand impressions, 
require retouching ; hut by this process of indura¬ 
tion aU the infirmities of ordinary copper plates are 
obviated, repair and retouching are entirely unneces¬ 
sary. Thus a copper plate, being once skilfully en¬ 
graved, becomes an enduring property, giving forth 
an all but unlimited succession of impressions, of 
which a very valuable feature will he their uniform 
excellence. There cannot be, as in ordinary prac¬ 
tice, the various gradations of quality—from the 
sharp “ proof” to the fair print, and from the fair 
print to the faint and worn impressions, all of which 
degrees, although patent only to the practised eye, 
impart, nevertheless, a substantive value to the im¬ 
pression. There are, however, proprieties of quality 
more or less determinable by the publisher. He 
may determine when the proofs end and the prints 
begin. \\ ith publishers, tlie high price of engravings 
has hitherto been a necessity in order to secure a 
remunerative return for their investments; but 
should the invention of which wc speak prove a 
success, and the plate, treated according to the 
method patented by AI. Jonhert, prove equal to 
(he return of a certain number of thousands of 
impressions, the last equal to, or in any degree 
approaching, the quality of the first, then it may 
he hoped that Art will rival literature in its cheap 
and popular editions. 

THE ART-JOUENAL. 

The hardening of the copper plate has long been 
in this country, as well as on the Continent, one of 
the philosopher’s stones of the chemistry of Art, and 
the more earnestly has it been sought since the dis¬ 
covery of the method of dealing with steel, because 
a success in this direction must be a certain fortune 
to the discoverer; and if, as we hope, the surface of 
the plate is so effectively enduring as to throw off 
thousands of well-conditioned inints, this will be the 
fourth great Art-auxiliary wliich may be almost 
said to signalize the former half of the present cen¬ 
tury—we mean lithography, the hardening of the 
steel plate, jihotography, and, fointhly, this method 
of multiplying copper-plate engravings. 

Through the courtesy of AI. Joubert, we have 
had an opportunity of examining certain of the 
plates faced with steel; as well some that have been 
worked, as others that w'ere prepared for working. 
The substance of the discovery is the coating of the 
engraved copper plate by means of the electrotype 
process ; hut the most e.xtraordinary feature of the 
result is the perfect equality of the deposition of 
the steel surface, which is so true and even that no 
single line of the engraving is changed ; in short, a 
proof from the copper cannot be distinguished from 
a proof from the surface prepared with the electro- 
typed surface. On occasions, as for Art-Union 
prints, when a great number of impressions are re¬ 
quired, it has been customary to electrotype the 
plate to the extent of eight or ten facsimiles; but 
sometimes an electrotype plate will fail after yielding 
two hundred and fifty impressions. But the plates 
prepared according to the patent in question will 
throw off many thousands of impressions without 
any apparent wear of the surface of the plate. And 
should such a number of prints he required as may 
wear out the surface, which results rather from 
wiping than its contact with the paper, then 
the worn coating of iron or steel (for the metal 
partakes more of the character of the latter than of 
the former) may he dissolved off from the plate, and a 
fresh coating of iron deposited thereon ; after which 
the printing may be resumed as before, and by thus, 
from time to time, renewing the coating of iron, 
almost any number of impressions may be taken 
from the engraved plate. The following facts, 
which we extract from the specification, show 
the comparative value of the invention :—“ Here¬ 
tofore, in respect to plates engraved in intaglio, if of 
steel, they yield, on an average, about three thousand 
impressions vvithout retouching ; if of copper they 
each, yield, on an average, not more than eight hun¬ 
dred without retouching; whilst electro casts of 
copper obtained from the originals will not, on an 
average, each yield even two hundred impressions 
withoin; reti/uching; in fact, such printing surfaces 
are so easily worn, that after the first hundred or 
hundred and fifty impressions there is a considerable 
deterioration in the quality of the work produced. 
Therefore, for the supply of the number of im¬ 
pressions often required by Art associations and 
others, it has been found necessary to multiply the 
electro casts very considerably.” The specification 
proceeds to state the number of impressions which 
may be drawn from a steel-coated plate without 
wear. A few hours only are necessary to coat a 
copper plate, and since the coating, when worn, can 
be removed in a very short time, and renewed so 
quickly, the conveniences and advantages of this 
method of treating copper plates must supersede 
all ordinary resources, wlieu large numbers of im¬ 
pressions are required. 

The apparatus employed is that battery known as 
Bunsen’s modification of Grove’s, in consequence of 
its intensity. The trough is forty-five inclies long, 
twenty-two inches wide, and thirty-two inches deep, 
and it is filled with water in combination with hy¬ 
drochlorate of ammonia in the proportion of one 
thousand by vveightof water to one hundred pounds 
of hydrochlorate of ammonia. A sheet of plate 
iron, nearly as long and as deep as the trough, is at¬ 
tached to the positive pole of the battery and im¬ 
mersed in the solution, and another of about half 
the size of the other is attached to the negative 
pole of the battery and immersed in the solution, 
and wh»n the solution is in a state of preparation, 
which will require some days, the plate attached to 
the negative pole is removed and the engraved copper 
plate is attached in its place, and so immersed in the 
trough. 

THE OLYITPIAN GAMES. 

All things that happen in Greece seem to point 
to the anomaly of her condition and the uncer¬ 
tainty of her soul. Halting between twm ideals, 
and equal to neither, she is repelled by both, 
and takes no practical embodiment. There is no 
possible compromise between the standard which 
she faintly sets up, and the standard to which she 
feebly refers. Whether to model her new insti¬ 
tutions in the forms and spirit of her past, or 
to renew her past in the forms and spirit of the 
times to which she has drifted, she is unable to 
decide. From the past to the present, from the 
present to the past, she vvauders with uncertain 
aims. Her memories impede her movements,—and 
her movements mock her memories. An ancient 
institution she revives in a modern form,—and a 
modern fact she clothes with the shapes of old. T’he 
consequence is, that all are w'anting in that homo¬ 
geneity without which nothing thrives. Let tw'o 
examples illustrate what we mean.—Some time after 
their restoration to the rank of freemen, the modern 
Greeks, in looking up the faded characters of their 
great past, bethought them of the hippodrome. 
But, if the past furnished the idea, the present 
equipped it. The Athenian nobles, bent on repro¬ 
ducing their sires, borrowed the practice of the 
hippodrome fi’oni the North, rather than revived it 
from their own antiquity. They translated the 
Gothic model, in lieu of recovering the majestic image 
of old. Hoes not the strife of steeds on the plain 
which Hymettus overlooks, and in view of the great 
memories that yet haunt the Acropolis, carry the 
imagination irresistibly back to those games in which 
the princes of the world were competitors, and a 
nation the spectators ? Beside the grand historic 
figure of that old classic sport, our own racings of 
to-dajq which the Greek borrowed—notwithstanding 
the wide influence they have had on our national 
tastes, the authority of the popular sympathies, and 
the great resources which they have called into action, 
— descend into the category of the commonplace, 
and show like a mere affair of jockeys. The reason 
is, that, with that once earnest and spiritual people, 
their very sports and pastimes had, as it has been truly 
said, a purpose higher than themselves,—while those 
of our modern turf have a lower. Poetry, sculpture, 
and the sister arts, were all heralds, too, on the field 
of those contests, and have proclaimed their greatness 
to the world. The Aluses of Greece went up, with 
the nation, to those great gatherings, and stood by 
the victor’s chariot-wheels:—the prominent illus¬ 
trative figure on the modern turf is tlie betting- 
stand, and its Aluse is the blackleg standing by the 
“ winning horse.” Nevertheless, to the genius of 
this vulgar sport did tlie revived Greek hippodrome 
conform.—To-day, on the other hand, the .spirit 
which should be busy with the education of the 
people, and the development of the natural and indus¬ 
trial resources of Greece, looks backward for its sanc¬ 
tions, and throws all these modern things into an old 
Greelc mould. A wealthy Peloponnessian, of Jassy, 
has conceived the notion of reviving the Olympic 
games from their sleep of fifteen hundred years ; and 
has grafted on to their athletic contests and trials 
of art, “ an exhibition of flowers, fruits, cattle, 
and other articles of Greek produce or manufac¬ 
tures.” The (Jneen Regent has signed a royal 
decree to that effect. The prizes are to be awarded 
by a committee appointed each Olympiad by the 
Government; and to consist of gold and silver medals, 
and wreaths of silver leaves and flowers, “ worn at 
the buttonhole, suspended by a hlue-and-white, 
watered, silk riband.” Here, is “ mixture of meta¬ 
phors,” with a vengeance 1 Here is the present 
jostling with the past, till both come to the gi'ound in 
a somewhat ludicrous fashion. Fancy this old Greek 
idea—the growth of a national history, and the 
expression of a national mind—revived by sign- 
manual, and endowed by Evangelos Zappas! It 
shows, how little modern Greece understands of 
cither the tradition she keeps or the mission she 
accepts, when she could so jumble the two together. 
—Revive the Olympic games!—bid the “dry bones” 
of history live;—turn back the stream of time !— 
Greece may do everything contained in the pro¬ 
gramme of Evangelos Zappas and the (Jueen Regent, 
—as she should do most of (hem,—and yet not 
have re-enacted the Olympian games. 
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THE BOOK OF THE THAMES, 
FROM ITS RISE TO ITS FALL. 

BY MR. AND MRS. S. C. HALL. 

Part XXIV. 

BLENiiiTiiE, Norlhllcct, and Soutliflcet follow 
Erith, as we descend the river, on the Kentish 
side : they are large and thronged villages, ap¬ 
proaching the size and character of towns. 
Between Grcenhithc and Northlleet, on the 
Essex side of the river,stands the lonely Church 
of Grays, or Grays Thurrock. The river bends 
round here, and forms a reach known as South 
Hope. The marshy lauds resemble the scenery 
of Holland; and the numerous ditches, pol¬ 
lards, willows, and groups of cattle, remind 
the spectator of pictures that have made the 
Dutch school of Art famous. This church 
stands close to the Thames, the marshes being 

protected from overilow by embankments. It is surrounded by 
trees, but no house is near it, and its isolation is very striking 
when approached over the dreary marsh laud by which it is 
environed. 

The embankments of the Thames, wdiich prevent the water from 
overflowing the low lands on both sides of the river, arc by some 
autiiors attributed to the Romans, and by others to the Saxons; 
but the latest writer on the subject inclines to consider them a 
work of the twelfth century ; and that before that time the Thames 

spread over the low lauds to the hills on each side, among hillocks and 
sand hills formed from its own deposits.* Lambarde relates that the abbot, 

GRAYS CIIUllCII. 

in 1279, enclosed a part of these marshes at Plnmstead, completing the rest in 
the course of tw'elvc years; so that, between 1279 and 1291, the wall of the 
Plumstead level, enclosing a large tract of good arable land, was rescued from 
the river, and so continues to this day.f The importance of this work on the 
Thames banks, led to the employment of commissioners to superintend and keep 
them in repair; the earliest effort of the kind being in the eighth year of 
Edward HI. 

The rights and profits of the passage by water between London and Gravesend 
had been granted, from a very early period, to the inhabitants of the latter 
tow'll. This water-passage was termed “ the long ferry,” and was under the 
management of a portreve, jurats, and barge jiroprietors, all the latter paying a 
fine of £5 yearly to the portreve for the use of the corporation. The fare for 
each person by the tilt-boats, from Gravesend to London or vice-versa, was 
settled, in 1573, to be “ not more than sixpence;” but there was a cheaper 
conveyance by open barge without a tilt or covering, for which “ two-pence 
and no more” w'as to be charged. These more ancient barge-ow'ners had 
exclusive rights, and no tilt-boat was allowed to take any passengers till they 
had secured theirs, and fairly started on their journey. Towards the end of 
Elizabeth’s reign the covered boats gained a victory ; and in the early part of 
the next reign a compromise of interests was effected between the owners of 
each kind. The open barges were disused in the reign of Charles I., and 
the tilt-boat became the ordinary conveyance. It was provided with loose straw 
under the tilt for passengers to sit or lie upon; and it was no unfrequent thing for 
them to be unable to reach Gravesend in one tide, when the passengers were 
landed wherever the boat might be, to shift for themselves. In 1737 it was 
enacted that no tilt-boat should be of less biu'then than tifteen tons; and the 

• Tlie practice of draining is fully described during tlie Koinan rule in other parts 
of England, particularly in tlie fen lands ; such works are mentioned, a.d. 85, by Tacitus ; 
and the severe labour exacted from the British serfs in their construction. 

t Tlie banks and ditches at the back of the Isle of Dogs, in what was then called 
Stebbenhethe Marsli, and which is now known as Stepney, are noted in very early 
records. Tlie whole of the island in the days of William the Conqueror was a woody 
marsh, upon which the IMshop of London fed more than five hundred liogs. In exca¬ 
vating for the Blackwall Docks a large deposit of ancient trees, &c., were discovered, 
the remains of the wood which once thickly covered the island. 

passengers were limited to forty, including three chance passengers to be taken 
by the way. A bell was rung at Billingsgate to give notice of their departure at 
high tide, and another at Gravesend at low-water, when they proceeded to Lon¬ 
don. In 1738 five tilt-boats were licensed, and to this number they were limited 
until their discontinuance a few years afterwards, when larger boats wilh decks 
were employed; these were called by the old name of tilt-boat, though without 
the tilt. One of the last of the genuine old boats is represented in our engrav¬ 

ing; and very clearly exhibits its peculiarities, with the steersman managing 
the principal sail, the captain and men in front, and the passengers under the 
tilt or awning in the centre.* The last tilt-boat w'as named the Bulce of York, 
and was withdraw'n from the service as recently as 1834, as its earnings did 
not pay its expenses. 

Soon the spires of populous Gravesend come in sight; it is the first port on 
the river, and, directing the eye to the shore opposite, w'e obtain a view of the 
time-honoured fort of Tilbury. 

The threatened invasion by the Spanish Armada first led the government of 
Elizabeth to consider the necessity of fortifying the river here. Hakluyt tells us : 
—“ As it was given out that the enemy meant to invade the Thames against 
Gravesend, a mighty army encamped there ; and on both sides of the river fortifi¬ 
cations were erected, according to the prescription of Frederick Genebelli, an 
Italian, and there were certain ships brought to make a bridge, though it were 
very late first.” A letter of the Earl of Leicester speaks of “ lighters and chaynes 
that sholde be provided and sent down to stoppe the river at Tilburye ;” but the 

TILBURY FORT. 

work seems to have been as badly done as any more recent government contract. 
The earl visited both places 23rd July, 1588, and his report, in a letter to 
Sir Francis Walsingham, states that at Gravesend, “I did peruse the fort, and 
find not one platforme to bear any ordnance, neither on the ground nor aloft. 
I went after to this fort at Tilbury, which I finde farther out of order than the 
other.” By great exertions the forts were put in order, and the vessels disposed 
across the river, and connected by chains to make a bridge or barrier. The 
Gravesend fort seems to have been the most important, and just beyond it was 
a block-house, which protected the river to the turn of the stream at Tilbury 
Hope ; at the angle there, on the Essex side, another block-honse commanded 
the river. The army was posted in the camp close to West Tilbury Church, 
as appears from a survey made at the time ;f so that the pojiular tale of 
Queen Elizabeth reviewing her troops at Tilbury fort, is evidently a fallacy. 
” The fort seems to have been completed for defence upon future occasions ot 
alarm and danger, rather than in time for defence against the Spanish Armada. 
The fort was then only a small earthwork; but there the queen landed from 

* It is copied from a print by P. C. Canot, 1V53, engraved in Cruden's “History 
of Gravesend,” from wlience our notice of these oid water-conveyances is derived. 

t Engraved in Cruden’s valuable “ History of Gravesend,” to which excellent example 
of local literature we liave been indebted for these details. 
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lier Large, and was escorted tlicnce to the camp by a thonsand horsemen; 
going there and back in a state coach, staying the night in the camp, seeing a 
sham fight next day, and dining afterwards at noon, returning in great state to 
the royal barge. The fort, as completed, was small, but surrounded by ditches 
and outworks of some extent. In cases of emergency, it was generally found 
to be in a very neglected condition, and was only i)ropcrly attended to in the 
reign of Charles II., when the Dutch lleet entered the iMedway and burnt the 
ships at Chatham. The present fort was constructed after IG87, from the 
designs of the Engineer-General, Sir Bernard de Gomme; in which the newer 
princii)lcs of design introduced by Coehorn and Vauban were ado[ited; the cost 
of the stone gateway, the most striking feature of the edifice, is estimated at 
£034 ill the contract then made. 

The best spot to view Tilbury Fort is from a long wooden jner which runs 
some way out into the river; but the half military-looking individuals located 
there (only recognised by their caps), appeared terrified at the bare idea of a 
jiencil and pajier—they have, we imagine, orders not to allow any one to sketch. 
The artist was therefore obliged to make his drawing from a green plat near 
the railway station,* from whence he could just see the old gateway rising 
above one of the bastions, and a wooden pier, where some largo flat boats 
were landing stores. The present fort appears to be a small military station, 
with a few guns mounted on the bastion, but it by no means conveys the 
idea of an important fortification. It is, however, much stronger than it 
seems to be; and commands the whole of the extensive turn of the river 
known as Tilbury Hope. Its form is pentagonal; and its outworks and 
ditches add greatly to its strength. The stranger who judges of it by its appear¬ 
ance as he passes on the river, without going over it, will form a very erroneous 
idea of its strength or utility. 

GRiVESEXD PIER. 

While we are “putting” ashore at Gravesend, or at any of the landing-places 
below it, let us give a few minutes’ consideration to the only remaining object 
of the class to which we deem it expedient to direct the reader’s attention. 

Bare and unpromising as this region may appear in general to the naturalist, 
the conchologist may find aii interesting field in the study of the fresh-water 
shells which abound here both in the waters of the Thames and in the adjacent 
marshes and canals. We figure three of the most noticeable species which 
are found associated together in great numbers, adhering to submerged piles. 

SHELLS. 

walls. See. The most remarkable of these is the Zebra Dreissena [Bretssena 
polymorpha), originally an inhabitant of the Volga and other Kussian rivers ; 
but having been imported with timber, it has propagated itself to an immense 
extent, and become completely naturalized in the Thames, and the specimens 
are even finer than those from the original habitat. In shape it resembles 
the marine muscles, and, like them, attaches itself to the surface of other 
bodies by a strong hemp-like “ bysst/.s.” The colour of the shell is olive, 

* This is the terminus of the London and Gravesend Railway, whicli starts from 
Fenchurcli Street; steamboats meet every train to cross tlie river to Gravesend with 
passengers. 

elegantly marked with brow'u and black stripes. The two smaller shells of our 
group are those of the fresh-water Ncritine (Neritina Jlaviatilis), another shell 
seldom met with out of this district, hut most abundant in situations similar to 
those of the last-described species ; it is an extremely pretty shell, the surface 
being beautifully variegated with white and puriile-brown markings. 

The remaining species of our group closely resembling in shape the common 
periwinkle, is the Marsh Shell {Pal/(dina vivipard), found very generally w'ith 
the last. It is especially interesting to the natm'alist, from the fact of it being 
viviparous—the young shells being perfectly developed before quitting the parent 
shell, the mouth of which may sometimes be found crowded with minute shells 
about the size of peas. Besides the above-mentioned species, the following are 
among those found in or about the Thames :—Cyclas (several species), Anodon 
rygne/ts (very fine about W’oolwich), Vnio pictormn, xaA U. ovaia; Siiccinea 
ampl/ibia, Planorbis cornens, and others ; Seymeniina n/tida; nearly every 
British species of Lymnens, Pl/ysa J'ontinaiis, Yalvata obtusa, Paludina im- 
pura, Aucyhis lliiviatilis, Assiminia gray ana (in Greenwich and Woolwich 
marshes). 

foktifioatioxs at gravesend. 

The earliest notice of Gravesend occurs in Domesday Book, where it is termed 
Gravesham ; but early in the next century it is termed Graveshende; the name 
is probably derived from the Graaf (Port-reeve or Governor’s) ham (or home). 
The port is of very ancient date, but its history is not fertile in incident. It 
has risen into its present importance very rapidly, and increased enormously 
within the last thirty years. Steamboats and railways have conspired to do 
this, and the cheapness and quickness of these modes of transit have made 
Gravesend a favourite ))lacc for Londoners to spend their leisure time. The 
fields in the neighhourhood of the town have been covered with streets, and 
W'iiidmill Hill with houses ; the old mill, however, remains, where a mill has 
been since the days of Elizabeth ; before which time a beacon was placed there 
to warn the country—a use for ivhich this hill was well adapted, as it is 179 feet 

above the level of the river at high-water mark in spring tides. 

In the fields, a little 
beyond the terrace pier, are 
thefortificationsconstructed 

to aid Tilbury fort in the 
protectiouof the river. They 
consist of earthworks and 
ditches of the form pre¬ 
scribed by Vauban, and are 
mountedwith cannon. They 
occupy the position of the 
old block-house of the days 
of Elizabeth ; and the fort 
is connected with the his¬ 
tory of the last of the royal 
house of Stuart who ruled 
in England — King James 
II. Tlie gateway of the old 

house in which he resided 
is still in existence, en¬ 
closed by a modern porch ; 
it is of ornamental brick¬ 
work, and bears over it the 
date 16G5, an anchor, and 
a semisphere above it. It 
is an historic site of much 
interest, and we engrave its . . , , , P gateway to llODSE OF JAMES 11. 
principal features. ■ 

Milton Church is now iu the suburbs of Gravesend; it is plainly descried 
from the river, and is a stone building with some few remains of the decora¬ 
tions of the fourteenth century, but having the prevailing characteristics of the 
fifteenth. It is supposed to' have been constructed by the Countess of Pem¬ 
broke, wife of Aymer de Valence, between the years 1323 and 1377, when the 

manor of Milton devolved upon her as part of her dowry. 
At the “top ” of the flood-tide many vessels usually accumulate at Graves- 

* When James fled first from England, April 20, 1648, in the trquhlous time of the 
great civil war, lie escaped from Gravesend in girl's attire to a vessel in tlie river, a slioit 

distance beyond the town. 
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end, and anchor diirin" the ebb; on tlie commencement of the next flood all 
are getting under weigh. This is a most animating scene, of which the artist 
has endeavoured to eonvey an idea in his sketch of Gravesend Keach. One or 
two of the vessels have fairly started, and arc reaching up the river, heeling 
over to the breeze; others, with their sails braced in the usual manner for 
casting, while some have only just loosed the white canvas. The mist is rising 

off Gravesend, showing the town at the back of this collection of animated 
river-life, and assisting to make up a most charming picture.* 

In the low lands at Milton is the entrance to the Thames aud Medway 
Canal, which is now only navigable to Heigham; it was continued theuce for 
some miles through a tunnel opening to the Medway opposite Rochester. It 
is now drained, and used by the North Kent railway. On the rising ground 
above the marsh lands we can distinguish Cliff Church, a lonely building 

CLIFF CIICKCU. 

chiefly remarkable for a curious sculpture over its door, supposed to allude to 
some festivities of the olden time. The high lands above are part of the woody 

domain of Cobham, and we can distinguish Gad’s Hill, 
rendered memorable by Shaksperc. The bold pro¬ 
montory in front of it is Cliff, or Bishop’s Clive, 
as it was anciently termed. The village and church 
occupy the summit, aud the view of the winding of the 
Thames from Gravesend to the sea is very striking from 
this point; a long tongue of marsh land is at its foot, 
which causes an extensive curve in the river. The turn 
is known as Lower Hope Point, the water beyond as 
Sea Reach. This commanding height was rendered avail¬ 
able in ancient times for “ watch and ward ” to the river. 
Beacons were ordered to be erected in the time of 
Richard II. at Cliff, and the watchmen who were ap¬ 
pointed to take charge of them ivere enjoined to light 
them whenever they saw hostile vessels approach, “ and 
make besides all the noise by horn and by cry that they 
can make, to warn the country around, to come with 
their force to the said river, each to succour the other, 
to withstand their enemies.” Our cut will exhibit their 
form at that period. 

BEACON. rpj^g village of Cliff is a lonely primitive place; the 

church still retains many interesting vestiges of antiquity, one of which we 
engrave in a note. It is an enamelled patine of silver-gilt, part of the 

* The water of the Thames at Gravesend is salt, hut is turbid, for it is composed of the 
sea-water and water from the source, which is charged with the alluvial matter brought 
from the lands through which it runs, and with the drainage of the metropolis. The 
Thames water is preferred to purer spring-water for use on board ships in long voyages; 
because it is believed to have a singular power of self-purification. Dr. Bostock has ex¬ 
plained the process by which this is effected in a paper in the Philosophical Transactions 
for 1829, in which he shows, by an analysis of its component parts, that during a long 
voyage, “ the more foul the water, the more complete will he the subsequent process of 
depuration ; ” and hence an explanation of the popular opinion that the Thames water is 
peculiarly valuable for sea-store, its extreme impurity inducing the fermentative pro¬ 
cess, and thus removing from it all those substances which can cause it to undergo any 
further alteration. 

ancient church furniture in use before the great changes produced by the 

Reformation.* 
The 'J'hames now flows rapidly to the sea, passing between llic flat lands of 

Essex, and the higher, but not more interesting, Kentish shore. As Sea Reach 
is entered—the last grand expanse of its waters—we notice (he church and 
village of Leigh ; and a little beyond is the stone marking the boundary of the 
jurisdiction of the city of London. This is at Yantlet, Yenlet, or Yenlade 
Creek. \Ve then descry the rising town of Southend, situated at the debouch¬ 
ment of the river. Op])osite is Sheerncss, with its important dockyard, and 

the mouth of the Medway. 

SEEERNESS. 

Sheerness is the principal town in the Isle of Sheppey, and owes its greatness 
to the dockyard and fort erected there. The latter was established in the 
reign of Charles II., and due regard was given to its strength after the Dutch 
ships had entered the Medway. The fortress here was then greatly strengthened. 

TIIA.MES AND JIEDWAY. 

and the great docks and storehouses were erected; these occasioned the building 
of a large town, chiefly for the workmen employed in the dockyard, now one 

* It was used to cover the chalice, and hold the bread at the communion ; it is a work 
of the latter part of the fourteenth century, 
and in the centre is a representation of the 
crucified Saviour in the arras of the Father, 
surrounded by a glory. On the edge is in 
scribed, in old Gothic letters, separated by 
flowered ornament, “ Benedicamus patrem 
et filium cum spiritu sanctu.” It has been 
since used as an alms dish, and the ancient 
enamelling injured in consequence. It af¬ 
fords an interesting illustration of a passage 
in Shakspere’s “ Merchant of Venice,” Act v., 
scene I, wiiere Lorenzo, in the garden at 
Belmont, directs Jessica’s attention to the 
beauty of the stars ;— 

“ --Look how' the floor of heaven 
Is thick inlaid withpatines of bright gold; 
There’s not the smallest orb which thou 

behold’st. 
But in his motion like an angel sings. 
Still quiring to the young-eyed cheru- 

bim.” 
As an example of ancient Art, and church decoration, it is of considerable interest and 
beauty. 
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of the most importimt dockyards of the kingdom. In tlie mouth of the river 
lici'e are generally moored many noble meu-of-war,—“ tlie lleet at the Nore” 
being always an attraction to steamboat voyagers. 

'I'he neighbouring land is particularly low, and a novice in pilotage would 
hardly notice the junction of the Thames and IMedway, surrounded as it is by 
low lands, were not his attention attracted by the masts of the guard and 
advanced line-of-battle ships, dockyard sheds, &c., rising above the projecting 
)ioiut that forms the entrance of the hledway. The water here is knovvn as 
Ike Noro, and a vessel is moored in the centre, which bears a light to direct 
vessels at night, or during fog, into the Thames. 

NOUE I.IUIIT VESSEL. 

f)]i reachin!r the Nore Light we arrive at the principal anchorage for ships 
during the chanse of tide or wind, previous to advancing up the river. The 
ohl red light vessel is associated with many ideas of the best and happiest feel¬ 
ings of the sailor, on his arrival from abroad after a long cruise,—with his 
sadder sensations, also, upon his final departure from his native country. It has 
been the scene of many a wreck, and, in the old war time, of many a fight, when 
the Lreuch privateers used to lurk about our coasts in foggy weather. In a 
]iicturesque jroint of view it is most striking; the red sides of the vessel, pitching 
at her moorings, while the many different craft jiassing in every direction give 
variety and contrast. 

TUE IiECCLVERS. 

After passing the Nore, there is one prominent object on the Kentish coast 
that will attract the attention of the voyager down the river before he reaches 
the open sea; two somewhat low square towers surmounted by spires, generally 
known as “ the Reculvers,” form a well-known sea-mark. They are all that 
remains of the ancient Church of Reculver, now an insignificant village, but 
formerly an important Roman station, called Rer/ulbium ; it is situated about 
three miles from Herne Ray, and ten from Margate. The Reculveis, owing to 
the constant encroachment of the sea, stand at the present time so close to the 
edge of the low cliffs that the hones of those interred in the old churchyard may 
be distinctly seen protruding through the earth by all who resort to the spot. 
The ancient Roman custrum stood close to the church ; parts of the walls on 
the east, sonth, and west sides are yet to be seen ; many Roman antiquities 
have been discovered here, and imperial coins are even now sometimes dis¬ 
covered after heavy rains. 

And here we terminate our Tour of the Thames, from its Rise to its Fall; 
closing our ])leasant task ; hopelul that our readers have shared with us the 
enjoyment we have so long, and so often, derived from the “ King of Island 
Rivers ! ” 

Me have traced the bountiful river from the bubbling well out of which it 
issues, in the meadow by Trewsbury IMead—its lonely birth-place—through its 
whole course, gathering tributaries, and passing with them through Irampiil 
villages, po])ulous towns, and crowded cities ; ever fertilizing, ever beautifying, 
ever enriching, until it I'caches the most populous city of the modern or the 
ancient world, lornring thence the Great Highway by which a hundred Nations 
traverse the globe. 

Our object has not been answered if we have failed to show that, although 
in landscape beauty it may he inferior to other British rivers,-—its natural 
gi aces and its scenic grandeur less,—the Thames has attractions of its own which 
jilaee it high above all competitors. 

But we have shown also that it is by no means poor in natural gifts—of hill 
and dale, ot wood and jdain—of all that makes free Nature a perpetual charm, 
a never-ending delight. 

lo enumerate the various attractions of the Thames would he hut to I'cca- 
pitulate to borrow from our pages devoted to the several districts through 
which we have passed between the meadow in Gloucestershire and its junction 
with the ocean at the Nore. 

It is a pleasant task, and brings with it a large reward—that which has for its 
aim and end to make manifest the advantages that recompense a Home Tour. 

It is in the iiower ol any author, no matter how humble, who writes of England, 
to show how manilold are ils means to create enjoyment, to convey instruction, 
and to augment a rational juide of country—that instinctive ))atriotism which, 
without contractiug the heart or narrowing the mind, leads to Faith in one’s own 
as THE Best. 

Sevei al c ircumstances have of late combined to induce acquaintance with the 
charms of scenery, grand or beautiful, which our islands so plentifully supply. The 
lovely lakes, the mountain-rocks that guard our coasts, the rugged mountains, 
the wood-clad hills, the dense forests, the delicious dells, the rippling burns and 
the rapid rivers, the spacious harbours, the green islets, the rural villages, the 
lu.vurious demesnes—these, and a thousand other charms await the traveller 
who journeys through any of the shires of England, Scotland, Ireland, or 
IVales. 

IVe shall be indeed repaid largely if we are the means of inducing travels at 

Home—to natural beauties, surely not less attractive because of comparatively 
easy access—to scenes that are associated vvith glorious memories, and are whole¬ 
some and honourable stimulants—to jdaces, such as the banks of the river 
Thames, where every step is a reminder that w'e live in a free land, under the 
sway ot a vSovereign to whom every subject of every degree, while rendering 
obedience as a sacred duty, offers the homage of the heart. 

This Book oe the Thames is full of evidence which justifies all who honour 

“ Tlie venerable name 
Of our adored country " 

in exclaiming, also with the poet— 

O, thou l,luecn. 
Thou delegated Deity of Earth 
O dear, dear England ! ” 

[We cannot close the pages on which we have been so long, so earnestly, and so plea¬ 
santly occuiiied, without expressing our grateful thanks to those by whom we have 
been assisted. Our esteemed friend and frequent associate, Mr. F. W. Fairhoi.t, 

F.S.A., has renderctl this work of value by his pen as w-ell as by his pencil; to liim we 
are indebted for tlie greater portion of tlie notes,” wliich liis extensive knowledge as an 
antiquary lias enabled liim to make both instructive and interesting. To our friend 
Mr. Thomas Wright, F.S. A., we liave also to acknowledge our obligations for liis revision 
of tliose p.arts wliicli involve matters concerning tlie early people of these kingdoms. 
And our Hianks are due to many who, by pointing out errors that liave occasionally 
occurred, enable us to correct tlicm in a revised edition. I’o Mr. W. S. Coleman—wliose 
drawings and sketclies, made in our company, liave siqiplied us witli a large projiortion 
of tlic engravings tliat illustrate tliis Book—we owe much, not alone because of ids great 
ability as an artist, but for tlie zeal and cordiality witli wliicli, upon all occasions, lie 
laboured to give value to our undertaking, in tlie important part of it that was mainly 
under ids control. And to Commander Walter W. May, K.N., our tlianks .are due for tlie 
liberal kindness witli wliicli lie contributed tliose pictures of sea-scape aud sliipping, the 
value of which mainly depended on their acciuacy, .and wliicli ids professional know-ledge, 
combined with ids artistic skill, enabled Idni to give to tliem. There are other artists 
wliose aid we gratefully acknowledge. 

We have furtlier to state tliat tlie iiubli;>liers of tlie Art-Journal announce tlieir inten¬ 
tion to issue “The Book of the Thames" .as a distinct volume. This volume will 
be materially benefited by tlie various suggestions we liave from time to time received, 
enabling us to correct mistakes, generally to revise it, and to make to it such additions 
(and tliey are neither few nor unimportant) as onr own augmented experience and the 
advice of competent friends and correspondents liave enabled us to introduce. We trust, 
tlierei'ore, tliat but few errors will be found in the new edition of tlds work, and that it 
w ill find favour with tlie Buhlic, into wliose liaiids, with grateful respect, we are about to 
place it. 

We liave elsewliere stated that tlie place Idtlierto occupied in the Art-Journal by the 
“ Book of the Tlianies,” will be supplied by a series of articles entitled, “ Excursions in 

South Wales.” 'Tliese will also be extensively illustrated by engravings picturing a 
large variety of remarkable or interesting objects, as well as picturesque aud beautiful 
scenery. In order woi tliily to accomplisli tins object, we liave obtained tlie assistance of 
Messrs. J. D. Harding, Birket Foster, F. W. Ilulme, W'. S. Coleman, E. A. Brooke, and 
otlier artists ; and the engravings will be executed by Messrs. J. and G. F. Nicholls and 

other engravers. 
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The other is a mural tablet, which we consider 
sufficiently explanatory in itself. 

Mr. Ransome has produced a considerable variety 
of memorials, consisting of head-stones, pedestal and 

table monuments, tablets, &c., which are equally 
worthy of consideration with the above subjects. 

MONUMEHTS AND MEMORIALS. hearing out the feeling thrown into the design by 
I the modeller, its marble-like tone and texture, the 

In all ages there has prevailed a desire to mark 
the resting-places of the dead, cither by the en¬ 
closure of their remains in the actual monument 
itself, as in the tomb of Edward the Con¬ 
fessor, in Westminster Abbey, and also in 
those of our immortal Nelson and Wellington, 
in St. Paul’s Cathedral; or, by raising a 
memorial around and over the sacred spot; 
or by the placing of an inscription tablet 
to commemorate the virtues and excellences 
of the deceased. 

The movers in the progress which has of 
late been made in architecture, sculpture, and 
their attendant decorative arts, seemed hitherto 
almost to have overlooked the unobtrusive 
subject of churchyard or cemetery memorials, 
and kindred subjects ; hence the insipid man¬ 
nerism which has continued to prevail almost _ 
to the present time. The same unmeaning 
plain headstone, in endless repetition, the 
oblong sarcophagus or table-like monument, 
the flat black-and-white marble tablet, and 
amongst the humbler classes, the absence of 
any mark to denote the site—all call for a 
revival of the tastes and feelings of bygone 
days. 

A material of which we gave a notice in 
our number for September, 1857, the Patent 
Siliceous Stone, invented and manufactured by 
Mr. Frederick Ransome, of Ipswich, is de- ^ 
serving of special attention as being most suit¬ 
able for monumental purposes. The fact of , 
its durability has been established by its ex¬ 
traordinary powers of resistance to the re¬ 
morseless touch of the hand of time for very many 
years; its sharpness of outline and ornamentation 

facility with which the material is worked, and also I 
its comparative inexpeasiveness, are all points of | 

importance, tending to render this stone most suit¬ 
able for the purposes here proposed. 

We reprint an extract from our Journal as being 
especially adapted to describe the peculiar ap¬ 
pearance and qualities of this material, viz.:—“The 
line crisp, natural texture of Mr. Ransome’s stone 

we believe to be altogether inimitable by any 
amount of care or dextrous manipulation on 
the part of the sculptor, where natural stone 
is employed. This free, untooled, and natural 
spontaneity of external texture in the sili¬ 
ceous stone has not been obtained by any 
sacrifice of the sharpness in the lines or 
angles on its surface ; on the contrary, it ap¬ 
pears capable of receiving an amount of minute 
and delicate tracery which the most careful 
touches of the chisel or the file can give no 
conception of. In examining the external 
surface of a large sea-shcll, it can hardly fail 
to escape the notice of the most casual ob¬ 
server, that there is a something in the 
character of the detail altogether beyond the 
skill of the most perfect artist to produce. 
The minute lines and wrinkles which have 
been the result of a living process of growth 
cannot be copied by the graver. Something 
of this quality appertains to the texture of this 
siliceous stone—it can only be imitated by 
going through the same process as that by 
which it has been produeed.’’ 

We have selected, for illustration, two of 
the subjects of Mr. Ransome’s manufacture; 
one a memorial—lately erected over the family 
grave of the Rev. John Lettis Short, in the 
cemetery, Bridpoit, Dorset—designed by Mr. 
John J. Laing, an architect of considerable 
practice and experience. The style selected 

is that of the Gothic of the latter part of the thir¬ 
teenth century, a period rich in detail and form. 



BOTANY, 
AS ADAPTFI) TO THE ARTS AND ART-MANUFACTURE. 

BY ClIRISTOrilER DRESSER, 

LECTCREB ON ARTISTIC BOTANY IN TDE DEPARTjlENT OF 

SCIENCE AND AIIT. 

Part XI. 

The method of delincatiug flowers or vegetable 
products being a point of great importance, we 
humbly venture a few hints relative to this subject. 
However, before touching upon this, it will be 
appropriate to say a few words on the necessity for 
studying flowers. To quote the words of the late 
Professor Edward Forbes, we say that “ a man can¬ 
not go beyond his knowledge,” and in no way is 
the fact much more manifestly revealed that man 
does not go beyond his knowledge than in the 
sketches of flowers which are so prevalent at this 
day; and for this reason botanists are engaged in 
a perpetual war with artists. Although we say 
that the representations of flowers usually put forth 
are defective, and often false in a botanical point of 
view, we do not mean for one moment to assert that 
botanists’ representations of flowers furnish standards 
of beauty, although we are faUy aware that the true 
is the beautiful. The representations of botanists, 
however, although true in many particulars, are often 
devoid of artistic beauty; now, in order to remedy 
this evil, the artist must acquire at least an ele¬ 
mentary knowledge of botany ; such, for instance, 
as the varied organs entering into the composition 
of a jdant, and their uses or objects; for without 
this knowledge it is impossible accurately to see 
objects, therefore to delineate them. Although it 
may seem a strange assertion, that we do not accu¬ 
rately see objects till we understand them, it is 
nevertheless true, and is even a well-known fact, 
and perhaps by no class of individuals is this more 
powerfully acknowledged in practice than by artists; 
thus it is their common practice, when painting an 
object or group of objects, to approach the group or 
subject in order to discover the real nature of a part; 
and then, knowing the truth, they see accurately, 
and are enabled to delineate correctly. But to this 
it may be objected that the approach is only to dis¬ 
cover truth by looking at the object; therefore, can 
we not discover truth in a flower by looking at it? 
To this we reply, certainly, by observation, truth 
has been and still is discovered; in fact, the bota¬ 
nical science is one which is huilt upon observa¬ 
tion; hut if you would save the tedious processes of 
study through tvhich your forefathers have passed, 
accept the results of their scrutuiising researches, 
and, thus learn wisdom. Why does the artist study 
anatomy? can he not see the form of the human 
figure, and its parts ? Most certainly he can i but 
the study of anatomy is proved to be the most 
speedy method of arriving at the required end, and 
here the researches of our forefathers are gladly 
accepted. Let us receive, then, the result of the 
researches of the past, and we shall find it to be the 
most satisfactory and speedy method of arriving at 
the desired end. Again, the ambition of the figure 
draughtsman is to delineate absolute truth; therefore, 
the most meritorious copy not only meets with the 
artist’s approbation, but with the scientific anatom¬ 
ist’s most cordial approval. The ambition of the 
artist is not merely to satisfy and please the illi¬ 
terate and uneducated, but to produce that truth 
which shall satisfy the educated and learned. Shall, 
then, the ambition of the floral draughtsman be less 
—shall he reveal in every line his own ignorance, 
and despise truth ? nay, but rather the past shall 
suffice, for knowledge must elevate, it cannot debase, 
unless abused: therefore, let knowledge be com¬ 
bined with skill in every line of a delineated flower, 
for this alone can produce beauty. We also urge 
the necessity of a knowledge of the principles of 
floral growth, upon the grounds that this knowledge 
alone can suggest the principles of nature which we 
may so advantageously appropriate for our purposes; 
but on tills we cannot dwell, as it is a deviation 
from our present purposes. 

Having tarried sufficiently long on this subject to 
convince all, we hope, of the necessity of knowledge 
in order to truthfully delineate floral structures, we 
accept as one of the first rules to be heeded by 
a floral draughtsman, for whatever object his repre¬ 
sentation may be intended, Delineate truthfully; but 

of the modes of representation we now have to ' 
speak. Let it, how'cver, be understood that we do 
not deem it our jirovince to mention the materials | 
which shall be used, as whether chalks, or pencil, or i 
colours. Our province is not to dwell here, but to 
notice the lights in which flowers may advanta¬ 
geously bo view'cd. In pictorial representations, 
light and shade become promineiitly necessary: thus 
they demand, when the sketch has no other object, 
a due attention to this point. When this is the sole 
object of the sketch, that is, when the spray is to be 
introduced into a picture, or is to form of itself a 
picture, what is necessary is a truthful representation 
of the object as it is; that is, supposing, of course, 
that the surrounding circumstances in the composi¬ 
tion are similar to those surrounding the object 
here copied. The sculptor may, however, copy 
vegetable structures with no other view than as 
studies of light and shade, with their effects. These 
points must here necessarily be the primary points 
of consideration; but even these can neither be duly 
felt or represented, unless first understood. 

For ornamental purposes we deem literal copies 
altogether insufficient, representations of a more rigid 
character and analytical nature being necessary, 
and such as can only result from a 
knowledge of the nature of the 
objects which are to be delineated. 
These representations should not be 
of objects in their mutilated or de¬ 
formed state, in which condition 
vegetable structures do almost always 
exist; but they should be repre¬ 
sentations of the given plant in a 
perfect state, giving no deformities 
—for wdio would think of copying 
the deformities of an animal in order 
to secure the greatest amount of 
beauty—but one sketch, or one 
view of the object, will be found in¬ 
sufficient: several will be required, 
and in certain instances sections also; 
in short, what is required is a series 
of draw'ings which shall convey a 
perfect knowledge of every part, so 
accurate indeed that if a model of 
the plant was required, the drawings 
alone would be necessary in order 
to enable the modeller to produce a 
true fac-simile of the vegetable orga¬ 
nism ; and this is in no way unrea¬ 
sonable, for from plans, elevations, 
and sections, a building can be reared; 
why not, therefore, a vegetable struc¬ 
ture? 

If this is the manner in w'hich 
flowers are to be delineated for orna¬ 
mental purposes, it is obvious that a 
truthful figuration of principle as 
well as form must be given : thus, 
if the leaves grow in pairs, they must ^ 
consequently be so represented; if 
these pairs cross each other, this 
must be shown. The disposition, as 
well as the situations of the flowers 
must also be given; as whether they 
proceed singly from the axils of the 
leaves, or are aggregated into clus¬ 
ters on the summit of the common 
stalk; the forms of the parts must 
also be given, and the manner of 
their union. These points must be 
carefully observed, as they are of 
great importance. Now, the manner 
in which this is to be accomplished 
is a subject which the draughtsman 
alone can explain, and is one which 
he can most fully comprehend when 
the vegetable organism is before 
him: however, the views which he 
will have generally to give will be those which coin¬ 
cide with the architect’s plans of a building : thus, 
a side-view or elevation must be made, and a plan ; 
also drawings of detail, when the structure^is large and 
its representation small: these are usually indispen¬ 
sable. "^he number of sketches of detail required will 
necessarily vary with the character of the deli¬ 
neated structure; they will generally consist of the 
forms of the varied members individually, and of 
the union of members or of joints; the arrange¬ 
ments of the larger parts being given in the plan 

and elevation. In taking up a plant with a view to 
discovering and delineating all the ornament re¬ 
vealed by it, it must be remembered that all the 
ornaments furnished by a plant are not developed 
by it at the same period; thus to accomplish this 
object it is necessary to procure the organism at 
different stages of its development; for at one 
period, namely, during the infancy of the plant, the 
entire organism is a beautiful composition; at other 
periods, during the passage of the plant to maturity, 
the leaf-buds unfurl as beautiful foliaceous develop¬ 
ments, and ultimately we have the floral composition 
or head of flowers, and necessarily the flower and its 
parts, superseded by the fruit; therefore, the infant 
plant is required; a spray in the spring containing the 
leaf-bud, with its evolution; a spray at the flowering 
period, and at the fruiting season. However, sketches 
of the external forms of these parts are often insuffi- 
cient,for sections are often required, and maybe added 
with great advantage : thus a section of the stem is 
often required, and of the arms, as well as of the 
seed-vessel, all of which give ornament as well as 
reveal structure. As we have alluded [to sections, 
we may notice the extent to which these may be 
legitimately carried; and we may say that to our 

Fig. 154. 

minds they are only allowable when their object is 
that of displaying structure, in which case they 
possess certain qualities of beauty, but indiscri¬ 
minate mutilations cannot as a rule be beautiful: 
thus a direct transverse section of a stem is desi¬ 
rable, but to cut it in a slanting direction, in which 
case a circular stem would give an elliptical sec¬ 
tion, which would be false, would be anything but 
desirable. In certain cases, however, a peeuliar 
class of section is perhaps allowable; thus, if the 
ornamentist is in search of flat decorations, a slice 



out of the centre of a floral composition may he taken 
and delineated, which will often give considerable 
beauty ; for it is a mere vertical section without the 
receding flowers in perspective (Fig. 154). Before 
leaving this part of our subject, we shall give the ana¬ 
lysis of a flower, as far as it is practicable for us to 

procure specimens, and shall give the method 
of procedure ; we select for illustration the 
Lilac. Wc first notice the plant in winter, 
and figure a small spray during this season. 
In spring, when its leaf-buds begin to burst, 
our pencil is again required, and we deli¬ 
neate a bud in this stage, and marking its 
progress, delineate its progressive develop¬ 
ment. (Figures of the leaf-buds have been 
already given. Part V., Figs. 43 and 43.) 
We now figure the head of flower-buds, 
and observe its progress till we arrive at the 
fully-developed flower. Having arrived here, 

I we commence by making a sketch of the cen- 
tral floral organ (the pistil), which is usually 

Fig. 165. small (Fig. 155); next we delineate the sta¬ 
mens, or next whorl, which are here stalkless (Fig. 
156); next the corolla (Figs. 157, 158, 159), and 

then the calyx (Fig. 160). A flower-bud (Fig. 
161) may also be given, and a section of the 
flower (Fig. 162). We now notice the manner 
of the grouping of these parts (Fig. 163), and 
ultimately the arrangement of these perfect 
flowers upon their common axis (Fig. 164). 

Our reason for commencing with the smaller floral 
organs is this, that as they have to be delineated on a 

Fig. 158. 
Fig. 157. Fig. 159. 

very small scale in the top view of the flower, this 
can be much better accomplished necessarily when an 

Fig. 161. Fig. 102. 

accurate knowledge of these smaller members has 
been gained. After the floral parts have been com- 

Fig. 163. 

pleted, the transition of the central floral organ 
into the fruit should be observed, and the fruit care¬ 
fully figured. Sketches can often be very much 
reduced in number and in size; thus it is not neces¬ 
sary to delineate at most more than two pairs of 
leaves, if the leaves are opposite, as in the example 
just given : also the dispositions of the flowers can 
be given by a rough sketch of the stalks of the 
flowers, one or two of which should, however, be 
perfected, and one flower of the head is all that is 
necessary; the stalks of the others being accurately 
terminated, the flowers can be added at pleasure. 

Having now, we hope, shown the possibility of 
sketches of vegetable objects revealing all necessary 
particulars relative to the forms of their parts and 
the principle of their structure, we proceed to assign 
reasons for recommending this principle of sketching 
flowers, in preference to the popular method of 
making natural sketches, especially w'hen the object 

is a search for ornament. In the first place, in this 
method no deformity is taken cognizance of, what¬ 
ever its origin; thus the true forms and the true 
dispositions of the parts are given; therefore the re¬ 
presentation is that of a perfect growth, which must 
be more beautiful than any deformity. Another 
great advantage is derived from adopting this mode 
of sketching, which is, that any view of a flower or 
of a spray, free or symmetrical, can be readily ob¬ 
tained when required, which cannot be procured 
from natural or rather rustic sketches; for there 
must necessarily be a w'ant of detail in these; and 
usually in these sketches certain parts are hid, 
and this commonly occurs even in the most beau¬ 
tiful of them; also the normal dispositions of the 
parts being delineated in a disturbed state, it conse¬ 
quently cannot be found: on the contrary, when 
the true positions and forms of the parts are fur¬ 
nished, and the mode of their union, it becomes an 
easy task for the draughtsman, who is at all conver¬ 

Fig. 164. 

sant with the science of perspective, to produce a 
spray of any required character and form : and this 
he can accomplish more satisfactorily by having a due 
knowledge of the plant’s growth. If a deformed spe¬ 
cimen is required, the artist is quite competent to 
deform it, which he can do at his own pleasure. Also 
each flower, w'hen thns accurately treated, is of itself 
a beautiful ornament, needing no conventionalism : 
nature, when undeformed, is perfectly ornamental. 
Without tarrying longer on this part of our sub¬ 
ject, we notice one or two other points which we 
may here allude to. The system of decoration is to 
produce certain forms w’hich shall be of such a cha¬ 
racter, and so coloured and treated, as to produce 
sensations of pleasure in the bosoms of those who 
behold them; and this is accomplished in various 
ways. One prominent point in bringing about this 
result is the perfect adaptability of the decorative 
forms, &c., to the position in which they are to 
exist, which we have before shown; to quote the 
admirable sentiment of Mr. Owen Jones, “there 
must be the absence of any want.” Although 

wc most cordially acquiesce in this sentiment, we 
nevertheless suggest that there are certain mem¬ 
bers of the floral world which have become parti¬ 
cular favourites for some real or supposed superiority; 
the fact however is, that there is a popular pre¬ 
judice in their favour; therefore, upon beholding 
these flowers, a thrill of pleasure or delight appears 
to pass through the bosom of the British islander. 
These prejudices the ornameutist may avail himself 
of, and thus give a bias, as it were, in his own 
favour; but, to reverse the scene, those flowers 
against which there is a popular prejudice, it is 
judicious to avoid, unless its character is much dis¬ 
guised by false colouring. Respecting the manner 
in which the idea of a certain flower, or series of 
flow'ers, may be embodied in a purely decorative 
scheme, where adaptation to purpose has been duly 
considered, it is not our office to speak; we may 
however, iu passing, just point to the varied treat¬ 
ments the Lotus found in Egyptian art, which con¬ 
tinually reminded the Egyptian of the dawn of 
comiug fruitfulness ; and though perfectly sugges¬ 
tive representations, yet at the same time perfect 
ornaments, in every way adapted to the position 
which they were to occupy. 

Next we notice that certain flow'ers are not only 
favourites, because of their odours, colours, and 
form, but they, through old customs and other 
causes, have become symbolical of given periods; 
thus the Holly, Ivy, and Mistletoe, now perfectly 
symbolize the Christmas feast. This appears to 
have originated in the belief of our forefathers 
that the sylvan spirits took shelter in their boughs 
when the trees of the w'ood were leafless. Re¬ 
gardless of its origin, the idea has been cherished 
that in the boughs of the Mistletoe, when gathered 
with certain superstitions rites, there was a power 
which would cure disease, avert the influence of the 
evil eye, and preserve from many dangers; and this 
may probably account for the fact, that a few cen¬ 
turies ago, on the first day of January, its branches 
were carried about by young men and maidens, as a 

new year’s gift of friendship, a relic of 
which practice is still preserved in France; 
but whatever its origin, it matters not to 
us; the fact is w’hat we have to deal with, 
w'hich is, that these plants symbolize this 
feast. This is not the only symbolical flower, 
for the Orange-blossom now' appears to carry 
the mind to the hymeneal altar. Others, by 
their particular qualities and their favourite 
abodes, remind us of moral virtues; thus 
the modest Violet and nodding bells of the 
Lily of the Valley symbolize humility, and 

the Lily, with its immaculate whiteness, purity. 
Certain flowers also remind us of given seasons, 

or periods of time: thus some remind us of the 
chilling blasts of Boreas, as does the Hellebore, or 
Christmas Rose; others of the early daw'u of spring, 
as the Snowdrop; others of spring’s more cheering 
days and the tw'ittering songs of the returned birds, 
as the Primrose and May-blossom; others of the 
summer zephyrs, with their balmy fragrance, as the 
Rose and Woodbine ; others of summer’s departing 
glory, as the Michaelmas Daisy and Autumn Crocus: 
and thus may each season be figured forth by their 
varied characteristic vegetable gems. These may 
also be symbolized by using other characters sug¬ 
gested by the floral world; thus the naked branch 
suggests winter, the bursting bud spring, the open 
flower summer, and the golden fruits autumn. 

Again, the shady vale may be brought to remem¬ 
brance by its retiring gems; the roaring ocean by its 
vegetable organisms; the tranquil pool by its floral 
mantle; the mountain top, the Indian plain, the 
polar zones, by their characteristic vegetation. The 
ornamentist then may take advantage of these facts, 
and thus produce cheering thoughts and remem¬ 
brances in the bosoms of those who behold his com¬ 
positions, and thereby gain a prejudice in favour of 
his works. Jlore than this, not only can the region 
of the globe, the locality, and the season be sug¬ 
gested by the members of the vegetable world, as 
well as moral virtues, but the hour of the day can 
also be given, as we have before shown in our 
paper on adaptation to purpose, and thus may al¬ 
most every requirement of the ornamentist be ful¬ 
filled. Does he wish to convey an idea of death ? 
the poison-berry kills, the flower dies, the stick 
withers. Does he wish to mourn ? the Willow weeps 
o’er the grave. Does he wish a sombre effect ? there 
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is the deadly Nightshade. A cheerful one? there is 
the Eyebright; and so on. But space would fail us 
were we to continue to enumerate the principles or 
ideas which may be taken advantage of by the 
ornamentist when dealing with llowcrs; therefore, 
these must suffice. 

Before concluding this series of papers, need we 
urge upon all ornamentists the importance of study¬ 
ing the science of flowers? Have we not shown 
that all parts of plants, if properly understood, are 
ornamental? Have we not shown that each member 
of the vegetable organism, if truly delineated, needs 
no conventionalism, but is a true symmetrical orna¬ 
ment ? Have we not shown that vegetable struc¬ 
tures suggest an almost infinite variety of treatments 
and combinations of parts? and we need not add, 
that what we have tigured are as a grain of sand to 
the ocean’s shore; for the world is full of these 
ornamental treasures. When we remember that 
there are about one hundred thousand species of 
plants, this fact will be readily apparent. What more 
need be said in order to induce ornamentists to 
enter upon a series of studies relative to this fruitful 
and richly remunerating field of nature ? We are 
persuaded that we need say no more; but having 
opened the field, that the ornamentist will gladly 
embrace the offered treasures. Need we say that 
the present system of using flowers, that is, the 
manner in which they are represented or copied, as 
exhibited on our walls, &c., is to the most com¬ 
petent judges unsatisfactory; in verification of which 
we give the following anecdote. The great Dr. Lind- 
ley went into one of our fashionable paper-hanging 
shops, in search of a wall-paper for one of his rooms. 
Now, whether he was recognised by the shopkeeper or 
not, we cannot say; but he apparently was. Out came 
a lot of these rich groupings of flowers and foliage. 
The doctor, however, did not seem to be fascinated 
with any which were displayed before him; and as 
the continual introduction of mere modifications of 
the same thing appeared to indicate that the stock 
consisted of such only, the doctor said, “If yon have 
none which are more on the principles of nature 
than these, and which are really more natural, I shall 
be obliged to procure one elsewhere.” The shop¬ 
keeper now displayed a new class of goods, presenting 
a simple, consistent, decorative scheme. The doctor 
at once recognised the principles of nature, and made 
his pnrehase. In conclusion, then, we would say, if 
you would satisfy the educated, study nature; if you 
would escape the condemnation of all the enlightened, 
study nature. The ambition of the true ornamentist 
will lead him to occu])y his true place, which is, by 
his superior knowledge and skill, to lead on the 
minds of the less enlightened towards beauty and 
truth; and thus will he fulfil the true object of his 
mission. Be not, however, discouraged at a few 
difficulties; for nothing great can be gained (to 
adopt the words of Bindley) in the absence of 
method, zeal, and perseverance. 

AET m BALLARAT, 
AUSTRALIA. 

It may interest not a few of our readers to know 
what efforts are being made to attract the gold¬ 
digging population of Ballarat to matters connected 
with Art, and to give them something to think 
about beyond the accumulation of wealth that 
perishes in the using—something that will aid in 
smoothing dow'n the roughness of a state of half¬ 
civilization, and in refreshing the mind of the 
labourer in the golden vineyard, when he can lay 
aside his spade and mattock. We have copied the 
following report verbatim from the Ballarat Times 
of the 23rd of July last, w'hich has been forw’arded 
to us : the newspaper, by tbe wa}', seems to be ex¬ 
ceedingly well conducted, while the printing and the 
paper would put to shame some of our London 
establishments:— 

“ We think the public of Ballarat and its neigh¬ 
bourhood can scarcely be aware that they have at 
present an opportunity of seeing a curious and varied 
collection of works of Art; at least, we do not see 
so many of our towmspeople in Messrs. Baird and 
M'Donald’s exhibition-room as it w’ould be reason¬ 
able to expect, considering the nature of the attrac¬ 
tion, and this other circumstance—that hitherto 
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there have been but few opportunities in these 
colonies of whiling away an hour in examining the 
achievements of graphic artists of bygone times. 
The exhibition has been opeu for several weeks, and 
has proved an inexhaustible resource against ennui 
to the few' who have found it out. Dropping in, as 
wc do, every day almost, when we have half an hour 
to spare, we find the same visitors there day after 
day, and always, apparently, liudiug pleasure and 
instruction. It happened that the road improve¬ 
ments about the bridge commenced contempo¬ 
raneously with tbe opening of the c.\hibition, and 
ever since the approaches to the latter have been in 
such a condition, that we could not conscientiously 
recommend our readers to go and see the pictures; 
but now' the footpaths are nearly passable, and to 
gain jMessrs. Baird and M'Donald’s door does not 
involve greater discomfort than the visitor will be 
amply compensated for. 

“The first thing that presents itself on entering 
from the street is a collection of Scotch ferns, whicli 
line the staircase. The botanist finds those inte¬ 
resting, and the Scotchman, though not a botanist, 
finds them pleasant to look at, inasmuch as the 
most of them arc familiar to him. A cursory 
examination of the ferns brings the visitor to the 
top of the stair, where the exhibition meets his eye, 
and somewhat astonishes him by its extent and 
variety. The hall which contains it is large and 
well lighted, and filled from floor to ceiling with 
‘ works of Art and Nature.’ There are a fevv paint¬ 
ings in oil, and a considerable number in water¬ 
colours ; but the collection consists principally of 
etchings and engravings, the most of which are old 
and curious. Tlie general effect would in conse¬ 
quence be rather sombre, but the absence of colour 
on the walls is amply compensated by its very posi¬ 
tive presence in the gorgeous plumage of the Aus¬ 
tralian birds which cover the tables in the centre of 
the room. Of those, very many, as our readers 
know, are of the most briUiaut lines; and in the 
exhibition room they show to almost as much advan¬ 
tage as they did in their native woods, for the 
taxidermist has displayed ranch of both skill and 
judgment. AVe observed yesterday a very notice¬ 
able addition to the collection—namely, a paradise 
goose (and a very handsome one), which had been 
shot at Lake Learmouth. There is also a fine collec¬ 
tion of Victorian animals, but we w'ill not now stay 
to particularize them. 

“ Of the oil-paintings the most conspicuous are a 
large Australian landscape, and some jiortraits, by 
Calder, and two sea-pieces by Robertson, a gentle¬ 
man of considerable colonial fame as a marine- 
painter. One very clever picture (by Robertson) 
has a ship standing in for Port Philip Heads, under 
whole topsails and courses, jib and spanker, the 
wind from the south-east, and a considerable sea 
on, as there usually is at the place depicted, with 
a southerly wind and ebb-tide. The pilot-cutter is 
about to heave-to to put a pilot on board the ship; 
and the correctness of the details, both of the large 
vessel and the small cnie, w'ould tell ns, if we did 
not happen to know otherwise, that the artist is also 
a seaman. 

“ Among the w'ater-colours are pictures by Bent¬ 
ley, Turner (?), and other w'ell-known artists, and 
they of course are very clever. The etchings, how¬ 
ever, are the most attractice portion of tlie collec¬ 
tion. Many of them, we were informed, are from 
the collection of Air. Beckford (author of ‘ Vathek’), 
and other English collections of celebrity. The 
animal and figure series by De New, De Wit, and 
De Boye,* are in their several ways inimitable, and 
they have this feature in common—that all are 
faithful to nature, even to grotesqneuess, and all 
have in every sketch some little sly touch of comi¬ 
cality. A’an Vleit’s two series—‘The Trades’ and 
‘The Senses’—are excellent. 

“ There are in the collection specimens of wood 
engravings bearing so old a dam as 1511, and of 
various periods between that date and the present 
time. There are also some fine modern engravings, 
an inspection of which alone will reward a visitor.” 

It is pleasant to know that the seeds of Art are 
being +hus sown in that far-distant land, to bring 
forth, it is hoped, richer fruit than the “ gold that 
perishes.” 

* [Here are two names quite new to us ; we cannot tell 
for whom they are intended.—En. A.-A] 

THE ROYAL PICTURES. 

THE ■WATERFALL. 

F. Zuccherelli, Fainter. E. Radclyffe, Engraver. 

Size of the Picture, 7 ft. 5i in. by 4 ft. 5i in. 

One engraving from the series of nine pictures, by 
Zuccherelli, which are at AVindsor Castle, has already 
appeared in this publication ; another is now intro¬ 
duced to serve as a kind of “companion” to the 
former. Art in this country had made but little 
progress when Zuccherelli came to England, in 1752; 
it is not, therefore, matter of surprise that he should 
have met with a cordial reception here, and have 
found royal and noble patrons, notwithstanding the 
conventionality of his works,—for this must be can¬ 
didly admitted to be their manifest characteristic to 
any who compares them vvith the landscapes of our 
own time. 

It almost seems that the landscape-painters of past 
epochs, who belong to the Italian School, worked 
more in their studios than out of doors: even the 
pictures by Claude, though it is recorded that he 
passed much of his time in the 02ren fields, show 
little of what he learned there, except atmospheric 
effects; they are not views copied from nature, but 
compositions of materials suggested chiefly by his 
ovvn imagination, and arranged according to his own 
fancy and the principles then in vogue among the 
artists of his country. Allowing that the scenery of 
Italy differs essentially from that which forms the 
subjects of the old Dutch masters, and also from 
that of our country, still we do not see among the 
Italian painters evidence of a constant reference to 
nature for what they represented on their canvases. 
Caspar Poussin is, perhaps, the only artist whose 
pictures convey to us the idea of existing scenery; 
yet even he appears to have given the rein to 
imagination when sketching landcapes of the Ponti¬ 
fical States,-—from which locality he drew his chief 
subject-matter,—yet retaining the conventional cha¬ 
racter of the time. 

Speaking of a particular class of landscape, that 
of mountains, Air. Twining, in his “ Elements of 
Picturesque Scenery,” makes some remarks which, 
so far as they apply to what wc have just written, 
tend to confirm our opinion. He says, “Even in 
the Italian School good examples are very scarce, 
and seldom without failings. Salvator Rosa painted 
rocks rather than mountains, and their awful wildness 
savours more of capricious and poetical licence, than 
of the grandeur which nature effects with the simplest 
and most ordinary means. Claude Lorraine, w'ho 
omits no objects which may tend to embellish the 
scenes of a most graceful nature, introduces moun¬ 
tains as well as hills; b\it the transition from the 
one to another do not always look like the natural 
transformation of an undulating country into a 
mountainous one.Gasjiar Poussin airpears to 
have alone mastered this important part of nature 
in all its diversity of aspects ; for although a certain 
stiffness, resulting perhaps from firmness of execu¬ 
tion, pervades his scenes, the characteristics of 
nature appear in them in a degree which was sur¬ 
prising at a period when landscape-painting had 
been so little cultivated. In his landscapes no 
towering mountains ajipear which are not ))erfectly 
consistent with the rugged and precipitous character 
of the country generally. Alore than this, his 
eminences, though principally composed, have all 
those peculiarities of slopes, breaks, and vegetation, 
which make them appear like the scenes of nature 
rendered by tbe most experienced and easy hand.” 

AVhether Zuccherelli had, or had not, seen any 
of the great Dutch landscape-painters before his 
visit to England, is not know'n, but he certainly 
must have met with them here. Yet, whatever 
impression they may have made on his mind, they 
did not induce any alteration in his style; he learned 
nothing from what he saw of the landscapes of 
Both, Rnysdacl, Everdingen, &e.,—nothing, that is 
to say, of their free and natural manner. AA'^edded 
to the peculiarities of his Italian education, with 
much that is pleasing in his compositions as a whole, 
he could find no picturesque beauty in the wild 
luxuriance of nature, either in her mountain heights 
or in her verdant valleys: a cold yet graceful 
classicality is the prevailing character of Zucchcrelli’s 

subjects. 
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VEGETABLE GUMS AND EESINS, 
"WITH THEIR USES IN THE ARTS. 

There are but few points of vegetable che¬ 
mistry which present more interesting subjects 
for study, than the production of gums and 
resins. The attentive observations of a large 
number of natural philosophers, which have 
been spread over a long series of years, have 
developed many important facts. To these ob¬ 
servations, well-devised experiments have been 
added, and the result has been that many of 
the more important vital phenomena of the 
vegetable world are well understood. The 
processes by which the plant takes cai'bonic 
acid from the air, and carrying it through its 
system, effects its decomposition, under the 
excitement wliich is due to light, are rendered 
tolerably clear. The connexion between the 
plant and the animal are satisfactorily shown. 
Their mutual dependance is now made out. 
The animal prod^uces, by the action of vital 
forces, carbonic acid, ammonia, and other com¬ 

ounds : the vegetable, by an operation pecu- 
arly its own, seizes on these bodies, effects 

their decomposition, and applies some of the 
elements to its own especial use. Our re¬ 
searches have not, however, as yet, been so 
sufficiently extensive as to enable us to inter¬ 
pret aright all the conditions under which there 
IS formed in the plant the acid and the alka- 
liue constituents, the gums and the resins. 
These two are of such vast importance to man¬ 
kind, that an intimate knowledge of the pro¬ 
cesses upon which their production is dependent 
appears to be especially desirable. The chemist 
has very carefully examined the constitution 
of these products, and he finds, that in all 
of them his wonder-working C. H. 0. plays a 
most important part. Carbon, Hydrogen, and 
Oxygen, uniting in certain proportions, pro¬ 
duce nearly all the varieties with which we 
are acquainted. Nor must it be forgotten that 
the gummy and resinous exudations of plants 
are of the same chemical constitution as sugar 
and starch. 

These substances, to which we desire to direct 
some attention, and which indeed have not yet 
had any separate consideration in the Art- 
Journal, are divisible into three classes;— 
1. Gums; 2. Gum Resins; 3. Resins. 

Gums are soluble in water, but not in alcohol. 
Gum Resbis, being compounds of gum and 

resins, are partially soluble in water, and also in 
alcohol; the gummy matter being separated by 
one, and the resinous matter by the other. 

Resins are soluble in spirits, from which 
they are, in a considerable proportion, separated 
by water. The resins melt on the application 
of heat, but not so the gums or gum resins. 

There are several varieties of gum, wliich it 
is necessary to enumerate. The following 
gums flow spontaneously from the branches 
and trunks of the trees producing them 
1. Gum Arabic; 2. Gum Senegal; 3. Gum of 
the Cherry and other stone fruit-trees; 4. Gum 
Tragacanth; 5. Gum of Bassora.—Another kind 
of gum is extracted from seeds and roots by 
boiling-water. 

The various species of the Acacia-tree yield 
most of these gums, and some of the gum 
resins. The Acacia and its gum-yielding pro¬ 
perties have been known from the remotest an¬ 
tiquity. The Shittah-tree, mentioned by Isaiah, 
and also in Exodus, is supposed to have been 
an Acacise. Hippocrates speaks of the Rggp- 
tian Acacia, and of the white Acacia, distin¬ 
guished, he says, by its white bark, white wood, 
and white flowers; and from this tree his 
“ white fragrant ointment” was probably made. 

The exudation of gum is thus explained by 
De CandoUe:—“ The gummy matter resides in 
the bark and albumen; it is the nutritive juice 
of the plant; and its escape, therefore, is ana¬ 

logous to hemorrhage in animals : hence plants 
in which it spontaneously occurs are always in 
a sickly state. The mechanical cause of the 
expulsion of the juice is dependent on the un¬ 
equal hygrometric properties of different parts 
of the stem. The wood absorbs more moisture 
from the air than the bark, and hence it swells 
more. In consequence of its enlargement, it 
distends the bark, wliich, by the internal pres¬ 
sure of the wood, gives way, and gummy matter 
escapes.” Dr. Pereira remarks that De Can¬ 
dolle’s hypothesis is quite in conformity with 
facts respecting gum tragacanth mentioned by 
Labillardiere. He states that the gum only 
flows in abundance during the night and a 
little after sunrise. A cloudy night, or a heavy 
dew, is, he thinks, necessary for its production, 
for the shepherds of Lebanon only go in search 
of this substance when the mountain has been 
covered duruig the night with thick clouds. 
The gum of the Acacia-tree flows in a liquid 
state from the branches and trunks, and hardens 
by exposure; the more sickly a tree appears, 
the more gum it yields, and the hotter the 
weather the more prohfic it is. A wet winter 
and a cool or mild summer are unfavourable to 
the production of gum. According to the 
locahty producing it, this gum is known as 
Turkey or Arabic gum. Barbary or Morocco 
gum, Senegal, East India, and Cape gum. Each 
of these varieties of gum is employed to give 
lustre to crapes and silks, and the mucilage of 
gum Arabic is largely used for the purpose of 
cementing into cakes the various pigments 
used by the artist in water-colours. Traga¬ 
canth gum differs from the gum of the Acacia 
in not being soluble in water, but swelling up 
when placed in water, and thus forming a 
mucilage. There is the flaky tragacanth and 
the vermiform; the former being the variety 
usually brought to this country, while the latter 
is commonly employed on the continent. This 
gum is gathered about the end of June, from 
the Astragalus tragacantha of Crete, and sur¬ 
rounding islands. The chemical differences 
between the gum Arabic and gum tragacanth 
are as follows 

Gum Gum Gum Tra- 
Arabic. Senegal. gacanth. 

Carbon . . . . 41-906 . .. 43-59 . 40-50 
Hydrogen . , 6-788 . 6-23 . 6-61 
Oxygen , . . 51-306 50-07 . .. 52*89 
Nitrogen . . , a trace 0-11 000 

100-000 100-00 100-00 

The examinations of Guerin and others have 
shown that these gums consist of soluble and 
insoluble portions. The soluble gum is called 
Arahin; this is soluble in both hot and cold 
water, but insoluble in alcohol, ether, and oils. 
The insoluble gum is called Bassorin, which is 
insoluble in both hot and cold water, but it 
absorbs water and swells up. The tragacanth 
contains most of the latter; while the Arabia 
is the largest constituent of the gum Arabic. 
Gum tragacanth is largely employed in calico- 
printing, and it has many uses in the Arts. 

Catechu, or the Acacia Catechu (which is 
rather an extract than a gum), is manufactured 
in Canara and Behar, and in Northern India. 
Dr. Eorbes Royle thus describes the process: 
—“ The Kutt manufacturers move to different 
parts of the country in different seasons, erect 
temporary huts in the jiuigles, and, selecting 
trees fit for their purpose, cut the inner wood 
into small chips. These they put into small 
earthen pots, which are arrayed in a double 
row along a fire-place built of mud; water is 
then poured in until the whole are covered; 
after a considerable portion has boiled away, 
the clear liquor is strained into one of the 
neighbouring pots, and a fresh supply of mate¬ 
rial is put into the first, and the operation 
repeated until the extract in the general receiver 
is of sufficient consistence to be poured into 
clay moulds, which in the Kheru Pass and 

Doer, where I have seen the process, are gene¬ 
rally of a quadrangular form. This catechu is 
usually of a blood-red colour, and is considered 
there to be of the best quality. By the manu¬ 
facturers it is conveyed to Saharunpore and 
Moradabad, whence it follows the course of 
commerce down the Ganges, and meets that 
from Nepal, so that both may be exported from 
Calcutta.” 

There are many varieties of catechu in the 
markets; the Acacia catechu and the Gambir 
catechu being the best. 

Catechu has long been employed in India 
for tanning skins; its tanning properties are 
stated to be so great that skins are tanned by 
it in five days. It has also been used in India 
to give a brown dye to cotton; and catechu 
has lately been very extensively employed in 
the calico-printing works of this country. The 
salts of copper with sal ammoniac, cause catechu 
to yield a bronze colour, which is very perma¬ 
nent. The proto-muriate of tin produces with 
it a yellowish-brown. A fine deep bronze hue 
is also produced from catechu oy the per- 
chloride of tin, with an addition of nitrate of 
copper. Acetate of alumina gives a brown; 
and nitrate of iron a dark-brown grey. Eor 
dyeing a golden coffee-brown, catechu has en¬ 
tirely superseded madder, one pound of it being 
equivalent to six pounds of that root. 

Gum Kino—the juice of the Pterocarpus 
Erinaceus, and of the Eucalyptus resinifera. 
This has much the same properties as the cate¬ 
chu ; it has been proposea to employ it in dyeing 

reen. Although the colour of the kino is a 
eep red, it has the power of communicating 

a green colour to the salts of iron; we believe 
it has not, however, been extensively used. 

Gamboge.—Of this vegetable gum resin, the 
first notice we have is by Clusius, in 1605, 
who described a piece brought from China by 
Admiral Yan Neck, in 1603. The gamboge 
which we obtain is received principally from 
Siam, a small quantity coming from Ceylon. 
The Singalese method of collecting the gam¬ 
boge is by cutting pieces of the bark completely 
off, about the size of the palm of the hand, 
early in the morning. The gamboge oozes out 
from the pores of the wood in a semi-liquid 
state, but soon thickens, and is scraped off by 
the collectors the next morning without injuiy 
to the tree, the wounds in the bark soon healing, 
and becoming fit to undergo the operation 
again. Gamboge is much used as a pigment, 
and in miniature paintieg; it is employed to 
colour varnishes and lackers. 

Many of the mucilages, as those of quince- 
seed, of Carrigeen moss, and the like, have theii’ 
uses in the Arts, but they are not of sufficient 
importance to demand any especial detail. 

Rosin, or Common Resin.—This is obtained as 
a residuary matter in the process for obtaining 
the oil of turpentine. Turpentines must be re¬ 
garded as an oleo-resin. In their natural state 
they are either solid or semi-fluid, the oil of 
turpentine being obtained by distillation of 
American turpentine with water. Erom the 
United States Dispensatory we learn that the 
turpentine is procured “ from the Pinus palus- 
tris; partly also from the Pinus Tceda, and per¬ 
haps some other species inhabiting the southern 
States. In former times large quantities were 
collected in New England; but the turpentine 
trees of that section of the Union are said to be 
nearly exhausted; and our commerce is almost 
exclusively supphed from North Carolina and 
the south-eastern part of Yirginia. The method 
of collecting this turpentine is as follows;—A 
hollow is cut in the tree a few inches above the 
groimd, and the bark removed for the space of 
about eighteen inches above it. The turpentine 
runs into this excavation from about March to 
October; more rapidly, of course, during the 
warmer months. It is transferred from these 
hollows into casks.” 
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Old and concrete American turpentine is often 
sold as frankincense. 

Canada turpentine, or Canada balsam, is 
obtained from the Abies balsamea in Canada. 
Between the bark and the wood of the trunks 
and branches of these trees are vesicles con¬ 
taining' the oleo-resin, which exudes when they 
are broken. Cairada balsam is much used by 
varnish makers in the manufacture of some of 
the most transparent varnishes. It is also c.x- 
tensively employed by opticians as a cement. 
The great value of Canada balsam for optical 
purposes, depends on its transparency and its 
refractive power, which is nearly equal to that 
of glass. When used to connect the pieces of 
an achromatic lens, it prevents the loss of light 
by reflection, and excludes moisture and other 
foreign bodies from the space between the sur¬ 
faces of the glasses. In Nicol-prisms (single- 
image prisms of Iceland Spar) it serves the 
important purpose of transmitting the ordinary 
ray, and of interrupting the passage of the 
extraordinary one ; its index of refraction being 
intermediate between that of Iceland Spar for 
the ordinary ray, and that of the same substance 
for the extraordinary ray.—{Pereira.) 

The importance of the oil of turpentine in 
the Arts and manufactures, renders it necessary 
that some brief notice should be taken in this 
place of its preparation. The spirits, essence, 
or oil of turpentine, for it is known by all those 
names, is obtained by submitting to distOlation 
a mixture of American turpentine (which has 
been melted and strained) and water in proper 
proportions. The produce of oil of turpentine 
from the crude article is about from fourteen 
to sixteen per cent. There is a prejjaratiou 
sold in the shops as street oil of turpentine, for 
painting without smell; this appears to be 
nothing more than carefully rectified oil. The 
common oil contains some resin, which colours 
it, and renders it unfit for many of the pur¬ 
poses for which the superior article is required. 
Cumphene is the rectified oil of turpentine, and 
when new, it burns admirably in the camphene 
lamps ; but by exposure to the air it becomes 
resinified, and it then becomes unfit for use. 
The wick of the lamp carbonizes, and resin is 
deposited around it, causing the lamp to smoke, 
at the same time as the illuminating power of 
the flame is greatly diminished. When the 
camphene has thus suffered by age or exposure, 
it must be again rectified by distillation from 
carbonate of potash, or some similarly active 
substance, to deprive it of this. This resinifi- 
cation of the turpentine is due to the absorp¬ 
tion of oxygen, which, according to the che¬ 
mists, producesand splvic acids; it is also 
stated that formic acid is formed during the 
process. Turpentine is extensively employed, 
as the solvent of the other resinous bodies, in 
the formation of varnishes; its solvent powers, 
in this respect, renders it exceedingly valuable 
to the artist, and also to the manufacturer. 
The rectified oil of turpentine has been much 
used as a solvent of caoutchouc. It has been 
stated by Bouchardat, that the unrectified 
oil dissolved India-rubber with great difficulty; 
whereas the oil rectified without water was au 
excellent solvent, but that it was rendered still 
better when it was distilled from bricks. 

The Terebinth tribe of plants produce a 
variety of resins and resinous oils, as the oliba- 
num, myrrh, &c.; a few of these terebinthine 
products may be named. Scio turpentine, called 
also Chian and Cyprus turpentine, is the pro¬ 
duct of the Pistacia. It is produced largely in 
the Island of Scio, and is obtained by cutting 
crossways with a hatchet the trunks of the 
largest trees ; the turpentine runs down on flat 
stones placed to receive it, each tree yielding 
about eight or ten ounces. 

Mastic Resin.—This is also produced in 
Scio, from the Pistacia lentiscus, the mastic or 
lentish tree. The process of collecting is in 
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most respects similar to that employed in 
obtaining the other resins. That which collects 
on the branches of the trees is called mastic in, 

the tear, and fetches the highest price, while 
that which falls to the ground constitutes the 
common mastic. Mastic varnish is wcU known 
from its transparency, and other valuable proper¬ 
ties; one of which is the peculiar toughness and 
tenacity of the varnish, even when spread in the 
thinnest coat, on wood or on canvas. This is 
due to the presence of a peculiar resin, which 
does not possess any acid i)roperties, and which 
has a composition O'"' IP* 0",—the acid resin of 
mastic containing four equivalents of oxygen. 

Olibanum.—This was the frankincense used 
by the ancients in their religious ceremonies. 
Moses speaks of it in Exodus, and it long 
formed a constituent in the preparation of 
incense. It is jiroduced in Coromandel from 
the tree known as the Boswellia Thurifera, but 
there are also African and Arabian varieties. 

Myrrh.—This gum resin was an object of 
trade more than 3500 years ago. It is pro¬ 
duced ill various parts of Asia and Africa, the 
ilyrrh-tree bearing the scientific name of Bal- 

samodendron Myrrha. According to Ehrenberg 
it exudes, like cherry-tree gum, from the bark 
of the tree. Turkey myrih is considered the 
finest, the East Indian being the second in 
quaUty. This gum resin has not yet found any 
extensive applications in the Arts; it is em¬ 
ployed medicinally as a dentifrice, and in the 
preparation of fumigating pastiles. 

Elemi.—This gum resin is the product of 
some unknown tree ; and although it is of con¬ 
siderable importance, and is imported in large 
quantities, the locality producing it is not dis¬ 
tinctly known. Dr. Pereira says, “ I have 
taken much pains to ascertain its commercial 
route, and I find that all the importations of it 
which I can trace were from Amsterdam or 
Hamburgh.” It would appear that elemi for¬ 
merly came from Ethiopia byway of the Levant; 
it is therefore probable thatwc receive it through 
Holland from some Hutch settlement in the 
East, and also from Africa, some small quantity 
probably being received from the Brazils. This 
gum resin forms an essential ingredient in many 
of our finest varnishes. 

Balm of Gilead, called also Opobalsani and 
Balm of Mecca, is procured from the Balsamo- 

dendroii Gileadense,ii. middle-sized tree growing 
in Arabia. There is but httle of the true balm 
of Gilead which reaches this country. The 
same may be said of another of the terebinthine 
resins. Bdellium, which is obtained from India 
and from Africa. 

Copal.—This important resin exudes spon¬ 
taneously from two trees, Rhus copallinum, and 
Elcecarpus copalifer, the first being an American 
and West Indian, and the second an East Indian 
tree. Another variety of copal is obtahied 
from the coasts of Guinea. The American spe¬ 
cies comes to us in flat fragments ; whereas the 
East Indian is generally obtained in roundish 
masses. The latter furnishes the finest var¬ 
nishes. Eresh essence of turpentine dissolves 
it completely, but old turpentine will not do so. 
It is stated that essence of turpentine, digested 
upon sulphur, will dissolve double its own 
weight without letting any fall. The oU of 
rosemary also dissolves copal with great readi¬ 
ness. An excellent varnish may be made by 
dissolving one part of copal and one of essence 
of rosemary, with from two to three parts of 
pure alcohol. 

Such are the more important of the gums 
and resins which are employed in the Arts. 
Their employment has been greatly facilitated 
by the discovery of new solvents, such as the 
new alcohols and ethers, naphtha, benzole, chlo- 
roforni, and others. The art of the varnish- 
maker is an important one, and it requires, for 
its successful prosecution, a considerable amount 
of chemical knowledge, and the greatest care. 

Copal, mastic, and amber varnishes are much 
employed by the artist and by the photographer 
for the preservation of their works. The latter 
is perhaps superior to any of the others. Erom 
the importance of amber in this respect, and 
from the interest which attaches to this sub¬ 
stance, we purpose devoting a separate article 
to its consideration in a subsequent number. 

In conclusion, it appears that far less atten¬ 
tion is paid to the peculiar jiroperties of var¬ 
nishes than could be desired. Tlie artist em¬ 
ploys a varnish for the purpose of securing his 
labours from the combined influences of light 
and air; but it must never be forgotten that he 
is employing a material which is itself constantly 
passing, by the absorption of oxygen, into a 
state of disintegration. We know that many 
varnishes rapidly change colour, and that some 
are more liable to crack than others are. A few 
preliminary experiments may be made of great 
value. For example, if portions of various 
samples of varnish are spread upon a plate of 
glass and dried, we have the means of deter¬ 
mining many important points. Cover one half 
of the varnished glass with an opaque screen, and 
expose the arrangement to sunshine day by day; 
by placing the glass upon a sheet of colourless 
paper, it will be seen whether any colour has 
been imparted by the action of the sunshine. 
After a tew days, if the whole arrangement is 
placed in spirits of turpentine, the varying 
degrees of solubility may be noted; and from 
this may be determined the rate at which, under 
ordinary circumstances, oxygen is absorbed— 
the rate, indeed, at which the elements of de¬ 
struction proceed. Thus a considerably f-reater 
degree of permanence may be secured, than when 
the artist, trusting only to the varnish-maker, 
employs a preparation about which he knows 
nothing. 

Much has been said about covering the pic¬ 
tures in the National Gallery with glass, for the 
purpose of preserving them from the influences 
of a London atmosphere : a far more important 
result will be obtained if, in the process of 
fixing the glass over those pictures, care is 
taken to exclude, as much as possible, the air. 
Thus the great vital agent of the atmosphere, 
and the great destroyer, oxygen, would be 
prevented from carrying on, with its ordinary 
rapidity, its important work of oxydation and 
decay. 

Eobekt Hunt. 

THE LONDON CRYSTAL PALACE. 

Almost in the centre of the block of houses ex¬ 
tending from Regent Circus to John Street, Oxford 
Street, there has risen within the last few months a 
building of iron and glass, to which has been given 
the somewhat ostentatious name of the “ Loudon 
Crystal Palace.” The object of those for whom it 
has been erected is to make it a bazaar, and certainly 
the locality is eminently favourable to the success of 
such a project; for this is, perhaps, the most 
crowded thoroughfare of the western part of the 
metropolis, especially during “ the season.” The 
principal front of the edifice is in John Street, a few 
yards only from Oxford Street, from which there is 
—or rather will be, for it is not yet opened—also an 
entrance. 

The architect of the building is Mr. Owen Jones, 
who, both externally and internally, has adopted the 
Crystal Palace style of architecture. The visitor 
descends from the main entrance, by a few stairs, 
to the floor of the edifice—that where the principal 
business will be carried on; by proceeding on a level 
with the street, he reaches the galleries, which 
surround three-fourths of what may be called a 
double parallelogram, one being at right angles with 
the other. The ceiling has the form of a hemi¬ 
spherical vault, covered with a net-work of ribs 
arranged as triangles, filled in with star-shaped 
panels, or lights; these stars are of richly-stained glass 
of red, yellow, and blue, extending up to a certain 
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height arouud the sides of the entire building; but 
along the centre of the arch is glazed with an opaque 
white, for the purpose, it is presumed, of affording 
an increase of light. The iron columns supporting 
the roof and galleries are coloured in stripes, sepa¬ 
rated by lines, or fillets as they are technicaUy 
called, of white; the bands, or broad divisions, of 
the upper tier arc gilded and painted light blue and 
bright red; in the tier they are of a dark raarone. 
Other particulars in the general decoration might 
be pointed out, but these will suflice to give the 
reader an idea of the general effect produced by the 
work of the ornamentist. The whole of the tracery, 
or interlaced work of mouldings and panels, is exe¬ 
cuted in the patent canvas materials of Mr. Desachy, 
of Great Marlborough Street: these mouldings are 
exceedingly bold in design, and arc made in imita¬ 
tion of stone-work. 

The principle of lighting, by means of stained 
glass in the roof, is the same as that which Mr. Owen 
Jones adopted in the Alhambra Court, at Sydenham; 
but, however effective and beautiful the result is 
there, we doubt of its proving equally satisfactory 
in the new building in Oxford Street^—at least, to 
those who intend holding stalls in the gallery or 
underneath it: except in the spring and summer 
months, these parts will, we apprehend, be very 
dark—far too much in the shadow to show to advan¬ 
tage the articles that may be exhibited: and even in 
the centre, which receives as much light as the roof 
will admit, it may be presumed that the rays reflected 
from the coloured glass on the objects exposed on 
the floor-stalls, will not improve their appearance. 
Doubtless, all these matters have been maturely 
considered by the architect, and those who are con¬ 
nected with him in the rearing of the building; but 
such are the impressions it made upon us when 
present at the “ private view',” 'now a month since. 
By the time these pages are in the hands of our sub¬ 
scribers, the “London Crystal Palace” will, we 
presume, be open to the public, to whom it will 
certainly prove an agreeable lounge; and to its 
projectors we hope it will turn out a profitable 
speculation. It is lighted at night by gas-jets, issuing 
from star-formed branches, similar to those in St. 
James’s HaU. 

COREESPONDENCE. 

To the Editor of'^ The Art-Jodknal.” 

THE DRAWIKG-MASTEE. 

Sir,—The amelioration of the drawing-master’s 
condition is so intimately allied to a reform in 
public schools, and his position resembles so closely 
those of other junior masters, with the exception 
that he is invariably the worst treated, that, in 
summing up his griefs, it will be necessary for me 
to give a slight sketch of his duties. That drawing 
cannot be properly taught till he is placed on an 
equality with caps and gowns will be evident. The 
drawing-master, then, is supposed simply to teach 
his scholar the art of reproducing the odds and ends 
of sixpenny drawing-books, with occasional perpe¬ 
trations of a “ View on Lake Como; ” and this truly 
contents the master, who cares to do no more than 
the letter of his duty; but most of them must know 
very well drawing cannot be learned in that fashion; 
it is certainly convenient, very little trouble, and a 
fair bargain with his pay. With the bettering of 
his condition this absurd method of drawing should 
be abolished, models, casts, and objects of nature or 
still-life, substituted, and nothing else tolerated; 
and here the drawing-master must be ready to com¬ 
bat old prejudices, and instead of supplying his 
scholars with drawings touched up by himself, to 
wait patiently—perhaps a year—before his pupils 
have anything to show. Parents must also exercise 
the same patience. 

Mere drawing, however, or Art-representation, is 
not the whole requirement of a number of boys. 
The chief want among a large number is the science 
of drawing, or the mechanical part of it, not entered 
upon by the mathematical master; as, for instance, 
the use of a case of mathematical instruments. 
Euclid is generally learned by rote, and the propo¬ 
sitions merely drawn upon a slate—shapes like the 
peel of a lemon pass for circles, and any other 
scrawl for an angle; yet how can even Euclid be 
understood properly without drawing ? and how can 
trigonometry be learnt practically without a perfect 
knowledge of the use of a sector and scales That 
is the drawing-master’s proper function, for it would 

be next to impossible for a mathematical master to 
attempt such a thing. He can merely teach the 
theory; the practice is drawing ; hence, not one in 
fifty boys, however complete their theoretical know¬ 
ledge may be of trigonometry, knows anything of the 
manner of applying it, and would be utterly at a loss 
if called'upon to measure an angle on the ground. 
Drawing by scale is much more requisite to the mass 
of pupils; and here perhaps Vauban and Coehorn 
would be the most useful. If a scholar can measure 
off a rampart, fosse, covered way, &o., reducing the 
feet and yards to 20, 30, 40 to an inch, he will be 
able to undertake any other similar practical work— 
as a house, a ship, a parcel of land, &c. All might 
learn this art, yet it is only taught for a very high 
fee. If this should be objected to, a rudimentary 
work on architecture would be very useful, with 
scales and measurements; and these latter branches 
are most direfully neglected, yet scarcely anything 
is taught with greater readiness. 

Now, the conscientious drawing-master knows 
the want of these things, yet how can he teach 
them }—what encouragement has he}—If he does 
undertake them, it is at his own expense and loss. 
The means to do it can only be obtained in the 
manner I pointed in a former letter; he must insist 
on his position being recognised, though he may not 
have received a university education, and he must 
gain his position by passing a rigid examination. 
To draw or design is doubtless the road to learning 
the mechanical part of drawing, and no well- 
informed painter finds any difficulty in mastering 
the various branches of mechanical art; he can, if 
called upon, reduce his drawing into a practical 
shape, giving plan, elevation, and section. He can 
sooner than another measure angles on the ground, 
or practise levelling and surveying; therefore, 
simple drawing is of the last importance, and the 
reason is that these practical sciences are but draw¬ 
ing, and a good draughtsman will do them better 
than a bad one. 

These things can be done, and ought to be, and 
by a simple process : abolish all fees at public 
schools, except the entrance fee, or head-money, 
and let the professors be all paid from the munifi¬ 
cent incomes of the foundations, and let them all 
have the same consideration. It is a most miserable 
perversion of the intention of the noble founders of 
our public schools to show such greed for fees; and 
what is more, it appears absolutely illegal. Ill- 
treated in this way though they are, still they are 
crowded; and though the education in them actually 
falls far short of the mark, they are yet invaluable 
for training and forming the English character—so 
invaluable are they, that they should be supervised 
with ten times the care they are; and if all schools 
were obliged to be on the same model it would be 
well. 

We ought to have improved these models, but we 
have not; we ought to have enlarged their plan, 
and supplied them with professors in all branches of 
learning gratis, and^ not overloaded them with fees. 
Too much time is wasted in Latin and Greek, and 
too little given to history, geography, and mathe¬ 
matics ; too much money goes into isolated pockets, 
and too little is ever seen by others—-that is to say, 
the English master, masters of foreign languages, 
and ycur humble servant, 

K. W. 
[Doubtless it is a good thing that our youth generally 

should know a little of the arts of design, and it appears, 
that though this branch of knowledge has been tanght in 
schools of design to scholars of the trade-class, it has been 
neglected among the youth of the middle-class, whose wants 
have not been supplied in the same ratio, in this as well as in 
other matters; but those other subjects are out of our imme¬ 
diate scope, and we must leave them to others. Whatever 
is taught in the way of drawing, it is quite clear we should 
give our decided preference to the usefnl; and that the 
professors who teach this knowledge should be properly 
paid is beyond question. We publish a letter from our 
correspondent, R. W., but in what way his grumblings 
are to be rectified it passes our comprehension to say. 

The gist of the matter is, we suppose, the old story. 
Curates complain of the emoluments of bishops and 
wealthy rectors, and we suppose Mr. W. complains of the 
liead masters and other dignitaries of public schools; and 
like most of these complainings, it ends in nothing, for 
tliose who hold the good things are very loth to part with 
them, and generally contrive to keep a tight hand upon 
them. If our correspondent desires dignity, that is a 
cheap commodity, and he may, we suppose, parade him¬ 
self in a trencher cap and gown. To be paid at the same 
time is sheer presumption—such arguments are positively 
stale: we have long since despaired of the principle;—:the 
lion's share is always cut off first, and it is contrary to 
nature to have it altered. 

Fees, too, are a rooted institution in human nature, and 
it is quite likely the founders of public schools foresaw 
what would happen, and, to make sure of it, interdicted 
it; but the finishing touch to a work is always given, and 
fees are added to these things as naturally as a weather¬ 
cock to a steeple, or the handle to a cathedral door. 

We are not behind the scenes of a public school, but we 
believe, by a late statement, fees are not neglected at Eton. 
From the impost of these fees (we should like to see the 
whole list,—it must be a curious schedule—drawing, danc¬ 
ing, German, Italian, fencing,—and what becomes of the 

VARNISH. 

Sir,—If it were not that an unobjectionable picture 
varnish still remains a desideratum to painters, I 
should not trouble you on this subject. 

About twelve or fifteen years since I had sent me 
some six or seven sample-bottles of a varnish under 
the name of “ Bentley’s Porcelain Varnish.” 'J'hese 
samples arrived at as many diflerent times, as I 
imagined, under as many modifications of the pre¬ 
paration—some of the latter ones evident improve¬ 
ments on the first sample. I tried this varnish im¬ 
mediately, as well as at the same time introducing 
it to my friends, for the purpose of testing it under 
various treatments by different persons. 

From the result of these experiments, I am at 
this time in a position to form a decided opinion 
upon the merits of the varnish in question; and, 
both from my friends’ experience and my own, I 
must pronounce it to be altogether the best varnish 
for pictures that has ever appeared. 

Its appearance in bottle is slightly milky, and 
made me at first doubt its cleanness and brilliancy 
when applied ; but there is not the slightest appre¬ 
ciable difference in this repect between this and the 
most brilliant mastic. 

Its “ lay,” as the house-decorators would term it, 
is the most facile imaginable; and not “setting” 
quite so rapidly as mastic, it allows of being applied 
to a large surface more thinly and evenly than any 
of the varnishes at present in use. 

Its crowning advantage consists (as far as my 
experience reaches) in not cracking of itself. Any 
varnish will crack a newly and stoutly painted 
picture ; but applied as late as from nine or twelve 
months after pictures have been finished, in no 
instance have I found it damage a work in this 
respect. 

Amongst its high qualities is the one of its never 
blooming under any changes of temperature, or 
atmospheric alternations between humidity and 
dryness. 

I hope you may not suspect me of having bought 
the patent of this varnish, and of attempting to ad¬ 
vertise it without paying the duty. My sole object 
is to get, through the means of your Journal, the 
address of the author, or of some depot where the 
varnish may be found, and to escape from the appli¬ 
cations of persons in the country, to whom I for¬ 
merly presented some, and who wish to procure 
more, saying in their letters that the only works in 
their possession which refuse, under the most 
advese circumstances, to “ bloom,” are those under 
the protection of “ Bentley’s Porcelain Varnish.” 

The insertion of this will no doubt prove a boon 
to many, like myself, subscribers to the Art- 
Journal. 

I am, sir, 
November IZth, 1858. J. B. Pyne. 

AET EOR THE PEOPLE. 

It must be accepted as a somewhat curious fact 
that the educational uses of Art, though tacitly 
acknowledged in various ways, have had no great 
public recognition in England until very recently. 
Yet the love of pictures—whether we apply the term 
to the illustration of children’s books, according to 
their own usage, or to the equally rude prints, the 
cherished decoration of the adult cottager’s home— 
rules the humblest of mankind as powerfully as it 
does the highest. Probably it does more so; inas- 
much as the pence spared with difficulty from the 
daily earnings of the necessitous, renders the en¬ 
graving doubly dear to the home of the working 
man. Persons unaccustomed to visit the residences 
of the poor could not conceive how deeply they 
occasionally reverence a great or earnest work of 
Art; how seriously they reflect upon it, very fre¬ 
quently forgetting the artist altogether in his picture, 
and dwelling on that as the realization of something 
better than “ this work-day world ” usually presents 
to them. 

A great and important means of pleasurable edu- 

funds of the foundation ?) we always supposed them pretty- 
well to do in houses and lands. What more immediately 
concerns our readers—the artist part—we must leave to 
them. If no provision is made for the drawing-master, 
it is the business of artists to look to it. 

The Royal Academy might take the initiative, and if 
not, some other body. The interests of artists are identical 
with a public knowledgelof the uses and excellences of Art. 
Purchasers of works of Art are chiefly those of the middle- 
class, and were they well instructed we should be spared 
such occasions of scandal as the late police reports, wherein 
Mr. Peter figured conspicuously.—Ed. A.-J."] 
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cation has thus been culpably neglected. Unguided 
but by public exigencies, cheap printers decorated 
their books with hideous engravings, merely because 
they were “pictures”—and pictures the people 
would have ! The village barber in the same way 
covered his walls with prints of all kinds because it 
amused his customers; and the delight of the 
farmer was a huge folding screen covered thickly 
w-ith engravings of all sorts and sizes. People would 
have Art, it might be of a bad kind, but it was 
all they could obtain; and no one had the wisdom 
to go into this fertile field, thus overgrown with 
rank weeds, and put in wholesome grain that would 
fructify to the advantage of all. 

It would be a profitable task to descant on the 
gradual rise and progress of British ikrt; the sub¬ 
ject is a large one, and would carry the research 
over a somewhat wide field of observation, from the 
time of Queen Elizabeth, when the rough woodcuts 
of the Dutch and German artists were imported by 
our book and printsellers for popular use, to be 
succeeded by the better class works of the French, 
and ultimately by those of native produce. 

It will surprise many persons who are not aware 
of the silent progress made in public places, that 
pictures of a good kind, and decoration of a superior 
order, have been recently placed where they w'ould 
least expect to fiud them. The gradual growth of 
collections of pictures, and the fact of their great 
attraction, all prove the large popularity that will 
attend any display of Art; and we instance these 
movements for such as may judiciously profit by 
the facts they contain. The great masses of the 
people are well worth attending to in every way; 
and any mental gratification they will gladly receive, 
should be as gladly tendered to them. Picture 
galleries are the agreeable teachers of the poor—their 
silent friends, that tell of “ fresh fields and pastures 
new,” to the hard-worked inhabitants of crowded 
alleys, and speak of great events more vividly than 
the page of the historian—pages they can seldom 
see. To no class of society do pictures appeal in 
vain; they are the welcome friends of all, and 
every increase of a pure pleasure shoidd be grate¬ 
fully received wherever it appears. 

We have been led to the foregoing remarks by a 
visit to a place of entertainment in a locality with 
which most of our readers are, it may be presumed, 
unacquainted. Near the archw'ay of the South¬ 
western line which spans the Westminster Road, 
and in the immediate vicinity of the “ New Cut,” 
is a tavern known as “ Canterbury Hall,” which, in 
addition to a very large apartment for musical 
entertainments, has a handsome picture gallery, 
built, w'e understand, at a cost of £5000, and filled 
with pictm'es, for which their owner has paid no 
less a sum than £10,000! This is, indeed, “Hrf 
for the People” and in this “Hall” they con¬ 
gregate nightly to enjoy themselves, refreshing both 
body and mind. 

We will not discuss a question, which has its 
advocates and its opponents, as to the desireableness 
of tavern entertainments in general; but we have 
every reason to believe that the proprietor of “ Can¬ 
terbury Hall ” conducts his establishment with due 
regard to propriety, and it is quite evident that his 
endeavom-s—made at so considerable expense—are 
to give it a character which few would be Inclined 
to gainsay. We can readily imagine that a large 
number of the working classes may pass a few social 
hours together in such a place without violating 
morality or public decency, just as well as two or 
three hundred gentlemen may assemble to dine at 
the Freemasons’ Hall or the London Tavern, and 
reach home safely afterwards without rendering 
themselves amenable to any offensive charge; iu 
either case there may be an abuse of the good things 
provided by the caterer, and, as a consequence, evil 
will follow. Admission to Canterbury Halt is gained 
only by the payment of sixpence for each visitor; 
it is clear, therefore, that the artizan who takes his 
wife and grown up children there, or the shopman 
who may feel inclined to pass an hour or two in the 
rooms, has another object in view than spending 
the time like a sot: if such is his desire there are 
“palaces ” close at hand, into which he may readily 
gain entrance without payment. 

On the walls of the “ gallery ” hang some three 
hundred pictures, a large number of which would 
certainly not satisfy the eye of the connoisseur as 
examples of fine painting: but there are also some 
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genuine works by men of good repute among us, 
such as “ Noah’s Sacrifice,” by Maclise; “ Death 
Purifying the Soul,” by Horace Vernet; “ADauish 
Family Reading the Bible,” by Madame Baumann; 
“ Mountain Scenery,” by Callcott; “ Marcus Cur¬ 
tins leaping into the Gulf,” by Haydon; “ The 
Advent of Spring,” by F. Dauby; and others by 
Fritb, Lance, Cooper, Poole, Uwins, Anthony, Sant, 
Whllis (“ Henry Martinin Chepstow Castle”), Wilkie, 
F. Stone, and others. The proprietor says, iu a 
preface to the catalogue : “ Although almost every 
other class of the community is represented at the 
Canterbury Hall, his chief supporters are to be 
found among the working classes. If, then, while 
providing for them the innocent and enlivening en¬ 
joyment of music iu the hall, the Fine-Arts Gallery 
can be made the medium for raising in their minds 
ennobling and refining thoughts, and of creating and 
fostering a taste for the beautiful, the proprietor 
feels that his establishment can prefer a fresh claim 
to public support. Nor, he believes, will those who 
regard thisFiiie-Arts Gallery from an Art-educational 
point of view, be inclined to regard lightly, or ivith- 
out its true significance, an effort which is designed 
to raise the character of entertainments in this 
country, to leave healthy impressions on the mind, 
and thus awaken a desire for pure and elevating 
pursuits.” 

It is, we understand, the intention of the pro¬ 
prietor, Mr. Morton, to “ weed ” his gallery of in¬ 
ferior works, as circumstances may permit him, and 
to substitute for the rejected, others of a higher 
character. WTll any one, after reading what W’e have 
now stated, say that the Art-Journal descends from 
its position, or is aiding in the spi'ead of that which 
is wrong and immoral, by pointing out to its readers 
that there is such a place as “ Canterbury Hall,” 
with its gallery of pictm'es and its concert room, 
both of which are visited by hundreds of honest, 
hard-working people, when they rest from their daily 
labours ? 

AET I];T ieelaj^d and the 
PEOYINCES. 

Dublin.—An Art-Union Society, under the aus¬ 
pices of the “Irish Institution,” has been recently 
formed in this city on the principles of the Art- 
Union of London, which permit the prizeholder to 
select the work of Art to which he may, according 
to its money-value, be entitled. The names of Earl 
Charlemont, Viscount Alasserene, Lord Talbot de 
Malahide, the Right Hon. M. Brady, and other 
persons of rank and influence, appear in the list of 
trustees.—The annual exhibition of the works of 
the pupils in the School of Art, in connection with 
the Royal Dublin Society, was lately'opened. The 
society has offered prizes, of £7 and £5 respectively, 
for the best and second-best studies in oil of figures 
from the life, and another of £5 for the best land¬ 
scape, also in oil, taken from nature. This school 
is superintended by Mr. McManus, R.H.A. 

Livehpool.—As we intimated in our last num¬ 
ber, the Council of the Liverpool Society of Arts 
have awarded the first prize (£100) to Mr. F. Good- 
all, A.R.A., for his picture of “ Cranmer going to 
Execution;” and the second prize (£50) to Mr. 
T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., for his “ October Evening.” 
The prize (£25) for water-colour painting was 
gained by Mr. Carl Haag’s “Ruins of Salona;” 
and that for sculpture (£25) by Air. W. C. Alar- 
shall’s “ Ophelia.” 

Bristol.—A meeting of those interested in the 
“ School of Practical Art” in this city was held on 
the 28th of October, in the new building. Queen’s 
Road, the chair being occupied by Mr. P. W. S. 
Miles. This school, which is under the manage¬ 
ment of Air. Ferrier, has now been in operation five 
years. When first established there were sixty-two 
pupils; at the present time it numbers three hun¬ 
dred, of whom one-half consist of artizans, and the 
other of females.—An exhibition of industrial works 
has lately been open in Bristol, which has been 
visited by nearly ten thousand persons. 

Nottingham.—The annual meeting of the Not¬ 
tingham Government School was lately held in the 
Exchange Hall, when Lord Belper presided, in the 
absence of the Duke of Newcastle. The report of 
the proceedings has not, however, reached us. 

Bridge'Water.—'The inhabitants of Bridgewater, 
stimulated by the success which has attended the 
School of Art in the neighbouring town of ’Paunton, 
have held several meetings for the purpose of pro¬ 
moting the establishment of a school in their own. 

MONUMENTAIi COMAIEMOEATIONS. 

The Book of Alonumental Commemoration is almost 
a periodical, hke our own,—and yields something 
for transference to our columns in nearly every 
month. In a recent number, we spoke of the hon- 
om's of this kind about to be rendered to the gallant 
and lamented Capt. Peel by his countrymen at home; 
and now, we have to add to that record the tribute 
to his memory which is making by those among 
whom he fought and fell. In India, the army has 
taken the initiative iu a movement whose object is 
to leave a military record of his name and acts in 
connection with his command of the Royal Naval 
Brigade during the recent operations in that country, 
as well as of his services at the siege of Sebastopol. 
—In the same country, the friends of the late Alajor 
Hodson are exerting themselves to collect subscrip¬ 
tions for the purpose of erecting a monumental 
tablet iu the parish church of his native place:— 
and Colonel Green has set on foot a subscription 
with the purpose of commemorating the glorious 
career and death of Brigadier-general Nicholson.— 
Stepping from one field of British glory to another, 
we briefly announced last month that the Guards’ 
Alemorial, originally designed for a location in 
Hyde Park fronting Grosvenor Gate, has under¬ 
gone sundry vicissitudes in the matter of site,— 
and settles down at last to a very grand position, 
where it will confer a species of street decoration of 
the kind that was much wanted, in return for the 
happy accidents of neighbourhood that it receives. 
The monument will arise, just where the lamp-post 
now stands, in Waterloo Place, north of Pall Alall, 
and fronting south, so as to look along the fine 
space that opens past the Duke of York’s Column 
into St. James’s Park. 'The four large bronze 
figures of which the work is composed are cast out 
of metal composing the Russian guns taken at 
Sebastopol, and rest on a pedestal of granite. It was 
intended that the monument should stand uncovered 
on its site by the 5th of November, the anniversary 
day of one of the great events it commemorates,— 
the battle of Inkermann ; but there is yet no ap¬ 
pearance of it.—An influential meeting of Devon¬ 
shire gentlemen has been held, at Ilatherleigh, and 
a large immediate sum subscribed, with the view of 
commencing a public subscription for a monument, 
in the immediate neighbourhood of his birthplace in 
that county, to a soldier who reaped laurels on both 
those great fields. Lieutenant-colonel Alorris rode 
with the “six hundred” at the famous cavalry 
charge at Balaklava,—aud after subsequently dis¬ 
tinguishing himself iu several well-fought actions in 
India, died recently at Poonah.—To pass to the 
posthumous illustrations of more peaceful labom-s, 
we may record that the glass iu the great west 
window of Gloucester Cathedral has been removed 
for the purpose of being replaced by a memorial 
window of stained glass in honour of the late Bishop 
Monk.—Scotland is seeking to collect the means 
for rearing, in the Vale of Ettrick, at or near the 
spot of the Poet’s birth,—which lies within a few 
hundred yards of his grave,—a Alemorial of the late 
James Hogg. A statue of the Poet, in his ordinary 
dress, lifted aloft on a massive pedestal, so as to 
compose well with the scenic accidents around, 
is what the promoters of this monument propose.— 
It has a direct relation to these varied commemora¬ 
tions of departed greatness, that we should report 
here the steps taking, iu the north of England and 
elsewhere, for getting up some form of celebration 
on the 

Centenary Anniversary of the Birth of 

Robert Burns.—The movement was initiated in 
the town of New'castle-on-Tyne;—and aims at 
sweeping into its action a world-wide homage to the 
great Scottish minstrel, on the 25th of January, 
1859. In the addresses which the North of Eng¬ 
land Committee for the purpose are’ circulating, the 
British possessions in every part of the world are 
appealed to,—as are, also, the readers of the United 
States. In a word, the invitation to this festival of 
the Scottish Aluse, though issuing from the English 
side of the Border-land, is meant to be as wide as 
the diffusion of our island-tongue.—Newcastle is 
also about to do honour to a man of a different 
order of genius, George Stephenson, the great en¬ 

gineer. 
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INTERNATIONAL ART COTYRTGIIT. 

At length, if \vc may venture to trust ai)})earanccs 
rvhere facts have had so stubborn a hold in an oppo¬ 
site sense, there is some prospect that piracy in the 
products of tlie intellect may be uprooted in one of 
its last strongholds,—and Belgium herself, in the 
matter of copyright generally, be brought within the 
comity of nations. The month of October witnessed 
the unwonted spectacle of au international congress 
on literary and artistic property sitting in Brussels, 
the very Algiers of the press—with the Belgian 
minister at its head. It is a strange and discredit¬ 
able fact, that two free and enlightened countries 
like Belgium and the United States should have 
lagged so far behind the nations in a question of 
civilization like this of copyright; but nowhere— 
not even in America—has the cause of piracy 
been maintained to such dishonourable issues as in 
Belgium. In this matter, as in so many others, 
it is very pleasant to remember that England led 
the way in the cause of civilization. It is long, 
now, since our own governments showed a desire 
to deal justly, so far as this question is concerned, 
with the claims of intellect. Though much, as our 
renders know, in certain directions, remains still to 
be done, yet step by step the copyright in mental 
produce has been improved and extended amongst 
ourselves :—and the enlarged principles which we 
recognised at home, we pushed abroad wherever 
we could. The law of international copyright 
gradually established, on our invitation, with an 
increasing number of foi’eign states, has every¬ 
where brought its benefit to authors and pub¬ 
lishers in the ratio of its operation ; but up to 
the present day it is shamelessly resisted in those 
countries in which the interests of English mental 
property suffer most severely. The reprint system, 
still conducted on the largest scale in Belgium and in 
America, deprives the author of a beneficial interest 
in more than half his audience. Brussels, it is said, 
supplies as many copies of a high-class English book 
as the London booksellerNew York, considerably 
more. The loss which accrues to English authors 
from the want of a copyright law with the United 
States, may be surmised from the very large sums 
which Ainericau authors, under a mistaken inter¬ 
pretation of existing laws, have commanded in this 
country. In Belgium, as we have said, the resist¬ 
ance to the laws of literary and artistic morality has 
taken forms more than commonly disgraceful. Do 
any of our readers happen to remember a certain 
petition addressed some years ago to the Belgian 
Chamber of Deputies by some of the parties com¬ 
mercially interested in the maintenance of the 
national offence ; in which they put forward their 
helpless wives and children as arguments for their 
predatory habits,— and, by a somewhat questionable 
compliment, assured the chamber that their sole 
hope against the spreading morality of the times 
was in its symjiathies! Threatened at that time 
with a French international treaty', there was a 
tremendous flutter and outcry among the Belgian 
cuckoos. Menaced, to that extent, with the depri¬ 
vation of their right to rob their neighbours’ nests, 
they actually pleaded, as well we remember, the 
extent and duration of the wTong, with the earnest 
conviction of anti-monopolists and the free spirit 
of pirates. “ Fifty thousand Belgians,” they said, 
“ are menaced in their existence and their rights.” 
The claim of the foreign writer to a monopoly 
of his own head W'as indignantly denounced as 
about to bring “ ruin on numerous and flourishing 
branches of industry connected with repi-ints: 
—a Belgian word for larceny.—Do our readers 
also remember a certain royal speech, in which 
the yet undeveloped resources for literary rob¬ 
bery of the country w'ere pointed out to his 
people by the head and fount of Belgian chivalry 
himself,—and it was recommended that the neces¬ 
sities of the times at home, in Belgium, should be 
met by fresh forays on the intellectual property of 
other lands ?—The very' spread of the spirit of 
honourable treaty has been prey to the Belgian 
robber; and in his accruing monopoly as a rover 
over the mental seas, he has actually fattened on 
the new and growing morality of nations. It would 
be pleasant to believe, that a conviction of the evils, 
moral and economical, that result to the national 
character, and the national literature and art, from 

the scandalous ])racticc of piracy in books and prints, 
had fully dawned at length on the Belgian mind. 
An international copyright congress sitting at Brus¬ 
sels at all, is certainly au intimation that the national 
conscience is coming nearer to the standard of the 
times. We have, ourselves, reason to know, that 
many of the authors and artists of Belgium have 
begun to feel honourably uneasy under the stigma 
which has so long attached to their country as the 
stronghold on this side the ocean of literary and 
artistic piracy. If the results at which the Brussels 
Congress have arrived could make its way into the 
legislation of the country, in spite of the robber- 
interests that yet oppose it, Belgium would have a 
better claim than just now she can assert to take 
her place in the brotherhood of high-minded and 
enlightened nations. 

THE 

ROMANCE OF PICTURE-DEALING. 

The drama of the picture-dealers, produced some 
weeks since at Guildhall, and which it was intended 
should be transferred to a larger theatre, and played 
before a higher audience, was, unhappily for the 
moralities involved, prematurely W'ithdravvn, in con¬ 
sequence of the illness of a leading actor. 

It was found impossible to get Mr. Peter into 
court to sign the depositions; and the plea of 
something like mental imbecility was studiously put 
forward, though not very clearly made out, as the 
pretext for his absence. In ordinary cases, such a 
plea as this is not a very agreeable one to urge; 
hut in this case of Mr. Peter, the pretext of mental 
weakness, while it covered the fact of the com¬ 
plainant’s absence from the court, covered also 
some portion of the folly that had made him a 
complainant. The plea happily fitted both the case 
and the compromise; and the magistrate, who was 
earnest for the vindication of the law, was com¬ 
pelled, nevertheless, to give way before its resolute 
assertion. He took good care, however, to express 
himself as highly dissatisfied with such a result. 
“ It is quite clear,” said Alderman Wire, “ that a 
compromise has been made, and that this court has 
been made the medium for effecting it.” It struck 
the w'orthy alderman, of course, as it does ourselves, 
that the inability to attend the court had arisen 
only after the compromise, and that the patient was 
of good court-going capacity so long as he lay out 
of his money.—We must say, that the alderman was 
very critical on the occasion, and that some of his 
remarks must have sounded most unpleasingly ia 
the ears of all the parties concerned. He warned 
the counsel who, from the safe position which he 
had attained by Mr. Peter’s non-appearance, began 
to talk somewhat vapouriugly of the complete 
refutation, which he could produce ” an if he would,” 
that the very least he could say on the subject 
would be the best; as, if the matter were dwelt on, 
he, the magistrate, would be compelled to pro¬ 
nounce judicially some very strong opinions on 
the case. Really, it does seem not easy to bring 
these Art-pirates to book; and there has, un¬ 
questionably, been a failure of justice here, to add 
to the failure of justice in the case of Mr. Gloss. 
But, the facts will not have fallen altogether without 
fruit; and the extreme peril in which these adven¬ 
turous dealers consider themselves to stand, may 
be guessed by the very large sums which they have 
been willing to disgorge rather than abide the issue. 
The “hue and cry” was close indeed when the 
highwayman of old threw away his plunder. If it 
be indeed true, that the mental weakness which 
kept Mr. Peter out of com-t was the incident that 
suggested him as a victim,—that the natm'al calamity 
which protects the wrong-doers from punishment 
now was the thing on which they operated for the 
original wrong,—then, the case becomes morally 
blacker against the picture-dealers implicated for 
the very matter of defence which legally absolves 
them.—They will have done some good in their . 
generation, nevertheless, by the contribution their j 
case is calculated to make towards an early and j 
sufficient measure of redress: and the public owe | 
a debt of gratitude to Alderman Mire, for the pains 
he took to point, so far as it rested with him, the 
moral of their dealing. 

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES. 

Pauis.—The magnificent apartment in the Lux¬ 
embourg, known as the bedchamber of Marie de 
Medicis, is about to be restored. The fine wood¬ 
carving of the frames, panels, &c., has become 
wormeaten, and its entire decay would involve the 
loss of the beautiful arabesques and decorative 
paintings which cover the walls and coiling of the 
room. The paintings wore executed by Nicholas 
Poussin, Rubens, and Philip do Champagne. The 
work of restoration will nece.ssarily require the 
utmost care and nicety.—An addition of five pictures 
has been made to the Louvre collection, at a cost 
of three hundred thousand francs (.£12,000). Two 
are by Murillo; and the whole are of the Spanish 
school, and were formerly in the Soult collection. 
They will shortly be exhibited in the long gallery. 
—In the concours for the Prix dc Rome, M. Paul 
Colin’s painting, although evidently the work of 
inexperience, promises well for the future.—Nume¬ 
rous statues have recently been sent to provincial 
museums. A statue in bronze, representing Hero, 
by M. Etex, to Nantes; “ Jephthah’sDaughter,” by 
Eabisch, to Aix ; “ Love Sleeping,” by Gayrard, 
sen., to Strasbourg, &c.—The interior decorations 
of the Louvre are in progress, and the various 
statues for the exterior niches are being placed in 
their respective positions.-—Death has taken, at the 
early age of fifty-four, M. Leon Fleury, a land¬ 
scape-painter of considerable talent: he was much 
esteemed. A fine painting by him is in the Luxem¬ 
bourg Gallery'.—The embellishments of Paris con¬ 
tinue. The ancient Marche des Innocents” is 
removed, and a square is planned out, in the 
centre of which the fine fountain by Jean Gougon 
will prove the great ornament: the government is 
doing all in its power to multiply the squares in 
Paris.-—That splendid thoroughfare, the Boulevard 
of Sebastopol, is advancing rapidly, spreading light 
and health through many poor parts of Paris. Un¬ 
fortunately the houses are all palaces, and the 
poorer classes, displaced, cannot find or cannot pay 
the price demanded for lodgings. Thus, although 
the houses built maybe equal to those pulled down, 
the rents have risen so enormously, that hundreds 
of apartments must remain long empty, from the 
exorbitant demands of the landlords. 

Munich.-—The name of Holfrath Hanfsfaengel 
w'ill be familiar to all who have sojourned at 
Munich, and will be remembered by others in con¬ 
junction with that great work, entitled “Die I)res- 
dener Gctllerie,” in which the principal pictures 
contained in that celebrated gallery are reproduced 
with artistic skill by the aid of lithography. The 
undertaking originated with him, and some of the 
finest plates are the work of his hand. It brought 
him honours as well as fame. But, as if determined 
not to rest satisfied with the laurels thus gained, 
hardly had photography begun to take the promi¬ 
nent place in artistic as well as social life which it 
now occupies, than he turned his attention to it, 
and, with the same zeal and diligence he had 
devoted to his former undertaking, herein also 
sought to arrive at excellence. And he has been 
singularly successful. Both at the London and 
Paris Exhibitions his photographs received the award 
which was their due. Many of his portraits have 
not only the clearness but also the warmth and 
beautiful gradations of a fine mezzotinto engraving. 
His collection of portraits is a most interesting one, 
comprising, as it does, kings, queens, and empresses 
—the heads of royal, ducal, and princely houses 
without number—as well as a long list of those who 
are celebrated in the domains of Poetry, or Art, or 
Science. Their name is legion ; but this is hardly 
to be w'ondered at when you see his work before 
you ; for these sun-pictures are agreeable and plea¬ 
sant remembrances of the individual they represent 
—agreeable in tone, and pleasing as regards the 
arrangement of the figure and the accessories. His 
artistic education here stands Hanfstaengcl in good 
stead. In this latter point alone his works would 
deserve to take precedence of those of his contem¬ 
poraries. They' are really “pictures”—not mere 
transcripts of certain given forms. It was to Hanf- 
staengel that we in England owed the first portrait 
of one who since that time has become well- 
known to us all—a stranger then, but now one of 
ourselves : we allude to His Royal Highness the 
Prince Consort. Every one w'as of course anxious to 
behold the features of him who was about to occupy 
so conspicuous a station in this country; and it was 
from Hanfstaengel’s atelier that the likeness pro¬ 
ceeded which w.as so eagerly awaited, and was gazed 
at with so much curiosity. We are not aware if there 
are many of his works in England,—portraits, copies 
of pictures, or facsimiles of noble pieces of architec¬ 
ture,—but we know that Her Majesty the Queen 
sets much value on his photographs, and is in pos¬ 
session of no inconsiderable a collection. 
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Amstehdaji.—The sudden death of Ai'_v Soheffer 
has created a painful sensation in the Art-circles of 
Holland, the laud of his birth; and as every cir¬ 
cumstance bearing upon a reputation so exalted is 
full of interest, the following notes will be accept¬ 
able. The father of Arv, John Bernard Scheffer, 
was a German, born at Kassel, in 1773. He was a 
pupil of one of the Tischbeins—probably J. H. 
Tisohbein, who was born at Haina, in 1722, and 
died in 1782, director of the then celebrated academy 
at Kassel. It cannot now be determined in what 
year J. B. Scheft'er came to Holland, but it is known 
that in 1792 he was living at Dordrecht, then aged 
nineteen years, and in that place married Cornelia 
Lainme, daughter of the artist. Ary Lamme, who, 
in 179-3, presented him with a son, the late cele¬ 
brated painter. In 1803 the family settled in Am¬ 
sterdam, after having resided both at Botterdam 
and the Hague. The second son was born in 1796, 
and devoted himself to literature, but the career 
which he chose was a source to him of more sorrow 
than profit. He died not long since in Paris. The 
third son, Henry Sehefi'er, was born in 1798. The 
elder Schelfer was an artist of some talent, as his 
works in Holland testify. There is in the posses¬ 
sion of a well-known collector at the Hague a 
Charity by him, in which the principal figure is his 
wife, and the children were painted from his own. 
In Botterdam there are many meritorious portraits 
by him. In ISOS he obtained the judze on the occa¬ 
sion of a competition in historical painting. The 
subject was “ -Admiral Jacob Simonsohn do Byk 
refusing his Belease from Prison offered him by the 
Spaniards;” but the painter died in 1809, without 
a knowledge of his triumph. The picture is in the 
pavilion at Haarlem. The widow, who distinguished 
herself in engraving and miniature-painting, died 
at Paris, in 1839. When left a widow at the age of 
forty-two, and impressed with a conviction of the 
future greatness of her eldest son, she, in company 
with her children, quitted her native country, and 
settled in I’aris, where she placed Ary and Henry 
under the tuition of Guerin, one of David’s pupils ; 
and as early as 1810 Ary sent a portrait to the exhi¬ 
bition at Amsterdam, which was considered an 
admirable performance. 

Berlin'.—The statue of Handel, in aid of the 
funds for which the Sacred Harmonic Society of 
London some time sini'e subscribed, is now ready 
for casting. The sculptor is named Heidel, and his 
work is intended for Halle. The figure is attired 
in the costume of the jieriod in which Handel lived ; 
the left hand rests ou the side; the right, in which 
is placed a roll of music, rests on a small desk 
before him, on which lies the score of the “ Messiah.” 
The figure has much firmness and character ; the 
head is raised, and the attitude is such as if he 
were about to give the signal for the commence¬ 
ment of the Oratorio. The likeness has been 
obtained from the statue by Eoubiliao in West¬ 
minster -Abbev, which was executed from authentic 
sources, for Handel sat to Eoubiliao. The statue 
will be cast at Berlin, and forwarded to its destina¬ 
tion next summer.—There is a second statue also 
ready for casting—that of the soldier and statesman, 
the Count Brandenburg. The statue was confided 
to Bauch for execution, but on the death of that 
artist it was transferred to his pupil, Hugo Haag. 
The Count wears the very effective dress of the 
(/urdes du corps. 

MErNisGEN'.—A fresco by Bernardino Liiini has 
been successfully transported hither from its late 
abiding place at Milan—the wall of the court of the 
Hotel Beichmann : it was removed from the 
wall, and conveyed over the Alps without accident. 
The subject is a Madonna and Infant Christ, with 
St. John and Elizabeth, the mother being seated, 
and looking down upon the Infant, whose hand is 
extended to the head of a kneeling lamb. St. John 
points to the Saviour with his right hand, while the 
left rests on the back of the lamb. The dimensions 
of the work are si.x feet by about five and a half. 
The heads of Mary and Elizabeth are without the 
“glory,” but it encircles the head of the Saviour. 

Vienna.—We have frequently adverted to the 
notoriously false attribution of famous names to 
inferior pictures in many of the celebrated galleries 
of Europe. We may, with clean hands, allude to 
this, because in our own smaller collection there 
are no pictures upon which a doubt can be reason¬ 
ably oast, while in every public gallery in Europe, 
works of really no merit have been attributed to 
painters of the highest grade. The revision of the 
old catalogues commenced first in Berlin, where 
many glaring inaccuracies have been corrected; 
and on a comparison of the old with the new cata¬ 
logue of the Belvidere Collection, the following 
changes are observable :—In the Italian school, the 
Giorgione (No. 36, in the first room), a man in 
armour, is all but proved to be by another artist; 
“ St. Justina” (No. 7, in the second room), hitherto 
attributed to Pordenone, is now properly assigned to 
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Bonvicino; “ The Mother of God with the Holy 
Infant” (No. 63, in the second room) has been 
unjustly attributed to Giovanni Bellini; “The 
Dead Christ” (No. 66, in the second room) is now 
assigned to Cavazzuolo—there are many circum¬ 
stances which tended to throw discredit on it as a 
work of Lotto, but especially its deficiency of those 
qualities which distinguish the works of the master. 
“The Baptism of Christ” (No. 19, in the third 
room) has been assigned to Pietro Perugino on 
very slight grounds,—there are the letters “ P. P.” 
at the bottom of the picture ; but it is shown that 
it has been justly named, and that the picture 
is one of the best by the master. The “ Saint 
Margaret” (No. 50, third room), with which the 
name of Eaft'aelle has been associated, is now 
given to Giulio Bomano; and a “Biposo” (No. 
53, third room), also attributed to Batl'aelle, is now 
given to Fra Bartolomeo : neither of these pictures 
were signed, but the opinions of connoisseurs are 
unanimous. “ Herodias bearing the Head of John 
the Baptist in a charger” (No. 12, fourth room), 
known as a work of the school of Leonardo, has 
been assigned to Luini; “ Herodias and the Exe¬ 
cutioner” (No. 2-1, fourth room) is in the old cata¬ 
logue attributed to Leonardo da Vinci, or Cesare da 
Sesto : it is, however, certainly not a work of Leo¬ 
nardo, and yet, withal, it is extremely difficult to 
determine it as a production of Cesare. The early 
Florentine portrait (No. 36, fourth room) is justly 
pronounced to be the work of Masaccio ; “ The new¬ 
born Saviour” has been incorrectly ascribed to 
Luca Signorelli—it has been painted by some one 
less skilful than he in the use of the brush. The 
“Young man with the curly hair,” assigned to the 
school of Correggio, is with more justice attributed 
to the master himself. The “ Portrait of the Doge, 
F. Crizzo,” which has been declared the work of 
Strozzi, is more probably by Tintoretto than by him. 
-Among the pictures of the Dutch and Flemish 
schools, there is a “Portrait of an old woman” 
(No. 30, first room), which is determined as of the 
Italian school; the landscape (No. 7, in the second 
room) marked “unknown” has been found to be 
monogrammed by F. Saftleben, and is named ac¬ 
cordingly ; another (No. 9, room No. 2), also 
“unknown,” is ascribed to Van derNeer; and of 
the two portraits (fourth room), hitherto given to 
Bubens, one is pronounced a copy. In addition to 
these necessary and important changes, others, not 
less advantageous, are contemplated, whereby many 
fine pictures, which have hitherto been scarcely 
visible, will be placed in a better light. Those 
which most especially require a change, are the 
w'orks of ATlasijuez, that have been so distributed, 
or hung so high, as to be entirely inappreciable ; 
and also Giorgione’s fine vork, “The wise men of 
the East,’’ would be much benefited by a removal. 
—The annual e-xhibition has this year been re¬ 
markably rich in landscape ; the w'orks of this class 
being not only very numerous, but also of ex¬ 
cellent quality. By Foltz, of ifunich, “Evening 
in the Pastures,” is a production of rare merit, 
equally as to cattle and landscape; and by Schleich, 
also of Munich, “Landscape with Windmills by 
Moonlight,” is not less truthful and effective. AVe 
may also mention “ Wildbad Gaststein forty-four 
years since,” by Steinfeld, Professor of the Academy 
of Vienna. “Under the Lindens,” by Anton 
Hansoh, of Vienna, the yellow tones of which are 
exaggerated. Morgenstern’s “ Holilweg, near An- 
zenhausen Oswald Achenbach’s “Fiesta in the 
Sabine Mountains—Evening,” is a picture in which 
is most successfully described the exuberance of 
Italian life ; and, “ Obersee, in Bavaria,” 'ny another 
Diisseldorf artist, is most faithful to the nature of 
the locale w’hich it professes to represent. Franz 
Adam’s “Hungarian Horses,” is a production of 
great excellence, although in animal drawing not 
equal to Voltz’s cattle picture. Albert Zimmer- 
mann’s “Autumn Sunset among the Mountains,” 
is a brilliant performance, remarkable for its bold¬ 
ness of execution; there are also “Evening,” by 
Flamm, of Diisseldorf, and “ Christ and the Woman 
of Samaria,” by Worndle; “ Landscape near 
Bremen,” and “ Landscape near Munich,” are twm 
miniature works by Zimmermann ; also “ Girl 
tending Sheep,” by Voltz ; a “ Party at Thiemsee,” 
Langko ; “ Party in Oetzthal—sunshine and rain : 
wood scene,” by Ebert; “Near Parthenkirchen,” 
by Kollmann ; “ Waterfall in the Hartz,” Fuehsel; 
“ Moonlight in the Thiemsee,” Boshart; and others 
by Gauermann, Haushofer, Schiffer, Jiiger, Holtzer, 
Healanska, Bahlmayer, &c. &o. 

Dusseldokf : Sandstone Statuary.—The de¬ 
corations of the Cathedral of Cologne have given a 
new direction to sculptural art in the districts of the 
Bhine. Every material beneath marble and bronze 
has hitherto been considered as unw'orthy the atten¬ 
tion of the educated artist, and the expense of w'orks in 
those materials exceeds the resources of limited popu¬ 
lations; a suggestion has been therefore adopted from 

Mohr’s decorations of the Cathedral of Cologne, for 
the execution of public wmrks in fine sandstone, 
the sculptor who has distinguished himself in sand¬ 
stone sculpture is Bayerle, of Diisseldorf, who, like 
Mohr, is indebted solely to industry and talent for 
the reputation which he enjoys. His most remark¬ 
able work consists of the figure decorations of the 
down Hall of Wesel, of which there are completed 
—St. Willibrord, the Apostle of the Lower Bhine, 
who, in the eighth century, came from England and 
preached the Gospel in Germany; Charlemagne 
wearing the imperial crown and mantle; and 
Budolph, of Hapsburg ; and right and left of these 
figures appear two of the rulers of Cleves—those to 
whom the town of AVescl acknowledges the greatest 
obligations—Count Dietrich, the eighth, wearing a 
coat of mail, his left hand resting iqjon a shield, and 
in his right holding the charter of the town granted 
by Budolph, of Hapsburg, at whom he is looking; 
the ne.xt is Adolph, first Duke of Cleves, in panoply 
of plate armour with his vizor raised. Then there 
are at the corners—for these figures decorate the 
faqade of the building—John Sigismund, in the 
civil costume of his time, ,'iud the statue of the 
great Elector, both of these Prussian rulers, under 
whose dominion Cleves fell in the seventeenth cen¬ 
tury. Besides these, Bayerle has received com¬ 
missions for other sandstone statues, of which, that 
of the brave Seidlitz, is equal in merit to his best 
works. 

IL L TJ S T 11A T E D BOOKS 

FOR THE YOUNG. 

THE PUBLICATIONS 

OF MESSRS. GRIFFITH AND FARR-AN.* 

We have selected such as we considered the most 
suitable for our pages from some very pretty books 
which the successors of the old firm at the well- 
known “corner of St. Paul’s Church-yard” have 
sent us, as heralds of the approaching season ; and 
we have placed at the head of our notice a little 
brochure by the late Thomas Hood, as a very small 
mark of the respect due to whatever bears his 
honoured name. The poet left two children. The 
simple and touching preface is written by the 
daughter, now the wife of the Bector of Cossington, 
and the very clever and amusing illustrations are 
by the son (Thomas Hood the younger), both 
already known to the public as the authors of some 
charming tales and poems. The children working 
out the father’s intention in this particular way is a 
decided novelty in juvenile literature. Mrs. Bro- 
derip sa3's, “The following story of ‘ The Precocious 
Pig’ was originally related by our dear father when 
the writer of these lines was a little girl, much 
inclined to cry over poor Piggy’s tragical fate, and 
the artist who illustrates it so appropriately was a 
little fat boy, who chuckled over Piggy’s misdeeds 
with intense enjoyment. Our smiles are now graver 
and sadder, for, after many years of chance and 
change, the old familiar words recall only a beloved 
memory of one who forgot his own cares and suf¬ 
ferings to minister to his children’s amusement 
and pleasure. AVe feel, however, we are fulfilling 
what would have been our father’s own wish in 
giving to another generation of little girls and boys 
the veritable history of Piggy’s chequered career. 
To him children were always welcome; and to us 
it will be a great pleasure that anything of his can, 
so many years after his death, bring a merry laugh 
to the little face of the happy childhood he loved 
so well.” 

'The poem has no pretension to any portion of the 
great author’s wit or pathos; it is just such a 
story as a clever, good-natured papa would rhyme 
for his little ones, with the moral not dragged in, 
but coming out of the events, and showing how 
dangerous it is for little pigs, and, by analogy, 
little people, to abandon too early the shelter of the 
parental roof. All this has been admirably worked 

* The Headlong Career and Woeful Ending of Preco- 
ciou.'j Piggy. By the late Thomas Hood. Illustrated by 
his Son. 

The War Tiger; or, the Adventures and Wonderful 
Fortunes of the Young Sea-Chief and his Lad Chow. A 
Tale of the Conquest of Cliina. By William Dalton. Il¬ 
lustrations by H. S. iMelville. 

Sunday Evenings with Sophia—Little Talks on Great 
Subjects. By Leonora G. Bell. Frontispiece by G. Ab- 
solon. 

Tlie Triumiihs of Steam ; or. Stories from the Lives of 
Watt, Arkwright, and Stei'henson. By the Autlior of 
“Jlight not Right,” &c. With Illustrations by John 
Gilbert. 

Scenes of Animal Life and Character, from Nature and 
Recollection. By J. B. 

Der Schwatzer. 
Paul Blake: a Boy’s Perils in the Islands of Corsica 

and Monte Cristo. By Alfred Elwes, author of “ Ocean 
and her Rulers,” &c. With Illustrations by J. Anelay. 
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out by tlio amateur artist. In tbo very tirst page 
Piggy’s confidence and I’iggy’s danger are shown 
in a way that would do no discredit to our best cari¬ 
caturist—Leech ; every stroke helps tlie story—every 
line tells a tale—the tailing bird, the butterfly just 
escaped from the cocoon, yet fluttering on the edge 
of a watchful spider’s web ; wliile on the opposite 
page Master Piggy, the very perfection of priggish- 
noss, and all priggish accessories, is trotting confi¬ 
dently out of the farmyard. All the illustrations 
are CMiually “ telling and did we not know that Mr. 
Hood has devoted his future to the highest purpose 
of which this life is capable, we should warn some 
of the public favourites in this particular walk of 
Art (for it is Art) that they must look to their 
laurels. 

'I'uE IVau Tiger is a tale of the conquest of 
China, by Mr. Dalton, whose story of The VVolf- 
RoY OF China has achieved much popularity among 
those who are fond of tales of adventure in strange 
lands. We are all anxious to know more than we have 
hitherto known concerning the descendants of the 
tiventy-two dynasties, that have given some two 
hundred and forty emperors to the celestial king¬ 
dom ; and though Mr. Dalton fairly states that he 
has mingled fiction with facts, he has also happily 
blended information with amusement. ’The hero of 
these adventures is the son of the famous Chin-chi- 
Looiig, the Chinese Paul Jones—a pirate in the eyes 
of his enemies, a patriot in those of his friends. 
Pleasant as this volume is, we want facts about 
China for our young friends ; hitherto it has been 
impossible to obtain them from a country so barred 
against us, but the last few months have removed 
much that opposed our progress, and we shall, 
despite their lingering opposition, rapidly establish 
more intimate relations with a people of whom, for 
many years, we thought little but that they grew 
tea, and manufactured silk and porcelain. The 
illustrations are characteristic, and the volume is 
“ got up” as a very acceptable gift-book for Christ¬ 
mas. 

Sunday Evenings with Sophia.—Tliere is no 
class of book so much required by parents and 
governesses as that which can enliven, without pro¬ 
faning, the Sabbath; those who earnestly and faith¬ 
fully desire to obey the Lord’s command, and “ keep 
it holy,” frequently mistake dulne.ss for holiness, 
and unintentionally make the child dislike the day 
that, of all others, ought to bring it rest and hap¬ 
piness. When w'e opened this volume (we do not 
remember ever before seeing the writer’s name, 
though W'e earnestly hope to meet it again) we 
imagined it w'as intended for little children ; but the 
admirable train of very close reasoning on divine 
subjects which the author adopts could not be atten¬ 
tively followed for any length of time by minds not 
already cultivated and strengthened by serious 
thought. We have seldom met with a volume of 
greater importance to the young; it is carefully 
written, and has been ably compiled and di¬ 
gested. Miss Bell has the rare power of analysing 
without confusing; and she never fatigues—never 
dwells a moment longer on a subject than is abso¬ 
lutely necessary for its illustration. Occasionally 
we feared she was getting beyond her depth; and 
there seems at times a little leaning towards “high 
churchism,” but it may be that her finely organized 
mind feels the poetry of religion, although, hap¬ 
pily, in an inferior degree to its spirituality. 

'The Tkiumph.s of Steam are stories from the in¬ 
structive livep of Watt, Arkwright, and Stephenson, 
worked into a most delicious volume of examples, 
by the author of “Might not Eight.” There can 
be no more faithful daguerreotypes of those mar¬ 
vellous men and their works within the compass of 
a small volume, and the deductions and observa¬ 
tions are well drawn, and wisely put. As an illus¬ 
tration, W'e quote the following passage, levelled 
against a fault w'hich is too much indulged in by 
“ Young England ; ”— 

“ Eemember, also, Charles, that if you merely 
listen to what is good, or noble, or generous, for 
the sake of turning it into fun, and think you show 
3'our w'it or your wisdom by overlooking the real 
point of a story, and fixing on some secondary 
and absurd deduction, your wit will be of very 
little use to 3'ou, and your wisdom will hardly earn 
for you the applause of the only class of persons 
whose approbation is worth having.Ton only 
meant to say what you considered funny, and that 
is too much the tendency of the present da3'. No 
matter how good, or how amiable, or how high- 
toned an action may be, it is sacrificed without 
remorse to the love of a joke. I cannot bear the 
spirit that this thirst for the ridiculous engenders ; 
once admit it as your principle of action, and it eats 
at the root of everything that is good and noble, 
until at last the pow'er of appreciating what is excel¬ 
lent or beautiful is blunted, if not w'holly lost.” 

The illustrations are in John Gilbert’s usual style 

of excellence. “ Stephenson teaching the Navvies,” 
and “Young Watt [a model of thoughtful beautr] 
absorbed with his Problems,” might be worked 
up into historical jncturcs. And w'hy not ? 

Scenes of Animal Life and Chauacter con¬ 

tains some admirably drawn groups of animals— 

studies from the life; so self-evident, that letter- 

press would but encumber what w'ill bo as much 

admired in the drawing-room as the nursery. 

Der ScinvATZER is simply what the title-page 

sets forth—“ an amusing introduction to the German 

language on the plan of ‘ Le 11 ah ilia rd.’ ” 'I'lie 

“ sixteen engravings” are a long step—backw'ard ! 

Paul Blake.—'Phis spirited and engaging story 
will lead our young friends to a very intimate 
acquaintance with the Island of Corsica, which is 
in general passed over, as if only worthy of remark 
as the birthplace of Napoleon Buonaparte, but 
this is by no means its sole claim to juvenile patron¬ 
age. 'Pile story is full of adventure brilliantly told, 
and the hero precisely such a model as we desire 
to set before our boys. 'Pho illustrations, by Mr. 
Anelay, are excellent. How gratified our young 
friends ought to be, seeing that some of our best 
artists do not disdain to minister to their improve¬ 
ment and amusement! 

The Children’s Picture-Book of English 

History. Published by Bell & Daldy', 

London. 

This is a Child’s Pictorial History of England, very 
accurate, and illustrated by engravings skilfully 
drawn and executed, as well as correct in costume. 
The authoi'—or rather compiler—has w'isely re¬ 
frained from inserting any but principal events 
in our histoiy, such as a child can comprehend, 
relating them simply and plainly, without orna¬ 
ment or colouring of his own.—^without reasons for 
or against, but leaving the child’s mind unbiassed 
towards one particular view, or influencing it to form 
any prejudicial opinion that afterwards it might 
be difficult to eradicate. 'The pictures are such as 
will interest the parent as well as the child, while 
impressing on the mind the event illustrated with 
greater certainty than ordinary lesson-books do. 
We should bo glad to see more of the stern, and 
often “ dry,” truths we must all learn in our youth 
embellished, as this little book is, with the graces 
and softer teachings of the imagination. 

Stories about Birds. By Mrs. Eairfield. Pub¬ 
lished by Hamilton & Co., London. 

This is a most interesting little book for children, 
written in the easy conversational style that pleases 
young minds so much. It gives the habits and 
peculiarities of the “ feathered songsters of the 
grove,” without the “stiffness of speech” that usually 
characterises so-called “instructive books,” and 
enlivens the whole with amusing anecdotes, that 
are not so miraculous as to raise doubts of their 
truth. We should ourselves think a rain3' day in 
the country far from dull if we had a Mrs. Fairfield 
to tell us such pretty stories ; and our children would 
find greater interest—increase of mental as well as 
hodihj health—in their daily walks and country 
rambles by wood and river, if they were taught to 
examine and admire those beauties of Nature that 
God has made as much sources hf delight to the 
peasant in his daily out-door labour as to the country 
gentleman among his shady lawns and wooded 
slopes—as much sources of wonder and pleasure to 
the man of many summers as the little child, w'ho 
loves poor Eobin Eedbreast for covering with leaves 
the Babes in the Wood ! 

We recommend this book to parents who desire 
their children to love the birds and tlow'ers; and 
wish every mother would follow Mrs. Fairfield’s 
example, and lead her little ones to find interest 
and pleasure in the varied beauties of Nature, that 
may everyw'here be found. 

Daddy Dacre’s School. By Mrs. S. C. Hall. 

Published by G. Koutledge & Co., London. 

This is a volume for the young, but not for the 
very 3'oung. The school is that in which Nature 

I is the first teacher; Daddy Dacre is but her usher. 
I Our readers will not expect us to sa3' more of this 
I volume than that it is nicely printed, neatly bound, 

and that the price is but a shilling. 

It is pleasant to know that literature for the 
3'oung is thus deriving value from Art,—not Art of 
a debasing, or even of an inferior, character, but of 
a high and pure order,—so as to aid essentially in 
extending and confirming Lessons calculated to 
improve the heart and mind. A. M. H. 

JIISTOHY or THE IMrElUAL SCHOOL 
EOK DllAWING, IN PARIS.* 

It is to Bachclier, painter to King Louis XV., that 
is due the foundation of this useful establishment. 
Distressed at seeing that “ routine was the only com¬ 
pass possessed liy tlie working clas.ses,” this eminent 
artist formed a jirojcet for tlie foundation of a free 
school for drawing for young apprentices. With 
the help of several wealthy citizens and amateurs, he 
obtained permission, in 17C1, to form, by way of 
experiment, a class in the huildings of the old chapel 
of the college of Autnn, in the Rue St. Andre-des- 
Arts; and as soon as he had fixed a day for the open¬ 
ing of his class, an immense number of pupils 
hastened to have their names inscribed on the 
register opened for that purpose. Such is the origin 
of the first public school for draw'ing founded in 
Paris for the henelit of the working class. 

In consequence of the results obtained after two 
years’ trial, the king fidly appreciated the services 
that Baehelier’s school was likely to render to the 
mechanical ai’ts ; therefore, “ in order to give to this 
establishment a splendour w'hich the royal sanction 
could alone bestow on it,” Louis XV. adopted the 
plan which had already been formed, and declared 
liimself the protector of the institution. The Royal 
Free School for Drawing was thus definitively insti¬ 
tuted by letters patent, given from Fontainebleau on 
the 20th of October, 1707, and the following con- 
siderations,'which formed the preambleof these letters, 
are sufficiently interesting to deserve our notice ;— 
“ 'The perfection which through our care and our 
protection has been attained in our kingdom by the 
ditferent bodies of Arts and trades, having convinced 
us more and more that the industry of the artists of 
these different bodies, formed one of the branches of 
commerce the most flourishing and the most advan¬ 
tageous to our subjects, w'e think it our duty to 
devote still more attention to what may facilitate 
the increase of their knowledge and of their talent. 
'These considerations had already determined us to 
permit the opening of a school, in which gratuitous 
instruction might be given in the principal elements 
of practical painting, of architecture aud of the 
different parts of drawing (iic), in order to procure 
for the future, to each w'orkman, the power of 
e.xecnting, himself, and without any other assistance, 
the different works which his peculiar genius for 
his Art might lead him to imagine. From these 
causes,” &c. 

'The school w'as placed under the direction of the 
Lieutenant-general of the police, and managed by 
six persons, chosen by the king. The six con¬ 
stituted bodies of tradesmen and other communities 
were allowed to found scholarships either for life or 
for ever, a'ld the pupils who obtained the first prizes 
had advantages given to them in the trades to which 
they were destined. 'This power of creating scholar¬ 
ships, which produced immediate resources to the 
establishment, still exists, and the city of Paris keeps 
at the drawing school a certain number of pupils for 
whose support it pays. 

Endowed w'ith great perseverance, aud, moreover, 
protected by Madame Dubarry, Bachelier obtained 
from the king an annual subvention, and also the sum 
of 60,000 francs for the purchase of models, which 
were to serve for the instruction of the pupils. He 
set himself to w'ork, and, assisted by his friends 
Boucher, Natoire, Chardin, Vieu, Restout, Greuze, 
&c., he formed an admirable collection of subjects, 
which, having been reproduced by engraving, still 
serve for the children who frequent the classes of 
the school. Fetes and concerts were given for the 
benefit of the establishment, lotteries were organized 
in order to increase its resources, and Bachaumont, 
in hisjornmal (“Memoires Secrets,” 1780), gives the 
following account of the first distribution of prizes 
made to the pupils of Bachelier:— 

“ For the purpose of exciting emulation a distri¬ 
bution of sixty-six prizes took place on the 28th of 
last month (December, 1767), in one of the large 
rooms in the Tuileries, aud the ceremony was 
attended with every possible pomp. 'The six bodies 
of tradesmen, all the distinguished amateurs, aud a 
number of illustrious personages, were invited to 
attend. M. Bachelier opened the business of the 

* We are indebted to the Journal des Dibats for this in¬ 
teresting episode of the Fine-Art history of France. 
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meetiug by a very appropriate address to the pupils 
present, in nninber about ]500. He impressed ou 
their minds the obligation they were under to tlieir 
master, and to the enlightened magistrate (He Sartine, 
Lieutenant of Police), under whose direction they 
received lessons so useful and so well calculated to 
develop whatever talents they might possess. The 
ceremony was followed by' those loud acclamations, 
and those marks of feeling from the children, which 
were the real expression of their hearts.” 

Up to the period of the revolution, these distribu¬ 
tions took place every year at Christmas eve in one 
of the halls of the palace, and as a contemporaneous 
author (“ Description de Paris,’’ par Martinet and 
Porceliu, 1781) observes, the assemblage of 1500 
children, snrro\inded by their parents and a midti- 
tude of persons of all ranks, was a spectacle calculated 
to excite the admiration of every sensible man. 

The buildings in the Hue St. ikndre-des-Arts 
soon became iusutlicieut to accommodate the crowd 
of pupils who came to attend the drawing lessons, 
and Bachelier prolited by the removal of the School 
of Surgery to the new huildings constructed on the 
site of the old College de Boiirgogne, to remove his 
school into the old dissecting amphitheatre, which 
was built in 1694 by the master surgeons, by the 
side of the Church of St. Como their patron. The 
opening of the new school took place with great 
ceremony ou the 1st of May, 1776. 

This building, wliich is now occupied by the 
school for drawing, was ornamented by a cupola 
covered with slate, and terminated in a kind of 
beloedere surmounted by the royal crown and the 
1leur-de-Us in gilt, lu the present day all this has 
been replaced by a rotunda in zinc. The principal 
entrance, wliich has been preserved, was decorated 
in the Ionic order, and ornamented with a marble 
slab with the following two lines from Santeul;— 

“ .Ad ccedes lioinimun prisca amiihitlieatra patebant, 
Ut discant longum vivere nostra patent." 

This Latin inscription, wliich was well suited to 
the former destination of the building, has been 
replaced by the two following lines explaining the 
purpose to which it is now devoted;— 

“ Enidlare alia pictor scultorve palsestra ; 
llsec soli pateant araphitheatra fabro." 

This distich may be still seen over the entrance to 
the school, in the court, ornamented with the names 
of Lucca della Robbia, B. Cellini, Bernard I’alissy, 
Leonard Limousin, Percier, &c. 

The interior of the building also underwent very 
material changes ; benches and desks replaced the 
dissecting tables, and to do honour to the protector 
of the school, it was divided into different compart¬ 
ments, or voies, wliich took the name of the Voie 
Royale, Voie de la Vrilliere, Voie de Sartine, de 
Turgot, &c. A plan showing these different divisions 
still exists in the archives of the school. 

Nothing can be more curious than the internal 
organization of the school; there wms a regulation 
for everything. The entrance and the departure of 
the pupils, which was proved by tickets ; the distri¬ 
bution of models according to the degree of advance¬ 
ment of each ; the division of the classes according 
to the different trades for which the apprentices 
were destined ; the nomination of the professors or 
officers, which could only be chosen from among the 
pupils who had obtained prizes at the academy of I 
painting, &c. During the Revolution, the lessons of 
the professors were frequently disturbed by the move¬ 
ments of the Club des Cordeliers, that held its 
sittings ill the buildings of the old convent wliich 
w'ere adjoining to the school; the cannon of the sec¬ 
tion were placed in one of the inner courts; and it 
was into that very court that on the 13th of July, 
1793, the blood-stained body of Marat was conveyed. 
The pupils were present at the curious funeral of the 
editor of the Ami da Peiiple, and deposited flow'ers 
and chaplets on bis body. 

TheNational Assembly, in suppressing the different 
trade corporations, deprived the school of its princi¬ 
pal source of revenue. The ruin of the undertaking 
of Bachelier appeared imminent, and, in order to 
save it, the courageous director addressed a petition 
to the representatives, pointing out to them the dis¬ 
tressed state of an establishment “so useful to the | 
country and to the w'orking-classes.” A provisional 
subvention of 15,600 francs was granted to him, and, 
thanks to this feeble assistance, Bachelier again went ; 
bravely to work, and waited for better days. | 

Under the Consulate and the Empire the school 
remained stationary, and the painter, Berrin, who 
succeeded Bachelier in 1806, did not introduce any 
reform worthy of mention. It was to hi. Belloc, 
the ])rcscut director, that is due the revival of this j 
establishment, to which, for more than twenty-five 
years, he has devoted his most assiduous attention. 

lu addition to drawing, the composition of orna¬ 
ments and mathematics, architecture, and sculj)ture, 
are now' taught; animals, natural ilowers, plants, 
and naked figures are copied by the pupils, and wood 
engraving is to be taught next year. Children 
attend the classes in the morning, and they are 
replaced by adults in the evening. The lessons take 
place every day in the week, and every year more 
than one thousand pupils inscribe their names to be 
present at them. 

It is this nursery for artists that has turned out 
the artisticul w'orkmen, engravers, pattern drawers 
for printers, ornament makers, sculptors, painters 
of the attributes of different trades, &c., whose 
uunici'ons works, stamped w ith that seal of elegance 
and good taste, so w'cll maintained the honour of 
Parisian industry at the Universal Exhibition, and 
most of which are due to the lessons received on the 
benches of the old amphitheatre of Saint Como. 

THE VICTORIA RRIDGE, 

AT MONTREAL. 

We regard as gigantic the efforts of our time in the 
cause of social progress; and with reason, for at no 
period of the world’s history have there been such 
immense successes and stupendous failures. But, as 
w'c outdo all who have gone before us, so must we 
be surpassed in enterprise by those who succeed us. 
Among those things formerly regarded as chimerical, 
but which are now' substantive realities, is the Vic¬ 
toria Bridge, crossing the St. Lawrence at Montreal, 
in Canada. This bridge, which, when completed, 
will be the longest in the world, was necessary in 
order to render the Canadian raibvays fully available. 
Ill the report, addressed by Mr. Robert Stephenson 
to the directors in May, 1854, he said, “ If the line 
of railway communication be permitted to remain 
severed by the St. Lawrence, it is obvious that the 
benefits which the system is calculated to confer 
upon Canada must remain t j a great extent nugatory, 
and of a local character.” 

This structure is on the tubular principle, like that 
of the Britannia Bridge, which crosses the Menai 
Strait, but the proportions of the two w'orks are 
somewhat according to the proverbial disparity be¬ 
tween the physical featiu'es of the new' and old 
w'orlds. The length of the Menai Bridge is 1880 
feet—that of the Victoria Bridge w'ill be tw'o miles \ 
less 176 feet,—a length whereby it claims to be 
perhaps the longest bridge in the world. The point 
at which it crosses the St. Lawrence is about half a 
mile to the w'est of Montreal, a short distance 
below the “ Lachine ” Rapids, and about nine miles 
from St. Anne’s, the place celebrated in Moore’s 
Canadian Boat Song. The engineers are Mr. Robert 
Stephenson and Mr. A. M. Ross, and the contractors 
are iMessrs. Peto, Brassey, and Betts, and the cost 
of the work will be .£1,250,000. We have before 
us a perspective view of the bridge as it will bcw'hen 
completed; but such a composition scarcely conveys 
an impression of the real distance. The tubes will 
be supported by twenty-four piers, wliich, with the 
abutments, will leave twenty-five spans for the tubes, 
of which the centre one will be 330 feet w'ide, and 
each of the others 242 feet, and the jiicrs are each 
15 feet in width, with the exception of the tw'o 
centre ones, which will be 18 feet. The river St. 
Lawrence, for a distance of 360 miles, is solidly frozen 
in winter, and the whole of the i'-e must pass beneath 
the bridge; and even much more than this, for 
there are yet beyond Kingston 2000 miles of lake 
and upper river, from the w'hole of w'hich water 
surface ice jiasses into the St. Lavvrence. Hence 
will be understood the necessity for extraordinary 
strcngih in the construction of the piers—for any¬ 
thing short of the solidity of rock would be swept 
away by the av'alanchcs of ice that come down the 
river, on the breaking up of the frost, at the rate of 
from seven to ten miles an hour. 

GEORGE STERHENSOH. 
FKOM THE STATUE BY E. H. BAILY, U.A. 

As there are streams which pursue their onw-ard 
course silently, and unnoticed, save by the fructi¬ 
fying inlluences on the meadows through w'hich they 
run, so are there men of genius who may be said to 
have passed their days almost unregarded by their 
fellows, certainly very often without receiving the 
honour due to them—who are 

“ Nameless till they die. 
And leaving no memorial but a w'orld 
Made bettor by their lives." 

Such a man, during a period of many years, was 
George Stephenson, who, by his talents, his un¬ 
daunted perseverance and energy, his uncompro¬ 
mising probity, and generous enthusiasm, forced his 
way upwards from the position of the lowest circum¬ 
stances to a place among the most eminent of 
England’s w'orthics. What a history of toil and 
struggle, of disappointed hope, of baffled expecta¬ 
tions, of contention with ignorance, prejudice, iu- 
credulity, aud official arrogance, is presented in the 
records of his life—obstacles to be overcome only by 
a sincere conviction that the end is to be, and must 
be, accomplished, because it is founded on truth and 
justice: and the end w'as victory, and his reward, 
not the coronet and ermine of nobility, not even the 
red riband of the Bath—no regal sword was ever 
laid on the shoulder of that siuew'y arm, which 
in youth had done duly at the colliery furnace—but 
instead of these honours, often bestow'ed w'liere they 
have not been deserved, Stephenson lived to gain the 
applause, the respect, and the admiration of the 
civilized world, its thanks, and its benedictions. 

T'he history of such men, or rather their deeds, 
are epochs in the annals of nations; or as Longfellow 
beautifully expresses it, they are 

“ Footprints ou tlie sands of lime 

for the benefits conferred are not limited to country 
or people, they become universal, though the honour 
of giving birth to a great mind rests ou the land 
from which it springs. Aud England glories iu 
those who, like Stephenson, work out an eternal 
fame by their own indomitable courage aud genius; 
unhappily, she has too frequently neglected to pay 
them her homage till the grave has closed over 
their labours—till the stout heart has ceased to 
throb, aud the fire of genius has gone down for 
ever; then she has raised statues, and budded monu¬ 
ments, and offered ovations to the memory of the 
dead. Better these honours should be then paid 
than not at all; but better still that exalted worth, 
and high intellect, and great deeds, should not be 
left unacknowledged, unrewarded by a nation’s gra¬ 
titude, till the ear of the hero is unable to catch the 
song of triumph: within the last few years our 
countrymen have shown that they are of the same 
opinion, and are beginning to honour the living as 
w'ell as the dead. “ We have outlived the age,” 
says a writer in one of the daily journals, iu alluding 
to a statue of Stephenson that it is proposed to 
erect at Newcastle-ou-Tyne, “in which only states¬ 
men and heroes”—we call the engineer of Stockport 
and Darlington a hero—“ were publicly honoured, 
in which poets were thrust into the darkest corner 
of a cathedral, and the professors of science ve¬ 
nerated only by pedants aud scholars.” 

When we know what the locomotive accomplishes 
in the present day—that a speed of forty, aud even 
fifty, miles in the hour is a feat of daily occurrence, 
one is ready to smile at the incredulity of men who 
met Stephenson’s statement w'ith sneers, w'hen he told 
them he would undertake to construct an enginewhieh 
w'ould draw a heavy load ten miles within the hour. 
He did this, however, aud much more, and we of 
this generation are the inheritors of the rich legacy 
his genius bequeathed to us, and of W'hich the 
inhabitants of other aud far distant lands are, indi¬ 
rectly, the partakers. 

George Stephenson w'as born at the little village 
ofWylam, near Newcastle, on the 9th of June, 1781; 
he died at his residence, Tapton, May 12th, 1848. 
The statue from w'hich onr engraving is taken stands 
in the entrance-hall of the railw'ay station in Euston 
Square ; it was erected by the friends of the great 
engineer, and is a well-merited tribute on their 
part to the mau whom kings “might delight to 
honour.” 
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MINOil TOPICS OF THE MONTH, 

The National Galleuy.—Au aUcration lias 
been recently nnide in the days when the imblic are 
admitted to this institution. Tliiu’sdays and Fridays 
are now reserved for students only, on all other days 
of the week the gallery is open to the jniblic. 

Tun FiticscoEs in the Houses of Pakliament. 

—Another panel has been tilled in the corridor of 
the Commons’ lobby, by Mr. Ward, the picture 
being his “ Sleep of Argylc.” It was like the others, 
we believe, painted on a plate of slate, in a room in 
the clock tower, backed by frame-work, and so lived 
in its place. The picture is so well kuoivn that it 
need not be described here. We must, how'ever, 
observe that the picture, as a fresco in this corridor, 
is not seen as it was in the Royal Academy, as an 
oil painting. If the stained glass were removed 
from the windows above, it w'ould be but an act of 
simple justice to these works. But we look now on 
the progress of fresco decoration in the houses of 
Parliament as a magnanimous sacrifice on the jiart 
of the nation in the cause of ikrt. The e-Yperiments 
in the Poets’ Hall are now attacked by dam]), and 
will shortly drop from the walls. AVatts’ “ Red 
Cross Knight ” is much damaged, as is also Horsley’s 
“ Satan at the Ear of Eve,” and Herbert’s “ Disin¬ 
heritance of Cordelia;” all are suffering more or 
less. Tenuiel’s “ St. Cecilia” remains in good con¬ 
dition ; but some of the works will soon be effaced. 

The Kensington Museum.—Mr. Sheepshanks 
has presented to this institution a valuable collection 
of prints in aid of the formation of a gallery of the 

. works of British engravers. The presentation con¬ 
sists of many hundreds of impressions, among 
which there are series showing the progress of plates 
from the etching to the finish. These, of course, 
contain prints of all the works of the Sheepshanks 
gallery that have been engraved, together with valu¬ 
able etchings by Landseer and others. Space is 
being prepared for the collection, which Mr. Smith 
is engaged in arranging. Besides these, there are 
presentations from other sources—as many beau¬ 
tiful proofs by Doo; Mrs. Barrow, after Wyatt; 
Lady Georgiana Murray, after Law'reuce ; Countess 
Clam-Martinics, after the same; Figures from the 
Elgin Marbles; Infant Saviour with the Cross, after 
Raffaelle: these are all by Doo. Then there are 
Guido’s Cupid, by Strange; the Cartoon of Pisa, by 
Sobiavonetti; 'Titian’s Venus, Strange; engravings 
after Claude by Vivares and ’W'oollett; West’s La 
Hogue, by Woollett; Reynolds’ Mrs. Siddons, by 
Playwood; Lawrence’s Princess Charlotte, by Gol¬ 
ding ; prints by Bartollozzi, after Carracci and 
others ; all in the finest condition. 

Amongst objects of Art recently lent to this 
museum is a beautiful series of crystal vases, cups, 
and spoons, &c., mounted in enamelled gold and 
jewels, belonging to the Marquis of Salisbury, and 
by him deposited there. They were contained in a 
silver-mounted case, which was found at Hatfield 
some years ago, in a chest under a bed. Judging 
from the case, which is, however, of later workman¬ 
ship, they appear to have come from Spain; not 
improbably a trophy of war in Queen Elizabeth’s 
reign. Together with these is a pair of silk stock¬ 
ings, the first made in England, and presented to 
Queen Elizabeth : these also came from Hatfield. 
Dr. Bishop has also lent for exhibition a very beau¬ 
tiful bas-relief of Italian art of the fourteenth cen¬ 
tury, a Virgin and Child, slightly coloured and gilt, 
supposed to be the work of Giotto. Both have been 
placed in the division of ornamental Art. 

'The National Ruins.—A variety of corre¬ 
spondents in the Times have been giving fresh airing 
to a subject which is every now and then taken out 
from the limbo of projects postponed, to be dusted 
and ventilated,—and then laid quietly to sleep again 
with the antiquities to which it refers. The neglect 
of our national ruins, full of moral and historic 
lessons as they are, has been the theme of frequent 
argument both in press and parliament; and a letter- 
writer, who calls attention to a chapter of the sub¬ 
ject now is offering good service in doing so, though 
he presents the matter as if it were new in itself, 
and in some sense a discovery of his own. During 
a recent ramble through Yorkshire, he describes 
himself as having been struck—just as if it had 
never struck anybody before, and been made the 
subject of comment again and again—by the great 

difference in the condition of our ancient ruined 
edifices and in the similar edifices scattered through¬ 
out F’raiice. The fact is very notorious ; and the ope¬ 
rations of tlie Commission of ]\I.onuiiieiis lUstoriques 
have been again and again suggested as examples 
amongst ourselves. Eor, the home-grievance is one 
well worth urging,—and far too conspicuous to have 
been left as a fact for disinterment by a wandering 
arcliEcologist in the year of the comet. 'The writer 
in ([uesliou observes, that, hapjiily, some of the 
grandest relics in England, of the monastic and 
I'eiidal ages, are the jiroperty of men whose large 
fortunes enable them to gratify their natural desire 
to preserve the ruins which they have inherited 
\vith their lauds;—and he instances Fountains Abbey, 
pi’eserved as an historic monument by Earl de Grey. 
But there arc other ruins in abundaucc, he says 
truly, which, for want of such a patron combining 
taste and means, are left to perish prematurely, and 
are fast falling to decay.—Now, if we did not live 
in a land wbicb is so rich in arcbioological societies, 
it is probable that our arcbteology might be better 
taken care of. Having, in London, the Society of 
Antiquaries, richly endowed to look after our anti¬ 
quities, but old, itself, and very sleepy,—and two 
arehseological societies, severally endowed to do 
what the Antiquaries neglect to do, and not doing 
it,—and in the country ai’chaological associations 
without end, to assist the metropolitan associations 
by doing the district neglect,—Parliament, in all 
jirobability, thinks it unnecessary to pay much atten¬ 
tion to the subject when it is brought before it, and 
Government may reasonably suppose that there is 
no room for its action. 'That shows, that neither 
the one nor the other understands the action of 
richly-endowed societies in England. Me join with 
the writers in the Times who would willingly see a 
small animal grant devoted to the preservation or 
restoration of our antiquities;—but, on the absolute 
condition, so far as we are concerned, that such 
grant shall not be handed over to the administration 
of our Societies of Antiquaries. 

The Copies at the British Institution.— 
The pictures that have been left this year for copy¬ 
ing are more likely to assist the students than any 
selection we have recently seen here; as among them 
there were two Murillos, the property of the Duke of 
Sutherland, and two pictorial portraits by Reynolds, 
others by Guido, Carracci, &e. Of Nelly O'Brien, 
one of those alluded to as by Reynolds, there were 
seventeen copies; and of “ Lady Beaumont,” the 
other by Reynolds, there were eleven copies, but not 
any of these essays show an understanding of Rey¬ 
nolds’ glazes. Of the Murillo—St. Rufina, one of 
those simple impersonations that Murillo was accus¬ 
tomed to transform into saints and Madonnas—there 
were twenty copies ; and of St. Justa,also by Murillo, 
there were twenty-two copies. 'The other works 
were Mr. Perkins’s magnificent Both; Murillo’s Infant 
Saviour, the property of Lord Howe ; Le Raboteur, 
by Carracci; a large picture by Snyders, Fruit and 
Dead Game; two portraits hyDe'\'os; another by 
Tintoretto ; a head of the Saviour, Guido; St. Mark’s 
Square, Venice, Canalletti;—of all which there were 
copies ; a few of them were moderately good. 

'The Academy op Fine Arts at Stockholm have 
elected as honorary members of their body the fol¬ 
lowing artists and architects ;—Sir C. L. Eastlake, 
Sir E. Landseer, Sir C. Barry, Mr. C. R. Cockerell, 
and Professor Donaldson. 

'J'he Akt-Manufacture Association of Edin¬ 

burgh.—'riiis society has shut up its books, and 
closed its transactions, under circumstances which 
cannot but subject its directors to very severe 
animadversion. 'Fhey are bankrupts, and if ex¬ 
amined in any judicial court would probably be re¬ 
fused a third-class certificate ; that is to say, if they 
suffer affairs to remain as they now are. We trust, 
however, they will do nothing of the kind; that 
they have held, or are about to hold, a meeting, the 
result of which is not only to pay their debts, 
honourably contracted, but to return to subscribers 
every guinea for which no value has been given. 
M^e pass for the present the dismal state of their 
accounts; the startling and somewhat appalling 
fact that they paid for show-cases upwards of £900, 
and sold them for £150; that the cost of adver¬ 
tising, lithography, and printing exceeded £1000 ; 
while the “ miscellaneous expenses, including 'pelty 
disbursements ” very nearly reached £800. The 
“ expenditure ” seems to have been extremely reck- 

less; while we cannot believe that exertions were 
made commensurate with them. M^ith a large and 
iiillueutial committee, lion, secs., and provincial 
lion. secs, (all of whom seem to have been paid, 1 
while they enjoyed the title “honorary”), there 1 
ought to have been a very different result; and it 
will be dillienll to persuade the ])ublic that there , | 
has not been gross mismanagement somewhere. 
The main evil is this: the failure will materially lessen | 
public confidence, and seriously injure any other ;l 

society that may strive to do what this Edinburgh !' 

Society sought to do, might have done, and ought to 
have done; and certainly did do to some extent. At | 
all events, one thing is clear : the committee must ' 
give back the sums they have received, for which those ''' 
who paid them have received no value. 'There was j 

au express stijmlation that must he honourably 
kept; the “ committee ” contains the names of ; 

many gentlemen wlio would no more do a dishonest 
act as individuals thau they would eat fire ; in their 
corporate capacity they must act worthily; they 
cannot look society in the face until every fair 
and right claim upon them has been acknowledged 
and discharged. Eor the present we content our¬ 
selves with these remarks, and do not print the ,j 
long list of the “ committee of management,” both ! 
in Edinburgh and in Glasgow ; neither is it as yet 
expedient to publish the uames of the most noble 11 
president and the distinguished vice-presidents who 
made themselves—and are—responsible. 

Mr. Elliott, photographer, has submitted to us 
a series of very interesting stereoscopic pictures— ,: 
the subject of w'hich is the sacking of a Jew’s house; 
the grouping must have presented many difficulties, 
for there is a considerable amount cf reality in all 
the compositions; and the several objects, which j 

are in admirable keeping, could not have been oh- 11 

taiued and placed together without much trouble j 

and care. 'The result is highly satisfactory ; they ’ 
are truly pictures, and have all the value and interest | 
of pictures on which the mind has been engaged. 1 ] 
These w'orks arc thus a novelty to the art, as a con- j 

secutive series which “tell a story the plan may 1 

he followed up with great advantage, so as to detail i j 

a history of higher and more universal interest: for i 

example—the Vicar of M'akefield. We hope Mr. i! 

Elliott will consider this meritorious issue as only : 
the beginning of an important work. | j 

'The Lions for the Nelson Column.—With 
reference to these objects the Building Neics says, ^ 
that, “ in order to get over the dilticulty of Sir j 
Edwin Landseer not being able to carve in stone, 1 

it has been proposed, after the models are made, to 
cast them in bronze, in which case they would bear 
all the expressive and final touches from the hand 
of the original designer. Other advantages would 
he thus gained, for the colour of the metal would 
harmonise with the bassi-relievi already there, be 
warmer in tone than stone, besides being enabled to 
resist the damaging effects of our London atmo¬ 
sphere. This proposal will he no small relief to 
Sir Sdwin.” 

The New York Crystal Palace.—The de¬ 
struction of this edifice, intelligence of which reached 
us after the sheets of onr last number were in the 
press, is greatly to he deplored, especially as it is 
feared the exhibitors will be great losers: the matter 
seems at present involved in considerable mystery. 
The Neto York Times says:—“The calamity has | 
struck everyone aghast, for the possibility of such 
an event had never been calculated upon. The 
peculiar character of the building, constructed as it 
was almost entirely of iron and glass, appeared to 
hid defiance to the flames; yet its destruction was 
more rapid than any building of wood could possibly 
have been. In less than fifteen minutes from the 
time the fire was discovered the flames spread with 
such fearful rapidity that the immense dome, which 
has so long been an object of beauty towering over 
the city, and a landmark from every approach, fell, j 

and the work of destruction was complete. It was j 

like a flash. 'Fhe great fabric of glass and iron, 
and its priceless treasures of Art, were suddenly 
wiped out of existence as though they had been 
mere unsubstantial vapour.” Among the works of 
Art destroyed are, it is said. Kiss’s equestrian statue : 
of “ The Amazon,” and Alarochetti’s colossal statue j 

of “ 'Washington.” | 
A Portrait of AIr. Robert Hunt, F.R.S., 

whose contri'butions to our pages have so long : 
formed prominent and valuable features in this 

0 c 
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Journal, has recently been hung in the hall of the 
Polytechnic Institution at Falmouth, of which town 

! Mr. Hunt is, we believe, a native. The pictui'e is 
1 the result of a public subscription by the Coruish- 
; lueii desirous of paying a well-merited compliment 
^ to him whose scientific labours have tended so much 
1 to spread a knowledge of English, and, especially 
1 of Cornish, mineralogy throughout the country. 

The British Museum.—One of those measures 
which, while they are “ steps in the right direction,” 
indicate how long and far we have been walking 
wrong,—which testify to the large debt due to 
common sense, in the very act which offers a small 
instalment—has just been carried into effect in one 
of the departments of this Institution. 'Whether 
it is, that the restoration to light of treasures so 
long shut away in sealed cities, like Pompeii, is 
acting suggestively on the sleepy guardians of our 
natural riches, certain it is, that there is here and 

1 there an occasional sign of a wish to take out of 
1 drawers and cellars the objects of Science and Art 
! which the nation has paid so much for her officers 
j to hide away. Thus, a select number of specimens 
, of the buried treasures in the Print Room of the 

British Jlusenm have recently been arranged on 
' screens in the centre of the King’s Library,—and 

will probably suggest to the public that the re- 
! mainder would better justify their outlay if they 

could be seen too. They who know IMr. Carpenter, 
; the present Keeper of the Prints at the British 
j Museum, aud the efforts he has made to bring 

his collection to light, know well that the fault 
of their seclusion is not with him. W’hat he 
has now done, may help on the good cause; and by 
and by, in the progress of logical thought among 

^ public men, the process of thiuniug an over-crowded 
: institution, by w'ay of making room for a knowTedge 

of what remains, may grow into an accepted method, 
j Just now, its reasonableness is the priucijial objec- 
j tion against it. His present limited selection of 

subjects, ?vlr. Carpenter has arranged on the principle 
of a double series, illustrating, severally, the pro¬ 
gress of the Italiau and the German schools, from 
the dawn of the Art to the IGth century,—and 
as far as possible making the chapters in the two 
several histories coincide. The upper row on the 
screens is Italian, and the lower German. 

The Exhibition at Toronto furnished no 
materials for an article in our columns; its pro¬ 
moters, therefore, have taken the will for the deed, 
and given us credit for our wish'to serve them. 
They believe that on some future occasion “ the 

’’ colony may appear with credit” in our pages, for 
which tliey exjiress an earnest desire. 

The Tabernacle of Israel.—There is to he 
‘ seen, at 29, Red Lion Square, a model of the Taber¬ 

nacle of Israel, constructed by the Rev. R. W. 
Hartshorn, according to the letter of the Penta¬ 
teuch. In the history of the Tabernacle there are 
certain facts which communicate to it a solemn and 
sacred interest. It was the first sanctuary of the 
one living aud true God ; the mauiicr of its service 
was communicated to Moses by God liimsclf; the 
materials of which it w'as formed were the free gifts 
of the people, and it was consecrated by the presence 
of Jehovah. “There I will meet with the children 
of Israel, and the tabernacle shall he sanctified by 
my glory.” The scale of (he model is one inch to 
the cubic of eighteen inches, and according to this 

1, proportion is also the dimension of the court, 
which was an enclosure of one hundred cubits long 
and fifty cubits wide. The tabernacle itself is a 

' covered tent, having on three sides represented the 
1 materials of which the original was constructed— 

hoards covered with gold, rising from sockets of 
[ silver. Its divisions arc the Holy Place and the 

jMost Holy, which are separated by the Veil of the 
1 Testimony, hung on four wooden pillars, the eover- 
! ings representing the original embroidered linen, 
( cloth of goats’ hair, rains’ skin dyedred, and badgers’ 
1 skins, and all the other details. The vessels, uten- 
; sils, &c., are strictly according to the descriptions 

in the Bible. 
The New Steam Yacht, “ Said,” built at Liver¬ 

pool, for the Viceroy of Egypt, is decorated and 
fitted internally with papier-mache, from the works 
of Messrs. Jennens and Bettridgc, of Birmingham. 
The principal saloon is forty feet long by twenty- 
five wide, and no expense seems to have been spared 
in its furniture and decorations. The couches are 
covered with figured silk damask, of a delicate blue, 

and are separated by arms of silver. The sides of 
the saloon are lined almost throughout with mirrors. 
In the centre is an elegant fountain, of papier- 
mache and glass, decorated to correspond with the 
floor, which is also of papier-mache ; and on each 
side arc fixed small oval-shaped tables, of silver. 
The ceiling is enamelled white, with gilt cornice and 
mouldings. The skylight is of stained glass. The 
tout eyisemhle is rich, hut chaste: another Cleopatra 
iniglit entertain another Antony in such a saloon as 
that of the Said. 

Mr. T. 11. Maguire is, we hear, engaged upon 
a picture—a commission from Messrs. Shaw aud 
Sous, publishers, Nottingham—-of “ Cromwell re¬ 
fusing the Crown of England,” for the purpose of 
engraving. j\Ir. Maguire has already painted, for 
the same firm, one picture entitled “The Champion 
of England! The Challenge; ” which is in the 
hands of hir. G. S. Shury, who is engraving it. 

Messes. Ogle and Edge, professional photo¬ 
graphers, of Preston, Lancashire, have submitted to 
ns several of their more recent issues of views for 
the stereoscope; they are of the highest excellence, 
taken with more, than the usual amount of artistic 
skill, and most effective when examined by the in- 
struineut, although really heautiful and interesting, 
as pictures, when seen apart from the advantage 
they derive from its power. The views to which we 
refer arc principally taken in tlie vicinity of the 
Northern lakes. These lakes have become deeply 
interesting, not only for their natural beauties, hut 
as associated with the histories of some of the most 
distinguished meu of mark of the age and country 
—Wordsworth, Southey', Coleridge, Wilson, and a 
host of lesser stars. Wordsworth especially has 
made famous nearly every spot that bears a name 
in this charming locality; and those who read his 
works—happily now-a-days “their name is legion” 
—will feel grateful to those photographers for 
supplying so many delicious accompaniments to his 
poems, better, because more actual, than those which 
any mere artist could produce by y'cars of labour. 

In the Gallery of Messrs. Leggatt & Co., 
iu Cornhill, is now exhibited for sale a numerous 
collection of pictures, the property of Mr. Flatow. 
We have never seen with greater satisfaction any 
collection wliieh has been made for the purpose of 
commerce. The catalogue contains the names of 
the most eminent of our artists, and every work is 
“ guaranteed ” to he genuine—a fact of some import¬ 
ance in the face of the startling revelations which from 
time to time are made of transactions in the Art- 
market. The number of pictures is one hundred and 
eighty—many of themwehave seenhefore; othershave 
never before been exhibited. Here are fine examples 
of the pencils of Constable, Stanfield, Hook, E. ftl. 
Ward, Frith, F. 11. Pickersgill, Creswick, Collins, 
F. Goodall, Poole, Phillip, Ausdcll, F.Dauby, S.IIart, 
Liiiucll, Holland, Pyne, the two Wilsons, Lance, 
Bright, Baxter, Herring, and numerous other artists 
of well-merited repute. 

PiiorosED New Fine-Art Society.—Some of 
the daily and weekly papers have promulgated a 
report—it originated, we believe, with the Illus¬ 
trated London AYics — that a new Fine-Art Society 
is about to he estahlished, wliich is to offer all kiuds 
of advantages to artists, amateurs, and the public 
generally. Prizes are to be given for works of Art, 
lectures delivered, and conversaziones held; free 
exhibitions to he opened, and a library formed. We 
know nothing of siicli an intention, nor have we yet 
met with any one wlio does; nevertheless, if such a 
project ho carried out, we shall welcome it, as we 
do wliatever tends to promote a knowledge of, and 
an interest in. Art,—provided it be conducted ou 
priiieiple.s in harmony with the professed object. 

Mr. Wood’s Picture of the “ Baptism of 
Christ.”—The paragraph that appeared iu our 
columns last month with respect to this picture has 
elicited some information concerning it. It seems 
that Mr. T. Bell, of South Shields, for whom it was 
painted, in comjietition, became a bankrupt iu 1855. 
Previously, however, to this unfortunate event, 
Mr. Bell, unable to find room for so large a work 
in his own house, deposited it with the Trustees of 
tlie London Baptist Mission House, who placed it 
in a lumber-room, whence it was removed, by the 
bankrupt’s assignees, to the rooms of Messrs. Christie 
and Manson, who sold it by auction for a very iusig- 
nilicant sum. The painting is now, we hear, being 
exhibited in the provinces, and is to be engraved. 

How the statements regarding the recent award of 
£1,000 to the painter got into the daily papers 
lately, we are at a loss to conceive ; but, cerlaiulv, 
Mr. Wood may consider himself a lucky artist to 
have at any time realized that sum. We suspect 
Mr. Bell’s creditors would have rejoiced had they 
seen it produce half the amount. 

The Modern Pre-Raffaellite Painters.— 
The Building Neies has circulated the following bit 
of intelligence, to which, however, we are not dis¬ 
posed to attach any credit; the idea is too prepos¬ 
terous to he entertained, even Ijy those whose “ wish 
is father to the thought—“ 'iVe have it ou pretty 
good authority that the leading nienihers of this per¬ 
suasion have resolved not to exhibit their pictures at 
the Royal Academy iu May next, but to originate a 
new combination of its members under the title of 
the “ Hogarth Society,” having no reference to the 
satirical painter of many years ago, but to Mr. 
Hogarth, the fashionable printseller of the Hav- 
market, in wliose gallery the exhibition will take 
place. The more humble members are hesitating 
whether to follow the intended lead of their prin¬ 
cipals, and join them in this hndertaking, or to 
adhere to the Royal Academy, with a chance, if 
they can make themselves sufficiently public, to 
obtain the dignity of an Associate, as others have 
succeeded iu doing.” Mr. Hogarth is, at all events, 
utterly ignorant concerniug this project. 

Guildhall on the Ninth of November.—It 
was with mucli satisfaction we found that the Lord 
Mayor had not neglected Art in liis efforts to com¬ 
memorate the festival of his inauguration. Several 
of the best worlcs of modern British sculptors were 
placed iu various parts of the halls, entrances, 
chambers of audience, &c., of the great city build¬ 
ing : and these were arranged with considerable 
taste and skill;—for example, Foley’s statue, of 
Caractaciis, executed for the City, was so circum¬ 
stanced that while a full effect of light was brought 
upon it, various painted groups of ancient Britons 
were left iu partial shadow, so as not to do mis¬ 
chief by contrast. Other sculptors were similarly 
honoured ; groups were admirably arranged; busts 
of great men wore placed at convenient intervals; 
and bas-reliefs occupied prominent walls. Sculpture, 
therefore, vras duly estimated and “ preferred” on 
the occasion. We presume we are indebted for 
this novel and very attractive introduction to Mr. 
Bunniiig, tiie city architect, to whom British sculp- 1 

ture owes a debt of gratitude for the many services [ 
recently rendered to it east of Temple Bar. 

Electro Bronzes.—There is to be seen, at 
391, Strand, a variety of electro-bronzes, produc¬ 
tions of a Parisian eleclrotypist, copied from well- 
known pictures, and bas-reliefs. They are principally 
alii rilievi, extremely bold and spirited iu character 
aud feeling. Some of the most popular pictures in 
the Frcuch galleries have been selected—as Leopold 
Roberts’s “ Reapers of the Ronline Marshes,” and 
by the same jiainter, “ The Fishermen of the Adri¬ 
atic;” “St. Louis Mediating betvveen the King of 
England aud his Barons,” “ St. Louis receiving the 
Envoys at Ptolemais”—both by Roiigel; “The 
Magdalen at the feet of Jesus,” by Jouveuet. Three 
of Napoleon’s Battles, by Horace 'V'eruet, “Wagram,” 
“Priedlaud,” and “Jena;” aud seven others, by Gros, 
Scheffer, and others. From the works of Overheck 
there is a charming scries of subjects, illustrative 
of the life of the Saviour—tvvelve in number ; the 
panels from the Arc de I'Etoile, one from the Nel¬ 
son coluinii, &e. The prices of these really heau¬ 
tiful bronzes, it may he said, are extremely moderate. 

The Royal Society.—The collection of portraits 
belonging to this society has recently undergone a 
process of cleaning, and is now hung in the large 
hall of Burlington House, iu which the meetings of 
the members are held. 

The Photographic Society proposes to open 
its annual exhibition in the early part of January, at 
the gallery of the British Artists’ Society in Suffolk 
Street. 

Mr. F. Woodington has been selected by 
Government to execute three large bas-reliefs for the 
Wellington Monument in St. Paul’s. A better 
choice could not have been made; the sculptor is a 
man of geuius—tried aud proved. Mr. "VVoodiug- 
ton executed one (and the best) of the bas-reliefs 
of the Nelson Column ; and to him was awarded the 
second premium (£500) lathe Wellington competition, 

when the works were exhibited in Westminster Hall. 
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REVIEWS. 

Poems by TViixiam Wordswoutii. Selected and 
Edited by Kobbrt Aris Willmott, Incumbent 
of Bearwood. Illustrated with One Hundred 
Designs by Birket Poster, J. Wolf, and John 
Gilbert, engraved by' the Brothers Dalziel. 
Published by G. Eoutledge & Co., London 
and New York. 

Another of the beautiful annuals which open their 
rich blossoms at a season of the year when all ex¬ 
ternal nature is cold, desolate, and lifeless. Very 
cheering and grateful it is to the eye. Wordsworth 
was himself a perfect child of Nature; his poems 
breathe her sweetest and holiest incense ; his 
life was bound up with all pleasant things—with 
green pastures and shady walks,—with the placid 
lake, the bubbling brook, the rushing cataract,— 
with the massy rock and the “ cloud-capp’d moun¬ 
tain;” his heroes and heroines were dwellers in 
hamlet and village, not those “in city bred;” the 
round frock and russet gown in which he has clothed 
them, like the garment assumed by Jacob when he 
appeared before his father for the patriarch’s bless¬ 
ing, have the fragrance of the field. Here, then, 
amid such au amplitude of picturesque beauty as 
the poet has furnished, have the pencils of the 
artists roamed at will, and in a spirit in harmony 
with the writings, Mr. Poster taking the lion’s 
share—the landscapes, Mr. Gilbert introducing us to 
the figures, leaving Mr. Wolf to illustrate the de¬ 
partment of natural history. 

It has so often been our ta»k—and a most plea¬ 
sant one it is too—to express our approbation of 
the works of these artists in similar publications, 
that we find it impossible to say anything new on 
this fresh addition to their laurel leaves. Air. Pos¬ 
ter’s pictures are as graceful and delicate as ever; 
Mr. Gilbert’s figure-subjects have lost none of their 
characteristic excellences; and Mr. Wolf’s well- 
drawn birds and animals look out upon us from 
rocks, brakes, and meadows, almost as rich with the 
poetry of nature as Mr. Poster’s scenery. The 
volume is, in short, worthy of the poet it com- 
memoi-ates, and that is saying much. It is “ in 
sober livery clad,” but elegant withal. The 
ornamental work of the binding is, we are told, 
done by means of engraved wood-blocks, instead of 
the brass dies commonly employed for stamping 
hook-covers. By the use of the former greater deli¬ 
cacy in the enrichments of the design seems to be 
obtained. 

Odes and Sonnets Illustrated. Published by 
G. Eoutledge & Co., London. 

This very elegant gift-book makes its public appear¬ 
ance under peculiar circumstances. It comes from 
the printing-press of Messrs. Dalziel, the well- 
known wood-engravers; for it is stated on the page 
immediately following the title, that “The Pictures 
in this Book are by Birket Poster; the Ornamental 
Designs by John Sleigh : Engraved and Printed by 
the Brothers Dalziel.” The object of the engravers 
has been, we presume, to have their own work 
printed under their immediate direction and super¬ 
intendence. It was a bold attempt on their part to 
enter the lists against the experienced establish¬ 
ments which have for years been engaged in the 
printing of illustrated books of the highest class; 
but the result of their efforts shows that they did 
not miscalculate their powers of competition. The 
printing, both of the woodcuts and text, is executed 
with a delicacy and accuracy that we have never 
seen surpassed, and rarely equalled. 

The volume contains between sixty and seventy 
short odes and sonnets, selected from the writings 
of the poets from the time of Spenser to our own. 
The illustrations are of course all landscapes, being 
from the pencil of Mr. B. Foster. The name of this 
artist would, in ordinary cases, be sufficient testi¬ 
mony to their beauty and truthfulness; but he 
appears here to have taxed his imaginative and 
executive powers to the utmost to support the en¬ 
gravers in their new undertaking. His fancy never 
revelled amid sweeter scenes, nor has his hand ever 
displayed greater cunning in embodying them. All 
these illustrations are printed in tints, which im¬ 
part a richness to them, and generally cause them 
to harmonize with the hour of the day or night 
presented in the picture. Charming as they are, 
however, our own taste inclines us to prefer wood- 
cuts printed in the ordinary way; the tints conceal 
much of the delicacy of the artist’s pencil and the 
engraver’s tool. 

Mr. Sleigh’s ornamental designs appear sometimes 
surrounding initial letters, sometimes as headings 
and tail-pieces, and here and there as side orna¬ 
ments to the page: in the latter case they are 
introdueed evidently to “balance” some design on 
the opposite page, otherwise they would be out of 

place. They are tinted to imitate illuminated work, 
but the colours are quiet and unobtrusive, the 
designs themselves being pure in character, and 
very chaste. 'Thus much for the inside of the book; 
but a word of praise is due to its external appear¬ 
ance. A rich medimval pattern, executed in gold, 
on a dark blue ground, is the costume in which it is 
sent forth to invite attention. 

We believe this publication is the first important 
essay of Messrs. Dalziel as printers, but it cannot, 
and ought not, to be their last. We trust that 
its success—so well deserved—will prompt them 
to other cflbrts of a similar kind. Our own experi¬ 
ence has long since taught us to know how diliicult 
it is to make a printer thoroughly understand and 
feel what the work of the engraver demands to 
render it eft'ectively. 'There must surely, then, be 
a considerable gain, so far as regards the beauty of 
the impression, where the latter is constantly at 
hand to advise and direct the former. 

The Poems op Oliver Goldsmith. Edited by 
Eobkrt A. Willmott. With Illustrations 
by Birket Foster and H. N. Humphreys. 
Printed in Colours from Wood Blocks. Pub¬ 
lished by G. Eoutledge & Co., Loudon and 
New York. 

We have to add this to the other illustrated volumes 
that come forth as reminiscences of a departing 
year. Yet it is unlike all its companions and all 
its predecessors, for the illustrations are gaily- 
coloured pictures, printed from wood blocks. 'The 
engravings are not, as in Messrs. DalzieTs book, 
just noticed, printed in tints only, but the work of 
the engraver is almost entirely concealed by the 
strength and brilliancy of the colouring. Very 
pretty and attractive they are certainly, and will, 
doubtless, find many admirers; we, however, would 
prefer seeing Mr. Birket Foster’s elegant designs 
and delicate pencilling—he has here the whole field 
to himself—placed before us in plain black and 
white; we lose sight of him in the overlaying of 
colour. Mr. Evans, too, who has engraved the 
drawings, is contented to resign his honours as an 
engraver in favour of those which may be awarded 
him as a printer—the whole of the work having 
been printed by him, and in the very best manner. 
It may serve as an excellent specimen of typo¬ 
graphical art allied to pictorial art. The title-page, 
head-pieces, and tail-pieces, by Mr. Humphreys, are 
not coloured, fortunately, so that the elaborate 
minuteness of his designs, in all their varied and 
graceful arrangements, is laid open to close inspec¬ 
tion. 'The poet, whose pathos wrung tears from the 
rough-mannered Johnson, who wrote his epitaph on 
the monument in Westminster Abbey, in which it is 
said that, as a writer, “ he touched nothing that he 
did not adorn,” is, in this edition, presented to the 
public in a way that will strengthen his hold on our 
afl'cetions and respect. 

Portrait of Eosa Bonheur. Painted by Dubufb. 

Engraved by Samuel Cousins. Published by 
E. Gambart & Co., London. 

There have been few engravings produced in Eng¬ 
land so entirely satisfactory as this; it will be 
quoted, indeed, as an example of the supremacy of 
British Art of the class to which it belongs—pure 
mezzotinto; and we may be permitted to rejoice 
that a work certain to eirculate largely on the Con¬ 
tinent will thus add to our national repute. The 
subject is a portrait; hut the print has also the 
interest that could be derived from fancy, for it is 
that of a graceful woman, with a gloriously intel¬ 
lectual head, standing beside one of the animals 
she has painted with so much marvellous power and 
skill. In one hand she holds the token of her 
strength—the crayon; in the other a sketch-book. 
It is, therefore, a very agreeable “ picture,” which 
the accomplished artist has produced out of his 
interesting subject. But as a portrait merely it is 
of great value. Eosa Bonheur has fame all the 
world over; and in England she has a host of 
admirers, with many personal friends. 'The en¬ 
graving will, consequently, be an acquisition of no 
common worth; while those who possess it will 
have obtained a work of singular and rare excel¬ 
lence. 

Stereoscopic Views in the Holy Land, Egypt, 

Nubia, &c., from Negatives taken by F. 

Frith, Esq., 1858. Published by Negretti 

& Zambka, Photographers to the Crystal 
Palace. 

There has been no collection of stereoscopic views 
at once so interesting and so valuable as this, 
which, coming from the hands of a singularly for¬ 
tunate and skilful artist, brings to us acquaintance 
with that part of the old world which is dear to the 
heart and mind of every' Christian, associated, as it 

is, witli all that is memorable in the early progress 
of his faith. 'There is not a town, a height, a dell, 
a rock, a path—scarcely a step that does not recall 
some point in Sacred History with which every 
tliinkcr and reader would desire to be made familiar ; 
and although “change” baa passed over much in 
Palestine, much tjiero is upon which 'Time has had 
no inlluenee—much that is to-day as it was eighteen 
centuries ago, when the feet of the Saviour paced 
those valleys and hills. 'The historian and the poet 
have found there their richest and most exciting 
themes—they have drawn on their own imagination 
to warm that of their readers; while the painter 
has perhaps as often and as widely exercised his 
assumed privilege of giving a colouring to fact. 
Here, however, in this series, we have only the 
plain unvarnished truth : the actual is absolutely 
before us, and we know it. 'There has been here no 
possibility of either adding or subtracting. 'The 
siin is a rare truth-teller, which cannot lie to pro¬ 
duce effect, nor err to lead astray. Hence the sur¬ 
passing value of this collection, which brings us 
to the very places which, eighteen hundred years 
ago, the Saviour trod, every one of which are noted 
in the holy books of the prophets and the apostles. 

Perhai)s, however, there is no land in the world 
so difficult to traverse “comfortably” as the Holy 
Land ; and our debt is proportionately great to those 
who do the work for us, who encounter the innu¬ 
merable vexations, annoyances, and hazards, in¬ 
separable from a journey in Palestine. They have 
been encountered by many, whose zeal, enthusiasm, 
or longing to obtain and communicate knowledge— 
one, or all of these combined—have been “ sets oS” 
against a labour inconceivable to those who read or 
“ look” at their firesides at home. 

Although Mr. Frith says little or nothing about 
these impediments, we know they must have been 
serious and continuous. He had to travel, not with 
a mere note-book, which his pocket hid and secured, 
or a portfolio and pencils he could carry under his 
arm ; it was absolutely necessary that he should be 
accompanied by a large and embarrassing apparatus, 
relative to which there must have been much specu¬ 
lation and no little suspicion, and it is a marvel 
that he was able to do what he has done—to bring 
to England his stores and himself in safety, and to 
give to the world the results of his toil and his 
danger. 

'The views in the Holy Land are in number fifty- 
eight ; those in Egypt and Nubia amount to one 
hundred : the latter include the Pyramids, the Nile, 
&c.; the former consist of “copies”—for that is the 
only word we can properly use—of Jerusalem (some 
twenty scenes), Gaza, the Mount of Olives, Arima- 
thea, Jerjath, the Pool of Bethesda, Mount Zion, 
Bethany, Bethlehem, Hebron, the Dead Sea, the 
Ford of Jordan, Philippi, Damascus, Nazareth, 
'Tiberias, Baalbec, Lebanon, and many others. 'The 
reader will hence perceive that a rare treat awaits 
him who will examine this deeply interesting series, 
and at the same time peruse the key, which gives a 
succinct yet sufficient history of the place described. 
We desire that as many as possible may share the 
enjoyment we have ourselves derived from this 
very fertile source of interest, and cordially thank 
the enterprising traveller and skilful artist, Mr. 
F’rith, for having given us an “evening” brimful 
of delight. 

A List, with Descriptions, Illustrations, and 

Prices, of whatever relates to Aouaria. 

Published by W. Alford Lloyd, London. 

This book, although neither more nor less than a 
“trade-list,” produced mainly for the benefit of the 
dealer, cannot fail to be very useful to all who 
study that which we described as “ a new pleasure” 
—the collecting and arrangement of sea-produce in 
homes far distant from the sea. This pursuit has of 
late years become almost a passion. In nearly all 
our ports there is some sea-monster in human form 
whose business it is to ramble over rocks at low 
tides, or dredge when wdnd and tide both serve his 
purpose, in order that packages may' be made up, 
to send by express train to London, containing 
numerous sea-things, which Mr. Lloyd w'ill distri¬ 
bute next day among his thousand customers. An 
absolutely new trade has thus been established to 
minister to this new pleasure, and Mr. Lloyd has 
at length printed a book for the guidance—the sure 
and safe guidance—of those who indulge in it. 
Mr. Lloyd does not, indeed, tell us—it is not likely 
he would do so—who and where are his employes 
along the coast; but this is almost all he conceals, 
for he is open, frank, and honest, in communicating 
information by which those who have may keep 
alive in health the actinea, sea-weeds, &c., they 
may have collected or purchased. 

As we are among those who have bought experi¬ 
ence, we are bound to state that a shilling expended 
in acquiring this book would have saved us pounds; 
for Mr. Lloyd makes it very clear what we ought to 
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do, and wliat we oug-bt not do, if we desire our 
tanks to be clean, healtby, and encouraging, and to 
render the aquarium, either of the salt or the fresh¬ 
water, a continual source of enjoyment, and not a 
perpetual disappointment and mortilication. 

While the fresh-water aquarium is easily kept, 
and deaths of gold-fish are the results only of culp¬ 
able neglect of the simplest rules, it is otherwise 
with the aquarium of salt-water; its contents, he 
they what they may, active or sedentary life, 
require continual care and thought. The trouble, 
however, is amply repaid by the interest derived 
from the study they exact; and undoubtedly he 
who carefully reads this little book will have him¬ 
self only to blame if he has to endure the frequent 
annoyance of deaths among the inhabitants of his 
mimic ocean. 

We might go at much length into this matter, 
but we cannot afford the requisite space. We re¬ 
commend the publication, and Mr. Lloyd also, as 
an intelligent guide and an equitable dealer. 

The MEiiniE Days or Engl.\md. Sketches of the 
Olden Time. By EDtv.viiD McDermott. Il¬ 
lustrated w’ith Twenty Engravings, from Draw¬ 
ings by J. Nash, G. Thomas, li. Foster, and 
E. Corbould. Published by W. Kent & Co., 
London. 

This handsome volume—a goodly quarto—came 
into our hands just as we weie arranging our last 
sheet for press. We have only just looked through 
it, but the glance is sufficient to justify the remai-k 
that a more pleasant book for fireside amusement 
has I'ai'ely come before us. One lives centuries ago 
in these pictures and descriptions, drawn with very- 
loving pencil and pen. We sliall recur to them 
nest month. 

The Gr.ave : a Poem. By ItoiiEEx Bl.sik. Pub¬ 

lished by A. and C. Black, Edinburgh. 

One can scarcely call this a seasonable gift-book for 
Christmas or a New A'ear’s Day, except us a reminder 
of the mutability' and end of all earthly happiness : 
for such a purpose it will not be an unsuitable-pre¬ 
sent. Not even the charm of the illustrations—by 
Messrs. Foster, Tenniel, Clayton, J. Godwin, Pas- 
quier, and T. Dalziel—can throw sunshine on the 
dark shadows which the poet has thrown upon the 
house appointed for all living. Many passages in 
the poem are singularly fine and impressive, and 
the whole moral it conveys is of the most useful 
kind, but the subject is one from which most men 
instinctively shrink, and therefore we fear the pub¬ 
lishers will find that it would have been to their 
greater profit had they selected a more welcome 
theme for an illustrated book. It is well, however, 
to mingle the grave with the gay even on the 
drawing-room table. An admirably-written preface, 
by the Eev. F. W. Farrar, introduces the poem. 

Outlines op Cre.ation. By Elisha Noyce. Il¬ 
lustrated with Four Hundred Engravings by 
the Brothers Dalziel. Published by Ward 

AND Lock, London. 

A few months ago we noticed a little work by' Mr. 
Noyce, entitled, “ The Boy’s Book of Industrial 
Information,” to which the “ Outlines of Creation” 
is a sequence. The youth who, through the medium 
of the former work, has made himself acquainted 
with the works which the skill and ingenuity of 
man have produced, or are producing, must have 
attained such a degree of knowledge as will qualify 
him to enter upon the higher and wider contempla¬ 
tion of the works of the Deity, as exemplified in 
nature, and which the author of this book has 
arranged under the several heads of Sky, Air, 
Earth, Water, Vegetable Kingdom, and Animal 
Kingdom. Each of these sections is amply dealt 
with—amply enough, that is to say, as to present 
something more than mere “outlines,” though 
there is no attempt to enter upon the multifarious 
minute details included in each especial subject. 
Concise and clear elucidation is what Mr. Noyce has 
aimed at and attained; yet, from the nature of his 
themes, it must be manifest such a hook will be 
useful only to those who thirst for knowledge of a 
high character, and are able to acquire it. The 
numerous engravings—by Messrs. Dalziel, who are 
also the printers of the book— will materially aid 
the reader in comprehending its contents. These 
woodcuts arc executed with the accustomed care 
which Messrs. Dalziel bestow on all works placed 
in their hands. 

The 'Wetteuhorn, S-\vitzerland.—Castle of 

IsENRERG, Prussia. Printed in Chromolitho¬ 
graphy by M. and N. IIanhart, from the 
Drawings by T. M. Biciiaudson. Published 
by Shaw & Sons, Nottingham ; E. Gambart 

& Co., &o., London. 

Some of the provincial printsellers seem inclined to 
run a tilt with the London houses. Here is a pair 
of large chromolithographs executed for a Notting- 
hiira firm, and capital copies they are of Mr. Rich¬ 
ardson’s drawings. One must not expect to find in 
works of this kind the delicate half-tints and beau¬ 
tiful gradations discernible in the original pictures, 
but the general effect—and sometimes even more 
than this—is attained, the breadth of light and 
shade, the sunshine, the texture of the natural 
objects, and the style of the artist’s handling, 
wanting, however, its sharpness and decision. 
These prints, picturesque iu subject, and agreeable 
in colour, would, if framed, and hung not too close 
to the eye, pass muster as origiuals without much 
difficulty'. It alw.iys gratifies us to see country 
piiblishers striving to disseminate a love of Art in 
tlieir own localities by such exoolleut productions as 
we have here. 

Curiosities of Science, Past and Present. By 
John Times, F.S.A. Published by Kent 

& Co., London. 

Mr. 'Tirabs is doing good service in the cause of 
knowledge by such works as this and others he has 
sent forth. “Things not generally known” will 
become universally known by his aid ; for though 
he modestly styles hiriself as “little beyond being 
one of those industrious ‘ ants of science,’ who gainer 
facts, and by selection and comparison adapt them 
for a wider circle of readers than they were origin¬ 
ally intended to reach,” his labours cannot be of a 
light and easy nature, nor executed without a con¬ 
siderable amount of intelligence and observation. 
The sciences introduced into this little volume are 
those commonly designated as the “ physical,” con¬ 
cerning which information has been culled from 
the works of the greatest philosophical writers of 
the present day. His quotations are varied, selected 
with judgment, and with a view of showing that in 
the world of nature facts are stranger than fictions. 

The a B C of Photography. Ninth Edition. 
Published by the Loudon Stereoscopic Com¬ 
pany. 

A little manual of this character cannot fail to 
lU'ove highly useful to a large number of persons. 
'The principal which has guided the author is cor¬ 
rectly expressed in the title. Supposing the pupil 
in photography to be entirely ignorant of the che¬ 
mistry of the art, he explains each step of progress, 
as far as the collodion process is concerned, with 
great exactness in all its details. The cha¬ 
racters of each variety of failure which is likely 
to occur, and the causes leading to such failures, 
are carefully given, with directions for avoiding 
them. Each stage of the collodion process, until 
the production of either a positive or a negative 
picture, is succinctly described, and all the require¬ 
ments for successful photographic printing are so 
clearly given, that any one following the directions 
implicitly will scarcely incur the hazard of failure. 
We strongly recommend the “A B C.” 

The Photographic 'Teacher. By G. Wharton 

Simpson. Published by H. SauiRE & Co., 
London. 

This is another photographic manual, the promi¬ 
nent features of which are the Dry Collodion Pro¬ 
cess, by Dr. Hill Norris, a chapter on dry colouring, 
which appears to be very comprehensive, and a 
modified form of the collodion process, called the 
Alabastrine Process. For those particular points 
this little book must prove very important; indeed, 
upon all points connected with the use of collodion 
it is valuable. Those manuals of photography, 
however, multiply somewhat too rapidly. 

The Boudoir Almanack for 1859. Lithographed 
and Printed in Colours b_, Waterloav & Sons, 

London. 

Headed by a very prettily coloured copy, in small, 
of Uwins’s “Vintage in the South of France,” one 
of the “ Vernon” Collection, and surrounded at the 
sides and lower part by a gay wreath of roses, and 
other summer flowers, Messrs. Waterlow’s almanack 
is fit to adorn any lady’s boudoir. 

‘0 

EXCURSIONS IX SOUTH WALES. 
BY MIt. AND MRS. S. C. HALL. 

IVe purpose to pullisli in the Art-Jour¬ 
nal a series of illustrated articles—the 
illustrations from drawings hg J. D. Har¬ 
ding, Birhet Foster, F. W. Fairholt, F. IF. 
Hulme, IF. S. Coleman, E. A. Broolce, 
G. L. Hall, and other artists. 

The main purpose of these “ Excursions ” 
is to describe and illustrate the Line of 
Railway that leads from Gloucester to 
Milpord Haten through South Wales ; so 
as to supply the numerous Tourists on that 
route with information that may augment the 
enjoyment they receive ivhile traversiny one 
of the most interesting and picturesque dis¬ 
tricts of the hingdom. 

When considering what course ice could 
adopt to augment the interest and utility of 
the Art-Journal, our attention teas directed 
to this journey as affording comparatively 
new ground; exceedingly fertile of the pic¬ 
turesque ; rich in historic lore and romantic 
traditions ; abounding in remains of remote 
ages, those of the chwalric epochs and of 
monastic glories ; with many populous cities 
and towns ; rivers that run through scenery 
unsurpassed in beauty, and sea-coasts as 
grandly wild and infinitely diversified as 
any of ivhich our island boasts. Moreover, 
the Line through South Wales is now the 
great highway to the south of Lreland, from 
ivhich it is separated only by a briff sea 
voyage and two charming and attractive 
harbours—those of Waterford and Milford 
Haven. 

To the author and the artist, therefore, 
there is no district of the kingdom that pro¬ 
mises aharvest more productive. Beginning 
with venerable Gloucester—proceeding to 
“sylvan Wge,^’ and “princelie Severn”— 
through Chepstow, Monmouth, Ross, and 
Hereford, to the source of “ Vaga,” in lofty 

Plinlimmon—embracing a course of pictorial 
beauty of a character the rarest, the most 
varied, and most perfect—visiting ancient 
Cardiff, “remote” Caerleon, the “city” of 
Llandaff, Swansea and the lovely vale of 
Heath, Newport and the river Usk, “ old 
Caermarthen ” and its bay, charming and 

popular Tenby, the majestic ruins that neigh¬ 
bour lordly Pembroke, and the delicious 
harbour of Milford, ivith its attractions of 
hill and dale, sea and river, its conveniences 
of railway and steamboat, its stupendous 
dockyards, and its Haven, always gay and 
cheerful, with room for the whole navy of 
England to ride in calm and safety. 

JJT trust, therefore, that in thus folloiving 
up the “Book of the Thames” {now 
completed'), by introducing the readers of 
the Art-Journal to a district, that cannot 
fail to be richly productive of information 
and enjoyment, we shall give satisfaction to 
our subscribers, and advance the object which 
that publication ivas established, and is con¬ 
ducted, to promote—“ A lote op the pure 
AND BEAUTIFUL IN XaTUEE AND IN APiT.” 

FINIS. 
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